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APROPOS the

recent effort to bring the Republican
National Convention to San Francisco it is suggested
that such movements give some individuals an opportunity
to purchase a little cheap notoriety and lay it up as a
claim upon the gratitude of the party. There are few
men who have ever been delegates that do not publish the
After
fact when ever they walk out among their fellows.
all, delegations and conventions are but the showy autumn
politics
blown
away
by
the
upon
the
tree
of
to
be
leaves
first gust of a windy campaign.

Examiner pretends
THE
young man prefers horse
and

he would turn away from in a poolroom, he will have the
And the Exampress giving its energies to libeling him.
With rich
iner would not consent to be left in the race.
old men it is different.
They are forgiven a fondness for
Senatorial togas as readily as young women are a weakness for sealskins. And nobody is very curious about the
means either take to get them.
a wretched and unfortunate creature creepTHERE
ing along our streets selling lead pencils.
Both legs
is

are gone from the knees down and he presents a pitiable
appearance. He has travelled here from the East, so the
daily papers say. San Francisco seems to be the jumping off
place for the maimed, the halt and the blind. It's a shame
to have such objects of misery on the public pavements.
The city is in duty bound to place persons of such misfortune in the Alms House at once. Several years ago, we
had a visit from six cripples on wheels; they had found
their way wretchedly, and probably departed in as unhappy a condition.

brethren who wear the cowl are
THE
but
they are human. And being human

holy, of course,

still

it is

not

to be expected of them that they will not need to pray for
grace to restrain a tendency to exult, even as if they were
of the worldly, over the peculiar afflictions that have been
visited upon their enemies.
Here is Price, the publisher
of the A. P. A. Magazine, arrested for disseminating obscene literature-, and the Rev. Dr. Brown, mighty in discourse at A. P. A. meetings, accused by a conscienceless
old woman of having surrendered to the charms of a young
one.
The Lord, for the moment, seems to be against the

A.

Number

1.

have been interviewed as to
The concensus of clerical
opinion is that they hope the theory of development is not
correct, in which case it is contrary to Scripture.
But if
correct, and not to be disputed, then a true interpretation
of Scripture will show that the inspired writers anticipated Darwin, and that evolution is in entire harmony with
Scripture.
Faith overcometh all things.
of the pulpit

evolution.

President Harrison really agree to turn over the
DIDfederal
patronage of New York, and did he actually
make a bargain with Senator Piatt to that effect? — that

what the Nation,

New York,

asks.
Mr. Sherman has
that the Indiana Candidate for a
second nomination put a certain contract in Steve Elkin's
pocket.
The Boston Herald, one of the most powerful
journals in the country, has made an angry demand,
upon Mr. Harrison to say why!
is

made a

in

direct charge

seems evident

to all the
ITthat Governor Budd
was

STRANGE

that it does not occur to Dr. Dille that he
was tided in upon a New York City wave of reform;
that he tops that wave on account of his lack of weight
rather than his ability to swim.
He is of the drift wood,
and not a big log either. He would do for lirewood, but
there is not the possibility of a plank in the whole timber
of him, knots included.
Recently he told an intelligent
audience about a man using a wart on his neck for a collar
button
The doctor of whatever he gives medicine to
was not even talking upon the subject of economy.
He is
neither eloquent, learned, nor a man of excellent taste.
When such a one becomes an apparent leader, of what
stuff must his following be ?
And yet this same plaything
of circumstances over which, of course, he has no control,
will probably never realize what a great man he was not.

rational citizens of California

"level-headed" when he made
the reorganization in the State Militia, in consolidating the
nine regiments scattered about the State into five.
AU
sorts of influence was brought to bear by influential citizens to swerve the Governor from his determination.
But, as Hoke Smith would say: "He seen his duty and he
done it!" In short, Mr. Budd has backbone, and deserves

great credit. It relieved some too hundred officers of their
former rank, and "hence the tears." But there is no disputing that while these gentlemen were mustered out, it
was a wise and politic undertaking on the part of the Governor to simplify our National Guard and render it soldierlike and efficient.

guardian angel
THE
been,
the past

San Francisco's Alms House has
twelve years, the matron, Mrs.
Weaver, wife of the present Superintendent.
This lady
has made a thorough study of human nature as it comes
under her constant inspection. While all are treated with
careful impartiality, there are inmates who have been
used to luxuries in their youthful prosperity, of which
the cruelty of old age and misfortune has now deprived
them. These persons have received from the matron that
same delicate consideration which has marked her hearty
and cheery devotion to any and every one else.
In consequence, she is adored by all there.
Now, a question of
politics has arisen in the Board of Supervisors, and an intention has been "declared" to dismiss Superintendent
and Mrs. Weaver.
This would be a sad disgrace to the
City and County.
of

for

difficult matter for boards of health and
such bodies to keep within the bounds of their
powers. In undertaking to stop the sale of skim-milk in
this city, the health authorities have certainly exceeded
their jurisdiction.
It is clearly not a lawful exercise of
the police power to attempt the suppression of traffic in
a wholesome article of food, merely because it may be
palmed off upon the unsuspecting as* something richer or
better.
It would be entirely proper, however, to require
all skimmed milk to be sold as such, and to this end to
provide reasonable regulations against imposition on the
public.
In using all proper means to prevent adulteration
or fraudulent substitution, the Board of Health will have
the support of the public.
But there is a reasonable limit
When the Board steps beto its functions and powers.
yond that limit, it arbitrarily interferes with legitimate
business, and becomes a meddling nuisance.

seems to be a

1
I

!

1896.

Why

occupation.
politics,

to be astonished because a rich
racing to politics as a side
not? Let a rich young man go into
besides being obliged to keep company that

brethren
THE
their views on

4,

ITother

January

4.
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CLERGYMAN

IN

TRIBULATION.

point of view.

blame for President
it
message,
Is the misforhave been a journalist, a
writer of articles for the Saturday Review, which is as
flippant as it is bright and Utter.
When his lordship gets
his pen in his hand bis old newspaper habit returns, and be
is more eager to make a point or tun
m than be is
to round an innocuous diplomatic phrase.
His response to
Secretary Olney, which brought forth tin- President's
vehement message, was worse than ill-considered. It was
insulting.
Bad Secretary of si air tlney been a rural contemporary ami Lord Salisbury been seated in the edit
chair of the Saturday Review, rebuking and instructing
him. he could not have been more offensive in tone
more
condescending in his manner of giving tbe American Secretary of Stale elementary instruction as to the meaning and
scope of the American Monroe Doctrine. It was indefensible
in a Prime Minister of England, if quite allowable in an
editorial writer for a sneering London weekly, catering to
1

rent
e to

i

TH

this

!

town arc
1

within

bis

burcb.
a< B

tor of >o <^ In
gates, ami tin- damsel
l

I
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with him. The old woman demanded hush money—not for
but for a mysterious third person who has not been
found, a Mrs. Barns
and the Doctor was weak
count.
Be was. however,
sufficiently endowed with the wisdom of the serpent to take
••int. and after consulting with his deacons,
to call in the police.
As
consequence Mrs. Mary A.
Davidson, who got the $500, is in jail.
Had Dr. Brown been a man of the world he never would
have given up that money, but rung for a policeman immediately, innocent or guilty.
But a clergyman is peculiarly placed.
Notwithstanding the assertion of the Rev.
Sydney Smith, that there are three sexes men, women,
and parsons preachers arc male, and they occupy a
unique position. In modern times chastity is demanded
of them.
For one of them to lose his reputation for that
One of the
lisastrous to him as if he were a woman.
conditions on which his salary is paid him is that he shall
If a Protestant he is given a wife, if a Cathbe chaste.
olic he goes without one, but in either case he is expected
A
to walk before the world a model of virtuous conduct.
man in common, secular life would not like, of course, to be
accused of the offense imputed to the Rev. Dr. Brown, but
public think what
if of ordinary courage he would let the
it liked, reassure his wife, send the girl home to her parBut his pluck in
ents, and leave the rest to the courts.
such circumstances would be as nothing compared with
that displayed by the Rev. Dr. Brown. It is no great exaggeration to say that it is a matter of life and death to
him. To have a Christian character to maintain is no light
burden.
As for Mrs. Davidson, she is in jail, and in all likelihood will
go to the penitentiary, unless Dr. Brown should choose to
take counsel of his Master and be merciful beyond the mercy
of those of this world.
There is not one chance in a hundred
that her story is true. But while there is that one chance
justice requires that everything should be done to enable
the old woman to make a defense. She is poor and friendless, and appearances are all against her.
Make a violent
effort of the imagination, defy probability, and suppose she
is telling the truth.
Then fancy her case. She has the
public against her, the press against her, and the congregation of the Rev. Dr. Brown's church has rallied around
him with that enthusiastic loyalty characteristic of congregations.
She seems to know the peril of her plight, for
she expects to go to San Quentiu. There are generous
souls in the world.
It may be that one of them, with a
purse, will rise up and, without passing judgment on Dr.
Brown, resolve that this old woman shall be given every
opportunity to substantiate her statements if she can,
that popular clamor shall not deprive her of her legal
right to be considered innocent until her guilt has been
proved. The old woman is entitled to a fair show, and she
can't have it unless a good Samaritan with money appears.
Dr. Brown has done well to appeal to the police; that is
greatly in his favor. But he will do bettor if he shall express Miss Overman to her parents and give a clearer
explana iion of why he allowed himself to be blackmailed
out of $500 on a foul and false charge.
.'.

;>

—

—

There will be no war between the United
States and England over the Venezuela
boundary.
Every man of sense who consults his judgment, rather than his passions,
believes that.
The people of the two nations are civilized,
not savages, and they will not fight, therefore, for the
mere sake of fighting.
War between two such countries,
devoted as they are to the arts of peace, is too horrible to
be contemplated by any one who knows what war is, who
values human life and human happiness, and cherishes the
There Will
Be
No War.

smallest regard for the world's welfare.
The quarrel which has sprung up will, in the end, be
beneficial in a good many ways. For one thing, it will cure
English statesmen of a pernicious inclination to deal
with the United States from the British newspaper

(

its clientele.

When the fever of resentment on both sides of the water
dies down, Lord Salisbury's share in the unhappy business
will be given more attention.
It may or may not be England's present desire that the United States shall arbitrate her boundary dispute with Venezuela, but it certainly is not the desire of England's people that her monarch for the time being her Prime Minister should be a
man of Lord Salisbury's caliber a man who, for the sake
of saying smart things, affronts a first-class power and
brings war very near.

—

—

—

There is too much common sense in both England and
America to permit the concerns of an insignificant South
American republic to embroil them in an armed conflict.
Lord Salisbury may think it beneath the dignity of a Saturday Reviewer to arbitrate anything, but the British
may be trusted to have a truer perception of what
constitutes dignity.
They do not want anything which
does not of right belong to them, and we think they have confidence in the fairness of the government of the United States
confidence enough to be sure that this government would
not take a way an inch of territory belonging to G reat Britain
or give to Venezuela an inch to which she has no title in
justice.
There is in England, we are persuaded, no deepseated sentiment against arbitration of this question,
whatever Lord Salisbury's proud spirit may lead him to
declare.
That gentleman's next note to our Government,
we venture to prophesy, will be graver and more respectful in tone than was his impudent Saturday Review editorShould it
ial to Secretary Olney on the Monroe Doctrine.
be otherwise should the Saturday Reviewer's instincts
overcome the prudence of the Prime Minister the English
people and the English Parliament will have something to
say.
Let the alternative be presented of a war with the
United States or a change of ministry, and there will be
a change of ministry. Lord Salisbury will be a statesman
people

—

—

out of a

—

job.

remembered that the people of England know
nothing about the Monroe Doctrine. They are not aware
of how much it means to us, and how earnest we are when
When they come to understand
it is called in question.
the situation, as they surely will, a British roar will go up
Lord Salisa roar against war and for arbitration.
bury's feelings will cut no figure whatever.
It is to be

—

The beauties of the labor-union was recently shown
when the manager of the Baldwin found fault with the
way the cooking was done. The chef got mad and left.
His five assistants dropped their aprons and followed suit.
They had to. They expected to see the guests leave the
hotel and the manager go into bankruptcy. Instead of that
he hired another chef and five more assistants and now
The chef had been
nobody finds fault with the cooking.
getting $200 a month for several years, and now owns
houses and lands, but, for a wonder, the Baldwin is not inSome
cluded.
The assistants are poor and out of work.
day a gleam of common sense will enter the brains of laborers, and then all will not allow themselves to be dragged down by the stupidity, or quarrel, or misfortune of
one man. When there are no more poor, nor unfortunate,
nor unemployed, the strikers may be on top, but never till
then.

—

.
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Protection
A Society for the Protection of Preachers
appears to be in order. Seeing that blackfor the
Preachers, mailers and other designing persons are constantly layiDg snares and setting traps for
the guileless and unsuspecting clergymen, it behooves the

more experienced male and female members

of

church

congregations to organize for the circumvention of these
agents of the devil. The crafts and subtleties of unscrupulous women, particularly widows, are especially to
be guarded against, and the society should see to it that
the advice of the elder Weller to his son is inscribed upon
But no trust is to be
the walls of every minister's study.
placed in precepts; of themselves alone they are inYet rules and
sufficient to baffle the arts of the corrupt.
regulations are needed for the conduct of priests and
deacons in order that they may be hedged about on every
Particularly must pastoral calls be
side with safeguards.
subjected to the most rigid discipline. Pastoral visitation
is one of the readiest means of ensnaring the artless
The preacher should never be allowed to go unatdivine.
tended upon errands of consolation to the homes of
spiritual sisters whose physical well-being may be reported
It is not sufficient that the
as more or less impaired.
apostle shall be pure; he must be shielded from contact with evil; from the net of the adventuress and the
To err is human, and society
pitfall of the blackmailer.
Since the introduction of "steering
is prone to suspicion.
committees" for the safety of legislators exposed to temptation from lobbyists, many Western statesmen have been
preserved to their constituents in all the bloom of innocence and unsullied patriotism. Without such guardianship these law-makers might have fallen by the wayside,
and become wholly lost in political sin. If these thing be
just and seemly for statesmen, how much greater is the
need of protection for the pastors. There is more joy in
hell and the newspaper offices over a scandal affecting a
prominent preacher than rejoicing on earth for the salvaThe multitude of the ungodly
tion of a thousand souls.
and the profane openly chuckle when the foul shafts of
slander are sent flying against the reputation of some one
The way to confound the plotof the Lord's annointed.
ters of iniquity, to heap confusion upon the slanderers, is
to so order the goings and the comings of the ministers
and stewards that an alibi may always be established,
Let
to break down any specific charge of wrong-doing.
the Society for the Protection of Preachers so contrive
its good offices that no clergyman shall ever be alone and
helpless, lest some emissary of Satan take him unawares.
Let every minister be required to keep a diary in which

to day and from hour to hour his walks and talks
shall be set down, and let it always appear that he was
attended by some member of the S.
T. P. O. P.
So
shall the wicked be confounded, and the pencil of the interviewer be brought to naught.

from day

P

Few of the multitude of Eastern
people who are accustomed to spend
San Francisco.
the winter months in Southern California have a correct idea of the
mildness of the winter season in San Francisco. If the
facts were better known, this city would enjoy no small
share of the benefits of the tourist travel that is
now confined almost exclusively to the southern part of
the State. When Eastern people read of the frosts that
have of late, threatened with serious injury the orange
crop of the southern counties; of bitter winds sweeping
down from icy mountains upon the citrus groves; of
temperatures as low as four or six degrees below the
freezing point at such places as San Bernardino and
Riverside, they would be surprised to learn that as far
north as San Francisco there had been no freezing cold;
that the most delicate flowers have been blooming in our
open-air gardens throughout November and December.
At this time pansies, roses, violets, heliotrope, geraniums
and many other flowers may be seen blooming out of doors
in this city.
And the bright weather of the holiday season here has certainly not been surpassed in any part of
Southern California. Yet our hotels are almost bare of
Eastern patrons, and travel sets steadily, as usual, from
the East towards Los Angeles. Some organized efforts
should be directed, in behalf of this city, towards the wideThe Winter Season
In

January

4,

1896.

spread advertising in the East of the many advantages
and attractions that San Francisco and the surrounding
country possess for the winter tourist. Certainly, no town
or city in the southern part of the State can compare for
a moment with San Francisco in resources for amusement
and recreation. Los Angeles is, in fact, dull and tame,
contrasted with this metropolis of the Coast. Nor can any
spot in all Southern California vie with this in the magnificence and beauty of its natural surroundings.
From this
point, too, a great number of short excursions may be had
to places of interest, such as Monterey, Santa Cruz, San
Jose, Napa, Santa Rosa, Sausalito, San Rafael, and a host
of others that might be named. For those who enjoy hunting or fishing there is abundance of sport to be found within
a day's journey.
cle excursions,

For riding or

driving, coaching, or bicy

many hundreds of miles of excellent roads are

accessible from San Francisco, while in the southern counties
good roads are almost unknown. There is, perhaps, a little
more sunshine south of the Tehachapi than ordinarily
falls
to our lot here during the winter months, but
in this city there is certainly less frost than is commonly
experienced either at Los Angeles or Riverside. In short,
the winter climate of Sau Francisco is a thing to be proud
of, and its merits should be heralded far and wide.
This is
not a matter of boasting, but of business. A large volume
of winter tourist travel to this city would mean the expenditure here of hundreds of thousands of dollars, in our
hotels, restaurants, and other establishments, all of which
would add to the general prosperity.

The Position

In spite of

the fact that the pulpits of

our larger churches are occupied by men of
the Ministry,
the best education and, presumably, moral
tendencies, the Church is, as it always has
been, the last to join any movement leading towards a betterment of existing social conditions.
This fact either proves that an ecclesiastical education
is not always conducive to mental evolution, or that the
shepherds of the Lord's sheep fear for ,their own welfare
under any other than the preseut regime.
The early Church doubtless did much towards the elevating of the people from the condition of dirt and damnation;
but now that its various branches have become firmly
established, it has settled down to a smug existence, and
the average pulpit fighter is content to be a mere shell
echoing the confused murmurs of the Middle Ages.
This attitude has made it painfully apparent to the most
casual observer that the ministerial stomach is no more
than human. One sometimes hears the complaint made by
leading preachers that so few men ever enter the fold, and
the cause to which they attribute this is that the present
age is too restless or too busy to be much interested in
of

religion.

This is not so.
The preachers themselves are to
blame for not keeping up with the times.
Men
and women who read their
papers
are
not
inclined to sit for hours in a badly ventilated church
listening to a discourse apparently addressed to the
spirits of our grandfathers.
The watchword to-day in
religion, as well as in everything else, is Progress; and it

advisable for our ministers, if they wish to regain the
confidence of the people, to awake from their heavy sleep
and preach, not the past, but the world as it exists today. Such theological pugilists as Father Yorke and the
Rev. Ross may for a time amuse the onlookers, but that is
all.
Such discourses are addressed to the "gods,'' and the
is

"gods" are not supposed to know much.
To summarily dispose of the whole question, the position
of the ministry is remarkably like that of the monkey on a
rotten bough, with a deep stream at the far end and an
audience of other monkeys above. To attract their attention it is necessary for the wretched thing to caper; and
the possibility of the branch breaking, and a consequent
fatal immersion, affords matter for grim humor to all save
the one most concerned.

The River Improvement Convention, which
will be
is to meet here on the 15th inst.,
Waterways,
composed of Supervisors from couuties in
the San Joaquin and Sacramento Valleys,
and of other prominent citizens of those counties, uniting
with representatives of the Chamber of Commerce and
Improvement
of the
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Washington. The primary
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in

the

improvement of the Sacrami
matter of importance, and, with
the proper effort,

a favorable influence on legislation may
that California has not, In
the past, secured a doe share ol the Government approprl
nctit of rivers and harbors.
Of hue years,
(rreat advantage over us in tiiis ree reason that has hindered California in his regard is lack of harmony among her representatives at
Washington, and another impediment is the jealousy existing between rival localities. The latter cause has. for many
years, delayed the construction of a deep-water harbor for
the Los Angeles district.
San Pedro, Redondo, and Santa
Monica are riva
and the people of Los Angeles
3,
have divided their support among these ambitious places.
Had there been unity of sentiment on the subject, Los
Angeles would, ere this, have been provided with a saliIt

ad.

must be

1

.i

•

I

harbor for deep-water

vessels.

But what more directly concerns San Francisco is the
improvement of her own harbor by the removal of a number of dangerous rocks, and also the deepening- and clearing of the navigable rivers tributary to our system of
It is not generally known that it is the work of
years, under the present rules governing the action of Congress, to obtain an appropriation for any river or harbor.
First there must be adopted a provision for a preliminary
survey and report by Government engineers. This is embodied in the general river and harbor bill.
And as but

one such

bill is passed by each Congress,
two j'ears or
more must elapse before an appropriation can be had for

the proposed improvement.
Meanwhile, the fate of the
appropriation must depend upon the favor of the engineers.
In the event of an unfavorable report, no appropriation
can be had. At one period the appropriations for unheard-of creeks and sloughs constituted a national scandal,
and the river and harbor bill was a matter of log-rolling,
pure and simple.
Now the appropriations are divided
upon a meritorious system, as Government engineers are
found
rarely
wanting in judgment or integrity.
But, assuming that all the projects approved by the engineers are
the advantages of " push and
pull " are still exhibited in the amounts recommended by
the Committee on Commerce for the various waterways.
It is in this regard that the executive committee to be appointed by the coming convention may do good work.
comprehensive plan of river and harbor improvements for
California should be mapped out, with the assistance of
Government engineers inclined to give their aid. Then this
plan should be diligently urged, through the press and at
Washington, until the desired action shall have been secured.

worthy

Government

of

aid,

A

its deliberations it is to be hoped that the convention
not be bothered by cranks, and that it will not allow
itself to be used for the promotion of schemes of purely

In

will

local benefit.
The town of Redding, for example, is ambitious to become a river port.
It is situated above a succession of rapids on the Sacramento river, and Major
Heuer, the Government engineer having charge of the

Sacramento, reported some time ago that the improveof the river between Red Bluff and Redding would
be a waste of public money.
It would certainly appear
that a Government appropriation would be much more
wisely expended in improving the main channels, naturally navigable, than in the attempt to bring a small and
remote town within reach of river steamers.
This, however, is a question to be decided on its merits.
The convention may be expected to be on its guard in relation to
giving endorsement to doubtful projects, and to work harmoniously for the promotion of the main purpose in view.

ment

An Able Argument
by
D. M.

Delmas.

The argument recently delivered by
D. M. Delmas before judge Buck, of
the Superior Court of San Mateo

County, in relation to the Lux estate,
the ablest efforts of that distinguished lawyer.
It has excited much admiring comment among attorneys,

was one

of

and

it would In- difficult to liml anything more eoinprehen
slve and Incisive in the way of a legal analysis of evii
It v\a- eloquent from beginning to end, and yet
wholly
-

Ileal and business like in dealing with a succession of
business propositions,
Even dry matters of account, In
the hands of this gifted advocate, become full of interest,
and columns of Hgures seem animate with life.
Severe
as this brilliant forensic effort was in its arraignment of
the opposing parties, it was throughout marked by the
perfection of courtesy.
Even to the objects of the eminent
counsel's attack this studious urbanity was displayed.
While blows wen- given with telling Force they were at all
times delivered in the manner of one who would rather
compliment than denounce,
To the opposing counsel.
ially, Mr. Delmas was more than polite.
He hand
somel] complimented the argument of Mr. Mclnernev, to
which his own vigorous effort was a Strong reply, and certainly the elder barrister lost nothing by thus praising the
ability of his adversary.
In this regard Mr. Delmas sets
to the bar of this city and of the State an example worthy
of imitation.
Occupying the first place as an advocate,
he can afford to be geuerous, and assuredly he is more than
kind to his legal brethren. This characteristic amiability
is the more remarkable from its dwelling in a legal mind
of the most penetrating and logical cast.
So completely
master of himself is this accomplished jurist that lie
serenely smiles even when applying the lash of his merciless satire to the objects of his attack. His late argument
illustrated the fact that the greatest strength of intellect
is never more strikingly displayed than when, under the
strain of an important contest at the bar, an eloquent
pleader is master of himself as weli as of his cause, using
a copious vocabulary and rare powers of invective with a
moderation and a tact that constantly hint of abundant
forces in reserve.
Contrast this style of argumentation
with that of some of the blustering blatherskites of the
San Francisco bar, and what a gulf appears between
them The younger generation of advocates, who have
the sagacity to take Mr. Delmas as a model of forensic
grace and skill, will at least win credit for good taste,
though few of them may aspire to reach the enviable position he has gained.
I

War

Some

of the peculiarities of the Jingo are that he
thinks he is the only patriotic American alive;
that he always carries a chip on his shoulder;
that he is always ready to have his country go to war to
retrieve a fancied disgrace, and to let other people do the
fighting for him and his beloved country. He is found
chiefly among politicians who have not yet learned the
alphabet of statesmanship, and among that class of the
people who have neither houses nor lands, nor bank accounts, nor much merchandise, nor bullion, nor gold, nor
silver coin laid up for future needs.
But behind these
inordinately effulgent beings is the great body of thinking
and responsible people, who do not follow the jingo method
of going off at halF-cock, and who have a way of developing a sober second thought which, after all, is the only
basis of rational and prudent conduct.
Men of means and
responsibility, people of observation and thought, who
sooa saw what war meant to America and all mankind
were aghast at the flippant ease with which they were
ready to involve the country into any kind of disaster.
Though at first we heard of nothing but an apparent unanimity of feeling and will, yet there has now come a deep
undertone of dissatisfaction and horror at the possibility
of a war with England.
It is not that there is wanting
any broad and deep petriotism, nor any lack of sensitiveness upon any point of honor. There is a feeling of suspicion
that the President might have formed his message
language a little more moderate, and a desire to be sure
that the Monroe doctrine is necessarily threatened with
violation, and a decent hope and belief that the matter of
artitrotion might longer have been left open to argument,
with the possibility that further discussion might eventuate in persuading England to accord with our suggestion.
There is no wish on the part of anybody but Jingos to
have war. There is no wish on the part of England to
hasten it. The question is plainly not one of such
gigantic importance that it may not yet be settled in a

Talk,

m

decent and peaceable manner, and no
for shame.

man hang

his

head
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The holiday season

Comstock
Mining

much

activity in

is

the

not the time to look for

market

for

Comstock

While business has been dull
lately, prices have, however, been well-sustained, and, at the close, a hardening tendency is noted for
Dealers should
the middle shares, especially Occidental.
not overlook the Brunswick lode as a factor in the business
from this time forth. The properties there which have
been incorporated with older companies at the North End,
may open up some day, and send shares booming when
All that is needed to help the Comstock
least expected.
out is a head to manipulate the stocks as of old, and the
ease of money, which is the chief and main auxiliary. Without the latter it is useless to expect much from brain power
alone, which is all well enough to conceive, while helpless to
execute unaided by the paltry pelf for which everybody is
striving.
The American Plat scheme seems to be dying
If one has to wait until the Sutro Tuna natural death.
nel paupers can revive it, the present generation will
It would be
never reap any results from the enterprise.
worth somebody's while to advance the merits of this minSnares.

mining shares.

ing proposition a

little.

For the

time in a very long time the
a very bright prosIt is doubtln Demand,
pect for mining in California.
ful whether, since the days of the "rush" in
1K4!>, the outlook has been more favorable than it is just
now. And the best of it is there is no sentiment about the
present movement, nor is there a feverish excitement
about it upon which to predicate a "boom" or the undue
inflation resulting from an era of reckless speculation
which invariably reflects eventually such injury upon the
community at large. The growing demand is now based
upon the march of progressive improvement which, having
developed other industries to a point from which at present there is no possible expansion, now returns to one field
unlimited in its extent and possibilities, and which practically has never been more than scratched upon the surface.
An idea suggested in some quarter that the probability of
war with Great Britain would serve to check gold mining,
is nothing more than an idea.
If some of these alarmists
could only protract their nervous, over-wrought existence in a sphere of vain imaginations, until the two
great nations of the earth clash on the bloody field of
battle, they would be as old as Methuselah.
There was no
necessity for the recent display of jingoism in high
quarters at Washington, which led to the loss, within a
few short days, of no less than $500,000,000 by people on
both sides of the Atlantic. The mutual and combined interests of both countries are too heavy to permit either to
cater to the whims of asetof politicians who talk for talk's
sake. Why, even the Queen herself, although it may not
be generally known, owns some of the finest and most
profitable income paying property in New York, on Broadway from the Battery up to Canal street, showing as good
a sense of business as a host of her subjects who are up to
their cars in American investments. There is not much likelihood of these people bombarding their own property at
the risk of millions for the sake of a miserable coyote hole
in South America.
There need be no distrust felt on this
score in regard to any possible bearing on the mining
Gold Mines
Are now

first

new year opens up with

interests.

The trend of public opinion in this city is
evidenced by the activity recently developed
Investors,
among the mining men, and the means which
are being taken to control the business so as
to protect themselves and the public against the schemes
of sharpers.
The San Francisco Stock Exchange has not
only voted to list all reputable gold mines free, but have
gone even further, and forwarded circulars to the leading
mine owners, asking for co-operation.
The Gold Mining
Exchange, another corporation, has also been organized,
with a charter membership consisting of a number of the
best known and most influential mining men in the State.
This Exchange announces that, while not dealing exclusProtection
for

January

4,

1896.

ively, as its old established neighbor on Pine street, in
stocks of the several companies, that it will labor in bringing the mine-owner and the capitalist together, for the
purpose of engaging the necessary means to develop promising prospects.
This will involve the employment of a
corps of experts, whose business it will be to report on
properties which, if approved, will be given a certificate
to that effect, stamped with the seal of the Exchange.
This will do away with the middle man, who, in the past,
has lived upon plundering the public, by means of lying
statements and misrepresentation.
There should be no
lack of money for investments in mining when the monied
people are protected and ensured of a safe management of
their property.
Capital is over-plentiful in this city, and
the amounts lying idle would, in the aggregate, figure up
an enormous sum. To open up a channel where it can be
employed to advantage, with a chance for a grand return
upon the investment, is a work which cannot fail to meet
with approbation in all quarters.

New York
Stock Market,

There has been

less interest manifested
stocks during the past week. For
several days the market has been left
almost entirely in the hands of room traders. London
bought back a considerable amount of the stock they recklessly sold less than a fortnight ago at quite an advance.
Speculators sold out quite an amount of the long stockaccumulated during the recent panic early in the week,
but came back into the market as buyers again at a slight
decline.
Some of the better stocks are about back to their
former prices and firmly held. Others have made rapid
advances and are hard to secure in large amounts at current prices.
Prices during the week have advanced 1| to
3J per cent.
Earnings are entirely satisfactory, and
promise to continue so. In the Industrial list there has
been generally a steady market. Sugar has led the list in
strength. Tobacco, Leather and Gas have ruled higher.
The high rate of interest on loans has restricted speculation, and will probably be the factor in the market for
some time to come.
in

An Old-time Fire
Company,

The eighty-sixth annual financial statement of the Hartford Fire Company, of

Hartford, Connecticut, has been issued.
this sturdy old pioneer of
the fire insurance business has been renewing its youth
as the years roll on, a credit to the institutions of this
country, among which it ranks as a giant.
With a gross
annual income of $7,060,163, it now holds as a surplus to
policy holders the magnificent sum of $4,150,893.
During
the year ended on January 1, 1896, the Hartford increased
its assets $5*3,477.47, added $164,349.75 to its re-insurance
reserve, and 1400; 540 to its net surplus.
The total assets
are now set down at $9,229,213.09, with a reserve for reinsurance of $4,404,238, a reserve for all unsettled claims
of $674,081.08, and a net surplus over everything, including
capital stock, of $2,900,893.
The managers of the Pacific
department of this substantial company, with head offices
in this city, are Henry K. Belden, chief, and Whitney
Palaehe, assistant.

The

statement

shows that

for the year show a
healthy gain over 1894 amounting to $692,070, 240, as against $658,526,806 for the preceding year. This is satisfactory, and promises well for
A large amount of money went into circulation dur1896.
ing the past two days.
In addition to the semi-annual
interest of the savings banks and the payments on City,
County, and State bonds, a large number of outside bonds
and securities have just disbursed dividends. Among the
local corporations may be mentioned the Capital Gas Company, of Sacramento, $1, and the Stockton Gas Light and

Business

The bank clearings

Picking Up.

Heat Company,

ISO

Annual Treasure
Receipts.

cents.

The receipts of treasure at this port
per Wells, Fargo & C'o.'s Express during the twelve months ending December

were as follows: From the interior, $21,725,878;
from the north coast, $747,405; total, $22,473,373. The descriptions and amounts were as follows: Coin, $10,218,580;
The insilver bullion, $2,001, 987; gold bullion, $3,652,806,
land shipments from San Francisco were $28,002,302, and
in
silver
bullion,
the shipments overland were $500
$35,138
in gold bullion, and $17,117,785 in coin.
31st, 1805,
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Fifty-sixth

be proud of tlu'ir
n, the rising young
man Mr. Sbaw baa made
a record which baa been
en\ led by old and noted
libera ;it
the Bar.

Half-Yearly Report
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German Savings

Of the

526 California Street, San Francisco, Cal.

near Sacramento,

thirty vcars ago, he
was graduated from the

University
In
1891, and entered the
well-known law oil
In
POJ anil Kellogg.
just a year he was able
to pass a brilliant exanimation with admisite
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value of the Assets and Liabilities

SAVINGS AND LOAN SO

where said assets Bra

fnrniii. iin.i
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B

^b>

into
partnership
with Mr. 1'. R. King,
he entered upon downright hard work.
In
one of his tii-st cases he
Additon Btujeni Shaw.
made a record. It was
that of Winterbuni against the Directors of the People's
Homo Savings Bank, when he showed up so thoroughly
the terrible frauds and wholesale conspiracy which had
been systematically practiced against the depositors. His
next exploit was the case of Baker against Bricknell,
which is now before the Supreme Court of the United
It involves a title to property in San Francisco
States.
involving half a million of dollars, and involves many claims
Mr. Shaw has recently entered into
of less magnitude.
business for himself, for the firm of King & Shaw was
Henceforth Mr.
dissolved by mutual consent last week.
Shaw will conduct his business in his own name, attending
personally to his client's affairs with that scrupulous
regard for their interests which hitherto won him no slight
renown.
k

QBRMAN

buotaoaf
State ol Call

Bltaafc

ASSETS.
1

iiiiiif-ms Kirsi Mori
d Bonds ol
Bastern States and Stale of California, and
Untied States
per eenl registered bonds, the
actual value of which Is
£.603.640 no
Miscellaneous)
peel Railway, Water,
Light, and other Corporation Brsl mortgage
i

1,936,850 00

-

injr

•'

I

ol the

b

i

"l^naj

Sodem,

Loan

and

,

1.(60,000 00
;

bonds, the actual < alue of which is
All of said bonds are kepi In the vaults of the
Corporation
United States iper cent registered and mlsoei
laneous railroad firs! mortgage bonds, die actual

3.0rtfl,o30

ol which is
These bonds are kept In a box in the vaults of
:iui1 rented from the New
York Stock Exchange
Safe Deposit Company in New York City

1,145,000 00

value

65,883,250 00

Standing on the boohs of the Corporation at
Promissory notes secured by first mortgages on re:i! estate,
within this State, the States of Oregon, Washington, Nevada, and the Territory of Utah. The actual value of said
promissory notes is
3 Miscellaneous railroad, cable and street railway and other
corporation bonds and stock certificates pledged to the

00

65,714.570 00
5,447,537 60

2

4
5
6
7

34,140,040 03

society for the amount of
All said notes, bonds and certificates are held and kept
by said corporation in its own vaults.
Bank buildiug and lot, the actual value of which is
Other real estate situated in the States of California and
Oregon, the actual value of which is
Furniture in the bank office of said corporation
Cash in United States coin and currency, the actual value of

which

872,000 00

180,000 00
252,531 77
1,000 00

is

1

Total

.735,804 25

$32,628,903 74

LIABILITIES.

To depositors Said Corporation owes deposits amounting
:

—

HARRY

PIPER.

-v

in

in

A

born
years ago, and educated
in our public schools, he
is a thorough Californative son,

in

San Francisco thirty-two

A

sentiment.
young
of the most rigid
principles in regard to
duty, the four years
which he served in the

created for the purpose of additional security to depositors
against losses.
State, City and County taxes assessed by the Government,
but not yet payable

man

Total.

Sheriff's office,
under
C h a r 1 es Laumeister,

his career in the Sheriff's office

Secretary of the

Harry

Piper.

Subscribed and sworn to before

are a simple and convenient remedy
lor Bronchial Affections and Coughs.
Carry them in your pocket. Sold

only in boxes.

The yala days of Christmastide have been spent by the gourmets at the
Maison Riche. Grant avenue and Geary street, where every delicacy the
found.

Marsh

&

Co.'s,

Art. Goods and fine cloisonne ware at Geo. T.
under the Palace Hotel, surpass all else in that line.

GERMAN

me

GEO. TOURNY.

this 31st

day

Notary Public

of

December,

GEO.

[Seal]
in

and

for the City

and County

of

T.

1895.

KNOX,

San Francisco, State

of

California.

RD Dnl^\jr\U
Dn'Q
O

RESTORATIVE PILLS.—Buy none but the gennr*r\
UT\.
ine— A specific for Exhausted Vitality, Physical
Debility, Wasted Forces. Approved by the Academy of Medicine, Paris,
and the medical celebrities. Agents for California and the Pacific States.
J. G. STEELE &. CO., 635 Market street (Palace Hotel), San Francisco.
Sent by mail or express anywhere.
Box of 50 pills, $1 25; of 100 pills, $2; of 200 pills,
PRICES
S3 50; of 400 pills, $6; Preparatory Pills, $2. Send for circular.
|

REDUCED—

"Bhown's Bronchial Troches"

is

German Savings and Loan Society.
GEO. TOURNY.
German Savings and Loan Society.

:

he introduced many valuable rein the management of the county's affairs, which
were greatly appreciated by Mr. Laumeister.
So now,
the administration of his office as Chief Deputy County
Clerk, has had a highly beneficial effect in simplifying the
office routine.
A practical, level-headed business man, he
has municipal affairs at his fingers' ends.

The Japanese

130,037 61

State of California, City and County of San Francisco— ss.
B. A BECKER and GEORGE TOURNY, being each separately
duly sworn, each for himself, says That said B A BECKER is President
SAVand that said GEORGE TOURNY is Secretary of THE
INGS AND LOAN SOCIETY, the corporation above mentioned, and that
the foregoing statement is true.
B. A. BECKER,

forms

world affords

54

B A BECKER,

to

During

00

.$33,038,903 74

President of the

be envied; and it is not
at all a matter of wonder
that he should be asked
to the present important position of civic
trust which he now
holds.

00

.

(

nian, as well as a perfect San Franciscan, in

made him a record

59

:

San Francisco know genial
the property-owners
ALL
the County Clerk's
Harry Piper, the chief assistant
office.

and the actual value of which is
$30,727,586
To stockholders The amount of capital stock actually paid
1,000.000
up. the value of which is
The condition of said liability to stockholders is that no
part of the amount can be paid to them or in any way be
withdrawn, except inpayment of losses during the existence
of the corporation, nor until all depositors shall have been
paid in full the amount of their deposits and accrued dividends
To depositors and stockholders:
(a) The amount of the reserve fund, the actual value of
which is
715,000
Including the amount of matured but uncollected interest on loans and securities
contingent
the
fund,
the
actual
value
amount
of
of
(b) The
which is
56,279
The condition of said funds is, that the same have been
to,
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@NCE upon a time, some

dozen years ago,

I

spent a

most extraordinary New Years in Sonoma County,
just on the edge of Mendocino's boundary up toward
Crane's Peak. It was very clear and frosty weather,
just following a storm that had wrecked two of the biggest
redwoods near our cabin, and compelled Billy Ham and
myself to go out looking for ninety and nine sheep which
had gone astray. Poor things! We wei-e bad manageis,
and lots of tiny lambs which should have been babies
later on were lying dead on the frosty hill-side.
We were
very blue over the prospect ourselves, and went back to
the cabin to warm up on hot coffee.
There we found old man Temple, an ancient Missouri
resident our nearest neighbor, and six miles away
drinking with both hands around the coffee pot; gulping
and gasping at every swallow. Temple was six feet one,
sixty years old, with a paunch upon him that would have
put Sancho Panza to the blush. I believe his constitution
might always have been described as anaemic.
"What- you b'en?" was his genial salutation, as hereplaced the coffee pot on the glowing embers of the chimney
fire
(we had no stove).
"I come in here cold, an' I jes
thought I'd warm up some." Then he carefully stroked

—

—

—

adornment— a straggly chin whisker; that's all
one could call it.
His eyes were as bleary as those of his gaunt, steaming
broncho tied to the moss covered rail of the corral. Smoke
arose from the nostrils of the unfortunate animal as it tried
to drag itself and the fence into the warmth of the rising
his only

sun.

"Have some!" exclaimed Temple, offeringa black bottle.
There was only a half inch in the bottom but we knew
better than to put our tongues to it, for it was old man
Temple's habit to drink pure alcohol, in accordance with
the "excess of excess" which has been the curse of many a
rancher in the hills.

—

I b'en down to Fiske's Mills, along with old man
an' I sort of lost him, round by old Hauser's
bridge.
Have a drink."
It was for us an amusing situation.
But we urged him
to pour the "wee drap" in his bottle down his own gullet,
on top of the coffee. He did so, and never winced.
"To-morrow's New Years," he observed, as Billy and I

"Say,

McAppin,

began to shake up the fire1 and cook our breakfast.
"Yes," I replied, "and I hope you'll have a good time."
"Well, I bet!" he answered, "an' I want you boys to
come over to the ranch an' enjoy things. Maw's going to
get up more'n we can eat, if we eat all day. She's going
1

to have, cracklins, an' corn-pones, an' fried chicken!"

Now

cook

in

this

was very

alluring, for old

"Maw" Temple

the sanctified Southern style, and almost

could

to per-

fection.

"We

£J

•.

"That big can's going to be mince pie for maw," said
Temple, gratefully; "Mis' Fred Liebig, she had that all
You like mince pie? Well, you jes' see
fixed up for maw.
our New Years feed when maw takes hold. Have a pull on
the other bottle? No? Say, I wasn't sinkin' that from
you, boys; I only forgot about it."
And presently he was down the trail, confident of his
poor, old, tired horse's footsteps.

got some young deer meat, too," added Temple

casually.

We

This decided it at once.
gave the old fellow a breakfast, his horse a bite from our meagre store of barley, and
promised to be at his New Years dinner next afternoon.
Then we solemnly and courteously aided him to mount his
jaded steed and steered him toward the Walhalla trail.
As he departed, his saddle-bag— a rough potato sackdropped off into a bunch of wild rose bush next the hogpen, and a full bottle of more alcohol fell out of its mouth,
also, a big, fat can.
We hastened to replace his stores, tying them safely by
the saddle leathers.

*

*

We — that

*

*

—

partner Billy Ham and myself abandoned our high mountain fastness, about noon, New Years
Day, and left sheep, cows, pigs, and horses with the warm
sunshine.
In a ci-ow's flight it would be a quick jump to
Temple's ranch. In fact, one could shout across the canyon when he was out on the range, and after awhile hear
his shrill, falsetto answer.
Taking a precipitous trail, we stumbled down the i-ocky
descent, among the redwoods, across the creek, and upward through the brush till we reached the slippery, wet
grass of last year on the western hillside. A "gullied"
wood road was next in order, and after that one could turn
and look toward the splendid blue, wall of the Pacific
Ocean, which rose up many miles away to welcome the
New Year and to worship the sun.
"Mr. Temple, Esquire" (as he used to straggle his signature) was possessed of a rambling domicile, which had
stretched from a log cabin, during his long occupancy,
is.

my

into a respectable habitation, for those regions.
The main
part was ten logs high, and all sorts of additions had been
made by the aid of shakes and rough boards.
The two acre orchard was grunting with hogs, hard at
work on the remnants of the winter apples.
Two ragged, pretty children came down to the gate,
just below the house.
They were twins, and were grandchildren of the Temples. When their immediate parentage
had ever disappeared, no one seemed to know in this lonely
district, but for the past seven years "old man Temple"
and his wife had housed, fed, and half-clothed the little
daughters of his wayward child and her deceiver.
"I think they's somewhar's in Arizona," he would say;
"but you kain't tell gen'elly. Loretta, she was good; but
that nigger singer came along when she was down to
school in Santa Rosa, an' first we know they sent me an'

maw

the twins."

The twins were white-headed little seven-year old rasTheir thin calico gowns were sufficient in the noonday for now the sun was warm; but their bare feet seemed
painfully sensitive.
Both were out of breath.
cals.

—

"Say!" they cried, both at a time, "Nelly an' Minty's
run off with the well, an' gran'paw he's awful mad!
Gran'maw's got him to bed quick!"
This would be an enigma to the uninitiated; but "Nellie"
and "Minty" were two razor-backed mules which formed a
portion of Temple's personal estate. How they could have
run away with the family well was a problem so extraordinary that we patted the excited little girls on the
head, and gave them a lot of picture papers for a Christmas present all we could do! and then strode up the
path to the lengthy cabin.
There was poor old Mrs. Temple a tiny, silver-locked
creature, with a wizened face.
"Wizened" is no word for
it!
Every county on the map of Texas was expressed in
the tangled wrinkles of her sixty years.
"Happy New Year!" exclaimed Billy and I in unison, as
we swung the merry twins on to the steps.
Mrs. Temple wrung her hands in grief.
"Paw's mos' gone crazy!" she wailed.

—

—

—

—

"What's the matter?"
" Oh, he come home 'bout sun up, an' he fed that Betty
mare a shift of mince pie meat Mis' Liebig sent up from
round Timber Cove. We don't get no pies this time. Then
he went and spoiled all the well, an' he says I'm blamed! "

Janum
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drowi

an'

wiping

-

.

kep tryin' to --till
him wormed up,"
I- your kettle
Billj II. in I.
up and some i

n gettin'

bell,

an the

.

well,

mad like fury
s
Ket an' all the w<
nottiiu' else but save him out. an' now he says
1

mornin ."
ued tin' poor " grandma w," weeping, "an' he says
I
was mad, coz' hi
own to the coast.
says I'm thirsty, an I'm srom' to have water this

Henry Temple, he come home

He

this

time.'

"I thought

warn't good, considerin' bis breath, an he
for that cussed ol' well.
He got mad
when the rope wouldn't work, and that's when it happened!"
Now, it may be parenthetically explained that the Temple Ranch was so situated that, owing to the rocky nature
of the country, the proprietor had been compelled to dig a
forty-foot well just behind bis rough and tumble kitchen.
Contrary to precedent in such eases, his windlass supported but a single bucket, which had once been a small
pickle keg.
To bring up this bucket full of icy water, one
would have to turn a most unwieldy crank, half wood, the
handle iron.
'Paw.' says I," continued Mrs. Temple, " 'ain't you
r go rest ? The twins' 11 see you 'jus like you air now.
it

went out looking

'

You
"

don't

want nothin' more

I'm parched,' he says,

"

for drink.'

an' I'm goin' for cold water,'
an' theu off th' damn ol' fool goes to th' well rail, an' was
mad 'coz the bucket was all empty. He was tryin' to pull
on the rope, so's to seud it down. First thing I see
goes with it! Forty foot down, in four foot of ice water!"
'

"Wl

an' the

and Kichard Henry Temple i>
eath bv that well.

'

;

on the lirc>
here we are steaming
" Ami with that
'.'

1

Touch-

gran'paw

The patient

rose as ii from a trai
d the
down as if it were bis favorite alcohol.
"Thebestold gin
ever struck,' he observed as he
Led his lips.
'Come, let's go Bnd the mules."
The mules were only just across the Held, in the brush.
The well rope and its gearing were too obstinate, and bad
tangled them Up till they couldn't kick,
Meanwhile,
an 'maw " Temple prepared her "corn pones" and
so that we had New Year's dinner
her "fried chicken,

scalding water

I

all

the same.
all the while the ungrateful old

Yet

Temple would mur-

mur sullenly:
" You busted the well an' you most lost the mules! "
As for Kit and Fan, the poor little twins, we told them
stories of ''Cinderella" and " Red Riding Hood" till their
curly beads nodded; then

we climbed down toward home.

known

or more popular than the Original
Swain's Baker}', 213 Sutter street. It stands without a rival and has
stood the test for years. The most delicious meals are served by
gentlemanly attendants, and the management takes pride in having
everything orderly. It is just the place for business men and ladies
out shopping to lunch.

There

is

no place

better

—Paw

"Is he dead!" we both cried with alarm, for, with all
the old man's faults we loved his New Years dinner still.
"Paw? he's all right; it's the well-gear! He's makin'
terrible trouble! "
You ain't got no sense, child! Why.
paw went down that thar well, an' he stood in all that
water, four feet deep, an' he hollers up to me, maw, wind
up the rope!
[Another break in the narrative. Mrs. Temple had been
worn out by the desperation which a rancher's wife too
often reaches.]
" I jes' tried an' tried to wind up that ol' crank, an' the
twins they had a hold of me. We was afraid he'd get froze
besides drowned.
We got him half up twice, and then that
thar old crank went back on us' and the kids. It just sent
Fan one way an' Kit the next. I held on, an' went last,
an' paw he yells up when he drops splash back again in
that thar' well: 'Maw, maw!
What in hell you doin' to
me
Ain't I be'n a kind paw, an' ain't I be'n indulgent
gran 'paw!'
"Why, say!" continued the tearful old lady, " I'd let
him drop twenty feet! '" down in that thar water again!
Jus' think!
Why, I was crazy!
" Paw! I called down after the splash stopped
paw,
I'll get you up
Just you wait
an' I went off to the
corral, an' I got " Nellie " an' "Minty," our two mules.
Say! they cost money! an' I harnessed them up, an' I put
an ol' ox-chain on top of the well-gear an' then I started
off pulling on their bits.
When we got to th' fence I
whacked hard, right on top of them, an', if you could have
seen that "Nellie" mule an' that " Minty " mule start
across through the fences an' across th' field, you'd think
they was racing. But the well rope went along, an' Richard
Henry Temple he come up so quick he never was able to
pick himself out of the ol' bucket till it got to the fence."
" Gran'paw! says I, when I was easin' him off th' field
to get home,
gran'paw, you're most dead!
"Why, he
was all of a shaky shivering!
"Then them ol' mules they kep' on going, an' gran'waw
he seen the well works and the ox-chain after 'em down the
gulch."
" Susan Temple! says he, you are a damn old fool! "
" 'But,' says I, 'you'd have froze to death!' "
" You broke th' well! he says;
an' first you tried to
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THE YL7\R AT THC
theatres
-

BY ASHTON P STEVCNb.
light even to evanescence, and clean and
dainty in every one of its fanciful lines. The night most
luminous in my recollection of the year is that on which
the curtain rose on An Ideal Husband. Wilde's amazing
dexterity with words, his drastic epigrams, each a eameo
of purest English, and his superb construction, where
every line and incident fell with the nicety of crystallization left an impression that will not soon be effaced.
A Company headed by Rose Coghlan, Henry E. Dixey
and Mam-ice Barrymore succeeded the Frawley Company
at the Columbia in August.
Twelfth Night was the opening piece, and for the lack of adequate stage direction, it
was a wretched performance despite the good people in
the cast. A Woman of No Importance, given later by the
same players, introduced another inimitable society drama
by Wilde and afforded some skillful acting for Miss Coghlan

real comedy;

be that the chaiige
a
CAN
that mark the year plays any
it

of

number

in

the figures

part in the destiny
of man ?
Yet it is at this annual adding of one that one's
retrospection of the preceding twelve months is keenest,
one's contrition deepest, while at the same time the roses
of optimism never bloom fairer than in the biting air of the
new January. As I write the epitaph of the year
theatrical 1895 my brutal candor is assuaged only by a
natural revulsion for adding to the damnation of the dead,
and the gleeful and hilarious, although entirely unfounded,
hopefulness that each year I find in contemplation of the
quick.
So far as the drama is concerned or what part
of it dribbled its way into San Francisco during the twelve
months of the late lamented's existence I am glad that
the embalmers art is not mine. A noiseless interment, or
the consuming scorch of the crematory, is better fitted to
the final rites of this eventless step toward a new centui-y.
Looking backward at a year of lusterless stars, threadbare plays and the worse than usual procession of mediocrity relieved at long intervals by some stray flash of
originality in play making, or an actor awakened to the
meaning of his art, does not add to the beatification of that
process of mental indigestion known as memory. To my
thinking, a man's mind is but an imperfect thing until it
can be adjusted to forget all happenings unworthy of a
niche in our mental store-houses.
The Baldwin Theatre opened the season of 1895 with the
Tavary Opera Company. My strongest recollection of
this organization is of a trio in which the contralto panted
in fiery Italian, the tenor wheezed the ghost of a once
great voice in French and the barytone expectorated in
German. They were only three, but never since the fall
of Babylon has such soul-stirring polyglot been voiced.
vital

and Mr. Barrymore.
John Drew and Maud Adams came to the Baldwin at
about this time, presenting a new play by Henry Arthur
Jones, The Bauble Shop.
Mr. Drew's surprising ability
for a serious part and the dramatic strength of the second
act compelled an interest in a play, which, taken as a
whole, is not up to Jones' standard. Besides the repertory
of his preceding season,
Drew honored us with the
premUre of Carleton's now defunct That Imprudent Young

—

—

Ward and James

followed the

Tavary Company

Couple; a play,

believe,

killed

by the countless

lines in

more to his ill fortune in choosing a new play
than any decline in his artistic work. John Drew, in his
own cheery sphere, is peerless, and in Maud Adams he
has a companion player that it would be impossible to reattributable

place.

Preceded

by

an

inflated

newspaper

reputation,

Pauline Hall payed her long promised visit to San
Francisco, bringing with her that most stupid of musical
comedies, Dorcas, in which she evidenced no singing ability
and not much more skill as an actress.
Trilby stands out in bold relief as the popular success of
the season.
Potter's play was powerful, and the startling
possibilities of the character Svengali
this slimy, snakelike man whose transcendent genius shone above all his
repulsive villainy
were developed with masterly art by
Wilton Lackaye.

in a

brave revival of the legitimate. Mr. James, I remember,
had to act with one eye; nevertheless it was a wholesome
feast of the ever palatable, characterized by the excellent
mountings, and stage direction that are conspicuous whereever the hand of Warde is guiding.
They went to the
California later and played Runnymede.
Whatever be the
merits or de-merits of Runnymede, no play of modern times
has evoked such thunder in its fall. It is echoing yet.
A Gaiety Girl came, and although its fun was vague,
the music was the cleverest of its class that has been
heard here.
Marie Burroughs' endeavor at Juliet was the next event
of interest.
This was before Mrs. Pat Campbell's end of
the century version had taught London what a highbi-ed, discreet little maiden Juliet really was, or perhaps
Miss Burroughs would not have gasped so violently, nor
loved so hard.
Dropping a tear for pretty little Dorothy Morton and
The Fencing Master, I skip a seines of blank weeks and recall the formal opening of the Columbia Theatre by the
Frawley Company. A modest little band of players they,
and arriving propitiously when the principal opposition
houses had closed their doors, soon won a favorite place in
the public's esteem. To be sure Mr. Frawley's habitual
easting of himself in the leading roles grew wearisome;
however, the plays were well chosen and comparatively unhackneyed, and the company for the most part painstaking and efficient.
The Baldwin re-opened with the Lyceum Theatre Company in The Case of Rebellious Swan, a problem comedy
admirably acted, but not refreshing.
The Amazons was

I

attempt at epigram that a character named
Goltry ground out with a dismal deliberation that delayed
the final curtain until 11:30.
It is becoming a habit
among the gentlemen of the dramatic columns of the
Eastern press to single out John Drew as the most
harrowing example of the degenerating actor; a custom
pitiable

—

—

The Bostonians enjoyed a luxurious season of five weeks
at the Columbia, giving us, besides that immortal composite Robin Hood, two new operas; one of which (.1 War
Time Wedding made a distinctive success.
)

Unlike Pauline Hall's, De Wolf Hopper's visit showed a
justification for the highest praises that have been sung
of him.
Wang and Dr. Syntax were in themselves nothing
remarkable, but Hopper's unusual methods and the
paradox of a singing comedian with a voice gave him instantaneous recognition.
Helena, a sterling play of Sardou's, new to us, but by
no means an infant, was the feature of Robert Downing's
recent engagement at the California.
1498 at the
Baldwin and l'ollicking, rotund May Irwin in The Widow
Jones at the California practically closes our year of the
play.

i

i

In addition to the productions emunerated, we have
seen three of the 365 works annually penned by the
indefatigable Mr. Hoyt, two score of grand, comic and
spectacular operas at the Tivoli, 1800 homicides at the
Grand, all sorts and conditions of plays at the Alcazar and
I don't know how many exhilarating specialties at the
Orpheum. But for even, unmolested infecundity San
Francisco's dramatic year 1895 takes the palm.
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admiration for Wiiard Herrmann s
nimbleness of hand always hat
with his
of tongue, and
halved In wonderment at his in-

i

the gentle art of
besides being by nature
gifted with a most thrilling likeness "f what we imagine is
ect of the great father of black- art, His
the pi
Serenity, M. Herrmann is one of the greatest
None know better than he how to
snowmen of our times.
imbed their personality in the public mind, and few relaxations are healthier or more amusing than an evening with
i.'rity in

this

advertising,

for,

the Baldwin

is

the first

Th.- Tuesday and Friday mornlnga for ladles, tl the Lnrllne
Baths, continue lo ba extremely popular,
l.nrne parties ol Indie* p>
regularly on these mornings to enjoy the exclusive swim aflbrded
them. They being centrally located, nml having the tank refilled
each day with the pure ocean Mil water, make them the favored
bathaol Ban Franolsoo,
Che emptying of the tank every night at
I'cloCk is tree to pnblia view.
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and Managers.

AL HAymam &Co.,
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(Incorporated)
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Next week, Monday, January 6th. Every evening including
Sunday. Matinee Saturday, America's representative tra*

gedian,

MR.

LOUIS JAMES,

and his excellent company, including Miss Alma Kruger, Miss
Florence Everett, Mr. William Harris, Mr. Guy Lindsley, Mr.
Harry Langdon, and others, in magnificent scenic productions.
Monday, Tuesday, and Suuday nights, and Saturday matinee,
VIRGINIUS. Wednesday and Thur-day nights, HAMLET.
Friday and Saturday nights. MACBETH.
2d week: '"Marmion," ' Romeo and Juliet." and "Othello."

.

Tivoli

Opera House.

Mrs. Ernestine Krelino.
Proprietor and Manager

Every evening, The second edition

of the brilliant

spectacular

burlesque,

IXION; or

THE MAN OF THE WHEEL

New songs. New dances. New
perfect production ever
A la-la la la la of a success.

The most

socialisms. New specialties.
seen in this city.

Popular Prices

25c

and 50o

Morosco's Grand Opera House.
Walter Morosco, Sole Lessee and Proprietor.
Last performances of " The Runaway Wife."
MONDAY EVENING, January 6th— Grand scenic production
Tom Craven's famous comedy drama,

THE

of

FUGITIVE.

Matinees Saturdays and Sundays.

rpneUm.
1

San Francisco's Greatest Music Hall.
street,

O'Farrell

between Stockton and Powell streets.

To-night and during the week, a brilliant

NEW YEAR'S

of

BILL.

Introducing stars of the first magnitude; Caron & Herbert, the
Manhattan Comedy Four, Bernard Dyllyn, Clifford & Huth, and
our unrivaled vaudeville company,

New

Camille Cleveland.

The"

Friedlander, Gottlob

perfect dramatic organization in America.
Coming
back in belter form and stronger than ever Commencing Monday evening, January 6th, presenting Henrv C. De Mille's powerful drama, "THE LOST PARADISE." Entire new scenery
and costumes.
Reserved Seals: 15c, 23c, 50c, and 75c.

The Orpheum continues to maintain its reputation as
one of America's greatest music halls. Manager Walter's
indefatigable search for the cream of specialties makes of
every performance a unique vandeville event. The holiday
season has turned hundreds away from the doors.

Leonard Grover's perennial farce, Our Boarding House,
has been attesting its ever-mirthfulness at the Alcazar,
Monday night will see the
this week, to a good business.
first presentation of a successful French farce-comedy,
My Precious Baby, in which the entire strength of the company will be demonstrated, augmented by two important
new engagements, that of Miss Nina Gleason and Miss

iu

THE POPULAR FRAWLEY COMPANY.
The most

Thropp.

the Frawley Company will, no doubt, be
Year's greeting on Monday evening,
when De Mille's powerful drama, The Lost Paradise, is to
be presented by that popular organization. The Frawley
company, besides the cleverness of its players, made patent
by last season's successful engagement, comes equipped
with some excellent new plays, which are to be mounted in
a lavish manner.

Kjrporated)
pr
letors!

Return of the favorites,

Monday evening

The members

ft Co.,

Bverv evening
iludlug
Km., emenl limited lo two weeks.
6tb.

actress,

Golumbia Theatre-

edition of

given a rousing

M:i

Haymar

-

MARIE WAI NWRIGHT,

* * *

Tin- Runaway Wife adds another to the long list of sucNext week Tom Craven's famous
cesses at the Grand.
comedy drama, The Fugitive, will be given. The play
teems with exciting incidents, relieved by timely touches of
comedy, and offers admirable roles for the Messrs. Brinker,
Bulter, Swain and Lothian, and the Misses Hall and

A1

Supported by b well'balanoed mni iiM.-i.rii inmiuiny. presenties*
tor the Brst week the celebrated Buocess, "DAUGHTERS OF
EVE," by A E. Lanoaster and Julian Magnus. A great play,
BUperhly aoted. Tin- dramatic treat of the New Year. Second
Week: 'The Love Chase," "An Uueiiual Match," "As You Like
It," "Camille."

* * #

at the Tivoli will be presented a second
the successful mythological burlesque, Ixion,
in which new songs, dances and specialties will be introduced. Little Gertie Carlisle and little Pearl Landers
will each have a taking specialty, while Hartman, Leary,
Raffael, Pache, and Misses Millard, Carle, Baker and
Stockmeyer will introduce new songs, duets and trios.
The sale of seats is so large that it looks as if lxion will
have one of the greatest runs ever known at this house.

heatre-

I

The distinguished

his popularity.

Louis James, always a favorite here, comes to the California Monday evening, supported by an excellent company. Besides Virginias, Macbeth, and Othello, in each of
which roles he has enviable fame. Mr. James will give us
Marmiov, an adaptation of Scott's poem, and his interpretation of Hamlet, said to be a radical and interesting porThe first week's repertory is: Montrayal of the Dane.
day, Tuesday, and Sunday nights and Saturday matinee,
Virginias; Wednesday and Thursday, Hamlet; Friday and
Saturday. Macbeth,

Tk^-^-L

Nextweek Monday, January

Herrmann's return week at
strain that San Francisco can re-

His bullet-oatcbing feat is a
marvelous deception, and. up to the present writing, has
defied satisfactory explanation, hot the balance of the performance, given a few weeks previous at the California, is
too fresh in the memory of theatre-goers to have warranted so early a repetition. Madame Herrmann's dances.
which, like good pictures, seem to improve on acquaintance,
and the bullet trick have been the bright spots in this
week's entertainment.
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will
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Matinees Saturday and Sunday.
Reserved Seats, 25c; Balcony, 10c; Opera chairs

and box

seats, 50c.

GrOV^er's

/^IcaZar

ThePalals Royal of America.

Last nights of the success of the season, "Our Boarding House."
Monday, January 6th, the successful French comedy,

MY PRECIOUS BABY.
Matinees Saturday and Sunday.
Night Prices— 10c, 15c, 25c, 35c, 50c.
Matinee Prices— 10c, 15c, and 25c.

The English actress, coaches ladies and gentle
II
1AM RPHRARn
LILLIAN
DuUUAnU. men for the dramatio profession; appearances arShakespearean classes Wednesday evenings. SHAKESPEAREAN ACADEMY, 913 Hyde street. San Francisco, Cal.
I

I

ranged.
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a good thing that a look backa year
the
ATwards
ascertain what has been accombe taken
close of

it is

to

plished in the months that have taken their flight into the
chambers of the past. It may prove interesting, therefore,
to take a retrospective glance over what has confessedly
been the gayest year that society in San Francisco has
known in a decade but the entertainments of the swim
have been so many and so varied in character it would be
quite impossible in the limits of this article to enumerate
them all, so the chief events of each month will merely be
touched upon, commencing with the holiday week of 1894.
That it was a brilliant one will readily be admitted, including as it did the debut ball of Miss Alice Hager at Armory
Hall; the cotillion of the Friday Night Club the assembly
at Golden Gate Hall, and the New Year Eve dance of the
Monday Night Club at Lunt's Hall. Society betook itself
in large numbers to Del Monte for the New Year festivities, and during the first week in January the Terpsichoreans gave their first dance at Miss West's school, Ed.
Thertre parties were
Green way leading the cotillion.
quite a fad during the month, especially to hear Scheel's
orchestra at the Auditorium, and were as a rule followed
by suppers. Mesdames Martin and Donahue took the lead
among the elaborate dinner givers of society, and the tea
hostesses included Miss Clarice Sheldon, Misses Helen
Woolworth, Ella Morgan, and Clem. Kip; Mesdames Van
Ness, H. M. A. Miller, Horace Hill, J. F. Swift, Thomas
Breeze, McKenna, Henry Van Wyck, J. L. Rathbone,
and Jos. Crockett; at the latter Miss Ella Hobart's engagement to Winthrop Lester being announced.

parties as well as to see the "Gaiety girls" at the Baldwin.
Lent being upon the carpet during the month of March,
society did not indulge in anything very pronounced. Theatre parties, card parties, recitation and musical gatherings
were plentiful, however. Miss Daisy Van Ness gave the
first bicycle party of the season, followed by supper at the
University Club, and Mrs. Wakefield Baker gave another.
Among the dinner givers were Mrs. Gordon Blanding, Mrs.
Louis Auzerais, Mesdames Martin and Donahue, and teas
were given by Mrs. J. H. Jewett, Mrs. Ashton. and at the
The largest gathering of the
Hopkins' Art Institute.
month was the "Trilby" party at the San Francisco Verein Club, which was a novelty; and Mrs. David Bixler's mi
careme dinner and musicale; the Dutch tea of the Channing
Auxiliary was a pleasant affair, closing the month charmingly.

;

;

Among the ball givers were Mrs. Thomas and Mrs. Bachman, and Cutler Paige gave a cotillion preceded by a theaSeveral hops took
tre party and followed by supper.
place at the Presidio, the disappointment of the month being the postponement of the reception on board the flagship Philadelphia, that vessel being unexpectedly ordered
to Honolulu.

February's chief event was the ball given by Mr. and Mrs.
in the Maple Hall of the Palace on the evening of the 8th, aud a pleasing novelty was the charade
party got up by Miss Minnie. Houghton, another one on the
same lines being given by Mrs. Joe Tobin the following
week, and Mrs. De Young inaugurated her pretty theatre
with private theatricals. The Vaudeville Club had a meeting at Mrs. Henry Scott's on the evening of the 20th, at
which the "German supper" was the chief feature.
The
Cotillion Club, the Friday Night Club, and the Entre Nous
Club gave their usual dances, and the Monday evening
Club gave a Mardi Gras assembly.
Teas were in great
form during February, as many as three and four being
given on some days by both maids and matrons.
Some of
the ladies also gave luncheon parties at the University
Club, and Miss Emma Butler gave one to the buds at the
Hotel Richelieu.
The pink and white wedding of Miss
Clarice Sheldon and Cutler Paige was solemnized at St.
Luke's Church on the 14th (St. Valentine's day).
Miss

Dan Murphy

"

Mary Bourne and James Tucker were wedded

at the

Bourne residence on Broadway; and Miss Josephine Welsh
and Dr. Stanley Stillman at St. Mary's Cathedral on
Shrove Tuesday, afternoon and evening, while the wedding
engagements announced included those of Miss Alice Simpkins and Robert Coleman, Miss Alice Hager and Alfred
Tubbs. The production, on the 18th, of Rwnm.ym.ede at the
California Theatre, was the motif for numerous theatre

The first sensation of April was the polo tournament at
Burlingame between the club members and the army officers from Walla Walla, resulting in the victory of the club,
and entertaining was extensively done in honor of the visThe wediting strangers from the north and the south.
dings of the month were those of Miss Lillian Miles and
Miss
Lieutenant Kilbourne on Easter Monday, the loth.
Alice Decker and Elliott McAllister, at Grace Church on
the 16th; Miss Elsie Knox and Ed. Jennings on the 17th;
Miss Eva Carolan and W. E. Timlow at St. Luke's Church
on the 23d; Miss Alice Simpkins and Robert Coleman at
Miss Francis Wordnell and Fred
Trinity on the 24th
Lemon at A. L. Bancroft's residence on the 29th. The
last dance of the Assembly Club took place at Golden Gate
Hall on the 25th; the Entre Nous closed their season with
a dance on the 26th. and Mrs. Louis Auzerais' private
theatrical party at the Palace Hotel, when Lovtion Crutches
;

was performed, was the final event of the month on the
30th.
The engagements of Miss Agnes Howard and Duncan Hayne; Miss Lena Lux and George MeBride; Miss
Mary Randol and Dr. Ed. Bunnell were announced.
The novelty of May was the open-air wedding celebration of Mrs. Elizabeth Ryer and Charles F. Joy at San
Mateo on the 11th. Charity affairs included the steeple
chase ridden by gentlemen in aid of the Little Jim Fund;
an amateur theatrical performance at the California, when
the Artist's Dream was produced for the benefit of the
Ladies' Protection and Relief Society; the performance of
the Yellow Curtain by the Auzerais amateurs; and the
Romeo and Juliet burlesque by the Oakland amateurs at
the Baldwin in aid of the Children's Hospital. The last hop
at the Presidio took place on the 7th, and of the dancing
The engagement of Miss Alice McCutclub on the 10th.
cheon and Ed. Schmieden was announced at the first Simpson-Coleman reception, and of Miss May Holbrook and
Sam Knight at an elaborate dinner given by Mrs. Holbrook for that purpose.
Society, which had already begun to leave town during
the latter half of May, departed in large numbers early in
June Castle Crags, San Rafael and Del Monte were the
resorts most sought, and at Burlingame there was a constant round of dinners, luncheons, polo, golf, tennis, coachAs a consequence life in the
iug, excursions, picnics, etc.
Weddings were the chief dissipacity became very dull.
tion, and of these the most notable ceremonies were Miss
Alice Tripler and Lieutenant Burtschat St. Luke's church
on the 5th; Miss Alice Scott and James Brown at Grace
Church on the 12th; Miss Alice Ziska and C. M. Jennings,
a home wedding, on the 22d. The engagement of the month
was Miss Mary Breeze and Lieutenant Benson, U. S. A.
Donald deV.
Theatre parties were the rule in July.
Graham gave a studio tea, and the marriage of Miss Belle
McPherson to Lieutenant McCracken was solemnized on

—

the 24th.

The chief event in August was the Venetian spectacle at
Belvedere on the 3d. Miss Nellie Jolliffe's marriage to Rudolph Spreckels on the 5th came as a sort of a surprise.
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n the lot li. and the military encampment at Del Monte made that charming watering place
very gay. The last wool.
was devoted
Monte, where polo, the races, and the "snoot" were the
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attractkn
Society commenced to flock
ber,

buck to the city in Septemand weddings were the first items of interest on the
ramme. Bmss Ermentioe Poole and Louis II. Long

wedded

Wheaton and

the Bun
the Rev. W. A.

on

at

the 4th:

Ella

Brewer at St. Luke's on the
11th; Florence Weihc and B. W. Stone at St. Luke's Oil
the 12th; the marriage of Miss EUa Hobart and Winthrop
Lester was celebrated in grand style at the Bobart residence on the evening

of the 10th.

A

jfeiZk /M xt"u r e.

great event of the

1

month was the reception on board the flagship Philadelphia on the 18lb, which was a handsome affair.
Dinners
and luncheons were again in order, and two dances were

it}

November was opened by

the Entre Nous
Club, which gave a dance at Maple Hall on the 1st. Teas,
dinners, theatre parties, chute parties, etc., kept society
busy while not occupied with the larger affairs, which included the wedding of Miss Julia Connor and Robert Bennett at Trinity Church on the 6th; the travesty on the
"Babes in the "Wood " at the San Francisco Verein Club
on the 16th; the Friday Fortnightly and Monday Evening
Club's dances; the Crocker cotillion on the 19th; the charity concerts at the Pavilion on the 19th and 20th; Miss
Romie Wallace's debut ball at Armory Hall on the 21st;
the Dickinson hal puudre at the Occidental on the 26th; the
Polyclinic fete, and the Breeze-Benson nuptials at Grace
Church on the 27th; the charity foot-ball game on
the 28th, and the first dance of the Friday Night Cotillion
Club at Odd Fellows' Hall on the 29th. The surprise of the
month was the marriage of Miss Marie Baird and young
Barry Baldwin. Miss Ella Goad's engagement to Osgood
of

Hooker was announced.
The second annual Horse Show occupied the swim
most to the exclusion of everything else the first week

'

mak«

a
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October promised earlier in the season to be a month of
weddings, but a number of them did not take place until
later in the year.
The chief events in that line were the
ceremonies which united Miss Florence Herrick and Mark
Requa in Oakland, on the 2d; Miss Mamie Holbrook and
Sam Knight at Dr. McKenzie's Church on the evening of
the 8th: Miss Alice MeCutcheon and Ed. Schmieden at
Grace Church at noon on the Kith, and the red wedding of
Mrs. Clara Catherwood and Major Darling, at the lady's
Theatre parties, especially for
residence, on the 22d.
Trilby, were the fad the earlier part of the month.
Miss
Cora Smedburg opened the tea season on the 1st, a numsoon
after,
and
Miss
following
Emma
ber of others
Butler
gave the first luncheon party: the other events of the
month included Lieutenant Potter's tug party, matronized
by Mrs. Blunt of the Presidio; the first dance of the. Saturday Night Club at Luut's Hall on the 12th; the Woman's
Exchange ball at Pioneer Hall on the 31st, and the Hallowe'en party at Fort Mason; Shafter Howard's engagement
to Miss Mollie Hunter, of Newport, R. I., was announced,
as well as of Miss Bessie Younger and Burns McDonald.

fr^qranci! plciifi the ladifs

A box

one by Mrs. L. L. Baker, and a cotillion by Miss
Theresa Morgan, which Ed. Greenway led with the young
given,

BALTir-owe-

f-\c>

WINTER GRUISE.S
TO THE MEDITERRANEAN AND THE ORIENT.

The Hamburg-American Line's

TWIN-SCREW EXPRESS

S. S.

FUERST BISMARCK,

will leave New York January 2m, 1896, for Madeira, Gibraltar, Algiers, Genoa, Nice, Tunis. Alexandria (for Cairo and the Pyramids), Jaffa (for
Jerusalem). Smyrna, Constantinople. Athens, Malta, Messina, Palermo,
Naples. Genoa. New York, duration about ten weeks. Also,

WINTER CRUISE TO THE WEST INDIES

and the Spanish Main.

EXPRESS

S.

S.

The Hamburg-American Line's TWIN-SCREW
will leave New York January 25, 1896, for

COLUMBIA

Port au Prince (Hayti). Ma.yaguez (Porio Rico), St. Thomas, St. Kitts,
Antigua, Guadaloupe. Martinique. St. Lucia, Barbados, Trinidad, La Guayara (for Caracas, Venezuela), and Puerto Cabello, Kingston (Jamaica),
Havana. New York, duration about four and a half weeks, This is the
first time a Transatlantic liner (about four times as large as an ordinary
W. I. Liner) with all its comforts is offered on this route.

NEW ROUTE TO LONDON AND PARIS.
Steamer Service— NEW YORK to PLYMOUTH

Twin-Screw Express

(London). CHERBOURG (Paris) and HAMBURG. For further particulars
apply to
AMERICAN LINE, 37 Broadway. New York.
A.
MYER, 401 California St cor. Sansome, San Francisco.

HAMBURG

W

.

New California Insect Exterminator. Clears out Moths, Fleas, Ants,
Roaches, Bed-Bugs. Mites on birds, chickens, etc. Contains NO POISON.

The

Never

Eucalyptus Powder

Fails.

Never Fails.

Made from

the concentrated extract of the blue gum leaves. Creates no
disagreeable odor. Each package equal in power to one-half pound of ordinary insect powder or tar balls
Price, ten cents per package, $1 per doz.
Sent postpaid to any address on receipt of price in postage stamps
Energetic persons wanted to act as State or county agents. Big inducements
offered reliable parties. Address all orders and communications to the
sole manufacturers,
.

.

CALIFORNIA PRODUCTION CO.,
328

Seventh

St.,

San Francisco, Cal.

UP-TO-DATE
Tailoring
At Moderate Prices.
J.

Mezzanine B., Crocker Building.

H.

(Up one-half

HAWES,

flight fronting

on Post

St.)

al-

in

December, opening at the Pavilion on the 2d.
Other
events were theatre parties, the dance of the Entre Nous
Club, Fred Magee's tug party, teas without end, Miss
Alice Masten making her debut at one given by her sisters,
and Miss Alice Boggs at one at her mother's house; the
charity bazar, and several hops at the Presidio, the Sorosis Club reception in their new rooms on the 9th; Miss Hobart's dancing party and the Friday Fortnightly Club
meeting on the 13th; the dance of the Monday Night Club
on the 16th, Charley Baldwin's hunt ball at the Palace on
the 17th, the Christmas cotillion of the Friday Night Club
on the 20th. While December has not been so full of festivity as was November, there was enough going on to
keep society well occupied. Dinners, of course, have been
a feature of the holiday week, and the year 1895 may well
be said to have been one of the pleasantest and gayest
society has had for a long period of time.

Brandt

&

60.

FINE TAILORING
139 Montgomery St.
fl

GOOD PRESENT.
One

of

DIXON'S

Order Cards, $2 SO and

'-ATEST STYLE

$5.

237

Dr.

F. G.

KEARNY,

bet.

HATS

Bush and

Sutter.

PAGUE,
Dentist.

Rooms

4

and

5,

Academy

of Sciences Building,

819

Market street

"

.
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is a new game of billiards played in town just
It is a combination of Euglish billiards
at the clubs.

There

now

and pool. But George Nagle and Warren Payne, of Bohemian Club fame, have been attempting it.
One is put
under a certain handicap first say 20(1 or 300 points to
make. Then you must make a certain score before you
can begin to count. It's one of the most demoralizing and
perplexing diversions for the new comer that one could
find if he were looking for it.
However, Mr. Payne met a delightful friend in the Occidental Hotel last week, who introduced to him a fellow
Spanish- American.
This latter plays the trombone in
our best theatres and concerts; but he is a small creature, with a peppery disposition.
In fact, he struts like a
bantam. Payne mistook him for an Italian Count, and
presently began to forget the musician was only "Professor." Half an hour afterwards the 'Count" was introduced to distinguished company, and was dining' sumptu-

—

""HE

New Year sat on his throne,
from roof to portals
with gifts to be bestowed

sprite of the

The

hall

Was filled
On various

favored mortals.

So many, and so rich were they,
The good sprite felt uneasy
About his choice. "I'll do my best,
Dear friends,'' he said, "to please ye."

He called on his attendant imps,
And said: "Proceed to sift on
This mingled mass to find a gift
To hand to Talbot Clifton.

ously in the

What have you got? Some cobbler's waxj
" To cease this fiddle-faddle?"
Yes, Sire, 'tis just what Talbot needs
" To keep him on his saddle."

'

'

Not bad," the sprite approving said,
You've done well, for a starter;
'What next? What is that ribbon thing?"
" The Order of the Garter.

'

'•

Jack Parrott's leg; t'will fit
" Alone his golfiag stocking,
loyal Britisher's best prize
' Well, what is that you're rocking?"

'Tis for

'

'

A

—

A cradle, Sire,

the girls say
" Hobart so long has tarried
To take a wife, this gift may lure
" That young man to get married."

'

—

Bring forth that doll the Prince of Wales,
" A robe and crown installed in,
And ship him, 'this side up with care,'
" To his friend, Charley Baldwin."

1

1

They

'

"

are for Polk

and Wilson,

A welcome New Year's

present."

'

"

Be

careful with that dynamite,"
He cries, as one imp seizes
The deadly pack " 'Tis Sutro's gift
To blow his casts to pieces.

—

'•

Apollo, and the posing

Our Mayor's abominations.

" Those massive plates of solid steel,
" Shaped like a big square platter,
"Ship off to rich men to write wills,

"

The lawyers cannot

shatter.

" This tangled thing, it is a clue
" We'll warrant not defective,
" See that 'tis placed within the hands
" Of Lees, and the detectives.
"

Behold this pit, all fenced around
" With froth and airy bubble,
" We'll pass it to our warring friends,
" Pere

York and Pastor Hubbell."

This giddy, gaudy skipping Jack,
So frisky, frosky, frousky
We'll send with our best compliments
To Princey Poniatowski.
This cold deck's for the Union Club,
And don't omit the Joker,
gets this patent pack
Will never lose at poker.

The man who
That

as puzzled

that they lowered his handicap out of charity. But all of
a sudden the little musician began to play in earnest. The
balls new round the table, into pockets,^and counting extraordinary scores. There was money on the game, and
the tiny Professor, finishing his string with a rush, exclaimed triumphantly:
"Ah, gentlemen, 1 am so glad to be your guest. Thees

game

I shall

always so mooch have love

the revenge?

!

"

Shall

we have

But nobody wanted revenge, because Warry Payne, who
not bad at the cue, had been filled with despair. As for
Nagle, he had fainted. Both had believed they were entertaining an "angel unawares."
is

* * *

With the happy New Year conies the swearing off,
One shuts off his whisky, one eschews cigars,

One

will only tipple
will never,

One

when he has
never

a cough,
the bars;

traffic at

One forswears the races, one avoids the club,
One will each month pass o'er his money to his wife,
One protests his bibulous companions he must snub,
All make resolutions to lead a better life.
But ere the month is over the toper has a jag,
The man with gloomy features will tell his wife he's broke,

And the man who shunned tobacco will neither halt or lag
On his rush to the cigar shop to buy his daily smoke.

nymphs,

" Those fake and vile creations,
' This useful agent will destroy
'

He was

Whereupon several other players were found and the
game began. At first the "Count" was very stupid, so

Sire,

Eight cloven feet, eight forked tails,
" Eight crimson-tiuted visors,
Eight patent sacks with patent clasps,
" These send the Supervisors."

'

club dining room.

—

Those two stuffed clubs— for whom are they?
" Their odor is not pleasant."

'

warm

as "ChristQpher Sly " over the eontretrmpt, but Mr. Payne
and Mr. Nagle, they say, would listen to no explanation.
They were sure they had known him forever. He had diamonds in his shirt-front and wore a huge emerald ring.
Would he learn the new game of billiards?
Why, certainly for always the politeness sake!— after
such a beautiful dinner!

all kind fellows, good and true,
May see the times grow better,
Receive our compliments to you
With this New Y'ear's News Letter.

[In Rotterdam I saw a Mty pole— a fair white pole, arounde which
did dance.
Its top van shining, and could be discerned far awaye.
All would whirl about it as though mad with joy; but the long, gaudy
strings which wire attached to it seemid to m', to mike a very foolish,
ExlraC from Sir W. Temple's letter to Lord Arlingunprofitable game.

many

—

ton.]

—

Once upon a time there was a fairy prince also he was
a magician. He lived by the sea, and he maintained an
orchestra of enchanted seals to gladden his heart. They
sang to him, and barked for him, and he talked back to
them in their own language.
He was filled with pride over his possessions, which were
great, and was always glad to give everything he had
away. Only there was a misfortune attached to his gifts.
For instance, once he presented a beautiful white cat to
his friend, President Harrison.
It staid with the nation's
Executive one week, and then crept back. Another time, he
bought a rubber doll on a corner for a street waif, but,
when he tossed it to the child, it bounded back into his
pocket, which he considered a lucky omen.
So magical
was his touch that a red-hot stove has been known not to
burn his fingers as he carried it.
Sometimes he would invite the Pharisees to his banquets, and often the Scribes.
Whenever he wanted to give anything away he would ask
the Scribes to visit him while he did it.
scribe on a daily newspaper would go to his city editor
and whisper mysteriously:

A

.

January

Prime

'Tlie
Y..

.

dou

•
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is

going to give the entire city

and hear

all

I

Hotel

mean if"
sent for

about it!
meanal

"

me

to

'5

Pieasanton.

go to breakfast with him

UTTER AND JONES STS

li'.- a capital story.
the scribe would \i>it the Princely Magician,
and be as early to the breakfast as he could. But he would
nd all the other scribes of the Press Club there before
him. tn his amaiement'and delight.
Alter which they would be ushered in. the entire company, in the dining hall, and before the august presence of
the Prince himself.
Zinfandel would Mow like soup, and

Whereupon

soup would Mow like water.
Then, when the merriment was at its height, the Prince
would rise from his throne, and. holding high a goblel Of
red wine, would say:
"My friends. I am about to present our beautiful city of
San Francisco to the City and County of San Francisco. 1
have that intention. Of course you will never mention
this, because my hospitality is SO sacred. Also, my friends,
I shall give
away all my poor seals, together' with my
stuffed whale.
I am a patriot, you see.
Besides, 1 mean
to build that grand library at the Park, where I shall put
my origiual copy of the Koran, my original copy of the
Zenda Vesta, and my original autograph copy of all
Shakespeare's works. They are all genuine, gentlemen,
and they have expensive bindings on them. But I don't
want you to talk about that! Promise me you won't! But
now. to do all this, I am going to part with that which I
dearly love, next week those four hundred lots in the
Richmond district: and I am even forced to sell them at
auction, in order to provide the ready money for my library
building! Ah, gentlemen, I don't wonder that you weep
with me at my sorrow. I appreciate it with sadness and
But do not mention this auction of my dearest lots.
joy.
It would affect my grief!''
Then, after the banquet, the Prince would confide to
each scribe, privately, that he had been attracted to him
greatly; that he had heard of his genius and talents; and
that those qualities were necessary in the chief librarian
of a great library.
Also the Prince would at once take
the scribe's exact address for future reference.
"I
always have so much liked your style," he would remark,
parenthetically; "only I 'ox' you, dond'd mendtion this to
no von."
At which the scribe would swear by the seals and the
Richmond district, and all that was holy, that he would
never disclose the Prince's intention to hint at his future
librariansbip.
Then he would give way to the next scribe,
who would hang upon the same honeyed hope.
Then did the scribes return homeward filled with joy.
Once in the City Editor's room, the dialogue would be

The
0111I

1

iinily

Tourist Hotel Intlio

city

Reeentl] thoroughly ren-

ovated

educed
Sanitary plumbing.
Cuisine perfect.
.

I

Two cable lines pass the
hotel
Sutter-St line
direct from the forries.

0. M.

BRENNAN,

Proprietor.

Phoenix ftssuranGe Go.,
Of LONDON.

Established 1782.

—

somewhat as follows:
City Editor "What did the old guy want?"
Scribe (fervently) "Want? Why, man, he's in trouble!
He's got to sell all his Richmond lots next week, so he can
build the new Park Library.
It's going to cost a quarter

—

I have the photographed copy of
as the sale is finished the library will
begin.
He's put the library into a trust deed that he's
going to protect from monopoly and corporations till after

he's dead."

COMPANY.

Butler

and

As soon

—

X)

Incorporated 1799.

Haldan, Gen. Agents,
413 California St., S. F.

1

B SECCO

EXTRA

(Registered).

I

The only genuine

MONTE 6RIST0 SPUMflNTE

—

of a million dollars,

the plans.

Providence-Washington Insurance

Italian

Champagne (two

WHITE

(Secco) and

brands).
(Brut.)

RED

D. P. ROSSI (Doguani) Italia and San Francisco
1400 Dupont St., Sole agents for the United States and Canada.
N. B.— This brand is one of the leading champagnes used at the Royal
Courts of Italy, Germany, England; is specially indorsed by Delmonico,
New York; Palace Hotel, Del Monte, Maison Dore, Maison Riche, Maison
Tortoni, Poodle Dog. Campi's, Martinelli's; at the Commercial Hotel, S. F.

—

Citt Editor "Give it two columns but. say, let the
advertising solicitor look at it first. I went through that
old song and dance years ago
but then you're young!"
The scribe collapses, and mourns over the skeptical and
brutal minded City Editor.
* * *

FIRE

—

HOSE.

A slap

the doughty Willis got,
Deftly placed, and strong and hot

6Hemical

Upon his cheek it fell.
And ever since that bloodless blow

A clang has echoed to and
The clang

of a

brazen

Fire

Engines.

Water Towers, Hook and Ladder

fro

bell.

Trucks, Eclipse Lanterns, Hose Reels,

* * *

This afternoon, at the Bay District track, the race for
the great Pommery Sec cup will be held.
It will be a
drawing card undoubtedly.
After dinner try Adams' Pepsin Tutti-Frutti Chewing
Will find it admirable.

Gum. Yon

Rubber Goods

of every

Description.

GOODYEflR RUBBER
PEASE,

Vice-President and Manager.
577 and 579 Market St., San Fraacisco.

R. H.
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ative line.
Various are the reasons assigned in the swim
One says he is a
for the difficulty of Dr. Tevis's capture.

the breast,
the New Year opens new hopes spring
ASnew
threads, which
aspirations, new
in

Life's
resolves.
with some of us have become so tangled, will surely be un"Fortune favors the brave,'
ravelled in the New Year.
we are told, so with brave hearts we gaze hopefully to the
Possibly no class of people are more prone to this
future.
than our fond parents of society, and to aid their vision of

we append a list of oureligibles as naturmost interest to those of them who have
daughters, for as time rolls on there are many sweet blossoms remaining unplucked from the parental stem.
the opening year

ally the object of

First on the list, unquestionably, in point of millions,
stands young Walter Hobart, who is in possession of the
wealth left him by his father. Mr. Hobart has youth, good
looks, and a nice disposition in addition to his money, but,
unfortunately for the pretty buds so far at least as can
be judged up to the present his attentions have been
more devoted to horses than young ladies. However, if
dame gossip speaks truly, the new year will see a change.
James D. Phelan, also a millionaire in his own right, is a
much older man than Hobart, and therefore more experienced in the wiles of the /"•»» sexe. Of stout build and
medium height, Mr. Phelan is an attractive figure and
scrupulously neat in attire. Of cultivated taste, a patron
of the Fine Arts, and an agreeable conversationalist, a
man of irreproachable character and habits, he would indeed be a prize for any woman.
Richard, familiarly styled "Dick" Tobin, while not so
rich as either of the above gentlemen, is yet a parti worth
capturing by the buds on fortune bent. He is one of the
heirs to the large estate left by his father, and spends it
right royally, they say.
Walter L. Dean is another son of a wealthy sire, but his
father being very much alive, his fortune, to any extent, is
in the prospective stage.
Walter Dean, however, possesses other attractions of good looks and good breeding
which make him very popular in society, and the income
allowed him by his father would more than satisfy the
wants of the average aspirant for its sharing, but like Jim
Phelan, he seems very difficult to capture, though many
nets have been woven for that purpose.
Charles A. Baldwin, only son of the late wealthy member of the mercantile house of C. Adolph Low & Co., is a
young man held in much favor as a marriageable possibility by mammas and daughters alike.
Not only is Charley
rich, but his good looks none can dispute, his almond
shaped eyes doing a vast amount of destruction when he
chooses to use them.
Ed Donahoe, the youngest son of the late pioneer banker,
is a tall, broad shouldered young fellow of fine manly appearance, but, the girls say, very hard to get at, as since
the death of his father he "has devoted himself assiduously
to his mother's society.
So the girl who "goes in" for
young Ed's conquest must do it through the maternal.
George Newhall is another young man of muscular build,
and the only bachelor left in a family of brothers. The
girls say the records made by his married brothers is a
great thing in George's favor, and soft eyes glance -very
sweetly in his direction at all the functions of society.
Dr. Harry Tevis, eldest son of our leading capitalist, and,
like George Newhall, the only one left of the Tevis boys for
the selection of our matrimonially inclined young ladies, is
one of the most eligible of the list of beaux so ranked. Dr.
Tevis is a handsome young fellow of large build, blonde hair
and moustache, and blue eyes. He is devoted to music and
very artistic in temperament, being skilled in the decor-

—

—

general admirer; another that he prefers married women
to flirt with, and yet another that he has left his heart in
New York. She who gets him will be a fortunate woman.
W. B. Page, the last of the Page brothers left single,
will no doubt make as exemplary a Benedict as they each
and all do, it being a saying among their friends that no
matter how gay they are as bachelors, matrimony steadies
them like a rock. Will Page is the possessor of a fortune
also, his twenty-fifth birthday having seen the distribution
of the large estate left by his father, the late Dr. Page, of
Valparaiso.
Robbie Eyre, another remaining sprig from a full branch,
is now in a position to marry any reasonably minded young
woman, having been left a legacy by a lately deceased
friend which will make a desirable addition to the allowance given him by his father.
"The Boardman boys," as the girls style them, are all
Tall, slender, gentlemanly young
eligible for matrimony.
men all of them, and two especially gifted with the genial
uature so marked a feature of their father. They are four
in number, so the girls can take their choice, though Mr.

Chauncey Boardman seems the chief favorite.
Joe Grant must be included in a list of our eligible
men, although, being a widower, he is not among the
younger beaux. Mr. Grant is the only child of his father,
Adam Grant, the well-known dry goods importer. He
is what the world calls "well fixed" financially, and no
doubt his previous expei-ience in matrimony will render
him doubly to be desired as a husband by our belles.
J. W. Byrne, like Callingham, his brother, is a man any
woman might be proud to captivate. Tall, fine looking,
and thoroughly a man of the world, he (again like his
brother) will be a fish requiring skillful angling to land.
Allan St. John Bowie is also of this type, a young man of
much refinement of taste, good breediug, and thejr ne sais
Handsome and wealthy,
,iin,i' which belongs to good birth.
no wonder the women all rave over him, but he, too, seems
difficult of capture.
Harry Babcock, the youngest son of a California pioneer,
has inherited a goodly share of his father's wealth, and is,
moreover, a very agreeable beau. His tastes incline to
polo and golf, in the latter of which he is an enthusiast, so
the girl to capture this swain must be interested in out-of-

door sports.

The Martin boys, Peter and Andrew, are fortunate in
being sons of a very rich mother, consequently they receive
a large share of smiles and attention from the girls.
Harry Simpkins is a great favorite; rich, jolly, and generous, good-looking and young, he can take his pick from
our garden of girls.
Harry Holbrook is also one of fortune's favorites. The
son of a rich father, popular in society, and sure to make
a delightful head of a house when he establishes one.
A most highly "eligible" is Col. Fred Crocker, who,
although a widower with several children, is so charming
and so rich any woman would gladly consent to tread life's
pathway as his companion.
Claude Terry Hamilton is a decided eligible, for although
not a man of millions, he is more than "well off," and is
The girls have
also a very attractive man personally.
been anxious to win his favor for many a day.
our
who
would
hke
to be "au old
For those of
belles
man's darling" rather than a young man's slave, there are
several elderly beaux to choose from. Tom Madden, George
Marye, and Winfield Jones have ornamented society since
our own grandmothers' days, but they are such dyed in the
wool old bachelors they are almost to be regarded as hopeless, although eligible.
As a matter of course, there are many of our popular
beaux who do not appear in this list because their claim to
the title of being an eligible parti cannot be said to be
sufficiently established to place

them

there.
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us

for a

are mightily out of luck or
get t<> know them the more
they very like the commonest sort of our own
If we are wrong we hope our contemporaries will
take up their defense and point out a few instances wherein they are half as good as any good sort of American.
ire

more we

WE

are averse to misjudging a whole section of the
English people, and that, too. theone which considers
about the very best: but if we pass any judgment at
all upon the English aristocracy from what
we see here,
and it should turn out that our judgment couldn't be appealed from, it's going to be mighty bad for all the future
visitors of that titled gang. They are so nervous and fearful that they will not be taken for aristocrats, that they
generally act iu such a way that they are in no way likely
to be mistaken for gentlemen.
The last feat recorded,
entitling either to public notice, is that one of them kicked
his whilom secretary out of a public bath house into a public street. That may have proved he was a noble lord, but
it did not tend to prove that he was a gentleman.
We
probably have an altogether wrong idea of what a lord
ought to be. We are fast learning what the specimens of
European aristocracy are, and if these are fair samples of
the goods, we incline to the opinion that we don't care to
invest in titles or the titled nobility at any price.
And we
are likely to remain of the opiniou that there's nothing
much better made of the human kind than an American
gentleman as little as he resembles an English lord, and
perhaps because he does so little resemble him.

—

—

now they are not faring much better
JUST
English aristocracy in New York than

with the

we are

The Earl

here.

Dunraven, some time ago, by a communication
in reference to the yacht race made prominent some personal characteristics, which are in this country held to be
the exclusive characteristics of blackguards. He has recently crossed the Atlantic, unfortified with evidence to
of

sustain his bluster against the fairness of the defeat of his
yacht, and thereby displayed the temerity and indiscretion
In the interval between the meetings of the
of an ass.

committee of gentlemen appointed to hear and determine
the whole matter, and before the whole evidence of the respondents was in, seeing that he was overwhelmingly
beaten, he escaped with his counsel and soon put the rolling ocean between him and America.
We shall be mistaken if, by any estimable silence, he leaves us a chance
to think him a gentleman in any sense, and if he does not,
by some utterance in which he will display the characteristics aforesaid, soon put himself out of the category of
persons worthy of consideration in any polite society.
is not now, and never will be, anything like be-

THERE
ing completely

"swell. "
If we are not of the swell
for verily there is only the swell set,
and the rest are simply not to be mentioned.
Some of us
think that we are decidedly provincial here, and have a
good deal to learn before we can hold a candie to those who
know how to do the correct thing. But of course we shall
For
be told that we are simply weak and uninformed.
there is a small crowd of us, who have been East and
across the ocean blue, and have taken it all in through the

set

the hips on the

breeching

ol

hang their heads, for if Hobart di
to dress a horse, in heaven's name, who
Hut. thank thai
aven, his coachmen wore hats
shaped, with not too much bell," and that was antidote to the bitter bane
1'arrott was altogether wrong.
et

know hon

of licking the boots
we will soon have to
they are turning out
an uncommonly common set of people. A'
our luck in this city.
Ever; time one of them
•<• get on our store clothes ami lubricate
1

monogram over

we are nowhere,

pores, and consequently know it all.
Of course, we are
now alluding to our high society, the dudes par excellence,
the fellows who are in it for all they are worth. For instance, the Horse Show, you know, and how we did it.
But, by Jove, there has unfortunately been "a chiel among
If we
us takin' notes," and faith, he has "prented it."

as Tn

leaving off breeching and

using a kieking-strap.

Heavens mind you,

was

I

that

just

mis-

Hut all this .-.inns so sad thai we
writing of the resi till another paragraph.
takes.

have

to

T HERE

was enough fault found with the rest of our
great Horse Show to make our whole Dudedom sick
through and through. Why, Hobart's horses were s
in
public with "elbow bits instead of the Buxton!"
Can Hobarl and his horses hold up their brads after that?
Then,
while "his coach was up to park form," he lost his stand
ing by having "an extra brake on behind to be worked by
his servant."
Simple soul, not to know that a good "whip
can readily call upon his servants to put on the skid provided for the purpose in the event of the brake not holding." It is so foolish to avoid breaking your neck and that
of your wife or sweetheart, unless you do it iu the correct
i

way
fjl R. E.

Duplessis Beylard received a little gratuitous
advertising of bis qualities as a whip at the Horse
Show when Mr. Samuel Walter Taylor got down to work
on his article about that famous society event.
Mr. Exquisite Duplessis Beylara did not drive his own team because he didn't own one, and, if it depends upon his capacity to make money enough to buy one he probably never
will.
But he hasn't lived as a petted darling in the arms
of luxury furnished by other people all these years, without escaping any special humiliation in driving other people's horses at a show, Mr. Exquis
etc., etc., Beylard
on this occasion helped Mr. Hobart win a third prize by
driving "Mr. Hobart's team of browns." It must have
been the "browns" that took the prize by reason of their
own special virtues, for Mr. Taylor intimates that Mr. Exquis
etc., etc., Beylard had on exhibition so many of
his own faults that Hobart got only the third prize.
For,
says Mr. Taylor, who knows it all, his "driver made all the
mistakes of the first prize winner," "none of the drivers
i

\.

were

proper costume," including, of course, Mr. Beyand then, "he was additionally at fault in being
without bearing reins." If Mr. Beylard don't go and hide
his head after that it is because it is so swollen that he
can't find a hole big enough to hide it in. And yet Mr.
Exquis
etc., etc., Beylard thinks himself rather a fine
whip. And he was so happy driving Hobart's browns in
society that it is an infernal shame to hurt his vanity or
in

lard,

intimate that possibly he doesn't

know

it all.

would have been very simple in us to suggest that
ITwhen Charley Baldwin was driving
the B'lingum club
coach there was any defect in his attire, because, why is
he Charley Baldwin at all, if a newspaper critic on the
Pacific coast can give him points. And yet, the New York
critic of that famous horse show, that has now gone into
history with all its virtues and vanities, has dared to say
that he "committed the unpardonable faux lias (and put
it in French, too) of appearing on the box in full eveningdress." Why, didn't this gentleman manage a Hunt Ball
a little while ago, and wasn't it the correct thiug for his
chief parasites to appear in scarlet coats? And wasn't it
quite English, you know, so far as it went? And the mere
matter of forgetting about the knee breeches didn't make
it much, if any, less awfully swell.
But this little matter
of faux pas iu costume has got into a New York journal,
and must now be known across the water!
There seems
to be here cause for offense, but of course we can't offer
any advice about how to settle it. And yet if Mr. Baldwin
can get acquainted with Mr. Willis Polk, he can probably
learn how to obtain the satisfaction due to a gentlemau,
and possibly be able to borrow his three plumbers as a

body-guard.
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A RETROSPECT

of the sport happenings of the year
that has passed away gives rise to the suspicion
that the people of San Francisco comprise a fickle community. There may be those who will consider this opinion
as something in the nature of a mild libel on the dwellers
by the Golden Gate, and to them I would say: "What has
become of trotting and baseball the two branches of the
and solely
many in the domain of pastime which are wholly
"
American, both in origin and development ?
There is no gainsaying the fact that they have, for the
time being at any rate, been shouldered into a condition
bordering on inocuous desuetude by newer and more exciting forms of sport, for the thoroughbred has ousted the
trotter from public favor, and the chrysanthemum-locked
footballer has usurped the place of the dabbler in base hits

—

and home ruDS.
It may be that the good people of this city are only following the dictates of fashion in matters sporting, just as
they do in dress and in the style of their indoor entertainments, and that trotting and baseball will come in vogue
again just as surely as will square-toed shoes and square
dances, but the records of '95 plainly indicate that the
time of reaction is not yet.
There is, undoubtedly, something more inspiriting and
more blood quickening in the sight and sound of a squadron
of thoroughbreds sweeping along than in gazing at a handful of horses driven to harness at a uniform and monotonous
gait.
So, too, while slides to base and three-baggers are
eminently exciting in their way, they seem to loose their
power to enthuse when stacked up against the spine- jarring
tackle, the mad rush around the end, and the Donnybrooklike spectacle of a score of squirming footballers all
tangled up like worms in a bait box.
These comparisons are drawn mainly to support the suggestion that it will be pretty hard to oust the runningtrack and the gridiron field from the affections of the mulThe forms of sport which obtain thereon have the
titude.
genuine tabasco relish of excitement to them, and the public palate is more likely to yearn for a still more pungent
condiment than to content itself with the moderatelyseasoned home-made dishes of the old days.
There is yet another Richmond in the field in the matter
It has proven
of sporting novelties, and that is 'cycling.
more contagious than the grippe, and its effects on oldestablished lines of sport are very marked. It has absorbed

the flower of the local athletic clubs, and to its baneful
much as to the lack of public patronage and
encouragement, may be traced the fact that the beautiful
little Olympic Park, on the road to the beach, is as neglected and forlorn-looking as Goldsmith's deserted village,
and the further fact that the outdoor men of the Olympic,
Acme, and Reliance have discarded their spiked shoes for
pedaling pumps, and are more wrapped up in flying starts
and Class B qualifications than they are in improving existing records on the cinder path.
Wheeling has also drawn into its maelstrom those who
were wont to grace the grand stands and bleachers at
field days and baseball games, and a trip out through the
Park roadways on any fine Sunday in the season, which
has just closed, would suggest that an athletic tourney
scheduled for that particular day would, in all likelihood, go
short of patronage. Why? Because everybody seemed to fce
awheel.
The pastime of cycling increased over two fold during

houses sprung into existence.
The Olympics, Acmes, and
the Reliance have paid particular attention to the sport,
and the local men have done their share of establishing
world's records. Foster's half-mile at Napa (48 sees.) was
the best performance of the year, and his mile (1.46 3-5)
will stand a lot of hammering.
McFarland, too, has constituted himself a mark for the wheelmen of the world, by
trundling off two-thirds of a mile in 1.25 1-5 at San Jose.
While field days have been phenomenally scarce in and
around San Francisco, and events seem to denote that the
amateur runners, jumpers, and shot-putters have diverted
their surplus energies to football and wheeling operations,
the triumphant tour of the University of California athletes
through the East plainly indicates that there is no lack of
high-class amateur talent at this end.
The Berkeley boys
who sported the blue and gold across the Rockies during
the summer, met and defeated Princeton, tied the University of Pennsylvania, rated fourth in the American championship, defeated Union College, the University of Illinois,
and the Denver Athletic Club, won the western championship at Chicago, and were beaten in individual contest by
the cracks of the Chicago Club alone. This, in my opinion,
is a record that California may well be proud of.
In summing up the sports of the year it may be said that

thoroughbred horse-racing, football, and cycling have advanced wonderfully in public favor, while trotting, baseball, and field athletics have retrograded.
The Olympic
Club has succeeded in keeping alive a flicker of interest in
amateur baseball by maintaining a crackajack, all-conquering team, but professional baseball is moribund, to all intents and purposes.
There has been a slight boom in rowing also owing,
mainly, to the development of a ca,pable junior crew by the
Olympic Club and yachting showed greater signs of activity than it did in 1894.
Trap-shooting at live birds, while not losing any of its immediate votaries, has got to be a pastime from which the general public seems to keep aloof, while the disc cracking industry has come into prominence with a bound, the saucer
smashers now outnumbering the pigeon-maimers ten to
one.
Tennis has been, if anything, quieter than in preceding years, cricket has not'broken through its British environments to any palpable extent, and golf and polo are
still as exclusively fashionable as are pink teas and Friday
Night Cotillions.

—

—

TO

AMBROSE

BIERCE.

When you

praised Robertson you did not know
praised a greater than yourself, and so
take back the words of praise you gave,
Since they made not your chosen friend, your slave!

You

Now you

Lee Faibchild.
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a graceful solid silver cup, over a
yard high. It cost five hundred dollars, at the least, and
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and, therefore, whether one agrees with him or not, he alinterests you, stimulates you, and does you good."
And of politicians, what can be more interesting than his
views of Pitt, Walpole, and Peel, as writing of Lord Palmerston he says: " I do not deny his personal qualities,
but, as to calling him a great minister like Pitt, Walpole,
or Peel, and talking of his death as a great national calam-

ways

why, taking his career from 1830, when his importance
really begins, to the present time, he found his country the
first power in the world's estimation, and he leaves it the
third; of this no person with eyes to see, or ears to hear,
and opportunities for using them, can doubt."
may
ity,

la our last issue we pointed out that Richard
Henry Stoddard, in the N. Y. Mail and Express,
Week.* says that "The Letters of Matthew Arnold are
disappointing because they tell so much of the
home life of the great writer and so little of interest to the
general public. Mr. Stoddard is one of the ablest American critics, but we fail to see his reasons for this stateTrue, Matthew Arnold's Letters contain much
ment.

A Book
of the

We

not agree with Matthew Arnold in all this, but who will
say that the letters that contain such opinions are not of
living interest to the student and the litterateur ?
Why,
his opinion of

that has little interest outside the family circle, but then
at his criticisms of Tennyson, Herbert Spencer,
Froude, Browning, Ruskin, Disraeli, Palmerston, Wordsworth, and many other great ones in literature, and, in
face of all this, we question the accuracy of Mr. Stoddard's
On the contrary, we believe that there have
conclusions.
not been many published letters of great litterateurs,
except those of Grey, Cowper, Lord Byron and Keats,
that have so much interest for the general reader as those
of Matthew Arnold, and while there is much that can be
passed over without loss, there is also much that is valuable to the student and the bookworm."
We now find that our position on this question has been
challenged in certain places, and we are, therefore,
obliged to explain our views. We cheerfully admit Mr.
Stoddard's superiority as a critic, but we deny his infallibility.
We believe we quoted him correctly, at least
we hope so, and we think we can prove that the letters of
Matthew Arnold are crowded with expressions of opinions
on other great people, which cannot but have a living inLook, for instance,
terest to the literary world at large.
Here it is:
at what he says about Napoleon.
"I have also been reading Las Casas, and his (Napol-

energy and precision in arranging details never
struck me so much as now."
True, the Napoleonic memoirs published lately do not
sustain this estimate Las Casas placed on Napoleon's accuracy in detail, yet is not the opinion of Matthew Arnold
on this subject of interest to us all?
Again, see what he says about Ernest Renan: "I thought
I would tell you of a Frenchman whom I saw in Paris the
other day, Ernest Renan, between whose line of endeavor
and my own I imagine there is considerable resemblance,
that you might have a look at some of his books if you
The difference is, perhaps, that he tends to inculliked.
cate morality, m a high sense of the word, upon the French
nation as what they most want, while I tend to inculcate
intelligence, also in a high sense, upon the English nation,
as what they most want; but with respect both to morality and intelligence, I thiuk we are smgularly at one in our
ideas, and also with respect to the progress and the established religion of the day."
Or take his estimate of Tennyson and Browning, which
is as follows: ''I have less poetic sentiment than Tennyson
and less intellectual vigor and abundance than Browning;
yet, because I have, perhaps, more of a fusion of the two
than either of them, and have more regularly applied that
fusion to the main line of modern development, I am likely
enough to have my turn as they have had theirs."
This may be considered daring, but it was too daring for
Arnold, was in some respects more striking as a poet, than
either Browning or Tennyson, and his "Stanzas from the
Grand Chartreuse" contains elements of loftiness which
we fail to find surpassed in either of his two great rivals.
But look again at his long criticism on Tennyson's "Idylls
of the Kings," in which he says that Tennyson, "with all
eon's)

temperament and artistic skill, isdeficient in intellectual
power; and no modern poet can make very much of his
business unless he is pre-eminently strong in this."
Who can tell us that even these few quotations do not
compensate for the mass of uninteresting matter which
the letters contain. But let us read on, and hear him tell
us that he could " never like Ruskin " and that he regarded
Swinburne as a " pseudo-Shelley," while he says of Burke:
"What makes Burke stand so splendidly among politicians
is that he treats politics with his thought and imagination,
his

Wordsworth

alone

is

worth the trouble of

reading his letters, for he says: " He can show a body of
work superior to what any other English poet, except
Shakespeare and Milton, can show, and his body of work
is more interesting than Milton's,
though not so great.
*
* * Wordsworth's body of work, to keep to that
phrase, is superior to the body of work of any continental
poet of the last hundred years, except Goethe; superior to
that of Schiller, Heine, Musset, Victor Hugo."
And then of Burns he says: "Burns is a beast, with
splendid gleams, and the medium in which he lived, Scotch
peasants, Scotch Presbyterianism, and Scotch drink, is
repulsive."
Of course, to a refined intellect, such as
Arnold possessed, it was to be expected that Burns could
not be acceptable, but the world has been more charitable
to the Scotch poet than Arnold, and it is better that it
should be so. But we must stop, and yet we could quote
much- more if we had the space at our disposal, to prove
that the position we have taken on Matthew Arnold's Letters and Mr. Stoddard's criticism, is justified by facts, and
we express the hope that we have, in this brief review,
sustained that position to the letter.
Nor must it be forgotten that if Matthew Arnold was, in his letters, severe
on the Americans as a people, he was also severe on the
English, and, in view of his unquestioned honesty, we can
overlook many of his unkind remarks.
But, take those
letters all in all, they appear to us to be full of interest,
and this opinion, we believe, is shared by the majority of
people who have read them.
*"The Letters of Matthew Arnold."

look

Seventy years ago it was generally believed that what
now the State of Wisconsin was destiued to be forever
an Indian reserve.
This project was proposed by Morse,
who was then the best of American geographers, and it
was supported by Calhoun, who was then Secretary of
War. Wisconsin was then considered so far off that Morse
told the Indians that they would never be disturbed, because the white man would not dream of going so far into
is

.

I

the wilderness.
Until 1832, it was believed that the territory was too far north for successful agriculture, and
now that State numbers nearly 2,000,0110 souls. All this,
and much more, we are told in detail in " Unnamed Wisconsin," a book that cannot be of great interest to the
residents of Wisconsin.
It is a pity, however, that a
book so full of research should also be full of errors.
There are printers' errors, proof-readers' errors, and
errors about the explorers and missionaries of old.
But
the book is so good that we can overlook its mistakes, even
when they blur the pages with information that is not ac
curate.

"In the Redwoods," by Fannie De C. Miller, is neatly
printed and well illustrated. It is a poem of some twenty
verses, and it is, we presume, the author's first appearance in type. If so, we hope she will try again.
Who is George Harton that has written a poem called
" In Unknown Seas"? Whoever he is he should seriously
ponder on the instability of the Muse. Here, for instance,
is how he describes California
" Vine land and pine land afar by the West,
Wine land and shine land, by all blessings blest;
Benign land, divine land, that God loveth best!"
Just think of describing California as "shine land," as if
this State were made up of colonies of foreign boot-blacks.
Crude, defective, and mediocre is our verdict of this poem,
and we venture to believe that we shall not be alone in our
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the columns

of the

peasant, before and after
ition.
Th<
Pthing Mr
U'cyman said in "The
tout the ignorance of the French peasant
ment The Nation denies. Mr, YVeyman
;ds that the French peasant of pre-revolutionary
was more illiterate than the French peasant ol i- 11 "
or after, and we all know that Mr. W'eyman is an authority mi tl
But if the author of "The Red
Cooknde" knows ;i
about pre-revolutionary
Prance, so docs the Abiv Maggiolo, ami. of the two. we
would accept the testimony of the ecclesiastic before that
of the novelist, because the churchman has given proof
that there were fewer schools in France immediately after
the revolution than there were before it. and this is something the novelist omits.
We have no span' at our disposal to go into details, but anyone who is interested in the
subject can get further information in the Revue ./< /" Rio-

olution, vol. 4. p. 117.

And so here comes "The Marvelous Adventures of Sir
John Maundeviile. Kt ." again. How they bring us back to
our boyhood days, the days when Baron Munchausen,
Ferdinand Mundy Pinto, and Robinson Crusoe held sway,
and when the mind was aflame with the wonderful and the
strange.
Of course, the good Knight has always been
doubted, and his travels have, more or less, been regarded
as a myth. but. whether true or false, itiscertaiu that his
book is a classic, and, with the excepiiou of the Bible, no
book has been more extensively translated. But Maundeviile

week took up a
leer after knowledge we last
nailed "Painting, Sculpture, and Archlti
Representative Arts, and, after reading about one-third
of it. we threw it down in despair.
it
was too mueh for
our limited comprehension, ami we could not understand it.
We had a headache from the heroic effort we made
ravel some of the sentences, and. unless we stopped, we
l»K>k

1

occupies the same relation to English literature that
to its poetry, and they were, too, contemp-

Chaucer does
oraries.

Mr. Stead, the editor of the Review of Reviews, has determined to issue a number of the best works of the best
authors in a condensed form. He will not "boil down" the
books, but he will give the best chapters and the most
famous scenes of each book. He is to do this because he
is convinced that an ignorant public will not read a book
at length, and so he will produce the best works of the
best authors in a somewhat similar form to his Review of
Reviews. Some time ago, when Miss Braddon attempted
to "abridge" the works of Scott, there was a great hubbub, and the literary world will wonder if Mr. Stead can
be more successful than she promised to be.

"Love and Laughter," a collection of posthumous verse
by the late Mr. James G. Burnett, is not without poems of
merit.
Here and there we find evidence of some force and
poetic conception, but to say that Mr. Burnett belonged to
the same class of poets as Hood and Praed, as some critics
claim, is, to our mind, to say far too much.
Hood and
Praed were finished artists, while Mr. Burnett was a mere
amateur, and he is no more to be classed with Hood or
Praed than starlight is to be compared with sunlight.
That Mr. Burnett may have had the material for good
work we have no right to question, but he was nothing but
a fairly good versifier to the end of his life.

1

feared our Library Table would go nil "ii a spirit dam.' of
its own.
But, for fear of being charged with a lack of perspicacity, may we ask some of our readers to " lido
riddle me" the following extract from this
1

disappear; men of letters are not to be
called writers, hut narrators: the taste for literary style
is to die out, libraries are to be transformed into phono
graphtics, in all newspaper offices there will be speaking
halls, where the editors will record in a clear voice the
news received bj telephonic despatch, and the phonograph
will enter into the daily life of the people, and will form
part of the stock of every public place, hotel, restaurant,
and so on. So says a French scientist.

Books are

to

Mr. Robert Buchanan
somewhat melodramatic

a Scotch poet and novelist of
tendencies.
He is uneven in excellence
an able delineator of character, but his descriptive passages are often overwrought and wordy.
His
book "Lady Rilpatrick " is, however, to be admired for
the temerity it shows in placing " virtue triumphant, vice
vanquished " before us, and the book comes as a restful
change after a surfeit of emotional literature.
is

—

"Early Knowledge

of Electricity" is a book that is likely
readers throughout the world. The
author, Mr. Park Benjamin, Ph. D., L.L.B., has given us
a book that is full of information, much of which, although
old, is put before the world in a new and a highly interesting form. The book is of interest to the layman as well as
to the scientist, and it cannot fail to command attention.

to find interesting

is

One of the
now kept

finest stocks of imported goods to be
at J. M. Litchfield's, the merchant

Both comfort and health ma}r be secured by the wise selection of
underwear, and the splendid stock carried by John W, Carraany,
25 Kearny street, affords every opportunity for a wise choice.
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" is

a story of adventure and explorepisodes are improbable and
amazing, and there is a lack of coherency about the book
that makes it of little value and of small interest. In fact,
the book is amateurish, weak, and full of explatives.
"Thank God" and "Thank Heaven" are too liberally
interpolated in the dialogue, and, besides, we fail to see
what connection there is between a torpedo-catcher and
South African exploration, and the story does not answer
the query.
ation in South Africa.

Its

Now, gentle reader, do you blame us for throwing
the book in despair.

away

in the city

military tailor. He is fully prepared to furnish customers with the
finest quality of goods and the most perfect fitting clothing. He is
always prepared with the latest styles in garments, and his long experience and promptness in business has made him popular among
customers. His place of business is at 12 Post street, where he is
always prepared to take orders.

"The

cannot be fully understood except in connection with the
next way in which they have been said to be made representative namely, regularity.
This is a resul primarily
of like effects produced by measurements, just as in poetry
and music it is a result of like effects produced by
measures.
All outlines surround both spaces and shapes.
These like effects may be produced by resemblances either
in one or in the other."

found

and fashionable

Winchester
Ammunition

for

and revolvers

Sold by

all

dealers

—

^-

all

rifles
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Shakespeare says, "What's in a name?" But our society did not think of this when getting a shock, a few
mornings ago, by reading in a morning paper the big head
"Mrs. Fred Sharon Divorced." The pros and cons
and possibility of such an event occupied
the swagger set more than the display of their Christmas
gifts until it was ascertained the parly alluded to was the
wife of a cousin of our own "Fred Sharon," and bearing
the same name.
lines,

of the probability

rather a pity,
JTforseems
the sake of the uniformity of things, that

these days of Anglo-mania a

in

more extended knowledge of the standing of titled Britishers does not obtain among the writers for the daily press
of our city.
Apparently these scribblers find it impossible
to place the grades of English aristocracy.
They insist
upon "my lord"-ing Talbot
tion of ignorance

Clifton,

DISCONTENT.— n.

TWO
In the shadow of

and the latest exhibinobility upon a Scotch

leaf

and

tree.

The one that loved the harbor
The winds of fate oulbore,
But held the other, longing,

* * *

Harry Dimond presided over

times-osmocrat.

One was in love with the harbor,
One was in love with ihe sea.

the bestowal of
"Sir," who, as a baronet, is not entitled to be so ranked.
How amused these foreign tourists must be at getting
brevet rank, so to speak, in our republican land.
is

o.

boats rocked on the river

Forever against the shore.

"low jinks" at the
Bohemian Club Saturday night. The jinks were an immense success, but the only skeleton at the feast was the
fact that so few members did anything to amuse, and so
many invited guests did the entertaining. The high jinks
the

are dull enough very often, but the low jinks never; and
this one was no exception to the rule; songs, mummery,
and mirth chased the small hours away. But the climax
came when that preux chevalier, Louis Parrott, in a moment of exuberance called for three hundred cigars. They
were brought to him by the waiter, and forthwith Mr.
Parrott proceeded to mount the stage.
"Gentlemen," he exclaimed, hugging his pile of cigarboxes; "Gentlemen, I am not going to sing a song, but I
will give you an imitation of Donnybrook Pair."
And straightway he proceeded to scatter the cigars
broadcast into the amazed audience
If ever a scramble took place, it was at that memorable
moment.
The members jumped frantically for the spoils,
and struggled fiercely for the scattering missiles. It was
a scene of wild confusion.
Coats, collars, watch-chains,
cuffs, vests, and eye-glasses were torn apart in the fray
which ensued.
Meanwhile Parrott took his cab homeward, and every
body else looked wrecked and dazed perhaps a little

The one

that rests on the river,
In the shadow of leaf and tree,
With wistful eyes looks ever
To the one far out at sea.

The one that rides the billow,
Though sail'mg fair and Meet,
Looks back to the peaceful river,
To the harbor safe and sweet.

One

frets against the quiet

Of the ruoss-grown, shaded shore;

One sighs that it may enter
The harbor never more.
One wearies

of the dangers
Of the tempest's rage and wail,

One dreams amid the lilies
Of a far-off snowy sail.

.

A

goblet of Keystone Monogram Whiskey is said to have saved
the President's life, when he caught his violent chill in the recent
duck hunt in Maryland. Washington Post.

—

Don't fail to chew Adams' Pepsin Tutti-Frutti Chewing

Gum after

Indigestion fades before it.

meals.

—

foolish.

They say that about a thousand dollars worth of garments were destroyed for those three hundred cigars.

6.

Marey

* * *

The passers by on one of our fashionable avenues have
been somewhat mystified by the sounds proceeding from a
spacious mansion thereon.
Frequently of an afternoon,
sometimes of a morning, a sound of violent scuffling could
be heard coming from an upper storr, intermingled with
cries of pain or derision, and now and then a heavy fall.
Comment was general in the neighborhood, and at length
a committee of two old ladies essayed to probe the mystery
by a call of enquiry at the residence, where investigation
proved the young ladies of the family and several of their
girl friends were trying to outdo the collegiate style in a

game

of football!

!

Vougeot
Chambertin
Beaune
Clos de

&

Pommard
Lloer-BGlair,
Nuits (Cote

Chablis (white), and
"
Chablis
1878

d'Or.)

Id Cases. Quarts,

Red & White BURGUNOIES

and Pints.

Sold by the Leading Wine Merchants and Grocers.

!

* * *

The remark is frequently heard made by visitors to San
Francisco, "One sees so many pretty girls in the streets
and at the theatres, but where do they abide?" If they
were at the recent elegant ball given by Mrs. Roth, wife of
a leading Hebrew citizen, they would see that the greatest
number of pretty girls in our city are in Jewish circles.
* * *
On

society will have a charming matrimouial engagement to chatter over early in the new year. The prospective match, says rumor, is between the nephew of one
of our oldest society beaux and the granddaughter of a
late grain king, and was arranged during the visit to the
rural home of a popular young matron recently.
* * *
ilit

are gushing over what they call the "ideal"
match, which the devotion of young Hobart to a pretty
belle of the season bids fair to be.
Wealth and beauty
united to youth on both sides certainly go far to justify the
"gush."

The

girls

CHARLES

MEINECKE

Sole Agents Pacific Coast.

&
314

CO.,

Sacramento

St., S.

F.

ANNUAL MEETING
Company.
The regular annual meeting of the stockholders of the Bullion MinCompany will be held at the office of the company, room •JO, No 331
Pine St., San Francisco, Cal., on
THURSDAY, THE 9th DAY OF JANUARY, 1896,
Bullion Mining

ing

at the hour of 2 o'clock p. m., for the purpose of electing a Board of Directors
to seive for the ensuing year, and for the transaction of such other business

may come before the meeting. Transfer books will close on Tuesday,
R. R. GRAYSON, Secretary.
7th, at 12 o'clock m.
Office— Room 20, 331 Pine St., San Francisco, Cal.

as

January

United States Laundry.,
Office: 1004

Market

St.,

near Baldwin

Telephone, South 4-2-0

January

4,
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was very nearly
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\
not a

merry Christmas

this year,
with all the Moodythe air and Wall Street in a frenzy ol
very wild days we bad, several of ti
era failing under the.--train, and since, for threeor four
days, we are as mild as a young May moon; conservative
tolerant, reasonable, and deprecating the possibility of
warfare in the most Christian manner. But the talk did a
It stirred up a great deal of
lot of damage while it lusted
latent energy and patriotism, also, and the towns of Hobo-

thirsty

rumors

Evans' 1

^ Evans'

1

all

<f

Rest Botllcrl

tilling

ken and Haekensaek. which correspond in playful allusion
to Milpitas and Petaluma, girded on their armor to the
extent of enlisting recruits in new born militia companies,
which may never develop out of their swaddling clothes
into fully organized creations.
Every one who has been able to keep war and stocks out
of his conversation talks Guilbert. the divine, the ineffable,
York is quite mad over her.
unspeakable Yvette.
Howard Gould gave a dinner last night at the Holland
House to Miss Katherine Clemmons and her sister, Mrs.
( Heraeker. of Pleasauton,
Alameda. Miss Clemmons was

New

in a white satin gown, with American Beauty
James Brett Stokes has been very evident upon
the avenue of late.
He is doing New York this year under
the wing of Creighton Webb, he of happy memory in San
Francisco.
Mrs. Dominique Yerdenal is entertaining for the holidays
her daughters. Mrs. Lee Grey and Mrs. Forsythe, of
Fresno, California.
Baron von Schlippenbaeh, the Russian Consul at Chicago, who was once well-known in California, is in town at the Clarendon.
Miss Evelyn Aronson. who has been visiting New York for several months,
Miss Rose Sperling, of
is leaving for home this week.
your city, was married here last night to A. H. Levy, and
will go to California on a wedding tour.
Harry Gillig and
Frank Unger leave to-day for California, after a very jolly

very dazzling
roses.

Christmas in New York.
Doctor and Mrs. M. Hanford
White, who spent a summer in San Francisco and Santa
Barbara, have decided to go to the latter place this spring,
and intend building a villa on the beautiful piece of property that Dr. White purchased duringhis visit. I am sure
that very wide regret will be felt, by the many friends he
left in California, at the news of the death of George
Meinecke, which occurred at his father's home in Maribo,
Denmark, on the sixth of December, after a long and most,
painful illness.
He was very popular in San Francisco
society with both men and women, and was a man of character and heart. W. R. Haxton was
in town for a few days last week. He
returns very soon, I am told, to England. Mrs. C. Fair, Mrs. Wilshire, and
Mr. and Mrs. De Young are in Paris.
A very curious robbery has just been
discovered here.
Mrs. Irving, the

J

Brown

Stout

ml
Mt.

'

Indin "nlc

'

Evans'

•V-% -**.* -<**k-%. '%'%'V

%'%'^%.i

"Ned"

has found matrimony not coitleur de
Ratcliffe,
view sail! to be shared by his handsome wife, and
thai a separation is imminent. Mrs. Ratcliffe is a daughter
of " Pete " de Lacey, of pool-room renown.
December 27th, 1895,
Passe Pahtoct.
rose, a

«N

iental room in a pretty house is a delightful luxOne
ury, and
one that is not always easily managed. But,
a
occasionally, the ambitious household picks up a Persian
or Turkish relic from time to time, and gradually acquires
a semblance of the real thing.
But now the most magnificent opportunity is offered that ever happened in this
part of the world. Colonel Will E. Fisher, the auctioneer,
at 16 Post street, has on hand a large consignment from

the Orient of Rugs, Mats, Saddle-bags, Carpets, Prayer
Rugs, Draperies, Temple Hangings, Palace Embroideries,
Divan Cushions in short, all the accoutrements for an
Arabian Nights' apartment, if one wants to make it. The
sale goes on every day at two o'clock.
Many of the articles are very ancient, well worth inspection.
They have
just been taken from the Customs House, and are warranted.

—

DURING

all the war talk of the past fortnight, it should
not be forgotten that a certain modest gentleman
here in San Francisco, Mr. Edward A. Rix, P. E., has
been the recipient of many congratulations from both army
and naval officers; for the successful operation of the
huge pneumatic dynamite gun, which would so well defend
our port in an emergency, is managed entirely by the
splendid Rix Air Compressor plant, constructed from his

own

designs.

borrowing from health.

widow

Professor Irving, of Yale,
of the two beautiful young
actresses Isabel Irving, of the Lyceum Company, and Evangeline Irving, of the Stuart Robson Company
hired several months ago a box in the
Lincoln Safe Deposit Company, and
placed in it fifteen thousand dollars
worth of bonds, the chief source of
her income.
She made, a few days
ago, her first visit to the office since
October, and, to her consternation
and horror, found that all the bonds
had been abstracted.
Search has,
thus far, proved fruitless, and there
seems little chance of finding the thief
who, no doubt, had a duplicate key to
the box made, and was thus able,
without question, to gain access to it.
The poor lady is prostrated with grief.
It is currently reported that the
good-looking and popular young actor,

/^

fl'j

If

/

4-iC^?

you have borrowed from
demands

health to satisfy the

if your blood is
not getting that constant
supply of fat from your food
it should
have, you must

of business,

of

and mother

—

pay back from somewhere,
and the somewhere will be
from the fat stored up in
the body.
thinness
the result, nervewaste.
You need fat to keep the blood in health unless you
want to live with no reserve force live from hand to mouth.
Scott's Emulsion of Cod-liver Oil is more than a medicine.
It is a food.
The Hypophosphites make it a nerve food, too.
It comes as near perfection as good things ever come in this

The

sign of this borrowing

is

;

—

v/orld.
Be sure you get

Scott

&

Scott's

Bowne,

Emulsion wAenyou want

New

York.

it

and not

a cheap substitute.

All Druggists;

50c.

and

$1.

;
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Pine and Jones Sts.
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YEAR'S EVE.-sr

ding

I

SS

Remains

to permanent guests. Billiard Room, Elevator.
Convenient to all cars

We started

seaward, to love's land,
Heart-glad with flowers, sun, and lightLost in the darkness, now we stand.
Kiss me good-night.

me

Kiss

good-night

Is folded

!

MRS. S

do

our lovely year

up and put away

weep?

I

I

;

awful mystery aright.
pause! and I have loved you so!
Kiss me good-night!

me good-night! no more be said.
For as what can to-morrow bring?
A cry of pain for what is dead?
Another New Year's song to sing?
Time's shadows close around us fast,
Our lamp of love is still alight;
0, that we might re-live the past!
me

Its

y.

sky, though dark with a moment's frown,
tenderly from its bight look down
With a radiant smile divine.
The green to blue with its magic skill
'Twill change, and the stormy ocean still,
And the soul of love will smile.
"Will

Pause, thou, my heart, and the lesson read,
When the darkness falls and with jealous speed,
The mists of doubt arise—
Fret not 'twill pass, and thou wilt know
That the sun still shines with a fervent glow
In love's unchanging skies.
!

the London spectator.

and gay
Playing with that man and with
You turn from me and coldly say,

"How

light

frivolous she

Because you hear

my

is!

Charges protect the

its

R.

Brooklyn

European and
American plan
j-iotel ® »
Bush street, bet. Sansome and Montgomery, S. F.
This ravorite hotel is under the management of
Charles Montgomery, and is as good, if not the best, Family and Business Men's Hotel in San Francisco
Home comforts, cuisine unexcelled,
first-class service and the highest standard of respectability guaranteed.
Our rooms cannot be surpassed for neatness and comfort.
Board and room: Per day. $1.25, $1.50. $1.75 and $2; per week, $7 to $12;
per month, $27.50 to $10; single room, 50 cents to $1.
*S~Free coach to and from the Hotel.

RIGGS HOUSE,

tbe National Capital. First-class in
appointments.
O Q. STAPLES,
President; G. DeWITT, Treas.

of

all

$3

American plan,

£bbitt

per day and upward.

POPULAR PRICES— Regular rates. M

per day up. Fifty rooms
on the sixth floor with steam heat and electric light, reduced to
rooms on other floors reduced from
and alcove parlors at equally low
Army and Navy Officers and the

$2 50 and $3 per day
Fifty
$4 to $3 50 per day. Parlors
rates. Special rates for the

ON WHEELS.
G.

my blush and smile,
others bow before my throne,
not know that all the while

Because you note

will

I

their praises flatter

And though my kingdom
I'd leave

it

please

me,

me

G0BURN,

ERNST

H.

AXLE,

GREASE.

TEV1S & GO., 107 Front

LUDWIG &

well,

St.

CO..

The Model

willingly.

To reign as queen beside your hearth,
To call my own your love, your life,
Would give up all 1 prize on earth,
To be your wife.

&S.

HOME PRODUCTION.

own.

not guess— I cannot tell-

That though

WASHINGTON. D. C.
H C. BDRCH. Manager.

Jtousi?,

Because, to your disdainful look,
I answer with as cold a gaze,
You sneer: "My lad}' ill can brook
That one no homage pays."

Your mastery

Washington, D. C.

The Hotel " Par Excellence "-

Clergy.

"

amid the ballroom's glare;
think that all 1 care about
In life is only there.

You

Warfield , Proprietor.

tt.

Conducted on both the

laugh ring out

Careless,

When

will tickle the

.

this,

You

You do

l\\\(\

OlJUj

Docket book

The

me

San

of every Guest.
Convenient to business centers.
Close to all car lines. Every room sunny.

For constant lovers are they.

Because you see

Table

world.

But when a mist arises between,
The ocean grown with jealousy green,
His doubts to the listener tells,
He storms and frets, he rages and roars;
In furious wrath he beats his shores,
While his turbulent bosom swells.

g. d. in

furnishings and finish

in

taste.
and

Wedded one summer day
And the sky still bends as the years go by,
And the ocean leaps to the bending sky,

c.

brilliant

its

Long ago, when the world was new,
The sapphire sky and the ocean blue

HER PROTEST.—

and

rich

Hotel

will please the

good-night!

SEA AND SKY.-*,

MODERN FIRE-PROOF

the only
Francisco.

Is

Kis3

Kiss

jim\

California

only know

Life's

You

JOHNSON,.

B.

Southeast corner of Pine and JoDes streets.

The mists are round us, and a tear
Is all the pray'r 1 have to pray.

Why

Hotel in San Francisco.

the pride ol the hostess.

SPECIAL RATES

me— or forget?

to love

atid finest Faniilv
is

Elegantly furnished and sonny apartments, single or en
suite, with or without bain
the interior in its beauty and with all its accommodations means to locate permanently.

clement scott.

me good-night! the day is done,
Across life's hill the sun has set;
All! all! have left me; only one

K

1896.

Sologial,

The cuisine

NEW

4,

American
Caterers.
1206 Sutter

St., S. F.

Telephone 2388.
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PUBLIC ADMINISTRATOR

ON K

of the

A

C.

FREESE.

11

NEWHALL & CO,

H. M.

1

was born
and n

iitry. for

in
•

1.

N.%
-^w-.

"

S

bis training al Oldeloke, in
S
swig - Holstein, Germany. Returning to his own
country he served a Dumber
of years in tin- Danish navy

)

Vk

. gtt

Denmark,

,

p

SHIPPING AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
File and Mm ne Insurance Agents,

he

309 and 311 Sansome St

San Francisco, Ca

CORRESPONDS NTS:
KINIiLAY, DURHAM • BRODIB
mi-son, MACK1RDY » 00
ST 1IROS. & CO

43i«Dd<«Threiidii,',.dle si..

» Soiilb Cattle St.,

si

with honor, and afterward,
being ambitious, entered the

London

Liverpool

Hind iSloncSt., Now YorU

INSURANCE.

merchant service. When the
excitement in Californiahroke out, Captain Prei se
or the Doited States
on the steamer Sir John
Franklin.
and
afterward
rounding the Horn on the
1

\

tw

.(.

Freete.

C.

's-

ship Samuel Churchill, arrived at Panama when the
Pioneers were crowding the
Isthmus.
It was the friendliness which he showed to so

many of our old San Franciscans during his sojourn in
Panama which endeared Captain Frcese to their memory.
During the

War

Captain Freese's conduct was patriotic.
It was he who unloaded the ship Aquilla, at
Hathaway's wharf. Precious freight was on board the
ironsides of our Monitor.
The plates were safely and
quickly transferred by him to the Mare Island Navy Yard.
To-day Captain Freese says he would fight for the~United
States at an hour's notice if they would accept him.
In the contracting business, later on. Captain Freese
conducted the splendid enterprise of the Oakland Creek
jetties, where over sixty thousand tons of solid rock were
used.
Then again he put up forty thousand tons of sand
for the Crystal Spring Reservoir.
As Public Administrator, however, Captain Freese has
best shown his skill and honesty in dealing with our civil
testaments notably his sagacity and discrimination in
the Blythe case.
Civil

—

—

COLONEL WILLIAM

OF

Fireman's Fund
INSURANCE COMPANY. OF SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Capital, $1,000,000.

PHENIX
Assets,

Assets,

OF BROOKLYN,

CO.

INS.

Surplus

$5,783,2-13

THE AMERICAN

OF PHILADELPHIA

FIRE

OF GOTHENBURG

CO.

INS.

OF PHILADELPHIA
to Policy Holders, $1,889,252

Surplus to Policy Holders,

$5,493,831

Pacific Department, 407-409

Montgomery

$1,083,321

street.

BROWN, CRAIG 4

CO., Managers.

PALATINE
INSURANCE COMPANY

(Limited),

MACDONALD.
CHAS.

OF MANCHESTER, ENGLAND.

OVER $9,000,000.00 RESOURCES

LATON, Manager.

A.

439 California St., S. F.

all

and Lancashire Companies,

Fire insurance.

.

Almost from boyhood he was

underwriting,
and, presently, he fcuncl
himself in
partnership
with the British Consul
at this port now Sir
William Lane Booker.
The Assurance Syndicate, which they represented, was the largest
in the world.
It included
the Imperial, London,
in

QUEEN INSURANCE COMPANY OF AMERICA,
Capital Paid

S. F.

Manager

401

Montgomery

Agents, 501 Montgomery

St.

St.

AACHEN AND MUNICH FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
OF AIX LA CHAPELLE, GERMANY.
Established
r

Total Assets,

Capital, I2,250.0a

UNITED STATE

London and Lancashire Insurance Company was
offered to Colonel Macdonald.
The terms were, so flattering that they were acceptable, and the headquarters of
the London and Lancashire are now with Colonel Macdonald at 315 Montgomery street. Besides this, Colonel
William Macdonald is at the head of our First Regiment in
the National Guard, recently re-organized. It was such

1825

$6,854,653 65.

EPARTMETiTT: 204 Sansome St., S. F.
VOSS, CONRAD & CO., General Managers.

PHOENIX ASSURANCE CO. OF LONDON

NSURANCE
BUTLER & HALDAN,

PROVIDENCE-WASHINGTON

m

Established

CO.

ineorporated

™

General Agents,
413 California St., S. F.

BRITISH AND FOREIGN MARINE INSURANCE CO.,

LIMITED,

OF LIVERPOOL.
Capital

of the

$6,700,000

BALFOUR, GUTHRIE &

CO., Agents.

No. 316 California

George

E.

"*

in testifying

MUTUAL LIFE

St.,

S. F.

Hall,

Ageat and importer

their appreciation for bis constant devotion to the interests
militia.

500,000
3,747,551
1,654,489

ROBERT DICKSON,

assets to represent, Colonel Macdonald was enterprising, but. at the
same time, so conservative that he was induced, after three years
of astonishing success, to accept the agency of the Lion
Insurance Co., Sir William L. having then departed for
New York. Nothing succeeds like success, and it is not
surprising that presently the agency for the Pacific Coast

our State

YORK.
$

BOYD & DICKSON,

Northern, and Queen Insurance Companies. With
about $40,000,000 cash

a victory for his friends that they have united

NEW

Up

Assets
Surplus to Policy Holders

—

of

INS. CO.
Surplus

,098,77*

THE SVEA
Assets.

Y.

Surplus to Policy Holders, $607,627

PENNSYLVANIA FIRE
Assets

N.

$3,000,000.

to Policy Holders, $1,661. 401

FIRE INS. CO.

Assets, S3 .296.083

SOLID SECURITY.

the veteran insurance men, one is pre-eminent in
this city— Colonel William Macdonald of the London

drilled

AND INLAND INSURANCE.

FIRE, MARINE,

BUILDING,

222

of

FOREIGN WINES.
Sansome St

.
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THE

old year bid us farewell with smiles that were very
beautiful, albeit rather frosty, and the new year
dawned amid more smiles a bit warmer in quality. Let us
hope it may be a harbinger of what is in store for us dur-

The holiday season has been
ing the next twelve months.
a most pleasant one, and the prospects are excellent for a
continuance of gay doings for several weeks to come.
Christmas tree parties were very numerous this year, and
not only that, but they were noted for their great brilliancy, the old folks as well as the youngsters participating
Among the number were those at Frank
in the frolics.
Sullivan's, Ned Hopkins', J. D. Staples', and at the Bella
Vista, and in each instance there were games and dancing
and supper amid the pleasures of the evening. On Thursday evening Mrs. Thomas Jennings gave a dance for her
daughter. Miss Addie Jennings, which was a delightful
affair.

of Christmas week were the holiday
Friday Fortnightly Club, which was led by
Mr. Greenway, at Lunt'sHall; the Entre Nous Club dance
in Maple Half, where Mr. Lewald led the cotillion, with the
assistance of Miss Lottie Musto, on Friday evening; and
the dance of the Deux Temps Club, in Oakland, on Saturday evening, which several from this side of the bay at-

The closing events

cotillion of the

tended.

year went out in a round of gay doings. The
Monday Evening Club gave a dance at Golden Gate Hall
on Monday night, and the same night Mrs. Roos gave a
very large reception at her home on Post street, at which
dancing was indulged in until far on towards morning and an
elaborate supper served at midnight.
On Tuesday Miss Minnie Stubbs was the hostess of a
large and elegant luncheon in honor of Miss Blackmore;
the chosen hue for the table adornments, flowers, etc.,
was pink, and there were thirty-two young lady guests

The

old

present.

Among

the evening pleasures was a progressive euchre
party given by Mrs. Catherwood-Darling in the Major's
quarters at the Presidio, and Mrs. William Willis gave a
large dinner party at her California street mansion.
Diversified in character and

widespread

in locality

were

marked

the close of the old and the
opening of the new year. Society in numbers betook
themselves to Del Monte for the holiday festivities, which
included dancing, driving, bathing, games, music, feasting,
and a good time generally. Burlingame was in great form.
The place itself was full to overflowing, and the house
parties in the vicinity were almost as many as the habitations thereabouts.

the festivities which

At Mare

Island the denizens of the

Navy Yard gave

a

dance in the sail loft, which was attended by a number
from town, while the city itself did not lack for parties to
see the last of a year which had been one of such uninterrupted pleasure and merry-making.
Large balls were
given by the San Francisco Verein and the Concordia Clubs,
and private gatherings were very numerous.
New Year's Day this year was quite reminiscent of the
"calls" of former years, only that in this instance visitors
were not restricted to the sterner sex as of yore. Mrs.
Breeze gave a vety large tea, at which a bevy of the prettiest maidens of the swim assisted in doing the honors.
The ladies of the Century Club kept open house at-their
rooms on Sutter street; Miss Beatrice Sachs gave a tea in
the afternoon, which was followed by a dance in the evening; and among other dinuers was one given by Mrs. Hort
at the Richelieu to the different members of her family.

The engagement is announced of Miss Grove A. Chittenden to Carl A. Wiudels.
The wedding will take place in
the near future.
Cooper &

Co., art stationers

and heraldic engravers,

746

Market

St. S.F.

January

4,

1896.

Odd Fellows' Hall was the locale of the annual dance of
the Terpsichorean Club on Thursday evening, which always
takes place during the first week of the new year. Mrs.
C. M. Dougherty and Miss Ada were "at home" last evening at their residence on Jackson street, and the second
cotillion of the Friday Night Club came off at Odd Fellows'
Hall; the Friday Night Club of Alameda also had their
monthly dance last evening. To-night will take place the
annual dinner dance at the Richelieu, to which Mrs. Levy
requests that her guests ask their friends, and the result
The one which will take place
is a very delightful affair.
to-night promises to eclipse its predecessors in size and
elegance.
Mrs. J. H. Jewett is about to inaugurate a new idea in
part of the world for the entertainment of her friends.
The first of these "recitals upon social life" will be held today at Mrs. Jewett's Bush street residence, when Miss Lillian O'Connell will, in costume, give a dramatic recitation enThere will be two more on
titled "Puritan Pictures."
the 18th, when the subject is to be "Through Colonial
Doorways," and on the 25th, when "Maids and Matrons of
the Revolution" will be the theme.
this

—

will take place on
next, and those of Miss Gertrude
Nahpthaly and Lionel Feigenbaum on Tuesday of the following week. The Walter- Mertiff marriage is set for the 21st,
and will be celebrated upon a scale of great magnificence.
The wedding of Miss Elsie Meyer and Abe Stern will take
place in New York City next week, and their honeymoon
trip is to be taken in this direction, as San Francisco is to
be their future home. The wedding of Miss Kate Jarboe
and James Bull will also be among the January ceremonials,
Mr. Bull having arrived from the East early in the week.

The Dannenbaum-Fletcher nuptials

Monday evening

Theatre parties during the last two weeks have been
noted not only for their number, but for their size, some of
them taking up a large space in the auditorium. Among
the givers were Dr. Tevis, Miss Marie Zane, Walter
Hobart, Mrs. Ehrmann, Mrs. Schwabacher, Mrs. William
Haas, Mrs. Collier, and Mrs. Hager.
Among recent dinner hostesses have been Miss Genevive
Goad, whose guest of honor was Miss Hyde, of New York;
Miss Mary Kip, Mrs. Sachs, on Van Ness avenue, Mrs.
Winsor Brown, Mrs. C. O. G. Miller, Mrs. I. W. Hellman,
and Miss Rose Hooper, whose dinner was followed by a

charming dance.
The Sphinx, of December

7th, a Cairo society journal
says: Messrs. Albert G. Wieland, John F. Siebe, and Alexandre Lubin, round-the-world travelers from the States,
have left the Continental, and started on their private
dahabeyah, " Marie Louise " for Luxor and Assouan.

Next Saturday night, January 11th, occurs the annual
More than
election of officers at the Union League Club.
any one else General Dimond has been pressed for the
Presidency, for many reasons, but especially because he
So the memhas kept out of the Burns-Spreckels fight.
bers have agreed for the most part that, being on neutral
ground, as it were, General Dimond, as the disinterested
party, will bring peace and harmony into the League and
make a first-class leader.
The Century Club's New Year's reception was a delightThere
ful affair at the club's rooms, 1215 Sutter street.
was a delicious eggnog, which was thoroughly appreciated;
also an exhibition of artistic "Posters," which is now the
latest "fad." Ludwig presided over the refreshments with
his usual success, and what with the pretty decorations,
and the ladies all in full dress, together with soft music from
the orchestra, all went merry as a wedding.
Mrs. Rounsfield Wildman held an old-time New Year's
reception at her home, 1515 Washington street, WednesIt was very popular with society, and the carriages
day.
came and went all day long. Of course there was a
sumptuous repast which never failed.
The pretty holiday lunch of the Sketch Club was a
novelty.
The girls all dressed as peasants of various
nationalities and brought Christmas presents, each and
every one, which were finally heaped into a big sack and
.

distributed "hit-and-miss."

Mrs. Louis H. Long, nSe Ermentine Poole, has returned
home in Los Ange les, to remain until April.

to her

January
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Internal

.im-

prudenoi

thai he frequently
been called into the
councils of tlic most emi
" As
nent statesmen.
lias

ret of success
ceed," said Tlios.
D. Riordan, the other
day. "1 will acknowledge that in tin' defense
i?-

Howell

enjoyed
quarters
of an hour I"
Riordan
is always witty, and his
Of

many

1

difficult

triumph

the acquittal
of his client was really

enjoyed

in

more

by

his

friends than by himself
77..
D. Rhnlan
just because he was
so tired out over the constant and patient efforts which he
had made in behalf of the man for whom he made so brave
a defense. Mr. Riordan's association with such eminent
counsellors as W. H. Choate and Wm. Evarts in national
litigation won him sufficient congratulations to turn a
young man's head. But the United States Courts here
have given Attorney Riordan so many verdicts because of
his ability to "charm a bird off a tree," that his success is
always his success.

—

W.

A

GREAT

SMOKELESS POWDERS

all

Used by the Grack shots of the country.
Lowest recorded breech PRESSURE.
Lightest RECOIL and absolutely no SMOKE.
Manufactured by
THE,

GIANT POWDER

430 California

is

pommero

a rare personage, because

to be really successful at all he has to be thorough.
Mining laws are more complicated than any others, by

reason of the technicalities involved. More especially so is
this the fact on the Pacific Coast, and no one has done
more to disentangle the great legal problems in the battles
between giant rival corporations than W. S. Wood,
Mr. Wood was
of the law firm of Lloyd & Wood.
born in Illinois, and came to California with his
taking
up
the
practice of law.
father in 1852, as a lad,
Mr. Wood was admitted to the Sacramento bar in 1863,
and shortly after left for Nevada. For fourteen years he
made a magnificent record as one of the leading mining
attorneys in that State. Being associated at various eras
with such powerful talent as that of Thomas Sutherland,
C. J. Hillyer, B. C. Whitman, and Judge R. S. Mesick, there
is no small wonder a man of young Wood's genius and ambition should succeed brilliantly, receiving the appointment of United States District Attorney for the State of
Nevada. But he discovered in the year 1877 that there
was a far wider field in California than that which he enjoyed in Virginia City, and consequently be resigned office
in 1877 and came to San Francisco a short while after and
into partnership
opened his office.
entered
He
with Reuben Lloyd, the well-known probate lawyer, and
to-day the two gentlemen enjoy almost the largest practice on the Coast.

Saturday inaugurated the season at Del Monte,
LAST
and New Years Eve witnessed a grand banquet with
a ball afterwards.

CO., Consolidated,

F.

St., S.

WOOD.

S.

winning lawyer

The Boss of
Manufactured.

The weather has been superb

Sec.
Universally acknowledged by connoisseurs the HIGHEST
of champagne.
Tourists to the continent of
Europe observe that POMMERY SEC commands the
highest price at all better hotels and resorts.
At the
English wine sales
SEC invariably realizes
the highest values

GRADE

POMMERY

" Exclusively served at the

GROVER

to President
stitution.
" Selected for the

banquet in Hamburg given to the GERand GERMAN PrtINCES.--.YeK> York

MAN EMPEROR
Times.

Selected for the banquet in Bordeaux given to the PRESIDENT of the FRENCH REPUBLIC. 11 N. Y. Tribune.
"
SEC," favored by H. R.
THE PRINCE
OP
and by ROYALTY IN ENGLAND."--^. Y.
Mail, and Express.

—
H

POMMERY
WALES

WM. WOLFF & CO.
Pacific Coast Agents,

327-329 Market

St.

GRE.M OF ORANGE BLOSSOMS
Creates
60 cents.

SPOTLESS COMPLEXIONS.

Druggists or by mail.

PACIFIC

this

winter, as usual, and one would think that eai-ly summer
had arrived. Monterey is so sheltered from icy blasts of
the North and East, that the proximity to the warm Japan
Current which happens to cross the mouth of Monterey
Bay, just at the right place, renders Del Monte the most
ideal resort of the world.
The Riviera in winter has its
"mistral " from the frozen Alps to chill its visitors to their
marrow-bones. But in our beautiful California sea-side
resort there is always warmth, and coaching parties and
out-of-door luncheons have been in order all the week.
There is a delightful orchestra of picked musicians for the
Saturday evening dancing, and Colonel Arnold, the
manager, takes care to see that every guest has the most
careful attention.
The splendid Bathing Pavilion has been
thrown open, too, and is as popular as ever.

banquet at Atlanta, tendered

CLEVELAND."--.Wff///« Con-

HAZELTON
HEMME k LONG
BROWN & SIMPSON

CO., S.

F,.
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Pacific Coast
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BANKING.
<a»ra

—

BANK OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.
Incorporated by Royal Charter,

CURIOUS

Properties ok Viper's Blood.— Messrs.
Phisalix and Bertrand, who have been studying the
properties of viper's blood for some time, and who have
discovered, as alreacly reported in these columns, that it
contains the same poisonous substance as the vemon of
the same reptile, gave an account of additional investigations before the Paris Academy of Sciences on November
18th.
They had supposed that the viper, which resists
inoculations of its own venom, did so because it was accustomed to this poison. But they now find in the blood,
besides the poisonous substance, another substance that
neutralizes the effect of the former. These two substances
are destroyed by heat at different temperatures. The
toxic substance disappears if the blood be kept at a
temperature of 588 C. during a quarter of an hour, while
the anti-toxic substance remains. If the blood thus heated
be injected into a guinea-pig, not only does the animal not
die, but it can endure an inoculation of fresh viper's
blood." Translated and Condensed lor The Literary
Digest.

—

Fruit as an aid to digestion.

—

1862.

Reserve Fund and Undivided Profits, 81,181,910
Southeast Cok. Bosh and Sansome Sts.
head office
60 lombard street, london
Branches— Victoria, Vancouver, New Westminster, Kamloops, Nan
iamo, and Nelson, British Columbia; Portland, Oregon; Seattle and Ta
coma, Washington,
This Bank transacts a General Banking Business. Accounts opened subject to Check, aud Special Deposits received. Commercial Credits granted
available in all parts of the world. Approved Bills discounted and advances made on gbod collateral security. Draws direct at current rates
upon its Head Office and Branches, and upon its Agents, as follows:
New York— Merchants' Bank of Canada; Chicago— First National Bank;
Liverpool— North and South Wales Bank; Scotland— British Linen
Company; Ireland — Bank of Ireland; Mexico — London Bank of Mexico;
South America — London Bank of Mexico and South America; China and
Japan— Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China; Australia and
New Zealand— Bank of Australasia and Commercial Banking Company of
Sydney, Ld; Demerara and Trinidad (West Indies)—Colonial Bank.
Capital Paid Up.

J3.000.000.

BANK OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital
$3,000,000 00
Surplus and Undivided Profits (October 1, 18941.. 3.158,129 70
WILLIAM ALVORD
President CHARLES R. BISHOP. .Vice-Pres't
Secretary THOMAS
Cashier
ALLEN M. CLAY
Ass't Cashier 1. F. Moulton
2d Ass't Cashier
S. Prentiss Smith
I

BROWN

1

CORRESPONDENTS.
New York— Messrs. Laidlaw & Co.; the Bank of New York, N. B. A.
Boston— Tremont National Bank; London— Messrs. N. M. Rothschild &
Paris— Messrs. de Rothschild Freres; Virginia City (Nev.)—
of The Bank of California; Chicago— Union National Bank, and
Trust and Savings Bank; Australia and New Zealand— Bank of
New Zealand China, Japan, and India— Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China; St. Louis— Boatman's Bank.
Sons;

Agency
Illinois

Science advises the use
an aid to digestion of other foods; such, for
example, as apple-sauce, little sweetened, or, still better,
sour apples baked; or for more developed digestive action
the raw apple or other fruit.
The mandate of science is
that fruits should be used as an aid to digestion much
more than they are now. The fruits supply acids which
particularly assist the acids of the stomach.
On the same
ground, lemon-juice to help weak digestion.
A great
many persons who get up with bad feelings in the morning
would find themselves cured if they regularly ate an apple
with a slice of bread or other plain food a little while be-

of fruit as

fore bed-time.

—

The Peanut as a pat producer. According to The
Journal of Hygiene, consumptives have been recently
treated by feeding them with peanuts, with very favorable
results.
The physician who used the treatment reports:
"The peanut was long known as an excellent fat-producer
and much more agreeable than rancid shark oil that oftentimes is sold for cod-liver oil. While not all can digest peanuts, a great many even with feeble digestion eat them
without discomfort. It beats the Ko3h lymph and is the
most satisfactory treatment I have ever tried for these
diseases."

;

Letters of Credit issued available in all parts of the world.
Draws Direct on New York. Boston, Chicago, St. Louis, Salt Lake
Denver, Kansas City, New Orleans. Portland, Or., Los Angeles, and on
London, Paris, Berlin, Bremen, Hamburg, Frankfort-oo-Main, Copenhagen,
Stockholm, Christiania, Melbourne, Sydney. Auckland, Hongkong, Shanghai,

Yokohama, Genoa, and

all cities in Italy.

SAN FRANCISCO SAVINGS UNION.
Corner California and Webb Streets.
Deposits, June 30, 1895
$24,303,873
Guarantee Capital and Surplus
1,643,277
ALBERT MILLER, President E. B POND, Vice-President
Directors— Thomas Magee, G. W. Beaver, Charles Pace, Daniel E. Martin, W.
B. De Fremery, George C. Boardman, J. G. Eastland; Lovell
White, Cashier.
Receives Deposits, and Loans only on real estate security. Country
remittances may be sent by Wells, Fargo & Co., or by check of reliable
parties, payable in San Francisco, but the responsibility of this Savings
Bank commences only with the actual receipt of the money. The signature
of the depositor should accompany the first deposit. No charge is made for
pass-book or entrance fee. Office hours—9. a. m. to 3 P. M. Saturday even|

C

ings, 6:30 to

8.

LONDON AND SAN FRANCISCO BANK,

LIMITED.

Authorized Capital
$2,450,000
$3,500,000 Capital Paid-up
Reserve
$375,000
San Francisco Office 124 California St. London Office— 73 Lombard St.
Portland Branch Chamber of Commerce Building.
Tacoma Branch— 1156 Pacific Ave.
Manager, ARTHUR SCRIVENER Ass't Manager. WILLIAM STEEL
1

—

—

I

—

Heai.tufulness or CRYING. The disposition of the
typical young lady to have " a good cry " seems to have
been found physiologically proper. Medical authorities
assert that crying is the best exercise for young children.
One hospital superintendent says that a healthy baby
should cry three or four times a' day at least, and from
ten to fifteen minutes at the time.

An

electric plow.

—A

cousular report from Leipzic
gives interesting particulars of the use of an electric plow,
not only in farming on ;i large scale but in small husbandry,
and at the cost of $1.29 per acre against Si'. 74. the cost of
doing the work with oxen. As compared with the expense of working the steam plow, the working expenses
of the electric plow amount to less than one-half.

—

An eci
itiiAN.
Westminster Abbey has been supplied
with an echo organ placed at a distance from the main
organ, but so connected with i.t electrically as to make it
as sensitive in responding to touch of the keys as is the
main instrument.
The 'Argonaut"

is one of the most popular brands of Kentucky
of the purest and best found in this
E. Martin & Co., 411 Market street, where they are now
located, are the agents for this excellent whiskey on the Pacific
Coast, and are also the authorized agents for the celebrated J. F.
Cutter Bourbon. The trade will make no mistake in buying the

Bourbon Whiskeys, and one

Cashier, GUSTAV FRIEDERICH.
LONDON BANKERS— Bank of England and London Joint Stock Bank.
NEW YORK— Messrs. J. P. Morgan & Co. Boston—Third National Bank.

This Bank is prepared to transact all kinds of General Banking and Exchange Business in London and San Francisco, and between said cities
all

parts of the world.

LONDON, PARIS AND AMERICAN BANK, LIMITED.
N. W. Cor. Sansome and Sutter Sts.
Subscribed Capital
$2,500,000 Paid Up Capital
$2,000,000
Reserve Fund
$800,000
Head Office
58 Old Broad Street, London
AGENTS— New York— Agency of the London, Paris, and American
Bank Limited, No. 10 Wall Street, N. Y. Paris— Messrs. Lazard, Freres
& Cie, 17 Boulevard Poissoutere. Draw direct on the principal cities of the
world. Commercial and Travelers* Credits Issued.
SIG. GREENBAUM Manft PR
Managers.
|

C.

Mothers, be sure and use ''Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup"
children while teething

for

your

„

/

CALIFORNIA TITLE INSURANCE AND TRUST COMPANY.
Paid-up Capital, $250,000. Cash Reserve Fund, $25,000.
L. R. ELLERT. Manager.
This company loans money on real estate and transacts a general trust
business. It also makes and continues abstracts of title and issues guarantee policies which protect the holder against loss.

OFFICE— Mills

Building. San Francisoo.

THE ANGLO-CALIFORNIAN BANK, LIMITED.
N. E. Cor. Pine

market.

Argonaut brand.

1

ALTSCHUL

Capital authorized

Subscribed

Head

and Sansome

Sts.

Up

$1,500,000
$6,000,000 Paid
700,000
3,000,000 f Reserve Fund
Office— 18 Austin Friars, London, E. C.
York— J. W. Seligman Co., 21 Broad street.
J

&
Agents at New
&
The Bank transacts a General Banking Business,

sells drafts,

makes

telegraphic transfers, and issues letters of credit available throughout the
world. Sends bills for collection, loans money, buys and sells exchange
and bullion.
IGN. STEINHART ) Mana
Manfll?
r„ ers
Kp
P. N. LILIENTHAL/
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James

old man and his wife wore last month sailing on a
steamship between Blackpool and the Isle of Man.
As
the sea was rather rough and the old woman unaccustomed
to sailing, she said to her husband: "Oh, John, this ship is
"
"Well, never mind," said her husband,
s» down
!

"it isn't ours."
••

You
I

will fall in love," Ihey said.
In affright
fleil from each chasm lo peaks above.

And when
I

— Tid-Bits.
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JOHN

may
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od City Banks.

WELLS FARGO &
Cash Capital and Surplus
John J. Valentine
H. Wadsworth
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bill.

— New

York World.
"Susan, just look here

my name

can write

in

the
!

—

—Are you a

—

or a bear on the Stock Exchange?
(growling)— A bull. She (sweetly)— Then I wish you'd
be a bear there instead of at home. Pun.
Willie Will Santa Claus bring his card with him,
papa? Papa His card? Why, my boy, he'll bring a pack.
Yonkers Statesman.

—

BRANCHES.
|

THE SATHER BANKING COMPANY.
$1 ,250,000

Successor to Satber & Co., Established 1851, San Francisco.
James K. Wilson, President.
C. F. A Talbot, Vice-President
.

L.

— World's Comic.

He gave up whiskey

SECURITY SAVINGS BANK.
Montgomery St.. Mills Building.
INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS. LOANS MADE.
222

DIRECTORS.

Wm. Alvord
Wm. Babcock
Adam Grant

He — Why

ability.

—Yes.

Mrs.

is

a joke not a joke?"

Me

"

to the

"Usually."

— Pick-

singing ''Oh, Promise
Post.

Me-Up.

—

The Grand Canyon Line
To the East.
The "Santa Pe Route " Popular Overland Excursions to Chicago
and Eastern cities will leave every Wednesday. Manager in charge.
Through Palace and Upholstered Tourist Sleepers are run to Chicago
every day. This is the only Line by which the Grand Canyon of the
I

Send for illustrated book giving
H. Speers, A. G. P. A., 644 Market St., Chronicle

Colorado River can be reached.
full particulars.

C.

Building, San Francisco, Cal.

The Press Clipping Bureau,

S.

Montgomery

J.

H.

Directors— Chas.

F. Crocker, E. B. Pond, Hy. J.

HUMBOLDT SAVINGS AND LOAN
No.

18

President
Vice-President
Cashier
Crocker, Geo. W. Scott

street, s. F. reads all
all topios, business

SOCIETY.

November

24, 1869.

ADOLPH C. WEBER
ERNSTBRAND

President
Secretary

NEVADA WAREHOUSE AND DOCK COMPANY,
PORT COSTA, California.
WAREHOUSES AND DOCKS
Storage Capacity, 100,000 tons. Regular warehouse for San Francisco
Produce Exchange Call Board.
These warehouses are the largest on the Pacific Coast, and are furnished
with the latest improvements for the rapid handling and storing of Grain.
A mill attached, supplied with the best and newest machinery for cleaning
foul and smutty wheat.
Money advanced at lowest rates of interest on grain stored In warehouses.
Insurance effected at lowest rates in first-class companies, or grain sold,
if

desired, at current rates.

OFFICE—202 Sansome St.. over the Anglo-California Bank.

pAT E N T S

.

AMERICAN AND FOREIGN PATENTS.

San Francisco

Office:

(E. F.

Washington

Office:

Murdock.

Jno.L. Boone).

Nucleus Building, Cor. Market and Third Sts.

papers on the Pacific Coast, and supplies clippings on

and personal.

B. Lincoln.

Geary Street.

Incorporated

BOONE. & MURDOGK,
510

H. H. Hewlett
A. K. P. Harmon

Jones

CROCKER
W. E. BROWN
GEO. W. KLINE

a man's name when she
does she take everything else he's

still

W.

Irrita-

—

— Washington

Jerome Lincoln
O. D. Baldwin

CROCKER-WOOLWORTH NATIONAL BANK of san francisco.
WM.

The Russians, it is said, are fond of eating candles. The
Chinese, on the other hand, go in for a Feast of Lanterns.
Judy.

"When

Co.

Capital actually paid up in Cash, $1,000,000.
Reserve Fund
$ 685,000
Deposits, June 29, 1895,
$30,472,837 66.
Guaranteed Capital. ,$1,200,000
OFFICERS— President, B. A. Becker; Vice-President, Edward Kruse;
Second Vice-President, George H. Eggers; Cashier, A. H. R. Schmidt; Assistant Cashier, Wm. Herrmann; Secretary, George Tourny Assistant
Secretary, A. H. Muller.
Board of Directors— Edward Kruse, George H. Eggers, O. Shoemann,
A. C. Heineken, H. Horstmann, B. A. Becker, H. L. Simon, Ign. Steinhart,
Daniel Meyer. Attorney, W. S. Goodfellow.

She — Why does a woman take

The Powers are

Boston— Downer &

THE GERMAN SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.

bility.— Truth.

Sultan.

Co.

—

Cor. Market, -Montgomery, and Post Sts.
Paid-Up Capital
$1,000,000.

vice to be exempt,
resolutions,
he died in the attempt.— Truth.

Mrs. Johnson Your husband has great
Stimson (who has discovered her husband)

marries him?
got?—Truth.

New York— Drexel. Morgan &

Agents:

and tobacco,

Vowed from
And he kept his

—

Cowcill, Cashier.

Philadelphia— Drexel & Co. Chicago— Atlas National Bank. St. Louis—
The Mechanics" Bank. Kansas City First National Bank. London
Brown. Shipley & Co. Paris— Drexel, Harjes & Co.

—

For

I.

Directors— C. S. Benedict, Charles Main, F. W. Sumner, Albert Miller,
Wm. P. Johnson, C. F. A. Talbot. James K. Wilson.

—

On Christmas Day. —Mr. Simps— Well, Tommy, what
did you get in your stocking this morning?
Tommy —My
foot.

Manager
Assistant Cashier

bull

He

—

|

No. 526 California St., S. F.
I

1

dust on the top of this table." " Lor', mum, so you can
Now, I never had no edgercation myself." Punch.
" I don't think this portrait of my wife you have just fin" Sir, I am a painter and
ished is very much like her."
not a photographer." Humoristische Blatter.

Sue

Homer S.King
F. L. Llpman

I

Capital

are going out. Marie
are they in the house ?

What good

$6,250,000

President
Cashier

—

— Of course they are.

CO.'S BANK.

CORNER SANSOMB & SUTTEIl BTBSSX6

N. E.

B. Parsons, Cashier. Salt Lake City, J. E. Dooly, Cashier
Directors— John J. Valentine, Benj. P. Cheney, Oliver Eldridge, Henry
E. Huntington, Homer S, King, George E. Gray, John J. McCook, Charles
F. Crocker, Dudley Evans.

"I'm afraid that man who aspires to your hand is too
weak kneed to make you a good husband," said her father.
"Oh. papa, he's not that! He's held me on them for
hours at a time! " Yonkers Statesman.
BuiLDKB Aren't you afraid of having your tools stolen
when you leave them around so carelessly? Carpenter
Don't you worry. All those things wili be found in your

—

Hi

ST. iky. Cashier.
\
be sent by postal order, Well. Fargo. & Co., or Exchange
When opening nccounts send signature.

N.Y.City.H.

attained the Heaventuost height
found they were wrong— I had climbed to love!
Ladies' Home Journal.
I

— Philadelphia Record.
Maud — They say that sealskins

I

a

Directors— James D. Phclan. L I*. DrSXlsr, John A. Hooper, C. Q.
Hooker. James Moult, S. Q. Murphy. Frank J. Sullivan, Kobort McElroy.
I'll U. Gram.
Interest paid on Term and Ordinary Deposits, Loans on approved ho-

ir

"To
An

Post Strict. b«ia>w Kk.miny, Mbchakh-s' IifSTiTtm Hdildiho.
Quaranlocd Capital. II uimlj
1'ald Up Capital. 1300,000.

Opposite Patent Office.

—
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MME. MflRGnflND'S GREME

Q®«*

A

LA GREME.

DE,

Endorsed by

delightful preparation

for

W. T. Wenzell, M.D. Ph.G.
Ph M.
M. Searby, PhC.

preserving and beau-

,

tifying the complexion.

Awarded diploma
chanics' Fair.
superior merit.

Wm.

C. F. Jones, Ph. C.
C. A. Clinton, M.D., ex-

at Mefor

1895,

member Board
G.

Samples of Creme de
Creme given away.

EDITH:—The review of a year of fashion finds
DEAR
us nearly where we were. Why and how Queen Marie
Antoinette and the Princesse de Lamballe should have set
such alluring fashions in the last century is natural, but
the curious repetition of the present era is a social phenomenon.
Sleeves continue to be just as large as they were last
year, and yet the capes, with their high collars, are thoroughly "Marie de Medici." Verily, women and their arts
are a kaleidoscope! Also, they are full of anachronisms in
their fashions. But then what do they care so long as they
are attractive. I dare swear the ugliest st3'les ever introduced in the world's history were a beautiful surprise in
the men's eyes.
For it's all nonsense to say that women

dress for women.

know

They dress simply

for

But never have we had such an era

of

Tucked and lace-trimmed

flounces laid over each other,
falling like cascades, are the latest idea.
Usually
they are made of tine nainsook and point de Paris lace.
Also they are costly.

To calculate the expense

of the female form divine, when
her heart's desire, this New Year's is a problem for the most anxious husband.
Simplicity has been
thrown to the winds, and the country had better hurry up
and issue new bonds before all its money gives out.
fully clad to

Belinda.
beautiful suites at the Pleasanton, which have been refurnished entirely, are rapidly being taken by our bestsociety people.
Colonel Brennan promises a merry winter.

Murpby. and others.

Hair *nd Complexion Specialist,
St. Taber's entrance. Telephone

1349.

Post

Fashionable Modes, Well Fitting,

Perfect

Well

in

Workmanship and

Elegant Finish.

furnish these requisites.

I

Dressed
Mrs.

R.

and

12L

Lichau,

.

Should have

ft

mad expense

A

The

Rooms 30 to 41.
for booklet.

men, and they

brocades, figured velvets, rich fur trimmings, and, last of
all, we've come to costly old lace.
Even the simplest New Year's gifts are not an exception to the rule.
For instance, I saw a bonbonniere affair
that was intended for a bride.
It was a lace hammock,
swung between two slender silver poles on a silver stand;
the hammock was very dainty, and filled with the rarest of
bonbons. It must have cost a cold fifty dollars. Then there
was sent to a young woman at Stanford University an
elaborate " mortar-board," trimmed with old lace! Fancy
the sacrilege. It also was filled with sweets.
But lace has become so much a part of our being nowadays that it enters into every part of our domestic autonomy.
Silk is used in petticoats, but no longer as underwear.
The beautiful blonde on the " Hill" who recently
brought back a dozen-dozen of black silk nightgowns, will
weep to find that she should wear cambric, nainsook, or
dainty linen.
Nowadays a very pretty night gown is cut square in the
neck in front, with deep sailor collar, striped with rows of
insertion falling over the shoulders and ending on each side
in a point at the waist.
Lace drapery and ribbons of pink
or green complete the picture.
A straight full piece in
front covers the bust, and is drawn in with ribbons.
row of lace frilled on trims the collar and extends below
the points in front, half way down the skirt, which has a
deep hem on the bottom, and two rows of lace insertion let
in just above.
Another creation involves dainty nainsook with a round
yoke, shirred slightly, the edge trimmed with a deep ruffle
of nainsook and Valenciennes lace.
A"watteau" in the
back is gathered in, and falls from the edge of the yoke
under the ruffle. Passing beneath it is a ribbon which
binds the waist. The sleeves are very full and long, and the
flowing cuffs are of lace.
Corset covers are another extravagance.
They are
built on an elaborate plan.
Here is one— the latest. It is
fitted to the figure in front by a succession of tucks reaching from the waist to the bust, from whence the fulness is
drawn in around the shoulders.
Two or three rows of insertion are let in, a narrow lace edges the top.
For a
bride, there must be loads of lace.

D*

MME. MARGHAND,

Woman

it.

of Health.
Gerlach.Ph.G. M.D

W

W. M. Logan, Ph.G. M.D

la

Dr.

Send

1896.

4,

313

J. Bradleu, Modiste

ft.

Geary St

,

'

San Francisco.

"In the

LIDDLE

Fine

I

Goods

Field of

Co.

Sportsmen's Goods
110 Montgomery
San Francisco.

<t

Sports."

$

Street,

Write

o>

Gheap.

for

atalogue.

<*

New

For the best value

book free

in

HATS
Go

CAPS

or

to

G.

Herrmann & Go.

Tne Hatters,
328 Kearny

St.,

Near Pine. (Er tire Building)
The ONLY Retail Hatters
haviDg their own factory.

Gray Bros.,
316

Concrete Artificial
Stone Work.

Montgomery Street, S F.
New High St.. Los Angeles.

No. 205

AND PURCHASER'S GUIDE

CITY INDEX

CANDIES.

CANDIES.— Don't

leave the city without a u ox of

ROBERTS'

Best.

PHYSICIANS.
to 630 Suiter street.
Office Hours: 1 to 3 and 6:30 to 7:30 p.

Elmer Bunker has removed

Dr. R.
Dr. Hall,

14

McAllister St.. near Jones.

Diseases of

women and

it.

children.

DENTISTS.
Dr. Thomas L. HIM,
OFFICE: Odd Fellows'
streets.

Building, southwest corner Seventh and Market
Office hours: 9 a. m. to 5 p. m. Consultation Hours: 4 to 5.

Dr. R. Cutlar, 818 Sutter street.

VOCAL CULTURE.
Hours,

Miss Caroline Shlndler, Soprano. Vocal Culture.

Joseph Greven, Vocal Teacher, Neumann Piano Store,

82

1

A Sovereign Remedy— DR. PARKER'S COUGH CURE.
One dose will stop a cough. It never fails. Try it. Price

&

to

3,

Ninth

Clay

2416

St., S. F.

35c.

Kearny

street.

Suits to order $12 50.

Over-

George Dahlbender

Co., 214

MERCHANT TAILORS.
Neuhaus
coats. $10.

&

Co., 115 Kearny, up-stairs.

Pants

fl^-A per fect

fit

$4 and upwards.
guaranteed.

Samples by mail.

POSTAGE STAMP DEALERS.
Hawaiian Stamps a specialty. MAKINS & CO 506 Market street.
Selections on approval: any place in world. W. F. GREANY, 827 Brannan

The W.

J.

H. Hollls

ft.

Co., (Incorporated),

105O'Farrell St., S. F.

W. Uundborg, Dentist,
336

Telephone

Stamp

2275,

POST STREET, Rooms

San Franoisoo.

2-3.

(Opposite Union Square

January
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CARCA5SONNE.-#t.o*«
[FRmM THE KREN< H

..»

t

NEWS

I.KTTKR.

A

rwifioi

QUBTAYl NALAII.

ney

irrowinc
.ty y<*rs;
I'tc labored all my lift- in rain:
la all that lime of hopes and (ears
I've (ailed my dearest wish (o gain.
I see full well that here below
BUM unalloyed there la for none.
My prayer will ne'er fulfillment know—
I never have seen "arcassonne.

I'M

You

see the city from the

good

dex

He

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
Hale

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
Challenge Consolidated Mining Company.
Location of principal place of business—San Francisco, California. Location of works— Gold Hill, Storey county, Nevada.
Notice is hereby given that at a meeting of the Board of Directors, held
on the 20th day of December, 1805. an assessment, No. 20, of 5 cents per
share, was levied on the capital stock of the corporation, payable immediately in United States gold coin to the Secretary, at the office of the

us in his homily
Ambition ruiDS all mankind;
Yet could I there two days have spent,
While still the autumn sweetly shone,
Ah, me! I might have died content
When I had looked on Carcassonne,
When I had looked on Carcassonne

Father,

company, room 35, third floor Mills Building, northeast corner Montgomery
and Bush streets, San Francisco, California.
Any stock upon which this assessment shall remain unpaid on the
33D

beseech,
I offend;
One something sees beyond his reach
From childhood to his journey's end.

My

I

pay the delinquent assessment, together with costs
and expenses of sale. By order of the Board of Directors.
1806, to

and Bush streets,

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
Occidental Consolidated Mining

ompan

Assessment

Amount

15

Office— Room

February

A. K.

69,

No. 21
cents

December 17,
January 20,

Delinquent in Office
Day of Sale of Delinquent Stock

DURBROW,

1805
1806

10, 1806

Secretary.

N evada Block. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco. Cal.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Savings and Loan Society.
For the half year ending Dec. 31, 1895, a dividend has been declared at the
rate of four and thirty-two one-hundredths (4 32-100) per cent, per annum on
term deposits and three and sixty one hundredths (3 60 100) per cent, per
annum on ordinary deposits, free of taxes, payable ou and afte* Wednesday, January 1, 1806
Dividends not called for are added to and bear the
same rate of dividend as the principal, from and after January 1, 1806.

Braver-man case has interested a number
THE
who possess a small sum
money to
lend.

of

men

Office

— 101

CYRUS W. CARMANY

Montgomery

Isaac

Kohn says that the pioneer jewelry merchant is not an insolvent debtor; the suit involves fifty thousand dollars.
Kohn says he lent this to Louis Braverman in various sums
and at various times. For it he took the alleged mortgages
on water front property. Now Mr, Kohn is out on the
warpath to recover the earth if he can get it; also he
would like to have uncle Daniel Meyer involved according
to his complaint.
And this, because Meyer happens to
have a neice who got married once upon a time.

—

—

per Share

Levied

So crooned, one day, close by Limsux,
A peasant, double bent with age,
" Rise up, my friend," said 1, " with you
I'll go upon this pilgrimage."
We left next morning his abode,
But (Heaven forgive him I) half-way on
The old man died upon the road
He never gazed on Carcassonne,
Each mortal has his Carcassonne

—

California missions have
THE
romance, and the world

become the subject of
gradually beginning to
realize that while our State has supplied the whole world
with some billions of dollars in solid gold coin, it also
possesses a grand story in itself of the old Spanish days.
The architecture was modest but beautiful, and now that
it has been reproduced in a portfolio by L. Prang & Co.,
of Boston, whose agent, Mr. Dorety, 1230 Eight avenue,
East Oakland, has introduced it here, doubtless many will
frame the beautiful pictures just to see them every day.
is

—

—

visitor ever fails to visit the wonderful Japanese goods and
cloisonne* ware at Geo. T. Marsh
Co.'s, under the Palace Hotel.

&

and unless

of advertising

C. L. McCOY. Secretary.
Office— Room 35, third floor, Mills Building, northeast corner Montgomery
S. F.,Cal.

our little boy Aignan,
traveled even to Narbonne;
grandchild has seen Perpignan,
And I have not seen Carcassonne,
And I have not seen Carcassonne!

No

1806,

payment is made before will be sold on Wednesday, the 12th day of February,

wife,

of

DAY OF JANUARY.

will be delinquent and advertised for sale at public auction

if

Have

My

Location

1

Notice is bereby given thai al
meeting ol the Board of Trustees, held
on Tuesday, the Tenth [10th] day ol December, L895, an assessment
iNo. lOfl) ol Fifteen Oenta ific per share was levied upon the capital stock
of the corporation, payable immediately, in United Stales gold coin, to the
Secretary, at the office Of the company, room 26, Nevada Mod;, 800 Montgomery street, San Francisco Cal.
Any stock upon which this assessment shall remain unpaid on the
15th DAY OF JANUARY. 1896,
will be delinquent, and advertised for sale at publio auction, and unless
payment is made before will be sold on Friday, the 7th day of February,
1896, to pay the delinquent assessment, together with costs of advertising
and expenses of sale. By order of the Board of Trustees.
A. B. THOMPSON, Secretary.
Office— Room 26, Nevada Block, 300 Montgomery St.. San Francisco.

tells

my prayer,

Norcross Silver Mining Company.

i

vicar's right; he says that we
Are ever wayward, weak and blind

In this

&

;on or print- pal pltce "f business—San Franolsoo, Cal,
of works—Virginia Mining District, Stores County, Ne

me

Thy pardon,

In-

Chimneys."

1

every day is there
Not more nor loss than Sunday gay;
In shining robes and garments fair
The people walk upon their way.
One gazes there on castle walls,
As grand as those of Babylon,
A bishop and two generals!
I do not know fair Carcassonne.
I do not know fair Carcassonne!

The

Pitts-

glass.
!

Thejjrape withheld Its yellow store.
1 shall not look on Carcassonne.
I shall not look on Carcassonne
tell

lie

many more!

Ah! had the vintage plenteous grown

They

Co,

Rpod you the "

will

to

is

?

Pearl plass. pearl top, tough

blue,

yet to reach it on*' imi-i still
Five long and weary league* pursue:
to return, as

with another

— what

A Macbeth
burgh,

And
And

for

on

hill.

beyond the mountain

It lies

man

like a

man's hat

never have seen Carcassonne

I

lamp with wrong chimis

street, corner Sutter,

San Francisco,

t

Cashier.

Cal.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
San Francisco Savings Union.
For tne half year ending with the 31st of December, 1805, a dividend has
been declared at the rate per annum of four and thirty-two one-hundredths
(4 32-100) per cent on term deposits and three and six-tenths {3 6-10) per cent
on ordinary deposits, free of taxes, payable on and after Thursday, the second of January, 1896.

LQVELL WHITE, Cashier.
Webb
DIVIDEND NOTICE.

Office— 582 California street, cor.

Mutual Savings Bank of San Francisco.
For the half year ending December 31, 1895, a dividend has been declared
at the rate of four and one-fifth (4 1-5) per cent, per annum on term deposits,
and three and one-half (3!->) per cent, per annum on ordinary deposits, free
of taxes, payable on and after Thursday, January 2, 1896.
GEO. A. STORY, Cashier.
Office—33 Post street. San Francisco, Cal.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
The German Savings and Loan Society.
For the half year ending December 31st, 1895, a dividend has been

de-

clared at the rate of four and twenty-six one hundredths (4 26-100) per cent
per annum on Term Deposits, and three and fifty-five one hundredths
(3 55-100) per cent, per annum on Ordinary Deposits, free of taxes, payable

on and after Thursday, January
Office—526 California street.

2,

1896

GEO. TOURNY,

Secretary.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Hibernia Savings and Loan Society.
Hibernia Savings and Loan Society, corner Market, McAllisAt a regular meeting
ter, and Jones streets, San Francisco, Dec. 30, 1895.
of the Board of Directors of this Society, held this day, a dividend has been
declared at the rate of four (4) per cent, per annum on all deposits for the
all
taxes,
and payable on
mouths
ending
December
31,
1895,
free
from
six
ROBERT J. TOBTN. Secretary.
and alter January 2, me.
Office of tne
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SOUTHERN

PACIFIC

(Pacific

COMPANY.

System.)

Trains Leave and are Due

to

6:30

From November

\

a Havwards,

Niles,

80, 1895.

and

Arrive

|

Way

Sta10:15 A
8:45 P

tions

a Atlantlo Express, Ogdenund East
a Bonioia, Vacaville, Rumsey, Sacramento, and Redding, via Davis 7:15 p
7:30 a Martinez, San Ramon, Napa.C&l....
6:15 P
istoga, and Santa Rosa
8:30A Niles, San Jose, Stockton, lone,
Marysville,
Red
Sacramento,
4:15 P
BluQ*, Sundays excepted Orovllle
*7:15P
8:30 A Peters and Milton
9:00 a San Leaudro Hay wards and Way
7:00
7:00

Stations
9:00a Los Angeles Express,
(for

Yosemite),

11:45

A

Raymond,

Santa

—

Barbara,

4:45p
and Los Angeles
10:45a
9:00a Martinez and Stockton
1 :45 p
10:00 a San Leandro, Hay wards, Niles...
Haywards
and
Way
12:00m San Leandro,
2:45P
Stations
1:00 p Niles, San Jose and Livermore. .. 8:45 a
*9:00p
*l :00 p Sacramento River steamers
tl :30 p Port Costa and Way Stations .... f7 :45 p
3:00 p San Leandro, Haywards and Way
Stations
5:45 p
4 :'0 P San Leandro, Haywards and Way
6:45 P
Stations
4:00 P Martinez, San Ramon, Vallejo,
Napa, Calistoga, El Verano and
9:15A
Sanla Rosa
Woodland,
4:00p Benicia,
Esparto,
Knight's Landing, Marysville,
Oroville, and Sacramento
10:45 a
4:30p Niles. San Jose, Livermore and
7:15 p
Stockton
5:00p San Leandro, Haywards and Way
Stations
Orleans

8:45

P

New

Express, Fresno,
Bakerstield, Santa Barbara, Los
Angeles. Deming. El Paso, New
Orleans, and East
10:45A
3:30 P Santa Fe Route, Atlantic Express,

3:30p

forMojave and East

10:45A

6:00 P European mail, Ogdenand East.
6:00 P Haywards, Niles and San Jose.
J7 :00 P Vallejo

.

.

.

9:45 A
7:45 a
fl :45 P

Sacramento,
7:00p Oregon Express,
Marysville, Redding, Portland,
7:00

Puget Sound and East
p San Leandro, Haywards and
Stations
San Leandro,

Way
Way

a

10:50

P

Santa Croz Division (Narrow Gauge).
8:15a Newark, Centerville, San Jose,
Felton, BoulderCreek, Santa Cruz

and way stations
•2:15

5:50

P

p Newark, Centerville, San Jose,
New Almaden, Felton, Boulder
Creek, Santa Cruz, and principal
way stations
*11:20a

4 :15 P Newark, San Jose, Los Gatos
til :45 p Hunters' Excursion. San Jose

Way Stations

9 :50

A

and

a San Jose and way stations (New
Almaden Wednesdays only
8:15 a San Jose, Tres Pinos, Santa Cruz,
Pacific Grove, Paso Robles, San

1:45

P

7:05 P
5:00 P
3 :30 p

Santa Cruz, Salinas, Monterey,
Pacific Grove
*10 :40 a
*3:30pSan Jose and principal way stations
9:47 A
•4 :30 P San Jose and Way Stations
*8 :06 a
5:30 p San Jose and way stations
*8:48a
6:30p San Jose and way stations
6:35 A
tll:45P San Jose and way stations
t?:45P

.

S

S.

"San Juan." February

8,

5:10,

CREEK ROUTE FERRY.
Market street

*7:15. 9:00, and 11:00 A. M., II :00, *2:00, 13:00,
*4:00, J5:00and *6:00P. m.
From
Foot of Broadway.
*6:00,8:00, 10:00 A. M.; 112:00, *1 :00, 12:00,

Oakland—

3:00,14:00 *5:00p. m.

India, etc.

SAILINGS AT

3 P. M.

"Peru," January 18, 1896.
"City or Rio de Janeiro." Feb 6, 1896.
"City of Peking," via Honolulu, Febru-

25, 1896.

March

14, 1896.

Round Trip Tickets

at reduced rates.
For freight or passage apply at the Company's
No. 435 Market street.

office,

ALEXANDER CENTER,

and

1

SUNDAYS— 8:1X1,9:30.
6:30

ll:00A m;

1:30. 3:30, 5:00,

PM.

SAN RAFAEL TO SAN FRANCISCO.
WEEK DAYS—6:25, 7:55, 9:30, 11:10 AM; 13:45,
3:40. 5:10

and

Saturdays— Extra

pm.

trips at 1:55

6:35 p M.

SUNDAYS— 8:10,

9:40, 11:10

am;

1:40,3:40,5:00,

6:35 PM.
B-.-tween San Francisco and Schuetzen Park,
same schedule as above.

Leave

S. F.

7:40am
3:30
5:10

8:00

ARRIVE

In Effect
Oct. 28, 1895.

am

IN S. F.

Sundays. Week
DESTI'TION.
Days.

^Sundays.

Novato,

10:40

Petaluma,
Santa Rosa.

605

1

FM; 9:30 AM

pm 5:00pm

7:30

am
pm
pm

8:50 AM

10:30am
6:15PM

Fulton,

Windsor,
Healdsburg,
3:30

PM

8:00am
i.
'•

m „
00AM
.

7:30pm

Geyserville,
Cloverdale.
I

Pieta. Hop-

lland.

6:

15PM

I

UkiahJ
10 30am
7:30pm l6:15PN

3:30pm| 8:00am
7:40AM| 8:00AM
5:10pm| 5:00 pm

Guerneville

a Ml 8:00 am
3:30pm| 5:00 pm

Sebastopol. 110:40AM 110:30am
6:05pm |6:15pm

1

Sonoma,
10:40am |8:50am
Glen Ellen. 6:05pm |6:15pm

7 :40

I

Stages connect at San Rafael for Bolinas.
Stages connect at Cloverdale for the Geysers.
Stages connect at Pieta for Highland Springs,
Kelseyville, and Lakeport.
Stages connect at Ukiah for Vichy Springs,
Blue Lakes. Laurel Del Lake, Saratoga Springs,
Upper Lake, Booneville, Greenwood, Orr's Hot
Springs, Mendocino City. Fort Bragg, Usal,
Westport, Laytonville, Willitts, Capella, Porno,
Potter Valley, John Day's, Lierley's, Gravelly
Valley, Harris, Scotia, and Eureka.
Saturday-to-Monday Round Trip Tickets at reduced rates.
On Sundays, Round Trip Tickets to all points
beyond San Rafael at half rates.

TICKET OFFICE— 650 Market

St.,

Chronicle

Building.

H. C.

WHITING,

R. X.

Gen. Manager.

RYAN,

Gen. Passenger Agent.

COAST STEAMSHIP CO.

PACIFIC

Dispatch steamers from San Francisco for
ports in Alaska, 9 A. M. Jan. 15, 30.
:

ForB.

and Puget Sound ports, Jan. 5,10,
and every 5th day thereafter.
For Eureka (Humboldt Bay), Steamer "Pomona," at 2 p.m. Jan, 2. 6, 10, 14, 18,22,26, 30 and every
fourth day thereafter
For Newport, Los Angeles and all way ports,
at 9 a. m. Jan. 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28, and every
fourth day thereafter.
For San Diego, stopping only at Port Harford,
Santa Barbara, Port Los Angeles Redondo, (Los
Angeles)andNewport,Jan.2,6,10, 14 18,28,96,80,
and every fourth day thereafter, at 11 a. m.
For Ensenada, San Jose del Cabo, Mazatlan,
La Paz Altata, and Guaymas (Mexico), steamer
"Willamette Valley," 10 a.m., 25th of each month.
Ticket Office— Palace Hotel, No. 4 New
C.

15, 20, 25, 30,

Montgomery

General Agent.

p for Afternoon.

street.

GOODALL. PERKINS &
No.

OCCIDENTAL AND ORIENTAL

S. S.

For Japan and China.
Steamers leave wharf at FIRST and

HONGKONG,
steamers

for

BRAN-

Market

CO., Gen'l Agents,

street,

San Francisco.

OCEANIC STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

and
connecting at Yokohama with

Coolgardie
(Freemantle)

SHANGHAI.

HONOLULU, APIA,
AUCKLAND, and SYDALAMEDA,
S. S
Jan. 9tb, 1896, at 2 p. m.
For HONOLULU, S. S-

For freight or passage apply at Company's
office, No. 425 Market street, corner First.

NEY,

STUBBS. Secretary.

"AUSTRALIA,"

Tuesday, Jan.

The Pacific Transfer Company will call for
and check baggage from hotels and residences.
Enquire of Ticket Agents for Time Cards and

BUSWELL,
Commercial

21,

at 10

a m.

REDUCED SPECIAL RATES for parties Feb.

Bookbinder, Paper-Ruler, Printer
and Blank Book Manufacturer.
516

Australia,

For

Round Trip Tickets at Reduced Rates.

ft.

gold-fields,

$220 first class, $110 steerage. Lowest rates to Capetown, S. Africa.
O. S. S. Co.'s steamers
sail:

Afridi (Cargo only). .Thursday, January 9, 1896
Coptic (via Honolulu)... Tuesday, Jan. 28,1896
Gaelic
Saturday, February 15, 1896

D. D.

10

CO.

NAN STREETS, at 3 P M, for YOKOHAMA

tSaturdays only.
JSundays only. ^Tuesdays and Saturdays.
Monday, Thursday, and Saturday nights only.
^Sundays and Thursdays.

other Information.

9:20. 11:00 A M; 13:36,8:80
6:30 P M.
Thursdays— Extra trip at
P M. Saturdays— Extra trips at
:5U
11 :30 p h.

11:30

1896.

Japan and China Line for Yokohama and
Hongkong.
Connecting at Yokohama with steamers for
Shanghai, and at Hongkong for

S. S.
S. S.
S. S.

SAN FRANCISCO TO SAN RAFAEL.

WEEK DAYS—7:40,

8).

a for Morning.
Sundays excepted.

Market Street.

,

11 :45

or

of

MAIL STEAMSHIP CO.

PACIFIC

Through line to New York, via Panama, calling at various ports of Mexico and Central
America
Sailing at noon from oompany 's
wharf, First and Brannan streets.
No cargo received on board on day of sailing.
S. S. " Colon," Jauuary 8. 1896S. S. "City of Svduev," January is, 1896.
S. S. "San Bias," January 28, 1895

S. S. "China,"

10:40

ft

—

ary

Luis Obispo, Guadalupe and principal way stations
a San Jose and way stations
a Palo Alto and way stations
*2:30PSau Jose, Gilroy, Tres Pinos,

Tiburon Ferry— Foot

7 :40a Ml

intelligent being to
the exercise or habit of mental enjoyment
contributes more to his happiness than the
highest sensual or mere bodily pleasures.
The one feeds the soul, while the other, for
the most part, only exhausts the frame, and
too often injures the immortal part.
Anon.
In the schools of the wrestling master,
when a boy falls he is bidden to get up
again, and to go on wrestling day by day
till he has acquired strength; and we must
do the same, and not after one failure suffer
ourselves to be swept along as by a torrent.
You need but will, and it is done but if you
relax your efforts you will be ruined; for
ruin and recovery are both from within.—
Epictetus.

streets).

6:45

From San Francisco— Foot

Hawthorne.
Whatever can lead an

17:20 P

Coast Division (Third and Townsend

(Slip

—

;

10:45

Haywards and
S tations
ttl2 :00 a
H10:05p "Sunset Limited," Fresno, Los
Angeles, El Paso, New Orleans
and East
\ 12 :45 p
t+ll:15P Sau Leandro, Haywards and
Way Stations
7:15 a
9:00 P

We always have time enough, if we will
but use it aright.
Goethe.
A tyrant never tasteth of true friends-hip,
nor of perfect liberty.— Diogenes.
There is no courage but in innocence; no
constancy but in an honest cause.—
Southern.
Theologies are well in their place, but repentance and love must come before all
other experiences. Beecher.
Of all our infirmities, vanity is the dearest
to us; a man will starve his other vices to
keep that alive.— Franklin.
The saddest failures in life are those that
come from not putting fonh the power and
will to succeed.— E. P. Whipple.
When suffering has broken up the soil,
and made the furrows soft, then can be implanted the hardy virtues which outbrave
the storm.— Punshon.
Few things are more important to a community than the health of its women. If
strong is the frame of the mother, says a
proverb, the son will give laws to the people.— T. W. Higginson.
No man can, for any considerable time,
wear one face to himself and another to the
multitude, without finally getting
bewildered as to which is the true one.—

—
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SAN FRANCISCO AND NORTH PACIFIC
RAILWAY CO.

WISE AND OTHERWISE.

.

January

St., S. P.

and 15th, 1886.
For passage apply lo 114 Montgomery street.
For freight apply to 327 Market street.
J. D. SPRECKELS & BROS. CO., General Agts.
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TH E

defeat of the old management of the Academy of
Sciences, in the election of officers this week, infuses
new blood and will tend greatly to enlarge the usefulness
of the institution.
It had.Joug been a close corpora-

Harkness and his satellites, but the public
henceforth take more interest in the Academy and its
work. This institution should be conducted in a way to
add something to the reputation of the city, but heretofore
it has been rather more of a laughingstock than respected
for its scientific achievements.
With its magnificent endowment, the Academy should be conducted in a way to
win distinction for the institution in the world of science.
tion For IV.

will

Mrs. Davidson
OLD
munity
one
for

is

entitled to the thanks of this comShe lias given us a rest from

thine.'.

Durrant.

good ideas were brought out at the session
SOME
the California State Teachers' Association
Oakland

of

in

the other day.
One of the instructors declared her conviction that children are sent to school at too early an
too
age. and that
little attention is paid to their health.
Another teacher called attention to the general neglect of
sanitary regulations in the public schools, and formulated a
series of rules as to light, ventilation and other matters of
prime importance. It is refreshing to find that a growing
sentiment exists as to the folly of cultivating the minds of
children at the expense of their bodies.

INVENTOR

Edison is confident that in the event of war
with England, electricity would come into play as an
important element for the defense of our coast cities. He
says that many new sorts of torpedoes could be electrically
managed and discharged under water, so as to sink whole
fleets of war-ships that might venture into or near our
ports.
In fact, if Mr. Edison is to be believed, the navy
that would dare to attack any of our great seaboard
cities would be
in
danger of annihilation after the
electrical defenses were completed.
But there's the rub:
the ships might not wait until the electrical preparations
had been finished. But if there's any merit in the great
inventor's ideas, let the Government put them into operation at once.

—

WE may

not all be rich, but as a people we are sometimes exasperatingly lucky. The extract of malt and
hops, the risen lord of the English breweries, who has
chosen our city as an arena to prove that he has a deal
more money than brains, is reported as intending a visit to
the cannibal islands.
Let him not hesitate to go. The
cannibals are said to be eaters of men, and it is possible
they may mistake him for a man, if they shut their eyes
and swallow him before they discover that he is only a
flunkey.
Gag him, that he may not speak, and disguise
him as a decent brewer's son, and commend him prayerfully to the tender mercies of the man-eaters, scarcely
nearer the original chimpanzee than himself. So may the
Lord continue to him his only wise thought.

WE

don't know whether the Bev. C. O. Brown has been
guilty of a sin of the flesh, or not. So far as his fitness
as a minister of God is concerned, it doesn't make much difIf innocent, he has shown himself to be such an
ference.
infinitely silly ass that no man, nor even woman, would
tolerate him longer in the place to which a rather dull
people have elevated him. If any man can show such incorrigible ignorance of the way to walk through this darkworld, he could never attain "the knowledge to guide the
feet of innocence to the road that leads to God's country.
The way thither is full of the obstructions of ignorance and
sin, through the slough of despond, and up the hill of difficulty.
And Brown he seems utterly unable to find the
way for himself, and he certainly cannot guide us, old
sinners as we are, nor you, sweet maids, who wear the
white robes of purity, with eyes upturned.

—

BROTHER Bovard of Alameda, who had an alarming

fit

over

the punch-bowl which the ladies that entertained Kate Field presented to the Press Club, has fallen
down in another. The provocation to epilepsy this time
are the orgies which his clairvoyant eye sees going on in
the clubs of quiet and virtuous Alameda.
It seems that
the members of these monstrous associations, composed of
reputable citizens, take a drink and play a game of cards
when they feel like it. Even they invite ladies to witness
their " high jinks " occasionally, and at these festivals the
wine-cup actually is visible. When Brother Bovard has
recovered, it would be an act of friendly reciprocity were
the clubs of Alameda to request him to preach a sermon
giving his views on the case of Brother Brown of San Francisco.

getting to be be such a boisterously noisy world
THIS
that one cannot
is

peaceably retire into his own thoughts
to his full extent in the sweetness of his native
din of the drum and trumpet of the Salvation
recalls us to the existence of sinners possibly worse

and indulge
piety.

Army

The

than ourselves. Then comes a Presidential message sending out its flashes of American Monroe doctrine lightning,
when there comes a crash of English thunder so quick
thereon, that we are certain it must have struck somewhere. We have scarcely recovered our repose when Dr.
Jameson and his filibuster crew begin to march on the
Transvaal Republic, the Emperor of Germany pricks his
ears, and asks Chamberlain what's up, and by the time the
latter has solemnly declared that the British Government
is not in it, President Krueger wires that the Republic is
safe, William replies that he is glad, the whole English
people are immediately mad, and there does seem as if
there was going to be the very devil to pay.
clever forgery by which
THE
the banking capital

H. Holmes lightened
extent of $20,000, by means of a raised check, has taught the bankers a
lesson that they are not likely to soon forget.
The moral
of the affair is that reliance on mechanical devices to prevent forgery is altogether unsafe, since the work of these
contrivances may be as cleverly imitated as handwriting
itself.
In fact, in this remarkable instance, the perforaA.

of this city to the

tion of the paper, relied upon as a safeguard, was made
the chief means of perpetrating a bold and brilliant fraud.
But if any of these mechanical devices have merit, that
which corrugates the whole length of the line on which

the amount of the check

is written is probably the most
overcome. No matter, however, what sort of
paper or instrument may be employed, there remains the necessity of great caution in the cashing of
checks or drafts for large amounts, when presented by
persons not thoroughly well-known or fully identified as
trustworthy and responsible.

difficult to
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AND

HIS

CHURCH.
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disclosing her guilty relations with her pastor. Dr. Brown,
when he arrested Mrs. Davidson, evidently was not prepared for this rain of accusations, of confirmation. In
dragging Mrs. Davidson from her berth he awoke the
whole sleeping-car. His retreat behind his attorneys and
the intrenchments of technical law is understood.

speculation as to whether Dr. Brown will repastorate or not. We do not think the First
Congregational Church will permit him to resign. Our
reason for so thinking is the assumption that the First
Congregational Church is composed of decent people. If
half of what is alleged against Dr. Brown be true, he is a
lying, lecherous, hypocritical villain, whom to turn loose
without branding would be a crime. We believe the
church, which has been humiliated and disgraced, will see
to it that he gets a fair trial before a court of its own,
where the technicalities of secular tribunals will not be
recognized, and that if found guilty he will be cast out with
the mark of infamy upon him, so that it will be next to
impossible for him to go anywhere else in the" world and
get a pulpit. Other clergymen have been guilty of conduct like that of Dr. Brown's, and yet have gone, under
assumed names, to remote towns and villages and resumed
their trade of preaching the gospel and their diversion of
breaking the commandments. But Dr. Brown, if expelled
by the First Congregational Church of San Francisco, will
hardly be able to do this. His prominence as pastor of
one of this city's leading churches, has given a national
publicity to the scandal of which he is the degraded central figure.
His portrait has been printed in every important newspaper of the United States. His face is in

There
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be tried by his church and compelled to bear the consequences of his acts, if they have been of the kind imputed to him by so many witnesses.

trial

Davidson for blackmail, are unquestionably legally in the
right, so far as the preliminary examination in the Police
Court goes. And they may, with equal professional propriety, take the same stand when Mrs. Davidson is brought
By following this technical
to trial in the Superior Court.
course Dr. Brown's attorneys will probably land Mrs.
Davidson in San Quentin, but where will Dr. Brown be
left?
Where is he now? He set out to clear his character
by causing the arrest of Mrs. Davidson. Then he insisted,
through his attorneys, that as to the matter of her guilt
or innocence of the charge of blackmail, "it makes no difference if Dr. Brown had improper relations with every
woman in his congregation !"
Suppose Dr. Brown to be what his congregation thought
him, a pure man terrified by a bad woman into paying
hush-money rather than be the subject of a lying scandal,
would he not at the first opportunity endeavor to prove
It was taken for granted that that was
his innocence ?
what Dr. Brown had Mrs. Davidson seized by the police
for
that not the punishment of an obscure old woman,
but his own vindication was his object. But immediately
upon Mrs. Davidson's arrest things began to happen the
revelations as to the character of Miss Mattie Overman;
the shelter of that person in Dr. Brown's own house; the
retort of Mrs. Stockton to the affidavit of a disappeared
lawyer that she had made indelicate advances to Dr.
Brown; the statements by Mrs. Thurston and the Aliens;
the letters of Miss Overman to her friend, Mrs. Tunnell,

sign

1

will

taking the stand
attorneysof the Rev. Dr. Brown,
THE
for immorality, but Mrs.
on
not he who
that
it is

January

is

his

the rogues' gallery.

Churches always show loyalty to accused pastors, and
arc slow to believe ill of them. This loyalty often goes extraordinary lengths and provokes the jeers of the worldly,
but the sentiment which evokes the loyalty is unselfish and
admirable, and deserves the respect of every good man
and woman. But when a pastor in whom a church has
trusted drags himself and it with him into the mire, in the
sight of the world, that church becomes stern and righteously resentful.
It deals with him as an enemy of religion—the worst enemy. The people of the First Congregational Church arc not, we should say, of the intellectual
grade who will trust blindly in spite of damning evidence.
They once before had an experience which teaches them
that a man may preach well and seem to be earnest in his
work, and yet in his private life be-an abandoned scounHence we believe the Rev. Dr. Brown will not be
drel.
allowed to resign and slink off into the void, but that he

The Leaven

The News Letter

is pleased to note that
suggestions as to the need of a Society
New Idea, for the Protection of Preachers are already
bearing fruit. It is announced that a number of Oakland clergymen have taken steps to protect
themselves from temptation and the wiles of blackmailers.
The Rev. Marshall Law, according to the public prints,
will henceforth receive no woman parishioner in the study
at his church, unless she be accompanied by a male relative as a guarantee of strictly honorable intentions, and as
a safeguard against scandal.
The Rev. S. S. Palmer goes
still farther in preventive measures, for he has closed his
study in the church, and will from this time greet lady
visitors at his home only, where Mrs. Palmer will be within call, and may at all times keep a watchful eye on suspects.
From the observance of these precautions, it is
but a step to the inception of the organization recommended and suggested by this journal. Ministers are but
men, and the growing aggressiveness of what was once
known as the weaker sex may well be regarded by the
clergy with solicitude and alarm. Matrimony, it was at
one time fondly believed, furnished a safeguard not only
for clerical virtue but also against the tongue of scandal.
But it now appears that even uxorious watchfulness and
restraint is not always sufficient, either to keep ministerial
footsteps within the safe and narrow path or to exclude
meretricious attractions from their gaze. It is too much
•to expect that the wives of pastors shall be constantly on
guard, and such extreme degree of conjugal care and
espionage might awaken restlessness and a roving spirit
in the most tranquil ministerial bosom.
Hence arises the
need of that organized care and guardianship; that sort of
spiritual protectorate and moral suzerainty which has
been advocated in these columns for the benefit of
preachers. Whether the New Woman or the Old Woman
is best fitted to grapple with this problem may be a question.
It is not a thing to be treated lightly, but a real
need of the hour. The clergy, as a body, must not be
permitted or forced to retire entirely from intercourse
with their fellow women, merely because the voice of
scandal has been raised in the land. It may be that a
plurality of wives for preachers, by multiplying the safeguards and the watchfulness, would be effective in one
way, but there are insurmountable prejudices against a
resort to this expedient.
It appears to be well settled
that clergymen must marry and must be monogamous, no
matter how strongly a polyandrous inclination may be
manifested among the weaker sisters of the flock, or
among the tribe of New Women with advanced ideas and
retrograde morals.

of a

its

The Funding
in

Congress.

Bill

Almost every material interest in this
State is bound up, directly or indirectly, with the existence and success-

ful operation of the great transcontinental railroad terminating in this city.
To tie it up with
foreclosure proceedings, or any other form of litigation,
would be to paralyze every industry in the State. It is
not thinkable that any wise or even thoughtful business
men, not actuated by spiteful or malicious motives, can desire any suspension of, or serious interference with, the
business of that road.
It therefore goes without saying
that no sane or fair-minded man can approve the extreme
courses urged by Mayor Sutro and his committee of fifty.
According to them the railroad, which is the helper and
handmaid of almost every successful enterprise known to
our coast, is to be ruthlessly treated as a public enemy,
and brought to a condition of suspended animation. Whilst
foreclosure procedures are had and new owners found
ready and able to operate the road as it is now being
operated, the iron horse must needs be tied up in the round
house. For a time, at least for litigation cannot be ended
in an hour
traffic must be impeded, if not altogether suspended, and doubt and uncertainty attend every enterprise.
And all this for what ? Because the railroad is
about to owe the Government a debt which it cannot for the
moment pay. No railroad in this country or any other

—

—
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irned and paid

off

within

it-

the
'

quarter of a century.
It would not inure
ipmeol of the country if m< much
freights thai only yield enough
to pay into
pita are complained of aa being high,
what
said if they were raised bo as t>> yield the
principal as well as int. -rest ?
The burden simply could
not In- borne, and that being so. the country under such a
would
m
have been obliged to wait many long years
- railroads, and its development would probably
have
put back a hundred years or more.
The time to pav
off principal is when the country, by the aid of the railroad,
flieiently tilled up to render the payment possible!
rity, that will likely have even more use for the rail
roads than we have, may well share the cost of their haven provided.
This generation is. in all conscience,
doing enough. It is paying the cost of the Civil War and
a vast sum in pensions.
Moreover, it is paying interest
on six billions ($6,000,000,000) of bonded indebtedness, incurred in giving the United States as many miles of railroad as are to be found in all the rest of the world put together.
Without that expenditure this country could not
be what it is to-day. Indeed, its unity could not have been
preserved if its different parts had not been brought together in the manner they have. Who will say that that
vast railroad indebtedness should be paid off at this time?
The idea is absurd because of its impracticability. No one
would care to seriously argue such a proposition. Yet it
is on all fours with the proposal to require the Central Pacific to pay off the cost of its construction before it has
had time to earn the money. What it is reasonable to require it to do might with equal justice be demanded by the
creditors of all other roads.
Why should the builders of
the Central Pacific be treated with exceptional harshness?
And why should the Pacific coast, which has benefited
most by the railroad, be disinclined to grant an extension
of time when nearly all the rest of the country acquiesces in
its being granted?" Besides, what better can be done? It
is said that the Government can take the road and operate
it.
Who except a few cranks on this side of the continent
believes that? How, when, and where has this Government, with its uncertain civil service, spoils system, and
change of administrations, shown a capacity to handle such
multifarious business interests as are involved in the management of this great railroad? Before so new and serious a departure as Government ownership is taken, the
endorsement of the whole eountry should be obtained.
Is
it not safer and better, under proper conditions,
to grant
an extention of time?
:

The Wolves
and the
Shepherds,

San Francisco is not the only hunting
ground of blackmailers who aim at minis-

A

flagrant case has just
York, where the
Rev. Aris Lichtenstein was the object of attack. The reverend gentleman is a Jew by birth, but some years ago became a convert to Christianity, and has since filled the
pulpit of the Mariners' Temple, in New York.
Not long
ago he was decoyed to Philadelphia by a message to the
effect that his sister was there seriously ill; but upon his
arrival in the Quaker City he learned that she was in her
usual good health. Later in the day a demand was made
upon him for $5,000 by a young man unknown to him, who
declared that the preacher would be put to a great deal
of trouble if he did not comply.
Subsequently a young
woman appeared, who told Mr. Lichtenstein that he was
the father of her child. This was news to the reverend
gentlemau, who had left a wife and children at his home in
New York. He was at a loss what to do, but temporized
with the blackmailers, and returned to New York, where
he communicated with the police.
Acting upon their advice, when an agent of the blackmailers next appeared,
the preacher made an appointment, and some hours
later he
bank
paid to three men a number of
notes whose numbers had been noted by the poterial victims.
come to light

in

New

Then officers who had been in concealment pounced
upon the blackmailers, and they were lodged in jail.
The reverend gentleman thinks that there were fully
ten persons concerned in the plot against him. The moral
of this occurrence is that persons called upon by blackmailers would do well to put themselves in communication
lice.
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ittacks of this character.
Hut the inn.., cut and the
guilty should alike beware of setting secret
traps for
blackmailers, lest the result be to catch their own
The time to call in the police is before, and not after, the

payment
Labor

of

hush money

is not
the first agitator who
has been transformed int.. a philosopher by a
term Of imprisonment.
He who threw the
whole country into commotion by leading the
great railroad strike of 1894 now announces 'thai be
has
had enough of strikes, and advises the workingmen to go
into politics for the relief of grievances.
" will," hesavs.
never hereafter accept any position in a labor organization; I will under no circumstances, be allied with any
trades union.
lo work for all labor, and urge the
1 expect
necessity of workingmen
seeking their emancipation
by the ballot. " To this end Debs will publish a paper.
Just how the workingmen are to emancipate
themselves
he frankly confesses that he does not know, but he leans
strongly to the belief that it will be through socialism.
Though Debs has turned philosopher, it has not yet
broken upon him even dimly why it is that the workingmen, who could be omnipotent at the polls because of their
numbers, are so feeble there.
The reason is that the
workingmen mistake their position utterly in the United
States.
They have fallen under the illusion that they are
oppressed by others, when, as a matter of fact, they are
their own oppressors.
If they would free themselves from
the notion that they are victims of a designing miuority,
and realize that they are equal citizens of the republic,'
who have the power to correct unjust social conditions!
they would be on the right road.
But they prefer to consider themselves as a class apart, with special rights,
including that of levying domestic war for the increase of
their wages; and, so long as that continues to be the case,
they will remain hostile in interest to every other class of
citizens, who, in self-defense, will band against them.
It is want of brains that keeps the workingman down.
He is too vain to admit this, and call in to his help men of
better intellect than himself.
Until he ceases to be suspicious of sympathizers who do not possess the supreme
virtue of working with their hands for a living, he will stay
where he is— at r.he bottom of the heap.
Intelligence will
continue to rule whether the workingman likes it or not,
and intelligence knows that the worst thing which could
happen for labor, and everybody else, would be to let labor,
in its present stage of mental development, get on top.
A
class of men who admit that they do not know how to use
the ballot for their own bettermeut thereby confess that
they are unfit to be trusted with political power.
To
make friends with intelligence, not to be at surly and
threatening enmity with it, that is the true and only path
open to labor.
Its " emancipation " lies with itself.
We
commend this thought to Mr. Debs for consideration in the
paper he is to publish for the enlightenment of the world.
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Letting

Down

the
Legal Bars,

is reported that all of the class of sixtyfour law students, who recently underwent " examination " at the hands of the

It

Supreme Court Commissioners, were admitted to practice. If this be correct, it appears that the
change authorized by the last Legislature, by which the
Justices have turned over the periodical "examination " to
the Commissioners, is not of a character to raise the standard of legal acquirements. The practical working of the
new method seems to be to let down the bars to all-comers.
It is scarcely conceivable that in a class of sixty-four applicants, all could be found qualified for the practice of
law.
Of late years the number of lawyers has so greatly
multiplied in this city, through the medium of the law
colleges, that the wonder is how such a multitude contrive
to eke out a living.
Perhaps the increase is not actually
so large as might appear from the results of the
periodical examinations, as it is probable that a large
proportion of those licensed to wrangle at the bar
ultimately take up blacksmithing or some other useful
handicraft, or engage in commercial business.
At all

SAN FRANCISCO NEWS LETTER.
events it is safe to say that the majority of attorneys in
San Francisco, capable or otherwise, earn no such income
as the fancy of youthful aspirants to forensic honors paints
in glowing- colors.
The abundant pecuniary success of a
score or two of prominent lawyers is by no means the
But whenever the
real standard of professional income.
newspaper print a story of large fees paid in some important case, involving great pecuniary interests, the ambition of a hundred young men is fired with the desire to
At the present
likewise win fame and fortune at the bar.
time, it is no doubt safe to say that the best advice to
those about to study law is that proverbially offered by
Punch to those about to marry " Don't. " If fitness and
a creditable desire to master the iutricaciesof the law were
allowed to regulate the supply of attorneys and counsellors,
the profession would never be overcrowded, and it would
be to a great extent relieved from the too-common bad
practices which have of late years steadily lowered its
standing in this community. The growth of the commercial spirit in this calling, once justly honored as of the
noblest to which the intellect of man could devote itself, is
Not the best lawyer,
as conspicuous as it is deplorable.
but the most crafty business man, is he who wins, as a
rule, the greatest pecuniary rewards in law practice.
What San Francisco needs, and the whole State, for that
matter, is not more lawyers or other professional men, but
more manufacturers and producers; more men who create
business and furnish employment for labor, and fewer of
the classes who strive to win a more or less precarious

—

support by their wits.

was hoped when the new School
Board was elected, more than a year
From Troubling? ago, that ex-President Hyde had
ceased to vex the School Department
But he is one
with his arbitrary and dictatorial meddling.
of those men who seem never to know when to retire
He had made himself so
gracefully from a public station.
generally and so cordially detested by the teachers and
Will

He Never
Cease

It

re-election would have been an imunder any circumstances, and a less thickskinned man would have been content to leave the schools
to the direction and control of the new administration of
But Mr. Hyde's invincible desire
the department.
So, as Superinto rule had to be gratified in some way.
tendent Babcock has explained, he wined and dined the
late Grand Jury, and so cajoled them into the adoption of
certain recommendations relative to the conduct of School
Board matters.
In these recommendations the hand of
It seems not to
their author is unmistakably revealed.
occurred
to
Mr.
Hyde that the province of the Grand
have
Jury is not to lay down rules for the guidance of the School
Board. The Grand Jury might with equal propriety
undertake to tell the Board of Supervisors how to transact
their business, or formulate a system of rules for the
Mayor in the affairs of his office. As Superintendent Babcock and Director Hawley have shown, the preseut School
Board compares very favorably in respect to economy and
In fact,
efficiency with the board bossed by Mr. Hyde.
their friends that his

possibility,

the Superintendent, who is in a position to judge, declares
that the present is a much superior body to that which revolved about ex-President Hyde. The charge of the
Grand Jury, that the present board has raised the salaries
of substitute teachers, is certainly not of a very grave
character, in view of the general sentiment that the
teachers should be well paid, but it is altogether lacking

The new Board has merely restored some salaries
that the Hyde-bound Board had unjustly and unreasonably cut down. The present Board has by resolution
called upon the new Grand Jury for a hearing in relation to
the criticisms which the last Grand Jury was deceived into
adopting, and, while the subject seems to be outside the
proper limit of the investigations of this inquisitorial body,
it is no more than fair, in view of the circumstances, that
the request be granted and the whole matter fully exin fact.

plained.

Not for many years have foreign affairs
excited so large a degree of attention
Foreign Affairs,
in America as at the present time. The
Nicaragua question, the dispute about
the Alasakan boundary, and the grave difficulty that has
Keen

Interest

in

January n,

1896.

arisen over the Venezuelan matter are of themselves
sufficient to occupy no small share of the thoughts of our
people.
But these are, for the time being, at least, cast
in the background by the progress of the Cuban rebellion
and the serious prospect of war between European powers

because of the disturbances in the Transvaal.
The
prophets of peace, who, a few years ago, seemed to have
things all their own way, now stand aghast at the fierce
spirit that has blazed out between England and Germany.
It is clear that a very little thing would suffice to provoke
war between these two great powers two of the most
Christian nations, alike distinguished for progress in the
arts and sciences, in philosophy and literature. After all
civilization is but a thin veneer, spread over the inherent
savagery and ferocity of human nature.
The brutal instincts of humanity crop out more conspicuously and with
less restraint in the intercourse and the quarrels of nations
than in the private dealings of individuals. The ruling
class of Englishmen, as individuals, would not be guilty of
the crimes against liberty which have disgraced the
Government of Great Britain from the earliest times down
to the present day.
Her claims in Africa, and especially
her assumption of a so-called protectorate over the Boers,
are not founded upon any natural right, but merely upon
military achievement.
It is true that the Transvaal
republic acknowledged, by treaty, the assertion of British
authority, but it is justly claimed that the armed invasion
by Dr. Jameson and his following of filibusters has
abrogated all treaty rights.

—

Naturally, the people of this country sympathize with
the Cubans in their struggle for independence, and with
the Boers in their manful and stalwart determination to
resist British encroachment.
What the English have
attempted in the Transvaal they would do to-morrow in
Venezuela, were it not for the certainty that the United
States would come to the rescue of the republic whose
soil would thus be invaded.
While in Europe there is no
international doctrine corresponding to that formulated
by President Monroe, there is a keen international
jealousy which likewise serves to protect the weak from
invasion or attack.
Thus Germany is quick to resent the
inexcusable invasion of the Boers' territory by an armed
force of Englishmen.
The German Emperor evidently believes, despite official disavowals from the British authorities, that some secret understanding prompted Jameson's
march toward Johannesberg. The situation looks threatening, and perhaps England has not much reason to hope
that Germany will allow her to gracefully retire from an
awkward dilemma. When England's pride is thoroughly
aroused, there is small room to doubt that she will prefer
fight to national humiliation, no matter what the cost.
But many a serious diplomatic complication in Europe has
been relieved ere this without bloodshed, and it is not unlikely that this whole trouble in the Transvaal will blow
over without warfare between the great nations

concerned.

Polygamy

in

Utah State,

It

is

remarked

in

some

the nation has taken
in admitting her as

quarters that

Utah at her word

a State on her
promise that polygamy shall never again be pei-mitted
within her borders.
The Examiner declares that while
the constitution of the new State prohibits plural
marriages, the people of Utah may by amendment strike
out this provision at any time. But it is to be remembered
that the prohibition of polygamy, irrevocably, was required by the Act of Congress in accordance with which
Utah was admitted to the Union, and is also one of the
conditions of admission expressed in the proclamation of
President Cleveland declaring Utah to be a State.
While
no such question has, perhaps, ever before arisen in this
country, it seems highly probable that the Supreme Court
of the United States would hold the prohibition of polygamy to be an element of the contract or covenant into
which the people of Utah have entered, and that any
amendment to the State constitution, removing this proIt is not to be supposed
hibition, would be null and void.
that a Territory may obtain admission to the Union upon
certain express terms, and subsequently, at pleasure,
avoid the conditions of the compact.
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Noyes has just arrived in New Yorl
has abandoned bis idea of a European trip for this year.
Mr ;niil Mrs. Kesick, Of Yokohama, both* well known in
are at the Windsor with their children,
maid, governess, and the baby's ayah, who is a source of
intense interest and excitement all along the Avenue when
11

P.

ittle they heard
ever she tal.es her baby for an airing.
of the till trumpets, .mil
fancy the bell ringer is the
A. disastrous fire occurred last
night in Westche
only person who can conscientiously say that he heard the
when tin' di Zerega homestead, with all ils valuable
lovely music.
Old Trinity was very beautiful and picturpaintings and tapestries, was destroyed, five paintings
ian, cold moonlight, and even the tombstones
worth live thousand dollars each being consumed.
The
were lighted up cheerfully in the old churchyard where the
di Zeregas are an old and honored family here, some of
- of
Manhattan have slumbered so long.
whose members have visited California.' One of them,
It was curious to notice last night how all the crowd gazed
Lady lYankland. was. 1 think, in California on her marup at the belfry tower, as if they could hear the music
riage journey.
Passk-Pahtoit.
with their eyes.
Tin- chimes rang "Evening Bells,
a
New I'"/-/.-. January 1. 1896.
selection from "Oberon," " Massa 's in the Cold. Cold
Ground." which the multitude supplemented with a vocal
HOW AN ORIOLE MURDERED HER FAMILY.
chorus, " Happy New Year to all,'' and half a dozen other
selections.
has been claimed by observers that some of the
Dp in Grace Church tower the chimes were
ITfeathered
unt,'. and there the music was of a less secular chartribe will feed their young if they are caged,
acter than at Trinity.
and if they fail after a certain time to release them they
At St. Andrew's, in Harlem, there
will bring them a poisoned weed to eat that death may
were more chimes and more people, and a spirit of gayety
end their captivity. About a week ago, at the Holstein
pervaded the city.
" Punch bowls," as New Year's eve parties are now
ranch, says the Carson Appeal, the children captured a
nest of three young orioles, and they were immediately
called, were very much a feature last night, and as for the
caged and hung in a tree. The mother was soon about,
theatres you simply could not get inside the doors. To-day
calling her young, and in a little while brought them some
an old custom is being revived at the City Hall, where the
worms. She continued feeding them regularly for some
Mayor and the City Fathers will receive from noon uutil
days
without seeming to pay much attention to persons
four o'clock.
Several artists have announced their intenabout.
But on Sunday came the tragic ending that
tion of spending an old-time New Year's and keeping "open
demonstrated the theory relative to birds. She brought
house," and one of your Californian dames, Mrs. Harry
them a sprig of green on Sunday morning and disappeared.
Gillig. is doing the same thing quite informally to-day.
It
In less than an hour they all died. The sprig was examined
is a pity that such a pretty custom should ever have fallen
and proved to be the deadly larkspur, a weed that will
into disuse, although it was surely impossible to continue
kill full grown cattle.
The little creatures lay dead in the
it once it became so sadly abused.
cage and slightly foaming at the mouth, victims of their
The Music
ill managers had a nervous shock early in
mother's stern resolve that her offspring should die by
the week when the order was sent out from police headher own act rather than live in captivity.
quarters that no more intoxicating drinks should he served
in places of amusement.
This was a hard hit at Koster &
" How did you get Borely out of your whist club did
Bial's, the Olympia, the Imperial, Miner's Bowery Theatre
and that mild place of amusement, the Eden Musee.
you ask him to resign? " "No; we didn't like to do that,
test case was made at once, and a mighty sigh of relief
but we all resigned except Borely, and then we all got torose to the clouds when the judicial decision was sent forth
gether and formed a new club? " Harper's Bazar.
that the law forbidding such sales was
a dead letter.
I suppose the next
thing to be organized here will be the
formation of a County Council, such as
exists in London, to enforce what an
individual I know insists on calling the
doctors tell us, now-a-days, that disease germs
"exercise law."
I have several times lately run
are everywhere; in the air, in the water, in our food,
across Jack Klein
"Klein of Samoa,"
clothes,
that they get into our bodies, live
who is now a valued member of the
grow, if they find anything to thrive on.
there, thrive
Herald staff. He is as full of energy
and brain as ever, and apparently deis the destruction of lung-tissue
voted to his work. Charles F. Branto conquer them.
the lung is too
denstcin and L. Levy, of San Franvital force.
is strength
cisco, have been guests at the Windsor this week, and Mr. and Mrs.
the
Scott's Emulsion, with hypophosphites,
Henry Osborne, of Los Angeles, are
adjustment of lung strength to overcome germ-life.
at the Holland.
Mrs. Sime, who has
been at the Empire ever since her rewith the odds in our favor.
It is nerhtiner the
turn from New London, intends starttheir
tiny
little drops of fat-food
These
ing for California within a few weeks
re-invigorate it.
re-fresh
into the system
on a visit to her sons.
The sensation of the day is the Bursucceed with it or not depends on
den diamond robbery.
Mrs. Burden
carefully
can
had,
a
start
the
good
is a leader in New York society, and
to health is the patient one.
live.
shortest
is a beautiful and brilliant woman.
Mrs. Burden is a cousin of Henry
erain is often slow.
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SIMMONS was an excessive and unnecessary American.
That was the unanimous verdict which his fellow
upon him when he made his first appear-

artists passed
ance in Paris.

" Probably you don't believe in ghosts," said Simmons.
if you'd known as many ghosts as I've known, you'd
understand that ghosts are as common as cats, and pretty

But

near as
"

intelligent.

Two years ago

I was paiutiug in Venice, which I consider the meanest town on this side of the Atlantic, and I
can't say worse than that.
It's ruinous and dirty, and inconvenient, and yon can't get anything fit to eat in the
whole place. It has the biggest ghost population of any
city in the world, though the general public doesn't know

You see, the cemetery is mighty uncomfortable, there
being at least a foot of water in every grave, and the consequence is that most of the people that are buried in
Venice prefer to become ghosts and wander around the
town, where they can manage to keep dry. I was wanting
to paint a picture on the Northern Lagoon, and one day
when I was looking for a good place to set up my easel, I
saw a house standing just on the edge of the water, that
looked as if it had been shut up since the time of Julius
Caisar.
I saw that if I had a room in that house I could
paint my picture without any interruption, and so I made
inquiries about it.
Well, I found somebody who professed
to be the agent of the owner of the house, and I rented a
room for three francs a month.
"I soon found that the house was a regular ghost barrack.
They didn't show themselves, but they made a lot
of noise.
There wasn't any lock to my room, and the first
night I slept in it the ghosts opened the door, and let in a
current of air that gave me a cold; so I put a cheap lock
on the door, which kept out the ghosts, though any ordinary
burglar could have opened it with a nail. Sometimes the
ghosts would come into my room while I was at work; but
beyond making the furniture creak, and occasionally
knocking something off the table—for they are a careless
lot
they didn't disturb me in the daytime. But at night
there seemed to be whole gangs of them going up and
down stairs, and holding political meetings and women's
rights conventions in the next room.
Every now and then
I used to get up and go out on the landing and ask them
to remember that they were keeping an inoffensive
foreigner awake.
" One day I went to the bank to draw some money that
was coming to me from America, and to cash a draft for a
picture that I had sold to au English tourist. Altogether
it made a good bit of money, and the banker paid it to me
in gold, because I never trust any of this foreign paper
it.

—

money. It filled a small bag, and as it was too heavy for
me to carry in my pocket, I carried it in my hand, though
the banker warned me that I was putting temptation in
the way of the poor, and trifling with the feelings of the
criminal classes.
I had my dinner at a restaurant, and
afterwards spent most of the evening at a cafe in the
Piazza, where I used to go to read the papers.
About
nine o'clock I heard thunder, aud, not having any umbrella,
started in a hurry for my room.
"The storm came up more slowly than I had expected,
but soon after I had gone to bed it arrived, and gave a
first-class exhibition of what Venice can do in the line of
thunderstorms when she gives her whole mind to it. It
rained as if the water had been emptied out of a thousand

washtubs; the lightning was so sharp that it half blinded
me, and the thunder shook the whole house from top to
bottom. As for the wind, it howled worse than a London
milkman; and as there was too much noise for sleeping, I
just lay in bed and amused myself watching the lightning.
All at once I saw something that I don't mind admitting
gave me a start. I told you that King Arthur, as I used
to call my suit of armour, always stood in a corner of the
room. Well, I happened to be looking in that direction,

when a flash of lightning showed me that King Arthur
had moved about two feet away from the corner, and was
standing perfectly still in his new position. I didn't mind
ordinary ghosts; but when it came to a suit of armour
waltzing around a room by itself, I didn't like the look of
it.
I lay there in the dark, trying to persuade myself that
I had been mistaken
thinking that I had seen the
in
armour standing in the corner when I went to bed, and
saying to myself that the woman who took care of the
room must have moved it. I knew all the time that this
wasn't true; but when a man is fool enough to be frightened
at a ghost, he is always fool enough to believe any
moderate lie. But by-and-by there came another flash,
and I saw that the figure had moved a couple of feet
farther along the wall, and had one hand stretched out,
as if it was feeling its way in the darkness.
Now I knew
what was the matter. Some ghost had got into that suit

armour, and was walking around in it.
"Probably the ghost that was inside of the armour
found it difficult to walk in such a heavy suit of clothes.
At any rate, he moved about as slow as a district
messenger boy; and if you know anything about district
messenger boys in London, you know how slow that is.
The next flash showed that the figure had left the wall
along which it had been sliding, aud was coming straight
towards the bed. ft was only about fifteen feet from me,
and my heart began to beat at the rate of about a hundred
of

and

fifty to

the minute.

"However, my fright didn't last many minutes. I reflected that a weak ghost in a heavy suit of armour would
be about as useless for fighting purposes as a professional
who is in the habit of writing to the newspapers.
I made up my mind that I would wait till the figure was
close to my bed, and that I would then jump on it and upset it on the floor, the chances being that I would have
plenty of time to find the matches before the figure could
get on its legs again. I gathered myself together for a
spring, and waited till according to my calculation King
Arthur was within striking distance. Then I threw back
the bedclothes, and made a jump for my visitor. I struck
him good and square, and we both came down with as
much rattle and clatter and bang as if we had been a
dozen lengths of stove pipe.
" I stood for a moment wondering what I had better do
pugilist

—

—

with my visitor, just to teach him a useful lesson, when I
happened to think of a stick of solder that I had bought
one day when I wanted to mend several cracks in the
breastplate of King Arthur. I lit my spirit lamp, heated
my soldering-iron, and laying King Arthur in a handy
position on his back, began to solder the different pieces
of his armour together.
I soldered his front and back
plates till nothing less than a cold chisel could have un-

buttoued them; I soldered his helmet tight to his shoulders,
and I soldered his leg-pieces from the hip down to the foot.
I worked over the job for a full hour, and when I had got
through I had made him pretty near watertight.
" Now, my ghostly friend,' I said,
this will teach you
not to come into a gentleman's bedroom and take liberties
with his curiosities.
You've put yourself into that suit of
armour without leave, and you'll stay in it till I'm ready
I'll just tie
to let you out, which won't be for some time.
your legs to the bedpost, so that you can't shuffle away
before morning, and then I'll make up some of the sleep
'

'

'
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King Arthur was getting on, and I never was more
siirpri-od in my life than I was to lind that In- had gone.
I jumped up and
that being tin- only
of concealment in the nx>in. but my friend wasnM
there.
The door was locked as usual, and the key was
under my pillow. It was clear that King Arthur must
bave gone out by way of the window, ami then I noticed
that one of the front windows that looked out on the lagoon
was partly open. T went and looked out of it. but there
was no figure in armour in sight The tide was unusually
high—higher, in fact, than I had ever seen it before
a soul was stirring at that early hour, and after wondering what could possibly have become of my suit of armour
and its wearer. 1 went back to lied for another nap."
Simmons paused for a moment, and we all thought that
he had Blushed bis story. I was just about to ask him what
his explanation of the walking suit of armour was. when
i

•

i.

:med.

"Do any of you fellows read Italian
We all assured him that we did not.

"
'.'

" Then." said he. taking a newspaper cutting from his
pocket-book. "I'll translate a little paragraph that appeared in the Adriatico the Venetian paper ten days or
so after my experience with King Arthur. Listen to
this:
"Yesterday morning two fishermen, Carlo Farbis
and Antonio Scamozzi, made a discovery of the most
horrible in the Canal of Burano.
Seeing something shining
under the water at low tide, they arrived to bring it to
the surface.
It was a complete suit of armour of the
fifteenth century.
In addition to being fastened in the
usual way, the armour was soldered together, and when
the fishermen had prized the visor of the helmet open, they
were filled with horror to find that the corpse of a man, in
an advanced state of decomposition, was enclosed in the
armour. Evidently one treats of an atrocious murder,
and the police are soon to make an important arrest.' "
We all agreed that Simmons's adventure was a remarkable one, and nobody ventured to express any doubts as to
its literal truth.
Simmons was hardly the sort of man
with whom to discuss a question of veracity. But after
Simmons had gone home, and left us still at the dinnertable, the man who bad been sitting next to him picked
up from the floor the newspaper cutting which Simmons
had translated. It had been cut from Galignani's
Messenger, and not from an italian paper; and instead of
referring to a gruesome discovery by Venetian fishermen,
it simply contained the hours of the departure of trains
from Paris to London.

COST

OF

great tunnels of the world there
remarkable decrease in time and
cost of the successive works. The Hoosac tunnel, the
oldest of the four, cost $379 a foot; the Mont Cenis,
the next in date, cost $356 a foot; the St. Gothard
cost $229 a foot; and the Arlberg, the latest in date,
cost only 154 dol. a foot.
This rapid decrease in cost,
within comparatively few years, is a marked indication of
the great progress in mechanical methods and improvement in rock-excavating tools.
A still more striking
result exists in the case of a tunnel through the Cascade,
on the line of the Northern Pacific Railroad. This, unlike
those named, which were excavated in old settled countries,
the terminal easy of access, was in a peculiarly difficult
location, so much so that it took six months to convey the
machinery to the spot. Rivers had to be turned aside,
bridges built, and material transported over improvised
roads through nearly one hundred miles of forest, mud,
and snow-fields, yet the tunnel, which is 16J feet wide, 22
feet high, and 8,950 feet long, was bored through the
mountains in twenty-two months, at the rate of 413 feet a
month, and a cost of the completed tunnel of only $118
a foot. Information.
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Fireside Companion, and that the Lancaster-Magnus brand
is but a touch of local color.
(Mr. Magnus, if I correctly

We
TT

Obey No

Wand

but Pleasure's."— Tom Moore.

—

a poor season that does not bring us
1 several editions of that superb tragedy
by James Sheridan Knowles. Virginius. Its
subtle blending of the tragic aud the poetic,
the- delicate fancy of its sentiment and the
^fe* rugged potency of its awful strife have
long ago given it a place among the classics. Louis James,
one of the most versatile of American tragedians, chose
this old favorite for the opening of his engagement at the
The performance, while not developing any
California.
special distinction for the supporting company, was interesting and even, and staged with taste and discretion.
Mr. James' portrayal of Virginius was st rong and conscientious.
He invested Virginius with all the devoted
tenderness that the Roman felt for his motherless girl,
displaying a deeply human emotion and caressing gentleness that have not been so marked in his former work. As
Virginius, the avenger, the fierce breadth of passion, the
boundless virility of the actor were put in splendid play.
Over all was the guidance of an acutely keen intellect.
Miss Alma Ivruger impersonated Virginia in a shy, girlish
manner, brimful of youth, and not without a sweet charm
Icilius
in the face of rather an over-conscious presence.
was a bit too musical to impress one with his sincerity;
Mr. Lindsley's elocution is too saccharine to be manly, no
matter how ardently he loves. William Harris, as Appius
Claudius, and Harry Langdon, as Dentatus, were moderis

ately good.
* * *

On Wednesday evening Mr. James gave Hamlet.

It

is

with pardonable trepidation that one sits as au auditor to new lips in this most profound and complex character in the English drama, and more particularly was it
so when Mr. James' press Mercury bad announced the presentation as one radical and startling the happy ambiguity of which expression was not fully appreciated until tin'
final curtain had precluded the possibility of any seriously
disenchanting innovations. Mr. James' Hamlet is admirable for its ingenuous perspicuity: a Hamlet intelligibly
After the
and methodically mad, not madly equivocal.
ghost's visitation, from the first reply to Horatio's eager
questioning, Mr. James clearly defines his Hamlet: the
mistrustful glances at Marcellus that accompany the meaningless words are ostensibly the inspiration of his derangement. As a whole the Hamlet of Louis James is an earnIn the present dearth of geniuses
est, able performance.
it is from such talented and studious players as he that we
must receive the immortal tragedies. In the fury of the
last act, in the wild burst of grief at Ophelia's grave and
in the closing of the second act, Mr. James gives us a living, breathing Hamlet, a Hamlet even reconciled with our
In the soliloquy and in the
fondest memories of the part.
scene with the queen, that indefinable something, that
magnetism, dominative genius, or whatever be it that
compels a hearing from the very soul, is not to be found.
He
It is beyond the limit of Mr. James' temperament.
does his best; and it is the best that we have seen since
Edwin Booth.
Miss Kruger's Ophelia was most prominent in the support. Girlish and immature, vet a long remove from crude,
Miss Kruger played her part with surprising nicety of
perception. Mr. Lindsley's version of Laertes was inThe remainder of the cast was satisfactensely operatic.
torily but uneventfully filled.

—

* * *

Marie Wainwright, an established star, an agreeable
exponent of many standard and classic characters in
fact, a woman who has fed upon the best that the drama
affords presented at the Baldwin Theatre on Monday
night, Th Daughters of Eve, a four-act society play by A. E.
Lancaster and Julian Magnus. In spite of the presumable
authenticity of its authorship, and the suggestion of merit
that Miss Wainwright's adoption of the piece would signify,
I am inclined to believe that The Daughters of Eve was
snatched warm and bleeding from the columns of the

—

—

remember, once acted in a managcrical capacity for Miss
Wainwright). Old students of the Fireside Companion
and they were many before Mr. Bok and his "Heart to
Heart Talks to Young Men About Pajamas" swooped
down on literary America will perceive in Rhoda Dentry,
the self-same young woman who, through scores of
prurient intrigues and cases of bubbling wine, set their
febrile pulses fluttering so intoxicatingly in the days gone
Rhoda was bad, always. Sometimes the man with
bye.
the tall hat and the cigarette made her so by that vague
process known as leading astray; at others she seemed,
like Topsy, to have "justgrowed" that way.
But she was
a deuce of a girl at all events, redolent of sensuous perfumes, always smartly gowned and bestockinged in the
gauziest of silks. And she invariably fell heels-over-head
in love with the hero
a love unreciprocated, and finally
dispatched by prussic acid or entombed in a nunnery.
Our Rhoda of the present week is no innovation. She
meets Robert Hawthorne, the hero, at a ball in the upper
tenderloin, whither he has been wafted by a most weird
and uncanny jag, and, after her escort has felled Robert
by a well-delivered and resounding right-hander, she has
him carried to her apartments where she nurses him back
into condition, aud then, that she may longer retain the
man she loves, chloroforms him a form of oblivion that
makes Robert the envy of the audience. Rhoda has a twin
sister, Grace by name
a good, beautiful, sad-eyed girl,
and the beloved of Robert. She quarrels with Robert, and
sends him out again into the wild, sinful world he had forsworn for her sake.
The final scene is Rhoda's apartments. Robert has, in a measure, recovered from the
knock-out, the jag, and the chloroform.
Rhoda is stricken
with a violent change of heart; she implores forgiveness
for the wrong she has done Robert and her sister, and
takes her broken heart and her battered reputation off to
the convent, which, fortunately coincident with her resolution, is withiu a stone's throw of her rooms.
Just in time
her exit, for ere another minute the good sister Grace
enters and takes her wandering boy back to her heart.
The calcium gleams; the stained glass windows of the convent are luminous in the background.
The organ throbs
faintly in the distance the pa;on of a saved soul, and the
curtain descends on two fond hearts united.
Shades of
Laura Jean Libbey, it is harrowing!
The Daughters of Eve is another sociological study induced
The
by long confinement in fourth-rate boarding houses.
serious lines are a blend of verbosity and paresis, the
comedy would wring a heart of marble.
"He's a good
policeman always on the beat,'' followed up by a stage-full
of delirious laughter.
That is a gem specimen of the wit
The one glowing
that sparkles in the ball-room scene.
spot in the entire play is the slogging feat in this same
act but what a pity its possibilities are limited to two
characters.
Miss Wainwright plays Grace and Rhoda, and, despite
the girls being twins and counterparts of one another,
Her
contrives to give a definite identity to each role.
essay in a modern society drama is unfortunate only in the
Nathaniel Hartwig burlesques the
choice of the play.
drunken business, and maims several opportunities by
His mental anguish takes
over-posing and over-acting.
the most grotesque methods of physical demonstration.
Barton Hill makes the most of a dignified and ungrateful
part.
If the authors intended Mrs. Dobbs to be a howling
idiot and a towzled frump, and they evidently did, Miss
Russell's version is quite successful.

—

—

—

—

—

Society drama at the Baldwin, tragedy at the California,
comedy, variety, and music at the other houses, it was
timely for the Frawley Company to open their season at
The Lost
the Columbia with a strong, sensational play.
Paradise combines sensationalism with brains in such a
dexterous way as to make a drama that will appeal to the
It
thoughtful theatre-goer as well as to the masses.
handles the labor question in a forcible and inoffensive
Ensign,
the
ability
of
the
displays
manner, and, like The
Frawley players for melodramatic, as well as comedy
Mr. Frawley's tour has done him a world of good,
work.
and action he put into the
if one may judge from the life
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younjf suporintondont
Harlyn Arbuckle, always ;i
taking. r<itrong character of Andrew
KnOwltOD, the ownrr of the iron works.
Ralph StaodUh
was the conve:
ain in the hands of
V.

Hoore, and Bob Appleton was made delightfully jovial by
GcortJennie Kennark. returned to llu••v fold, played Margaret, toe mill owner's daughter,
with taste and feeling
Mi>~ Archer and Miss Bates gel
r the once, aim
uside their Mmi:
ell and
Cinder;., girls from the works.
Miss Archer's Nell, pale,
pitiable, and feeble, was excellent); sustained; Cinders was
a revelation in modern toughness.
In fact, Phosa McAllister, Hope Rnss, H D. Blakemore, Charles Kino, and all
ihis popular organisation were there, eonthe 11:
er in their work, and seemingly glad to be
in their home theatre again.
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MARIE WAINWRIGHT,
fend her own company.
Thursday nights. TdE

Mnnduy. Tuesday, Wednesday, and

LOVE OB ASK, IV,
CAMILLE Saturday and Bundaj niuhta,
AN UNEQUAL MATCH
Next Htiractiou: The only grand opera tblsseason THE tavakv OPERA CO

Saturday matinee,

» » »

Ptrctout Baby, at the Alcazar, proves to be a refreshingly brisk piece of French comedy, worked into clever
English lines, and well produced by Mr. Grover'.- company.
Leonard Grover. Jr.. plays the boy who. up to his twentyfirst year, has been chained to hismommer's apron string.
These slender chains give way at last, and the youngster
well makes up for the time lost.
Young Grover infuses
great mirth and deviltry into the lad, and makes of him an

M

«ti<!

mlny. Jaouarv

'

,1/v

excellent comedy character, vivacious and gingery, and
productive of no end of amusement for the audience. The
company gives its accustomed strong support.
* * *

!-.

I

Next week the Prawley Company will present at the
Columbia their great success of last season, The Senator.
Mr. Arbuckle's Senator Rivers, Mr. Frawley's Lieutenant
Schuyler, Mr. Blakemore's Ling Cling, and Miss Bates'
Mrs. Hillary are too famous here to need more than an
announcement of their repetition.

is

of

new

* * *

20th,

"In Old Kentucky

"

LONG LANE.

A
Tivoli

Mrs Ernestine Kkeling.

Opera House,

Proprietor and Manager
The gorgeous mythological spectacle. The

Every evening.
second edition of

THE MAN OF THE WHEEL

IXION; or

i-allet; great east; superb costumes
beautiiul scenery
clever specialties; artistic marches
The wondrous transformation, -'Sea Shells." Tuesday evening, Jan. 14th, Souvenir
Night. 25ih penormance of "Ixion."
In preparation: " The Gentle Savage."
;

Popular Prices

25c

f\ lea ZBr

GrO\/er's

R °y al

The palais

Every evening, until further

of

and 50c

America.

notice,

MY PRECIOUS BABY.
Matinees Saturday and Sunday.
Night Prices— 10c, 15c, 25c, 35c. 50c.
Matinee Prices— 10c, 15c. and a5c.

Oi
rpneU m

San Francisco's Greatest Music Hall.

O'Farrell

between Stockton and Powell streetsTremendous success of our new people. Another great
.

street,

6

NEW

bill.

PEOPLE.

Mason & Healy, Deltorelli Brothers. Ducro & Bush, Caron &
Herbert, Manhattan Comedy Pour, and a magnincent company.
Matinees Saturday and Sunday.
Reserved Seats, 25c; Balcony, 10c; Opera chairs and bos
seats. 50c

PODESTfl & BfUDOGGHI,

FLORISTS
BAY VIEW NURSERY,

242 Sutter

St

DECORATORS.

and

,

Between Kearny and Grant Avenue, San Francisco.
Telephone Main

PROGRESS
RESTAURANT,

Fine Mercantile Lunoh.
Imported Pilsener, Franciscaner,
and Extra Pale Lager on draught.

327
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329 Bush
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It gives health and strength to the Sexual
(Send for circular,
ket street. San Francisco.

edy

Cal.

760.

Dave Samson,

favorites,

—

Monday, Jan

Matinees Saturdays and Sundays

attractions, besides several of the old

have been on the Orpheum's bill for this week.
Miss Huth's negro dialect songs have caught the town.
She is one of the cleverest women that have ever appeared
at the Orpheum and that is saying a great deal.

i.r

Walter Morosco, Sole Lessee and Proprietor.
Last performances of ' The Fugitive "
MONDAY EVENING, Janua-y i"3th—Sedley Brown's great comedy drama,

* * *

A host

we. k

last

Morosco's Grand Opera Mouse.

* * *

not generally known that Mr. Adolph Bauer, the
musical director of the Tivoli, is a very talented pianist.
Mr. Bauer was for four years solo pianist with Wilnelmj,
Sarsarte, and Camillo Urso. He will give two Chopin recitals on Sundays, January 19th and 26th, at the St.
Nicholas Hotel.
It

Second and

13th.

Incorporated)
Propr!
proprietors

1'

mancc) "Macheih."

* # #

Louis James' second and last week at the California will
see that favorite actor in four different characters. Monday and Thursday, Percy Sage's dramatization of Scott's
Marmion; Tuesday, Othello; Wednesday and Sunday, Macbeth; Friday and Saturday matinee, Romeo and Juliet, and
Saturday night, Samlet.

C

Monday and Thursday, tlrst lime here "Marmion;" Tuesday,
by request, •-Othello;'* Wednesday, "Macbeth:" Friday evening and Saturday matinee. " Romi-o and Juliet," Mr, James us
Morcutlo; Samrday nlghr, " Hamlet;
Sunday (last perfor-

the Baldwin,

Camille will be presented and repeated at the Saturday
matinee. Tom Taylor's comedy, An Unequal Mateh will be
given on Saturday and Sunday nights.
* * *

,

LOUIS clAMES,

MR.

Grand

Monday night, Marie Wainwright will
begin her final week with Sheridan Knowles' famous old
comedy, The Love Chase. Her impersonation of Constance
in this piece was received with much favor in New York.
The Love Chase holds the boards until Friday night, when

-

America's representative tragedian,

* * *

At

AL hayman & 00

rt

i

Next week. Monday, January

A

vigorous old piece of melo-drama is The Fugitive, and a
splendid presentation has it enjoyed this week at the
Grand. Like hundreds of other pieces of the same character, its theme is rewarded virtue and punished crime,
and Mr. Morosco's actors, with their wonted skill in this
line of work, have brought out all the fire and excitement
that are in the play. jsext week Sedly Brown's comedydrama, A Lour/ Lane, will be produced with the entire
strength of the company.

^4-~«
TUneatre.

!-F^-~
aliTornia
G-»

;

rgans.

Depot at 323 Mar-

i

Ixion continues to crowd the Tivoli seven nights a week.
The new edition introduces many clever songs, dances, and
other specialties, and bids fair to keep the holiday attraction going for several weeks to come.

Tne En lisn actress, coaches ladies and gentle
II
1AM RCnnABn
DLUUHnU. men for gthe dramatic profession; appearances arLILLIAN
Shakespearean classes Wednesday evenings. SHAKESPEAREAN ACADEMY, 913 Hyde street. San Francisco, Cal.

I
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going to be finished,
heaven, the City Hall
THANK
the
Just now
not just yet, but some time later.
is

it is

and the contractors
have turned expanders, and have asked to have their conSo, two to one of the City Hall Comtract expanded.
mission, ninety days have been added on account of hard
times.
Let us be patient. Broderick, the Auditor, heard
the cry of the distressed babel builders, and approved.
The Mayor played the part of a Christian for the nonce,
Creswell insisted upon the
and said: Amen, so be it.
So the City Hall is
pound of flesh, but was outvoted.
doomed to be domed some day.

dome that wants a few more

nails,

When the dome on the City Hall is finished there is to
There
be placed upon its apex a statue of Liberty.
is some doubt as to who will lift it to its place, the contractors who haven't finished the dome declaring that they
draw a line at putting it up, it not being a part of the
dome, and the statue builder declaring his work done when
the statue is finished and laid within reach of the derrick.
Representing Liberty herself, the City Government itself,
or anybody who really loves Liberty and his native land
will be at liberty to finish the job.
As a statue of Liberty on the City Hall, when it shall
get there, that new statue will mean more liberty than
It will be symany other statue of the kind in the world.
bolic of the free and easy way in which we do things here
and hereabouts. It will suggest hot only liberty, but it
will hint of the liberties we take with the very spirit of
Liberty. It will tell not only of political freedom, but also
of all the kinds of freedom there are in the matter-of-fact
It will
world, and also in the world of the imagination.
lift its hand over the municipal government,
and suggest
the liberties its officers take with the municipal treasury.
It will seem to preside over the courts of law, where the
estates of the dead are distributed with a liberty unsuspected by the late lamented, and where matrimonial cages
are opened to let loose the birds who find that liberty
the sweetest which is earliest bought.
It will seem to
utter benedictions on the churches of the land, in which
the people are free to worship God, and the ministers are
free to worship the devil.
But this is a rather unhappy
theme, as the prospect opens, and so we shall take the
libert3 to forbear writing farther of the thing which
everybody knows is the dearest thing on earth, but is
every where treated as the cheapest, and is so shamefully
abused that the very spirit of Liberty seems like a very
devil, and makes most decent people wish in their hearts
that Liberty herself were dead, and past resurrection.
* * *
The " tall man " and the " short man " into the farm took
r

One day,

And
The

as a co-partner, the glib-tongued " Eastern crook,"
since that hour, when citizens are stopped upon the road,
" tall man " and the " short man" are said to be abroad;

And when

a bank cashier is robbed the robber wore the look
victimized at once declared of that bad " Eastern crook,"
But odd, it seems, in all the course of crimes, unvaried round
The " short man," nor the " tall man," nor " Eastern crook," are
found.

The
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presence of so much attention. At last he wrote on a
card to Stanton:
" How in the world, did these men find out who I am!"
All of which reminds one of dear old Oliver Goldsmith at
Sir Joshua Reynolds' dinner, when Garrick turned to him
and said severely:
" Dr. Goldsmith, I saw you at the docks to-day, witnessing the arrival of a lot of painted ladies from inlanders;
and, sir, I was astonished to hear you murmur to yourself:
'

Why

does

Jezabels,

all

when

among them!

this

crowd

the author of the

at these gaudy
'Vicar of Wakefield' 'is

gape

"
'

Goldsmith blushed till his cheeks were scarlet, and
answered: "Why Garrick, I know I was thinking that
"
all the time; but I wasn't aware that I said it aloud!
However, Tilden can be frequently amusing, unconsciously as ever of course.
The world at large is well

aware that a bas-reliel, or a basso-relievo or whatever
they call it in art, is a sculpture which stands slightly
forth from the plane on which it is formed.
When Mr. Tilden recently made his celebrated kick
about the quarters assigned to the Bas-Relief students in
the Hopkins' Institute he observed that " the worst of it
is, the men have not room to move about.
They are expected to do bas-reliefs without moving around, which
every modeler knows is impossible."
Pray does Mr. Tilden make his own bas-reliefs round or
square, that he has no room to circumvent them! or does
he call his statues bas-reliefs ?
* * *
[After a little while, during which he (Dr. Brown) expressed himself in a very emphatic way, he said: "This evening I shall lecture,
and trust you will appear at the meeting." The subject was "A
Pale Horse."— Extract from Mrs. Davidson's testimony.]

The

things which happened yesterday,
Oft come to pass again,
The rain succeeds the sunshine,
And the sunshine follows rain
And so 'tis not surprising
But just the same old course,
Doc Brown left Mattie. ruby haired,
To preach on the "White Horse."

* * *

Knox, the notary, whose ability as a raconteur is no less admirable than his wisdom as a notary, was
busily engaged after New Year's Day taking "swear off"

George

T.

Among those who forswore allegiance to the
inspiriting cup was the "short-bit capitalist," a prominent
citizen who has earned this sobriquet from his custom of
always paying, in a Montgomery street saloon, for his solitary drink with a short bit. He took the usual oath, and
when the document was handed to him for examination, said:
affidavits.

"But, Colonel Knox, you have omitted an important
clause."

"What

is that?" inquired the notary, slightly nettled at
imputation on his accuracy.
"On my own account, sir," rejoined the wealthy bibulant,
"I swear off on my own account.
But I have said nothing
about drinking on the account of others."

this

The all-important addition was made, and the capitalist
his "swear off," to look for a victim.

departed with

That wild snorter of the Alameda prairies, Dr. Bovard,
again blowing through his fiery nostrils wrathful gusts
at all clubs, as being conducive to knocking the pins from
under Christianity.
is

So then, perforce,

From

we must assume those merry knaves can grow
from crooked

and the detectives throw
the rogues their due,
Although they ever dodge arrest, they always " leave a clue."
* * *
Oft

all

short,
pursuit, yet

tall to

'tis

but

to straight,

fair to give

Douglas Tilden, the sculptor, who so unfortunately
is deaf and dumb,
is at the same time serenely happy
His appreciation of his own success and plastic genius are
exalted by his expected nuptials in Oakland. But the
other night he dined with Willis Polk and John Stanton in
the California Hotel.
Stanton told a lot of funny stories
and amused the waiters vastly. They to the number of
three (for it was late)— congregated about the table to
hear the " Cuff rioir fairy-tales.''
Of course Douglas Tilden could neither speak nor hear.
But all the same he smiled and beamed and basked, in the

—

—

Bovine Bovard's loud bellowings would

fill a rotten tub,
to suit this orator should be a loaded club,
club well charged with common sense on his gray matter failing,
The wholesome lesson might impart to cease his silly bawling.

The club

A

* # #

The constitution

our mental and moral being is such
that in order to preserve a vital equipoise we have to
cherish in our community not only eloquent and somewhat
moral ministers, but also statesmen whose record can be
read by any one with half an eye, with that kind of pride
that satisfies one's whole moral appetite.
Now, there's
that great and good man, late the Congressman from the
Stockton district to the Congress of the United States,
more recently Governor of the State. He has always been
of
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the Governor, with his Angers in
ill half of Iris eye Ixmii
upon the
is, read aloud
to the enquirer
-jiifiit words in which, when he was a mere babe
in the science of statesmanship, he pioneered tin- way to
•vornini'nt ownership of the trunk lino between here
and yonder. If the Governor badn'l been b great man
from the start, lie would have been obliged to formulate an
r to the inquiry instanter,
As it was, ipn dixit
sai.l it.
He was then a statesman in the Hud. He
v
Gubernatorial
a Hudd in statesmanship the
chair and loves to read aloud the record of his precocity.
Later will he not he a Huddd in the Senate: then, maybe,
We imagswell into a Hudddd in the Presidential chair?
ine that will be considerably later. Such examples of early
rare,
but
greatness are
California runs to large developHill,

—

i

—

—

ments, and we have to have them.
* * *

Tbe

may

a twist endure of his prehensile tail,
May growl at Venezuela, and scout the Clan-na-Gael,
To Russia smiling say, " Dear Bear, old Turkey is no loss for us,
" Be good, we'll give you elbow room, perhaps, upon the Bosphorus;"
But when young (iertuan Billy cries, ' come here and see the fly on
" The tawny and much battered hide of this voracious lion,"
The beast doth howl, the war foam flies from out his clashing jaws,
He bellows " Billy, take it back or else you'll feel my claws."
* * *
lion

Jeremiah Lynch told a funny tale at the Bohemian Club
the other night about a friend of his who is a prominent
street contractor.
This individual, it seems, was holding
forth at great length on the problem of Great Britain's
woes.
"The Napolyon ar' Yurrup is, Queen Victoria! " said
the Contractor to his admiring friends; " She's filled full
av' liquor and ambition.
It ain't the English what wants
But
to war, they all av' thim know they're scared.
Queen Victoria she wants to be ould Queen Elizabeth all
and
she
want's
over agin. She's deep that ould woman
"
to be queen av' all creation!
Ambitious at her age!
Poor, tired old Queen Victoria!

—

—That's

!
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treatment ot

is
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BE CONVINCED FREE.
To show that

Post street, and secure shoes that one
with perfect ease and entire comfort from the
first moment they are placed on the feet it is serene enjoyment. In fact, corns are unknown to them. But at the
same time the}' are thoroughly fashionable. The most
"swagger" set in town goes to no one else except McNulty,
and the fashionable clubmen are universally his patrons.
P. McNulty's, 139

may wear

of

a

man

Baldwin

f harmacy,

(Edwin W.Joy),
Market and Powell

FIRE

be-

light,

HOSE.
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The remainder of

Sts.

Call for free treatment of Dr.
McKenzie's Catarrh Cure.

that
is
he has been forgetting himself and must repent, that he
has been asleep and must awake, that he has been letting
his garments trail and must gird up the loins of his mind
every time this takes place there is a resurrection in
the world.
George MacDonald.
in

Dr. McKenzie's Catarrh Cure gives inaway the cold or
week will be allowed you if

stant relief and continues to drive
catarrh, 7 free trials per
you call at the

Most people dread the ordeal
But when one can go to P.

Remorse. — Every time
Regeneration
THE
the
thinks himself that he
not walking

mucous membranes, soon yield to the
the famous DR. MCKENZIE'S CA-

TARRH CURE.

is

of

and beautiful fixtures of Colonel
A. Andrews' Splendid Diamond Palace is now up for a final auction
sale.
There have been some magnificent bargains realized there this
week during the sales — which by tbe way, continue from half-past
ten in the morning till late in ibe afternoon. Colonel Andrews has
been noted for years as the best judge of precious stones on this
continent, and some of tbe finest gems in bis collection are still to be
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those they love, so Cupid drinks again with merry Hymen.
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for

who

knuckles;

Now

FINE

say.

some weeks have scowled at one another,
the knot had caused them so much bother;
Groezinger collared all tbe fees for splicing happy couples,
And squeezed tbem till the eagle screamed between his brawny

Tbe men

of

—

all
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CLEARANCE SALE

Water Towers, Hook and Ladder
Trucks, Eclipse Lanterns, Hose Reels,

Rubber Goods

of every

Description.

GOODYEflR RUBBER
fail to

chew Adams' Pepsin Tutti-Frutti Chewing

Indigestion fades before it.

Gum

after

R. H, PEASE, Vice-President and Manager.
577 and 579 Market St., San Fraacisco.
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Talbot Clifton is said to be in a state of huge disgust
over the report that a charming bud of the season has got
" the whip hand" of the leader in horsey doings at B'lingham. The Britisher is reported as bewailing the fact because he fears the check-rein may become a feature of the
harness in future.
the many resoSMONG
lutions sure to be made
in

the opening of the

New

Year,

it is

said,

the following

old sayings will fit admirably several of our society beaux.
One gallant soldier is quoted as advising a certain pretty
bud not to be so fickle and uncertain, reminding her that
"a rolling stone will never gather Moss."
Another, a

young man

pondering over the axiom, "it is
well to be off with the old love before one is on with the
new." Another is: they say, considering the idea of having an ode written to the old missionary hymn tune to be
of millions, is

sung by the guests at his next supper: "To Greenway's
ice-ci-eam function we've come a happy band."
Yet another is said to be determined on making his best girl
Winn, mothers-in-law to the contrary notwithstanding.

An

old soldier is credited with saying it is considered fine
to be an old man's Darling, but it isn't in it with being an
old woman's.
* * *

It is funny to listen to a bevy of girls commenting upon
the different steps and styles of dancing of the men who
are their partners at cotillions. This is about what they
say: Wilcox has a loose sort of roll; Maus glides beautifully; Davis is sentimental in his way of holding his partner: Southard Hoffman prances; Addy Mizner is jerky;
Summerall is too lovely for anything; Morton Gibbons keeps
perfect time; Ed. Greenway is so fat he has to hold your
waist at arm's length; Al. Bowie's step is slow and graceful; Tom Van Ness has a hop, skip and jump style; Willis
Polk is slouchy; Winston holds a girl splendidly, he's so
tall; Joy es, on the contrary, is sort of afraid to "brace
up" his right arm to a stiff tension; Tara McGrew dances
all over his partner's toes.

* * *

A rumor is

pretty girl who lives iu a quaint corner house, is said
to be likely to share the Joyes of an army life in the near
future.

GREETING.

To

all

my

New

friends and acquaintances

Year's greet-

ing.

At the same time I take this opportunity to extend to
the music loving public as well as to the representative
press of San Francisco, my sincerest thanks for all the
many marks of appreciation and encouragement shown
me during my recent stay in their midst.
Fritz Scheel,

New

York, Dec. 27, 1895.

Kapellmeister.

THE

death of Robert George, of Sausalito, will be
His prominent
greatly deplored in Marin County.
business and social position and the invaluable services
which he performed in behalf of the beautiful little town in
which he resided render his loss a public calamity there.
For fifteen years he had been the secretary of the Sausalito Land and Ferry Company, and, in that capacity, he
was largely instrumental in the splendid improvements
Mr. George was
which have marked its rapid progress.
born in Baltimore seventy years ago, and leaves a wife
and five children.
During the recent war-talk in London, it seeras that the Music
Halls have revived the famous old "ChampagneCbarley" song, with
its patriotic touch and its celebrated Moet & Chandon refrain.
After dinner try Adams' Pepsin Tutti-Frutti Chewing
it admirable.

Gum. You

will find

swagger exclusive B'linsrham
set that it is meditated by the powers that be in that favored spot to have a society circus.
Now, what special
form this species of amusement is going to be is what is
provoking curiosity in the swim. Society is known to inafloat in the

dulge in many a pastime which can appropriately be called
a "circus," yet no ring nor clown is appended.
Again, a
ring and clown in society often produce a decided circus
in themselves.
The gossip of the hour is that a bona fide
old time circus is what is meant in this case, however; and
Hobart, Baldwin, Clifton, Tobin, in fact, all the sports of
that select settlement are to take part.
On dit, Jack
Casserley will do an act on stilts, and Carey Friedlander a
feat never yet equaled.
* * *

The result of such esclandres as the Brown-Davidson
affair is nowhere more apparent than in the attitude observed by our men particularly the old ones toward the
naughty fair sex.
No more doth the fascinating type-

The New Creamerie.
Young & Weiseman's Popular Establishment Still Gaining a

De-

served Reputation.
at 725 Market street, has since its founding
been a place of resort for the most particular of San Francisco's epicures. A first-class service, aided by an extremely low scale ot

The New Creamerie,

has been influential in establishing the reputation of this famous
house, but these have been well backed up by the many original ideas advanced and by the high quality of the food furnished, and, in spite of its
competitors' jealousy, the Creamerie continues to hold a foremost place
among San Francisco's restaurants. All the butter, eggs, milk, cream,
and vegetables used on its tables are all produced at the ranch of the proSpecial attention
prietors, which guarantees their purity and freshness.
is given to the bread and pastry used, everything in this line being baked
on the premises and under the eye of the proprietors, while the entree is a
De
special feature which alone would serve to make the place popular
lightful string music is one of the features
A Sunday "Table d'Hote " dinner, the price of which is only SO cents
and which will outclass any dinner served in the city, is a new addition to
the attractions of the New Creamerie.

prices,

—

—

writer cast her wiles with success.
A cold wave now
takes the place of the affectionate, fatherly interest of
yore of her employer, and the confidential stenographer is
now relegated to an outer office. It is amusing to note the
difference of the late afternoon car passengers.
The men
are all busy with their papers now, and do not cast even
a glance in the direction of the ogling feminine who sits
near,
* * *

some talk of an army and navy ball to be given
before Lent.
The army does more than its share of entertaining, and the women should show their appreciation of
There

* * #

A

is

by taking a little extra trouble in going out to the Presidio hops, even though the night be dark and chilly.
A
big ball in which the navy unites is sure to draw a large
crowd, and already the buds are planning fresh gowns for
the occasion.
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Large Square

White Bottles.

Beware of

it

refilled bottles.

"

Without Exception the Finest Gin
Imported, and Especially Adapted for

* * *

Dame Rumor

speaks by the card, one of the sweetest
as well as fairest belles has been captured by a young
society beau.
At any rate the probabilities are so discussed, and it has made a Breeze in society's drawingIf

rooms, of

late.

family

use

and Medicinal Purposes.

For Sale by the Leading Grocers and Wine Merchants.

CHARLES

MEINECKE

Sole Agents for Pacific Coast.

&
314

CO.,

Sacramento

St., S. F.
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DODGE.

<

Henrv

I.

SEMI-ANNUAL STATEMENT

for tin- mlDodjje, in n

which
branch of our
municipal
government have in his inthis

UNION TRUST COMPANY
Of San Francisco,

^t

**.

^L^-

when he

at inn

m-^i

said:

"I think that,
out

regard

itics,

with-

to

under

pol-

the

present
government, the members
of this

Board have

been treated

The

fairly.

have

very

been

and, remembering the old adage
//• nry L. Dodgt
that it is poor policy
to swap horses in the middle of the stream, I therefore
nominate Mr. Dodge for this Board for another year."
The result was entirely favorable to Mr. Dodge, of
course, although he was himself a warm adherent for the
election of Mr. C. A. Murdoch.
Mr. Dodge has held distinguished official positions during his long career on the
Pacific Coast, but he is doing magnificent service nowadays.

WIND.

1896.

ASSETS.
074

United Statet and other Bonda

m

"'1

90

Loans on Real Estate

862,228

7:s

Loans on Murk- ami Bonds

940.600

'hi

Money on Hand

'.11

Dae from Hanks and Hankers

128

6!

80 1,478 mi

Furniture and Fixtures

9.508 17

other Assets

50,080 77

12.675,190 49

LIABILITIES.
Capital Paid in Coin

"50,000 00

Reserve Fund
Profit

Due
ILL

2.

Hank Premises

rulings

always

just,

AN

January

Mr. Scott S nommating speech expressed
the situ-

•

10,000 00

and Loss and Contingent Fund

51,484 91

Depositors

Other

1,802,013 47

Liabilities

1

082 11

CUESE' the luck!"

The milkman gave a vicious tug at the pump handle
and jumped into his wagon. Giving vent to his spite by
whipping his horse unmercifully, he sped down the road,

$2,075,190 49

•

leaving the air blue behind him.
For years he had left home every morning before day-

break with his cans half filled with milk.
These he
stocked up with water from the old pump and then proceeded to serve his customers. For the first time in his
career as a purveyor of pure milk from his own dairy, the
pump had failed him. Somebody had broken the handle.
It was too late to return home, and he hadn't the nerve
to borrow any water from his neighbors, hardened though
he was.
In the midst of his reflections, he was accosted by a
stranger, who ordered him to stop, at the same time displaying a State Dairy Inspector's badge. With a much
better grace than the official had expected, the milkman
pulled up his horse and uncovered the cans for inspection.
The result was a complete surprise to the man with the
badge. He was utterly dumbfounded. For the first time
in his life all the milk he tested was absolutely pure.
The news spread far and wide. Soon the milkman had
not a single rival left in the place. The monopoly made
him rich, and everywhere he went he was proudly pointed
out as the one honest milkman.
James J. O'Connell, in Truth.
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Why
Evans' ?
Reasons

:

Best Malt and Hops
Mountain Spring Water.
Years in the Wood.
Improved bottling.
Result
Finest Ale Brewed.
No Harmful Acidity.
No False Ferments.
No Cloud of Sediment.
:

|£

EVANS'
Pale

India

Ale

C ubs & Cafes

11 SjIJ by lead ng Ho'els.

EVANS & SONS,

C. H.
Hudsoo,

New

York.

G

SHERWOOD & SHERWOOD,

C^i

S. P.,

'ir..i".:-:.

ERNST

Portland, Los ADgeles.

mm
H.

—

.%:.<:•

'.<

LUDWIG &

CO..

The Model
American

In the race

mery Sec

last

The Pommery Sec Stakes.
Saturday at the Bay District track,

for.

the

Pom-

was 1:39%, beating the former Coast record, which was 1:40. This remarkable time suggests a parallel. The
noble horse which sped over the track, and won honor, knew not
that the prize raced for bore a name which is held in high honor by
all the aristocratic epicures in the Old World and this.
The man
who drinks Pommery wins sound health, a clear mind a wholesome
and even temper, and a broad and sunny view of humanity. If he is
stakes, the time

,

going the pace,

Caterers.
1206 Sutter

Joseph

Telephone 2388

St., S. F.

Glllott's Steel Pens.
Gold Medals, Paris
in the

MR.
Sold by

world."

HENRY

1878-1889. These pens are " the best
Sole agent for the United States.
91 John Street, New York.

HOE.

all stationers.

Pommery

Sec restores his health, invigorates his
palate, and comes to him an angel of recuperation, enveloped in a
garment of sparkling wine. The course of life, like the course the
horse speeds over, gains additional value when the stakes are of such
wide import.

No visitor ever fails to visit the wonderful Japanese goods and
cloisonne ware at Geo. T. Marsh & Co.'s, under the Palace Hotel.

Gray Bros.
316

Montgomery Street. S F.
New High St.. Los Angeles.

No. 205

Concrete Artificial
Stone Work.
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Major McLaughlin's
Recent

The scurvy treatment Major Frank
McLaughlin received from a por-

press of this city on
eve of his retirement from
miues on the Feather river,
near Oroville, was just about what might be expected in a
quarter where the worst construction is put on everything, no matter whether it be right or wrong.
In the
desire to say a few little mean and nasty things, the fact
was overlooked entirely that McLaughlin has been the
means of bringing some millions of money into the State.
A very large proportion of this money was paid out for
labor, putting bread into the mouths of families which
would otherwise have experienced the pangs of poverty
during the hard times which have borne so heavily on the
working classes for some years past. No mention was of
course made of this or many other benefits which the
State has derived one way and another from the inauguration of an enterprise which has no equal in modern times
from an engineering standpoint. It is this same mean and
carping disposition which has done so much to hurt the
State abroad. No matter how promising an enterprise
may be, nor how faithfully it is conducted, the small-souled
individual who is always with us, is sure to find some basis
for an underhand attack.
This reputation has hurt California abroad more than might be believed, especially in
cases where men less favorably situated than Major
McLaughlin are unable to defend themselves. The English
investors in the Feather River mines have nothing but the
kindliest feelings toward the man who, over watchful of
their interests, has devoted years of his life to the work
on their property.
During the entire seven years which
Major McLaughlin has devoted to the management of this
stupendous enterprise not a dollar has been paid to him as
salary.
He simply stood on a level with other shareholder's in the division of any profits which have accrued,
but, in addition, gave up his time, and supplied the brains
and energy to execute a work of such magnitude and character.
Without McLaughlin, the snow-fed torrents of the
turbulent Feather would still be dashing in heavy volume
over the massive bowlders which mark its course through
mountain gorges, instead of flowing peacefully under control as it does now; elevated many feet above its ancient
bed, and, without a McLaughlin, the object of this herculean task will never be attained.
It is pleasant to be in
a position to authoritatively assure the malignants, so
grievously exercised over Major McLaughlin's relations
with his recent associates in the Golden Gate and Golden
Feather Companies, of London, that they continue as
friendly as of old, mingled with a sincere regret that his
decision is unalterable in regard to retirement from the
position of general manager, in which, from first to last,
he has earned the most flattering enconiums from shareholders both large and small.
Retirement.

tion of the

the

the active

management

The San Francisco
Stock Exchange.

of the

On Monday next

the annual election

the San Francisco Stock Exchange will take place, and in view
of the important changes inaugurated, involving the listing
of a new class of mines, it is one of the most important
which has ever taken place. For the executive position
of President Mr. Joseph Marks and Mr. Gurnett have
been nominated. In Mr. Marks the nominating committee
has made a most happy choice. He is in every respect a
true representative of the typical broker, brainy and
energetic, with a reputation which has never yet been
questioned.
He is just the man required now to put the
Board where it belongs among the leading institutions of
this city.
Confining his business strictly to the commission
branch, his sympathies would naturally be with the men on
the floor, while experience has taught him the line of duty,
but for the development of the business and the general
prosperity of the Exchange. Active and popular with all
who are brought in contact with him, he is in every sense
a representative man, who will reflect credit upon the
Board no matter in what position he may be placed. The

members cannot

of

too highly appreciate a

man

of his char-

acter,

and

There

is little

January

1 1,

1896.

honoring him they are honoring themselves.
doubt that Mr. Marks will be elected and
his entry into office will signalize a new and brighter era
for the Exchange, which iucludes many worthy and honorable men among its membership. The San Francisco Stock
Exchange is worthy of more recognition than it receives
just now from the public of this city, but the election of
such men as Marks, a man above suspicion, will go a great

way

in

building

in

up confidence among outside

investors.

While the companies, be they on the Comstock or off it,
listed on the Board can expect fair play under the Marks
regime, we will venture to say that they will be kept
under better control and in a truer line of conduct than
they ever have been when other men have been in power,
whose only claim on the office was an untoward display of
an inimical feeling to the so-called "insiders." The other
offices will be filled by the present able and courteous incumbents, many of whom have done faithful yeoman's service in the Board.

The

citizen that is not interested in a
gold mine now is not in it, and the
chances are that he will come a cropper
later on in trying to head the procession
of coming millionaires with a blind jump. The small people
have now got hold of the line, and prospects are in demand.
The big fish can have their going concerns for all the public cares at this end of the world.
story is now going
the rounds of a young fellow working in a Market street
pharmacy for a pittance, who got a relative to grub stake
him on a prospecting tour. After hard work he managed
to strike it up in Nevada County, and has now a little
ledge opened up from which he is taking out $1500 a month.
The shortage of water in the mountains is being felt in this
city now, although, perhaps, it may not be yet perceptible
to some people who have forgotten that there is such a
thing as a mine in California. At least one and one-half
millions of dollars in gold has been tied up in the mountains by the failure of the water supply, which would
have, otherwise, come into town.
A falling off of gold
shipments to this extent must, necessarily, make itself
California Gold

Mines

Are Booming,

A

felt in

commercial

circles.

In the Alaska mine the Grizzly tunnel has
Mill
been run in 165 feet, and good ore has been
To Start Up. found for a considerable distance back from
the face.
Of the forty stamps already in
place, twenty have been repaired and are ready to drop
next week when milling will begin.
The improvements
which have been already made to this plant are of such a
substantial nature that the mill is even better than it was
when first erected. Mr. Randolph Payne arrived in town
a few days ago, but will return to the property as soon as
possible.
have nothing to say, but to reiterate that
this mine, under proper management, will turn out to be
one of the best purchases ever made by the English investor
on this Coast.

The

Alaska

We

Comstock
Mining
Shares.

No new feature developed in the mining
market ou Pine street during the week. The
news from the mines continues favorable, but

the speculative voice is unresponsive. Possithe gold mines make their appearance in the
Board there will be an incentive to get in and do some
rustling.
As it is, the public can hardly be blamed for not
standing iu. There are no chances to make a turn at a
profit worth taking a risk upon, and this is at the bottom
of the dull times on the street.
bly after

United States
Gold Yield.

From

figures received the director of the

mint estimates the total gold output of
the United States at about $47,000,000.
During the past year California produced $15,600,000 in
Nevada produced
gold and 154,700 ounces of silver.
$1,700,000 in gold, and 022,000 ounces of silver. California's
gold production is larger than that of any other State,
Colorado coming next with $15,000,000 worth.
Mining Schools. The proposition to devote twenty-five
per cent, of all money paid to the
United States by each of the States for mineral lands for
the maintenance of schools of mines in each of said States,
will be hailed with satisfaction by the mining community at
large.
The passage of the bill by Congress will be the
death-knell of impostors now masquerading as mining experts.
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What tbedcrll art thou'
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names

ride

of those
this
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W. H. V.
.
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employe

revise

vho ignorantly and unblushingly
would bear the
State Government, it has

of tin-

bool Ixniks.
lie has
!*• the drawing of his monthly
Instead of revising the old grammar, he

.ief

t!

duty to

•

his inability to understand what tin:
and a like inability to devise a
accordingly, employed a couple of

1

'iH'un>.

He

grammar.

fwho

has.

know more grammar

a minute

than be
new. to write a spiek and span now grammar at $150 per
month each.
He has explained to the Governor that he
was. meanwhile, spending his time in the more arduous
task of using his scissors and pasting scraps together for
a new reader.
We commend this highly honest educator
to the attention of the people, that he may be taught a
in each of those studies, grammar and reading. Let
him '.earn the difference between the present and the past
as expressed in the sentence:" Professor Raymond
Hxu in the employ of the State, instead of is in that employ.
That will teach him also how easy it is, by a new method,
to read a knave out of office.
As to "the girls, whose
grammar is said to be such as will beget a mental chaos in
the minds of all pupils, they may be well satisfied that they
have easily accomplished the dread result that all the
grammarians from away back have succeeded in doing.
in

town
THE
noted

of Truckee, which up to date has been more
for its vigilance organization, known as "The
101," than for efforts of an aesthetic nature, has this sea-

son distinguished itself by the construction of a so-called
"ice palace." The people of Truckee have at their command all the frigidity required to make the enterprise a
success, and by a free use of water and hose have contrived to completely cover a circular wooden rink with a
glittering coating of ice, outside and in.
Then there is a
toboggan slide, as an additional attraction, and all the
residents of the sunny valleys and of the towns and cities
by the sea have been invited to take a trip to the lumber
town high up in the Sierra and experience a little of what
is called "old-fashioned fun." Much of this hilarity is of the
marrow-freezing and tooth-chattering order, but for those
who enjoy a temperature of zero or thereabouts there is
much in this festival at Truckee to repay a journey over
the Summit in Midwinter.
Before the close of the ice
carnival, the historic "601" may find occasion for a manifestation of its old-time skill with the tar bucket, and this
consideration adds a
"special inducement" to the
"occasion."
since Ingersoll has withstood the concerted onslaught of prayer, what do the pious conspirators infer
That their appeal was too quietly made and, therefore, was not heard, or that high Heaven was busy caring
for the unambitious and the humble ?
It strikes us, as
would a sledge-hammer, that the Christian Endeavorers
should not try heaven so much after the manner of the
rain-makers, nor suppose that prayer is like a swarm of
bees to be " settled " by the noise of a beaten tin pan. It
is possible that Ingersoll is not as important in the eyes of
God as he is in the gaze of Christians whose eyes are dazzled by the false flash of his rhetoric. If orthodoxy be true,
it may be that the Lord is willing to let Ingersoll go for
the retributive benefit of the lost; or, being most merciful,
He may let him go below to cheer the melancholy set.

NOW
'!

the British lion has a
known to every
THAT
American patriot, and on this side of the world
has
tail

is

it

come to be believed that the tail was made to be twisted.
But it seems not. When other than a cousinly hand gave
it a turn in Berlin last week, the show of teeth and the roar
venerable beast astonished our jingoes.
There
blood in the old lion, and fight, too, as Emperor William
evidently realizing.
of the

is
is

dark

frith

tome deeds of such mon
,t
ire cannot bear the roar of other
people for the very din we are making ourselves.
We are
mighty had lot, and when the ministers put on
"i es]
mctiraonious look and ask each other to join
in prayer, they can't help laughing.
It Is certain
that if
things go on much longer, «ve shall have to stop attending
prayer meetings, and instead of putting our nickels Into
the contribution box, shall have to divert them to the new
slot machines, which will i>e mkhi made to toss out
a card
On which the name of the next long shot will be expr
in ciphers known only by ourse
;.

t..

.1

SPEAKING of Dr.

Brown, the spiritual adviser of the
Reverend Sam Mayer's congregation, the Presby
terian vicegerent of the Lord for the gathering in of souls
into Christ's everlasting kingdom, it looks as though, in
the repentant language of that great and good man.
Henry Ward Beecher, in whose steps the Rev. Brown has

plainly been trying to walk,—it looks as if he, the said
to his own soul's extreme delight, inindulgiiig in the sugared, paroxysmal kiss, about five lingers

Brown, had been,
deep.

do
know
OPendcourse we
Brown's mind and

way in which the Reveremotions operate, but if
he isn't on what Brother Beecher described as the ragged
edge of despair, we know little of the ragged edges of anything.
But, if things keep going on as they have been,
without any let-up in the evolution of religious nastiness,
we shall have to join the other brethren in delivering the
decree of the decent people, that Dr. Brown do now from
his pulpit step down and out, and cease everlastingly
henceforth calling other people sinners, or trying to coax
them up to the stool of repentance.
not

the

Dr.

Dr. Brown has about his church, or
IPknows
where there is any over-large

his home, or he
sized stool of re-

pentance of the true blue kind, he had better take a preemption on it, for he will need it to sit on, and stand on,
and sleep on, to continually cry therefrom that his sin has
found him out, that he is a mighty bad minister of the
Lord, that there isn't blood enough in any Lamb to wash
out his sins, and that it will require a whole fold of full
grown sheep to do it well.
surprises no one that the Spanish Government should
in Cuba a strict censorship over press dispatches, but that a free government like that of England
should do the same thing in South Africa has stunned the
journalistic mind so completely that it has not the strength
left wherewith to utter a complaint. It is only speechlessly
astonished.
The men who are attending to England's
interests have plainly come to the conclusion, which has
been reached by many others, that government by newsIt does very well in times
papers should not be absolute.
of peace, but, when war threatens, and statesmen and
soldiers retire the newspapers and take their place, men
of sense approve.

ITexercise

Rev. Dr. Cook
THE
body.
impaired
in

of

Boston has returned from abroad

He was

a

much over-estimated

Imprudent of speech, yet he was inclined to speak
boldly on matters which would have engaged the sober
thought of a philosopher. In his egotism he was typically
American. In Seattle he referred in a public speech to
In Hawaii he did
loca. matters of a very delicate nature.
likewise, and was asked by the United States Minister,
who was present, to modify his remarks. The consequent
humiliation doubtless preyed upon him mentally to his bodman.

ily

hurt.

tumult over the Venezuelan
THE
much to down the cant about "

difficulty has done
ties of blood " between
" of the two
England;
the
"brotherhood
this country and
great English-speaking nations, and other bosh of the
same sort. So, it is to be hoped, the present local stir in
church circles will go far to expose the hypocrisy of a
large number of pious humbugs, male and female, who
trade upon their professions of religion and their connection with the churches.
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A Book

"Marie

Corelli "

is

fond of dealing

with

the

supernatural in some of her stories.
She has
Week.* written some books in which the mystical largely
prevail.
Her characters are, as a rule, strong,
clear, and well-drawn, and, among the most ardent of her
admirers, she can claim Her Britannic Majesty. Her real
name is Marian Mackay, and it may he truly said that she
is one of the most popular English authors of the day. But
by " popular " it must not be understood that we mean a
discrimination of what is best, for the writings of " Marie
Corelli" are, usually, too hectic for our tastes.
Her characters may be well-drawn, but they are not real characters.
They are not the men and women one meets in
every day life, simply because to draw such characters
well requires genius, and that is something "Marie Corelli"
does not possess. To our mind bet- writings are too stagey
and her characters, no matter how well drawn, always
remind us that they are aiming after effect.
When we
read her books we very often think that there is more
sound than sense between their covers. They might have
pleased us during our school days, but we have left those
days behind us some decades. Now, in our mature life, we
look on her writings as too ornate and unhealthy.
We
always look on her style as very like that of Ouida's. It is
turgid and turbid, but it is not immoral.
Although tainted
with idiotic theosophical nonsense, yet, like Ouida in her
best days, the writings of "Marie Corelli " are full of exuberant vocabulary and pyrotechnic imaginings.
And, it
appears to us that her last book, " The Sorrows of Satan,"
is very much in line with her previous books
good in its
moral tone, bumptious in its dialogue; brilliant in some of
its parts, but wanting in that touch of nature whichcauses
our inner self to feel that the thing is not real, and that it
is a mere chimera and a sham.
True, in her present
volume she is very severe upon the prurient literature of
the day; she assails Mr. Swinburne, and does not spare
the adjectives in her assaults; she attacks the shams which
discredit what some people profess to be Christianity, and
she does not avoid censuring the so-called moral loftiness
of Her Majesty's Court.
Although, like Ouida, her thirst
for sensation is great, yet she is the opposite of Ouida in
her moral perception, for "Marie Corelli " becomes exuberant in the completeness with which she denounces vice, but,
withal that, her book, " The Sorrows of Satan," is delightfully diabolical in its sensationalism and in its startling situations. It gives the reader one "thrill" to every few pages,
and that ought to be enough for any ordinary sensation
seeker. First of all, we have Satan, who goes to London disguised as a handsome, unknown, but very wealthy, prince,
while he assumes the name of Lucio Ramanas. Of course he
becomes popular, and society makes him one of its idols.
Then a certain titled lady appears upon the scene, and she
promptly falls in love with Satan. The morality of this
lady is somewhat tainted. She has been reading Swinburne's poems, and Lady Sibyl, for that is her name, has
surrendered herself to Swinburne's teachings. She sees
Satan, loves and is conquered, and in a fit of spasmodic
passion she flings her arms around Lucio and tells of her
love.
This is a piece of stage play, a "thrill," a "burning
incident" which gives the reader some idea of how "Marie
of the

—

makes situations. But what must we think of
Lucio, who, marvelous to say, pushes the fair Lady Sibyl
from him, calling her hard names as he does so. This is
Corelli"

another incident, another "thrill," for it apparently makes
quite a good Satan out of Lucio. Who ever thought of
making the devil a moralist before, except for a purpose?
But "Marie Corelli" is nothing if not now and the inventor
of "startling situations," and so she makes a Satan to
answer her purpose. And then follows another "thrill,"
for the frail Lady Sibyl determines to commit suicide. She
cannot survive her love. She had heard her adored one
call her "a fair fiend," and what love-struck maid could
calmly suffer her "heart strings" to be thus "torn out"
and desire to live? But she will not leave the world with-

Januaty n,

i£

out leaving behind her "a statement," and this "statement" furnishes the reader with many more "thrills;" in
fact, it is quite a battery of "thrills," and it introduces all
sorts of things, Swinburne's poetry, the scientific heresies
of the day, and many other things, all of which ar» sensational and full of flush, dramatic situations, and pyrotechnics. All of this is very like "Marie Corelli."
But even as
Lady Sibyl suffers "the tortures of the damned," from the effect of the poison, yet she writes on. Her fortitude is heroic. Page after page vanishes under the inspiration of her
pen as she "writhes" in her death agonies. Here are more,
many more, splendid "thrills." But at last the light
comes, for she finds out who Lucio is! She has loved the
devil, and there is the moral of the story.
And as she
makes the discovery she writes:
"Serve me, dear hand, once more ere I depart. * * *
My tortured spirit must seize and compel you to write
down this unnamable, that earthly eyes may read, and
earthly souls take timely warning! * * * I know at

—

whom I have loved! whom I have chosen, whom I
have worshipped! * * * I know who claims my worship
and drags me into yonder rolling world of flame."
This passage gives a fair idea of the general tenor
of the book, which is full of "situations" and is constantly
aiming after effect. No doubt the characters are strong,
but they are stagey, luminous, and more like jacks-in-thebox than real men and women. We do not want our
moral teachers to give us our lessons through literary
fireworks or to "thrill" us into good behavior by dramatic
situations as unnatural as they are unreal.
We care
little for the load of adjectives that are flung at us from
behind the covers of sensational literature, and while we
admit "Marie Corelli's" gifts as a powerful descriptive
writer, yet it is the "power" of a thunder storm that
alarms the unlettered and the savage, but has little effect
on the cultured and the refined. This may be considered
disrespectful to Her Britannic Majesty, but such is our
view of one of her, alleged, favorite authors.

last

* ''The

Sorrows of Satan," by Marie

Corelli.

Mrs. Campbell-Praed has given us a very old plot in her
book, "Mrs. Tregaskiss."
can see nothing new in a
cultured English girl marrying an Australian sheep raiser
with whom she has nothing in common, nor is there anything novel in finding that, as her life at "the station" is
dull and her husband unsympathetic, she is tempted to
desert him for a stranger more congenial to her social
aspirations.
That story has been told ten thousand times,
and we grow weary of the repetition, even under the gifted
fingers of a brilliant writer.

We

Dean Hole's " Little Tour " is a book of impressions of
the United States.
They embrace an extended tour over
this country, and we wonder that Dean Hole did not give
his book some other name than "Little Four."
On the
whole the Dean was favorably impressed with America,
but, before he warned young English gentlemen from coming to this country to ranch, would it not have been well to
tell his readers of the many Englishmen who have made
good homes in California by the very ranching he warns his
people against.
" Old World Japan " or " Legends of the Land of the
Gods " is not an accurate title for a book on Japan. That
country is no more the "Land of the Gods" than any
other country with a mythology of its own.
Nor do the
so-called "legends " deserve their name, for there is little,
if any, legendary lore
about them. They tell us nothing
about the mythology of " Old World Japan," and, while
the book is not without merit, yet the title is misleading.
Col. Dodge in his History of Gustavus Adolphus says
that the great captains who must be models for whomsoever would succeed in the profession of arms were Hannibal,

Alexander, Caesar, Gustavus Adolphus, Turenne, Prince
Eugene, and Frederick. All great captains, but we should
say the Great Six Captains were Alexander, Hannibal,
Cai-sar. Gustavus Adolphus, Frederick, and Napoleon.
There were seven hundred books issued from the American press last year.
This does not include reprints, juvenile books, or the great mass of cheap trash, which were
placed on the market, but it only refers to such books as
may be expected to command respectful attention.
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SPECIAL RATES
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Southeast corner of Pino and .Jones streets.
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Its rich
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brilliant furnishings

my door.

Charges protect the
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pocket book
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My blushing rose— his foolish whimIs burning in my hair.
are so strange; tbey seldom think

women do
may eat or drink,

as they
all

when through.

We women venture much,

ulJt)>

Table will tickle the

of every Guest.
Convenient to business centers.
Close to all car lines.
Every room sunny.

Unope'd the sparkliDg wine.

Forgetting

(\i\r\

taste,
and

The violets I bought for him
Are wilting in despair;

They love

finish

please the

is late,

thought for once I would surprise
That truant love of mine;
But all untouched the supper lies,

Of things as

Hotel in San

Francisco.

I

Men

Room, Elevator.

before

and wait

His step outside

ttl

WAY.

The hour

comes he not?

He ne'er forgot

nil

i.i'Dtly.

its

I sit in
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ttriitity niiil

will

A

Stn Frmi

bath

in Its

,

The Chinese department of the British .Museum Library
contains a single work which occupies no fewer than 5,020
volumes. It is an encyclopedia of the literature of China,
covering a period of twenty-eight centuries from 1000
It
is written in
B. C. to A. D. 1700.
the Chinese
language, from copper type cast by Jesuit missionaries.
by order of the Emperor Kang-he, and it took a commission of learned Chinese forty years to complete the work.

tel In

irlmiiits. sir
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The en

thai

on Dickens.
But it w;i>
with Thockerav.
nt
He, too, was a splendid
r. but Thackeray did not road from his own novi
If he had. he would in all probability have
failed.
Dickens was alive, and you could almost fancy the
Djrures be Bpoke for. were on the stage by his side. i>\it
Thackeray read as a cultured gentleman to a cultured
audience, and with all his brilliancy he never stirred his
hearers as Dickens did never.
•.•nt of

Pine and Jones Sts.

every
great

magi

a

K.

ditt'

>f

possi!

HIT!

1

it

Warlield, Proprietor.

11.

Conducted on both the

Brool^lyr?

European and
American plan
Jtotel ® »
Bosh street, bet. Sansome and Montgomery, S. F.
This favorite hotel is under the management of
Charles Montgomery, and is as good, if not the best, Family and BusiHome comforts, cuisine unexcelled,
ness Men's Hotel In San Francisco
and the highest standard of respeotability guaranteed.
Our rooms cannot be surpassed for neatness and comfort.
Board and room: Per day, $1.25, $1.50. $1.75 and $2; per week, $7 to $12;
per month, $37.50 to $40; single room, 50 cents to $1.
9S"Free coach to and from the Hotel.
first-class service

seems,

On what is merely chance;
And many hud the blade that gleams
Behind a lover's glance.

Can he be
His

The

I still can feel
hear the vow
night when he did steal

false?

kiss.

I

He made that

there is a
that it

is

above,
Fate;

Howard

V. Sutherland.

The decision of Judge Sho waiter in a recent case that came up behim sustains the claims of the Royal company to the exclusive
use of the name "Royal" as a trademark for its baking powder.
The special importance of this decision consists in the protection
which it assures to the millions of consumers of Royal baking
The expowder against inferior and unwholesome compounds.
cellence of this article has caused it to be highly esteemed and largely
used almost the world over. Its high standard of quality having
been always maintained, consumers have come to rely implicitly upon the " Royal" brand as the most wholesome and efficient of any in
the market. The cupidity of other manufacturers is excited by this
high reputation and large demand. Very few of the hundreds of
baking powders on the market are safe to use. If their makers
could sell them under the name of a well-known, reputable brand
incalculable damage wonld be done to the public health by the deception. The determination of the Royal Baking Powder Company
to protect the users of the Royal baking powder against imitators by
a rigid prosecution of them makes such imitations of its brand
extremely rare.— Chicago Times-Herald.
510

Montgomery

Treas.

per dan and upward.

WASHINGTON,

£bbitt
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H

C.

D. C.

BTJRCH. Manager.

POPULAR PRICES— Regular rates. $4
on the sixth

floor

per day up. Fifty rooms
with steam heat and electric light, reduced to
rooms on other floors reduced from
and alcove parlors at equally low
Army and Navy Officers and the

$2 50 and $3 per day. Fifty
$4 to $3 50 per day. Parlors
rates. Special rates for the

fore

The Press Clipping Bureau,

DeWITT,

President; G.

$3

American plan,

Protects Users of "Royal.'

Clergy.

"In the

Fine

LIDDLE Co.
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I

Sports."

Sportsmen's Goods $
110

Montgomery

of

Goods
Cheap.

Street,

New

San Francisco.
Write

for

book free

atalogue.

United States Laundry,
Office: 1004
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Telephone, South

4-3-0.

street, S. P. reads all
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papers on the Pacific Coast, and supplies clippings on

and personal.
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But hush, his step— his knock! "O Love,
'Twas wrong to come so late!"
Francisco.
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of tbe National Capital. First-class in
all appointments.
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Washington, D. C.
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GLAD WEATHER.— charles

11)0

Nor
think

I

know what

not

if

I

b.

going, in scribner's.

skies there were,

the wind was high or low
heard the branches stir

A little, when we turned

to go;

I

think it must have been in May;
I think the sunlight must have shone;
a scent of springtime lay
Across the fields; we were alone,

I

know

I

women who

have to wash clothes and
clean house in the

old-fashioned way.
They're tired, vexed,
discouraged, out of
sorts, with aching backs
and hearts out of their
Why not use Pearline? That's
wits, too.
what every woman who values health and

—

saw the grasses sway
As if they tried to kiss your feet—
And yet, it seems like yesterday,
That day together, sweet!
think

I

Think of the

condition of those

v~j\

IN

of sorts

— no wonder.

We

went together, you and I
could I look beyond your eyes?
you were only standing by

And coming to it
strength is coming to.
Every day, Pearline' s fame
faster than ever.
grows and its patrons increase in number. «i

How

If

did not miss the skies

I

I

evening glowed.
Or noonday heat lay white and
Beyond the shadows of the road;
I only watched your face, until
I knew it was the gladdest day,
I

could not

WINTER CRUISES

tell if

still

TO THE MEDITERRANEAN AND THE ORIENT.
The Hamburg-American Line's

TWIN-SCREW EXPRESS

The sweetest day that summer knew—
The time when we two stole away

And

I

saw only you

FUERST BISMARCK,

S. S.

will leave New York January 28, 1896, for Madeira, Gibraltar, Algiers, Genoa, Nice, Tunis. Alexandria (for Cairo and the Pyramids), Jaffa {for

Jerusalem), Smyrna, Constantinople. Athens, Malta, Messina, Palermo,
Naples, Genoa. New York, duration about ten weeks. Also,

WINTER CRUISE TO THE WEST INDIES

The Hamburg-American Line's TWIN-SCREW
S. S. COLUMBIA will leave New York January 25, 1896, for
Port au Prince (Hayti). Mayaguez (Porto Rico), St Thomas, St. Kitts,
Antigua, Guadaloupe. Martinique. St. Lucia, Barbados, Trinidad, La Guayara (for Caracas. Venezuela), and Puerto Cabello, Kingston (Jamaica),
Havana, New York, duration about four and a half weeks. This is the
first time a Transatlantic liner (about four times as large as an ordinary
W. I. Liner) with all its comforts is offered on this route.
and the Spanish Main.

LITTLE BOPEEP-LITTLE BOY SLUE-samuel

EXPRESS

m/nturn peck.

happened one morning that Little Bopeep
While watching her frolicsome, mischievous sheep
Out in the meadow, fell fast asleep.
It

By her wind-blown

tresses

and

rose-leaf pout,

And

her dimpling smile, you'd have guessed, no doubt,
'Twas love, love, love, she was dreaming about.

As she

lay (here asleep

Little Boy Blue,
the daisies grew;

came

NEW ROUTE TO LONDON AND PARIS.
Steamer Service— NEW YORK to PLYMOUTH

Twin-Screw Express

(London). CHERBOURG (Paris) aDd HAMBURG. For further particulars
AMERICAN LINE, 37 Broadway. New York.
apply to
A. W.MYER, 4U1 California St., cor. Sansome, San Francisco.

HAMBURG

Bight over the stile where
Entranced by the picture he stopped in the dew.

The New

So wildly bewitching that beautiful morn,
Was Little Bopeep that he dropped his horn
And thought no more of the cows in the corn.

Never

Our sorrows are many, our pleasures

are few;

O moment propitious

man

He

kissed the

wee

I

What

could a

lassie, that Little

do?

Boy Blue!

Ac the smack the woolies stood

all in a row,
whispered each other, " We're clearly de trop
Such conduct is perfectly shocking— let's go! "

California Insect Exterminator. Clears out Moths. Fleas, Ants,
Roaches, Bed-Bugs. Mites on birds, chickens, etc. Contains NO POISON.

Eucalyptus Powder

Falls.

And

SONG.— WILLIAM

WATSON,

IN

LONDON SPECTATOR.

O like a queen's her happy tread,
And like a queen's her golden head
But O, at last, when all is said.
Her woman's heart for me

We

CALIFORNIA PRODUCTION CO.,
328

Seventh

river

H.

gleamed

drew nigh to hear her sing,
from her lips her soul took wing

Mezzanine

B

,

Brandt

Crocker Building.

&

(Up one half

HAWES,

flight fronting

on Post

St.)

Go.

FINE TAILORING

The oaks forgot their pondering,
The pines their reverie.

139 Montgomery St.

And
And

O, her happy queenly tread,
O, her queenly golden head
But O, her heart, when all is said,
Her woman's heart for me!

DIFFERENCE.-^,

Cal.

Tailorlno

All heaven

THE

San Francisco,

At Moderate Prices.

'Neath oaks that mused and pines that dreamed,
A wild thing of the woods she seemed,
So proud, and pure, and free

When

St.,

UP-TO-DATE

J.

wandered where the

Never Fails.

the concentrated extract of the blue gum leaves. Creates no
disagreeable odor. Each package equal In power to one-half pound of ordiPrice, ten cents per package, $1 per doz.
nary insect powder or tar balls
Sent postpaid to any address on receipt of price in postage stamps. Energetic persons wanted to act as State or county agents. Big inducements
offered reliable parties. Address all orders and communications to the
sole manufacturers,

Made from

np

RESTORATIVE PILLS.— Buy none but the gennT\\i^i\jr\U
Ut\. RirriRrVC:
(ne— A specific Tor Exhausted Vitality, Phystoal
Debility, Wasted Forces. Approved by the Academy of Medicine, Paris,
and the medical celebrities. Agents for California and the Pacific States.
J. G. STEELE & CO., 635 Market street (Palace Hotel), San Francisco.
Sent by mail or express anywhere.
PRICES
Box of 5u pills, Jl 25; of 100 pills, 88; of 300 pills,
$3 60; ot4O0pllls,$6; Preparatory Pills. $2, Send for circular.

O

REDUCED—

s.

you pursue,
She heeds not the words that you say
Can't you see, as you fruitlessly woo,
That her thoughts are with one who's away?
Silly fool, 'tis in vain

!

That tho' far all her love he commands
Of which you can have not the least part?
You are near, you can touch her dear hands;
He is nearer— he touches her heart.

GIGrtR.

The

latest and the best brand out.

January
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Wrong

— no

matter what lamp

have.

SBE—
I

didn't

I

wish you wouldn't smoke thai cigarette in
nee.
UK—Then 111 throw it away. Sm

mean

that

my

Y

>u

n

\

in

I

1

chimney, bad lamp

want the
"

1

v..

1

" In

— free,

Life.

man who had dismounted from

Write

ln>

ayside inn and left the animal in charge of
ad urchin.
But on returning he found ai
hi>
holding
horse.
He scanned the little destitute
- and exclaimed:
"Well, but you're
pot the boy 1 left my horse with!" "No, sir." said the
ji.-t speckilated, and bought
im of t' other boy for
The boy received a " threepenny " for his
a ha'penny."
Straightforwardness. Tid-Bits.
She never knew be drank
Beer, brandy, wine ur rum
She knew he'd be a man
And not a drunken bum.
She knew he did not drink

(

!eo

Pittsburgh,

A Macbeth

Co,

maker

of

Pa,

"pearl glass" and pearl top."

I

—

told the reason whyShe noticed every morning,
He was 90 awtul dry.

And

1
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DIVIDEND NOTICE.

— Peck's Sun.

—

His Wife Algernon!
Run for the doctor, quick!
Baby's just suffering- awful with the colic! The artist
minute
till
I sketch him.
That is the very atEr wait a
titude I have been trying to get for my next magazine

—

—

poster.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Savings and Loan Society.
For the ball rear ending Der 81, IBOS. b dividend tins been deotared ut the
tour and thlrty-twi
hundreathn 1 :<.'- i«ii percent. per ;mutinion
term deposits and three and sixty one hundredths. (8 60100) per cent, per
annum on ordinary deposits, rree ol taxes payable on and afte. W< Im
day, January 1, 1896
Dividends nol called tor are added to and bear the
samerateof dividend :is the principal, rrom and after January 1, 1806.
CYRUS W. CAK'MANY. Cashier.
Montgomery sti 1. corner suiu-r, S:nj Francis
!ai.
_ Office— 10]

The German Savings and Loan Society.
For the half year ending Ueoember 81st, 1895, a dividend has been declared at the ratH of four and twenty-six one hundredths (4 26-100) per cent
per annum on Term Deposits, and three and fifty Ave one hundredths
(:l 55-11X1) per cent, per annum ou Ordinary Deposits, free of taxes,
payable
on and after Thursday, January 2, 1896
Ofllce—5 26 California s treet.
GEO. TOURNY, Secretary.

— Indianapolis Journal.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.

"I had a long argument with D'gby this morning," said
" So he
the controversial man, "and I convinced him."
"Ha! he acknowledged it to you, did he?"
told me."
" Yes.

He

said that he'd rather be convinced than talked

— Fun.
hear yez have a noo job? Mike —
Pat— And how are they
up yure
Shure
way? Mike — Everybody's sick. Pat — Aye, aye! That's
too bad. man! Mike — Oh no; I'm working at Bellevue!
Harper's Bazar.
Judge —What's the charge? Policeman — Drunk, your
honor. Judge (to prisoner) —What's your name? Prisoner
—John Gunn. Judge—Well, Gunn, discharge you this
time, but you musn't get loaded again. — Texas Sittings.
to death,

any day."

Pat— Hello,
I

Mike,
have, Pat.

Hibernia Savings and Loan Society.
Hibernia Savings and Loan Society, corner Market, McAllister, and Jones streets, San Francisco, Dec. 3U, 1895.
At a regular meeting
of the Board of Directors of this Society, held this day, a dividend has been
declared at the rate of four (1) per cent, per annum on all deposits for the
six mouths ending December 31, 1895, free from all taxes, and payable on
and after January
ROBERT J. TOBIN, Secretary.
Office of cue

2,J896.

oi

AND PURCHASER'S GUIDE

CITY INDEX

all

RESTAURANTS.
Montgomery-St. Coffee and Lunch House.

Good coffee and fresh eggs
436 Montgomery St. H. H. H.TUL, Prop.
Cafe Royal, Fourth and Market streets, S. F. Oysters and lunches
s erved in private rooms. Entra nce on Pioneer Court, Home made tamales.

Cream

a specialty.

waffles.

CANDIES.

I'll

Men

raise their sons in idleness,
Although their means be scanty.
But frequently you find a man
Who's had to raise his aunty.

—

May —They
Gumpleigh

is

tell

me

broken.

five years.

your engagement

How

did
fact

—Tit-Bits.

with

Charlie

—It

happen? Carrie
is,
he was too fresh

it

no great mystery. The
keep; that's all. Boston Transcript.

is

Dr. R.

Elmer Bunker has removed

—

to

a superstition about this conservatory.
They say no man ever took a girl in here that he didn't
kiss her before he left.
She (demurely) I've never had
any reason to doubt it. Truth.

Dr. Thomas L. Hill,
OFFICE: Odd Fellows*
streets.

—
very heavy mourning for
to extremes.
Buggins — Yes; he carries

wife, isn't he?
I met him on the
black look.

is

in

Office hours

his

and he even gave

—

me

a

He What would you think, dear, if I should say 3'ou
were a harp of a thousand strings? She I should think,
love, that you were a lyre.
Town and County Journal.

:

Building, southwest corner Seventh and Market
Consultation Hours 4 to 5.

9 a. m. to 5 p. m.

didn't the preacher say that the natives of
Gongalooloo wore no clothes? " "Yes, darling." "Then
why did papa put a button in the bag ? " Punch.

—

Doolan — Fitzgerald says

he's discinded from some of
the greatest houses in Ireland.
Mulcahy Musha! So
he did many's the toime on a laddher. Puck.

1841

Polk

street.

Miss Caroline Shlndler, Soprano. Vocal Culture. Hours, 1 to 3, 2416 Clay
Joseph Greven, Vocal Teacher, Neumann Piano Store, 82 Ninth St. S. F.
,

MERCHANT TAILORS.
&

Neuhaus
Co., 115 Kearny, up-stairs.
Suits to order $12 50.
coats, $10. Pants $4 and upwards. Samples by mail.
flSr A perfect fit guaranteed.

Over-

POSTAGE STAMP DEALERS.
Hawaiian Stamps a specialty. MAKINS &
Selections on approval: any place in world.

The W. H.

Hollls

Stamp

CO
W.

Co., (Incorporated),

J.

506

F.

Market

street.

GREANY, 827 Brannan

105 O'Farrell St., S. F.

W. Lundborg, Dentist,

fl.

—

336

Telephone

Dr.

2275.

POST STREET, Rooms

have.
bill in

2-3.

(Opposite Union Square

San Francisco.

F. G.

PAGUE,

—

Baron — Show me the most startling thing you
Tailor— Certainly. Mr. Baron, you shall see your

—Fligende Blatter.

:

Bridges and teeth without plates.

"Mamma,

a moment.

children.

—

—

—

women and

Dr. R. Cutlar, 818 Sutter street.

it

street to-day,

of

Dr. H. G. Young,

—

—Wigwatr

Diseases

DENTISTS.

VOCAL CULTURE.

He —There's

Muggins

to 630 Sutter street.
Office Hours: 1 to 3 and 6:30 to 7:30 P. M.

Dr. Hall, 14 McAllister St.. near Jones.

—

your board and lodgings for the next

ROBERTS' Best.

leave the city without a uox of

MEDICAL
A Sovereign Remedy— DR. PARKER'S COUGH CURE.
One dose will stop a cough. It never fails. Try it. Price 36c.
George Dahlbender & Co., 214 Kearny street.

— New York Kecorder.
Judge What extenuating circumstances can you give?
Counterfeiter Please, your honor, I made the money to
pay for my lodgings. Judge "Very good; it v ill pay for

—

CANDIES.—Don't

Dentist.
Rooms

4

and

5,

Academy

QR. ARTHUR
409!^

Post

St.,

of

T.

Sciences Building,

819

Market street

REGENSBURGER,

San Francisco.

Dentist.

—
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Corsets!

EDITH: —As
said last week, extravagance
DEAR
grows apaee. It takes an artist nowadays to design
I

a gown, and a full purse to pay for it. A ball-dress for
instance filmy gauzes, figured with colors which would be
the envy of Watteau or Fragoninere; exquisite chiffous in
rainbow tints; dainty Louis Quinze taffetas; it all involves
artistic genius to make the combination.
The mandolin sleeve, with the fullness drooping below
the elbow, and the full bishop sleeve gathered into a
Although
colonial cuff, are the two most popular styles.
the sleeve is beginning to cling to the arm more and more,
the fullness receding to the top, fitted to the figure in
small flat pleats.
Skirts are as full as ever. The panel front of a different
material with overlapping sides has become the swagger
The front is made of a straight width, folded over
style.
As a rule the skirt is fitted
to form a wide box-pleat.
closely to the hips.
The hats and bonnets this season are as gorgeous as
ever.
What with splendid velvet hats crowded with
fluffy plumes and flashing buckles or iridescent beads and
gaudy bows, life in the beau monde is expensive.
Persian ribbon in its strange, Oriental tints are used at
very extreme width. Then there are capots of wrought
gold-net with mercury wings of lustrous metallic shimmer.
And, by the way, speaking of underwear, we have at
last a perfect corset.
It's called the 'R. & G.," and you
can get it in over a hundred different patterns. It lasts
till "doomsday;" but the chief reason why I like it so
much is that it adapts itself at once to each particular
curve of the figure, and does not cost any more than the

MURPHY

others.

203 to 207 N Spring St. bet.

S66

—

TH6in.

—

Guarantee a perfect fit and graceappearance to any variety of
figure, and are comfortable and
ful

durable.

Made

in short, long, extra long and
extremely long waists; four, five,
and six-hcok clasps.

We

take pleasure in recommendB., for the fit and wear of
which we hold ourselves responsiWe cheerfully and promptly furnish a new pair
cases of dissatisfaction from an}' cause.

ing

ble.

in all

W.

:

The

New

Berthas are very artistic, and as usual flowers
are still very popular. One which is composed of graceful sprays of Locust-blossoms
yellow goes well with
black tulle.
Light green leaves add to the charming

—

—

effect.

Then there are the lace Berthas which are studded with
imitation

gems that are

brilliant in

either black or white

lace.

gay plaid tartans is growing in favor more
and more every day, and they make an effective combinaPoplin

in

tion.

Velvet, of course, still serves for capes and coats, as
well as gowns.
The tasteful Louis Quinze coats are very
attractive when made of the striped material.

Petticoats are another luxury nowadays, and blacktaffeta or satin is the rule, but for receptions and evening
wear, all sorts of colors in taffeta and Chiua silk or brocades are in vogue.
Eight or ten little ruffles, cut in leaf points, and overlapping each other, are pretty, and they are managed so
as to alternate with pleatings of white or black lace
verily a

To be

gown

really swell, one

must have a

sudden and sad death
THE
junior member
the firm
of

of Charles
of E. J.

K. Shattuck, the
Shattuck & Co.,

month, has not interrupted the business of this well
known house, over which the deceased partner presided so
successfully for fifteen years.
Mr. E. J. Shattuck, his
brother, has just returned from the East, and is renewing
his old friendships with San Francisco's business men. His
extensive commercial affairs in New York are in excellent
shape, and the energy which he has exerted heretofore in
the management of his affairs will not be relaxed.

Temple and

delightful preparation

for preserving

San Francisco.

Sts.,

Lft GREME.
Endorsed by

W.

and beau-

chanics' Fair.
superior merit.

Wm.

M. Searby, Ph.C.
F.Jones, Ph.C.
A. Climon, M.D., exmember Board of Health,
Gerlach.Pn.G. M.D
G.
M. Logan, Ph.G. M. D
Dr Licuau,

at

Me-

C

1895,

for

C,

la

W

Samples of Creme de
Creme given away.

T. W>nzell,M.D., Ph.G.

Ph M.

tifying the complexion.

Awarded diploma

Los Angeles, Cal.

First St.,

MME. MflRGnftND'S GREME DE
A

W

Dr.

Murphy, and others.

MME. MARCH AND,
Send

Rooms 30 to
for booklet.

12!

-11.

Hair and Complexion Specialist,
Post St. Taber's entrance. Telephone

1349.

Should have

ft

Fashionable Modes, Well Fitting,

Perfect

Well

in

Workmanship and

Elegant Finish.
I

furnish these requisites.

Dressed

in itself.

skirt to match the
silk-lining of every costume in her wardrobe, so as not to
make the difference noticeable.
The flaring Marie de Medici and the officers' collars with
flat bands figure quite prominently, and often they are
combined. The high inside collar is fastened tightly about
the throat, the Marie de Medici collar being made of lace
or velvet and carefully wired out to make a graceful
frame for a beautiful face.
Belinda.

last

BUILDING, Market and Jones

Mrs.

Woman

313

BRUSHES

ft.

J. Bradley,

Geary St

.

M ° dlst «>

San Francisco.

For barbers, bakers, bootblacks, bath-houses, billiard tables, brewers, book-binders, candy-makers,

canners. dyers, hour-mills, foundries, laundries,
paper-haugers, printers, painters, shoe factories,
stable men, tar-roofers, tanners, tailors, etc.

BUCHANAN
BRUSH MANUFACTURERS,

BROS.,

609 Sacramento

St., S.

Tel. 5610.

F

For the best value

in

HATS
Go

or

CAPS

to

6.

Herrmann & Go.

Tne Hatters,
328 Kearny

St.,

Near Pine. (Entire Building)
The ONLY Retail Hatters
having their own factory.

January

1
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areer
Martllng,

K
manager

of the Pa
clflc <'oa-t branch of

an excellent preventive of disease and a
IKpromoter of good
health, it is of no less value as a remedy
rtatn pathological conditions, says Dr. Henry J.
Oarrigues, in the January Forum. By its elTeet on respiration ami digestion, bicycling becomes a potent remedy
for nnamia. that condition of the Wood which consists in a
diminution of the red blood-corpuscles, and shows itself in
pallor of the skin and the mucous membranes.
Numerous
nervous troubles are relieved or cured by this exercise;
such as neurasthenia, or nervous prostration. a condition
usually due to overwork or worry, and in which the
normal strength is lost, and the slightest exertion causes
The same
fatigue and physical and mental exhaustion.
holds good in regard to headache, insomnia, and neuralgia.
Among the nervous affections benefited by bicycle-riding
may also be included that troublesome disease, asthma, a
cramp-like contraction of the muscles of the bronchial
tubes, which causes a painful sensation of choking.
In
the beginning of phthisis, where parts of the lung tissue
become condensed and less perviousf moderate bicycleriding is helpful.
Many diseases of the intestinal canal
such as dyspepsia, constipation, and hemorrhoids
yield to the effects of wheeling.
A case has recently come
to the writer's knowledge in which the stiffness remaining
after a fracture of the leg was successfully treated by ridbicycling

the Syracuse Bicycle
pany. Two years

is

ago

Last winter the New York Legislature enacted

busi-

Oakland at
In? San Pablo Ave..
and had an Immediate and
extensive
in

<

patronage,
so

much

fact,

in

so that

lie

lias

tinted to suit,
the
beautiful
c r xa s on
shade nf the Syracuse
Bicycle.
Mr. Martling is a member of
many clubs on this
CLARENCE VAETLING
coast, among others
.1
Prominent Oawand Clubman.
of the Bay City, the
Reliance, and Lakeside Tennis, besides being an active
i

factor in the

Alameda County Good Roads

Association.

The winter

bicycle season is in full swing, and all over
the State bicycle clubs, with captains, lieutenants, and
sub-officers are being organized.
In fact, we should have
a splendid bicycle corps for our militia in case of war. J.
M. Litchfield, the tailor, at 12 Post street, has supplied
the soldier-like shoulder-straps which all the corps have
adopted here.

"It is particularly hard that the price of camphor
should be forced up so high this year, of all others, when
there are so many pairs of bloomers to be preserved."
There is no occasion for the citizens of San Francisco to go to the
beach for a salt water bath when they can be accommodated with
such excellent provisions as are made at the Lurline Baths, situated
at the corner of Bush and Larkin streets. These baths are open summer and winter, and are furnished with hot and cold water for tub
bathing or a swim. They furnish health, comfort, and amusement.
Open at six o'clock a. m. for early bathers. Fresh salt water pumped
every evening at 10:30.

BARNES

a law

for the benefit of Niagara County, providing for an annual
tax of 50 cents on every bicycle, the money to be used for
the building of cinder paths and improving the roads
generally for wheelmen. Under this law the board of

1

iiia&Miiaa

supervisors appoints two commissioners, who must be
wheelmen and serve without pay, to supervise the construction of the bicycle roads.
Such action as this shows
to what an extent the use of the bicycle may be expected
to affect even legislation in this country, and the best of
the
whole thing
that
whatever influence the
is
bicycle has exerted in the past and may be expected to
exist in the future in a public way can only be in the line
of

what

is

good and

THE WHITE RTM1ED HUMMER

useful.

—

Cycling Signals.
French wheelmen have adopted a
code of signals oy whistle. The whistle is much used in
France in preference to the bell. Following are a few of
the signals used:
Ordinary alarm, three short notes:
Halt, one long-drawn note:
Come ahead or follow me, to long notes:
"Where are you?" or "We are here," three half-long

Retail Store-No.

THE COMER

1640 Market

Street.

Cyclery—Cor. Page and Stan/an Streets.
Wholesale Dep't— 16-18 Drumm Street, S. F.

COAST AGENTS FOR

ARNE
CYCLE

.

.

I

.

Turn to the

Turn

IS

HOOKER & CO.

.

notes:

to the

right,
left,

Lookout there
1

one long

drawn

note,

one short:

one long drawn note, two short:
is

danger ahead,

ten

—

quick succession:
Call for help, three short and one long note,
times in succession:
•

Does your

Root

sharp notes

in

re-

taken
up tin' spacious quarters at
l'l'I
Sutter
which
street,
are
cently

—

ing a bicycle.
But if bicycling is a valuable resource iu certain diseased conditions, there are numerous others in which it is
harmful or should only be indulged iu very cautiously.
Most acute diseases demand rest, and bid the bicyclist abstain from his favorite pursuit; and many chronic diseases
are made worse by riding. Since wheeling considerably
increases the rate of the respiratory movements it would
be folly for a person with advanced pulmonary consumption to attempt to ride.
The heart being whipped unmercifully to work in driving the machine, wheeling should
be strictly forbidden in serious diseases of this organ; and
persons affected with minor cardiac troubles ought at
least never to race or otherwise expose the heart to a
fatigue which it is not prepared to stand.

opened

in-

ness

We will

Need

examine

Repair?

without cost, and give
estimate for putting in good order, and
keeping it so for a term of years.
it

several

Paraffine Paint Co.

M^^eT

1
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Only one person in a thousand dies of old age.
Rice forms the chief food of about a third of the human

MUTUAL SAVINGS BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO.
33

race.

Post Street, below Kearny, Mechanics' Institute Building.
Guaranteed Capital,

A

needle will float if carefully placed upon the surface
a basin of water.
The weight of blood in the adult human body averages
from twenty-five to thirty-five pounds.
The statement has been made, and seems incredible,
that all the gold in the world would fit in a room twentyfour feet each way.
Gold is yellow only by reflected light. If a leaf of gold, as
ordinarily used by gilders, be placed between two pieces of
glass, and held up to the light, it will be seen to transmit
of

JAMES

If a delicate piece of lace be placed between au iron
plate and a disk of gunpowder, and the latter be exploded
the lace will be utterly destroyed, but its impression will
be clearly stamped on the iron.
There are no less than twenty-eight bones in one hand
and wrist, and about as many in a foot and an ankle.
The bones of the hand and feet are equal in number to onehalf of all the bones in the human body.

An

ordinary spider thread is capable of bearing a
weight of three grains, while a steel thread of the same
thickness would support less than two.
The greatest inland sea is the Caspian, which is seven
hundred miles long by two hundred and seventy in width.

An Oriental method of detecting crime is to take
several persons suspected of the offense and require them
The nervous fears of the guilty man
to chew dry wheat.
seal up his salivary glands, and he chokes in attempting
to reduce the grain to pulp.
The starfish fastens itself to the body it wishes to feed
on, turns its stomach inside out, and enwraps its prey
with this useful organ.
a burn is Carron oil, a
or olive oil with lime
water. Another admirable remedy is bicarbonate of soda
small
box
of which should althat is, cooking soda a
ways be kept at hand for immediate use.
of the best remedies for
of equal parts of linseed

mixture

—

—

The most valuable

fur in the world is that from the
Russian silver fox. The color is black, with
here and there a tip of silver. The fur is used exclusively
for linings, and though exceedingly warm, is so light that
the material for a whole coat or cloak only weighs but a
few ounces. The black fur of the silver fox is also valuable,
but is used for trimmings and outside wear. Colliers
Weekly.
belly of the

—

GEO.

curities.

WELLS FARGO &
N. E. Corner Sansome

A.

STORY.

Cashier.

Co., or

Exchange

CO.'S BANK.
& Sutter Streets.

Cash Capital and Surplus
John J. Valentine
H. Wadsworth

$6,250,000

President
Cashier

Homer S.King
F. L. Lipman

I

|

Manager
Assistant Cashier

BRANCHES.
N. Y. City, H. B. Parsons, Cashier. Salt Lake City, J. E. Dooly, Cashier
Directors— John J. Valentine, Benj. P. Cheney, Oliver Eldridge, Henry
E. Huntington, Homer S. King, George E. Gray, John J. McCook, Charles
|

F. Crocker, Dudley Evans.

THE SATHER BANKING COMPANY.
Capital

.$1,250,000

Successor to Sather

James K. Wilson

&

Established

Co.,

L.

I.

San Francisco.
Talbot, Vice-President

1851,

C. F. A.

President.

Cowgill, Cashier.

Directors— C S. Benedict, Charles Main, F. W. Sumner, Albert Miller,
Wm. P. Johnson, F. A. Talbot. James K. Wilson.

C

Agents: New York— Drexel, Morgan & Co. Boston— Downer & Co.
Philadelphia— Drexel & Co. Chicago— Atlas National Bank. St. Louis—
The Mechanics" Bank. Kansas City— First National Bank. LondonBrown. Shipley & Co. Paris— Drexel, Harjes & Co.

THE GERMAN SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.
No. 526 California St., S. F.
Capital actually paid up in Cash. $1,000,000.
Reserve Fund
$ 715,000
Deposits, Dec. 31, 1895
Guaranteed Capital. .$1,200,000
$30,727,586 50.
OFFICERS— President, B. A. Becker; Vice-President, Edward Kruse;
Second Vice-President, George H. Eggers; Cashier, A. H. R. Schmidt; Assistant Cashier, Wm. Herrmann; Secretary, George Tourny Assistanl
Secretary, A. H. Muller.
Board of Directors— Edward Kruse, George H. Eggers, O. Shoemann,
A. C. Heineken, H. Horstmann, B. A. Becker, H. L. Simon, Ign. Steinhart,
Daniel Meyer. Attorney. W. S. Goodfellow.

SECURITY SAVINGS BANK.
Montgomery St.. Mills Building.
INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS. LOANS MADE.
222

soldier knows that a horse will not step on a
intentionally.
It is a standing order in the British

cavalry if a trooper becomes dismounted he must lie still.
If he does this the whole squadron will pass over him without doing him injury.

$300,000.

Vice-President.

I

Deposits may be sent by postal order, Well, Fargo, &
on City Banks. When opening accounts send signature.

Every

man

Paid-Up Capital,
OFFICERS

$1,000,000.

PHELAN, President. S. G. MURPHY,
JOHN A. HOOPER, Vice-President.

D.

Directors— James D. Ptaelan, L. P. Drexler, John A. Hooper, C. G.
Hooker, James Mofflt, S. G. Murphy, Frank J. Sullivan, Robert McElroy,
and Joseph D. Grant.
Interest paid on Term and Ordinary Deposits. Loans on approved se-

a brilliant green light.

One

January n, 1896.

DIRECTORS.

Wm. Alvord
Wm. Babcock
Adam Grant

Jerome Lincoln
O. D. Baldwin

W.

H. H. Hewlett
A. K. P. Harmon
J. B. Lincoln.

S, Jones

CROCKER-WOOLWORTH NATIONAL BANK of san francisco.
Cob. market, Montgomery, and Post Sts.
Paid-Up Capital
S1,000,000.

WM.

H.

CROCKER

W. E. BROWN
GEO. W. KLINE
Directors— Cnas.

President
Vice-President
Cashier
F. Crocker, E. B. Pond, Hy. J.Crocker, Geo. W. Scott

HUMBOLDT SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.

THE

MIDGET

OF

PLANT

No.

LIFE.

18

Geary Street.
November

Incorporated

THE

whole tree family is the Greenland
birch.
It is a perfect tree in every sense of that
term, and lives its allotted number of years (from seventyfive to one hundred and thirty), says St, Louis Republic,
just as other species of the great birch family do, although
its height, under the most favorable conditions, seldom
exceed ten inches. "Whole bluffs of the east and southeast
coast of Greenland are covered with "thickets" of this

midget

of the

diminutive species of woody plant, and
where the soil is uncommonly poor and
to ten months a year, a "forest" of these
for half a century without growing to a
four inches.

Kentucky

famous

in

many

places,

frozen from eight
trees will flourish
height exceeding

Bourbon whiskies, and its brands are
numerous. Among those that have stood the test of time and use is
the celebrated J. P. Cutter. The best judges have declared it to be
the most excellent in the market. E. Martin & Co., 411 Market
street, are the agents for this celebrated brand, for which they have
established a large trade. They are also agents for the Argonaut
brand of Kentucky Bourbon.
is

for its

24, 1869.

ADOLPH C. WEBER
ERNST BRAND

President
Secretary

NEVADA WAREHOUSE AND DOCK COMPANY.
PORT COSTA, California.
WAREHOUSES AND DOCKS
Storage Capacity, 100,000 tons. Regular warehouse for San Franoisco
Produce Exchange Call Board.
These warehouses are the largest on the Pacific Coast, and are furnished
with the latest Improvements for the rapid handling and storing of Grain.
A mill attached, supplied with the best and newest machinery for cleaning
foul and smutty wheat.
Money advanced at lowest rates of interest on grain stored in warehouses.
Insurance effected at lowest rates in first-class companies, or grain sold,
if

desired, at current rates.

OFFICE— 202 Sansome St.. over the

OAT EM T8.

Anglo-California Bank.

AMERICAN AND FOREIGN PATENTS.

B00NE> & MURDOGK,
San Francisco
Washington

Office:

Office:

(E. F.

Murdock.

Jno.L. Boone).

Nucleus Building, Cor. Market and Third Sts.

Opposite Patent

Office.

January n.
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BANKING.
BANK OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.
Incorporated by Royal Charter. IMS.

EUMTTO Fund and Undivided Profits. 11,1*1,010
-it
Hrsn am- BAI
80 XjOMBABD Stkkft. LoroOM
Vanoouvor, NVw Westminster. Kam loops. Nan
Miu; Portland, Oregon; Seattle and Ta

Capital Paid Up.tS.ono.OW

DUEL wit
ft

been regarded

it

without

It is true one took place between tw
tlomen, but it is thought the dueling laws have
France, and it is not the thins to break them.

..»r.

A

duel with sabres is im| ossible between Frenchmen; it is
_-iit barbaric; the rapier is consequently thi
A Frenchman is authorized to
that can be used.
a duel with any other weapon than the rapier or
It is true the sabre is used for dueling in Spain
a nd in some parts of Italy, also in Austria. Germany, and
Russia: thus the majority seems to be in its favor.
•

Queens often find themselves in a dilemma when they
have to receive repugnant persons. Queen Margherita of
Italy is a devout Catholic, and holds very strict views on
marriage. When Crispi came to power his first wife was
still alive, as was also the first husband of his second wife
At first the Queen stoutly refused to admit Donna Lina to
Her Majesty.
court, and a tremendous storm ensued.
however, had to give w ay. aud her words on the occasion
were: "All right! tell Signor Crispi I will receive his wife;
but I will receive only oni of them, and I insist it must al-

ways be the same one.'
Speaker Reed is a changed man.

BB AD OFFICE
BfLurcras— victoria.
laroo.

.1

Hanking Business. Accounts opened nuband Special Dopoalta received Oommarolal Credit*
purts <>f ttte world. Approved mils discounted nnd adrunty. Draws direct at current niles
upon Its Head Office and Branches. and u]
us follows
n v^ York—Merchants' Bank of Canada; Chicago -Flrai National Bank;
South
LIVERPOOL— North and
Wales Bank SCOTLAND— Mrilisl:

>

.

t

;

is

no longer

Ireland; Mvxico— London Hank of ,m
Sooth AmaiCA—Lo
oo and South America; china and
Japan—Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China; Australia and
New ZEALAND—Bank of Australasia and Commercial Banking Company of
Sydney, Ld; Demeraha nnd Tuimdad (West Indies)— Colonial Bank.

BANK OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital
$3,000,000 00
Surplus and Undivided Profits (October 1, 1894).. 3.158,139 70
WILLIAM ALVORD
R.
BISHOP.
President CHARLES
Vice-Pres't
ALLEN M. CLAY
Secretary THOMAS
Cashier
Ass't Cashier 1. F. Moolton
2d Ass't Cashier
S. Prentiss Smith
|

—

CORRESPONDENTS.

New York— Messrs. Laidlaw & Co.; the Bank of New York, N. B. A.
Boston— Tremont National Bank; London— Messrs. N. M. Rothschild &
Sons; Paris— Messrs. de Rothschild Freres; Virginia City (Nev.)—
Agency of The Bank of California; Chicago— Union National Bank, and
Illinois Trust and Savings Bank; Australia and New Zealand— Bank of
Zealand China, Japan, and India—Chartered Bank of India, Austraand China; St. Louis— Boatman's Bank.
Letters of Credit issued available in all parts of the world.
on New York, Boston, Chicago, St. Louis, Salt Lake
Denver, Kansas City, New Orleans. Portland, Or., Los Angeles, and on
London, Paris, Berlin, Bremen, Hamburg, Frankfort-on-Main, Copenhagen,
Stockholm, Christiania, Melbourne, Sydney. Auckland, Hongkong, Shang;

lia

Draws Direct

hai,

Yokohama, Genoa, and

Miss Rives for her story by The Cosmopolitan.
In several of the mountain cantons of Switzerland a
bride receives a most prosaic and curious wedding gift, a
Gruyere cheese. It is made by the bride's girl friends,
and is of great size. In the new house it is put under a
glass case and never eaten. Every important family event
is recorded on the rind, so that it serves as a familv Bible.

The crusaders against rice-throwing at weddings,
who have the sedate support of the Lancet, now have the
law upon their side. A London magistrate has decided that to
throw rice at a newly-married man for luck amounts to an

Deposits, June 30, 1895
Guarantee Capital and Surplus

$24,303,873
1,643,277

ALBERT MILLER, President E. B. POND, Vice-President
Directors— Thomas Magee, G. W. Beaver, Charles Pace, Daniel E. Martin, W. C B. De Fremery, George C. Boardman, J. G. Eastland; Lovell
White, Cashier.
Receives Deposits, and Loans only on real estate security. Country
remittances may be sent by Wells, Fargo & Co., or by check of reliable
parties, payable in San Francisco, but the responsibility of this Savings
Bank commences only with the actual receipt of the money. The signature
of the depositor should accompany the first deposit. No charge is made for
pass-book or en trance fee. Office hours — 9. a. m. to 3 p. m. Saturday evenings, 6:30 to

It has been decided by an Ohio court that wives are
legally responsible for the support of their husbands when
Of course the
the husbands cannot furnish the support.
new woman will agree to this.

The Sacred Congregation of Rites at Rome has issued
a decree forbidding bishops approving the constitution and
by-laws of any society that has not some religious or moral

8.

LONDON AND SAN FRANCISCO BANK, LIMITED.
Authorized Capital
$3,500,000 Capital Paid-up
$2,450,000
Reserve
$375,000
San Francisco Ofllce—124 California St. London Office—73 Lombard St.
Portland Branch— Chamber of Commerce Building.
Tacoma Branch— 1156 Pacific Ave.
Manager, ARTHUR SCRIVENER Ass't Manager, WILLIAM STEEL
|

I

Cashier,

GUSTAVFRIEDERICH.

LONDON BANKERS—Bank

England and London Joint Stock Bank.
NEW YORK—Messrs. J. P. Morgan & Co. Boston—Third National Bank.
This Bank is prepared to transact all kinds of General Banking and Exchange Business in London and San Francisco, and between said cities
all

of

parts of the world.

assault.

LONDON, PARIS AND AMERICAN BANK, LIMITED.
N. w. Cor. Sansome and Sutter Sts.
Subscribed Capital
82,500,000 Paid Up Capital
t2,000,000
Reserve Fund
J800.0O0
Head Office
58 Old Broad Street, London
AGENTS—New York— Agency of the London, Paris, and American
Bank Limited, No. 10 Wall Street, N. Y. Paris— Messrs. Lazard, Freres
& Cie, 17 Boulevard Poissoniere. Draw direot on the principal cities of the
|

world.

Commercial and Travelers' Credits issued.

— Charles,
— was

time you were fitting for
going to speak to you about
that matter, pa. I think about four new suits would just
about fix me all right for a starter, or, say, three at
least.
There's nothing like being thoroughly fitted, pa,
is there?
Roxbury Gazette.

Charles

it's

I

—

The Grand Canyon

—To

the East.
The "Santa Fe Route " Popular Overland Excursions to Chicago
and Eastern cities will leave every Wednesday. Manager in charge.
Through Palace and Upholstered Tourist Sleepers are run to Chicago
every day, This is the only Line by which the Grand Canyon of the
Send for illustrated book giving
Colorado River can be reached.
full particulars. C. H. Speers, A. G. P. A., 644 Market St., Chronicle
Building, San Francisco, Cal.
Line

1

GREENBAUM) Managers.
«„„„„„„
ALTSCHUL
}

SIG.
C.

in view.

His Father

college.

all cities in Italy.

SAN FRANCISCO SAVINGS UNION.
Corner California and Webb Streets.
|

in a letter to the New York Recorder, reveals the fact that Amelie Rives wrote "Accord"
ing to St. John for the purpose of defraying expenses due
a French surgical scientist for remedying deformity of features in the face of a gifted but poor lady friend of hers.
The surgeon's bill was $6000, and that amount was paid

purpose

.

BROWN

1

We

mond Dispatch.
Lucy Cleveland,

I

Company; Ireland— Bank ol

New

He

the snapping, snarling, sarcastic person that he used to
be. Whether this revolution in his manner has been caused
by the increase of the fatty matter of his physical structure, or by the cutting off of his mustache, or by policy
dictated by his Presidential aspirations, is a question.
concede that it is to the interest of the House that Reed
should play the part of an amiable man; but we don't beRichlieve that it is going to help him in his candidacy.

;

i

CALIFORNIA TITLE INSURANCE AND TRUST COMPANY.
Paid-up Capital, $250,000. Cash Reserve Fund, $25,000.
L. R. ELLERT. Manager.
This company loans money on real estate and transacts a general trust
business. It also makes and continues abstracts of title and Issues guarwhich
protect
the holder against loss.
antee policies
OFFICE— Mills Building. San Francisco.

THE ANGLO-CALIFORNIAN BANK, LIMITED.
N. E. Cor. Pine
Capital authorized
Subscribed

Head
Agents at

and Sansome

Sts,

Up

$6,000,000 Paid
$1,500,000
3,000,000 Reserve Fund
700,000
Office— 18 Austin Friars, London, E. C.
York— J.
Seligman Co., 21 Broad street.

New

I

|

& W.

&

The Bank transacts a General Banking Business,

sells drafts,

makes

telegraphic transfers, and issues letters of credit available throughout the
world. Sends bills for collection, loans money, buys and sells exchange

and bullion.

IGN.
P. N.

STEINHART
Mana „ Ars
LILIENTHAL; managers.
1

—

:
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NEWHALL &

CO.,

SHIPPING AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS,

....

and Marine Insurance Agents,

Fire

309 and 311 Sansome

St.

s an Francisco, Ca

CORRESPONDENTS

STAINING WOOD BLACK.—A

process that

is

much

employed for the ubove purpose consists in painting
the wood consecutively with copper sulphate solution (1 per
cent) and alcoholic aniline acetate (equal parts of alcohol
and acetate.) A very durable black and the nearest approach to real ebony is readily obtained by moistening
the surface of the wood with dilute sulphuric acid (1:20)
and subsequently applying heat. A temperature of 60 dog.
90 deg. C, suffices in a very few minutes to produce the

FINDLAY, DURHAM & BRODIE
SIMPSON, MACKIRDY & CO
PDERST BROS. & CO

—

—

—

An excellent black was obtained in this
desired result.
way on beech, bass, and boxwood; while a second treatment with acid was necessary in the case of cherry, walWith oak and ash the results were not so
nut, and birch.
good; and apple, and different varieties of pine, were still
less amenable to the process, pine especially being unevenly stained. In order to afterward remove the acid
from the wood, it might be well to thoroughly wash the
latter with dilute soda solution, followed by clean water.
It is unlikely that this method can be applied to any but
small articles, because of the risk of possible fractures durBadische Gewerbeing the necessary heating of the wood.
Zei thing.
How to "Salt" Almonds. To prepare salted almonds,
blanch them by pouring boiling water over them and rubWhen they
bing the brown skin off with a rough cloth.
are blanched and quite dry measure them, and over each
cupful of nuts pour a tablespoonful of the best olive oil.
Let them stand for an hour, and then sprinkle a tablespoonful of salt over each cupful, mixing it thoroughly.
Spread them out on a flat tin pan, aud put them in a not
too hot oven until they have become a delicate brown.
Ladies' Home Journal.

PIRE, MARINE,

AND INLAND INSURANCE.

Fireman's Fund
INSURANCE COMPANY, OF SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Capital, $1,000,000.

PHENIX

Assets,

THE AMERICAN

''

—

—

even less than that, but they are mostly plain hydraulic
(lime) cements, and not to be compared with "Portland."

— American Homes.

—

Cleveland disObe and Shipbuilding Material.
patches report that the navigation on the lakes, just
closed, has broken all records both in the movement of ore
and ship-building material. The consumption of steel thus
far this year has exceeded all calculations. It is estimated
that the quantity of ore being consumed this year is almost
double what it was a year ago.

—

Oils.
New linseed oil is unfit for painting; it should be
at least six months old, and is better if kept for several
years. By storing the oil in tanks the water and mucilage
are precipitated as a paste called " foots." Oil is bleached
on a large scale by placing it in shallow troughs lined with
lead and covered with glass. The lead aids in the decolora-

N. Y.
Surplus to Policy Holders,

Surplus to Policy Holders,

PENNSYLVANIA FIRE

Surplus to Policy Holders,

FIRE

INS.

Montgomery

—

—

propelled in
riages, but it is now
the same way will come to supersede in lime the
present electric cars, experts saying that such cars can
be run at a cost of one cent a horse power per mile.

claimed that street cars

BROWN, CRAIG &

CO., Managers.

PALATINE
INSURANCE COMPANY

(Limited),

SOLID SECURITY.
CHAS.

LATON,

A.

OF MANCHESTER, ENGLAND.

OVER $9,000,000.00 RESOURCES
Manager.

439 California St., S. F.

FlKE INSDHANCE.

CONNECTICUT

FIRE

INSURANCE CO. OF HARTFORD.

Capital Paid Up
Assets
Surplus to Policy Holders

11,000,000

BOYD & DICKSON,

S. F.

Manager

401

Montgomery

Agents, 501 Montgomery

St.

1825

:

Total Assets, $6,854,653 65

$2,250,001.

EPARTMENT: 204 Sansome St., S. F.
VOSS, CONRAD & CO., General

UNITED STATE

1

St.

AACHEN AND MUNICH FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
OF AIX LA 'CHAPELLE, GERMANY.
Established
Capital,

w

8.192,001
1,506,409

ROBERT DICKSON,

PHOENIX ASSURANCE CO. OF LONDON

Managers.

> <^

Es

bl

»
"»

incorporated

PROVIDENCE-WASHINGTON NSURANCE CO.
BUTLER & HALDAN, General

Agents,

413 California St., S. F.

BRITISH

AND FOREIGN MARINE INSURANCE

CO.,

LIMITED,

OF LIVERPOOL.
Capital

much

The finest line of custom-ruade furnishing goods for gentlemen
such as shirts, collars, cuff's, neckties and underwear, can he found
He also keeps the latest
at John W. Carmany's, 25 Kearny street.

$1,083,321

street.

tion.

Liquid Glue. According to German authority, a new
and excellent liquid glue is made by dissolving gelatin in a
Ordinary glue may
solution of chloral hydrate in water.
This cement is said
replace the gelatin for ordinary use.
to dry quickly, to have great adhesiveness, and to remain
unchanged indefinitely.
Gasoline Engines. Not only has the gasoline engine
proved superior to electrical appliances on motor ear

$1,889,252

OF GOTHENBURG

CO.

Surplus to Policy Holders,

$5,493,831

Pacific Department, 407-409

$607,627

OF PHILADELPHIA

INS. CO.

,098,77*

THE SVEA
Assets,

$1,661,401

OF PHILADELPHIA

FIRE INS. CO.

Assets, $2,296,083

Assets

$3,000,000.

OF BROOKLYN,

CO.

INS.

Assets, $5,783,243

—

Imported Cements. " Why do we import cements inThe answer is simple as
stead of making all we use?
rolling off a log.
The average price abroad say in Belgium is only $1 39 per barrel. We can't make it for the
price.
True, good cements are made in this country for

and 46 Threadneedle St., London
29 South Castle St., Liverpool
2 and 4 Stone St., New York

INSURANCE.

—

—
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$6,700,000

BALFOUR, GUTHRIE &

CO., Agents.

No. 316 California st

George

L

,

S

F.

Hall,

Agent and importer

of

styles of ladies' shirts.

FOREIGN WINES.
Mothers, be sure and use
children while teething

'

Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup"

for

your

MUTUAL LIFE

BUILDING,

222

Sansome St

.

January

1
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THE SUMMONS CAME TOO LATE.
ft[!ENHMENT
and

room a

Earl's Court

I

Mas Ormerod.

youngmai
Mrs.

hat.

Ormerod eyes

take- of! his
Impertinent stare,

and Miss Ormerod looks fixedly at the wall beyond him. The
young man hastily resumi
.1
When they have
foun.i
distance and ordered refreshment,
the ladies give vent to their Indignation.
I. aura, of all the Impudent—"

Mr Marston

never was noted for his modesty, mother."
should think not. but London is the place to bring
bim to his senses. He'll soon find bis level here."
1 wonder what he is doing
He seems well dressed
ounter-iumping or shop-lifting, I should imagine.
That's all he's tit for.
" He could waltz divinely.
'"Then he had one redeeming virtue. Perhaps he teaches
dancing."
As the band outside ceases playing, sundry people
'•

I

1

'.'

saunter
"
"

"I told

Ii.t

»J

iii

w;is

I

said the would give

f.ini.

would have

she

who

the country

would never ash again

to

You have

send for me then, as 1
brought her sum

just

1

with an

liim

when

Enter Mrs
the tables, a

olently, halt

that girl

in.

Why.

there's Sir William! I do hope he'll see us."
doesu't the man look this way '!"
•If he isn't talking to Mr. Marston How flattered that

Why

I

young man must feel! "
" Perhaps he is ordering a new coat."
" Or, more likely, complaining about the old one.
" I hope he is arranging for some dancing lessons.

He

waltzes horribly."
"You could forgive that if he were only good-looking."
" At any rate, he is very good-natured."
" Or he wouldn't be talking to young Marston."
" At last he sees us!"
The ladies bow gracefully.
Sir William walks across to
them.

"Now, whoever would have thought
here?

meeting you

of

" How badly expressed, Sir William!
An 'unexpected
pleasure would have sounded so much better."
"
I sit corrected.
Ices, I see; are they good ?
''Very bad; but we are pretending it's summer."
" By the way, Laura and I are quite dying to know
what you have in common with Mr. Marston."
" A very great deal, Mrs. Ormerod."
" Coats, and waistcoats ? "

ha\ e!
deuce
"She lias only just learnt that am er 1 success?"
"Not a whisper of it till told
"1 thought so.
She cut me dead a quarter of an hour
ago.
It's too late now. old man
Toll her
what yon like.
1

1

I

I

only don't hurl her unnecessarily."
"All right, sonny.
understand."
Rejoining the ladies
".Mr. Marston wishes me to say lie would have been delighted to have had your message a quarter of an hour
earlier, but. as it is ,
"Well. Sir William, as it is?
"As it is. Marston and are returning to town together.
Good afternoon, ladies." The Sketch.
I

"

I

—

Not TRUSTING, the Lawyer.— A

Durham

miner,

aged

73, visited a Newcastle lawyer (a bachelor) for the purpose
making his will. The old man's property consisted of

of

two small cottages, which had cost him £150, and a little
furniture.
The lawyer having asked his client how he
wished to dispose of his property, the latter replied: " Ma
old woman hes to hev all se long as she's my widow.
Efter that ma bairns gets all." "What age is your old
woman?" asked the lawyer. "Seventy-two," replied the
miner.
"And how long have you and your wife been
married? " asked the lawyer. "Over fifty years," replied
the miner.
Thereupon the lawyer suggested to his client
that he should give the wife the interest during her life,
whether she continued a widow or otherwise. "Hinney,
aa winnot; aa'Il hev ma aan way," said the miner. "But
surely," replied the lawyer, "you don't expect your old
woman, 72 years old, would marry again?" The miner,
looking the lawyer full in the face, answered with much
solemnity:
"Wey, hinney, thor's nae knaaing what young
cheps like yourself will de for money."
Current

—

'

'

Literature.

'

—

"Dancing

?

This is the prime time for oysters, and no one is equal to
Moraghan, of the California Market, when the freshest native or imported are concerned.

For Irritation of thb Throat caused by Cold or use
"Brown'* Bronchial Troche*" are exceedingly beneficial.

"Keally, I ought to have had an ice, for without one I
see no connection.
You know Marston, then?"
"He was a clerk in father's office.
did know him,

We

mother?"
"Certainly, my dear.
Sir William will understand the
degree of intimacy that indicates."
"Mr. Marston is a friend of mine."
"How extremely condescending of you to put it that
way. Mr. Marston would be flattered if he heard you."
"I fail to see why."
"Look at your different positions in life. You are a man

ANNUAL MEETING
Sierra Nevada Silver Mining Company.
The regular annual meeting of the stockholders of the Sierra Nevada
Mining
Company
will be held at the office of the company, room
Silver
15, 309 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal., on
WEDNESDAY, the 15th DAY OF JANUARY, 1896,
at the hour of 1 o'clock p. m., for the purpose of electing a Board of Trustees to serve for the ensuing year, and the transaction of such other business as may come before the meeting. Transfer books will close on MonE. L. PARKER. Seoretary.
day, January 13th. at 3o'clock p. M.
Office Koom 15, 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco, Cal.

—

ANNUAL MEETING.
Oceanic steamship Company.

The regular annual meeting
ship

"And Marston

is

a

man

of genius

—a

somewhat scarcer

article."

"Why, what has he done?"

"Have you not read 'Waiting?' "
"Of course. Some one sent me a

copy.

I

TUESDAY,

never found

But that was by 'Godfrey Newcome.' "
"Quite so Marston's pseudonym. Then I know you
have seen his play, for I was in your box at the Lyceum

—

on Tuesday, wasn't it?"
"Did Mr. Marston write My Lady Disdainful?"
"Indeed he did, Miss Ormerod. I am surprised you did

DAY OF JANUARY,

1896,

ANNUAL MEETING
Pajaro Valley Railroad Company.

The regular annual meeting

of the stockholders of the Pajaro Valley
Railroad Company will be held at the office of the company, 327 Market
street, San Francisco. Cal., on
MONDAY, TUB 20TH DAY OF JANUARY, 1896,
at the hour of it o'clock a. m.. tor the purpose of electing a Board of Directors
to serve for the ensuing year, and for the transaction of such other business
as may come before the meetiug. Transfer books will close on Thursday.
E. H. SHELDON, Secretary.
January 9th, at 3 o'clock p M.
Office 3'.'7 Market street, San Francisco, Cal.

—

it."

Miss Ormerod appears lost in thought. Then she sees
Marston rising to go; she turns quickly to Sir William.
"Do me a favor. Tell Mr. Marston I wish to renew our
old friendship."

ANNUAL MEETING.
San Francisco Gas Light Company.
The annual meeting of the stockholders of the San Francisco Gas Light

Company

will be held at the office of the

TUESDAY,

"Delighted."

He

—Miss

A

pause.

"You remember what

January

San Francisco,

walks after Marston.
"Marston, an old friend wishes to speak to you

Ormerod."
"Does she?"

the 21 ST

at the hour of 11 o'clock a.m., for the election of a Board of Directors to serve
for the ensuing year and the transaction of such other business as may
come before the meeting. Transfer books will close on Friday, Jan. 10,
E. H. SHELDON, Secretary.
1896, at 3 o'clock p. u.
Office— 3-27 Market street, San Francisco, Cal.

out who.

know

of the stockholders of the Oceanic Steamthe office of the company, 327 Market

Company will be held at
San Francisco, Cal., on

street,

of title."

not

of the voice

"

Tonicnn Hocino
lOllldUII

Grant avenue.
I told

pital

Hours,

company, at

WM.

21, 1896.

.I:ioh;ot

G.

12 o'clock m.

BARRETT,

on

Secretary.

7. I89rt.

M
m.

Tel., East-33. Residence 1003 Sutter.
l"\
Office, City of Paris Building No. 14
S. Army; Ex-surgeon S. F. Receiving Hos11 A. M. to 2:30 P. M. ; 5 to 5:30 P, M.

UodllD,

Ex-surgeon U.

V.
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Miss Jennie Catherwood has been the pioneer in the
line this winter, vocal music being quite a
feature of her recent entertainment.
Miss Daisy Van
Ness's tea was also a pleasant one, and the same may be
said of those over which Miss McNutt aud Miss Genevieve
Goad presided.

Sunday tea

The event

of the week in Jewish circles was the wedding
Miss Adele Dannenbaum and Daniel Fletcher; but the
ceremony which is expected to eclipse all previous like
gatherings will take place at the Concordia Club rooms on
Tuesday evening of next week, when Miss Gertrude Napthaly and Lionel Feigenbaum will be the bride and groom.
The Jarboe-Bull nuptials have been finally set to come off
on the second of February, and the young couple are to
spend several months in California ere going East to
reside, which is pleasant news for Miss Kate's friends,
among whom she is so great a favorite.
of

our
November was almost too rapid
pace
THE
small society to keep up, and there has been a gradfor

of

ual slackening down ever
It was said that once the

the middle of last month.
holiday had passed,
the season would be one mad whirl until its close, but so
There were
far the prediction has scarcely been realized.
three first appearances at as many houses on Monday
night for society to take choice from for its theatre parties,
and they were all well patronized, while many of the suppers that followed were jolly affairs. There was a pleasant ''at home" at the rooms of the Sketch Club on Tuesday, the usual monthly reception day of the members.
since

New Year

Last evening the Friday Fortnightly had their usual
dance at Lunt's Hall; Miss Grace Sabin gave a very
charming party at her home on California street, and the
long anticipated, several times postponed, reception at
the George Pope's became an accomplished fact; and just
here it may be said that Mrs. Dan Murphy's friends are
delighted to hear of her convalescence after her recent
serious illness

in

New

York.

Among

to-day's attractions will be Ed Townsend's readings from his popular novel of "Chimmie Fadden," in conjunction with a musical programme in the Auditorium of
the Young Men's Christian Association building, under the
auspices of the Mercantile Library Auxiliary. Mr. Andrew
Bogart will give a song recital at Golden Gate Hall, and
the first of Mrs. Jewett's "recitals" takes place at that
lady's residence on Bush street.

The cotillion of the Friday Night Club last week was led,
as usual, by Mr. Greeuway, with Miss Romietta Wallace
as his partner, and while no new figures were introduced,
those danced were pretty and greatly admired by the onlookers.
The attendance was larger than anticipated,
the ladies' gowns handsome, and the supper excellent.
The interest regarding the next meeting of the club, which
will be the Leap Year cotillion on Friday evening of next
week, is very great. Miss Sallie Maynard will have the
assistance of Miss Emily Hager, who is quite a veteran in
like affairs; it will be a Iml poudre, and great things are
expected at the hands of the young lady leaders.

The crowning

the holiday week was the dinner
dance at the Richelieu on Saturday evening. Mrs. Levy
always requests her guests to invite one or more of their
friends to dine with them during the New Year week, but
on this occasion they were not limited to number, the result being a delicious dinner, a lively dance, and a charmAnother pleasant affair of last Saturing little supper.
day was the young ladies' luncheon at Mrs. D. N. Neustadter's on Van Ness avenue, which was followed by a
matinee party at the Baldwin.
joy

of

Engagement entertainments have been largely in
evidence for some time past, and among the couples so
complimented by their friends were Miss Rose Walter and
Abe Monteiff, Miss Gertrude Napthaly and Lionel Feigenbaum, Miss Belle Grant and Edward Pond, the culminating
event to the latter couple being the very handsome dinner
given last week by the mother of the groom-elect, Mrs. E.
B. Pond.
There were thirty guests at table, combiuing
the married and the single, and the affair is spoken of as
having been most enjoyable.
Mrs.

N. Walter's dinner to her niece was also a grand
at which twenty-five guests assembled around the
elaborately spread board.
Miss Rose Neustadter is another who has been largely entertained by her friends prior
I.

An exceedingly pretty wedding was that of Miss Adele
Dannenbaum and David Fletcher, which took place on
Wednesday evening at the residence of the bride's parents,
The house was elaborately
decorated, the display of flowers being unusual for this
season of the year, but the chief effect was produced in
the large parlor, where white and green were the hues,
and the bower wherein the young couple stood during the
marriage ceremony was an exquisite creation of ferns and
orange blossoms, tiny wedding bells depending from the
front; the Reverend Dr. Voorsanger was the officiating
clergyman, who made the happy couple "one flesh." The

on Octavia and Bush streets.

costume was of heavy white satin, artistically
draped on the corsage with point lace and bunches of
orauge blossoms; the long flowing vail was also caught
with a spray of the bridal blossoms, while the bouquet was
of lilies of the valley.
The maid of honor, Miss Hulda
bride's

Dannenbaum,

sister of the bride,

was gowned

in

white

and lace over white silk, the corsage square filled
in with rare lace. Mrs. Daunenbaum's gown was of corded
silk of a ruby hue, with long train covered with duchesse
lace, aud she wore superb diamonds.
Henry Schussler
was the groom's best man.
After the congratulations to
the bride aud groom, the guests repaired to the diningroom, where an elegant supper was served by Ludwig
amid Christmas holly berries and palms.
The festivities
were kept up until a late hour, with dancing, etc.
Mr.
and Mrs. Fletcher will, upon their return from their honeymoon trip, reside for a time at 1630 Octavia street, where
chiffon

they

will

receive their friends.

Among

the gatherings of next week will be the recepYoung Men's Christian Association Building, on
Thursday evening.
It will be under the auspices of St.
Luke's Episcopal Church, and a very excellent musical
programme has been arranged by Mr. Sabin, the organist
of that church.
tion at the

Though it would be generally supposed that the winter,
and especially such a frosty one as we have enjoyed of late,
is hardly the time for a pleasant coaching party, the recent
one given by Jas. D. Phelan proved delightful. The party
of eight started from San Jose, their destination the Lick
Observatory, and, that it was most enjoyable, it is only
necessary to hear it dilated upon by any of the aforesaid
eight to be quite convinced of the fact.

The University Club has been the locale of several very
pretty luncheon parties of late. Among those of note were
the party arranged by Mrs. Willie Ashe to meet her sisterin-law, Mrs. Harold Sewell, nee Ashe, and the elaborate one
given by the Misses Williams to a number of the season's
buds. Several more will take place at the Club next week;
oue of them will be the largest of the season so far.

affair,

to her

departure Eastwai-d and to Europe.

Among

recent dinners one of the most elaborate was
given by Dr. and Mrs. R. A. McLean last week, to which
sixteen were invited to meet the guests of honor. Governor
and Mrs. Budd.
Mrs. W. I. Kip was a hostess who presided over a very large dinner party on Wednesday of this
week.

delighted to welcome to its fold Mr. and Miss
Mr.
to be decided acquisitions.
Warburton is the recently appointed British ConsulGeneral at this port, and his daughter, Miss Warburton,
is spoken of as a very charming young lady.

Society

is

Warburton, who promise

will give a "Fancy Dress
evening. January 31st, at
the Palace Hotel.
It promises to be one of the most successful and brilliant assemblies of the winter season.

The Entre Nous

Cotillion

Club

Leap Year German" on Friday

January

1
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tio organ\\
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oarlv a three-column interview with
•

Mr

tourmV. wherein
about our

:rn F..i*t

manager. Mr

word

in

Marcus M

Henry,
and here

I

would

labors

which
untiring

;i

1

remark tlm-'v
Marcus Henry "My
of San Francis

ted after all this,
behalf of his indi

like to

in

inv behalf,

II.-

was simply

energies, and always
and intel- that
fell absolutely safe and prostx
in his hands from the outset.
IK
rt.iinh worked for inv
interests well, and I feel that [owe him a great deal."
in his

FRENCH

I

Lillian

daughter

O'Connell,

U.

pell,

an

S

of Captain J. J.
accomplished reader and

Miss OConneU will give this evening, a1
Mrs. Jewett's house, an illustration of early Colonial life.
with descriptive matter in poetry and prose. This bright
young lady has made this subject a special study, ami her
treatment of this interesting topic has been highly com
mended in the East.

The engagement is announced of Miss Jane F. Masten.
daughter of N. K. Masten. to Edwin C. Ewell. now with
the H. S. Crocker Company.
The wedding will take place
shortly after Lent.

Chris Jorgenson gave a very delightful rnusieale at his
Montgomery street, on Wednesday evening.

studio. 325

motion
THE
sea
calm

A

GREAT

SHIP.

steamship on the Atlantic when the
so smooth and steady that the passenger
hardly realizes the tremeudous momentum of the vessel
under his feet.
collision even after the engines have
been slowed down gives a startling revelation of the energy
of motion.
The energy can also be accurately calculated
with the aid of mathematical formulas, and the time and
distance within which the motion can be totally arrested
and the ship be brought to a stand may be ascertained in
a similar manner.
This calculation has recently been
made for several well known ships. To stop the Etruria
whose "displacement" is 9,680 tons, horse power 14,321
and speed 20.18 knots an hour, 2 min. and 47 sec. are required, and during the process of stopping the ship will
forge ahead 2,464 ft., which is only 176 ft. less than hali a
mile.
The United States cruiser Columbia with a displacement of 7,350 tons, 17,991 horse power and a speed
of 22.8 knots, can be stopped in 2 min. and 15 sec, and
within a space of 2,147 ft. The little flyer, Cushing, also
of the United States navy, whose displacement is only 105
tons, and horse power, 1,754, while its speed is 22.48 knots,
can be stopped within a distance of 301 ft. in 18.4 sec. In
each case the vessel is supposed to be going at full speed
and the stoppage is produced by reversing the action of
the propelling machinery. Youth's Companion.
of a

is

is

A

—

SLItE ADY the splendid Carnival at Truckee, in the heart
of the great Sierra Nevada mountains, with its mamice palace, toboggan sliding, skating, sleigh riding,

moth

and all the lovely pastimes incident; to winter, has aroused
the utmost excitement throughout the Coast. A big excursion has been organized every night this last week from
Reno or the other neighboring towns, and now especial
rates have been made by the railroad, enabling San Franciscans to see the gigantic Palace, with its glistening and
iridescent tints, at a minimum expense.
This Saturday
(to-night) a train will leave for Truckee, returning in time
to bring its passengers home early next Monday morning.
The palace itself is fairy-like in splendor, but it's the tobogganing that catches the visitors' hearts.
The luxury and domestic comfort which

Colonel Brennan is furnmade him a sort of

ishing at the Pleasanton Hotel this winter has

household

DRESS.

IN

T

sed

1

light colors, in vogue
61
lit
Brocaded.
1

10 designate the flowered silks
during the reign of Louis XV.
Corded silk.
Fa.iff<

Raised figures, as if quilted.
with a plain glossy surface.
silk with a well-defined cord.
Corded silk or wool.
Velours
Velvet.

A'.y..-

—Silk

—

Satin mtrveillcuz- Twilled satin,

Pvlerim

Cape.
Passementerie—Fancy dress trimmings of silk, or silk
dined with beads or embroidery in metal.
Panacht
An upright ornament of plumes.
I'.inn;
Used to designate a set of jewelry.
Oilet Waistcoat.
Plissi- -Side-pleating.
Revets Lappels like those of a man's coat.
Plastron
That portion of a waist which laps over and
conceals the fastening.
Ruche A very full pleating of any material.
Jape Skirt. Rouleaux Pipings of silk or velvet.
Damassl Damasked or figured material. Deutellt Lace.
Ecru A yellowish white, the color of raw silk.
Goqnille
Shell ruching.
Fichu Cape.
Choux— Literally, cabbage; applied to large rosettes.
OnduU Fluted or wave like effects. Col Collar.
Berth A fall of lace; silk, or any material which is
frilled about the shoulders.
Chapeau Hat, bonnet. JaquetU Jacket.
Point d'esprit Dotted lace. Saut-de-lit
neglige gown.
JUauteaii— Cloak.
Figaro A short fancy jacket.
Pompom A fluffy ball of silk, wool, or feathers.
Balayeuse Literally, sweeper; the silk or lace ruffle
placed on the inside of skirt.
Doublure Lining.
Ceinture
Belt.
Chic Stylish.
Frou-frou The rustling noise made by silk.
The head-dress. Manchettes—Cutts.
Coiffure
Toque A close turban-like hat.
Soutache Braid/
Gantx Gloves.
Capote A small bonnet.
Mousquetaire cuffs Deep flaring cuffs,
like those of
French musketeers.
Literally,
rag;
a
a
Chiffon
soft gauzy material.
Mousseline de sole Silk muslin.
Om.bre.lle— Parasol.
Fin de Steele Up to date.
The Chaperon.
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AEOLIAN

A HOME ORCHESTRA.
And that Queen of Song, Mme. Melba, says:
how an instrument requiring no musical knowledge

highly accomplished Queen of Italy
culls it "the greatest
musical invention of
the century."

'•
I could not understand
in the performer could
be artistic from a musician's standpoint. I believe no one can undorstaod
it unless they do as I did— see it and hear it played."
vlrs.
and
Grover
Victoria
Cleveland
heard
it—
and nought it.
Queen
You can come and hear it— we invite every lover of music and harmony.
It costs do more than a piano yet its possibilities are even greater. It
is a Grand Parlor Orchestra, partly automatic, but with volume, speed,
and expression under the control of the player. It is the one and only instrument for those who have music in their souls, though not in their AnCome and hear it. no matter whether you can afford to buy it or not.
gers

—

KOHLER & CHASE,
28 O'Farrell Street,

S.

F

Descriptive Booklets Free

HAZELTON

HEMME &. LONG
BROWN & SIMPSON

PIANOS
Pianos

735 Market

to

Rent and sold on Installmets.

St.

saint.

Hknuy Irving saw

that Bignon's famous restaurant had not afforded
MaisonRiche, corner Geary street and Grant avenue, during his sojourn in San Francisco.

him the luxuries

of the

Cream of Orange Blossoms, creates spotless complexions. 60 cents,
druggists or by mail. Pacihc Perfumery Company, San Francisco.

The modern oxygen cure

Co., artstationers

and heraldic engravers, 746 Market

St. S.F.

for

disease.

Watson

&

Co.

Pacific Coast Agents

\U

Cooper &

in

1/,,/, /.,.«,,'

Taffeta

elocutionist.

STOPPING

USED

French words employed to designate certain parts
of dress have become so common as to
anglicised
Many persons, however, are doubtful as to
their exact meaning, and for their enlightenment a li
lation of gome of them is appended below:
Applied to textiles, means a shaded effeel
",'"/'.'.'
Mixed color effects, as if run together by dampness, tin- figures having no defined outlines.

1

-

TERMS

1

igloo to

•

•

NT \\s [.UTTER.

Send

MARKET

Tor circulars

ST
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Trains Leave and are Due

Arrive at

to

SAN FRANCISCO:
Leave.
6:30

From November

\

20, isar>.

a Haywards, Niles, and

|

Way

Sta-

10:1&A
8:45P

tions

7:00a Atlantic Express, Ogden and East
7:00

Arrive

a Benicia, Vacaville, Rumsey, Sacramento, and Redding, via Davis

7:15

A Martinez, San Ramon, Napa. Calistoga, and Santa Rosa
8:30 a Niles, San Jose, Stockton, lone,
Marysville,
Red
Sacramento,
Bluff, Sundays excepted Oroville

P

7 :30

*8:30a Peters and Milton
9:00

6:15 P

4:15 P
*7:15p

a San Leandro Hay wards and Way

Stations
9:00a Los Angeles Express,

Yosemite),

(for

Santa

11 :45

a

Raymond,
Barbara,

and Los Angeles

a Martinez and Stockton
10:00a San Leandro, Haywards, Niles...
12:00m San Leandro, Haywards and Way
9:00

4 : 15

p

10:45
1:45

A
P

2 :45 p
Stations
8 :45 A
1 :00 P Niles San Jose and Livermore ...
*9:00p
*1 :O0p Sacramento River steamers
tl :30 P Port Costa and Way Stations .... t7 :45 P
3 :00 p San Leandro, Haywards and Way
5 :45 p
Stations
4 :"'j0 p San Leandro, Haywards and Way
6:45 P
Stations
4:00 p Martinez, San Ramon, Vallejo,
Napa, Calistoga, El Verano and
9:15a
Santa Rosa
Woodland,
Esparto,
4:00p Benicia,
Knight's Landing, Marysville,
,

Oroville, and Sacramento
4:30p Niles, San Jose, Livermore

7:15

P

8 :45

P

Mojave and East
European mail, 0?den and East..
Haywards, Niles and San Jose.
for

.

.

Vallejo

a
9:45a
7:45 a
f7 :45 P
10 :45

passions are trained to be the servants of
his will; who enjoys the beautiful, loves
truth, hates wrong, loves to do good, and
respects others as himself.— Anon.
Laughter is a most healthful exertion; it
to digestion
is one of the greatest helps
with which I am acquainted; and the
custom prevalent among our forefathers, of
exciting it at table by jesters and buffoons,
was founded on true medical principles.—

To know that there are some souls, hearts
and minds, here and there, who trust and
whom we trust, some who know us and
whom we know, some on whom we can always rely, and who will always rely on us,
makes a'paradise of this great world. This
makes our life really life.— James Freeman

George Morrow & Go.,
(Established IBM.)

10:45

a

Way

-.00

8:15a Newark, Centerville, San Jose,
Felton, BoulderCreek, Santa Cruz
and way stations
*3:15p Newark, Centerville, San Jose,
New Almaden, Felton, Boulder
Creek, Santa Cruz, and principal

Clay St. and 28 Commercial St., S. P
Branches at Bay District, Ingleside, and Third
Telephone No. 35
St Hay Wharf.

ft.

BUSWELL,

way
4:15

stations

Way Stations

9:50
:2

a
P

8:15

Through

MAIL STEAMSHIP CO.
New York, via Panama, call-

line to

ing at various ports of Mexico and Central
Sailing at noon from company's
wharf, First and Brannan streets.
No cargo received on board on day of sailing.
S. S. "City of Svdnev," January 2 I, 18%.
S. S. "San Bias," January 28, 1895

S

S.

"San Juan." February

S. S. "

way stations (New
Almaden Wednesdays only
a San Jose, Tres Pinos, Santa Cruz,
Pacific Grove, Paso Robles, San

1:45

P

cipal way stations
a San Jose and way stations

7 :05

p

Gilroy, Tres Pinos,
Santa Cruz, Salinas, Monterey,
*10 :40 A
Pacific Grove
•3:30 p San Jose and principal way stations
9 :47 A

P Sail Jose,

p San Jose and Way Stations
5:30 p San Jose and way stations
6 :30 p San Jose and way stations
tll:45P San Jose and way stations

*8 :06

*4 :30

a

*8:48a
6 :35

A

etc

SAILINGS at
S. S.
S. S.
S. S.

ary

From San Francisco— Foot

of

25, 1896.

S. S. "China,"

Morning.

March

14,

SUNDAYS—8:10,

The Pacific Transfer Company
and check baggage from hotels and

will call for
residences.

Time Cards and

9:40, 11:10

AM;

12:45,
1 :55

trips at

1:40,3:40,5:00,

6:25 P M.

Between San Francisco and Schuetzen Park,

same schedule as above.

Leave

S. F.

I

|

Arrive tnS.

In Effect
Oct. 88, 1895,

7:40AM 8:00am
3:30pm 9:30AM
5:10pmI 5:00PM

Novato,
Petaluma,
Santa Rosa.

10:40
6-05
7:30

f.

geek

Desti'tion. Sundays,

am 8:50AM
PM 10:30 AM
PM 6:15pm

Fulton,

Windsor,
Healdsburg,
Geyserville,
Cloverdale.
Pieta, Hop-

I

[land, Ukiah.l

7:40a Ml

3:30pm

8:00

am

Guerneville

7:40AM|
5:10pmI
7;40AM|
3:30pm|

8:00AM
5:00PM
8:00am
5:00pm

Sonoma,
Glen Ellen.

7:30

pm

10:40 a

10

30am

6:

15pm

m

8:50

am

6:05pm 6:15pm
30AM
6:05pm 6:15pm

Sebastopol. 110:40am
I

10

Stages connect at San Rafael for Bolinas.
Stages connect at Cloverdale for the Geysers.
Stages connect at Pieta for Highland Springs,
Kelseyville, and Lakeport.
Stages connect at Ukiah for Vichy Springs,
Blue Lakes, Laurel Del Lake, Saratoga Springs,
Upper Lake, Booneville, Greenwood, Orr's Hot
Springs, Mendocino City. Fort Bragg, Usal.
Westport, Laytonville, Willitts, Capella, Pomo,
Potter Valley, John Day's, Lierley's, Gravelly
Valley, Harris, Scotia, and Eureka.
Saturday-to-Monday Round Trip Tickets at reduced rates.
On Sundays, Round Trip Tickets to all points
beyond San Rafael at half rates.
Chronicle

St.,

Building.

H. C.

WHITING,

R. X.

RYAN,

Gen. Passenger Agent.

PACIFIC COAST

STEAMSHIP CO.

Dispatch steamers from San Francisco for
ports in Alaska, 9 a.m.; Jan. 15,30.
For B. C. and Puget Sound ports, Jan 5, 10,
15, 20, 25, 30, and every 5th day thereafter.
For Eureka (Humboldt Bav), Steamer "Pomona," at 2 p.m. Jan. 2.6, 10, 14, 18, 22, 26, 30 and every
fourth day thereafter.
For Newport, Los Angeles and all way ports,
at 9 a. m. Jan. 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28, and every
fourth day thereafter.
For San Diego, stopping only at Port Harford,
Santa Barbara, Port Los Angeles, Redondo, (Los
Angeles) and Newport, Jan. 2, 6, 10, 14 18, 22, 26, 30,
and every fourth day thereafter, at 11 a. m.
For Ensenada, San Jose del Cabo, Mazatlan,
La Paz. Altata.and Guaymas (Mexico), steamer
"Willamette Valley." 10 a. m., 25th of each month.
Ticket Office—Palace Hotel, No. 4 New

Montgomery

street.

GOODALL, PERKINS & CO.,

1896.

No.

10

Market

street,

Gen'l Agents,
San Francisco.

at reduced rates.
For freight or passage apply at the Company's
office,

No. 435 Market street.

OCEANIC STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

ALEXANDER CENTER,

Coolgardie
(Freemantle)

General Agent.

OCCIDENTAL AND ORIENTAL

S. S.

FOR Japan and China.
Steamers leave wharf at FIRST and

NAN STREETS,
HONGKONG,
steamers

for

BRAN-

at 3 P M, for YOKOHAMA and
connecting at Yokohama with

.

HONOLULU, APIA,
AUCKLAND, and SYDNEY, S. S ALAMEDA,
Jan. 9th. 1896, at 2 p. M.
For HONOLULU, S. S"

1896
1896
1896

For freight or passage apply at Company's
No. 425 Market street, corner First.

office,

D. D.

STUBBS. Secretary.

Australia,

For

SHANGHAI.

Afridi (Cargo only).. Thursday. January 9,
Coptic (via Honolulu).. Tuesday, Jan. 28,
Gaelic
Saturday, February 15,

gold-rlelds,

$220 first class, 8110 steerage. Lowest rates to Capetown, S. Africa.
O. S. S. Co.'s steamers
sail:

CO.

Round Trip Tickets at Reduced Rates.
Enquire of Ticket Agents for
other information.

:

AM;

7:55, 9:30, 11:10

Saturdays— Extra

3 :40, 5 10 p m.
and 6:35 pm.

Market street

8).

p for Afternoon.
•Sundays excepted.
fSaturdays only.
JSundays only. ^Tuesdays and Saturdays.
ft Monday, Thursday, and Saturday nights only.
gSundays and Thursdays.
for

SAN RAFAEL TO SAN FRANCISCO.

WEEK DAYS—6:25,

Round Trip Tickets

f7:45p

•7:15.9:00, and 11:00 a. m., 11:00, *8:00, J3:00,
*4 :00, to :00 and *6 :00 p. m.
From Oakland— Foot of Broadway.
•6:00,8:00, 10:00 a. m.; 112:00, *1:00, 12:00,
*3:00, t4:00 *5:00 P. M.

A

3 P. M.

"Peru," January 18, 1896.
"City of Rio de Janeiro." Feb 6. 1896.
"City of Peking," via Honolulu, Febru-

CREEK ROUTE FERRY.
(Slip

1896

18, 1896.

Japan and China Line fob Yokohama and
Hongkong.
Connecting at Yokohama with steamers for
Shanghai, and at Hongkong for
India,

5:00 P
3:30 P

A Palo Alto and way stations

8,

Acapulco," February

Luis Obispo, Guadalupe and prin10:40
11:45
•2:30

SUNDAYS—

Gen. Manager.

streets).

6:45a San Jose and

9:20, 11:00 A m; 12:35,3:30
5:10, 6:30 P M.
Thursdays— Extra trip at
11:30 p m. Saturdays— Extra trips at 1:50
and 11:30 p m.
8:00,9:30, 11:00 A M; 1:30. 3:30, 5:00,
6 :20 P M.

St.. S. F.

America

1?

Coast Division (Third and Townsend

Commercial

PACIFIC

*11 :20 a

P Newark, San Jose, Los Gatos
p Hunters' Excursion San Jose and

til :45

SAN FRANCISCO TO SAN RAFAEL.

TICKET OFFICE—650 Market

Bookbinder, Paper-Ruler, Printer
and Blank Book Manufacturer.
516

5:50 p

GRftlN

30

:

Santa Cruz Division (Narrow Gauge).

AND

tlftY

Commission Merchants.

Market Street.

of

WEEK DAYS—7:40,

|

Sacramento,
Express,
Marysville, Redding, Portland,

Puget Sound and East
p San Leandro, Haywards and

Tiburon Ferry— Foot

Hufeland.

Oregon

10:50p
Stations
P San Leandro, Haywards and Way
Stations
ttl2 :00 A
H10:05p '"Suuset Limited," Fresno, Los
Angeles, El Paso, New Orleans
213:45 p
and East
tfll:15P San Leandro, Haywards and
7 15 A
Way Stations
9

nothing so agonizing to the fine
skin of vanity as the application of a rough
truth.— Bulwer.
No persons are more frequently wrong
than those who will not admit they are
wrong.— Rochefoucauld.
As to people saying a few idle words about
us, we must not mind that, any more than
the old church steeple minds the rooks
cawing about it.— George Eliot.
The slanderer inflicts wrong by caluminating the absent; and he who gives credit
to the calumny before he knows its truth is
equally guilty.— Heradotus.
The excesses of our youth are drafts upon
our old age. payable with interest about
thirty years after date.— Colton.
A man is one whose body has been trained
to be the ready servant of his mind; whose
is

Clarke.

10:45 A
Orleans, and East
Santa Fe Route, Atlantic Express,

6:00p
6:00 p
J7 :00 P
7:00 p
7 :00

a

and

Stockton
5 :00 P Sao Leandro, Haywards and Way
Stations
Express, Fresno,
3 30p New Orleans
Bakersfleld. Santa Barbara, Los
Angeles, Deming. El Paso, New
3:30 p

10:45

*i, i8c,6.

SAN FRANCISCO AND NORTH PACIFIC
RAILWAY CO.

WISE AND OTHERWISE.

System.)

There

January

"AUSTRALIA."

Tuesday, Jan.

21,

at

10

a m.

REDUCED SPECIAL RATES for parties Feb.
6th and 15th, 1886.

For passage apply to 114 Montgomery street.
For freight apply to 327 Market street.
SPRECKELS & BROS. CO., General Agts.

J. D.

AnnU'i
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Yorke can write. Also he can get mad.
awakened a very lively passenger.

The

A. P. A. has

a fortunate thing for the peace of
Engineer Jack Hammond who has
custody by the Boers and not General
Thank God. that warrior is still with us.

mankind that

is

ITis

is

many weeks

a land

distant.

THE

spectacle of the Rev. C. O. Brown in the pulpit of
the First Congregational Church of San Francisco
on Sunday last is one that will not soon be forgotten. And
it is one from which that church will long suffer.
Common
decency is not to be affronted with impunity even by a
body of Christian men and women.

1896.

Number

3.

SUITS again?)

preachers, for defamation of character,
are becoming numerous.
Ministers need such reminders, occasionally, that they have taken out no license
to slander.
Nothing exceeds the sensitiveness of the
average parson when his own reputation is touched, but
the same man may be notorious for wanton assaults from
the pulpit upon the good name of persons who may have
the misfortune to fall under his displeasure.

it

been taken into
Dick Hammond.
and South Africa

IS,

is

just

as well that Charles S. Young is not superinof the public schools of San Francisco.
Mr.
a speculator, a politician, of moderate success,

ITtendent
Young

is

having been once or twice defeated, and a boomer. His
faculties are such as fit him for the overthrow of Hawaii
or the annexation of Lower California. He once sold Port
Angeles wild-cat lots to Washington, D. C, inhabitants
property so wild that it makes its present owners feel
very tame. If he did not go down with Estee last fall he
certainly has now.
Were his ability to realize half equal
to his faculty to plan, he were now Governor of some sev-

—

eral States.

England could come to a dicker with President Kruger
IFand
exchange her new poet laureate for Dr. Jameson

—

the prisoner to be dealt with as the Boers see fit the
world would be gratified and Lord Salisbury relieved from
an embarrassment that doubtless causes him to turn in his
bed, and Tennyson, possibly, to turn in his grave.

help the poor millionaires who own
HEAVEN
newspapers
this theological controversy
if

our daily
continues

longer.
No man who is not at once a millionaire and
a journalist can fully enter into the blood-sweating agony
of one who has to steer between the Catholics on the right
hand and the A. P. A. on the left.
The sl'ghtest slip of
the rudder may mean the loss of some nickels.

much

RABBI Voorsanger has raised his eloquent

voice in profor the boarding
and pulpit to enlarge
upon.
There is too strong a tendency in these times for
married people to live in hotels and lodging houses, to the
decay of domesticity. It is not from the boarding houses
and the hotels, but from the homes of the nation, that the
virtues of the coming generation are to arise.
test against the neglect of the
house.
It is a good topic for press

home

TWO
the editor

classes of citizens are usually prepared for war
of a daily paper and the ambitious soldier.

Not every editor, it
in an indirect way.
genuine war scare ordinarily serves his purpose. But the
average officer in the navy wants war. It is the opportunity of his life.
He has spent his life in part with the
hope of distinguishing himself. Yet the rank and file who
file much and rank little do not, upon reflection, want war;
yet they must bear the brunt of battle.
The one wants news, the other fame.

is

true, really thirsts for

is

A

gore save

now apparent that with reasonably good manage-

IT ment

the Venezuela dispute will be brought to a
satisfactory settlement.
The English people have no disposition to go to war with the United States over the Monroe Doctrine, and the American people assuredly prefer
peace to hostilities. When the whole truth as to the Venezuelan frontier has been made known when the exact
rights of the republic and Great Britain have been ascertained England will be content to accept the situation.
The tone of her press and the utterances of her public men
insure this.
The American Jingoes are growing sad at the
prospect, but as the possibility of war fades away sensible

—

—

men

feel relief.

McGAUGHEY,
JD. beL. penned
up awhile

arrested for forgery, ought
good of himself, as he
is no good.
He is bad from beginning, which he ought
never to have had, to end, of which there seems to be none
to him.
He stole money in Seattle, and, playing the baby
act, wept himself out of the scrape, drowning his sorrow
in the self-same tears.
He killed Plouf with impunity because Plouf had no friends and was generally known as a
fakir, who swore him a lady-killer and a great dealer in
family skeletons.
But McGaughey will not be cleared by
any eloquence this time. His record is so shadowy that
doubtless he will yet find himself permanently in the shade.
,

to

for the

they inducted Mr. Bushnell into the chair
WHEN
Governor
Ohio the other day, he started a new
of

of

From a heart overflowing with gratitude
political plan.
to Napoleon McKiriley for his nomination and election, he
closed his inaugural address with the hope that the people
of the whole country would be able to enjoy the benediction
of his services at the head of the Government.
The Governor needn't get ill from anxiety lest the people will not
be able to know to whom to pay the President's salary.
Bill McKinley made quite trouble enough for the country
with his McKinley Bill, and the people will think once or
twice before accepting Governor Bushnell's nomination of
a man whose work in Congress they overwhelmingly repuIf any new reason
diated as soon as they got a chance.
has, since then, arisen for making McKinley President,
the news of it has not yet reached this Coast.

master
THE
ged from

age has been discovered, draghiding place and exposed to a scandalized
Brother Bovard, the Headless
and trembling world.
Horseman of Reform, is the discoverer, and the vice is
playing for drink tickets in the social clubs of Alameda.
When an Alamedan has put half a dozen drink tickets into
his pocket to steal away his brains, and reels home thus
loaded to his shrieking wife and waiiing children, the spectacle is said to be enough to move to shudders any beYet there are compensations. The drink ticket
holder.
makes business for Alameda. That is to say, since Brother
Bovard raised his voice against this fearful sapper of virtue and domestic happiness, parties are made up in San
Francisco to go over and hear him preach and have a look
And the San Franciscan increases the town's
at him.
revenue by buying drinks at the saloons.
vice of the

its
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SENSE

AND

SENTIMENT.

Dutch Boers
THE
thy people, and

of South Africa are doubtless a worit is natural enough that the world in
should
view
with a sorrowful indignation their
general
They are pitied
hardships at the hands of the English.
very much as the world pities the Indians, who have perished under the feet of advancing American civilization.
The Boer is not a savage, of course, but he is a hold-over
That he should
from the past, an agricultural Silurian.
have forced upon him the choice of accepting the conditions
of modern life or disappearing is hard, but it is inevitable.
He has no more chance otherwise of surviving than the
Spaniards and native Californiaus had out here when the
discovery of gold brought a race of men who were their
superiors in energy.
Indeed, the parallel between the
state of things in California in 1849 and that now existing in
South Africa is very close. Cecil Rhodes may not be a
man who approves himself to the minds of the righteous,
but no one has denied him the possession of brains. He
pictures the situation thus: "Within the Transvaal there
are 70,000 new-comers and an old population of 14,000.
With the development of the gold industry to a fuller extent the new-comers will number 500,000 in five years, and
eventually they will increase to 1,000,000, and probably
more. From time to time the position will be upset by
the attempts of the new population to claim common
civil rights, which eventually they certainly must get."
That is simply good sense. Substitute a northern State
Suppose that in Sonora the
of Mexico for the Transvaal.
Americans owned more than half the soil and nine-tenths
of the wealth
as is the case with the new-comers in the
Transvaal and how long would Sonora remain a Mexican
State if the Americans were refused the ballot and compelled to pay five-sixths of the taxes? Does any American
think that Sonora would not produce a Houston, as Texas
did, and as South Africa has produced a Jameson?
Americans are getting off altogether wrong about this
African business. Of course it was reprehensible for Jameson to raid the Boers, but then it was as natural as fate.
And the truth has to be confessed that it is by the perpetration of such wrongs that civilization makes its progress.
They tell for right, for better things, in the end, precisely
as the grabbing of lands from the Indians on this continent
has done. If the Boers are to be upheld, then the TransSomebody
vaal will be a reservation of backwardness.
has to give way when such a strain comes, and it will have
They cannot expect to stand out permato be the Boers.
nently against the forces which are beating up against
The most that is asked of them is
their conservatism.
that they shall cease to be dogs in the manger, and accommodate themselves to the new life that has come to
surround them, as it came to surround the equally pious,
industrious, and slow-going Mormons of Utah. Americans
above all others, Cecil Rhodes points out, are insistent
In the Transvaal, he
upon civil rights for themselves.
adds, all the mine managers are Americans.
The Boers are fine fighters, President Kruger is a heroic
figure, and it is sad, unquestionably, that a bustling, eager,
greedy, improving and elevating civilization should in its
march have reached the calm and plodding and unambiBut that is simply their luck. They must
tious settlers.
None would be
either join the procession or go under.
readier to make them understand that than Americans, if
the Boers happened to stand in the way of American en-

—

—

terprise.

Three weeks ago the average American was
conscious of a ferocious desire to dismember
the British Empire and obliterate England
His Best,
from the map. To-day the average American is conscious of a warmiug of the heart toward Albion
and a desire to express sympathy and admiration for her.
He is ready to fight over the Monroe Doctrine, and he does
not approve of Dr. Jameson's raid, but it does his soul
good to see how instant and hot was England's response
to the insult and challenge of the German Emperor.
When that insult was offered and all Europe yelled its
exultant approval, Englishmen were for the moment still.
Then they rose, and their Government showed how well
it is prepared for war, and how ready to meet the country's enemies on laud or sea, occasion demanding.
The
John Bull
at

January

i8, 1896.

German bluff has been called, the young Emperor, the
clanking of whose scabbard intoxicates him, humiliated
and made ridiculous before mankind, and England holds
her head up. defiant and triumphant.
Americans better than any other people can understand
just how Englishmen feel just now, for, after all, Americans are but modified Englishmen, notwithstanding the
It does
olla^podrida of races that inhabit the republic.
not need that one should approve of the cause of her quarrel in order to respect the resolution and pluck with which
England turned on a hostile world. The nation's back was
against the wall and her sword Hashed out. The English
met the crisis as a brave man would, prepared to fight
and fall in his tracks rather than parley.
So it is because England has shown again how masculine
her people are, how prompt to stand to their guns when
danger threatens, that Americans feel now a new sense of
kinship with them, and a pleasure in their victory over a
The
situation which for some days looked very black.
Englishman has his faults that irritate the American, but
he is a fighter. Brother Jonathan shakes hands with John
That little matter as to VenezBull in congratulation.
uela can wait. The present business is to acknowledge
that the old manly British spirit is as fresh and healthy as
ever it was.
The

City

Disgraced,

the outside world judges San Francisco by
her newspapers, the city is being sorely

If

damaged at

present.

A

theological contro-

versy is raging in print of a sort that might reasonably be
looked for, once in a way, in some backward Canadian
town or Irish village. One not acquainted with the real
state of the public mind here would think, on seeing not
merely the columns but the whole pages which are given
to the output of the inflamed disputants, that San Francisco is divided into two hostile religious camps, ready to
As a matter of
fall to with shillalahs at any moment.
fact, neither the intelligent few nor the bulk of the many
care anything about the pious shindy. It does not even
amuse the average San Franciscan, for the debaters are
too long-winded to be listened to with any special attenThe actual combatants are a fiery priest and a few
tion.
wooden-headed parsons. Each side has its partisans, of
course, but altogether they number but an insignificant
Neither the ordinary Catholic
fraction of the population.
nor the ordinary Protestant, nor the ordinary man who is
without religious belief, is stirred. He has his living to
make, and in his leisure something better to do than to
wade through oceans of clerical bile. The fear, or rather
the wish, expressed by the belligerents that rioting may
Half a dozen policemen
presently ensue is grotesque.
could handle all the men in San Francisco who want to
fight in testimony of the ardor of their love of God and
hatred of one another.
If the dull bigots of the A. P. A. and the incensed Father
Yorke are to blame for the stupid and utterly discreditable controversy, what shall we say of the newspapers
which have furnished them a battle-field and made San
Francisco ridiculous and contemptible iu the eyes of the
country? The motive of these newspapers is to the last
degree shameful. Under pretense of "giving the news,"
they published every insult that the A. P. A. orators at
They did this untheir meetings flung at the Catholics.
willingly, but feared to offend the A. P. A. by not
doing it. Then when Father Yorke drew his pen and
came back at his church's maligners, the editors were
afraid to refuse him space lest the Catholics should
The A. P. A. is an organization of
be affronted.
.

might mean a loss
it
size, and to disoblige
subscribers; the Catholic church is a powerful body,
So
and to disoblige it might be to forfeit nickels.
these catchpenny papers have been carried along by their
cowardice and love of money until their pages reek with
everything that excited sectarians can write in one another's dispraise, and the city is made to seem on the
notion of San
verge of a St. Patrick's Day insurrection.
Francisco's intellectual calibre is given to the stranger
person
within
its limits.
that must mortify every civilized
Three things are made clear by this most un-Christian
Christian exchange of stink-pots. One is that the A. P. A.
of San Francisco, with its imported Canadian zealots like
the Rev. Ross, has become a nuisance of magnitude which
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we

think, to deal justly in due time with all the
this equally
us and surprising outbreak
of fanaticism,
when election day comae any head marked
A I' A or Catholic that shows itself and asks for votes
ted.

00 account of its brand, will be hit. and hit hard.
As for
the newspapers which have truckled to the medieval sur
iged in the godly battle, they have other subers than the followers of Preacher Ross and Father
Yorke. These should show their detestation of such vile
journalism by taking only the newspapers which have held
aloof from the fray.
Were five per cent, of the modern
men of common sense in this community to adopt thai
course we should have an end of such controversies in the
press, which is as craven as it is thrifty.
Every citizen
has an interest, and a vital one, in protecting the town's
reputation.
San Francisco is u sane and exceptionally
liberal city, where a man's religious belief counts neither
for nor against him. and it is not to be borne that a few
preachers, priests, and newspapers should spread abroad
the misconception that theological tights form one of our
principal occupations.
Police
Detectives.

Perhaps the greatest humbugs in this city
if
there can be any greater than the

—

ministers

— are

the police detectives.

You rush off to the detectives and
them about it.
At the same time you tell them

are

robbed.

You
tell

the
addresses of the robbers, and where they
generally deposit their swag.
The gentlemanly detectives put on their kid gloves, light their cigars, take
their canes, doff their silk hats and go to the persons named
and the places designated, and if you were correct in the
information you gave them, they recover the stuff.
You
are notified of the recovery, and after forgetting to demand the whole of your loss, you thank the detectives,
thank God for the protection of an intelligent police detective force, and retire to your home.
The newspapers
the next day, by that mysterious clairvoyance by which
they see and know everything, spread wide the knowledge
of the skill, acuteness, penetration, sagacity, shrewdness,
and so forth, and so forth, of the police, and make you half
ashamed that you did not leave them all the plunder as a
reward for such wonderful talents. But if you do not know
the robbers aud the other appertinent details, you do not tell
tbem to the detectives, they do not recover the goods, and
the newspaper columns are as empty as the brain of the
detectives. But we are perhaps not altogether just,
that
is, not just to Truth.
Sometimes, with all the clue in the
world needful to do their work, with even a part of the
plunder recovered from the place the robbers had hidden
it, the certainty that the thieves would come back to get
it, they blunder and make such a botch of it that they wear
out Patience herself with their immeasurable stupidity,
and with a dense ignorance and lack of common wit, let
the thieves escape with the rest of their boodle.
When
the history of the great detectives of San Francisco is
written hereafter, there will be no mention made of the Ingleside robbery and how the robbers were caught.
And
yet the great Lees will pose still as a successful detective,
and will go to his grave clothed in the happy conceit that
he has wit enough to go in when it rains, though no one
else ever detected it in him.

names
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The sensational character of the journalism of the day is well illustrated by the
Public Mind,
manner in which our great dailies have
dropped a number of the subjects that
for a time tilled their pages with so-called news.
But a
few months ago Durrant was good for a page or two each
Then came the scandal over
day, and sometimes more.
the arrest of a lecherous old man and his associates. That
was made the basis of an attempt to agitate the public
mind, and a call was printed to the "Mothers of San
Mirror Of

The

mgregational Church

bobbed up. and

the public

prove tncmsel
their

thai

int.'

with

ll

tin

\nil

so

ii

goes.

Such
n and scandal mongering in our
newspapers, that when one finds a subject of serious and
inent interest taken up Industriously by tl
i.
be
may be assured that ll
a dull time for what is called
•newOf course the city editors and the managing
editors have to live Up to the conditions which the publish
ing interest has imposed.
The newspaper is no longer to
be regarded as an advocate of principles, but is simply a
i-.

money-making enterprise,

doing

more

or

teas

good

men

incidentally, but never hesitating from
Minns
of public morality or propriety from inflicting an infinite
amount Of mischief. The more sensational and the more
scandalous the Intelligence that may reach the office of one
of our dailies the more certain is' its publication,
This

sort of highly-seasoned gossip the appetite of the public
calls for. and the publishers arc scarcely to be blamed for
giving the people what the people seem to want.
The
newspaper criterion of taste and expediency is circulation.
If any given piece of "news" helps to ''sell the paper,"
that is all the journalistic conductors wish to know. The
more salacious the details, the greater the avidity manifested by the public to get at the ''news." The "editorin-chief, " who was formerly the great man of journalism,
is nowadays a myth.
Few persons of intelligence care, a
rap for the opinions expressed in the so-called editorial
columns of the daily papers, well knowing that every utterance of those columns is controlled by the proprietary
notion of what will best suit the public, or the particular
class, political or otherwise, to whose prejudices or interests it is the policy of the journal to eater.
Such is our
modern journalism, marvelous in its enterprise and almost photographic in the fidelity and the celerity in which
it holds the mirror up to nature.
In it the public may
see the reflection of their own faults and follies.
This is,
in truth, a scandal-loving age, and it must be said, in
justice to the press, that deplorably vicious and meretricious as it is, it yet is at times a powerful agent for reform; always a terrible police power more feared than the
arm of the law; a zealous and influential friend of every
worthy charity, and the most potent of all restraints upon
rascality in office and every form of organized deceit and
fraud.

The Greenback

The weak spot

in our national finances
the possibility that at some distant
day the free coinage of silver may be
allowed by law, or that silver may be
offered in payment of the United States bonds out-standing.
Were it not for this haunting fear of the financial
world, there would be no utilization of greenbacks to draw
gold from the Treasury, and no difficulty would exist regarding the maintenance of a gold reserve. While this
irrepressible silver spectre will not down at the bidding
of any administration or school of finance, there yet remains another source of alarm in the reissue of greenbacks.
It is high time for the Government of the United States to
go out of the banking business, which has brought upon
the country a multitude of disasters. It was supposed by
the founders of the Government that the constitution prohibited, by implication, all issues of paper money.
But
the civil war made a resort to paper a military necessity,
and what a great national emergency created a sense of
expediency has since suffered to exist. Unquestionably,
President Cleveland has given good advice regarding the
greenback: the days of its usefulness have long passed,
and it should be permanently retired. National banks,
which are in reality strictly private enterprises, doing
business under restraints and safeguards imposed by
Congress, may be depended upon to supply all the paper
money needed for the convenience of trade and commerce.
And with such amendments in the bankingj laws as have
from time«to time been suggested, the circulation of the
national bank notes would be sufficiently elastic to conform itself to the varying wants of business, in accordance
with the changes of the seasons, the movement of crops,
and the tendency towards prosperity in trade or other-

and the
Gold Reserve,

is

SAN FRANCISCO NEWS LETTER.
In short, national bank notes may be made to conwise.
stitute a safe and adequate paper currency, while leaving
ample room for the enlarged circulation of coin, either
gold or silver, as the inclinations or convenience of the
Certainly the business men of the
public might dictate.
nation are thoroughly disgusted with the present condition of the national finances, and the continued resort to
It is
issues of bonds to replenish the reserve of gold.
Aud while
practically like pouring water into a sieve.
the administration seems to be forced into a continuance
of this artifice, which is admitted to be nothing more than a
temporary relief, the manner in which the sale of bonds

has been managed has naturally excited much adverse
Congress ought to settle the entire difficulty
criticism.
by some wholesome and radical legislation, but with silver
the Senate any permanent relief seems
The best that can be
well-nigh hopeless at this time.
done just now is to call attention to the vicious and unpatriotic course of the free-silver Senators, who have
taken advantage of a time of popular unrest and national
exigency to attempt to force their preposterous proposThe free coinage agitaitions upon an unwilling people.
tion has subsided everywhere but in the silver States and
Territories and the Senate of the United States, where
the champions of the depreciated metal are strongly intrenched.

men

in control of

A Common Excuse

Charles L.

Hill,

who murdered

his

wife in Oakland the other day, declares that he was moved to do the
Wife Murder.
deed by ''family troubles," and that
]ust before he shot her she had told him something that
"no man would listen to quietly." But he refuses to go
into particulars, sayiug that he " will not drag her name
down." If Hill thinks that he can win public sympathy by
thus insinuating a cause that he declines to openly charge,
he is greatly mistaken. An open accusation of infidelity
against his wife would be far more manly, as well as more
But
credible, than this devious sort of impeachment.
whether he had provocation or not, his slaying of his wife
inexcusable
murder.
brutal
and
Public
was in any case a
opinion should frown upon such crimes of violence, no matInfidelity
ter on what pretext they may be committed.
is no excuse for murder, although at times the circumstances may be of such a character as to mitigate the ofSensible people must be aware that the toleration
fense.
of wife-murder on the ground of adultery is to afford to the
perpetrators of that crime of violence a ready excuse for
jealous fool of a husband may first slay and
the act.
theu invent a story of his wife's shame and confession. The
death of the best witness against him makes such falsehood easy, and little liable to detection, and with this foundation to build upon susceptible juries are easily "worked"
by artful attorneys. It must be conceded, on sober examination, that the too-common extenuation of wife-murder on the plea of infidelity, is not in accordance with
sound reasoning or a healthful sentiment. No doubt some
men are spurred to the commission of a crime, which otherwise they would recoil from with horror, by the idea that
the public expect and approve of vengeance in some form
in cases where the domestic "happiness" has been deThere is, it appears, some remnant of this barstroyed.
barous sentiment in communities otherwise regarded as
advanced and civilized. The evil and the folly of this notion is best exhibited by the manner in which it is made the
excuse or justification of such atrocious acts as that of
which Charles L. Hill is guilty. Iu this country the laws
afford a plain and sufficiently speedy remedy to any husband who finds his confidence betrayed.
And when once
the door is opened to any other than the lawful remedy, the
innocent are quite as apt to suffer as the guilty.
for

A

Perhaps at no time in the history
of the world have the fortunes of
nations been more subject to the
arbitrary will of individuals than at
In the days of Alexander or of the
the present day.
Caesars the arbitrament of war or peace was scarcely
more a subject of individual caprice or personal ambition
than it is now in the time of the Emperor William of
Germany, of Prime Minister Salisbury of England and
The Button-Pressers
Of

The Present Day.

January

18, 1896.

President Cleveland of the United States. We saw, not
long ago, how the President of this republic, circumscribed
as it is with all the forms of a written constitution, by the
mere stroke of his pen almost precipitated the two greatest nations of Christendom into a war whose far-reaching
consequences no man could foresee. And but the other
day the irritable and ambitious Emperor of Germany impulsively flashed to a remote African dependency of Great
Britain a message that roused all Europe as though it
were a trumpet call to arms. A score of men could be
named, any one of whom has it at all times in his power to
destroy the peace of Europe, or plunge the entire
civilized world into the horrors of war.
We have been
wont to boast in this country of the restraints provided by
our constitution and the wisdom of its framers, in reserving to Congress the sole power to declare war, has often
been commended. But in a twinkling that delusion has
been banished. It is now perceived that with a strong
popular sentiment at his back, the President of the
United States has only to say the word for war, and
Congress becomes the echo of his decree; the mere instru-

—

ment of his will. Not more absolute, in reality,
power of the Czar of Russia to let loose the dogs

is

the

of

war

that of the President of the United States. The
is that the President must feel assured
that the people are with him, while the Czar is at least
nominally free from restraint. Yet, as a matter of fact,
it is highly improbable that the Czar would ever venture
upon a war in violation of any strong sentiment of the
Russian people.
After all that may be said, it can
scarcely seem strange that nations which are constantly
drilling and preparing for war will some day be at one
another's throats.
Some ambitious or headstrong
individual seizes a propitious moment to press the button
of national pride or hatred, and instantly the flame of war
bursts forth.

than

is

chief difference

True Meaning
of

Blackmail.

Blackmail is a word popularly used as a
term of reproach.
It was formerly a
purely Highland extortion
a tribute
levied by freebooters for the protection of

—

property.
It was, in olden times, a tax paid to robbers
for security.
In modern times, it is a bribe tendered by
sinners to garrulous people whose mouths can be bound
only with bits of gold, to secure a good name to which the
owner is not entitled. It is rarely or never paid by people
who have nothing to fear. When the extortion is believed
to be too great, the victim squeals and cries out "blackmail," and pretends to be virtuous, and puts on airs of
innocence, and hopes to cow the scoundrel who has been

making the

levy.
This generally succeeds in frightening
the other party into silence and self-banishment.
Sometimes it does not.
We all know a case in which it did not.
That was because the blackmailer was just the same kind
of a hypocrite as the blackmailee.
She had a short-lived
reputation, but no character, to lose.
She went for spoil,
and didn't intend to be bluffed.
She was playing a big
game. If she does not win, she knows the other fellow will
lose, and that for her will be a victory.
She will be five
hundred dollars ahead, and they will both go to hell together, both quoting scripture, both uttering prayers,
both sanctimoniously and piously showing the whites of
their eyes.
If, after this exhibition of what goes on in the
lives of ministers and Sunday school teachers, the religion
of Christ isn't cheapened and degraded and the worship of
the devil held less censurable, we'll never prophecy any

more.

The leaders of the Cuban rebels have shown good
generalship so far, in their plans of campaign against
the Spanish forces.
It must have, been a great temptation to the revolutionists, at times, to engage in regular
battle with the troops of Spain.
But, beyond question,
the wiser policy is to harass and annoy the regulars,
rather than to meet them squarely in the open field, where
the latter would have every advantage. General Gomez
and his fellow-leaders are exhibiting a sagacity that
promises ultimate success, if their present plans be maintained.
The yellow fever, as they truly say, is a worse
enemy to the soldiers of Spain than the bullets or machetes
of the insurrectionists.
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The brilliant achievement
and artistic life of
Mis M II D,
fagot rank among our
bright women.
Her
abnorma
mind being quick and retentive: her personal charm
great it may be termed magnetic.
Mrs. De Young is a
supporter Of art in
its branches, while no worthy chari
table work appeals to her in vain.
,.
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few

will
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woman,
Century Club,
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of commanding presi
kind,
beauty with dignity of manner, a proinker ami
ersationalist, -lie
alike ;is hostess in her beautiful home or in presider the councils of the Century Club.
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course, this is but .1 lithe of the bright women of our
city, but as examples ol brilliant social and literary culture
combined they certainlj ta
positions.
If
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ther beautiful woman equally gifted is Mrs. Henry
wife of one of our leading physicians.
Mrs. Giba bright feature of the Century Club (of which she
en President). She is ever foremost in all thai pertains to the advancement and education of her sex, and
Sorts in behalf of the Mercantile Library ire note*
worthy.
Yet withal she is most womanly and refined,
nothing of the "strong-minded female" being apparent in
her sparkling conversation.
Miss Mary Lake, principal of the girls' school bearing
her name, is a clever woman of much originality of thought,
her mode of expressing the same being reminiscent of her
father, the late Judge Delos Lake.
She comes of a bright
family, her sister Annie Lake having essayed the /<</< of
novelist before she married the author of "Chimmie Fadden.'' E. W. Townsend.
Mrs. Buckingham. n& Eldridge, a member of the Cen-.
tury Club, is of a more severe cast than any of the above
mentioned women. She is more of the Boston style. Mrs.
Buckingham is much given to charitable and church work

"

ins,

Mrs. Horace Davis, wife of the well known merchant, is
a recognized light in the Century Club, a woman far above
the average in quickness of perception, literary knowledge
and inheriting from her father the late Starr King the
same happy faculty of expression in conveying, that knowl-
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Mrs. Horace Wilson is well known as a bright woman,
much executive ability, whose advice is always eagerly
sought and followed by her associates in club or society
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women.

Miss Laura McKinstry is a young woman of exceptional
mental powers, her bright mind and sarcastic wit having
gained her the reputation of being the brightest young
lady in society.
Miss Laura has a keen sense of the ridiculous, and at a glance seems to perceive the shams of the
day.
Tall and slender, with brown hair and eyes, she is an
attractive as well as clever feature of our social world.
Miss West, of the West Seminary for young ladies, is a
woman of strong character and much culture.
One of society's handsomest girls is Miss Kate Jarboe,
who is also one of the cleverest. Our community will soon
lose this bright young woman, however, as marriage with
an Eastern journalist will rob us of her charming presence.
Miss Jarboe has turned her attention to literary work during the last two years, and bids fair to achieve success
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Mrs. Prank Pixley is another lady who combines social
distinction with great executive ability in club life and
church or charitable work.
Mrs. Dr. Burgess is a lady of bright intellectual powers
and conversational charm, possessing a mind enriched by
extended foreign travel and contact with the prominent
people of other countries, as well as her own. She is also
an earnest worker in church and charitable undertakings.
Mrs. David Bixler in a large degree unites the society
hostess with the bright intellectual attainments entitling
her to the name of a clever woman. She is much interested in art, and always ready to patronize either music or
painting, her home on Pine street being a temple of both.
Miss Anna Head, the fiancee of Lieutenant Jephson, of
South African fame, is a young lady whose mental gifts
have been still further enhanced by culture and foreign

GOODS

to.

Head Golds,
Catarrh, dry

treatment ot

mucous membranes, soon yield to the
the famous DR. MCKENZIE'S CA-

TARRH CURE.

BE CONVINCED FREE.

To snow that Dr. McKcnzie's Catarrh Cure gives instant relief and continues to drive away the cold or
catarrh, 7 free trials per week will be allowed you if
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(Edwin W.Joy),
Market and Powell

Sts.
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AT THE GROSS.
"

W'OU

will

go with

me to-morrow?

'

"

"

"

" Yes, to the end of the world!
I
She regarded him with dark eyes full of sombre fire.
" Why should I not go with you?
she asked, in tones
full of plaintive misery.
"Have I not loved you all my

HO.,"

WALTER BAKER

Established Dorchester, Mass.,

1780.

Breakfast Cocoa;

long? Why should I continue to live with a brute
simply because a mortal man has spoken mortal words

|

life

It

above our joined hands? "
He clasped her to his breast and covered her face with
ourning kisses.

"My love, my life, my own!" he murmured, with
tremulous incoherence; and then kneeling down at her
feet, he buried his rapturous face in the folds of her redolent garments.
Her robes, the room, the luxurious chair that contained
the marvelous beauty of her form were all of a daffodil
hue and it seemed to him that he was floating heavenward
in the golden glory of dawn.
It was she who broke the mellow silence.
"I shall take the child," she said, in a tone denoting
former discussion.
" It is his child, too," he answered bitterly.
" Yes, but he is not her mother."
" But will it be well for her to " he checked himself.
She covered her face with her hands and sobbed aloud.
"Even at this hour," she moaned, "you can think how
it will be for her in the future."
He tried to comfort her with assurances and caresses,
but she tore herself from his arms, and, rising to her full,
proud height, she stepped to the door of her boudoir and
parting the soft draperies, entered therein.
An ormolu clock ticked softly in the semi-darkness and
the room had a fragrance as palpitant as a gentle shower

Mark

Trarlo
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<

Ihocolatiere"

on every can.

Absolutely
Pure.

No Chemicals.
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&

Walter Baker
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Brealrfast Ooooei,
Made

at

DORCHESTER, MASS.

WINTER CRUISES
TO THE MEDITERRANEAN AND THE ORIENT.
The Hamburg-American Line's

TWIN-SCREW EXPRESS

of violets.

She approached the little bed that contained this flower
life.
She drew aside the muslin curtains and looked upon
her child who lay with upturned face and white arms
outstretched.

S. S. FUERST BISMARCK,
New York January M, 1896, for Madeira, Gibraltar, Algiers, GeNice, Tunis, Alexandria (for Cairo and the Pyramids), Jaffa (for
Jerusalem), Smyrna, Constantinople, Athens, Malta, Messina, Palermo,
Naples, Genoa, New York, duration about ten weeks. Also,
will leave

noa,

WINTER CRUISE TO THE WEST INDIES
and the Spanish Main.

She stood, white, transfixed, with eyes sad and steadfast as Fate's.

He had

followed her and when her gaze rested upon him
cold and still as one in the presence of death.
She broke the stillness in a voice as clear and solemn as

he

hears their

grew

vesper bells.
" See! " she said, pointing to the sleeping child; "her
form has made the shape of the cross in her sleep, but it
shall be my crucifixion, not hers.
I will not go with you
to-morrow."
He kissed her cold hands and departed like one stricken

dumb.
She knelt down by the window and looked out at the

EXPRESS

The Hamburg-American Line's

TWIN-SCREW

S. S. COLUMBIA will leave New York January 35, 1896, for
Port au Prince (Hayti). Mayaguez (Porto Rico), St Thomas, St. Kitts,
Antigua, Guadaloupe. Martinique, St. Lucia, Barbados, Trinidad, La Guayara (for Caracas. Venezuela), and Puerto Cabello, Kingston (Jamaica),
Havana, New York, duration about four and a half weeks. This is the
first time a Transatlantic liner (about four times as large as an ordinary
W. I. Liner) with all its comforts is offered on this route.

NEW ROUTE TO LONDON AND PARIS.
Steamer Service— NEW YORK to PLYMOUTH
CHERBOURG (Paris) and HAMBURG. For further particulars
HAMBURG AMERICAN LINE, 37 Broadway. Now York.

Twin-Screw Express
(London).

apply
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to

W. MYER,

401

California St., cor. Sansome,

CLEARANCE SALE

San Francisco.

of

stars.

To her eyes, the heavens were filled with a great radiance, and in its midst she saw Christ on Calvary, not
thorn crowned and spent with anguish, but radiant, sublime, as he cried in a voice of holy triumph, " Suffer little
children to come unto me." Maude Andrews in The
Bohemian.

At 25c. and 50c. on the

dollar.

the saddest telegrams for her host
friends was
ONE
the message conveying the news
Mrs.
the death
of

of

of

Nolan Bros.

of

Theresa Josephine Corlette, in Milan, Italy, December
17th last, from congestion of the brain. Mrs. Corlette arrived in this city from New Zealand in 1875, and shortly
after was engaged as special correspondent for the Chronicle.
Her work on the Post also won her success, but she
was best known for her fashion department in the News
Letter under the signature of "Silver Pen." In 18!)0 the
lady took her daughter Ethel to Paris for a first-class
musical education, and later on to Italy, where she passed
away. She leaves five children to mourn her loss.
Miss
Ethel Corlette has had the body cremated in Milan, and
will return with the sacred ashes.
For many years, during which time it has been tested by the
trade, the J. F. Cutter brand of Kentucky Bourbon is pronounced
one of the purest and best brands of whiskey that has ever been produced. E. Martin & Co., 411 Market street are the Pacific Coast
agents for this whiskey, and also for the celebrated Argonaut brand
of Kentucky Bourbon, which has become popular with the trade.

SHOES
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Shoe Go.
812-814 Market Street,
Phelan Building.
The New California Insect Exterminator. Clears out Moths. Fleas, Ants,
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Never
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gum

leaves. Creates no
Made
disagreeable odor, Each package equal in power to one-half pound of ordiPrice, tea cents per package, $1 per doz.
nary insect powder or tar balls
Sent postpaid to any address on receipt of price in postage stamps. EnerBig inducements
getic persons wauled to act as State or county agents
offered reliable parties. Address all orders and communications to the
sole manufacturers,
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wh d.H-- ample justice to
and who sings B song peculiarly appealing just now
Some'
ana who were with me
looked startled when the song began, and although
am
still in the dark as to the cause of their mirth, their unfound the son;.' most amusing.
y mirth. 1 must admit
Hut
ething back of it. and I frankly stale
would like to know what it is. Tin- song goes:
called Coanie Ediss
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is.

wrote you of the unliappiness in the Ratcll
The two met before tie Judge for tin' trial of their ili
wept, went out and lunched together, and "made
up."
rhe astonishment of the Judge was only equaled by
hi- delight at seeing "married folks agree," which i- rare
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" Left
'

on the doorstep at half pa-l innts
it was fold.
h. Moses
l

.

Left in a basket tied with twine;
Oh. Jerusalem! it was chilly."

But the "Oh. Moses, is was cold" is a refrain one cannot help echoing, for we are in the middle of a b.izzard,
and the present weather has broken the January record
It is in fact so freezing that the
for twenty-five years.
paper I write on is like ice under my hand, and I am shivering although not two feet away from an open fire.
I am
quite convinced that it is freezing-, not roasting, which is
I have wondered why any
the fate of condemned sinners.
one who can escape lingers in Xew York, but people do
stay nevertheless.
Dr. Younger and Aleck Daly have been at the Hoffman
Mrs. Younger sailed for Europe last
for a short time.
Saturday.
Miss Elizabeth Strong is oneof the Californians
who is making a distinct name for herself in artistic circles
here. She has a charming studio in the Rembrandt, where
her Saturday afternoon teas are events in the world of
artists.
The "Rembrandt" is next door to the Carnegie
studio building, where Theodore Wores has his studio, and
is the artistic home of Childe Hassam, Frederic Remington,
Sargent, Rossiter, and a score of well-known artists.
I am amused at the New York position of a certain wellknown San Francisco family. Their Californian supremacy
is absolutely ignored, and they are known simply as " the
people who were over in Japan," "the St. Louis Hicks,"
or "the people who had a stunning daughter at Mrs.
Reed's." I must say it is discouraging to a Californian to
find Californian leadership so indifferent to Eastern minds.
But if they recognized any Californian leader they should
surely recognize Mrs. Hager, who is the most generous
and kindly hostess, and who, whatever may be said to the
contrary, I personally have never known as anything
loyal, and entirely above
worldly considerations in the choice

o

he substantial institution- of the United States
is the ancient and honorable insurance
company, the
Mutual Life Insurance Company of Xew York. Richard A.
McCurdy, President, No insurance corporation has a bel
ter character for honor and justice than the Mutual Life.
While by its wise and conservative business management
its investments have yielded an immense profit to the
f

policy-holders, it has made it. a constant policy to be the first
to settle a risk, frequently even when there was a
question in dispute.
Mr. A. B. Forbes, the agent for the
Pacific coast, lias done all in his power to maintain the
company's good name and fame in California and upon the
Pacific Coast, and the Mutual Life Insurance Company
now occupies the same leading position on this continent
it has so long occupied throughout the other parts of
the United States.
The company has its own splendid
building and offices at 222 Sansome street, corner of California street, where all information will be given to those
requiring safe and solid life insurance protection.

company

greatest auction
centrally located
THE
San Francisco that has occurred
tate
a long time
sale of

real es-

for

in

take place next Thursday, Jan. 25th, when Baldwin &
the well-known real estate firm, will dispose at
public sale of the splendid property of the Pacific Improvement Company, involving Residence and business lots,
with the excessively low terms of one-fourth cash and the
balance in one, two and three years, with interest at seven
per cent, per annum on deferred payments. The property
includes seventy splendid lots at the gore of Valencia and
Market, beside others in Jessie and Stevenson, Valencia
and Castro streets. Out by the park 5 lovely villa lots at
Stanyan and Waller streets will be disposed of.
will

Hammond,

He— I

think there are microbes in kisses.
Truth.
of mine?

—

you tried one

She

—Have

but sincere,
of friends.

Mr. de Gierville, the talented war
correspondent of the Herald, is in
New York, and is making himself
popular with stories of his experiences
in the country of the little people.
Some of them are familiar, but are
made original by his clever method.

The Journal is becoming a paper to
be remarked, but any one interested
in California will pray that Mr. Hearst
may take a higher standard. He, as
an individual, has proven so dignified,
so capable, so balanced, that one cannot but recognize his great ability.
It is a pity if he means to establish
here, as he did in San Francisco, a
merely money-making sheet. He is
too clever.
Bennett is a fine model
and understands the medium between
respectability.
sensationalism
and
Mrs. Hearst, who is rarely referred
to in the papers, unless her beauty
and her diamonds share the notice, has
just given five thousand dollars to the
Children's Hospital in "Washington as
part of a bequest of her late husband,

cant see

it

all

Cod-liver oil is something more than a fat. Its peculiar
action depends on a number of substances, among which
might be mentioned iodine and phosphorus. There can be
no substitute for cod-liver oil, because there is no other oil
known which has in natural combination with it such a
large number of valuable medicinal agents.

ScotH 5trvulsicru

of Cod-liver Oil, with the hypophosphites contains the whole
oil, with its natural properties, and in a thoroughly emulsified
The hypophosphites increase the
or digested condition.
appetite and impart strength to the nervous system.
This
combination has marked curative properties in a number of
diseases of the skin and scalp, to which scrofulous persons
Such diseases as chronic eczema, ringare peculiarly liable.
worm, and other skin affections, are often quickly cured by

the constitutional effects following the use ot Scott's Emulsion.
S o cts.

and

Si a bottle.

SCOTT & BOWNE,

Chemists,

New York.
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young actress. Of course, it had not
the force and savage intensity vital to a thorough conception of this great tragic role, but it made an excellent foil
for the star and displayed a generous promise for the
maturer Miss Kruger that a few years time will give us.
Macduff was over-done at every point by Mr. Lindsley.
His final scene was ruined by an over-acted violence that
versatility of such a

have been a resolve to do her
COULD
mite for the American drama that
it

prompted Marie Waiuwright's choice of
Hi, Daughters of Eve?
If so, what a pity
that some work fairly representative of
5? American
play-writing brains could not
have had the benefit of her patriotism. That it is a safer
and more interesting investment by far to witness Miss
Wainwright in the plays of an author securely dead and

famous— both

of which boons are, strange to chronicle,
withheld from the Lancaster-Magnus combination was
evidenced Monday evening at the Baldwin, when Sheridan
Knowles' rare old comedy, The Love < 'hase, was given a
The atmosphere of symmetry
delightful presentation.
and grace, the spirit of a bygone politeness and picturesque deportment hovers about every word and action of
The happy termination of
this quaint comedy treasure.
the amusing complications, where the wand of some good
fairy seems to lend its aid to the good, old-fashioned finale,
is as refreshing as a breath of country air in the springMr. Magnus, he of The Daughters of Eve, has written
time.
an epilogue which Miss Wainwright addresses in a winIt is
ningly confidential way to the audience and players.
a pretty idea and neatly done, but not half so effective as
the bonne bo in In' that closed our childhood's tales: "And
they lived happily ever afterwards."
Marie Wainwright makes a sparkling Constance. The
silvery quality of her cheery voice and the charm of a
vivacious, mettlesome presence give a ring of sincerity to
her comedy parts that is not always iu the same true
sympathy with severer roles. Her Constance is an
adorable and womanly woman; imperious, tender; blitheaffectionate
and ardently
some, reflective; wistfully
jealous a felicitous combination of all the sweet con-

—

—

component

tradictions

of

woman's lovableness.

She gowns

a series of wondrous creations which tender
young things call "dreams" " poems " and " symphonies ";
gowns beautiful and startling, if baser man may meekly

Constance

in

The entire performance is full of
sing their excellence.
Barton Hill's easy elegance
color and gentle merriment.
There is a rhythmic
of manner makes an ideal Pondlove.
gesture inseparable from Mr. Hill that makes
for these parts in which the old school of
acting stands unexcelled. Wildrake was a great improvement on Mr. Hartwig's acting of last week; there being
Miss Kussell's
some excuse for strutting and posing.
Widow Green was out of drawing; it was more the Katisha
of modern comic opera than the simpering widow of The
Love Chase.

breadth

of

him invaluable

* * *

Mr. James's Macbeth is an absorbingly melodramatic one.
be otherwise and live up to the accepted
traditions of what is a true rendering of the gory Thane.
Sir Henry recently presented his [imaginative, tenselystrung, gold-armored fiend to New York, but the noble
army of Shakespearian students and the gentlemen of the
press would have none of his sinister, villain-born creation.
They clamored for the big, bloody, brutish Macbeth of
tradition the wife-ridden Macbeth who might have died
a worthy man but for the devilish ingenuity of his crimson
haired spouse; but who, once the spark of ambition had
flared into murderous flames, was the great butchering,
shuddering monster that stands the gory peer of tragedy
and the apex of melodrama. Mr. James's Macbeth seeks no
esoteric meaning in the lines that precede his crimes: he
enters the stage a man of fairly wholesome parts; he dies
fierce but distracted, and glad to leave behind the intolerNature has
able burden of bleak, soul-shivering remorse.
fashioned Louis James well for the part both iu voice and
person. He rants because a Macbeth .must rant to be
within the borders of probability; but he rants discreetly
delicately, I should say, could such a dainty word be
applied to a proceedure so violent. Miss Kruger's Lady
Macbeth was bravely played and reflects favorably on the
It could not

—

—

approached hysteria.

The only performance of Othello during Mr. James's engagement at the California was given Tuesday night to a
fine audience.
Mr. James makes a splendid Moor;
intellectual appreciation and deep, sonorous
voice have achieved a distinction for his Othello greater
than that of any living American actor. With the scenic
environment such as the brains and capital of an Irving
could supply and an adequate supporting company, Mr.
James could reap a fortune from performances of Othello
and Hamlet alone. He is not au actor great enough to
compel universal recognition in the modest surroundings
of his present equipment, but with his unmistakable tragic
powers augmented by the support of first-cla^s fellow
players and the wonderous adjuncts possible to the stage
of to-day, he would sooner find the place that is his right
in the dramatic annals of the end of the nineteenth
century.
Louis James is an agreeable and highly intelligent exponent of
several of Shakespeare's great
characters. His initial season as an unattached star displays none of the showman's art in stage effects nor in the
handling of the ensemble; his company, with the exception
of Miss Kruger, is not a good one; but despite these drawbacks Mr. James has played San Francisco two weeks of
the legitimate and increased a hundred fold the good favor
in which he is held here.

physique,

# # #

with the possible exception of Sydney
Grundy's Arabian Nights, displa3's the Frawley players to
the best advantage of any play in their repertory. It is
an intensely interesting comedy, and, breathing as it does,
the spirit of restless activity and indomitable energy of the
American people and mirroring with such fidelity the
eventfulness of diplomatic and political life in Washington,
it is full of interest and meaning for American audiences
whose opportunities are rare for witnessing good plays
written by their countrymen. It is not many months
since The Senator was reviewed in these columns, and little
that is new can be said for the excellence of the play and
Miss Lansing Rowan's Mrs. Armstrong
its production.
introduced another agreeable actress into Mr. Frawley's
ranks. Miss Kennark played Mabel Denman, and though
not giving her the matchless dignity and gentle womanhood that made Katherine Grey's Mabel so sweetly
gracious in the earlier production, she acts the part in a
clean, intelligent manner.
Frawley is peerless in his character of the wooden lieutenant; Blakemore's Ling Ching
the
same
droll,
gentlemanly
Celestial.
Blanche Bates
is
never did a prettier piece of acting than Mrs. Hillary, and
Maclyn Arbuckle's Senator Rivers has become a part of
The

Senator,

local theatrical history.

* * #

Sedley Brown's pastoral drama, A Long Lane, while not
so full of heroism and adventure as most of the plays staged
at the Grand, has excellently displayed the aptitude of
Mr. Morosco's players for work requiring quiet depth.
Next week, for the first time in San Francisco, James
Haskin's sensational melodrama, The Mn n Without a Country,
will be produced. A further event will be the first appearance on this stage of Woody Van JJyck, the child star.

Gilmore and Leland, a jovial team of Irish comedians,
and William Roberts, another clever specialty artist, are
among the new faces at the Orpheum this week. Most of
the old favorites of last week have been retained, so the
programme is one of much interest for lovers of the variety,
and has drawn a big business throughout the week.
* * *

The dashing John Philip Sousa and his great band will
give several concerts next month at the Mechanics' Pavilion

under the direction

of Friedlander,

Gottlob

&

Co.
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A
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the concert is to aid its maintenance as a permanent
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The Frawley Company will present Th. Ensign at the
Columbia commencing with Tuesday evening next.
The
play is a strong, patriotic melodrama, full of exciting situations, and as the American flag plays a prominent part in
its story, will doubtless have an enthusiastic reception,
coming now at a time when the public pulse is running
high over rumors of war. It was excellently produced last
season by these favorite players.

A COUNTRY.

Matinees Saturdays and Suud;iys

Mrs. Ernestine Kremng.
Proprietor and Manager

Opera House.

Tivoli

Every

Third edition of the beautirul spectacle,

eveuinfr.

IXION; or

THE MAN OF THE WHEEL

New

songs; ne«' dances;
Iu preparation:
opera.

new

specialties;

new localisms
a new American

THE GENTLE SAVAGE,

Popular Prices

next week see a presentation of Leonard Grover's sensational melodrama, The Wolves of New
York.
It will be realistically staged in every particular
the scenes of the oil works, the burning tank, and the
hoisting machinery, making most impressive adjuncts. The
cast is nearly the same as that at Stock-well's last year,
where the piece enjoyed a run of four weeks.

Frigate

i
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and WOMEN

Januarj 8fth— MEN

.1

organization, should attract a large audience.

The Alcazar

3

1

benefit of the choir fund of
Church will be given at the Y. M. 0. A. Auditorium on
Wednesday evening.
Besides the choir, the Plymouth

Quartette.

iiifhi.liiik'

kWLEY COMPANY Id
naval dnnu
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A concert for the
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brightly

Columbia Theatre-

SSo

and BOe

will

Y. M. G. A. Auditorium.

;

Wednesday evening. January

Grace Church Choir, assisted by Miss Mabel Love. Soprano,
Mrs. Maud Chappelie-Henley, Contralto, Plymouth Quartette.
Wm. H. Holt, Conductor. Proceeds for the Choir Fund.

* * *
In Old Kentucky, one of the successes of this decade,

and

the play which introduced the famous Pickaninny Band,
the race of five thoroughbreds on the Lexington track,
and many other novelties, comes next week to the California.
It is distinctly an American play, and pictures Kentucky life with the true blue grass flavor.
Miss Laura
Burt, the original Madge, comes with the company.
* * *

Otto Bendix will give a piano recital at Beethoven Hall
on Wednesday evening. Mr. Bendix added materially to a
slack season of music by his former recitals, displaying remarkable powers as an interpreter of the greatest of
piano literature, and his initial recital of this season will

G rOVer's

Alcazar.

The Palais Royal

ol

America.

To-night. January 18th, and every evening next week, Leonard
Grover's melo-drama,

THE WOLUES OF NEW YORK,
Saturday matinee: Dolls for everybody.
Matinees Saturday and Sundav.
Night Prices— 10c 15c ,25c, 35c, 50c.
Matinee Prices— 10c, 15c, and S5o.
,

San Francisco's Greatest Music Hall,
O'Farrell
street, between Stockton and Powell streets.
To-night and during the week. Remarkably new attractions.
A uniformly

R neU
A11M
0„.rp
m
l

.

SUPERB

BILL.

Gilmore & Leonard, Mons. Wm. Roberts, Manhattan Comedy
Four, and our all-star company.
Matinees Saturday and Sunday.
Reserved Seats, 25c; Balcony. 10c; Opera chairs and bos
seats. 50c

doubtless be largely attended.
# # #

Next week will be the fifth and last of Ixion at the
A new batch of songs and specialties will garnish
the production.
The, Gentle
Savage, a new American

22d. at 8 o'clock.

GRAND CONCERT.

Tivoli.

opera, said to be of excellent plot and melody,
* * *

FODESTfl & BALDOGGfll,

will follow.

FLORISTS

Marie Wainwright closes her engagement at the Baldwin Sunday night. The theatre will remain closed for two
weeks, when the Tavary Opera Company commences a
season of grand opera.

BAY VIEW NURSERY,

The people of San Francisco may not realize that the Olympic
Salt Water Company expended $100,000 to secure pare ocean water
to supply the Lurline Baths. After being pumped into this great
bathing establishment it is heated and furnished so that either a
tub bath or a swim may be enjoyed in the heart of the city. Tickets
for the plunge bath may be had in blocks of 50 tickets, at the rate of
5 for $1. Single tickets for either tub or plunge will remain unchanged, viz. Single tickets, 30 cents, or four for $1.

Dave Samson,

:

The ideal flowers of California bloom all the year round for the
Co., on Post street, near the corner of
Kearny, observe the seasons in their beautiful nursery, and the result is that our most beautiful violets and roses adorn the debutante
"rosebuds " who dance in our winter cotillions.
;

and

DECORATORS.

,

Between Kearny and Grant Avenue, San Francisco.
Telephone Main

Cal.

780.

Fine Mercantile Lunch.
Imported Pilsener, Franciscaner,
and Extra Pale Lager on draught.

PROGRESS

327

RESTAURANT.

and

329 Bush

St.

Tne En gUsh actress, coaches ladies and gentle
II
AM RPHHARH
DLUUnnu. mentor the dramatic profession; appearances arL1LLIHIM
ranged. Shakespearean classes Wednesday evenings. SHAKESPEAREAN ACADEMY. 913 Hyde street. San Francisco. Cal
I

most part but Leopold &

242 Sutter St

I

I

Tonicnn Woano
UodllO,
lullldUll

Grant avenue,
Hours.,
p iial

IU

H

/H. U,

Tel., Eaat-33. Residence 1003
lOOSSutte
Sutter.
Office, City of Paris Building No. 14
S. F. Receiving Hos-

Ex-surgeon U. S. Army; Ex-surgeon
11 A. M. to 2:30 'P. M.; 5 to 5:30 P.M.
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Reverend Mr. Brown, whose name
THE
the mouths
erently tossed about

is most irrevof the ungodly,

in

and flippantly familiar to the
women, has graduated from the tribunal of

jeered at by wicked men,
lips of dissolute

the examining police magistrate with the degree of N. G.
Before he was quite through that interesting ordeal, he
omitted, for one occasion only, his usual Sunday task of
calling the people of his religious congregation together,
and telling them to be good to do as he said, not as he did.
Then he skipped back to his pulpit again, as if nothing had
But the deacons are also a lot of self-satisfied
happened.
folk, who are sometimes nearly as good as the minister,
One or two of them
and who have to be reckoned with.
therefore, as we understand, suggested to him that he had
forgotten something. The pious Mrs. Cooper, who never
lets the world forget her religiousness, spoke right out

—

•

ing

made

it.

# * *

Sir Northrope Cowles, recently decorated by the Sultan,
has been much aggrieved by the strictures upon his royal
master, anent the Armenian massacre. Sir Northrope declares that, had the news of those atrocities been wired in
time to the Bohemian Club, his chief and worthy colleague,
Sir George Hall, the Turkish Consul, would not so long
have delayed his departure to Constantinople to see about
Abdul
the killiDg peremptorily checked.
it, and have
Hamid has written confidently to Mr. Cowles, as follows:

My

Dear Northrope: Our mutual friend Hall has arrived, and is inone of our spare palaces overlooking the Bosphorus, where
he has hot and cold water every morning, with all the modern conveniences. I will send you by the next mail a photograph of George
in turban and burnous. I can tell you he looks stunning. The odalisques are quite taken with Sir George, and that littlechanson of his,
" Fapa Sachina," has been translated into Arabic for the benefit of
the ladies of my harem. George, I am glad to inform you, is very
discreet, and, indeed, it will be to his advantage to continue so, for if
he tried to be too affectionate to any of my Circassians, I would bowstring him without a moment's hesitation. I am sorry Joe Redding
Give my regards to Sir Michael de
got no further than New York.
Young, Sir Henry Heyman, Sir William H. Barnes, and any other
knights and noblemen you may remember. Tell the Bohemian boys
tbat those stories about my people slaughtering those vile ArmeBy the way, Hall is studying the Koran
nians are all a flam.
Drop a hint to Doc Stebbins that I'd like to have him
diligently.
and Rabbi Voorsanger over here for an hour I wouldn't do nothing
to them oh no. They'd make a hole in the Bosphorus -in short
Aiidi'l Hamid.
order, you hear me! Allah, Bish Mallah.
stalled in

—

1

This

remarkable

framed, and

Bohemian

it will

document Sir Northrope

be placed

among

will

have

the archives of the

Club.
# # *

A cloud, no bigger than a man's hand, has grown up
within the portals of the big house on California street,
where Pacific Coast art has her permanent residence.
The sculptors, who sculp in clay, are at daggers drawn

18, 1896.

with the painters.
The Michael Angeloes in embryo declare that they do not want to be confined to the basement,
but long for the sun and air of the upper apartments. The
painters and the Directors protest that they will not endure the trail of mud the sculptors leave behind them on
the stairways, and that they must sculp in the basement,
or not at all.
Again, some of the conservative Directors
believe that there is not the necessary discipline among the
classes.
Pupils should be taught to understand that they
are not admitted to the society of the antiques to cut up
and while away the hours in monkey shines.
With those
grievances lifting their heads like thistles in a fertile field,
there is little doubt but there will be a thorough scouring
out in the Art Association pretty shortly, and a new and
more exacting regime established.

—

about him in terms of sisterly reproach aye, even worse
Then the deacons quickened his
than that, perchance.
memory.
He had forgotten that, in the course of a little
private controversy he had lately had with a female graduate from one of the penitentiaries of the East, there had
been some considerable public scandal, and he had gotten
his Sunday shirt bosom a good deal smutched, and it needed
So now he has been before the
to go through the laundry.
Bay Association of Congregational ministers, and told them
he didn't think the spots on his bosom amounted to much,
Now, then, comes the
but would submit to examination.
Ecclesiastical Court, and the investigation, and the calling
of witnesses, and the laundry business is to be gone over
again.
Will these religious people wash their dirty linen in
Whatever happens
public, or will they do it in whispers ?
to the Reverend Mr. Brown, he can't come out of it with
the
whitewash brush
any worse name than he has now. If
is liberally used, he may come back with his name as white
as snow, whereas it is now as dark as his original christen-

January

Joe King, the Supervisor, to Parson Bovard says:
'*

"
"

Ye shepherds seem unconscious of the errors of your ways;
Ye rail at social gatherings, and horribly perplex
YouDg men and modest maidens with cautions about sex,

" Yet all this time the newspapers are tilled with shocking cases,
" Where parsons make the sisters good by kisses and embraces;
" Before ye preach that dance and call are dangerous to souls,
"
"

And

apt to furnish fancy roasts for Satan's sulphurous coals,
big besom sweep out the muddy church,
" And see your own white robe is clean, ere others you besmirch.
In this sound piece of counsel to resolutions wed,
It looks if Mr. King had hit the nail square on the head.

With morality's

There was an amusing episode in one of the Market
street cafes the other night quite a prominent one, too.
Two peripatetic colored gentlemen "black as the ace of
spades " with banjo and guitar, wandered into the establishment, and asked if they might play a "ehewn" "jes'
The good-natured German
for a glass of dat yar beer. "
proprietor was so much amused that he gave his consent,
whereupon the pair sat down aud played: " Do you love
me, Liza Jane ? " in seventeen different discords.
Just then Ashton Stevens, the well-known musical composer, happened along with a friend on their way home.
"Stop," said Mr. Stevens; "we'll have some fun."
Entering the place, they instructed the proprietor to
send over two schooners to the "coons."
Result great
joy and a banjo string snapped in the middle of "Buffalo
Gals Come Out To-night," which stopped the show.
" Here's a string," said Stevens, who is never unpro-

—

—

—

—

—

—

So drawing out

vided.

his little

pocket case, he proceeded

to restring the old darky's battered instrument.
Then, with his inimitable art, he played "Swanee River"
for them.

They were wild with ecstasy and delight.
So was the
crowd of visitors at the place. Mr. Stevens continued
on for twenty minutes, till the audience was getting embarrassingly large.
Then he calmly arose, and took up a
collection in the banjo for the " two coons."
It amounted
big

to $4.50.

They haven't been seen

since.

of the Weather, who dwells in the sky,
Of late has found pastime amusing,
In making the weather clerk on earth a guy,
And all his predictions confusing;
Until weary at last, he called out from his throne:
"Say, Hammon, I'll give you a pouring,
I've had lots oi fun, now I'll let you alone,"
So Hammon's flags once more are soaring.

The Clerk

'

The members of the Bohemian Club held their quarterly
meeting on Tuesday, and elected a nominating committee
to make up the regular ticket for the next election in
Mr. Horace Piatt has no aspirations for a third
April.
Mr.
term, and, therefore, will not figure in the fight.
Vanderlyn Stow and Dr. George Chismore are the two
candidates
before
the
club
for
the
Presmost prominent
idency.
Dr. Chismore is one of the most popular men in
the club, and has found time from the demands of his pi'Ofession to cultivate the Muses to a considerable extent.
He writes good verse, and is so modest withal, that it is
only upon special occasions he flings the saddle over
Pegasus, and rides that noble steed bravely for the
edification of Bohemia.
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u.i- worktns in
young men dashed

wealthy

ih.v.-i kin,

Mr
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log, when
One Bung a sack

one evei
I

in
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.mil tin' other plunged a similar packagi
water. Both then fled through the rear entri
and Immediately four policemen, all breathless and re

barrel

"We
in

.>r

are after a couple of fellows that have just ro
Co. '8 bank,' shouted an officer.
"Did they

&
here?"

1

"That they did. replied Paddy promptly, "ami thru
wint out that way.
pointing in a direction opposite to
that taken by the robbers.
The police Bashed after them,
and the sagacious blacksmith picked up the sacks, which
held some twenty thousand dollars,
lie never heard of
the thieves again, kepi Ms own counsel, and judiciously in
vested this strangely
acquired capital.
And I'
Burns' luck became a byword in after days, when the rich
old blacksmith got into the habil of relating the incident
with unction.
* * *
"Billy," said Victoria, taking off her slipper,
"Come and lie across my knee" (Vic is quite a whipper);
"Grandma," cried that naughty boy, "I'm a Hohenzollern,
You'd not see a swell like me snivelling and hollering!"
But Her Majesty, despite cousins, nieces, aunties.
Has made up her mind to spank Billy's little panties.
* * *

Harry

and Frank Unger are again on the Pacific
Coast, and will pass a few of the winter months in this
frostless clime.
Their arrival here will be the cause of
much rejoicing in Bohemia.
Gillig

* * *

Once Julius Haste desired

to taste

The sweets of office without measure.
Then Deacon squealed, his fate was sealed,

And Haste may now
a boy just out of school be enlistee! in the Union army at
the first call for troops in 1861. and served in the Third,
Fourteenth, and Eighteenth New York cavalry regiments,
successively.
His gallantry on the field won him quick
promotion, and he was in active service for five years. At
various times he served under Generals Canby, Banks,
Hurlbut, and Merritt. In 1866 he was mustered out of
the army with the rank of Lieutenant-Colonel. Although
strongly recommended by officers high in rank for a transfer to the regular army, he decided not to make the application, and having an excellent training as a civil and topographical engineer, he accepted the position of engineer in
the construction department of the Union Pacific Railway.
When the road was completed, in 1868, Colonel Stone came
to California, and was a contractor for some five years for
the Southern Pacific Railway.
He is now engaged in the
construction of the San Luis Obispo and Santa Barbara
Railway.
His mining interests in Nevada County and in
Yuba are extremely extensive, involving huge interests in

repent at leisure.

After dinner try Adams' Pepsin Tutti-Frutti Chewing
will find it admirable.

Gam. You

No visitor ever fails to visit the wonderful Japanese goods and
cloisonnS ware at Geo. T. Marsh & Co.'s, under the Palace Hotel.

the May, Shamrock, Merrimac, Kentuck, Norambagua,
besides others. As a public man, Colonel Stone is a staunch
Republican, and has worked hard for his party.
member of the Union League Club since the first year of its
re-organization, be has spared no effort in effecting its
prosperity.
It may be also of interest to know that he is
Treasurer of the People's Home Savings Bank, now in
liquidation.
He was chosen to represent the bank by the
stockholders.

A

# # #

The expected arrival

of

Duke Degli Abruzzi,

the

King

of Italy's first cousin, next week will be a sort of event in
bicycle circles.
He is an enthusiastic bicyclist, and carries
his wheel with him on his tour around the world.
It was
his stepmother, Princess Letitia, who was sent by King
Humbert to close confinement for riding through the principal streets in' Florence clad in rather tight bloomers.
He visits San Francisco on the big Italian cruiser, Christoforo Columbo.
Query Is he after one of our wealthy
native daughters?
is very rich himself, however, so
far as Italian fortunes are concerned, that he will have to

—

Removal Notice.

TIREY
Has removed
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his offices to

high.

L,

FORD, Att'y-at-LaW,
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8th floor

CROOKEK BUILDING.

Has removed

B. Merrill

He

come

Rooms

Law

California Safe
J

Montgomery

St., S. F.

his

offices to

Rooms

316

Deposit Building,

and

317,

Third Floor,
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girls say Phil Tompkins is pressing Ad. Mizner hard
daring speech and action, calling him "a regular case."
His brother Min has more of the milk of human kindness,
they declare; but that is not astonishing, they add, when
one remembers his occupation.

The

in

* * *

\VR

society

is

probably

not aware of bow sehas suffered by the recent Brown scandal, but
one of the most interesting entertainments ever offered
for its delectation has been nipped in the bud, so to speak,
by the killing frost of fear. It is said a well-known old
bachelor of our most conservative circles was to have
given a baby show at his esthetic home for the benefit of
a fashionable church choir, and everything was progressing most favorably towards a successful issue when the
notoriety of the aforesaid suit created a panic in the old
beau's mind.
Visions of babies being literally as well as
figuratively "left at his door," claims of ownership, etc.,
being involved, all loomed before him to such an alarming
extent the result has been the abandonment of the unique
baby show, and society must fain be content with the
more prosaic and commonplace concert at a public hall
verely

would have dreamed that Jennie would marry a
Shoemaker " was heard at a bud dinner last week.
"

Who

!

it

MEMORY.— CHAS.

And memory comes,
To brood

o'er the

to chew Adams' Pepsin Tatti-Frutti Chewing
Indigestion fades before it.

Gum

after

Just think! only two months ago the young Kaiser William was
drinking old Saratoga whiskey at the Kiel Canal opening with the
Prince of Wales and an American Admiral, and now all three
countries are at loggerheads!

The Latest Fall and Winter Goods
have arrived.

BRIDGE &

H. S.
turn of mind may
not altogether like their girls' admiration for wearers of
bright buttons, yet it has its palliation in the fact that
the officers have driven the Brownies to the wall. These
youngsters, who in the earlier part of the season swarmed
around tea tables and suffered the petting of the women,
now find themselves relegated to amuse the very young
girls who are in the budding stage.
This is eminently as
it should be.
The sight of a veteran belle of many seasons and a smooth-faced boy in a flirtation game engaged
being a nauseous one to most people.

as its promises fade,
havoc that passion has made,

Don't fail
meals.

instead.

Although anxious parents

FENNO HOFFIHAH.

Hope, cheated too often when life's in its spring,
From the bosom that nursed it forever takes wing,

of a worldly

CO.

MERCHANT TAILORS. Many novelties in

Imported Wear. Shirts

to order

a Specialty

622 Market

St., (rjp stairs, opposite Palace Hotel

San Francisco

UP-TO-DATE
Tailoring
At Moderate Prices.
H.

J.

HAWES,

* * *

Our young men have

a cause of complaint against Frank
he has chosen Washington City as the
locale for the debut of his daughters, the co-heiresses of
their grandfather Sharon's estate.
But evidently the
astute champion of silver is aware of the lack of "distinction " to be had in exchange for wealth in the city of their
birth, and that factor in the world's esteem holds high
place with the Congressman from Nevada.

Newlands,

B

,

(Up one-half

flight fronting

on Post

St.)

in that

* * *

a noteworthy fact that the entire group of lovely
buds of the season are unanimous in expressions of delight
over the possible union of a wealthy young man and a beautiful young girl
noteworthy in that not a lisp of malice has
been uttered, not a whisper of envy or jealousy been heard.
Surely the young couple must be more than ordinarily
popular to provoke so amiable a condition of things.
It

Mezzanine

Crocker Building.

Brandt

&

Go.

FINE TAILORING
139 Montgomery St.

ERNST

H.

LUDWIG X

is

CO..

The Model
American

—

Caterers.
1206 Sutter

Telephone 2388.

St., S. F.

* * *

the untiring members of our society none can surpass Mrs. Henry Scott, who seems ever on the alert to
provide pleasure for her friends as well as for herself. Not
only does she gather them around her hospitable board in
town, but the spacious B'lingham cottage has become renowned for its large and jolly "house parties" weekly
given by this popular matron.

Of

all

Gran Bros.,
Montgomery Street. S F.
New High St.. Los Angeles.

316

No. 205

* * *

There has been much pouting among the buds that the
Philadelphia should have been ordered away, and so soon
before their Leap Year cotillion, too, the presence of the
navy chaps at the Presidio hop last week proving such a
delightful addition to the button beaux of the Post. But no
words can express the gratification of the wearers of

Concrete Artificial
Stone Work.

Perrier-Jouet

& Co

black coats thereat.
* * *

The pupils

schools in our midst
are much excited over a football contest which is to take
place between the teams of the Lake and West Seminaries.
Even the holidays have not abated the furore of daily practice, say the girls, each side being confident of victory.
in the rival fashionable

* * #

The trainanie tones of voice and velvety glances of Miss
Elma Graves seem to be doing a fair amount of execution
among the male portion of the recently organized "riding
class."

EPERNAY CHAMPAGNE,
For sale by all first-class Wine
Merchants and Grocers

W.

B.

CHAPMAN,

Sole Agent for Pacific Coast.

123 California St
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abov.

ded
lady, sitting in

one

an elderly

of the front >eats.

"T
the hammer.
;

une.'' cried the man with
"This vase. ..- a work of
art. is worth four times that sum.
Why.
look at it.
Will an intelligent audience
such u sacrifice? "

came
man's

in

the

same wo-

vo;

City Haiju
'A

RAR1L

OPPORTUNITY
TOSECURECHOICE

Well, well, well!
Can't you see that
- a treasure, and
you stand here and
allow it to be given away for such a paltry
"

sum?

"Ei<;ht

dollars."

Again

same bidder speaking.
"Eight dollars! The very

it

was

the

idea!''

ejaculated the auctioneer.
"I never saw the
iike.
Come, what is the meaning of this?
One of the Mikado's especial designs
ted in such a manner!
It is a reflec-

our taste.''
"Nine dollars." said the solitary bidder.
"It is too costly, too precious." and too
rare in pattern.
Wake up. or I'll put it
back in the box."
tion on

"Ten

dollars." the

"Well,

woman

said.

doesn't seem as if I can get
any more, so here it goes. Ten dollars
once, twice, three times! Sold to the lady
there at that shameful figure."
The lady stepped up, "paid for and received her parcel, and departed, apparently without noticing the
smiles of the
audience.
Ohio State Journal.
it

—

The employment

of

kerosene

oil

as a local application to wounds and ulcers
is reported by the
New York Medical
" Ulcers, especially indolent and
Journal.
atonic ulcers, were smeared with commercial kerosene, either pure or diluted (from
35 to 50 per cent.) with alcohol, by means
of a small camel's hair brush or with a
piece of gauze soaked in the solution.
The
appearance and character of the ulcers
soon changed for the better, the discharge
gradually diminished, and in from two to
four weeks the rapidly granulating surface formed a scar without any contraction in the surrounding parts."
The advantage claimed for kerosene are rapidity
of

action,

economy,

- 96.
Jan.^3
Thursday,
NOON,
SALESROOM OF
AT
12

BALDWIN MANNONDl

and freedom from

poisonous effects.

10

An

English detective went down to
Aldershot to search the ranks of a militia
regiment for a criminal who was "wanted."
Up and down went the investigator, till Lt
length he stopped opposite the left-hand
man of the rear rank, and looked hard at

by

colonel, his dignity

and

esprit de corps not a little offended, "this
can't be the man you want surely.
He's
the best man I've got in the regiment.
You don't mean to say you know him? "
"No," replied the detective, after a
pause, "I don't he's the only man in your
regiment I don't know, and I was wondering where he came from." Ex.

—

—
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EXTRAORDINARY CREDIT TERMS.
ONLY 25 PERCENT CASH, BALANCE 1, 2 AND 3 YEARS.
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Charles McDermott, whose name and
reputation is not altogether unfamiliar

to old-time mining men in California,
about to descend on London with the old Taylor mine or
He got the Marble Heart on the same prothe Idlewild.
position a few weeks ago in Chicago, and this is the reason
It
that London has been selected as a dumping ground.
years expatriated McDermott has
is said that for many
the audacity to ask $650,000 for these mines, which would
be a dear bargain at a tenth of the amount, but modesty
The enterprise is
is not one of the gentleman's failings.
one which should be left severely alone, if for no other
reason than the fact that McDermott is the promoter. He
has been in the business before, much to the sorrow of
many people of standing in this city, but not in any case
diil he get off with the plunder scot free. English investors
had better go slow in dealing with this scheme, and avoid
is

Business was very dull on Pine street during
the week just past, and prices have gradually
Shares.
been seeking a lower level. It is just a continued case of dry rot and a lack of the men
financially able to carry out a programme once it has been
outlined.
The mines are in excellent condition for an
operation, but they might as well be in Jamaica for all the
influence they can exert in making a market, unless there
is some one behind the game able to pull the wires intelligently without getting tangled up in them himself. There
has been lots of talk for months past about the "magnets"
not being ready, and all that, but it should be a good
"ready" when it comes along. The whole fact of the matter is that something will have to be done by somebody to
resurrect matters, and somebody means in reality nobody.
The brokers are individually helpless to work out the salvation of all. and individually they arc anything but a unit,
a condition of affairs which the last election has not served
Had Marks been elected matto ameliorate or improve.
ters would have looked much brighter than they do just
now. Affairs are nearing a crisis in the Pine street institutions, and a man of his strong calibre would have done
much to have turned the. tide to victory. But it is no use
talking about it now. The coming year will tell, after the
battle with rival concerns has been waged to an issue, amid
internal strife and jealousies.
The Occidental mine is said
to be looking well in an upraise above the 050-level,
although the stock has not shown it at all times. Justice
and Alta were assessed 10 cents during the week, and
Union Con. 20 cents.
The Local Brokers in local stocks and bonds report a
Financial
very fair demand for dividend paying secuOutlook.
rities of
unquestioned merit.
Although
money is plentiful, there is little dabbling
in outside enterprises.
Nevertheless the majority of
people manage somehow to keep posted upon what
is going on
in the speculative markets,
ready for a
plunge should any of their neighbors take the initiative with any degree of success.
The facts about
the Bourn clean-up having leaked out, it has once
more become apparent that all the vitality has not yet
been sapped out of the community, and that some of the
old spirit and vim is still in existence only latent.
It is
safe to make the prediction that some day not very far
distant, speculation will again be rife in this city, with innumerable opportunities for money making. On Wednesday last the following dividends were payable: Bank of
California, $3 for the quarter; Pacific Surety Company, 2
per cent, for the quarter; California Safe Deposit and
Trust Company, $1.50 for the quarter; Nevada Bank, $1.50
for the half-year; Wells, Fargo & Co., $3 for the half-year.
Also, the following monthly dividends: Edison Light and
Power, 66§c; Oakland Gas. 25c; San Francisco Gas, 35c;
Pacific Telephone, 30c; Sunset Telephone, 20c.
The California Lumber Company has levied an assessment of $10

Comstock
Mining

—

per share.
The Western Output
Precious

John

President of
has issued his
customary annual statement of the
bullion product of the Coast for
J.

Wells,

of

Metals

Valentine,

Fargo

&

Co.,

as follows: California. $14,417,012: Nevada, $2,581,Oregon, 11,852,430; Washington, 1552,467; Alaska.,
11,469,420; Idaho, $7,426,898; Montana. $37,832,500; Utah,
$9,222,052; Colorado, $28,545,659; New Mexico. $2,499,586;
Arizona, $7,352,776; Dakota, $3,088,785; Texas, 387,340;
Wyoming, $37,250; British Columbia, $207, (154.
Total,
si is, 104,042.
The amount is made up as follows: Gold,
41.19 per cent,, $48,667,383; silver, 29.85, $35,274,777;
copper, 22.89, $27,052,115; lead, 0.7, $7,170,307. Silver is
valued in the statement at 05 cents, copper 11 cents, and
lead 3.23 cents.
The production is the largest since 1891.
The gold output for California was $10,940,491, in dust and
bullion by express, and $3,003,017 in bullion and dust by
other conveyances, making in all $14,004,105.
The total
product for 1804, according to same authority; was $105,113,489.
1895,
913;

it

entirely

if

they wish to be safe.

American Mines
for

American Owners.

The

New York

Financial

News

says

of 'our domestic gold mines: "First
class gold mines need not. go begging
Americans
in any part of the world.

as yet do not seem to be up to the high prices asked by
English promoters, consequently but few of our best are
offered here, finding a ready market and being gradually
absorbed by foreign capital, which is ever on the alert in
California, Colorado, and all of our Western mining States.
The live Yankee, however, is rapidly preparing to work
and keep his gold mines, having found out that this is the
'gold era,' and that no other business pays so well when
have a dozen South Africas, and
properly carried on.
can afford to keep them." And the biggest South Africa of
the lot is right at home here in California, and within the
boundaries of her neighbors on the south and east.
want the Monroe Doctrine applied in the case of our mines
as much as anything else.

We

We

The arrest

Hammond's

of

Mr. John Hays

Hammond,

the distinguished California engineer, by
the Boers, among whom he has the misfortune to sojourn at present, gave rise to
much anxiety among his relatives and friends in this city
at first, until the full particulars came to hand by cable.
It was thought at first that matters were much more serious, judging from the exaggerated stories which have
crept out of the Rand into the outer world. The safety of
Latest
Experience,

Mr.

Hammond

now

fully assured,

from aught save a temporary annoyance is
which is a subject for general congratulation.
The other gentlemen from California who have
likewise suffered for the same cause, will meet with the
heartiest

New

sympathy in their trouble.
The market during the week has shown

York
Stock

little

improvement.

Prices, however, have been
Market.
well maintained, and holders seem less disposed to part with their stocks. Prices in
comparison with one week ago show only slight changes.
The Grangers are from i to 1} percent, higher. L. A N.
Lake Shore, D. & R. G. have all advanced to 1' per
cent.
Manhattan lost 2 per cent. The reorganization
plan has been accepted on Reading, and the first assessment of $5 per share is now due. Western Union is still
selling below 85 on fears of the B. & O. stock coming out
at any time.
Industrials have improved.
Sugar has advanced 4 per cent. The destruction of plantations in Cuba
:i

lias

strengthened the market.

The

Leather

is

also stronger.

Captain W. A. Nevills, who has been conElectric Plant,
fined to his room at the Palace with illness for some days past, has been able to
leave for his home at Sonora
The new electric plant at
the Rawhide Mine will be all ready to start up by March
1st, which will make the company independent of water
supply for the future. The mine is opening up better than
ever, and an immense amount of ore is now exposed, ready
for extraction when the reduction plant is ready.
Rawhide

The Harquahala Gold Mining Company
has had such success with their purchase
in Arizona that they are now working
might and main to even up on a property
which has recently been purchased at Kalgoorlie in Western Australia. Mr. R. M. Raymond is just about arriving
at Kalgoorlie, having been sent for in Arizona last month.
From Arizona
to

West

Australia,

January
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other

In-

1

We

W?reat

deal

nent record of the
lire

.

re

making

;i

perma-

of this

Duncan, whose name
ornamented the s

rie
r

in

amenities which adorn the

little

M r_
until

recently has pi

leapt into celebrity at a single bound.
This
nappei
>t was quite unexpected, too.

the way ii
As with all

is

our Pour Hundri d, who like to do this BOrt oi
thins;, the hour for administering to the appetite
thai reminds us of the dinner bell bad arrived, and the appetite
with it, hut her lord— he came not. No well regulated lady
of our City of the Golden Gate :> going without her dinner
because her lord lingers. She thereupon glided
local Delmonico's, and began to save herself from starva(iood digestion waited on her appetite, and she was
tion,
rather enjoying the luxuries of Messrs. Gutzeil & Malfantis cuisine, when the door opened and there entered
her inconstant husband with one of her sex to her unknown. The newly-arrived couple seated themselves a1
another and not distant table. Their dinner began and
1.
Wife and husband saw each other: they
glanced, then glared.
He forgot the demeanor which
would have been most becoming, and smirked, winked,
:

I

and made contortions to his wife. Female loveliness is at
times very lovely, but there is a limit to female patience.
Madame Duncan, provoked to wrath, gave that single
bound just alluded to, picked up a half-filled bottle of claret
and smashed it over the head of her erring lord, with remarks that enquired of his daring to comport himself thus
and so. This little inadvertent movement of the lady made
a great deal of trouble, for it resulted in breaking up the
interesting tete-a-tete of her husband and his second-best
girl, and induced a baptism of ruby over her husband's
face that was not all wine.
Then, dreaming of criminal
charges, of murder, and of sudden death, she ran to give
herself up to the police, who would not receive her approaches.
Mr. Duncan made no charge, but saved his
ammunition for the divorce court. It does seem as though
the rights of married people had got to be more clearly
defined, so that such disagreeable infelicities may not happen to disturb the peaceful current of the stream of matrimony. In the millenium, which we hope will hurry along
and not keep us waiting, we are suie that people may be
Da PPy> even though married, and the only improvement
we really expect is that people will find they can be so
happy, even though unmarried, that nothing can tempt
them to seek a greater felicity.

WHAT'S the matter with the new Valley road,

that

was

going to be built like lightning for the good of the
people and the especial glory of Mr. Demosthenes Preston,
its sagacious attorney?
Merely this and nothing more:
The people of Fresno happened not to be so everlastingly
stuck after the new road, as everybody here was made to
believe everybody was, and so refused to act upon the
application of the railroad company for permission to construct the road across the town. Then Attorney Preston
thought he would teach them a little law. The company
applied at once to the Supreme Court for a writ of mandate compelling the trustees of the town to act, and waited
to get the writ and swoop down on Fresno, and get the
permission and build the road right away.
Then the
Supreme Court gave a little chirp, and the great Preston
and all the little legal assistants found that the chirp
meant that the writ was denied. That was all there was
of it.
But it was enough. It wasn't as deep as a well,
nor as wide as a barn door, but 'twas enough, and the
learned attorney had learned that he couldn't boss an
executive and legislative body that has a discretion to
exercise and went home. It will probably never be said
that much learning hathmade lawyer Preston mad, though

—

his lack of it

may make some

of

his clients so.

And now

the new railroad company will have to follow the directions
of the statute, which it would better have done before, and
then, mayhap, may in time build its road through the
town of Fresno.

magie

do

Mr, Hill asked his wife
,,,,1
rinding

out for a u
thei e

certain domestic matters be drew his little gun, and wlllully, mall
tly, then ami there buried
several bullets in an. about her head, neck and body,
Th, -u he followed the advil >• he hail doubtless given
some time beforehand, and. after giving himself up. as
there wasn't any particular way of escape, he declined to
be interviewed.
Portuuately lie was ao
tin the
a lawyer, who was not just at that tin
gaged in anything
e criminal himself, and in time ap
I

I

1

peared in court, ami
to the charge of murder,
said he was not guilty.
His astute lawyei
with bis own theory of the ease, and gives out that just
omenl before he began shooting his wife, he became
insane, mail as a March hare.
If that was so. ol COI
was not guilty of murder, and. though the sound of the
shooting awoke him to the complete recovery of his senses.
vet no properly endowed jury will think of convicting him.
Since his lucky plea of insanity came to tin- great minds of
himself and his lawyer, be has begun to show unmistakable
signs of mania.
He is melancholy, silent, forgetful of the
past, and will soon, or all symptoms are valueless, begin
frothing at the mouth. This, at intervals, will occur until
his acquittal.
shall now wait patiently to see how
long it will take common sense to ride supreme in the
Oakland courts, and declare the sanity of the jury by a
verdict which shall hang Mr. Hill as high as Haman.
I

We

people
THE
cious

this city have been regaled with a prescandalous entertainment within the past
month.
If wickedness, and scandal, its dearest parasite,
are the offspring of the Devil, one may curiously ask if any
other can tell of what gender the Devil really is.
Is the
Devil only the father of lies, or is she the mother of envy,
of

lot of

backbiting, deceit, adulteries, fornications, thievery, blackmail, and every other kind of wickedness ?
incline to
the opinion, from our experience and the knowledge widespread by means of that agent of the Devil, the daily press,
that the Devil does exist; that said person is neither male
alone, nor female alone, nor bi-sexual.
think it is multitudinous, and ubiquitous, and omnipresent, and spiritually
exists not at any particular place, nor in, nor with any particular person, but becometh a part, and a large part, of
every individual who loves evil and eschews decency. These
wise reflections come to us voluntarily as we involuntarily
turn our thoughts to the saintly, gray-haired lady who is
now living without charge at the public institution on

We

We

Broadway, known as the
called a gentleman, so

jail.

As

the Devil

is

sometimes

we

shall be justified in saying that,
in this case at least, the Devil is very much of a lady. Doth
she not quote scripture for her purpose ?
Doth she not

wear the white robes

of

purity without,

—

and

is

she not

within, as are all hypocrites
a whited sepulchre, full of
Her name has
dead men's bones and all uncleanliness.
been made so infamously well-known of late that only the
blind, who read not the dailies, do not know it. An allusion
as a wink to a blind horse is as
is as good as a naming,
good as a nod.

THE
the

so-called gentleman, who still lingers with us under
title of a lord, by a faculty with which he is over
liberally endowed, manages to do something so superlatively stupid at least once in seven days, that he keeps his
dullness everlastingly in remembrance.
He has been to

Stockton and returned by steamer, and displays an unusually swelled head. He explains that it came from the
berth, in which he lay, meeting his skull, through an inadvertence of his own in attempting to discover why he was
rudely shocked by the boat's meeting an impediment
which failed to give way. There is no doubt a way to exIt comes in
plain the fact that one has a swelled head.
various ways. Sometimes it comes by accident, sometimes
of
this
the
case
ignoble
lord
there
is no doubt
birth.
In
by
he has come by it naturally, and that it has been his from
his birth.

;
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vein,

k

literary merits or demerits of (ieorgc Mr ridith have, tor many years, been an open ques

tion.

Some

of the

1

1

ii

I

at ion of the cries in air at a time of surgent pubexcitement, can hardly yield us music; and the wording

>m, by aid of compounds and
similes, only just within the

transplants, metaphors
and
range of the arrows of
Phcebus's bov, [that is, the furthest Bight known) would,
while it might intimate the latest poetry, expose venturesome Writers to the wrut.li of a people commendably believ
ing their language a perfected Instrument, when they pre
fer the request for a plateful, and commissioning their literary police to drain and anions experimenters who enlai ge
or wing it beyond the downright aim of the mark."

What
mean

'!

in

the

We

name

of

common

have read

sense

this sent,

n,

.-

over and over again, and, although W6 are hold enough to
say that we have some knowledge of our language, vet we
confess on our knees, and with forehead to the pavement,
that we are so profoundly unenlightened that we do not
understand the exact meaning of the sentence we have
To us it is a bewildering concatenation.
quoted,
We
are aware that some well known erities think language of
this Wind should not lie olijeeted to because it is obscure,
but, according to our humble judgment, this is too muoh of
a good thing, and we deny that it is English at. all.
The
admirers of George Meredith may tell us that, this "ob
scurity " is one of his chief charms, if they will, but we
would rather have some of the plain English we are aCCUS
tomed to in Addison, Dickens, Thackeray, Scott, Kipling,
or the thousand and one inferior authors who are never
even named as among the first "mat novelists of thl
The language we have quoted is careless, uncritical, and
incongruous,
Or what sort of conception is one to gel
from a combination of metaphors such as this:
"As a consequence, the truisms Hooded him, and he lost
his guard against our native prosiness. Must we be prosy.
If we are profound, unequivocally
sincere?
Do but listen
totliestnii
dering
Spouting extracts from
poet ry, if we could but hit upon the tight, would serve for a
I

who

of description in the book', and we will say: yes, we admit
it
point out the strong passages and striking episodes and
we will applaud; remind us of the flesh and blood men and
,

we fancy we know them,
you thai we admit it all, but in face Of
no adequate motive directs the
all this we can say that
conduct Of the principal characters, and that the book
crumbles to pieces when it is examined in detail. The association of ideas arc wholly fortuitous and external, and
w hen. lor Instance, he says

women

he places before us so that

and we

will tell

:

to the terms of the treaty the
An extinguisher de
venerable lady's time has expired,
SCends on her. giving her the likeness of one under con
deinnation of the Most. Holy Inquisition, in the ranks of an
auto 'i<t ft; and singularly resembling that victim at the
ames she will be when she hears the
first sharp bite of the
version of her story."
Are not. the similes here too far fetched, and do not
their meaning become so obs.CUre that they are lost in
mist, leaving the reader still wondering what on earth the
author means? That Mr. Meredith is felicitous now and
He does lad indeed give U8 thai
again, we do not deny.
wealth of epigram which made "The Egotist" so popular,
but. yet we find many brilliant things in "The Amazing
Marriage." But the wonder is that with all his brilliancy
such a great writer, and in spite of all his faults he is a
great writer, should give us a conceit of style such as this:

"She ceases.

According

II

"There was Madge and the donkey basket-trap ahead on
the road to the house, bearing proof of the veiled had been
signification of a might have been.
not a possible
might be? Still the might-be, the might-be."

Why

And

i

Now we again ask:
English does the man

t.liis,

111:111

i

lic

and a lift when we are ill this ditch of the serious
(lower Wordseer would have any number handy to

<

critics have contended that he is one
greatest of English novelists, whileothers
have pronounced him the poorest, and the public has
Thai he an be
labeled him as the hardesl to understand.
b
powerful snd passionate we know, but that be can
His verbiage may be.
scure and artificial we know also.
apparently, senseless, but if one has patience, and a
deal of it. this apparently senseless verbiage may be read
His books are of ten full of original investigawith profit.
tions of the human character, but one requires the patience
of Job to find them out.
Sis most artistic storj is. we be
lieve, " liana of the Crossways," and bis "Tale of Chloe,"
and other short stories, arc good beoause their brevity
serves as a restraint upon his Btyle,
Bui whatever doubt
may have, heretofore, existed about his plaoe in English
letters, be has, we believe, dispelled it by his last book,
jusi published in New York, and called "The Amazing
In plain words, then, this book convinces us
Marriage."
that George Meredith cannol write good ci
non sense
English at all.
Ee may be Imaginative and his characters
maj possess firmness and solidity, while we may wonder at
the spa rkle of his aphorisms and the dazzling profusion of
his tropes, yet his English is faulty and his imagination too
redundant and unrest rained, He will not be clear, and, while
we do not object to a little obscurity, and rather enjoy the
necessity of finding ou1 what the author is after, yet
George Meredith twists and turns, and doubles into a score
of metaphysical relations which are, too often, Inconsistent
And yet, If we take away all this redundancy
or foroed.
of figurative Imagery we lose the rich poetic flavor which
permeates his books, and n is in this fact that the
Now can any of our
peculiarity of bis writings lie.
readers tell us what on earth the author is driving at
when, in one sentence in "The Amazing Marriage,
he
says:

Week.*

1896.

English? Is it common sense.' Is it, worthy of
" the greatest of
is, according to some people,
What critic or reader wdio values
English novelists " ?
his reputation tor knowing "I! from a bull's foot," will tell
us that Ieorgc Meredith, in the sentences we have quoted,
iceit; and this fact
has not sacrificed sense for vail
stares us in the face here and there from the commence
They
ment to the close of "The Amazing Marriage."
stamp the book with a fatal blemish. Tell us of his wealth
Is

a

The

ot the

(8,

spout."

i?

A Book

Jamiaiy

in

so it goes on, so 11 begins, and so 11 ends, brilliant
part, but, on the whole, disappointing, and all because

George Meredith insists in writing so that we must read
him through a Eog. To 'his, we Object because we want
our books written in plain English, and this is something
George Meredith does not give us.
*

"

An Amazing Marriage,"

bj

Qeorge Meredith.

It has often been said that. Hacon
was a son of Queen
Elizabeth by the Earl of Essex.
Mr. Lawrence Hutton
has revived this story, and he gives a general review of the
mam similar rumors Hint were at one time alloat about

Virgin Queen. " In Ireland, we know, it Is said to
day that the family of Mapother, in the county of Kosn
descended from Queen Elizabeth, and other
stories are to the effect that the Karl of Ormond and the
Karl of Leicester knew more about Elizabeth's love all airs
than ordinary men should. But, on the Other hand, Lingard
discredits all those rumors, and Mr. Hutton uses them, we
see, to throw ridicule on the pretense that Hacon was the
Queen's son or thai he wrote Shakespeare.
the

this

1

a pleasure to sec the rising tide of Scott's popularof Miss A 11st iii and
\laria Edgewortfa works.
Let us hope that this renewed activity in
literature will push the guinea dreadfuls of' the
('ames, mens, and Hardvs out of the field.
The books
published by those morbid and meretricious writers are no
to
more
be compared with this revival of classic works than
" green goods " are to be compared with sound
money,
It

ity,

is

and the reprinting

,

Scribners have published so many thrashy books lately
some good ones that we welcome Professor
Nathaniel Thaler, of Harvard, on " Domesticated Animals,
Their Relation to Man, and tolas Advancement in Civilizaint the author might have saved us that very old
quotation. " The mule has no pride of ancestry and no hope

among

1

of posterity."
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Pine and Jones Sti.
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THE JOURNEY.-«s5<£

Irmllnir

M

-

Klivantlv rurnlfthcd
c««*Otf*.

:i

;

What

we had

joy

modations

Snn Franc Uco.
atonic or on

its,

haih
.tuty

many

a year since In >unny weather
IT
We started, nor cared if the way were longThere were Youth. Health, Love, and myself together
We sang, and our voices were clear and strong.
is

In

I

i

and with

mui to locate penDAtM

all Iti

accom-

SPECIAL RATES
to

in the beautiful weather!

How flowery the way that our path lay through
How we laughed in the gladness we shared together
How green were the fields, and the sky how blue

permanent guests.

Billiard

Room, Elevator,

oara,

!

the sky grew gray, in the rainy weather,
Why, a dull gray sky could do us no harm
Or if chill winds blew, we were still together,
Close, close together, and so kept warm.

MRS. S

If

;

But, alas, one day (it was autumn weather)
Youth stopped, and his face was wan and white.
" We can journey no more," he cried, ''together ;"
But he smiled and waved till we past from sight.

Health faltered next (ah, bad was the weather!)
" I will join you," he said, "in a little while;"
So Love and 1 walked onward together.
With backward glances for many a mile.

m

California

in vain,

For Youth, who

though we sought together,
wan white face.

us with

left

But I have not missed them, nor minded the weather,
Nor cared if I failed in every quest,
For Love and I made the journey together;
Love never left me what mattered the rest?
;

.Hotel

MODERN FIRE-PROOF

only

Is the

and

Its rich

of roses and warbling of birds,
Sweetest of sweet J une days,
Kindliest glances and tenderest words,
Shadiest woodland ways;
Murmuring brooklets and whispering trees,
Drowsiest song of the soft humming bees;

love, trust, peace.

And
I

and

besides—

he, he

and

Creeping mists hiding sad earth as she grieves,
Mourning for days gone by;

And

its

OyO,

Table will tickle the

taste,
and

Charges protect the

its

Docket book
of every Guest.
Convenient to business centers.
Close to all car lines. Every room sunny.
Warfield, Proprietor.

tl.

Conducted on both the

Brooldyi)

European and
American plan
j-iotel ® ®
Bush street, bet. Sansome and Montgomery, S. F.
This favorite hotel is under the management of
Charles Montgomery, and is as good, if not the best, Family and Business Men's Hotel in San Francisco. Home comforts, cuisine unexcelled,
first-class service and the highest standard of respectability guaranteed.
Our rooms cannot be surpassed for neatness and comfort.
Board and room: Per day. $1.25, $1.50, $1.75 and $2; per week, $7 to $12;

RIGGS HOUSE

of the National Capital. First-class in
all appointments.
O. G. STAPLES,

President; 6.

$3

American plan,

DeWITT,

Austin.

£bbitt

Now oq

the summit of Love's topmost peak
part; no further can we go:
better death than we from high to low
Should dwindle or decline from strong to weak.
"We have found all, there is no more to seek;
All have we proved, no more is there to know;
And time could only tutor us to eke
Out rapture's warmth with custom's afterglow.
cannot keep at such a height as this
For even straining souls like ours inhale
But once in life so rarefied a bliss.
What if we lingered till love's breath should fail
Heaven of
earth one more celestial kiss,
Then down by separate pathways to the vale.

]\ous<(,

sea

A little boat, a cradle boat,
signals of the mast denote;
And in the boat, a little life
Happy husband, happy wife!

davidson.

C.

D. C.

BTJRCH. Manager.
Fifty rooms

on the sixth floor with steam heat and electric light, reduced to
rooms on other floors reduced from
and alcove parlors at equally low

$2 50 and $3 per day. Fifty
$4 to $3 50 per day. Parlors
rates. Special rates for the

Army and Navy

Officers

and the

Clergy.

Occidental Hotel,

We

FOR HESPER JOYCE LE GALLIENNE.^/o/w

H

POPULAR PRICES— Regular rates, $4 per day up.

we and

And

!

Treas.

per dan and upward.

WASHINGTON,

LOVE'S WISDOM.—Alfred

What boat is this comes o'er the
From islands of Eternity?

Washington, D. C.

The Hotel " Far Excellence "-

besides

I alone, only I.

The

niin

finish

will please the

Cataracts foaming 'neath bare, leafless trees,
Chilly blasts sweeping o'er lone, barren leas
Heartache, doubts, tears,

my

San

per month, $27.50 to $40; single room, 50 cents to $1.
-95~Free coach to and from the Hotel.

1.

Wintry winds rustling the fallen, dead leaves,
Sullen and lowering the sky.

Kiss

in

C0NTRASTS.-rc*rPi5aw.

Perfume

Hope,

and

brilliant furnishings

R.

LIFE'S

Hotel

Francisco.

We have gone on since in all kinds of weather
We have waited for Health at each stopping-place,
And we sought

JOHNSON,.

B.

Southeast corner of Pine and .Tones streets.

A quiet home, centrally located, for
those who appreciate comfort and
attention.

Wm.

San Francisco.

B. Hooper, Hanager.

"In the

R.

Fine

LIDDLE

Co.

Field of

I

Goods
Sports."

Sportsmen's Goods ^
110

Montgomery

San Francisco.

Gneap.

Street,

New
Write

for

atalogue.

book tree
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Valentine. President, San Francisco.
E. CRAY. First Vice-President. San Francisco.
DUDLEY EVANS, Second Vice-President, New York.

John

J.

George.

Aaron

Stein. Secretary. San Francisco.
H. B. PARSONS. Assistant Secretary. New York.
HOMER S. KING, Treasurer, San Francisco.

irp

&

flompang,

Office of the President.

Sati cfiaHcbco, 2)ecein6ct

31,

1895.

Dear Sir The following is our Annual Report of Precious Metals produced in the States and Territories west of the
Missouri River (including British Columbia) during 1S95, which shows in the aggregate Gold, $48,667,383 Silver, 135,274,777
Copper, $27,052,115; Lead, $7,170,367. Total gross result, $118,164,642. The "commercial" value at which the several
metals named herein have been estimated, is Silver, 65 cts. per oz.; Copper, 11 cts. per lb.; and lead, $3.23 per cwt.
Allowance must always be made for probable variations from reported figures, by reason of constantly increasing
facilities for transporting bullion, ores and base metals from the mines outside of the express and the difficulty of getting
entirely reliable data from private sources. Estimates obtained in this way are liable to be exaggerated and are, to a
considerable degree, guess work ; but with some modifications on this account, made herein, the general results reached,
while only approximately correct, may be accepted as the closest approximation possible under the circumstances.
:

:

;

;

:

STATES AND TERRITORIES.

California

$3,063,617
319.5SI
150,000
35,ooo
1,454,420

,599,785

3M,8i7

t

[,521,000
1.500,000

Montana
Utah

647,405

Colorado

1,386,271

New Mexico

256,665
,206,503
1,475, 7S5

Arizona

Dakota
Texas

Wyoming

704,785
1,321,300
1,230,069

$4o,3SS,6n

.

The gross

yield for 1S95,

shown above, segregated,

$8,278,772

is

157,229
662,647
102,64!
202,650
2,723,646
9,425,000
1,116,767
i2,8S8,40i
293,881
160,019
175,000
380,300
4,750

32,500
267,654

Columbia
Total

by Express.

Conveyances.

1,239.735

Alaska
Idaho

Silver Bullion

Bullion by Other

$10, 940,491

Nevada
Oregon
Washington

British

Gold Dust and

Gold Dust and Bullion by Express.

$28,292,935

approximately as follows

15,000
2,182,252
23.907,500
6,753,095
2,270,987

627,740
4,756,lS5
38,000
7,040

$41,204,324

$48,667,383

2

9rW

35,274.777

Copper
Lead

22/5%

27,052,115

6^,

7,'70,3C7

Production as per W. F.
Co's Statements,
Including amounts from

Columbia and
West Coast of

British

Mexico.

Product after
deducting amounts

from British
Columbia and West
Coast of Mexico.

THE STATES AND TERRITORIES WEST OP THE MISSOURI

sive of British

$ 1,080,000

55,7S4,ooo
60,351,824
70,139,860
71,965,610
76,703,433
87,219,859
95,811,582
78,276,167
72,6SS,888
77,232,512
81,198,474
89,207,549
84,639,212
81.633.S35
87.311,382
100,160,222
103,327,770
112,665,569
I26.723.3S4
126,804,855
1 '7,946,565
111,259,508
103,827,623
104,844,112
117,896,988

100,000
2,250,000
3,450,000
3,800,000
5, 100,000
5,040,000
5,085,250
3,452,000
4,iS5,7£9
5,742,390
6,361,902
8,008,155
8,163,550
6,834,091
8,562,991
9,185,192
9,631,073
11,263,630
14,593,323

1895

118,164,642

!05,

"3,489

RIVETv, 1870-1S9.J

Statts and Territories west cf the Missouri River, excluColumbia and West Coast of Mexico, divided, are as follows

LEAD.

$ 52,150,000

1S91
1S92
1S93

$tiS, 164,642

The Net Products of the

58,284,000
62,236,959
72,258,693
74,401,045
8o,SS9,057
90,S75,i73
9S,42i,754
81,154,622
75,349.501
80,167,936
84,504,417
92,411,835
90,313,612
84,975,954
90,181,260
103,011,761
104,645,959

"4,341,592

552,467
1,469,420
7,426,898
37,832,500
9,222,052
28,545,659
2,499,586
7,352,776
3,6SS,7S5
387,340
37,250
267,654

$US, 164,642
IN

$ 54,000,000

127,677,836
127,166,410
118,237,441
111,531,700
104,081,591

$14,447, 12
2,581,913
1,852,430

:

Silver

&

1SS7
1S8S
1SS9

286,575
359,950

4 i TVo

ANNUAL PRODUCTS OF LEAP, COPPER, SILVER AND GOLD

1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875
1S76
1S77
1878
1879
18S0
1881
18S2
1883
1SS4
1S85
1SS6

$

Gold

Total

Year.

Ores and Base
by Freight

Bullion

COPPER.

2,

",509,571
12,385,780

",433,947
7,756,040
8,223,513
7,I70,367

898,000
1,195,000
4,055,037
5,6S3,g2i
6,086,252
7,838,036
9,276,755
10,362,746
18,261,490
14,793,763
20 ,569,092
13,261,663
19,370,516
23,631,339
22,276,294
27,052,115

$

SILVER.

GOLD.

$17,320,000
19,286,000
19,924,429
27,483,302
29,699,122
31,635,239
39,292,924
45,846,109
37,248,137
37,Q32,S57
3S,033,055
42.9S7.613
48,133,039
42,975,101
43.529,925
44,5i6 599
52,136,851
50,833,884
53,152,747
64,SoS,637
62,930,831
60,614,004
50,607,601
38,491,521
28,721,014
35,274,777

$33,750,000
34,398,000
38,177,395
39,206,558
38,466,488
39,96S, 194
42,SS6,935
44,SSo,223
37,576,030
31,470,262
32,559,067
30,653,959
29,011,318
27,816,640
25,183,567
26,393,756
29,561,424
32,500,067
29,987,702
32,527,661
31,795,361

3i,6S5,"8
29,847,444
33,948,723
45,623,291
48,399,729

g^r^stssffl^s^ w&^s^o&^jz- -pjsraissrjsa

^2 f

1

1

i

I'c

5

^> let

I'c

o$

s

9Kc -V

STATEMENT OF THE PRODUCT OF GOLD AND StLVI

c o.

i

\ND CORRKCTKD FROM
vm.

1S79-1S80.

,000

f*4. 837,000

:.<TOO

^,000
',000

942.OOO
1,013.000
937.O0O
956,000

iSSi-i!-S;.
18S2-1SS-,.
i8S-,-iSS:t

To

27,7.(2,000
30,2.17,000

29. -,29,000

I8S4-ISSV

914,000

I8S5-ISS6
I8S6-1SS7.
ISS7-ISSS.
IS8S-ISS9.
ISS9-IS90.
I890-IS9I
I89I-IS92.
IS92-IS93
1893-1894.
I894-IS95

1,026.000
1,047,000
I,03I,000
1,040,000
1,100,000
1,150,000
1,275,000
1,400,000
1,425,000
4,750,000

39,569,000
31,695,000
33,226,000
34.112,000
34,600,000
34,912,000
40,706,000
41,500,000
43,000,000
45,750,000
48,500,000
47,250,000
54.225,000

Total.

$22,CS9,O0O

$654,370,000

30,266,000
30,525,000
32,750,000
I

Cold Dollars.

1873-1874
1S74-1S75
I875-IS76
1S76-1S77
1877-1878
1S7S-1S79
1S79-1SS0
18S0-1SS1
1881-1SS2
18S2-1SS3
18S3-1SS4
1S84-1885
i88^-i8S6
1SS6-1SS7
18S7-1SSS
1888-1SS9
18S9-1S90
1890-1891
1891-1S92
1892-1893
1893-1S94
1894-1S95

$866,743
862,619
809,401
695,750
691,998
658,206

Total

Summary.

|677,O59,O0O

Silver Dollars.

Gold, $10,995,294

;

ISt

OF JULY,

1873,

492,068
452,590
407,600
328,698
423,250
425,000
410,000
340,320
305,100
243.298
308,000
291,940
361,672
553.978
545,237

$15,966
21,712
30,654
9,035
41,364
16,300
14,035
42,258
11,972

$10,995,294

$534,946,902

$203,296

Silver, £534,946,902

;

Copper, $203,295.

TO THB

Copper Dollars.

$18,846,067
19,386,958
19,454,054
21,415,128
22,084,203
22,162,987
24,018,528
24,617,395
25,146,260
24,083,921
25,377,379
25,840,728
25,850,000
25,600,000
26,711,000
25,274,500
24,328,326
24,238,000
25,527,000
27,169,876
30,185,611
27,628,981

521, S26

—Totals:

',O0O

35,138,000
35,647,000
35,943,000
41,746,000
42,600,000
44,150,000
47,025,000
49.900,000
48,675.000
58,975,000

EXHIBIT OF COINAGE OF COLD, SILVER AND COPPER, IN THE REPUBLIC OF MEXICO, FROM THE
30th OF TONE, 1S95.
YEARS.

7

|25,5S4,O0O
26,006,000

29,234,000

1,055,000

.

1S77 TO 1895.

Grand

Total, $546,145,492.

EXHIBIT OF THE COINAGE OF MEXICO FROM THE ESTADLISHMENT OF THE MINTS IN I537 TO THE END OF THE
FISCAL YEAR OF 1S95.

Independence.

Silver.

$ 8,497,950

$752,067,456
441,629,211
888,563,989

$200,000

19,889,014
40,391,447

342,893

$760,765,406
461,518,225
929,298,329

$68,77S,4ii

$2,082,260,656

$542,893

$2,151,581,960

557,392
45,040,62s

$ iS,575,569
740,246,485

$5,235,177

790,522,290

$45,59S,020

$758,822,054

$5,235,177

$809,655,251

$10,955,294

$534,946,902

$203,296

$546,145,492

$
Republic.
Eagle coin, from

1st July, 1S73, to 30th of June, 1895.

SUMB1ARY.

—

Total.

Gold.

Colonial Epoch.

—

Copper.

$ 19,132,961

Colonial Epoch from 1537 to 1S21, $2,151,581,960; Independence from 1S22 to 1S73, $809,655,251 Republic
1873 to 1895, $546,145,492. Total, $3,507,382,703.
It will be observed that in Current Product both Gold and Silver— Mexico shows a continued increase.
;

— from

—

/J^^t^#tt)
President.

—a
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aSfvfe

TO
Sarah BernEDITH:—The prophetic words
DEAR
New York — when she came back on her very
hardt
of

in

and for the

See

—

time!" concerning
the coming fashions after Lent must have awakened a
certain heart-ache in the bosoms of many families.
Last Suuday, I believe it was, that she landed in
Gotham, but at once she proceeded to cast consternation
into the hearts of some thirty million or, say forty
American women, with the statement thai there is about
to be a revolution in gowns and that, right away!
In her na'i.e fashion the great actress declares that no
more will the Marie Antoinette fashions prevail, but that
the Empire and Josephine its Imperial Queen would set
the style just as if she were living now.
There is a lovely vision of Marie Antoinette in the famous
painting by Delacroix when she descended the stern, cruel
This,; with its fantastic,
steps of the Conciergerie.
diaphanous, filmy lace fissui whether one calls it a Barthe
or anything else has won the world.
Once" upon a time Sarah Bernhardt said she could
Probably she does.
start the fashions for the world.
But, dear me! how she hates the wide bell-shaped skirt and
"
pronounces
its era past.
sleeve!
She
fluffy
the
Already I hear from our Parisian friends signals of the
coming "Disturbance," Madame Bernhardt, who with
Rejane and others say Yvette Guilbert among them
have managed the fashions, styles, in hats, bonnets and
will endeavor to inclothes and foot-gear for some time,
duce a Napoleonic Era. It seems that even now the reign
of white gowns which was the very insistance of the last
fin de Steele is being restored in Europe.
As a sign, the introduction of the dainty old-fashioned
"pattens" or dainty slippers, with cross straps for the
ball-room,
certainly marks an inclination to advance toward the era of the Empire.
But Madame Bernhardt declares that women have no
originality about dress nowadays, and she thinks men have
exaggerated themselves into a perfect stupidity of
Perhaps the lady would like to watch
Puritanism.
President Cleveland walk down Massachusetts avenue
arrayed in silk and scarlet, with a swaggering sword at
last farewell,

''veriest last

THein.
Guarantee a perfect fit and graceappearance to any variety of
figure, and are comfortable and

—

ful

—

durable.

Made

in short, long, extra long and
extremely long waists; four, five,
and six-hook clasps.

—

—

—

L

We

take pleasure in recommendB., for the fit and wear of
which we hold ourselves responsiWe cheerfully and promptly furnish a new pair
cases of dissatisfaction from any cause.

ing

—

ble.
in all

W.

'

—

—

—
—

his side!

— as in old times.

day hardly apply

to

There is too much fur "flying." We have
not as bad a climate as we think and it is not half as bad
as things they whisper about New York.
But, yet, we will wear furs, and when we can't have
Russian sable which costs about a hundred dollars an
how we hate that
inch, we wear "genteel" substitutes,

—

—

—

word "genteel I"
The Chinchilla fur has suddenly become the

style after

the sable, and it's much cheaper in this country than it is
in Paris, by the way.
It is used very effectively on cloth

and woolen gowns, and one of the prettiest costumes of
recent date that I have seen is of green cloth, with two
skirts the upper one cut into points about the bottom,
which are edged by the fur. The bodice has a surplice
front and is trimmed by a band of Oriental embroidery
dream in green and gold. The band edges the surplice
front, crossing over the bust to the left side.
From
thence it encircles the waist, forming the belt.
By the way, you must carry a rabbit's foot in polite
society, just now.
Mrs. Cleveland does, and so do most of
the Senator's wives just for pure good luck or "Gliick,"
as the Germans would say.
Mrs. Cleveland carries hers in her purse; and Mrs.
Leland Stanford may not be forgotten in the matter,
when one remembers that the beautiful antique, tiny
image of St. Joseph and the Holy Infant which never
leaves her pocket is the emblem of prosperity and good
luck, according to the old Italian tradition.
Belinda.

—

—

—

—

The Japanese Art Goods and
Marsh &

Co.'s,

BUILDING, Market and Jones

Temple and

First St.,

MME. MflROriftND'S GREME DE
A delightful
for

San Francisco.

Sts.,

preparation
preserving and beau-

W.

chanics* Fair.
superior merit.

T. Wenzell. M.D.,

Ph.G.

Ph.M.

tifying the complexion.

Awarded diploma

Los Angeles, Cal.

Lfl GREME.
Endorsed by

at

Me-

1895,

for

Win. M. Searby, Ph.C.
C F. Jones, Ph. CC. A. Clinton, M.D., exmember Board of Health.
G.
Gerlach.Ph.G. M .D
\V M. Logan, Ph.G. M. D
Dr Lichau,
Murphy, and others.

W

Samples of Creme de
Creme given away.

la

]

Nevertheless the fashions of the
California.

MURPHY

203 to 207 N Spring St. bet.

fine

cloisonne

under the Palace Hotel, surpass

ware

all else

at Geo. T.
in that line.

MME. MARCH AND,
Send

Rooms 30 to 41.
for booklet.

121

H"irand Complexion

Specialist,

Taber's entrance.

Post St.

Telephone

1349.

Should have

ft

Fashionable Modes, Well Fitting,

Perfect

Well

in

Workmanship and

Elegant Finish.
I

furnish these requisites.

Dressed
Mrs.

Woman

313

BRUSHES

ft.

J. Bradley, Moaiste

Geary St

,

'

San Francisco.

For barbers, bakers, bootblacks, bath-houses, bil"iard tables, brewers, book-binders, candy-makers,
manners, dyers, flour-mills, foundries, laundries,
paper-hangers, printers, painters, shoe factories,

stablemen, tar-roofers, tanners,

tailors, etc.

BUCHANAN
BRUSH MANUFACTURERS.

BROS.,

609 Sacramento

St., S.

F

Tel. 5610.

For the best value in

HATS

G.

or

CAPS

Herrmann & Go.

Tne Hatters,
328 Kearny

St.,

Near Pine. (Entire Building)
The ONLY Retail Hatters
having their own factory.

January
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I.I-:

1

ARNES".

C<PN

IS
P«n

THE

ebbs

« clever people has
a variety of proverbs for the benefit
Hcvc are
few of them:
bikes run fast.

at pains to invent

MOUNT

oi

FOR

.1

ilen

Well tired—least tired.

A

-

before a

!

fall.

THE WHITE

Bike while the craze is hot.
Hikers must not be muse
A ring in time saves crii
Too many bicycles spoil a walk.
Spare the pump and spoil the tyre.
Tired horses never grow weary.
It is DO use sighing over spilt cycles.

I-

96
HI

M MER

IS

THE COMER

HOOKER & CO.
Retail Store-No.

1640 Market

Street.

Cyclery—Cor. Page and Stanyan Streets.
Wholesale Dep't- 16-18 Drumm Street, S. F.

COAST AGENTS FOH

ARNE

Where

there's a way there's a wheel.
Between two wheels you come to woe.

A
A

seat unsound soon finds the ground.
novice and her bike are soon parted.
Mount in baste and the dust you'll taste.
The lady cyclist has many spokes to her wheel.
The world's a cycle, aud all society merely cyclists.
Look at others before you put on rational costume.
Never run over a magistrate; the pleasure is not worth
the cost.
One man can set a beginner ou a bicycle, but ten can't
keep her there.
She that rideth uprightly rideth surely, but she that

perverteth her

way

shall

fall.

— Mail and Express.

Wheelmen

as a rule are inventive, as is shown by the
chairman of the Western Passenger Association has been called upon for a ruling as to whether a
bicycle in a trunk is subject to the special carrying charge
which went into effect December 1st. He has decided it is
not, though the charge will be made on wheels in crates or
boxes.
The next thing on the market will be trunks for
bicycles and baby carriages.
As weight is the basis of
transportation rates for baggage, the question of size will
fact that the

cut no figure.

RESTAURANTS.
Montgomery-St. Coffee and Lunch House.
a specialty.

Cream

waffles.

Good

Montgomery

420

coffee

H. H.

St.

and fresh eggs

HJUL,

Prop.

Poodle Dog Restaurant, S. E. cor. Grant ave. and Bush st. Private
dining and banquet rooms. Tel. 429.
A. 13 Blanco & B. Bruno. Props.
Nevada Restaurant, 417 Pine st. Private rooms; meals 50c. Loupy Bros
Bay State Oyster House. 15Stockton& lOOO'Farrell. N. M. Adler, Prop.

MEDICAL
A Sovereign Remedy— DR PARKER'S COUGH CURE.
One dose will stop a cough. It never fails. Try it. Price

25c.

George Dahlbender & Co., 214 Kearny street.
Elmer Bunker has removed to 630 Sutter street.
Office Hours 1 to 3 and 6 :30 to 7 :30 P. M.
Dr. Hall, 14 McAllister St.. near Jones. Diseases of women and children.
Dr. R.

:

DENTISTS.

Dr. Thomas L. Hill,
OFFICE: Odd Fellows'

streets.

Office

hours

:

Building, southwest corner Seventh and Market
9 a. m. to 5 p. M.
Consultation Hours 4 to 5.
:

Young,

Dr. H. G.

Bridges and teeth without plates.

Polk

1841

street.

Dr. R. Cutlar, 818 Sutter street.

The Queen of Italy has been taking a thorough course
of instruction in bicycle riding, and rides to perfection, so
say all who have had the pleasure of seeing her perform in
her private park. As yet she has not appeared on the
road, but has set the fashion to Italian ladies, and they
are plentifully seen in public.

A

AND PURCHASER'S GUIDE

CITY INDEX

POSTAGE STAMP DEALERS.
Hawaiian Stamps a specialty. MAKINS & CO 506 Market street.
Selections on approval: any place in world. W. F. GREANY, 827 Brannan
The W. H. Holds Stamp Co., (Incorporated), 105O'Farrell St., S. F.

MERCHANT

—

Mechanical Horror. Machinery, a monthly journal
published at Johannesburg, South Africa, gives an account
of a most remarkable clock belonging to a Hindu prince,
which the editor thinks the strangest piece of machinery
in India.
Near the dial of an ordinary-looking clock is a
large gong hung on poles, while underneath, scattered on
the ground, is a pile of artificial human skulls, ribs, legs,
and arms, the whole number of bones in the pile being
equal to the number of bones in twelve human skeletons.
When the hands of the clock indicate the hour of one, the
number of bones needed to form a complete human skeleton come together with a snap; by some mechanical contrivance the skeleton springs up, seizes a mallet, and walking up to the gong, strikes one blow. This finished, it returns to the pile and again falls to pieces. When two
o'clock, two skeletons get up, and strike, while at the
hours of noon and midnight the entire heap springs up in
the shape of twelve skeletons, and strikes, each one after
the other, a blow on the gong, and then fall to pieces, as
before.

TAILORS.

&

Neuhaus
Co., 115 Kearny, up-stairs.
Suits to order $12 50.
coats. $10. Pants $4 and upwards. Samples by mail.
4®* A perfect fit guaranteed.

Over-

VOCAL CULTURE.
Miss Caroline Shlndler, Soprano. "Vocal Culture.

Hours,

1

to

3,

Joseph Greven, Vocal Teacher, Neumann Piano Store, 82 Ninth

2416

CANDIES.

CANDIES.— Don't

leave the city without a uox of

ROBERTS' Best.

ON WHEELS.

G.&S.

AXLE GREASE.

HOME PRODUCTION.
GOBURN,

TEVIS & GO., 107 Front

Does your

The

Original Swain's Bakery, 213 Sutter street, has so securely
established itself as the place which furnishes the best confects, suppers, etc., at the shortest notice, that it would be idle to speak of competition in connection with this establishment. Whenever any event
requiring skillful and polite service and the highest products of the
chef's and baker's arts, the Original Swain's Bakery is invariably the
choice.

Clay

St., S. F.

Roof

Need

Repair ?

We will

examine It without cost, and give
estimate for putting in good order, and
keeping it so for a term of years.

Paraffine Paint Co.

M^SST

1'

St.

—
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BANKING.
MUTUAL SAVINGS BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO.
33

Post Street, below Kearny, mechanics' institute Building.
Paid-Up Capital,
officers

Guaranteed Capital,

VARIETY

show had reached Boggo,

arid

the local

sky-pilot had let the school-room on condition that
"I
strict propriety was observed in the performance.
assure you, sir," said the manager, "our entertainment
"
Mind,"
elevating
character."
is of the most refined and
quoth the parson, "I'll be there myself, and at the slightest suggestion of anything wrong my man shall turn out
the lights." The perfoimance ran smoothly awhile until
Tambo enquired, " Bones, can you tole me what is the
Before Bones could
most attractive thing in woman ? "
refer to her beautiful trust in man, her love for her children, etc., the voice of the shepherd was heard in the hall,
crying, " If there's an answer to that question, out go the
lights "
Exchange.
" Now, who is that? " asked the dignified hen;
" That chicken in white and gray?
She's very well dressed but from whence did she come?
And her family, who are they? "

ft

—

!

" She never can move in our set, my dear,"
Said the old hen's friend to her, later;
" I've just found out— you'll be shocked to hear
She was hatched in an incubator."

WELLS FARGO & CO.'S BANK.
N. E.

John

H. Wadsworth

—

Like shingles, roughly speaking,

Are thus put on by nature to
Prevent the fish from leaking.— Am. Homes.
Green I wonder who first started the word hello when
talking through the telephone.
Teller It must have
been some one who saw how easily the syllables could be
reversed.
New York World.
Mils. Dim isti ii'
Bridget, wlieqe are the nuts for dessert?

—

— Shure
—

Bridget

an'

Oi'

didn't,

mum. I couldn't get me teet' t'roo 'em. Globe Democrat.
Bachelor I am told that a married man can live on
half the income that a single man requires.
Married
Man Yes; he has to. Town and Couutry Journal.
'T11 r young doctor makes an immense number of calls
on Mrs. Oglesby. Is she very sick? " "No; she is very

—

—

—

\

pretty."

—

I

— Truth.

—

Pa What's baby crying for, Dolly? Dolly Just cos
showed her how to eat her cake. Pick-Me-Up.

—

THE SATHER BANKING COMPANY.
$l ,250,0u0

510

Montgomery

&

Co.,

Established

I.

San Francisco.
Talbot, Vice-President

1851,

C. F. A.

President.

Cowgill, Cashier.

Directors— C. S. Benedict, Charles Main, F. W. Sumner, Albert Miller,
Wm. P. Johnson, C. F. A. Talbot. James K. Wilson.

Agents: New York — Drexel, Morgan & Co. Boston—Downer & Co.
Philadelphia— Drexel & Co. Chicago— Atlas National Bank. St. Louis—
The Mechanics" Bank. Kansas City— First National Bank. LondonBrown. Shipley & Co. Paris— Drexel, Harjes & Co.

THE GERMAN SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.
No. 536 California St., S. F.
Capital actually paid up in Cash. $1,000,000.
Reserve Fund
$ 715,000
Deposits, Dec. 31, 1895
$30,727,586 58.
Guaranteed Capital. .$1,200,000
OFFICERS— President, B. A. Becker; Vice-President, Edward Kruse;
Second Vice-President, George H. Eggers; Cashier, A. H. R. Schmidt; Assistant Cashier, Wm. Herrmann; Secretary, George Tourny Assistant
Secretary, A. H. Muiler.
Board of Directors— Edward Kruse, George H. Eggers, O. Shoemann,
A. C. Heineken, H. Horstmann, B. A. Becker, H. L. Simon, Ign, Steinhart,
Daniel Meyer. Attorney, W. S. Goodfellow.

SECURITY SAVINGS BANK.
Montgomery St.. Mills Building,
INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS. LOANS MADE.
222

DIRECTORS.

Wm. Alvord
Wm. Babcock
Adam Grant

Jerome Lincoln
O. D. Baldwin

W.

S,

H. H. Hewlett
A. K. P. Harmon
J. B. Lincoln.

Jones

HUMBOLDT SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.
No.

18

Geary Street.
November

Incorporated

24, 1869.

ADOLPH C. WEBER
ERNST BRAND

President
Secretary

NEVADA WAREHOUSE AND DOCK COMPANY.
WAREHOUSES AND DOCKS
PORT COSTA, California.
Storage Capacity, 100.000 tons. Regular warehouse for San Francisco
Produce Exchange Call Board.
These warehouses are the largest on the Pacific Coast, and are furnished
with the latest improvements for the rapid handling and storing of Grain.
A mill attached, supplied with the best and newest machinery for cleaning
foul and smutty wheat.
Money advanced at lowest rates of interest on grain stored in warehouses.
Insurance effected at lowest rates in first-class companies, or grain sold,
if

desired, at current rates.

OFFICE— 202 Sansome St.. over the

OM

I

t H T O.

Anglo-California Bank.

AMERICAN AND FOREIGN PATENTS.

BOONfc & MURD0GK,
San Francisco

Washington

The furnishing goods sold by John W. Carmanv,25 Kearny street,
are worn by the best-dressed men in the city, because the goods are
the best in the market and the variety is complete.
Tbe Press Clipping Bureau,

Manager
Assistant Cashier

|

—

—

|

N. Y. City, H. B. Parsons, Cashier. Salt Lake City, J. E. Dooly, Cashier
Directors— John J. Valentine, Benj. P. Cheney, Oliver Eldridge, Henry
E. Huntington, Homer S. King, George E. Gray, John J. McCook, Charles
F. Crocker, Dudley Evans.

—

Did you crack them?

Homer S.King
F. L. Lipman

I

BRANCHES.

L.

Bag.

—

$6,250,000

President
Cashier

Valentine

J.

Successor to Sather

have

—

Corner Sansome & Sutter Streets.

Cash Capital and Surplus

James K. Wilson

before me a letter from a Persian friend, a gentleman of some literary note in his own country, who informs me that he is learning English by the aid of a small
text book and a dictionary, without any other instructor,
and he adds: " In small time I can learn so many English
as I think I will come to the America and goon the scaffold
to lecture."
Methodist Herald.
" I can see no reason," said the S. P. C. A. boarder,
" why it should be thought advisable to dock a horse's
" Probably," suggested the Cheerful Idiot, "they
tail."
are docked for being behind." Indianapolis Journal.
" Doctor, I want a tooth pulled. I'm a great coward
when it comes to enduring pain, and yet I'm afraid of both
laughing gas and chloroform."
"You might be happy
with either." Chicago Tribune.
The scales arranged upon the fish
I

$300,000.

Capital

—Harper's Round Table.
A LIQUOR case was on trial, and one of the officers who
had made the raid testified that a number of bottles were
found on the premises.
"What was in the bottles?"
asked the judge of the witness.
"Liquor, your honor."
" What kind of liquor?" "I don't know, sir."
"Didn't
"
"
you taste it or smell of it?
Both, your honor." "What!
Do you mean to say that you are not a judge of liquor? "
"No, sir; I'm not a judge; I'm only a policeman."
The
witness was excused from answering any further questions.

— Green

$1,000,000.

President. IS. G. MURPHY, Vice-President.
JAMES D.
A. HOOPER, Vice-President.
Phelan,
L. P. Drexler, John A. Hooper, C. G.
D.
Directors— James
Hooker, James Mofflt, S. G. Murphy, Frank J. Sullivan, Robert McElroy,
and Joseph D. Grant.
Interest paid on Term and Ordinary Deposits. Loans on approved seGEO. A. STORY, Cashier.
curities.
Deposits may be sent by postal order, Well, Fargo, & Co., or Exchange
on City Banks. When opening accounts send signature.

PHELAN,
JOHN

Office:

Office

:

(E. F.

Murdock.

Jno.L. Boone).

Nucleus Building, Cor. Market and Third Sts.

Opposite Patent Office.

street, S. F. reads all
all topics, business

papers on the Pacific Coast, and supplies clippings on

and personal.

REMOVED TO 824 MARKET STREET, PHELAN BUILDING

January
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BANKING.
BANK OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.
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" Lately the Brsl
oonnectton bel
ship and the shore were made in Kiel, on the guarddal, and resulted very favorably," says Der
icr Weisen (Vienna).
"In future, accordingly, it
will be possible for all the ships that lie near a buoy in
Kiel harbor to be connected by telephone, not only with
telephone system of the city, bu| also with the" other
3 in harbor.
The central office of |the ship telephone
m is in the torpedo depot. Prom a small temporary
wooden building run wires through the water to the same
buoy, so that the connection is thus made without trouble.
If a vessel leaves its buoy, it disconnects the wire from the
ship's telephone, and if it approaches one it makes connection.
The communication of the ship with the different
port authorities and with purveyors of provisions, hitherto
fraught with so great inconvenience and delay, has by this
innovation been greatly facilitated, and it is also of noteworthy use for signaling purposes." Translated for The
Literary Digest.
a

—

Tmk Tims of I'kahi.. We have been taught to believe
that the beautiful iridescence of pearls and mother-ofpearl is caused by striations or fine grooves on the surface
of the nacre, just as the iris of a dove's neck is due to the
striations of the plumage; but according to Mr. C. E.
Benham. although a little of the color is produced in this
way. most of it is caused by interference of the rays of
light by reflection from the outer and inner surfaces of the
thin layers of nacre forming the substance of the pearl.
The colors of a pearl have therefore a similar origin to
those of a soap bubble, or the iridescence of ancient glass
which has been scaled by time.

—A

Bangs of Vision on Water.
man whose eyes are
exactly 6 feet from the ground, standing on the beach so
that the water just touches his feet, could see a ship at a
distance of a little over two and three-quarter miles, and
beyond this she would disappear. For each foot above the
surface of the water you can see a little over one nautical
mile, for each mile you cau see eighty-three and a half
nautical miles.
People who go long voyages on ships are
always surprised at the small number of other vessels they
meet. But the simple explanation of this fact is the really
very limited range of vision one has from a ship's deck.
Effect of Telephone upon Hearing..

— "A

peculiar
the use of the telephone," said a telephone
company official the other day, "is the increased acuteness of the left ear. The sensitiveness of the left ear is
abnormally developed by frequent telephone practice, and
the right ear, not generally used, shows a marked
deterioration in the ability to discern sound.
Put the
transmitter to your right ear, and then .you will realize
how much the sense of hearing has been sharpened in the
other organ. Philadelphia Record.
effect of

—

—

New menu cards come
in Menu Cards.
form of fruits and vegetables, such as apples, pears,
potatoes, cucumbers and lemons. They are colored like
the natural fruits, and the menu is written on the other
side.
The cards are fastened to apiece of satin ribbon, on
which is printed the name of the guest. Philadelphia
The Latest

in the

—
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BANK OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital
Surplus and Undivided Profits (Ootobor

william ALVORD
ALLEN M. clay
Prentiss

S.

President
Se< rotary
Smith..., Ass't Cashier

New York— Messrs.

I

$3,000,000 00
1,

18M)

. .

3.158,128

CHARLES a. BISHOP
THOMAS bkown
I

|

P.

Modlton

n

Vice-Pn
C

Sd Ass'l

I

CORRESPONDENTS.

Laidlaw & Co.; the Bank of New York. x. it. A.
Boston— Tremont National Bank; London— Messrs. N. M. RothsSons; Paris— Messrs. de Rothschild Preres: Virginia City (New)—
Agency of The Bank of California; Chicago— Union National Bank, and
Illinois Trust and Savings Bank; Australia and New Zealand— Bank ol
New Zealand; China, Japan, and India— Chartered Bank of India. Australia and China; St. Louis— Boatman's Bank.
Letters of Credit issued available in all parts of the world.
Draws Direct on New York, Boston, Chicago, St. Louis, Salt Lake
Denver, Kansas City, New Orleans. Portland, Or., Los Angeles, and on
London, Paris, Berlin, Bremen, Hamburg, Frankfort-on-Main, Copenhagen,
Stockholm, Christiania, Melbourne, Sydney, Auckland, Hongkong, Shanghai, Yokohama, Genoa, and all cities in Italy.

SAN FRANCISCO SAVINGS UNION,
Corner California and Webb Streets.
Deposits, June 30, 1895
$24,303,873
Guarantee Capital and Surplus
1,643,277
ALBERT MILLER, President E. B. POND, Vice-President
Directors— Thomas Magee, G. W. Beaver, Charles Pace, Daniel E. Martin, W. C. B. De Fremery, George C. Boardman, J. G. Eastland; Lovell
White, Cashier.
Receives Deposits, and Loans only on real estate security. Country
remittances may be sent by Wells, Fargo & Co., or by check of reliable
parties, payable in San Francisco, but the responsibility of this Savings
Bank commences only with the actual receipt of the money. The signature
of the depositor should accompany the first deposit. No charge is made for
pass-book or entrance fee. Office hours—9. A. M. to 3 p. m. Saturday even|

ings, 6:30 to

8.

LONDON AND SAN FRANCISCO BANK, LIMITED,
Authorized Capital
$3,500,000 Capital Paid-up
$2,450,000
Reserve
t
$375,000
San Francisco Office—424 California St. London Office—73 Lombard St.
Portland Branch— Chamber of Commerce Building.
Tacoma Branch— 1156 Pacific Ave.
Manager, ARTHUR SCRIVENER Ass't Manager, WILLIAM STEEL
|

|

Cashier, GUSTAV FRIEDERICH.
LONDON BANKERS— Bank of England and London Joint Stock Bank.
NEW YORK— Messrs. J. P. Morgan & Co. Boston—Third National Bank.

This Bank is prepared to transact all kinds of General Banking and Exchange Business in London and San Francisco, and between said cities
all

parts of the world.

LONDON, PARIS AND AMERICAN BANK, LIMITED.
N. W. Cor. Sansome and Sutter Sts.
Subscribed Capital
$2,600,000 Paid Up Capital
12,000,000
Reserve Fund
8800,000
Head Office
58 Old Broad Street, Loudon
AGENTS— New York— Agency of the Loudon, Paris, and American
Bank Limited, No. 10 Wall Street, N. Y. Paris— Messrs. Lazard, Preres
& Cie, 17 Boulevard Poissouiere. Draw direct on the principal cities of the
world. Commercial and Travelers' Credits issued.
SIG. GREENBAUM !»,„„„„„ „
Managers,
|

C.

ALTSCHUL

CROCKER-WOOLWORTH NATIONAL BANK

™

}

san peancisco.

Cor. Market, Montgomery, and Post Sts.
Paid-Up Capital
«1,000,000.

the blessings of this

God sends them; and the

bear
patiently and sweetly; for this day is only ours, we are
dead to yesterday, and we are not yet born to the morrow.
evils

of

it

— Jeremy Taylor.

The Grand Canyon

Approved

1

upon

Record.

if

;

I

—

Life
OUR
day,

1

WM.

H.

CROCKER

W. E. BROWN
GEO. W. KLINE
Directors— Chas.

P. Crocker, E. B. Pond, Hy. J.

President
Vice-President
Cashier
Crocker, Geo. W. Scott

THE ANGLO-CALIFORNIAN BANK, LIMITED.

—To

the East.
The "Santa Fe Route " Popular Overland Excursions to Chicago
and Eastern cities will leave every Wednesday. Manager in charge.
Through Palace and Upholstered Tourist Sleepers are run to Chicago
every day. This is the only Line by which the Grand Canyon of the
Colorado River can be reached.
Send for illustrated book giving
full particulars. C. H. Speers, A. G. P. A., 644 Market St., Chronicle
Building, San Francisco, Cal.
Line

I

N. E. Cor. Pine

and Sansome

Sts.

Paid Up
$1,500,000
Reserve Fund
700,000
Head Office— 18 Austin Friars, London, E. C
Agents at New York— J. & W. Seligman & Co., 21 Broad street.
The Bank transacts a General Banking Business, sells drafts, makes
telegraphic transfers, and issues letters of credit available throughout the
world. Sends bills for collection, loans money, buys and sells exchange
IGN. STEINHART ) managers.
„ na „ pr „
and bullion.
P. N. LILIENTHAL/
Capital authorized

Subscribed

$6,000,000
3,000,000

I

|

M

—

:.

SAN FRANCISCO NEWS LETTER.

24

H. M.

January

NEWHALL &

18, 1896.

CO.,

SHIPPING AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
aged
THE
earnesl

Theodore

Tilton,

who was one

the most

of

American patriots when he lived in this
country, recently, lias written a long letter to Elizabeth
Lady Stanton on the occasion of her eightieth birthday.
While it refers chiefly to Woman's Rights, there is one
very noble paragraph which runs as follows:
"Writing as 1 do from Europe, and as a student of the
slow politics and of the sluggish progress of the Old World,
I more than ever hate the feudal system, and I more than
ever scorn the hereditary principle of monarchic government.
Nevertheless, just across "the Silver Streak"
and distant hardly a half-day's journey from where 1 live
there is a lady now nearly of your own age. who for the
[as1 Bf ty or more years— (a period coincident with your
own public career)— has furnished, in corroboration of your
own political philosophy, a continuous example of woman's
lor the loftiest of political

.

responsibilities.

I

refer

San Francisco, Ca

St.

CORRESPONDENTS
FINDLAY, DURHAM & BRODIE
SIMPSON, MACKIRDY & CO
FUERST BROS. & CO

43

and

Threadneedle St., London
South Castle St., Liverpool
2 and 4 Stone St., New York

46

29

INSURANCE.
AND INLAND INSURANCE.

FIRE, MARINE,

Fireman's Fund

—

the venerated occupant of the British throne; who, I
make bold to say, has surpassed any and every king,
emperor, prince and masculine ruler of our time in the unbroken success of a reign which, as a woman, she has
rendered phenomenal by her never-failing good sense, by
her unerring judgment and by her exemplary life.
"I will venture a prediction. All Europe is now an
armed camp. Five nations may find themselves in a whirl
and fury of war in thirty days. When are we to see a
It will be when our military madunivei
[lament?
ness shall lie cowed down by woman's voice; when our
murderous politics shall be softened by woman's spirit;
and when our international law shall be leavened by woman's wit."

Marine Insurance Agents,

and

Fire

309 and 311 Sansome

INSURANCE COMPANY. OF SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Capital, $1,000,000.

Assets,

$3,000,000.

to

From

so stern a sana-culottt as Tilton, this

is

a

N. Y.
Surplus to Policy Holders,

THE AMERICAN FIRE

Surplus to Policy Holders, $697,627

Assets, $2,296,083

PENNSYLVANIA FIRE
Assets

$1,6111 Jul

OF PHILADELPHIA

INS. CO.

OF PHILADELPHIA

INS. CO.

Surplus to Policy Holders,

,098,77*

THE SVEA

FIRE

INS.

Assets, $5,493,831

CO.

OF GOTHENBURG

Surplus to Policy Holders,

Pacific Department, 407-409

Montgomery

$1,889,252

$1,083,321

street,

BROWN, CRAIG A

CO., Managers.

PALATINE

acknow ledgment.

navy

efficiency of the United States
considerable allowance has to be made for the fact

the

that a very large number of men in the American warships arc Englishmen, and it is not credible that all of them
would tight against their own countrymen: indeed, although
serving under another flag, the majority would, we have
no hesitation in saving, be too patriotic to serve against
their own country, and would find a means of leaving the
service, says Court Journal,
The crews of American warships are a hybrid lot. .For instance, the Chicago's com-

plement is made up of Englishmen, Danes, Swedes, Dutchmen, Germans, Spaniards,
Frenchmen, Russiaus, and
negroes, native-born Americans, numbering, perhaps, onefourth of the ship's crew.

A Madagascar correspondent of a Paris paper
gives the latest particulars of the invasion of that hapless
island by French soldiers, and sums up by bestowing the
of the war entirely upon melinite; it was the bombs
filled with that c> plosive which committed the havoc that
The first bomb
d the Queen to hoist a white Hag.
that fell at live minutes past three in the courtyard of the
Pake
killed twenty-six Hovas; the second
told,
bomb which fell in the court at ten minutes past three
killed eighteen Hovas; the bomb that fell at a quarter
past three killed forty soldiers and wounded a hundred; at
nineteen minutes past three the Queen, fearing the result
of the extra minute, hoisted the signal which proclaimed

INSURANCE COMPANY

(Limited),

CHAS.

OF MANCHESTER, ENGLAND.

OVER $9,000,000.00 RESOURCES

SOLID SECURITY.

LATON, Manager,

A.

439 California St., S. F.

Fire Insukance.

CONNECTICUT

FIRE

INSURANCE CO. OF HARTFORD.

Capital Paid Up
Assets
Surplus to Policy Holders

11,000,000
3. 192. uu

l

till

1,506,400

11

ROBERT DICKSON, Manager 401 Montgomery St.
BOYD & DICKSON, S. F. Agents, 501 Montgomery St.

AACHEN AND MUNICH FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
OF AIX LA 'CHAPELLE, GERMANY.
Established
UNITED STATE

1825

Total Assets, $6,854,653 65

Capital. 12,250.00c

i

i

OF BROOKLYN,

CO.

INS.

$5,783,243

remark-

able

In estimating

PHEiMIX
Assets,

EPARTME.'NT: 204 Sansome St., S. F.
VOSS, CONRAD & CO., General Managers.

PHOENIX ASSURANCE CO. OF LONDON

Est8bUs»*» '«*

NSURANCE CO. incorporated
BUTLER & HALDAN, General Agents,

PROVIDENCE-WASHINGTON

oat.

™

413 California St., S. F.

The Gaulois

readers of an English custom
observed on Christmas eve, which reads really a little bit
like news.
All the young girls assemble round a large
punchbowl, the liquid is then set fire to, ai.d in that
flamboyant condition is ladled out into small and exceedingly
tells its

BRITISH AND FOREIGN MARINE INSURANCE CO.,

LIMITED,

OF LIVERPOOL.
Capital

$6,700,000

BALFOUR, GUTHRIE &

thin glasses, rivalling the renowned Venetian glass.
It is
all tin: better if a girts glass breaks in her hand, as she is
married before the end of the next

CO., Agents.

No. 316 California

si

,

S

F.

George ETHall
Achilles in blB tent contrary,
'.

ii

1

1'.'

ihe Trojans gain the

Agent and importer of

frees the hero from vexation,
Briugs all the Greeks of woe sural

ase

^

''

now matters quickly vary, To chariot wheels an application,
imes, the Greeks win In the fray. Of the C. & S. famed Axle Grease.
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Charley's Day Off. General Joseph E. Johnston, the
Confederate commander, now dead, used to relate that in
the hottest part of one of the early battles of the Civil
War he felt his coat-tails pulled. Turning about, he

recognized a young man who had been employed in his
tobacco factory previous to enlistment. "Why are you
not in your place fighting? " the general demanded,
" Why, I just wanted to tell you that, if you
angrily.
don't mind, I reckon I will take my day off to-day! " Current Literature.

—

—

A lady visiting Paderewski's
Paris recently, noticed a cherry-stone on the
mantelpiece. She took possession of it, and had it set in
few weeks
pearls and diamonds as a relic of the master.
later Paderewski met this lady, who, in the course of conversation, showed him the cherry-stone with its elegant
setting.
"But, madam," said Paderewski, stroking his
The one you found on the
locks, "I never eat cherries.
mantelpiece must have been left by my servant! " Current
Literature.
Paderewski's Cherries.
in

A

"Index

glass.

—

Imagination. Bridget O'Hoolihan, an elderly
Irish cook, had been induced to go to a quiet little suburban town to live in a wealthy gentleman's family. Two
weeks after her arrival she declared her intention of returning to the city.
Why do you leave us, Bridget?"
asked her mistress, in a grieved tone; "we pay you the
very highest wages." " Ye do, ma'am, an' yer a perfect
leddy.
Oi'm not lavin' troo anny fault av de fam'ly, but
this place is such a dead old place, wid no chance to do
anything loively in it, that, begorry, oi have to mek up a
pack o' lies iv'ry time oi go to confession, or oi'd have
nothing to confesh! " Current Literature.
in

Macbeth Co,

Chimneys."

Switzerland. A simple, effecpreserving wood from decay is

—

\

Pearl glass, pearl top, tough

k.

practised iu Switzerland in the preparation of posts tor
A square tank, having a capacity
the telegraph service.
of some 200 gallons, is supported at a height of '211 feet or
25 feet above the ground by means of a light skeleton
tower built of wood. A pipe drops from the bottom of the
tank to within 30 inches of the ground, where it is connected with a cluster of flexible branches, each ending
with a cap having an orifice in the centre. Each cap is
clamped on to the larger end of a pole in such a manner
that no liquid can escape from the pipe except by passing
The poles are arranged parallel with one
into the wood.
another, sloping downwards, and troughs run under both
drippings.
When all is ready, a solution of
ends to catch
sulphate of copper, which has been prepared in the tank, is
allowed to descend the pipe. The pressure produced by the
fall is sufficient to drive the solution, gradually, of course,
right through the poles from end to end.
When the
operation is ended, and the posts dried, the whole of the
fibre of the wood remains permeated with the preserving
Work.
chemical.
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But winged with wheezing* o( asthmatic broth.
Foelid and thick, they (ill the atmosphere
With rank bewildering vapors that dismay.
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mightier than hi< sword we know,
And yet, •omttimes. *,- at,- dispooad lo think
That bis pen pellet.* arc but ball* of mink.
Such as the Chinese at earn other throw.
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ANNUAL MEETING
Pajaro VaMey Railroad Company.
The regular annual meeting of the stockholders of the Pajaro Vnllev
Railroad Company will lie held at the office of the company,.?-'? Market
street, San Francisco, Cal., on
MONDAY. THE aim DAY OF JANUARY. 1896,

at lie hour of llo'oloek A. H., for the purpose of electing a Board of Directors
tosetve for the ensuing year, and for the transaction of such other business
as may come before the meeting. Transfer books will close on Thursday.
January 9th, at 3 o'clock p M.
E. H. SHELDON, Secretary.
Office—3.'" Market street. San Francisco, Cal.
I

ANNUAL MEETING
Pacific Auxiliary Fire Alarm Company.
The regular annual meeting of the stockholders of the Pacillc Auxiliary
Fire Alarm Company will be held at the office of the company, room 14, 816
Bush street, Sao Francisco, Cal.. on

TUESDAY. JANUARY

2IST, 1896,

at 11 o'clock A. m for the purpose of electing a Board of Directors to
serve for the ensuing year and the transaction of such other business as
HANSON, Secretary,
Francisco, Cal.
,

w

may come before the meeting.
Office— Room 14, 816 Bu sh street. San

ANNUAL MEETING.
San Francisco Gas Light Company,
The annual meeting of the stockholders of the San Francisco Gas Light
Company will
be held at the office of the company, at 12 o'clock M. on
-

TUESDAY

January 21, 1896
San Francisco, January 7.

WM.

.

G.

BARRETT,

Secretary

1896.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Savings and Loan Society.
For the half year ending Dee. 31, 1895. a dividend has been declared at the
rate of four and thirty-two one-hundred ths (4 32-100) per cent, per annum on
term deposits and three and sixty one hundredths (3 60 100) per cent, per
annum on ordinary deposits, free of taxes, payabte on and afte. Wednesday, January 1, 1896
Dividends not called for are added to and bear the
same rate of dividend as the principal, from and after January 1, 1896.

CYRUS W. CARMANY,

Office— 101

Montgomery

street, corner Sutter.

San Fr ancisco,

Cashier.

Cal.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
The German Savings and Loan Society.
For the half year ending December 31st, 1895, a dividend has been declared at the rate of four and twenty-six one hundredths (4 26-l(j0) per cent
per annum on Term Deposits, and three and fifty-five one hundredths
(3 55-100) per cent, per annum on Ordinary Deposits, free of taxes, payable
on and after Thursday, January 2, 1896
Office—526 California street.

GEO. TQURNY,

Secretary.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Hibernia Savings and Loan Society.
Hibernia Savings and Loan Society, corner Market, McAllister, and Jones streets, San Francisco, Deo. 30, 1895.
At a regular meeting
of the Board of Directors of this Society, held this day, a dividend has been
declared at the rate of four (1) per cent, per annum on all deposits for the
six months ending December 31, 1895, free from all taxes, and payable on
Office of cne

and after January

ROBERT

2. PS96.

J.

TOBIN,

Secretary,

'

—
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on

his

Sutherland was

way West

in

RESTORATIVE PILLS.—Buy none but the gennR "
PO
R l"V ^
unL
DR. nl
° ine—A specific for Exhausted
Vitality, Physical
I

'

Debility, Wasted Forces. Approved by the Aoademy of Medicine, Paris,
and the medical celebrities. Agents for California and the Pacific States.
CO., 635 Market street (Palace Hotel), San Francisco.
J. G. STEELE
Sent by mail or express anywhere.
Box of 50 pills, SI 25; of 100 pills, 82; of 200 pills,
PRICES
$3 50; of 400 pills, $6; Preparatory Pills, (2. Send for circular.

&
REDUCED—

Chicago during the week

to this city.

" For me," said Theophile Gautier, "the new found oyster is more
wealthy than the pearl in its shell!" Moraghan, in the California
Market, believes him, and supplies them.

Mothers, be sure and use ''Mrs. Winslow's Soothing
children while teething

Syrup"

for

your

GIGflR.

The

latest

and the best fcrand

out.

—
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of grumbling engaged
was a good
THERE
should have
week that the earlier portion of

in

bit

it

last

been

so comparatively barren of events, and so much crowded
To be sure, Mrs. Foute's card party was
into Friday.
composed mainly of elderly ladies belonging to her husband's congregation, and, therefore, hardly counted with
the buds; but there were two luncheons, the teas of Mrs.
George Pope and Miss Eleanor Woods, the McMonagle
dinnerparty, Mrs. Sam Knight's second "at home,'' the
cotillion at Miss Grace Sabin's, the Friday Fortnightly
gathering, and the dinner dance given by the officers of
the " Adams," at Mare Island, which was attended by
several from the city.

Miss Cora Smedburg's tea last week was one of the
Miss Frances Curry's bud
pleasantest of the month.
luncheon the same day was in honor of Miss Virginia Belknap, of Nevada, who was also chief guest at the Sabin
cotillion, which was one of the prettiest of the present
season.
The national figures, of which there were five,
representing America, France, Germany, Ireland, and
Spaiu, were novel, and the favors were appropriate to the
countries.
Miss Sabin and George Gardiner were the
leaders, and acquitted themselves remarkably well; supper
was served at tlte-a-llte tables at midnight, after which
there was general dancing till a late hour.

Oue of Oakland's belles, Miss Jessie G'asscock, was the
leading feature at the dance of the Friday Fortnightlies
last week, as she assisted Mr. Allan Wright in his first
attempt as cotillion leader, and the figures they introduced
were among the prettiest danced this season.
The " Chimmie Faddcn " reading at the Christian Assoon Saturday afternoon, was well attended.
Mrs. S. M. Van Wyck gave a tea to welcome Miss Averill
on her return from abroad, and in the evening the dance
of the Saturday Night Club brought the week to a pleasant conclusion. On Sunday Mrs. Bixler gave her monthly
Sunday musicale.
The selections were purely classical in
ciation Hall,

—

character Miss Sophie Newlands, the vocalist of the occasion, Mrs. C. Carr and Messrs. Beel and Heine the instrumentalists.

The wedding on Tuesday evening of Miss Gertrude
Napthaly and L. B. Feigenbaum at the Concordia Club
was one of the most beautifully arranged bridals that has
ever taken place in this city. The spacious rooms of the
Club used thus for the first time for such an event
afforded an opportunity which the decorators were not
slow to take advantage of, and the result was a charming
effect which won murmurs of admiration from all. Light,

—

that powerful factor

in

a brilliant scene,

was introduced

by means of tiny incandescent lamps strung along ropes of
smilax and hung from chandelier to chandelier, their varied
hues looking like illuminated flowers. It was the bridal
bower, however, which won the chief expressions, of delight; it was formed of blue and white gauze in folds
draped towards the centre, from which hung the marriage
bell composed of camelias, hyacinths, and white rose buds;
the tongue of the bell had a colored lamp hidden amid the
flowers.
The front of the bower was ornamented by a
broad white ribbon tied in a true-lovers knot, and from
each end at the sides hung a smaller bell. The filling in of
a background of ferns and smilax at the back and sides
was charming in contrast with the snowy white, a large
star at the back being surrounded by electric lamps. Altogether the scene was one never surpassed in our society.
The guests were received upon arrival by Mr. Napthaly
and Maurice Schmidt, and seated in semi-circles awaited
the coming of the bridal cortege; promptly on time the
Rev. Rabbi Voorsanger appeared and with the groom
and his best man, Julius Feigenbaum, took positions under
the canopy of the bower. When the strains of the
Lohengrin chorus announced the coming of the bridal

i8, 1896.

daughter
party, first
Aimee, looking like a veritable fairy in white silk. From
her waist was a broad band of white ribbon, the ends of
which were held by a little girl in pink, Miss Ermie Clayburg, and Master Robbie Roos. Then followed the ushers.
and Morris
J. M. and Samuel Napthaly, George Roos,
Lowenstein, two and two, and then the bridesmaids, the
Misses May Schlessinger, Rose Goslinsky, Hilda Brown,
Mabel Gerst, Edith Schmidt, and Elsie Cook, and the
Maid of Honor, Miss Dorothy Hermann. Last of all ap
peared the fair bride, and every eye was upon her as she
walked slowly forward leaning upon the arm of her father,
and joined the group in the bower. The ushers took
positions on the side behind the bridesmaids, the children
After the
in front; the whole effect was a delightful one.
appeared Maurice Schmidt's

little

ceremony was completed by Rabbi Voorsanger, congratulations were in order, after which there was dancing until
midnight, when a magnificent supper was served by
Ludwig in '.the banquet hall of the Club, which had been
elaborately decorated with flowers and electric lights,
the special feature being an immensemonogram, F. and N.
in golden iridescent lamps resting against a background
Dancing was resumed after supper and
of green foliage.
kept up until daylight. The toilettes of the ladies were
elegant in the extreme, and the display of jewels dazzling.
The bride's gown was of heavy white satin with a long
train over which the tulle vail hung in fleecy folds; rare
old family lace was used in draping the low necked bodice.
She wore a girdle of orange blossoms and carried a bouquet of the same mingled with lilies of the valley. The
maid of honor wore white silk trimmed with lace; the
pretty bridesmaids were all gowned in pink silk and
carried bouquets of La France roses.
Mrs. Napthaly,
mother of the bride, wore a robe of pearl colored brocaded
satin trimmed with point lace and a profusion of diamonds;
Mrs. Morris Schmidt, Mrs. Anspacher, and the Mesdames
J. and B. Feigenbaum were especially noticeable for their
exquisite gowns.
Mrs. Schmidt's sapphires were also very
beautiful.
Owing to the serious illness of the groom's
father his mother was also absent from the marriage
festivities of their son.
The newly wedded couple will
reside with the Napthalys at their home on Post street.
To-day the Hecht residence will be the scene of a dual
wedding celebration, the participants being Colonel
and Mrs. M. H. Hecht and Mr. and Mrs. Louis P. Wiell,
both couples having been married in Baltimore on the
same day twenty-five years ago. The Walter-Merteif
nuptials will be one of the events of Tuesday next, taking
place at the home of the bride on Van Ness avenue. The
dance given at the Simon residence on Saturday evening
was made the occasion for the announcement of Miss Stella
Greenbaum's engagement to Alfred Simon; and among
other recently made known engagements are those of Miss
Jennie Cheeseman and W. H. Schumacher; Miss Carrie
Heller and I. Fleishman; Miss Henrietta Sullivan and
silver

S.

L. Harris.

The wedding of Miss Sophie Kaufman and Frank Bowers
was a home ceremony on Monday last at the Kaufman
residence, on Mason street, only relatives and intimate
friends being present.

Luncheons have taken a leading place this week, Mrs.
Theodore Payne appearing first on the programme, her
party on Monday being composed of married ladies only.
Mrs. Robert Fry's luncheon "on Tuesday was in compliment
to Miss Belle Grant, the bride-elect of young Pond, and
her company were an equal number of maids and matrons
to the number of two score.
Miss Lottie Wood's luncheon
on Wednesday had Miss Mattie Whittier, who has recently
returned from Europe, as a guest of honor.

The event of the week was the Leap Year bal poudre of
Night Cotillion Club last night; the Leap Year

the Friday

cotillion of the Friday Fortnightly Club will not take place
until the 7th of February, the last meeting before Lent.
-Mr. E. A. Wiltze, who, in London, has been taking such
a prominent part in efforts for the safety of John Hays
Hammond in South Africa, was a well known figure in San
Francisco society a couple of seasons ago, as he was quite
a popular beau with the girls during his frequent visits to
the city from Auburn, where he was in charge of mining

property.
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piquant, her interpretation of illustrative poems,
finished dramatic art.
Mrs. Jewetl gave her protege the
advantage of an excellent and picturesque Btage setting,
complete in every detail.
The entertainment concluded
with musical selections by Mis> Adler. Mr. Solomons, and
Miss IVatt. and was voted a gri
M The next re
cital takes place January 18th at2p.it., and illustrates
nial life in New York. Pennsylvania, and Virginia.

rather singular that with the well known fondness
many of our residents possess for copying everything English, that Twelfth Night parties have this year
been an almost unknown quantity. It was of a surety
thought that Uurlingame. at least, would have done something to honor that date.
There were one or two gatherings in the city; among them the one held at the residence
of Mr. Robert Bruce on Jackson street, when, after the
King and Queen had been chosen in the persons of Lawrence Van Winkle and Miss F. Currey, games appropriate
to the night were the chief feature, followed by supper
and dancing, and a most delightful affair it proved to be.
It is

Much to the regret of their friends on shore, the sailing
of the flagship Philadelphia carried away the officers of
that ship, who are among the most popular who have ever
been on this station; and though they will doubtless re-

un important
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of

ti

Bboul two months
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known linn of George Mai
ornia street, having retired from

it
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nd

the city
Lai
splendid

prestige.

The latest recruit in journalistic circles is Mr. Berl
Spring, who has just been appointed sporting editor of the
Report, although only fifteen years of age.
He is a son of
Mr. E. s. Spring, who has for years pasl been co
scted
with the same paper.

"The President to 'sass' England." What a digniremark for a Rabbi to make
He must surely have

fied

I

thought of his Vaterland's favorite delicacies
and lager beer.

('.').

sassages

Cream of Orange Blossoms, orefttes spotless complexions. 60 cents,
druggists or by mall. Pacific Perfumery Company, San Franeisin.
Cooper &

Co., artstatloners

and heraldic engravers,

746

Market

St.

S.P

may

were much wanted

Brown Stout ^
and
India Pale

are from twenty-five to thirty guests thereat. Recent
dinner hostesses include Mrs. William Haas, Mrs. Chauncey
Winston, Mrs. J. F. Houghton, Mrs. McKenna, and Mrs.
Sigmond [Stern, whose dinner was in celebration of the
wedding of Miss Elsie Meyer and Abe Stern, which took
place in New York the same day.

Mr. and

Mrs.

their residence in

Ale.

Frank Newlands are again occupying
Washington City, where their daughter,

one of the buds of the present season in that
Mrs. Henry Scott, who is such an energetic
and indefatigable traveler, meditates leaving us again in
the near future. This time her destination will be Europe,
whence she departs for a visit in about six weeks from
now.

HAZELTON

The Grand Ball of the Hellenic Society last Saturday
night at Union Square Hall was a splendid success.
But the prettiest feature was the patriotic speech delivered by the belle of the Greek Colony, Miss Anathasiadou, in honor of Greece and the United States.

735

Miss Edith,

<

Best
Bottled

Large dinners have been the rule this month, and they
are apparently not deemed worthy the name unless there

gay

.it

tin

the Transatlanl
1.' of Hamburg, al
of the recent year, had a Christmas present of
agency ol the Common ial Union Assurance Co., of
with its capital of over twelve millions and iis

not be just yet awhile, and at present they
in our social circles.
There were several very pleasant breakfasts given on board prior to
their departure, and the return of the Philadelphia will be
looked forward to with pleasure whenever that may be.
turn,

re

Hill

and H

uiii

tli.

well

Till',

1

thai so

,v

on the

i.'iT

is

capital.

Mrs. Charles Matthews gave a delightful Theatre party
at the Baldwin last Monday night to a number of visiting
Eastern friends.
Afterwards there was a delicious
supper.
grand vaudeville and athletic entertainment for the
benefit of the Olympic Club will take place at the Columbia
Local talent
Theatre on Monday evening, January 20th
and members of the club will take part.

Placos

J.

Bohemia, W. S. Barton, author of so many famous songs, has just arrived from
New York, and will visit us for two months.

month

for the East.

Rent and sold on Installmets.

W. Lundborg, Dentist,

fl.

WHt

Tclepnone

Dr.

2275.

POST STREET, Rooms

2-3.

(Opposite Union Square

San Francisco.

F. C.

PAGUE,
Dentist.

Rooms

of

Mr. J. H. Jahns and Mr. F. Dohrmann, Jr., of the firm
of Nathan, Dohrmann & Co., left on Friday for the East
and Europe.
Miss Gwendolin Oberton, of Los Angeles, is the guest of
Mrs. Colonel Kimball at her residence on Pacific avenue.
Mrs. B. W. Paulsen intends to leave the end of this

to

Market St.

A

The genial composer and Prince

PIANOS

HEMME & LONG
BROWN & SIMPSON

Q)R.

4

and

5,

Academy

ARTHUR

or

T.

Sciences Building,

819

Market street

REGENSBURGER,
Dentist.

409V4

Post

St.,

San Francisco.
The modern oxygen cure

for

disease.

Watson &
Pacific Coast
124
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for circulars.
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Owen Wister

System.)

(Pacific

Trains Leave and are Due

to

The controversy

Leave.

From November

|

A Haywards, Niles, and

Tiburon Ferry— Foot

of Descent,

I

Way

Arrive

Sta-

ID: 15 A
7:00 a Atlantic Express, Ogden and East k:4d p
7:00 a Benicia, Vacaville, Rumsey, Sacramento, and Bedding, via Davis 7:1a P
7:30 A Martinez, San Ramon, Napa, Cal6:15p
istoga, and Santa Rosa
8:30a Niles, San Jose, Stockton, lone,
Red
Marysville,
Sacramento,
4:15 p
BlulT, Sundays excepted Oroville
*7:15p
*8:30a Peters and Milton

a San Leandro Haywards and

Stations
9:00a Los Angeles Express,
(for

Yosemite),

Way

1 1

.

.

:45

A

Raymond,

Santa Barbara,

and Los Angeles
9 :00 A Martinez and Stockton
10 :00 a San Leandro, Haywards, Niles.
12:00m San Leandro, Haywards and Way
.

.

4 :4S

p

10 :45
1 :45

A
p

2:45P

Stations
8:45 a
1:00 p Niles, San Jose and Livermore...
*9:00p
*1:00p Sacramento River steamers
Costa and Way Stations .... f7 :46 p
:30
Port
P
fl
3:00

p San Leandro, Haywards and

Way

5:4a P

Stations

p San Leandro, Haywards and Way
Stations
4:00 P Martinez, San Ramon, Vallejo,
Napa, Calistoga, El Verano and
4

:'i0

Santa Rosa
4

:00p Benicia,

Knight's

Esparto,

Woodland,

Landing,

Marysville,

Oroville, and Sacramento
4:30p Niles, San Jose, Livermore

P

6:45

9 :15

A

10:45

a

and

7:15P
Stockton
San Leandro, Haywards and Way
8:45p
Stations
3:30p New Orleans Express, Fresno,
BakersBeld, Santa Barbara, Los
Angeles, Deming. El Paso, New

5:00 P

10:45 a
Orleans, and East
3:30 p Santa Fe Route, Atlantic Express,
10:45a
for Mojave and East
East
9 :45 A
6 :00 p European mail, Ogden and
6:00 P Haywards, Niles and San Jose... 7:45 a
fT:45p
J7:00P Vallejo
.

.

Sacramento,
Express,
7:00 p Oregon
Marysville, Redding, Portland,
Puget Sound and East.
7 :00 p San Leandro, Haywards and Way

10:45

a

10 :50 P
Stations
9 :00 P San Leandro, Haywards and Way
ffl2:0QA
Stations
H10:05p "Sunset Limited," Fresno, Los
Angeles, El Paso, New Orleans
and East
1 12 :45 p
ttll:15p San Leandro, Haywards and
7 15 A
Way Stations

Engendered bv the creature's shape,
Exclaimed: "There's surely something in
This is no theory of the minute.
And you and I must be relations."

and

Say this? Mv friend, have you reflected
How good 'tis to be well connected?
Or else, if this world you despise,
And on the next one fix your eyes,
In such case, what are you to hope for?
For if the Scriptures are correct,
Life here is all you can expect.
Your good deeds by no angel hoarded,
You die forever unrewarded.
If Darwin's right, the soul I grope for
Is in some measure shared by you.
And thus we twain walk hand in hand
Joint tenants of the Promised Land."

•3:15

way

*ll :20A

stations

4 :15 P Newark, San Jose, Los Gatos
til :45 P Hunters' Excursion. San Jose

9 :50
1?

Coast Division (Third and Townsend
A San Jose and

8:15

A

p

:2t>
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streets).

way

stations (New
1 :45 P
Almaden Wednesdays only
San Jose, Tres Pinos, Santa Cruz,
Pacific Grove, Paso Robles, San
Luis Obispo, Guadalupe and prin7:05 P
cipal way stations
5:00 P
San Jose and way stations
Palo Alto and way stations
3:30 P
San Jose, Gilroy, Tres Pinos,
Santa Cruz, Salinas, Monterey,

6:45

a
a

a

and

Way Stations

10:40
11:45
•2:30

5:50 P

Pacific

Grove

*10:40

*3:30pSan Jose and principal way

sta-

tions

P San Jose and Way Stations
5:30 P San Jose and way stations
6:30p San Jose and way stations
til :45p San Jose and way stations
*4 :30

9 :47
*8 :06

A

A

*8:48a
6:35

:30p m.

of

"I firmly trust that is not true,"
Replied the melancholy beast;
"I've come to know this world at

7:55, 9:30, 11:10 A U\ 18:45,
Saturdays— Extra trips at 1:55

pm.
and 6:35 P m.

SUNDAYS—8:10,

9:40, 11:10

Leave

S. F.

of

Broadway.

:0T1.

J2:00,

p for Afternoon.
A for Morning.
tSaturdays only.
•Sundays excepted.
tSundays only. ^Tuesdays and Saturdays.
tt Monday, Thursday, and Saturday nights only.
jSSucdays and Thursdays.

3:30
5:10

A M 8:00am

PM
PM

9:30
5:00

am
pm

other information.

F.

Week
Sundays. Days.

,

7 :40

Nov at o,

10 :40

Petaluma,
Santa Rosa.

6-05
7:30

a m 8:50am

PM
pm

:30am
6:15pm

10

Windsor,
Healdsburg,

8:00am

least,

In pity for a brother's woe.

7:40a Ml

One man, confronted

3:30

face to face
his own,

Who

pm

to pause and spend
for a friend
devised
for show,
sad
*yes
Not deep,
Not easy sympathy, well told,

found the time

;

And looked, but never looked again.
Cold selfishness conies not in Heaven
S >oner are hot sins there forgiven.
Therefore," (he Ape said, "on-the whole
;

ing at various ports of Mexico and Central
Sailing at noon from company's
wharf, First and Brannan streets.
No cargo leceived on board on day of sailing.

America.

S. " Panama," January 18. 1896.
1
S. "City of Sydney, January 8 \, 1896.
S. "San Bias," January 28, 1896
.'

1896.

Japan and China Link for Yokohama and
Hongkong.
Connecting at Yokohama with steamers for
Shanghai, and at Hongkong for
India, etc.

SAILINGS AT
S. S.
S. S.
S. S.

|

am

1

1(1.

30am

6:05PM J6:I5pm

TICKET OFFICE-650 Market

MAIL STEAMSHIP CO.
to New York, via Panama, call-

8,

lU:4ii

Sebastopol.

St.,

Building.

H. C.

"San Juan," February

1

Saturday-to-Monday Round Trip Tickets at reduced rates.
On Sundays, Round Trip Tickets to all points
beyond San Rafael at half rates.

hope we monkeys have no soul,
For, mark me, we could never live
Happy with your alternative;
You with yoursouls may win salvation,
But soulless Apes have no damnation."
1

S.

Guerneville

Stages connect at San Rafael for Bolinas.
Stages connect at Cloverdale for the Geysers.
Stages connect at Pieta for Highland Springs,
Kelseyville, and Lakeport.
Stages connect at Ukiah for Vichy Springs,
Blue Lakes, Laurel Del Lake, Saratoga Springs,
Upper Lake, Booneville, Greenwood, Orr's Hot
Springs, Mendocino City, Fort Bragg, Usal,
Westport, Laytonville, Willi tts, Capella, Porno,
Potter Valley, John Day's, Lierley's, Gravelly
Valley, Harris, Scotia, and Eureka.

Not chilly gift or naked gold
Hut moments he might ne'er regain.
Yet squandered them in cheerfulness
To heal some heart, to ease some moan
For one, I say, to whom distress
Spoke and he turned, I have found ten
That marked the human cry of pain

S.
S.
S.
S.

10 30am
7:30 pm
|6: J5FM
Sonoma,
10:40am |8:50am
Glen Ellen. 6:05pm 6:15pm

am

7:40

Some costly moments

line

8:00

6:15PM

I

AMI 8:00am
5:10PM| 5:00PM
7-.40AMI 8:00am
3:30 PM| 5:00PM

With troubles other than

7:30pm

Geyserville,
Cloverdale.
Pieta, Hoplland, Ukiah.l
I

3 P. M.

"Peru," January 18, 1896.
"City of Riode Janeiro," Feb. 6, 1896.
"City of Peking," via Honolulu, Febru-

ary £6, 1886.
S. S. "China,"

WHITING,

rates.
For freight or passage apply at the Company's
office, No. 425 Marltet street.

ALEXANDER CENTER.

R. X.

Gen. Manager.

RYAN,

Gen. Passenger Agent.

PACIFIC COAST

STEAMSHIP CO.

Dispatch steamers from San Francisco for
ports in Alaska, 9 a. m.; Jan. 15, 30.
For B. C. and Puget Sound ports, Jan. 5,10,
15. 20, 25, 30, and every 5th day thereafter.
For Eureka (Humboldt Bav), Steamer "Pomona," at 2 p.m. Jan. 2. 6, 10, 14, 18, 22, 26, 30 and every
fourth day thereafter.

For Newport, Los Angeles and

all

way

ports,

at 9 a.m. Jan. 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28, and every
fourth day thereafter.
For San Diego, stopping only at Port Harford,

Santa Barbara, Port Los Angeles, Redondo, (Los
Angeles) and Newport, Jan. 2, 6, 10, 14 18, 22, 26, 30,
and every fourth day thereafter, at 11 a. m.
For Ensenada, San Jose del Cabo, Mazatlan,
La Paz. Altata, and Guaymas (Mexico), steamer
"Willamette Valley." 10 a.m., 25th of each month.
Ticket Office— Palace Hotel, No. 4 New

Montgomery

March 14, 1896.
Round Trip Tickets at reduced

street.

GOODALL, PERKINS & CO.,
No.

10

Market

street,

Gen'l Agents,
San Francisco.

OCEANIC STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

General Agent.
Coolgardie
(Freemantle)

OCCIDENTAL AND ORIENTAL

S. S.

For Japan and China.
Steamers leave wharf at FIRST and

NAN STREETS,
HONGKONG,
steamers

Coptic
Qabt.ic

DOBIC

for

BRAN-

at 3 P M, for YOKOHAMA and
connecting at Yokohama with

For

Tuesday. Jau. 88,
Saturday. February 15,
Thursday, March 5,

For freight or passage apply at Company's
No. 4:15 Market street, corner First.
D. D.

STU BBS, Secretary.

HONOLULU,

S. S-

Tuesday, Jan. 21, at 10 am.
For HONOLULU. APIA,
AUCKLAND, and SYDNEY, S. S MARIPOSA,

1896
1896
1896

office,

Australia,

"AUSTRALIA."

SHANGHAI.

(via Honolulu)...

gold-fields,

$220 first class, $110 steerage. Lowest rates to Capetown, S. Africa.
O. S. S. Co.'s steamers
sail:

CO.

Round Trip Tickets at Reduced Rates.
The Pacific Transfer Company will call for
and check baggage from hotels and residences.
Enquire of Ticket Agents for Time Cards and

1:40,3:40,5:00,

Arrive INS.

In Effect

1

Week Sundays^
Days.
DESTI TION

Market street

6:00,8:00, 10:00 A. M.; 112:00, *1
3:00,14:00 *5:O0p. M.

am;

6:25 P M.
Between San Francisco and Schuetzen Park,
same schedule as above.

3 :30 p m

a

7:15.9:00, and 11:00 a. m., 11:00, 2:00, 13:00,
4:00, J5:00 and 6:00 p. m.

From Oakland— Foot

1:30. 3:30, 5:00,

SAN RAFAEL TO SAN FRANCISCO.
3:40. 5:10

And something also of your race
And where among I have discerned
One human heart that sometimes burned

f?:45P

8).

a m;

WEEK DAYS—6:25,

CREEK ROUTE FERRY.

From San Francisco— Foot
(Slip

11:00

6:20 p M.

Fulton,

Through

and way stations
P Newark, Centerville, San Jose,
New Almaden, Felton, Boulder
Creek, Santa Cruz, and principal

ii

SUNDAYS— 8:00,9:30,

The tuonkev closed one weary lid.
And "Nay." he muttered, " God forbid!"
"What!" cried the man, "you with your tail
So humble in the social scale.

PACIFIC

8:15A Newark, Centerville, San Jose,
Fc Ui .HoulderCreek, SantaCruz

9:20, 11:00 A m; 12:15,3:30
Thursdays— Extra trip at
5:10, 6:30 p m.
11:30 p m. Saturdays— Extra tripe at 1:50

it!

:

Santa Cruz Division (Narrow Gauge).

Market Street.

of

WEEK DAYS—7:40,

tions

9 :00

*8, 1896.

SAN FRANCISCO TO SAN RAFAEL.

A Thinker chanced upon an Ape,
And after sundry meditations

20, 1895.

January

SAN FRANCISCO AND NORTH PACIFIC
RAILWAY CO.

Mooda.

in

Revolving deeply as he went

Arrive at

SAN FRANCISCO:

6:30

;

;

Feb. 6th,

1896,

at 2 p.

REDUCED SPECIAL RATES for parties

m.

Feb.

6th and I5th, 1886.

For passage apply to 114 Montgomery street.
For freight apply to 327 Market street.
SPRECKELS & BROS. CO., General Agts.

J. D.

I
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actresses didn't wear tights, and there were no dime
IFmuseum freaks, and no social scandals, it appalls to
think what would become of those great engines of morality and civilization, the Sunday newspapers.
there is any nation not yet heard from that wants a
IPfight with the United States let it speak up, and the

muzzle of Congress will be turned upon it.
the earth out of the water with compressed

We

can blow

air.

GOVERNOR Budd

cannot be accused of using stilted
discharge of his official functions. It
that at a meeting of the State Board of
is related
Examiners, the other day, he explained how the Los
Angeles Board of Trade had opposed his bill to create a
new Board of Examiners. But, he declared, "I've got
'em in the door now, and I'll pinch 'em till they squeal."
The Governor does not propose to allow any monkeying
with his prerogative not to say perquisites. It's a Jim
Budd and don't-you-forget-it administration, and those who
do not stand in are fired out.

language

in the

—

anti-lynching
THE
Representatives

bill

of

that has passed the House
South Carolina seems worthy

of

of

adoption by all the States where a -tendency to lynch-law
This measure provides that the county in which a
exists.
lynching occurs shall be liable to a penalty of $2,000. to be
recovered in a competent court by the legal representaThis would be a just law, and
tives of the person lynched.
its enforcement would go far to check an evil that dis-

When taxpayers find
graces many American States.
themselves liable in damages for every outrage of this
character, lynch-law will soon become unpopular.
are to be believed, ex-President Harrison
iceberg as he has been represented, aud
the White House narrowly escaped a scandal during his
But yet it is not to be supposed that the
administration.
less glacial side of his nature was affected in other than a
purely platonic way. All that was necessary to stir the
depths of the General's consciousness was a feminine discovery of his greatness, coupled with a profound faith in
his destiny as a foreordained "ruler" of the American
people for a second term. He has a calm, serene confidence in his own intellectual eminence, and naturally confides in those who worship him.
gossips
IFisthe
not such an

announcement
THE
only Ambrose Bierce

that, at the call of Mr. Hearst, our
had departed for Washington,
to direct national legislation on the Pacific railroads' debt,
seems to have created no commotion in the great East.
may have
It is possible that President Huntington
trembled in his shoes, but if so, no responsive quiver has
been felt along the line of the Central Pacific in California.
Only the Examiner appears to have taken the matter
Now if brother Sutro would but pack his terriseriously.
ble grip, and likewise depart for the national capital, the
elements of a grand opera bouffe combination at Washing-

ton would be almost complete.

4.

average San Franciscan, each morning as he
THK
opens
newspaper and sees the serried columns
of

type devoted to theological controversy, offers up
bumble thanks to God that, not being a Christian, he Is
under no obligation bo read what the clergy are writ

/>!/.,

the circus line there is nothing on the road equal in
INpleasing
moral interest to Dr. Brown and Mattie Over-

man in one ring under one

Number

his

for* lily

b4 o'

25, 1806.

GOVERNOR

Budd has cabled President Eruger begpresumably. no1 to hang .lack Hammond.
The reply at the stern old Boer has not yel been received.
and the worst fears are entertained. It ought to be poslim.

t" come to terms.
Let the Governor offer to
change General Dick for his brother, and California will
uphold him.
It is a dread alternative, but this people is
sible

i

willing to

make

sacrifices.

Father Yorke
a very clever controversialTHE Rev.
and tumbles
opponents over without
is

ist,

his
of words

trouble,

but when the war
shall have ended it is not
likely that there will be more Catholics than when it began.
In the meantime two facts obtrude themselves with distinctness.
One is that San Francisco is made to seem to
be in a mediaeval condition intellectually, and the other is
that Father Yorke, good man, is not one of the meek and
lowly, but even as the worldly, being full of belligerence
and damns. Wherefor Father Yorke is a stumbling blockthat should be blown up by his Bishop in the interest of
peace and the progress of the faith.

appointment
Austin as poet laureate
THE
compliment to Lord Salisbury. A practical
of

man

is

quite a
states-

supposed to be unusually free from the poetic sentiment, for the possession of such sentiment would have prevented Salisbury from occupying the high position he does.
His selection, therefore, of Mr. Austin, instead of shaking
mankind's faith in his judgment, should strengthen the
.people's confidence in his ability as a statesman.
Had he
been given as much to poetry as to prose, William Watson,
the laureate by virtue of merit, would have moved him to
recite a bit of modern verse to the Sultan by mouth of
England's cannon. True, from the muse's point of view it
would be pleasanter to have a competent judge of poetry to
select successors to Tennysons; for not every man who
looks like a fool is a poet.
Leaving the delicate task to
statesmen, Shakespeare and the author of the "Mother
Goose Rhymes" stand about an equal show for court
is

favors.

pleasant in these times, when religious exeris
seem to lack participants, to know that
of
the great American people,
representatives
the
assembled, are thoroughly in sympathy
in Congress
with prayer, and know how to comport themselves
when their mouthpiece, the chaplain of the House, is
addressing the Throne of Grace.
It is the custom with
over-ardent followers of the Lord to join loudly in prayerful
amens to all properly expressed petitions. The other day
the chaplain told the Lord about what the American
people wished, and gave him information of what the rebels
are doing in Cuba to overthrow the myrmidons of Spain, and
closed his morning prayer with the hope that the Almighty
would see things as the jingoes do, and help along the
cause of republicanism versus monarchism.
The House
listened in breathless sympathy, and, as soon as they could
get their work in, instead of uttering mild amens, multitudinously burst into a loud applause.
This is a new fad
in religious worship, but, as long as the Lord understands

IT

cises

it, it is

probably quite right.

SAN FRANCISCO NEWS LETTER.
PERILOUS

come

of Congress are vying with their neighbors in
chewing gunpowder and exploding the bombs of warlike
speech under the thrones of the effete despots of Europe,
Senator Cullom gently remarks, in effect, that this nation
"The fact of the matter is," he
is making a fool of itself.
says, " that we are not prepared for war with anybody,
and the sooner Congress understands this and gets down
to business the better. We cannot afford to provoke quarrels until we put ourselves in a position to defend ourselves
The indignation sure to be excited by lanif attacked."
guage such as this from a Senator of the United States
But it will be mild in comparison with the
will be great.
patriotic fury evoked by his further observation

members

:

have imagined that no one was going (o tight U3, and that
we were protected by our situation from the necessity of preparing
for a conflict, but if a British flying squadron should suddenly make
its appearance on our shores our attention would be called down to

We

business."

Indeed it would. And if in addition to a British flying
squadron the combined fleets of Europe should descend
upon us, what should we do ? That calamity is far from
being an impossible one. We have entered upon a national
policy that, if pursued, will inevitably result in a world
wide coalition agaiust us. If we shall stand by the position

the United States is the supreme
dictator of the Western hemisphere, the other nations
thereof being our wards— we shall in all probability soon
be called on to make our claim good with the sword.
The protagonists of the new extension of the Monroe
doctrine may be right or wrong, but in either case they
will not be permitted to enforce the doctrine with words.
They have radically altered our relations with the powers.
Hitherto we have avoided quarrel with them, and grown
great in population and wealth by practicing the arts and
adhering to the maxims of peace. But now that we have
determined to assert practical proprietorship to half the
world the character of the republic must change. Only by
force can we induce Europe to accept us in this imperial
It will not do to trust to luck and the hope that our
r6le.
pretensions will not provoke armed protest.
The United States has long been the spoiled child in the
Without an army and only with the befamily of nations.
ginning of a navy, we have been dangerous merely in the
possibilities inherent in the number of our people and outMoreover, we have not interfered with Euroopulence.
pean policies, greed, and ambitions. Wehavebeen on one
side, as it were, and as our occasional threats and constant vauntings have injuriously affected no foreign interests, a good-natured tolerance has been shown us
a tolerance which has had amusement and some contempt in
Our unwarlike state, so truly described by Senator
it.
Cullom, has been our best protection, for a nation that is
not ready to fight is not regarded as being in earnest

we have assumed— that

—

when it talks fight. Yet we have got it into our modest
heads that the world is afraid of us.
The world would have reason to be afraid were the
United States to stop talking of its illimitable resources
and go earnestly to work applying some of those resources
to the construction of a mighty navy and the organization
if we should fortify our coasts and in
of a first-class army
all ways model ourselves upon the nations on the other
side of the Atlantic which go armed to the teeth. And until we do that we shall not be justified in
taking the tone
sounded by the President's Venezuela message and echoed
by Congress and the press.
We have, of course, the men and money wherewith to
fight magnificently
if that money had only
been applied
and the men organized. But suppose England were tomorrow to become as bloodthirsty as Congress seems to be
and should declare war. where would we be? And if other

—

—

powers should join her in armed opposition
Monroe doctrine, what would be our plight'.'

to

the

new

Those who

sea coa, cities bave special reasons for doing some
thinking on this b

live in

'

England is becomin
'ated.
The London Globe
the United States Senate that "the English people
will not stand much
v fooling from anybody,'' and
tells

25, 1896.

warns us that we may

BLUFFING.

words of calm good sense from Washington
ftFEW
While so many
like a whiff of cool air on a hot day.

'•

January

easily find ourselves "face to face
with a situation that could be called appalling."
The sum of the matter is that if the United States
means to fight it should drop oratory and get ready for
Of bluffing we have already had more than
fighting.
enough for our safety and dignity.
of the American press
the popularity of Dr. Jameson in
England is a proof of how easy it is to
be virtuous when there is no temptation to be otherwise.
What! Make a hero of a villain who raided the peaceable and
unoffending Boers? The column rules of our newspapers
trembled with just anger at such moral turpitude in the
What Dr. Jameson deserved was a rope and a
British.
Any interference on the part of
tree in the Trausvaal.
the English Government to save him from that, or whatever fate the Boers might see fit to inflict, would be infamous.
But it develops that there were some Americans in that
far country who were involved in Jameson's enterprise,
and that they have been thrown into prison. The Boer
horn is in the side of our ox. So Oom Paul is bombarded
with telegrams, and the English Government has been requested by our own to use its good offices in behalf of the
infamous Jameson's American confederates.
Let us hope that President Kruger is as sensible and
patient a man as he has been pictured, and that the
courts of his republic are as just as their repute, for we
Americans have been guilty of an enormous impertinence
in our clamors regarding our imperiled countrymen.
We
have not inquired if they are guilty, we have not assumed
that they will be fairly dealt with; we have simply rushed
forward and asked for their rescue, as if they had fallen
into the hands of savages and were necessarily blameless.
What we have pleaded for, practically, is that Americans
in the Transvaal shall not be held responsible for their acts
or required to suffer the penalty of the law of the country
What would we think of
if they have offended against it.
President Kruger if he should claim a like immunity for
the citizens of his republic were any of them to come over
here and commit crimes against the Government of the
United States?
We have a right to demand that American citizens in
the Transvaal, and everywhere else, shall equally with
other men be treated justly under the laws there obtaining, but more than that we have no right to ask.
American citizenship is not, as seems to be thought in some
quarters, a license to a' man to rove about the world doing as he pleases, regardless of foreign laws and customs.
It is natural that we should be sympathetically concerned
when men whom we know and respect get into trouble in
distant lands just as natural as that the English should
admire Jameson for his lawless courage and audacity but
none the less we must place our common sense above our
sympathetic emotions, and bring ourselves to understand
that we are not warranted in requesting the nations of
the globe to suspend the operation of their laws for the
benefit of sojourning Americans.
Those who have fallen
afoul of Boer statutes are, with Dr. Jameson, entitled to a
fair trial, and that is all.

A South African
Eye-Opener,

The indignation
at

—

Church

—

One Dr. Brown does the churches more harm

than many Ingersolls. It is unfortunate for the
churches that when a Dr. Brown appears they
make the worst possible use of him.
Instead of being
eager to bring him to full exposure and justice, they obey
a mindless instinct of self-preservation, and seek to protect him, as if his cause were their own.
Thus are the
churches browned all over by the fire that should roast
Morals,

only the clerical delinquent.
The public has long ago made up its mind as to Dr.
Brown on the evidence presented by the press, yet the
authorities of his sect have got no further thau to pray
for his speedy restoration to health, and to consult him as
to how he shall be tried.
Meantime, Dr. Brown has Miss
Mattie Overman beneath his roof, carefully guarded from
reporters, and, doubtless, the good man spares some time
from the preparation of his own judiciously tardy statement to the brethren in order to assist her in preparing
hers.

The fact that the writer

of

the Tunnell letters

is

in

Dr.

January
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any of the minis
Brown's judges to infer

anything from Miss Matl
to her i~
-.
which to tin- worldly presents itsrlf as a p
effrontery so magn;:
excite their awe ami won
tanong the brethren, indeed, there is evident a profound sympathy with their afflicted colleague.
They pray
for him as one who is going through the iiery furna
persecution.
The gri
may give a peace thai
'h all understanding, but it also frequently deprives
the human mind ol capacity for thinking. There is Brother
Pond the Rev. Pond for example, who. though he is to
sit in judgment, gives it out that he believes
Brother
Brown is all right because Brother Brown has asked for a
trial.
To the powerful intellect of Brother Pond it is clear
that Brother Brown would not do that unless he were
I

—

—

innocent.
In itself, the circumstance that a clergyman now and
is discovered to be a scoundrel would do religion no
harm if the churches acted rationally.
Obviously, theirs
is the greatest interest in getting rid of him,
and sending
him forth placarded as a traitor.
But because they halt
and shuffle, and shield and excuse, they awaken the scorn
and aversion of straight-thinking people who, though not
of the household of faith, are decent and intelligent.
It

again

cannot be but that the First Congregational Church, and
the other churches, through it, will be hurt by this Brown
scandal, for the delay in action has made it seem that public opinion has forced reluctant proceedings.
Thus will be
confirmed the worldly impression that the partisanship of
piety too often blinds the moral perceptions of God's people,
and so renders them worse instead of better than folk who
have not had the light of the Gospel shed abroad in their
hearts, but who retain unimpaired their natural ability to
discriminate between right and wrong.
When a man of
the kind that Dr. Brown has been proved to be is not
avoided like a leper and cast forth by his congregation,
how can modest women or honest men regard the church
which he has defiled as a place clean enough for themselves
and their children ? And how can such men and women be
persuaded that religion confers a higher moral standard,
a superior sensitiveness of soul ?
The churches of San Francisco are suffering, and will
continue to suffer, vicarious atonement for the sins of Dr.
Brown.
And it will serve them right for not having
crucified him the instant he was found out.

The Commission
Has
Begun Well.

Americans are to be congratulated upon the manner in which the Venezuela
Commission has proceeded with its
The

letter of its President,
Olney, suggesting the appointment of agents or attorneys by England and
Venezuela, to represent the rival claims before the Commission, is admirable in the tact and courtesy it displays.
It opens the way for a graceful acknowledgment by England of the invitation thus extended, and yet acquiescence
in the request will not in any way bind either party to the
dispute to recognize the correctness of the conclusions
reached by the Commission. The moral effect of the inquiry, conducted in the manner proposed, must, however,
be very great. Should England and Venezuela both be
officially represented before the Commission and each side
thus have full opportunity to be heard, the judgment of
such a body will have great weight with the world at large.
It will certainly be conclusive, so far as American opinion
is concerned.
Should it decide against the British claim,
there appears to be no escape from the conclusion that our
Government must be prepared to back up the findings,
even though the result would inevitably be war with England.
President Cleveland and Congress have gone too
far in the matter to recede.
An adverse decision, likewise, would put Great Britain in an exceedingly awkward
position.
While in no way bound to recognize the Commission, and in fact denying even the right of the United
duties.

Justice Brewer, to Secretary

1

ator Davis, England must promptly back
D
arllier than anv
previous attempt t,. law down thi
in
arbitrary lines.
While reaffirming this nation;;
expr
I by President
Monroe in 1823. it adds to it an
i.t of the greatest
uncertainty,
What was before in
no way obscure would by the resolution of Senator Davis
lie left altogether indefinite.
It does nol
specifically define the cases to which the Monroe doctrine would aj> ply.
but virtually makes any given act of a foreign power, with
relation to territory on this hemisphere, Subject
approval of the
nited States.
It would be a dangerous
tion to adopt, for. whatever may be thought of the
inherent rights of this country in the premises, it is to be
remembered that the nation should not commit itself to a
declaration that it is not prepared at all times to enforce
against any and all foreign powers. The "war spirit at
Washington just now is like new wine working in an old
leathern bottle— it threatens a rupture disastrous to all
concerned.

down or

tight

The

I

'

The Detective

It would be agreeable for the tax-payers
to find out about when it was determined
that a detective policeman is to be paid
his salary simply for the honor he confers on the city by
filling the office, and that he is not to do any work as a
detective until he is bought to do it by a direct offer of
money or the chance of getting a reward offered by the
State.
It was a pretty spectacle offered citizens when
Lees went before the State Board of Examiners in Sacramento to not only keep those who furnished evidence to
convict Kovalev, from getting the reward of $1,000 offered
by the State, but to claim it all for himself.
Lees was
simply a policeman hired to do his duty that is, to go and
find the scoundrel through information furnished by several
others.
These several others brought the information.
He used it. The man was arrested, tried, and convicted
by means of that information. Now Lees, in the language
of the people, wants to "hog" it all, and leave the poor
fellows, without whose aid the detective could have done
nothing, to suck their thumbs on the outside, and admire
the sagacity of the great detective in ferreting out the
criminal and pocketing the spoils. To give Lees a cent of
this would be simply to encourage a sluggard officer in
doing nothing to earn his salary.
It would, moreover,
break the word of promise given by the State.
It would
offers
make vain any future
of reward, if the policemrn
who joins the pieces of information together is to take the
gain from those who give the information.
The fact that
such a claim, is set up is proof that a detective's conscience

Conscience.

—

a thing unknown. To grant him the reward will stultify
the State, corrupt the detective force, and paralyze the
action of all outsiders whose services are alone of any value
to the people. Instead of allowing Lees any of the reward,
there should be a fair distribution of it among those whose
services were efficient, and the next Legislature should
pass a law forbidding, under penalty, the receipt by any
policeman of any compensation for doing the duties of his
office, other than the salary received from the Government that employs him.
is

A New Fuel
And What

The adoption

petroleum for fuel in the
Mills is
an important
change in local manufacturing industries,
It Suggests,
and is likely to prove the first step in a
general new departure. It is estimated that these works
alone will consume about one hundred thousand barrels of
The late developments in the production of
oil yearly.
petroleum in Southern California are thus bearing good
The high cost of fuel has hitherto
fruit in this quarter.
been a serious drawback to manufacturing in San
Francisco, but with an abundant supply of a cheap and
highly concentrated fuel, such as petroleum, to draw upon,
increased prosperity and activity in this field of enterprise
Pacific

of

Rolling

SAN FRANCISCO NEWS LETTER.
land's

Pull Together

For The
Needed Canal,

Deportment
of

!

j

Warner

Miller,

President

It is said that

any one

England's firstclass battle ships could send to the bottom
in a few minutes a dozen of what were
considered her best war vessels eleven
years ago. This is because of the tremendous power of
the big guns that have come into use, as well as the great
improvements in armor. What was regarded as impregnable in 1886 is now easily pierced by rifled guns. But
this remarkable advance, in the course of ten or a "dozen
of

years, naturally excites the inquiry as to what will be the
value of the present war ships ten or twelve years from
now. Is it not probable that they, too, will be "considered
obsolete, as are at this time the naval invinoibles of an
earlier date? The nation that undertakes to maintain the
strongest navy is saddled with an enormous outlay, which
must be steadily increased to keep pace with the" rapidly

of

the

Nicaragua Canal Construction Company,
is quoted assaying that if Congress does

not, at its present session, take decisive
action towards the building and control of the Nicaragua
canal by the United States Government, the company will
proceed to seek European capital for its construction.
This may be regarded as in the nature of what is commonly called a bluff. Miller well knows that European
capital cannot be had for the undertaking, under present
conditions.
If the canal is to be built at all, it must be
done by our Government, or with its express consent or
cooperation. The chief obstacle of late years has been the
demand of the existing company for a certain share of
ownership in the Government work, because of the concessions held by the corporation and on account of the outlay it made in Nicaragua some time ago. The time has come
for Congress to deal energetically and earnestly with this
subject.
The canal is a great national want, and of
enormous importance to the Pacific coast.
There is
nothing in which the people of California are or should be
more interested, for it would mean to them a vastly greater
demand for their products, with resulting benefits to all
interests in the State.
Through the new water-way direct
shipments of fruits, vegetables and other products of the
soil could be made by steamships to the Atlantic ports of
the United States as well as to Europe.
multitude of
new markets would be at once opened, and trade with
foreign countries would quickly spring into enormous proportions.
San Francisco, by means of the canal, would
begin to realize her destiny as the chief port of the Pacific,
and the future of the whole coast would appear brightened
and secure. If our people could be aroused to a sense of
the overwhelming importance of this canal, and to take
the united and earnest action that the subject demands, it
might be possible to urge Congress into effective legislation during the present sessiou.
But, as usual, the attention of our public is distracted by things of comparatively
small concern. As a matter of fact, there has been more
effort in California this winter to secure an appropriation
for the opening of navigation between Red Bluff and Redding, on the upper Sacramento river, than to bring about
the construction by the Government of the sorely needed
canal from ocean to ocean.

A

Ships That
Pass
In a Decade,

25, 1896.

advancing cost of armor and armament. This is Engpresent position, but receut events have demonstrated that her naval policy is wise, however expensive
and burdensome to the British taxpayer. Her superior
naval strength fairly cowed the truculent young German
Emperor, who, in the face of England's preparations for
war, dared not maintain the defiant and insulting attitude
he had assumed in the South African matter. Now he is
making himself ridiculous by a demand for a big German
navy, to be composed of wooden ships. Such vessels
might gratify by their numbers and show of strength the
egregious vanity of the young "war lord," but would of
course be worthless for fighting purposes. In the present
state of naval development, it seems clear that a few
battle ships of the first class are of infinitely more value to
any nation, for actual fighting purposes, than any number
of inferior vessels, alike vulnerable and feeble in armament. The policy of the United States should be to waste
no money on the construction of weak ships, in the foolish
notion that there is safety in mere numbers.
What we
seem to most need is a big fleet of torpedo boats, and a
liberal equipment of torpedoes for all our seaports.
If the
late excitement over Venezuela taught any lesson at all,
it was that of proceeding at once for the thorough defence
of our coasts and harbors.
The present Congress should
make an appropriation large enough to enable the War
and Navy Departments to proceed immediately with the
plans that have been adopted for the proper defence of our
shores.
The people do not desire a big navy for aggressive display in foreign waters, but they are practically
united in support of a thorough provision for coast defence.
The folly of relying on "reserve powers," our "unbounded
resources," and other nonsense of the same character, is
speedily dissipated when a prospect of war arises with
some foreign power possessing a formidable navy.

be expected. While Los Angeles is finding here
a good market for oil, it is an example of the natural
reciprocity of trade that this same fuel is being used at
our rolling mills for the production of iron-work on two
large contracts from the southern city, resulting from the
construction of a fire-proof building and a street railway viaduct. The progress of Los Angeles has of late
years furnished much employment to labor here, in similar
ways, and the fact indicates that, directly and indirectly,
this city is benefited by the growth of other communities
in California.
Their expansion naturally brings to us construction and other work which may be done here more
economically than elsewhere, because of certain advantages and facilities flowing from San Francisco's location,
large population and established manufactories, particularly those of iron and steel and others requiring large
Our merchants and manucapital and costly machinery.
facturers should be taking heart from these circumstances,
canvass
diligent
of the tributary terriand making a more
It is a false idea that
tory for advantageous connections.
the growth of Los Angeles, or of any other center of local
trade in this State, is necessarily detrimental to this city.
Whether loss or benefit results to San Francisco depends
upon what our people may do with the opportunities
afforded them.
If they are content to fold their hands,
rely on natural advantages, and wait for something to turn
up in the way of new trade and industry, they are certain
to find themselves left far behind in the race of progress.
In the competition for new business that is bringing Chicago
and St. Louis more and more into direct rivalry with San
Francisco for the trade of the Pacific Coast, our merchants
and manufacturers are obliged to keep their eyes open,
and to follow the brisk methods of their Eastern competitors, or else drop farther and farther behind.
If a
little of the petroleum of enterprise were ignited under all
the easy chairs on Front, Battery and Sansome streets,
the result might be a glow of healthful activity, a stir of
new life, all along the line.

may now

The dignity of the bench and the bar is a considerable part of the due administration of
the Bar.
the law. In older communities it exists as
something for citizens to take pride in.
In later ones there is often enough such a plentiful
lack of it, that the observer may be a little in doubt whether
he is in a court of justice, a primary ward meeting, or a
circus.
Mr. Charles Wesley Reid, who is permitted to be
called a lawyer, may know how to address a popular
gathering called to denounce the awful immorality of the
pool-r-oom, but, when he gets before a judge, his attitude is
something for clowns to stare at, but not to imitate.' His
massive brain, doubtless, makes him a bit top-heavy, so he
balances himself imperfectly till he can get a table to lean
against, until, as his interrogatories to the witness exhaust
his strength, he finally flops down upon the table, pulls one
leg under him, and, from this improvised eminence, continues the practice of the law.
It may be his Honor,
Judge Hebbard, is indifferent to the deportment of the
bar, but, if lawyers are allowed to pose thus in all the
court rooms without censure, both judges and lawyers
may forever cease to wonder if laymen lose a decent
respect for the administrators of the law, and show by
their attitudes that they can better the instruction.
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begun to shudder and scream. If he had been Bl home she
would not have minded the aound. Now it pierced her

-

dismally than those relent!.

ii.-ks.

One
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through the past week Sue had been oddly happy.
little boy had not had a touch of that hateful
croup for a long time, now; and Luke Gait, her husband,
had got work at last. He had not drank a drop for three
whole months, but the hard times, added to his known vice.
had kept him from securing work. Everybody had seemed
to remember that on three different occasions he had been
discharged for drunkenness. In vain he declared that lie
would never again touch liquor; in vain his handsome,
healthful face gave support to this avowal.
"You're an
excellent workman; we know about you," one superinten"
dent has kindly said.
You ought to have been a foreman,
by this time. But there's no trusting you, I hear. You'll
keep straight as a string for two, three, four months, and
then your demon will grip you again. Besides, we're discharging hands, just now, anyway.
So good-morning,
Luke Gait; good-morning.
Luke was proud, in bis way, and it cost him a keen pang
to beg for work in the name of his starving wife and child.
But he did beg for it in these terms, and at length he got
it, too.
Eleven dollars a week seemed a god-send now.
Last year he would have laughed in the face of any one
ftI.T.

Her

who had

offered

it

to him.

To-night was Saturday night, and by ten minutes past
six o'clock Sue began to grow nervous.
Always that
horror was over her. Each tick of the big kitchen clock
gave her a deeper stab. Willie, expecting his father, had
been placed in his high-chair at the supper-table, near
Luke's empty seat. He was a pale, flaxen-haired child,
looking younger than his real age, which was barely five
Sue worshipped him, and was always dreading
years.
the insidious croup, from which he had already suffered
several fierce attacks, would one day snatch him from her
jealous arms.

His seizures had always come like lightning. The first
had stricken him when Luke and she were far more prosperous than now. A physician of great eminence had then
given her a certain prescription, which she had ever since
carefully guarded.
"It will save him if anything does,"
the famous New York doctor had said; " but much will depend upon its being used very promptly."
Sue looked at the clock, and then sought solely to busy
Soon
herself with the sliced meat frying on the stove.
she sturdily dished the meat, and set it on the table, trying
to let her eyes wander toward the clock again,
but hearing, somehow, that it was quarter past six, in
spite of her piteous effort.
She and Luke had only a bedroom and kitchen in this
downtown tenement-house whither want had drifted them.
She loathed the building and the street. Both were full of
grimy Italians, with a sprinkling of Germans almost equally
coarse. Luke's recent good fortune had thrilled her with
a passionate hope that they might soon find themselves in
cleaner and better quarters. He was to bring home his
week's wages that night ten blessed, helpful dollars. One
dollar he had borrowed from a fellow- work man last Tuesday, and given it to bis wife. Sue had not a cent of it left.

hard not

—

She went into the front bedroom, after putting the meat
on the table and cutting a few pieces off the bread-loaf
bought that afternoon with the very last of her money.
All day the weather had been growing gustier and wilder.
The
It had now roughened into a fierce January blizzard.
window-panes were so coated with frozen sleet that she
could not see at all beyond them. The wind outside had
-~"

BUdden she hoard another BOUud, that made her
sin. had not heeded Willie for tl
start and turn.
minutes.
He was always a quiei child. Be bad (ranted
to be put in his high-chair, and she had let him have his
way.
lb- had seemed, while she dished the meat, to be
playing harmlessly enough with the knife and fork before
him, grasping the handle of each in either pale little hand
and strikii
nsl the other with listless clashes.
In a trice Sue darted back to where he sat.
His head
had fallen sidewise; his face had gol
chalky tinge; from
his throat came the muffled, stertorous rattle that she
i

;i

knew

so well.

She caught him in her arms and Hew back with him to
the bedroom.
She laid him on the bed, and then applied
what immediate remedies she remembered. But these
were not enough. The prescription! She hurried to a
bureau drawer and found the bottle which had contained it
when last made up. Not a drop was left! But the paper
she knew where to find that.
With sli^at trouble she

—

did find it.
The only apothecary for many streets away was Zundorf,
a German, notoriously gruff and unkind.
Wraping a
stout shawl over her head, Sue slipped downstairs, and
out into the blinding whirls of snow. If any one passed her
she did not know it, so low had she bent her shrouded
head.
Zundorf was a small man, with a crown bald as an
apple and a stubble of tawny beai'd. He looked sceeringly
at Sue from behind a pair of indigo glasses that did not let
you see what color his eyes were, though in reality they

had

little reddish circles, like a rat's.
No, he wouldn't make up any prescription without pay.
This would cost a dollar, and he must see the dollar before
he began on it. Dying child? Oh, yes. Too bad. But
he had his living to make. It wasn't any good coaxing.
He couldn't trade on promises; he'd been fooled so many
times before that he'd shut down on all that kind of busi-

now and forever.
Sue saw there was no use. She caught the prescription
from off the counter, thrust it into the bosom of her dress,
and sped back again to her rooms.
"Luke! You're home! Oh, Luke, I'm so glad! I was
ness

afraid

—

Theu she drew back. He stood beside the bed where
His right hand was raised, as if playfully, over
Willie lay.
the child. Her side-view of his face made her believe, at
Then the ridges
lirst, that only a loving smile lighted it.
of rime on his coat, and a certain rearward totter that he
gave, stung her with doubt. As he turned full upon her,
she saw the leer, the sluggish flush, the bloodshot eyes
.

all was plain, then.
But she thought only of the child.
"Luke, tell me, tell me: Have you brought any money!
.

.

Willie's
shrilled

sick;

he awful

more words

sick.

It's

croup again."

She

into his face as he stood unsteadily

swaying before her.
"Money, Sue? " he mumbled. Then, though incoherently,
he spoke some words whose meaning she gathered. He
had brought home the ten dollars, all but a dollar or so.
Certain acquaintances had led him off. He had taken only
three or four drinks, but she knew how he never could
stand anything as could most other men, and how his long
sober term had made it harder still.
She believed him; she knew he was telling her the truth.
They had talked it all over so often, and she had scolded
him'aud he had borue it meekly, for withal he loved her as
dearly as she loved him, and he hated his vice with all the
force of her own hatred.
He stretched out his arms to her, and though she had
many times recoiled from his tenderness when this curse

—
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him, she let him gather her for an instant in his
arms.
" Oh, Luke," she pleaded, " give me the money! Where
I want it for Willie— I
is it.
But he dropped inertly on his knees before her. and then
fell at full length on the 'floor beside the bed.
She Huny herself, the next instant, across the mattress,
and felt Willie's forehead, face, shoulders, chest with eager
hands.
He was quieter. It might mean coming death,
but still he was quieter. Suddenly a shiver passed through
It stiffened in her arms, then relaxed
the little frame.
again.
The boy's breathing had the sound of air pumped
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was upon

loi^SmoMespowder

..."

into tiny resistent pipes.
"He
convulsion," flashed through her thoughts.
may have had one before, while I was away." She snatched
a kiss from the boy's clammy forehead; then she rose and

"A

bent above her prostrate husband.
"Luke! Luke! " she moaned. "Where is the money ?
I can get the prescription with it if you'll only give it to
me. There's time yet! Luke! Luke!"
She knew
While speaking she searched his pockets.
them all so well! She had sewed rents and darned holes
in every garment he wore.
Pockets of waistcoat, pockets
of trousers, pockets of inside coat, pockets of drenched
and icy overcoat she searched them all. Not a sign of
money not a bill, not a dime, not a cent!
"Luke! Luke! " she kept crying. "Wake up! Wake
up, for God's sake!
If 1 could only get the money you said
you've brought!"
Thick, guttural, drunken snores kept answering her.
Again and again she searched. Mixed with Luke's snores
came that pathetic, half-strangled wheeze from the bed.
"I I can't find it!" she gasped to herself, standing upright.
"Pie's lied to me."
Then, even at this hour,
a pang of self-reproach pierced her faithful breast.
"No, no, no! He never yei lied to me! He ilitl bring it
home all but a dollar or so, just as he said."
Perhaps the sharp, whipping sound of the bitter sleet
against the windows of the next room gave her a certain
new idea. She ran to one of these windows and tried with
both upward-straining hands to open it. At first she
failed, so tight was the sash frozen to the sill.
Then, with
a great, new strain, she made an aperture large enough
for her to stretch both hands through it and scoop from
the outer ledge a quantity of glistening sleet.
With this
she hurried to Luke. She pressed it upon his face and
temples; she held it to his brow until she grew frightened
and brushed it away on the wretched rag of a carpet that
scarcely covered the bed-room floor.

—

—
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"Sue!"

He lifted himself on one elbow. He stared full at her in
the sallow lamplight.
His look was sane and unwavering
now, though still bloodshot.
"Luke! Thank God, you're yourself again! I want the
money some money any money! You said you'd brought
some home. I want it for Willie. The druggist at the
corner."
And so, in a pell-mell torrent the words

Head Golds,
Catarrh, dry mucous membranes, soon yield to the
treatment of the famous DR. MCKENZIE'S CA-

—

.

.

.

TARRH CURE.

BE CONVINCED FREE.
To show that Dr. McKenzie's Catarrh Cure gives
stant relief and continues to drive away the cold

were poured from her trembling lips.
Luke got up on his feet before she had finished. He
reeled a little at first and put one hand to his ice-cold
head.

"The— the money? I— I gave

it to the boy, Sue.
At
guess I did. It seems to me that I did. I came
in. and you wasn't here.
I- I looked down at the bed, and
I seen him.
I didn't know he was sick.
P'raps I was too
drunk to see it. I— I guess I'd made it all up into a kind
of little wad, and I held it over him, thinkin' he'd catch
it,
as he does a cake, or a nut, or anything I bring him.
I
guess he did catch it, too. I thought you'd come, in a
minute, and I'd tell you he had it there, 'in his little fist
Sue' Sue! What's the matter? What are ye bendin' over him for. like that? "
She had gone round to the other side of the bed. In one
tight-clinched hand Willie indeed clutched a " kind of tight
little wad"— bills, with some silver coins enfolded
by them
This was the money that might have saved him
it had
come in time. Rut ail the wealth of all the world could not
save him now.
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As an academic
has been
tures are

lecturer

Professor

Cambridge.

S

His lecWeek.
full of ideas; they are suggestive,
and, if not very eloquent, yet tiny are clear
and attractive. But. to our mind, their chief interest lies
in the fact that they deal with so many modem problems,
and they place practical issues before us in a manner that
cannot fail to command attention. It would be impossible
for us in this brief review to follow these lectures in detail,
and. as we must select two or three statements to dwell
on. we first challenge what Professor Seeley says about
"Greater Britain." that vast empire which, "with the
motherland, is now attracting so much of the world's attenDealing with this subject, then, Professor Seeley
tion.
says that "Greater Britain is only the considerable
survivor of a family of great empires which arose out of
the contact of the Western States of Europe with the newworld, so suddenly laid open by Vasco de Gama and ColumWhat England did was done by Spain, Portugal,
bus.
France, and Holland. There wasonce a 'Greater Spain,'
'Greater Portugal,' a 'Greater France,' and a 'Greater
Holland,' as well as a 'Greater Britain'; but, from
various causes, these four empires perished, or have become
insignificant.'' Xow, let us see how the "Greater Britain"
of to-day compares in population with the " Greater EmIt is true "Greater France"
pires" of other lands.
passed away when Canada ceased to be a French dependency, and that "Greater Holland" passed away at the
close of the Napoleonic wars, but it must not be forgotten
that France has still a colonial population of thirty-two
millions, and that she " protects " fourteen millions more;
that the Netherlands has a colonial population of thirtytwo millions, including her great possession of Java, with
its incalculable wealth; that Spain has still a colonial population of nine millions in America, Asia, and Africa, while
Greater Britain " has only twenty millions of colonial
subjects on whom she can depend, for the 300,000,000 in
India are not to be trusted for a day.
In acres, it is true
that "Greater Britain" surpasses all others in her
colonial possessions, but that is owing to the vastness of
Canada and Australia, the greater parts of which are uninhabitable wastes; but, in population, France and the
Netherland have larger colonial populations than England
Why, then, should Professor Seeley
at the present hour.
say that " there was once a Greater France,' a Greater
Holland,' a 'Greater Spain,' and a 'Greater Portugal'
as well as a 'Greater Britain,' but, from various causes,
these four empires either perished, or have become insignificant." It is true that the homogenous character of the
colonial possessions of England give her some advantage,
but this fact does not justify Professor Seeley in saying
that the colonial empire of France has " passed away or
become insignificant," when we know that the trade of
France with her colonies amounted to 600,000,000 francs,
according to the latest returns. Even Portugal, to which
he refers, has still a colonial population of more than five
millions, and this is one-fourth the population of England's
colonial population, for it must not be forgotten that India
is not a colony, is not treated as a colony, and cannot be
trusted to sustain England in her hour of trial.
Then there is another question, in treating which Professor Seeley is mistaken, and that is where he refers to
the rebellion of 1837 in Canada. Here he appears to think
that the rebellion was confined to the French Canadians
in the Province of Quebec, and that it was an affair of
races.
In this he is entirely wrong. Upper Canada, as it
was then called, or Ontario, as it is called to-day, was in
rebellion as well as Quebec, and the rebellion was not a
question of races at all. This fact is well known to every
student of Canadian history.
As for India, Professor Seeley admits that that country
may be separated from the British Empire any day. The
danger, he says, lies in the fact that the populations of
India have no memories, and that the benefits conferred
*

at

'

'

'

,!i

forgotten

by the

rule over Ind a
undoubtedly true, bul Pro
men who have been in India thai
poys nave no
or that the blowing from
the guns is not treasured in their hate.
The only hope of
keeping India is by pursuing the Imperial policy of divide
and conquer, and thai England has done, and is doing,
successfully, in every part of the world where gucll
icy is necessary for the preservation of ber possessions.
On the whole, while Professor Seeley has become su.
ful as an academie lecturer, he is by no means faultless,
and not always accurate,
..•

been
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is

1.

1

"Echoes

.

bv Bushrod Washington JamesVoates A Co., Philadelphia. A
publisher's notice accompanies this book, and we are told
that "This volume is one that will interest every American.
It should find its way into every patriotic home in
this country, whose first steps towards Independence, and
last blows for Union, are so graphically referred to in its
pages." The publishers must excuse us, but we differ
with their estimate of the book in toto. The stories are
old, threadbare, and are already known in every American
household in the land, that is in every household worthy of
the name of American, and, besides, there is nothing
"graphic" about them, while "the beautiful lauguage of
the corresponding poems depicts with pathetic effectivePublished

of

by

Battle,"

Henry

T.

ness some of the scenes," as the publishers say, exists
only in the imagination of those who want a profit from
the sale of the book.
In plain words, the prose is weary,
and the "poetry" rubbish, and after reading the book, we
are forced to believe that it has been published at the
author's expense, and any nincompoop can become an
author on those conditions.

Gunton's Magazine commends itself to the class of people who do not believe in jingoism, and who think it possible
to be well-bred and wealthy, and be good Americans at
the same time.
The tone of the magazine is as respectful
to honest toil as any labor organ in the land, but it does
not think it necessary to brand every man who acts the
gentleman as " a snob," because he has learned the lesson
that culture is not antagonistic to the manly virtues.
wish Gunton's Magazine success, and we want to see more

We

like

it.

at Shut-in Valley; and other Pacific Coast
by Clara Spaulding Brown. This book is a collection
of short stories, plainly written, but evincing a keen knowlThere is no depth of plot and no
edge of human nature.

"Life

Tales,

'

'

strong character drawing, but there are " plain unvarnished tales " which are written with a freedom from aimIt is a book for
ing after effect, which is commendable.
boys and girls, rather than for mature men or women.
But the reading is healthy and pure for any one.

"Other Worlds Than Ours" might
named "An Old Story Retold." There

as well have been
is not anew idea
have been
in the book from the beginning to the end.
Of course
told all the book contains over and over again.
"matter is the common property of the Universe," but
what was the use of writing a volume to tell us so, for
every school-boy has been taught that lesson nowadays.
The book is, however, very interesting, but only to those
who do not know the rudiments of popular astronomy.

We

—

The Appletons promise us a series of new stories about
They are to include " The Trapper," "The
our West.
Explorer," "The Miner," " The Cowboy ,"" The Soldier,
"The Railroad," etc. If they come up to the promises
made for them in advance, they will be worth reading, but

—we shall see.

Industrial Combinations in the United
name of a remarkable book by a German,
It looks to us, however, as if it were
Ernest Von Halle.
little more than a translation of Verein's great work on
" Industrial Combinations In All Countries."

"Trusts or

States "

is

the

Browning's complete works,
ready.

in a single volume, are

now
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We

Obey No Wand but Pleasure's."— Tom Moore.

these sweet days to
ONE
the Government runs the
of

come, when

trolleys, tele-

graph, theatres, and newspapers, dramatic
criticism, by the development of specialists,
will be reduced to some sort of a definite
88

big city will have its official
journal, among the staff of which will -be a corps of men,
each of whom has been appointed for the accuracy of his
proboscis for certain things theatrical. There will be a
reviewer of grand opera, another for comic opera, an
analyst of farce-comedy, a thumper of problem plays, a
scholarly guide to the tragic muse, an inspector of melodrama, and a scrutator of burlesques and ballets. The
judgment and integrity of these gentlemen will be above
impeachment, and a set of signals, such as are used by the
weather bureau, may be floated from the dizzy heights of
the official newspaper building for the guidance of the
There will be the frost flag for such creations as
people.
The Daughters of Eoe; an inflammatory, tobasco-tinted rag
will chronicle the advent of a shapely ballet; a fog signal
will announce the hopeless depths of mysticism and symbolism; the strength of operas may be gauged by wind
signals, and so on, from the works of Wagner to De
Koven, from Ibsen to Hoyt, may the populace be enlightened as to the character of the feasts that are before
them. No longer will the hay, grain and cow editor be
torn from his tranquil desk at night to "double" as the
discusser of a study in sexual relaxations; nor will the
dark-browed student of Shakespeare have to dilate on the
chaste kicks and splits of Dolly Dooemup of the variety.
art.

Every

* # *

Melodrama, for one thing, is treated with too much flippancy nowadays. If you doubt the simple trustfulness
that underlies your world-caloused nature; if your heart
would sink and swell at the perils that assail and the
bravery that immortalizes the heroine and the hero; if
your spine would telegraph shivery messages from base to
apex at the villain's murderous glare; if your feet would
pulsate to the wondrous rhythm and your eyes bulge at
the grotesque grace of movement of the pickaninny dances;
blue grass and thoroughif you would sniff the aroma of
breds, weep a little and laugh a great deal at an oldfashioned melodrama well told and acted, why, go to the
California and see In Old Kentucky. You will find dynamite
bombs, bowie knives, revolvers, rifles, and a gulch a hundred feet deep in fact, all the deadly paraphernalia of
melodrama except the side trouser pockets, cigarettes,
and mortgages. You may miss the latter, and feel like

—

May

"Nomortgagel You po' thing,
be! "
But a hundred feet of chasm
will deepen a plot enough for the most exacting, and how
long would a mortgage ride the homestead with a giant
powder cartridge the size of a Frankfurter under it boomsaying with

Irwin:

how lonesome you must

ing

skyward

* * *

In all seriousness, In Old Kentucky is a rattling good
piece; in truth, one of the best of its kind that has ever
visited us.
Under the rapid whirl of incident and excite-

ment there

is a sure unity of construction,
and though
each sequence is candidly obvious, and accurate to one's
ordinary anticipation of climax and finale, there is a novel
unstrained effectiveness in the working out of the story
and a really artistic attention to the details of local color.
The race episode is better managed, by far, than that of.
The Jilt and the antics, songs, dances, and band-playing
of the pickaninnies are so free and natural as to suggest
a holiday romp for the jolly little colored folk rather than
a stage performance.
Laura Burt has made her Madge Brierly as distinct a
creation as was Ada Lewis's tough girl.
Her dialect is
smooth and natural; she never poses, and the one little
song she sings is done with consummate cleverness. Col.
:

Sandusky Doolittle is a good specimen of Southern humor
and chivalry as H. B. Bradley plays him, and Prank Lay-

25, li

son is straightforward and convincing in Ralph Stuart's
Paul Scott's ultra-villainous Horace Holton is
hands.
augmented by Svengali whiskers tha> seem to overshadow
even his darkest crime. The company is a large one, and
for the most part, happily chosen.
* * *

More by the popularity of the Prawley Company than
through any particular merit in the play, has The Ensign
drawn large houses nightly to the Columbia this week.
Mr. Howarth's piece is a naval melodrama with a poorly
developed plot, an abundance of vigorous action, and sevIt ends with a hanging
eral good scenic effects.
the
hanging of melodrama where the hero is rescued just as
the noose is tightening about his neck, and the poor old
mother and the despairing fiancee gather around
the festivities in the most approved etiquette of stage executions.
Mr. Prawley plays Ensign Baird the part that
so surprisingly distinguished him last season from the Mr.
Prawley hibernating in a dress suit with even added zeal
and expedition. It is like the awakening of the lion. Mr.
Arbuckle draws a strong piece of character as Cockson
Dudley, and Mr. Leslie's midshipman is boyish and natural.
Wilson Enos, as President Lincoln, has a role admirable
for its make-up and profound thoughtfulness.
Miss Bates
and Miss Ross do their usual clever renderings of the
heroine and ingenue. The remainder of the long cast is

—

—

—

well sustained.
* # *

The concert given by Otto Bendix on Wednesday evening at Beethoven Hail, was well attended, in the face of a
sudden and unexpected storm. The Tschaikowsky trio for
piano, violin and cello was the opening number, played by
Messrs. Bendix, Landsberger, and Von .der Mehden in
rather a scattering fashion. Mr. Bendix is a wonderful
pianist, about the best we have in San Francisco to-day,
but he has not the art of sinking his identity in the
ensemble when playing chamber music. The trio smacked
too much of soloism to portray any unity of interpretation.
Mr. Landsberger played Nardini's sonata, a
scholarly old composition, with its beautifully pathetic
Larghetto, and Allegro bristling with complex double stops.
It was agreeably rendered, but did not have the fervid
breadth and flights of temperament that distinguish Mr.
Landsberger's work when he is at his best. Mr. Bendix
was happiest in the Chopin numbers, thoughGrieg's Holberg suite was exquisitely done the B minor Scherzo and
the nocturne in D flat were the events of the evening.

—

—

* * *

Though there are many new and interesting features on
the Orpheum's programme of this week, Miss Rachel
Walker, the "Creole Nightingale," is the stellar attraction.
She sings such familiar old songs as "The Maid of
Dundee" and "The LastRoseof Summer" in a clear, puretoned soprano, so telling and sweet as to make the most
enthusiastic devotee of the variety welcome the innovation
of ballads sung with unostentatious art and good method.
The sisters De Van do a hair-raising balancing act, and
the De Witt sisters perform some clever musical specialties.
It is a capital

programme

all

through.

* * *

has been a week

of melodrama; cold chills and upalternating with peals of laughter, has been
the order at the Alcazar, where The Wolves of New York, in
all its horror and mirth, has had a glowing presentation.
For next week Mr. G rover announces J Canting Scoundrel;
or, Wearing the Livery of Heaven to Serve the Devil, a comedy
of San Francisco life, said to forcibly echo recent clerical
lapses from grace.
It

?

January

lifted hair,

* # *

The Man Without a I 'ountry adds another link to the long
chain of melodramatic successes at the Grand. On Monday night a comedy-drama by Chas. T. Vincent and Louis
Aldrich, will present Mr. Morosoo's players in a lighter
vein, though there is enough exciting incident in the piece
to satisfy the most ardent admirer of the blood-andthunderous.
* # *

After tremendous successes at the St. Louis, Dallas,
and Atlanta Expositions, John Philip Sousa and his peerless band have begun their grand tour to the Pacific
Coast.

January
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Paderewski's opening recital at the
California will be announced in a few days.
The initial
concert takes place on the evening of February 10th, followed by matinees on the 12th and'Hth. Sherman, Clay &
Co. open the sale of boxes and seats on Thursday, February
6th.
Paderewski is, beyond a doubt, the greatest pianist
of to-day, and his coming will cause a revival in music

of a

chamber music.

Grower

The Young Ladies' Orchestra, an organization that has
done noble work fcr the charities of San Francisco and
Oakland, is in need of a fund to insure its permanence, so
a concert will be given at Metropolitan Hall on the evening of February 7th to further that end.
* *• #

Mr. Daniel Frohman is the first to use the phonograph
He intends to proto assist in the rehearsal of a play.
duce Mr. H. A. Jones's new play, Michael and Ms Lost
Angel, at New York, the same night that it is played for
the first time at the Lyceum, and Mr. Jones has spoken
the whole play into the phonograph. He is said to have
used eight phonographic cylinders, which are now on their
way to New York. When they reach America the
manager will hear Mr. Jones's interpretation of his play,
and this will be used as a guide at rehearsals.
.

,

Coughs and Hoarseness. The irritation that induces coughing is imA simple
mediately relieved by using " Brou-n'* BranoMal Troches."
and sale remedy.
,

oi
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I

drama,
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America

THE WOLVES OF

27th,

A CANTING SCOUNDREL.
Matinees Saturday and Sunday.
Night Prices— 10c 15c, 2oc, B5o., 50c.
Matinee Prices— 10c, 15c, and s&c.
,

0««>
H«,.««
T',-1!
IVOll Upera rlOUSe.

Mks. Ernestine Kreling.
Proprietor and Manager

.

One week more

of the brilliant

Spectacular success.

THE MAN OF THE WHEEL

IXION; or

Our Next Production: Monday, February 3d, a new American
opera,
SAVAGE. Book by EstelleClaytonand
Nym Crinkle. Music by E. I. Darling. Indian, Mexican, Cowboy scenes. The '-ill Mining Camp Fandango.

THE GhNTLE

Popular Prices

35c

and 50o

San Francisco's Greatest Music Hall.
O'Farrell
street, between Stockton and Powell streets
Overwhelming success of our brilliant new company.

Allm
O^^l
P lie U Ml

.

9

RACHEL WALKER,
sation of the

city;.

NEW

STARS.

the Creole nightingale, the musical sen-

SrSTERri

DE VAN, SISTEUS DE WITT,

etc.

Matinees Saturday and Sunday.
Reserved Seats, 25c
Balcony, 10c; Opera chairs and box
;

seats, 50c.

HAZELTON
HEMME & LONG
BROWN 8l SIMPSON

PIANOS
Pianos

735

to

Rent and sold on Installmets.

Market St.

PODESTfl & BflLDOGGfll,

FLORISTS
BAY VIEW NURSERY,

242

Sutter St

and

DECORATORS,

,

Between Kearny and Grant Avenue, San Francisco.
Telephone Main

Cal.

760.

Dave Samson,

"Freund's Musical Weekly" has changed its title to "The
Musical Age." It will, as formerly, be conducted by
Harry Freund, and the new title and dress will be accompanied by many happy changes and enlargements.
It is more difficult to secure genuine old Japanese vases and
bronzes nowadays in Japan than it is to buy them from George T.
Marsh & Co. at 625 Market street, under the Palace Hotel.

the

Lessee and Proprietor.
The Man (VI thou a Country."

ile

Complete and overwhelming triumph

The programme

for the first concert
includes Mozart's exquisitely melodious quintette for clarinet and strings, Godard's trio for piano and strings, and
the first performance here of Niel Gade's "Fantasie
Stiike" for clarinet and piano.
of

in

Matinees Saturdays and Sundays.

I

Saturday pop concerts will
begin on the afternoon of February 8th, at Golden Gate
Hall.
This will make the fifth year of these invaluable
music readings, that have done so much to educate San
Francisco to an intelligent understanding of the beauties

Twent) nve people

THE EDITOR.

night.
Sendrick Hudson, Jr., an extravaganza
said to be very picturesque and amusing, follows, pre-

series of Carr-Beel

production

.-.:!.

conit'tty

highly successful engagement at the California on

The new

magolflcem product loo

Walter Morosoo, 9
L&al performances

Monday

# * *

First

Mfllfl

MONDAY EVENING, January tf7th—Vincenl

—

sented by the Kimball Opera Comique Company, headed
by Corinne, the famous dancer and singer.

in ih

Morosco's Grand Opera Mouse.

dies

—

..UPANY,

I

Ma

of

hard in the public's esteem; its brilliant
spectacles and specialties are to be continued for another
week positively the last after which The Gentle Savage,
a new American opera by the late E. J. Darling. The
book was written by Estetle Clayton and Nym Crinkle, the
well-known dramatic critic.
In Old Kentucky will commence the second and last week

t

MEN AND WOMEN.
A.

circles.

Txion

For ooe week only.

K.WVI.KY

I

will

The programme

ll
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1

'unary tTUl,
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be the last of the Frawlev Company's enthe Columbia, and De Milie ami Belasoo'fi
ounced Buccess, Men and W<
n. Is to be the farewell
play.
It is the story of a young bank cashier gone wrong,
full of strong situations, and will necessitate twenty people
for the east.
Men and Women is an intensely interesting
play, and in the hands of the Frawley players should prove
a great attraction.

Ho pn>
m. T luthine rice,

Konturkjr Iboroufbt)

i\

-
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Next week
gagement at

"

California Theatre. u

Thw

repertoire

Fine Mercantile Lunch.
Imported Pilsener, Franciscaner,
and Extra Pale Lager on draught.

PROGRESS
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RESTAURANT.

and 329. Bush St.

The English actress, coaohes' ladles and gentle
II
IAN RPnnARn
LILLIAN
DLUUttnUt men for the dramatic profession; appearances arI

I

ranged.
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UudllD,
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U.

San Francisco.

Cal.
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'
.

Tel,, East-33. Residence' 1003
Office, City of Paris Building

Ex-surgeon U. S. Army; Ex-surgeon
Hours, 11a.m. to 2:30 p.m.; 5 to 5:30 p. m.

Grant avenue.
pital.

SHAKESPEAR-

Shakespearean classes "Wednesday evenings.

EAN ACADEMY. 913 Hyde street,
Tnnfe nn hoono M T\

S. F.

Sutter

No. H
Receiving Hos-
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forty years
FOR
House
the
Cliff

_ -has

been as famous
the world over as the
Yosemite Valley or

Niagara Palls. Famous visitors at home and abroad have
spent happy hours there watching the sea-lions and seals.
Several years ago the historic Cliff House of old California was accidentally consumed by fire, and the traditions
associated about its ruins caused many a heart-pang
among the old Californians. But Phoenix-like, a grander
structure has arisen to console our city for the loss.
The
The entire conception has been that of a genius.
new Cliff House rears its head, surrounded by dazzling
minarets hundreds of feet above the raging sea a sea that
With the advantage of the most magis never at rest.
nificent ocean spectacle of rocks, reefs, mountains, and
ragged cliffs that has ever been known, all the luxuries of
modern art have been lavished upon its interior. From the
two great kitchens, with their host of cooks, to the splendid
banquet hall, the ornate ball room, with its dainty dressing
rooms and pretty cafe\ When the thousands of visitors
begin to flock to the new Cliff House, they will have just
at hand the noble Sutro Baths, the like of which has never
been known among either ancients or moderns for magnificence and ingenuity of mechanical engineering.
The sea
waves dash day and night over the rocks that form its
stately bulwarks, and cast themselves into a small rockbottomed lake which is used for a "settling pond." Thence
the freshest and purest ocean water constantly flows into
the vast swimming tanks within the huge building.
Added to this, the enterprise displayed by Mr. Sutro in
constructing an electric railway last year, which conveys
passengers straight from Central avenue to the baths and
Cliff House, serves to doubly enhance the public value of
the three splendid resorts which he has provided to San
Francisco and to the entire visiting world.
The grand
depot which will serve as the terminus of the railway is
right at the entrance of the baths, and in itself is one of
the picturesque effects of the entire spectacle. This munificent and unparalleled Trilogy of edifices devoted to the
public service the baths, with their awe-inspiring vestibule; the magic grace of the Cliff House, and the fair,
romantic park on the Heights all these form the best
evidence of Mr. Sutro's real patriotism. Messrs. Wilkins
and Pearson for the latter gentleman had left Stockton
to become Mr. Wilkins' associate are fitting hosts of this
castle by the sea.
The New
The New Cliff House is a marvel of beauty,
Building.
and architecturally is so adapted to the

—

—

—

—

—

fierce, rocky eminence on which it stands,
that imagination runs riot over its artistic radiance, its
lofty sight and graceful structure, when viewed from the
deck of a vessel approaching our Golden Gate. One of
the best known men on the Pacific Coast is "Mine Host
Wilkins, and he is remembered from London and New
York to Yokohama and Sydney by the best people in any
of those cities for his careful and luxurious hospitality.
His partner, Mr. Pearson, is a gentleman of wide experience. In refitting the new Cliff House all the best talent in
San Francisco has been called to the front.
brief review
of the various firms taking part in the mechanical and
artistic achievements of this Palace by the Sea will be of

A

Building
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gance, and yet at the same time secure its complete stability on the edge of a sheer, rugged cliff has been no slight
task, and the thousand and one details involved in achieving such a perfect success have demanded the most unremitting attention. However, the result is a lasting tribute to the energy of Messrs. Campbell & Pettus, and doubly
so to their mechanical knowledge.
For nearly thirty years the Excelsior
Artistic Wood-Work.
Milling Company, whose place of
business is at 713-717 Bryant St., Dear Fifth the firm consisting of Messrs. David Bodge and Edgar L. Dunshee, has
been first in the field for not only general milling work but
for the execution, artistic effects, and designs in public
There is hardly a
buildings, and in private residences.
wealthy mansion in San Francisco or Oakland which does
not bear the impress of the firm in the way of richly
moulded wood-work and interior and exterior decorations
picturesque Europe.
in wood, such as one finds in
Hundreds of examples of their work might be pointed out,
but at the moment, none better than their success at the
New Cliff House could be named. All the milling work,
including the doors, sashes and mouldings were constructed
by the Excelsior Milling Company, and remains in itself a
tribute to their thorough, substantial, and honest attention to everything which they undertake.

—

Undoubtedly the most important
feature in the construction of the New
Cliff House has been the splendid, sound, well seasoned
timber which the well-known firm, the Taylor Lumber Company of West Berkeley, has furnished. It has given to the
beautiful building on the rocky cliffs a solidity which will
withstand the fiercest attacks of our winter storms.
Their San Francisco office is in the Luning Building, at
Staunch Timbers.

Market and Drumm

streets.

The diamond-like transparency of the best
modern plate-glass, together with non-frangible qualities, is especially to be remarked
in the beautiful windows which Messrs. F. N. Woods &
They are so
Co. have supplied to the new Cliff House.
clear that one would think them of pure crystal.
This
firm has also fitted up the new Parrott Building and many
Aiding
the Vista,

leading houses here.

One of the best-known

firms in San Franthe large establishment of the
Palace Hardware Company, No. 603
Market street. They have in its way the most varied
and extensive stock west of the Mississippi.
No better
illustration of this can be had than the complete hardware
outfit which they have just supplied to the new Cliff House.
The builders' hardware used in the Parrott Building and
other large edifices were also furnished by this firm.
Designs
Hardware.

Artistic
in

Perfection of

cisco

is

Modern sanitary plumbing has been

re-

duced to an exact science, but, as in other
crafts, one cannot always find the plumber
master of his art. However, in G. C. Sweeney, of

Plumbing,

who

is

1141 Ellis street, the San Francisco public has recognized
a genius.
He is the successful conqueror of malaria. To
appreciate his careful, artistic work, one should see the
interior of the new Cliff House, to which he supplied all
sanitary plumbing, gas-fitting, lavatories, etc.

The "cold storage room" is becoming as
in favor in San Francisco as it is in
York, since the well-known firm of
Baeder & Fincke introduced its manufacture in San Francisco.
For bar, store, and office fittings this firm is celebrated, and also for their bowling alleys.
This firm is
Cold Storage

Room.

much

New

interest

When

a sculptor has designed a wonderful conception in plaster, he turns it over to the most
skilled artificers in marble, in order that his
ideal may be a complete realization of the original. And so
in the erection of the beautiful new Cliff House, our latest
California wonder, Messrs. Campbell & Pettus, the contractors and builders, at 40 New Montgomery street, had
complete charge of the realization of the architect's original designs.
To produce a building of such grace and elea Palace,

January

at 508 Fifth street, near Bryant.
Luxurious
Bar Fittings,

The

civilization so thoroughly manifested
cities is rapidly repeating
itself here, through the efforts of Schuster
Brothers, of 306 Sutter street, in the matter of luxurious
bar fittings. Everything that the most elaborate cafe in
in

our Eastern

January
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New York

possesses has b.-d to the Cliff
well-known firm— th>- ounW-SUnk work. U
pumps in the lower bar. the marble-work about the superb
beer-pump, with its beautifl sUrer faucets in short, tinachievement is an ar

by

Pebat

I

this

—

Beer

fa moii

Enclutively.

.

.1

and

in

'

the at !

-

For the

It is

Cordon Bleu,

find

doubtful

if

in

1

I

the world over one could

more thoroughly appointed

the

Ishmenl of

larj

kind

its

the

in

The beeroi

world.

kii

than Messrs John O. IN d
have prepared for the Cliff House. In the
matter of ranges and all the accoutrements which appertain to the most modern requirements, the Cliff Bouse
kitchens are unequaled on this coast It is completely satis
factory to the cordon l,h» chffvtbo will preside over it.

this great conoerrj
ha> always gained
tin' highest honors

The fairy-like interior of the new Cliff
House has been produced by Messrs. J.
Fredericks* Co., of 649 Market street.

ning the first award
against all compet-

I

Kearny

street,

P»i»tiai

It*

Furnishings.

at
<

itors

The elevator

at the

new

Cliff

year
in

it

win-

Munich,

in

Germany,

—

The Lightning

last

Beded

rich carpets, the superb furniture, the rich curtains
and portieri* indeed, all the magnificent upholstery which
this firm ha« used in the decoration of this establishment
have made it a palace.

The

expositions.

all

>nly

the form-

er greatest Lager
beer brewing city
the world.
The
Pabst Brewing Co.

of

House was

turns

installed by W. L. Holman, of 230 Fremont street, and the Electrical Engineering Co.. of 34-3U Main street; the former furnished the
car, cables, and all the guiding apparatus, besides furnishing and building the cars for Sutro's Electric Railway.
while the latter designed and built the winding machinery.
and all the electrical controlling apparatus. The machine
Elevator.

million

out

over

barrels

a
of

beer every year,
which is three hundred thousand barrels more than the
next largest brewery in the United

of the worm-wheel type, the four car and two counterweight cables being wound upon a spirally grooved drum.
The motor is of the multi-polar type, wound to suit the 500
volt circuit from the Sutro Electric Railway line.
All
high speed bearings are self-oiling, and the worms run in
an oil bath. Attention is thus reduced to a minimum, and
any one can take care of the mechanical parts. The car
is grill work of neat design, and is very light and strong.
The cables are of special manufacture, strong, pliable, and
All the movements are easily and quickly indidurable.
cated by means of a lever in the car, which is the approved
plan for such service. The control is obtained by a small
current carried to the car through a thoroughly insulated
flexible cable, from which there is not the slightest danger
of obtaining a shock.
The controlling mechanism is placed
in the basement with the driving machinery, and the indications carried to it by the small current. Its speed is
300 feet per minute. Safety appliances are provided at
all points, and the machinery is instantly stopped in case
the current is interrupted from any cause. In all it is an
engineering triumph for the Electrical Engineering Company and W. L. Holman.

This cerattests the
popularity of this
beer.
The Pabst
Brewing Co. stands to-day at the head of all the breweries, and this position has been achieved solely through
merit.
The higb-spirited courage of the Pabst Brewing
Co. in venturing upon one of the most ambitious schemes
of the century deserves of the highest credit, and is a
sufficient guarantee that the high standard of their beer

The pioneer advocate of the cash register
system in California was John J. Wilkins of
the new Cliff House. He was first to place
a machine in his establishment years ago, when they were
a complete novelty. With his proverbial sagacity he realaccidental
ized, as he says, that they "stopped all leaks
or otherwise " But as time goes by, there has been a
wonderful improvement in the mechanism of these registers, and at last perfection has been reached in the National Cash Registers, of which Messrs. Pierce & Co., at

increase.

is

Stopping

the Leaks,

—

!

Room

Messrs. Wilkins
and Pearson have adopted them for their grand enterprise
This invention has revolutionized the entire
at the Cliff.
system, both for simplicity, surety, and artistic elegance.
12, Chronicle Building,

are agents.

Berlin, Paris, London, and other great
European capitals possess that beautiful
scientific phenomenon, the camera obIn
scura, and now San Francisco is about to have hers.
the tower of the new Cliff House one will be able to view

The Camera
Obscura.

panorama of coast and shore through the
of this ingenious apparatus. Mr. L. A. Berteling,
the well-known scientific optician of 427 Kearny street, was
the only man in the United States able to design and carry
the splendid

medium

out its elaborate construction.
Sweet Music. In the luxurious suites of the New Cliff
House may be found the favorite, rich
toned Sohmer pianos which have the "singing" tone
Liszt used to speak of. A dozen of them were furnished
by their popular representative on the Pacific Coast,
Byron Mauzy, 308-314 Post street.

—

States.
tainly

be maintained for all time to come. They were bound
have the best materials to produce the best beer, and
they invested an enormous fortune to establish their worldwide reputatiou. The Royal Eagle Distilleries Co., the
general agents of the Pabst Brewing Co. have done their
will

to

,

share to establish a constantly increasing demand for this
famous beer in the city and vicinity. This well-known concern imported during the last year as much Pabst Milwaukee beer in bulk into San Francisco as was imported
from all the other Eastern breweries combined, and it is
safe to say that in the hands of the Royal Eagle Distilleries
Co. the demand for the famous Pabst beer will continually

was lucky for William Lewis & Co., of
24 and 26 California street, that they
secured so much good Havana tobacco
before the recent Rebellion. Nowadays, with a fine stock
of the "Porto del Oro," the "Adolph Sutro," and the
"Purity Club," on hand, they are confident of the public
verdict that they have the finest stock on the coast. These
popular brands will always be kept on hand at the new
Choice Brands

It

of Cigars.

Cliff

House.

A feature

of the new Cliff House is the splendid and completely appointed stables and
sheds, which have been built on the bluff to
the north of the building and easy of access to it. The
management takes great pride in this important innovaThe floor of this stable is a very
tion, and well they may.
fine and excellent piece of work, laid in a manner new to
in
the East. It is of Watson's
this section, but common
asphalt mastic, and was done by the Pacific Refining and

The New
Stabies.

Roofing Company, of which Mr. W. J. Watson is manager.
This company, whose office is at No. 153 Crocker Building,
have extensive works at the Potrero, where they handle
the entire coal tar product of the two gas companies here
and that of many adjacent cities, and also refine asphalt,
and make building and roofing papers and roofing materials.
They also do gravel roofing, a recent piece of their
work having been the great court in the center of the Parrott building, which work during its progress was inspected by many of the architects and builders of the city,
and elicited very favorable comment.
_
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murmur going round
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that the next "nov-

elty " dance will be given in a big house ou the Avenue,
and will be a " skirt dance." Those of the guests who are
not adepts in this line must be contented to do the looking

V

HE craze of
is

the period
certainly novelty.

Hosts and hostesses are racking their imaginations for an
original idea wherewith to entertain society. The peasant
dance dinner to-night at the Tobins' is one of those which
has taken practical shape; apropos of which a girl at
recent University Club lunch was heard to say: "It's
pretty good of the Tobin-Jarboe crowd to adopt the peasant costume notion when everybody knows it was one of
them who raised such a fuss over peasant dress for the
leap year cotillion. However, people needn't mind short
dresses at a dinner table, don't you know, the feet are not
shown."

—

—

but the way
like the dowagers at the cotillions
the women are practicing the high kick would lead one to
believe there will be a goodly number of dancers on the

on act

floor.

* * *

Bowie and others are meditating an old
bachelors' cotillion to be given either just before Lent or
On

dil,

Al.

Should the report be based on fact
directly after Easter.
the affair is sure to be the climax of a most charming
season.
* # *

The French conversation class is progressing so rapidly
the Presidio chaps are now able to make use of the verb
amour without committing themselves while the girls have
;

mastered

tenir.

* * #

* * *

The publication of the coats of arms borne by our people
of aristocratic tendencies in a Sunday paper is amusing,
if not instructive.
The fact that a clan bearing the name
of one lady's maiden patronymic exists in Scotland and
thereby entitles her to. adopt their crest, is good. So, too,
the dove flying forth being emblematic of the migratory
strain in another family.
Then we are told that no less
than two armorial bearings ornament a swagger residence
the "Western Addition, though people conversant with
the ancestry of its owner declare the ducal coronet is a
puzzle, unless a motto can be used that "everything can be
got for money." No wonder one of our first families changed
the d in the original name to b, for who would wish to pose
as coming from Essex as a bad male bird?
in

W. D. Page and Miss Sarah Collier's names are being
coupled most energetically of late by society folks.
After dinner try A.dams' Pep3in Tutti-Frutti Chewing
admirable.

The

are in a state of the most pleasurable excitethe coming domino and mask party at the Preas the men are to be simply in evening dress the
pretty creatures will be enabled to intriguer them, as the
French say, to any extent. The men may expect to have
a perfect shower of raillery, all sorts of questions asked,
and no doubt many confessions made under shelter of the
mask; for ever since Juliet told Romeo of her love when

Yon

be a curious famine in Johannesburg, South Africa, for
During the rush of Americans and English to the great
gold fields there vast quantities of Old Saratoga Whiskey have been
ordered by our countrymen. The shipments were immense. But in

There

will

the present trouble,

how

they get

will

it?

Tne Latest Fall and Winter Goods
have arrived.

BRIDGE &

H. S.

CO.

MERCHANT TAILORS. Many novel-

girls

Imported Wear. Shirts to order
a Specialty
ties in

ment over

the " mask of night" was on her face, that article has
been found a handy thing to cover the confusion of such
avowals. Lovely costumes are being discussed, and should
the night be propitious a most enjoyable time is anticipated.

.

a time.

* * *

sidio, for

Gum

will rind it

622 Market

San Francisco

St., (upstairs, opposite Palace Hotel

UP-TO-DATE
Tailoring
At Moderate Prices.
J.

Mezzanine B. Crocker Building.
,

H.

(Up one-half

HAWES,

flight fronting

on Post

St.)

* # *

The recently announced matrimonial engagements of
members of our best society will carry much consolation
to those of our charming maidens of the swim who have
been prominent figures therein for season after season
without any of Cupid's darts having struck home for good
and all. For it will be seen in each instance that the bride
elect is one of that body herself; so the present sweet bud
of the season can go on rejoicing for many a winter yet;
there are lots of good times ahead ere sober matrimony

Brandt

&

Go.

FINE TAILORING
139 Montgomery St.

Wall

Paper.
Our new stock

calls a halt.

for the

* * *

season

1895-96 is

now

arriving.

Elegant Designs and Colorings.

If that knowing old party, Dame Rumor, speaks by the
card our social world is likely to have a real sensation ere
long in the culmination— by a divorce suit— of what has
been for some time called "domestic unpleasantness" in
the affairs of a couple each of whom is very popular in the
swim. No names are given, because everv one on the inside will know who is meant, and to outsiders the matter
is of no moment.

G.

W.

Clark

&

Co.

Perrier-Jouet

653-655 Market

Street.

& Co

They say the Brownies are in a state of exasperation
and all because some of the erstwhile old club
chaps have come out as dancers, and the girls prefer the
oldsters every time.
this winter,

* * *

"What

a jolly good time Mrs. Millie Ashe-Sewell

ing in her visit to her old home,"

is

is hava remark heard on all

sides.

* * #

The writer

EPERNAY CHAMPAGNE,
For sale by all flrst-class Wine
Merchants and Grocers

anonymous paragraph for "Sparks"
evidently undervalues the department. However, we never
of the

return stamps, good cigars, or their equivalent.

W.

B.

CHAPMAN,

Sole Agent for Pacific Coast.

123 California St
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THE MAN ON THE DRY GOODS BOX

T RUTH

in

fiction,

anil,

therefore,

•

said:

1

"Madam,"

he said, as he

lifted his hat,

"you seem

to be
you? "
In a torrent of hurried words, half-crazed with sorrow
and hunger, I told him my story.
"Let us walk," he said, "as far as the restaurant opposite.
Baby must be hungry, and you, too, surely need sustenance and rest. Come!
He took baby from my arms, and I followed blindly,
and as one in a dream.
We were soon seated and served with a luxurious breakfast, baby eating bread and milk until she fell asleep.
"Now," said he, " let us go clown to the depot.
You
Give them to me and I will
said you had seven dollars.
supply the odd five cents, and put you on your way to your
mother's home."
I never doubted him for a moment, and gave it to him,
although he might have run away with my all.
He called
a hack, drove to the depot, and in a few minutes had me
with
boat,
my
on
the
ticket
in my
seated comfortably
purse for home.
Just as the boat was within a minute of starting he
asked permission to kiss the little one,
and, as we started, he squeezed something into her tiny fist, and, bending
over to me, said:
" Never forget the man on the drygoods box." Then we started.
I was stunned a few minutes afterward, when baby held out her little
in trouble.

red hand,

If it is in

and

my power

said:

will

"Mamma,

you

let

me

assist

paper from her hand,
was a $100 green-back.
What was the mystery ? I puzzled

stood

-aid rn\

,

my hi
at my window

retiring.

after undi

musing.
ropty dry-goods t»'\ on the oppi
oorner, and
had hardly bi
minutes al the window, full of painful thoughts, when
saw the man and
woman creeping weai
When they
the sidewalk.
came to the drj
he took <>tT bis coat, and laid it
inside.
Then he helped the woman to crawl into it. and,
savin;: Something
could not catch, mounted the top of it.
and prepared t" -it there all night.
A tlooil of tears broke up my reverie, and. hastily dl
stole down stairs and crossed the street.
tng myself.
Here, my good man," -aid. offering him a half-dollar.
"Take this and get a bed for yourself and your wife."
" Thank you." he said gravely, "but. we are all right
for to-night.
I will take your half-dollar,
so that we can
eat to-morrow. We can rest here. No One will molest US."
In a second I pressed another half dollar into his hand,
saying: "Sleep and eat too." Then
left them.
do no! often pray for people except for myself and
baby, but from that night baby and
have never failed to
ask God to bless the man who sat on the dry-goods box
that dark, chilly night, and who afterward sent us up to
Trinity County.
Bread cast on the waters ?
See how it
came back to mo."
t>. w. c. N.

There

».i

I

before,

in

the

1

I

I

MAY. the English artist,
FHIL
than of cricket, while Dr.

knows more

of

drawing

W. G. Grace, the famous
knows more about the game than about anything

cricketer,
else in the world.
The latter is inclined to be critical, and
when Mr. May published a picture pretending to show a
cricket match he received the following telegram: "Why,
oh, why does square leg wear wicket keeping gloves? W.
G. Grace." At about mid-night Phil May came out into
Fleet street and thought he would send an answer. So he
went into the telegraph office and wrote it. The clerk,
seeing the address, remarked that it was some miles from
Bristol, and a special messenger would be required.
"All
right," said May, "send it off at once." And at about
2:30 on a bleak December morning the champion was
awakened from his first sleep and dug from his bed to read
the reply.
"To keep his hands warm. Phil May." Ex.

—

NEVER

risk a joke, even the least offensive in its nature and the most common, with a person who is not
well bred and possessed of sense to comprehend it, " was
the opinion of the French philosopher Bruyere.

I

because of a

run down condition

of

the

system, and is
not affected by ordinary cough
medicines, will yield readily to

l§ceftl& £nvulsicru
because

uneven

The man, seeing us, left the woman
and said: " For the love of God, lady,
give me half a dollar to get a bed and
She is starvbreakfast for mv wife.
ing.

my pocket, when

it

gives strength to the

weakened body and enables it
throw off the disease*

sidewalk.

reached down to

1

com-

pany with my brother, I was returning
from the theatre to our rooms on
Washington street.
Coming along
Kearny, we met a man and woman
wearily plodding along

1

'

which Lingers

it

Some seven years

I

I

over it for hours, and at last, in God's
mercy, I understood everything.

I

Hut

The Cough

see

I dot!

I took the

and

night,

I

had just buried Day husband.
If you must know it.
he shot himself out of unfounded jealousy at our borne down
He left behind, after 1 had sold our furniture
the country.
and belongings, and had paid the expenses of the funeral, a
widow with a baby two and a half years old. and with just
seven dollars in my pocket on my arrival in San Km
My trunk was at the depot, for wanted to go op north to
mother. But the fare was $7.05. and the railroad clerk
I don't know when I had eaten
could not take a cent less.
but baby could not have had anything for twenty-four
How I got there 1 cannot
hours, and commenced to cry.
tell, but I must have walked up from Fourth and Townsend
and
thence,
trying in my poor way to devise
to Market,
some plan, have gone round and round the block bounded
by Ellis. Market, and Stockton, till my fevered brain was
How long I did this I cannot tell, but it must
raging.
have been for two or three hours, poor hungry baby crying
and moaning in my arms incessantly.
Suddenly I heard a
voice by ray side and saw. through the film in my eyes, a
gentleman well-dressed and of prepossessing appearance.
I

what

of tbt

tins

given to mi
igo by .1 wi
in Solano County,
and it
f.
The la«lv referred to secured a pi
cy regarding her name, the location of the
events, and every thing which might lead to the bringing
home of the story to her •:
9
uuoos
taken, the tale is given in sui>stance as she told it

500.

and

$z.oo.

All Druggists,

to

"
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The Gold Mining Exchange of San
Francisco held a meeting during the
week to take some steps to aid John
Hays Hammond and other Americans in jail at Pretoria,
by urging the necessity for immediate action upon the
President. The outcome was a call for a mass-meeting of
California Miners
To the Front.

citizens in the

No Cause for
Undue Alarm,

The anxiety experienced here over the
situation in which Mr. John Hays Ham-

mond has been placed by the collapse of
the recent enunte in the Transvaal, will, we hope, prove
His connection
in the hereafter to have been unfounded.
with powerful London companies makes it their duty to
protect him, and the British have never yet laid themselves
open to the charge of having left a friend in distress. The
Boer bogy has been greatly magnified over here by a class
upon an opportunity of
of individuals who always
this kind to parade themselves before the public, and the
more fuss they can kick up the greater the advertisement, which has the additional advantage of being cheap.
seize

intimate acquaintance with Mr. Hammond, we
have no hesitation in expressing the belief that the charges
of overt acts and conspiracy, in which the sensationmongers have dealt so liberally of late, in connection with
the young engineer's arrest, are simply baseless fabrications.
As the manager-in-chief of the vast mining interests of the South African Company, Hammond had a duty
to perform, irrespective of personal considerations, and
true to his character, he fulfilled it. While the Volksraad
may see fit to carry their primitive measures so far as to
confiscate property belonging to anyone upon whom their
suspicions may dwell as unfriendly, it is safe to say that
they will not go so far in that direction beyond certain
bounds.
As for any intemperate measures being adopted,
involving the lives of Mr. Hammond or his associates,
the idea is too absurd. The Boers have too much
common sense for any mad action of that kind. The
incident may, however, serve to stir up our Government
enough to take means of some forcible character to protect its citizens from outrage in foreign lands.
On top

From an

Monroism for domestic use, we want a new doctrine established for maintaining the dignity of the flag

of

abroad.

Judge Seawell has handed down a decision in
regard to the voting of proxy stock by CalShares.
ifornia companies, which will set at rest a lot
of caviling which has been going on for some
time on the subject. The point was raised in regard to
the legality of the last Con. Cal. -Virginia, which was carried on, as usual, with all other Comstock companies, inComstook
Mining

corporated here, in conformity with the requirements of
the statutes, covering the elections of corporations.
A
stockholder claimed that voting stock by proxy was illegal,
although the law says it can be done.
Judge Seawell, in
his decision, which sustaius the company's action in every
particular, has decided this point finally, and the disturbers
of the peace in stock circles will now have to dig up some
new issue if they inteud to stay in business.
A few more
decisions of the kind will help the market in more ways
than one, and clear the financial horizon of a cloud which
has been hanging over it for some time past. The market
has been quiet during the week, with very satisfactory
reports from the mines, and especially from Savage and
Occidental.

Chamber

of

Commerce

to-day,

when San

Francisco will undoubtedly make a very forcible protest
against any further delay in intervening some way or the
other for the protection of citizens in South Africa. The
prevailing opinion seems to be that when American citizens are illegally jailed abroad, it is about time to dispense with red-tape at home and get down to work without losing time in the mere diplomatic discussion of the
case.

election of the Fireman's Fund
Insurance Company took place during the
Election.
week, and the following Board of Directors
was re-elected to serve for the ensuing
year: D. J. Staples, John O. Earl. John Barton, John H. Gardiner, John T. Wright, Thomas S. Chard, W. H. Brown, F.
W. Lougee, J. C. Coleman, John Bermingham, and Wm.
J. Dutton.
A comparison of the condition of the company
is given in the annual statement, shows the steady increase made in the company's business, from which two
years are here noted as sufficient to illustrate its remarkable growth: In 1890 assets were $2,431,717.79; reinsurance
In
reserve, $797,618.97, and net surplus. $484,438.25.
1896 the assets had increased to $3,449,095.88; the reinsurance reserve had swelled to $1,218,571.74, and the net

The Fireman's

The annual

Fund

surplus

was

$987,205.09.

The Supreme Court has at last decided that the stockholders in the
Pacific Bank are liable individually for
their respective portions of the debts and liabilities of the
insolvent corporation.
In about half the time they were
thinking over the matter, the Glasgow Bank Directors
were sentenced to penal servitude, and its stockholders
had either paid up, or had been sold out by the Sheriff.
The failure of that concern, too, was not nearly so disreputable as that of the Pacific. If the whole management of this bank had its just deserts, they would be in
the State Prison for life, and without any exception,
either, on the ground of ignorance of the rascalities being
perpetrated by a set of sanctimonious hypocrites.
Stockholders Must
Now Pay Up.

A Corner

The ubiquitous,

irrepressible, and never suecessful Colonel North, the " Nitrate King,
Camphor, is reaching out for a still further extension of
power in the world of commerce. His latest
enterprise, according to a correspondent, is the purchase
of all the camphor in the universe.
Enormous stores of
this commodity are pouring in on him, and the wags of
Europe have already dubbed him the "camphorated Colonel."
He has an army of secretaries a mine secretary,
in

—

a railway secretary, and a nitrate secretary.
The appointment of a camphorated secretary is now politely suggested.

The Magalia
A Bonanza.
business

brought

in

The Magalia mine, formerly known as the
Pushbacker, which was killed in this city
by the petty jealousy which has ruined
San Francisco, at the time Major McLaughlin

company cleared over $6,000

preparatory to extending its operations in
the lower workings of their property. The
last month, with its vast re-

out at a great personal expense, is now said by
the interior press to be without doubt the richest gravel
mine in the State. The deposit is very rich, and now that
the pay gravel has been reached, the owners will be repaid in a gi-eat measure for their expensive outlay in sinking a shaft in a short run.
This was another case of casting pearls before swine.

serves of ore practically untouched. The stock is now
quoted at between $4 and $5 per share in Boston, a com-

Leadville,
Herald-Democrat,
annual
THE
mining review, shows the value
year's product

A Profitable
California

Gold Mine,

The Pioneer Miniug Company is now putting in some powerful air compressors,

paratively low figure when the value of the mine

it

in

Col.,

its

of this

con-

of the Leadville mines to be $13,318,774, an increase over
1894 of $5,000,000. The net tons of ore smelted durmg

Very little is heard now of the black-sand
operations on the ocean beach. Some little
time ago a revival of the craze furnished an
opportunity for the theoretical scribbler to work off considerable surplus steam, and columns of matter appeared
from this source. As usual, however, the results were
not in consonance with the theories.

1895 amounted to 349,710, producing 100,499 ounces of
gold, 13,530,348 ounces of silver, 62,471,670 pounds of lead,
and 4,584,906 pounds of copper.

is

sidered.

B ack-Sand

Phantasies,

COLONEL

William J. Sutherland, the prominent mining
operator, is in town again after an absence of a few
weeks on business connected with the large mining interests under his control in Nevada.

January
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imr.
of

"Hear Ibe Crtcr." -Wbn lie <J»rll »rl ihoo!"
" One that will pl»j ibe a«Tll. tit. villi
joo."
limit to the

I

any doae of private

o\

impertinence of interrlewere,
nauseating
1

for the editors of the daily press, they have not vet become
known
Every mole-bill of newt Is magnified to a mountain of importance, and the telegraph is strained 1
the world of tidings that in all honor and decency should
never be known outside the household in which it was Lorn.
That no household is too sacred for the babbling newspaper
p to enter, no name or position held
too great veneration to disclose to an impertinent world its inmost
secrets, has now become disgracefully true to the man who

m

has occupied the first position in thenation. Self-respect
and decency are unknown to the paudors to public
osity, and the family linen of ex-President Harrison has
now begun to be washed before the whole country, and before it is all pulled over and aired and displayed." it will bemore soiled than ever, and it will be wonderful if there
shall be left one piece that is not spotted and smutched
beyond the power of time or prayer "to make clean. No
man was ever great to his valet", and the ex-President,
before he leads YnafiancU to the altar, will see himself as
others see him, weak, sinful, deformed, beyond the power
of any introspection or memory to recognize.
He will be
made to forget that he ever had anything to be grateful to
the American people for. He will see what a moral monster he is believed to be.
He will find his children have
become his critics and his enemies, his constituents have become his inquisitors, his name known only to infamy. Like
Lear he will seek for brotherhood in the tempest, and like
Job he will curse the day on which he was born. Such is
the benignant power of the daily press, and such the
grateful respect of the American people.
friends
Mr. John Hays Hammond have shown a
THE
commendable energy
trying to come to the rescue
of

in
of this prisoner caught in the act of rebellion against the
Government of President Kruger. "We don't know any-

thing about what Hammond has done, nor what he has
been charged with, nor whether he is wrong or right.
And we do not know exactly what the punishment is likely
to be. But we understand that, after the ordinary methods
of Governments, when a person is found guilty of encompassing the life of a Prince, or a Governor, or President,
or the Government itself, that there is something with
boiling oil in it.
It does seem as if something ought to be
done about it, and that, if it be true that nothing of the
kind has happened, then nothing more ought to happen.
It seems, furthermore, as if we didn't know much about
matters in the Transvaal anyway, but that, as we have
just slapped England in the face to make her mend her
manners, we now ought, as we believe has been done, to
request the English Government to interpose and save
any imprudent malefactor from the power of an avenging
and outraged President.
When the news comes of what
has occurred, we are certain that the very best will have
happened, or we shall be mistaken.

SINCE the great General Boum

displayed his magnificent war-like propensities in laying out his plans for
the campaign, as the Grand Commander of her bouffe
operatic Majesty, the Grand Duchess of Gerolstein, we
have not had his equal, till the contemplated arrival of the
successor of Campos on the Island of Cuba. There is now
to be no more nonsense.
The insurgents are now to be
shot down, killed, annihilated Bang, bang, bang. The
pretended republic is to be blown to bits -Bang, bang.
The power of the majesty of Spain is to be incarnated in
the person of General Weyler, bang, bang, and then there
will be peace.
Down with Campos. Up with Weyler.
Death to rebels Bang, bang, bang.

—

—

—

the din of scandal and hush of religious sympaAMID
thizers,
said that there has appeared an honest
it is

minister of the Gospel. Be it known, no notice would probably have been taken of his unusual virtue, but that he
slopped over in his pulpit, displayed his ignorance of that

'5

«

surprising thai

Ruill.'-

luck, happen lo hit on
not guilty
Bui it was just the luck of the Rev, Dr.
here was a chance for Vice to pul on airs "f
Virtu.'.
It
did, and said Dr. Case had lied.
ThenDr

went down among the lawyers, and, tor onci
enlightened a little, and saw that be was wrong, and then,
with a degree "f decency and manliness thai Is conspicuous
by its manifold absence, be went up into bis pulpit and said
he had been wrong.
As it is probably the only time
world's history when the "solid night" have been right
and Dr. Case entirely wrong, it seems to be such an
sion as calls for the setting apart by the Governor of a day
for thanksgiving and prayer, and offering the sacril
the American bird of freedom, the turkey, and we hope
the Governor
to that effect.

will bestir himself,

and issue

his

proclamation

OIK day,
the happy visitation of an avenging ProviSt dence,
people who have learned the alphabet
rise
in

will

up as one

man

every city in the land and irredeemably
destroy all the printing presses and the immaculate sheets
not yet stained with the drivel that is daily stamped upon
them and spread over the face of the earth.
If the newspapers do not outdo themselves in private scandal, they
nauseate mankind with the profundity of their idiocy in
reference to the probable action of great governments. The
diapered babes, who in their columns slobber prophesies
to entertain a credulous world, have evinced the embryotic
condition of their brains in elucidating the purposes of the
Government of Queen Victoria. Its fleet of warships is to
cross the Atlantic to overcome the United States and
knock Venezuela into smithereens.
The English Government is going to buy Cuba, probably take it in ex-change
for Gibraltar, and so on to the end of impossibilities. It is so
customary for the English or any other Government to tell
childish stories of childish purposes, that babes who read
such stuff may find consolation and comfort in believing it.
When the millennium comes there will be great guillotines,
set up everywhere, for the immediate execution of the
fools who print such vapidities, and the fools who spend
their time in reading them.
in

there were any
IFfellows
who have

bigger fools in the community than the
been granted the opportunity to utter
their idiocies from the pulpit, we should not mention them
half so often.
But their folly is born with them, and will
disappear only with themselves. These so-called teachers
of morals and religion, catching the tune set by the recent scandals connected with one of their own, have dared
in public to doubt the propriety of permitting themselves
to be left alone in the company of women.
One of them,
on the pretense of being above such insinuations, helps disseminate the implied affront by proclaiming that ladies
will be admitted to his studio alone. The devil himself, who
occasionally helps along the cause of morality by increasing immorality, will find no nastier food for his maw than
this whole gang.
The man who stands in a house of God,
or within its precincts, and dares to hint a belief that
women are not throughout the world, and for all time, of
better instincts and higher morals than the sex which continually seeks them as its victims, has not yet learned the
alphabet of decency and morality, and should be kicked
from the place he contaminates, out of communion with
mankind, and into the place of everlasting punishment and
remorse and damnation.
prize-fighters are very eager to get at each other,
THE
probable that the law
now that
prevent
it

is

will

pleasure.
Even Choynski grows brave,
and threatens to ford the swollen Jordon, yet conscious
that there is a rope tied to him. And Corbett boasts him
as if it were not possible for him to lose the belt by which
Why not turn these human
he sinched the whole world.
tigers into a rough-and-tumble ring, and halloo: " blood to
"
Only
make
them
bloodiest!
fight minus spectators,
the
Yet, since the world is so
just for the love of fighting.
big with the threat of war, a little bout with the knuckles
ought not to be so shockingly bad.

them the brutal

"

;

;
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"Treat those fellows well," he
through the bar room.
enjoined the head waiter, " they are bloods, sure." And
they were well treated. They ate sumptuously and quaffed
Pommery Sec with the keen relish of epicures. As they
finished the dessert and topped it off with some fine brandy,
At once he recognized the tramp of
the Colonel entered.
a few days before, and felt that he had made a mistake in

THERE
Captain

—

a tiny old southern "Colonel" who was a
also a volunteer in the
in the Mexican war
Seminole war, among other South Carolina gentlemen. He
is very correct, very dapper, and remembers every duel
that was fought in our first half century of this era. He is
a friend of Major "Ned" Palmer (the celebrated gourmet
who makes terrapin stews for Jimmy Coleman, Theodore
Payne and Daniel O'Connell, and eats them all up).
Saturday afternoon last as the Colonel was about
ferry,
Major Palmer
his
car for the
to take
happening by, the two entered an ancient and time
honored retreat for the purpose of discussing the
characters of the Governors of North and South Carolina.
As the two paragons of old-fashioned chivalry stood at
the polished mahogany bar, a well-known local sailorboarding-house " runLer " at their side asked for a whiskey
straight.
The barkeeper arranged two hot toddies and
one straight whiskey before the three personages.
Now the Colonel is very near-sighted, and, instead of
taking his own drink, he reached forward and raised the
straight whiskey of the burly water-front stranger toward
is

—

—

his lips.

In an instant, a heavy paw clutched the fragile Colonel's
shoulder and a harsh voice roared out:
" Leave that drink alone, you Old Fool!
That's mine!
Blank you! "
The debonair relic of a former and polished age, laid
down the whiskey with a Chesterfieldian bow. Then adjusting his eye-glasses, said with the sweetest smile and in

deepest Southern dialect:
" Sir, you do me honor, sir; you are a gentleman of sense
and discernment, sir, and I respect your judgment. I am
an old fool, sir. You are perfectly right, sir. Because

his

'

'

am

so filled with regret, sir, at the terrible misfortune,
which first led your parents to meet each other, sir! "
Of course the bully who did not comprehend a word of
this grandiloquence, grumbled, gulped his liquor, and left.
" If he'd have said another wurrd, Colonel," exclaimed
Tom Cunningham, the proide uv Ireland (who had been
standing close by) "I'd have smashed him from here to
I

sir,

—

—

Banagher!

Tom is a great admirer of the Colonel, and he certainly
would have carried out his word.
Who will
When on
Nor

not see me wave my band,
the curbstone's edge I stand,
stop the car at my demand ?

chastising him.
"Ah, Colonel," said the stranger, pleasantly, as he
I knew you would
glanced over the bill, "here you are.
be sorry," and parting his coat tails, he asked mildly,
"please kick again."
Dickey was too dumbfounded to accept the invitation,
and before he recovered his senses the imperturbable beat
was gone. But the bill, like its predecessor, still remains
unpaid.
# * *

prepared to deal with parson Brown,
And judge if he the cross shall bear, or wear the martyr's crown
Mysterious Mattie Overman has modestly declared
She'd tell of all those walks and drives that she and Brown have
shared
The pious Mrs. Tunnel's tongue has burst its rigid fetters,
And that good dame will not deny those very curious letters
But Parson Brown's sad liver has shown its strong dislike
To see its master under lire, and so has gone on strike,
Most worthy deacons, put an end to those vexatious ills,
And fill your laggard parson full of anti-bilious pills.

The deacons wait— are

That part of the community which pats itself on the
back and calls itself the musical world, is getting ready to
be startled into wonder and gabbling applause.
She has
just returned from Europe, where she has gratuitously surprised the musical connoisseurs of the Old World by her
unparalleled register. It begins down among the low notes
of the contralto, and, in its upward flight, passes the limitations of the greatest singers of the past and present.
From the lofty summit of E in altissimo, which is located
on the Mt. St. Elias of the staff, she twitters and trills
where there are no companions to rival her, and looks
down on the ambitious reaches of Patti and Nilsson, even
probably holding in contempt the wonderful Eiffel-tower
note of the sky-rockety Sybil early praised everywhere,
till later nowhere named.
But this unsurpassable She
comes from the country of the unsurpassable, our own
modest, but superior California. It is Miss Ellen Beach
Yaw, and it is all because of a wonderful neck, that her
admirers declare to be as graceful as a swan's, and which
in innocent and trustful confidence she unfolds to public
gaze and never takes a reef in it. It is the nest of sweetest sounds.
It is young and white and far reaching.
It is
full of promise and promissory notes, and we shall wait to
get our share.

—

'Tis strange that the Eagle, with all his defi on,
Should ask, for Jack Hammond's protection, the lion;
Is St. George's white standard in those petty wars
More potent to shelter than our stars and bars ?
Are we to assume that the Boer would not heed
Our appeal in behalf of our people in need 1
That forsooth we must ask from one, he not our friend,

The gripman.

Who

on

my

shiny, satin basque,
Will, smirking, put his greasy grasp,
And set for me a two hour task
cleansing the imprint of his big paw with benzine, and swearing
about as much as any real lady is ever permitted to swear 1

The conductor.

The safeguard the flag we dislike much may lend.
The fact is apparent mid blowing and thunder,
Those Washington statesmen are too prone to blunder.

* # *

was real mad one day last week. The
veteran had not called the races right, couldn't guess
a horse even for place; the cook was out of sorts, too, and
everything seemed to go wrong. So, when a shabby-looking fellow, who had smuggled himseif into one of the rear
dining rooms, and then had ordered and eaten a three dollar meal, and washed it down with a quart of claret, told
Colonel Dickey that he could not pay him, that usually urbane gentleman landed a kick between the beat's coattails
just where he, thought it would do the most good.
The fellow made no attempt to resent the indignity, but
simply remarked in a sad tone, "You will be sorry for this
some day, Colonel," trudged off through the storm. And
the Colonel was sorry, very sorry, and this is the way it
came about
On Tuesday afternoon a swell double team halted at the
Colonel's door, and a young and fashionably dressed man
flung the reins to a groom and jumped out with his friend.
Colonel Dickey had a glimpse of them as they passed

all

Colonel Dickey

jolly

—

:

Charles Josselyn, since the cares and responsibilities of
Alhambra Theatre, at Redwood City, squatted on his
shoulders, has undergone a change which has given his
friends some passing uneasiness.
His usually frank
American mode of expression has been abandoned for one,
possibly more in harmony with the character of a
theatrical manager, but which, it must be confessed,
sounds rather odd when introduced into the ordinary
bis

of life.
Now, on Tuesday Mr. Josselyn when
seated in his favorite nook in the Bohemian Club, was
accosted by that grave philosopher and unnatural scientist,
George Nagle.
"Charley," said Mr. Nagle, the light of hospitality
beaming in his mild blue eye, "have you been to luncheon
yet?"
"Marry and come up, but naught of viands have passed

affairs

January

PR \N\
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to-day." rvjoincl the manner.
th near the hour of noon."

;>s

•vit

hum"

I

-1111

foraootb,

it

Yale

tliou

would

T

Mixture

str;

fain fit witl

Smoking

at the board, for
mine entra
lanre most mightily.
Little thou kl
how we who deal with sock and buskin lay awake o nights

Mai
by

my

Gad looks!

Redwood.

of

faith, to

make merry
but

the

for those

knaves

are

IbtM

Us no
burghers
oritical.

They come with

their j»ood dame-, and buxom daughters,
and because they pay a few silvern
a. forsooth,
that we must tickle them in the midriff all night for the
same. Thou mindest that clever limner. Jack Stanton, he
that deviseth the Moorish scene for our drop curtain.
Why. I am a shotten herring, if those same burghers did
not swear that Stanton had taken that same cunning conceit from a nook in Sullivan's alley, the Chinese qui
you know. Hallo, here cometh that jocose leech
more, an' by my faith, he looketh as grave as if he had
just plastered a broken pate
There was no smile, indeed, on Dr. Chismore's face as
his hand wandered professionally to Manager Josselyn's
pulse.

"Rest," he whispered to Mr. Nagle, •complete rest
from the worry of theatrical management, is all that outpoor friend needs."
* * *
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MARBURG BROS.
thc American Tonaceo co succcsson,

_____
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BALTIMORE, MD.

CLEARANCE SALE

Reeild the royal scepter, and furbish up the throne,
The regal robes fetch from the wash, the king will have his own
No matter how the Junta raves, the cackling of geese
That once saved Rome, will not restrain the lambkins from their

of

SHOES

FINE

fleece;

Too long they've shivered

in the cold, all pastureless and starved,
out while others grabbed political award,

Quite crowded
But now they've massed together, and sworn by the Book,
King Christopher shall reign again, and wave his magic crook.

At 25c. and 50c. on the

dollar.

* * *

Nolan Bros.

In a Pacific Avenue Drawing Room.
Mr. Vealsox (with animation) This

—

afternoon, as I
was coming along Market street, I met the Rev. Mr.
Mr. Yearby (in a low tone)— Sh-sh-h-h.
There are
ladies present.
* * *
the St. Anthony Sewing Circle.
Mrs. Soultox Poor dear Dr. Brown, how he must
suffer, innocent as he is.
Miss Boxes Yes, and how good and noble it is of him
to give Miss Overman a home and moral support under

In

—

—

the circumstances.

Mrs. Soultox
all

—Indeed

it is.

I'm sure the hussy

made

the advances.
Oakland's poet parson, on Broadway's muddy street,
Two bloomer girls met one day, and smiled upon their feet
Why, angry gossips, why deny this gifted son of song
A peep at ankles neat and trim, why call such glances wrong
When nature has been lavish in graceful curve and line,
Who'd bar from contemplating them, this eloquent divine ?
Only some acid virgins, whose face sweet milk would curl,
Would bid the Kev. Davis shun those winsome bloomer girls.
Or would infer his innocence this passing glance might hurt,

And

lead

him

to

Never

Eucalyptus Powder

Fails.

Never Fails.

the concentrated extract of the blue gum leaves. Creates no
disagreeable odor. Each package equal in power to one-half pound of ordiPrice, ten cents per package, $1 per doz.
nary insect powder or tar balls
Sent postpaid to any address on receiptor price in postage stamps. Energetic persons wanted to act as State or county agents. Big inducements
offered reliable parties. Address all orders and communications to the
sole manufacturers,

Made from

embalm

CALIFORNIA PRODUCTION CO.,
328

Sir Edwin Arnold is going to Japan again for curios. He is a
great friend, by the way, of George T. Marsh & Co., who have such
a splendid collection under the Palace Hotel.

Indigestion fades before

it.

St.,

San Francisco, Cat.

Fine

LIDDLE

Field of

Co.

Goods
Sports."

Sportsmen's Goods J

his ancestors.

Don't fail to chew Adams' Pepsin Tutti-Frutti Chewing

Seventh

"In the

R.

in verse. the bifurcated skirt.

* * *

meals.

New California Insect Exterminator. Clears out Moths. Fleas, Ants,
Roaohes, Bed-Bugs. Mites on birds, chickens, etc. Contains NO POISON.
The

?

Emile Sauret, the distinguished French violinist, arrived
in New York the 11th inst. on the Etruria, for his first concert tour in this country since 1877. He is now head professor at the Royal academy in London, and has never held a
more prominent place as a violinist than at the present
time, although he has been nearly forgotten in America.
His concert tour will include most of the leading cities of
the country. Mr. Sauret does not, like Ysaye, come of
musical stock. His grandfather was a general of artillery
under Napoleon, and he does not number a single musician

among

Phelan Building.

.

* * *

'

Shoe Go.
812-814 Market Street,

Gum after

110

Montgomery

Cheap.

Street,

New

San Francisco.
Write

book free

for Catalogue.

Removal Notice.

TIREY
Has removed

George

his offices to

Rooms

L.

FORD, Att'y-at-LaW,

156-157,

8th floor

CROCKER BUILDING.

Has removed

Law

B. Merrill

California Safe
l

Montgomery

St., S.

Rooms

F.

his

offices to

316

Deposit Building,

and

317,

Third Floor,

United States Laundry,
Office; 1004

Market

St.,

near Baldwin.

Telephone, South 4-2-0.
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death
Page Brown, the architect,
THE
This
deplored by the entire community.

universally
time, when
Old Father Time has carried with him so bright, so buoyant, so hopeful a spirit as this young man, who came here
eight years ago, and who put all his nervous, honest, even
passionate strength into the work which has produced the
revolution of good taste and simplicity in San Francisco
and California, it is indeed for us on the Pacific Coast a
Page Brown once said when he had numpublic calamity.
erous orders to fulfill:" "How I wish I had remained in
McKim, Meade & White's office, in New York, after I
came back from Europe! I've got too much work to
'
digest
here, and how I should like to have had two or
"
three years to simply carry out one idea at a time
It was honest and pathetic, this, and he thoroughly
His influence during his stay in California was
meant it.
a reflection of the great Richardson and White, but he lent
a certain touch of original grace and genius to the masters
whom he followed that was mi generis. Indeed, he seemed
to grasp the meaning of our climate and of our hills and
is

of

any appointment of the past few years
HARDLYmore
universal satisfaction in commercial

given
cles than the appointment of Captain P. T.
r—
1

;•]

'

There died in this city, January
17 th, Signora Teresa Spivalo, the
mother of Augustus D. Spivalo, the attorney. An Italian
noblewoman, of the distinguished house of Balzano, which
dates from the days of King Monfred, of Sicily, in 1230, and
whose ancestors came into Tuscany with Frederick Second
when he occupied Southernltaly, after Manfred's conquests,
she possessed the dignity and grace which is ever noblesse
Admired by so many of our citizens throughout
oblige.
the State during the early days, it is no wonder that,
when this lady passed away at the age of eighty four-years,
she should be mourned, not only by her beloved friends in
San Francisco, but throughout the State.
The wife of
Captain G. Spivalo, she first visited California in 1840, and
was the first Italian lady to come "round the Horn."
Her memory was marvelous, and had a steel-like tenacity.
Give her the cue, and she would readily recite any portion
of Dante, Ariosto, Tasso, or Petrarch.
The music of her
words was indeed like the honey of Hyblis.

demand
California
THE
1889 that the whole product

has been such since
has been sold almost as
soon as offered. Last year's product was about 75,000
gallons.
The United States has been importing annually
850,000 gallons of olive oil, with a great deal of cheap
adulterated oil. There is thus an unlimited market for
genuine native oil. Within ten years a new method of
growing olive trees from small cuttings instead of from
large limbs as formerly has reduced the expense of starting a tree from seven or eight dollars to ten or fifteen
cents.
It requires seven years to mature the young trees
sufficiently to produce profitable crops.
At ten years
of age a tree bears from four to seven gallons of olives for
each tree. Self Culture.
for

olive oil

—

cir-

tendent.
In fact, this
time the Harbor Commissioners pleased

everybody. Of course
for the past six years
he has been constantly
in the State employ,
and in charge of Dredger No. 1, but his
steadfast attention to
the problem of improving our water front
and his magnificent
executive ability have
repeatedly won the respect and admiration
of the Commissioners
and yet,
several
times when it has been
that
he
intimated

!

Signora Teresa Spivalo.

has

Brown, the
new Dredger Superin-

'

"steeps."
Since his accident three months ago at Burlingame, when
he was thrown from a village-cart by the mad act of a
vicious horse, he has been slowly dying, and his friends
Mr.
have realized that life was fading quickly away.
Brown leaves a wife (the daughter of General Roger A.
Pryor, of New York), and three children.

25, 1896.

APPOINTMENT.

POPULAR

A

OBITUARY.

January

—

might

easily attain his

Brown.

present official position he quietly declined
to make any endeavor in the shape of what he termed "a
And now the office has sought the
fight" for the place.
man successfully. Probably no one knows the needs of
Long years of
our bay better than Captain Brown.
efficient service have given him a knowledge which few
possess.
A stern advocate of economy, he is painfully
scrupulous in matters concerning public expenditure.
It is a comment upon his disinterestedness that he did
not know even that the Board was considering him, until
his appointment was announced.
Captain P.

T.

DELINQUENT SALE NOTICE.
New Basil Consolidated Qravel Mining Company.
Location
Location of principal place of business San Francisco, Cal.
of works— Placer County, Cal.
NOTICE— There are delimiuent upon the following described stock, on
account of an assessment (No
), levied on the 9th day of November, t895,

—

the several amounts set opposite the names of the respective shareholders, as follows:
AMOUNT.
NAMES.
NO. CERTIFICATE.
NO. SHARES.
L. Dornberger
19
750
$37 50
13
1050
52 50
C. Buxtorf
And in accordance with law, and an order of the Board of Directors, made
on the 9th day of November, 1895, so many shares of each parcel of such
stock as may be necessary will be sold at public auction, at the office of
the company, No 525 Commercial street, San Francisco, California, on
MONDAY, TRE 10th DAY OF FEBRUARY, 1895,
at the hour of 12 o'clock M. of said day, to pay said delinquent assessment
thereon, together with costs of advertising and expenses of sale.
F. X SIMON, Secretary.
Office: 525 Commercial street, San Francisco, Cal.

DR RIPORn'C:
niuunu o

RESTORATIVE PILLS.— Buy none but the gennur\.
ine— A specific for Exhausted Vitality, Physical
Debility, Wasted Forces. Approved by the Academy of Medicine, Paris,
and the medical celebrities. Agents for California and the Pacific States.
J. G. STEELE & CO., 635 Market street (Palace Hotel), San Francisco.
Sent by mail or express anywhere.
PRICES
Box of 50 pills, SI 25; of 100 pills, »2; of 200 pills,
J3 50; of 400 pills, $6; Preparatory Pills. »2. Send for circular.

REDUCED—

No.
Lick Place
Furnishes clean Towels at the following low rates Clean hand
towels each week, $1 per month; 13 clean hand towels each week;
$1 50 per month; 4 clean roller towels each week, $1, 6 months
6 clean roller towels each week, $1 25 per month.

Towel Company.

Pacific

:

finances
THE
an uncertain

Atlanta exposition appear to be in
condition, for it is said that all the
buildings of the exposition company, including the woman's
building, are mortgaged to secure a recent loan of $100,000
made to supply the deficit in the revenue. A syndicate
with S. M. Inman, the railroad magnate at its head, advanced this money, and took the mortgage as security,
and one of the conditions of the latter is that 12 1-2 per
cent of the gate receipts shall be paid on its account each
day.
There is a loud protest from the managers of the
woman's building at this probability that they may lose
all they have put into it and the buildings which they are
of the

anxious to preserve.

When

the Roman orator Cicero failed to acquit a poet client who
was exiled to Marseilles, he received a letter saying, *'I am happy in
exile!
I never tasted such oysters!"
Bat then that was before the
time of Moraghan, whose famous depot is in the California Market.

J.

W. LundDorg, Dentist,

fl.

336

Telephone

Dr.

2275.

POST STREET, Rooms

2-3.

(Opposite Union Square

San Francisco.

F. G.

PAGUE,
Dentist.

Rooms

£)R.

4

and

5,

Academy

ARTHUR

409K Post

St.,

of Sciences Building,

T.

819

Market

street

REGENSBURGER,
Dentist.

San Francisco.

Weak Hen and Women

S^.J^'S&S.i.rS:

edy; it gives health and strength to the Sexual
ket street. San Francisco.
(Send for circular.)

rgans.

Depot at

323

Mar-

January
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Dollars or Kicks
women, according to whether
they do, <>r don't th>. their washing
in a sensible way.
If they
Pearline, it means good,
hard dollars saved.

for

1

MY PLAYMATES.-***.*

THK

wind comes whispering

me

mu>.

1

$

country green mil cool,
iwing blackbird? chattering beside a reedy pool;
It brings me soothing fancies of the homestead on the hill.
And I hear the thrush's evening song and the robin's morning trill
So I fall to thinking tenderly of those I used to know
Where the sassafras and snakeroot and checkerberries grow.
to

of the

What has become of Ezra Marsh, who lived on Baker's Hill?
And what's become of Noble Pratt, whose father kept the mill?
And what's become of Lizzie Crum and Anastasia Bnell,
And of Roxie Root, who tended school in Boston for a spell?
They were the boys and they the girls who shared my youthful play
They do not answer

to

my

call

My

!

;

playmates, where are they?

What

has become of Levi and his little brother Joe,
Who lived next door to where we lived some forty years ago?
I'd like to see thelXewton boys and Qainoy Adams Brown,
And Hepsy Hall and Ella Cowles who spelled the whole school down!
And Gracie Smith, the Cutler boys. Leander Snow, and all
Who I am sure would answer could they only hear my call!

Warner and the Conkey boys again,
about the time we used to wish that we were men

I'd like to see Bill

And
And
And

talk

one, I shall not name her, could I see her gentle face
hear her girlish treble in this distant, lonely place!
flowers and hopes of springtime, they perished long ago,
And the garden where they blossomed is white with winter snow.

The

O cottage 'neath the maples, have you seen those girls and boys
That but a little while ago made, oh such pleasant noise?
trees, and hills, and brooks, and lanes, and meadows, do you know
!

Where I shall find my little friends of
You see, I'm old and weary, and I've
1

am

looking for

my

forty years ago ?
traveled long and far;
playmates; I wonder where they are!

WHEN

WAS A

I

I

that was the sweetest
When I was a boy, a

little

1

1

->

economy.
ec

All

European and

and the highest standard of respectability guaranteed.
Our rooms cannot be surpassed for neatness and comfort.
Board and room: Per day. $1.25, $150. $1.75 and $2; per week, $7 to $12;

first-class service

per month, $27.50 to $40; single room, 50 cents to $1.
«->-Free coach to and from the Hotel.

RIGGS HOUSE

Washington, D. C.

j

the National Capital.

$3

—=
First-class in

per day and upward.

WASHINGTON,

£bbitt

Jiousi?,

H C BORCH.

D.

C

Manager.

POPULAR PRICES— Regular rates, $4 per day up. Fifty rooms
on the sixth floor with steam heat and electric light, reduced to
$2 50 and $3 per day. Fifty rooms on other floors reduced from
$4 to $3 50 per day. Parlors and alcove parlors at equally low
rates. Special rates for the Army and Navy Officers and the

dreamed

dream of

.

•

American plan,

I

Clergy.

streamed

Occidental Hotel,

And to bring me glimpses of times to be
When manhood's clarion seemed to call

Ah

1

is

all appointments.
O G. STAPLES,
President; G. DeWITT, Treas.

Over the low, red trundle-bed
Bathing the tangled, curly head.
While moon-beams played at hide-and-seek
With the dimples on the sun-browned cheekWhen I was a boy, a little boy.
I

• 1

American plan
Jtotel
Bosa street, bet. Sansome and Montgomery, S. F.
This favorite hotel is under the management of
Charles Montgomery, and is as good, if not the best, Family and BusiHome comforts, cuisine unexcelled,
ness Men's Hotel in San Francisco

•

When

boy

1

The Hotel " Par Excellence

in the attic where I slept
I was a boy, a little boy,
In through the lattice the moonlight crept,
Bringing a tide of dreams that swept

lattice

1

1

Conducted on both the

Broody.?

Up

!

*

the troubles that women have to endure with
other ways of washing.
There's that hard,
wearing-out rub, rub, rub, or the danger of
ruining things with acids if you try to make it
easy. Washing with Pearline is absolutely safe.
Beware of imitations.
JAMES PYLE, New York.

of

For the grace that through the
Over my folded eyelids seemed
To have the gift of prophecy,

.

iiiuus rubthat ruino
iing that
Uiat makes
bine
mat
you
buy linens and flannels twice as
often as you need to, is spared, to say
nothing of your time and labor.
See

BOY. -exchangc.

And O the dreams — the dreams
When I was a boy, a little

1

Pearline

A quiet home, centrally located, for
those who appreciate comfort and

all,

boy.

attention.

Wm.

where I used to sleep,
When I was a boy, a little boy
For in at the lattice the moon would peep
Bringing her tide of dreams to sweep
The crosses and griefs of the years away
From the heart that is weary and faint to-day
And those dreams should give me back again
A peace I have never known since then
When I was a boy, a little boy
I'd like to sleep

San Francisco.

B. Hooper, manager.

I

DIVIDEND NOTICE.

of

declared at the rate of four (1) per cent, per annum on all deposits for the
six months ending December 31, 1895, free from all taxes, and payable on
ROBERT J. TOBIN, Secretary.
and after January 2, 1896.

!

EXPERIENCE.—auce

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
uahlano rolling.

A child laid in the grave ere it
Earth held delight beyond

had known
its

mother's kiss;—

A fair girl passing from a world like this
Unto God's vast

eternity, alone;
soul in one brief instant

A

Hibernia Savings and Loan Society.
Hibernia Savings and Loan Society, corner Market, McAllisand Jones streets, San Francisco, Dec. 30, 1895. At a regular meeting
the Board of Directors of this Society, held this day, a dividend has been

Office of cne
ter,

thrown
brave man's
To deepest agony from highest bliss;—
young
heart
to
miss
steeling
her
woman
All joys in life, one dear one having flown ;—

Savings and Loan Society.
For the half year ending Deo. 31, 1895, a dividend has been declared at the
rate of four and thirty-two one-hundredtns (4 32-100) per cent, per annum on
term deposits and three and sixty one hundredths (3 60 100) per cent, per
annum on ordinary deposits, free of taxes, payable on and afte. WednesDividends not called for are added to and bear the
day, January 1, 1896
same rate of dividend as the principal, from and after January 1, 1896.

— 101

Office

A

These have I seen yet happier these, I said,
Than one who, by experience made strong.
Learning to live without the precious dead,
Survive despair, outlive remorse and wrong,
Can say when new grief comes, with unbowed head,
"
" Let me not mourn
I shall forget ere long

CYRUS W. CARMANY,

Montgomery

street, corner Sutter,

Cashier.

San Francisco, Cal.

;

1

!

GIGrtR.

THE LATEST AND THE BEST BRAND OUT

—
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To
the mad extravagance in dress
EDITH. — With
DEAR
this winter, there has begun a wild craze for jewels
all

S66

The other day it was announced that
a large Anglo-French-American syndicate was trying to
buy up all the loose diamonds in the world, but, undoubtedly, the rumor was founded on the present enormous
The tiny watches
demand for them at home and abroad.
pinned to gay corsages fairly blaze with sparkling gems of
make
chiefly diamonds, however
all colors of the rainbow
There is always a dazzling pin
a resplendent decoration.
especially diamonds.

Ttlulll.

Guarantee a perfect fit and graceappearance to any variety of
figure, and are comfortable and

—

—

In short,
above, from which they dangle by links of gems.
they resemble the imperial decorations of Austria or Spain
more than any thing else one can think of at first sight.
Rings are set with fifteen or twenty radiating and varyThe Maring colors in stones, arranged in a square block.
quise ring has in some way lost its vogue, although if it is a
relic of one's ancestral jewels, it is in perfectly good form.
It is a fad now, I am told in a New York letter, to follow
a custom very swagger and appertaining to the haute
to have a jeweled armorial ring.
noblesse of old Europe
For instance, I saw one made in this city the other day to
It was to be an
order by a prominent jewelry Arm.
engagement ring, and was really, to my mind, an odd and
The club man who ordered it for his
fantastic conceit.
fiance's is of an old Boston family with a mellow old English
pedigree and a coat-of-arms with many quarterings.
However, his own family escutcheon reads:
"On a Field Or, Three Lozenges, Azure."
All of which means that on a shield of gold shall be pla ced
diamond shaped.
three, blue gems
The clubman's ring was fashioned thuswise: The little
form
shield was in the
of the graceful Pavise, as it used to
be called in the days of chivalry; which was a shield with
an inward curve, wide at the top, and narrowing rapidly
and gracefully to a sharp point at the bottom. This shield
was constructed of plaip gold, with a narrow raised rim.
Grouped in heraldic form were three beautiful amethysts,
the bluest of the blue, cut diamond wise, only a narrow
gold band with five stones of Beryl at intervals.
These rings are extremely popular in London just now,
as I hear is the goldsmith's and silversmith's art, and it
has quickly reached New York and Boston.
Young
women of fashion and wealth amuse themselves at their
leisure moments by fashioning dainty trinkets in the
precious metals for their friends. They procure a diminutive forge and carry on the art in miniature.
Some of
the work is very creditable, and, at times, highly and
veritably artistic.
Miss de Hoghton, daughter of Sir H.
de Hoghton, whose father is second in precedence in the
English baronetcy, actually set the fashion in London
society, and gradually it drifted over to Boston.
But now of dress: The new striped glaci silks are making an immense hit. They come in red, black, brown and
blue, and are very suitable for winter.
pretty tailor-made cloth gown is of fancy knotted
tweed, in reds or olive greens. The gored skirt is braided
in a graceful design with black and gold braid. The jacket
bodice, both in front and on the basque, is likewise
trimmed, as well as the cuffs » hi mousquetaire. The vest
is of red velvet.
The yoke effect is secured by braiding,
which reaches to the red velvet epaulettes with scalloped
edges.
All in all, it is a mighty chic gown.
Belinda.

—

ful

durable.

Made

in short, long, extra long and
extremely long waists; four, five,
and six-hook clasps.

We

take pleasure in recommendB., for the fit and wear of
which we hold ourselves responsiWe cheerfully and promptly furnish a new pair
cases of dissatisfaction from any cause.

ing

ble.
in all

W.

—
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Electric Heating.

— It

calculated that at the present
time eleven times as much coal is required to generate
electricity for heating a building as to produce steam for
the same purpose.
Under the most favorable auspices
electric heating is twice as expensive as steam.
is

The expensive and elaborate work necessary for the erection of
the building and procuring a supply of fresh sea water daily for the
Lurline Baths has been highly appreciated by the citizens of San
Francisco. Here they can be accommodated with hot and cold salt
water at any time in the day and enjoy a tub bath or a swim without going to the beach.
The baths are situated on the corner of
Bush and Larkin streets, in the very heart of the city.

MURPHY

BUILDING, Market and Jones

203 to 207 N Spring

St. bet.

Temple and

MME. MflRGHftND'S GREME
A

San Francisco.

Sts.,

Endorsed by

preserving and beautifying the complexion.

chanics' Fair.
superior merit.

GREME.

DE. Lfl

delightful preparation

W.

for

Awarded diploma

Las Angeles, Cal.

First St.,

T. W«nzell,M.D.. Ph.G.

Ph.M.

Wm,
at

Me-

18SI5,

for

C.

la

W

Samples of Creme de
Creme given away.

C

M. Searby, Ph.C.

F. Jones,

Ph.C

A. Clinion, M.D., exmember Board of Health
G.
Gerlach,Ph.G. M .D
M, Logan, Ph.G. M. D
Dr Lichau,
Murphy, and others.

W
.

MME, MARGHAND,
Send

Rooms 30 lo
for booklet.

41

.

121

H»*r and Complexion Specialist,
Post St. Taber's entrance. Telephone

1349.

Should have

Fashionable Modes, Well Fitting,

Perfect

Well

in

Workmanship and

Elegant Finish.
I

[urnish these requisites.

Dressed
Mrs. A. J. Bradley,

Woman

313

Geary St

,

Modiste,

San Francisco.

For barbers, bakers, bootblacks, bath-houses, billiard tables, brewers, book-binders, candy-makers,
canners, dyers, Hour-mills, foundries, laundries,
paper-hangers, printers, painters, shoo factories,
stable men, tar-roofers, tanners, tailors, etc.

5RUSHES

BUCHANAN
BRUSH MANUFACTURERS,

BROS.,

609 Sacramento

St., S.

Tel. 5610.

F

For the best value

in

HATS
Go

or

CAPS

to

G.

Herrmann & Go.

Tne Hatters,
328 Kearny

St.,

Near Pine. (Entire Building)
The ONLY Retail Hatters
having their own factory.

January
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C-rCiN
wonder toe
IrENenormous
drain on

&i
if
Ins man ever thinks
the
vitality and longevity that the
modem trained method entails, -;ns "An idler" in that
Wo hear of men
bright Cycling .lour:
ndition in a month or less.
In
For an almost criminal expenditure
condition for what?
of nervous energy, physical and mental, for the violent
and spasmodic over exertion "f all the most important
muscles and vital organs, for the suicidal exactions on
functions which it is crime to stimulate and over excite.
Life is measured by heart beats, and to accellerate their
time is to encourage dissolution. A barrel is emptied just
in chronological proportion as to whether the leaking
drops drip slowlv or fast. Physiologists fix the life period
of professional athletes as being under forty years
commonly thirty-five or six. Is the evanescent glory of winning
a (10 race or an ephemeral record even less valuable
worth the loss of two score years at the best end of life?
•

'f

©)

1

BICYCLES
,/

HOOKER & GO.
16-18

Dru mm St,

'

RETAIL STORt:
1640 Market St.

WHITER

RIMMED

\)

Hummer

—

—

^Yheelwomau, says: " Human
beings are like animals. Cage them and they become ugly
but give them such freedom as nature intended, and the
animal, which in a hot, artificial atmosphere will attempt
your life, wili, under natural conditions, be your friend and
playfellow.
So with woman. Burden and harass her with
a thousand petty cares, keep her shut up day after day
within the walls of her home, and you will soon begin to
wonder why some women have such awful impossible dispositions, and feel sorry for the husband who prefers his
club, and the children who prefer the streets to home.
Such women are not fit to train children, and yet in this
country they are the rule rather than the exception."

Ida Trafford

Bell, in the

Bicycling as a means of restful exercise now scarcely
needs to be pointed out. As a woman said lately: "The
beauty of the wheel's cure of insomnia, incipient nervous
prostration, and the rest of the ills of the overworked is
that it cures in spite of unfaith, want of skill or any handicap. You get on your wheel, and there is no getting away
from it; it must absorb your attention; you cannot worry
about the children, the house, the office, finances any of
your cares you have got to think about your poise on the
wheel and watch your surroundings, and in so doing you

—

—

get out
will tell

Every physician
of yourself in spite of yourself.
you that this is all that is needed." And this is

the secret of the whole thing.

A

Parisian fashion writer says: "Except for parkcycling the only fit material for costumes is woolen. This
cyclist departure for women is opening a wide field to the
Pyrenean wool is lighter than Shetland, and is
knitter.
greatly used in waistcoats and summer cycling jackets.
The Pyrenean women give touches of fancy and brightness
to these garments which remind one of the costumes of
professional Spanish bull-fighters."

Screwing and unscrewing nuts and bolts never benefits
a machine. Loosen and alter them only when it is absoSee.that both are at all
lutely necessary for you to do so.
times kept screwed up tightly. Failure to do this may
result in injury to both the machine and yourself.

AND PURCHASER'S GUIDE

CITY INDEX

RESTAURANTS.
Montgomery-St. Coffee and Lunch House.
a specialty.

Cream

waffles.

—

While in Africa I faced two lions, a
and three elephants, in the same jungle, and I'm
alive yet.
Second Traveler—Huh! That's nothing.
"While in Texas I bowed to a girl that three Mexicans were
in love with.
New York Weekly.

Good

Montgomery

St.

H

coffee

H.

and fresh eggs

HJUL,

Prop.

Poodle Dog Restaurant, S. E. cor. Grant ave. and Bush st. Private
dining and banquet rooms. Tel. 429.
A. B Blanco & B. Bruno, Props.

Nevada Restaurant,

A\1

Pine

Private rooms; meals 50c.

st.

Bay State Oyster House. I5Stockton& lOOO'Farrell.

Lotjpy Bros

N. M. Adler.Prop.

MEDICAL.
A Sovereign Remedy— DR. PARKER'S COUGH CURE.
One dose

never fails. Try it. Price 25c.
George Dahlbender & Co., 214 Kearny Btreet.
Elmer Bunker has removed to 630 Sutter street.
Office Hours 1 to 3 and 6 :30 to 7 :30 P. M.
Dr. Hall, 14 McAllister St.. near Jones. Diseases of women and children.
will stop a cough.

It

Dr. R.

:

DENTISTS.
Dr. Thomas L. HIM,
OFFICE: Odd Fellows'
streets.

Office

Dr. H. G.

hours

:

Building, southwest corner Seventh and Market
9 a. m. to 5 p. m.
Consultation Hours : 4 to 5.

Young,

Bridges and teeth without plates.

1841

Polk street.

Dr. R. Cutlar, 818 Sutter street.

POSTAGE STAMP DEALERS.
Hawaiian Stamps a specialty. MAKINS &
Selections on approval: any place in world.

The W.

H. Hollls

Stamp

CO
W.

Co., (Incorporated),

506

F.

Market

street.

GREANY, 827 Brannan

105 O'Farrell St., S. F.

MERCHANT TAILORS.
Suits to order $12 50.
Neuhaus &. Co., 115 Kearny, up-stairs.
coats, $10- Pants $4 aDd upwards. Samples by mail.
fl®*A perfect fit guaranteed.

Over-

VOCAL CULTURE.
Miss Caroline Shlndler, Soprano. Vocal Culture. Hours, 1 to 3, 2416 Clay
Joseph Greven, Vocal Teacher, Neumann Piano Store, 82 Ninth St., S. F.

CANDIES.

CANDIES.—Don't

leave the city without a uox of

ROBERTS' Best.

ON WHEELS.
6.

'

First Traveler

42ti

&S.

AXLE GREASE.

HOME PRODUCTION.

tiger

GOBURN, TEV1S &

GO., 107 Front St.

—

The wise man of the world, who knows more things than he commonly talks about, is a genial, tolerant soul, who wants to enjoy the
same freedom that he cheerfully extends to others. When he wants
a drink he takes it like a gentleman, and being a connoisseur, he
drinks only that which is good for him. For this reason he calls for
Argonaut whiskey, and makes sure that he is getting the genuine
article. E. Martin & Co., 411 Market street, are the agents for this
popular and wholesome article.

Does your

Roof
We will

Need

Repair?

without cost, and give
estimate for putting in. good order, and
keeping it so for a term of years.

examine

It

Paraffine Paint Co.

F^fee^eeT"'

'

—

—
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BANKING.
BANK OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.
Incorporated by Royal Charter,

family living not far from James street an amusing
happened the other day. The family includes
a little boy about ten years of age. During the conversaHis
tion at the dinDer table he used some bad language.
"Why,
mother naturally reproved him severely for it.
Shakespeare uses those words," exclaimed the lad. "Well,

a
INincident

you musn't play with Shakespeare any more," was
the prompt and cautious reply of the horrified mother.
Syracuse Post.
Mrs. Jolliboy My husband takes regular exercise at
the club gymnasium now, and I judge from what he says
that he is getting on finely. Mrs. Kingsley Has he become expert enough to do anything? Mrs. Jolliboy He
tells me that he has learned how to crook his elbow, though
exactly.
Detroit Free
I don't know what that means
then,

—

—

—

—

Press.

$3,000,000.

;

—

—

;

BANK OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital
$3,000,000 00
Surplus and Undivided Profits (October 1, 1894). 3.158,129 70
President CHARLES R. BISHOP. Vice-Pres't
WILLIAM ALVORD
Secretary THOMAS
Cashier
ALLEN M. CLAY
Ass't Cashier 1. F. Moulton
2d Ass't Cashier
S. Prentiss Smith
.

I

.

BROWN

1

—

The teacher was asking questions teachers are quite
apt to ask questions, and they sometimes receive curious
The question was as follows: "Now, pupils,
how many months have twenty-eight days?" "All of them,
answers.

teacher," replied the boy on
server.

the front seat.

— Utica

—

Ob-

Herr Becker Marie, it strikes me you waste a lot of
Frau Becker Poor
precious time with your poodle.
He has no club to
creature! I often feel sorry for him.
go to of an evening and amuse himself four or five hours at
a stretch. Deutscher Soldatenhort.

—

CORRESPONDENTS.

New York— Messrs. Laidlaw & Co.; the Bank of New York, N. B. A.
Boston— Tremont National Bank; London— Messrs. N. M. Rothschild &
Sons; Paris— Messrs. de Rothschild Freres; Virginia City (Nev.)
Agency of The Bank of California; Chicago— Union National Bank, and
Illinois Trust and Savings Bank; Australia and New Zealand— Bank of
New

;

—

—

—
—

—

—

I

—

—

—

—

—

!

—Ah,
my dear, everybody pities
Mrs. Waggles — Doesn't your husband suffer dreadfully
with rheumatism? Mrs. Wiggles — Yes, but
nothing
to what the rest of us have to endure. — Sommerville Jour-

Mr. Henry Peck
now.

SAN FRANCISCO SAVINGS UNION.

—You know that

time I was so sick last
summer? I just heard that the doctor gave me up once.
gave
you up twice.
"Twice?"
Ferry I heard that he
"Yes. The second time after he had been trying to colCincinnati Enquirer.
lect his bill."
Husband (shaving) Confound the razor Wife What's
the matter now? You're dreadfully cross-tempered. Husband The razor is so infernally dull. Wipe Dull? Why,
I ripped up an old skirt with it yesterday, and it cut beauChicago Record.
tifully.
Bobby Popper, what does the paper mean by the
women of the hour? Mr. Ferry I guess it means the
woman who says she will be ready to start in 15 minutes.
An hour is about as near as she comes to it usually. Cincinnati Enquirer.
Mrs. Henry Peck Bah I only married you because
I pitied you when nobody else thought anything about you.
well,

— Punch.

—

Zealand China, Japan, and India Chartered Bank of India, Austraand China; St. Louis— Boatman's Bank.
Letters of Credit issued available in all parts of the world.
Draws Direct on New York, Boston, Chicago, St. Louis, Salt Lake
Denver, Kansas City, New Orleans. Portland, Or., Los Angeles, and on
London, Paris, Berlin, Bremen, Hamburg, Frankfort-on-Main, Copenhagen,
Stockholm, Christiania, Melbourne, Sydney. Auckland, Hongkong, Shanghai, Yokohama, Genoa, and all cities in Italy.
lia

—

Harqraves

me

1862.

Reserve Fund and Undivided Profits, 11,181,910
Southeast Cor. Bush and Sansome Sts.
60 Lombard Street, London
HEAD OFFICE
Branches— Victoria, "Vancouver, New Westminster, Kamloops, Nan
iamo, and Nelson, British Columbia; Portland, Oregon; Seattle and Ta
coma, Washington.
This Bank transacts a General Banking Business. Accounts opened subject to Check, and Special Deposits received. Commercial Credits granted
available in all parts of the world. Approved Bills discounted and advances made on good collateral security. Draws direct at current rates
upon its Head Office and Branches, and upon its Agents, as follows
New York— Merchants' Bank of Canada Chicago— Firs t Na tional Bank
Liverpool— North and South Wales Bank; Scotland— British Linen
Company; Ireland Bank of Ireland; Mexico — London Bank of Mexico;
South America— London Bank of Mexico and South America; China and
Japan— Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China; Australia and
New Zealand Bank of Australasia and Commercial Banking Company of
Sydney, Ld Demerara and Trinidad (West Indies)—Colonial Bank.
Capital Paid Up,

Corner California and Webb Streets.
Deposits. Dec. 31, 1895
Guarantee Capital and Surplus

ALBERT MILLER,

$24,202,327
1,575,631

President

POND,

Vice-President
F" Directors— Thomas Magee, G. W. Beaver, Philip Barth, Daniel E. Martin, W. C. B. De Fremery, George C. Boardman, Robert Watt; Lovell
White, Cashier.
Receives Deposits, and Loans only on real estate security. Country
remittances may be sent by Wells, Fargo & Co., or by check of reliable
parties, payable in San Francisco, but the responsibility of this Savings
Bank commences only with the actual receipt of the money. The signature
of the depositor should accompany the first deposit. No charge is made for
pass-book or entrance fee. Office hours—9. A. m. to 3 p. m. Saturday evenings, 8:30 to

E. B.

|

8.

LONDON AND SAN FRANCISCO BANK, LIMITED.
Authorized Capital
$3,500,000 Capital Paid-up
$2,450,000
Reserve
$375,000
San Francisco Office 424 California St. London Office—73 Lombard St.
Portland Branch— Chamber of Commerce Building.
Taooma Branch— 1156 Pacific Ave.
Manager, ARTHUR SCRIVENER Ass't Manager. WILLIAM STEEL
|

—

|

Cashier, GUSTAV FRIEDERICH.
LONDON BANKERS— Bank of England and London Joint Stock Bank.
NEW YORK—Messrs. J. P. Morgan* Co. Boston—Third National Bank.

This Bank is prepared to transact all kinds of General Banking and Exchange Business in London and San Francisco, and between said cities
all parts of the world.

it's

nal.

Miss Gush

—

Oh, Captain, were you ever boarded by a
Captain Storms— Yes. He charged me $11 a
day for a hall room on the fourth floor. Cleveland World.
Prospective Tenant But we wish to keep a servant.
Landlord op Flat Oh, very well. I will have an alcove
pirate?

—

—

—

—

painted on the wall of the kitchen. Detroit Tribune.
She Have you seen that mannish Miss Strider in bloomers ?
He No. She It's awful; she raises her hat now
when she meets women in skirts! Exchange.

—

—

—

—
" Er — want some sort of a present for a young lady.''
"Sweetheart or sister?"
"Er— why— she hasn't said
which she
be yet." — Cincinnati Enquirer.
Agatha — Charley tickled with his new mustache,
I

will

is

quiet.

N. W. Cor.
Subscribed Capital
Reserve Fund

Sansome and Sctter
$2,500,000

1

Paid

Sts.

Up Capital

—Truth.

Old Broad Street, London
AGENTS— New York— Agency of the London, Paris, and American
Bank Limited, No. 10 Wall Street, N. Y. Paris— Messrs. Lazard, Freres
& Cie, 17 Boulevard Poissoniere. Draw direct on the principal cities of the
world. Commercial and Travelers Credits issued.
SIG. GREENBAUM 1 „„„„„„
Managers.
C. ALTSCHTJL
}
58

1

CROCKER-WOOLWORTH NATIONAL BANK of san francisco.
Cor. Market, Montgomery, and Post Sts.
Paid-Up Capital
(1,000,000.

WM.

H.

CROCKER

W. E. BROWN
GEO. W.KLINE
Directors— Chas.

F. Crocker, E. B. Pond, Hy. J.

President
Vice-President
Cashier
Crocker, Geo. W. Scott

THE ANGLO-CALIFORNIAN BANK, LIMITED.
N. E. Cor. Pine
Capital authorized

Subscribed

Head
New

Agents at

and Sansomb

Sts.

Up

$6,000,000 Paid
$1,500,000
3,000,000 f Reserve Fund
700,000
Office— 18 Austin Friars, London, E. C.
York—J.
Seligman Co., 21 Broad street.
I

& W.

&

The Bank transacts a General Banking Business,

The Press Clipping Bureau,
papers on the Pacific Coast, and

and personal.

12,000,000

(800,000

Head Office

isn't

Marie— Yes, but (with a sly blush) not half as much
as I am. — New York World.
Dolly de Mure — Charlie Smoothe was trying to kiss
me behind the screen. Clara Caustic — I wondered why
he?

you were so

LONDON, PARIS AND AMERICAN BANK, LIMITED.

510

Montgomery

street, S. F. reads all
supplies clippings on all topics, business

sells drafts,

makes

telegraphic transfers, and issues letters of credit available throughout the
world. Sends bills for collection, loans money, buys and sells exchange

and bullion.

IGN. STEINHART
ManfteprR
Mana
s erB
p. n. lilienthal;
)

-
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JAMKS
living wl

f them are

in

the
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l-ill
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this ni
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Mi

in. HiiIkti

deal the otl

an extrenu
habit, it a
n ami oftentimes sudden death.
Don't put all the
have in the center "f the
for a bluff anil then try !" pull them bark suddenly if
you.
People have been severely injured
fordoing thi> very thing.
Don't open a jackpot with a pair of trey?.. Some players
who have done this thing in a thoughtless moment are
alive ami well, others are in the hospital, and not a fenhave left this vain world entirely.
Don't, when playing with strangers, ask permission to
examine their inside pockets and look up their sleeves for
a cold deck.
Such a proceeding is very rude and ungentlemanly, and might cause some one to rise-up-Willie-Riley
and smite you athwart the cheek.
Don't get angry when some one calls you and discovers
that you have been talking eagerly with nothing in your
hand save a flush that has the spring-half at one end.
According to Hoyle. the rule in this case is to smile
blandly, excuse yourself politely, retire into the hall and
fall carelessly out of the second-story window.
Don's get excited and say unkind things when everybody passes out just wheu you have four aces. The proper
caper under such circumstances is to slip the four
aces up your sleeve and await a more favorable opportunity.
If any of the other players should notice this action,
however, apologize profusely and mention that you misThey look very much alike,
took your sleeve for the deck.
r\g

.

Wlin

Banks.

hariKC

1

anyhow.
Don't forget to look carefully at your cards before betting everything you have on earth.
It is very embarrassing to find that you have a gold brick straight after you
have bet all your goods and chattels on its being strictly
up to date. Cavendish says that when you make a break
of this kind the rule is to bid the other players good night
in a quiet, gentlemanly manner, and then go out and allow
New
a policeman to kick you hurriedly around the block.
York World.

WELLS FARGO &
N. B.

OF

LIGHTNING.

Syrup"

tor

your

maarS.Klns

H. Wadsworth

Manager
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THE SATHER BANKING COMPANY.
Capital

$1,250,000

Successor to Satber ft Co., Established [SI, Ban Fram
.Tames K. Wilson President.
C. F. A TALBOT, Vloe Prestdenl
L. I. Cowgill. Cashier.

Directors— C.

Benedict, Charles Main, F. W. Sumner, Albert Miller.
James K. Wilson.

S.

Wm. P. Johnson,

C. F. A. Talbot.

New York— Drcxrl, Morgan ft Co. Bostou--Downer ft Co.
Philadelphia— Drexel & Co. Chicago— Atlas National Bank. St. Louis—
The Mechanics" Bank. Kansas City— First National Bank. LondonBrown, Shipley & Co. Paris— Drexel, Harjes ft Co.
Agents:

THE GERMAN SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.
No. 526 California St., S. F.
Capital actually paid up in Cash, $1,000,000.
Reserve Fund
8 715,000
Deposits, Dec. 31, 1895,
$30,727,581} 50.
Guaranteed Capital. .$1,200,000
OFFICERS— President, B. A. Becker; Vice-President, Edward Kruse;
Second Vice-President,. George H. Eggers; Cashier, A. H.R.Schmidt; Assistant Cashier, Wm. Herrmann; Secretary, George Tourny Assistant
Secretary, A. H. Muller.
Board of Directors Edward Kruse, George H. Eggers, O. Shoemann,
A. C. Heineken, H. Horstmann, B. A. Becker, H. L. Simon, Ign. Steinhart,
Daniel Meyer. Attorney, W. S. Goodfellow.

—

SECURITY SAVINGS BANK,
222

Montgomery

St..

Mills building.

INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS. LOANS MADE.
DIRECTORS.

Wm. Alvord
Wm. Babcock
Adam Grant

Jerome Lincoln
O. D. Baldwin

W.

S.

H. H. Hewlett
A. K. P. Harmon

Jones

J.

HUMBOLDT SAVINGS AND LOAN
No.

drilled in

Mothers, be sure and use •Mrs. Winslow's Soothing
children while teething

IIKBTS.
(fi.iVl.oa)

John J. Valontlnc

PERSONS

struck by lightning have had small holes
the skull, but otherwise they were not
marked. Victims have been horribly burned, and even
dismembered. A stroke of lightning has cut off a man's
ear, or shaved his hair and beard clean, and not hurt him
in any other way.
The markings are often curious.
Blue is the common color, but they have been red, green,
and black, and occasionally the whole body turns black.
Negroes who have been struck by lightning have had
One
their skin bleached in spots to absolute whiteness.
negro struck by lightning found, after he had recovered
white
arm,
the
consciousness, that he had one completely
Blindness, deafrest of his body being as black as usual.
ness, and either total or partial paralysis, are frequent
consequences of lightning strokes. Sometimes the lightning selects a single object on a man's person, and assails
that without apparently touching the man himself. Coins
have been melted until they stuck together in a man's
Keys,
pocket, whilst he suffered no ill consequences.
watches and watch-chains, metal cartridges, and eyeglass frames have been more or less damaged, whilst the
persons wearing them were almost uninjured. Clothing,
too, has been almost demolished without injury to its
wearer. Iron tacks have been pulled out of shoes, and
The brass eyelets
rubber boots destroyed frequently.
were once torn out of a man's shoes, but he hardly felt the
shock.

'

Cash Capital and Surpltu

—

PECULIARITIES

CO.'S BANK.

I

18

B. Lincoln.

SOCIETY.

Geary Street.
November

Incorporated

24, 1869.

ADOLPH C. WEBER
ERNST BRAND

President
Secretary

NEVADA WAREHOUSE AND DOCK COMPANY.
PORT COSTA, California.
WAREHOUSES AND DOCKS
Storage Capacity, 100.000 tons. Regular warehouse for San Franoisoo
Produce Exchange Call Board.
These warehouses are the largest on the Pacific Coast, and are furnished
with the latest improvements for the rapid handling and storing of Grain.
A mill attached, supplied with the best and newest machinery for cleaning
foul and smutty wheat.
Money advanced at lowest rates of interest on grain stored in warehouses.
Insurance effected at lowest rates in first-class companies, or grain sold,
if

desired, at current rates.

OFFICE—202 San&ome St., over the Anglo-California Bank.

OAT E N T S

.

AMERICAN AND FOREIGN PATENTS.

B00NE> & MURDOGK,
San Francisco
Washington

Office:

Offtce

:

(E. F.

Murdock.

Jno. L. Boone).

Nucleus Building, Cor. Market and Third Sts.

Opposite Patent

Office.

REMOVED TO 824 MARKET STREET, PHELAN BUILDING
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which closed its labors here hist week, followed the
farcical custom of addressing a long memorial to Congress,
but ii is certain thai
California wants favor in the next
river and harbor bill, it will takea hard week at Washing-
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ton to win
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iron ships are now being sheathed
with copper, by galvanic deposition, in the same manner
that knives, forks and spoons arc silver plated.

At sentiment! the world holds dear.
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wind that blows nobody good
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But, siren of the Titian hair,
Y'ou drive us frantic with dispair:
Your Dame would make an angel swear
Of which no doubt you are aware
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— Dramatic

News.

sent
are some curious anomalies
THERE
law of California, and

the present game
it is likely that the Supreme
Court will some day be called upon to decide as to its
constitutionality.
The shooting of quail, ducks and geese
is unlawful except between the
15th of October and the
15th of February, while it is unlawful to sell or expose for
sale such game except between the 15th of November and
the 15th of January. Thus for two months in which game
may be lawfully shot it may not be lawfully sold. This
would seem to the lay mind to involve an interference with
the rights of property. What a man may lawfully possess,
one would suppose, he may lawfully sell, unless it be something whose sale may be prohibited on moral grounds, such
as opium or spirits.
The law, as it stands, discriminates
unfairly in favor of the sportsman against the mass of the
people who cannot afford the luxury of gunning, and who
must perforce either buy game or go without it.

free.

in
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Write Ceo

Macbeth Co,

maker

Pittsburgh,

Pa,

"pearl glass"

and "pearl top."
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Pine and Jones Sts.

The leading and finest Family Hotel in San Francisco.
The cuisine is the pride of the hostess.
Elegantly furnished and sunny apartments, single or en
suite, with or without hath,
interior in its beauty and. with all its accommodations means to locate permanently.

To see the

Mr.
world
letters knows that the moral tone
THE
Austin's works has had more to do with
elevation to
of

of

his

the Laureateship than his poetry. As a poet he is not to
be compared with Swinburne, but the English people could
not afford to have the author of " Poems and Ballads " in
the Laureate's chair, even if he has repented of his earlier
errors.
Mr. Austin is sixty years of age, and a Conservative, which, no doubt, also helped him to get his promo-

SPECIAL RATES
lo

MRS. S

tion.

Billiard

Room, Elevator.

B.

JOHNSON,.

Southeast corner nf Tine and Jones streets.

pages
TWO
Chatter

a manuscript poem in the handwriting of
were recently purchased for the Bristol
Library for seventy pounds. There is no doubt about the
genuineness of the manuscript, and the poem, " Kew
Gardens," was first published in 1837.
of

ton
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MODERN FIRE-PROOF
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may

be removed or made less conspicuous by
a daily application of hot olive oil, rubbing the oil into the
skin with the tips of the fiugers.
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of every Guest. Convenient to business centers.
Close to all car lines. Every room sunny.
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tl. War-field,

Proprietor,
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week has been the liveliest since Christmas in
THIS
and the indications are that the ball will
society
life,

upon
be kept roiling merrily from now on until Lent comes
Theatre parties were more numerous on Monthe scene.
day night than for several weeks past; the Olympics had
Baldwin
a crowded audience at the Columbia, and, the
being out of the line, the California was well patronized.
The Monday Evening Club gave their monthly dance at
Golden Gate Hall; several dinner parties preceded it, and
Tuesday eveniug's hop at
the party was very successful.
Wednesday was
the Presidio was, as usual, delightful.
largely given over to dinners, and Mrs. Boardman gave a
whist party, on Thursday evening there was a dance at
the
the Hotel Oliver, and last night Ed. Greenway led
ToHall.
cotillion of the Friday Fortnightlies, at Lunt's
day at Mrs. Jewett's, Miss O'Connell will give the third of
her recitals, which will be entitled: "The Maids and
Matrons of the Revolution," and the fancy dress dinner at
Mrs. PaulJarboe'swill be the novelty of the week; tableaux
and dancing will fill in the evening hours, to which quite a
number of additional guests have been asked, Miss Kate
Jarboe and her /'«/«<, Mr. Bull, being the especial guests of
The Partington studio has been muchly sought
the affair.
this week, and the display made by the Guild of Arts and
Crafts pronounced to be interesting, instructive, and a
remarkably

fine one.

ladies had several causes for complaint
regarding their Leap Year Cotillion last Friday night.
The navy°chaps were among the missing, and the night
proved to be not alone the first wet one the club has had
this winter for their re-unions, but absolutely the most
The storm had but slight
inclement of the season so far.
effect upon the attendance, which was among the largest
the club has ever had; the young ladies who officiated as
leaders, Miss Sallie Maynard, in white, Miss Emily Hager,
in pink, and Miss Sara Collier, in blue, were warmly complimented upon their success as such, and, though none of
the figures were new, they were all pretty and well

The young

executed.

There were several gatherings on Saturday, aud,

in

spite of the very threatening state of the weather, none of
At Mrs. Jewett's
the hostesses had cause to complain.
the second of Miss Lilian O'Conneu's recitals was given,
her theme being, "Through Colonial Doorways," with
The house warming
musical selections by Miss Adler.
reception given by Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Mann, at their
handsome new home on Washington street, was a charmIn the afternoon it took the form of a musicale
ing affair.
tea, when a large number of their friends were present.
In the evening music was again the feature of the entertainment, to which only a few of their more intimate friends
were bidden, a delicious supper capping the climax of
The Misses Smith gave a tea also on
their enjoyment.
Saturday last at the parental residence, on Webster and

Broadway.

The wedding of Miss Rose Walter and Abe Miertief, the
anticipation of which has been for weeks stirring our Jewish elite, took place on last Tuesday evening at the home
of the bride's parents, Mr. and Mrs. D. N. Walter, on
brated with unusual splenVan Ness avenue, and
The Walter residence is one of the most spacious in
dor.
was thrown open to the
the city, and on tin
guests, adorned with all the decorative skill for which
corps of assistants are noted.
Miss Mary Bat'
used in profusion, the
Flowers b
interest
centerin
the reception room,
chief point ol
bo
bridal
shioned in the corner bay
where the
,;
bamboo
poles,
flowers,
of
satin ribbons aDd
window,
gauze, from the center of which hung, not the usual wellamp, an heirloom in the
ding bell, but an antique
.'

.

1

January

25, 1896.

family for over two hundred years, a bright star shining
from it with brilliant effect. The pink brocaded satm
walls of this beautiful apartment served as a bright background for large wreaths of white pinks and satin ribbons.
Between this room and the adjoining library Miss Bates'
favorite fret-work was introduced in the doorway, composed of almond blossoms and pink ribbons, a darker shade
of plum colored and white ribbons being used for the doorway into the hall. The library was a wealth of bloom,
flowers in baskets, which were artistically arranged on
the bookshelves; the music room was in white and gold,
ribbon bow knots, and green garlands; on one side of the
room a charming conceit was the hanging of the numberless congratulatory telegrams, received by the happy
couple, on a silken cord, so that actually "all who ran
could read." The hall was exceedingly effective in its
trimming of dark green foliage and bunches of bright
marigolds and red peppers tied with yellow ribbons.
Amid all this fragrance flitted gaily dressed guests, makAt half-past eight
ing the scene brilliant in the extreme.
o'clock the strains of the wedding march gave notice of
the approach of the bridal party, and shortly after the
cortege appeared, passed through the hall to the reception room, and took their places in the lovely bridal
bower, where the Rev. Rabbi Voorsanger awaited them.
The four ushers, Messrs. H. D. Walter, Albert Frank, I.
W. Hellman, Jr., and Isadore Fleishman, led the way;
then came Mrs. Walter, the mother of the bride, and
William Haas; the groom was next with his sister, Mrs.
Baruch, and then appeared the pretty maid-of-honor,
Miss Alice Greenebaum; last of all the fair bride, leaning
upon her father's arm. Her rich brunette beauty never
showed to greater advantage than in her beautiful bridal
robe of ivory white satin, which fell in lustrous folds round
her girlish figure, the corsage one mass of embroidery
done in seed pearls, with point lace reveres; a tulle vail
and bouquet of natural orange blossoms completed her
costume. Miss Alice Greenebaum, the, sole bridesmaid,
wore a lovely gown of pure white silk and tulle; she carried white roses in her bouquet.
The sister of the bride,
Mrs. Moses Heller, wore a superb gown of yellow satin;
Mrs. Walter's gown was of rich black velvet, with front of
white satin embroidered in gold. She also wore magnificent diamonds. The groom's sister, Mrs. Baruch, wore a
gown of rose brocade and point lace, a very stylish and
effective costume.
The marriage ceremony ended, congratulations were offered, and supper was served later.
The decorations of the supper room were in green, ferns
aud smilax predominating; innumerable lamps added to
the brilliancy of the scene. Dancing was resumed after
the feast and kept up long after the bridal pair had departed.
The presents were some of the most valuable and
profuse ever bestowed upon a bride in our city.

During the

first

week

in

February

St.

Luke's Church

—

be the scene of two society weddings that of Miss
Isabella Grant and E. D. Pond will be an evening ceremony, taking place at 8:30 p. M. on Monday, the 3rd;
while Miss Kate Jarboe's nuptials with J. Case Bull will be
celebrated at noon on Thursday, the 6th.
will

Among the engagement announcements of the week are
those of Miss Mattie Whittier and W. B. Weir, of New
York; Miss Blanche Castle and Charles Farquharson; Miss
Millie Greenebaum and Dr. Herbert W. Hatch.
The engagement is announced of Miss Georgia M. Wightman, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John Wightman, Jr., to
Mr. Douglass B. Crane of the Occidental & Oriental Steamship Company.
The fancy dress ball which will be given at the Art Institute on California street on Mardi Gras is another charming
event to look forward to, and if it proves half as pleasant
as some of its predecessors under the same auspices, it
will be a very delightful one indeed.
The Deux Temps
Club of Oakland are also meditating something upon the
same lines, to take place ere the season closes. The
Saturday Morning Orchestra are down on the cards for a
concert at the Christian Association Auditorium on the
evening of Monday, February 16th. Their efforts have always been in the cause of charity and it is understood that
at the coming event they themselves
will be the
beneficiaries.

January
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away from toe
S km Knight,
Mrs Henry Scott, Mrs. Miller, Mrs. Yon Scbroeder, Mrs
Hopkins, Mrs Eager and Mrs Tevis also appeared in the
Mrs H Greenebaum and Mrs
I. N. Walter have also
given elaborate dinners in honor of
the recently engaged couple. Miss Stella Greenebaum and
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be an event of the near

future.

At the second of the Colonial Recitals which Miss Lilian
nell is giving under Mrs J. H. Jowett's auspices, a
large audience, gazing "Through Colonial Doorways," saw
lusly gowned figure of Lady Stuyvesant, wife of
OVernor of New Amsterdam, standing in an antique
drawing-room. The subject of the recital, the gay life in
New York under the Dutch, and afterward under the
British rule, was amusingly treated, as was the aristocratic regime in Virginia under the great Proprietors.
Miss O'Connell's best work, however, was in her rendering
of Celia Thaxter's weird poem. " The Cruise of the 'Mystery, " (a slave ship), which held the audience spell-bound
by its tragic realism. A dainty ballad composed in the
fifteenth century, and exquisitely sung by Miss Adler,
:

1

added to the enjoyment of the occasion.
There are many pleasant affairs on the programme for
next week, chief among them the dominoparty which Colonel
and Mrs. George H. Burton intend giving in the hop room
at the Presido on Wednesday evening. Domino parties
are a great pleasure to the ladies, but it is a mooted point
whether the men find them equally so, being, as they are,
This one will
so completely at the mercy of the fair sex.
take the form of a cotillion, which will be led by Miss
Minnie Burton. On Friday night the last dance of the
Friday Night Cotillion Club will take place at Odd
Fellows' Hall; it will be an assembly.
At the Maple Hall
of the Palace the Entre Nous Club will give their Leap

Year Cotillion.
At the annual meeting of

the Mizpah, held Monday afternoon, the following officers were chosen for the new year:
Mrs. Harry Clarke, President; Mrs. W. O. Farnsworth,
Vice President; Mrs. T. J. Schuyler, Recording Secretary;
Miss M. L. Elliott, Corresponding Secretary; Mrs. B.
Day, Treasurer. The report of the Secretary showed
that during the last year committees had made seventyfour visits to the needy, twenty-six families had been assisted, and 195 garments made for different charitable institutions. The Mizpah is the charitable clubof the Western
Addition, is doing a vast deal of good, and is in a flourishing condition.
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and our Jam 9 are much
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and the will not sojourn long in
in Short, one of
Sams men who happened to be a woman. A know
of Kate Field and Joaquin Miller ought to decrease the
annexation sentiment In Dm- Islands. But. fortunately. President Dole is one of Uncle Sam's nephews, and knows,
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RUSSIA,

whose calendar

is

twelve days

behindours,

pro], uses to change thi
Gregorian calendar after the
beginning of the new century. The authorities have not

yet derided whether to jump over the thirteen days at
once or to accomplish their object gradually by omitting
the first twelve leap years of the century.
is my
ITperish

that a man's soul may be buried and
under a dung-heap, or in a furrow of the field,
just as well as under a pile of money," said Nathaniel
opinion

Hawthorne.
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The Care of Tooth-brushes. The care of toothbrushes is not sufficiently observed. In our city houses, a
writer properly remarks, they stand in their cups or hang
on their racks above the set toilet-bowls day and night,
absorbing any disease germs that may be floating about.
They should be washed frequently at least about twice a
week in some antiseptic solution, strong salt and water
or bicarbonate of sodium and water being two good and
Tooth washes and pastes
readily provided cleansers.
should also be kept carefully covered.

—

—

According to Galton, the patterns ou the finger
tips are not only unchangeable through life, but the chance
of the finger prints of two persons being alike is less than
one chance in 64,000,000.
Cream of Orange Blossoms, creates spotless complexions. 60 cents,
druggists or by mull. Pacific Perfumery Company, San Francisco.
Ooopkh &

Co., artstationers and heraldic engravers, 746

Market

St.

S.F

The Entre Nous Cotillion will give a Fancy Dress Leap
Year german on next Friday evening, at the Palace
Hotel.
Miss Nancy Place will act as leader, assisted by
Mrs. Frank L. Piatt and Misses Charlotte Gruenhagen
and Mae B. Ludlow. It promises to be one of the most
successful and brilliant gatherings of the season.

Mrs. McCutcheon's progressive euchre party and the
theatre and supper party have been among recent
pleasant affairs.

McBean

On Tuesday
will

evening January 28th, Mrs. B.

leave on the Sunset Limited train for

New

W. Paulsen
York.

D. T. Cole has now been a member of the State
HON.
Board of Harbor Commissioners for three years, and his
vigilance and energy in office have proved a pleasant surprise to those who first were his rivals, and at the same time
Mr.
fulfilled the hopes completely of his host of friends.
Cole is a staunch Republican in politics, and came to this
he
is
thorough
business
man,
State in pioneer days.
especially regarded by merchants and shippers for his
hearty endeavor to improve the condition of our water

A

As a prominent member of the well-known firm of
Moore, Hunt & Co., he is an important figure in our busi-

front.

ness community.
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Refinement that carrie3 us away from
our fellowraen is not God's refinement.—
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Way

San Leandro, Haywards and

5 :45 p

Woodland,
Esparto,
Landing, Marysville,
Oroville, and Sacramento
4:30p Niles, San Jose, Livermore and
Stockton
5:00 P San Leandro, Haywards and Way

6 :45

P

9 :15

a

George

Eliot.

take it to be a principal rule of life not
to be too much addicted to any one thing.
I

—Terence.

10:45

Stations
3:30p New Orleans

Express, Fresno,
Bakerstield, Santa Barbara, Los
Angeles, Deming. El 'Paso. New
Orleans, and East
3:30 P SantaFe Route, Atlantic Express,

forMojave and East
European mail, Ogden and East.
Haywards, Niles and San Jose. .,
.

a

7:15

P

8 :45

P

10:45

A

10:45 A
0:45 a
7:45 a
t? :45 p

P Vallejo
Sacramento,
Oregon Express,
Marysville, Redding, Portland,
10 :45 a
Puget Sound and Eas
Haywards
and Way
7:00 P San Leandro,
10:50p
Stations
9:00 p San Leandro, Haywards and Way
Stations
ttl2 :00 a
H10:05p "Sunset Limited," Fresno, Los
Angeles, El Paso, New Orleans
and East.
\ 13 :45 P
ttll:15p San Leandro, Haywards and
7 :15 a
Way Stations
J7 :00

Spectator.

Disagreeing in little things and agreeing
ones is what forms and keeps up a
of society and friendship among
reasonable men, and among unreasonable
men, breaks it. Anon.

science entirely, for all science is one.
Seneca.
To be always intending to live a new life,

but never to find time to set about it; this is
as if a man should put olT eating and drinking and sleeping from one day and night to
another, till he is starved and destroyed.—
Tillottson

7:00 p

t

Santa Croz Division (Narrow Gauge).
)

and way stations

5:50 P

p Newark, Centerville, San Jose,
New Almaden, Feltou, Boulder
Creek, Santa Cruz, and principal

•11:20 .a
way stations
p Newark, San Jose, Los Gatos
9:50 A
:45p Hunters' Excursion San Jose and
a y Stations
17 :S0 p

W

'.

Coast Division (Third and Townsend
6:45

(Established

streets).

A San Jose and way stations (New

Almaden Wednesdays only
8:15 a San Jose, Tres Pinos, Santa Cruz,
Pacific Grove, Paso Robles, San

1

:45

p

Pacific Grove
*10 :40 A
P San Jose and principal way sta'

San Jose and Way Stations
San Jose and way stations
San Jose and way stations
:45p San Jose and way stations

•4 :30 P

9:47
*8 :06

5:30 p
6:30 p
til

ftND

GRAIN

and 28 Commercial St., S. F,
Branches at Bay District, Ingleside. and Third
Telephone No. 35
St. Hay Wharf.

39 Clay St.

p

M.

a

A

*8:48a
6:86 a
f7:45 p

From San Francisco— Foot of Market

and

pm.

Through

line

various ports of Mexico and Central
Sailing at noon from company's
wharf. First and Urannan streets.
No cargo received on board on day of sailing.
lng at

S. S. "Sau Bias," January 28, 1896
S. S. "San Juan." February 8, 1896.
S. S. "Aoapuloo," February 18, 1896.
S. S. "

Sau JoBe," February

88, 1896.

6 :25

A for Morning.
p for Afu-rnoon.
•Sundays excepted.
tSaturdays only.
ISundaysonly. ^Tuesdays and Saturdays.
tt Monday, Thursday, and Saturday nights only.
gSundays and Thursdays.

The Pacific Transfer Company will call for
and check baggage from hotels and residences.
Enquire of Ticket Agents for Time Cards and

AM;

9:40, 11:10

trips at 1:55

1:40,3:40,5:00,

P M.

Leave

S. F.

I

|

^IsTno^s.
7 :40

3:30
5:10

A

Sundays,
Desti'tion.

M 8:00am

Novato,

9:30
5:00

Petaluma,
Santa Rosa.

PM
PM

ARRIVE

In Effect
Oct. 38, 1895.

AM
pm

am
6-05 pm
7:30 pm

10:40

in S. F.

gg*
8:50am
10:30am
6:15pm

Fulton,

Windsor,
Healdsburg,
Geyservllle,
Cloverdale.
Pieta, Hop-

I

I

lland, Ukiah.l

7:40A Ml

10 30AM
pm 6:15pm

3:30pm|

8:00am

Guernevllle

AMI
5:10pm|
7:40AM|
3:30 pm|

8:00AM
5:00pm
8:00AM
5:00pm

Sonoma,
10:40am 8:50am
Glen Ellen. 6:05PM 6:15pm

7:40

7:30

Sebastopol. 110:40am
I

6:05

pm

10;30AM

6:15PM

Stages connect at San Rafael for Bolinas.
Stages connect at Cloverdale for the Geysers.
Stages connect at Pieta for Highland Springs,
Kelscy ville, and Lakeport.
Stages connect at Uklah for Vichy Springs,
Blue Lakes, Laurel Del Lake, Saratoga Springs,
Upper Lake, Booneville, Greenwood, Orr's Hot
Springs, Mendocino City, Fort Bragg, Usal,
Westport, Laytonville, Willitts, Capella, Pomo,
Potter Valley, John Day's, Lierley's, Gravelly
Valley, Harris, Scotia, and Eureka.
Saturday-to-Monday Round Trip Tickets at reduced rates.
On Sundays, Round Trip Tickets to all points
beyond San Rafael at half rates.

SAILINGS AT
S. S.
S. S.
S. S.

ary

3 P. M.

"Peru," January 18, 1896.
"City of Rio de Janeiro, "Feb. 6. 1896.
"City of Peking," via Honolulu, Febru-

25, 1896.

S. S.

TICKET OFFICE— 650 Market

"China," March

14,

1896.

H.C.

WHITING,

PACIFIC

ALEXANDER CENTER,
S. S.

For Newport, Los Angeles and
at 9 a.m. Jan. 4, 8, 12,
fourth day thereafter.

HONGKONG,

COPTIC
GAELIC
DORIC

for

for

connecting at

SHANGHAI.

Montgomery

way

28,

ports,

and every

street.

No.

10

Market

street,

Gen'l Agents,
San Francisco.

CO.

and

gold-flelds,

Australia,

HONOLULU, APIA,
AUCKLAND, and SYDFor

Yokohama with

NEY,
Feb.

Tuesday, Jan. 28,1896
Saturday, February 15, 1896
Thursday, March 5, 1896

(via Honolulu)...

For freight or passage apply at Company's
No. 425 Market street, corner First.
D. D. STTJBBS, Secretary.

Coolgardie

(Freeman tie)

$220 first class, $110 steerage. Lowest rates to Capetown, S. Africa.
O. S. S. Co.'s steamers
sail:

BRAN-

YOKOHAMA

all

24,

OCEANIC STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

Round Trip Tickets at Reduced Rates.
office,

20,

16,

For San Diego, stopping only at Port Harford,
Santa Barbara, Port Los Angeles, Redondo, (Los
Angeles) and Newport, Jan. 2, 6, 10, 14 18, 22, 26, 30,
and every fourth day thereafter, at 11 A. M.
For Ensenada, San Jose del Cabo, Mazatlan,
La Paz. Altata, and Guaymas (Mexico), steamer
"Willamette Valley." 10 A.M., 25th of each month.
Ticket Office— Palace Hotel, No. 4 New

FOU JAPAN AND CHINA.
Steamers leave wharf at FIRST and

NAN STREETS, at 3 p M,

COAST STEAMSHIP CO.

Dispatch steamers from San Francisco for
ports in Alaska, 9 A. M.; Jan. 15, 30.
For B. C. and Puget Sound ports, Jan 5,10,
15, 30, 36, 30, and every 5th day thereafter.
For Eureka (Humboldt Bay), Steamer "Pomona, "atfcp.M. Jan. 2. 6, 10, 14, 18, 22, 36, 30 and every

Round Trip Tickets at reduced rates.
For freight or passage apply at the Company's
office, No. 425 Market street.

steamers

R. X. RYAN,
Gen. Passenger Agent.

Gen. Manager.

GOODALL, PERKINS & CO.,

OCCIDENTAL AND ORIENTAL

St.,

Building.

fourth day thereafter.

Japan and China Line for Yokohama and
Hongkong.
Connecting at Yokohama with steamers for
Shanghai, and at Hongkong for

From Oakland—

3:00,14:00 *5:00P. M.

1:30. 3:30, 6:00,

Between San Francisco and Schuetzen Park,
same schedule as above.

General Agent.

•7:15. 9:00, and 11:00 a. m., 11:00, *2:00, 13:00,
•4:00, 15:00 and *6:00p. m.
Foot of Broad v
8:00,8:00, 10:00 a. M.; $12:00, *1:00, 12:00,

A M;

Saturdays— Extra

5:10pm.

6:35

SUNDAYS—8:10,

street

(Slip8).

11:00

SAN RAFAEL TO SAN FRANCISCO.
WEEK DAYS—6:25, 7:55, 9:30, 11:10 AM; 12:45,

MAIL STEAMSHIP CO.
to New York, via Panama, call

CREEK ROUTE FERRY.

other information.

11 :30

PM.

Commission Merchants.

India, etc

cipal way stations
7 :05 P
10:40A San Jose and way stations
5:00 P
11 :45 a Palo Alto and way stations
3:30 P
•2:30 P San Jose, Gilroy. Tres Pinos,
Santa Cruz, Salinas, Monterey,

tions

Go.,

)

fifty

Luis Obispo, Guadalupe and prin-

•3:30

1854

America.

4:15
til

Morrow &

Georcje

PACIFIC

8:!5a Newark, Centerville, San Jose,
F ic .HoulderCreek, Santa Cruz
•3:15

and

6:20

SUNDAYS— 8:00, 9:30,

in great

Shun no toil to make yourself remarkable
by some one talent. Yet do not devote yourStrive to
self to one branch exclusively.
Give up no
get clear notions about all.

Street.

9:20. 11:00 A M; 12:35,3:30
Thursdays— Extra trip at
5:10, 6:30 p M.
11:30 p m. Saturdays— Extra trips at 1:50

8:40,

a man is but even with
is
his enemy; but in passing over he
superior.— Hacon.
Pride— that never failing vice of fools.—
Pope.
Good nature and evenue39 of temper will
give you an easy companion for life; virtue
and good sense an agreeable friend; love
and constancy a good wife or husband.—

By taking revenge

Market

SAN FRANCISCO TO SAN RAFAEL.

—

p Benicia,
Knight's

6:00 P
6:00 p

"Onesoweth and another reapelh" is a
good.—

verity that applies to evil as well as

of

WEEK DAYS—7:40,

commerce

p

Santa Rosa

4:00

Tiburon Ferry — Foot

.

Stations
San Leandro, Haywards and Way
Stations
4:00 P Martinez, San Ramon, Vallejo,
Napa, Calistoga, El Verano and
4

but that a little wave
in a thousand years.—

No rock so hard
may beat admission

25, 1896.

SAN FRANCISCO AND NORTH PACIFIC
RAILWAY CO.

JBeecher.

SAN FRANCISCO:
Leave.

January

For

S. S MARIPOSA,
6th, 1896. at 2 p. m.
S. S*

HONOLULU,

"AUSTRALIA."

REDUCED

Sat in day, Feb. 15, at 10 A M
SPECIAL RATES for parties Feb.

and 15th, 1886.
For passage apply to 114 Montgomery street.
For freight apply to 327 Market street.
J. D. SPRECKELS & BROS. CO., General Agts.
6th

Annmil
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ANTED.— Fur

the pulpit of a wealthy and fashionable Congregational Church, in San Francisco, a homely clergyman
bonds to behuve himself. One who has no past scandals in his career preferred.
Salary liberal.

who

will give

Colonel Burns hastening back from Mexico to
WITH
take a hand on the Republican side, and

General

Buckley issuing commands to his wing
the immediate outlook for pure politics

of
in

the Democracy,
San Francisco

'od.

Carrie Chapman Catt (heaven send her a better
MRS.
name),
of the opinion that
possible to build up
is

it is

great national party, based on the one idea of the enfranchisement of women. No doubt; all things are possible with God.
But has Mrs. Catt ever reflected that it is
likewise possible to build up a great national part}' on the
single idea of the disfranchisement of men ? Why not blend
the two ideas into one glorious whole? Sic sempt r tyrahnis!
a

GERMANY'S

warlord appears

have crawled into
his despatch
to President Kruger.
Quiet is becoming to a young man
who makes a bluff and gets called. And Congress is putting
this country in the way of knowing just how Emperor
William feels. One of our challenges may be accepted any
da}', and then we shall be in the fix of the bad man who
the hole

to

made by the explosion caused by

has no gun.

OUR

esteemed contemporary, the Examiner, appears

to be anxious to attract not only the attention of the
public, but that of the police also.
Its enterprise in
exploiting the dives with pen and pencil, and its enthusiastic devotion in its Sunday issues to the Female Leg, surpass anything that has ever been seen in local journalism. It
is easily the most indecent paper this side of
York,
and has only to be prosecuted for obscenity in order to

New

take undisputed metropolitan rank.

make the Californian friends of
believe he is the sort of man the
despatches picture. According to them he, with others,
invited Br. Jameson to invade the Transvaal, and stood
ready to take arms when the raid was made, but instead
of doing that hoisted the Boer flag when the fighting began. This would make Hammond out to be a double
Nothing in his character, as it
traitor and a coward.
was revealed here, would warrant the belief that he could
have been guilty of such baseness as is imputed to him.
will

not be easy to

ITJohn Hays Hammond

CJ-MPEROR

William

of

Germany

occasionally

makes

a

v sensible suggestion, in matters where his personal
He is credited with the remark
vanity is not concerned.
that Cuba is lost to Spain, and that the Spanish Government's best course would be to sell the island to the
United States while there remains any right worth buying.
It is likely that Spain could make a profitable surrender
to this country of all her claims upon Cuba, and that
Cuba would be glad of the opportunity to be admitted to
the Union, either as a territory or an independent State.
Even if we did not acquire the island outright, something
like a protectorate could be established, with satisfaction
to all concerned.
I

ti.OO.

Number

1806.

5.

giving orders for two battle-ships and four
cruisers.
Evidently she means to hold her
own in the Pacific. She is anticipating trouble with
Russia, and does not propose to be taken unprepared.
The island empire is setting this country a good example.
is

armored

rmation
b* o'

JAPAN

/,

Silfrri'iiliim,

THERE
Caine's

is

something

exceedingly

ludicrous

in

Hall

Canada may yet cmEngland in war with this country over the Canadian
copyright question. That's just like an author. Every
writer of books magnifies enormously the importance of
his craft.
As a matter of fact, if there is one thing that
the people of this country are wholly indifferent about, it
is the copyright question.
Save authors and publishers,
no one cares a rap about it.
serious suggestion that

broil

Belmont has
FERRY
neither

served notice on his brother that
he nor his bride, Mrs. Vanderbilt that was,
can play hereafter in any of Perry's yards, front or rear.
Still, as Blenheim is open to the pair, the chances are they
will have all the opportunities for dancing that they care
for.
That being so, exclusion from Perry's parlors, and
other New York drawing-rooms, is robbed of its terrors.
It is possible to live without being admitted to the festivals of New York society so long as one has the nobility of
England to fall back on.

brethren
the
THE
persuaded that

First Congregational Church are
the wicked Mrs. Davidson and
not good Dr. Brown who must be tried first. And should
Mrs. Davidson be convicted of blackmail the verdict,
doubtless, will be construed as the acquittal of the beloved pastor, who has the misfortune to be charged with
adultery.
It is the straight way in which churchly intelligence goes to the nub of things that excites the respect of
the worldly mind, and draws sane souls to join the communion of the Saints. Besides, adultery, as the brethren
It depends
perceive, may or may not be a serious offense.
of

it

on who commits

CANADA

is

is

it.

heavily in debt, for a

young country, and

is

cursed with a corrupt and extravagant government.
The Conservative party has held office for many years,
and knows how to play on the popular heart.
The late
war scare has led to estimates of over a million dollars for
military purposes, to be expended in the Dominion during
the year. It seems absurd for the Canadians to be arming
against the United States, seeing that Canada is scarcely
exposed to attack from any other source. But if it makes
them feel better to carry guns and play soldier, that is no
reason why they should not also play in our yard, if they
want to, until war actually comes.

storms brought out upon the streets a number
THE bloomer-clad
damsels, who seemed to take a pecul-

late
of
well, their independiar delight in the exhibition of their
ence of conventionalities. Bloomers are, in fact, sensible
garments for wet weather, which nobody can deny, and
while themselves shapeless they serve admirably to set off
But they are very trying, and
shapeliness in the wearer.

—

a masculine woman, with sharp angles where there should
be curves, looks in this form of rainment a veritable scarecrow. Even worse, if possible, is the appearance of the
However, as one swallow does
fat woman in bloomers.
not make a summer, neither does a single pair of bloomers
on the street set the fashion. The day of bloomers, for
street wear, has not yet come. For these and other
mercies, Lord make us truly thankful.

SAN FRANCISCO NEWS LETTER.
WANTED:

ALTERNATIVE FOR

AN

REFUNDING.

THE

man who will not consider all the essential elements of a problem has not qualified himself to form,
much less to express an opinion as to its solution. That is
the position exactly of Mayor Sutro and his committee of
fifty in regard to the proposal to refund the railroad's indebtedness to the Government. They will not— dare not
say what better plan they have to substitute for that
which now holds the field. Upon any other conceivable
scheme they would divide and split into fragments.
number of them, being cranks, favored the Government
taking and operating the roads. Another section of them,
beiug gifted with more worldly wisdom, saw at once that
such a proposal would never" do; that it was opposed to
the whole frame work and genius of our Government; that
it would not bear the test of examination and argument,
and that it would not command the support of the reprePromptly, and
sentatives of a single State in the Union.
somewhat excitedly, the knaves began to belabor the fools
and beat them into submission. The Call and Examiner
were "turned loose" to wrestle with and warn the Government-ownership-men. They were told that the opposition
must content itself with opposing— simply that and
nothing more. There must not be so much as a suggestion
Why? Because the knavish porof an alternative plan.
tion of the committee knows full well that it is not possible
to formulate any other scheme that will at once keep the
roads in successful operation and protect the Government
from ultimate loss. That position is here asserted boldly,
and without fear of its meeting with anything like respectThe undoubted fact is that the opposiable contradition.
tion has no alternative plan and that it cannot think of
one that it dare venture to submit to public examination
and discussion. It knows it cannot, and that is why it
confines itself to the mere stolid act of opposing. It is also
why the foolish side of the committee of fifty was so inIn this great constructive councontinently suppressed.
try of ours thinking men will demand something more than
mere destruction for destruction's sake. They will desire
to conserve what they already have, and to enlarge its
scope and usefulness if possible. If the committee of fifty
can show how this can be done by some more promising
plan than that which they are opposing, well and good,
let them put that plan in evidence and give the people
whom they are endeavoring to lead, or mislead, an opporIf they cannot do that,
tunity of seeing what it is like.
and until they do it, there remains no further occasion or
excuse for their engaging the attention of honest, earnest

—

'

A

miuded meD.
It is fitting as well as pleasurable to turn to that much
larger and better class of people, who, without guile or
malice in their hearts, are intent only upon doing that
which may seem wisest and best for the present and future
interests of the State.
The paramount requirement of
California is continuity in the railroad's operations and
development.
Whatever else happens that must be secured.
To suspend or impede those operations by the
lengthy litigation which foreclosure proceedings would involve, would be to paralyze every industry in the State.
Supposing the litigation ended and the foreclosure complete, what then?
Before the Government could take and
operate the road, it would have to extinguish the prior
lien

upon

it.

That

is

to

say,

it

would have

to

pay

off

the first mortgage bonds.

In doing that it would be
throwing good money after bad, for there is no doubt but
that the whole line could be paralleled for less money than
is involved in paying off the first bonds.
Further, supposing the litigation ended, and this enormous additional
incurred, what would the Government come into
possession of ? Simply a road-bed from Ogden to San
Jose, without terminal facilities, or an entrance into this
It would have no right to the side lines and feeders
City.
which bring to the main line the most profitable portion of
liability

its business.

somehow.

Clearl.

How

creased fares and

else

would have to
be

lie made good
made good than by in-

be it remembered,
the name and inter, ts of cbjfiper transportation! With
national ownership California's interest in the road would
be but insignificant. On a population ratio it would be
K it not folly to suppose that the
less than one in fifty.
larger interests of the East would yield to the misguided
in

freights'.'

All that,

February

i,

i8q6.

sentiment of California that transportation should be
afforded our favored section at less than cost price? To
develop railroad business requires smgular acuteness and
Rivals have to be headed off and new
eternal vigilance.
country tapped. Does not every man with a head upon
his shoulders know that our Government could undertake
no such business with any hope of success, and that if it
attempted it, the inevitable result would be a fiasco that
would put the whole country to shame. With changes of
administration frequent, with the spoils system rampant,
and with no organized and trained civil service, the
Government could not begin to make a success of operatWhatever else
ing a great trans-continental railroad.
may be said of the men who control the Central Pacific,
It must be
it must be conceded that they are capable.
admitted also that they are exercising all possible economy.
Indeed, the most recent complaint is that they are too
parsimonious; which is certainly a singular objection to
come from people who want transportation cheapened.
Why should the management of the road be taken out of
the hands of these capable men whose interests are bound
up with the State? Is it reasonable to expect that we
should fare better in the hands of strangers with no interests in California? But Sutro and his men have a grievance and want revenge. They, and their like would ruin
what they cannot rule. Every thoughtful man must see
that their success would mean the demoralization of almost every industrial interest on this coast. Better, far
better will it be to refund the debt, permit the railroad to
go on developing the country, and leave to a new and
more populous generation the burden of paying for the

great road

it will

inherit.

Talking Through

Beyond question the Congress
United States

the
National Hat.

men on

is

of the
the bravest body of

earth.
It is always ready to
talk at the drop of the hat
to talk so
ferociously that the atmosphere of our national capital has
acquired in permanence a gunpowdery smell.
Although
Congress is elected to legislate for this country only, it
scorns to spare itself labor and freely lays down the law
for the whole world.
Its latest exhibition of this over-time
industry is its rebuke to the powers of Europe for not
regardiug their treaty stipulations wth reference to the

—

protection of life and property in Turkey. It is true that
the United States is not a party to these treaties and that
no American has been injured in Turkey, but all the same,
Congress, in its capacity of Universal Regulator, has
felt called upon to lecture the effete monarchies and tottering despotisms of the Old World on their duties.
There are no limits to the jurisdiction of Congress. Taking a day off from the customary pastime of twisting the
British lion's tail all being quiet at the moment in Ireland
and Venezuela it resolved itself on Monday last into a
Christian assemblage, and went into consideration of the
state of the faith in Armenia, the sufferings of its co-religionists there having afflicted its pious soul.
The Turks
have been slaughtering the Armenians.
The assumption
is all but universally made that the motive for the slaughter
is religious, though for centuries the tolerant Moslems have
allowed the Armenians freedom of worship.
clergyman
of this city who spent ten years in Armenia as a missionary
asserts that religion has nothing to do with the trouble,
that the Armenians, a subject race, have grown dangerously independent in the matter of paying taxes, and that
the Turks treat them as our Southern negroes are treated
when they manifest a desire to get on top, politically and
socially.
This clergymau was not invited to participate
in the recent San Francisco mass meeting which called on
mankind to trample on the Turk for trampling on the Armenian. It was known that he had been in Armenia, and
did not take the current view of things because of his superior knowledge.
In this light we see that the Turk is
suffering from misjudgment by reason of the religious
prejudice of the Christian world.
But Congress has no time and no inclination to inquire.
It costs no more courage to denounce Mahommedans thau
it does
or did before Utah became a State to abuse the
Mormons.
In either case votes result and the favor of
heaven is secured.
Given, however, that the received version is true that
the Turks are killing the Armenians In the name of the

—

—

A

—

—

—
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.

own

that

Thai

n

in

a warlike manner

it

-

r

the

If

warlike talk is redo
It
will Ignore the rudi
in from making approprinti ms for armament
that
might offend the adversary, nod seek Bale distraction In the
if the silver question.
There has been nothing like the recent globe
sympathy of Congress since the time of the Assembly of
Revolutionary Frame The difference bt tween the two ii<«lhat the Frenchmen, in their enthusiasm for liberty and
the abstract rights of man. sent armies and navies
the
aid of the oppressed 111 whose behalf they passed resolutions of the kind that our Congress is continually grinding
out.
We satisfy ourselves with words.
Pity for the unfortunate is a noble sentiment.
A great
nation that should be so unselfish as to make itself the friend
and helper of the suffering everywhere would be a special
Providence to this wicked world.
That is what Congress
appears to wish the United States to be.
If it is to be
really that kind of a good Samaritan among the powers it
must be prepared to fight them. Resolutions such as those
of Monday, as well as cartels like President Cleveland's
Venezuela message, are worse than empty if they are not
backed by the power to make them good in war.
Otherwise they are foolish, and make the United States ridiculous.
That we are not capable of making them good, and
cannot be until hundreds of millions of dollars have been
spent on our navy and coast defenses, everybody who is
Even the average member of Connot a fool is aware.
gress knows it.
all

right:

if

not

if

"
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In a political way, the most remarkable event of the week is Senator
Senator Tillman.
Tillman's grossly personal attack upon
President Cleveland.
Nothing more
disgraceful has occurred at Washington. in a long time.
The South Carolina demagogue distinguished himself by
calling the President a "bull-headed and self-idolatrous
man,'' a "besotted tyrant," aud, what is far worse,
declared "millions of his countrymen suspect that a
President can use his high office for private gain." The
latter reference was to the sale of bonds, with the object
of maintaining the gold reserve, and was accompanied by
remarks of a like character, evidently meant to insinuate
that the President had lent himself, from corrupt
motives, to what Tillman calls the schemes of the "gold
ring" in New York. Secretary Carlisle likewise came in
for a share of Tillman's abuse.
The great Kentuckian was
referred to as a "Judas," a "renegade" and a moral
coward. This sort of talk disgusts everybody of good
sense and feeling. The course of the President, in financial as in other matters of a public nature, is at all times
properly subject to criticism, aimed at the measures and
not at the man. But to insinuate or suggest that he is dishonest, is a thing so vile and atrocious that the people
must recoil from the calumny in disgust. Whatever may
be Cleveland's faults, there cannot be the slightest reason
to doubt his patriotism or his integrity. No man who ever
filled the Presidential office could in this respect bear a
more rigid scrutiny than Grover Cleveland. By attacks
of this sort, fellows like Tillman do a vast amount of mischief, not by discrediting the persons whom they abuse,
but by disgusting good men with public life. The tendency
of such calumnies is to keep the best and most capable
men from filling offices of high trust and responsibility,
since it is notorious that however pure their motives and
honorable their course of action, some blackguard will
arise to impeach the one and blacken the other.
Tillman's glaring ignorance of finance is no less conspicuous than his vilely slanderous nature. His recklessly
false assertions regarding the silver question are liable to
do much mischief, among the class of minds akin to his
own. He professed to believe in the existence of a
"damnable scheme of robbery," which aims to destroy
He declared, after
silver as a money metal; and so forth.
the fashion of Debs, that this country is fast drifting into
Dastardly Speech
ed

With

the only

Tillman propl

now "trampii
would march to \\
men

-

highw
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the liberties

from them or which their representatives have
This

the precious fruit of Populism.
It "in not be the
rs" as Tillman if all the forces of unrest, discontent ami rebellion break out at some future time
in open mutiny against law and order.
But as yet, there
Is no danger of any
"wading in gore"—except on paper.
is

fault

When

Possibilities

Of The

New

reports began to come from Huropc
week or two ago, of the disc.
method of photographing the interior of
a living human body, the average reader

a

Photography,

was disposed to be exceedingly skeptical as to the truthfulness of the announcement.
But it appears to be amply
confirmed.
Edison has explained the principle of this
novel application of radiant energy, by means of which "I,
Joels that we have been ai
led to call opaque are
found to possess a certain translucency. These radiant
heat rays, it appears, are produced by an electric current
flowing through a vacuum tube, and are themselves invisible.
Professor Roentgen, of Vienna, the inventor of
the new photography, has succeeded in photographing a living man in such a manner as to show nothing but his skeleton, though it is related that the subject was fully clothed
when he sat for the portrait of his bones. It is further
reported that a German editor had his skull photographed
by the new, mysterious agency, and was so horrified by
the appearance of the negative that he broke the plate
and would on no account consent to a duplication of the
picture.
It is not at all surprising that the editor should
thus shrink from exposing a representation of his thinking
apparatus to the public gaze. The picture may have been
to the journalist the first bint that he had ever received
But the experiof the poverty of his intellectual outfit.
ment suggests a host of interesting possibilities. This new

photography may accomplish wonders.

It

may become

the fashion to submit preachers, teachers, writers, doctors,
lawyers, and professional men generally to the test of the
The discovery may relegate the
Roentgen camera.
pseudo-science of phrenology to oblivion. For why should
any credulous person pay a craniological professor to feel
bumps, when for less money a photograph of the actual
brain substance may be had, with all its convolutions and
Enthusiasts say that doctors will use the
involutions?
Vienna discovery for the exploration of the hidden mysteries of the body, the location of bullets, the diagnosis
Instead of
of internal tumors and other morbid growths.
taking a sharp knife and opening up the abdominal cavity,
of
the
inside
thereof,
inspection
surgeons
view
to
with a
will content themselves with a photograph showing more
than the most venturesome laparotomy could disclose.
There will be less cutting and carving, and more science in
Of late years the doctors have
the methods of surgery.
been pluming themselves on the great advance of their
art, as manifested by this bold practice of cutting the
patient open to take a look at his interior. This exploratory incisive method was, in truth, an improvement on the
old way of guessing, but will soon appear exceedingly
crude if the Roentgen method of photography is what it is
cracked up to be. And with the new process in full operation, everybody will be able to command, at small cost, a
picture of his own skeleton, and so may ascertain how he
will look some years after death.

Our Faith

For a time

it

was dreaded

in

some quarters

religious controversy
to which
some of our daily papers opened their
Lukewarm,
columns for fear of offending the combatants
should lead to deplorable public excitement and perhaps
But these apprehensive ones did not understand
riot.
how deeply indifferent to spiritual things this godless city
graceless pleasure, to be sure, was evinced in
is.
witnessing a free fight in which the coat-tails of parsons
and the gowns of priests were wildly mingled, but the
is

lest

the

A

sport fatigued when the novelty departed. And the withdrawal of popular interest has obviously affected the con-
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tending theologians. Their fiery spirits have cooled, and
they fight now with popguns instead of cannon. Exchanges of assurance of distinguished consideration have
taken the place of insults which promised to revive the
best traditions of the age of faith. A skeptical environment has reduced Father Yorke and Parson Wendte to
the cruel necessity of debating like gentlemen. They
know that the average reader of the newspapers is at
and generally
best languidly interested in doctrine,
amused at those who pretend to take medieval creeds
screed from Colonel Ingersoll would be read
seriously.
by a thousand Californians, not ten of whom could be induced to wade through the best effort of a Yorke or a
Wendte, well as both "these anachronistic defenders of the

A

faith of the fathers write.

But it is not so everywhere. Thank heaven, true piety
survives here and there to put to shame the coldness of
When men and women really believe they act on
the lax.
their belief, and do not exhaust their earnestness in mere
words. Contrast the living faith of Crawfordsville, Indiana,
with the dead formalism of San Francisco. Mr. William
Hays, of Crawfordsville, the telegraph relates, came
home the other day and found in his parlor a piano which
his wife and daughter had purchased with their savings.
"He was enraged," we learn, "and began smashing the
piano with an ax, declaring it to be an instrument of the
There could be no doubt of the genuineness of the
devil."
Neither, on the other hand, could his
belief of Mr. Hays.
wife, who held contrary views as to the relations of music
to religion, be accused of want of fidelity to her convictions, for, while the husband was engaged in his part of
the controversy and wrecking the piano, Mrs. Hays mainfracturtained her faith by striking him with the poker,
ing his skull and knocking him insensible." We are informed, further, that the good man is not likely to have
another opportunity of testifying his disapproval of
pianos, for he is tolerably sure to die.
Contrast this exhibition of stout, practical piety with
the lukewarmness of Father Yorke and Brother Wendte,
whose faith would once have inspired either with the deNow they salute like
sire to burn the other at the stake.
courteous knights and fall to fighting with nothing more
deadly than pens. One Crawfordsville ax, one Crawfordsville poker, is more eloquent of real piety than all the
pages of the Examiner and Call which the latitudinarian
Wendte and the liberal Yorke have covered with their
pale ink. The spirit is not with us.
are a dead community, for which the prayers of Crawfordsville are needed.

We

The Curves

of

Philanthropy,

It is generally denied to the philanthropist
have his good works fully appreciated

to

during his lifetime. There is Mayor Sutro,
His new electric railroad to Sutro's Cliff
House has been opened, and a surface examination of its
methods of operation would make it appear to the unthink-

for example.

it is a strictly business concern, devised to make
money, just as if it were owned by a capitalist, instead of
a philanthropist. But a closer investigation corrects this
view.
Coupons come in to mitigate the commercial character of the enterprise. If you ride out on Mr. Sutro's cars
and buy a return ticket you are given freely and without
price two coupons.
One of these will admit you to Sutro
Heights, hitherto open to the public but now supplied with
gatekeepers, who levy ten ceuts a head on all who have
ridden on other cars than those of Mr. Sutro.
The second
coupon is good for five cents at the door of the Sutro baths.
Heretofore, the price to see the wonders thereof has been
ten cents.
Now it is fifteen to all who arrive on cars not
belonging to Mr. Sutro. Thus it will be seen that, by the
simple means of raising the rates to the patrons of his
competitors, Mr. Sutro makes of the patrons of his own
cars a favored class, and gets just as much money at the
baths as before, and the receipts at the Heights in addition.
These last are clear gain. Of course, if this gain
went into Mr. Sutro's pocket to stay there it would look
as if he had invented a smart scheme to increase his fortune, which would be all right in a plain business man, if
puzzling in a philanthropist.
But Mr. Sutro cares nothing
for what goes into his pocket.
He intends to give to the
public, some time, whatever reaches it.
He has said so

ing that

—

—

himself, often.

Those who are interested

in

philanthropy cannot but
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regret that Mr. Sutro has not extended the coupon system.
It would be a boon to the people should every passenger
on his ears be permitted to buy as many coupons as he
pleases, the said coupons to pass as currency for evei'y
thing at Sutroville. Why not a Sutro coupon good for live
cents on the price of a drink at Sutro's Cliff House bar 1
A Sutro coupon for half the price of admission to Sutro's
Magic Swing ?
A Sutro coupon good for a bag of Sutro
peanuts ? A Sutro coupon good for a look through a Sutro
glass at the Sutro sea lions on Sutro's seal rocks ?
And,
finally, why not a coupon privileging the holder to gaze in
window
the
Sutro
residence,
at
stated
hours,
and
at a
of
see Mr. Sutro engaged in signing deeds of gift of his propBut this last coupon
erty to the city of San Francisco ?
would be too cheap at five cents.
Mr. Sutro would be
in making the price ten cents.
be thought that these suggestions are impertinent that Mr. Sutro is entirely competent to attend to
his own large and imposing business.
But it has to be
remembered that we are all parties in intei'est to Mr.
Sutro's success. What he makes is to be ours.
We have
his word for that.
Hence, it is the duty of a San Francisco journal to give Mr. Sutro its advice in the public
interest.
And it is also the manifest duty, in the public
interest, of every citizen to ride on Mr. Sutro's Pbilanthi'opic Electric Railway, and purchase coupons for Sutro
Heights, Sutro Baths, Sutro Magic Swing, Sutro Peanuts,
Sutro Seals, and Sutro Drinks. Above all, dimes should be
spared for the Ten-Cent Coupon entitling the possessor to
behold the Philanthropist deeding away his property to
the People.
That is a sight which anybody ought to be
willing to give a short bit to see.

warranted
It

may

—

Leap Year And
Its

Opportunities.

Thackeray remarks, in " Vanity Fair,"
that "any woman, with fair opportunities, and without an absolute hump, may

marry whom she chooses." This wise
observation is to be commended to the attention of those
of the fair sex who are disposed to wed yet are waiting
for suitors.
In truth, if women knew their power, there
would be no bachelors; at least, none worth marrying.
This assumes that all women would marry if they could do
so, and the assumption is not one of great violence.
Of
course, not every woman would embrace the matrimonial
state, on general principles purely, but it is safe to say
that those who would not prefer conjugality to single-blessedness, if allowed a reasonable range of choice in the selection of a husband, are in a very small minority.
On this
theory, then, and in view of the fact that this is leap year,
it may tend to help the work of the Half Million Club if
encouragement be given the diffident daughters of Eve to
practice on the weakness of their fellow man. For
marriages are not made in heaven, but are of the earth
earthy.
Yet not for this reason is the matrimonial state
to be condemned.
Rather the contrary, since the institution is in perfect harmony with nature, and springs from
natural rather than spiritual impulses. This is the chief
reason why the uususpecting man is easily captured by
the clever woman who understands human nature, and
particularly the masculine branch of the subject.
What
Thackeray had in view, no doubt, was the fact that the
sentiment of love, which is the ruling motive of marriage,
on one side or the other, if not on both arises almost invariably as a result of propinquity. Given the right sort
of material to work with, and it would be as easy for a
cunning match-maker to bring about a love affair as for
a pigeon-fancier to mate a pair of his birds.
It is merely
a matter of throwing young people together a great deai,
and as much as possible to the exclusion of others; under
favorable circumstauces as to time and place. Nature
does the rest. Beauty in the female is by no means essential.
Sympathy is by far the better bait. Thousands of
bachelors are aching to find some truly sympathetic soul,
capable of appreciating their own sterling merits, most of
which are hidden so far below the surface that no man
could ever discover them.
It is true that a great many
men think they cannot afford to marry, but these succumb
to the right sort of tackle, just as the shyest old trout
may be at last brought to basket by the patient angler.
The truly sympathetic woman always says she does not
wonder that men are afraid to marry in these times most
women are "so extravagant! " But, as for herself, her
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wants are very
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women whom nature has not greatly
would be well could there be introduced in this
country a peculiar custom of the Babylonians, as related
by Herodotus. Once a year in every village there was
what may be called an auction, of the maidens of marriageable age. The unmarried men formed a circle, enclosing the
young

favored,

ai.|„

so

-

woman never talks o( the
the hotel, while spreading
her matrimonial m-t.
She believes in being a help-meet,
and is full of the mo-t wonderful plans regarding domestic
When the summer comes, Bhe will go forth to the
life.
le or the mountains, if she ran afford it, and some
if she cannot, although th.re is
excellent bunting iii
San Francisco the year round. The game at the Bummer
iwever, is usually of « richer sort, though it is
apt to be shy of capture. As an offset to this war
the opportunities
pursuit are superior where men
are merely seeking pleasure and recreation.
It must be confessed that one great difficulty that girls
young or not so young, have to contend with, is the sordid
e of many men to marry a fortune.
This is for poor
girls a difficulty not to be despised, but it may be circumvented, for all that.
And yet. in behalf of the many
(rood

.

Doctors.
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time after
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The question inVO

guide the medl
one rule for the
for the poor, the latter tempered with mercy.
If a
holder has apparently a rood Income, the doctor in this
country, as well .1- in England, charges him a<
appearances, without for a moment considering thi
value of InIn other words, he makes himself a
assessor of the Income tax.
Bui while he is speculating upon the income of hi- monied patient, he always
seems to forget thai in ni
:asesou1 of ten the drain upon
the revenue of the property owner is Far greater in proportion than thai of hi- neighbor or humbler means,
[n
short, medical men only do themselves an injury,
financially and professionally, in exaggerating for
ment the apparent plenitude Of his victim's- (pardon!
patient's)—property,
it
s
far the best policy tocon
aider the actual value of one's medical skill, than to dally
over the fatness of his bank book.
there
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girls.
First a herald offered the most beautiful of the
maidens, and she was assigned to whomsoever would give
for the choice the largest sum of money.
Then the next
in attractiveness would be disposed of, and so on until all
the beauties had been sold. Then the most ill-favored
would be offered to the man who would agree to wed her
for the smallest bonus, and the herald would proceed with
the others, in the order of their homeliness, until all had
found husbands. The marriage portions of the plain girls
were paid out of the premium fund obtained by the bidding
for those most fair.
It was further provided that if any
of the couples thus mated should not, on further acquaintance, agree to the match, a release could be had by
forfeit of the money paid or received.
And fathers were
not allowed to give their daughters in marriage; all had to
be subject to the custom described. If our Half Million
Club could set some such fashion as this on foot in San
Francisco, the population would grow with a celerity that
would gratify the most ambitious for her future. Unhappily, under present conditions, many of our eligible
young men are so greedy as to seek not only beauty but
wealth along with it. Every one of these selfish fellows
should be trapped in the campaign of '96, by the methods
above outlined, and be condemned to hard labor for life in
support of a numerous family. In nine cases out of ten,
they would be thus better off, in reality; that is to say,
happier, than though they should succeed in marrying
money and beauty to boot. This is the year for the girls
who are neither rich nor beautiful to do missionary work
among these misguided young men, and reclaim them from
their selfish lives.
Let the young women remember that
if they don't marry it's their own fault.

The Alms House

In the communication which the Superintendent of the City and County
Alms House has made to the Board of
Health, concerning the charges of "inefficiency, neglect
of duty, arbitrary action, financial mismanagement, and
religious intolerance," Mr. P. L. Weaver has made a
strong defense, and, by the simple and exact reasoning of
figures, seems to have proved to those who made the recent charges to Governor Budd that his six years' administration of the Superin tendency has been far more successful for the City and County tax-payers' pockets than
that of his predecessors.
The average daily cost per inmate during Superintendent Keating's administration,
taking the six years from 1883 to 1889, was seventeen
cents per day. Through a series of important reforms,
Mr. Weaver has reduced the daily cost per inmate to seven
and one-sixth cents per day. Yet his predecessor had
twenty-five per cent, less inmates, on the average, to take
care of. Archbishop Riordan's letter, attesting to the
religious toleratance of Mr. Weaver's wife, the matron, is
included in the document.
Charges,

Misuse

The court

of a

—

rooms

in this city
all but
staring mottoes to tell
you that you will there get all you deserve.
But the probate department is fixed differently.
It has a Judge who is vainglorious of his presumed honesty, and as if there wasn't room for many
honest or learned men in one room, he loves to snub lawyers
and show his superiority to men inferior to him in no way,
either in learning or honesty.
He has lately decorated his
canopy with a little original Latin.
Fiat jitxti/ia mat
ccelum, which means: "Let justice be done though a burin
fall."
It is a travesty on the older maxim, showing the inflexibility of the law: Fiat justitia mat ccelum, which means:
"Let justice be done though the heavens fall." When you
appear before the Judge, and take a view of the law which
he does not, you are apt to get justice as he interprets it,
and in getting it you feel as if you had been struck on the
head with a burin. Some have thought the Judge's Latin
was as bad as his law is sometimes, or that possibly the
old maxim was intended.
But he deals not in simply old
maxims. He deals out new ones, if he wants to, and if
you fancy he is mistaken you err. That Judge never

one

Latin Quotation,

makes mistakes
The Armenian
Question.

frenzied

rage

— are without

—he thinks.

A

cry has gone up from all Christendom
that the Sultan of Turkey be forced to
"sheathe his bloody sword and stay the
of

his

fanatical

soldiery

and

subjects."

The most Christian nations of Europe weep for the
massacred Armenians, but not one of them dare so
much as lift a finger against the Sultan. They all despise
and hate the unspeakable Turk, but the awful bogie of the
" balance of power " stands in the way of action. As for
this particular Christian nation,
we might help the
Armenians if we would, but the Monroe doctrine, you
know, forbids us from meddling with European affairs. So
the Christian world continues to look on, and the Sultan
"sheathes his bloody sword" in a few more of the
Armenians from day to day. There is one consolation for
the pious Christian everywhere: the Christian Armenians
are fast disappearing, and after they are all gone the
bloodshed

will cease.

An idea seems to prevail in this country
that every American citizen who gets into
trouble abroad, and is put under arrest by
the authorities, is entitled to immediate liberation on
application of the Government of the United States.
Nothing could be more absurd.
foreigner in any country is certainly not entitled to more consideration than a
citizen of that country.
If the foreigner transgress the
laws, he must take the consequences.
The most that his
Government can do for him is to see that he receives as
fair a trial as the country in which he may be provides for
under like circumstances. American
its own citizens,
citizens who go abroad should understand that their safety
and freedom depends upon their good behavior, and that
they cannot with impunity violate the laws of any land.
Americans
Abroad.

A

—
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Obey No Wand but Pleasure's."

TO man better estimates

to

are two T. Daniels one a living picture on castors, embowelled with a phonograph; the other an impassioned,
wildly pulsating young gentleman, such as the assistant
cashier of this week. Miss Bates should always be cast in
some well-dressed, airy part. She has such a one as Mrs.
1'om Moore.

Delafield, and makes it delightfully humorous and charmMiss Kennark's Agnes Rodman is not complete.
ing.

what extent

is an unaffected sympathy and a grace that are
wanting, though the conception is good in many parts.
Governor Rodman is the best character work that Mr.
King has presented in a long time. Mr. Enos is excellent
as the attorney of the bank, and Mr. Bosworth does quite
a distinguishing bit of eccentric comedy as Mr. Pendleton.
Mr. Leslie, of the staccato ha! ha! and perpetual motion,
and Mr. Blakemore, whose sunny speech suggests banjos
and mint juleps, are each in happy accord with the respective roles of Sam Delafield and Colonel Kip.
It is
very reluctantly that San Francisco says mi revoir to the

There

the tension of " human interest " may
N'stretched
with the American people than

be
does David Belasco.

Before The Heart of
his single-handed
ability for play-making, we were prone to
literary
flavor
and nicety of
attribute all semblance of
expression to his co-laborer, and credit Belasco with the
adjustment of the crescendos, the impressive
skillful

Mainland had established

51

climaxes, the deft interventions of the curtain and
the general application of that mystifying and indispensable
Belasco, alone, stood for nothing; but,
art, stage technic.
when this cipher followed a unit, the ten-fold multiplication
That this, in
of strength and compactness was conceded.
its way, was as unjust as the placid indifference many
Americans have exhibited for Henry Irving's genius as an
actor while unrestricted praise has been lavished on his
stage generalship, scenery, and effects is now undoubted.
It is a difficult thing to accurately determine to whom the
honors are due in a play written in collaboration, but it is
safe to wager that Belasco has contributed a generous
Like a great
half of every piece that bears his name.
many people engaged in the gentle pastime of writing
plays to be played by players and supported by the dollars
of the amusement-loving public, Mr. Belasco is eccentric
enough to turn his attention to works that attract the
greatest number of these very vital dollar bearers; and,
though adding nothing to the dramatic literature of our
age that is destined to be embalmed, he sings a note that
finds a thousand echoes in our contemporaneous life, points
a moral in a wholesome, decent manner, keeps life in the
theatres, and, let us hope, grows moderately rich a reward as acceptable to the practical mind as garret starvation and a monument from posterity.

—

Frawley Company.
* * #

The many people that have gone to the Alcazar this
week to see A Canting Scoundrel, with its flaming sub-title
Wearing !/« Livery of Heaven la Serve the Devil, were perhaps happily disappointed to find the play nothing more
deadly than Jerome K. Jerome's bright little comedy, TJie
Councillor's Wife, now known in England as The Prude's
Progress, with a few slight changes, such as making the
of

—

and transposing the scene of action to
no more sensational than is an exegesis by Mr. Bok, though every line that the canting scoundrel utters is attended with breathless interest by the
audience in its effort to find some covert meaning of local
councillor a parson

San Francisco.

Francis Powers did well as the
surprisingly breezy and
efficient as his wife.
It would be amusing to hear what
Mr. Jerome and the Playgoers' Club have to say of this recent adaptation and re-naming of Jerome's many-titled
comedy.
significance in his speech.

preacher, and Fanny

—

De

* # *

&

Belasco's Men ami Women is a good example
successful American drama of today. Its story is straight-forward, gradually and evenly
developed, and, up to the end of the third act (the last
act, necessary as it is, cannot but savor of an anti-climax),
full of intense dramatic interest.
The great scene of the
play is in the third act, where the bank directors hold a
midnight meeting in Mr. Cohen's house. There are a few
tricks levelled at the gallery that, removed, would add
much to the dignity and impressiveness of this otherwise
wonderfully constructed act. The picture of the Savior in
the Jew's house was a mere bid for a discussion that would
be prolific of much gratuitous advertising. It accomplished
its purpose.
The adjacency of the handcuffs when the
guilty cashier gives himself up to the law, and his fastening them upon his own wrists, is another theatric Belascoincidence that detracts much from the artistic worth of
But despite the over-sensationalism that crops
the scene.
out in places, the story is told in a way that holds
the audience for three full hours a length of time that
would kill a play of doubtful merit.
Mille

what constitutes the

—

Young was

is making a success at the Orpheum that bids fair to rival the Black
Patti's triumph in New York.
This week she sings the
soprano aria from La Trariata, "Coming Through the
Rye," and several ballads and songs from the operas. The
Orpheum patrons have at once popularized her, and the
song and dance gentlemen and the balancing ladies have
been relegated to a second place in their esteem. De Bes-

Rachel Walker, the Creole nightingale,

* * *

of

It is

|

does his wonderful modeling in clay, Gilmour& Leonard
do an act similar to Gilbert & Goldie's (though not half so
clever), the One and a Half make fun enough for three,
and a number of good specialties by new and old people
fill out the programme.
sell

* * #

Though The Editor develops no new melo-dramatic possibilities, but insists rather on rehashing a number of those
shiny and time-worn,

it has enjoyed a good presentation at
Morosco's Grand Opera House this week and crowded
the house nightly.
Frank B. Hatch was full of life and
action in the title rdle, and the usual good support was
given him by the company.
For next week, Sins of the
Night, a sensational melodrama by Frank Harvey, is announced.

* * *

* # *

The Frawley Company gives a most creditable performance of Men and Women. The stage settings are admirable, and the stage direction, particularly that of the
third act, is beyond improvement.
Mr. Arbuckle is not at
his best in the role of the cashier.
He is an earnest, conscientious actor, but he lacks the emotional quality in its
most delicate appreciation that must permeate the part of
this remorseful, conscience-tortured man.
A strong reenforcement to the Frawley cast is George Osbourae's
Israel Cohen, played with a convincing dignity and keen
perception of the noble nature of the Jew, who would
sacrifice his last possession to save the depositors of the
bank. Mr. Osbourne makes the character vivid and lifelike; he shows how, even in this wily age, the spirit of integrity and honor may be made beautiful and real.
Mr.
Frawley is amassing an amazing fund of agility, so much
so that I am more than ever inclined to think that there

The long heralded Tavary Opera Company

will appear
Baldwin Theatre. Monday uight in Aida; Tuesday,
Carmen; Wednesday matinee, Bohemian Girl; Wednesday
night, Hugenotsj Thursday, Mignon; Friday, Cavalleria
Rusiirana and Pagliacci; Saturday matinee, Martha; Saturday night, Lohengrin surely a series of feasts in which
every music lover may find several favorite operas. During the second week of its engagement the company presents Trovatore, Tannhauser, Faust, and Lucia, besides
several repetitions from the first week.

at the

—

* * *

The

Kimball Opera Company, with the "peerless
Corinne" and sixty people, said to have special talents for
singing, dancing, and merrymaking, will appear at the
California on Monday night in the operatic extravaganza,
Hendrick Hudson, Jr. The costumes and scenery are all
new, as also are said to be the jokes and songs.
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" Hear, Ye Faithful, Hear," is the title of a hymn just
published for soprano, with violin obligato, by J. H. Rosewald.
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Mrs. Ernestine Kreling.
Proprietor and Manager
To begin Monday evening. Feb. 3d. Every evening. The new
American opera in three acts, entitled

Opera Mouse.
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THE GENTLE SAVAGE.
Music, mirth, dance.
The Fan Dance. The Mexican Fandango The '4fl Mining Camp Melanga
Splendid Cast. Correct Costumes, New Scenery. A typical Mexican Orchestra.
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native of
New York State, and
thirty-four years of
age, he is in the prime
manhood,
of youthful
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Easily the best comedy to-day on the American stage, ''A
Theatre crowded with the fashion
of San Francisco; delighted; smiles and tears mingled.
Monday, Feb. 3d, Sydney Grundy's exquisite comedy,
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at the Alcazar is The
Sydney Grundy's exquisite comedy.
It
was given here last season by the Frawley Company with
great success, and should prove a good attraction in the
hands of Mr. Grover and his players.
Next Saturday afternoon begins the new season of CarrBeel concerts at Golden Gate Hall.
Miss Marian Taylor,
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The
book is written by Est. 'lie Clayton and Nvm Crinkle. The
full strength of the Tivoli company, including little Gertie
Carlisle, will be required for the presentation.
New
ery. beautiful costumes, and elaborate accessories, also a
Mexican ballet and typical Mexican orchestra, are promised.
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MISS MARION TAYLOR, Vocalist.
Single subscriptions for 4 concerts, including reserved seats, $3;
are now to be had at Sherman, Clay & Co 's.

circumvent the young
lawyer with offers of
gold.

"I never betrayed man, woman or child!" exclaimed the
"All the money
indignant young attorney, with anger.
your client has couldn't buy me!"
The large interests which Mr. Phillips controls in his
profession as attorney and counsellor-at-law require the
utmost judgment and integrity. He is descended from that
famous stock of Massachusetts which begot his great relative,

Wendell

HAZELTON

HEMME
BROWN

&:

LONG

&.

SIMPSON

PIANOS
Pianos

735

to

Rent and sold on Installmet

s.

Market St.

Phillips.

Lucullus used to send out pirates in the old Roman days to capture oysters. Moraghan, the celebrated oyster dealer in the California Market, takes care of these matters nowadays. Stalls 68-70.

II
1AM RFnnARn "-^e English actress, coaches ladies and gentle
LlLLIrtN DCUUMnU. men for the dramatic profession; appearances arranged. Shakespearean classes Wednesday evenings. SHAKESPEAREAN ACADEMY,. BISHyde street. San Francisco, Cal.
I

I

;

;
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sun has shone once more, it is really
upon the storm, and the amusing

to look back

in which it baffled the weather prognosticators. During one of the most violent gales, Forecaster McAdie was
heard softly singing the following touching ballad:

way

have learned a thing or two, believe
About this gloomy weather,
The clouds no longer me deceive,
Howe'er they bunch together;
I

I call

the turn

So

now

I

it

begins to rain.

—

The Salvation lassies are not all good looking. There is
one of whose face it would be gallant to say "that it would
Oh, grim-eyed daughter of salvation,

For the soundest weather sense
For I'm full to the muzzle with equine
And I don't tell half I know,
So I never hoist up my little red flag
it

Were angels made at all like thee,
Then better far that situation
Where Satan's coals are furnished
Better, like Judas to remain,
Upon a fry-pan bound forever,

Than roam with

then 'tis whispered around by all,
He's smart, that McAdie."
But though the mists may clear away,
"

Along the horizon's line,
never send up my little white

flag

sun begins to shine.
* * *

A party of ban vivants were discussing in a snug
corner of the Bohemian Club this week good things to
and things to let alone.
"I must say," declared President Horace Piatt, "that
tripe et la ramie de caen is a favorite dish of mine."
"And of mine," chipped in Edgar Mizner. "I could eat
it every day in the week, and never tire of it."
" "Tis a French dish, ain't it?" inquired Osgood Hooker.
At this juncture Explorer Jere Lynch joined the group.
"We were talking about tripe a la modi' de cacti, Jere,"
"What do you think of it. What does it
said Mr. Piatt.
eat,

mean, anyhow?"
Mr. Lynch cleared his throat by the portentous cough
ere he replied: "Fripecb la mode de camp," he announced,
"is so called because it is easily cooked in camp, and many
a time and oft have I revelled in it when reclining in my
tent on the delta of the Nile."

There was an ominous pause for a moment.
"Perhaps you are right, Jere," said Mr. Foster, who
has travelled much himself, "but I confess I was under the
impression it took its name from the town of Caen, m
France."
"A popular error, Charles," replied Mr. Lynch, gravely;
"don't be fooled by it." A large blue fly lit on the case of
the Egyptian mummy, as Mr. Lynch lazily lit a cigarette.
* * *
In all the churches did the prayers ascend,
" To Robert Ingersoll conversion send;
" His stony heart with sharp contrition rend,
" Lest he to depths below at last descend."
To which the doughty Robert makes reply
" 'Tis just the same, my friends— both you and I
" Work in the vineyard as the years go by,
" What you affirm, I must fain deny.
" But underneath it all the dollars gleam,
" The zealot's goal, the stout agnostic's dream."
Belief or disbelief, in either case,
Holds only, sad, indeed, the second place.

* * *

The denizens

of Mill Valley are confidently
Irish thrushes, Cork blackbirds,

awaiting the

arrival of
and English
skylarks, which that eminent jurist, Judge Tom Fottrell,
has promised them. Sausalito turns up her nose at the
pretensions of her rival, and cackles, with a sneer of
indifference,

"You can have your

skylarks; seagulls are good enough for us."

river.

fall

And

Till the

thee Elysian plain

That overlooks the Stygian

•Still I

free.

lore,

begins to blow.

The winds may howl and the showers
In the roughest way, you see,

supreme

—

stop a clock."

When all is gloomy overhead,
And the air oppressively dense,
The mariners then look up to me

Until

1896.

* # *

valley, or

Until

i,

There has been fierce combat in the Italian colony again,
and Signor Cevasco, the editor of the Voce del Popolo, won
A
a victory over his contemporary, the rival journal.
solemn committee of the six most prominent Italians in the
city handed him over the sum of one hundred dollars last
The wager involved the
Monday, as the result of a bet.
accusation by the Italia that the Voce del Popolo did not
have correct news from the Abyssian war which is an allBut
absorbing theme in the Latin Quarter nowadays.
Cevasco has worked too long in company with the best
New York and San Francisco journalists, and he had all
along managed to have telegrams from New York and
cables from Rome that were genuine though they cost
money. Wednesday he gave a dinner to American and
Italian newspapermen. The one hundred dollars he turned
over to the benevolent fund of the colony.

with ease,

mountain, or main,
never hoist up my little black flag,

On

February

thrushes and

Under the new regime the Union League Club has taken
on a greater popularity than ever. Including as it does
some of the foremost men among the Republicans in its
membership list such as ex-President Harrison and William McKinley the four hundred leading gentlemen in the
party in this State who give allegiance to the Union
League are typical of the best social, political, and business portion of our city and State. The election of Colonel
George Stone, on the first of the year, as President, served
to renew the enthusiasm and unity of the organization.

—
—

* # *

Only a

On

little

pimple;

the tip of

my sweetheart's nose,

Only a cunning dimple

Red

as the rose that blows
Only a streak on her downy cheek
Blue as forget-me-not,
But, alas, I know chat those signals show
sweet-heart is fond of the " bot."

My

* # *

Aleck Badlam used to be a great sufferer from
rheumatism and many years ago was persuaded to try one
When
of the many springs famous for their mud baths.
he came back rejuvenated his friends congratulated him
on his recovery and asked him how he liked the treatment.
"Two hundred and forty dollars me boys," smiled the
great Assessor, "but I'll never do it again." Mud baths?
"Oh no! The next time I get rheumatism I'll manage to
sit in a first class sewer in San Francisco for four hours a
day. Wouldn't cost anything and the treatment exactly
the same."
* # #

The Santa Cruz editors, fighting for the penny,
Clawed, and rough and tumbled like the felines of Kilkenny,
Of elbow grease and energy this was a sinful waste,
More is made to boil the pot with scissors and with paste.
* * *

Charles Rollo Peters occasionally runs up from his Monterey hacienda to pay his respects to the Bohemian owl.
He is putting on canvas his impressions of that picturesque
coast, and has adorned his studio with rare tapestries and
odds and ends picked up in remote quarters in Europe.
Over the open fireplace hangs a big iron pot, which Mr.
Peters at restful intervals uses for experimenting in
Spanish stews.
Don't fail to chew Adams' Pepsin Tutti-Frutti Chewing
meals. Indigestion fades before it.

The Maison Tortoni has been having a number
made recently. The new decorations and marble
keeping with the admirable cuisine.

Gum after
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floor are quite in
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YOUNG MANHOOD.

D. D.. inTl.-

me

lona^Smokde^povder

forolbli

have watched a good many brooding liens, but 1 oerer
saw one facilitate the hatching process by pecking tinshell.
The chick on the ins
worth
I

it.

More men are iujured by having things made ea
them than by having their path beset with difliculti.
it encoorag
stay themselves on circumstances,
whereas their supreme reliance Deeds to be on their own
1

personal

stuff.

The less a young man talks about luck and untowardness of circumstances, and the OOquettishness of popular
favor, aud the like, the better for him and tor the world to
which he owes himself. Every man will have all the power
he earns, and the power that lie has will tell, not because
people like it or like him. but because it is power.
Personal pressure can no more be hooted down, or voted
down, or argued out of existence than can the push of the
wind or the_pu.ll of the moon. If you weigh a ton you will
exert a ton's pressure.
There is probably such a thing as genius, although ninetynine hundredths of it is doubtless the name which lazy
people give to results which others have earned by hard
work in those hours when the lazy people themselves were
either sleeping or wishing they could gain it without toiling
for

Used by the crack shots

faculty enough in almost anybody to become
only all that faculty were lumped.
We are more likely to find a good destiny by going afoot
than by riding.
The world cares very little for experts, and the course
of events is only infinitesimally determined by them.
Sowing still antedates reaping, and the amount sowed
determines pretty closely the size of the harvest.
Empty barns in October are the logical sequence of
empty furrows in spring. The young man may as well
understand that there are no gratuities in this life, and
that success is never reached "across lots."

genius

Lowest recorded breech PRESSURE.
RECOIL and absolutely no SMOKE.
Manufactured by
THE,

is

if

THE

"PATE

DE

FOIE

experiment mp&ti de
THE
inspiration
a cook
the
first

of the country.

Lightest

it.

There

SMOKELESS POWDERS

The Boss of all
Manufactured.

GIANT POWDER CO.,

430 California

St., S.

Consolidated,

F.

Harhy Noudman.

Adolph Nordman.

Standard Optical 60.
Manufacturers and
Importers of

GOODS

OPTICAL

GRAS.'
121

foie gras

was due

POST STREET,

S.

F.

Second Floor

to the

of
in
service of Marshal de
Contades, Governor of Alsace the same general who lost
the battle of Rossbach against Frederic II. of Prussia.
This cook, whose name was Clauss, first conceived the
high destiny of goose liver in the pastry business. His
pates met with great success, and when, in 1790, the
Marshal left Strasburg, Clauss hastened to marry the
widow of a cake baker, and hung out his sign as a
fabricant de pates. But very soon he found a competitor
in the pastry line by the name of Doyen, who had the
happy thought of adding Perigord truffles to his liver
tarts.
It was a stroke of genius which has never been improved upon since. After that this particular industry
assumed immense proportions and made the fortunes of
several noted families in that line. Strasburg exports
annually more than 100,000 pates in tureens alone. "The
canning begins late in October and ends about April 1st.
It is claimed that the most delicate livers come from geese
that have never laid an egg.

All kinds of complicated lenses ground to order.
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brick composition which the Syrians and Egyptians
THE
used for their letters was largely composed
alumof

modern chemists have decided. In the British
be found numbers of specimens of these light
and portable messages of communication. Our modern

inum, so

Glasses scientifically adjusted

Oculists' prescriptions carefully attended to.

Head Golds,
Catarrh, dry mucous membranes, soon yield to 'the
treatment of the famous DR. MCKENZIE'S CA-

TARRH CURE.

BE CONVINCED FREE.
To show that Dr. McKenzie's Catarrh Cure gives Instant relief and continues to drive away the cold or
catarrh, 7 free trials per week will be allowed you if
you call at the

Baldwin Pharmacy,
(Edwin W. Joy),
Market and Powell

Sts.

Call for free treatment of Dr.
McKenzie's Catarrh Cure.

ERNST

H.

LUDWIG X

CO..

The Model

Museum may

pure aluminum is derived from a certain clay, and undoubtedly the lightness and durability of these bricks was
due to that metal's presence.

aud defective sight

properly corrected.

American
Caterers.
1206 Sutter

St., S. F.

Telephone 2388.

One

of the most famous men in tne United States is Editor Murat
Halstead of the Cincinnati Commercial. He is also said to be among
the most abstemious, for he never drinks save three times a day—
and then just a pony glass of his favorite Old Saratoga whiskey.
Claret or wine does not agree with him.

more difficult to secure genuine old Japanese vases and
bronzes nowadays in Japan than it is to buy them from George T.
Marsh & Co., at 625 Market street, under the Palace Hotel.

Gray Bros.,

It is

316

Montgomery Street, S. F.
New High St.. Los Angeles.

No. 205

Concrete Artificial
Stone Work.
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Breakfast Cocoa;

hoped now
have had a

practical illustration of how deftly the society women can
do the waiter girl in a beer garden they the men will
give the preference to the upper circles every time when in
quest of a glass of the foamy. Society owes a deep debt
of gratitude to the effort in their behalf of the charming
young matrons of Taylor street. Apropos of which evening, what a very lovely picture Miss Helen Boss made; her
clear-cut, refined features and blonde hair being a delight
in itself to gaze upon, even without the artistic pose and

As

It

—

bears their

Tra.le Mark
" La Belle
Chocolatierc"

on every can.

Absolutely
Pure.

Miss Bertha Smith was es-

No Chemicals.

pecially "fetching," her slender, graceful figure showing
to great advantage in the dress.
Men, as a rule, look
stiff and self-conscious in tableaux, and the girls-spoiled
darling, "Addie," was no exception to the rule; his air of

BEWARE OF

"setting."

"wish

it

a chocolatier,

was over

"

was decidedly amusing.
IMITATIONS.

* * *

One

of the prettiest (and most recently
matrons of the swim got off rather a good

made) young

Walter Baker

Always ask for

&

Co.'s

Breakfast Cocoa,

one the other
evening at the theatre quite up to Miss Laura, it was.
Seeing a pretty girl not far off with Messrs. Smith and
Tompkins in her party, the young matron said to the man
next her: "Look at Miss
poor girl, she is in as bad
a fix as John Hays Hammond."
"How 's that ? " was the
•'
naturalquery.
Why, don't you see, she is surrounded
by Bores."

—

Made

at

DORCHESTER, MASS.

;

The Latest Fall and Winter Goods
have arrived.

* * *

The illness of Ed. Greenway was a capital chance for
families whose social aspirations are higher than their
claims, to get in their work by sending flowers, jellies, and
dainties generally, to the sick-room.
These people should

remember there

is no truer aphorism than that "eaten
soon forgotten," and the chances are they will be
as coldly and calmly ignored in the matter of cards for the
cotillion in the future as they have been in the past.

bread

H. S.

BRIDGE &

CO.

MERCHANT TAILORS. Many novelties in

Imported Wear. Shirts

622 Market

San Francisco

St., (Upstairs, opposite Palace Hotel

is

UP-TO-DATE

* * *

Of all the masks and dominoes at the Burton leap year
dance this week none created more stir than the white
nun-like one with the hood.
She literally seemed to be
here, there, and everywhere in an instant, and her familiarity with the officers' affairs was actually startling.
Some one set the idea going that it was a former resident
at the post now a divorcSe who had slipped in.
* * *

—

—

Several funny incidents took place that evening.
One
officer whose tender feelings for a pretty bud have
not yet found expression in speech, took the opportunity
of whispering to a domino strongly resembling the girl in
question, that it was not strange that she was such a good
player of "Jenkins," for she always knew whose hancfhad
coin in it; and then the young man was utterly dismayed
when the unmasking came to find he had made a decided
mis-lick.
Some of the girls found it very difficult to conceal their identity, even under a mask.
Miss Grace Sabine's tall figure was spotted at once, and one of the soldier beaux had a good deal of fun at her expense, they say.

Tailoring
At Moderate Prices.
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Brandt.

Crocker Building.
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on Post

St.)

FINE TAILORING
139 Montgomery St.

Paper.

Wall

Our new stock
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season

1895-06 is
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Elegant Designs and Colorings.
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Clark

&

Co.,

Perrier-Jouet

* * *

was a perfect delight

H.

(Up one-half

Go.

young

It

to order

a Specialty

653-655 Market

Street.

& Co

to see the old time

fashion of giving pretty favors in the cotillion revived by
George Newhall at his german on Wednesday evening.
But then the dear creatures should remember it is only

wealthy young

men who can afford to indulge in such

trifles.

* * *

The latest parlor game popular in society is known as
the "coffee pot." It is a guessing pastime, and the knack
lies in guessing a word for which the coffee pot is used as
a
substitute.
To endeavor to explain it on paper would
turn one's hair grav.
* * *

Ned Townsend and

accomplished wife leave for the
East on Monday, after a delightful visit to their old home.
Ned protests that California is the only country worth living in. He is laying the keel of a new novel.
his

EPERNAY CHAMPAGNE,
For sale by all first-class Wine
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But when Holmes was in Paris— so many years af
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inance that is like a bit of faded tap
far as
life is concerned
scented with orris and camphor.
However, the good healthy work in French art which
first Millet developed
and then filing open the gates

composition and color, did more for
men like the great Bonlanger, who adorned that marvelrncture of modern times, the Grand >pera House, in
the Place de 1' Opera, in Paris, than most people, notwithstanding the variance of their style.
The great sculptors added their splendid memorials to
the famous composers of France.
A grand ball at the "opera " means everything to the
Pari< clubman; also to the English and American visitor,
and they form a large proportion of the participants.
The swell club in Paris for Americans is the "Cercle
Lincoln," of which yobug Maekay (who was thrown from
his horse and killed) was a member, and they always turn
out the United States colony in full force when the Grand
for
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then she has been educated at the nation's expense in the
1 '.,„.<, ruatoire, and perhaps before
her graduation she has
readily found the golden butter for her pain maigre sometimes, and often Valenciennes lace and diamonds or pearls.
Launched on that turbulent sea, the hallo of the
Grand Opera House, in Paris, the young graduate is a
mere figurante, but nevertheless she will be more sought
after than the cocotte, who rides past the Pare Monceau
of a morning.
They say that one girl out of ten in the Grand Opera
and that then she weds a tailor, as
ballet ever marries
Madame Judic did, "just to save expenses!"
Admission to the presence of the grand ballet in the
Opera is magnificently difficult behind the scenes or anywhere else. Artists, composers, authors, sculptors, and
men of fame in newspaperdom may receive the grace
which is courtesy and not scant. But beware! The ballerina of the Grand Opera never lets fools rush in where
angels fear to tread unless she finds out first that they
may be " angels " in disguise!
The beautiful drawing of Mr. Cucuel represents vividly
There are various sorts
the Foyer de Danse of the opera.
With Americans the
of foyers in the Parisian theatres.
word "foyer" means the nolle iV entrance, or, rather, the
space behind the auditorium where the ladies remove their
wraps, and where, once and awhile, gentlemen linger beBut in Paris there is almost always a swell
tween acts.
"green room," after a custom of tradition. I believe the
girls in the ballet call theirs a mile d'attente, which means
" half reception and half rendezvous."
One of the daintiest is at the Palais Royal, a play house
which, to my mind, possesses the most exquisite interior
decorations of any other theatre in the world. The grand
foyer is adorned by the most famous painters of the days
The actors' reception
of Louis Quinze and Louis Seize.
room is a dream of beauty.
Of course, the Comedie Francaise has the most famous
"green room," and, undoubtedly, its public foyer far
excels that of the Opera in the matter of historical association and by all mean,, in the sculptor's art.
But for the gilded youth who has had a gilt-edged introduction, whether he be French, English, or American, the
Foyer de Danse of the Opera will, as a rule, cost him all his
millions of francs as well as a sad heart before he says
good-bye to it.
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the new Gold Mining
Exchange will be of unquestionable benefit
to this community in the respect of stamping

Properly managed,

A Useful
Institution,

fraud upon the schemes of charlatans in the

Every adventurer thinks that he or she has the
of posing as full-fledged experts when every
other avenue of profit fails, and the lying prospectus
built up to trap guileless people with money bespeaks the
business.
privilege

qualifications of

the concoctor for a

life cell in

the State

Not a few of these miserable swindles are
Working
floating about the city and State at present.
men aud women are being approached and solicited to subscribe for shares in mines where millions can be had simply
The sooner the Exfor the trouble of picking them up.
change gets to work the better, and in this branch of the
business it will have a grand mission to perform. Before investing a dollar in any scheme, the investor approached by
outside schemers, male or female, should then and there refer the proposition to the Exchange for information and
guidance, and anything' it refuses to endorse had better be
dropped right away. People who have recently bought
Penitentiary.

into private companies should at once put themselves in
communication with the officers of the Exchange, and
there is no doubt that they will only be too glad to pass
upon matters of the kind in a general way for the protection of the public.
Prom what we can learn, there are
some schemers at work in the community who should be
brought up with a round turn. The only way to track
them is for investors to come forward, and any communication forwarded to this paper will be promptly dealt with
in the way of throwing light upon the venture.
The market on Pine street has been exComstock
ceedingly dull during the week, and that
Mining Shares,
prices are firm is about all that can be
said.
There is only one man to-day on
the street to whom any credit can be given for sustaining
the flickering life of the Comstock.
Had it not been for
the single and comparatively unsustained efforts of Herman Zadig, the Comstock would long ago have dropped
into obscurity.
There is no use in attempting to deny this
proposition in any quarter.
Credit must be given where
it is fairly due, and in this particular case Zadig is the
man who has worked und labored day in and day out to

bolster up the fading fortunes of the old lode.
If his spirited action could only inspire others to come in and do
likewise, what a change would take place in the situation.
Instead of that, however, they are quite ready to follow
in his lead, content with the dime or two which can be
picked on each rally in a stock which he may engineer.
Fortune has favored Zadig in his exertions. Prom time to
time some opportune strike has helped him to pull victory
from defeat, and in Occidental the latest timely occurrence
of an ore body has worked wonders in restoring public
confidence in the situation.
This property is looking exceptionally well in the 650-level, and while the management are cautious in the reports they issue of the development as work progresses, they express the hope that the
mine will yet repay the fidelity of the stockholders, who
have stayed by it so pluckily for years past. If the South
and North-end managers would only step into the breach
and "assist," old times might be confidently expected on
the street.
Silver King was assessed 25 cents and Andes
15 cents during the week.
is the way the Amador Republican
heads up au editorial denunciatory of a
recent incorporation, described as the
Jackson Gold Mining and Milling Company, with a capital stock of $750,000, of which twen.tyfive dollars has been paid.
If what our esteemed contemporary says in regard to the intentions of the company is
correct, and it must have good reasons for the assertion,
the gentlemen who conceived the scheme should be awarded
the banner for their unparalleled cheek. It is claimed that
two mining locations made by them covering the claim of
the subsequent incorporation, covers the entire business
location of the main street of the town.
"Within the

This

"The

Wildest

of Wild-Cats."
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boundaries of these claims," says the Republican, " there
is not a foot of vacant ground upon which the locators
could claim the shadow of a right to post a notice, much
Townsite deeds cover the whole
less to search for mineral.
*
*
*
Many of the lots have been sold over
territory.
Innocent purchasers have intervened, in
and over again.
many cases paying fancy prices for their property. The
total value of the property affected will run up into hundreds of thousands of dollars. It is true, one location, the
Better Hope, existed anterior to the townsite patent, and
there is little doubt, had the locator taken the necessary
steps to protect his interests, his right to mine for the
precious metal within the limits of his location, would not
have been infringed upon by the town site. * * * The
purpose is to sell stock to whoever is green enough to buy,
and efforts to that end are reported to have already been
made in Jackson. * * * This is the wildest kind of
wild-catism. Nothing can be more prejudicial to the interests of a mining section than to have such rank schemes
In protection of the
flaunted in the face of the public.
reputation of this community, and in defense of a rich field
for legitimate mining operations, we protest against such
ventures to work the pockets of the credulous." It is certain, however, that the locators, whoever they are, will
If they are
lose nothing by their venture in the long run.
going to mine, it will take a long and expensive litigation
to stop them, and it will be cheaper in the long run to buy
It
off the corporation than to fight it through the courts.
would seem from this view that there is financial possiThe outcome will
bility in the scheme, mine or no mine.
be awaited with much interest by the mining element in
the community, who might, at first thought, believe the
whole matter to be a financial joke.
Since our last issue there has been a decided change in the tone of the New York
Prices, however, have not
Stocks.
stock market.
been advanced rapidly, but there has been a
steady improvement from day to day. The decline in
sterling has checked the exports of gold, which has restored confidence to a large degree. Investors are again
entering our market as buyers on a good scale, and all
dividend paying stocks are in good demand. The Grangers
show a good advance, as well as Reading and Jersey Central; in fact, the entire list shows a substantial improvement. Jersey Central has probably shown the best gain,
the improvement during the week being J per cent.
Reading Central advanced 5} per cent., and Mauhattan 4|
per cent. Industrials have shown a very light improvement, except the more active. Sugar sold 6| per cent,
higher.
Gas, Tobacco, Distilleries, Leather, and Electric
show strength, and prices have greatly improved. The
outlook appears most encouraging, and unless some unforeseen accident occurs greater improvement will take
place again next week.

New

York

Professor Thomas Price has been lately engaged as expert in the mining suit at
Mining Suit. Grass Valley, in which Mr. Ford sues the
North Star Company for a quarter million
of dollars.
Professor Price appears for Ford, and his testimony was, as usual, clear and concisive on the points at
issue.
The case is a most difficult one from a mining, as
well as a legal standpoint.
A magnificent working model,
showing the lower workings of the property, shows the
former. The ledges throughout the vast territory covered
by the North Star operations are all blind, while only a
very small extent of the ground is under patent.

A Heavy

The veracity

of the

average press

dis-

patches can now be correctly gauged by
the reports from Africa regarding John
Hays Hammond. One day he is safe
In the
and hearty; the next he is in a pitiable condition.
meantime one half of the country has been able to make
the fact known that they are on the most intimate terms
with the distinguished mming engineer. If the truth were
known, the majority of the uncalled for interference is from
people who have never even had the honor of meeting the
gentleman, let alone to possess a speaking acquaintance
with him.
Mr.

Hammond's

Condition.

w

don.

SHAW

M. P.
has just retui-ned from attending the
annual meeting of the Cortez Mines, Limited, in Lon-
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In
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_ wheat raisers of the State, 11
of heaven.
1st S
iiyaft.Tno.in. after the churches were
emptied, r
. of storm clouds,
and began to
no pretty One work in the way of drenching the
soil, already drunk from over-much imbibing.
It
was a
holiday, and there didn't seem to l>o much else to do but
in

Nature's dynamo.
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rinkle the wheat fields.
About that time old Lightning himself, who had been quiet for a good many months,
awoke to the situation and the fun. and. observing a little
structure made for the brewing of the electrical iTuid, but
unprotected by any of the ordinary safeguards from the
stranger, made for its very heart with its
usual thoughtless activity.
It was like a giant trying to
get into a cradle.
It made for the dynamo and the coils
and appurtenauces. just as the electrician on duty had for
a moment stepped into a side room. There was a Bash—
by
no means a flash in a pan a dash, a crash.
When the
electrician returned, "all the lights in the town had gone
out. the machinery was burst wide open, and darkness
prevailed.
The lightning, that was so fractious that
Heaven couldn't keep it under control in its own storage
battery, had played the dickens with everything it touched,
decamped instantaneously to the deuce only knows where,
and left everything in darkness.
There's a moral in the
thing if you are only smart enough to harness it and keep
it for every day use.
part of it is that birds of a feather
flock together, and that Lightning, the elder brother,
takes kindly to young Electricity by natural affinity, and
that if you hold a pipe under Niagara, it will get full immediately, and maybe burst.
The people of Hay wards, when
they repair things, will probably add to their plant a few
lightning arresters, and then the next frolic of that kind
will doubtless be elsewhere.
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fact really seems to be that the Truth is mighty,
and will get there.
little while ago the Reverend
V. Marshal Law got up on his hind legs and barked, because he wanted the Communion service administered in a
little less democratic fashion.
The Kanakas may eat poi
out of the same dish, but that furnished no reason why
Christians should drink to each other's everlasting salvation out of the same cup at the Communion.
Microbes, go
to church like other people, and may thoughtlessly partake of the Lord's wine, and even take a bath therein,
ready to be rescued by the next participant, and make a
landing on his or her upper lip. The Reverend Law reasoned
that he didn't care to have the microbe, that sent his
wicked sister to hell, with unreasonable partiality and
speed send him to heaven, even when he was drinking his
wine for God's sake. So the Reverend Law fired away on
that theme, but they outvoted him, and hinted that the
Lord would look out for his own, and that individual cups
were needless. It savored more of science than sentiment.
But the truth is mighty, and so forth.
The worshippers
in the Ross-street Presbyterian Church, in Brooklyn, last
Sunday were surprised by their deacons tendering them
each a cup at communion.
The verdict was universal approval, but with no audible mention of microbes.
The
ball has started.
It is an even wager that the Reverend
Law will now say: "I told you so," and will start in on a
new campaign. The chances are, then, that before the
Reverend Brown gets back into his pulpit again, or Mrs.
Mary Abbott Davidson gets out of jail, every good Christian can drink to his soul's health in an individual cup, and
that he will drink deep, and possibly a bumper every
time.
We congratulate the Reverend Law. It seems like
a great triumph.
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the day of judgment.
Before we arrive al thi
we have to be nauseated by it* daily nutriment, most of us
taught that to In- honest Is t<> in' honored, and that to
oheat la to i*- a knave.
An unfortunate few grot* up
without a single idea of morality, and they land in the
jails and prisons.
It
Is
cowardly and contemptible to
teach children to play tricks on a company as if enmity
could justify knavery.
No man of any sense of .1
will accept from n newsboy a ticket that he
does not pay
for. for he knows i». thereby cheats the carrier
out of a
The newspaper that encourages such tricks is do
fare,
better than a moral pest, for it benumbs the sense of honesty iu the boj and the man alike.
Whoever takes a inns
fer to give a newsboy Is a party to the conspiracy, and the
man who justifies it will steal your money the first oppor
tunity he gets, on the pica that In- believes you have
charged too much for that which brought it to you. For
Heaven's sake. Ictus exercise common honesty, and if you
wish to light a big company for any wrong it. has done you,
fight it like a man, and not like a petty thief.
of
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Duke
Marlborough
evidently, going
be
THE
always on hand
make great
masterstrokes,
of

to

is.

to

financial

why be the descendent of the great Duke, who loved
money marvelously. The new Duke's first coup was taking
else

to wife Cousuelo, the rich man's daughter, blind to her
faults, but shrewdly alive to her virtues
that is, her millions
to get.
With the income vouchsafed her by her
rich dad, the Duke saw that it was possible to keep Blen-

—

—

heim on its legs, and keep himself and spouse at a decent
distance from the poor-house. Now, the Duke has enjoyed
his wife and her fortune long enough to be perfectly sure
that if she should suddenly quit this sphere, around which
the English drum beat is forever heard, and go to dwell
among the angels, the income might cease, and he be left
in a cold world without consolation or coin, which are much
the same thing. His second coup has, accordingly, revealed
itself in his consent to an application by Consuelo for a life
insurance for §3, 000, 000, payable to her surviving husband.
The premium for this instrument will, of course, be paid
out of the Vanderbilt coffers. This, we submit, is a financial
masterstroke.
It assures all the spoils of his victory,
over himself, in descending from the impecunious condition
of an English aristocrat to marry a gilded daughter of
democracy. If Consuelo dies, she will still live in memory
as long as American gold buys flowers for her grave, and
sings her requiem.

seems perfectly proper for us to keep on the right side
society in our Queen City of the Par West, by letting
it know that we have heard that Mr. Ward McAllister
G-reenway is under the care of the doctors, and faithful as
he has long been to all possible accommodations here to the
example of his namesake in New York, that he may
yet, willy-nilly, still further follow his footsteps
and
retire
permanently from earthly society, and take
up his seat at the side of the great white throne,
now presumably occupied by the aforesaid Ward.
presume that anybody who occupies
It is fair to
a high seat down below, is not going to put up with a
low seat up above, and that the heads of society here are
not going to be the tails of society there. But perhaps
we are going too far. We beg the learned doctors who
are feeding the fires of life in Mr. Greenway to keep up the
supply of fuel, and be quick about leading their ward
speedily forth into the sunshine.
So will society smile and
drink his health in his own brand of champagne.
Lee Pairchild of St. Helena is learning that
Pairone can hardly be a big man in a small town.
child's wit, which is not unfrequently made keen by satire,
trouble
with
physicians,
mayors,
and
is getting him into
what-not. He has probably already noted the difference
between a town and a city, and that it is the safer to be
where people are too numerous to know one another or to
care who's who or who is n't.
"
This must
will go up," says a contemporary.
\J be a new kind of stuff.
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many a chivalrous Southerner blush with shame at a
The sinking of the Hatteras was
confession such as this.
not the result of strategy, but it was accomplished by low
treachery unauthorized by any code of warfare known to
It was not done in the spirit of the
the civilized world.
gallant South, nor do we believe such baseness ever received the sanction of the leaders of the rebellion. Whatever mistakes the South made, and they were many, we
of the North to this day glory in the heroism and manliness with which the South defended its cause, and base
treachery, such as marked this act of Captain Semmes,
formed no part of the method of the South in its conduct
of the war!
The Hatteras was lured to destruction after
the fashion of the pirate luring the merchantman, and
that, too, in the dark, when the treachery was the least
likely to be discovered.
It is true the author of this book
tells us that the Alabama
"Was a fighting ship, and under no reasonable odds
contemplated avoiding battle."
Yes, but how does he sustain his assertion? During the
two years the Alabama was afloat she had only two encounters with our men-of-war, and she frequently, and we
think wisely, avoided battle when the odds were reasonAnd of those two occasions
able on one side or the other.
the Hatteras incident was one, and that cannot be called
a battle any more than a knock-down blow that is given,
without warning, by a big man to a small boy can be
called a prize-fight.
And the other occasion was when the
Alabama was sent to the bottom by the guns of the Kearsage, and here, indeed, Captain Semmes did something to
could
atone for his cowardly attack on the Hatteras.
forgive the Alabama for the fifty-seven American merchantmen she destroyed during her two years' cruise, particularly as England paid us $6,750,000 for the damage
done, but we find it much harder to forgive the baseness

of

is no incident associated with the Civil
that is better known than ihe cruise of
Week.* the Alabama. From the day that ship "escaped" from Laird's shipbuilding yard at
Birkenhead to the day she was sent to the bottom outside
Cherbourg, the Alabama occupied the attention of the
world as much, perhaps, as any ship thai ever sailed the
ocean. No matter whether we regard her as a mere
rover-of-the-seas or as a duly commissioned man-of-war
from a properly established Government, the fact of her
world-wide notoriety remains unchallenged, and the interest taken in her whereabouts was only second to the news
That she deserved that notoof a decisive engagement.
riety the book before us authoritatively proves, and it is
for the readers to consider, apart from all political sentiments and viewed coldly as a matter of manliness and
honor, whether Captain Semmes and the men under him
should, on the authority of this book, go down to history
as a lot of freebooting assassins, moderate privateers, or
as honorable combatants fighting in a cause they had honestly espoused.
And after thirty years of peace Americans can look at this question on its merits, without pasThey can
sion, and unmoved by sectional animosities.
accept the efforts made by the South to create a fleet of
commerce destroyers as a judicious policy on their part to
help them in their efforts to raise the blockade by causing
the withdrawal of some of our men-of-war from our coast
line and sending them in pursuit of the Southern vessels.
We must admit, too, that Captain Semmes was right in
avoiding our men-of-war as much as possible, for his mission was to get as many of our ships as he could to pursue
him, and he could do this best by playing the part of a Flying Dutchman, but giving shot, shell, and the torch for
such of our merchantmen as she caught on the high seas.
On those points Americans are, we believe, agreed, and
they would be placed beyond discussion if this book, written by one of the officers of the ship, had not made an authoritative statement, on one point, that will re-open
the question whether or not Captain Semmes was a cowardly butcher or gallant sailor.
In fact, if we had not noticed that the book had been written by one of the officers
of the ship we would not have read it at all.
We would
have put it away as superfluous, just as we would put away
our A B C's or our numerals. There is nothing new in the
book, not a line, but we have authority, and, as far as we
remember, we cannot recall an authoritative statement on
the Southern side of the most questionable event in the
career of the Alabama via the sinking of the Hatteras,
and it was to find out how Lieutenant Sinclair would account for that incident that we read the book at all. We
wanted to get his side of the Hatteras affair, and this induced us to open the book, and here is what he says:
* * *
"It is dark, the enemy being indistinctly seen.
The enemy has now come up. She hails us: 'What ship is
that?
This is Her Britannic Majesty's steamer Petrel
* * * Our crew have lock-strings in
is the
reply.
hand, keeping the guns trained on her, and awaiting the
command to fire. The two vessels are so near that conversation in ordinary tones can be easily heard from one to
the other.
For a time the Hatteras people seem to be
consulting.
Finally they hailed again.
If you please, I'll
send a boat on board of you,' to which our executive officer
replied: 'Certainly, we shall be pleased to receive your
boat.'
When the boat was half way between the two vessels the signal was given, and the sky and water were
lighted up by our broadside.
About six broadsides -were
given by us. The enemy replied irregularly. Then she
fired a lee gun, and we heard the quick, sharp hail to surrender, accompanied by the request that our boats be
sent to her immediately, as she was sinking. The whole
thing had passed so quickly that it seemed to us like a

A Book

of

'

There

War

the
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'

dream."
We have often heard that "everything is fair in love and
war," but even in face of this dictum we can fancv the face

We

by which she threw the Hatteras off her guard, and this
book, written by Lieutenant Sinclair, proves, to our mind,
that Captain Semmes did not represent the true chivalry
of the South at all.
Otherwise the book has no literary
merit; it is written in bad English, and the author impresses us as being a man of very limited education.
*"Two Years on the Alabama." By Arthur Sinclair, Lieutenant ConWith portraits and illustrations.

federate Navy.

" In the Hollow of the Hills," by Bret Harte, proves
that that author is a natural story teller.
Mr. Harte
resembles Dickens in creating for himself the scenes in
which his characters live, move, and have their being. The
California of Mr. Harte is a land of melodramatic romance,
a rogue's paradise, a fairyland of felons, and yet he makes
it all so natural that we are half disposed to accept it as
the California we know.
If the " Hill Caves of Yucatan " unlocked the mysteries
of the Maya stone monuments, and gave the world the key
to the history of the early races of Central America, as
the discovery of the Rosetta stone unlocked the history of
ancient Egypt, the archaeologist world would have rejoiced,
but it does not do this, and yet it is a book of absorbing
interest, and will be extensively read by scientists.

The London Speaker says that Mr. Grant Allen indulges
and that his "British Barbarians is
" pretentious, dull, and ludicrously ineffective." The book
is, the Speaker says, " an expression of the shallowest pretense of enlightenment."
That Mr. Grant Allen deserves
all this, and more, few weli-balanced minds will deny.
"Matthew Furth," by Ida Lemon, is disappointing. She
writes like a novice, and, where she should be funny she is
not, and where she should be pathetic she is merely sentimental and maudliu.
All this is unpardonable in view of
the material she had on hand, the London of Dickens, with
in futile philosoph}',

its

great literary

The danger

possibilities.

mob rule is graphically illustrated in
Robespierre," when the servants threatened
to denounce their employers as foes to the Republic if
blackmail was not given to the men of the kitchen.
McClure's Magazine has about fifty portraits of Lincoln.
In fact, it has secured all the portraits of that statesof

"The Paris

of

man known

to exist.

>

During the year just ended the New York Free Circulating Library circulated 654,451 volumes, an increase of
18,318 over the circulation of the previous year.
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indomitable will, has risen to be a power among us.
a financier, a promoter of some vast organization, a holder of securities, or chief of corporations. Mr.
Tevis alike is a brilliant, brainy, successful man.
Another able financier is I. W. Hellman. of the Nevada
Bank, who although compared with others a newcomer, has already made his influence felt in business circles.
Yet another banker of note is P. N. Lilienthal, in
that he has risen by his own merit to be the head of one of
our great banking institutions, thereby evidencing cleverness of no small degree.
Antoine Borel is of a different
type than any of the above, being of a strictly conservative method and not a speculator; his great executive
ability in managing the large interests of his firm prove
him to be a man of much mental power.
Turning to the legal world although, alas! many of our
brightest minds are now gone from this sphere there still
remain a shining galaxy of brilliant men whose cleverness
none can dispute, such as Reuben Lloyd, whose quiet and
modest demeanor is a cloak for the clever mind within.
D. M. Delmas, John Garber, Judge Boalt, and last, though
by no means least, our own W. H. L. Barnes, whose mental capacity has never been doubted, and whose brilliant
sallies when in repartee with the late Hall McAllister used
to delight those who were in court.
The paternal mantle
has surely fallen upon the shoulders of our District Attorney, Will Barnes, Jr., who, although a young man as
judged by the preceding, has already established his claim
to being a very clever man.
As a man of solid mental
gifts, ex-Judge E. W. McKinstry merits place, his learning being recognized in his appointment to the State University.
Horace Piatt is clever, not only in his profession
as a lawyer, but in a drawing-room as a ladies' man.
In the commercial world Claus Spreckels, the sugar
king, is a prominent figure; his colossal fortune has been
amassed by his own indefatigable industry, and the ability
of his son,. John D. Spreckels, in guarding those millions,
proves him a worthy second to his father. Surely no better exemplar of a clever man exists among us than J. D.
Phelan. Although his large fortune came to him by inheritance, his wise and philanthropic use of his millions has
gained him hosts of admirers from, as Shakespeare says,
all sorts of people, as not only is he clever in business
methods, but as a lover and patron of art Mr. Phelan is at
the head of our citizens, and socially he is equally popular.
Irving Scott is a giant in mind and ability, though not in
stature, his keen perception, quick grasp of a situation
his

Whether as

and energy

of

—

purpose making him unequaled

in

his

Jr. hat

own

line.

In the medical world, beyond all compare Dr. B. Beverly
Cole takes front rank for his exceptionally brilliant mind,
enriched by contact with the brightest men of other countries as well as his own, extensive reading and deep research. In his profession Dr. Cole is considered an authority; he has gained honors in foreign colleges, and is regarded by savants as a man of the century.
man whose
modesty equals his learning (and that is saying a good
deal) is Dr. L. C. Lane, whose philanthropy has given San
Francisco a medical college unrivaled on this continent.
As an exponent of the other school of Hahnemann's founding, unquestionably Dr. John N. Eckel takes the lead.
man of broad views, great experience, constant research,
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red to the saints

In

the different
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sects

it,

would be invidious to single OUt any one. although it is
proper to say that Bishop Nichols of the Episcopal form
of faith; Archbishop llionlan of the Romish; Rabbi Voorsangerol the Hebrew; Dr. McKenzie of the Presbyterian,
and Horatio Stebbinsof the Unitarian, are all represents
tivo

men among

us.

Of course these are by no means all our clever men;
they are among the most notable as such, and are men of
mark in our community.

" 'T^HERE

are but very few persons who know how to
upstairs properly," says a well-known
physician, as reported
in
The Scientific American.
''Usually a person will tread on the ball of his foot in taking each step, springing himself up to the next step. This
is very tiresome and wearing on the muscles of the legs
and feet. You should, in walking or climbing stairs, seek
for the most equal distribution of the body's weight possible.
In walking upstairs your feet should be placed
squarely down on the step, heel and all, and then the work
should be performed slowly and deliberately. In this way
there is no strain upon any particular muscle, but each
one is doing its duty in a natural manner. The man who
goes upstairs with a springing step you may be sure is no
philosopher, or, at least, his reasoning has not been
directed to that subject."

1
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Her husband's sudden and untimely death

N[EW YORK

is

stark, staring mad. on the

Madison Square Garwhere erstwhile the noble horse was worshipped, is
given over now to an exhibition of bicycles, bloomers and
fanatics. Can you believe that over thirty thousand people
crowded into the Garden the other night, and that last
night disappointed crowds clamored for admission ? You
might make a tour of the bicycle agencies with quite as
much edification and less cost. But the bloomer girl is
what wins, no doubt. I say what advisedly, for a bloomer
bicycle question.

den,

ceases to deserve the soulful pronouns when she
dons unwomanly attire.
Have you heard in San Francisco of the legacy recently
bestowed upon Mrs. Frank Daniels, formerly Bessie Sanson? A kind uncle in England has left her fifteeu pounds
Daniels' play is
Is not that a windfall?
a week for life.
so successful at the Casino that his out of New York engagements were necessarily cancelled for many weeks.
The Casino management has just made an innovation in the
establishment of the Cabaret du Neant, an imitation of the
celebrated Parisian resort of the same name. It is a gruesome place, hung with black and adorned with skulls and
skeletons, and the convivially inclined dine from coffins held
up by trestles. This is all supposed to be very fin de siecle
and decadent, and the frequenters of the cafe are filled with
the belief that they are truly defiers of fate and masters

woman

of death.

The divine Sarah is here portraying the passion of Izeyl,
a Hindoo, and as India is about the only country spared
hitherto in the romantic drama, the play is attracting
great attention. Bernhardt has grown positively pretty,
and there is no longer any occasion for jest on the point of
her slenderness. for she is round and symmetrical.
New York surely offers everything just now, from grand
opera to variety shows. There is every sort of attraction
going on excepting a circus and an old-fashioned minstrel
show. It is warm weather, too. The days are bright and
sunny, and every one who would complain if it snowed complains now because it does not snow.
Your old California friend, Major Selover, has been very
much under the weather, and was confined for a few days
to his apartment in the Park Avenue Hotel. Mrs. Walter
Crosby, who has been at the Brunswick, is just about leaving for Washington, where she will spend the rest of the
winter.
Mr. and Mrs. Maxwell Scott Moore will sail on
the Campania on the first, and will go at once to Londonderry, their future home.
The news of the death of Page
Brown was a painful surprise here,
where he had many warm friends and
where his wife is widely known. Arthur Chalmers and Mrs. Chalmers,
who were a part of the San Rafael
colony for a few years, are
in

New

now

York. Mr. Chalmers

is

living

study-

ing medicine.

The death of good old Tom Maguire
has probably been wired to you, but I
do not know if the sad story has
reached you that he died in absolute
want. I am sure that there are hundreds of his old friends who would
gladly have helped him had they
known the truth, but unfortunately
these melancholy histories are rarely
known in time.
His spare figure,
with his kindly face, his white hair
and mustache, and his immaculately
neat attire, made him a noticeable
person in Broadway, and I believe he
will

be missed.

Harry Widmer's widow, formerly
Kate Mayhew, is to be benefited by a
performance at Daly's, for which
many prominent actors, actresses,
and musicians have offered their aid.

left her quite
without resources, and as she is a very popular woman
every one is glad to help her on.
Mrs. Willie Brown, as she must still be known, is at
Asheville, North Carolina, accompanied by her daughter
and her son. Miss Brown is to be married in June to Hugh
Fleming, of Erie, Penn., who is young, handsome and rich.
He is a Yale man, and was a classmate of Harry Hall, Miss
Brown's cousin, at Yale. Mrs. Brown will return to her
Madison Avenue home in May in time to make preparations for the wedding.
Mrs. George Crocker is making her presence felt gradually.
She has a beautiful home in West Fifty-fourth street,
where, she is at home on Tuesdays, when many carriages
She looks simply stunroll up to her distinguished door.
ning, and I cannot pay her a higher compliment than permitting myself to drop into slang. Slang, by the way, is
very much the fashion since the production of Mr. Townsend's "Chimmie Fadden," and even the daintiest lips now
find nothing shocking in saying "Wot t' ell."
It is a veritable revel for the school-boy and girl.
Mr. Townsend has
,

much to answer for.
New York, January

There was an informal meeting of the
Gold Mining Exchange on Wednesday
Mining Exchange. last, at which Walter F. Turnbull
presided.
After reports of progress
from the different departments, the following committees
were appointed: Executive Committee P. T. Dickenson
(Chairman), W. R. Smedberg, C. L. Hovey, Louis Glass,
J. H. Roberts; Finance Committee— E. C. Godfrey (Chairman), W. K. Flint, C. J. Shuster; Committee on Mines and
Mining John Daggett (Chairman), George R.Wells, J. R.
Wilbur, H. D. Ranlett, and B. F. Lacy.
The rooms of the
Exchange are being fitted up elaborately, and it is expected that, by the middle of next month, everything will
be ready to start up business in good shape.
The New Gold

—

—

STIRRED up

by attorneys, old pensioners could not
rest content, but put in pleas for increase.
Thus impelled the pension figure shot up to $106,493,890 in 1890,
$118,548,960 in 1891 and to $158,155,342 in 1893. The
maximum seemed thus to have been reached, for the pension outgo for the fiscal year ending with June, 1895, was
but $140,772,164.— February Scribner's.

«N import tax on

and a tax on exported gold of
ad valerem might equalize matters
and enable America to retain some of the precious metal
that she produces. Such a law would be quite as feasible
as some of the bills to which Congress has devoted so much
deliberation.
Truth.
silver

twenty per cent,

—

comes
There

Passe-Partout.
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to stay

more than one food which

will cause the body
to increase in weight.
free supply of sugar will do this
so will the starchy foods; cream, and some other fats.
But
to become fleshy, and yet remain in poor health, is not what
is

A

you want. Cod-liver oil increases the weight because it is a
fat-producing food.
But it does far more than this. It
alters, or changes, the processes of nutrition, restoring the
normal functions of the various organs and tissues.

of Cod-liver Oil with hypophosphites, is pure cod liver in a
digested condition. So that when a person gains in weight

from taking Scott's Emulsion, it is because of two things
First, the oil has acted as a fat-producing food and, second,
it has restored to the body
a healthy condition. Such an
improvement is permanent: it comes to stay.
jo cts. ana U a bottle.
SCOTT & BOWNE, Chemists, New York.
;
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The Mar* shone the whole twenty-four hours. The huts of
tony were buried under the snow, of which thick
whirlwinds tilled the air. The wind shook the huts to
their foundations.
Sometimes for days together the inmates of the different lints could hold no communication
with each other, though the huts were side by side. If
anyone went out he was seized by the wind and had to be
dragged back by means of ropes. In this darkness and
desolation the aurora borealis did much to entertain and
cheer them. It lasted sometimes for five days in succession, with spiendors of color it seems impossible to describe.
To enjoy the spectacle I used to remain for hours
in a hole in the snow, sheltered from the wind.
I have
never seen anything more terrible than a tempest during
the Polar Dight. Man feels himself over whelmed iu immensity. When there came a lull in the storm and men
ventured out. to breathe the air and purge their lungs of
the exhalations of the smoking lamps fed with seal oil.
Twilight appeared again in the middle of January, and on
the 20th the sun rose above the horizon, while the members
of the little colony stood in line facing it and fired a salute.
No one had died or been seriously ill, but all had the look
of corpses and were feeble as convalescents after a long
sickness.
Health returned with the appearance of the
sun."

WOMEN

IN

THE

WORKSHOP.

altogether too many of our commercial and industrial
INestablishments,
stores and factories, the men into whose
hands is given the power to employ and control girls are
not fit, from a moral standpoint, to herd swine. And yet
thousands of our young women are allowed to go from their
homes to work under the influence of these men and in the
atmosphere vitiated by them, says Edward W. Bok in
February Ladies' Home Journal. And why? Simply because it is considered more " respectable " to be employed
in an office, store or factory, than to be engaged in
domestic service. The very word "servant" has a taint
about it that the majority of young women dislike, and
from which they flee. But what else are they in business
There
establishments than servants, pure and simple?
can be no difference but an imaginary one. That is all.
Far less leniency is shown in our business houses to women
employees than is shown, as a rule, in our homes to
Mr. Bok further argues
domestic help infinitely less.
that if the mistress would seek to elevate domestic work,
to treat servants with greater consideration, and to have
the daughters of the family show some active interest and
participation in household work, better, more intelligent
and more reliable women would be attracted to the
kitchens of our homes, and the destructive rush of young
girls to work in stores, counting-houses and factories,
would be largely checked, and a modern evil to a great extent curtailed.

—

The Grand Canyon

—To

the East.
The "Santa Fe Route " Popular Overland Excursions to Chicago
and Eastern cities will leave every Wednesday. Manager in charge.
Through Palace and Upholstered Tourist Sleepers are run to Chicago
every day. This is the only Line by which the Grand Canyon of the
Send for illustrated book giving
Colorado River can be reached.
full particulars. C. H. Speers, A. G. P. A., 6i4 Market St., Chronicle
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ami an order of the Board or Directors, made
on the 9th day of November, I8P&, so many shares of ouch parcel or suob
stock as may be necessary will be sold at public auction, al theofnecot
the company, No 525 Commercial street. Sun Francisco, California, on
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18116,

hour of 12 oYloi-U M of said day. to pay said delinquent assessment
thereon, together with costs of advertising and expenses or sale.
SIMON, Secretary.
F.
Oftlce: 525 Commercial street. San Francisco, Cal.

at tiie
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ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
Crown

Point Gold and Sliver Mining Company.

Location of principal place of business— San Francisco, California. Loworks— Gold Hill. Storey county, Nevada.
Notice is hereby given that at a meeting of the Board of Directors, held
on the 16th aay of January, 1806. an assessment, No. 66, of 25 cents per
share, was levied on the capital stock of the corporation, payable immediately in United States gold coin to the Secretary, at the office of the
company, room 35, third floor Mills Building, northeast corner Montgomery
cation of

and Bush

streets,

San Francisco,

California.

Any stock upon which

this assessment shall remain unpaid on the
20th DAY OF FEBRUARY, 1896,
will be delinquent and advertised for sale at public auction, and unless
payment is made before will be sold on Thursday, the 12th day of March,
1896, to pay the delinquent assessment, together with costs of advertising
and expenses of sale. By order of the Board of Directors.

— Room 35, third floor. Mills

Office

and Busb streets,

JAMES NEWLANDS. Secretary.
Building, northeast corner Montgomery

S. F., Cal.

ANNUAL MEETING.
Holmes Mining Company.

The regular annual meeting of the stockholders of the Holmes Mining
Company will be held at the office of the company, room 79, Nevada Block,
Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal., on
TUESDAY, the 11th DAY OF FEBRUARY, 1896,

309

at the hour of 12 o'clock m., for the purpose of electing a Board of Directors to serve for the ensuing year, and the transaction of such other business as may come before the meeting. Transfer books will close on Saturday, February 8. at 12 o'clock m.
CHAS. E ELLIOT, Secretary.
Office Room 79, Nevada Block, 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco,
California.
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TO
EDITH:— The square-necked bodice the fashion
DEAR
very popular with young women who
now and

See
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are not quite certain of the softness and delicacy in one's
shoulders which the decollete round neck requires.
As for colors everything runs to greens, nowadays.
For boudoirs green decorations a la Pompadour are the
style, with soft green velvet carpets; emerald and bronze
in fact they run the entire gamut of green— serve for
picture frames and bric-a-brac.
The Paris Figaro in remarking of the perfect figure of
the beautiful Queen of Servia, and of her exquisite and
stately carriage of her head, attributes it to the fact that
Her Majesty has never used a pillow, and that she was
trained from girlhood to sleep upon a narrow, hard
mattress. This is a fad it would seem among European
monarchies. Queen Amelia, wife of Louis Philippe, had
the same notions. The late Prince Consort of England
In a fashionable female
underwent similar discipline.
seminary not far from New Haven, Conn., attended by a
number of our California girls, I am told that the old
fashioned " back-board " of our ancestresses is in full
sway. In other words, a young gentlewoman attending
this female place of learning is not permitted to acquire a
willowy stoop.
A sensible matron, the wife of a very wealthy merchant,
living in California street, not so very far from the Art
Gallery has, to my mind, a far wiser solution of the problem.
Every morning, the pretty little daughters go
through twenty minutes of Indian club swinging, and in
the evening before dinner, they carry, perched ou the
crown of the head a moderate weight just for ten minutes
only.
They have exquisite, graceful figures, and yet their
mamma says that she believes in letting her daughters
have luxurious beds and soft pillows, and that a comfortable sleep is as necessary, to beauty as exercise.
Fans continue to be tiny. The very latest are of white
gauze, shirred on each stick and showered with [gold
spangles. The little Josephine fans of kid or gauze have
dainty medallions painted ou them.
In gloves, the recent fashion has tended toward pure
white, or very light shades for all occasions
an expensive
custom for the ordinary purses. Gloves in delicate evening shades are fastened with buttons of Roman pearl.
Rose-colored pearls are used on flesh and pale pink opera
gloves.
The tops of the long wrinkled ball-gloves are
slashed at intervals and threaded with inch-wide ribbon
exactly the same shade tied in a knot on the outside of the
arm.
But for ordinary wear the brown English glove is considered to be in perfect taste.
It comes in the finest
Suede with heavy black points. For driving or coaching
at Burlingame or Del Monte, a pair of soft Suede gloves
lined with squirrel, which I saw the other day, must be
admirable.
Velvet and fur
is still
the popular combination.
Black Bear is especially in favor now and Blue Fox,
Marten, and Thibet are all the vogue also. Theatre wraps
of India shawls lined with white-angora are another
fashionable vogary.
Then there are many mixtures in
furs, such as ermine with seal, or seal with chinchilla,
chinchilla
with sable,
Thibet
and
Persian Lamb.
Thibet capes on a yoke of Persian Lamb are, in
fact, all the rage, and for evening wear, wraps are lined
with white Thibet, ermine, or white or gray fox.

Them.
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Endorsed by

W.

M. Searby, Ph.C.
0- F. Jones, Ph.C.
C. A. Clinton, M.D., exmember Board of Health.
G. W. Gerlach.Ph.G. M.D.
M. Logan, Ph.G. M.D.
Dr. Lichau,
Dr. Murphy, and others.

for

Samples of Creme de
Creme given away.

W

la

MME. M A RG HAND
Rooms
Send

30 to 41.

Ph.G.

Wm

at Me-

1895,

T. Wenzell.M.D.,

Ph M.

tifying the complexion.

chanics' Fair.
superior merit.

Los Angeles, Cal.

LA GREME.

DE,

and beau-

Awarded diploma

San Francisco.

First St.,

121

Hair and Com Ptexion Specialist,

Post St.

Tuber's entrance.

Telephone

1349.

for booklet.

Should have

Fashionable Modes, Well Fitting,

Perfect

Well

in

Workmanship and

Elegant Finish.
I furnish

these requisites.

Dressed
Mrs.

Woman

313

BRUSHES

fl.

J. Bradley,

Geary St

,

M ° dis,e

.

San Francisco.

For barbers, bakers, bootblacks, bath-houses, billiard tables, brewers, book-binders, candy-makers,
canners. dyers, Hour-mills, foundries, laundries,
paper-hangers, printers, painters, shoe factories,

stablemen, tar-roofers, tanners,

tailors, etc.

BUCHANAN
BRUSH MANUFACTURERS,

BROS.,

609 Sacramento

St., S.

F

Tel. 5610.

Belinda.

Removal Notice.
The

public has reason to be thankful for the access it has to fresh
sea water bathing in the center of the resident population of the city.
The Lurline baths, on the corner of Bush and Larkin streets, erected
and furnished by the Olympic Salt ^Yate^ Company, are the finest in
the State. The accommodations are perfect for hot and cold salt water
bathing in tubs or for those who prefer a swim.
Baths open for
early bathers at 6 o'clock a. m. Tickets— Plunge bath, in blocks of
50, at the rate of 5 for ifl.
Single tickets, plunge or tub, 30 cents,
or 4 for %h

TIREY
Has removed

his offices to

Georae

B. Merrill

Rooms

L.

FORD, Mtt'y-at-LaW,

156-157,

8th floor

CROCKER BUILDING

Has removed

Law

California Safe
833

Montgomery

St., S.

F.

his

offices to

Rooms

316

Deposit Building,

and

317,

Third Floor,

February

i,

SAN"

1896.

FRANCISCO XF.WS LKTTER.

THE
MOUNT

IS

w»Si

FOR 00

BARNES

Snore is a heavy built man of slow movement s,
whose personal appearance
»e of
bear,
also in charge of the astronomical department.
>!•• ting student Anjerry. the Professor said: "Thomas,
do you take any interest in the movements of the heavenly

PROF.

;i

g

-. professor.
bodied
I like
to look at the Btars
once in awhile." " Well, if you want to observe the movements of the Great Bear, come to my room to-night. I'll
be in." Texas Siftil
"Maria." said Boggles to his wife, with an idea of instructing her in political economy, "do you know what
"Jasper." said Mrs. Boggles, with
civil service is?
memory of recent contact with the cook, "there isn't
Monthly.
any." Illustrated
" Brows seems to be very excitable. I saw him chase
"Well, what of
his hat to-day down a crowded street."
that?" "If he'd only been cool and waited somebody would
have caught it, brushed it and brought it back to him."
Chicago Record.
Tue Hostess Oh, yes! Her people were as poor as
church mice; but since her marriage to wealthy John Gotmore she has it easy. The Visitor Easy ? I should say
Why, she hasn't a single thing to do all day but sit
so!
and worry. Puck.
Magistrate You must be subjected to a great many
temptations, you are before me so often. Prisoner Dat's
de fac'. boss. Dis here am de world of temptations and
But de trials hit me de hardest, boss. Hartford
trials.
Times.
"Colonel, what do you think of the theory that it is in" I don't see, sah,
jurious to drink water while eating? "
why it should not be as injurious then as at any other time,
sah." Cincinnati Enquirer.
The man who was looking at a house for rental asked
the pretty servant girl if she was to be let with the house.
"No, sir!" she replied. "If you please, I'm to be let
alone." N. Y. Vanity.
" Dearest Emma, will you be mine? " "Oh, this is so
"How long?"
unexpected you must give me time."
"Just a moment. Mamma is waiting in the next room."
Fliegende Blatter.
Timid Old Lady (watching the agitated water) Are
there ever any persons lost in this river, boatman? Ferryman Bless yer, no, ma'am; we alius finds 'em agin the
next day. Tit-Bits.
What
basket of patent medicine
Mr. Peoo Long
on earth you got 'em for? Mrs. Doser's Boy Mar's going to take 'em. She wants to git her pictur' in the papers.

—

ICYCLES

I

WHITER
RIMMED

,/

HOOKER & GO.
Drumm St,

16-18

_

'

\1

RETAIL STOftC:
1640 Market St

hummer,

I

1

Baa Francis, Cat.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—A

—

!

RESTAURANTS.
Academy Building, 383-884 Pino street.
ladies and families, private entrance. John Bergez, Proprietor.

Bergez's Restaurant,

Rooms for

Bay State Oyster House. 15 Stockton & 109 O'Farrell. N. M. Adler, Prop,
Montgomery-St. Coffee and Lunch House. Good coffee and fresh eggs
a specialty. Cream waffles. 426 Montgomery St. H. H HJUL, Prop.
Malson Tortoni, French Rotisserie, 111 O'Farrell street. Private dining
rooms and banquet hall. S. Coustantini, Proprietor.
Nevada Restaurant, 417 Pine st. Private rooms; meals 50c Lodpy Bros
Poodle Dog Restaurant, S. E. cor. Grant ave. and Bush st. Priwite
dining and banquet rooms, Tel. 429.
B Blanco & B. Bruno, Props.
"rops.
.

DENTISTS.
Dr. Thomas L. Hill,
OFFICE: Odd Fellows'
streets.

Office hours

Emperor William are relations,
"Yes; strained relaare they not?" asked Bloomfield.

"Queen

:

Bridges and teeth without plates.

1841

Polk street.

Dr. R. Cutlar, 818 Sutter street.

MEDICAL
Dr. R.

Elmer Bunker has removed

to 630 Sutter street.
Office Hours 1 to 3 and 6 :30 to 7 :30 P. M.
:

Dr. Hall, 14 McAllister St., near Jones.

Diseases of

women and

children.

POSTAGE STAMP DEALERS.
Hawaiian Stamps a specialty. MAKINS & CO 506 Market street.
Selections on approval; any place in world. W. F. GREANY, 827 Brannan
The W.

H. Hollls

Stamp

105 O'Farrell St., S. F.

Co., (Incorporated),

MERCHANT TAILORS.
&

Neuhaus
Co., 115 Kearny, up-stairs.
Suits to order $12 50.
coats, $10. Pants $4 and upwards. Samples by mail.
*S"A perfect fit guaranteed.

Over-

VOCAL CTJLTURB.
Miss Caroline Shlndler, Soprano. Vocal Culture. Hours, 1 to 3, 2416 Clay
Joseph Greven, Vocal Teacher, Neumann Piano Store, 82 Ninth St. S. F.
,

CANDIES.
leave the city without a box of

ROBERTS' Best,

Victoria and

—
—

tions," replied Bellefield. "

Pittsburg Chronicle-Telegraph.
hurrying home, having been notified of the arExtra " Sun," Mister? Briggs
rival of twins. Newsboy
(bitterly)
Yes; just my luck. Texas Sittings.
Pater This is an awful big bill for Turkish baths. Why
Daughter Where else can a
do you go there so often.
Truth.
girl go who has nothing to wear?
"I was so tipsy that when I met you and Jones together
"How did you
I couldn't tell you apart; that is, at first."
"Jones offered me a cigar." Truth.
at last ?"
Forward Watch Eight bells, and all's well. Seasick
Passenger He wouldn't say so if he knew how bad I feel.

Briggs

:

Building, southwest corner Seventh and Market
9 a. m. to 5 p. m.
Consultation Hours 4 to 5.

Dr. H. G. Young,

CANDIES.— Don't

—Truth.

AND PURCHASER'S GUIDE

CITY INDEX

is

—
—

ON WHEELS.

—

—

G.

—

&S.

AXLE.

GREASE.

HOME PRODUCTION.

—

G0BURN,

TEV1S & CO., 107 Front

—

—
—Tid-Bits.
Bennie —What's a conversationalist
a man that doesn't have to stop talking
got anything more to say. —Truth.
?

Jennie

— Oh,

Does your

it's

when he hasn't

Sir Edwin Arnold is going to Japan again for curios. He is a
great friend, by the way, of George T. Marsh & Co., who have such
a splendid collection under the Palace Hotel.

Root
We will

Need

Repair?

examine it without

cost,

and give

estimate for putting in good order, and
keeping it so for a term of years.

Paraffine Paint Co.

Kafte?;!™

1

'

St.

;

;

:

SAN FRANCISCO NEWS LETTER.
6
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i,

CO.,

SHIPPING AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
Fire

....

and

309 and 311 Sansome

Marine Insurance Agents,

St.

San Francisco, Ca

CORRESPONDENTS
INDIRECTION .-exchange.

FAIR are the
tion

Kare

is

is

and the children, but

fiowers

their subtle sugges.

FINDLAY, DURHAM & BRODIE
SIMPSON, MACKIRDY & CO
FUERST BROS. & CO

43

and 46 Tbreadneeale St., London
39 South Castle St.. Liverpool
2 and 4 Stone St., New York

fairer;

the rose burst of dawn, but the secret that clasps

INSURANCE.

it is

rarer;

Sweet the exultance of song, but the strain that precedes it is sweeter
And never was poem yet writ but the meaning outniastered the

AND INLAND INSURANCE.

FIRE, MARINE,

meter.

Never a daisy that grows, but a mystery guideth the growing;
Never a river that Hows, but a majesty scepters the flowing;
Never a Shakespeare that soared, but a stronger than he did enfold
him,
Nor ever a prophet foretells, but a mightier seer hath foretold him.
of the canvas that throbs the painter is hinted and hidden
Into the statue that breathes the soul of the sculptor is hidden
Under the joy that is felt lie the infinite issues of feeling
Crowning the glory revealed is the glory that crowns the revealing.

Back

Fireman's Fund
INSURANCE COMPANY. OF SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

;

;

Capital, $1,000,000.

Assets,

$3,000,000.

;

Great are the symbols of being, but that which is symboled is greater
Vast the create and beheld, but vaster the inward creator;
Back of the sound broods the silence, back of the gifts stand the
giving,

Back

of the

Space

is

of the

And up from

N. Y.
Surplus to Policy Holders,

THE AMERICAN

wooer

Surplus to Policy Holders, $697,627

the pits

is

PENNSYLVANIA FIRE

outdone by the doing

warm, but warmer the heart of the wooing;
where these shiver, and up from the heights

Assets

,098,77*

INS, CO.
Surplus

is

THE SVEA FIRE

CO.

INS.

Assets, $5,493,831
of life

is

OF PHILADELPHIA
to Policy Holders, $1,889,252

OF GOTHENBURG

Surplus to Policy Holders,

Pacific Department, 407-409

Montgomery

divine.

it.

hiluaro

in

Across the land

soft,
I

CO., Managers.

PALATINE
INSURANCE COMPANY

(Limited),

SOLID SECURITY.

blow sweet

OF MANCHESTER, ENGLAND.

OVER $9,000,000.00 RESOURCES

love.

CHAS.
Soft

6.

ihoiaharous journal.

Wind of the west,
Wind of the western plains,
Wind of the gray-girt hills,
Wind of the winding trailsBlow pure, blow

81,083,321

street,

BROWN, CRAIG

.CONCHA PASS.—john

$1,661,401

FIRE INS. CO. OF PHILADELPHIA

that receives thrill the sensitive nerves of receiving.

where those shine,
Twin voices and shadow'd swim starward, and the essence

IN

OF BROOKLYN,

CO.

INS.

Assets, $2,296,083

hand

as nothing to spirit, the deed

The heart

PHENIX
Assets, $5,783,243

LATON, Manager.

A.

439 California St., S. F.

the wind of the west,

is

And cool, and

drenched

FlBB INSURANCE.

In odors lily-sweet.
And soaked in wild perfume

Founded A.

That drips

From dew-drenched

INSURANCE COMPANY OF NORTH AMERICA.

Of roses as they sway,
To and fro,

Paid-up Capital
Net Surplus

In the soft embrace
Of the passionate
Wind of the west.

Wind
Wind

2,022,016

D.

BAILEY, General

of the
of the

wanton
winged

CONNECTICUT

FIRE

INSURANCE CO. OF HARTFORD.

Capital Paid Up
Assets
Surplus to Policy Holders

plains,
clouds,

11.000,000
192.001 69
1,506,409.41

3,

ROBERT DICKSON, Manager

BOYD & DICKSON,

of the grassy sea

Blow pure, blow soft, blow sweet
Across the Concha Pass,
And kiss the wild blooms

S. F.

Capital, 12,250.000

A PARTING.— MICHAEL

UNITED STATE

0RA1T0N.

Since there's no help, come, let us kiss and part,—
Nay, I have done, you get no more of me;
And I am glad, yea, glad with all my heart,
That thus so cleanly I myself can free:
Shake hands forever, cancel all our vows,
And when we meet at any time again,
Be it not seen in either of our brows
That we one jot of former love retain.
Now at the last gasp of love's latest breath,
When, his pulse failing, Passion speech less lies,
When Faith is kneeling by his bed of death,

And Innocence is closing up his eyes—
Now if thou would'st. when all have given him
to life thou might'st

him

401

.

Montgomery

Agents, 501 Montgomery

over,

yet recover!

St.

St.

AACHEN AND MUNICH FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
OF AIX LA 'CHAPELLE, GERMANY.
^Established

her grave.

From death

Agent,

412 California St., S. F.

of the west,

Within the Occident.

On

$3,(100,000

JAMES

of the wailing harps,
Of grass and grain,
Wind of odors subtly blent

Wind
Wind
Wind

D. 1792

lips

1825

Total Assets, $6,854,653 65

EPARTMMJT: 204 Sansome St., S. F.
VOSS, CONRAD & CO., General

PHOENIX ASSURANCE CO. OF LONDON

Managers.

Es "*>»*>»*

™-

NSURANCE CO. incorporated
BUTLER & HALDAN, General Agents,

PROVIDENCE-WASHINGTON

1799

413 California St., S. F.

BRITISH

AND FOREIGN MARINE INSURANCE

CO.,

LIMITED,

OF LIVERPOOL.
Capital

16,700,000

BALFOUR, GUTHRIE &

CO., Agents.

No. 316 California

St., S.

F

nary

SOUTHERN

I-RAXCISCO ni:\\s

1896.

i,

COMPANY.

PACIFIC

Train. Urat« *o4 are

WISE AND OTHERWISE.

SAN FRANCISCO AND NORTH PACIFIC
RAILWAY CO.

TmmoH

I>

mm

SAN FRANCISCO:

the

flgfal

wt dart

int.

by want (
Poverty i* the
i^

rmmcot

ISP

:

ISP

«

ISP
ISP

1

.-aodro

Haywards

at;. t

\Y..y

-..•

"a

lap

.

.

-

i'

i

.ndro.

Way

46A

10

San Lcamlro. HnywimU, N
San Loandro, HuvwaMs and Waj
Suttona
- iu Joso and Livermore.

tldOF

Stations.

Hay wards and

:

ive

:l.ir

16

45 P
6 :45 p

Ramon, Vallejo.
Napa. Calistoga, El Verano and
Santa Rosa
Esparto,
Woodland,
4:O0P Benicia.
Knight's Landing, Marysville,
Oroville, and Sacramento
4:30p Xiles. San Jose, Livermore and
Stockton
5:00 P Sao Leandro, Haywards and Way
Stations
Orleans

9

45A

10

7 15

P

8 45

P

New

Express, Fresno,
Bakerstield. Santa Barbara, Los
Angeles. Deming. El Paso, New
Orleans, and East
3:30 P Santa Fe Route, Atlantic Express,

Mojave and East
European mail, Opden and East
Haywards, Niles and San Jose.
for

.

.

..

I7:00p Vallejo
7:00

P

U'av

Stations
P Martinez. San

6:00 P
6:0U P

p

8 :t.iA

4^0 P San Lcandro, Haywards and Wuy

3:30p

16

V
tr

.

Puget Sound and East
San Leandro, Haywards and

Way

:

10 :45 a

-

Santa Cruz Division {Narrow Gauge).
i

streets).

a San Jose and way stations (New

8:15

Almaden Wednesdays only
A San Jose, Tres Pinos, Santa Cruz,
Pacific Grove, Paso Robles, San

1

:45

P

way

stations

7 :05

p

San Jose and way stations
5:00 p
Palo Alto and way stations
3:30 P
*2:30pSau Jose, GUroy, Tres Pinos,
Santa Cruz, Salinas, Monterey,
*10 :40 A
Pacific Grove
3:30 p San Jose and principal way sta10:40 A
11:45 A

tions

P San Jose and Way Stations
5:30p San Jose and way stations
6 :30 p San Jose and way stations
tl :45p San Jose and way stations
*4 :30

1

9:47
*8 :06

A

f? :45

p

CREEK ROUTE FERRY.
From San Francisco—Foot
(Slip

of

of

Broadway.

6:00,8:00, 10:00 A. M.; {12:00, *1:00, 12:00,
*3:00, J4:00 *5:00p. m.

A

p for Afternoon.
Sundays excepted.
fSaturdays only.
{Sundays only. ^Tuesdays and Saturdays.
ft Monday, Thursday, and Saturday nights only.
gSundays and Thursdays.
for Morning.

The Pacific Transfer Company will call for
and check baggage from hotels and residences.
Enquire of Ticket Agents for Time Cards and
other information.

power.

;.

Haodonald.
the ^trniiK-

Is

'ii

»:«,

B:I0,

n

;

is dissipation - Emerson.
hard for a haughty man ever to

Sun PranelBOO and Sclmetzcn Park,

The

B. V.

anil

those

we

No liberal man would impute a charge of
unsteadiness to another for having changed
opinion.— Cicero.
Sarcasm is the language of the devil; for
which reason I have long since as good as
renounced it.— Carlyle.
The sure way to miss success
the opportunity.— Chasles.

is

much

to miss

as

we

safely rule but he that hath
to
obey.
Thomas A.

—

Kempis.
ill

of themselves,

way

of

proving

do

how

modest and candid they are.— Anon.
Get together a hundred or two men, however sensible they may be, and you are very
likely to have a mob.— Johnson.
The contagion of crime is like that of the
plague. Criminals collected together corrupt
each other.

—Napoleon.

To-morrow
itself 's

too late

;

;

The child taught to believeany occurrence
a good or evil omen, or any day of the week
lucky, hath a wide inroad made upon the
soundness

of his

::«!

AM

7:40

p

understanding.— Watts.

Our own opinion of ourselves should be
lower than that formed by others, for we
have a better chance at our imperfections.
—Thomas A. Kempis.
We should be careful to deserve a good
reputation by doing well; and when that
care is once taken, not to be over anxious
about the success. Rochester.
Our real blessings often appear to us n the
shape of pains, losses and disappointments
but let us have patience and we soon sh:ill
se^ them in their proper figure.— Addisun.

Windsor,
Hcaldsburg,

AM

gjjOpJJI

7:40AM!
5:1Upm|
7:40am|
3:30pm|

""li£lS!*u?SBiJ»«»-

8:00AM

10 30am
7:30PM 6:15
pm

Guerneville
|

8:00AM
5:00pm
8:00am
5:00pm

1

1

j

Sonoma, 110:40am 8:50AM
Glen Ellen. 6:05pm 6:15pm
o„
h „„ f ._„, 110:40am 10;30AM
Sevastopol.
6;05pM 6:15 pm
I

1

|

|

TICKET OFFICE-350 Market
H.C.

St.,

WHITING,

R. X. RYAN,
Gen, Passenger Agent.

Gen. Manager.

PACIFIC

COAST STEAMSHIP CO.

Dispatch sleamors from San Francisco for
portsinAlaska.il a.m.; Jan. 15,30.
ForB. C. and Puget Sound ports, Jan. 5,10,
15. 20, 25. 30, and every 5th day thereafter.
For Eureka (Humboldt Bay), Steamer "Pomona." al 2p M.Jan 2 6,10, 14, 18, 32,26, 30 and every
fourth day thereafter
For Newport, Los Angeles and all way ports,
at 9 a.m. Jau.4, 8. 12, 16, 20, 24, 28, and every
fourth day thereafter.

For San Diego, stopping only at Port Harford,
Santa Barbara, Port Los Angeles, Redondo, (Los
Angeles) and Newport, Jan. 2, 0, 10, 14 18, 22, 26, 30,
and every fourth day thereafter, at U A. m.
ForEnsenada, San Jose del Cabo, Mazatlan,
La Paz. AltaLa, and Guaymas (Mexico), steamer
"Willamette Valley." 10 a.m., 25th of each month.
Ticket Office—Palace Hotel, No. 4 New

Montgomery

street.
10

Market

CO., Gen'l Agents,

street,

San Francisco.

r

OCEANIC STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
Coolgardie
(Freemantle)

Fob Japan and

S. S.

Coptic
Gaelic
Doric

connecting at

and

HONOLULU, APIA,
AUCKLAND, and SYDNEY,

For freight or passage apply at Company's
offloe, No. 425 Market street, corner First.
D. D.

STUBBS. Secretary.

S.

Feb. 6th,

.

Round Trip Tickets at Reduced Rates.

Australia,

For

Yokohama with

Tuesday. Jan. 28,1806
Saturday. February 15, 180ft
Thursday, March 5, 1800

(via Honolulu)..

gold-fields,

$220 first class, $110 steerage. Lowestrates to Capetown, S. Africa.
O. S. S. Co.'s steamers
sail:

BRAN-

NAN STREETS, at 3 p M, for YuKOHAMA
SHANGHAI.

CO.

China.

Steamers leave wharf at FIRST and
for

6:15pm

St., S. F.

OCCIDENTAL AND ORIENTAL

steamers

:30am

7:30pm

Geyservttle,

6:15pm
8!

No.

Bookbinder, Paper Ruler, Printi
and Blank Book Manufacturer.

HONGKONG,

6:15pm
HI

Stages connect at San Rafael for Bolinas.
Stages connect at Cloverdale for the Geysers.
Stages connect at Pieta for Highland Springs,
Kelsoyville, and Lakeport.
Stages connect at Ukiah for Vichy Springs,
Blue Lakes, Laurel Del Lake, Saratoga Springs,
Upper Lake, Booneville, Greenwood, Orr's Hot
Springs, Mendocino City, Fort Bragg, Usal,
Westport, Laytonville, Willitts, Capella, Porno,
Potter Valley, John Day's, Lierley's, Gravelly
Valley, Harris, Scotia, and Eureka.
Saturday- to-Monday Round Trip Tickets at reduced rates.
On Sundays, Round Trip Tickets to all points
beyond San Rafael at half rates.

BUSWELL,
Commercial

10:30AM

II

GOODALL, PERKINS &

516

05PM
pm

7:30

I

Fulton,

8:00am
.1

6

Santa Rosa.

Building.

the fool does say
the wise lived yester-

I will live,

— Martial.

P.

io:40am 8:S0ah

Novato,

5:10pm 5:0Opm
7:40

They who do speak

9:004 u

I'etaluma.
sutler

imona.

gladly

Arrive ins.

88, 1805.

Sunday, jrjj

same balance.—

as

KHecl

In

|

|Oot,

7:40a m

we do

injuries

are seldom weighed in the

learned

—

forin a fault,—

Bruyere.

fl.

trips nt 1:55

M; 1:40,8

i

10

bOdUle us above.

Market street

8).

*7:15, 9:00, and 11:00 A. M., \\ :00, *2:00, 13:00,
*4 :00, J5 :00 and *6 :0G P. M.

From Oakland—Foot

Urdaja— Kxlra

MDAY8

si

pleasure makes even

*8:48a
6 :35

!

EtAFABL TO SAN FRANl

rich'

i>

giveonewho has caught him

a

A

in. I M.

ll

h

Bojtler,

—

Luis Obispo, Guadalupe and prin-

r

ami Ihe

the one evil

to-day

and way stations
5 :50 P
*2:15p Newark, Centerville, San Jose,
New Almaden, Felton, Boulder
Creek, Santa Cruz, and principal
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has come well to the front this week, commencing with Miss Church's little dance on Monday
evening; then followed the Burton's leap year domino
party in the hop room of the Presidio, and George Newboth on Wednesday evening; the
Cotillion Club, on Thursday evening, and the fancy dress cotillion of the Entre
dinner and

cotillion,

Leap Year dance

of the

Alameda

Club, at

Maple

The week has been a tolerably gay
as an unmixed evil.
one, and the members think they will enjoy their assembly
after the six weeks of enforced quiet of Lent, much more
than they would now, and, besides, it will be a pleasure to
look forward to all that time.

A

Mr. Ed. Sheldon was the leader of the last Friday Fortnightly Club's cotillion, kindly coming to their assistance
when the illness of Mr. Grecnway prevented his keeping
that engagement. The next meeting of the club will be
their Leap Year dance, when Miss Alice Hobart will be
the leader of the cotillion, on the evening of St. Valentine's
Day, the 14th of February.

A

A

The old residence, 501 Harrison street, which has, in its
had many very pleasant gatherings within its walls,
was again, after a lapse of years, the scene of a charming
festivity, when Mr. and Mrs. V. T. Lawrence gave an "at
home" last Friday evening. Music, dancing, and a delicious
supper were the entertainment provided by them for a
large number of guests.
Mrs. James Otis's tea on Saturday was another reminiscence of old times, for, although
day,

is modern,
and that portion of the city
(Broadway) newer than the south end, there were many

the residence

ladies present

who belong

to the older period of social

life

San Francisco, and who are but seldom seen nowadays.
The Beaver tea the same afternoon was a largely attended
and pleasant affair, and so also was the third and final one
of Miss O'Connell's recitals at Mrs. Jewett's, and the novel
entertainment of Mesdames Tobin and Jarboe brought the
week to a most charming conclusion.
in

The large salon of the residence on Taylor street was
arranged as a beer hall, with innumerable small tables, at
which the guests were seated, and, while enjoying their
refreshments of beer, cheese, and pretzels, could also enjoy
the pretty tableaux which were given upon a stage across
the lower end of the room.
The " pretty waiter girls "
were all becomingly attired in peasant costume, and included the Misses Helen Smith, Jennie Blair, Minnie Houghton, Sallie Maynard, Jennie Catherwood, and Lizzie Carroll.
The Misses Flora Dean, Marian Wells, Helen Wagner, and
Gertrude Carroll were the flower girls; while Miss Laura
Bates provided the smokers with cigars and cigarettes.
There were fourteen living pictures shown, all of which
met with hearty and well-merited applause, after which

was dancing.
The rival cotillions, as society folk called the Newhall
and Burton dances, which came off on Wednesday evening,
were each successful in the different lines. Both aimed at
novelty (the fad of the hour).
Newhall's was on the pattern of the present New York style, a dinner-dance, and
Mr. George Newhall received able support from several
friends, who gave dinners at their respective homes before

began the cotillion led by Lieutenant Coffiu and Miss Burton.
The figures were principally of a military character
and the favors suggestive of the occasion, being dolls in
dominos, army buttons, silver sabres, and bows and arrows,
as surely many a shaft was sent forth and found a resting
place at this most delightful affair.
Little Miss Kathron
Burton and Miss Pearl Sabine distributed the favors, and
so happy were the guests it was nearing daylight when
final good-nights were said.
A brilliant and successful affair of the past week was
the Fancy Dress german given by the Entre Nous Cotillion
last evening at the Palace Hotel.
Three new and pretty
figures of the german were danced: Flags of all Nations
Lanterns,
and
Grecian Cross, and Parisian Star and Circle.
The costumes worn were both handsome and elaborate.
The following are names of participants and costumes:
Miss E. Cudworth, German Peasant; Miss Netta Creighton, Spanish Dancing Girl; Miss Eleanor Croudace, Night;
Miss Anna Papp, Queen Elizabeth; Miss Mae Ludlow,
Queen of Butterflies; Miss Maud Haas, Moorish Princess;
Miss Emma Prosek, Winter; Miss- Lotta Musto, Pierette;
Miss Ala Keenan, Spanish Priucess; Miss A. Cousin,
Morning Star; Miss Beatrice Hughes, Carmen; Miss Mae
Folsom, Bo Peep; Miss Mabel McFadden, Marie Antoinette
Miss Lauretta Cook, Night.
Mrs. George D.
D. Graham, Fishermaiden; and Mr. Marshall Borel Woodworth, Lord Chancellor; Mr. Wallace Alexander, Louis
XVI.; Robert Haight, Pasha; J. H. Wheeler, Matador; O. M. Howard, King Rex, March Gras; J. O. Gautuer, Romeo; Fred G. Gautuer, Hamlet; Clarence Musto,
Henry II.; Gaston Roussey, Matador; Edward J. Bigelow,
Henry VIII.; Wm. G. Barr, Egyptian King; Sanfbrd G.
Lewald, Don Caesar de Bazan. Led by Sanford G. Lewald,
those in the first set were: Mr. Henry Whitley, and Mrs.
Geo. D. Graham; Mr. A. H. Meussdorffer and Miss A.
Sbarboro; Mr. Fred G. Gautuer and Miss Emma Prosek;
Edward J. Bigelow and Miss E. Cudworth; Wm. F. Hooke
and Miss Mae Folsom; Mr. J. O. Gautuer and Miss Jessie
Lyon; Wm. G. Barr and Miss Mae Ludlow; Clarence
Musto and Miss A. Cousins; Geo. F. Heuer and Miss Beatrice Hughes; Sanford G. Lewald and Miss Gould.
In spite of the exceedingly wet weather that day,
Beethoven Hall held a large assemblage on Monday afternoon at the annual meeting of the Philomath Club, where
essays were read and songs were sung for their entertainment. In the evening there were numerous theatre parties at the California and the Columbia, followed by suppers.
To-day Mrs. Antoine Borel will give a tea at her
residence on Stockton street.
;

there

proceeding to the general n »,/, ivout. the Newhall residence
on Van Ness avenue, where the cotillion was danced, led
by the host alone.
The Monte Wilsons, Mayo Newhails.
Joe Crocketts, and Mrs. NewhaU? mire, were the dinner
givers, and the guests numbered nearly all the young married people of the swim, with a few of the older girls, the
beaux being of the "eligible " set. The cotillion was commenced immediately upon the assembling of the guests at
the Newhall residence, and was distinguished by the intro-

1896.

The Burton Leap Year cotillion partook largely of a
military flavor, being held in the hop room of the Presidio,
which was decorated with flags, crossed sabres, guns, etc.,
the music furnished by the regimental band, and the
beaux nearly all the young officers, who are so popular
with the girls. The young buds of the season were
ensconced in domino and mask, and much hilarity was the
result; many a wild guess being made as to who owned the
bright eyes so provokingly peering from the mask.
great deal of taste was displayed in the arrangement of
the flirtation corners, which were cozily furnished with
lounges, soft cushions, etc. and the lights being all covered
with red shades, gave a roseate hue to the scene, which
was very becoming.
favorite spot, evidently, from the
frequency of the visits paid there, was the brilliantly
lighted tent where punch was dispensed.
delicious supper was served at 12 o'clock, after which the young people

The postponement
Hall, last night.
of the final dance of the Friday Night Cotillion Club, which
was to have taken place last night, until the 17th of
April, while a disappointment to some, is not looked upon

Nous

i,

duction of new figures and costly favors, both importations
from Gotham for the affair, and at midnight a recherche
supper was served in the large upper room which is a
feature of the house. After supper the much feasted
guests again gave themselves up to the pleasures of the
dance, and it was long past midnight when adieus were
Five figures were danced in the cotillion: Double
said.
Circles, Military Flags, the Snake, The Musical Chair, and
The Surprise. The favors for each were statuettes, fiags,
helmets, bows and arrows, jeweled hearts, musical instruments of all kinds, including tiny pianos, work boxes, sewing machines, and pug dogs in bronze.
The genial host
was the recipient of hearty congratulations upon the
brilliancy of his entertainment, and the general comment
was that Greenway had better look to his laurels.

=~^
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the Christian Association Auditorium i>n
xlay evening waster the benefit of tl
3 troari..illy,
musically, and
ids "f the now
i>e given at Qolden Gate Hall on next Saturday
afternoon.
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from the Oelrichs
is not to receive a visit
the near future, as their Mends had hoped, as they sail
rope about the middle of March, anticipating an al>abroad of some duration. Mrs. I.oland Stanford is
coming, though, and will soon be here.
Mr. and Mrs. Dan
Murphy. Colonel.) G. C Lee, and Mr. and Mrs. Al. Bouvier have returned from tbeir Eastern visits, glad to be
here again. Mr. and Mrs.
Mackay are in New York.
having come to the United States with the remains of their
11.
Mrs. W. J. Younger is in Paris.
Dr. Younger
is in Chicago, but is not exported to arrive here until late
in

.1

in

w

February.

A most

entertaining concert was the farewell testimonial
tendered to Mr. C. T. Wendell, the tenor of the California
Quartette, at Odd Fellows' Hall, on Tuesday evening.
In
addition to solos, duos, and quartettes by the members of the
ladies
of
he Treble Clef Quartette,
California Quartette, the
John and Mme. Marquardt contributed to a bright and
Mr. Wendell has a clear ryric
interesting programme.
tenor of good quality, which, though not cultivated to any
irreat extent, he uses with admirable effect. Mrs. Beatrice
Priest-Fine's singing of Maseagni's " Ave Maria " was an
exceptionally enjoyable number.

Weddings are to be a leading feature in the social world
next week the Grant-Pond on Monday, the Goad-Hooker
But
on Wednesday, and the Jarboe-Bull on Thursday.

—

will be other festive affairs also, and first among
them comes the dance at Lunt's Hall on Tuesday evening,

there

when a Leap Year Cotillion will be given by a number of
young ladies who, as the hostesses of the affair, will conduct

it in

regular leap year fashion.

Mrs. and Miss Meyerdom and Mrs. John Corning of San
Francisco registered at the office of the Cairo Sphinx
Mrs. Corning, after spending a few weeks at
recently.
Shepheard's, left on January 31st for the Upper Nile in
order to compare the Egyptian sunshine with that of the
Golden Gate.
The grand ball of the Cercle Francais, which takes place
this Saturday evening, will be an event in the French colAs usual, this year the Union Square Hall will be
ony.
the scene of its annual elaborate festivities. The beautiful
club rooms will be thrown open for the guests.

have a visit from a scion of royalty
in the person of Prince Luigi, who comes hither on the
Italian frigate Colombo, and who will no doubt be feted by
his countrymen during his stay in San Francisco.
Recently announced engagements include those of Miss
Georgie Wightman to Douglas B. Crane; Miss Edith Connor to Rudolph Ver Mehr.
Mr. H. E. Huntington has gone East to assist at the
Huntington-Holladay nuptials next week.
Our losses include Miss Clara Huntington and Miss Joe
Blackmore, who left for the East last week.
Cream

of

Cooper &

to

creates spotless complexions. 60 cents,
Pacific Perfumery Company, San Franoisco.

Orange Blossoms,

druggists or by muil.

Co., art stationers

and heraldic engravers, 746 Market

musl
read that he had got Into a real Bgbt and
equilibrium In an encounter with an ei
It goes to Bhow thai it is one thing to light for
theatre
glory and fun according to the book of arithmteic, w
ou on. and another to know how to prac
the noble art of self-defense In case of a genuine
It
attack.
also Bhows thai Corbet! is as far a
siiilo
from being a gentleman, or he would not have
violated
the rules of the
theatre with his nasty
cigarette smoking, and that be is only a contemptHut why waste clean paper In an attempt
ible bully.
ass a Sloggerf
Be lias DOSed already too long
a- a gentleman, and. longing to prove that no brute is
more brutal than he can Be, he is waiting to defend himself
against the victor of the approaching light in Mexico.
If
Heaven is good to him it will prick bis vanity, and, after
liis next encounter, will
inscribe Ins name among the inglorious Have Beans.
lost hi-

A GENTLEMAN

of considerable color entered a barber
shop the other day for the purpose of getting it in the
locality contiguous to the neck.
He was a Spaniard, next
The barber mistook him for 11 negro, and reto the sun.
him
fused to tackle
upon the ground that he handled scissors and not sheep-shears.
The Spaniard immediately
grew wild, if not a little woolly to speak figuratively.
Now the unshaved has brought a damage suit for $25,000.
If he will go to the barber for a shave now it is probable
that he would learn something new about the dullness of
that tool which often makes a rough man look smooth.
This occurred in Southern California, where occurrences

—

are quite frequent.

St.

S.F

_

leads
sweetest and most
path
THE
through the avenues
science and learning; and whoinoffensive

of life

of

ever can either remove any obstruction in this way, or
open up any new prospect, ought, so far, to be esteemed a
benefactor to mankind. Hume.

—

Alameda
THE
them
men

girls

kiss

who have sworn not to let young
the young women, are

before they,

married, would do well to extend the. oath a

young men from kissing them after

hibit

A week from next Monday, February 10th, at noon, will
occur the wedding of Miss Grove Crittenden and Mr. C.
A. Windels, at Brighthurst, Ross Valley, the residence of
Mrs. George E. Butler. The lady is descended from one
of our oldest Kentucky families, and her grandfather was
Mr. Windels
the celebrated lawyer, A. P. Crittenden.
has been connected with the house of Geo. C. Shreve &
Right
Co. for many years, and is universally popular.
Rev. Bishop Nichols will conduct the ceremony.

Next week we are

25

and pro-

little

their marriage.

Rudolph Herold Jr., met with a serious accident
MRS.
on Saturday last which will confine her to the house
for several weeks.

There is no place better known or more popular than the Original
Swain's Bakery, 213 Sutter street. It stands without a rival and has
stood the test for years. The most delicious meals are served by
gentlemanly attendants, and the management takes pride in having
everything orderly. It is just the place for business men and ladies
out shopping to lunch.

The Langtiam Bar and Gate.
CHENOWETH & WXLMOT

will be pleased to see you and
your friends at the grand opening of this elegant saloon,

149 ELLIS ST., Corner Mason,
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HOW THE

BUY

BRITISHERS

LONDON

perty and make a report on it; you will know then what
you are buying.' A company was organized, an expert
examined the property and reported favorably, and a
meeting was held to discuss terms.
" 'Now, Major,' said the spokesman, 'wehave found that
What is your
the property may be worth something.
'Two hundred and fifty thousand' I said. 'That
price?'
We expected to pay
is more than we expected to pay.
about two hundred. There is not much difference between
two hundred and two hundred and fifty. If you drop the
I had expected to get about one
fifty, we will take it.'
hundred thousand dollars for the property; so with a show
When the
of reluctance, I agreed to accept the offer.
papers were made out. I was surprised to learn that they
were talking about pounds, and I about dollars; but I was
careful not to let my surprise leak, and that way I got one
million dollars for the mine.''

remarkable that Barnato
capacious pockets?

Under
et

al.

these conditions,

is

have well lined their

Region. —
SN Odorless
" Great American

In that country once

known

accusation
being intollerant which
charged by
THE
some American papers against the Germans because
is

the latter refuse to give a place to the Heine memorial,
causes amusement among the Teutons. The Volk, Berlin,
says that nobody denies Heine's poetic talent; nor is there
any animosity against him because he was a Jew but he
threw mud at his country and his people, and the French
archives prove that he was secretly paid to do so.
One
may just as well otter the Greeks a statue in honor of
Ephiultes, as the Germans a memorial of Heine.
;

epistle,

which

in

the

as much information as
can now be condensed into a sheet of notepaper.
Such
letters were neither heavy nor bulky, and could be
carried
in the turban or in the folds of the shirt bosom,
just as
easy as paper letters are now so carried, with the additional advantage that they were imperishable, as is
witnessed by the fact that they are now being read three
thousand five hundred years after they were written.
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THE ANGLO-CALIFORNIAN BANK, LIMITED.

Saint Augustine! well hast thou said,
That of our vices we can frame

A
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Capital Paid Up,

SAN FRANCISCO SAVINGS UNION.
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Palestine one could pen a brick
INspace
of a few inches contained
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BANK OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.

as

Desert," embracing a portion
of Texas and Arizona, there are no odors.
There luscious
grapes and many other fruits grow, especially near the
cross-timber country, but there is no perfume; wild flowers
have no smell, and carcasses of dead animals, which in dry
seasons are very plentiful, emit no odor.
It was always
supposed to be a treeless plain, upon which no plant could
grow or breathing thing could live, but a large part of it
is now successfully cultivated, and but for the rarity of the
atmosphere, causing the peculiarity named, ar.d the
mirages, which are even more perfect' than in the Desert
of Sahara, no one would look upon it as a barren country
now. Another singular feature common to the desert land
is that objects at a great distance appear greatly magnified.
A few scraggy mesqulte bushes will look like a
noble forest.
Stakes driven into the ground will seem like
telegraph poles. Cincinnati Enquirer.
the

of
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BANKING.

MINES.

" Society " tells the following story, which
illustrates how the British brother buys mines:
According to Frank M'Laughlin, or Major M'Laughlin,
as he is called at home, it is the easiest thing on earth to
sell a mine in London for almost any price, providing you
have anything to show an expert. The Major has been
narrating to his friends in San Francisco the result of his
trip to London, undertaken for the purpose of disposing of
some mining property. "Of course, the first thing I had
Then
to do was to let capital know what I was there for.
when enquiries commenced, I simply said, 'Gentlemen, I
sell.
If
you
mean
business
and
property
to
have mining
want to buy, send your expert out to examine the pro-
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have never met with a perfect instance of such friendthough 1 have seen very many attempts at it. The
nearest approach to it I have observed between men and
women who have known each other all their day.-, whose
families have been on terms of close intimaev for years.
and who feel almost like brother- and sisters, though bound
by no tie of blood. There is no doubt that the relations
between the sexes have of late years undergone a considerable change, and this is largely owing to the greater
freedom accorded to women, who now work side by side
with their brothers in almost every field of labor. And
out of this greater freedom of action and life has arisen a
comradeship which is helpful and stimulating in many ways.
But this is a kind of general principle, and when we come
to closer quarters, that is. to an intimate friendship between a man or woman, married or unmarried, complications are very apt to arise.
Friendship implies a good deal. It is not a mere acquaintanceship, characterized by a casual interest in the
affairs of another, but an intimate relationship, which concerns itself affectionately and constantly with the joys,
anxieties, and sorrows of another.
It also implies a good
deal of personal intercourse at some period, though separation may necessitate that intercourse being continued
through the medium of letters. It is exacting and apt to
be jealous and exclusive in the ordinary human breast. I
am speaking, of course, of the average type of man and
woman, very faulty and very human, yet lovable withal.
The few paragons who inhabit this earth must necessarily
be judged from a different standpoint. Then we have nature to reckon with, and in all my experience and observation of men and things I have never seen a case of socalled Platonic friendship which did not come to some isI
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be arraigned for it by
well-nigh, if not utterly,
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a host of opponents, that I think it
impossible for an average man and woman, unmarried and
otherwise unattached, to continue the intimacy involved
in the word friendship for any length of time without a
change coming over the spirit of their dream.
Unfortunately it is too often the case that in only one awakens the
desire for that nearer relationship which in the perfect
marriage, still possible to the few, gives to friendship its
crown. Once awakened, this desire obviously makes the
friendship impossible of continuance; its very intimacy is a
source of torture, its sympathy and union of taste a mockery.
I am of course writing of Platonic friendship as seriously as I would of any other friendship.
It has many
counterfeits, and some fondly imagine that they are set
apart from their fellows by a unique relationship which has
nothing at all to distinguish it from ordinary acquaintanceship.
I am far from saying that friendship between men
and women does not and cannot exist. This would be absurd and untrue. In every walk of life such friendships
are to be found; helpful, stimulating, and soul-comforting
they are. But I do not hesitate to say that Platonic
friendship, involving that close, dear, and constant intercourse which makes all true friendship so sweet and satisfying, is a relationship fraught with danger to the peace
of mind of the men and women who essay it.
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wealth may be restored by industry, the wreck of
LOST
health regained by temperance, forgotten knowledge
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restored by study, alienated friendship smoothed into forgetf ulness even forfeited reputation won by penitence and
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But who ever looked upon his vanished hours,
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effaced from heaven's record the fearful blot of wasted
time.
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Both comfort and health may be secured by the wise selection of
underwear, and the splendid stock carried by John W. Carmany,
25 Kearny street, affords every opportunity for a wise choice.
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THE INDIGNANT SPEOTRE.
By Stuart W. Booth.

NOT
indignation could
word could

—

utter riot a particle of its intense
manifest. It was merely a spectre,
which hovers around
if such is the proper name for that
after that which is material has turned to dust.
The fact that the spectre while in the flesh had been abnormally inspired with its own importance did not have a
tendency to make it, now that it was no longer a thing-,
It was simply an indignant specpatient or philosophical.
tre, and lil<e most of its kind was unable to proclaim its
presence.
a

it

it

private room of a lawyer's office.
will of a dead millionaire.
Each
lace expressed jubilation, and there was in each eye a look
with
coupled
suggestion
of
individual
a
of mutual distrust,
As one of them read the document it
self-confidence.
mightily.
them
please
seemed to
The customary "In the name of God, Amen," only
caused a slight, derisive laugh, but as the various clauses
were read the interest increased. To the ordinary mortal
the will would have appeared an ordinary one, but to that
In fact, they
little coterie it appeared extraordinary.
So it
thought it was a very clever piece of work.
was. from a criminal point of view, and each had contributed in some degree to what they were pleased to call their
Six

men

sat in the

They were discussing the

success.

Of that six, four were heirs and two were lawyers and
by substituting certain clauses for others, and by obtaining
the signature of the millionaire to a duplicate copy, they
had secured his thousands for themselves and to the legal

many others, whose rights, except for the
When the readingwould have been indisputable.
was concluded they congratulated each other and sent the
office boy for a couple of bottles of champagne.
"So the old fool got badly left," said the nephew.
" Qm!" came from five pairs of closed lips.
But though it
And the spectre saw and heard it all.
could not speak, it was conscious of a desire to say something, and that something was this:
"This is the end for which I worked, for which I saved.
These are the nephews, the 'dear good boys,' who were so
"
I would to God
solicitous of their uncle's welfare.
But the spectral arm was powerless toexpressits wrath.
Was it for this I turned a deaf ear to the voice of char"
ity
aye, and the voice of conscience? Was it for this
but the train of thought broke up at this point, and followed a dozen different trails. Wrecked homes, foreclosed
mortgages, graves, orphans, passed in review and the
spectre writhed. How he longed to kick over the champagne bought with money that was once his— but a foot
of air is harmless to injure anything so real as champagne.
" Not a tear have I seen since my departure nothing
If I could
but gloating over the fact that I was duped.
exclusion of
will,

•

—

—

—

—"

but it couldn't.
only
" Here's to the old man's ashes." he heard, followed by
the tinkling of glasses.
" May they rest in peace"
some more tinkling.
- While we spend his coin"
yet more tinkling.
It had the same effect on it
All this the spectre heard.
as had the old method of torturing by inserting a red-hot
iron into the bowels through a horn tube, to avoid all evidence of the crime.
It tried to make itself heard, but the immaterial lips,
though they tried hard to move, were dumb. For half an
hour the indignant spectre attempted to impress upon the
company the fact of its presence. Finally, crazed with
anger and mortification of mind, or that which is akin to it
in spectredom, and furious at the fact that, though -conscious, it was simply nothing, the spectre wafted itself to
another scene. If it didn't waft itself there, it got there

—
—

somehow.

room in one corner of a flat sat a middle-aged
She was industriously sewing, the while humming
Over the mantel was
to herself some well-known ballad.
a picture of a comparatively young man that had been in
In a

little

woman.
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her possession nearly twenty years.
She had not seen
that face in life for a long time, but her whole existence
had once been centered in its owner. After he had ceased
to care for her and had thrown her, as a toy, aside, she
withdrew from the world and nursed her grief and shame
in obscurity.
Treasured in her memory was another picture, that of a babe whose little face, though it saw not a
whole year of life, bore a strong resemblance to the face
over the mantel.
While engaged with her work the spectre realized that
it was in the room watching her.
Could it have been seen,
it would have been noticed that the face of the spectre was
that of the picture on the wall.
Suddenly the singing ceased. The work dropped from
the seamstress's hands.
She looked over the mantel and
her eyes dimmed with tears.
Not for many years had
memory been so active or so cruel.
A scrap of newspaper lay on the floor. She picked it
up and proceeded to wrap it around some dress goods. As
she did so. her eye caught a familiar name among the death
notices.
She turned ashy pale. It was his name.
Going to the mantel she took down the picture, pressed
it to her lips, and sitting down at the table,
allowed her
head to fall on her hands, while she bathed the portrait
with her tears.
And of all this the spectre was conscious. Pity, sympathy and love were revived.
The space of a score of years
was bridged over. It longed to once more clasp the woman
who had never ceased to love him, but he was a spectre,
and spectres cannot repair wrongs.
As it noted the anguish of that true heart, the spectre
suffered the torments of hell; nay, more, it was in a hell
the torments of which even the imagination of Dante or

—

Milton failed to depict.
For the first time it realized the truth. How much more
precious appeared that lonely woman, the emblem of fidelity, than all the lucre for love of which she had been discarded, fearing lest his so-called friends would chide him
with a plebeian alliance.
Racked with remorse and grief, it longed to kneel before
her and plead for that most comforting of all human
solaces forgiveness.
But spectres have no power to
kneel or plead, and this knowledge added to its torment.
It could only realize and suffer but could uot relieve itself
or be relieved.
But it was conscious of an agony that was
gradually increasing. Oh, how it longed to groan!
The sobs of the poor woman came slower and slower.
She raised her head. Her face wore a look of determination.
She went to a cupboard and took out a small vial.
The spectre realized that she placed it by the side of the
sewing-machine nearest the lounge. Then she stood facing
that picture over the mantel and gazed at it for what
seemed to the spectre an hour, but which was less than a
minute. Opening a bureau drawer she lifted a little baby's
cape.
tear fell on it, and after folding it neatly, she replaced it and knelt by the lounge.
The spectre was conscious of what she was about to do.
burning desire to snatch that vial from where she
placed it, ere she rose, consumed the millionaire's shadow.
Could it have done so remorse would not have been so
bitter, but
spectres can't snatch.
Slowly, and with a peaceful expression on her flushed
face, she arose from her knees.
Taking the vial from off
of the sewing-machine she glanced once more at the
picture on the wall and lay down.
She took a deep
draught of the contents of the vial.
little later bottle
and stopper fell from her hand. Her breathing became
heavier and slower. After a few minutes a deep groan
issued from her lips and the millionaire's victim was beyond the reach of faithlessness and torment.
At the same time the spectre's hell became tenfold
more intense than it had ever been before.

—

A

A

—

A

The breadth and generosity of the people of California account
largely for their readiness always to help those in distress. It is a
significant fact that the generous, warm-blooded gentlemen who are
accustomed to the use of the J. F. Cutter.Whiskey are those who generally are foremost in kindly deeds and acts of public enterprise.
Hence it may be observed that the better class of men-about-town
are sure to call fcr J. F. Cutter whiskey, and that they are never content with the assurance that something else which is offered them is
"equally as good " or "costing much more." They know the J. F.
Cutter by long experience, and will be satisfied with nothing else.
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monopoly privileges" of the company, is past finding out.
' is on the same, basis respecting rights of
The ei
way as is any other of its kind in the State, and has no
roads which it docs not use.
The real obstacle to the construction of more railroads
California is not any existing
in Northern and Central
monopoly of privileges, but the rabid anti-railroad sentiwhich the greater part of the daily press has been
There has never been such
at constant, pains to cultivate.
anti-railroad agitation in Southern California, and, as a
State is gridironed with railways. Dew roads and fresh extensions are constantly being
constructed, and the country has made astonishing proAll this has been accomplished with precisely the
gress.
same rates of freight and fare as are charged in the
northern division of the State, though here there is no
overland competitor of the Southern Pacific. The wide
awake and enterprising people of Southern California, and
result, that section of the

particularly those
to-day, are nearly

who have made Los Angeles what

it is

from the East, and largely from
New England. They were familiar in their old homes with
the railroad charges and the transportation service
rendered in populous States, where railroad competition
has for a generation or more been close and keen. But
these people have never been found arrayed against either
On the contrary,
the Southern Pacific or the Sante Fc.
they have at all times manifested a fair and liberal spirit
all

They have, of course,
railway competition not in the cutting of
for rates have been steadily maintained— but in the
incidental advertising of the attractions of Southern
California, resulting from the rivalry of the transportaNeither of the two great
tion companies for business.
corporations has suffered by the enterprise of the other,
but together they have worked to build up and develop
the country. And the same, spirit of friendliness shown by
the people to the overland roads has encouraged the construction of a considerable number of local roads, which
have likewise aided in the general development and prosin

their relations with the carriers.

—

by

profited
.

Our San Francisco and Northern California antirailroad howlers might have their eyes opened, if that be
possible, by a visit to Southern California and a study of
the marvelous growth and improvement there attained,
largely if not chiefly through the efforts of railroad
It is self-evident that without railroads Southbuilders.
ern California would be nothing. And it is equ illy clear
that a narrow and hostile spirit, exhibited by the people
of that section towards railroad builders, would have
arrested in its incipienev the development of the country,
perity.

and

of its

towns and

cities.

A

Pill has lately been introduced in the
Senate, the tenor of which is that in the
courts of the District of Columbia no
physician shall be allowed to disclose any information he
may have, or learn, regarding his patient while attending
him in a professional capacity. Provision is, however, made
that the above shall not apply to evidence necessary in
criminal cases where the disclosure maybe in the interests
This is only right and just. The relations
of justice.
between doctor and patient must be protected to the utmost iu the interests of both health and morality. To
establish any sort of confidential relations between the
two parties it is necessary tor the patient to feel that
there will never be any abuse of the confidences he places
in his medical advisor.
Ever since the science of medicine
arose from the stage of black magic it has been, undertrictesl
ecrecy should exist between the
stood thai bhi
one who gives advice and him who asks it, and that no inLive persons should ever benefit by others' maladies.
It is absolutely necessary for the patient to know that
nothing concerning his individual case will ever be divulged
The secrets
before ne feels like seeking medical advice.
that go tn the doctor's ears should be as sacred as those
that go in the oar- ill the lawyers and the priest.
As the
latter is supposed to learn the defects of the soul, so the
doctor becomes acquainted with the failings of the body
and he demands, before hi con effect a cure, that one tells
all one knows concerning tin case and the causes that led

Professional
Secrecy.

up to
To do
it

this

bates oftentimes confidences which the

February
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patient would sooner have unrevealed; and when there
arises in his mind the possibility that his physician may
mention his case and, unwittingly, his name, either to
some brother doctor or to a disheartened patient, his unThe result is that the
willingness to speak out increases.
doctor does not get to hear the full particulars of the case
and the patient either dies or is dismissed, as incurable.
Many physicians will probably take umbrage at our words
and say that they are uncalled for. But we reiterate that
the sacred nature of professional confidences is much
Members of the medical profession
overlooked to-day.
should be among the first to see that a change be brought
about in these conditions. From the day on that a young
man first enters a medical college be should be taught that
in his work, more than in any other, silence is golden.
Then, when he enters into practice for himself his patieuts
will intuitively feel that confidence in him will not be misBut for those gentlemen who take pleasure in replaced.
vealing the secrets that come to their knowledge, we recommend that they be summarily dismissed from a profession which by their methods they bring into disrepute.
is a volume of gratifying meaning
the bids just made for United States
bonds.
That the amount required,
namely $100,000,000 in gold, should have been bid for five
and a half times over, is the most exhilarating piece of
news that has come over the wires since the beginning of
Those who can read it aright may well
the panic of '93.
take heart of grace, and go on their way rejoicing that
The cheerful alacrity with
the country is itself again.
which people in almost every State in the Union were prepared to promptly furnish the enormous sum total in gold
of $560,000,000, shows (1) that there is abundance of the
yellow metal in the country, and (2) that there is every
confidence in the Government and in its ability and honest
Such an exhibition of
intent to repay it in kind.
confidence at home was the very thing most needed. It
will promptly re-establish our credit abroad, cause all the
gold that has left the country to come back again, induce
new and vast investments in our industrial enterprises,
and, in a marvelously brief period, will give us prosperity
throughout all our borders. We say that there was need for
just such an exhibition.
It was called for to silence the
croakers and prophets of evil omen. The fiddling whilst
Rome, so to speak, was in danger, has been in the highest
degree discreditable to Congress. If that body were in
the pay of the country's enemies, it could hardly have done
more to weaken the national credit than it has done. The
financial sharps of Wall street have also been no small
factors in the same behalf.
The idea was industriously
promulgated that the country was bent upon going to a
silver basis, which meant fifty cents on the dollar in payment of all debts, public and private. To that there is
now the best of all answers. The people are the answerers
and their gold is the conclusive reply. They would not
lend it unless they intended to see well to it that the Government repays it in kind. With a large amount of the
Government's bonds held at home, honest repayment is
assured.
That means confidence all around, and restored
prosperity.
It is a happy consummation.

The Cheeriest
Sign Yet.

Ambassador

There
in

The report that Ambassador Bayard had

sent his resignation to Washington, conditioned on the action of Congress regarding his recent tariff speech, may or may
not be true.
But there need be no surprise should he
actually resign in case the House of Representatives passes
Under the circumthe proposed resolution of censure.
stances, that would be a dignified and becoming thing to
An ambassador insulted in such fashion, by the
do.
Bayard's
Resignation,

1

Government, would be amply justified
is
to be hoped that a narrow
partisanship will not carry the Republican majority of the
House into so gross an outrage of good taste and propriety.
It is true that Mr. Bayard's criticisms of the
Republican tariff policy were exceedingly indiscreet. But,
popular branch of
in

resigning.

his

But

it

he was expressing only his personal opinion on a
political economy.
It was the truth of his
strictures, rather than his indiscretion as a diplomat, that
has provoked the ire of the Republicans.
after

all,

matter

of

1

8^6.
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means so bad as the pessimists would have the peopli
There are judges whose loose tongues discredit the
judiciary quite a- mui h OS tl
ma) failures of justice
in those high tribunals where trial- of capital offl
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are reviewed.
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The handful

of good |
thisorgani
excellent purpose in view, which Is the extricaif municipal government from
party politics.
But it
ppear that they arc likely to accomplish their
by moan- of setting up an independent ticket.
•ment has not been educated to the point of
supporting Buch a movement. The voters, or at least the
majority of them, must t>e thoroughly Convinced of the
hi

hoping for good city government, under a
system of parcelling out the spoils, before the
non-partisan idea can liud successful expression in the
futility of
-

in

election of a distinctly non-partisan ticket. In fact, at the
last election what the so-called Non-Partisan organization
in reality d'd was to sot a bi-partisan ticket before the
It -elected candidates from the nominations made
public.

by the regular political organizations, and these it placed
on its ticket. But the returns showed that the organization controlled very few votes.
It looks as though the
good citizens who lead this faithful band had begun at the
wrong end of the reform they desire to accomplish. They
would do better to maintain a permanent club or association, designed to advocate at all times the ideas of civil
service reform and the complete separation of city government from politics. By dint of speeches and contributions
to newspapers and other publications, the circulation of
pamphlets, and in other ways, the non-partisan idea could
be gradually made popular, and ultimately could be strong
enough to cope with the force of political parties. Moreover, to be victorious in a campaign for votes, a nonpartisan movement should not be engineered by a coterie or
cabal, such as that which Magee and Menzies have headed,
but should be thoroughly representative of the popular
voice.
No organization can be popular which is composed
of a comparatively few individuals, selected by a number
of gentlemen meeting in a private office.
It must be open
to all sympathizers, and must select its nominees from
without the ranks of professional politicians.

:

daily new-paper- and the
ministers, the next generation Of criininals is likely to be of ext raordinary liumTlic former print all the edifying details of crime-, leaving out QO Interesting event,
until all the little future criminals conclude that if the
criminal was bad. vet be was bold and heroic and smart,
and that is some palliation, and lake- away from the
badness of the deed. Then Hie ministers get around the
criminal and convert him to religion, so that, however bad
he has beeu here, he is told that he is sure of getting into
good compauy hereafter if he repents, which of course he
immediately proceeds to do. No more glaring case of the
contemptible methods of both need be cited than that of
Lloyd Montgomery, a boy who had murdered both his
parents and a third person, who was tried and sentenced
to the gallows, then had the usual religious experience, and
whose expectations of what was going to happen to him,
after he should be hung, was recently printed and expanded in the dailies for the world to read. He was sorry
and he was going to heaven, and he was going to meet
If there is any use in threatening
his mother and father.
hell to sinners, there is no use in letting people fancy that

Between the

Newspapers,

Preachers,
and Criminals,

—

there

is

such an easy

way

of

escaping the punishment.

newspapers to make heroes of criminals,
and the ministers to promise heaven to murderers, there
is going to be very little use in having laws against com-

With the

daily

miting crimes.

to score the Appellate courts for granting new trials and
setting aside convictions, on purely technical grounds. No

Dille has broken out against the
gambling. He expects at this late
day and in this place to keep people from
State Fair,
betting on horse races at the State Fair,
He has begun his miswhich is held in Sacramento.
sionary work a little late. It is not election time. The
State Fair is a sample of the moral status of the people of
the State. It never was much more than a series of races.
If you don't want people to bet on horses, Brother Dille,
in the first place abolish the State Fair. That means sending gentlemen, and not gamblers and loafers, to the LegisThat means sending
lature to make laws for the State.
the whole moral character of the community to the laundry
to get whitened, and straightened out, and stiffened, and
You see, Brother Dille, that in undertaking the
polished.
job you have probably bitten off more than you can chew.

doubt there is more or less abuse of technicalities in the
courts, and that the law's delays and niceties are often
successfully invoked to defeat the ends of justice.
But
Judge Parker seems to have greatly overstated the
causes for dissatisfaction. It would be interesting to
learn on what authority the alleged statistics of crime are
given, and what the compiler regarded as "murder." If
there is any safer or better way to determine, other than
by the verdict of a jury, whether or not a given case of
homicide is murder, it has not yet been unfolded. Can any
sensible person believe that the number of convicted murderers legally punished, by imprisonment or hanging, is in
no greater proportion than as one to sixty? The statement is on its face absurd and ridiculous. There would be
absolutely no security for life in the United States were
the Judge's iigures correct. Sensational statements of
this sort commonly originated with the newspapers. And,
if there is any arithmetical basis for them at all, every
charge of murder is probably reckoned as an actual offense
of the kind.
In this sort of compilation, a conviction of
manslaughter, where murder has been charged, is very

Duuraven has been to this country
twice and has gone off in a huff twice.
His friends are more discreet than he, for they
and
rub him the right way, and srmoth him down,
him within bounds, but he won't
keep
to
try
beaten
was
have it. He was beaten in the yacht race. He
the Defender. All the
in his charges against the owners of
English newspapers speak kindly of the way he was
Club as
treated and even commend the New York Yacht
beinc o-enerous to him, and say the result of the investigation
was what was to be expected. And now comes the Westhe
that
minster Gazette and says that it cannot be but
graceful apology.
will set himself right by an ample and
apology, and even
It is our belief that if he makes any
theNewlork
leaves out the "ample" and the "graceful,"
this wide,
club will be the most astonished yacht club in

Sensational Charge
By a
Federal Judge.

Judge Parker's charge

to the jury,

opening the proceedings of the
United States Court at Fort Smith,
Arkansas, the other day, would
have answered admirably for a sensational newspaper
in

He

declared that the number of murders in
this country last year was greater than that of all the
soldiers in the standing army of the United States at the
outbreak of the civil war. He also said that in 1895 the
proportion of murderers legally punished was as one to
sixty, and one in forty was lynched.
The Judge proceeded
editorial.

likely to be set

down

as a failure of justice.

It

is

to be re-

Gambling
at the

The Rev.

sin of

But don't faint. It's a big job and a good job, and maybe
you '11 get tired before you get through with it. The habit
" powerful strong," and, as a people, we've
of gambling is
been a long time at it. But our prayers are with you.
Lord Dunraven.

wide world.

He'll

never do

it.
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Mardi Gras Ball
THE
takes place on the 18th

the

of

rooms

of

Art Association

the

in

i8g6.

HAKRV NORDMAN.

AnoLPH NORDMAN.

has had three
held

in

the old

Standard OpViGal Go.

February 1888 and those

who attended will never forget the brilliant decorations
and the merry makings. The success of that led to the
Grand Opera House entertainment the following year and
In order to ina year later the one in Odd Fellows' Hall.
troduce novelty the Art Association in succeeding years
produced Operas acted and sung by amateurs; first,
But again this
Girofle. Girofla and then Bluff King Hal.
year in their new home they return to the Mardi Gras
Bed Masqat, which, on account of the lapse of time, has all
The Hopkins house offers, in its
the elements of novelty.
beauty and the security of home, many advantages over
the places in which the other entertainments were held
and it promises to be a grand success. It will be recalled
that the late Stephen Leach, as the Prince's Jester, read
the following lines at the first carnival, which have been
attributed to James D. Phelan.
of the carnival and will bear

8,

Art Association which

of this month
The first one was

illustrious predecessors.

February

They set forth the spirit
reproduction now.. It is

Manufacturers and
Importers of

121

POST STREET,

Second Floor

F.

All kinds of complicated lenses ground to order.

Glasses

scientifically adjusted

and defective sight

properly corrected.
Oculists' prescriptions carefully attended to.

Head Golds,
Catarrh, ary mucous membraDes, soon yiela to the
treatment of the famous DR. MCKENZIE'S CA-

TARRH CURE.

BE CONVINCED FREE.
To show that Dr. McKenzie's Catarrh Cure gives instant relief and continues to drive away the cold or
catarrh, 7 free trials per week will be allowed you if

whispered that a well known society and literary man and
a member of the University Club, is preparing an address
from the throne which will be read next Shrove Tuesday
night:

S.

GOODS

OPTICAL

you call at the

Baldwin Pharmacy,
And reign I will
All office fill
motley: Still, by precedent I'm right
fool in office is no uncommon sight

am

Prince Carnival

I

A
A

From

my

(Edwin W. Joy),
Market and Powell

!

All law 1 promulgate

!

I

Call for free treatment of Dr.
McKenzie's Catarrh Cure.

unbroken flows,
Behold your prince — whose title's in his clothes
The safest test, " I know but what I see,"
Our raiment therefore stamps our quality
Let lord and peasant in one concourse blend
Man is our jest, and merriment our end
tailors old,

Sts.

line

ERNST

LUDWIG X

H.

CO.,

The Model
American

Here, as in other realms, near or far,
The rule is what you make yourselves you are
With us the wise don folly, cap and bell,
Fools hesitate— they tit the part too well.
O! Be ye wise
Make merry while ye may,
For joys elective sorrow has her day
The mask too soon, alas is rudely torn away.

Caterers.

—

1206 Sutter

Telephone 2388,

St., S. F.

1

—

Gray Bros.,

1

no one — no, unless it be
The morning papers and society;
I

yield to

O, Personage August,
(To whose decrees we bow, because we must.)
Proclaim a holiday
Our pinions free
That we may soar; too long thy minions we,
Like lackeys, in thy tesselated hall,
Society

1

316
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1

Conventionally

At

6a/ masque,

chil'd,

obeyed thy

Montgomery Street, S F.
New High St.. Los Angeles.

Goncrete Artificial
Stone Work.

r^

—~

Conducted on both the

-.!,!,._

tsroo^iyp
u n (.pi

European and
American plan
jH-'U&l ® ®
Bush street, bet. Sansome and Montgomery, S. F.
This favorite hotel is under the management of
Charles Montgomery, and is as good, if not the best, Family and Business Men's Hotel in San Francisco. Home comforts, cuisine unexcelled,

call.

your feeble protest's heard

But, pardon me, equivocal's your word:
Indeed, who does not understand is dull
That "full dress" means the opposite of full
And rail at masquerade you coolly dare,
Oblivious of the mask you daily wear.
Condemn not then our mask and domino,
They cover all thou let'st uncovered go.
But prudery, you say, has prejudice—
Against concealment ? Is it more or less?
Still, at your bidding, th' Venus here of Milo,
Who'd drape not, shall incontinently go
Her view is wrong, your protege's is best,
" True art is nature to advantage dress'd."
<

and the highest standard of respectability guaranteed.
Our rooms cannot be surpassed for neatness and comfort.
Board and room: Per day, $1.25, $1.50, $1.75 and $2; per week, $7 to $12;
per month, $27.50 to $40; single room, 50 cents to $1.
fi3TFree coach to and from the Hotel.
first-class service

RIGGS HOUSE

I

Washington, D. C.

The Hotel " Par
of

Excellence

the National Capital.

"First-class in

all appointments.
O G. STAPLES,
President; G. DeWITT, Treas.

Albeit shall go one by mistake who's here,
He's not your sit— Apollo Belvedere:
Tho' recognized abroad, at home or far
tur haul ton can't be too particular!
jine join the revel, would'st thou be inane
ir let " satiety " usurp thy name?

American plan,

$3

per day and upward.

i

WASHINGTON,

i

r^bbitt

Jiousi?,

t

Still talk propriety, bat wear disguise,
" Act well your part, there all the honor lies."
If thou would'st keep above the vulgar rout,

gb to

music.

little

and

rioor

$3 per day.

Clergy.

Occidental Hotel,

do you care—
will be there!

know the Joneses

For shame, Society
In silk and lace
We bring yon here, that you may hide your

A

quiet home, centrally located, for
those who appreciate comfort and

!

Mothers be sure ana use "Mrs. Wiuslow's Soothing
children while teething

D. C.

BURCH. Manager.

per day up. Fifty rooms
with steam heal and electric light, reduced to
Fifty rooms on other floors reduced from
ii to $3 50 per day.
Parlors and alcove parlors at equally low
rates. Special rates for the Army and Navy Officers and the

on the sixth

Obey my mandate— "be thou not found out."

art, for

C.

POPULAR PRICES— Regular rates, $4

$2 50

You falsely judge— not merit wins your meed.
You bravely follow, but let other's lead
For

H

face.

attention.

Syrup"
^
•*

tor

your

Win.

B. Hooper, flanager.

San Francisco.
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ill

of appreciation, which, )»
this all loo selfish world

moot

to hoar in her
.

ami.

although she

u|h
is

rare

in

American
tiro.

theii

ready listened to from time to lime by their Instructions.
and belongs to "no of the
Ibbey was a Mist
old Spanish families who havo made the history of California,
She came to Now York several months ago, and has
boon ever sinco under the tuition of Mrs. Bella Thomas
Nichols, having taken an apartment in 'The Mystic.
where Mrs. Nichols has her studio in order to be near her
Mrs. Nichols is now, after working hard far
instructor.
the position, recognized as the head of the tear!
dramatic singing iu New York. Mrs. Abbey is a beautiful
woman of a commanding typo, and is endowed with great
histrionic talent, as well as with a marvelous voice.
Miss Ellen Beach Yaw, of Los Angeles, has been singing
in concert in Carnegie Hall during the last week, supported
by the Seidl orchestra and the ever fascinating Pol PlanMiss Yaw
on. of the Metropolitan Opera Company.
startles the public by very ambitious flights to F in alt.,
and her middle voice suffers sadly for the sake of these
ventures into the empyrean. Her vocalization is exquisite,
Frank
however, and she has a pleasing personality.
Mayo's beautiful daughter. Eleanor, who, after a year of
phenomenal success on the stage iu comic opera, married,
last April Colonel Elverson, of the Philadelphia Enquirer,
is lying very ill at her home in Philadelphia, having been
severely injured by a fall from a coach a few months ago.
There have been several reports in the infallible dailies of
her intention of returning to the stage, but they are utterly
I saw Mrs. Kittie Sonntag the other day,
unfounded.
looking as sweet and fresh as possible and gowned, as
She has been devoting
usual, in absolutely correct taste.
herself to painting for some time, but is now, thanks to the
prayers of her friends, allowing herself a little relaxation.
Colonel Richard Henry Savage has just brought out a new
book, "A Cuban Sweetheart." written in collaboration
His lawsuit with Tennyson Neely still
with Mr. Gunther.
Mrs. Savage has
drags on, and the end seems afar off.
She is looking
given three receptions during the month.
thinner
than in the old
wonderfully well, and very much
Carrieres,
de
has a new
Her daughter, Madame
days.
little daughter, who makes the fifth
'

<

J. C.
a family of lovely children.
Stubbs, of the Northern Pacific system, is in town at the Windsor, and
Theodore Halliwell, of Fresno, is at
the Grand Hotel. Mrs. George Hearst
has run over from Washington for a
few days, and is at the Waldorf. Hugo
Toland arrived yesterday from San
Francisco, and is stopping at the
He will open at the
Hotel Imperial.
Garrick on Monday evening, as "Gordon Key," in The Social Highwayman,
We are
with the Holland brothers.
having such superb weather here that
we have forgotten that it is winter.
The park is thronged daily, although
I must say that very few smart traps
In fact, the
are seen on the drives.
smart equipages grow yearly fewer
and fewer in Central Park, for some
unknown reason.
It may be because
so many of the actual rich linger at

in

Tuxedo, and Westchester, and Hempstead until so late in the season, only
running into town now and then for an
Country life is
opera or ball night.
more than ever fashionable and chic,
and many wealthy New Yorkers do

here,
hin a

few

•

Mai
visit

have made an api
Mrs. Alfred Abbey,

n

whom

thing,
i

who

psychomet

\

ma

has

nexl work

Henry Ouy Carleton and

his

charming

bo absent for three
month-, with the view of finding absolute real for the very
clever dramatist
Passe Partout.
"',.
1896

week,

The Thieving

to

A now form

of vice, doubly dangerous on
account of its insidious and alluring
nature, is gradually fastening itsol;
the community, and already offers Fresh temptations to
the youth of the city to tread the royal road to rum.
Wo
have reference to tin- nickel-in-the-slol machine, whi
the liabitufe of saloons and cigar stands are invei
their small change for the benefit alono of the owner of the
pernicious instrument.
There is hardly a saloon in the
city without one or more of these tempting hell boxes.
In
fact, they constitute a necessary part of modern bar
furniture.
In most eases they belong outright to the
saloon keeper; sometimes he only participates in the
profits by getting a percentage of the money taken in
through their means. The machine is so made that the
chances of winning are lessened to a minimum. The question naturally arises as to why the police do not interfere
in this matter.
Some time ago certain machines, by
which the player might receive hard cash for his nickels,
were prohibited and gradually disappeared; but the ones
in use at present are just as bad, and are as depraving in
their effects as were the others.
All "sure thing" games
are forbidden, and the men who run them, when caught,
are severely punished. Why, then, should the promoters
of this especial and rapidly growing vice be allowed to
rake in their illegitimate earnings' They should be placed
upon the prohibited list along with tan, faro, three card
monte, and shell game outfits, and that suitable punishment be meted out to any one found with one in his posses-

Poker Box.

sion.

Adjutant-General Barrett that the
suggestion
THE
one-hundred and
thousand men constituting
of

fifteen

the National Guard be armed with weapons of approved

and modern make

is

timely and right.

The

militia of all

other nations can be called upon to cooperate with the
regular army at short notice. At present ours would be
more in need of protection than anything else.

going to school
Do

the children go to school? And are they joyous
Is school-life a pleasure ? And is progress
?
being made ? Or is the opposite true ? Does the close of
each day bring a headache ? There is no appetite and sleep
is imperfect.
The color gradually leaves the cheeks and
only a little effort is followed by exhaustion. To continue
school means to come to the end of the year with broken
health.
What is the best thing to do ? Take

and happy

Scertlk

dnwhmu

of Cod-liver Oil, with hypophosphites.
The cod-liver oil
nourishes the body and makes red corpuscles for the blood.
The hypophosphites are tonics to the nervous system, giving
mental' activity during the day and refreshing sleep at night.
Don't let you child get thin and worry along. Give Scott's
Emulsion; insist on a generous amount of out-door exercise;
and the vigor of youth will return.
SCOTT & BOWNB, Chemists, New Yorfc
50 ots. and $1 a bottle.
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The choruses were good, and the orchestra,
with the exception of the brass on the stage in the second

lutely farcical.
act,

under a

fair discipline.

* * *

'We Obey No Wand

V

"HERE

but Pleasure's."— Tom Moore.

are fourteen

reasons

why

the

famous Marie Tavary Grand Opera
Company's productions at the Baldwin
should not be reviewed from the standpoint
of high class opera performances. The first
-'
and most important may be derived from a
multiplication of the Baldwin's seating capacity by the
dollar and a hilf standard of prices now in operation;
which result, even with eight crowded houses a week,
would not pay half the salaries of a first-class grand opera
The remaining thirteen, as patent to the ear
organization.
as the first is to the mathematical mind, are, that there are
that many first-class artists lacking in the Tavary Company.
Madame Tavary was once a wondrous fount of sweet

sound (so our ancestors said); Guille, even within the
scope of my young memory, wielded a phenomenal tenor;
but to-day tliey are both eventlessly incidental to the procession mediocrity the placid ghosts of a bygone greatMme. Dorre is an intensely vehement actress; she
ness.
has a strong, dramatic, mezzo-soprano, and though its
tones are not over plastic, nor radiant with color, she
sings and acts with such febrile impulse and force that one
cannot but admire the one possessor of gingery action in
the company, even if the enlivening source seems to be
more muscular than temperamental. Sig. Abramhoff has
an evenly proportioned basso, profound, rugged' and well
controlled, and more remarkable than all, he sings unerringly in key a feat of eccentricity that cannot be too
And Max Eugene
highly commended in the bass voice.
But there are no
sings' a warm, melodious barytone.
stars that dazzle; no voices that wring a pent huzza! from
unguarded lips nor make wives and maids hurl rich flowers
from the boxes. They give us the operas earnestly,
laboriously, and to the utmost of their skill; and loving the
dear old immortal operas as we do, and getting them so
unoften, we lay aside our provincial hypercriticism and extend a munificent, even if not a zealously applausive hand.
Then, with a groan and a sigh, we think what might come
to us from New York had we but the angel philanthropist
to erect an opera house.

—

—

Yet it did
the operas, should not drag.
drag itself into deadly dullness at the Baldwin Tuesday
night despite the compelling interest of its abnormally
fleshy story, the absolute genius and originality of its sultry music, and the fierce, demoniacal energy that characDorre gave us
terizes Dorre's impersonation of Carmen.
her burning cigarette girl long before Olga Nethersole
undertook what Allen Dale terms the " Vesuvian episode."
It is her strongest part, and though offensively theatric in
several scenes, and devoid of the flashes of womanly tenderness that are necessary to complete the perspective,
and the only
it is a comparatively clever piece of acting,
redeeming point in the entire performance. Dorre's voice
adapts itself much better to Carmen than to Amneris, as
the sympathetic quality which it lacks is not so essential as
the ring and dramatic delivery that are her salient endowments. She sang the " Avanera " and the "Seguedilla"
with admirable spirit, and made the death scene impresEugene was disappointing as the Toreador,
sively tragic.
particularly so after the good work he did in Aida. Payne's
Don Jose duplicated his failure of Monday night.
Carmen, of

all

* * *

Compared with

Carmen,
Lea Huguenots given on Wednesday night displayed the
Tavary Company in an astonishingly felicitous task. The
first three acts were fairly done, but the last act surpassed any'hing that these singers have ever undertaken
Guille, for once, was in good voice at
in San Francisco.
the propitious hour, and sang Raul Nangis with a tone and
ardor that almost brought back his great days with Patti..
Mme. Tavary sang with less effort and more effect, and
helped bravely to make the famous closing scene vividly
dramatic and artistic. Mme. Tomlins displayed a sympathetic contralto, with excellent middle tones, in the page's
part. Mile. Lichter gave an agreeable though not brilliant
rendition of the Queen, and Eugene's barytone invested di
Nevers with even, tuneful grace. Abramhoff, in his opening aria, was vague and uncertain on the deep notes,
which seemed to be beneath the compass of his voice, but
otherwise his Marsel was a potent factor in the general
success of the opera.
The choruses and orchestra were
in good accord and balance.
* * *

* * *

Scenic environment

is

as vital to a complete appreciation

The
Aula as it is to Wagner's great music dramas.
limitations of the Baldwin stage precluded any possibility
of spectacular effect on a grand scale, even had the scenery and costumes been secured by the lavish hand of an
Irving of which, accessories, in justice to the modesty of
the organization, it is timely to say that they were but
subordinate considerations. There were enough soldiers
to go round, but not enough to stand still, so a bunch of
sturdy fellows made half a dozen pilgrimages in and out
the wings under the leadership of a doughty looking
Egyptian, to whom, after his third recurrence, a generous
burst of applause was instigated by some irrepressible
veteran of the old California Theatre days (when the custom was to hilariously salute the quaking super whose duty
it was to light the footlights) and seconded and sustained
with a degree of unanimity and flippant pertinacity that
told plainer than did the multitude of strange faces that
the usual starchy first nighters were not in their accustomed chairs.
Madame Tavary was not an ocular delight as Aida. Her
robust legs and arms were suggestive of Jaeger flannels,
of

—

and the reddish blonde wig over Aida's dusky face brought
to my mind the red-headed hero of The Prisoner of Zenda,
whose ancestor had been more ardent than discreet. Her
voice still retains a comfortable elasticity, but the limpid
sweetness of youth has been outlined by vigorous lungs.
Dorre's Amneris lacked repose, as it also lacked the rich
'cello tones that are inseparable from the role.
Eugene's
Etheopian King and Abramhoff's High Priest were the two
most acceptable renditions.
Payne Clark sang Radames
in a way that would have disgraced the Tivoli.
Asthmatic
intonation echoed from the nose, excruciating enunciation,
and the activity of a messenger boy made the part abso-

the performances of Aida and

Hendrick Hudson, Jr., defined with a generous breadth
of ambiguity as a musical extravaganza, has the usual absence of plot and meaning that distinguishes the spectacular farce, the accustomed coterie of sinuous maidens and
comic gentlemen, and the inevitable jokes and songs that
go to make up the mirth and melody of these evanescent
butterfly shows.
Corinne is, of course, the central figure
throughout, and now grown to the realization and maturity
of womanhood, she no longer asks odds as a precocious
child prodigy, but acts, sings, and dances with an indefatigable vim and animation that justifies her prominence in
the cast.
She wears enough jewels in one scene to pale
the electric lights, and make the blazing shirt bosom of the
box-office clerk appear a dreary desert by comparison.
But rarer than all her precious stones and gorgeous costumes are the two exquisitely tapered legs, rapturously
Corinne always had a
embraced by her silken tights.
wealth of legs, even when it was in bud, but now, in the
full blossom of swelling contour, she would warm the heart
of a bronze Schopenhauer.
And there are others, too
about twenty pair, but they are monotonously stocky beside

Corinne's.
* * #

Sdvage, while crude im many parts, has
enough good things in it to make a bright clever piece of
American satire. Some of the lyrics are quite tuneful,
and, though developing nothing startlingly original in the
melodic line, they are gracefully treated and quite in the
spirit of the piece.
The Tivoli company gives a good performance of the comedy, Hartman being particularly happy
in the character of Howling Swell.
* * *

The

Gentle

The Gentle Savage has taken so well at the Tivoli that
be continued another week.
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Of his fine head becomes a wondrous plant
Of power electrical, and this the fair.
Sweet portion of humanity doth much enchant.
And then the magic of his fingers fine,
When he strikes notes that fluctuate tbe soul,

'I

1

MR.

Hatiian & in

ai..

Galifornia Theatre
Begiunlut,'

1

THOMAS KEENE.

Wednesday. Richard

of

Monday. Feb.

17.

Scnond and

Inanimate players
Friday, n imli
Saturday matinee, Othslli
Saturday night, Louis XI
Sunuuy. RlCHAHU III
i

III

Thursday, Eichblibd

appetite lusts not for earib.lv wine,

(Incorporated)
Proprietors

,

ill.

Supported by o strong company
Tuesday, Louis XI

But feasts on nectar in tbe player's control,
Nor can we doubt the story of a day,
Of two young women present, lovely-faced,
Who. being overcome as he did play,
Forgot themselves, and each the other embraced.
E'en men have yielded to his glorious powers,
And. 'neath the spell, have bought their wives rich flowers.
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The great and only Paderewski plays at the California
on Monday night to what promises u> be the most brilliant
audience seen here in years. The remaining two rei
are to be given on Wednesday and Friday.
Apropos ol
Paderewski. here is a clever bit of verse by Edward S.
Creamer in the Sun:
When Paderewski plays, each separate bair

When
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Thomas Kcene.

Morosco's Grand Opera House.
Walter Morosco, Sole Lessee and Proprietor.
Last performances of
sins of ihe Night."
Feb. 10th— BjrUoy Campbell's master'

MONDAY EVENING,
piece,

MY PARTNER.

* * *

The best American melodrama.

The usual meal of a sword swallower on exhibition at the
London Aquarium consists of twenty-one inches of cavalry
sabre, a bayonet weighted with two eighteen-pound dumbbells, and fourteen small swords. During digestion a watch
can be heard ticking in this gentleman's corrugated inside.
This hardly allows room for the proverbial pinch of salt,
but it proves that the man's gullet compares in capacity
favorably with that of any of our own citizens who feast off
the promises of political aspirants.
Patti, the sweet-voiced, is still captivating the hearts of
the gay Parisians.
At an entertainment given by her in
that city a week or so ago, all the tickets were easily disposed of, the haut monde taking the most expensive as soon
as they were placed on the market.
"farewell" trip
to this city is a possibility.

Matinees Saturdays and suudays.

Mrs. Ernestine Kreling.
Proprietor and Manager
howling success. The new American opera,

Opera Mouse.

Tivoli

A

One week more.

THE GENTLE
Bright, hilarious, merry.

Spanish fandango dances.

Next opera:

SAl/AGE.

The Mexican typical orchestra. The
Great cast

DER FREISCHUTZ.

;

magnificent scenery.

Popular Prices.

GrOVer's

Mlcazar.

The Palais Royal

Last nights of THE ARABIAN
Laugh enough for a month.
Next week:

A

NIGHTS

of

America.

and JOE'S GIRL.

THE WHITE SLAVE.
Matinees Saturday and Sunday.
Night Prices— 10c, 15c ,25c, 35c. 50o.
Matinee Prices— 10c, 15c. and 25c.

Thomas Keene, the tragedian, will commence his annual
engagement at the California on Tuesday evening, presenting Louis XL, in which he has achieved great success.

Wednesday

night, Richard III.; Thursday, Richelieu,; Friday, Hamlet; Saturday matinee, Othello; Saturday night,
Louis XI, again, and Sunday, Richard III

San Francisco's Greatest Music Hall.
O'Farrell
street, between Stockton and Powell streets.
To-night and during the week. A grand

m

n L n .._«
OtT P flc U

.

NEW UAUDEUILLE OFFERING.

The following is the repertory of the Tavary Company
next week at the Baldwin: Monday, Lucia and CavalIcria Rusticana; Tuesday, Mignpn; Wednesday matinee,
Martha; Wednesday night, Aula; Thursday, Carmen; Friday, Faust; Saturday matinee, Trovaidre, and Saturday

Famous comedians and singers. CARROLL JOHNSON. BILLY
CARTER, EMMONDS, EMMERSON & EMMONDS, RACHEL

for

WALKER,

and a celebrated company of artists.
Matinees Saturday and Sunday.
Reserved Seats, 25c; Balcony, 10c; Opera chairs and box
seats, 50c

night, Lohengrin.

Bins of the Night, one of the multitude of melodramas
written by Frank Harvey, has delighted the patrons of
the Grand this week.
On Monday Bartley Campbell's
great American drama, My Partner, magnificently staged
and appointed, will take the boards.

The Kimball Comic Opera Company, headed by Corinne,
transposed to the Columbia next Monday, where,

will be

no doubt, it will duplicate the excellent business
done at the California during this week.

The Alcazar

it

PIANOS
Pianos

735

to

Rent and sold on Installmet

s.

Market St.

has

present Bartley Campbell's ever popular The White Slave next week, with the full strength of
the company now playing there.
will

This afternoon's Carr-Beel concert offers a programme
of exceptional interest to lovers of the best that there is in
music.

HAZELTON

HEMME & LONG
BROWN & SIMPSON

MP<i

HP

PflflflW

SURGEON CHIROPODIST and MAGNETIC

/lllO. U\ , I III IUW SPECIALIST, cures nervous and spinal diseases, rheumatism, gout, and all diseases of the feet. Office: 126 Kearny
street, room 47, Thurlow Block. Office Hours: 11a. m. to 5 p. m.
Office
Telephone, Main 1223. Residence. St. Nicholas Hotel. Telephone, South
633. Private treatment at hotel or residences outside of office hours.
A M
II
LILLIAN

I

I

I

ranged.

Tne EQ g llsn actress, coaches ladies and gentle
RPnnARn
DCUUnnU. men for the dramatic profession; appearances arShakespearean classes Wednesday evenings. SHAKESPEAR-

EAN ACADEMY,

913

Hyde

street,

San Francisco, Cal.
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But though this was a good many weeks ago, the
boys haven't come to time yet, but they are going to. Some
one last week asked the fair co-eds to do their share, and
get up a bit of lunch for these new manual laborers, but
Beauty
the co-eds didn't see it, and declined to catch on.
The co-eds are things of
is its own excuse for being.
beauty, and are mostly ready to go with the boys to get
an ice-cream soda, but to get lunch for a lot of laborers?
Not much.
joy.

have,

girls, what a nice time we are going to
SAY,
that the pampered Paderewski— whose name

now

none

!

behind the far-sp reading, impenetrable, deeptangled wild-wood of capillary forest, under which your
genius scintillates. We pin our faith to you, lovely pianist,
before whom all women weep, and whom all women adore.
You come among us to play the piano for your bread and
butter, at prices which will enable you to pack off loads of
Orpheus played and
everything for sale at the bakery.
the stone walls thai had ears took up the merry dance.
You will touch the keys, and we who think music is more
than meat and drink, will thrust upon you our hoarded
dollars, and bless you for taking the bread and cake from
our mouths. For, great heavens, who among us will dare
to say she has not heard the divine Paderewski ?
invisible

* * *
Just on the tbreshhold of the heavenly portals
Saint Peter sat, and gazed below on mortals.

He saw Armenian massacred by Turk,
And murmured, "This, indeed, is bloody work."
He saw the Cuban and the Spaniard war,
Fitzsimmons scrap with doughty Peter Maher.
But naught of these did the good Saint excite,
Till San Francisco slowly wheeled in sight.
Then did Saint Peter raise his keys on high,
And his hoarse accents echoed through the sky,
41
What," said a Cherubim, "do you intend
To drop those keys, my venerable friend?"
" Aye, that I do," the wrathful saint replied
" Keep back, young fellow, I'll not be denied
Those controversalists must give us peace,
With death alone their wranglings may cease."
Down came the massive bunch, and mercy sakes,
;

;

The

* # *

of

you can pronounce properly— is going to bring his frizzled
and hi"h aspiring locks among us, and is going to scatter
overwhelmhis brilliant flashes of musical light to dispel the
and
ing darkness in which are enveloped our ideas of fugue
and
sonata
counterpoint and harmony, of nocturne and
Every new musician that appears is far and
concerto.
Every new
away superior to every one that ever was.
pianist, that looms above our far Western horizon, shines
with more brilliant light and flashes with more dazzling
coruscations than any astral pianist that was ever called
So, hail and welcome,
a star in the musical firmament.
Know that before you touch a key of the
Paderewski
piano, our San Francisco audiences have crowned you
King of pianists. Where are Thalberg, and Liszt, and
Jaei, and Gottschalk, and Rubenstein, and d'Albert, now
that you are here? Dead as door nails. Where would they
be, if they were present, compared with you, O incomparable Paderewski, hair and all? Absolutely nowhere, utterly

doctrine-splitters flattened out like cakes.

With sun, and with flowers, and cessation
The bicycle girl has come forth again.
For weeks, while the

mud

of rain.

lay unpleasantly over

The highways, she kept her good "bike" under cover;

And

her bloomers, so natty, housed out of the shower.

she's gleefully donned those trim panties once more.
she skims o'er the Park like a snmmer-wooed swallow,
While her mash on his bike doth exultingly follow,
She will not decline at the roadside a lunch.
She will wet ber red lips in the lacteal punch,
Charge over the crossings, slow people perplex,
Demonstrating the progress now made by her sex,
In tine she's a daisy, from bottine to curl,
The bloomer-clad, go-ahead, bicycle girl.

But

Now

* * *

of Leap Year is strongly perceptible in the discussion of the young he buds of the city,
anent their costumes at the March' Gras ball.
Pugilism,
the fine arts, gourmandaise, wines, literature, and the
drama, are all swamped under the perplexing question:
" What shall we wear ? "
Some have made their intentions public, but the majority of sweet young men are still

The effeminating influence

wavering.
Willis Polk, of course, has elected to go as Michael
Angelo, with a dash of Burne Jones thrown in on the trouJoullin had decided to appear as Apelles, but, as
sers.
John Stanton had filed a caveat on that intention, generously consented to figure as Apollo, taking Joe Harrington
along as his lyre. Senator Jere Lynch will don the light
and airy costume of the Pharoahs, but has had some difficulty in persuading Horace Piatt to fall in line as his
mummy, while General Tom Clunie goes as Gaul, an ancient
Gaul, of course, for the General is as modest a man as ever
fingered sheep skin; Charles Josselyn's buxom charms
will be shown to advantage as the Venus di Milo, and
Mayor Sutro, at the earnest solicitation of his friends, will
appear on the floor as "The Dancing Girl," by Canova,
an exact reproduction of the plaster mince-pie dream on
"The Heights." Mr. James Hamilton, the actors' friend,
will flash upon the brilliant audience as a railway tie, and
Andromache fastened to the rock is the character selected
by Billy Brown, but there will be no rye in it.
It will be
a gorgeous and dazzling spectacle.
* * *

The

arrival of Mr. Francis Lister,

as

news editor

of the

Examiner, has restored Mr. James Tufts to the night
editorship, a post which formerly he fulfilled so ably. With
a fine scent for news, Mr. Tufts has never lacked discrimination in any dilemma for a night editor is the most
harassed of all the staff.

—

* * *

When

was

chosen to fill a vacancy
in the Board of Regents of the University of California a couple of months or so ago, the heart of every
alumnus throbbed three beats to the second faster than
usual, for he was a little leaven of the Native Sons and was
quite capable of leavening the whole lump.
He loved his
Alma Mater. He was one of its early offspring. He has
watched the multitudinous yearly births of its new sons.
He has seen its splendid progress. But he had also noticed
little

Reinsteiu

first

it was within, it was outside scrawny and
was he a regent for, if not to be a new
broom? So he went over to Berkeley and told the boys
that the grounds were unworthy, the walks unattractive,
with plenty of room for a lawn it was all quite forlorn.
Then he told them, with tears in his eyes, that the State
was short of funds and couldn't make the riffle, but that

In days of old, when faith was strong,
And God's ambassadors respected,
Through hours of trial the Lord was nigh,
And succored the suspected.

Now

the grounds needed the spade, and the hoe, and the rake.
when, in a sweet, seducing sort of way, he asked them
if they wouldn't all take a hold and give a few days'
manual labor and make things lovely, they drew in their breath
and unanimously shouted "yes," so loud, that the seals at
the Cliff House heard them, and flopped into the sea for

is

weak and sinners bold

One angel pinions

that beautiful as
unlovely.
What

And

faith

God's preachers are dejected;

Poor Brown is in affliction deep,
Yet by the Lord neglected.

If

to his aid

His dungeon door is knocked on
heavenly hosts ignore him quite,
Still true is Mrs. Stockton.

Judge Tom Fottrell, of Mill Valley, is an able jurist,
whose whiskers, as well as his decisions, are red, very red
In addition to attending to the scales of justice in
the valley, this terror of criminals sells real estate to the
When the
city people who languish for suburban joys.
Judge opened his new office he commanded a painter to
inscribe his name in bold letters on the window, e'en while
he sought the halls of justice to meet out punishment to a

indeed.

February
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window, ami

Tube Premiers

Helical

You infernal son of a paint pot'" he yelled; "1 will
send you up for twenty days for contempt of court
•What's the matter. Judge?" Inquired the astonished
painter.
"Haven't [spelled your name right ?
went
by the card you gave me— I'll swear to that."
"Yes, you insulin,
tamed His Honor, "luit
don't
have painted the name red, red as as
my whiskers, you treacherous bigamist."
The fortuitous arrival of the town constable alone saved
the letter artist from the severest form of condign punish'•

'

Have

I

—

11

ment at the hands

Arrived.

of the

enraged

r?^s-

jurist.

The Reverend George Gibson

to the parsons makes objection,
Declares their grammar faulty. and sneers at their inflection,
Openly insinuates they know not bow to pray,
Are not worth a farthing candle to light up the narrow way.
No wonder, ihen the preachers rage at this critic cheeky,
Whose accent unmistakably savors of " Auld Reekie,"
While some calm philosophers, all unruffled, smile,
And wish him back in Scotia, blessing wise Argyle.

1896 Models, $100.
a bicycle frame constructed ol Helical tube la more than three times ns
strong and yei Is lighter and more rigid than any other bicycle frame made.
BTor proof <•( tins see U. s Government teal published In our catalog
Premiers have been manufactured since IB7? Over a quarter of a million
have been made
Most of them are still In nse. Thej are better than ever
Premiers are exclusively made or material thai the U. S. Got emto-day.
mem says is three times as strong as any other They have record whloh
I'ontirius this.
They sell easier and wear better than any other wheel
:i

ou earth.

On Monday morning

a quail shooting delegation from the
Country Club drove up to Point Reyes station and skipped
into the rear car of the down train.
The hour was early,
the air cold and biting, and the sportsmen found the warm
atmosphere of the car both comfortable and somniferous.
After an unusual delay the train pulled out. In about five
minutes Bob Woodward, rubbing bis eyes drowsily, remarked to Scott Wilson
" How smooth the road is
One would hardly think we

Only a few 18S>5 models; prk<\ -s~i
1895 models in good condition, used but

a short

time, prioe $50 to

$.70.

Western Premier Bicycle GomDanu,
312-314 Baker Street.

Pacific Coast Agents.

THE
MOUNT

IS

:

!

FOR 96

were moving."
"Oh, go to sleep," lazily rejoined Mr. Wilson, who had
shot many birds and was heavy with fatigue.
Silence
reigned for some moments, when a whistle was heard.
'A train is approaching on the same track," shouted
Aleck Hamilton; " it must be a special look out for a collision, boys "
The warning awoke the crowd, and all
sprang to their feet. Mr. Hamilton was right. A train
was approaching, and on the same track. But it was the
down train to pick up the club men, the coupling of whose
car had broken a few yards from the depot.
Thus was
the evenness and velvety condition of travel explained, and
Mr. Woodward's eulogy on smooth roads made manifest.

BARNES

;

BICYCLES

!

HOOKER &
16-18

San

J.

336

of photostir,

was

discovered by Professor Dolbear of Tufts College,
who succeeded in photographing through wood an inch
thick, by means of ether waves set in motion by sparks
from a static electric machine.
The discovery was announced, and the results published, nearly two years ago.
It is astonishing that a thing of so much value was
allowed to drop out of sight until the German professor
recently took it up, or rjerbaps, rediscovered it on an in-

Dr.

Francisco, Cal.

2275,

POST STREET, Rooms

The

line of investigation.

world's consumption of

champagne amounts

to

about

21,000,-

(Opposite Union Square

F. C.

PAGUE,
Dentist.

Rooms

4

and

Academy

5,

QR. ARTHUR
409J4

Post

St.,

lOllldUII

of Sciences Building,

T.

819

UtjdllU,

Market street

REGENSBURQER,
Dentist,

San Francisco.

Tonicnn Hcono

JU
H
If.
M.

Tel., East-33,
Office, City of

Residence 1003 Sutter.
Paris Building No. 14
S. F. Receiving Hos-

Grant avenue. Ex-surgeon U. S. Army; Ex-surgeon
Hours, 11 A. M. to 2 :30 P. M. 5 to 5 :30 P. M.
pital
.

000 quart bottles per annum. England is toe greatest buyer, purchasing principally Pommery Sec, and the United States come next.

2-3.

San Francisco.

first

dependent

Vl

W. Loundbora, Dentist,

A.

Telephone

has been shown that the Roentgen method
ITgraphy,
which has of late made so decided a

'

retail store:
1640 Market St.

* * *

Paddy Murphy wields the shovel on the iron road,
Paddy Connors, on the ladder, packs aloft the hod
Paddy Fagan drives a dray, from the dawn till dark,
Paddy Hogan is a copper, watching in the park;
Paddy Miles a sailor is, on the raging main,
Paddy Gannon herds bis sheep ou the boundless plain,
But the king of all the Pats, who the ladies please,
Is Paddy Reuski, when his joints rattle o'er the keys.

/ WHITE-X,
RIMMED
HUMMER

GO.

Drumtn St.

;

Weak nen and Women

Should use

TERS,

edy; It gives health and strength to the Sexual
(Send for circular.)
ket street. San Francisco.

DAMIANA

BIT-

the great Mexican remrgans. Depot at 333 Mar-

Exchange.

The Maison Tortoni has been having a number of improvements
made recently. The new decorations and nuirble fljor are quite in
keeping with the admirable cuisine.
After dinner try Adams' Pepsin Tutti-Frutti Chewing
hnd it admirable.

will

GIGftR.

Gum. You

THE LATEST AND THE BEST BRAND OUT.

SAX FRANCISCO NEWS LETTER.

THE WENBAN.
Wenban Building at
THE
already
the most popular

last is in full commission, and
in the city.
Architec-

it is

one of the most graceful and certainly the
Situated
(in proportion) structure in the city.
at the commanding position of Sutter and Mason streets,
it rears itself aloft with the majestic elegance of a Venetian palazmio, which it most resembles in style.
It is constructed of pressed brick and terra cotta, with
the heaviest steel girders binding the walls and the floors.
Earthquake-proof as well as fire-proof, doubly and trebly,
the foundations of the Wenban have been laid in solid rock,
and afterward with an overlayer of a heavy covering of
turally

it is

most costly

concrete.

To render assurance

doubly sure, Mr. Simeon Wenban,
wealth upon the handsome building,
left a lawn twenty feet wide about it, thus sequestrating the place from all contiguity.
A fire might approach, but it would have to fall short, even in heat, of
the Wenban. There are so many private hotels and apartment houses in the city which are perfect fire-traps, untrustworthy for any of the elements, that the Wenban

when he

lavished his

February

8,

accoutrements of the culinary world.
The ranges are
very elaborate, and the chef, who has a small army of
assistants, is famous in his line.
Back of this, and at the side, is the cold storage room,
where it is as "cold as Greenland." In this place meats,
vegetables and fruits abound though in different compartments, of course. There is a long court-yard behind,
where one may reach Mason street by a soiid stone and
cement staircase. This court-yard is especially handsome
on account of a splendid stone wall, which rises some
thirty feet at the rear, with huge flying abuttresses.
Near the staircase one finds a large concrete room,
in which is located the extensive heating machinery,
by which
the
hotel
warm winter and
is
kept
summer; for although the magnificent situation of the
Wenban gives it the advantage of every particle of
sunlight during the day, still, there are always foggy days
even in summer. There are two heaters one a huge affair,
with all sorts of the most modern improvements. Then
there is a smaller auxiliary heater, not only for emergency's sake, but in order that the guests of the house
may be assured of a good hot bath at any time during the
twenty-four hours.
The elevator service is of the latest and most perfect invention.
It it run by electricity, for which purpose a very
large electric and hydraulic plant has been established,
which assures speed, ease, and complete safety.
At the
superb rounding corner at Mason and Sutter on this
same street-floor is a magnificent store, which is already

—

—

—

Mr. Simeon. Wenban'g Private
in question.

The grand vestibule is in itself so imposing, and yet
withal possessing the simplicity of art, that it is worthy of
Florence or Rome. The mosaic tiles at the entrance, after
one passes the pilasters with their Hellenic bassorilievo,
which were the especial design of a celebrated artist, are
fitting stepping stones into the magnificence which is to
come. The erand staircase, with its landings and its
beautiful gallery, as it winds about the patio
which, by
the way, is sheltered at the roof by a marvelous canopy of
stained glass— might well compare with any rival.

—

The Wenban

is

five

stories high,

—

Dwin»j Room.

Office.

occupies a unique position when other considerations are

including the street

or "English basement." as they are calling it now in
New York. It is in this latter that the daintily appointed
dming-room is situated, and the guests maylook out if they
choose, over a pretty bit of lawn, and view' the passers-by
justasifthey wereatDelmonico's, inNew York. This dining
room facing the east and south as it does, has the first and
the last rays of sunlight.
There is no lovelier a breakfast room in the country.
It is fitted up with all the elegance of a New York cafe.
The huge ornate sideboard
with its brilliant array of glass and silver, gives the
room
a more home-like appearance, however.
Back of this is
a large pantry, with its shelves, its large sinks,
and its
tables and dressers.
Leading from this through a hallway, one comes to the great kitchen, which has all
the
floor,

1896.

the subject of competition among many merchants.
Its
immense curved French plate glasses were imported, but
especial kilns had to be constructed here to bend them
into the exact mold.
On the next two floors above are. located the offices of
many of our most prominent surgeons, dentists, and physicians
of both allopathic and homeopathic creeds.
These offices are furnished in the most luxurious fashion,
and with every detail that the most fastidious taste could
ask.
One of the most beautifully appointed physicians'
suites is that of Doctor Frederick G. Canney, who recently
removed here from 92-1 Geary street.
The entire set of
his apartments range along Sutter street, and the perfect appointments of his beautiful reception room, with its
rich and tasty decorations, are an indication of the beauty
of his other apartments.
Among other of our best known
medicos are Doctor James M. Ward and Dr. Florence
Ward, the prominent homeopaths.
Dr. George H. Palmer, one of our foremost physicians and surgeons, also has
a charming office here.

—

Mrs.

Blitz's

Domain.

The most

delightful portion of the

Wenban,

however, is Mrs. Blitz's domain. This lady
has made herself so popular as a hostess in

San Francisco, that when she removed

to the

Wenban

from her former domicile, her guests all went with her.
Mrs. Blitz's management of her minage is thorough and

February

8,

1896.
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Then there

is a superb billiard
ntcd dining room for small parties.
Indeed, *> Far
as detail is concerned, nothing has been forgotten.
Among the most elaborate suites is that shown in the
plate accompanying this 1st
These richly adorned rooms occupy the topmost southcorner, and command not only a grand view of
the Hay. and of the Alameda shore, but also au unsurpassed panorama of nearly all of the city, from the
Park to the ferries and the farthest 1'otrero. They are
decorated with rare bric-a-brac, costly porcelain and pot
tery from all over the world, exquisite marble busts— in
short, what with its rich draperies, soft divans, and rare
pictures, there is an ideal drawing room in this suite alone.
Attached to the suites are most spacious bath-rooms,
with showers and everything one could ask for. The panthe baths are of heavy porcelain and
els are in marble
very large. Throughout the entire building there is a complete system of gas and electric lights, as well as telephone
and messenger service. There is also a large, solid stone
and steel vault, such as one finds in a bank, where guests
may deposit their most precious valuables with security.
Mr. William P. Shaw, the manager of the Wenban, has

Yaief*
/Mixlure\
Smoking Tobacco!

I

A

delightful blend of 5t James]
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The Latest Fall and Winter Goods
nave arrived.

H. S.

BRIDGE &

CO.

MERCHANT TAILORS. Many novelImported Wear. Shirts

ties in

to order

a Specialty

622 Market

St., (upstairs, opposite Palace Hotel

San Francisco

UP-TO-DATE
Tailoring
At Moderate Prices.

&

Brandt

HAWES,

H.

J.

(Up one- half

Mezzanine B., Crocker Building.

flight fronting

on Post

St.)

Go.

FINE TAILORING
139 Montgomery St.

Paper.

Wail
chosen for his offices large apartments on the first floor,
Mason street side. Besides his duties as manager of this
building, Mr. Shaw is executive for Mr. Wenban in his
numerous enterprises. Mr. Shaw's long experience in the
East has especially fitted him for his responsible position.

G.

Waltee Baker & Co., Limited, Dokchestek,
known manufacturers of Breakfast Cocoa and

George

Mass.,

The full strength and the exquisite natural flavor of the raw
material are preserved unimpaired in all of Walter Biker & Company's preparations; so that their products may truly be said to
form the standard for purity and excellence.
In view of the many imitations of the name, labels, and wrappers
on their goods consumers should ask for and be sure that they get
the genuine articles made at Dorchester, Mass.
510

Montgomery

and personal.

season 18954)6

is

now

arriving.

Elegant Designs and Colorings.

W.

Clark

&

E.

Co.,

653-655 Market

Street.

Hall,

Agent and importer

of

-FOREIGN WINES.
MUTUAL LIFE

Dave

BUILDING.

Samson,

332

Sansome St

.

Fine Mercantile Lunch.
Imported Pilsener, Franciseaner,
and Extra Pale Lager on draught.

PROGRESS
327

RESTAURANT.

and

329 Bush

St.

RESTORATIVE PILLS.— Buy none but the gennr\D
A specific for Exhausted Vitality, Physical
i ne
Paris,
Debility, Wasted Forces. Approved by the Academy of Medicine,
States.
and the medical celebrities. Agents for California and the Pacific
CO., 635 Market street (Palace Hotel), San Franoisoo.
J. G. STEELE
Sent by mail or express anywhere.
PRICES REDUCED-Box of 50 pills, tl 35; of 100 pills, »2; of 200 pills,
$3 50; of 400 pills, $6; Preparatory Pills. S3. Send for circular.

Un.

DlfTlDn'Q
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&

street, S. F. reads all
all topics, business

B
papers on the Pacific Coast, and supplies clippings on

for the

the well

other Cocoa and
Chocolate preparations, have an extraordinary collection of medals
other exhibigreat
international
and
the
awarded
at
diplomas
and
tions in Europe and America. The house has had uninterrupted
prosperity for'nearly a century and a quarter, and is now not only
the oldest but the largest establishment of the kind on this continent.
The high degree of perfection which the Company has attained in its
manufactured products is the result of long experience combined
with an intelligent use of the new forces which are constantly being
introduced to increase the power and improve the quality of production, and cheapen the cost to the consumer.
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It seems like kicking a fallen man, critirising the San Francisco Stock Exchange
Mining Shares, in its present condition. Its glory is faded
and only the most radical reforms can
restore it to anything like its former position in the finan-

Comstock

As a

factor in the prosperity of the city, the
Exchange must not be under-rated. As a matter of fact,
the dull condition of business complained of for some years
past, have been due to the decline of speculation in the
Board to a point where it is almost obliterated entirely.
The declaration of intentions by the incoming Executive,
while known to the few who may have stumbled across its
rather obscure enunciation, outlines a strong policy which
was rather feebly exemplified at the start by a sharp cut
in the salaries of officials, who have not been the most liberally paid in the world, in comparison with people in their
position in other institutions of the kind.
This is rather
expressive of a weakness in a quarter where the public
looks for strength, and for this reason the action does not
merit commendation. But something should be done, and
the men to do it are, in the main, members who are too
wealthy to deem it worth their while to bother with the
affairs on Pine street.
They rest perfectly content to let
the Board of Directors run matters to suit themselves,
whereas their hands are tied to a great extent. All they
can do is to bend beneath the crumbling ruins and await
the. final collapse, which is enevitable unless assistance is
Members financially unable to do busispeedily obtained.
ness on the outside should be put in a position where they
can sell their seats, without having to wear out their existence pending the advent of a purchaser for the building.
fund should be provided for this purpose, and the seats
when purchased could be resold to stronger men, in a position to build up the business and revive public interest.
As it is, there is no incentive to trade the way matters
are running at present. Outside of Occidental, very little
interest is taken in the lode, although the mines along the
Comstock are in many cases looking exceptionally well.
As for the Occidental mine, it looks more like a bonanza
every day, and the shareholders are in a most happy frame
of mind over the prospects.
Hale & Norcross sent down
an amount of bullion from the last clean-up, which will
leave a margin of $18,00(1 in the treasury after paying all
expenses for the past month.
Bulwer was assessed during
the week five cents per share.
cial world.

A
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pectiug has revealed the fact that not only does mineral
A drawback is
exist, but that it is superlatively rich.
hinted at in the way of water, but this will undoubtedly be
overcome, as all other difficulties are when gold is in quesSome very good news has come up lately from the
tion.
country in the vicinity of the Colorado river, from a territory covering many miles along both banks of this great
waterway. From all appearances, if statements can be
relied upon, California may yet be able to boast of a Cripple
Creek of its own before the end of the year, now running
its so far

beneficent course.

There

will be less talk abroad from this out
about any weakness in the financial condiCommand.
tion of the United States. The subscription
to the loan of $100,000,000 when the lists
were thrown open to the people was an eye-opener to some
people on the other side of the Atlantic, who have grown
old in the belief that they control all the money in the
world.
The syndicate racket had been worked so long
that the impression prevailed very generally among the
European powers that America could be crippled financially at any moment by simply tightening the strings
upon the money bags in some of their Capitals. The sudden
display of wealth by five thousand out of the seventy millions of people in the States suggests immense reserve
power, if it ever did become necessary to develop the full
financial strength of the nation.
It is possible that no one
was more surprised than the nation itself.
Divided up in
so many different communities, scattered broadcast over
an immense continent, they probably never before were
brought to a full realization of the power which it could

Millions at

wield as a unit.
latest reports from the Bank
Commission in reference to the
savings banks of San Francisco,
shows total deposits of $106,215,356.
This shows an increase for the year of $2,114,358. The deposits in the banks of the interior of the State for the same
time were $25,297,407, a net gain for the calendar year of
over $2,000,000, the most of which is credited to the last

The

Prosperous
Banking Institutions.

This makes the total deposits in all the
savings banks of the State on January 1, 1896, $133,485,527,
against $125,518,778, an increase for the year of $7,1169,751.
This gain has been made in spite of the net loss of two
banks during the year. The net loss in deposits by the
withdrawal of three banks against an addition of only one
new one, is $646,692. This sum may be properly added to
the net gain, as above given, to show the actual increase
in these credits during the year.

half of the year.

Another Tuolumne County Mine which

The Gold Mining Exchange

San FranThe New
cisco is getting into pretty good shape
Gold Exchange,
for work, and it is expected that the
rooms will be thrown open for business
on the 20th inst.. with appropriate ceremonies.
The new
of

by-laws of the Exchange provide for the listing of mines
on the payment of a fee of $20, preparatory to an investigation of the property by experts employed by the Exchange, the expenses, which are placed at a moderate
figure, being paid by the owner.
It is, theu, the intention
to provide capital to develop the mines, if arrangements
can be made with the owner, the work to be carried on under
supervision of the Exchange. The strongest point, however,
with the Exchange will be its power to denounce frauds
and protect the reputation of the State abroad from the
numerous frauds who, from time to time, have been masquerading about as promoters.
A black list should be
one of the first ornaments set up in the Exchange, for the
reference of investers.

will

The Rich
App Mine,

soon attract the attention of the mining world
is the App,
a property lying adjacent to the
celebrated Rawhide. Although yet in its infancy, the App is an evei'lasting surprise to its owner,
owing to the peculiarly rich character of quartz contained
in the ledge.
The gold invariably is found in a crystallized
form as rare as it is beautiful. This condition of the ledge
matter is more marked on the 400-level, which is now being
worked, and some of the samples of the ore which have
found their way to this city have already caused considerable talk.
The genera] opinion seems to be that the phenomenal luck which has heretofore allured the mining operations of Captain W. A. Nevills, who owns the App ground,
and that he has got it
bonanza find in the Rawhide.

of California have devoted
their chief attention to the development of

The Insurance men are willing to try
again, and anything in the form of a
compact will go down with most of
them. The smaller companies have had
a very rough road to hoe for some months past, and their
managers will undoubtedly waive many a technicality and

the mineral deposits in the northern
counties of the State, overlooking the
probabilities in this line in the southern districts.
The
land of the olive and myrtle, orange tree and horn-toads
seems to have been relegated to these efforts of nature entirely, and mining has been carried on at desultory intervals and by poor people as a rule.
Now, however, a
change is rapidly taking place in this direction, and pros-

proviso, in order to again confine the business within the
limit of their range.
It is they who will have to make concessions now, as they are and have been for some time
past the under dog in the heap. The companies alone will,
however, benefit by a temporary arrangement, as it is not
likely that the public will be treated with any more consideration than was shown the Underwriters when the
wind tore through their scanty wool.

The mining men
Mining

Down

South,

Working Another
Combine.

it
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ITbn lt« .letll art Iboul"
will pl.r lb* dovll. »lr. with too."

"Oat that

D

R.

BROWN

ha*

now divided

To (ret down:
Many weeks he's been

derided

In the town.

He was painted pretty black.
And the press baa flayed hi* back;
Now be works another tack

Brown,

BROTHER

his

church.
i

Still

we shout

' It

is

for

a living

in loud thanksgiving:

well!"

Hid Nick will lend
till times may mend.
won't leave his saintly friend
In
the
lurch!

you get
WHEN"
away,

a hundred million dollars laid snugly
where moth and rust do not corrupt, and where
thieves do not break through and steal, you get to thinking that no pullet from any ordinary hencoop is quite good
enough for the little cock, 'your well-beloved son. So when
Cornelius, of the gens Vanderbilt, noticed that his offspring,
C. Jr., took kindly to Miss Grace Wilson, whose father,
having three daughters, had only about six lovely millions,
be was glad that Grace was in Europe. But soon Grace
returned. Cornelius Jr., crowed like a gay young rooster,
and went over to see her. Then old V. sent voung V. to
Europe, and Grace left for Europe later. Now C. Jr. and
Miss Grace ride in the Bois de Boulogne together, the old
gentleman scowls, and the query comes to young Cornelius
whether he can stand being" cut out of his share of
$100,000,000 for the sake of the Wilson maid, and whether
or not he can live on his own $20,000 a year, with the income from Grace's little two millions.
Also, query Are
the Vanderbilt dollars any better than any other?

a man

I

is as good as Dr.
indeed.
Just now no
one has a very decided opinion as to just how good Dr.
Brown is. Her statement is ingenious, as other of her
statements have been. By inference she seems quite willing to stand or fall with the reverend gentleman; to tell
the truth with him or to lie with him.

GEORGE A.
I

insane asylum, was crazy while on the bench, and that the
other judges of the Supreme Court knew it. It is with
equal gravity asserted that "it would be difficult to prove
that the other judges knew of his mental derangement."
We know how it is here.
short time ago the lawyers
said one of our judges was crazy, but the other judges
didn't seem to notice it.
He was just like the rest. And
the people didn't notice it from his written dicisions, for
they were no more crazy than the decisions of the other
judges.
Ask the lawyers, and you will get no better information, for half of them the half that is beaten denounce
the whole bench in good set terms.
But then the lawyers
which of them are altogether sane? When lawyers differ,
what judge out of Bedlam will not, by one or the other, be

A

—

—

mad?

have found out over
the Bethany CongregaTHEY
tional Church what pool rooms are, but we have not
in

learned what speedless nag they lost their money on. They
are so irate that they don't want the City and County to
make anything out of the betting proclivities of the people,
in or out of that congregation, by selling them licenses.
So they passed a resolution to that effect after prayer and
before the sermon last Sunday. It is not wise to let the
devil have all the money.
People will bet, and why not
gather some of the coin into the municipal treasury ?
eye of envy need not longer rest on the distant
view of Mt. Tamalpais. There is going to be a railroad to its apex, and everybody can ride up and view the
distant city, and slide down again, if they want to. It is
going to be built by the California Construction Company,
whatever that is. We venture to guess there's money in
it, and believe that, ere many months, our own hard-earned
nickels will go to swell the coffers of the Mt. Tamalpais
Scenic Railroad Company, God bless 'em.

Knight has appealed

his suit

by which

his

position as attorney for the Board of Health was given
to Dennis Spencer. It is possible that the eloquent Knight
counts himself one of his own clients whom he is anxious
not to lose. And it is also possible that by the time Dennis
gets through with George they will be willing to trade

names.

first

"

THE Pope's infallible!" cries
1

Yorke,

And God's decision renders."
You lie!" shout out the A. P. A.,
"

"

Germany the opponents of the Government gravely
INassert
that Judge Brauzwetter, who recently died in an

THE

too amiable

Stockton's statement that she
MRS.
Brown makes her very modest,

:

called

is

theological Blogger.
Father Yorke
over the ring. The hitter's rigb

i

letting fall a shower of historical broken glass— it is simply beautiful.
Indeed.it is not too much to say thai in
the domain of spiritual pugilism Father Yorke is at once
tin' Sharkey and
the Corbett of the coast.
He punches
with the force of the one and dodges with the deftness .if
tiie other.
If the angels have been buying pools, those
who backed him are surely swaggering around the New
Jerusalem with gilded feathers.

Helping bands

—

Wendte.ol Oakland,

si

has knocked him all
mauler, and his fighting with his left has excited bhi
miration of every expert.
As for his footwork- when the
adversary lets drive both hands, bursting the gloves and

And we know

And

•

receipts for their salaries, la equalled only by the intense
grief which Mrs. Cooper suffers in her sympathy with Dr.

Leaves

How he man will make
Who ..in •

•

be the City Hal] janitors ntul the fol
m Their superb and gi
take their Mate at tome
where within a quarter of ao Dour after ten o'clock, get
tired by noon, and retire for lunch until two, except In
oase they put everything over at noon till the next day,
and then they speedup disappear tor the day.
Yet the
promptitude with which they present themselves to give
ty

" Dear tl» Crier

The

neiper faith's defenders.

" Egad," the sinner sadly sighs,
" Since holy men are sundered,
How can it be that God at all

Prom

THE

Sinai's

Examiner, which

is

summit thundered?"
devoted to the spread of the

Female Leg, agrees with Dr.
Brown's contention that he is "making a fight for all minSupplied with two such champions, the ministers
isters."
have not thought it necessary to do any fighting for themselves.
They seem to be content to let it go at that.
pictorial gospel of the

AMBROSE Bierce brands George

A. Knight and Reel
B. Terry as "moral idiots." But cow-boys have been
known to put their brands on other people's cattle.
In
the round-up Bierce may lay claim to a mad bull.
that during the past year the divorces in
the marriages by forty. If this
be true, the question arises whether there is anything
wrong with the climate.
the sword contest row at Central Park last
Sunday, it seems that the good old days of ancient
Rome may return, after all. Verily, verily, what beasts
these mortals be.
outcry of the ministers against the gamblers is
humorous in the extreme. The one stakes his all on
Where does the
this life, the other on the life to come.
is stated
ITFresno
outnumbered

SFTER

THIS

difference

come

in?

DENVER priest lately preached

a sermon on "Ingercontinues, the chances are that that
gentleman will soon attain to a greater notoriety than did
Christ.

A

soll."

If this

SUPPOSE the

politicians of Sacramento did vote the
dead men, what then?
There's not much
elections up there, anyway.

names
life in
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ghost appeared to Mr. Jamieson in MauAnd
in the train, and in London.
appears that Mr. Wetherington's "daughter" was
then
in
reality the daughter of "Mr. Stanhope of Chester,"
whom Mr. Wetherington had adopted as some slight atonement for the wrong he had done his one-time friend. Such
is the story, and the lesson in morality that Mr. Percy
Andreas would teach is that if we do wrong the devil will
pursue us in this world as well as in the next, and that, do
what we will. ".Mr. Stanhope of Chester" will be on hand
to make our lives a torment if we "covet our neighbors'
Well, yes,
wives," aye, or their goods or their chattels.
but if so, it is not done through the medium of a ghost.
Whether the disemboweled "visit the pale glimpses of the
moon" or not, we will not now discuss, but when Mr. Percy
Andrea? seriously tells us that his story is true, then we
reply Fiction; or at least we must demand more evidence
If he had told us
before we can be expected to believe it.
that "Mr. Stanhope of Chester" merely represented the
moral conscience which makes cowards of the guilty ones
then the book before us would have carried with it a lesson
worth remembering, but to solemnly tell us, as Mr. Andrea' does, that the incidents related in this book are true
is too much for our credulity, and so, in the absence of corroborative testimony, we put the book away as a phantasy or a dream. We are not unfamiliar with the arguments that can be brought forward in favor of believing in
ghosts, and magic, and esprits foltets, but notwithstanding
all Calmet or Bush and their like have told us, yet we
see no reason to accept this ridiculous story of Mr. Percy
Andrea' as true simply because he puts ipse dixet on the
book, and says we should believe without doubting all he

years before
ter,

his

Liverpool,

11

a Book

Mr. Percj

of

Week.

Andrese's

last

book-,

just

pub-

It is
remarkable iu many ways.
remarkable for its good English, its subtlety

the

liahed, is
*

characteristic dialogue, and,
readers to a gentlemanly
ghost, the disemboweled hero of the story, who eats,
iiini
and is merry among reputable, unci disreputable,
Indeed, the book is so remarkable that we are into depart from our usual custom, and give our
readers an exceptionally long expoit of the plot in order
that they may be the better able to understand the kind of
book Mr. Percy Andrese places before the reading publics
The three chief characters
English speaking world.
of this work are Mr. Stanhope, of Chester, Mr. WetherThe
ington, of Liverpool, and Mr. .lamieson, of London.
two latter gentlemen are in business, and the former
stanhope,
the
is
of
Chester,"
a
well,
"Mr.
bandformer
some young in. in. a delightful conversationalist, and a mystery.
Mr, Wetherington has a daughter and a son, and Mr.
Hut Mr. Wetherington docs not
eson has a son only.
sueeeed in the world, while Mr. Jamieson does, and yet these
t<
each other's interests, the suctwo men remain de\
cessful one Standing by bis less prosperous friend through
adversity.
Mr. Wetherington's son is
all phases of his
convicted of theft, but that does not interfere with Mr.
Jamieson's friendship for the father and his daughter, to
whom, by the way, Mr. Jamieson's son has become devo" Mr. Stanhope of Chester " is first introut taohed,
duced to the reader as the two friends, Jamieson and
Wetherington, are traveling from London to Manchester.
He is a charming personage, " with as pleasant and as
frank a face" as a man ever saw.
He is "about thirty,"
with " fair hair, regular features, good complexion, and
soft, blue eyes.
He wears a slight mustache and a neatly
trimmed beard, and is dressed well."
Now, "Mr. Stanhope of Chester" was an old friend of Wetherington's, and
yet the latter eowed before him. although " Mr. Stanhope.
ester" treated Mr. Wetherington with marked attention and flooded him with expressions of confidence and good
will.
Arrived at Manchester, the three travelers went to
the same hotel, had supper, and, as supposed by Mr.
Jamieson. retired to lied.
Next morning, however, he
found that his friend. Mr. Wetherington. had taken the
night train back to Liverpool, and that "Mr. Stanhope
plot,

of

above

all,

tor

its

introducing

its

I

I

of

Chester "

?

— Mr.

i

Stanhope

of

Chester

? ",

why,

no such

person, or no third person at all, had dined with the two
friends the night before
\t least, so the people of the
hotel said. and. of course, Mr. Jamieson put them all down
as ver\ negligent hotel men. And the next day Mr. Jamieson
heard bad news from his friend, Mr. Wetherington, and so
throughout the book, every time that the handsome and
brilliant "Mr.
of Chester " appeared on the
-aster soon after overtook Mr. Wetherington until, at last, he became a refuge from justice, and
was found by his friend Jamieson in one of the lowest dens
in London, starving to death.
But here again "Mr.
Stanhope of Chester
appears rushing out of the room
occupied by Mr. Wether
a pistol shot is
ami Mr. Jamieson, who went to rescue his friend.
was arrested for murder and " Mr. Stanhope of Chester,"
why there were a dozen witnesses to prove that no one
passed down the stairs from the time the noise of the pistol
was heard until Mr. Jamieson was arrested in the deceased
man's room, with a smoking pistol On the floor.
Then
Mr. Jamieson was tried for his life, and was only saved
by the daughter of Mr. Wetherington, who was stopping in Mr. Jamieson's house, finding a letter from her
father. written on the day Mr. Jamieson was arrested,
and in which, after thanking .lamieson for all his kindness.
id he would kill himself.
Well, the denouement of the
thing was thi
was no "Mr. Stanhope of
Chester at all. He was the ghost of a former friend of
Mr. \\ etherington, whose wife had been seduced from her
home by Wetherington's intrigues, and who. subsequently,
killed himself and his wife in a London hotel
twentv-five
I

:-

—

This

tells us.

is

the blemish

we

find in

"Mr. Stanhope

of

Chester."
*"Stauliope

Chicago Bud

"What

of

New

Chester," by
York.

Percy Andrese.

Rand, McNally

&

Co.,

Money?" is a book of the sledge hammer order.
mottoes is "Strike but hear," another "The
make you free," "Your silver cankered god's
judgment on an infatuated people." These mottoes are
typical of its letter press, which is full of adjectives and
denunciations of the "gold bugs." The book is dedicated
to as many people as a new church bell has sponsors for
revenue.
Such words as "infamy," "inextinguishable absurdity," "robbery," "jobbery," "hatred of oppression,"
and pages of denunciatory epithets are flung at all who
disagree with the author, who poses as the opponent of
"oppression in every form," and "the fearless and incessant advocate of the people's rights." Then the author
tells us that
having no carrion-crow syndicate bonds, and
not much of anything," he must needs appeal to the friends
of "honest money" to help circulate the book.
And so,
with peculiar elegance, the author turns inside out his
empty pockets and says: "Behold." Yes, it is often thus

One

is

of its

truth shall

—

with the friends of

Some time ago

silver.

contemporary published a statement to
the effect that Colonel Dodge, in his History of Gustavus
Adolphus, said that the great Captains who must be accepted as models for whomsoever would succeed in the
profession of arms, were Hannibal,
Alexander. Caesar,
a

Gustavus Adolphus, Turenne, Prince Eugene, and Frederick.
Surprised at this statement, w-e commented on
what our contemporary had said, and stated our belief
that the six great military captains of the world were
"Alexander, Hannibal, Caesar, Gustavus Adolphus, Frederick, and Napoleon. " We had not read Colonel Dodge's book
at the time
a book, by the way, which we thiuk admirable,
and we now find that our contemporary was wrong, and
that our guess at the six great military captains agreed
with that of Colonel Dodge.
A note from Colonel Dodge
first drew- our attention to our contemporary's mistake.

—

"A Jab at the Devil." by the Rev. Wallace R. Struble,
an argument for the creation of a Christian political
party in this country. Such a party would be expected to
direct the policy of the Government and "Decency" should
be its watchword. Well, whatever we may think about
the advisability of forming such a party, the author of "A
Jab at the Devil" has succeeded in making out a good
He is terse and clear, and the little pamphlet is
well worth reading.
The Rev. Wallace R. Struble is an
Evangelist.
The pamphlet was published at Colon. Mich.
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One of the whispers of the swim goes that tl
of Mrs. Gertrude Atherton
s drawn, in many
of its salient points, from a sister of her late husband,
George Atherto
a numeris nothing like having
ous and available family eonneetion to furnish ground work
for a writ it. a> the old axiom of truth being stranger than

_

IE

of

the

if the girls who was
at the dinner given the same
evening by a lady in the same neighborhood (but not, one of
the cotillion crowd) remarked when told what the figure
was going, to he. " Before /'./ make a break for any man
alive "
Rather good, from that source.
!

* * »

Californians are wont to wax wrothy when spoken of
as people in the wild and woolly West.
But with all our
wealth, with all our beauty in nature and human nature, it
must be admitted we arc not entitled to be called trained,
that essential so absolute in all society which is found in established centres.
In Europe— and now in New York
girls are trained how to walk, how to sit down, how to
cross a room, and how to enter and leave a carriage.
It
is not left to a sort of slap-dash, go-as-you-pleasedness to
do any of these necessary actions in well-bred circles, but
so perfectly are the girls trained, so gracefully do they
perform them, it looks like the most unstudied grace. That
this course of training would be an invaluable aid to some
of our rich men's wives, who can doubt who has ever witnessed some of them entering a ballroom or descending
from a carriage? The sling along gait, the "I'm Mrs. So
and So" air, the defiant stride, is sadly in need of the polishing process.
The wonder is that the several European
trips have not produced that result.

* * *

The number

fiction

favorite

speech with
the up-to-date bud is what she calls "making a break."
This charming phrase was most delightfully illustrated by
the maids and matrons who participated in the racenl
NewhaO cotillion as they so gracefully dashed through the
paper screens in their quest of a partner for the dance,

makes

a rich held to

fornix of

marriages which have been arranged or
which have occurred here of late, and which have united
young men and maidens in our best Jewish circles with
those in our best Christian society is really worthy of remark. More and more the "doxies and orthodoxies" will
be forgotten, and fierce, intolerant creeds will fade away,
under such a beneficent, gracious order of affairs as the
bridal wreathe.
Throughout the Southern States— especially in Georgia and South Carolina
it is said that for
years the union between the aristocracy of the Jewish and
Christian families has never been a domestic nor a social
failure.
In fact, Savannah's proudest society has encouraged it. While never courting a religious controversy of
any sort, a fair-minded man-of-the-world might ask so
liberal and so honest a clergyman as Rabbi Voorsanger
whether he entirely disapproves of the ultimate millennium.
of

#

from.

#

i

A snap shot taken in a society gathering of the period
might lead one to suppose that our girls were inclined to
the vulgar attitude known as arms akimbo.
But the fashion of big sleeves

is

responsible for this prevailing style.
* * *

On dit, among the pretty trifles sent the suffering society
boss during his recent illness, was a dainty mouchoir "bedewed with tears," from the girls of a fashionable girls'
school.
Who would not be the rotund Ed ?
* * *

The Burton leap year dance

is the only one given this
winter which can lay claim to having kept the guests together until five o'clock in the morning, which proves conclusively what an enjoyable affair it was.

* * *

The large family connection who assisted Mrs. Alvord at
hentea last week was a feature of the affair.
It is not
every hostess who has so ample a following.
In contrast to the unpopularity which Lord Dunraven acquired in
country, it is curious to note how many friends the young Duke
of Marlborough is making all over the States, even though he is
carrying off one of our greatest heiresses. At a reception during his
recent Kentucky trip, they cheered when he drank off a tumbler of
Old Saratoga Whiskey, and toasted that State and its lovely women.
this

Don't fail to chew Adams' Pepsin Tutti-Frutti Chewing
meals.

Gum

after

Indigestion fades before it.
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California

Exposition

Applications for exhibition space, or for concessions of any kind,
in the CALIFORNIA STATE EXPOSITION, to be held in the

MADISON SQUARE GARDEN,
should be

March

filed at
1st.

N. Y„

MAY, 1896,
New York, on

the Executive Office,

or before

Application blanks, diagrams, and descriptive pamphlets can
be secured at the office of this paper.

Address

all

communications to

"WALTER H. WICKES,

Manager,
Madison Square Garden, N. Y.

* # #

syrup, they all cry for him, but, alas, for the girls, the
wily Captain is said to prefer the blandishments of the
young matron to the ingenue every time.

ft

"Society will have one subject al least for meditation
during Lent." said a Pi anklin street dowager the
day. "and that is wondering what the surprises will be
which are promised as the chief attraction of the Darling
cotillion on Easter Monday night at the Presidio boproom."

—

A gushing girl from the rural districts wants to know
what has become of Wilcox and his bang that they both
have been among the missing at social functions so frequently of late. Maus seems to be the coming man in popularity among the women.
Like Mrs. Winslow's soothing

draw

City.

<^, Popular

prices, equal to others; no imitating.
All original styles, varied to suit the
Competent artists employed; no
features.

Strozynski's.

apprentices, '-Bernhardt' wavers, to wave
h rwithoul DU ming; "EauBroux," to restore
Latest styles in modern Bangs,
1

parlinn Hair
-Hair UrG5&Gr.
nrp.^<sRP
Lading
[

^

grey or bleached hair to natural color.
particularly Louis de Lavelliere style.

Open Sundays.

Corner Ellis and Leavenworth streets

Perrier-Jouet

& Co

* * *

It is a long time since San Francisco has been treated
to a visit from real right down royalty, and the Poniatowski and Von Schroeder element sunk below the horizon as
the effulgence of the Italian King's nephew burst upon our
social sphere.
The women are all agog, and 'tis safe to
say that even Paderewski will not be so much worshipped
as the handsome young sailor prince during his stay among
us.

* * *
It is a noticeable fact that the pretty faces of last year's
debutantes are beginning to wear an anxious expression
as the present season rolls rapidly on, and will so soon be
past and gone. However, the experience of a third year
out" will prove to these girls that it is not always the

most devoted beau who becomes a benedict.

EPERNAY CHAMPAGNE,
For sale by all first-class Wine
Merohants and Grocers

W.

B.

CHAPMAN,

Sole Agent for Pacific Coast.

123 California St
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Commodore Vanderbilt was asked how he made
WHENgreat
"It
fortune
$90,000,000, he

replied:
was an easy matter to become rich; just watch for the
" I
opportunity, and then take advantage of it," said he.
commenced with only a few hundred dollars." But there
are many people who cannot recognize the opportunity to
make money. They may have a little sum to invest but
are not in a position to know what is going on.
It is a well-known fact that Commodore Vanderbilt
made most of his fortune by buying stocks at a low price,
his

of

had an immense rise. He had
when to buy and when to
sell.
Other men have made great fortunes in stocks of
one kind or another, among them being John W. Mackay,
the Rockefellers, and Jay Gould. They all started with

and holding on

until they

the peculiar gift of knowing just

small sums.
Among the stocks that have been sensational in their
development is the Bell Telephone stock, rising from a very
low price to over 200. This stock has paid large dividends
and made the original investors rich.

Ten Millions a Year.
The Western Union Telegraph Company started

busi-

Its present capital
ness with $500,000 of capital stock.
stock is $100,000,000, and pay $5,000,000 a year net profits
to the stockholders.
There are many other high-priced stocks that cost
original buyers a very low price, and now pay large
dividends on many millions of capital stock.
The Edison Electric is another notable example of

wonderful development and profit. A broker who bought
twenty shares of the original stock at 45, costing $000,
sold half of it a year later, getting $30,000 for 10 shares.
The Pullman Palace Car Company's gross earnings have
grown until they are over $10,000,000 a year and the
stock has gone up from a low price to 180.
There are many chances for making investments, but
there are none like the Railway and Dock Construction
stock and many prominent men in banking, railroad and
financial circles say this stock, which can be bought now
at $10 per share, is sure to sell at 50 before long, and
eventually have an immense rise like the Bell Telephone,
the Edison Electric and Pullman Palace Car stocks.
The par value is $100 per share and the stock is full paid
and non-assessable. The stockholders have no individual
liability whatever.
Mr. Edward A. Willson, the well-known Vanderbilt
stockbroker, says: "In our twenty years experience we
have never handled a stock of such intrinsic merit or one
which will pay such big profits. This stock gives the
small investor an equal chance with the capitalist, as the
small investor generally has to buy at par and be content
with a dividend of (> or 7 per cent, a year. Any one can
invest in Railway and Dock Construction stock now at $10
per share (the par value is $100) and they can buy from
one share upwards at the same price a capitalist buys a
thousand shares. The stock is certain to have an immense
rise when investors and speculators become aware of its
great value as the earnings will pay four and a half per
cent, on the par value of the shares, which equals 45 per
cent, cash dividends per year on stock bought now at the
low price of $10 per share.
Surely this is an opportunity which is met with but once
in

8,

1896.

the sole, absolute and exclusive right to manufacture and
The best
indestructible piles under U. S. patents.
engineering talent of the world has heretofore been unable
Many
to produce a pile that is absolutely indestructible.
costly experiments have been tried to make wooden piles
impervious against decay and the ravages of marine
worms, but the wooden piles only last from six months to
a few years, requiring continual replacement at great
expense.

sell

The Secret in Making Money is in this Old Greek Proverb.
" Know Your Opportunity."
Some of the Men
It Means
Who Made Millions by Knowing How. Very Valuable

—

February

a life-time.

There will be lively times in this stock when it is listed
on the Stock Exchange. We deal in numerous bonds that
pay from 4 to 5 per cent, a year. We are so confident of
the profits that will accompany investment in this stock
that we have not the slightest hesitation advising our
clients to sell their bonds and invest in Railway and Dock
stock while they can buy it at 10. The company is in solid
financial condition, has no indebtedness of any kind, and
there are no bonds or mortgages ahead of the stock.
The company owns all the rights, titles, interests in, and

Certainty of Profit.

There

is

an enormous demand for indestructible

piles in

the construction of piers, jetties, docks, bulkheads, breakwaters, foundations for bridge piers, etc.
Applications are pouring in from engineers, contractors
and railway officials all over the United States. These
men are quick to see the certainty of profit. They are,
perhaps better able to judge than others, because, out of
a total of 1891 railroads, 373 of these railway companies
are now preparing to build 20,547 miles of new line. 3000
miles are now being graded or are under contract; the
great superiority of the Railway and Dock Construction
Co.'s patent pile in solid, substantial, indestructible trestle
work is causing the demand in this special field.
Many negotiations now pending will create an immense
demand for the stock and cause it to sell at a very high
figure.

Prominent bankers say: "The public ought to buy this
stock now before the price goes up, for, by securing some
of the stock now at 10, they can share in the great profits
of development and will more than quadruple their capital
very soon as the above are only a few of the many sources
of earnings that will cause Railway and Dock Construction
stock to rise to a high price.
The very moderate estimate of earnings pays 45 per
cent, dividend on stock costing only $10 per share without
counting in any profits on contracts with the U. S.
Government or New York City. When any of these contracts are closed the stock will sell above $100 a share
very quickly.

There will be spent by the City of New York in reconstructing a small part of the city water front about
In a private
$3,000,000 per year for many years to come.
conversation Hon. J. Sergeant Cram, Ex-President of the
Board of Dock Commissioners said: "There is an immense fortune in this company's system of construction."
Old Style

— New

Style.

In place of the old wooden docks covered by temporary
sheds which now disfigure the water fronts of our cities,
this company build solid, indestructible piers, on which
permanent iron, stone or brick buildings are put up just
the same as on land.
New York City's revenue will be greatly enlarged by
this

vast increase of taxable property on these

new

piers.

The United States Government spent about $10,000,000
deepening the entrance to the Mississippi to divert tidal
action by old style work, which will be supplanted in
future by the Railway and Dock Construction Company's
system. $4,000,0011 has already been expended on the two
immense jetties in the bay at Galveston; they are simply
loose rock dumped in the water, forming a pyramid 100
feet wide at the bottom, tapering to 15 feet at the top
above the water. Each jetty is about 4i miles long.
The Railway and Dock Construction Co. build indestructible jetties of same size at the bottom as the top and save
this enormous waste of stone and labor.
In addition to all these immense profits the plans of the
R. & D. C. Co. call for an expenditure of about $10,000,000
to deepen the channel at Sandy Hook.
The U. S. Government can well afford to spend this sum to benefit the vast
commercial interests of the port of New York.
in

Even Bear Speculators Buy.
bulls but even the very best judges of
values, old shrewd bear operators on the stock exchange,
are buying this particular stock now they are aware of
its solid intrinsic merit and magnificent future and confidently predict that this one deal alone will put R. & D. C.
stock up to $250 a share and other large contracts will

Not only the

—

—

follow.

Many leading marine engineers and experts say: " This
company's system of construction must come into universal
use in building all improvements in rivers and harbors."
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be advanced Bbortiy.
Guilders are well-known
nanciers and business men. whose names ;u-<- at
once a synonym for trustworthy, capable management and
a guarantee that any stock in which they invest
wd very profitable. Among them arc George W.
Dunn. Esq., President of the company, head of the bank
ing house of Geo. \V Dunn ,v Co., New York, and president, director and trustee of oilier corporations; he has
been prominent in Wall Street for 25 years as
level-headed financier; Hon. Thomas Murphy, ex-Senator,
the famous Collector of the port of New York under President U.S. Grant; the eminent lawyer I!. A. B. Dayton,
Esq., Counsel of the company. 322 Broadway, New York;
Eugene Harvey Esq.. banker. Drexel Buildinp, Philadelphia. Pa.: R. M. Stanbrough, Esq.. capitalist. West
Hurley. N. Y.: Geo. D. Hilyard, Esq., contractor, New
York: W. A. Cbilds, Esq., of the Calumet and Hecla
Copper Co.. Calumet. Mich.; Edward A. Willson, Esq.,
hroker. New York; Geo. B. Shellhorn, Esq.. Receiver
Montgomery, Tuscaloosa and Memphis Railway Co.,
Montgomery, Ala: Y. Carryer. Esq., of the Canadian
Pacific Railroad Company, Field, B. C., Canada; Howard
Swineford, Esq., of Howard Swineford & Co., Richmond,
Va.: AY. M. Shipp, Esq., cashierof Deposit Bank, Midway,
Ky. Jacob Deyo, cashier Huguenot Bank, New Paltz,
N. Y.:C. E. Harwood, Esq., cashier Rockville National
Bank, Rockville. Conn., and other prominent gentlemen.
The Railway and Dock Construction Company has an
absolute monopoly and its earnings will increase with the
steady growth of commerce and of railroads.
The secret of making money is in the old Greek proverb

The price
The

certil

.

will
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The Boss of
Manufactured.
Used by

t!ie

all

SMOKELESS POWDERS

crack snots of the country.

Lowest recorded breech PRESSURE.
RECOIL aud absolutely no SMOKE.

Lightest

Manufactured by

THE GIANT POWDER
430 California

St., S.

CO., Consolidated,

F.

DELINQUENT SALE NOTICE.

;

"KAIRON GNOTHI"

New York

(know tour opportunity).— The

Mercury.
A

PROJECT

GOOD

THING.

Mining Company.
Location of principal place of business— San Francisco, Cal. Location
works—Placer County, Cal.
NOTICE— There are delinquent upon the following described stock, on
account of an assessment (No
). levied on the 9th day of November, 1895,
Basil Consolidated Gravel

of

the several amounts set opposite the

is

start West, either to invest money in the many splendid
opportunities here offered them, or to seek a genial climate such as California alone possesses, stop by the wayside in less favored States, little knowing the greater inducements we offer for enterprise and the returns that
are so profitable and so assured. These defects will be
remedied by an exposition such as the Board of Managers
contemplates.
Minerals, fruits, grain, timber, will be
presented amid beautiful surroundings and in such a way
as to attract the attention of the most casual beholder.
Models of our universities and of other leading institutions
as well as of many world-renowned gold and quicksilver
mines will be on exhibit. In fact the Exposition will be a
place where intending settlers or investors can get a
thorough knowledge of what our capabilities are, and see
how vastly superior California is to any other place in the
world for investments of every description. And when
the Exposition shall be closed it would be a good idea for
arrangements to be made whereby certain of the exhibits
can be kept on view continually, as they are by our State
Board of Agriculture on Market Street.

names

of the respective sharehold-

ers, as follows:

NAMES.

NO. CERTIFICATE.

NO. SHARES.
AMOUNT.
L. Dornberger
19
750
$37 50
C. Buxtorf
13
1050
52 50
And in accordance with law, and an order of the Board of Directors, made
on the 9th day of November, 1895, so many shares of each parcel of such
stock as may be necessary will be sold at public auction, at the office of
the company, No. 525 Commercial street, San Francisco, California, on

MONDAY, THE

on foot to provide for a prolonged and
gigantic exposition of California's products in the
great amphitheatre of the Madison Square Garden in New
Yort. This is a move in the right direction and one which
it behooves every Californian to help along to the best of
his ability.
California is known to be an El Dorado of
golden possibilities to every Easterner; in fact it is possible that many of them know the vast resources of this
State better than we do ourselves. But, unless they have
the leisure to travel here and see things for themselves,
they have absolutely no opportunity of forming any idea as
to the real wealth showered so munificently upon our
State from the ice bound regions of the north to the sunny
and glorious south. Then, again, many Easterners who

A

New

10th

DAY OF FEBRUARY,

1896,

at the hour of 12 o'clock m. of said day ; to pay said delinquent assessment
thereon, together with costs of advertising and expenses of sale.
F. X. SIMON, Secretary.
Oftlce: 525 Commercial street, San Francisco, Cal.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
Andes

Silver Mining Company.
Location of principal place of business— San Francisco, California. Locaworks— Virginia City, Nevada.
Notice is hereby given that at a meeting of the Board of Directors, held
on the 30th day of January, 1896, an assessment (No. 42), of Fifteen cents
per share was levied upon the capital stock of the corporation, payable in
United States gold coin to the Secretary, at the office of the company,
room 22, Nevada Block, 309 Montgomery St., San Francisco, California.
Any stock upon which this assessment shall remain unpaid on the
6TH DAY OF MARCH, 1896,
Will be delinquent, and advertised for sale at public auction, and unless
payment is made before will be sold on Saturday, the 28th day of March,
1896, to pay the delinquent assessment, together with costs of advertising
ing and expenses of sale. By order of the Board of Directors.

tion of

JOHN W. TWIGGS,

Office— Rooms

22,

Nevada Block,

309

Montgomery

St.,

Secretary.

San Francisco,

Cal.

ASSESSMENT NOTXE.
Sierra Nevada Sliver Mining

Company.

No

Assessment

Amount

per Share

Levied
Delinquent

Day

E. L.
15,

1

10

Nevada Block,

3, 1896

March 7,
March 27,

in office

of sale of Delinquent Stock

Office— Room

.

25 cents

February

309

Montgomery

PARKER,
street,

1896
1896

Secretary.

San Francisco,

California.

ANNUAL MEETINGHolmes Mining Company.

The regular annual meeting of the stockholders of the Holmes Mining
Company will be held at the office of the company, room 79, Nevada Block,
Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal., on
TUESDAY, the 11TH DAY OF FEBRUARY, 1896,

309

at the hour of 12 o'clock m., for the purpose of electing a Board of Directors to serve for the ensuing year, and the transaction of such other business as may come before the meeting. Transfer hooks will close on SatCHAS. E ELLIOT, Secretary.
urday, February 8. at 12 o'clock m.
Office— Room 79, Nevada Block, 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco,
California.
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All the Clothes,

©<?«'

at once, makes too much
wash, perhaps.
Use
a
Pearline, and it's easy to do
a few at a time Lots of women
fiV/s^°^ -JX/
V7 *zz2sfi/M do this. They take the napkins,
towels, handkerchiefs, hosiery,
etc., each day as they are cast
all

of

EDITH: —The Marie Antoinette rage, as
DEAR
likely to depart with the winter.
predicted,
is

was
But

those who contemplated a resort to days of Josephine and
the Empire will be disappointed. The tendency is now all
towards the de Medici and the Henri Quatre eras. Gowns
of the latter period, with ruff and padded hips are the
I saw one of brown
fashion in Paris and New York.
boucle Capucine; the bodice of brown velvet, with a satin
front of the same shade, consisting of a box-pleat in the
centre, edged with a ruffle of brown gauze and [two
pleats on either side, also finished with a gauze ruffle.
Four painted buttons framed in brilliants are placed at
intervals in box-pleat, which hangs down the centre like a
Underneath this
blouse and falls over the belt of ribbon.
belt begins at the hips a pleated six-inch strip of the velvet.
About the throat is a ruching of brown gauze.
Yes, there is no doubt that dresses are beginning to
widen at the hips decidedly. A rose silk gown recently displayed a plain skirt flaring very much. The bodice was of
pink satin. A tight belt, studded with imitation gems in
front, on either side of which are two stiff loops of ribbon
standing straight out. A ribbon collar at the neck has
stiff

loops to match.

Already women are beginning, as I have said, to speakof spring and summer than of the present, so far as
dress materials are concerned. The pretty checked EngSo will the
lish silks will be quite the rage this summer.
Scotch tartan plaids. The checks are in large cross-bars

more

instead of the small solid blocks of one color alternating
with white. The plaids are very lovely this year and combine greens, whites and blacks, or delicate violet, rose and
green.
Grenadines are coming greatly into favor now that the
season has begun for Houolulu trips on this side of the
continent, or for Florida and Bermudan visits from the
Eastern society contingent. Grenadines have always been
exceedingly popular, and they are apt to have a longer
reign than ever before, this time, on account of the exquisite new styles.
They range in texture from the
gauzy and diaphanous silk muslin to the large canvass
woven squares. The designs are in pretty green leaves,
Otherwise
or else a dark ground with rosy blossoms.
stripes are much in vogue.
In many cases the stripes are
of Moire or of velvet and very narrow, while others are
wide, alternating with vines of Eglantine.
On the most
fragile grenadines the satin pink and black stripes are
the mode.
By the way, a correspondent writes that ladies do not
put their names and addresses on tiny silver plates on the
bicycles in Europe or in the East.
It seems that far too
often impudent intruders and a curious public have sought
to identify and recognize the fair owners through this
means. Instead, they have a crest or monogram, printed
upon the frame, and find it just as easy to recognize their

own machines.
It was foretold

—

No
they are, perfectly clean.
When the regular washbother, no rubbing.
day comes, there isn't much left to do. Why
isn't this just as well as to keep everything
and wash
Beware

Never

York.

NO POISON.

Never Fails.

Made from the concentrated extract of the blue gum leaves. Creates no
disagreeable odor. Each package equal in power to one-half pound of ordiPrice, ten cents per package, $1 per doz.
nary insect powder or tar balls
Sent postpaid to any address on receipt of price in postage stamps. Energetic persons wanted to act as State or county agents. Big inducements
offered reliable parties. Address all orders and communications to the
sole manufacturers,

CALIFORNIA PRODUCTION CO.,
3S!8

MME. MflRGHrtND'S GREME
A

Seventh

San Francisco, Cal.

St.,

GREME.

DE. Lfl

Endorsed by

delightful preparation

preserving and beautifying the complexion.

W. T. Wenzell.M.D.,
Ph M.

Awarded diploma

C. F. Jones, Ph.C.
C. A. Clinton, M.D., exmember Board of Health.

for

chanics' Fair.
superior merit.

Wm

at Mefor

1895,

Ph.G.

M. Searby, Ph.C.

W. Gerlach.Ph.G. M.D.
W. M. Logan, Ph G. M.D
G.

Samples of Creme de
Creme given away.

la

Dr. Lichau,
Dr.

MME MMRGMAND
Send

Rooms 30 to41.
for booklet.

121

Post

St.

Tuber's entrance.

Telephone

1349.

"In the

Fine

LIDDLE

Co.

Field

I

Sportsmen's Goods
110

Murphy, and others.

Hair and Complexion Specialist,

R.

Montgomery

of

o

Goods

$

Sports."

)

Cheap.

Street,

New

San Francisco
Write

book free

for Catalogue.

For barbers, bakers, bootblacks, bath-houses,

bil-

BRUSHES

liard tables, brewers, book-binders, candy-makers,
canners, dyers, flour-mills, foundries, laundries,
paper-hangers, printers, painters, shoe factories,
tar-roofers, tanners, tailors, etc.

BUCHANAN
BRUSH MANUFACTURERS,

BROS.,

609 Sacramento

St., S.

F

Tel. 5610.

Removal Notice.

TIREY

Argonaut brand.

382

more difficult to secure genuine old Japanese vases and
bronzes nowadays in Japan than it is to buy them from George T.
Marsh & Co., at 625 Market street, under the Palace Hotel.

Contains

etc.

Eucalyptus Powder

Fails.

Has removed

It is

JAMES PYLE. New

Roaches, Bed-Bugs. Mites on birds, chickens,

one of the most popular brands of Kentucky
Bourbon Whiskeys, and one of the purest and best found in this
market. E. Martin & Co., 411 Market street, where they are now
located, are the agents for this excellent whiskey on the Pacific
Coast, and are also the authorized agents for the celebrated J. F.
Cutter Bourbon. The trade will make no mistake in buyiDg the
is

?

«9

The New California Insect Exterminator. Clears out Moths. Fleas, Ants,

stable men,

last

one day

in

of imitations.

December that

shirt waists would
probably go out of fashion this year speedily. Now comes
the news that they will be more the style than ever,
and that manufacturers are preparing millions of shipments. The newest idea in the shirt waist is very fine
Batiste, patterned exactly like
India and
Cashmere
shawls.
Another favorite will be the embroidered grass
cloth or dainty white mulle.
Belinda.

The "Argonaut"

Soak them in Pearline
and water, boil them a few
minutes, rinse out and there

aside.

George

his offices to

Rooms

L.

FORD, Att'y-at-Law,

158-157,

8th floor

CROCKER BUILDING

Has removed his

Law

B. Merrill

offices to

California Safe

Montgomery

St., S.

Rooms

F.

316

Deposit Building,

and

317,

Third Floor,

United States Laundru,
Office: 1004

Market

St.,

near Baldwin.

Telephone, South

4-3-0.
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AND PURCHASERS GUIDE

CITY INDEX
Berber** Rtttaumnl,
lad!-

Buy Slxl* Oy»ter h
Montgomerv-81. Con>* *nd Lunih Houit.
»

E«periencrd C'

-

ik

here,

I

to

»;uit

make

your confounded
rday 1
jg\\i m u blockade and bad to alt and wait for nearly
you
fan bour. Scpkriktindist That's jusl like
Why, another man just came in and comsfied.
went
that
cars
plained
the
go fasl he couldn't get on.

—How

Mrs. Wreakhard (the landlady)

taking your medicine after dinner? I
Mb.
told you to take it before meals.
Bald

didn't

it

make any

—

it

Oldboabdkh—He

difference as lung as

1

took

it

on an

empty stomach. Life.
Wife You saw Mrs. Browner last evening.' HUSBAND
— Y.'s: but not to speak to. Wife What a story! They
tell me you were sitting with her for more than two hours.
HUSBAND — True; but it was she who did the talking.

—

—

Boston Transcript.
"What are you doing here?' asked Mr. Taddells to a
tramp, whom he found suspiciously near his henhouse.
" Look in' for work," was the wanderer's reply.
''You
mean looking for trouble, don't you? " " Well, isn't work
"

.lining

Nevada R«iUur«nt,
Poodle Oog Rettaurant,
dlDioti

Or.

and

—

Judge.
trouble?
" It's a good deal of work to keep this tail of mine from
getting twisted," said the British lion.
"You don't go
about it in the right way,'' replied the Russian bear. "You
ought to quit lashing it and wag it once in a while."
Washington Star.

— Did the fish man call to-day, Nora. Nora
Xewcook —Yis'm. Mrs. Parkwest— Had he frogs' legs?
m'm? He had
NOBAH NewOOOK — Sure, how could Oi

-

AH

:

,

.1

Bwtl

BBOfl

I'rivalo

II

Bl»a!tCOa»B. BRUKO.

DEN rlsTs

Thomaa L. Mill.
OFFICE: Odd Fellowa*
Omoohoura:

n

!...i

I

streets.

that you are
thought the doctor
is

ii.ni.

it

II

a

plaint n«nin.-t

Life

'

m

MAlion Torlon

.'

Building, Boathwem oor. ScvoDtta smd Market
\
M ':> r m
ODUSttltfttlotiHoufs:
1

Dr. H. G. Young,
teeth without plates,

1*11 pollt street.

Dr. R. Cutlar, 818 Sutler ulrei-t.

MEDII
Elmer Bunker li:is rcranvnl to 0.30 Suitor Bt
Hours: [to 8 end 6:8(1 lo 7:811 P. m.
Dr. Hall, 14 McAllister St.. near Jones. Diseases
Dr. R.

Offloe

of

women and

children.

POSTAGE STAMP DEALERS.
Hawaiian Stamps a specialty. MAKINS & CO 500 Market street.
Selections on approval: any place in world. W. F. GREANY, 827Brannan
The W.

H. Hollls

Stamp

Co., (Incorporated),

105

O'Farrell St., S. F.

MERCHANT TAILORS.
& Co., 115 Kearny, up-stairs. Suits to order $12 50.
coats, $10. Pants $4 and upwards. Samples by mail.
«S-A perfect tit guaranteed.

Neuhaus

Over-

VOCAL CULTURE.
Miss Caroline Shlndler, Soprano. Vocal Culture.

Hours,

1

to

3,

Joseph Greven, Vocal Teacher, Neumann Piano Store, 82 Ninth

2416

St.

,

Clay

S. F.

CANDIES.

CANDIES.— Don't

leave the city without a uox of

ROBERTS' Best.

Mrs. Parkwest

tell,

—

on pants an' a long ulster. New York Herald.
Small Brother Marie, does your admirer stutter?
Marie No, of course not. What made you think of such
a thing? Small Brother Then why does he write, "My
dear, dear Marie ? " Pleigende Blatter.
Friend
It must be awful to have the newspapers keep
sayins such things about you. Political Candidate
Yes; but supposing they don't say anything at all? Som-

—

—

—

—

CLEARANCE SALE

—

—

—

of

FINE
At 25c. and 50c. on the

SHOES

dollar.

erville Journal.

—
—

Nolan Bros.

Mr. Wabash
Mrs. Finckly seems very happy to-night.
Mrs. Lakely Yes. She has just secured her first divorce
and is cackling over it like a pullet over her first egg.

Shoe Go.
812-814 Market Street,

Truth.

—

Mr. Softerly paid me a great compliment yesterClara
day.
He said I grew more beautiful every day. Maude
Well, practice makes perfect, you know. Life.

—

She

— Yes,

—

they are engaged.

I

know

she refused him

twice, but the third time he proposed she accepted him.
Her Husband Serves him right. Brooklyn Life.

—

—

Phelan Building,

ON WHEELS.

"Order in the court " shouted the Judge.
"This is the
worst disgrace this court has suffered since I was elected
Indianapolis Journal.
to the judgeship."
1

—

—

She Do you think it would be unmaidenly for a girl to
propose to a man?
He Certainly not; if she is rich
enough for two. New York Sun.
Bertie
Did you ever notice how Algie's face lights up
when he talks? Mabel Yes; he's lantern-jawed, you
know. Pick-Me-Up.
" Yes. But his
" Blykins has his own way in his home."
wife always tells him what it is going to be beforehand."

—

—

—

—

G.&S.
HOME PRODUCTION.

—

"Johanna, don't forget to dust the bric-a-brac." "No,
Detroit Free
Press.

—

Sir Edwin Arnold is going to Japan again for curios. He is a
great friend, by the way, of George T. Marsh & Co., who have such
a splendid collection under the Palace Hotel.

Lucullus used to send out pirates in the old Roman days to capture oysters. Moraghan, the celebrated oyster dealer in the California Market, takes care of these matters nowadays. Stalls 68-70.

G0BURN,

TEVIS

Root

Need

&

GO., 107 Front St.

Does your

Washington Star.

ma'am; where do you keep the dust?"

AXLE GREASE.

We will

examine

Repair?

without cost, and give
estimate for putting in good order, and
beeping it so for a term of years.
it

ParnffiriA rami
Paint
raranine

Towel Gompang.

Department,
Hn Roofing
n 6 Battery street.
i/o.

No.

9'

Lick Place
Furnishes clean Towels at the following low rates: Clean hand
towels each week, $1 per month; 12 clean hand towels each week;
$1 50 per month; 4 elean roller towels- each week, $1, 6 months
6 clean roller towels each week, $1 25 per month.

Pacific
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BANKING.
BANK OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.
Incorporated by Royal Charter,

^

1

BANK OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO.
1

1

New York — Messrs.

New

—

even the mustard, was despatched from Paris a week before the intended date of the dinner. The menu left nothing
to be desired, but it is doubtful if a Paris dinner, after
crossing the Atlantic, can be worth eating.

The commission

of the Paris exhibition of 1900 has
decided that the exhibition shall be confined exclusively to
the left bank of the river, with the exception of the

says Court Journal.
the Champs-Elysees
Palais de l'Industrie
practically the same
1889.

"I have learned from observation that three things
surely happen to a man who works steadily, without relaxation.
In the first place he becomes nervous, irritable
and hard to get along with. In the second place the
grade of his work falls off and he is liable to err in his
judgment. In the third place he dies suddenly. It is an
uncontrovertible law of nature." Chauncey M. Depew.

—

—

Letters of Credit issued available in all parts of the world.
on New York, Boston, Chicago, St. Louis, Salt Lake
Denver, Kansas City, New Orleans. Portland, Or., Los Angeles, and on

Draws Direct

London, Paris, Berlin, Bremen, Hamburg, Franlifort-on-Main, Copenhagen,
Stockholm, Christiania, Melbourne, Sydney. Auckland, Hongkong, Shanghai, Yokohama, Genoa, and all cities in Italy.

SAN FRANCISCO SAVINGS UNION.
Corner California and Webb Streets.
Deposits, Dec. 31, 1895
Guarantee Capital and Surplus

Sovereign Remedy— Dr. Parker's Cough Cure.
It

never

fails.

Try

it.

Prioe 35c.

One dose

will stop a

George Dahlbender

& Co

,

street.

The Genhinic " Brown's Bronchial Troches " are sold only in boxes.
They are wonderfully effective for Coughs, Hoarseness or Irritation of the

Throat caused by

cold.

$24,202,327
1,575,631

ALBERT MILLER,

President E. B. POND, Vice-President
Directors— Thomas Magee, G. W. Beaver, Philip Barth, Daniel E. Martin, W. C. B. De Fremery, George C. Boardman, Robert Watt; Lovell
White, Cashier.
Receives Deposits, and Loans only on real estate security. Country
remittances may be sent by Wells, Fargo & Co., or by check of reliable
parties, payable in San Francisco, but the responsibility of this Savings
Bank commences only with the actual receipt of the money. The signature
of the depositor should accompany the first deposit. No charge is made for
f>ass-book or entrance fee. Office hours—9. A. m. to 3 p. m. Saturday evenngs,6:30to8.
|

LONDON AND SAN FRANCISCO BANK, LIMITED.
Authorized Capital
$2,450,000
$3,500,000 Capital Paid-up
Reserve
$375,000
San Francisco Office—424 California St. London Office—73 Lombard St.
Portland Branch—Chamber of Commerce Building.
Tacoma Branch— 1156 Pacific Ave.
Manager, ARTHUR SCRIVENER Ass't Manager. WILLIAM STEEL
|

I

Cashier, GUSTAV FRIEDERICH.
LONDON BANKERS— Bank of England and London Joint Stock Bank.
NEW YORK—Messrs. J. P. Morgan & Co. Boston—Third National Bank.

This Bank Is prepared to transaot all kinds of General Banking and Exchange Business in London and San Francisco, and between said cities
all parts of the world.

LONDON, PARIS AND AMERICAN BANK, LIMITED.
N. W. Cor. Sansome and Sutter Sts.
Subscribed Capital
$2,500,000 Paid Up Capital
12,000,000
Reserve Fund
$800,000
Head Office
58 Old Broad Street, London
AGENTS— New York— Agency of the London, Paris, and American
Bank Limited, No. 10 Wall Street, N. Y. Paris— Messrs. Lazard, Freres
& Cie, 17 Boulevard Poissoniere. Draw direct on the prinoipal cities of the
world. Commercial and Travelers* Credits issued.
S IG G R E
}M a -agers.

C AL T S
.

APM

cg^

CROCKER-WOOLWORTH NATIONAL BANK °F san francisco.
Cor. Market, Montgomery, and Post Sts.
Paid-Up Capital
81,000,000.

WM. H.CROCKER
W. E. BROWN
GEO. W. KLINE

President
Vice-President
Cashier
Directors— Chas. P. Crocker, E. B. Pond, Hy. J.Crocker, Geo. W. Scott

THE ANGLO-CALIFORNIAN BANK, LIMITED.
N. E. Cor. Pine
Capital authorized

Subscribed

Kearny

CORRESPONDENTS.

Laidlaw & Co.; the Bank of New York, N. B. A.
Boston— Tremont National Bank; London— Messrs. N. M. Rothschild &
Sons; Paris— Messrs. de Rothschild Freres; Virginia City (Nev.)—
Agency of The Bank of California; Chicago— Union National Bank, anil
Illinois Trust and Savings Bank; Australia and New Zealand— Bank of
New Zealand; China, Japan, and India— Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China; St. Louis Boatman's Bank.

|

The Duke of Marlborough is having the lake at
Blenheim cleaned out, a very large number of men being
employed. The cost is estimated at about £19,000 ($95,000,) say the London Court Journal, and it is expected
that the work will take a long time to complete, the lake
being a very large sheet of water.
For some years past
the greater part of the magnificent ornamental water at
Blenheim has been choked with weeds.

cough.

—

$3,000,000 00
Capital
Surplus and Undivided Profits (October I, 1894).. 3.158,129 70
President CHARLES R. BISHOP. .Vice-Pres't
WILLIAM ALVORD
Secretary THOMAS BROWN
Cashier
ALLEN M.CLAY
Ass't Cashier 1. F. Moulton... .. .2d Ass't Cashier
S. Prentiss Smith

Among New York clubmen, who are of an epicurean
disposition, a new fashion, and one somewhat difficult to
follow, has sprung up; it is that of having each week a
number of ready-prepared dishes sent direct from Paris
and timed to arrive at
York on Sunday, which day is
set aside apparently for the imported dinner.
Two
epicures, however, last week, not content with a few
dishes, ordered an entire dinner to be brought across the
sea.
Everything soup, fish, meat, sauces, dessert, wines,

A

;

;

conclusion of the present session of the court, says a Washington dispatch to the Boston Herald. He has said to
Senator White of California and other intimate friends
that he intends to let President Cleveland select his
successor, and that he proposes to make the vacancy by
He has gone further, and has said
retiring this spring.
to them that he would like to see his friend, Judge Erskine
M. Ross of Los Angeles, Cal., appointed his successor, and
that if consulted by President Cleveland, as he might expect to be, he would strongly advise the appointment of
Judge Ross.

214

$3,000,000.

—

Justice Stephen J. Field, the oldest member of the
supreme court, is expected to retire from the bench at the

Trocadcro, which is to be included,
The commission also decided that
should not be touched, and that the
should be maintained. This will be
site as was used for the exhibition of

1862.

Reserve Fund and Undivided Profits, $1,181,910
Southeast Cor. Bdsh and Sansome Sts.
60 Lombard Street, London
HEAD OFFICE
Branches — Victoria, Vancouver, New Westminster, Kamloops, Nan
iamo, and Nelson, British Columbia; Portland, Oregon; Seattle and Ta
coma, Washington.
This Bank transac ts a General Banking Business. Accounts opened subject to Check, and Special Deposits received. Commercial Credits granted
available in all parts of the world. Approved Bills discounted and advances made on good collateral security. Draws direct at current rates
upon its Head Office and Branches, and upon its Agents, as follows:
New York— Merchants Bank of Canada Chicago— First National Bank
Liverpool North and South Wales Bank; Scotland British Linen
Company; Ireland— Bank of Ireland; Mexico— London Bank of Mexico;
South America— London Bank of Mexico and South America; China and
Japan — Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China; Australia and
New Zealand— Bank of Australasia and Commercial Banking Company of
Sydney, Ld Demerara and Trinidad (West Indies)— Colonial Bank.

Capital Paid Up,

LAWYER'S Advice on the Bible. —Among the
" Open Letters " in The Century for January is one on
"Advice to a Young Lawyer," in which the writer gives
the substance of several old letters recently found in a
package in a Washington garret, written by such men as
These letters were adWebster, Clay, and Calhoun.
dressed to a young man who had requested the views of
the statesmen named as to the best course of study to
pursue preparatory to entering the legal profession. One
letter written by Senator B. W. Leigh, a famous Virginia
lawyer, is specially interesting. After mentioning several
works of history, politics, and law, Senator Leigh says:
" I advise every man to read the Bible.
I speak of it here
as a book which it behooves a lawyer to make himself
thoroughly acquainted with. It is the code of ethics of
every Christian country on the globe, and tends, above all
other books, to elucidate the spirit of law throughout the
It is, in fact, a part of the practical
Christian world.
law of every Christian nation, whether recognized as such
or not."

Head
Agents at

and Sansome

Sts.

Up

81,500,000
$6,000,000 Paid
700,000
3,000,000 Reserve Fund
Office 18 Austin Friars, London, E. C.
York— J. W. Seligman Co., 21 Broad street.

New

I

|

—

&

&

The Bank transacts a General Banking Business, sells drafts, makes
telegraphic transfers, and issues letters of credit available throughout the
world. Sends bills for collection, loans money, buys and sells exchange
and bullion.
IGN.
3N. STEINHART ") Managers.
Mttna „ era
P. N.
.
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BANKING.
MUTUAL SAVINGS BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO.
Ou»r..

"/ATJM

mi from Ogdeo a
V^/ few days ago coofirmed by later dispatches from
had been
during which for i»
foil and gathered od
the wire-, and insulators between Ogden and Kiho. sins
It
w.
is
supposed that the salt was
gathered up from thi
,ke and that the moisture
evaporated, leaving the crystals.
The Union Pacific
started an engine out from Ogden with a hose attachment
to wash the salt off. as it seriously interfered with the
working of the wires. The engine moved along slowly.
with the water turned on the wires.
Tlie scheme •
tire '.v satisfactory and cleaning the wires was eon.
in a short time.
This is the tir>t time in the history of the
t'nion Paeifie. or of railroading, for that matter, that
there has been such a phenomenon.

-

1

1

•bclao.

Character ix the Hair.— Dark brown locks are always
women with rich, dark-red hair are amiable and
sweet; women with pale blonde hair of the colorless, ashy

paid on

temperament.
Salol Tablets. The Pharmaceutical Journal states
that in England a patient, under medical advice, had for
some time been taking tablets of salol, when intestinal obstruction was set up and an operation became necessary.
" On opening the body the intestine was found packed with
the salol tablets unaltered. This was probably due to the
pressure used in forming the tablets.
The more finely
comminuted and loosely packed an insoluble or difficultly
soluble remedy, the easier it is absorbed by the system,
and consequently substances like salol should never be

City Hanks.

Underground Wire — St. Louis has

notified the electric

A.

H

Sullivan. Robert Mi

LoanR on approved sr

I

Wht-n

avruunU send signature.

opor.ni>;

WELLS FARGO & CO.'S BANK.
.|;m
svsmiH & SOTTIM, STRMtTS.

N B

I

ii

Cush Capital ami Surplus
John.T. Valentine

H.

le.%0,000

Cashier

|

Manager

merS. King
Mpinun

l'r

Wadsworlh

Assistant Cashier

P. L.

BRANCHES

W. y City, H B. Part
Pars
DiRBOTona—John J. Valentino, BenJ
E. Huntington, Homer S. King, Geo
P. Crocker, Dudley Evans.

Ohei

P.

,

Oliver Eldrloge,

John

J,

,\i,r

.Charli

THE SATHER BANKING COMPANY.
CAPITAI
Successor

»1 .iW.OOO

Salher

to

James K. Wilson

&

Co.,

Established

President.
L.

I.

San Franolsco.
TALBOI, Vic, President

1851,

C. P. A.

CowciLi.. Cashier.

Directors— C. S. Benedict, Charles Main, F. W. Sumner, Albert Miller,
Johnson, C. F. A. Talbot. James K. Wilson.

Wm. P.

Agents: New York— Drexel. Morgan & Co. Boston— Downer & Co.
Philadelphia— Drexel & Co. Chicago— Atlas National Bank. St. Louis—
The Mechanics' Bank. Kansas City— First National Bank. LondonBrown. Shipley & Co. Paris— Drexel, Harjes & Co.

THE GERMAN SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.
No. 536 California St., S. f.
Capital actually paid up in Cash, $1,000,000.
Reserve Fund
$ 715,000
Deposits, Dec. 31, 1895,
$30,727,586 50.
Guaranteed Capital. .$1,200,000
OFFICERS— President, B. A. Becker; Vice-President, Edward Kruse;
Second Vice-President, George H. Eggers; Cashier, A. H. R. Schmidt; Assistant Cashier, Wm. Herrmann; Secretary, George Tourny Assistant
Secretary, A. H. Muller.
Board of Directors— Edward Kruse, George H. Eggers, O. Shoemann,
A. C. Heineken, H. Horstmann, B. A. Becker, H. L. Simon, Ign. Steinhart,
Daniel Meyer. Attorney, W. S. Goodfellow.

SECURITY SAVINGS BANK,
Montgomery St.. Mills Building.
INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS. LOANS MADE.

—

given in tablet form."

J.

curt!

loyal;

kind are impulsive and loving; black hair denotes a highstrung, tempestuous nature, full of sentiment; women with
fine light red hair can do anything well that they attempt,
but are inclined to be nervous and sensitive; women with
fine brown hair, with a tinge of gold in it, usually have fits
of despondency, but cheerfulness predominates in such a

John

Murphy, Frank

t

Effei t of High Pressures on Wood.—Soft wood becomes stronger than hard wood under pressure. The case
of a block of Oregon pine, taken from the middle of an upright which formed a part of the timber support in the
Comstock mines for twelve years, gives an example of the
effect of heavy pressure on wood fibre.
It is so hard that
it cannot be cut with a knife,
and one of its sides is polished from the squeezing it has undergone.
Yellow pine
from the lower lever of the Comstock has been so compressed by the enormous weight that its density exceeds
that of lignum vital.

l'lll'.I.W

!•

1

232

DIRECTORS.

Wm. Alvord
Wm. Babcock
Adam Grant

Jerome Lincoln
O. D. Baldwin
W. S, Jones

H. H. Hewlett
A. K. P. Harmon
J.

B. Lincoln.

HUMBOLDT SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.
No.

18

Geary Street.
November

Incorporated

24, 1869.

ADOLPH C. WEBER
ERNST BRAND

President
Secretary

lighting and street car companies to get their wires under-

ground by January 1st, 1900, under penalty of having all
left above ground after that date cut down by the city.
A pretty general movement of this sort will soon be under
way.

The tower at the Budapest exposition next year

is

to be 1625 feet high, or 650 feet higher than the Eiffel of
Paris. This excelsior business will probably stop some
time.
It is said that foods stored in an atmosphere of
oarbonic-acid gas are preserved indefinitely, the freshness
and flavor being retained better than by the use of ice.

—

The Grand Canyon Line
To the East.
The "Santa Fe Route " Popular Overland Excursions
I

to Chicago
and Eastern cities will leave every Wednesday. Manager in charge.
Through Palace and Upholstered Tourist Sleepers are run to Chicago
every day, This is the only Line by which the Grand Canyon of the
Colorado River can be reached.
Send for illustrated book giving
full particulars. C. H. Speers, A. G. P. A., 644 Market St., Chronicle
Building, San Francisco, Cal.

When you

want anything fine in the line of underwear, collars
and shirts, go to John W. Carmany's, 25 Kearny
He keeps none but the best. He also keeps a variety of

NEVADA WAREHOUSE AND DOCK COMPANY.
WAREHOUSES AND DOCKS
PORT COSTA, California.
Storage Capacity, 100.000 tons. Regular warehouse for San Francisco
Produce Exchange Call Board.
These warehouses are the largest on the Paoiflc Coast, and are furnished
with the latest improvements for the rapid handling and storing of Grain.
A mill attached, supplied with the best and newest machinery for cleaning
foul and smutty wheat.
Money advanced at lowest rates of interest on grain stored In warehouses.
Insurance effected at lowest rates In first-class companies, or grain sold,
if

desired, at current rates.

OFFICE—202 Sanstome St., over

DATEMTS.

the Anglo-California Bank.

AMERICAN AND FOREIGN PATENTS.

BOONE) & MURDOGK.
San Francisco

Washington

Office:

Office

:

(E. F.

Murdock.

Jno. L. Boone).

Nucleus Building, Cor. Market and Third Sts.

Opposite Patent

Office.

f^wnmi-m/

cuffs, neckties
street.

ladies' shirts.

REMOVED TO 624 MARKET STREET, PHELAN BUILDING
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NEWHALL & CO,

H. M.

SHIPPING AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
and Marine Insurance Agents,

Fire

309 and 311 Sansome

San Francisco, Ca

St.

CORRESPONDENTS:

THE OTHER

ONE.-r«£

bookman.

little maid with winsome eyes
That laugh all day through the tangled hair
Gazing with baby looks so wise
Over the arm of the oaken chair,
Dearer than you is none to me,
Dearer than you there can be none,

SWEET

FINDLAY, DURHAM & BRODIE
SIMPSON, MACKIRDY & CO
PUERST BROS. & CO

and 46 Threadneedle St., London
29 South Castle St., Liverpool
2 and 4 Stone St., New York

43

INSURANCE.
AND INLAND INSURANCE.

FIRE, MARINE,

Since in the laughing face I see
Eyes that tell of another one.

Fireman's Fund

Here where the firelight softly glows,
Sheltered and safe, and snug and warm,
What to you is the wind that blows,

INSURANCE COMPANY, OF SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Driving the sleet of the winter storm?
the ruddy light
Glints on the gold from your tresses spun,
But deep is the drifting snow to-night
Over the head of the other one.

Round your head

Hold me close as you sagely stand,
Watching the dying embers shine;
Then shall I feel another hand
That nestled once in this hand of mine;
l'oor little hand, so cold and still,
Shut from the light of stars andsun.
Clasping the withered roses still
That hide the face of the sleeping one.

Capital, $1,000,000.

PHENIX

Assets,

THE AMERICAN FIRE
PENNSYLVANIA FIRE

my

Policy Holders, $697,627

to

OF PHILADELPHIA
$1,889,252

OF GOTHENBURG

CO.

INS.

Surplus to Policy Holders,

$5,493,831

Pacific Department, 407-409

Montgomery

$1,661,401

OF PHILADELPHIA

Surplus to Policy Holders,

THE SVEA FIRE
Assets,

INS. CO.

,098,77»

$1,083,321

street,

BROWN, CRAIG &

CO., Managers.

PALATINE
INSURANCE COMPANY

Strong in

INS. CO.
Surplus

Assets, $2,286,083

!

A NIGHT'S REBELLION.— leohora

N. Y.
Surplus to Policy Holders,

Assets, $5,783,243

Assets

Laugh, little maid, while laugh you may,
Sorrow comes to us all, 1 know;
Better, perhaps, for her to stay
Under the drifting robe of snow.
Sing while you may your baby songs,
Sing till your baby days are done;
But, oh the ache of the heart that longs
Night and day for the other one.

OF BROOKLYN,

CO,

INS.

$3,000,000.

beck, ih traveller's record-

heart old memories awake,
To-night!

CHAS.

my lips dead kisses burn
Hot to my eyes wept tears return;
Forgotten throbs my pulses shake,

(Limited),

OF MANCHESTER, ENGLAND.

OVER $9,000,000.00 RESOURCES

SOLID SECURITY.

LATON, Manager.

A.

439 California St., S. F.

Live on

Fire Insurance.

To-night.

Love

Founded A. D.

him

reign!

I'll

hold

North

of

America

OF f'HlI.ADELPHIA, PENN.
Paid-up Capital
Surplus to Policy Holders

Potential as the gods above,
To-night.
let

Company

Insurance

To-night.

The weakling Present, slips away
The giant Past alone has sway,

And

1792.

avenged— my buried love

is

my

JAMES

soul,

$3,000,000
5,022,016

BAILEY, General

D.

Agent, 413 California

St.. S.

F.

To-night,

In glad

My

fief

to this

I

cast,

Deny the Present's

petty
To-night.

Take

CONNECTICUT

mighty Past;

false allegiance otf

royally, great Past,

Capital Paid

Assets
Surplus

toll,

my

.

king,

BOYD & DICKSON,

To-night!

To-night.

Capital,

nie

Ami

boon

of

heaven.

I

a.

UNITED STATE

thorpe.

1

will tell

rulfled, as

I

it

drank
;

1

401

Montgomery

Agents, 501 Montgomery

12,250,001.

St.

St.

1825

Total Assets, $6,854,653 65

EPARTMMJT: 204 Sansome St., S. F.
VOSS, CONRAD & CO., General

have indeed,

thankfully, filled high,
it, with a sigh,
The cup of joy to love has been my meed,
Ami to beloved -and oftimes could I read
11 other's hearts with mine a sympathy
But joy and love beam on us but to die

Nor

S. F.

Manager

AACHEN AND MUNICH FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
OF AIX LA CHAPELLE, GERMANY.
Established

—I before thee fling

FORGETFULNESS.-s.

$1,000,000
3.192,001 69
1,5U6,409 41

Holders

to Policy

ROBERT DICKSON,

To-morrow's sun may thee unthrone;
But eyes, lips, heart— all that I own
Of treasure

INSURANCE CO. OF HARTFORD.

FIRE

Up

PHOENIX ASSURANCE CO. OF LONDON

NSURANCE
BUTLER & HALDAN,

PROVIDENCE-WASHINGTON

Esta

CO.

Managers.

wiste«

<«*

incorporated

«»

General Agents,

:

Coster

memory, most

weed.
And this has
ie. to fling behind
Ine look into the west, where day dwells yet,
Then turn me shivering to the cold night wind
Ami dream oi joys and loves that long have set:
'Tis for this sleepi
r of the mind
1 ask one boon of heaven— to forget.
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the \- w York Herald Bays in relation to
the bicycle and health
It is becoming cuatomarj
nowadays to prescribe cycling for many of the ailment.- in
the treatment ol which outdoor
is an important
ami the results in the large majority of rases
justify all the good that
The danger that

A

in

,

I

overindulgence. The
very fascination ol bicycle riding is often a strong objection to it as a curative agent on account of the danger of
overexertion, and there are many who should he the most
careful, who become so delighted and invigorated with the
exercise that they overdo it.
All exercise, and particularly cycling, should he indulged in moderation, and the
use of the wheel increased very slowly.
It should
be
remembered that new sets of muscles are developed, ami
the heart given increased action. The heart grows
stronger and accommodates itself gradually to its greater
work, and too much straiu should not be put on it at once.
Cycling cultivates the good habit of deep breathing, increases the chest expansion and strengthens the muscles
of the back.
In fact, there is no exercise that briugs into
play so nicely and so gently the many different parts of
the body without giving violent work to any particular
group of muscles. No harm can result, and the greatest
benefit will be derived if the beginner will beware of overindulgence and persist in the pleasures and security of
moderation.
-i

is

The bicycle has done innumerable good thiugs for everyone; rich and poor, proud and humble, of both sexes alike
are getting the beneficial results of the glorious sport,
and though perhaps one of the least noticed reforms that
has taken place on account of the bicycle, yet one of the
greatest is this very thing the doing away with corsets
and tight lacing. This means for women that, though the
waist may be larger, the lungs will be fuller, and the

—

whole system

will

be improved and given an opportunity

to glory in the fountain of health.
Corsets, in retarding
the full power of the lungs, naturally prevent them from
performing the duties required, and thus breed consumption, disease and death.
The new benefits to be derived

from cycling are appearing every day, and every woman
would possess a machine did she but know of
this one great benefit.

in the land

The

following table will show the number of revolutions
covering a mile when geared to certain

of a bicycle in

points

:

Gear.
S3
55
58
63
65
68
70
72
76

Revs.

Gear.

380
366
347
320
310

78
80
84
88
99

296

92

298
280
265

98
100

Revs
258
251
239
228
224
219
210
205
201

96

Cycling versus Morphine. — "In

—

Chicago that city of
hurrying men and restless women," says The British
Medical Journal, "there were, so a popular preacher said
not long ago. no fewer than 35,000 persons who habitually
took hypodermic injections of morphine to save themselves
from the pains and terrors of neuralgia, insomnia, nervousCycling has become the rage in Chicago as elseness, etc.
where, and the morphine-takers have discovered that a
long spin in the fresh air on a cycle induces sweet sleep
better than their favorite drug. The result is said to be
that the number of those in Chicago who take hypodermic
Exercise and fresh
injections of morphine is diminishing.
air are known to all doctors to be the cure for half the ills
flesh
and especially nervous, overwrought city-bred flesh

—

—

is

heir to."
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continue under the same
Sacramento street, where he has
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rapid running passage or involved phrases smooth!}
and without pounding. Hut that has iii, t salislicd
Mr. Paderewski.
lie has held the theory that the singing
tone must be preserved at all hazards, ami bis study has
been to perfect his digital facility to that end.
His
I the striking force of his
lingers is masterful.
His
nf the dil
of lingers, wrists.
and forearms is always correct, and its results are perfect.
Pianists know that some tea, hers advocate the elevation
of the back of the hand, anil others its depression.
.Mr.
Paderewski uses cither position, according to the tone he
desires in produce and his pedaling is simply beyond
scription.
He seems to do almost as much playing with
his feet as with his hands: ami it is all for the sake of tone
color, for it is the combination of expert pedaling with the
variety of touch that colors the tones.
"But even the singing tone would become monotonous
were there no rhythm in the playing.
Rhythm in piano
playing resolves itself into correct timing and accentuation.
Every note must have its proper duration or the rhythm
is disturbed.
Every tone must be sounded with the correct dynamic relationship to those which precede it and
those which follow it, or the rhythm disappears. Further
thau that, the contours of the melodies are spoiled. The
phrasing is disarranged, and the musical outline of the
composition is distorted. Rhythm is, of course, primarily
a matter of artistic judgment, but it is conveyed to the
hearer by the blows of the fingers, and is the mechanical
result of absolutely just distribution of force.
It is, therefore, dependent on the same technical accomplishments as
tone-color.
Mr. Paderewski's rhythm is flawless. He
never offends the most judicious listener either in quality
or dynamics, but on the contrary accentuates in such a
manner that the phrasing of a composition comes out in
the clearest possible light."
iuriit.lv.

t

—

A

Past Runner. Deerfoot, the famous Indian long distance runner, died on the Cattaraugus reservation near
Buffalo, Saturday.
His proper name was Louis Bennett.
He was born in 182(1. In 1861 he went to England, where
he defeated the English champion runners and was received by the prince of Wales, who presented him with a
purse and a souvenir. Subsequently he took part in races
Deerin New York and Chicago, defeating all comers.
foot's greatest record was made in London, where he ran
10 miles in 52 minutes.

Max O'Rell was asked, at a dinner in London
recently, which he considered to be the most popular book
British or
of poems in all " English-speaking " literature
"Mother Goose's Melodies!" replied the
American.
Frenchman. I find that her annual sale of her poems is

—

double that

is

of

mention that the Lord only calls his chosen
lucrative and important positions. The
the church are not in it with the Dilles.

worthy
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out, and were driven to the residenceof the bride's parents
on Lyon street, where a limited number of friends, in addition to the bridal party, were bidden to the wedding supThe bridal robe was of white satin, trimmed with
per.
lace which had been used by her mother and grandmother,
a long tulle veil hung to the edge of the train, and was conMiss
fined to the hair by a diamond bee, the groom's gift.

a gown of daffodil colored satin, draped
with chiffon; the bride carried an ivory-bound prayer book
in lieu of flowers, the maid-of-honor a bouquet of bright
daffodils.
The presents, which were numerous and handsome, were displayed in an upper room; they comprised
cases of silverware, china, glassware, and endless bric-abrac. Mr. and Mrs. Pond left on Tuesday for a honeymoon
trip to the South.

Fanny Grant wore
there has been enough going on to keep our
WHILE
fashionables tolerably busy, the month of February

has not, thus far. been such a mad whirl of gaiety as it
was thought the immediate ante- Lenten season would be.
The month opened with Mrs. Antoine Borel's violet tea on
Saturday last, which proved to be one of the pleasantest
given this season. The charming old house, which in the
past has been the scene of some of the most brilliant entertainments San Francisco has ever known, was again
thrown open to the Four Hundred, artistically decorated
with flowers and foliage, and redolent of the sweet blossoms from which it took its title, and filled with guests
during the late afternoon hours. Mrs. Borel was assisted
by her daughters in receiving her friends, and in attendance were a bevy of young maids and matrons, who saw to
Mrs.
the creature comfort of the guests most efficiently.
William Alvord gave a tea at her residence on Broadway
the same day, which attracted a large attendance.
delightfully with the teas above menMrs. Willis's theatre party, followed by supper,
and the ball given by the Cercle Francais at the club
rooms, on Post street, which were beautifully adorned
with foliage and bunting, and filled with elegantly attired
An elaborate supper was served
ladies and their escorts.
at midnight, after which dancing was again in order until
One of the most attractive belles of the ball
a late hour.
was Miss Mildred Nathan, in her strikingly beautiful cloud
of pink and laee.

Last week ended

tioned.

Miss Jennie Catherwood was the

first

hostess of this

week, giving one of her high teas on Sunday, at which
music was one of the features of the occasion.

The Grant-Pond wedding was the principal event

of

Monday evening; Mrs. Jewett's tea on Tuesday was a
pleasant affair, which can also be said of the hop at the
Presidio on Tuesday evening; the Goad-Hooker wedding
was the leading feature on Wednesday; Baroness von
Sohroeder's luncheon and Mrs. Emmanuel Heller's dinner
were both on an elaborate scale, and in the evening the
young people's Leap Year cotillion at Lunt's Hall was
much enjo}'ed. On Thursday the Jarboe-Bull nuptials
were celebrated at noon, and in the evening the Concordia
Club gave the second of their series of entertainments for
Last night there was a dance at the
the present season.
Van Ness Seminary. Society elected that theatre parties
should not be largely in evidence on Monday evening, but
will, it is anticipated, make amends in that direction toStill there were several given at the different
night.
theatres, and during the week there have been a number
every night.

Ella Goad and Osgood Hooker on
delightful affair.
It took place at
the residence of the bride's father, W. F. Goad, on Washington street, and was witnessed by a large assemblage of
The spacious house with
friends of both bride and groom.

The wedding of Miss
Wednesday last was a

and large drawing-rooms had been decked
of flowers of every hue, no one color
predominating and no set arrangement observed, but the
effect of this studied carelessness was extremely pleasing.

its

broad

hall

with a profusion

A

sort of prie-dieu of soft silken cushions was placed in
front of the large mirror in the north parlor and here the
ceremony was performed. The hour set for the wedding
was five o'clock, and by that time the guests were assembled and waiting for the bridal party to appear.
Behind
the cushioned erection stood the Reverend D. Foute of
Grace Church, and at the front the expectant bridegroom,
attended by his brother, Robert Hooker, of Spokane.
Soon the notes of the wedding mai-ch broke the stillness
of expectancy as Dr. Harry Tevis, a life-long friend of
Miss Goad, played the familiar strains, a striuged orchestra accompanying him.
Then Robert Eyre, Milton

Latham, Max MeNutt, Nick Kittle, and Ernest Folger
stepped to the base of the broad stairway and stretching
white satin ribbons formed a passage across the hall for
the bride and her party to pass through on their way to
Her pretty sisters, the Misses Aileen
the drawing-room.
and Genevieve, led the way, and then the sweet bride came
escorted by her father, her countenance radiant with
happiness. A murmur of admiration greeted her appearance.
The snowy folds of her white satin bridal gown with
its elaborate lace garniture was covered from head to foot
by a flowing tulle vail caught with sprays of orange
blossoms, and the bouquet was lilies of the valley.
The
bridesmaids were robed in white satin, covered with chiffon,
trimmed with Valencienues lace, and each wore short tulle
vails from the back of the head their bouquets were roses.
It did not take long to make this happy young couple
"one flesh," and then congratulations hearty and sincere
were showered upon them by their friends. The wedding
cake having been cut, toasting aud feasting followed, and
finally adieus were said with all good wishes to the happy
;

The locale of the honeymoon is known only to the
bride and groom, and their absence from town will not be
of long duration.
The presents were numerous and beaupair.

tiful,

Luke's Church, on Van Ness avenue, looked at its
Monday evening, when Miss Isabel Grant and Ed.
Pond were married. The decorations of green garlands,
palms, and yellow daffodils made an effective contrast,
while the brilliant lights and crowd of gaily dressed guests
added to the scene. As the guests were assembling Mr.
St.

best on

Sabine, the organist of the church, entertained them with
some excellent musical selections; but when he struck
the opening notes of the wedding march, every one's
attention turned to the door, from whence appeared the
bridal party. First came the ushers. Messrs. Chas. Grant,
Henry Wilson, Phil Thornton, Charles Farquaharson,

Alpheus Clement,

Fanny Grant

and

Sam

Pond.

Then appeared Miss

as maid-of-honor. closely followed by the
petite bride, leaning upon her father's arm.
As they ail
vanced slowly up the centre aisle the groom and his best
man, Albion White, emerged from the vestry room, and
stood awaiting the cortege.
Arrived at the chancel, the
Reverend Alfred Brewer.- of San Mateo, assisted by the
Reverend VV. H. Moreland, rector of St. Luke's, quickly
tied the nuptial knot, and the proi ession re-formed,
p

St. Luke's Church was a second time this week
scene of a society wedding, that of Miss Kate Jarboe
.T.
Case Bull, which took place at uoon on Wednesday.
dee-orations of the sacred edifice were confined to

chancel, and, while simple,
of foliage artistically

were

arranged,

in excellent taste,

a

the

and

The
the

mass

the sole touches of color,

coming from two huge bouquets of red roses placed upon
the altar.
The organist gave a pretty selection of airs
upon the organ while the guests were being seated bv the
ushers, Messrs. Ed. Sheldon, Ad. Mizner, Richard Harrison, Sam Boardman, Frank Owen, and Professor Richardson, of Berkeley, who were all got up in the regulation
dress for morning weddings.
Gray trousers, and gloves,
and Prince Albert coats, with a red rose bud as boutonnieres.
Promptly at the uoon hour white satin bands were
stretched down either side of the centre aisle, and the
bridal cortege entered.
First advanced the vested choir
of the church, chanting the Lohengrin chorus, then the six
ushers, followed by Miss Kate Clement as maid-of-honor,
and finally the handsome bride with her brother. Paul
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Darling's announcement of her Intended dan.
igbt at the Presidio trivos assurance that
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and U an old

title,

festivity will reign
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from other

will at least

open

brilliantly,

though

whispered about the Indiare that, while it lasts, it will be lively. There will
igs included in the number of projected
festivities, the Masten (Swell ceremony coming first, as it
is named tor Easter week.
-
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Captain and Mrs. W. A. Nevills arrived in town during
week from their Sonora residence, and occupy their

the

The recently wedded bride and groom. Mr

anil

Mrs.

Mayor, are among late arrivals from the
Bast, and since their coming have been the recipients of
numerous hospitalities on the part of their many friends
in San Francisco.
They are domiciled at the Palace Hotel
for the present.
The Hisses Boo and Ethel Hooper are
the guests of Mrs. Catherwood-Darling, at the Presidio.
Mrs. W. H. Morrow's new address is 2005 Steiner street,
where she will be " at homo " on Fridays.
Mr. and Mrs.
J. J. Crooks are back in San Francisco after a lengthy
visit East.
Mr. and Mrs. Miuthorne Tompkins and their
daughters have returned to their home in Ross Valley
after a visit of several weeks to the city.

The Tallant 'cobweb" luncheon, the Von Schroeder

Mc Bean's luncheon, the Sorosis reception to
Ed. Townsend, Mrs. Frank Sullivan's luncheon in honor of
her sister-in-law. Miss Henrietta Sullivan, the Boardman
dinner, and Miss Mills' card party were among the affairs
of last week not heretofore noticed.
In the way of dances
on the tapis, the Monday Night Club and the Friday Fortnightlies each give a dance on their respective evenings
next week.
Miss Ella Hobart will be the leading spirit
of the latter, which will be a Leap Year cotillion.
Next
and last on the iist comes the Mardi Gras ball, at the Art
Institute, for which society's buds and blossoms are busily
preparing costumes, though many of the fair ones intend
to simply don domino and mask.
dinner. Miss

There has been given no more charming or unique entertainment in San Francisco than that which Mr. I. W.
Taber gave at his great studio last Saturday night.
It
was a Japanese fete, and, after the season of the year in
Japan just now, when the cherry tree begins to bloom,
they called it a Cherry Tree Party or, to be exact,
"Sakura No Kirai." All this was superintended by the
Japanese artist, Mr. Z. Yamabe, who furnished all the
beautiful decorations and the lovely favors which were
afterward distributed to the guests.
There was present
a real Japanese orchestra of trained musicians.
The ball
which followed was led by Mr. Taber himself and his lovely
little daughter, Miss Louise.
The guests, who were more
than a hundred strong, were all en, japonais et japonnaise.
Lanterns that Pierre Loti would envy were strung and
interlaced over ceiling, wall, and door.
It was a transla-

—

old

apartments

at the Pais

NORWEGIAN

explorer, with an obsolete and unpronounceable name, is desirous of reaching the South
Tlio world at large has boon anxiously awaiting the
Pole.
ing up of its northern brother for the last century
and a half, and it is dishonorable in the extreme when one
of theso adventurous gentlemen advocates a change in the
style of discoveries.
;ive us the North Pole or give us
nothing.
In the meanwhile, however, the grins of the two
Poles are audible oven in San Francisco.

ft

(

a time and place for everything,
HAVE
thing
time and place, and you

and do every-

not only accomplish more, but have far more leisure than those who
are always hurrying, as if vainly attempting to overtake
time that had been lost. Tryou Edwards.
in its

will

—

THE

character of sarcasm is dangerous; although this
quality makes those laugh whom it does not wound, it,
nevertheless, never procures esteem.
Oxenstiern.

—

NONE

are so seldom found alone, or are so soon tired of
their own company, as those coxcombs who are on
the best terms with themselves.
Colton.

—

It will be of great interest to the public to learn that the Lurline
Baths are making an elaborate improvement to their institution in
the shape of a genuine Russian bath, which will also include the
"Needle" shower bath. This luxury will be available to ail the
bathers at a very slight advance in price. The fact that the Lurline
tank is renewed by water fresh from the sea every night, is one of its

chiefest

charms.

of Orange Blossoms, creates spotless complexions. 60 cents,
druggists or by mail. Pacific Perfumery Company, San Francisco.

Cream

Cooper&Co., artstationers and heraldic

The old
says

engravers, 746 Market St. S.P

way

you

must

vans

" handle

tion to old Tokio.

The Gentlemen's Wednesday Evening Club gave a most
charming reception, February 5th, in their Alameda
home, to the ladies of the Shakespearian Club, whichis composed of nearly forty of the most clever and fascinatiug
young women across the bay.
The Wednesday Evening
Club did this entirely out of revenge, because the ladies of
the Shakespearian had made them their guests before, and
that not long ago. There are nearly sixty members in the
Wednesday Club, and they were lavish in their expenditure.
The supper which interrupted the dancing was a
perfect feast, but, nevertheless, they danced till daylight
afterward.

San Francisco

is

to

have an opportunity of judging of

the merits of the 7-20-8 company of amateurs who so recently gave such a successful performance in the city of
the oaks, as it is to be repeated for the benefit of the
King's Daughters' Home for Incurables, and the Columbia
Theatre selected as the locale.
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Her gowns
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Stations

flatter

Yosemite),
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Raymond,
Santa Barbara,

4 :45 p
and Los Angeles
10:45A
9:O0A Martinez and Stockton
a San Leandro, Haywards, Niles... 1 :45 P
13:00M San Leandro, Haywards and Way
2 :45 P
Stilt-ions
8:45 A
1:00 P Niles, San Jose and Livermore. ..
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*1 :00P Sacramento River steamers
tl:30p Port Costa and Way Stations.,.. f7:45P
3:00 P San Leandro, Haywards and Way
**
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4 :'« P San Leandro, Haywards and Way
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.
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San Ramon, Vallcjo,
Napa, Calistoga, El Verano and
Santa Rosa
Woodland,
Esparto,
4:00P Benicia,

^ :45
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9 :15

A

4:00 p Martinez,

Landing, Marysville,
Oroville, and Sacramento
4:30 p Niles, San Jose, Livermore and
Stockton
5:00 p San Leandro, Haywards and Way
Knight's

3 30p

Stations
Orleans

10:45

A

7:15P
8:4^ P

Express, FreSDO,
Barbara, Los
Angeles, Deming. El Paso. Nnv
1U:45a

Orleans, and East
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ttll:15P

Way
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§18:45 P
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Santa Cruz Division (Narrow Gauge).
8:15A Newark, Centerville, San Jose,
F i( JJoulderCreek, Santa Cruz
i

*2 :15p

and way stations
Newark. Centerville, San Jose,
New Almaden, Felton. Boulder
Creek, Santa Cruz, and principal

way
1

stations

*I1:20a

9:50 A
P Newark, San Jose, Los Gatos
P Hunters' Excursion San Jose and
|7:20 P
Way Stations

4:15
tl

5:50 p

:45

a San Jose and way stations (New

8:15

A San Jose, Tres Pinos, Santa Cruz,
Pacific Grove, Paso Robles, San
Luis Obispo, Guadalupe and prin-

Almaden Wednesdays only

cipal

way

P

stations

7:05

p

weak face is indicative
aud stupidity. Idiots have

large nose in a

such noses.
A sharp nose pointing forward

it is

the char-

Cals can smell even during sleep. When
a piece of meat is placed immediately in
front of a sleeping cat's nose tbe nostrils begin to work as the scent is received, and an
instant later the cat will wake up.
The actual quantity of matter necessary
to affect the olfactory nerves is very small.
A grain of musk in a room will give forth
odor for weeks, and yet not be sensibly

diminished in size.
Lobsters can smell as well as animals that
A piece of decayed
live upon the land.
meat suspeuded in the water in a locality
where lobsters are abundant, will soon be
completely surrounded by a greedy, lighting
crowd.

Morrow &

(Established 1854

6o.,

)

fifty

a San Jose and way stations
5:00 P
11:45 a Palo Alto and way stations
3:30 p
*2:30PSau Jose, Gilroy, Tres Pinos,
Santa Cruz, Salinas, Monterey,
Paolflc Qrove
*10:40a
*3:30pSan Jose and principal way stations
9 :47 A
4:30 P San Jose and Way Slat ions
*8:06 A
5:30 p San Jose and way stations
*8:48a
6:30p San Jose and way stations
0:85 A
til :45p San Jose and way stations
f7:45F
10 :40

is

impudence and curiosity.
red nose may be due to a choleric tema bad liver, or bad liquor. In any case
an unfortunate sign.

acteristic of

George
:45
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AND GRAIN

Commission Merchants.
Ulay St. and 88 Commercial St., S. F
Branches at Bay District, Ingleside, and Third
Telephone No :(5
St Bay Wharf.

30

'

|

ft.

(Slip

of

8).

7:15.0:00, and 11:00 A. M., Jl

4:00,15:00 and +6:00

From Oakland— Foul

Days.

for

Morning.

Sundays
ft

:00, *s»:00,

;

112:00,

1:00, 12:00,

for Afternoon.

tSaturdays only.
JSundays only. ^Tuesdays and Saturdays,
Monday, Thursday, and Saturday nights only.
gSundays and Thui
excepted.

The Pacific Transfer Company will call for
and check baggage from hotels and residences.
Enquire of Ticket Agents for Time Cards and
other information.

Novato.
Petaluma,
Santa Rosa.

10:40

6'05

am
PM

Days.
8:50am
10:30AM

7:30pm 6:15PM

Fulton,

3 :30

Geyserville,
Cloverdale.

pm
I

7:40A Ml

8:00am
3:30pm|
7:40am| 8:00AM
5:10pm| 5:00pm
7:40am| 8:00am
3:30pm| 5:00pm

Pleta, HopUkiah.l
I

Guerneville

Sonoma,
Glen Ellen.

6 15 pm
1030am
7:30pm 6:15PM
:

10:40

6:05

am
pm

Sebastopol. 110:40am
I

6:05PM

8:50

AM

6:15pm
10 30AM
6:15

PM

Stages connect at San Rafael for Bolinas.
Stages connect at Cloverdale for the Geysers.
Stages connect at Pieta for Highland Springs,
Kelseyville, and Lakeport.
Stages connect at TJkiah for Vichy Springs,
Blue Lakes, Laurel Del Lake, Saratoga Springs,
Upper Lake, Booneville, Greenwood, Orr's Hot
Springs, Mendocino City. Fort Bragg, Usui,
Westport, Laytonville, Willitts, Capella, Pomo,
Potter Valley, John Day's, Lierley's, Gravelly
Valley, Harris, Scotia, and Eureka.
Saturday-to-Monday Round Trip Tickets at reduced rates.
On Sundays, Round Trip Tickets to all points
beyond San Rafael at half rates.

TICKET OFFICE—650 Market

St.,

Building.

H.C.

WHITING,

R. X.

Gen. Manager.

PACIFIC

RYAN,

Gen. Passenger Agent.

COAST STEAMSHIP CO.

Dispatch steamers from San Francisco for
poru in Alaska, 9 A. M. Feb. 29.
;

ForB.

and Puget Sound ports, Feb J,0,
and every 5th day thereafter.
For Eureka (Humboldt Bav), Steamer "Pomona,"at2p.M.Feb.3.7, 11, 15, 19, S3, 27, and every
fourth day thereafter.
For Newport, Los Angeles and rV way ports,
at 9 A. M. Feb. 1, 5, 9, 13, IT, 2* ... 29, and every
fourth day thereafter.
For San Diego, stopping only at Port Harford,
Santa Barbara, Port Los Angeles, Redondo, (Los
Angeles) and Newport, Ft'b. 3, 7, II, IB 19, 23, 21,
and every fourth day thereafter, at 11 a. m.
For Ensenada, San Jose del Cabo, Mazatlan,
La Paz. Altata, and Guaymas (Mexico), steamer
"Willamette Valley," 10 a.m., 25th of each month.
Ticket Office— Palace Hotel, No. 4 New
C.

14, 19, 24, at,

Montgomery street.

GOODALL, PERKINS &
No.

10

Market

CO., Gen'l Agents,

street,

San Francisco.

Bookbinder. Paper-Ruler, Printer
516

Commercial

OCEANIC STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

St.. S. F.

OCCIDENTAL AND ORIENTAL

S. S.

CO.

BRAN-

NAN STREETS, at 3 P M, for YOKOHAMA
steamers for

connecting at

SHANGHAI.

and

NEY,
Feb.

Saturday, February 15, 1806
Thursday. March 5, IWii
BELGIC (via Honolulu). Saturday, March 31, 1896

For

Di

MARIPOSA,

S. S
6th, 1896, at 2 p. m.
S. S"

HONOLULU,

•AUSTRALIA."
Saturday, Feb.

REDUCED SPECIAL- RATES

Round Trip Tickets at Reduced Rates.

J

15,

at 10 am

for parties

Feb.

and 15th, 1886.
For passage apply to 114 Montgomery street.
For freight apply to 327 Market street.
D. SPRECKELS & BROS. CO., General Agts.

tUh

office,

STTJBBS, Secretary.

Australia,

HONOLULU, APIA,
AUCKLAND, and SYD-

GAELIC

D. D.

gold-fields,

For

Yokohama with

For freight or passage apply at Company's
No, 4'ib Market street, corner First.

Coolgardie

(Freeman tie)

$230 first class, $110 steerage. Lowest rates to Capetown, S. Africa.
O. S. S. Co.'s steamers
sail:

For Japan and China.
Steamers leave wharf at FIRST and

HONGKONG,

p

in S. F.

Windsor,
Healdsburg,

and Blank Book Manufacturer.

13:00,

Broadway.

:55

(

BUSWELL,

p. u.

of

6:00,8:00, 10:00 A. M.
3:00,14:00 *5:00P. M.

A

Market street

Arrive

In Effect
Oct. S8, 1895.

Sundays

7:40am 8:00AM
3:30pm 9:30 am
5:10 pmI 5:00pm

CREEK ROUTE FERRY.
From San Francisco— Foot

|

lland,

The nostrils of all birds are located on tbe
back of the bill, and in most birds are so
protected by hairs or feathers as to be almost invisible.

Coast Division (Third and Townsend streets).
6:45

S. F.

Week 'c,,^,^
|Sundays.

other part of the body.

A

1

as above.

8:00am

Pugilists say that a blow on the nose is attended with more pain than one on any

per,

trips at

1:40,3:40,5:00,

PM.

by indigestion.

A

am;

9:40, 11:10

Between San Francisco and Schuetzen Park,

Leave

of uniutelligence

3:30p SaDtaFe Route, Atlantic Express,
10:45 a
for Mojave and East
H :45 A
6:00 P European mail, Ogden and East
7:45 A
6:00 P Haywards, Niles and San Jose.,
f7:45P
I7:00p Vallejo
Sacramento,
Express,
7:00 P Oregon
Marysville, Redding, Portland,
10 '.46
Puget Sound and East
7:00 P San Leandro, Haywards and Way
io:5of
Stations
9 :00 P San Leandro, Haywards and Way
ffl2:00 a
Stations
H10:05P"Sunset Limited," Fresno, Los
Angeles, El Paso, New Orleans

:

and6:35PM.

6:35

NOSE.

In all ages the nose has been regarded as
strongly indicative of character.
A nose of proper proportions should be
one-third tbe length of the face.
Small nostrils are said by physiologists to
indicate small and weak lungs.
Pimples on the nose are frequently caused

New

Bakersfleld. Santa

Saturdays— Extra

3 :40. 5 10 p M.

SUNDAYS—8:10,
same schedule

A

0:O0a Los Angelas Express,
(for

PM.

SAN RAFAEL TO SAN FRANCISCO.
WEEK DAYS—6:25, 7:55, 9:30, 11:10 AM; 12:45,

— Detroit Free Press.

Way

a San Leandro Haywards and

6:20

note in compliment,
to her heart's content.

I

With pretty speech my head is stored—
I'm owing her for two week's board.

Red
Marysville,
Sacramento,
4:15p
Bluff, Sundays excepted Oroville
.... *7:15p
•8:30 a Peters and Milton
9 :00

WEEK DAYS—7:40,
SUNDAYS—

I

P

Street.

5:10, 6:30

hang upon her lightest word,
As if 'twere wisdom newly heard.

A

Market

9:30, 11:00 A M; 13:35,3:30
P M. Thursdays— Extra trip at
11:30 p M. Saturdays— Extra trips at 1:50
and 11:30 p m.
8:00, 9:30, 11:00 A M; 1:30. 3:30, 5:00,

service I can render her
not delay, not yet demur.

Sta-

tions

a

If

I'll

7:00a Atlantic Express, Ogden and East
7:00 A Bonioia, Vaoavllle, Ruuisey, Sacramento, and Redding, via Davis
7:30 a Martinez, San Ramon, Napa, Cal8:30

Arrive

of

PACIFIC

SAN FRANCISCO TO SAN RAFAEL.

1

a), lsus.

A Haywards. Niles, ana

Tiburon Ferry— Foot

speak in chosen voice and phrase,
And lose no time to speak her praise.

SAN FRANCISCO:

1896.

8,

SAN FRANCISCO AND NORTH
RAILWAY CO.

LADY.

smile my sweetest, when by chance
find myself beneath her glance.

I

Trains Leave and are Due

February

Nawi

Lattar.

February 15, 1896

NATIVE SONS HALL,
Mason Street, Between Post and Geary Streets, San Francisco.
F. A. Williams, Contractor and Builder

Size of

Main Hall,

90x64, the largest in the city.

A, C. LUTGENS, Architect.
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T HE

King of the Belgians is being severely censured tor
writing for the English press under a nam ./. phone,
m why Royalty should be debarred from
earning on honesl penny, and it is refreshing t<> know thai
one kin;.' can write.
I

cured must be endured.

like love, to he

Si.OO.

rRANCU Co

NjEVS \S
W.W««IM(W,^r.ij Sal<,nla t by •>. proprietor. FBKII
tnt m» f M Jlrrr/iant ttrt't.
rrr

Sul.,rri],ti.m,

Native
NOW
and dedicated,

Sons have their new hall built
lads will be prouder than ever.
Only a Native Son can know what it means to be
Words never can express it. Outsiders can only just look
On and admire, and be still.
thai the

the

T WO

men

They

attempt to row across the Atlantic.

will

the walking easier.

will find

FADEREWSKI
He probably

has dodged the Sheriff for
fears for that hair of his.

The prison

ity.

man's best friends are his
officials will tell you otherwise.

milkmen are getting
THE
They propose inoculating
in

on to Inspector Dockery.
cows with fresh water

their

early youth.

NANSEN reported to have reached the North
DR.Pole.
He now homeward bound, and leaves the Pole
is

is

as he found

it.

EDISON states he

is

read}* to

attempt

photograph

to

philanthropist proposes that the poor have
clothes washed for them by the municipalalways understood that the poor were more in

ftl.(
their

ROBERT Collver said that a
ten fingers.

>NDON

two days.

We

need of garments than of soap and water to wash them
with.
We live to learn, however.
is time to make a vigorous protest against the growing
ITtendency
of certain daily papers to force upon

us the
disgusting details and pictures of the darker side of life.
The combined efforts of the women some time ago, in behalf
of cleanliness, miscarried.
The reputable merchants of the
city can do better if they feel so inclined.
The home must
protected
any
at
cost.
be

has hitherto

against the pool rooms must be kept going.
THE
They are not only a puolic nuisance, but a danger

RS. John Martin has expressed her desire to go on
the stage.
She should form a combination with Jim
Corbett. Both are fighters from away back.

the community and a disgrace to the city.
The present
laws against them should be enforced without wasting time
to gain other legislation. The poolsellers should be continually harassed by the police until, out of sheer weariness
and disgust, they see fit to close up.

the brain. The difficulty,
been in finding one.

it

appears,

to

M

II

companies of Arizona troops have been ordered
THREE
to keep watch for invading
prize-fighters.

It

would

be a good scheme for us to lend them our dynamite gun.
a lady undertaker at Mareellus,
THERE
quite appropriate.
woman

Mich. This
ever present at
the cradle, she should also accompany us to the grave.
is

As

is

is

machine
an innocent-looking
THE
inducement to crime.
gambling, pure and simple,
nickel-in-the-slot

is

It

"

military authorities recommend the organTHE British
numerous battalions
be composed only
izing of

the younger sons of the nobility.
disposing of them.

to
It is not a

of

bad method

of

man
S MEMBER

of the Montana Legislature claims to have
seen a
covered with a shaggy coat of long hair,
roaming about near the Quillayute mountains.
Probably
he was a pianist in disguise.

wear

trousers.

the Kew Gardens, England, has enladies as gardeners on condition, that then
Probably there is some association in his
of

mind between pants and

plants.

to the ever increasing rush of work,
OWING
ble
century

it is probathat during the coming
the Almighty will
be petitioned to retard the earth's movement, so as to make
the day of forty-eight hours duration.

soon earn
himself the
German Emperor
THE
nickname
"Windy Will." His speeches are cerwill

of
tainly fiery, but his actions

while
est.

it is

is time
protest against the indecent exhibition of
ITwomen's to
garments in the windows of stores along our
principal streets. Some days ago. Newman & Levinson had
a lay figure in their window, attired in a skin-tight suit of
nether garmeut, the effect of which was coarse in the extreme. Such goods are for the inspection of women only,
and should be handled inside. The ladies of the city should
take some action in this matter.

is

and must be prohibited along with the other " sure thing
games.

director
THE
gaged two

fight

for

remain to be seen. In the meangood to remember that the dry cock crows loud-

is a well known fact that the brethren of the cloth
ITconsider
the stage an earthly annex to the infernal

regions.
The clergymen in England, however, seem to
take a different view of the matter. Wilson Barrett states

that his nightly audience always contains a dozen vicars
and curates, and even a Bishop or two. Well, they probably consider it better to go to the devil like a gentleman
than like an ordinary, everyday minister.

dear sisters who rejoice at
THOSE
walk forward at prayer-meeting

the opportunity to

and lay flowers on the

desk before Dr. Brown, their beloved pastor, are doubtless
conscious of a strong emotion. They fancy that the inward
warmth which they experience is from God and that it is the
soul which is inflamed. Possibly, but it depends a good deal
on the age and personal appearance of a lady what construction the calm observer is at liberty to place on her floral
tributes.
It would be well when a shepherd falls into sin
were the churches to ask the sisters to stay at home and
leave discussion of his case to the brethren. It does not
make for modesty, or chastity either, when women are
allowed to participate in the debate, the subject being the
Moreover, the sisters cannot be expected
pastor's virtue.
to be impartial judges, for, in the nature of things, women
find it impossible to think very hardly of a man who has
gone astray in that manner. After all, it is a tribute to
the power of the sex.

SAN FRANCISCO NEWS LETTER.
BROTHER

CASE

AND

BROTHER

Case, pastor of the
dist Church, is a flabby man.
tian mind, if the Christian mind as

it is, we learn from Brother Case that we should not
expect holy men to be holy, and are required to turn away
so that we may not see when they are minded to indulge

As

Howard

He

I

Id the
guilty when he is locked up or bailed out.
court of public opinion the legal fiction of innocence is not
accepted because the rules of procedure and the laws of
evidence are different. In a court of law a man may refuse to take the stand in his own behalf and the Judge will
instruct the jury that it must not draw from his silence inBut as the
ferences injurious to the theory of innocence.
orders of judges do not control the human mind beyond the
court-house, men of sense put their own construction on
the muteness of the accused.
If,
as Brother Case insists, we should all consider
Brother Brown innocent of adultery until a church council
has returned its verdict against him, why should we not also
suspend our judgment in the case of Mrs. Davidson? The
law will presume her to be innocent when she is brought
into court, but in the meantime it keeps her in jail as if she
were guilty. Yet the case against her, strong as it is, is
Had he been
not as strong as that against Dr. Brown.
innocent, would he have submitted to blackmail? And that
he meant to submit there can be no question. He permitted Mrs. Davidson to teach in Sunday school and spoke of
It was
her with pious approval after she had bled him.
only when he knew the old woman had been talking about
his amours, and when he saw that exposure through her
was inevitable, that he took the aggressive in self-defense
and caused her arrest. What brother or sister in the Lord
feels that it is a duty to suspend judgment as to Mrs.
At prayer
Davidson? Not Brother Brown, certainly.
meeting and elsewhere he pitches into her without reserve.
And those letters of Miss Mattie Overman; what are we
They give us in black and white the
to think of them?
plain accusation of adultery, and Brother Brown has not
attempted to explain them. He says his lawyers forbid
him to defend himself against the evidence of these letters,
but he is garrulous enough in explanation of other things
to which he can give a favorable complexion as, for instance, his triumphant acquittal of charges of immorality
by a church council in Rochester, Mich., some years ago.
Is his sequestration of the Herman female in bis house
the chief witness against him an act that fits in with the
presumption of innocence? Does his attack on Mrs. Sarah
B. Cooper, through his wife, give us an example of Christian charity? Is he not in all ways fighting like a cornered
scoundrel ?
The public and the newspapers have a perfect right to
examine the evidence for and against Dr. Brown and make
up their minds as to its worth. Whether the editors are
moral men or the reverse does not affect that right. The
Christian clergy propose a standard of conduct for themselves and others, to whirl) they should be held. When one
of them departs from it, it is no defense, as even Brother
Case should be aware, to plead that those who condemn
him are not themselves above suspicion. Should a temperance advocate enter a saloon and drink whiskey, the drinking men who might see him do it would have a right to expose and despise him, though lie did only what they had
been doing. His offense would be hypocrisy, which is much
worse than tippling. Brother Case, had he a mind capa-

the appetites of the flesh.
Let us hope that Brother Case

is better than his preachsuch of his congregation as believe the
Commandments were meant to be obeyed, will do well to
keep an eye on him. He is altogether too charitable to sin
as it is represented by Dr. Brown, who is as hardy in his
impudence as he was tasteless in his selection of partners
when he went forth to imitate David and Solomon, and
those other ancient men after God's own heart for whom
Brother Case expresses a gentle and touching sympathy.

ing.

If

he

isn't,

of the courts upon the
liberties of the people alarm every thoughtNaturful friend of popular government.
ally the press is in the line of judicial fire, for the press is
the worst hated foe of tyrants on or off the Bench. The
latest advance of despotism has been witnessed in Chicago,
where the wealthy publisher of a daily newspaper has been
found guilty by a Federal jury, and by a Federal judge
sentenced to two years' imprisonment and a fine of $2000.

Despotism's
Dire Work,

deemed

And

The encroachments

Merely for publishing as advertisements
for what?
indecent "personals " announcements by young women of
their places of residence, and that sort of thing.
Two years and $2000 Good heavens, if the example of
this Chicago court is to be imitated throughout the country, the jails will be swarming with the martyrs of modern
journalism. Every up-to-date paper does what the Chicago
Dispatch felt free to do, yet Proprietor Joseph R. Dunlap,
instead of taking his usual summer trip abroad to join
Proprietor Pulitzer, Proprietor Hearst, and other of his
brethren on the Riviera, will put in the warm months at
making shoes in Joliet.
A depressing change will now occur in our most widely
circulated dailies, for it is not to be expected that the
Pulitzers and Hearsts, devoted as they are to the grand
work of giving the worst elements of the public what their
tastes call for, will risk the State Prison by sending their
We may still for a season
journals through the mails.
have city editions containing massage and manicure ads.,
and stories of fights and scandals in brothels and dives,
embellished with pictures of the dishevelled but beautiful
we of the town may
ladies assisting at these functions
still for a time have papers that, by scorning the stupid
limitations of decency, coin money for their owners, but the
unhappy inhabitants of the interior will be compelled to
put up with sheets as vapid as deference to propriety and
Yet even city readers
the postal laws can make them.
have reason to apprehend that the era of journalistic dullFor since the Federal
ness will soon envelop them also.
grand juries have been aroused by the tocsin of tyranny a
way has been pointed out to the grand juries of counties.
Oppression is contagious, and we shall not be surprised to see some of the most eminent newspaper publishers here and elsewhere indicted by mere State authority
and sent to jail by State juries and judges for exercising
the time-honored privilege of being obscene, or even for
instructing the young in house-breaking, burglary, footpaddery and the like by means of illustrated articles, furnishing to the novice full directions as to how these exciting and heroic industries may be entered upon and pur-

—

!

—

—

<

—

15, i8g6.

ble of thinking, would thank the editors for their service
in insisting that preachers shall be held to their standard.

BROWN.

street Methohas a truly Chrisit has been exhibiting itOn Sunday night last
self in this town of late is typical.
Brother Case arose in the pulpit of which he is the electric
light and pleaded for a suspension of judgment in the case
of Brother Brown. The grounds for the plea were two:
That a man should be presumed to be innocent until he has
been proved guilty, and that the editors of newspapers are
no great shakes themselves when it comes to morals.
That maxim of the lawyers plays the mischief with the
common sense of the laity in times of stress, for they
A man
wholly misapprehend its meaning and scope.
charged with crime is presumed to be innocent only in the
court-room and for the purposes of trial. There must be
a starting-point, and it is but just to place the burden of
The presumption of innocence is
proof on the accuser.
merely a fiction of the law, adopted in trials for the sake
When a Grand Jury indicts the accused his
of utility.
guilt and not his innocence is presumed; when he is arrested it is on the presumption of his guilt; so also is he

BROTHER

February

|

sued.

The outlook is indeed discouraging. The thirty thousand
who three years ago petitioned the proprietors of
the dailies of San Francisco to publish papers that could

ladies

be admitted to the home will, perhaps, be stimulated to
rude, aggressive and revengeful action.
No attention
whatever haviug been paid to their polite and humble peti-

what

easier than for some emissary of despotism to
visit the grand-jury rooms rather than the
newspaper offices ? Faced always by the threat of San
Quentin's yawning portals, gloom must settle upon the yet
debonair soul of daily journalism, and presently we shall
have newspapers which it may actually be possible to read
aloud.
The truth must be fronted. Slowly it may be, but
none the less surely, the daily newspaper will have to be
decent.
Liberty is perishing, for enterprise will be no
match for the police.

tion,

urge them to

February
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both here and in
good in Its way. but a
one was better, .1
nts for the
mill; in that ooooanut.
The prii e of a newspaper or two
would be a more bagatelle to Yanderbilt. Gould A Oo. if,
thereby, the control could i»- obtained of a great transcontinental railroad.
There are millions in such a deal.
The
signs that there is a money power in the background are
ilpable to leave any man in doubt who has a head

New fork

<

it

•

to

We

now know where Sutro's money
how it came
about that such prearranged and concerted action was
sprung all along the line. The suddenness of the Kentucky
move is accounted for. There can be no manner of doubt
upon

his shoulders.
mini,' from.

It

is

also becoming' clear

of the conspiracy that has been organized.

the

York

\i'«

Indeed,

it

is

openly confessed, in the simplicity of his mind, by one who,
we think, will not be thanked for telling secrets out of
school. To no less an authority than Congressman Maguire
are the people of California indebted for the open avowal as
to who the men are that are behind this fight. In an interview with a Washington correspondent last Monday he said:
" It begins to look now as though the Vanderbilt and Gould interests have deserted the refunding scheme. They were potent factors hisupport heretofore.
It now seems that the Vanderbilts, at least,
are looking for a chance to buy the Union and Central Pacific roads
at foreclosure sale, and thus secure a through line from New York
If this be so, the funding bill will be beaten, the
to Sao Francisco.
mortgages foreclosed, and the road either held by the Government or
sold to representatives of the Chicago and Northwestern system.
lts

Judge Maguire is too guileless and outspoken a man to
be admitted to the inner circles of the conspiracy, but he
is on the spot and plainly sees what is going on.
He is not
mistaken. From the moment that Thurston was elected
United States Seuator from Nebraska by a combination of
the Yanderbilt-Gould interests, and announced his policy
to be a foreclosure of the mortgages and sale of the property, it became clear that there was a powerful conspiracy
on foot to crowd out the California owners of the Central
Pacific.

That renders it pertinent to inquire whether either the
National Government or people of this State will benefit
by the crowding out process. It will not mean, and is not
intended to mean, the payment of the Government's debt.
It means a sale by auction, and that, of course, means the
payment of a sum about equal to that for which the road
could now be constructed. Nobody cares to pay more for
It is conceded all
a thing than he could duplicate it for.
round that the Central and Union Pacific could now be
paralleled for about the amount of the first mortgage bonds.
That being so, we know pretty nearly their maximum value
to outside bidders.
No purchaser of to-day would figure
on paying the cost price ia 1865 of rails, locomotives, labor,
etc.
The cost of production at this date would necessarily prevail.
As, therefore, only the sum total of the
first mortgage could possibly be realized, where would the
Government come in with its lien, which, as everybody
knows, is only second mortgage bonds V It follows, as a
matter of course, that the Government would be out and
It is true
injured to the amount of nearly its entire claim.
that it is being said the Government could bid in the propYes, it
erty if it did not approve of the price offered.
could, if it first agreed to pay off the first mortgage bonds.
It would then find itself saddled with a vastly increased
debt and a railroad it could not operate with credit to
itself or with advantage to the public.
Than all this, the proposition to refund the debt for a
period say of fifty years, is so much the better as to require no further argument or demonstration. In the one
case the Government would lose all, or nearly all, its
claim, whilst in the other it would ultimately receive
dollar for dollar.
All that the Government is asked to
do in that case is to loan that which it has already advanced and for which it is responsible, namely its credit.
The Examiner, forced by the Maguire revelation, to ad-

•
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the Empire city and
p pull tin ill
alifnrtiia do nol fe<
thai
I

Tbey prefer

Stanford!) and Crockers, wbosein
They know what
with their own.
these great families have done and are doing for the State
Tbey know that whatever money those families make out
of the railroad v.
If
the late
Stanford made a fortune out of his dealings with the
iiineiit. that fortune has been splendidly devised for
the benefit of the people of this coast.
In like manner.
the Crockers have given us Park improvements, Old Peo
pic's Homes, and other- public utilities, and, moreover,
their money is so invested that whatever benefits CaliforWhat have the Vanderbilts or the
nia benefits them.
Goulds ever done for the Pacific Coast? "The peop
d
d" was the Saying of one of them, and an abiding
principle with both.
What interest would either have in
California, save that of earning the highest possible
dividends to be spent elsewhere? The present managers
are with us and of us, and are to be got at and talked to if
complaints have to be made. California can be trusted to
thi

&

stand by her own.

The Governor

A

slight

shock seems to have been given

the public's sensibilities because the Governor of the State and Mr. Delmas had a
tilt the other day in a Modesto court-room, where His Excellency was told that he did not know what it was to be
Harder things than that have been said of
professional.
Mr. Budd, but as he was not Governor of California when
they were uttered, the public was not interested.
Of
course, if the Governor goes into court as a practicing attorney bis official position, being left at the door, will not
save him from the treatment which lawyers are in the
habit of according one another. Mr. Delmas, who is the
mirror of stately courtesy, would be the last man to offer
disrespect to the Chief Executive, as such, but he is not
overcome with awe in the presence of Mr. Budd, attorneyat-law.
He feels as free to express his opinion of him as
of any other learned brother.
Governor Budd is an innovator. He is the first lawyer
elected to the headship of this State who has not abandoned
The others have
his profession while occupying the office.
held that it would be undignified to do otherwise.
They
entertained
the
belief
that
it
would
have also
be discreditadvantage
of
the
prominence
to
take
and
power
able
of
their official place to secure cases and fees.
The assumption that the State pays them for their whole time has
in

Court.

been accepted by them.
He considers
This assumption Governor Budd rejects.
himself justified iu adding to his income, when opportunity
We see him in court at
offers, by laboring as a lawyer.
Modesto, serving his clients and quarreling with Mr. Delmas just as he was wont to do before the people made him
It is also known that since his election
Chief Magistrate.
he has been engaged as counsel in the Fair will case, at a
fee of $100,000, an amount more than equal to the Gov-

The question whether
ernor's salary for sixteen years.
he would have been so employed had he not been seated in
the elevated chair of the Governor, brings out the whole
It is one of propriety merely when civil
point at issue.
cases are involved; in criminal cases the point would be
As the Governor has the power of pardon, it is
different.
obvious that should he choose to take criminal practice he
could monopolize it. An attorney able to promise clients
immunity from the rope and penitentiary would, naturally,
Mr. Budd. as Governor, would
have no competitors.
hardly, by refusing a pardon, put Mr. Budd, the lawyer,
in the position of having defended a guilty man, in the
thinkable contingency of his client being convicted.
President Cleveland is a lawyer. Should he walk from
the White House to the Supreme Court and appear as an
attorney there, the public would deem his conduct scanYet it would be precisely parallel to that of the
dalous.
Governor of California.
The illustration suffices.
his

Governor Budd should control
official term has expired.

appetite for fees until his
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The Debate
On the
Queen's Speech,

That the Venezuelan question is not
likely to create any further ill-feeling
between this country and England is
clearly indicated by the debate in Par-

liament over the Queen's speech. It should be well understood that the address from the throne at the opening of
Parliament is an outline of the policy and the principal
measures which the party in power proposes to support.
The Ministry, and not the Sovereign personally, is
The debate upon the
responsible for this deliverance.
speech, much more than the document itself, brought out
a strong showing of friendliness towards the United States.
And, selting sentiment aside, it appears to be the policy
of both the great parties in England to recognize the MonIn fact, the speech of Sir William Vernon
roe doctrine.
Harcourt, a Liberal leader, supports the doctrine in the
most unequivocal terms. He defined it as being nothing
more than a limitation to the American continents of the
principle which in Europe is recognized as essential to the
preservation of the balance of power. Hence the only
practical question remaining between the two Governments is whether the doctrine has been invaded in the case
This is a question of fact, rather than of
of Venezuela.
It is repolicy, as it turns upon the matter of boundary.
freshing to find that Balfour, in replying for the Ministry
pains
speech,
took
to the criticisms contained in Hircourt's
to disclaim any intention or desire, on the part of the Tory
Government, to object to the Monroe doctrine. He even
recognized it as of British origin, and declared he could
He insisted that
see no reason why it should be criticised.
there had never been the slightest intention on the part of
the Government to violate the substance or essence of the
Monroe Doctrine, and he said that the Government had
promised to give to the American Venezuelan Commission
Lord Salisbury folall the information it could furnish.
lowed in much the same vein, and concluded his reference
to the Venezuelan question with the remark tbat^ the
Government is " rightly relying on the question of arbitraThese outlines of the speech-making in Parliament
tion."
indicate that Great Britain is gracefully backing down on
There is a striking contrast bethe Venezuelan matter.
tween the present reliance of Salisbury on arbitration and
his former refusal to consent to that method of adjusting
The
the dispute, on the suggestion of the United States.
vigorous assertion of the Monroe Doctrine in President
Cleveland's message, followed by the apprehensions of
trouble in the Transvaal and with Germany, have evidently
done much to open the eyes of English statesmen to a perThe moral force of
ception of the merits of arbitration.
the conclusions reached by the American Commission will
be so great that it should have, in effect, all the results
that would follow the award of an International Board of
It is quite certain that, so far as the GovArbitration.
ernment of this country is concerned, the findings of the
Commission will be conclusive as to the question of boundShould England attempt to occupy and hold more
ary.
terVitory than the Commission finds to be her due, there
will be fresh cause of offense to the United States.

The prevalence of the medicine habit in San
Francisco is indicated by the large number
Drug Habit, of drug stores, and the extent to which
various nostrums are advertised in the
newspapers. But this city is probably not peculiar in its inDosing is national in
ordinate consumption of medicines.
its manifestations, and may almost be called an American
There should be less of it in California, and
vice.
particularly in San Francisco, than in any other State in
the Union, population considered, but it is doubtful if the
salubrity of our climate tends materially to limit the trade
Most of our people live generously;
of the apothecaries.
a large proportion of them fail to take sufficient exercise
out of doors, and the great majority of those who suffer
the natural consequences of over-eating and insufficient
oxygenation resort to "liver pills," laxatives, cathartics,
purgatives, tonics, sedatives, nerve-foods, quinine, iron, or
other remedies, according to the fancy of the victim. Jones'
pill, Brown's compound, or Robinson's bitters, each has its
own devotees; whatever is best advertised being commonly
Of late years the consumption of
the most in demand.
tonics and so-called nerve-foods has assumed enormous
proportions; to such an extent, in fact, is it carried that
The Growth
of The
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many grocers now keep

in stock one or more of the most
popular compounds of this class. A multitude of nervous
from
overwork,
anxiety, too close atten
people, suffering
tion to business, or from dissipation of some sort, take to
phosphates or hypophosphites, to bromides, caffein and
other sedatives; or some of their compounds. Nervous
impairment is, indeed, too common, but any capable
physician would tell the neurotic subject that no chemical
product is equal in value, for the nutrition of the nervous
system, to such simple foods as roast beef, fresh butter,
or cracked wheat and cream. A doctor in San Francisco,
who is deservedly eminent for his skill in the treatment of
nervous diseases, is authority for the statement that corn
bread, well soaked with good butter, is a better nerve
food than can be found on the shelves of any drug store.
But such is the fascination that drugs and nostrums have
for the average man or woman that the most learned and
most experienced of physicians and pathologists may lecture in vain on the folly of the popular resort to medicine,
to the neglect of proper habits of living and reasonable
restriction of the diet to simple and wholesome foods.
Some months ago, in this city, a victim of the drug habit
was put upon a milk diet, with an entire absence of
medicine, and the results were astonishing to himself as
well as to his friends.
His insomnia and other nervous
troubles disappeared, and he gained twenty pounds in
weight.
The case illustrates the superiority of hygiene
over mere medication, though it is not to be denied that
much may be sometimes accomplished by the skilled administration of drugs, in connection with other remedial
measures.

Chronic
Kickers.

papers gencrare not attacking the corporations with
their usual vigor and steadfastness of purpose.
It is a sign of the times that the

ally

This has probably been brought about by an understanding
of the fact that attacking corporations, merely because
they are such, is no way to build up the State nor to further
the interests of its inhabitants. The Spring Valley Water
Company has been peculiarly free from these attacks
lately, presumably owing to the publication of a statement
showing that their gains during the last year were not
such as to excite the envy of the proprietors of the daily
journals.
In the last financial statement of the Company,
read and vouched for by Charles Webb Howard, the following figures appear:
From Water Rents of Private Consumers
$1,548 83) 77
of City and County
137,235 73
„
Fines
Waste
and Other Sources
21,163 66
.,

,,

{1,707,234 15

The Expenditures were
For Operating Expenses
Taxes
,,

as follows:
$

Interest

,,

Dividends Paid

376,825
102,154
SB.;:is
711,000

72
si
11

00

$1,723 718 70

These figures, then, show a difference of over $16,000
between the receipts and the expenditures, the difference
being on the side of the losses. Yet, in spite of this, dividends have been paid to holders of stock, proving cautious
and responsible management, and the water rate has been
steadily and considerably lowered.
Taking these facts into consideration, and bearing in mind
the standing of the men at the head of the institution, it
seems only just that the general baiting of the company by
every irresponsible journal in the State should cease. A country cannot be built up by attacking solid concerns and the
people whose interests are one with those of the general
public.
The very people who make such great outcry are
probably doing little themselves to bring about an amelioration of the conditions they so bitterly denounce.
is a gang of fellows who are still
scolding because the United States Government doesn't carry out the nefarious scheme
of building a new Postoffice at least a mile distant from

The New

There

Post Office,

locality.
It is bad enough where it is now,
but the longer the Secretary of the Treasury keeps the
gang from realizing its plans, and the people are not compelled to submit to the inconvenience of being swindled, the
better chance there will be for common honesty to hold up

and convenient

its

head.
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a year.
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Thi* has to be

made up

abroad or by exgold.
And so long as any doubt or uncertainty remains with n
.it ion of a parity
between our gold and silver money, there will be a disposition on the part of banks and brokers to hoard gold.
Consequently, what is required for export will be withdrawn from the United States Treasury, through the conversion of greenbacks or Treasury notes into coin.
Were
this country permanently relieved of the silver question.
gold would go more freely into circulation, and the sale of
American securities would serve to adjust international
balances, with but little need for the exportation of specie.
Another prime remedial agent would be an extension of
ition

ourities

of

the free trade policy, so as to increase our exports. The
protectionist notion that free trade would mean a great
increase in imports, witha corresponding decline of exports,
is a pure delusion, conclusively disproved by the experience
of England after her adoption of the free trade policy.
In

what hampers our manufacturers and producers
more than any thing else, in their competition for foreign
trade, is the burden imposed on them by our protective
reality,

tariff.

This

is

particularly true with relation

to

raw

Another truth, essential for our people to
can be little expansion of our foreign
trade without a corresponding increase of imports. Trade
is an exchange of commodities.
We cannot sell to any
great extent where we do not buy, save in respect to those
materials.

learn, is that there

products of our soil which are needed for the consumption
of countries less favored in an agricultural way.
In the
exportation of cereals, however, we must remember that

we are impoverishing our own soil, to the detriment of
future prosperity. If our California wheat growers, for
example, were obliged to restore to the soil each year, in
fertilizers, an equivalent for the elements permanently
withdrawn in the annual crop of wheat, they would find
themselves out of pocket as a result of their industry.
Sooner or later these impoverishing drafts on the soil
must be made good.
For these reasons we should not
felicitate ourselves upon our large exports of breadstuffs,
but should aim to diminish them, and to substitute for
them, in foreign trade, horticultural products and manufactured articles of various sorts, such as may be here
produced to better advantage than in those countries with
which we aim to

Arm Chair

deal.

would be a good thing for those patriotic
gentlemen who sit snugly ensconced in their
arm chairs and make vehement clamor for
war, to forward their brains to some surgeon of repute
for inoculation with some small amount of gray matter.
This having been satisfactorily accomplished there will be
It

Warriors,

six

the heart
with animated and self s;r
states that with th

ironclads,

years

»

in,

navy whatever, and he

easity the construction of
identally he remarks that from
wary for the building of each one of
I

What may happen in the meanwhile is
boats.
ODTiouS,
The Outlook therefore is certainly dubious from
that standpoint.
Our standing army, though presumably
effective, is exceedingly small and the militia, as at pi
organised and equipped, might prove more troublesome
than effective in the Held.
When our navy is equal, if not
superior, to any two combined navies of Europe; when our
regular army is placed 00 a proper war footing and our
militia is robbed of its gaudy plumage and equipped with
modern anus and is properly officered, then and not till
then shall we be in a position to talk about war.
In the
meanwhile it is mere braggadocio.

—

—

New Mexico
To

The ministers

of

New Mexico

can appar-

ently pride themselves upon belonging to
the better class of the people of that
State.
They awoke, not too quickly, to the expectant disgraceful onset into their country of the self-styled champions of the prize ring, and the legion of characterless
scoundrels who follow closely at their heels. The gentlemen aforesaid happily concluded that it would be no special
glory to them to have it said that theirs was the only comthe Front,

munity in the United States where the laws of decency
were without support in the statute books and in the
character of its citizens. It is to their everlasting credit
that a gap in the statutes of the United States, making
slogging a crime, was speedily and effectively filled. So
many members of that highly extolled profession have so
recently made themselves imfamously prominent by reason
of their weaknesses and sins, that such an exhibition of
practical morality will serve to raise the level of the whole
brotherhood. If a few members of the Ministerial Union,
who have done such good work in New Mexico, will put
their bundles on their sticks, and walk into our State, the
chances are that some of the vain and feeble incumbents
of our pulpits may be induced to step down and out, and
allow a draught of pure morality to pass through the
churches, and clear the atmosphere.
Before Alfred Austin was appointed Poet
Laureate, it is very doubtful if he knew that
he was a great poet.
By the appointment
he gained many readers, and, doubtless, much current
who
knew
of
William
Then
the
few
Watson's verses
gold.
on Wordsworth's grave and his elegy on Tennyson, told
So Watson became eminent without the
every body else.
risk of criticism that Austin endures and suffers from, and
Austin has become the more eminent by his inferiority to
Watson. Austin must write, and, being hopelessly weak,

The

English
Laureate.

Watson,
continuously reveals his own lack of strength.
with a happy leisure, a healthy aspiration, and greater
ability, as continuously writes, and as continuously, by
comparison, makes Austin's inferiority immortal. Though
the latter be Poet Laureate, the Fates bring to his
master in song the laurel wreaths his genius weaves, and
endear him daily more and more in the hearts of the people
he sings to.

'

some

possibility of their viewing the present defences of
this nation as they really are and of reconsidering their
late jingo utterances.
To conduct a war to a successful finish three things are
absolutely necessary; money, ships, and well equipped men.
Great Britain, against whom these same long distance
fighters direct their deadly verbiage, is well supplied with
all three.
The man who will aver that we are in the same
condition is either a knave or an ass so befuddled with
patriotic sentiment as to be unfit for communion with his
clearer sighted fellows. Money we undoubtedly have, and
were it possible for us to buy up at the last minute first
rate war-ships and hire Hessians to do our bidding, we
might be in a position to defy any invader. But the days
of hired soldiers are no more and it is presumable that the
enemy would seek to supplant us in the matter of available
ironclads.
must therefore rely upon our own resources,

We

___

,

'

---..

When Prince Louis of Savoy sailed into port
on the Christoforo Colombo, Mayor Sutro was
thrown into a terrible state of mind. He perspired while trying to decide whether he should call on the
Prince or wait for the Prince to call on him. Considering
that the Mayor was here before Prince Louis came, and
that the latter arrived v ithout invitation, and appeared
not officially, but as a Lieutenant of the Italian navy, a
Mayor with an American soul would have intrenched himself at the City Hall and let His Highness do his worst.
Besides, it is not known that Prince Louis wanted to see
Mr. Sutro. Consequently, the visit of the Mayor to the
royal Italian may or may not have afforded pleasure. However, as Louis is young and knocking around the world to
gratify his curiosity, it is to be presumed that our pale and
trembling Chief Magistrate contributed to his amusement.
A Grave

Question,

.
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THE SCANDAL

IN

THE FIRST PAROXYSMAL CHURCH.

was trouble in the First Paroxysmal Church.
THERE
the
It was
on account of the pastor. And yet
all

all

a " dear good man."
No one would have suspected it. For the pastor was,
if any fault could be found, a little too severe in his views.
He made his congregation toe the mark in matters of

lady

members had thought him such

WALTER BAKER &

CO.,

Established Dorchester, Mass.,

It

"La Bella
on every

better.

However, they all said there would have to be an investigation.
So did the deacons. But it was distinctly
understood there should be no " trial." By no means. A
trial would imply that the pastor was under suspicion.
What was in reality to be investigated was the scandalloving and salacious press.
The pastor, as every church
member admitted, was entitled to be regarded as innocent
until proven guilty.
" I shall abandon none of my rights," said the pastor,
proudly. And he prescribed the method which the deacons
should follow in conducting the investigation of the newspaper that was to be placed upon trial.
When the investigation was at last opened, one brother
offered to submit the series of original photographs as
evidence.
This proposal was indignantly denounced by a
prominent deacon.
"There was never such a thing heard of in the church,"
he declared.
"The pictures might easily have been
fabricated by the hell-born newspaper that has poured
out this nastiness on the public. You might as well attempt to offer the evidence of the hell-hound reporter himself, who was paid to write the infamous slander."
Then came a pause, while everybody waited to hear
what some apologist for the press might have the hardi-

hood to say.
"Is there anything to be offered in extenuation or excuse for the newspaper that has committed this outrage?"
solemnly asked the presiding deacon.
The journal in question was represented only by a ribald
reporter on the steps outside, in company with 'the other
newsgatherers detailed for the occasion. There was no
answer to the question, and presently another deacon
moved a vote of censure on the offending publication. The
sheet was declared to be unfit for admission to the home
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After a vote of entire confidence

in the pastor, and of
the distress brought upon him by
the licentious and scandal-mongering press, it was decided
to increase his salary by one thousand dollars for the coming year.

Walter Baker

Always ask for
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sympathy with him

can.

but too

But the
limit!
To

say that it was a rude shock to the sensibilities of the congregation would be to put the fact all too feebly.
But the pastor was equal to the emergency. "Will he
preach to-day? " was the question, but he did not for a
moment hesitate. The church was crammed to the doors
when he appeared in his usual place upon the platform.
There was an intense stillness when he arose and gave out
the hymn.
After the singing, his prayer was unusually
fervent, with particular unction for the salvation of the
wicked.
The sermon that followed was a disappointment.
There was no allusion in it to the sensation of the day.
"He is innocent," declared most of the women on their
way home from the sacred edifice.
"What marvelous nerve!" exclaimed the others, who

knew him

bears their

diooolatiere"

was an awful Sabbath, the day that a lascivious sheet
appeared with the dreadful story of the good man's
alleged fall from grace. And the cuts they were so
shocking! There was the picture of the pastor and his
It

companion entering the side door of a
well known.
And there were other pictures.
"story" itself: ah, that was scandalous beyond

tim

1780.
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As for the sensational newspaper, it never printed a
retraction, but jeered in its coarse and brutal way at the
manner in which the investigation was conducted. There
were whispers in the congregation, but all the members
feared to incur the displeasure of the pastor.
And he is preaching yet, at the old stand.

church discipline.
" Keep off the grass of frivolity," he used to say in his
"No wandering from the
much admired sermons.
straight and narrow path. Never dally by the wayside,
but press on to the glorious hereafter, while Virtue leads
the way.
Shun the allurements of Vice."
"sprung,"
The secular newspapers Oh, so secular!
as their ungodly reporters termed it, the sensation on the.
public.
A news-monger with a kodak horrible to relate!
had worked the mischief. And so the church was rent
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rorked diligently day
and night, and the Bti
been comparat
les have reached you of th
of dis
on which was raised when Colonel Waring insisted
upon arraying his street cleaners in white duck.
But he
insisted, and it must be said that when their garments are
fresh from the hands of the unfortunate wives, whose
weekly wash has been greatly increased by their adoption.
they look very smart indeed. Hut a few hours of contact
with mud and dust robs them of their immaculate appearance.
The Parisian street cleaners, who keep that city
the cleanest in the world, are attired in the blue blouses
common among the peasantry, and never look anything but
clean, no matter how vile the weather.
There is no sign
of the weather abating, and the shipowners have been
warned of probable disasters.
The St. Paul eame steaming into her dock on Wednesday, after her week on the sands at Long Branch, and is
apparently none the worse for her disaster. Scarcely was
she off than a British ship, the Lamington, grounded on
Long Island, positively plunging into the sands. The crew
were happily saved, but the ship lies in a dangerous position.
Ocean travel, however, does not suffer. The Touraine brought over Mrs. Mackay on Saturday.
She went
to the Buckingham at once, and later joined Mr. Mackay
and her son Clarence at their beautiful apartments in the
Belgravia on Fifth avenue. Her sad journey was made for
the purpose of bringing over the body of her son, who was
taken to Greenwood on Tuesday, followed only by the famMrs. Mackay
ily and two or three most intimate friends.
will return almost immediately to London, unless there
should be some at present unforeseen change in her plans.
Russell J. Wilson is at the Holland House, and Mrs.
Hugo Toland is at the
George Hearst at the Waldorf.
Imperial, where have been also Colonel and Mrs. James
Elverson during the past week.
Captain J. Henry Whitney, father of Caspar Warrington Whitney, died a few days ago. after a short illness.

you

will

wonder why
are any others.

there

ing-
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Evans' method of bottling as well as

biewine. that

makes the

distinction.

as a soloist at his 1ii>t
:ert, a treat one anticipates
with enthusiasm, as he has not appeared for a long time
on the concert stage. Mme. Rive-King has also been in
semi-seclusion as a concert pianiste, only now and then
emerging from the quiet of her home to delight her hearers
on some special occasion. She lives in Brooklyn, where she
receives a few advanced pupils, and devotes her time almost entirely to them.
Lieutenant Wisser, who was so long at Fort Hamilton
with Captain Dillenheek. has been transferred to Fortress
Munroe. Captain Dillenbeck has again been laid up with
a touch of malarial fever.
Dr. Malcolm Toland Sime, who took his degree in medicine only last autumn, has become associated as junior partner with D. Goelet, one of the most prominent physicians
in New York
a splendid opening for a young practitioner.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles B. Alexander have been amongst
those energetically working to keep Ballington Booth and
his wife in America in opposition to the "General's" order that they be transferred to England.
Both Mr. and
Mrs. Booth are greatly beloved here, and a splendid tribute to their work was the monster mass meeting at Carnegie Hall. Clergymen of all denominations, together with
prominent laymen, showed by their presence " and their
voices the sincerity of their appreciation of the work accomplished by the Salvation Army in this city.
What a
contrast between the revilings of a few years ago and the
The
Salvation
Army
is no longer a
applause of to-day.
joke— it is a magnificent monument to Christianity.
PASSE-PARTOUT.
New York, February 6, 1896.
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He was

well known in California for
years.
His son, who has made
so famous a name for himself, is, I
think, a native son. He was a student
four years at St.
for three or
Matthew's Hall, San Mateo, and looks
back with great pleasure on his boyhood in the Golden State.

many

Michael Banner (do you remember
him as an infant prodigy, when he used
to study with clever old Padovani ?
He is
is frequently spoken of here.
recognized as a leading violinist, and

s

ANY ONE run down, or emaciated
from any cause whatever,
helped at once by the use of

will

%

v

be

has made a position for himself not
only in the artistic but also in the social world, where he is received as
Leopold
friend as well as artist.
Lichtenberg is another San Francisco
lad who has a metropolitan renown.
He is instructor in the National Conservatory, works hard, and is serious
and ambitious.
The musical world is excited over
the prospect of hearing once more the
Thomas orchestra. For the first time
in

years Thomas

will

conduct

York, and a testimonial

in

Of a gift of silver is being
for him.
Rafael Joseffy is

in

New

the form

prepared
promised

of Cod-liver Oil
It

and Hypophosphites*

possesses in a peculiar sense flesh-

making, strength -giving elements.
There are plenty of cases where persons have gained a pound a day by
taking an ounce of Scott's Emulsion*
50c.

and $1 at

all druggists.
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where, by comparison, the rank of virtuosi

may

be

more accurately established than by us whose opportunities
For
for the world's greatest are seldom and spasmodic.
part I would rather have the verdict of New
on a question of musical preeminence than that of
any other city, for the very reason of its opportunities for
comparison. New York is prodigal with the golden bait,
consequently nearly every thing of note in the musical
New York proclaims
world is lured to its shores.
Paderewski foremost of pianists. Having heard no better
ourselves, we do wisely in concurring and enjoying to our
utmost a feast that may not come again for many a moon.

my own
York

'We Obey No Wand

but Pleasure's."— Tom Moore.

STRANGE

spectacle greeted the eye
at the California on Monday night.
within
the narrow confines of
Rigid, stark,
the chairs; dadoing the side walls and
__ clustering between the parted curtains in
the foyer, in its full number and impressivethat bogie of the venturesome manager, terror

ft_

^^

ness, was
of Tanquerays, and general combination of ice chest and
crematory so fearful to itself and so intensely speculative

—

to its entertainers the noble army of San Francisco firstIt neither gleamed nor glowered; but calmly
nighters.
expectant, cramped yet reposed, and somberly clad, it sat
a stolid, squat bank of pallid shirt bosoms framed in the
drapery of feminine sleeve, apparently pulseless as rock,
and silent as the desert. On the dimly lighted stage, before the piano, sat Ignace J. Paderewski playing the opening bars of the allegro of Beethoven's C major sonata. His
shock of lemon hair; his pale, pasty face, wan and dreamvague, shadowy eyes; his coat tails hanging
ful; his
through the back of the chair like long, black tail feathers;
his lean legs thrust forward and his feet beating nervously
at the pedals, gave one the impression of some great, uncanny bird. As he finished the first movement he bowed
indifferently to the moderate enthusiasm of its reception.

— the

But Beethoven on the
King.
It
piano does not evoke the full possibilities of the instrument. Even Liszt admitted as much. The broad, rich
tones of the adagio then answered the pent silence. Notes so
clear, so gurglingly liquid, so full of the passionate thrill of
strings, the downy caress of reeds and the humid sweetness
of the flute, that one forgets the ivory keys and the
mechanism from which they leap, and the hands of steel
was Beethoven

and velvet which lure them

forth.

Paderewski holds

his

imagination in his hands. It is the ideal of technique and
temperament, where every muscle and sinew responds to
the poetry of the brain. It is Beethoven still; Beethoven
on the piano. But the tone, the marvelous combinations
of color!
The note that sobs as from a throat, and then
throbs as if poised on a human heart! It must have been
this the great deaf master heard within his mind when the
notes dropped from his pen.
The final movement lost all suggestion of complexity or
technical difficulty as its fleeting twinings and inter-twinings found form and thought in Paderewski's playing. The
melodic beauty of the themes and the rare contour of their
treatment were definitely and convincingly interpreted.
Then broke the storm of applause, and Paderewski added
San Francisco to his conquests.
* * *

that Paderewski's programmes
should consist largely of Chopin.
Poetic delicacy of temperament, warmth of imagination, and the indescribable
blend of passion and chastity unite the virtuoso and the
composer by closer ties than their brotherhood as Poles.
Vladimir de Pachman was the greatest Chopin player
that had come to us before Paderewski. He had the refinement, the emotional quality and the wooing touch, but he
lacked the virile breadth that is the backbone of music;
the disciplined strength that is the secret of the cat's soft,
unerring tread. Paderewski plays Chopin with a delicacy
that, at times, is almost effeminate; but there is the large,
unmistakable gentleness of the man underlying all its
tenderness,
He plays Beethoven in the full sweep and
dignity of its superb grandeur, and Schuman and Liszt, he
lias shown us (up to the time of writing), are equally well
rendered by those boundless hands. And when a man
plays these works and plays them as Paderewski does, his
ability to cope with anything in piano-forte literature must
be conceded.
If the contemporaneous records of the musical world
speak truthfully, Paderewski is the greatest pianist living
to-day.
Removed, as we are, so far from the art centres
of the world, we must rely, to a large extent, on the
critical estimate of the older, and more musically environed
It

is

not surprising

* * *

It

was with no small

provincial pride that I read the

criticisms of the opening concert in our great dailies on
There was such a happy unniamity of
opinion, so positive and unequivocal that a deaf man
would have been convinced of Paderewski's right to wear
the crown. The Examiner, in particular, I could not but
contrast with its issue of a week previous wherein an

Tuesday morning.

an Englishman and an American had been employed to review an operatic production. The result was
that the three classes of people interested the managers,
the artists and the audience were each deeply felicitated.
My joy, as a portion of the audience, in the patriotic
perusal of my fair countrywoman's critique was keen
Italian,

—

—

enough to mollify whatever unhappiness
at the equal success,
Britain and Italy.

for

their

I

may have

respective

clients,

felt

of

* * *

Even

may

in this end-of-the-century day there is much that
admired in the old school of the legitimate, but the

be
star with a supporting company that attains only the digMr. Keene is
nity of " props," belongs to a by-gone age.
the entire performance at the California.
He receives a
mild aid from Miss Belgarde, but, beyond her, it might as
well be a duet with the prompter.
If you go to the California to see Thomas Keene in any of the characters that
have established him on the middle plane of American
tragedians, you will be rewarded for your pains with a
piece of strong, earnest acting on the rugged, semi-melodramatic lines that characterized Melpomene's mummers
in your father's day; if you go for a complete performance
of the divine tragedies, you will find it not.
Little that is
new can be written about Keene in the rOles that have
made him familiar to every theatre-goer in the land. He
has softened some maybe the tide of modernity has grazed
even his heavily-grained personality; maybe advancing
years have mellowed a strength once too rude to be artistic.
At all events, Keene of to-day is an interesting,
and, in a measure, intellectual an actor.
His Richard is a
remarkable conception in many ways, and his Louis XI.,
as played on Tuesday night, is a careful, convincing study
of an exacting character.
And he does not make speeches
before the curtain a form of restrained eloquence in which
he shines luminous among the tragedians that visit us.

—

—

* * *

have often said in these columns that the most critical
music audience in this city is the body that patronizes the
Carr-Beel concerts also that
these
concerts had
developed, by the process of rendering the highest class
of chamber-music,
its devotees to a point of culture that
made symphonies possible in San Francisco; besides
generally raising the standard of excellence for solo and
ensemble string work. In spite of several counter attractions Golden Gate Hall was fairly well attended on
Saturday afternoon.
Mozarts beautifully melodious
quintet for clarinet and string's was given a graceful,
I

—

movement in particular bewith commendable verve and sympathy.
Miss Marion Taylor sang two Russian folk songs and songs
by Grieg and Mascagni, every note of each number succeeding in eluding the key by a cacophonous fraction of an
interval which showed that tone-deafness is not confined
to Mr. BuMaurier'sheroine,|even though Svengali's genius
in mastering it is not shared by the great Marchesi
from
whom, I believe Miss Taylor received extensive instruction.
The Godard trio in F and Mr. Kent's Fantasie Stuke
(Niels Gade) on the clarinet completed three excellent instrumental numbers.
finished reading; the larghetto

ing rendered

—

nary
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TAVARY

Monday, Hi

Mignon; Wednesday night, Lucia and Cavalleria; Thursday, Faust; Friday, Bohemian Girl; Saturday matinee,
Carmen, and Saturday night, Trooatore. Frederick Warde
and his excellent company follows.
The coming week presents Alfred Edward's dramatizaPercy Hunting has been ention of Faust at the Alcazar.
gaged for the character of Mephisto, supported by the full
strength of Grover's company. New scenery and wonder-

QO.ie
1

1

1

KATIE PUTNAM,
The charming American comedienne

in

AT THE OLD LIME KILN,
a picturesque comedy drama involving a story of intense human
interest and vividly picturesque incidents.
Written by C. T.
Dazey, author of ' In Old Kentucky."
Matinee Saturday.

ALHAYMAN&Co

California Theatre.
Nest week, Monday, Feb.

MR.

17,

'

lI

a

^„pp?fe

S

Second and last week of

THOMAS KEENE.

Presenting the following classical plays:

Monday, Merchant of Venice
Tuesday, Richard

Friday, Othello
Saturday. Richard III

III

Wednesday, Richelied

Sunday, Louis XI
Thursday, Hamlet
Saturday mat., Merchant of Venice
Monday, Feb. 24th— Jolly NELLIE McHENRY.

Morosco's Grand Opera House.
Walter Morosco, Sole Lessee and Proprietor.
Last performances of "My Partner.."
MONDAY EVENING, Feb. 17th—John A. Steven's great comedy-drama,

WIFE FOR WIFE.
Matinees Saturdays and Sundays.

T' V
I

I

'

1

1

r\

U pe ra

i_i

l\ O USe

To begin Monday, Feb.
romantic opera

17th.

Mrs. Ernestine Krelinq,
Proprietor and Manager
Every evening. Von Weber's

in four acts,

DER FREISGHUTZ,
Or,

THE SEVEN CHARMED BULLETS.

The most wondrous Brocken scene ever shown in this city.
Reappearance of Mile. Ida Valerga and Miss Kate Marchi.
Next opera: RIP VAN WINKLE.
..25o and
Popular Prices

GrO\/Pr' S

MlcaZar

ThePalais Royal

Commencing Monday, February

are among the attractions promised.
On February 24th the Carleton Opera Company commences

17th,

of

50c

America.

Alfred Edward's drama-

tization of the immortal poem,

FAUST.

a season at this house.
Thomas Keene's repertory for next week at the California is: Merchant of Venice, on Monday night and Saturday matinee; Richard III. on Tuesday and Saturday
nights; Richelieu Wednesday, Hamlet Thursday, Othello
Friday, and Louis XI. Sunday. After Keene comes jolly
Nelly McHenry and her new cyclo-comedy, The Bicycle

Matinees Saturday and Sunday.
Night Prices— 10c, 15c, 25c, 35c, 50c
Matinee Prices— 10c, 15c. and 25c.
O'Farrell
San Francisco's Greatest Music Hall.
between Stockton and Powell streets.
To-night and during the "week. A new list of

rpneUm.
1

street,

UAUDEUILLE NOTABLES

Girl,

THE PANTZER BROS., THE GARRISONS, WALTER
STANTON, TINA CORRI. RACHEL WALKER, CARROLL
JOHNSON, BILLY CARTER, etc.

Next Monday

Matinees Saturday and Sunday.
Reserved Seats, 35c; Balcony, 10c; Opera chairs and box
seats, 50c.

English actress, coaches ladles and gentle
II
AM DCUUntiU.
RCnnARFl Tne for
LILLIAN
the dramatic profession; appearances armen
Shakespearean classes Wednesday evenings. SHAKESPEAREAN ACADEMY, 913 Hyde street, San Francisco, Cal.
I

Paderewski gives three matinees next week, on Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday.

X

h

The' Gem" Theatre of the Coast.
Frledlander, Gotilob&Co., Lessees
and Managers.
Beginning Monday, February 17th,

ful electrical effects

evening, for the first time in five years,
Von Weber's famous German romantic opera, Der Freischutz, or The Seven Charmed Bullets, will be sung at the
Tivoli Opera House.
The production, it is promised, will
be the finest ever given in this city.

>.i

I

The Tavary Company's farewell week at the Baldwin
be given to the operas that have proved the strongest
attractions during the last two weeks. Monday, The
Huguenots; Tuesday,
Lnhengrin;
Wednesday matinee,

reek of the

OPERA

X

Grtlnrvk;-.
OIUmDia TL«^-l-~«
neaXre*

# * *
will

GRAND

I

* * *

Grover's Alcazar has seen a good presentation of Bartmelodrama, The White Slave, this wee'<.
Anita Fallon was excellent as Daphne, Miss Gleason made
a great deal out of the name part, and Powers was effectively strong as the slave dealer; in fact, Fanny Young,
Josephine Gassman, and the entire company did very
creditably with the old piece.

X

;

* * #

ley Campbell's old

lust

'I

.

There are several new specialties at the Orpheum this
week, notably Tina Corri, an English male impersonator,
who shows that sex inversion is not limited to soft-voiced
man. and that it is a much healthier spectacle to see a
woman in trousers than a man in skirts and corsets. The
Garrisons do a neat travesty, and the Pantzer brothers an
amazing head-balancing act.
Carroll Johnson and Rachel
Walker are still among the favorites.

00., (InoorpomMO)
proprietors.

Third and

rtoirb:
nots
Thursday, I-'atst
Ul 8dliy, I.' 'Ml NGRIN
Wednesday, Loci \ uud
Saturday, Trovatoeu
CaVALLBRIA R08TICAH \
Wi dn< Sdaj mfil iiiee. (50c- 5c. $1) MlGNOS
Saturday matinee (60c.
LBHBH
Monday, fen sHtb: KRKUERK K WARDE.

M>i Partner, another of Campbell's melodramas, and one
of the most successful ever written in this country, lias
been the bill at Morosco's Grand Opera House this week.
It is an impressive picture of early California!] days, full of
well-worked climaxes, splendidly mounted, and in the
hands of Morosco's players it has had a good, even performance. Butler did exceptionally well with Joe Saunders,
Brinker made a strong " partner," Swain's Chinaman was
admirably sustained, and Miss Hall's Mary Brandon was
invested with a delightful womanhood and grace.
John A. Steven's thrilling and picturesque play, 117/. for
W\fi is announced for presentation next week on an elaborate scale.

Hatha* A

neatre-

Next Week, Monday, Fob
•

At.
17th:

TL,,,!,,,
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aiawin
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I
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NATIVE SONS HALL.
:

in

tic

of this city

of

and organized for the purpose

of

celebrating the Glorithe annious Fourth

—

.

I

J

1

i

versary of American Independence. Moreover,
before
they decided,
breaking up, to perpetuate the organization,
calling it "The Native
Sons of the Golden
State," which title was
afterwards changed to
the Native Sons of the
Golden West. Little did
they think as they sat
in that stuffy room, that
some years afterwards
many of them would
talk
meet again
to
over the past glories of
California and the mauy

—

grander glories to come
a magnificent building sucn as they now oc-

in
Franklf.

Dj,,,,,,.

Grand Pra.

-V 8. a.

w.

cupy and which

is situ-

the ve ry heart of this growing city, on M ason street
near Post. Little did the founders of the Order think that
would become unique in the history of
organization
their
the world; an organization comprising ten thousand fine

ated

15, 1896.

our efforts as we have blessed the others for

theirs.

twenty years ago, on June 29th, a few enthusias
SOMEyoung
the Police
one
men met together

Courtrooms

February

in

Who wonders that the name of James D. Phelan is
wrought in unfading letters upon the heart of each Native
Son? For it is he to whom they owe this imposing
He it is who has done, and does, so much for
structure.
He it is whose name heads every enterprise
this State.
where its welfare is concerned. He it is who is honored
by all, and loved by so many, for the things he does and
whose active mind is ever engaged in thinking out schemes
Mr. Phelan is President of the
for the good of California.
Hall Association and he may be well proud of the work so
lately accomplished.
The other officers of the Hall Association are Lewis F.
Byington, Vice President; and Adolph Eberhart, the
popular and indefatigable Secretary.

Frank H. Dunne, Grand President of the Order, a
young attorney and former Justice of the Peace, has also
done much both by his labors and advice to further the
necessary completions of this new building. He took a
prominent part in the recent dedicatory ceremonies.

Another man whose name is closely connected with the
Order, and who has pushed himself to the front to help it
along is John H. Grady, a leading real estate and insurance broker at No. 323 Montgomery street. Like Mr.
Sproul, California is all in all to him and he worked untiringly to perfect the organization of which he has been
a member since it was first started. He also has been an
officer in the Order and is now a fast Grand President.
He was the Chairman of the Building Committee and upon
his shoulders fell much of the responsibility necessarily attaching to such a position. He also is well known to the
Sons.

c
JAS.

I)

I'll El.

A v

President.

LEWIS

F.

BYUfGTOS

nee-Pretia

at.
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OFFICERS OF THE HALL ASSOCIATION.
men, loyal to their State; with only its interests at heart,
and determined to stand by it in sunshine and in gloom
until time ends all things.
But such is nevertheless the case; and as you stand on
Mason street and look up at that massive structure before
you, with its five solid stories of granite and marble and
brick; when you go inside and see its superb finishings, its
beautiful hall wherein the voice sounds as clear as a silver
bell; when you stand in the impressive lodge rooms, so
magnificently furnished and so silent, then you slowly become aware of the fact that California is indeed great, and
that her Native Sons are capable of making her greater and
grander yet. The sight of that buildiug, so rich in suggestions of the past and the future, is enough to make the
bosom of the beholder expand with righteous pride.' It
stands for California in the aggregate; and some day, when
the Order will contain the names of not alone ten thousand
members but even one hundred thousand, all working together in the interests of this mighty and richly endowed
State, then the young men who stand together beneath
the banner of the bear will look back to these days as we
look back to that June 29th, twenty years ago, and they

A

gentleman whose name is dear to the younger element
of this State is Jo D. Sproul, a Past G rand President of
the Order, and a man who is known to every Son enrolled
in it.
Few men have displayed so much active interest in
the affairs of the Order; few have wor. the general good
will of so many members; few of the gentlemen who have
served as officers have performed their services so faithfully and so efficiently; few will
receive such hearty
and such sincere good wishes as he. Mr. Sproul is now
practicing law in Chico. and, as he is at the head of his
profession and makes hosts of friends, should have no
difficulty in coming in for a fair share of this world's goods.
He laid the corner stone at the opening ceremonies on
Sunday and led the audience in prayer, his language being
choice in expression and suitable to the occasion.
One of the gentlemen who is much interested in the
Order is H. G. W. Dinkelspiel, a Grand Trustee and
Director and who has also held other responsible positions
in the past.
He is a member of Bay City Lodge and is
now Presiding Officer of the Library and Reading Room
Association.
He was also Assemblyman for the 39th
District.
By profession Mr. Dinkelspiel is a lawyer. He
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Joseph E. O'Donnell, a Past President of Yerba Buena
Parlor No. 84 of San Francisco is another gentleman well
known to the Native Sons, in whose behalf he has long
worked untiringly. He was the orator upon the occasion
of laying the foundation stone for the new Hall on
February 25th. 1895. By profession Mr. O'Donnell is a
lawyer, and a member of the law firm of Jones & O'Donnell.
1-t Sansome street, one of the most prominent firms in this
city. Although both the partners are comparatively young
men, they come in for their fair share of big cases and
usually carry them through to a successful finish.
Moreover Mr. O'Donnell has the honor to act as Special Counsel
for the City and County of San Francisco.
He has acted
in this capacity for the last seven years, having been
appointed by various Boards of Supervisors irrespective
of political complexion.
This is saying a great deal and
the Native Sons have good reason to be proud of having

Directors, of the Hall Association acted in the capacity of
Chairman of the Reception committee at the dedication
exercises.
Henry Lundstedt, the Grand Secretary is another
gentleman whose name and efforts will ever be remembered
by the Native Sons.
Although everybody is interested in a large building like
this cue, very few know how it is constructed and who the
men are, who, by their individual efforts finally give us the
And so we will go carefully
glorious, completed whole.
into each detail and give due credit where credit most assuredly belongs.
The first man who has anything to do
The Architect, with a building is the architect. A.
C. Lutjens is the gentleman who devised
the plans for our building. His office is in the Phelan
Building, Rooms 125-127.
All the brick and granite work below
Imposing Brick
the first floor of the building, and the
and Granite Work, corner stone, was furnished by the
well-known firm of Liebert & Hoffmann, whose office is at the Builders' Exchange, 40 New

him

in their ranks.
Milton D. Garratt is also a well known member and
Grand Trustee of the Native Sons. Mission Parlor No.
38 is the'one to which he belongs. He is a Past Gi and
President and holds office at present, being President of
the Board of Directors of Mission Parlor Hall.
Mr.

OEORQB

I..

a member of the firm of W. T. Garratt & Co.,
corner Fremont and Natoma streets. Their foundry is one
of lie largest on this coa°t and the things they manufacture would puzzle the overage person even to find the
right names for.
Most of our big bells and gongs and
steam whistles are of their manufacture, as well as lire
hydrants, all sorts of pumps, water and gas gates and
many other big things. To go over their works on the
corner of Fifth and Brannan streets is an instructive treat
in itself.
The firm is an old and a reliable one.
Mr. L. M. Bannan, a charter member and Past President of Sequoia Parlor, and member of the Board of

Garratt

the Chronicle Building, Room !.. Third Floor.
George D. Clark is one of the well-known members of
Pacific Parlor Xo. 10.
He has done much to further the
interests of the Native Sons and has held high position
among them, the post of Grand Lecturer being one of the
most honorable and to be desired. He is the secretary
and treasurer of the firm of N. Clark & Sons, manufacturers and dealers in sewer pipe, etc., 17-19 Spear

MILTON D. QABSATT.

OBADY.

I).

CLARK.

JOSEPH E O'DONNELL.
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The marble used on the

street.
They also set the terra cotta and
work speaks for itself. Only the finest materials
are in evidence. The committee who awarded the contracts unanimously agreed that the work could not have
been done better and were glad that the contract went
the way it did. Liebert & Hoffmann are masters at their
work and as they have put up nearly all the big buildings
in this city, as well as others in various big towns on the
Coast, it is not to be wondered at that their work is so

Montgomery

Mr. Liebert is the builder of the Odd Fellows'
Building at Napa, also the Napa Insane Asylum, a part
of the Cooper Medical college, and a part of the New City
Hall.
His partner, Victor Hoffmann, among others,
built the Drexler Building, the Doe Building, known as the
St. Nicholas Hotel, the Sacramento Cathedral and the
Sacramento Brewery and many other large and small
buildings in this city.
The firm, collectively, has erected
the following: The Native Sons Building, the Ivancovich
Building, the Curtaz Building, the Kohn Building and

Montgomery

Iron

manufacturers

of

9.

II

their work is perfect.
work was done by the Western
Iron Works, 123-125 Beale street. The
is an old and a reliable one, having
been established in 1852.
They are
all kinds of heavy building work, such as

firm

lilSKEI. spiel

WILL

and Contracting Company undertook
and the work they have turned out

this responsible task

perfect

every respect. They furnished the granite
The firm consists of James Rae, President;
R. McCann, Treasurer; J. P. M. Phillips; H. F. Whittle
Vice President; and F. Smith, Secretary. Their stone
yard is on Seventh street, between Townsend and King
is

and

laid

in

it.

street, did all this work.

in the different rooms and
lodges of the building is of the finest oak,
Moreover it is all CaliWoods.
all made to order.
This furniture was supplied by
fornia wood.
Henry Hufschmidt, 1321 Market street. He also made
the massive desks used in the lodges.
The carpets used throughout the building,
in the lodge rooms, offices and parlors are
Like Nature's
Sward.
all of the best body-Brussels in the latest
designs and perfect in matching of figures.
The colors have been admired by everyone who has seen
them. They were supplied by Schlueter & Volberg, 709

Market

girders, roofs, railings, etc. They are also the sole makers
of the Champion Metallic Wheelbarrow.
There is nothing so necessary in a modern
Perfect
building as perfect and sanitary plumbing.
Plumbing. In fact it is a science, and the man who has
it down best gets the work in all big buildings.
In spite of brisk competition the firm of Allen & Looney of

//

from

California

No wonder

314 O'Farrell street got this contract. The perfection of
the lavatory and gasfitting work shows what masters of
their art they are.
Their reputationis known all over the
city and the work they undertake, when complete, is
guaranteed.
The carpentering work in the building
Carpentering
proves that the man who executed it is
and Roof Work, a genius.
Mr. F. % A. Williams is the
gentleman who receives the praise for
this fine work.
His office is in the Builders' Exchange,
where be is one of the best known oE its habitues.
From
the tower to the basement his work is admirable. He also
did some of the galvanized iron work.
Many of the best
known buildings in this city have been erected under his
careful supervision and he has also performed considerable
work for the State Board of Harbor Commissioners.
This is exceedingly delicate work and
Cutting and
demands that the" most skilled workCarving Granite,
men be employed. The Rae Building

first floor is

is

The furniture

All this

Wrought

15, 1896.

as good as any in
It should be used in the conMarble Work, the world.
struction of all buildings in the city.
For
It is imported
the wainscoting especially it is admirable.
by W. H. McCormick, of 17 City Hall avenue.
The first thing that catches the eye is the
The Dazzling stonework on the building. It is well executed and of a fine quality. The sideStonework,
walks in front of the building and the basement floors are of the same quality and look as if they will
out last time. W. F. Ambrose, whose office is at 40 New

superior.

and Steel Work,

Amador County and

The

their

numerous others.

February

street.

The

in the lodge rooms over the
were made by the California
Canopies. Furniture Company, 117-121 Geary street.
These canopies are beautiful things of the
richest velvets, of different dark rich hues and give a very
impressive and magnificent aspect to the lodges.

The

I).

Canopies

altars,

etc.,

SHEA.

VIIMILEs

The Clear
Plate Glass,

CASA3SA,

That the massive plate, sheet and fine
window glass should be of the best quality ob-

tainable will be understood when one knows
that it is supplied by W. P. Fuller & Co.,
and 23 Front street. This firm is known from San
Diogo to Washington and Oregon. The glass used in this
building is as clear as crystal and speaks well for the
of 21

firm's capabilities in this particular line.

Painting
Material,

The paints and varnishes used in the decoraand exterior of the building were supplied by that well-known house
the Bass-Hueter Paint Co.. Nos. 18, 20 and
tion of the interior

This firm has been established since 1860,
and during that period has furnished material for some of

22 Ellis street.

the finest buildings in California.
This work was all done by one of the
The Trimmings
leading firms on this coast, A. Steiger
of The Building.
Sons, 206 Market street.
The firm
is an enterprising one,
Mr. Steiger
having risen from a small manufacturer in 1862 to be the
very head of his particular line of business. His business
is

now conducted by

his sons.

Their pottery

is

probably

the completest in the United States.
The plant covers
eight acres and is modern in every respect.
Their
specialties are Architectural Terra Cotta, Hollow Tile, Fire
Proofing and Pressed and Ornamental Bricks, Chimney
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and Sewer Piping,

This firm has rendered
jroods ami should be patronue<i acoortUDgirk on this bu
'f
and
an produce mamifaoturoH eijual to any In
and superior t-. much of the stuff that is sent us

Mem

etc.

tinue to

grow

until

"3

eml

it

r Im>

i

>rld

Instrumental Infurtherii

mighty

,

i

E

Japanese br»ni.M and ra.e. nt lodav cannot oompara with lluware* mad* In llio put, el which (ienr(rc T. kUran A Oo 825 Market
.

The

interior painting and decorative workof the building la superb. The WOOdSIU

Interior

natural hard woods, red wood, white
and oak. The painting and tinting is the
work of the artists Dutol
of 1008 Polaotn street.
work
Their
in this hi.
been pronounced excellent
every
in
respect by
ought to know.
The upper tioors of the building are alThe Passenger ways e,iROCMSBble by the swiftrunEievator.
ning passenger elevator, located near
the northern entrance.
The committee
having in charge, the selection of an elevator, decided that
a Direct Electric would be most economical to operate, and
selected the Cahill & Hall Elevator Company's Direct
Electric Elevator as being the most suitable" and best
machine presented. Since the installation of the elevator,
it has been proven that the committee's decision was coras the elevator is pronounced to be the finest on the
Coast.
It has a carrying capacity of 2200 pounds and can
be regulated to travel at any speed up to 350 feet per
minute, being the fastest direct electric elevator in the
city.
It is equipped with all the modern safety devices, is
smooth running and noiseless, and is always under the control of the operator.

street,

has the choices! selections.

Decorations,

i

Smokeless powdei

i

:

.

The Boss of
Manufactured.

SMOKELESS POWDERS

all

Used by the Grack shots

of the countru-

Lowest recorded breech PRESSURE.
RECOIL and absolutely no SMOKE.

Lightest

Manufactured by

THE GIANT POWDER
430 California

St., S.

CO., Consolidated,

F.

The Latest Fall and Winter Goods
have arrived.

H. S.

BRIDGE & CO.
MBKCHANT TAILORS. Many novelImported Wear. Shirts to order
a Specialty
ties In

LIBRARY AND READING ROOM,
R. W. Martland, the genial Manager of the Hall has
himself popular by his continued efforts in behalf of
the Order. Ever courteous to visitors, he makes friends
of every one with whom he comes in contact.
Will D. Shea, a member of the well-known firm of Shea
& Shea, the present architects of the New City Hall, is
a Past President of California Parlor and acting in that
capacity at present.
Mr. Shea has had much to do with the construction of
buildings like the one we are writing of, having built the
Mission Parlor Hall and also the Hall for Eden Parlor at

made

622 Market

St., (Upstairs, opposite Palace Hotel

UP-TO-DATE
Tailoring
At Moderate Prices.
J.

Mezzanine B,

,

Brandt

Crocker Building.

&

H.

HAWES,

(Up one-half flight fronting on Post

St.)

Go.

Haywards.
It would not be right to forget to mention Charles
Casassa, of California Parlor, who furnished the music at
the ceremonies. He was the Director of the Exposition
Band and helped make our Midwinter Fair the success it
was. His is the only complete military band on the Coast
and his music delights the promenaders in the Park every
Sunday. Mr. Casassa was highly complimented by Sousa

San Francisco

FINE TAILORING
139 Montgomery St.

Wail

Paper.
Our new stock

last spring.

for the

season

1895-96 is

now

arriving.

The

size of the hall in this building is ninety-nine by sixty
four feet, making it the largest in the city. The main hall
and some of the lodge rooms are to be let and will be very

desirable indeed.

Adjoining the Native Sons' Building as depicted in our
frontispiece, will be seen a good picture of the First
Congregational Church, whose pastor is the somewhat
notorious Dr. Brown.
The above short sketch will give our readers an idea of
the leading spirits constituting this powerful and patriotic
organization.
It is the hope of everyone that it will con-

Elegant Designs and Colorings.

G.

W.

Clark

George

&

E.

Co.,

653-655 Market

Street.
.

Hall,

Agent and importer of

—

MUTUAL LIFE

BUILDING,

222

FOREIGN WINES,
Sansome St

.
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The Hammond episode

in the Transvaal embroglio has resulted about the way predicted
in this column a few weeks ago, when the
"innocents" in this outpost of Christianity
were agitating the surroundings with heartrending appeals for the relief of one who, fortunately for himself, was
It is only another case of "the Lord proin safer hands.
tect us from our friends," and precious few they would
likely have been were it not for the fact that the talented
young engineer had prospered well in this world's goods.

Much Cry,
No Wool,

One

of the

most promising mining

now

districts

that section of
Amador County situated between the
towns of Sutter Creek and Jackson, covering a distance of more than four miles along the celebrated
" mother lode." Here are to be found some of the most
With a
promising and valuable gold mines in the State.
massive and compact vein in the regular lode formation, a
very fine class of ore is found, with the precious metal diffused throughout the quartz with a most pleasing uniformThe pay streak ranges in width from a few inches to
ity.
twenty or thirty feet, and the extreme downward trend is
as yet undetermined, although work has already been sucAccessfully carried on at a depth of two thousand feet.
cording to some statistics, the average cost of mining and
milling the ore in this locality is from about three dollars
per ton, with an assay value ranging from five dollars upward.
Among the prominent mines of this district is the
Amador Consolidated, an old-time producer, which has
been closed down, owing to the destruction of the shaft by
fire.
The ledge, at the time work stopped, was of great
size, and the general average of the ore was high grade.
The yield of the property, down to a depth of 2,200 feet, is
placed at $20,000,000.
The Central Eureka Mine, which
adjoins the Amador Mine on the south, has a shaft down
700 feet, and a large amount of high-grade ore was extracted some yeais ago when the mine was last worked.
Some Oakland and San Francisco capitalists who now own
this ground are about to reopen it, and will carry the
shaft down to the 900 level.
Machinery has already been
put in place capable of going down 2,000 feet.
Adjoining
this property is the South Eureka, owned by people in
this city, which is now opened up to a depth of 1,050 feet.
The showing on the 500, 730, and 900 foot levels is immense,
the ore so far developed being valued at from $1,000,000 to
There is a twenty-stamp mill upon the prop12,000,000.
erty, which, it is said, will shortly be enlarged as regards
the stamping capacity, to accommodate the increasing demands of the mine.
Rich Amador
Gold Mines.

in California just

is

in

'.

The news that Mr. Hammond never was in any danger or
distress from the day of his arrest, received through
official quarters, and further, that at all times during his
confinement he was the recipient of many courtesies from
the Boer leaders, places some people in a rather
embarrassing position.
It will be hoped now that
the untravelled set so ready at all times to misjudge matters beyond their little horizon, narrowed
down in many cases to the dividing line between this State
and Nevada, will tone down their hysteria, upon behalf of
people in whom it is impossible to conceive they take the
slightest interest, beyond notoriety, or at least confine it
within bounds, where it will not become nauseating.
Mr.
Hammond's present connections are quite capable of seeing
him safely through any difficulty, without outside assist-

ance.

A Combination
Which Failed,

now

attaining the ends for which it
Success was barred by the
decisive stand taken, on some contested points, by such
prominent men in the business as Messrs. Mullins of the
Commercial Union, Magill of the Phoenix and Home, and
Belden of the Hartford. The first-named gentleman objected to the plurality vote proviso, while the others cannot
agree upon the subject of
non-intercourse." Upon their
return to this city there was another attempt made to win
the protestants over, but without avail, and again the
week passes with the compact unsigned, and the companies
still at a " go-as-you-please " gait.
There may, however,
be some means found before long to settle the. difference

which preceded it, furnishes scant opportunity for comment. While little remains to be said of a favorable character, nothing has developed either in Nevada or on the street, which can be
construed in an unfavorable light.
lack of energy
among the members of the Exchange, who are getting
almost as bad as their neighbors in the Chamber of Commerce, who invariably fall back upon a set of prosy old
resolutions as the panacea for all ills which may befall the
city, State, or nation.
This has not helped themselves or
anybody else very much during the past twenty years, and
their example, while evidently contagious, is not so good as
even the homely precept in this instance.
The mines
along the lode are all looking fairly well.

A

The Gold

Arrangements are now being pressed to get
the Gold Mining Exchange in operation, and

Exchange,

it

ness.

hoped that within" a fortnight everything will be in readiness to open up for busiis

The sooner

it

does so the better, for the sooner the

cappers and "bilks," who now make the town odious to decent people in the business, will have to seek new pastures.
Any mining man of the old school can detect these incubi
at a glance.
A walk along Montgomery street will take
one through a crowd 'of these idle hangers-on, loaded down
to the guards with bad whiskey and "prospectuses."
All
have had some connection in the past, which is now
dragged to light for service as an introduction to some hew
arrival who looks like a fair "prospect." The mission of
mischief to which these gentry have devoted in many cases
a lifetime of beggary, or a close approach thereto, is about
ended, and the Exchange, if its lines are broadened sufficiently for the purpose, can very appropriately drive
the
last nail in the coffin of a most dangerous and
offensive
nuisance.

in

called.

now

existing, and then affairs will, possibly, run smoothly
some time at least.
The annual meeting of the Holmes Mining
The Holmes Company, of Nevada, was held here during

for

of the market for the week
closing, like so many others of late

Mining Shares,

ceed

was

The course
Comstock

The Del Monte Convention of Insurance
Managers of the Pacific Coast did not suc-

Election.

the week, with a very
of stock.

The

old

full

Board

of

representation
Directors was

re-elected, with the exception of E. P. Murphy, who retired on account of other business, which necessitated his
retirement from the State. Colonel Wm. J. Sutherland
continues to act as President, E. S. Spring, Vice President, and C. E. Elliott Secretary.
The new concentrating
works of the company at Belleville are now nearly completed, and it is expected that large profits will soon result from the reduction of valuable tailings, which exist in
large quantities.

The Mining Journal (London), in referring
to the progress of work at the celebrated
In Bonanza.
old Banner mine, near Oroville, on the
Feather River, and now known as the
Golden Gate of California, quotes the following cablegram
just received from the company's secretary, who is now
A Butte Mine

at the mine: "Colonel J. B. Low advises crosscut to the
west to be pushed forward as much as possible. Says all
the indications are very favorable for fine body of ore in
that direction. Bringing report." Colonel Low, well
known in local mining circles, and for that matter all over
the Western States, is, it might be added, consulting
engineer for the London company.

The manner
Rich Strikes

Tuolumne,

in

which the gold mines in
in Tuolumne, are
simply phenomenal. The

the vicinity of Sonora,

developing is
App mine, on the 400-foot level, is opening up even richer than its neighbor, the Rawhide, which
itself is looking better every day, as depth is attained.
Beyond the App, the Jumper has cut the ledge as rich as
ever on the 200-level, and experts say it will hold
its own with anything in the neighborhood.
Some of the
ore just cut on the 400-level of the App has been on exhibition in this city during the week, and attracted much
In

attention owing to the rich display of crystallized gold.
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will

pUr

ibe

the
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»lr.

permit an aoroi

Intellectual

the cruel num.

e thoughtful 01
Think, ye lingerers in the highof
this urbane and merciful beasl ou
md a chin whisker, will gase aloft at tbi
aerial gymnast, with a secret
hope that his gyrating
brother may break hi
the dull pulses of the
tator may be quickened. But when a snappy, snarling
tag A
question, forsooth, the perils that beset bis
eship must be averted,
faugh, there was more debt the amphitheatre of old Rome.
Give us blood
man's blood— again, and keep the dogs for the sausage
machine. Hang the cats over the clothes line, and let
them enjoy themselves in an ecstasy of clawing.
Let
spanking flourish, but turn aside the murderous thumb
nail from the ravening flea.

y of

Ci

THE
only one

politician is nothing if not a kicker.
He knows
thing, and that is office.
And he kicks gen-

erally

till

he gets

it

— or

something

Pat Reddy's brother who wants

else.

This time

it is

Weaver out
Superintendent of the Almshouse. Because Weaver is not the best man that ever held the
place? No, for he is. But because Reddy wants it. A
chap who is nothing but an office-seeker is mighty near
the Almshouse.
If luck don't come his way, he is likely to
land there. And for fear he'll have to be a pensioner, he
wants to collect the salary of the Superintendent. This
time the Pates are apparently wise, and with the help of
heaven and the Mayor, and one of the Board of Health,
who together are a majority, it looks as if the Almshouse
would continue to be the best managed public institution
in the county.
And Reddy will probably kick and be out.
to kick Phil

of the position of

—

A WOMAN

who was held up by robbers the other day
regretted that she was not given opportunity to use
her revolver. It was probably fortunate for her horses
that she was taken unawares for when a woman shoots,
the general aim always takes precedent over the particu;

\i;i:m E Murphy, the defaulting bank cashier

PRINCIPAL

Joe O'Connor has been charged with
threatening to knock the stuffing out of some of his
refractory pupils. Ah, me, bow woefully the injunction of
the good Solomon is neglected.
Perchance those critics of
Mr. O'Connor would like to see that veteran teacher standing with his hat in his hand, and saying as the freeklefaced crowd passed by, 'Go on, my little angels; how
sweetly pretty you are; go on and please yourselves about
this matter of lessons."
Perish the idea. Hurrah for the
birch and the boot
Civilization is begiuuing 10 smell bad.
;

{

!

wants stirring up.
Prince Luigi of Savoy has done us the honor to
come among us in a big man-of-war, and give us a
taste of his royal manners. Whether the Prince is a great
man, because he is a Prince, or is a Prince because he is a
groat man, are questions which may be left to the curious
to solve.
He has a title, and that satisfies him, and
pleases us or ought to.
It is enough, also, to give him
It

THE

j

—

the entree to the best Italian circles here.
ermen called on him to pay their respects.

Police Commissioners
fined two patrolmen—
THE
the one
slovenly appearance, the other
using
lately

for his

School
THE
When the

Directors are

all

at outs with one another.

city is in need of a sensation they might be
put through a public examination, with a view of testing
their respective capabilities.

THE
be

angel surmounting

the.

dome

of

the City Hall

finished without wings.
Apparently, the
sioners wish to make a New Angel out of her.

THE

religious controversy is still being
daily papers.
In the meanwhile, the
turned his attention to the moon.

is

to

Commis-

waged

in the

Almighty has

the

Com-

LOS ANGELES nurse, not receiving the money owing
her by a young mother, hung on to the baby as security.
Either the nurse is a New Woman or babies must be
scarce down South. The point is a curious one.

A

SN Iowa poet has beennoarrested

in Tacoma for stealing
blankets.
Is there
poetic license in Tacoma ? The
unfortunate striker of the lyre should content himself with
stealing ideas, as other bards do.

p^LOPING couples should beware. A honeymoon spent
L/ in jail is not a thing to be looked forward to. The dry
bread and water part

is

for

abusive language.
Will somebody now fine
missioners for having appointed them ?

God knows.
Academy

too civilized nowadays to put up with men of
this calibre. The penitentiary is the proper place for them.

fish-

of judgment is respectfully asked for
in the case of Mrs. Stockton.
When the cakes and
ale of Christian charity are being passed around there is
no reason apparent why that dear sister should get left.

Rudolph, an all-round scoundrel, desperado, and
JAKE
bar-room politician, making himself obnoxious again.
is

Even the

A SUSPENSION

lar.

This city

of

has started, not voluntarily, of course, for the
f his crimes.
Bee
He was charged with robbing a bank.
Murph] was handicapped by his name. I'addy, or Mi.
or Con. Murphy could not do wrong.
They are well-balanced. But a Clarence, or Adolphus. or Cecil Murphy have
much to stagger under. One might as well call a girl Kaf
ferty, Evangeline.
There is a fitness about names which
should be observed.
Parents and godparents will do well
to remember this.
Barney Vera de Vere is just as incongruous as Clarence Murphy.

Gunn. the sage of Zoar. after two years'
Egypt, has pitched his tent once more
among the undulating hills of the city. Mr. Gunn has hobnobbed with the Khedive, and inspected the very innermost apartments of the Sultan's seraglio. When ou board
Emperor William's yacht, the Unspeakable Turk sent a

this coast.

I

i,

in

tray full of orders of the Midjijl to be distributed among
the distinguished guests.
Oniy the coal passers accepted
them, while the Emperor, in a fit of humorous frenzy,
applied the imperial toe to the bottom of the tray, and
sent the orders whirling into the Bosphorus. When this
was reported to the Sultan by the sorely aggrieved Ottoman who had borne the tray, the monarch wept bitterly,
and declared that if Consul George Hall or Northrope
Cowles had been on hand, the thing could never have
occurred.
This is a serious blow to Turkish nobility on

t

.\

1

men.

ftLEXA^"DER
wandering

and wl

hose unlearnt
n tin- aspi
that this is a jay town. Cannot this well-bred, pii
young gentleman res! for a few weeks In this repi
city without bring limned by newspaper artiste, an
painted by newspaper reporters? There is no health
about ye, ohronii lers of Jinglefuss, who sell the decorum of
this I, 0.
village for a measure of cheap pedal wine.

how cheerfully

way,

Avaut

I

wreti

or down from what
"a dizzy height," because the

in

for dinner,

.,

makers

wllb rou "

dumb brute and

1

.11I

the

tHxtortltrl ihou!"

'

t.s

of

married

life

begins soon enough,

THE

of Sciences has received some strange
from the C.ive of the Wind, in South Dakota.
They cannot compare, however, with the fossils of our own
native growth.
young things who carry flowers to Dr. Brown
fossils

SWEET
are, as
it is

it were, posing for the altogether.
impossible to think only of their souls.

Positively,

GOVERNOR Budd has decided to take a rest

from

his

labors until after March. That is to say, he will not
dispense patronage until after that time.

proposed to apply the Roentgen method of phototo all clergymen desirous of obtaining pulpits in

is
ITgraphy

fashionable congregations.

'
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Berg, the great German traveler, is an enthusiastic admirer of Emperor William, whom he
Mr. Berg, nevertheless, is on terms of
closely resembles.
intimacy with Mr. John Bergez, who was born within a

WILLIAM

throw of the Column Vendome. A few days ago
both these gentlemen were fishing in the Lagoon in Marin
Mr. Bergez had toiled long and unsuccessfully,
County.
stone's

and was sorely a-thirst. He had forgotten his flask, a
lapse of memory of which the Gallic angler is rarely guilty.
" Berg, give me a drink," shouted Mr. Bergez across
the lake. Mr. Berg obligingly strolled round the lake, and
approached Mr. Bergez, flask in hand.
said the Frenchman.
" Hold," said the German traveler, retaining the flask
which is the
in his muscular grasp; "one moment, please
"

"Thanks,"

—

greatest country in Europe ?
Mr. Bergez looked appealingly at the stern Teuton. He
He must forswear la belle
saw there was no relenting.
France or go dry.
"Germany," he gasped.
"Drink to the Emperor," enjoined Mr. Berg, solemnly,
and the toast was pledged.
On Tuesday night Mr. Berg was dining with Mr. Bergez.
The latter was caressing a dust-covered bottle of superb
Burgundy. The traveler gazed at it affectionately, and
extended his glass with a gleam of anticipation in his eyes.
" One moment, please," said Mr. Bergez coldly; "which
"
is the greatest country in Europe, Mr. Berg ?
There was a moment's painful pause, during which the
Gaul passed the bottle under the traveler's nose.
"France," muttered Mr. Berg, unable to resist the
bouquet of the vintage. And so the tri-color was avenged.
* * *

San Rafael, Sausalito, and Tiburon are in the depths of
alarm. The Sydney Smith contingent sit at one end of
the smoking car on the way home, and the Foster crowd
at the other.
They puff cigars and converse in several
dangerous languages.
The entire subject involves the
consolidation of the two railways in Marin County.
There are three horrible rumors:
A ferry boat will visit Tiburon four times a day on its

way

to Sausalito.

A

ferry-boat will call at Sausalito six times a day, omitting Tiburon on two trips!
The said ferry-boat will slight Sausalito on one of the

above mentioned trips.
The combinations are numerous in this direction, and
none of the contestants and property-owners seem to know
" where they are at."

Februaiy
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In fact, throughout the late Civil War, her residence was
at Berlin, where she was constantly a welcome guest at
Court. Of late, her residence has been Paris, chiefly,
where she had a quiet set of apartments, with her
daughter. The two were continually the guests of the
Californian colony, and it was extremely notable that
mamma always responded greedily, while she never returned the hospitality. However, the daughter would ocPossessed of a
casionally make up for it on the quiet.
fortune that undoubtedly exceeds three millions, the aged
mamma's economies were a subject of jest in the American
Colony; but her marvellous wit and irony were full recompense to any host for her entertainment.
# * *

Two

our fairest heiresses were discussing Paderewski
and the Italian Prince in low tones at the Wednesday
matinee.
"If both were to propose to you, Ethel," said Kathryn,
"which of the two would you take?"
of

"As

a business proposition," replied Ethel, "Paderewski
odds.
He only eats one soft boiled egg a day, with
a light supper of Nurnberg Brau and Delicatessen, so that
he would be very cheap to keep, whilst he would bring in
about fifteen thousand dollars a week, and Pa would invest it for us in the new bond issue. If I married the
Prince he would live on Pa's money, and I would have to
exist on Italian salads, maccaroni and piccoli pesche.
It
would not be worth being called Princess for that, would

by

all

dear?"
"Ah, love," said Kathryn, "but you forget that
perhaps Paderewski is wedded already."

it,

"To whom?"
"To the piano

— well,

for eight hours a day."

"So much the better," retorted Ethel.
be free from ten to six."

"Then

I

should

* * *

A reverend lecturer this week on the poets of England
and America, gave double first class honors to Charles
Warren Stoddard, and placed him facile princeps at the
head of the tripod. He is reported as saying that Mr.
Stoddard was a writer of imperishable English, and his
writings would be immortal. This is all right, but the lecturer ought to see his spelling! Any committee of printers
convoked to decide the punishment due to copy in which
nine words out of ten are grievous infractions of orthographic rules, would unanimously agree that he ought to
be lynched. A dim remembrance of some of his correspondence in Hawaii floats o'er the memory of the L00KEEOn. A sentence like the following would show Charley at
his best: "The sillvan woulds farely coruskated with due
dropps, shimerring in the wrays of the dieing son, whilst
the vespur him of the burds floted sorftly down the dails,
and the purfume of the flours lent gloary to the seen."
However, Charles Warren always sends a private note to
the editor, begging him to go through his copy before it is
cut up into "takes'' for the boys.
* * #

* * *
"

I think that Mayor Sutro is awfully fussy,"
Was the quiet remark of the Duke of Abruzzi;
Said Sutro: " I'm chief of this city, and who's he ?
Why, only a sailor, this Duke of Abruzzi."
" If Sutro imagines I've cot in a muss, he
" Doth jaw through his hat," said the Duke of Abruzzi.
" That young chap," said Sutro, " though a high-born cuss, he
" Must know I can snub all the dukes in Abruzzi."
And the plaster Apollo on the Heights wears a truss, he
Has strained himself waiting in vain for Abruzzi.
* # *

It is reported that the health of a very well known and
historic lady of California is rapidly failing.
Hitherto it
has been for the most part so robust as to excite the
marvel of her friends— seeing that she has reached her

four-score mark so valorously.
Her fascinating and
eccentric daughter, whose charming vagaries have become
'ing legends that are occasionally awakened, will inherit much of the large Napa County'property; but there

are relations in Baltimore and Georgia who will undoubtedly share in the Alabama mines as well as in the valuable
estate in this city and in Oakland. The old Lady has always preferred Europe to America, and during the past
thirty-two years most of her time has been spent abroad.

The distinguished scion of a vast manufacturing house in
Great Britain is at present visiting San Francisco. He is
Mr. E. Russell of the great steamship builders of New-

—

Castle-on-Tyne.
His presence here has been by his own
preference incognito but it is well-known that it concerns
two large steamships which will shortly arrive here consigned to a syndicate. Mr. Russell would be a great catch

—

some charming American girl for he is debonair, and
and manner very much resembles the Right
Honorable Joseph Chamberlain. He will leave for Japan,
in about a week, where he has extensive contracts to fulfill
for the Government.
Before his return home, Mr.
Russell will have "girdled" the globe.
Besides his town
for
in

looks

residence in Glasgow, he has several delightful countryseats the most beautiful in Ayrshire. During his stay

—

he has been the guest
men.

of

many

of

our most prominent Club

# * #

The statement in some of the Eastern papers that Mrs.
Hearst intended building or leasmg a bouse in New York
certainly must be an error, and it is firmly contradicted
by her friends here. The story probably arose from the
fact of her son's recent ownership of the New York
Journal, and of his own residence in the East.
Mrs.

uary
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Il.arst b pcrfo lit contented with her beautiful Washington mansion, as wit
Somehow or other.
- have never boon
in New York ~>iety, so far a
men folk ar
I

1896-

I

The men

cerne<l.

get

j,

but

Hn

Oelrichs ami Miss K.iir an
a only actus
Mrs. Alexander cornea nexl
rather ;i
.\s the French would
tens of Instances
might be mentioned where entranofl to the mysterious
arcana of New York's "Four Hundred'' was vainly attempted. Even the late Ward McAllister made strenuous
endeavors to introduce one of our wealthiest families, but
to no avail.
As for the men. .lames and Harry and
VOUng Foxhall K'cer.e. Eugene D< trey, Joseph Clark." John
Ma« kay. Jack Foliar-nt and others arc exceedingly popular in all the very best clubs, and arc welcome guests at the nicest bouses. But, still, as a rule.
they are more apt to be found at the club than in the

TuDe Premiers

Heiicai

i

Have

Arrived.

drawing-room.
* * #

There

1896 Models, $100.

one deep regret in the Italian Colony over the
visit of Prince Louis of Savoy— he cannot bestow decorations of honor upon his entertainers.
The last time we
had an illustrious guest from the race of Victor Emmanuel was when the Duke of (lenoa came here years ago on
the frigate Garibaldi.
The Duke was the brother of the
present King Humbert, and he was a guest of honor on
the vessel, and not an officer, save as Royalty bestows the
is

Lord High Admiral upon its sons.
The Duke
was received with great distinction, and was diued and
wined magnificently. It was on one occasion, at this time,
that M. H. de Young had an amusing adventure which he
always relates with zest. He was among the invited guests
of the American contingent at a grand breakfast given by
the Italian Colony. A. D. Spivalo was in chief charge of
the ceremonies, grand balls, etc., and, after this especial
affair, it was arranged that the Ducal party should be
driven to the Cliff House and Presidio. Mr. de Young and
Mr. Spivalo were to ride in the same barouche with His
Royal Highness.
Just before leaving the breakfast, a

A bloyole Frame oonstruoted ol Belic&l tube is more than three times as
Is Lighter and more rigid than any other bloyole frann- made.
For proof of this see U. S loverqment test published in our catalogues.
Premiers have been manufactured since 1877 Over a Quarter of a million
een made
Mosi ol them are still In use. They are better than ever
i. -.-day.
premiers are exclusively made of material that the U. s. Government says is three times us strung as any other They have a record which
confirms this. They sell easier ami wear better than any other Wheel
on earth.
Only a few 1K>5 models: price, $85
1895 models in good condition, used but a short time, price $50 to $70.
strong and yel

l

title of

Western Premier Gyde Company,

THE
MOUNT

IS

FOR

'06

BARNES

careless waiter spilt a dish of ice-cream over Mr. de
Young's elaborate light, bran new trousers. There was a
funny scene.
But the editor grinned and bore it.
However, as they went by the old Chronicle office, the Ducal
equipage waited while Mr. de Young climbed the steep
stairs and accomplished a rapid transformation.
Mr.
Mr. Spivalo received from the Duke a splendid decoration
of knighthood, which he wears with pride at the present
moment. It is a beautiful and costly affair, studded with

diamonds, rubies,

312-314 Baker Street.

Pacific Coast Agents.

BICYCLES
HOOKER & CO.
Drumm St.

16-18

//
'

RETAIL STORE:
1640 Market St.

etc.

* * *

San

WHITE. X,

RIMMED V

hummer;

Francisco, Cat.

One of the most interesting eveDts that have occurred
among our many lovers of the turf, will happen next Monday night at the Alcazar Theatre. Mr. David W. Higgins,
so well-known by all the Eastern owners of big stables
also by all newspaper men in the entire country
will appear for the first time on the stage and tell what he doesn't
know about racing. Mr. Higgins is more famous throughout the country from his racing articles over the nom-depl time of "Eateplan."
The affair will be under the ausMr. Higgins is as dry and
pices of Mr. Leonard G-rover.
sudden in his humor as Bill Nye, and wit will rule the
laughter at the Alcazar Monday.
* * *

—

The Insurance Underwriters' banquet at the Palace, on
the 18th inst., will mark an era of renewed good fellowship,
so they all seem to think.
An especial programme has
been outlined by President Driffield, and the papers are all
to be "just as funny as they can."
1 hespacious

billiard

room

o£ the

- HUMBER
I

:•

'..!

.-..•

Costs a

BICYCLE

•

:•

little

more than others
But you get what
you pay for.

$110
Humber
ST.
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Is inimitable.

Quality

GERMAIN BILLIARD

CO.,

g* ffiSSJa ».

1

General Agents.

Palace Hotel has been turned

into an annex to the famous Grill Eoom. Guests can now sit at little tables and cbat, and need not order anything unless they so desire.
The billiard room is now in the basement, handsomely fitted
up, and can be reached through the bar by way of a magnificent
staircase, with walls of Tennessee marble.
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KAIROM GNOTIil."
The Secret in Making Money is in this Old Greek Proverb.
Some of the Men
It Means "Know Your Opportunity."
Who Made Millions by Knowing How. Very Valuable

—

—

Information.

Commodore
WllhisRNgreat
fortune

Vnrnli-i-v.il

until

gift of

11-

small

Among the stocks that have been sensational in their
development is the Bell Telephone stock, rising from a very
low price to over 200. This stock has paid huge dividends
and made the original investors rich.
Ten Millions a Year.
The Western Union Telegraph Company started

busi-

Its present capital
ness with $500, mill of Capital Stock.
stock is $1(111,(1110,000, and pay $5,000,000 a year net profits
to the stockholders.
Then- are many other high-priced stocks that cost
and now pay large
original buyers a very lo
dividends on many millions of capital stock.
Edison Electric is another notable example of

wonderful development and

A

profit.

broker who bought

costing 1900,
15,
getting 130,000 for Id shares.
The Pullman Palace Car Company's gross earnings have
grown until they are over $111. mill. mill a year and the
stock
up from a low price to 180.
There are many chances for making investments, but
and Dock ' ion ruction
f
stock and many prominent men in banking, railroad and
linnneh can be bought now
share, is sun- to sell at
before lone
eventually have an immense rise like the Bel] Telephone
11- stocks.
the I,The par value is 1100 per share and the stock is full paid
and non-assessable. The stockholders 'nave no individual
it

sold half of

it

a

:

;i

liability -

Mr. Edward A. Willson, the well-known Vanderbilt
stockbroker, says:
In our twenty years experie
have nf\er handled a stock of such intrinsic mi
which will pay such big profits. This stock gives the
smallinve
with the capitalist, as the
buy at par and be content
with
[of 6 or 7 pi
Any 01
ear.
cent, a
in Railway and
now at $10
hare (the par value is $100) and they can buy from
one share upwards at the same prici
hares. Thi
rtain to

is

-

-

1

1

I

>>.-

1

rise

piles

an enormous demand for indestructible

piles in

the construction of piers, jetties, docks, bulkheads, breakwaters, foundations for bridge piers, etc.
Applications are pouring in from engineers, contractors
and railway officials all over the United States. These
men are quick to see the certainty of profit. They are,
perhaps better able to judge than others, because, out of
a total of 1891 railroads, 373 of these railway companies
are now preparing- to build 20,547 miles of new line. 3000
miles are now being graded or are under contract; the
great superiority of the Railway and Dock Construction
Co. 's. patent pile in solid, substantial, indestructible trestle
work is causing the demand in this special field.
Many negotiations now pending will create an immense
demand for the stock and cause it to sell at a very high
figure.

"The public ought

Prominent bankers say:

to

buy

this

stock now before the price goes up, for, by securing some
of the stock now at 10, they can share in the great profits
of development and will more than quadruple their capital
very soon as the above are only a few of the many sources
of earnings that will cause Railway and Dock Construction
stock to rise to a high price.
The very moderate estimate of earnings pays 45 per
cent, dividend on stock costing only $10 per share without
counting in any profits on contracts with the U. S.
Government or New York City. When any of these contracts arc closed the stock will sell above $100 a share
very quickly.
There will be spent by the City of New York in reconstructing a small part of the city water front about
In a private
$3,000,000 per year for many years to come.
conversation Hon. J. Sergeant Cram, Ex-President of the
Board of Dock Commissioners said: "There is an immense fortune in this company's system of construction."
Old Style

— New

Style.

In place of the old wooden docks covered by temporary
sheds which now disfigure the water fronts of our cities,
this company build solid, indestructible piers, on which
permanent, iron, stone or brick buildings are put up just

same

on land
City's revenue will be greatly enlarged by
this vast increase of taxable property on these new piers.

the

ai

New York

The United States Government spent about $10,000,000
-I-/

'

i

make wooden

Certainty of Profit.

There

1

.">()
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impervious against decay and the ravages of marine
worms, but the wooden piles only last from six months to
a few years, requiring continual replacement at great
expense.

of

they had an immense rise. He had
knowing just when to buy and when to
Other men have made great fortunes in stocks of
sell.
ing John W. Mackay,
her, anion;They all started with
the Rockefellers, and Jay Gould.

and holding on

costly experiments have been tried to

was asked how he made

t

"It
$90,000,000, he replied:
"""' rich; just, watch for the
W as at
"I
opportunity, and then take advantage of it," said he.
commenced withonlya few hundred dollars." But there
are many people who cannot recognize the opportunity to
make money. They may have a little sum to invest but
are not in a position to know what is going on.
It
a well-known fact that Commodore Vanderbilt
is
made most of his fortune by buying stocks at a low price,

February

the sole, absolute and exclusive right to manufacture and
sell indestructible piles under U. S. patents.
The best
engineering talent of the world has heretofore been unable
to produce a pile that is absolutely indestructible.
Many

action

b;

Hie en ranee to the Mississippi to divert, tidal
style work, which will be supplanted in
I

old

future by the Railway and Dock Construction Company's
in.
$4,000,000 has already been ex pended on the two
jetties in the bay at, Galveston; they are simply
loose rock dumped in the water, forming a pyramid lmi
feet wide at the bottom, tapering lo lf> feet at the top
above the water
Each jetty is about, 4-5 miles long.
The Railway and Dock Construction Co. build indestructible jetties of same size fit the bottom as the top and save
his enormous waste of stone and labor.
tn addition to all these immen e profits the pans of the
R. & D. C. to. call to,
iditureof about $10,060,000
The rj. s. Governipen the channel at Sandy Hook.
ment -in 'i afford to spend this sum to benefit the vast
commercial interests of the port of New York.

immense

1

when

ind

-

pecul

itoi

of its

e

1

earnings will pay four and a half per
cent, on the par value of tl
quals 45 per
cent, cash dividends per year on stock bought now at the
low price of $10 per share.
unity which is met with but once

Even Bear Speculators Buy.

Then- will be lively times in this stock when
on the .stock Exchange.
We deal in numi
to 5
pay from
r.
We are so
lent

that we have
sell

not,

their

\

i

i„

The company owns

all

the rig]

I.

<

-,

,

1

of

this

Not only the bulls but even the very best judges of
values, old shrewd bear operators on the stock exchange,
are buying this particular stock now they are aware of
intrinsic merit and magnificent, future and con
predict that this one deal alone will put R.
D. C.
stock up to $250 a share and other large contracts will
follow.
ilid

&

iideni:,

i

,,,-cst

stock while they can buy it, at 10.
financial condition, has no inch
there are no bonds or rnor

in

that

Is

.-

1

listed

it is

in

Railway and Dock

The company

is

u

—

Many leading marine engn
experts say: "This
company's system of construction must come into universal
use in building all improvements in rivers and harbors."
I

,:

teadofthi
a,

and
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will
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"
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in line for this l>ur)

polit.

Investors ran buy the stix-k at
-om the tlnancia

HO

per shan

ompany, Messrs.
Wail Street, New York.
.n remit to them for the shares toy check,
draft, money or
stered letter, or by express, or
have the Block certificate sent by express C. 0. D.
The price will be advanced Bbortly.
The oftiiial> and
are well-known
practical financiers and business men. whose names are at
onym for trustworthy, capable management and
a truarantee that any stock in which they invest is safe.
and very profitable. Among them are George W.
Dunn. Esq., 'resident of the company, head of the banking bouse of Geo. \V. Dunn & Co., New York, and president, director and trustee of other corporations: he has
been prominent in Wall Street for 2.") years as a careful,
level-headed financier: Hon. Thomas Murphy. ex-Senator,
the famous Collector of the port of Xew York under President D. S. Grant; the eminent lawyer R. A. B. Dayton,
Esq., Counsel of the company. 'A2- Broadway, Xew York;
Eugene Harvey Esq., banker. Drexel Buildmjr, Philadelphia, Pa.: R. M. Stanbrough, Esq., capitalist, West
Hurley. X. Y.: Geo. D. Hilyard. Esq., contractor, New
York: W. A. Childs. Esq.. of the Calumet and Hecla
Copper Co. Calumet, Mich. Edward A. Willson, Esq.
broker, Xew York; Geo. B. Shellhorn, Esq., Receiver
Montgomery, Tuscaloosa and Memphis Railway Co.,
Montgomery. Ala: Y. Carryer, Esq., of the Canadian
Pacific Railroad Company, Field, B. C., Canada; Howard
Swineford, Esq., of Howard Swineford & Co., Richmond,
Ya.: W. M. Shipp. Esq., cashierof Deposit Bank, Midway,
Ky. Jacob Deyo, cashier Huguenot Bank, New Paltz,
X. Y. C. E. Harwood, Esq., cashier Rockville National
Bank, Rockville. Conn., and other prominent gentlemen.
The Railway and Dock Construction Company has an
absolute monopoly and its earnings will increase with the
steady growth of commerce and of railroads.
The secret of making money is in the old Greek proverb
•
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Xew York
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of

Mining Company.
Location of principal place of business— San Francisco, Cal. Location
of works— Placer Counly, Cal.
NOTICE— There are delinquent upon the following described stock, on
account of an assessment (No
). levied on the 9th day of November, 1805,
the several amounts set opposite the names of the respective shareholdBasil Consolidated Gravel

ers.'as follows:

NAMES.
NO. CERTIFICATE.
NO. SHARES.
AMOUNT.
750
L. Dornberger
19
$37 50
Buxtorf
13
1)011
52 50
And in accordance with taw, and an order of the Board of Directors, made
on the 9th day of November, 1895, so many shares of each parcel of such
stock as may be necessary will be sold at public auction, at the office of
the company, No. 535 Commercial street, San Francisco, California, on
C.

MONDAY, THE

the fair sex, as are the delicious dinners which this restaurant provides so popular with our prominent families.

10TH

DAY OF FEBRUARY,

1896,

at the hour of 12 o'clock m. of said day, to pay said delinquent assessment
thereon, together with costs of advertising and expenses of sale.
F. X SIMON, Secretary.
Office: 525 Commercial street, San Francisco, Cal.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
Andes

Silver Mining

Company.

Location of principal place of business— SanFrancisco, California. Location of works Virginia City, Nevada.
Notice is hereby given that at a meeting of the Board of Directors, held
on the 30th day of January, 1896, an assessment (No. 42), of Fifteen cents
per share was levied upon the capital stock of the corporation, payable in
United States gold coin to the Secretary, at the office of the company,
room 22, Nevada Block, 309 Montgomery St., San Francisco, California.
Any stock upon which this assessment shall remain unpaid on the

—

6th DAY OF MARCH, 1896,
Will be delinquent, and advertised for sale at public auction, and unless
payment is made before will be sold on Saturday, the 28th day of March,
1896, to pay the delinquent assessment, together with costs of advertising
ing and expenses of sale. By order of the Board of Directors.

JOHN

Office— Rooms

22,

Nevada Block,

309

W. TWIGGS. Secretary.
Montgomery St., San Francisco,

Cal.

J.

W. kindQorcj, Dentist,

ft.

336

Telephone

Dr.

3275,

POST STREET, Rooms

2-3.

(Opposite Union Square

San Francisco.

PAGUE,

F. C.

Dervtist.

Rooms

Q)R.

4

and

5,

Academy

ARTHUR

409»4

May.

The original Swain's Bakery at 213 Sutter street is the most delightful of our restaurants, where ladies may lunch luxuriously when
out shoppirjg. Swain's English Muffins are famous favorites with

THE AHCRICAn T06M.CO COMPAMY. SUKQ30R..

DELINQUENT SALE NOTICE.
New

(know your opportunity).— The

Significance.

month

^-Postpaid for 252?
BROS,BAiTirioRe.r1a

Jf/nARBURd
'

Mercury.

It is a singular fact that what is often discussed under the name of platonic love
to by the great Greek
philosopher in his famous disquisition on the subject of love.
The error embodied in the term is too old and well established to be cured at this late date, and platonic love
will continue to mean something entirely different from
what Plato had in mind. It may, however, be worth while
to point out that a certain intimate personal relation
between man and man existed, and was generally approved of, in the civilization of ancient Greece, though to
modern eyes and in the light of Christianity it appears
unnatural, depraved and abhorrent. On the other hand,
what is commonly known in these days as platonic love'is
a pure friendliness or passionless personal intimacy between man and woman; a kind of affection wholly uninfluenced by sexuality. In this sense the relation is rather
an ideal, a mental abstraction, than a thing known to experience, particularly where the persons in question have
any degree of physical attractiveness. In one of the most
witty papers of the original Spectator, Addison has some
highly interesting reflections on the subject of platonics,
and warns his fair readers against their influence in the

A Change

2oz Trial Package «==__

Post

St.,

of Sciences Building,

REGENSBURGER,

T.

Dentist.

U r\
m.V.

TeL,East-33. Residence 1003 Sutter.
Office, City of Paris Building .No. 14
S. Army; Ex-surgeon S. F. Receiving HosA. M. to 3:30 p. m. 5 to 5:30 p. M.

leniSOn U6ailD,

pital.

Hours,

Ex-surgeon
11

Market street

San Francisco.
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Grant avenue.
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Weak Hen and Women ^Sg^ DepotS££»5S:
Mar]

r Sft

Visitors to Washington, D. C, should remember that the Ebbitt
House is one of the best hotels there. It has lately been fitted up
with steam heating appliances and new furniture and carpets.
The
establishment has been entirely renovated, making it first-class in
every respect.

Nightingale's tongues do not compare In delicacy with fine oysters.
California Market has the best that can be obtained,
either Eastern or Californian. Stalls C8-70.

Moraghan of the

edy; it gives health and strength to the Sexual
(Send for circular.
ket street. San Francisco.

rgans.

at 333

none but the gennr*
r»n ["V RESTORATIVE PILLS.— Buy Vitality,
niV_/VrvU
Physioal
specific for Exhausted
lne
Debility, Wasted Forces. Approved by the Academy of Medicine, Paris,
and the medical celebrities. Agents for California and the Pacific States.
CO., 635 Market street (Palace Hotel), San Francisco.
J. G. STEELE
Sent by mail or express anywhere.
Box of 50 pills, $1 25; of 100 pills, $2; of 200 pills,
PRICES
S3 50; of 400 pills, $6; Preparatory Pills, $2. Send for circular.
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^_i'/y\HE two

P's are all
the rage just now,"
said a pretty girl at a recent luncheon; "Paderewski and
the Prince." The women, as might have been expected,
have prostrated themselves at the feet of the maestro, but
the Prince has not done likewise al the shrine of any of
our beauties. Some one has suggested his being asked to
decide which one of our belles, married or single, is enWhat- a position to place
titled to the honor of belleship.

February

The orthodox church people are somewhat scandalized
over the intention of a fashionable set to hold fortnightly
entertainments during Lent, and of all nights to choose,
Fridays! They are wondering if Good Friday will be selected for the Nob Hill residence and the Passion Play the
Much comment is being
diversion (?) of the occasion.
made on the subject.
* * *

1

him

in

* * *

The marriage

New York

of E.

W. Holladay

to Miss

Huntington

in

the groom's lofty lineage.
So far as
beauty is concerned he has always been considered the
Narcissus of the San Francisco Bar. But added to his
charms is that which will prove in the future a great inHe is the only son, and his two sisters are well
heritance.
provided for. The elder married an English official high
in the British Diplomatic Corps, while Ruth, the younger,
has made two brilliant English alliances, first with young
Blacknell, and afterwards with Captain Brooke, of Her
Majesty's Guards. She is one of the most popular women
and has grown prettier every year of
in London society
her life. The groom's father, Hon. S. W. Holladay, is a
pioneer, and his wife is the sister of General Ord of
recalls

—

war memories. He was one of our first Commanders at the Presidio in early days and was the same
one who gave Lieutenant Scott such a fright by telling
him there was no monkey on the porch, when the young
officer was infused with liquid enthusiasm.
General Ord
and his brother were from Baltimore, Maryland, and were
King of England by his
the sons of George IV,
Morganatic wife, Mrs. Jordan. There have been many

15, 1896.

seems there has been a curious crowd around the
Crocker residence lately, which no one could make out
until it was rumored that the people were full of the idea
It

that not plone the Italian Prince, but the Prince of pianists,
Paderewski, was visiting Prince Poniatowski!
# * *

A

whisper of the swim goes that a certain young nabob
has taken advantage of St. Valentine's aid in the matter
of offering his heart and fortune to a lovely bud of the
season.
'Tis said, however, that the heart was most gorgeously encircled with sparkling gems.
Don't
meals.

chew Adams' Pepsin Tntti-Frutti
Indigestion fades before it.

fail to

Chewing

Gum

after

Paderewski says that he has found since his American tour that
strength and dash is given his nerves by a small glass of Old Saratoga
Whiskey just before be begins his performance.
This will interest you. The Lurline
their already up-to date institution by

Baths have improved upon
adding a real Russian bath,
which iucludes the beneficent ''Needle" shower bath. The charge
for the same will be merely nominal.
Few tanks can be filled witb
fre^h sea water every nitrht as those of the Lurline Baths can.

illustrious

—

questions raised concerning this, but, it has been so well
proved in London that no further doubt appears to exist
according to the Genealogical magazines.
* * *

delightful preparation

for preserving

was the

W. T.

Awarded diploma
chanics Pair.
superior merit.
1

at

Me-

1895,

for

Samples of Creme de
Creme given away.

Wm.

M. Searby, Ph.C.
C. P. Jones, Ph.C.
A. Clinton, M.D., exmember Board of Health
G. "W. Gerlach.Ph.G. M.D.

C.

W. M. Logan, Ph.G. M.D.

la

Dr. Lichau,
Dr.

M M E MA RG HAND
Send

30 to 41.

Hair and

Post St.

121

of

110

Montgomery

1349.

Field of

Goods
Sports."

t
Gtieap.

Street,

New

San Francisco.
Write

BRUSHES
stablemen,

book free

for Catalogue.

For barbers, bakers, bootblacks, bath-houses, billiard tables, brewers, book-binders, candy-makers,

canners, dyers, flour-mills, foundries, laundries,
paper-hangers, printers, painters, shoe factories,
tar-roofers, tanners, tailors, etc.

BUCHANAN

* * *

On dlt Biblical parables are to be one of the programmes
for the approaching Lenten festivities of the "swagger set."
admirably they could illustrate the ancient wise
virgins who trimmed their lamps before going out; as not
alone does the swagger set contain several ancient virgins
of great wisdom, but they are well equipped for going out
to meet a bridegroom.
The silly ones on the outside edge

Telephone

Fine

Sportsmen's Goods

The postponement

Specialist,

Taber's entrance.

"In the

R.

Haven and other Eastern

cities.

Murphy, and others.

Com Ptexion

for booklet.

LIDDLE Co.

the marriage until the 25th inst. was, it seems, owing to
the delay in completing the new Huntington mansion,
where the ceremony will be performed. Captain and Mrs.
Brooke are now on a visit to Georgetown, Demerara, to
the Hon. and Mrs. Messer (nee Miss Lou Holladay).
It is
interesting to learn that the latter's household is graced
by two beautiful children. There will be a complete family
reunion in London next summer, but in the interval the
young bride and bridegroom will visit California.

Wenzell.M.D., Ph.G.

Ph M.

tifying the complexion.

intention of the young couple to visit
Florida, but later their plans were changed, and their
visits will be paid to Boston, Hartford, Baltimore, New
first it

Lfl GREME.
Endorsed by

and beau-

Rooms

Mr. and Mrs. S. W. Holladay will not be present at the
New York wedding of their son to Miss Huntington. The
journey is too arduous at this chilly season of the year.

At

MME. MflRGHflND'S GREME DE
A

BRUSH MANUFACTURERS,

BROS.,

609 Sacramento

St., S.

F

Tel. 5610.

How

of

who

charmed

yclept "swagger," are the girls
expect to find one without having the wherewithal to

this

Gray Bros.,

circle,

light their way.

316

Montgomery Street, S. F.
New High St.. Los Angeles.

No. 305

* * *

What

utter idiots some of our women are making of
themselves over Paderewski. Many girls wear his picture
in Trilby hearts, while the old hens who waylay him in the
hotel corridors are beyond counting.
An up-to-date
young matron bet her friends she would speak to the
maestro, and, accordingly, knocked at his door, but, to
her disgust, the knock was not responded to, and, when
she tried the door, it was locked on the inside, although
the sound of a piano from within showed the genius of
music to be there.

Concrete Artificial
Stone Work.

Strozunski's.

"sfc-

Popular prices, equal to others; no imitating,
All original styles, varied to suit the
Competent artists employed; no
features.

apprentices. "Bernhardt' wavers, to wave
Lfiariinn
Hair Ul
DrfiRSftr
Lrtaulliy Tldll
CbbCt .
h r without Durning .. Eau B roux," to restore
grey or bleached hair to natural color. Latest styles in modern Bangs,
particularly Louis de Lavelliere style. Open Sundays.
1

^

.

Corner Ellis and Leavenworth streets

Removal Notice.

TIREY
Has removed

his offices to

Rooms

L.

FORD, Att'y-at-LaW,

156-157,

8th floor

CROCKER BUILDING

February
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CITY INDEX

SfJT«S

AND PURCHASERS GUIDE

B«rc«i't Rvktaurnnl, A'

8UU Ov»t«r Houit. l&StoeklOBA IWOTurrrll
Montgomery- St. CofTrc and Lunch Houif.
* specialty. Crvatu wafTVv l*l Mom
Buy

A

WOMAN'S CONFESSION.-**?*

M

nut.

Maliort Tor-ton,.

Ntvada Restaurant,
Poodle Dog Restaurant.
dlnitiK »od t-an.jr,.

my spirit -lips
Away from your touch.

But
If

you

ki?-*

overmuch.

Yes. hold me. beloved
I feel your QODtrol

Dr.

A more

I

St rev is.

Bridges uml teeth without plates.

i.

|

MEDICAL
14

McAllister St.. near Jones.

Diseases of

women and

children.

POSTAGE STAMP DEALERS.
Hawaiian Stamps a specialty. MAKINS & CO 506 Market street.
Selections on approval: any place in world. W. F. GREANY, 827 Branoan

take.
1

The W.

Why I stay, nor yet know
How I ever could go.
A MINOR CHORD, —albert

Mn

Dr. R. Elmer Bunker h;is removed to (V*) Sut ter stn.i
OfflOO Hours: llo3undG:3U to 7:30 l'. M.
Dr. Hall,

Ah, hold me. beloved
But most by a spell,
That 1 may not tell

1W1 Polk

Dr. R. Cutlar. His Sutter street.

subtle play

want what you

to

I

Fellows' MulMing, southwest cor. Seventh nod Market
ins; 4 lob.
OflBOQ hours : 9 A. M. to D P. M
00H

Dr. H. O. Young,

To arouse and awake

Me

'I

L. Hill,
:

kiss me, Moved!
rind a new way,

I

But

J

.Hnluft

OFFICE Odd

But my wayward
Takes winps fleet and strong
If you hold me loo long.

Ah

K

S,

DEN

Thomas

liJUL,

rli-ior

PrtVaU IOOB1BS HUtttl tOa
LOOPl BBOfl
Hush m
ror
I*rivalo
Off
Alt BLAKCO Jk B. BBDVO.

I

tO FOOT

I

II

O'Fftm
MtHim, Pn>l

-

me, Moved;
Y^-ss
yield

N H
H

Stamp

H. Mollis

Co., (Incorporated),

105

O'Farrell St., S. F.

PRINTING AND RUBBER STAMPS.
Koch & Harney, <Jas. H. Harney, Geo. T. Koch), Job Printers, 648 Sacramento St. Fine printing and embossing, seals, rubber stamps, stencils, etc.

bigelow paine, in Brooklyn eagle.

MERCHANT TAILORS.
Here is a song of another's singing
The throbbing grief of a nameless pain
Close to

my

heart are

its

measures clinging

And tears well up like a drift of rain.
Hope is dead and has left no token;
"We cried a
•

little,

We whose hearts

we loved

VOCAL CULTURE.
,

have been broken, broken,

CANDIES.

Broken ever so long ago."

The skies are sad and the fields are sodden,
The woods are reeking with rotten things;
walk in silence in ways untrodden,
Far from the crowd and the taunt that stings.
What does it matter when fate has spoken?
What can we say that the world should know?
We, whose hearts have been broken, broken,
Broken ever so long ago."

I

'

LOVE AND LOVE-marion

though 1 sit alone, and no one says " I love
you," now;
Sometimes there comes a glance, a tone, down
through the weary years
That cheers my lonely heart, despite its fears,
times

its

CLEARANCE SALE

ROBERTS' Best.

of

FINE
At 25c. and 50c. on the

SHOES

dollar.

Nolan Bros.

have been loved.

Shoe Go.

be loved.
love and love and if I strive to win a
I will

is

leave the city without a dox of

beating to the precious thought,
I

For there

CANDIES.—Don't

e. teall.

And

And

Over-

Miss Caroline Shlndler, Soprano. Vocal Culture. Hours, 1 to 3, 2410 Clay
Joseph Greven, Vocal Teacher, Neumann Piano Store, 82 Ninth St. S. F.

so;

it

& Co., 115 Kearny, up-stairs. Suits to order $12 50.
coats, $10. Pants $4 and upwards. Samples by mail.
flS"A perfect 9t guaranteed.

Neuhaus

812-814 Market Street,

;

part

Of this most precious thing, without which

life is

bleak and bare,
By self-forgetf ulness by light'ning others' care,
Then I can write, not I have been, nor I will be,

Phelan Building.

;

But

I

am

SPRING VIOLETS.— grace
1

Wear them, and

And fastened

think of

violets

loved.

ON WHEELS.

hibbaru, in springhelo republican.

me

to-day," I said

G.&S.

upon her dress.
upward to her face,

Their perfume floated
Like some fair spirit's loving, fond caress.

They stayed with her through

all

that spring-tide day,

life

work done, they died upon her

RENUNCIATION.— flora
For me,

I never

knew

G0BURN,

breast.

way

the crowns of life
chance spectator of the fray,
watcher of the strife.

A

And

so, it is

not hard for one

With naught to lose or win
To mark the setting of the sun,

And

TEV1S &

GO., 107 Front St.

m'donald shearer.

the

Does your

To gain

A

GREASE.

HOME PRODUCTION.

Those wild-wood blossoms— why were they ao blest?
And when the stars shone in the evening skies,
Their

AXLE,

see the night begin.

Roof
We will

Need

Repair?

without cost, and give
estimate for putting in good order, and
keeping it so for a term of years

examine

it

fln g Department
Paraffins rairil
Paint On
VO. R°°
raraTTine
U6 Battery street.
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BANKING.
BANK OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.
Incorporated by Royal Charter.

The Dame is but the guinea stamp:
The joke 's the gowd for a' that.

—

I'm deeply concerned about my niece
Point Breeze
She has no
I don't know how she is to get along.
money to live on, and she can't earn her own living, for
will
lose her eyeshe is nearly deaf, and I am afraid she
sight.
Mr! Point Breeze— Oh, don't worry. She'll make
Mrs.

Ethel.

an excellent chaperon.

my

friend? " inquired
"What brought you to this place,
"A mere mata visitor at the penitentiary of a convict.
"Impossible!''
"No,
ter of opinion got me here, sir.''
I expressed the opinion that I was innocent, and the
It's a cold
jury expressed the opinion that I wasn't.
world, sir.
"Do you have any luck in your literary work. Wilkius?"
"Yes. I didn't use to think so, but I do now." "What
?
has caused you to change your mind " ''I've been reading over my rejected stuff, and I'm perfectly delighted to
think it didn't get printed over my name.''

"Then papa must be mistaken. I heard him
that you played second fiddle at home.''

—

tell

mamma

am always embarrassed when

I want to «ay the
to say vaze, vace,
vahz, or vawse.
Blinks You might take a hint from
our hired girl.
She simply speaks of all ornaments as
" them there."

Jinks

I

word v-a-s-e.

I don't

;

BANK OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO.
.

I

New York— Messrs.

—I hear that

George, dear

?

"

Pilter

" Yes.

"Why. pray?'

—

my

love, I have; but I don't be" I don' t believe they can get

through the door.'
Good Samaritan Don't you know better than to drive
that poor horse up hill so fast? O'Connor Up hill, is it?
Oh, begorra. the nags blind, and he can't see it.
Mr. Cheviot Hill
Why did you break the engagement if
you were in love with me all the time? Miss Dolly Bronson To make you propose all over again, dear.

—

—

—

—

CORRESPONDENTS.

Laidlaw & Co.; the Bank of New York. N. B. A.
National Bank; London— Messrs. N. M. Rothschild &
Sons; Paris — Messrs. de Rothschild Freres: Virginia Citt [Nov.] —
Agency of The Bank of California; Chicago— Union National Bank, and
Illinois Trust and Savings Bank; Australia and New Zealand Bank of
New Zealand; China, Japan, and India—Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China: St. Louis— Boat man* s Bank.
Letters of Credit issued available in all parts of the world.
Draws Direct on New York, Boston, Chicago, St. Louis, Salt Lake
Denver, Kansas City, New Orleans. Portland, Or., Los Angeles, and on
London, Paris, Berlin, Bremen, Hamburg, Frankfort-on-Main, Copenhagen,
Stockholm, Christiania, Melbourne, Sydney, Auckland, Hongkong, Shanghai, Yokohama, Genoa, and all cities in Italy.

—

SAN FRANCISCO SAVINGS UNION.
Corner California and Webb Streets.
Deposits. Dec. 31, 1895
Jim.
Guarantee Capital and Surplus
1,575,681
ALBERT MILLER. President E. B- POND, Vice-President
Directors—Thomas Magee, G. W. Beaver. Philip Barth. Daniel E. Mar.

|

tin, W. C. B. De Fremery, George C. Boardman, Robert Watt; Lovell
White, Cashier.
Receives Deposits, and Loans only on real estate security. Country
remittances may be sent by Wells, Fargo & Co., or by check of reliable
parties, payable in San Francisco, but the responsibility of this Savings
Bank commence's only with the actual receipt of the money. The signature
of the depositor should accompany the first deposit. No charge is made for
fiass-book or entrance fee. Office hours—9. a. m. to 3 p. M. Saturday even-

ngs,fl:3U to

8.

LONDON AND SAN FRANCISCO BANK,

Wine

|

—

ARTHUR SCRIVENER Ass't Manager. WILLIAM STEEL
Cashier, GUSTAV FRIEDERICH.
LONDON BANKERS— Bank of England and London Joint Stock Bank.
NEW YORK— Messrs. J. P. Morgan & Co. Boston— Third National Bank.
Manager,

|

This Bank is prepared to transact all kinds of General Banking and Exchange Business in London and San Francisco, and between said cities
all

parts of the world.

LONDON, PARIS AND AMERICAN BANK, LIMITED.
N. W. Cor. Sansome and Sutter Sts.
Subscribed Capital
$3,300,000 Paid Up Capital
12,000,000
Reserve Fund
$800,000
Head Office
58 Old Broad Street, London
AGENTS— New York— Agency of the London, Paris, and American
Bank Limited. No. 10 Wall Street, N. Y. Paris— Messrs. Lazard, Freres
& Cie. 17 Boulevard Poissoniere. Draw direct on the principal cities of the
world. Commercial and Travelers' Credits issued.
SIG. GREENBAUM 1 Managers.
„„.„„ .
|

ALTSCHTJL

)

Drinkers.

According to Ridley's Wine and Trade Circular, the ruling quotations for familiar brands of champagne in the London market are:
Pommery Sec. 83 to 83 shillings.
Moet, 75 shillings.
Perrier, 72 shillings.
70 to 75)4 shillings.

Mumm,

While the consumer here pays about the same price for all brands
of reputable champagnes, and thereby creates the impression
that
one wine is about the same as another to him as long as it is a' reputable champagne, the English wine-drinker is always willing
to pay
the highest price for what he considers the best wine", and
though we
have in our country as good connoisseurs as there are in England,
yet the average American will rarely take the time and
the trouble
to try the relative merits of the different brands, and too
often leaves
to the knight of the bar or the garcon the
choice of the brand.— New
ork Recorder.

LIMITED.

Authorized Capital
93.500.000 Capital Paid-up
92.450,000
Reserve
9375.000
San Francisco Office 124 California St. London Office— 73 Lombard St.
Portland Branch—Chamber of Commerce building.
Tacoma Branch— .156 Pacific Ave.

C.

English and American

1

.

BROWN

Boston— Tremont

is

and his wife are not living
with her parents now. Griggs Is that so? What is the
reason? Briggs— He won enough from the old man at
poker to move out.
" Have you heard that the big sleeves are going out,
lieve it."

Capital
93.000.000 00
Surplus and Undivided Profits (October 1, 1894)
3.158,129 70
WILLIAM ALVORD
President CHARLES R. BISHOP. Vice-Pres't
ALLEN M.CLAY
Secretary THOMAS
Cashier
Ass't Cashier |I. F. Moulton
S. Prentiss Smith
2d Ass't Cashier

—

only skin deep." said the zebra, with an attempt to liven up the gloom of the menagerie. " I know,"
replied the rhinoceros, trying to be cheerful, "but think
what that means in my ease."

Briogs

t

—

know whether

"That's a handsome suit you have on," remarked Tomkins, admiring the new winter suit of his hard-up friend.
" Yes. it is a right nobby suit." "How much did it cost?"
"I don't know. I've not been sued for it yet."
" Matrimony," said the sage. " is merely a matter of one
letter.
Before he gets her he yearns for her, and after
he earns for her.
That is all.
The class may now go
home and split the wood for its suppers.

"Beauty

93.000.000.

—

sir.

"I'd like to hear you play the violin. Mr. Tilling-hast,"
said seven year old Tommy Dillingham, who was entertain"But I don't play the violin. Tommy.''
ing the caller.

1862.

Reserve Fund and Undivided Profits, 91,181,010
Southeast Cor. Bush and Saksomb Sts.
OFFICE
60 Lombard Street, London
HEAD
Branched— Victoria, Vancouver, New Westminster, Kamloops, Nan
Columbia;
Nelson.
British
Portland,
Oregon; Seattle and Ta
iamo, and
coma, Washington.
This Bank transacts a General Banking Business. Accounts opened subject to Check, and Special Deposits received. Commercial Credits granted
available in all parts of the world. Approved Bills discounted and advances made on good collateral security. Draws direct at current rates
upon its Head Office and Branches, and upon its Agents, as follows
N ew York— Merchant s' Bank of Canada Chicago— First Na ional Bank
Liverpool— North and South Wales Bank; Scotland— British Linen
Company; Ireland Bank of Ireland; Mexico London Bank of Mexico;
South America— London Bank of Mexico and South America; China and
Japan— Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China; Australia and
New Zealand— Bank of Australasia and Commercial Banking Company of
Sydney. Ld; Demerara and Trinidad (West Indies)— Colonial Bank.
Capital Paid Up.

CROCKER-WOOLWORTH NATIONAL BANK of san francisco.
Cor. Market, Montgomery, and Post Sts.
Paid-Up Capital
11,000,000.

WM.

H.

CROCKER

W. E. BROWN
GEO. W. KLINE

Directors—Chas.

F. Crocker, E. B. Pond, Hy. J.

President
Vice-President
Cashier
Crocker, Geo. W. Scott

THE ANGLO-CALIFORNIAN BANK, LIMITED.
N. E. Cor. Pine
Capital authorized

Subscribed

Head
New

Agents at

and Sansome

Sts.

Up

$6,000,000 Paid
$1,500,000
3,000,000 [ Reserve Fund
700,000
Office— 18 Austin Friars, London. E. C.
York— J. W. Seligman Co.. 21 Broad street.
I

&

&

The Bank transacts a General Banking Business,

sells drafts,

makes

telegraphic transfers, and issues letters of credit available throughout the
world. Sends bills for collection, loans money, buys and sells exchange

and

bullion.

IGN.
P. N.

STEINHART
LIL1ENTHAL

)

J

..„„„„„„
Managers.

SAN PRAXt

:

*3

BANKING.
MUTUAL SAVINGS BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO.
Guarantee:

JAMES
T» PRE\
HOW
and written

'

I

-

PHI

l>

ia|, taoOfJOO.

l

-;ii,i

and

al

the

proved Inefficacious,

have

he

may

welcome

1

:

I

on City Banks.

When

i

we have

we know not

WELLS FARGO &
and Surplus
IV

1'ilol

John
II.

J.

Valentine

Wadsnorth

M. 250. 000

Homer S. King
Lfpman

I

Cashier

Manager
Assistant Cashier

F. L.

|
|

BRANCHES.

N. Y. City. H. B. Parsons, Cashier Salt Lake City, J. E. Dooly, Cashier
Dihectohs—John J. Valentine, Ben], P. Cheney. Oliver Eldrldge, Henry
E. Huntington, Homer S. King, George E. dray, John J. McCook, Charles
F. Crocker, Dudley Evans.
|

THE SATHER BANKING COMPANY,
Capital

*
i

L.

Dead French Warriors.— An eminent Frenchman
a taste for statistics has been calculating the

is

with

number

of

his countrymen who have fallen in warfare during the past
hundred years, and he brings the " butcher's bill " of the
French nation up to the enormous total of six millions.
This figure covers the losses in the wars of 1791 to 1800 and
the following terrible fifteen years, all of which may be
credited to Napoleon's unbounded ambition.
Of the
3,157.598 men enrolled from 1800 to the time of Waterloo,
over two millions perished. In the Crimean War France
lost 95,615 men; in the Austrian War 18,673, and in the
war with Prussia over 130,000, besides 143,000 wounded.

,250,000

No. 526 California St., S. F.
Capital actually paid up in Cash, $1,000,000.
Reserve Fund
8 715,000
Deposits, Dec. 31, 1895,
$30,727,586 59.
Guaranteed Capital. .81,300,000
OFFICERS—President, B. A. Becker; Vice-President, Edward Kruse;
Second Vice-President, George H. Eggers; Cashier, A. H. R. Schmidt; Assistant Cashier, Wm. Herrmann; Secretary, George Tourny Assistant
Secretary, A. H. Muller.
Board of Directors— Edward Kruse, George H. Eggers, O. Snoemann,
A. C. Heineken, H. Horstmann, B. A. Becker, H. L. Simon, Ign. Steinhart,
Daniel Meyer. Attorney, W. S. Goodfellow.

SECURITY SAVINGS BANK,
Montgomery St.. Mills Building.
INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS. LOANS MADE.
2

DIRECTORS.

Wm. Alvord
Wm. Babcock
Adam Grant

A

why she received this figure is because there were several
among them of great value.
It took her exactly two
years to accumulate them.
A Remedy for Baldness. Every one with a bald head
will be interested in this.
Brush the scalp twice a day
with a stiff brush; then apply this preparation with a soft
cloth: Carbolic acid, 30 drops; tiucture of nux vomica, two
drams; tincture of red cinchona bark, one ounce; tincture
of cantharides, 25 drops; cocoanutoil, one ounce, and alco-

—

Jerome Lincoln
O. D. Baldwin

H. H. Hewlett
A. K. P. Harmon

W.

J. B.

S,

Jones

Lincoln.

HUMBOLDT SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.
No.

hearty.
for one million canceled stamps, which can be conveniently
packed in an ordinary sugar barrel.
Boston lady has
collected two millions, but has not sold them yet.
Another
lady had one million and sold them for $125.
The reason

Cowgill. Cashier.

THE GERMAN SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY,

;

— Stamp dealers offer $75

I.

Directors— C. S. Benedict, Charles Main, F. W. Sumner, Albert Miller,
Johnson, C. F. A. Talbot. James K. Wilson.
Agents: New York— J. P. Morgan & Co. Boston— National Bank of the
Commonwealth. Philadelphia— Droxel & Co. Chicago— Consolidated National Bank. St. Louis— The Mechanics' Bank. Kansas City— First National Bank. London— Brown. Shipley & Co. Paris— Drexel, Harjes & Co.

Wm. P.

—

Smokeless Powder. Dr. R. J. Gatling, the inventor
and manufacturer of the Gatling gun, claims that all the
guns in the world which use black powder are obsolete
smokeless powder, in his opinion, will supersede all other
powders, and therefore all cannon, guns and rifles which
have been using the old-fashioned black powder are practically useless, and the nations of the world will have to renew their armament at the cost of millions of dollars. The
inventor is seventy-five years of age, but is still hale and

Money.

CO.'S BANK.
SANSOME& SOTTEH STKKETS.

N\ B. OORICKB

of.

Moreover, seasickness, although decidedly unpleasant,
not fatal, but in many cases beneficial.

A New Watt to Make

I.

Successor to Sathcr & Co., Established 1851, San Francisco.
James K. Wilson President.
c. F. A. Talbot, Vice-President

and
ills

;

i

It

tin-

a

to bear those
fly to others that

Deposits. l/»i» on annmvnl jtK<
A STORY, (ashler.
by postal order. Well. FarKO, & Co., or Kxcbango
o|—
-.Rnaturo.

in

disturbed condition of the
brain, brought about through the upsetting of the nervous
m, an extended treatmi nt of bromides, inducing
bromization, will effectually put a stop to the cause and
ensure the traveler the samecomfort on the high sras that
:s when on shore.
This condition must be bro
about several days before sailing and must be kept up
few
during the first
days of the voyage, or longer, il
sary.
Taking into consideration the effects of the drug
when taken in excess, it is probably better for the average person to let it aione and let nature take its course,

Than

ronnux) Ordinary

ami the

to sea, or else to

the temporary inconveoiei
(1— and there wil
that as nausea emanates from

a. Hooper, o. O.
in, Robert McKlroy,

p
-

Vloe 1'reMdcnt
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NEVADA WAREHOUSE AND DOCK COMPANY.
PORT COSTA, California.
WAREHOUSES AND DOCKS
Storage Capacity, 100.000 tons. Regular warehouse for San Franolsoo
Produce Exchange Call Board.
These warehouses are the largest on the Pacific Coast, and are furnished
with the latest improvements for the rapid handling and storing of Grain.
A mill attached, supplied with the best and newest machinery for cleaning
foul and smutty wheat.
Money advanced at lowest rates of Interest on grain stored In warehouses.
Insurance effected at lowest rates in first-class companies, or grain sold,
if

desired, at current rates.

OFFICE— 202 Sansome St.,

enough to make four ounces.
Cure for Erysipelas. A report

over the Anglo-CalifornlaBank.

hol

—

just issued by the
Parisian Hospital of Contagious Diseases,
states that the microbes of erysipelas, long since known to
the medical fraternity, is now made impotent by a serum
built up through horses and pigs. It is expected that cancer can also be subdued by the same treatment.
chief of the
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International Exposition is to be held in Montreal
May 24th until October 12th of this year. It
will be the first extensive Exposition Canada has ever had
and great preparations are being made to ensure success
in its

every

detail.
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THE

His Majesty's garments were soiled.
he bethought him that a two-handled
a recurrence of this, so His Majesty
cup made at the royal pottery and sent
On his next visit he called again for wine,
it to the inn.
when to his astonishment, the maid (having received instructions from her mistress to be very careful of the
king's cup) presented it to him holding it herself by each
At once the happy idea struck the king of
of its handles.
a cup with three handles, which was promptly acted upon,
as His Majesty quaintly remarked, "Surely out of three
handles I shall be able to get one !" Hence the loving cup.
wine was spilt and
While riding home
cup would prevent
had a two-handled

Queen Anne

of

England was the

first

woman

309 and 311 Sansome

PINDLAY, DURHAM & BRODIE
SIMPSON, MACKIRDY & CO
PDERST BROS. & CO

a well-guarded individual in his
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and

Threadneedle St., London
South Castle St., Liverpool
2 and 4 Stone St., New York
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INSURANCE.
AND INLAND INSURANCE.

FIRE, MARINE,

Fireman's Fund
INSURANCE COMPANY, OF SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Capital, $1,000,000.

patronized by women.
The colors used by various nations to express grief
differ greatly.
In Europe and America black is used because, being the privation of light it means to us the end
of life.
In China white is used, that being the symbol of
purity.
The old Romans also used the same color.
In
Ethiopia the inhabitants take brown, that being the color
of Mother Earth "to which each man returns." In Egypt
the people have the most picturesque idea of all.
The
mourners dress in yellow, that being the color of the leaves
when they fall and the flowers when they fade.

Assets,

PHENIX

THE AMERICAN
Assets,

N. Y.
Surplus to Policy Holders,

$1,661,401

OF PHILADELPHIA

FIRE INS. CO.
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Montgomery
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CO., Managers.

PALATINE
INSURANCE COMPANY

CHAS.

A.

OF MANCHESTER, ENGLAND.

(Limited),

OVER $9,000,000.00 RESOURCES

SOLID SECURITY.

home

Only his private valet and his secretary have access
to his bed chamber.
It is a small room with a simple bed
in an alcove adorned with graceful marble columns, a writing table, an arm chair, and one wardrobe.
In his study
is one large, uncomfortably straight-backed arm chair,
a
magnificent thing to look at, but hard to sit at ease in.
Then there is another small room with only an old lounge
and an old easy chair in it. This is where His Holiness re-

Ca

s an Francisco,

-

to at-

The profession of literature,
the conditions of the day.
especially, she held, should be followed by women. She was
attacked for this by all the satirists of the day, Swift in
" The Ladies' Diary, or Woman's Almanac,"
particular.
as it was called, a journal devoted to the interests of
women, was started in her reign, and was extensively

is

...

St,

CORRESPONDENTS

She was in favor of
tempt to do anything for her sex.
self-supporting women, and tried in many ways to change

The Pope

Marine Insurance Agents,

and

Fire

originator of the loving cup was King Henry of
Navarre, who, while hunting, became separated from
his companions, and, feeling thirsty, called at a wayside
The maid who offered it to him as
inn for a cup of wine.
The
he sat on horseback forgot to present the handle.

LATON, Manager,

439 California St., S. F.

life.

tires to take an afternoon nap.

A

Fire Insurance.
Founded A. D.

will willingly

tramp over

half

London

to
see him.
What one chiefly regrets is that an old landmark of the world's metropolis will slowly pass into oblivion
with its many memories dear not only to the hearts of
Londoners, but to citizens of the world at large.
French writer says:
"Constant new clothes

—

A

greatly encourage moralty in women.

men who admire

this

quality in their

Therefore, those

womankind

do
well to provide them with much money wherewith to buy
gowns and bonnets, and thereby keep their minds employed
in a pleasing and harmless manner."
will

JAMES

P.

CONNECTICUT
Capital Paid

$3,000,000

5,032,016

BAILEY, G eneral
FIRE

Ageot, 412 California

well feel at home in
this trip.
Usually she takes dogs, cats, parall sorts of pets with her.
This time she is ac-

and
companied only by a collie.
Perhaps her bicycle more
than makes up for the loss of the others.
The German Emperor heralded in his birthday by
calling out several regiments of soldiers from their beds in
answer to false alarms. It can hardly be expected of the
men that they wish him many happy returns of the day.
It is said that in Madison County, Kentucky, people
who have paid their taxes are entitled to be married by
rots,

the Sheriff without cost.

St., S.

P.

INSURANCE CO. OF HARTFORD.
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$1,000,000
3,192.001.69
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OF PHILADELPHIA, PENN.

rumor comes from London that Sir Henry Irving

about to forsake the old Lyceum on Wellington street
and go into Daly's Theatre in the West End. The move
will doubtless be a good one, although when Irving is con-
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n one place, for In
gland the middle classes ran
with a romantic past, but in
it of connection
d the blui
uadered loyalty, of o faithunto death, whatever the cause, tills the veins of
the middle
rheir ancestors were Jacobites or
Covenanters, and bo, even unto this generation, men are
found inheriting their strong individuality, refusing
the dull canals of conventional life, and working their wapiti self worn channels,
through obstacles as unrelenting as
their gran
This u delightful, and the sympathetic reader must admit that it is true, even if it is pro
vincial in its tendency.
Then there is something worth
remembering in the method of education in those di
Thus it is related of a Divinity Professor at Aberdeen:
"One of bis students has placed it on record that in four
years of lectures be never once heard the name of Jesus
Christ: but then he was an Evangelical and clearly expected too much." Just think of it being "too much" to
expect to hear the name of the Savior mentioned by a
Divinity Professor! Fancy the Divinity Professor who for
four years never mentioned Him at all! We do not know
which to be the most surprised at. Take the book all in
all, Miss Stoddard has given us two volumes of much interest, and it is all the more valuable because it has the
appearance of being critical as well as accurate.
*'
The Life of Professor Blaokie, of Edinburgh University." By Miss
Anna Stoddard.
1
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ind the learned.
He
,ithat none of tin-

Jay took him
IK- was wellof the leading men of bis time
Lord John
ITord Korthcote, Laurance Oliphant, Lord

Professor Freeman,

Carlyle,

and others; and

we remember, not one of them did him the
courtesy to remember him in any of their writings.
far as

little

He was, too, very provincial, and he carried the ha\
into the class room, ami betrayed his lack of refinement on
the lecture platform and on the streets.
He was Bohemian
in his dress, uncouth in his manners, and his open disregard of the forms and rules of ordinary life, and, at times,
his buffoonery, caused his
li-wishers to blush for
shame at his childishness and grotesque behavior.
That
he was popular, in spite of all this provinciah'ame, all the
world of letters knows, and it did not require this book to
assure us how much beloved he was, even in face of the
ridicule he caused by his whistling in the public thoroughfares, by singing comic songs in the middle of a serious
lecture, or by playing the mountebank in general
a part
this odd, learned, beloved, laughed-at, and ignorant Professor could perform so well.
No man in modern times
ever had such a hold on the sympathies of the Scottish
people as Professor Blackie, for his simplicity, his naturalness, his kindliness, and his enthusiasm more than counterbalanced bis oddities and his want of knowledge about
things which every school boy is supposed to know.
He
knew Greek and Latin as well as the Professor of classics
in a great university should, and he had a working knowledge of German, Italian, and French; but when, in his old

—

age, he went through Westminster Abbey, he showed a
lamentable ignorance of the early English Kings, and he,
at all times, exposed himself to ridicule when he ventured
to talk about politics or " the dismal science " of political
economy. The writer of this biography does not. we are
glad to see, err on the side of too much praise, for she is
frank enough to tell us many of the Professor's characteristics.
Indeed, the details of his contest for the Professorship of Greek are as amusing as the description of an oldtime Irish election. For instance, he sent his testimonials
to the " Bailies " without paying the postage, and his conduct during the election was so outrageous that his friends
had to beg him not to come up to Edinburgh till the contest was over, and it was, no doubt, owing to this fact that
his election was won by the casting vote of the Provost,
and from that day the life of Professor Blackie was one of
boisterous energy.
It is somewhat difficult to reconcile
the boyish impishness, the incalculable impulses, the noisy
laughter which checkered the University career of Professor Blackie, with his gentle, tender, and tranquil conduct
in the domestic circle.
In private life, we are told that he
was as gentle as a lamb, but the intrusion of a stranger
transformed him into "an excited, reckless, and startled
being."
must, of course, accept Miss Stoddard's
statement as true, and we are thus willing to make many
allowances for a man who can make the domestic hearth
the abode of that "only happiness that survived the
Fall."
But this does not account for his popularity
among those who knew him in the outside world in

-

1

;

"Opera Stories " is a publication that has had many
predecessors. The histories of the operas have been told
and re-told in every tongue in Europe, and there are few
opera goers who do not know the story of Faust, Carmen,
Jjitriu di Lammermoor, Traviata, Don Gfiooani, and all the
many creations of Vei-di, Mozart, Gluck, Rossini, Donizetti, Wagner, and all the other masters of romantic,
grand, or opera comique.
The Athenaeum says that " Jude the Obscure" is a
"technically bad book." This isquite as severe as our critFor wickedness, "Jude the Obscure"
icism of the work.
is

Titanic.
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which he lived.
His friends, Miss Stoddard tells us,
often remonstrated with him on his habit of boisterous jocularity with his students; but he seems, on
"It was," she says,
the whole, to have been incorrigible.
"a matter for regret to all who knew bis worth, that his
palate itched for this dubious popularity, and that the
craving grew upon him." But all this did not prevent his
voice from being heard on the platforms of the three
Kingdoms, and his eccentricities were on every tongue. In
England he was lionized, and those eccentricities of his
were accepted as the peculiarities of genius. He failed,
indeed, in acquiring the high respect of academic cii cles,
but then for fifty years he secured the love of the people,
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Gustave Gutsch supported the groom as best man. There
was a large gathering present of friends from the city
and the surrounding country, and. an elegant wedding
dfy'euner was served at the conclusion of the ceremony.
Later in the day the happy pair departed for their honey-

moon trip down South.
Amid a wealth of floral surroundings and other

artistic

Miss Henrietta Sullivan and John Loring
Harris were wedded at the home of the bride on Hayes
street last Wednesday evening, the Rev. Father O'Shea,
of St. Louis, performing the ceremony in the presence of
The bride's attendants
a large assemblage of guests.
were her sister, Miss Georgie Sullivan, as maid-of-honor,
the Misses Louise and Ada Sheeny, and her two nieces,

decorations,

tbe event of the week, from a society standthe first appearance of Paderewski at the
on Monday night, when the Four Hundred
As a consequence, the
crowded the house to greet him.
last dance for this season given by the Monday Evening
Club, at Golden Gate Hall, suffered some%vhat in point of
attendance. Still, it was a very pleasant party, and all
the members regret that the reunions are now but memories of the past.
On Tuesday Mrs. Jacob Stern and Mrs. Samuel Heller
were the joint hostesses of a very elaborate yellow luncheon
at their Leavenworth street residence, given in honor of
the recent bride, Mrs. Abe Stern, nee Elsie Mayor, at
which nearly forty of their lady friends were entertained
Mrs. L. L. Baker also
in the most delightful manner.
gave a luncheon party on Tuesday, her guests numbering
a dozen ladies, and Mrs. Foreman's dinner the same day
was a charming affair.
On Tuesday evening the " Native Sons " dedicated the
new hall, in their beautiful new building on Mason street,
with a ball which was a brilliant success in every sense;
while in Oakland the first of Mrs. George Wheaton's " at
homes " attracted a number from this side of the bay.
Mrs. Remi Chabot gave a tea at her home in Oakland on
Wednesday afternoon; on Wednesday evening the members
of the Union League Club gave a banquet and dance, at
which the guests were limited to the members and their
families, and the locale the Maple Rooms of the Palace
Hotel.
The Fortnightly Club, of Oakland, gave a St.
Valentine's Party at Military Hall on Thursday evening.
One would almost call this a week of farewells, for last
night the Friday Fortnightlies gave their last dance of the
It was a Leap
season, at Lunt's Hall, with great rclal.
Year cotillion under the management of Miss Hobart, and
the whole affair was carried on, according to Leap Year
rules, with much success.
Teas will be in order to-day. One is to be given by Mrs.
John M. Cunningham, at her residence on Pacific avenue,
and music will be a leading feature; and at the Mercantile
Library Building the ladies of that Auxiliary will entertain
their friends in a similar manner.

OF coursewas

point,
California,

The Misses Williams, who are about to return to their
home in Ross Valley after a visit to San Francisco of sevgave a tea at the Richelieu in conjunction
with Miss Edith McBean, on Saturday last, and in that way
returned some of the many hospitalities of which these
charming young ladies have been the recipients during
their stay in town.
It was largely attended and a very
pleasant affair.
Among recent events are Mrs. H. W. Seale's daffodil
luncheon, at the Occidental Hotel, in compliment to Miss
Mattie Whittier; Joe Grant's dinner in the red room of the
Bohemian Club; Mrs. Henry Scott's Children's Party;
Mrs. Ben Morgan's violet luncheon in Berkeley, at which
Mrs. Florence Herrich Requa was guest of honor; the
Baroness Von Schroeder's, and M rs. Lloyd Tevis's luncheons.
eral months,

Ross Valley was the scene of a very pretty out-of-town
wedding on Monday last, when, at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. George Butler, Bishop Nichols united in wedlock
Miss Grove Crittenden and Carl August Windel. The
house was beautifully adorned with ferns, acacia blooms,
and the sweet-scented violet in all its varieties; and the
altar in the bay window, at which the vows were exchanged, was adorned with smilax and white primroses.
The pretty bride, who was costumed in white satin trimmed
with lace and natural orange blossoms, was attended by her
sister, Miss Laura Crittenden, as maid-of-honor, who wore
a dainty gown of white organdie over pink silk; and eight
bridesmaids, the Misses Buchanan, Weston, Van Wyok,
Smedburg, Lichtenberg, Knaff, Hall, and Toule, all gowned
alike in white silk with pink satin ribbon garniture.

Dr.

Ashley Belle Turner and Gladys Sullivau. Edwin Harris
appeared in the role of his brother's best man. The bridal
robe was of heavy cream white satin, elaborately trimmed
on the waist with point applique lace; a diamond crescent
confined the fleecy tulle veil to the bride's coiffure, and she
carried a bouquet of roses and lilies of the valley. The
gown of the maid-of-honor, Miss Sullivan, was of light blue
brocaded silk, trimmed with chiffon and white pearls, and
the hand bouquet was of beauty roses and violets; the
bridesmaids were costumed alike in pink brocade, and carAfter the. ceremony
ried bouquets of Lancaster roses.
there was dancing until near midnight, when supper was
Mr. and Mrs. Harris are spending their honeyserved.
moon at Coronado.
Wednesday was a popular day this week, for besides
those affairs already mentioned, were the second Paderewski concert; Mrs. Tim Hopkins's elaborate rose luncheon,
and Mrs. Bigelow's dance. Mrs. Claus Spreckels and Miss
Emma received their friends at a "tea," and between the
hours of four and six o'clock the residence on Howard
The floral display was
street was well filled with guests.
very handsome, roses aud hyacinths predominating, and
after the duties of the occasion were ended the ladies who
assisted in receiving remained to dine with their hostess,
an equal number of gentlemen joining them, so the small
tete-a-tete tables at which dinner was served accommodated twenty-four guests.
The constantly increasing number of marriage engagement announcements promise an active post-Lenten season
Among the most recent are those of Miss
in that respect.
Fanny Crocker to Robert McCreary, of Sacramento; Miss
Mabel Urmy to Fred H. Sears; and Miss Mabel Love to
Lieutenant Churchill, of the Navy. Though no dates have
been named, it is probable they will all be events of the
not very distant future.
With the coming of Lent, though a goodly proportion of
society will be in a state of retiracy from the frivolities of
fashionable life, it must not be supposed that all of that
select body are going to indulge in sackcloth and ashes.
To be sure the gatherings will be smaller and more on the
quiet.
Cards will be the feature of some, and music of
others; but first on the list will stand the resurrected
Vaudeville Club, which will hold fortnightly meetings at
the houses of the different members. Dr. Harry Tevis is
to have chief management of toe entertainments, and that
he will be a successful master of ceremonies, who can
doubt.
The first one will be held at Mrs. Will Crocker's,
but just what form it will take has not yet become public
property.
Mrs. Will Tevis has arrived from her Bakersfield villa,
and will pass several weeks at the Palace while engaged
in the delightful occupation of "shopping."

Under the auspices of the Pacific Coast Jockey Club, a
steeple-chase is to be held on Tuesday next, governed by
the rules of the Steeple-chase and Pony Association.
The
participants will be
R. M. Tobin, Henry Simpkins
Hobart, Prince Louis of Savoy, Lieu tenant Smedberg,
Lieutenant Benson, W. R. Whittier, G. Bagot, G. Wright,
and Jas. T. Archibald.
:

The Saturday Morning Orchestra

will

benefit concert at Metropolitan Hall next

give

Monday

its first

evening,

February 17th, under the leadership of Signor Eoncovieri,
and assisted by the gentlemen of the Philharmonic Society.
The young vocalist, Miss Caroline H. Little, will render
three delightful numbers, selecting the composers Bishop,
Thomas, and Marchcsi.
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lady patronesses met
it the Mark Hopkins' Institute of Art and
took the matter of the invitations in hand, and gave many
very valuable si;_
which will be followed by the
management for Insl
PPOr will he served continuously after eleven o'clock, and two hands of music, one in
the main hall and one in the salon, which connects with five
dancing halls, will play alternately, so the air will always
Some of the richest stuffs of tinbe filled with music.
Orient have been contributed by generous firms and individuals for decorative purposes, and they will represent
tens of thousands of dollars in value.
Art and he pat rons
of art will be represented by two well-known gentlemen.
Mr. Amadee Joullin will be Rex. and Mr. Tarn McGrew
will personate Prince Carnival.
George T. Bromley will
he the Court poet, and Captain Robert H. Fletcher, the
author of "Marjory'' and "Johnstown Sketches. " has
written the royal proclamation.
Rex and the Prince will
have a large retinue, for the committeemen are to come in
costume, besides a large number of others. The scene will
be bright and gay with colors.
The Queen and Princess
will be bliudly selected from among the lady maskers.
Under the gallery in the main hall a balcony has been constructed, and from it, after blare of trumpets, the proclamation will be read, and the command will be to forget
dull care and join the revels.
The grand march will begin
at nine o'clock, when all participants are requested to be
in line to pass through the rooms, before the assembled
spectators, for whom seats have been prepared.
There
will be an auction of seats this afternoon in the Institute
•
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Cream

entertainment in aid
be given at the residence

of the Doctors'
of

Mrs. Clark

Daughters

the

Agents,

Thursday evening, February 20tb.
It will consist of pictures from Gibson and other artists. The pictures will be
represented by young society ladies and men under the
direction of Mr. Addison Mizner.
Tickets will be sold for
Light refreshments will be served (these included
$1.50.
Tickets can be purchased from
in the price for tickets).
the members of the Society and the following officers:
Mrs. P. B. Horton, President; Mrs. Fred H. Green, Mrs.
Edward Belcher, Vice-Presidents, Mrs. John Vail, Recording Secretary; Miss McEwen, Corresponding Secretary;
Miss Hyde, Treasurer.
The Misses Morrison, of San Jose, entertained a charming house party from Saturday last till Monday, at their
residence, corner Fifth and Julian streets.
The guests
were Judge Hawley, Judge Gilbert, Mrs. Sawyer, Judge
Houghton, and Miss Hanford, of Seattle. An informal re-
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Sudden onanicea of the weather causa Bronchia) Troubles,
win Rtw effective relief.
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PAVILION.

SATURDAY, FEB.

EINTRAGMT

The

22d., (Washington's Birthday)
will give a grand priie

HASQUERADE
Grand March :n D o'olook representing; 4im Years of American Life
Costumed People on tbe Floor. I-iiidies' Prizes. Gents' Prizes.
Grand Promenade Concert from * to 9 o'clock. Music by the celebrated
Louis N. Rllzau's Military Band.
ADMISSION $1.00. Reserved Seats 50c extra at Goldstein & Colin,
BSS Market St., 2 weeks previous to the Ball,

'Jimk)

For Sate.
A span

of standard-bred, fast road mares, fifteen and a half
hands, one thousand pounds each. Warranted sound and gentle.
Can be tried. Address.
R.

JORDAN,

J

D.

Jr.,

2519 Washington

St., S.

F.

SULLIVAN,

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW
319 Pine Stt, San Francisco.
Attorney for Public Administrator.

MISS BOLTE'S SCHOOL.
SACRAMENTO ST. Board; English, French, German,
piano; $30 per month; a chance par excellence for ambitious and
conscientious parents to give their children superior education
at low figure; coach; kindergarten
2397

The modern oxygen cure

for

disease.

Watson &
Pacific Coast
134

Send

Co.

Agents

MARKET

ST.

for circulars

DIVIDEND NOTICE.

:

ception was also given in their honor, the guests being
Judge and Mrs. H. G. Bond, Mr. and Mrs. S. F. Lieb, Dr.
Grissim, Miss Ryland, Mr. Findlay, Colonel Moorhead, Mr.
J. A. Porter, of' Denver, Mr. Alvord, Mr. E. De Saissett,
Mr. H. E. Morrison.
four-in-hand drive was enjoyed on
Sunday, the party returning to the city Monday morning.

rottfl for the
Hollo Brit ain, has just been published

Orange Blossoms-

of

will

W. Crocker, on

\

b\

at 12.30.

An

Advertising

1

New York

ut the building.
to the arti-Iir t;i-

•at will x- highly

Building,

37

firm

into

San Fr

l.l.ITIK.

Ball of

lak'ni'

iod

US

PRAXC
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Hutchinson Sugar Plantation Company.
Dividend No. 28, of 15 cents per share, of the Hutchinson Sugar Plantation Company, will be payable at the office of the company, 337 Market St.,
on and after 'Thursday, February 20, 1896. Transfer hooks will close on Fri1896. at 3 o'clock P. M.
day
y February
^ 14,
E. H; SHELDON, Secretary.
'

Office— 327 Market street.

A

The programme of the dedication exercises of the N. S.
G. W. Hall Association was interesting in the extreme.
The inJas. D. Phelan delivered the opening address.
augural ball given last Tuesday evening was a success in
the highest sense of the word.

Perrier-Jouet

& Co

A

testimonial concert, in which the Reliance Glee Club,
Miss Mabel Love, Frank Coffin, and Frank Belcher are to
participate, will be tendered Miss Daisy Belle Sharpe at
the Y. M. C. A. Auditorium on Monday evening next.
On Thursday evening a concert under the auspices of
the California Quartette will be given in St. John's Presbyterian Church, corner California and Octavia streets,
for the benefit of the church.
Mr. and Mrs. S. F. Lieb have returned from their EastJudge H. G.
ern trip, accompanied by Miss Grissim.
Bond leaves for an Eastern trip this week.

EPERNAY CHAMPAGNE,
W.

B.

CHAPMAN,

For sale by all first-class Wine
Merohants and Grocers

Sole Agent for Paclflo Coast.

123 California St
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(Pacific

6:30

From November

20, 1895.

A Haywards, Niles, and

Way

Arrive

\

Sta...... 10 :15

tions

a

a Atlantic Express, Ogden and East 8:4oP
A Bcnicia, Vacaville, Rumsey, Sacramento, and Redding, via Davis 7:15 P
7:30 A Martinez, San Ramon, Napa. Cal6:15 p
istoga, and Santa Rosa
8:30A Niles, San Jose, Stockton, lone,
Red
Marysville,
Sacramento,
Oroville
4:15 p
Bluff, Sundays excepted
*7:15p
•8:30 a Peters and Milton
9:00 a SanLeandro Haywards and Way
11 :45 A
Stations
9:00a Los Angeles Express, Raymond,
(for Yosemite), Santa Barbara,
4:45p
and Los Angeles
10:45 a
9:00 a Martinez and Stockton
1 :45 p
10 :00 A San Leandro, Haywards, Niles.
12:00M San Leandro, Haywards and Way
7:00
7:00

.

:00

Woodland,

Esparto,

Landing, Marysville,
Oroville, and Sacramento
4:30p Niles. San Jose, Livermore and
Stockton
5:00p San Leandro, Haywards and Way

10 :45

7:15

Express, Fresno,
Barbara, Los
Angeles. Deming. El Paso, New

Orleans, and East
SantaFe Route, Atlantic Express,
for Mojave and East
European mail, Ogden and East
Haywards, Niles and San Jose.

1U :45

10:45
:45

.

A

A
a

7:45 A
+7:45 P

..

J7:00p Vallejo
Sacramento,
7:00p Oregon Express,
Marysville, Redding, Portland,

10:45 a
Puget Sound and East
p SanLeandro, Haywards and Way
10:50 P
Stations
9:00 P San Leandro, Haywards and Way
Stations
ft 12 :00 a
H10:05p "Sunset Limited,' Fresno, Los
Angeles, El Paso, New Orleans
gl2:45r
East
and
ttll:15P San Leandro, Haywards and
7:15a
Way Stations

7:00

1

Santa Cruz Division (Narrow Gauge).
8:15a Newark, Centerville, San Jose,
F ic .HoulderCreek, SantaCruz
1

and way stations
•2:15

feeling that takes a man away from
is a traitor to the household.— H.

his

home

W.

Beecher.

The love of country produces good manners, and good manners love of country.—

—

From

very inaction, idleness ultimately

its

becomes the most active cause of evil; as a
palsy is more to be dreaded than a fever.—

Bakerstield, Santa

6:00 p
6:00 p

Any

5:50 P

p Newark, Centerville, San Jose,
New Almaden, Felton, Boulder

Creek, Santa Cruz, and principal
way stations
*11:20a
4:15 p Newark, San Jose, Los Gatos
9:50 a
+11:45p Hunters' Excursion. San Jose and
Way Stations
t?:2Qp

Colton.

A man

endowed with great

without good breeding, is
his pockets full of gold,
change tor hW ordinary
All my experience of

perfections,

like one who has
but always wants
occasions.— Steele.

the world teaches
me that in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred the safe and just side of a question is
the generous and merciful side.— Mrs.

Jameson.
Sometimes a subtle odor recalls some joy
or pain, sometimes the pulse beats quicker
with a familiar strain. Sometimes a faded
Mower will bring the unshed tears, sometimes a book or gesture will speak of other
years.— Anon.
If we could but read it, every human being carries his life in his face, and is goodlooking, or the reverse, as that life has been
On our features the fine
good or evil.
chisels of thought and emotion are eternally
at work. Alexander Smith.

—

'

Coast Division (Third and Townsend
6:45
8:15

streets).

George

way stations (New
Almaden Wednesdays only
A San Jose, Tres Pinos, Santa Cruz,
Pacific Grove, Paso Robles, San
a San Jose and

:45

p

7 :05

P

l

Morrow &

(Established

P
3:30p
5:00

*2:30p San Jose, Gilroy, Tres Pinos,
Santa Cruz, Salinas, Monterey,
Pacific

Grove

*10 :40 A

*3:30pSan Jose and principal way
P San Jose and Way Stations
San Jose and way stations
6:30p San Jose and way stations
fll:45p San Jose and way stations
*4 :30

5:30 p

9 :47

A

*8 :06

(Slip

a

6:35

Clay St. and 28 Commercial St., S. P
Branches at Bay District, Ingleside. and Third
St Hay Wharf.
Telephone No 35
ft.

Commercial

St., S. P.

9:20, 11:00 A M; 18:35,8:80
5:10, 6:30 p M.
Thursdays— Extra trip at
11:30 p M. Saturdays— Extra trips at 1:50
and 11:30 P M.
8:00, 9:30, 11:00 A M; 1:30. 3:30, 5:00,

a for Morning.
p for Afternoon.
•Sundays excepted.
tSaturdays only.
JSundays only. ^Tuesdays and Saturdays.
tt Monday, Thursday, and Saturday nights only.
^Sundays and Thursdays.

SAN RAFAEL TO SAN FRANCISCO.
WEEK DAYS—6:25, 7:55, 9:30, 11:10 AM;.13:45,

The Pacific Transfer Company will call for
and check baggage from hotels and residences.
Enquire of Ticket Agents for Time Cards and

PM.

3:40. 5:10

and

6:35

Saturdays

Leave

AM;

11:10

9:40,

Steamers leave wharf at FIRST and

S. F.

I

|

Arrive

In Effect
Oct. 28, 1895.

HONGKONG,- connecting
steamers for SHANGHAI.

at

X>y's
|

AM 8:50AM
P m 10:30AM
7:30p
6:15pm

Novato,

10:40

Petaluma,
Santa Rosa.

6-05

(

Fulton,

Windsor,
Healdsburg,

AM

8:00

3:30

PM

Geyserville.
Cloverdale.
I

Pieta, Hop-

|

lland, Ukiah.l

7:40a Ml

3:30pmI
7:40AMI
5:10pm!
7:40AM|
3:30pm|

8:00

AM

8:00am
5:00pm
8:00am
5:00pm

10

|

Sebastopol. 110:40am
I

I

6:05

TICKET OFFICE—650 Market
H.C. WHITING,
Gen. Manager.

D. D.

STUBBS, Secretary.

pm

10 30 AM
6:15 pm

St.,

Chronicle

R. X. RYAN,
Gen. Passenger Agent.

STEAMSHIP CO.

PACIFIC COAST

Dispatch steamers from San Francisco
ports in Alaska, 9 A. m. Feb. 29

for

;

ForB.

and Puget Sound ports, Feb 4,11,
14, 19, 24, 29, and every 5th day thereafter.
For Eureka (Humboldt Bav), Steamer "Pomona," at 2 p.m. Feb. 3. 7, u, 15, 19, 23, 27, and every
fourth day thereafter
For Newport, Los Angeles and p'l way ports,
at 9 a.m. Feb. 1,5, 9, 13, 17,2' ..>, 29, and every
fourth day thereafter.
For San Diego, stopping only at Port Harford,
Santa Barbara, Port Los Angeles, Redondo, (Los
Angeles) and Newport, Feb. 3, 7, 11, 15 19, 23, 27,
and every fourth day thereafter, at 11 A. M.
ForEnsenada, San Jose del Cabo, Mazatlan,
La Paz. Altata, and Guaymas (Mexico), steamer
"Willamette Valley." 10 a.m., 25th of each month.
Ticket Office— Palace Hotel, No. 4 New
C.

Montgomery

street.

10

Market

street,

Gen'l Agents,
San Francisco.

OCEANIC STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
Coolgardie
(Frcemantlel

gold-fields,

Australia,

$320 flrst class, $110 steerage. Lowest rates to Capetown, S. Africa.
O. S. S. Co.'s steamers
sail:

HONOLULU, APIA,
AUCKLAND, and SYD-

For

NEY,
Feb.

Saturday, February 15, 18%
Thursday, March 5, 1896
(via Honolulu). Saturday, March 81, 1896

For freight or passage apply at Company's
No. 435 Market street, corner First.

(AM

Building.

and

Round Trip Tickets at Reduced Rates.

31

7:30 pm
6: 15 P M
Sonoma,
10:40am S:5<IA U
Glen Ellen. 6:05pm 6:15pm

Guerneville

Stages connect at San Rafael for Bolinas.
Stages connect at Cloverdale for the Geysers.
Stages connect at Pieta for Highland Springs,
Kelseyville, and Lakeport.
Stages connect at Ukiah for Vichy Springs,
Blue Lakes, Laurel Del Lake, Saratoga Springs,
Upper Lake, Booneville, Greenwood, Orr's Hot
Springs, Mendocino City. Fort Bragg, Usal.
Westport, Laytonville, Willitts, Capella. Porno,
Potter Valley, John Day's, Lierley's, Gravelly
Valley, Harris. Scotia, and Eureka.
Saturday-to-Monday Round Trip Tickets at reduced rates.
On Sundays. Round TripTickets to all points
beyond San Rafael at half rates.

Yokohama with

office,

in S. f.

-

7:40AM 8:00AM
3:30pm, 9:30AM
5:10pmI 5:00pm

BRAN-

NAN STREETS, at 3 P M, for YOKOHAMA

:55

1

1:40,3:40,5:00,

Sunaa ? s Desti'tion. S-days. Week

k

For Japan and China.

GAEr.io

—Extra trips at

p M.

6:25 pm.
Between San Francisco and Sohuetzen Park,
same schedule as above.

OCCIDENTAL AND ORIENTALS.S. CO.

Doric
BELGIC

pm.

6:20

Market street

•7:15,9:00, and 11:00 A. m., 11:00. *2:00, 13:00,
*4:00, 15:00 and *6:O0p. m.
From Oakland— Foot of Broadway.
6:00,8:00, 10:00 a. m. ; 112:00, *1 :00, 12:00,
•3:00,14:00 *5:00p. m.

Street.

SAN FRANCISCO TO SAN RAFAEL.

No.

Bookbinder, Paper- Ruler, Printer
and Blank Book Manufacturer.
516

Market

of

GOODALL, PERKINS & CO.,

BUSWELL,

a

f7:45P

8).

other information.

GRAIN

39

*8:48a

CREEK ROUTE FERRY.
or

ftND

Commission Merchants.

sta-

tions

From San Francisco—Foot

Go.,

1854.)

fifty

Luis Obispo, Guadalupe and principal way stations
a San Jose and way stations
11:45a Palo Alto and way stations
10 :40

Tiburon Ferry— Foot

SUNDAYS—8:10,

Pollok.

8:45p

Stations
3:30p New Orleans

3:30 p

SUNDAYS—

There is no genius in life like the genius
of energy and industry.— D. G. Mitchell.
By nature's laws, immutable and just, enjoyment stops when indolence begins.—

P

6:45P
9:15a

Santa Rosa
4:00p Benicia,
Knight's

versity than in prosperity.— Chilo.
The fruit derived from labor is the sweetest of all pleasures.— Vauvenargues.

edge, to beauty, when these attributes are
considered in the purest sense.— Emerson.

SanLeandro, Haywards and Way

Stations
4:00P Martinez, San Ramon, Vallejo,
Napa, Calistoga, El Verano and

WEEK DAYS—7:40,

a

,

4:'i0p

Fashion must be forever new, or she becomes insipid.— Lowell.The virtuous home is the basis of all national prosperity.— Anon.
Be more prompt to go to a friend in ad-

Montesquieu.
To maintain an opinion because it is thine
and not because it is true, is to prefer thyVenning.
self above truth.
Irresolution is a heavy stone Tolled up a
hill by a weak child, and moved a little up
just to fall back again.— W. Rider.
The gain of lying is nothing else but not
to be trusted of any, nor to be believed when
we say the truth.— Sir W. Raleigh.
There can be no excess to love, to knowl-

.

2:45p
Stations
Niles San Jose and Livermore ... 8 :4a a
Sacramento River steamers ..— *9:00p
Stations....
f7:45P
Port Costa and Way
San Leandro, Haywards and Way
5 :45 p
Stations

P
•1:00 p
tl:30p
3:00 P
1

PACIFIC

RAILWAY CO.

SAN FRANCISCO'.
\

15, 1896.

SAN FRANCISCO and NORTH

WISE AND OTHERWISE..

System.)

Trains Leave and are Due to Arrive at

Leave.

February

For

S.
6th.

S

MARIPOSA,

18116.

at 2 P. M,

HONOLULU,

S. S-

"AUSTRALIA."

at 10 AM
for parties Feb.

Saturday, Feb.

REDUCED SPECIAL KATES

15,

and 15th, 1886.
For passage apply to 114 Montgomery street.
For freight apply to 327 Market street.
J D. SPRECKELS & BROS. CO., General Agts.
6th
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a full Treasury confidence
the entire country.

will

be restored over

R. Dille will visit Honolulu. A word of friendly caution
is extended to Mrs. Liliuokalaui Dominis.

monitor, Comanche,
THE
Naval Reserve
old

is

of California.

to be handed over to the
Verily, our coast de-

fenses are picking up.

Pest-house should be located where
THE
and not be an obstacle
venience no

it

one,

provement

will

to

incon-

22, 1896.

Number

8.

SMil'milsT

..ut (hi Market street makes a point of
exhibiting In his store window certain articles devoted exclusively to the use of the female sex.
Such
goods should be kept inside, and not paraded before the
gaze of the public.
It is only natural
to suppose that
women know where to lind them when desired, and their
exhibition is an offense to decency and food for the prur-

iently minded.

TROUBLE

is apparently smouldering between Germany
and France. H is more than likely that the next few
years will witness the final conflict between these two
nations.
Something is necessary to clarify the European
political atmosphere and ensure peace during the century
to come.
Things could not be worse than they are at
present, commercially speaking, and some sort of settle-

ment

will

speedily restore the world's equilibrium.

the imlabor unions have
THE
purpose
going

of valuable real estate.

of
chief legislation

organized with the ostensible
into politics for their own protection.
they have to fear is that of their
experience may prove beneficial to

THE
Board

The

and

They are further determined upon prohibiting
armed or unarmed private detectives from entering the
State to suppress strikes and such troubles. They possi-

theft of State property supplied to the State
of Silk Culture should be traceable to some one
the offender brought to justice.

better for California to let her railroads remain in
Outsiders may prove hard
of Californians.
masters if we once give them the opportunity to do so.
is

ITthe hands

leaders, but a little

them.

bly are averse to taking medicine, but it remains to be seen
riot shall rule in this State.

whether law and order or

Italian anarchists are permitted to preach
Commissioner
WHEN
LABOR
time for the
revolutionary doctrines
the conclusion that
their

in this city, it is

This is a free country,
police to interfere in the matter.
but anarchists, like vermin, are subject to small consideration.

recommendation
Secretary Herbert to increase
THE
the Navy by two new battleships and twelve torpedo
of

boats

is

We need

a good one. The number, however, is insufficient.
a navy as powerful as that of any European

power.
Chinese
THE
dred

Government is raising a loan of one hunEngland and Germany will provide
money, which is intended for the payment of the war inmillion taels.

this

demnity to Japan. It is a pity that the loan cannot be
provided for by this country, as the security is all that
could be desired.

Department has
the
NOW that
managers and
ordering the arrest
Postoffice

issued instrucpropriearticles, pictures,
are sent through the

of
tions
tors of newspapers containing obscene

and advertisements when the same
mails, it

is

apparent

become
The home has been dese-

possible that a higher tone will soon

our great
crated long enough.
in

dailies.

rumor, started some time ago by Mayor Sutro,
THE
that the water supplied by the Spring Valley Water
not fit for drinking purposes has been pronounced to be entirely without foundation. The Board of
Health recently supplied samples of the fluid to leading
chemists for analysis, and they pronounced it free from
impurities and healthful in every respect.

Company

is

would
BEFORE the Monroe Doctrine affair blows over, come
to
it

be a good thing for America and England to
some definite understanding concerning it and the limitations it puts upon colonization on this side of the Atlantic.
Ours is above all things a peaceful era. The people of both
countries shun war, and the matter should be clearly settled so as to prevent later and more dangerous disputes.

Fitzgerald has sensibly reached
use to have a law
passed requiring bakers to keep their establishments in a
cleanly and sanitary condition.
He rightly concludes that
a system of inspection is a much better means of protecting the public. Accordingly, he proposes a supervision
of bakeries, and will issue to those deserving patronage a
certificate of cleaniness aud good order. This should serve
the purpose of protecting the intelligent classes of the
community from the risk of consuming filth with their
daily bread.
it is of little

GOVERNOR BUDD

deserves credit for his open condemnation of the manner in which the State fairs at
Sacramento are conducted. These annual exhibitions consist in reality of little more than horse-racing, with some
slight show of agricultural and horticultural products.
The interest centers at the track, and gamblers and
swindlers of all descriptions reap a harvest from the
crowds that swarm upon the grounds. As hitherto conducted, these fairs have been a disgrace to the State, and
have done far more to promote gambling than to encourage agriculture. Naturally, the people of Sacramento
are "anxious" to have the fairs maintained, but this is
simply because the annual show brings business to the
town, however great may be the detriment to morality.

EASTERN

opinion is almost unanimously condemnatory of the late vituperation heaped by Senator Tillman, of South Carolina, upon President Cleveland. Republican journals of repute, as well as Democratic, also voice
the sentiment that, in playing to the gallery, the Senator
not only overstepped the line of common decency, but committed an outrageous and uncalled for attack upon the
man who stands for the embodiment of all authority.
Senator Tillman belongs to an ever growing class of men
willing, for the furtherance of their own personal interests,
to hazard the welfare of the general masses whom they
profess to represent. It is a good sign when one of these
instigators to violence and enemies to law and order receives the castigation he so richly deserves.

SAN FRANCISCO NEWS LETTER.
REFUNDING

PROPOSITIONS

SIMPLIFIED.

the Congress and people of the
United States became earnestly seized with the idea
that a great transcontinental railroad from ocean to
ocean was necessary to the safety and unity of the nation.
Certain men were named to carry out the cherished enterprise, and, of course, the important consideration of ways
Bonds were
and means had to be taken into account.
The first series of
issued and the necessary money raised.
bonds do not bear the Government's guarantee, but were
The
constituted a first lien upon the railroad property.
second lot of bonds were indorsed by the Government, and
are payable by it. They were given the legal status of
second mortgages on the road bed from Ogden to San
Those second bonds are now about to become due
Jose.
and payable, and the question now arises as to what had
better be done in regard to them. That is, in a few words,
the problem that Congress is called upon to solve.
First to foreThree rival propositions hold the field.
close the Government's second, or subsidiary lien, and sell
Second the Government to buy
it to the highest bidder.
up or become responsible for the first mortgage bonds, assume possession of the road and operate it, or cause it to
be operated on its own account, and third—to refund the
whole debt (on which six per cent is now being paid) at
about three per cent., which the Government could easily
do in the present state of its credit, and then contract
with the present managers of the road to assume responsibility for the Government's liability for the principal and
interest, as it becomes due, of the bonds so refunded; they
(the managers) giving further security for the due fulfillment of their agreement, and provision being made for the
creation by them of a sinking fund, and for a return of the
property to the Government in case of any default being
macie in the payment of interest as it accrues.
The first of these propositions is that for which Mayor
Sutro and young Mr. Hearst are fighting for with such
unbounded energy and amplitude of funds. It is in the interests of an Eastern combination, in which the Vanderbilts and Goulds are obviously interested, and has for its
ultimate purpose the control of the Union and Central
Pacific by what is known as the North Western System.
The more it is examined the more clearly it will be seen to
Under it the roads would
be a proposition without merit.
be bought for little more than the first mortgage, and the
Government would be out and injured to the extent of
nearly its whole obligation.
That, and the revengeful replacing of the California owners by Eastern ones, is all
there is to that proposition.
The second proposal may be said to be that of the
cranks, whom more designing men think it necessary to
conciliate in order to secure their voice and influence in
the defeat of any possible wise and conservative refunding
scheme. Refunding out of the way, foreclosure becomes
inevitable, and a possibility is opened up for the success of
the Eastern syndicate of conspirators.
That our Government, constituted as it is, could operate the roads,
either by itself, or through any conceivable agency it
could call into existence, is one of the wildest of imaginings,
and merits no place in a serious controversy.
The remaining proposal is that which long ago emanated
from the men who originally built the Central Pacific, developed its trade, and extended its branches, until they
tapped almost every valley of the State, and connected it
with all the great sections of our common country. It is
not at all difficult to understand that these men, or the
heirs and survivors of them, might years since have found
it pecuniarily advantageous to have abandoned the roadbed from Ogden to San Jose to such uses as the Government, or the first bond holders, might choose to make of
it.
That mail bed is not practically necessary to the men
of the Southern Pacific.
They own a better, because a
much more cheaply operated trans-continental line. They,
moreover, own all the side lines, feeders, ferries, terminals,
water fronts, -rolling stock, and whatever else is necessary
to such a comple: carrying trade as the needs of this
great section call for. Nothing, therefore, would be easier
than for them to say "let that old road-bed go. To retain
will
cost twice as much as we can duplicate it
it
for, and will lead to interminable conflicts
with poliBetter let it go." Palpably, that
ticians and the people.

IN

the

early

sixties,

—

—

February

22, 180,6.

what it would profit the Southern Pacific to say
and mean right now. The reason why it never has been
said does immortal honor to the memory of those of the
original builders of the Central Pacific who have departed
this life, and everlasting credit to the name of the one who
remains to battle, not for further gains of which he has
no need, nor for earthly honors or enjoyments for which,
in the nature of things, he can have but little further use,
but who desires, as his dead partners desired, to make

is

provision for the ultimate payment of every dollar invested
by the Government, or by anybody, in the great enterprise which spanned the continent, unified the extreme
limits of the nation, extorted the wonder of the world, and
will yet give immortality to the great names of Stanford,
Crocker, Hopkins, and Huntington.
To those who can
put aside the worked up and manufactured passion of the
hour, and look with unclouded reason upon the scene, there
is something inspiring in the way this grand old man
Huntiugton is to-day fighting to have the debts of the
Central Pacific liquidated to the last dollar in the only way
that it has ever been possible to liquidate them. No great
railroad in this country or any other has ever repaid its
first cost within twenty-five years of its construction.
If
any such result had been expected and demanded, this
country would have had to have waited centuries yet for
the railroads it has to-day. It is enough for a young country to pay interest on the capital value of its public utilities, aud to wait until it has filled up and built up before
paying for their first cost. Posterity, numerous and prosperous as it will be, will find a way to pay for its great
heritage, and, we think, will have no reason to lament the
greatness or profitableness of the achievements of this age
in which we live.
Be that as it may, there is no present
reason why the Central Pacific owners should be asked to
do the impossible, or to be treated by the Government in
a manner in which no private creditor thinks of treating
his debtor.
The original security for the debt is not only
intact, but has been greatly bettered.
To that security
it is proposed to make invaluable additions.
The Government is asked to extend the period for which it has loaued
its credit; simply that and nothing more. If this is granted,
the continuity of the railroad service will be maintained,
and trade will flourish. If it be refused, chaos will have
come again, and no man can tell the end.

—

For some time past very direct allusions
have been made in certain of our Eastern
the Senate,
exchanges to the bibulous habits of more
than one United States Senator, charged
with appearing in their seats in a condition bordering on
helpless intoxication.
Senator Morgan, of Alabama, is
Sobriety
in

said to be the principal offender.
It is alleged that he is
rarely or never sober, and some very unhappy stories are
told of bis condition in Paris when attending the International Bi-metallic Congress. It is further charged that his
colleagues have frequently feared to meet with him in Committees, whose business has had to be postponed in consequence.
The subject matter being alluded to by the
New York press, led the Boston Herald to unwisely put
in a plea for toleration in this wise: "Some of the greatest.
men of our country have had this habit of drinking heavily.
It has gone into history as a weakness in their character,

but the mantle of charity was always drawn over it by
their contemporaries." This causes the New York Nation
to wax indignant enough to say: "Well, the
mantle of
charity' was grossly misused when it was cast over this
Anyhow,
public
weakness.'
whatever excuse a
man may
have had for drinking heavily fifty years ago, he has
none to-day. If he cannot stop it, he ought to get out of
public life.
It is preposterous to make abstinence a condition of employment in an engineer of a locomotive, or in
a captain of a liner, and allow a statesman, whose blunders
may bring on a bloody war, to get drunk as often as he
pleases, and then whine for the 'mantle of charity.'
We
believe we are the only civilized people to-day who allow
men high in office to roll in the gutter with impunity." It
makes the matter none the better that Senator Morgan is
a leading member of the Committee on Foreign Relations,
and, until lately, was its chairman.
If there be one place
more than another where strict sobriety should prevail, it
is in the Committee charged with the issues of peace and
war.
'

'

'
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matter for a man. even in this city, where we have titty
murders for one execution, means for a woman only a year
or two's imprisonment or just long enough to give the
courts and a second jury time to become accustomed to

—

her.

Stum.' by Judge Belcher's scornful language, the jurors
the Sbattuck case arc quarreling about the apportionment of blame for the verdict. Jurors Kittredge and Mullcr aver that while they wanted to couvict the woman of
murder hi the first degree, they voted for acquittal because
they saw there would be a disagreement else, and they desired to save the county the expense of another trial
Juror Ashe resented the introduction into the jury-room
of evidence not admitted in the court-room. All the jurors
who have spoken appear to have arrived at their conclusion without much reference to the testimony, and to have
made no use whatever of their heads. One declared his
belief that the woman had suffered enough, and that sympathetic view doubtless in large degree controlled the
whole twelve. Had the chorus girl's father, instead of her
mother, killed her lover, the jury would not have been so
pitiful, or if disposed to be so, would have mastered their
pity out of respect for the public wrath which would descend upon them for a criminally kind verdict. In dealing
with the mother they counted on public applause, or, at
worst, apathy.
The average Californiau juror is a chivalrous ass. The
murderess invariably derives advantage from the deference that he feels for the whole sex, which is relatively
scarce and hard to get in his habitat. To his muddled, undeveloped brain it appears that he is paying a compliment
to Woman when by his vote he testifies his conviction that
she is not a responsible being. If this juror were hunting
monkeys for food he would lower his gun on perceiving the
simian in the tree to be female. He is a high-toned, elegant gentleman under all circumstances, drunk or sober.
It is not well that the laws of a community should be at
variance with its public opinion. Nothing being better established by experience than that a woman in California
cannot be seriously punished for serious crime, this principle ought to be incorporated into the statutes. Then the
in

!

laws would be spared tbat contempt which is brought upon
them by non-enforcement. But while things remain as
they are, a decent respect for human reason dictates that
each Judge shall keep a list of moral runts and intellectual
ciphers such as acquitted murderess Shattuck, and bar
them from jury duty until the laws have been based on
sexual sympathy and not common sense.
The Shattuck
jurors, in a truly civilized community, would be locked up
as dangerous. Among us they will receive the grateful
smiles of the New Woman', which is, perhaps, punishment
enough.

The Examiner
to

another

is stirring up the preachers
agitation against the social

evil.
The paper is not doing this because
cares anything about the social evil, but because it
needs in its business at the moment some appearance
of moral sense. It has been shocking the city, which is
not easily shocked, by its manner of reporting the
murder of a courtesan on Morton streei. This crime
gave the Examiner an opportunity to take out the walls of
the town's vilest houses of ill-fame and replace them vith
glass, so that even the school children could study the interiors, down to the smallest particular of furniture as
'well as of life. Work so unnecessary and so very dirty has
it

Is

as

respond, of

women

the scarlet

as

was
01 g.
They have no Friends who
ran hurt the ebu
Besides, it is an easj
talk on. The Rev. Dr, Case, we see, is especially vene
it
in bis righteous wrath against Morion Btreet- the same
ise, who but two weeks ago was pleading for merci
ful judgment of Dr. Brown from his chaste pulpit.
11,
pointed to the moral lapses of Si
d other Oli
tament worthies, and Eod's tolerance of them, as examples
of what the atiiii.de of the pious should be toward preachers who break the seventh c
mandmenl and then tie
it.
But he would be stern with the non-clerica
nor.
I
would.' he confides to his friend, the Examiner,
" arrest every man seen going into the doors of such
an
establishment, and have him sentenced to thirty-nine lashes
If that
dose of castigation were
at the whipping-post.
not sufficient it should be repeated."
For a brother in the
Lord, however, who numbers Miss Overman and Mrs.
Stockton among his congregation, there shall lie no whip
ping-post, but at the very worst a suspension of judgment.
It is needless to say that the interviewed clergy, while
declaiming against Morton street, are exceedingly shy
about suggesting an alternative.
That is why the less
that is said about Morton street the better. Pending a
proposition to remove the women to a district remote from
the center of the city, and frankly to place them under
proper police and medical regulation, these periodical agitations against the social evil effect no good purpose.
On
the contrary, they merely advertise that which should be
hidden, and drench with filth the newspapers, and so carry
pollution into uncounted homes.
Yet were it attempted
to isolate the women, to control and mitigate an evil which
human nature and social institutions being
it is impossible
what they are to extirpate, who would be the first to cry
frenzy
against
this ''recognition " of sin, as if recout in a
ognition with the intention to lessen were a joyous and
shameful encouragement? The clergy, of course Brother
Case, Brother Brown, Brother Pond, and all the good men
It

true that the laws bj thi
put both
on an equality, but Junes, through whom custom ex
have decreed that murder done bj b female Is no
murder. This is so well r
that men who desire
m put Forward a wife
or id the killing,
onfldent that no very unpleasant legal results will ensue.
That which is a hanging
It is

Let Perdita
Alone.

B

in

and death over men

life

once

1

—

—
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of their sort.

They tire, these reverend chatterers, who seem to be
as deficient in sense as they are in real moral perception.
Morton street is foul, foul beyond even the Examiner's
power, though not its willingness, to describe, but why
stir up with the stick of useless publicity this foulness for
The closing of Morton
which no remedy is proposed?
street would result simply in defiling other neighborhoods
which are now clean. Morton street does not obtrude itIt is not a hunself upon those who are not seeking it.
dredth part so conspicuous as the Rev. Dr. Brown has been
Until a reservation for its wretched
these two months.
inhabitants has been provided, Morton street should be let
And, for the sake of decency, the Examiner and its
alone.
co-workers, the sensational preachers, should be taught
that it is to the interest of their highly moral pockets to
seek cleaner themes.
Socialism Adopted
By The
Labor Unions.

The growth of socialism
was strongly illustrated

in

America

in the pro-

ceedings of the i*ecent labor convention in this city.
The gathering was
composed of delegates from the various trade unions of
San Francisco. It adjourned for a mouth, without taking
final action in relation to a plan of campaign, but decided
that organized labor should engage in politics. Resolutions
were unanimously adopted condemning the "competitive
system of industry" as "the capitalist's plan of private
exploitation of those deprived of tools and land," and declaring that this competitive system is " the fundamental
cause of industrial distress and economic slavery of the
masses of the workers." It was further resolved that the
workers should "proceed to organize their federated
forces on such lines as are best calculated to supplant
competition and its fraudulent fundamentals, and to substitute therefore a system of universal cooperation founded
on the socialization of the means of production land, tools

—
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No Reliance
Upon

Bismarck's famous "blood and iron" form a much more
any nation. It is clear that the
nation best prepared for war is least in danger of the
sword. The time of a general disarmament and universal
peace is as far off as the millenium. It will do no harm to
preach the gospel of arbitration, but we must beware lest
at some time a first-class fighting power provoke a war
when we are unprepared to so much as protect our coasts.
effectual safeguard for

—

great railroad strike of 1894. Every encouragement was
then given to train-wreckers and others engaged in
organized effort against the tyranny of capital. And now
that labor unions have begun to learn that there is little
or nothing to be gained by the old weapons of strikes and
boycotts, the adoption of the socialist program, and its introduction into national politics, is a consequence to be
apprehended. It is not unlikely that the socialist-labor
party, by whatever uame it may be distinguished, will in a
few years become a formidable factor in the politics of the
United States, as it already is in Germany. The demagogues who have sown the seed may have a chance to
reap the whirlwind.

The advocates

of arbitration,

as a

means

settling international difficulties, are
again to the front.
It is proposed that
England and the United States provide
for the establishment of a permanent board of arbitration,
for the pacific adjustment of international controversies.
This would be a thing most devoutly to be wished, if it
Uncould be relied upon as a safeguard against war.
fortunately, however, neither nation would agree to submit all disputes to such a tribunal, or to be bound in all
cases by its decisions. This is the weak point of internaThere is never much support for the
tional arbitration.
idea save at times when no event has occurred to stir the
popular heart. When an actual cause for war is visible,
the people are too deeply moved to be willing to trust to
Only a short time ago this country and Engarbitration.
land were, in a twinkling, brought almost to the verge of
war by President Cleveland's famous Venezuela message.
The spirit manifested in America at that time did not
speak well for the progress of the arbitration gospel. It
is always so when national pride or national honor is
wounded. At such times suggestions for arbitration become mere waste of words. No Government has ever left
to arbitration what is regarded as a matter of vital imArbitration is best suited to such comparaportance.
of

Arbitration,

tively small questions as those relating to the Alaska seal,
and even over that animal this country narrowly escaped

a serious difficulty with England.
As for the idea of " compulsory " arbitration, sometimes
advocated, it should scarcely be necessary to point out
that it involves a confusion of terms.
Voluntary submission of a dispute to an impartial tribunal is the essential principle of arbitration,- when compulsion exists there
can be no real arbitration. Compulsion implies force, and
force in a military sense cannot be exerted without
armament. So long as the nations continue at all times to
make preparations for war, the country least equipped
must remain at a disadvantage. Even if all the nations
of Europe could be induced to unite with America in an
agreement for the arbitration of all international questions,
there would always be danger that some one of them, and
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that the strongest, would on occasion refuse to be bound
by an award. What then ? The tribunal could not enforce its decision.
Thus the most honorable and the most
peaceful of nations would be apt to fall a victim to the
wiles of the least trustworthy or most combative.
As is
commonly illustrated in arbitration of disputes between
individuals, evasion of the requirements of an award is
easy to the dishonest. Nor are arbitrators always free
from reasonable suspicion as to motives or bias. It would
be a dangerous thing for this country to rely upon the
growth of international sentiment in favor of arbitration.

and capital." In conclusion, the convention declared in
favor of "such distinct political action as will forever
throw off the yoke of our capitalist masters." It is significant of the cowardice of the daily press that while much
space was given to the report of the proceedings of the
convention, the editorial columns of the newspapers have
remained silent on the subject of this radical departure by
If this convention be fairly an
the labor representatives.
exponent of the drift of sentiment in the ranks of what is
called "organized labor" in America, the inevitable
struggle against socialism is not far distant. The programme, as laid down in the resolutions adopted, embodies
the cant with which students of socialism have become
The capitalist is held up to execration as a
familiar.
plunderer of the laborer, and there is a sweeping demand
The "socialization of the means of
for a general "divide."
"
means, in plain
production land, tools, and capital
English, a confiscation of property for the benefit of those
who are impecunious. Is it not clear that the men who
proclaim these sentiments would immediately proceed to
put them into operation, had they the power to do soy If
the accumulation of capital be robbery, the sooner the
capital is distributed, per capita, the better it should be
This is the logical application of the
for the body politic.
No doubt
principles laid down by the labor convention.
the growth of these ideas in California was greatly promoted by the policy of most of our newspapers during the

—
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The Board of Supervisors has decided that
the water rates for the ensuing year shall
not be decreased, but shall remain as they
are at present, being according to the schedule adopted by
the Board in February of last year.
Strangely enough,
this action has not brought forth the usual denunciation
from the daily press, clamoring for reduction, without sufficient thought being given the service rendered.
This
action on the part of the Supervisors i° probably due to
the fact that they studied the financial report of the Spring
Valley Water Company, lately issued, and which showed
that the Company's workings last year had even resulted
in a loss.
The Spring Valley Water Company is fulfilling
its duty to the city and the general public in the best possible manner.
Although at a somewhat late period, the
papers are becoming aware of this fact.
They see that
attacking solid corporations and the men at the head of
them only hurts their own pockets, as well as retards the
development of California.
Eastern capitalists are not
likely to invest their money where they will be subject to
the abuse heaped upon them by a demagogic press, and
people of moderate means follow largely their example.
Had the newspapers of San Francisco only become
aware of this fact some twenty years ago instead of to-day,
and had shaped their policy on broad and useful lines by
helping our large water, gas, and railroad corporations
along in their endeavors to build up this State, instead of
indulging in abuse at their expense, then instead of having
only one million inhabitants California would certainly have
two, and probably even three or four. Thus, cost for all
accommodation would be less factories would be in operation everywhere, and we should be producing here those
goods for which we are still dependent upon the East.
Even the daily papers themselves would be bettered because they would have a larger circulation and more advertising patronage.
Finally, every Western industry
would be better off, hard times would be unknown, the
"tramp problem " would be settled, and the prospect for
the future would be healthy in every respect.
worse
policy than that of wholesale corporation hunting cannot
well be imagined.
Equitable

Water Rates,

!

;

A

Two of the leading public schools, the Lincoin and the Longfellow, are closed, owing
to the fearful sanitary defects found to exist in them.
Diphtheria, scarlet fever, and other zymotic
diseases are rampant among the children subjected to foul
air, bad sewerage, and dirty water pipes.
This state of
affairs appeals directly to every parent in the city, for, if
present conditions be not remedied, the lives of thousands
of school children may be sacrificed and their health imperilled in the hey-day of their youth.
The Board of Education, the Supervisors, and the Board of Health are all
equally responsible for this monstrous blot on the community, and it is to be hoped they will take speedy action
Defective

Sanitation,

in

the matter.

The Irish Home Rulers are persisting in their usual
methods of attacking and harassing the British Government. Until abler and more reliable men can be found
to attend to the interests of Ireland, things had better remain as thev are.
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the basis of

and without it half
the
present prevalent, would be suppressed
from the knowledge of the da tors and would thus secretly
endanger the community. There is no doubt of tl
that should the average physician learn farts that might
lead to the conviction of a murderer or sonic other fugitive
from justice, being an honorable man he would of himself
impart them to those holding authority above him. lint
it would be well not to subject him to law in this case, but
rather let him decide whether his knowledge would be of
any use or not. At any rate, even if he is compelled to
state what he knows concerning a man. the information lie
may give should be for the Judge's ears alone and not for
of the bullying counsel and the inquisitive reporter.
Viewing the matter from the side of the patient, it might
even be good to make it a criminal offense upon the part
of any doctor to disclose whatever knowledge comes to
him whilst acting in his capacity of medical adviser. Cases
have been known where doctors resorted to blackmail
when once in possession of certain questionable facts concerning their patients. To punish such violations of confidence with a long term of imprisonment would be to
doubly protect the patient and remove a temptation from
the path of his adviser.
tarties

ii

Inspector Dockery has done much for the prevention of disease caused by the sale of impure
and adulterated milk in this eity, but New
York eclipses us entirely in its methods of guarding the
public from abuse by fraudulent milkmen.
A late amendment to the Sanitary Code of that city provides that no
milk shall be sold or kept for sale by anyone without a
permit so to do signed by the Board of Health. Before
this permit is issued the Board investigates the respective
dairies and should they not comply with specified regulations as to cleanliness and order the permit is refused.
This method of procedure is far superior to ours as it
strikes at the very root of all evil unhealthy cows and
filthy surroundings.
So much sickness is traceable to the
consumption of bad milk nowadays, that it behooves us to
adopt the most stringent of measures to protect ourselves
from the evil.
Another good resolution adopted is one
prohibiting expectoration upon the floors of public places.
Placards, calling the attention of people to this, are to be
prominently posted in all places where men congregate,
and proper receptacles are to be provided and continually
cleansed.
The habit of promiscuous expectoration is not
only unhealthy but is also a dirty one, causing much inconvenience to ladies whose garments trail along the ground
and sweep up much with which they come in contact.
The habit is a common one here where the influences of the
forty-niner are'still apparent; but with proper legislation
and a strict enforcement of the laws wonders could be performed in a very short time. The two subjects are well
worth the consideration of people interested in reforms
and if the members of our Board of Health will take action
in the matter they can feel assured of the sympathy and
backing of the better part of the community.
Sanitary

Reform.

—

The Church

There is everywhere an expectation that
the ecclesiastical court summoned to try the
Reverend Dr. Brown will befriend him
Everywhere, also, there is a conviction that Brown is
guilty.
The assumption is that the clergymen and laymen
composing the court are of a moral and mental order
Council.

which renders them more solicitous for what they deem
the interests of the church than they are for ordinary
justice and ordinary morals. Therefore, the Congregational
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It goes without saying that if the evidence should
prove
the Innocence of Dr, Brown the public would rejoice in his
exoneration by tl
urt; hut If the evidei
all the same as that which has appeared in the
newspapers,
and the brush should be applied, the court would not make
Dr. Crown white, lint itself black.
The temptation will lie
Btrong to shuffle and arm Dr. Brown with a recti
nieal acquittal, with which lie can Bneak away and find another pulpit at a distance.
Hut that would be equivalent
to sending among unoffending strangers a leper carrying
a certificate of health.
It would be a crime
The public lias not nearly so vital an interest in the outcome of this trial as have the churches. The latter are on
view for judgment, and should the court be merciful to
proved adultery, falsehood, slander, and brazen impudence,
the cost to the household of faith will be very great. Kindness to Dr. Brown, guilty, will be cruelty to Christianity
and an affront to the good sense and moral feeling of all
men and women whose sense of right and wrong has not
been perverted by a pious environment.

a common thing in this city as well as in
others of the Union, for members of the
medical profession to buy cats and other helpless animals for anatomical purposes, the price paid being
usually about twenty cents for each.
He who will wilfully
mutilate a harmless, domestic little creature in the socalled interests of science, is not worthy the name of man.
He is lower than the brute, for the brute will only kill its
kind in self-defense or when instigated thereto by the
cravings of hunger. He is rather a fiend, whose heart
and soul alike are perverted, and whose savage instincts
refined yet accentuated by the demands of our civilization
can only be satisfied by the sight of blood and the

Animal

It

Murder,

all

is

—

sufferings of his victim.
The usefulness of vivisection is being called into question daily more and more. Reputable
physicians and other intelligent and humane people are
raising their voices in protest against it and it is to be
hoped that in the near future it will fall into disrepute altogether.

"Well, what

of it?
What's the use?"
the Philistine's greeting to the news
that Nansen has discovered the North Pole.
The Pole
can't be sold, and the climate forbids that belting should
be attached to the revolving thing and machinery turned.
There is no money visible in the North Pole, so it is scorned.
The courage it took to get there, the daring, the endurance, the manly indifference to life in the pursuit of an idea
not sordid, compels no admiration from the Philistine. An
exclusive devotion to business is as deadening to the heart
and imagination as exclusive devotion to the bottle. Useless or not, the North Pole is the modern Holy Grail, and
the knight who first reaches it will, somehow, excite in the
generality of men a thrill which could not be awakened by
a regiment of millionaires marching to the clinking music
The race is still human.
of a gold band.

Our Holy

Grail.

is

Merely A
Combination

The Central Pacific Lumber. Company

of
California has been organized, representing a combination of lumbering concerns
having a total capital of seventy million dollars. The
public are assured, through a published interview, that
the new organization " is not a trust " merely a combinaIncidentally, it is hinted that the price of lumber
tion.
will immediately be advanced $2 a thousand feet, to enable
the lumbering interest to preserve itself from decay. Perhaps the new company is not a trust, in a technical sense
but it is evidently planning a cinch upon the public.
!

—

SAN FRANCISCO NEWS LETTER.
THE SILVER

QUESTION.

LETTER, Sir:— tn the Overland
Monthly for the present month of February, in an
article on "Hard Times " Mr. Irving M. Scott says:
Europe, from early times down to a late date, employed both gold
and silver as the "standard of value." This country in its colonial
and confederate conditions did the same. The United States from
the foundation of the Government (constitutional) down to 1873, employed both gold and silver, in accord with an Act of Congress mak-

"One Dollar,"

of a certain fineness.

Thus, from 1687 to 1873, embracing a period of 186 years, our country
employed both the silver dollar and the gold dollar— equal one to
the other as the standard unit of value and as redemption money.
Thus it is seen that from lime immemorial gold and silver worked together

—

harmoniously

A

.

greater production of one or the other did not affect

the parity established between them.

Such an assertion by a business man
and standing is astounding,

of Mr. Scott's infor the facts are
exactly the opposite. In India at the time of Alexander's
invasion, silver to gold was as 2 to 1, but in consequence of
the rapid extension of commerce the ratio soon reached
6 to 1.
In Athens, at the zenith of her power, the ratio
At a little earlier period the
at one time reached 13 to 1.
ratio with the Romans was 10 to 1.
They allowed the
Eolians to pay their annual tribute in either silver or gold
Between the fifth and thirteenth centuries,
at this ratio.
the great national formative period, gold was hoarded,

telligence

and though Byzantine, Arabian, Egyptian and SpanishMoorish gold coins were to be found in circulation occasionally, there was no gold coinage by western Europe until
the close of the twelfth or beginning of the thirteenth century, the impetus having been given by the Crusaders. There
never was agreement in the thirteenth, fourteenth, or
fifteenth centuries and the sudden yield of money metals
by the new world utterly upset the mintage ratios of all
Europe during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.

There never was anything like an equal and generally
recognized ratio of value between gold and silver prevailing at any single point of time. At one and the same date
a ratio of 7 or 8 to 1 prevailed in the Moorish parts of
Spain, and 12 to 1 in the Christian parts (the kingdom of
Similarly, at a later period, in 1474, the ratio
11.15; in Germany 11.12; and in France
11.00; in Italy 10.58, and in Spain 9.20.
Vasco de Gama
found the ratio prevailing in South America with the
Indians 8 to 1. Changes of ratio in Europe under the influence of new world metaleic product, are indicated by the
following figures:
Castile).
in

England was

1545-60
1561-80
1581-1600
1601-20

11.30
11.50
11.80
12.25

to 1
to 1
to 1
to 1

1621-40
1641-60
1661 .......

Or from 1545 to 1660, a period of one
fifteen years, the ratios of the two metals

And

14 00 to 1
14.50 to 1
15 00 to 1

hundred and
varied 33 per

is reasonably certain that all important
in England prior to the Elizabethan
reformation of the coinage, under Gresham, were settled
by weight, and not by tale.
Lord Liverpool, writing in 1805, says:
The price of silver in dollars has varied in twenty three years,—

cent.

it

monetary transactions

that

is,

from the end

11-113. 117 per cent;

of the
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coins of different nations
against each other so inexact, of so hasty average, that
impossible to provide general tables of
it was simply
equivalents of coins. The mint conventions of contiguous
states in Europe in the sixteenth century were so frequent that their history has been characterized as a jungle
of intricacies.
A modem writer has said that to pick out
and enumerate all the changes of ratings in Europe in a
period of 600 years the thirteenth to the eighteenth
centuries inclusive would be like counting the stars in the
Milky Way. And in France, the criterion of the silverites,
there were 150 changes in less than that number of years
During the
in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.
French Revolution the ratings of gold and silver were
changed over sixty times with no effect whatever save to
cheat the people. In that country gold only was full legal
tender or in effective circulation from 1850 to 1873, and
from 1820 to 1850 silver expelled gold, achieving a proportion as currency of 91 to 9. Said the Chevalier Baisse
in his "Problem of Gold " written in 1859:

unscientific; the tariffing of the

EDITOR NEWS

ing the standard unit of value

February

year 1774 to the 31st of December, 1797—
in the course of'one year, that of 1797,

and even

—

—

A change of 1 1-2 per cent, in favor of gold sufficed, thirty or forty
years ago, to cause that metal to disappear wholly from commercial
payments. Under the regime of the Law of the 7th Germinal, year
XI (103), gold has ceased to figure in transactions of any magnitude,
since it had acquired an appreciable premium. People took their
gold to the money changer, in order to pocket the premium, and
made payments exclusively in silver, as every investigator knows.
Gold and silver never have circulated freely, concurrently and indiscriminately as coins at fixed ratios under
unrestricted coinage.
As Mr. Scott, in the article mentioned, practically advises this country to abandon the
Gold Standard and adopt the unlimited free coinage of
Silver, presumably at a ratio of 16 to 1, which is about
twice its actual value and which means cheap silver monometallism I beg permission to ask him, most respectfully,
what effect he believes such a policy would have upon the
welfare of the men whom he employes, and also upon that
of the people of California whose earnings of a life-time
are to a considerable extent represented by the hundred
and seventy-five millions of deposits on a gold basis in the
In other
savings and commercial banks of this State.
words, does he really believe that his workmen, or anybody's workmen, or the people at large, would be benefited by being paid their wages, or their deposits in
banks, on a depreciated silver basis, instead of a gold
basis, as now?

—

.

In the Elizabethan reformation of the English coinage
under Sir Thomas Gresham in the sixteenth century, the
Queen, in her proclamation, said: "The loss in the base
money falls principally on pensioners, soldiers, hired servants, and other pocr>' people who live by any hind of wages,
and not by rents of land or trade or merchandise." I take
the liberty of subscribing to that doctrine and trust that
on serious second thought, Mr. Scott also will perceive
its truth, because it is in accordance with a natural law
as inexorable as gravitation.

To paraphrase a writer of the day The trouble in this
country is not a lack of money, but of a sound economic and
financial policy, which has, since the Civil War, been an almost unbroken record of empiricism, carried on in wanton
disregard of the best established inductions of science.
:

A Layman.

no

less than 9 1-6 per cent.
The variation in the price of silver
bullion appears to have been still greater, by another account, with
which I have been favored, by the later Mr. Garbett, an eminent

merchant and manufacturer at Birmingham; it there appears that
purchased by him, as a refiner, varied, according to his cal-

MAYFLOWERS.— mice

i'anson in laoies'

home journal.

silver

culation, in the course of ten years,
cent.,

and

in

1793, more that 19 1-4 per
13 1-3 per cent.

to

one year alone more than

In the five hundred years, from the fourteenth to the
eighteenth century, inclusive,
there were over four
hundred changes of re-ratings throughout continental
Europe; and even a cursory knowledge of the history of
coinage of the last five hundred years in the world will
show that not alone has bimetallism, with free coinage,
failed in Europe, but it failed also in India; that two distinct attempts were made there, both of which resulted
disastrously.

Apart

from the arbitrary
apart even from the changes

altogether

of the coin,

debasement
of the

ratio

enacted with the mere crafty design of inducing a flow of
gold, the monetary systems of the times were so rough, so

)UKITAN

mayfiowers creeping,
Clad in their virginal white;
Puritan mayfiowers peeping
Timidly up at the light;
Cheered by its ray, day after day,
Softly their petals unclose;
as they part, each to its heart
Gathers the tint of the rose.

And

Gone are the colony's daughters,
With the dimity kerchiefs of yore;
Here by the Atlantic's broad waters
They are beholden no more.
Here away blows the summer's wild rose;
Blossoms fill copsewood and glade;
But the fairest that blow are the blossoms
Types of the Puritan maid.

of
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Furniture.

sure of the

outcome of the work for which we all are striving.
Taking all this into consideration, and desiring

We

to

in the hearts of the people that interest in the city
which has long lain fallow, the Nr.u- Lbttbb will issue a
- of panoramic and artistic
views, showing the points
of interest of San Francisco, and calling attention to Unpeople whose worthy enterprise has made pacta separate

Reed

100

Chairs,

:

assorted

styles, at half regular values.

Prices ranging from #2 25 to
Come and see them.

what it is.
The photographs from which these illustrations will be
made were finished specially for the News Letter, and are
the finest that could possibly l>e taken. The artist has been
engaged on them several months, selecting only the clearest
days on which to work, and using the most critical judgment in the choice of the views. The result is an illuslocality

$4 50.

— elegantly
Dining-room Chairs — in

Easy Chairs

up-

holstered.

latest

styles.

trative series, the like of which has never been seen in this

Dainty Bedroom Chairs.
All grades of Furniture at

city before.

One

quote for example

page illustration of some well-known locality
will appear each week, printed on heavy plate paper, the
utmost attention being paid to the smallest detail, and the
full

Greatly Reduced Prices.

series will be continued until every picturesque spot in the
city has been dealt with, and the different styles of architecture, giving each its individuality, described.

Many

Curtain Department.

our readers have friends

in the East and abroad
San Francisco, but they have as yet
never had the opportunity to become thoroughly ac-

of

who are interested

in

250 genuine imported Oriental
Bagdads, $5 each.
Former

quainted with this city. These illustrations will be found
to fill a long felt want, and it is recommended that copies
of the News Letter for the next few months be forwarded them regularly, so that they can see for themselves what a beautiful city ours is, and thus be induced
to come here and reside.
As the illustrations will form an album, the workmanship in each making them worthy of preservation, portfolios have been made, and can be obtained at the business

price,

$7 50.

150 pairs Irish Point Lace
Curtains, odd lots, to close at
wholesale cost.

office.

The first plate, which accompanies this issue, is a view
taken from the Hopkins Institute of Art, and beautifully
depicts several of the artistic homes on California-street

The Celebrated

—

Hill
the brown stone structure of James Flood, C. P.
Huntington's house, formerly the Colton residence, the
late Charles Crocker's mansion, and W. H. Crocker's
lovely home.
The view next week: will show that portion
of the city from the same point looking towards Telegraph

made.

Hill.

laid,

Mil't

Most

floor covering
per square yard
and upward.
artistic

40c.

A

few days ago some seventy gallons of
milk, belonging to the California Milk Producers' Association, was condemned by the
Inspector as impure, and emptied into the bay.

Probably

A

Nairn Linoleum.

Mistake,

This action has caused much surprise among the dairy
men as the milk supplied by this Association is known to
be of the finest quality only, and entirely above suspicion.
At the office of the Association, 428-430 Turk street, it
was learned that the cans must have been tampered with
by malicious persons, who will be prosecuted to the fullest
extent of the iaw when discovered. The Association
claims for its milk and cream absolute purity, having
37,600 acres of the finest pasture land in Marin County, on
which 3,535 cows find the purest and most wholesome
fodder. In order to find out what impurities, if any, existed in the milk at the time, samples have been submitted
to Professor Price, the well-known analytical chemist, and
the public will soon be apprised of the results of his investigations. Of the seventy gallons seized, twenty gallons
were, part of a lot of 140 gallons, but, strange to say, the
120 gallons was passed as perfectly. pure.

W.

&

J. Sloane

X

Go.,

CARPETS,
FURNITURE,

UPHOLSTERY.

641-647 Market

For

30 Days.
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Paderewski matinees, given for
and crowded by women, have been conspicuously repressed, even chill of atmosThrills, spinal or otherwise, have
phere.
quivered their modest tributes to art unw seen and unsung. The stories from the
East of women's wild raptures and unseemly chase for the
palpitating Pole, have enforced a self-consciousness and
restraint among our femininity that have made of thrills
something to be considered immodest, shameless, even
I glanced over the house on Friday afternoon,
prurient.
and I saw one wan spinster who relaxed into tears under
pressure of the funeral march which solemnizes the great
Chopin sonata (who knows, perhaps the poor old girl was
'

re-burying some unrequited passion to those melancholic
I saw the Paderewski girl etched by Alice Rix
when she started, sobbing, from her chair, and I discovered a Paderewski girl of my own, who released a single
ecstatic "Gawd!" dungeoned for possibly the entire Paderewski season behind her clenched teeth. The rest of the
audience sat crowded, silent, and expensive; alive only to
applaud decorously at the end of each number. And the
Slavic thriller, in his faded hair and dingy clothes, might
have been a plaster Apollo, for all he seemed to care.
Only the gleaming ivories beneath his fingers had existence
strains);

for him.
* * *
It is easier by far to write of Paderewski's thrills and
throbs than of his playing. He defies analysis, and each
new concert attests his boundless breadth and versatility
The recital given last Friday week had a
of conception.

Prominent were: Beetparticularly strong programme.
hoven's E flat sonata, Chopin's immortal minor sonata,
Liszt's 12th Rhapsodje, and Schumann's Carnival what a
quartette to be served out at one feast! And what a
master to be complete in the rendition of each! We read a
great deal of vague praise of Paderewski for his artistic
fidelity to the composers' ideas; from which one might infer that the writers were in direct communication with
Beethoven, Chopin, and all the great band of dead
musicians. I am just as impertinent and impudent as any
of my brother scribes, but I draw the line at visitations
from skeletons that long ago have been eaten by their
graves. Paderewski interprets Beethoven as only a great,
broad-souled, marvelously-schooled genius can.
If any
fragment of that illustrious composer remains intact, and
the ears of it could hear eight bars of a sonata by Paderewski on the modern piano of to-day, I dare say it would
turn for joy many eighteenth century flip-flops in its mouldy
resting place.
Nor would Chopin grieve for Poland's art
could he hear his poems read by his long-haired countryman.
Wednesday's concert was distinctive from its predecessors by the absence of a Beethoven number, Schumann's
first sonata being the eluf d'aeuore.
The many changeful
phases, the abrupt introductions of contrasting themes,
and the intense dramatic power of this remarkable work
were colored with that potent tone vividness which
divides the piano into a score of instruments in Paderewski's hands. The two dances by Brahms were played
with such fanciful intimacy that one forgot the damning
stamp of "cold intellectuality" that many feverish critics
have branded on his works. Several Chopin selections,
two quaintly rigid Scarlattis, as many Rubinsteins, and
Paderewski's "Melodie" completed the fifth memorable
concert.
Ere I turn a saddened pen upon the mournful farces
that Mme. Tavary and Katie Putnam are responsible for,
I would raise my voice in protest at the ungenerous manner in which the Paderewski management has received
our golden tribute. They might have given us one concert at least, with the addition of an orchestra, so that we
could have heard Paderewski's "Fantasie Polonais," rumored to be a great piece of pianoforte literature which
is more than can be said of the little nocturnes and dances
he has given us thus far.

—

—
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If you have any tenderness or sympathy locked away
within your breast, unpack it, go to the Columbia and
weep little tears for the sweet trustfulness with which
Katie Putnam brings The Old Lime Kiln to San Francisco.
The little orphan boy selling papers a day late, the country
maiden in the metropolis with her delinquent butter and
eggs, an umbrella peddler in the summer time, are small
subjects for pity compared with Miss Putnam and her
jaded play. It is a melodrama; a Dazey; a loo-loo. The
guilty man says, "Who can accuse me now?" The timely
heroine answers, "I can! "
"By God! " howls the juvenile
villain.
"By thunder!" shouts a muscular hero. When
this rollickiug humor is not in force the comedy element
has the stage, supplying the deadly earnestness. On the
tropical side of Market street such a play would make a
blazing success; at the Columbia, where the audiences
have not been educated up to the frolicsomeness of the
leading gentleman being placed to roast in a lime kiln,
while the fair-headed heroine batters her way through the
roof of an outhouse to save him at the critical moment, it
is doubtful if the full piquancy of the piece will be realized.
Miss Putnam uses a dialect that is a composite of Laura
Burt, Ole Olsen, and Henry Irving. She looks and acts
very much like the late Gracie Plaisted, revelling in facial
contortion and tragic intonation. Her methods are dolefully old-fashioned, and her supporting company is the
poorest that could be gathered.
* # *

The Tavary Company's final week at the Baldwin has
not been characterized by either financial or artistic sucLohengrin, on Tuesday night, was as ragged a percess.
formance as Tannhauser, given the Saturday previous.
Stevens, who sang the tenor roles in both productions, was
The Bathing
ridiculously inadequate.
I remember him in
Girl, which ran two nights at the Baldwin last year, singing the part of a counter-jumping hero.
"Only a piece of
dotted Swiss!" he wailed. From that to Wagnerl No
wonder that laundresses play at infidelity, gripmen dabble
in agnosticism, and Keene grapples with Hamlet.
* * *

At

the California of nights Paderewski's Steinway has
been moved into the wings, and Thomas Keene has enlightened the followers of the tragic muse.
His Shylock, like
his Hamlet, lacks the definite conviction that one must feel
for a character that is so complex, yet so unequivocal, in
the minds of theatre-goers.
He does not touch on the
lofty side of the Jew's racial pride, the pathetic resentment
of the man derided and oppressed.
It is a small, grasping
Richelieu, like
Shylock, reminiscent of his Louis
Keene's Richard and Louis, has been softened into a cleancut, intelligent piece of acting.
* * *

XL

On Tuesday night I saw enough of Der Freischutz at the
Tivoli to convince me that Von Weber, sung by a modest
company, under skilled stage direction, is a much more enjoyable repast than Wagner by higher-priced people, withIda Valerga and
out ensemble, tenor, or stage tactics.
Kate Marchi are not remarkable singers, but they know
well the rCles of Agatha and Annie, and rendered them in
Raffael (the one real
at least an acceptable manner.
artist in the Tivoli company) did nobly with Caspar, an
exacting part for a voice of so light a calibre as his. Pache
was such an improvement on the Wagnerian Stevens that
I forgave him swallowing so many tones that belonged to
the audience. The orchestra and choruses were well in
hand and the scenery and effects admirable, particularly
in the great Brocken scene.
* * *

The spectacular version of Faust deserved a better
patronage than that extended the Alcazar this week, but
Faust, the drama, like a great many good things, has been
done to death in San Francisco, and the introduction of a
race track humorist between the acts does not add very
materially to the impressiveness of the production.
* * #

At the Orpheum it is the same
programme and crowded houses

old story of an excellent
The Pantzer
nightly.
Brothers' marvelous head-balancing act, and Carroll Johnson's bit of old-time minstrelsy are both as clever specialties as may be seen anywhere in the country.
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Frederick Warde. accompanied, it is said, by the lust
that he has ever brought to this (.'oast, cornea t"
the Baldwin Monday for an engagement of two weeks.
which will be devoted to c.
mantle, and Shakespearean plays. During tli.- Brsl week Tin Mountebank will
be presented on Monday. '
..
and Friday nights.
and at the Saturday matinee. J% Lton't Mmiih, Tuesday.
and Thursday, and Vtrgutiui Saturday. Frederick Warde.
besides being an excellent actor, is an indefatigable student
in the interest of dramatic art. and it may be assured thai
his presentations this season will be accurate and artistic
in every detail. Landers Stevens, a young San Franciscan
who has received favorable recognition throughout the
Fast, is a member of the company.
A Milk Whitt Flag,
by Hoyt. follows the Warde engagement.
The next Carr-Beel pop. concert, which takes place next
Saturday at Golden Gate Hall, promises to be an event of
great interest to our musical world, as this will be the
fiftieth concert given by these deservedly popular artists.
It is now five years since the concerts known as the

were established, and
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FREDERICK WARDE,

MR.

and his oelebratod company, in uni^niiicent Boenlc productions
classic Shakespearean and romantic drama
Monday. Wednesaay and Friday nights, and Saturday matinee
THE MOUNTEBANK; Tuesday and Thursday nights THE
LIONS MOUTH Saturday night. VIRGIN 1US.

01

;

Morosco's Grand Opera House.

acknowledged

Waiter Morosco, Sole Lessee and Proprietor.
Last performances of " Wife for Wife."
MONDAY EVENING, Feb. 24th— Grand scenic production of
the original comedy-drama of metropolitan life, in which will be
introduced the most wonderful effects ever seen on any stage,

that they have done much to educate the public and
elevate the taste for fine music. Saint Saens' septette,
Dvorak's American quartette, a solo by Beel, and Schumann songs by Chas. J. Dyer comprise the excellent pro-

by
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NEW YORK.

PULSE OF

gramme.

Matinees Saturdays and Sundays.

For Wife, another melodrama by the indefatigable
John A. Stevens, which might be effectively sub-titled
Othello Up In Date, has thrilled the patrons of the Grand
this week. Darrell Vinton pla3'ed the leading part with the
melodramatic ardor that has so endeared him to the lovers
of sensational plays, and Essie Tittell made a handsome
heroine.
For next week Pulse of New York, a melodrama
of metropolitan life and announced as "the most realistic
play ever seen on any stage." In this piece Florence
Thropp will play no less than six distinct characters.
Wi/t

Commencing Monday night the William T. Carleton
Opera Company will inaugurate a season of opera at
Grover's Alcazar.
The opening week will be given to Sir

I

I

This evening.

The most wondrous Hrocken ncene ever shown in this city.
Cast includes: Ida Valerga, Anna Scnuabel, Kate Marchi, Mar-

tin Pache, W. H. West, John J. Raffael. Maruei Perron, ArLhur
Boyce. Grand chorus. Superb orchestra.

Next opera: RIP

Owing

Rosewald memorial entertainment has been postponed to
6th.

A Couoh Should Not be Neglected.
ftre

"

Brown's Bronchial Troches "

a simple remedy and give immediate and sure relief.

25c

To

and 50o

San Francisco's Greatest Music Hall.
O'Farrell
street, between Stockton and Powell streets.

Orpheum

A

night.

great list of

RENOWNED ATTRACTIONS.
THE WILTONS, THE PANTZERS, CARROLL JOHNSON,
THE GARRISONS, and our great company of celebrities.
Matinees Saturday and Sunday.
Reserved Seats, 2oo.; Balcony,

10c.;

Opera chairs and box

seats, 50c.

Qr"0\/er's

ThePalals Royal of America.

Alcazar

Commencing Monday, February

WM.

T.

24th, the

GARLETON OPERA COMPANY

will present Sir Julian Benedict's romantic opera.

LILY

OF KILLARNEY.

Night Prices— 10c, 15c, 26c, 35c, 60c,

75c.

MECHANICS' PAVILION.
SATURDAY, FEB. 22d., (Washington's
The EIISTRAGHT wi U give a grand prize

Birthday)

HASQUERADE
Grand March at 9 o'clock representing: 400 Years of American Life.
2000 Costumed People on the Floor. Ladies' Prizes. Gents' Prizes.
Grand Promenade Concert from 8 to 9 o'clock. Music by the celebrated
Louis N. Ritzau's Military Band.

Sousa,

March

VAN WINKLE.

Popular Prices

At

the only John Philip, is coming.
His great band will give four concerts at the
Mechanics' Pavilion February 27th, 28th, and
Who can resist the
29th, and March 1st.
swish and swing of his marches, and who is too
reverence
at popular prices ?
poor to do him
The expenditure will be doubly repaid by the
pleasure afforded.
to Paderewski's concert on Friday afternoon the

Splendid electric production.

DER FREISGHUTZ,

five

Jolly Nellie McHenry, in The Bicycle Girl, a musical skit
(written for her by Louis Harrison) with a strong up-todate flavor, will take the stage at the California next
week. Miss McHenry is said to have an excellent band of
comedians with her this season.
Der Fricschutz has made such a success at the Tivoli that
it will be continued another week.
Theresa Condray, a
promising young soprano, will alternate with Kate Marchi
as Annie.
The Old Lime Kiln will run another week at the Columbia, garnished with several new songs and comedy effects.

Mrs. Ernestine Kremng.
Proprietor and Manager

THE SEVEN CHARMED BULLETS.

Or,

Julian Benedict's romantic opera, Lily of Killarney.
Despite the attraction the price of seats will be from seventy-

cents down.
the "Chutes" next Saturday afternoon and evening,
the Anspacher Baud, of the Pacific Hebrew Orphan
Asylum, will perform, and the management has presented
the band with an entire set of new uniforms. There will
be a grand display of fireworks in the evening.

0___
„
I—
Upera rlOUSe.
I

T!,/_|!
VOl

ADMISSION $1.00.

822

Market

St., 2

Reserved Seats 50c extra at Goldstein& Cohn,
weeks previous to the Ball.

Tbe English actress, coaches ladies and gentle
RFHRARn
DLUUnnU, men for the dramatio profession; appearances ar""" Shakespearean classes Wednesday evenings SHAKESPEARACADEMY, 913 Hyde street. San Francisco, Cal

II MAM
LILLIAN
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ranged.
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No. 9
Lick Plaoe
Furnishes clean Towels at the following low rates: Clean hand
week,
per
month;
clean
towels each
$1
12
hand towels each week;
$1 50 per month; 4 clean roller towels each week, SI, 6 months
6 clean roller towels each week, 81 25 per month.

Pacific

Towel Company.
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there was a sort of jubilee. The C. B. C. Club was organand the U. S. A. officers from Goat Island, which
was then a military post, joined cordially in the frequent
germans which were given by the entire wealth and fashion of Oakland.
Of all the beaux, Major Blow led the list,
although Harry Christmas who through despair over his
wounds voluntarily departed life one morning was as gallant a cavalier "as ever strode a horse or trod a madri-

ized;

—

THEODORE Wores

is spending his winter in New YorkHis Japanese pictures
painting away diligently.
the last batch went with a satisfactory gusto, in Boston
and Chicago, as well as in other cities. This year he expects to come Westward and seek his "Chrysan-

—

Many

themum Land"

of his Japanese friends have
station since Mr. Wores' last sohis
adopted
father.
especially
It must be exjourn, and
plained, that when the artist first went to Japan in the
early "eighties," he was adopted as a son by a Japanese
Marquis in Tokio, in order that he might visit the interior
It was of the utmost
freely, and live where he pleased.
advantage, and it enabled him to obtain a far deeper insight into Japanese art and culture than any foreign
painter before him. The adoption conferred upon him, it
seems, a certain distinguished rank, a courtesy title of
Now that the Marquis has been prohis foster-father's.
moted for patriotic services in the Chinese war, his elevation to higher honors, similarly affects Theodore Wores.
When George Bromley was made consul to Tsin-Tsin,
China, ten years ago, Wores made a Bohemian Club
cartoon for the "Bon Voyage Jinks" representing "Uncle
George," as the Celestial God of Thunder. It has been
proposed by some of his many friends in the Club, in
anticipation of his return here in March, en route
Japan,
that a mate to the Bromley cartoon shall adorn a com-

again.
been greatly elevated

in

gal."

Once Blow gave a picnic at Woodward's Gardens. This
was in 1867. It was an elaborate affair, and the guests were
almost all children, with Mrs. Colonel Coffee and others
for chaperons.
At the time he could ill afford it but
"once a gentleman, always a 'gentleman !" The day was
made a red-letter mark in the prayer book of the children

—

who remember

it.

The

first

His

bill is

He

his

come

to

town,

sharp, his wings are brown,
dude as well as clown,

Ho, ho!

Who smothers

words he dare not speak,
Ha, ha!

On

sultry nights this horned fly
Will slip the guarding portal by,
And bask upon the breast or eye,

So

nice.

A moment after, gorged and lame,
That wicked

And

And
But

newly won

He

semi-paternal decorations. The only trouble is, it is not
quite certain whether he is a Knight of White, Red, or
Yellow Chrysanthemum. Amadee Joullin, the artist is
studiously consulting local Japanese heraldic experts on
the subject.

jump

the game,

abodes of shame

vice.

odd and various plan,
the true cosmopolitan,
velvet cheek, the rustic tan
He gobbles.

in life's
is

The

A

fly will

totter in

<"<

in

mosquito's

bites the

He lights upon the belle's soft cheek,
He nips the parson, smooth and sleek,

—

plimentary Jinks, representing Wores

—

most peculiar beast

is

he,

Of gluttony and minstrelsy,
When over face, or hand, or knee

* * *

He

wobbles.

The

eldest daughter of one of our most prominent and
wealthiest Roman Catholic families is about to return here
after a several years' sojourn in England.
Her brother,
who is a leader in everything at Burlingame, has always
shared his sister's predilection for the British aristocracy
and has been the foremost entertainer of its scions who
visit this coast.
However, his elder sister resolved to
visit England for a time, and the young gentleman made a
most ingenious arrangement for her social enjoyment
there.
In one" of the wings of St. James' Palace, LondoD,

a number of titled gentlewomen, who have been left by
their husbands or relatives in an impecunious condition,
are permitted by the Queen to pass their old age in
comfort and ease befitting their rank. Each one has a
quiet suite elegantly furnished. But in addition to their incomes, these old ladies have another resource. Frequently
may be seen a personal in the London papers to the effect
that a " lady of title and of preeminent social advantages
will undertake the introduction and chaperonage of a lady
who has not enjoyed the same opportunities in the best
society." It was such an " opportunity " as this that our
San Francisco heiress took, and her letters home have
been filled for a year past with " Lady This and Lord
That. " All of which overawes Burlingame.

The Bal Masque at the Hopkins' Art Institute, Tuesday
night, was not " all gold that glitters," so the men say
and also (it is whispered) the women. The most successful
affair of the sort was that of 1890, in the old Bohemian
Club building, on Pine street, when Bohemia patronized
society, rather than society the world of Art.
Of course,
there was a wild night, but the women were not afraid to
mask, as they were this last Tuesday night many of them,
and. besides, they entered into the carnival spirit with a

—

vim, of which there was a lack Tuesday last.
But the
models were in arreai-s. There are many who roam about
the San Francisco studios, and who may be considered
as a potent factor in the Association.
They and their
spirit were lacking owing to the overwhelming and flashing gleam of high society. In the some-time-ago, no one
knew who anyone else really was for hours and hours.
Hilarity reigned supreme, and was filled with surprises.
"Uncle " George Bromley disguised himself as a Venetian
youth, and deceived the discernment of the fairest women.
Three of them who had sworn, en masque, an immortality of
attachment, at the fatal unmasking hour, vowed a mortal

—

revenge.
» # #

# * *

The death

W. W. Blow

Oakland has caused more
regret than one can describe. Looking back nearly thirty
years ago, when scores of young Confederate officers
flocked to the coast— many of them still suffering from
grievous wounds there is a certain romance attached to
of

in

—

the California aftermath.
" Duke" Gwin and Mrs. Gwin gave a grand reception at
the Occidental Hotel for all the young Southern emigrSs.
But Oakland was the Confederate stamping-ground. The
Coffees, the Heaths, the Walls— especially the Glascocks
and old Colonel Jack Hays—formed an invincible Southern
aristocracy.
The war over, the Kirkhams, the Shepards,
the Shafters, the Howards, and the Braytons forgot all
political differences, and with the advent of as handsome a
man as Major Blow, or Major Hart, or Commodore Leon
Smith, or Captain Floyd, or "dear old" Harry Christmas,

Time and again fun has been poked at the Reverend
Anna Shaw, so " The Looker-on " is more than delighted to
find out, on the

testimony of her co-workers, that she is
the " most grasping person " ever known.
Anna's jaw,
when it wags, sometimes realizes $50 for half an hour's
work, and, in the recent war of the female suffragists, all
of them have fallen down under mutual accusations.
Sarahbecooper and her lovely daughter Hattie are charged with
attempting to rule, or ruin, and make trouble wherever
they go; the Reverend Miss Shaw is accused of bleeding
the suffragists of $1500, and even Miss Anthony appears
to have wafted away considerable swag.
The female suffrage bubble has been thoroughly pricked as far as California is concerned, and the press will not be slow to comment
on the greed and voraciousness of these things in female
clothes who pose as apostles of righteousness and charity.
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Hamilton himself once declared it a cutthroat proposition
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patronising, and twice
Por instance, he reto
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irned,
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ami Lady
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little.

three San

•

at

when he

which he vouchee for. where
young
famous
and f..
Sew York woman rushed up to
'tion. Crying
"Heaven.'..
woman! what a complexion you've gol
What soap do
you ut
Ikely incidi
tin, Mr. Smith remark"A curious desire in American women
He adds that
to kiss the Queen's band."
" the presentee can't get it through her head that, not
beinsr a subject of Her Majesty 9, Bhe lias no right to kiss
the Royal hand, or. if she knows, she purj>oseIy forgets it
when the great moment comes. A certain fair American
ar who was chided for this oscillatory act by the
shocked American ambassadress, replied gayly 'Well, I
"
said I'd do it, and I did
While Mr. Smith speaks warmly of Lady Hesketh (whom
he describes as being a subject of attention and a hostess
of the Prince of Wales), and of Ladv Wolseley, he devotes
more elaborate remarks to Lady Waterlow, giving her
pedigree, etc., and lauding her many philanthropical deeds
in England in connection with her generous husband.
What would Maggie Hamilton have said sixteen years
ago!

tried

it

;

388

;i

.

the essence of Bohemlanlsm to seek cheap notoriety,
and therefore no ..ne need he surprised that Alev Sawes
ami Joe Redding have purchased a pewter pot in Lot
it

'

is

and forwarded it to headquarters, duly inscribed, A pewter
pot is not worth a dollar, and London contains millions of
them.
Hut it appears thai these Bohemians wandered

i.s

into the "Cheshire Cheese," a frowzy, ill-smelling tavern
On the same level with a dozen other Fleet street resorts,
which live on the reputations of old boozers like Dr. Johnson and Oliver Goldsmith. The cobwebs on the ceiling and
the rank senility of the surroundings are the stock in
trade, and impress, of course, any American Anglo-maniacs.
The "Cheshire Cheese " furnishes good rump steak and
mediaeval memories, but is about as dirty as the old
"Boomerang" saloon, which was in its glory here twentyfive years ago.
Charley Josselyn has received the pewter
mug, which, being duly inscribed at a cost of about four
bits, will be solemnly presented to the club in the near
future. The gift is about as valuable as the gross of green
spectacles in which the verdant Moses invested, as told in
the Vicar of Wakefield.

:

!'

* * *

Don't fail to chew Adams' Pepsin Tutti-Frutti Chewing

People who give swell dinners and their

bill of fare to
the press for the edification of the public, should either
eschew French altogether in its compilation, or employ
some one to get it up who understands the language.
At
a recent grand affair of the kind one is informed of the
appearance of /mitres sur la coguille, a rather strange
condition, if at all, as coquille happens to be a shell of the
snail pattern, in contra distinction to ecuille, the shell enclosing the oyster and tortoise.
As a matter of fact,
should the French, who rarely serve the oyster otherwise
than on the shell as a hors d' oeuvre, wish to describe it,
they would simply designate the locality from which it was
procured, as, for instance, huitres de V est or huitres Californiennes.
In any event, if the shell must be specified, the
The soupe tortue vert
idiom would be huitres a V ecaille.

mentioned

is

meals.

Japanese vases and bronzes outlast time. They are always in
George T. Marsh. 625 Market St., has the best goods only.

style.

***»t*v»
'" t:\ans' first

There

Label,

a

colloquially.
la tortue verte. Even

:

i

prominent Hawaiian resident now at the Occidental
and recently arrived says, concerning the recent
Amnesty to ex-Queen Liliuokalani, that the lady may
shortly marry a prominent member of President Dole's
Government. At first thought this may seem absurd, but
there is no doubt that gossip has lingered about Honolulu
lately, and that the efforts of a certain official influenced
the executive clemency. The ex-Queen would not be a
bad match, for she has lots of money a great deal more
than people give her credit for just now. For one need
not heed the idle tales which are thrown to and from the

—

no second.

See This

the term soupe is a provincialism, the word potage obtaining more usually, unless in the commoner varieties, such
Again the
as soupe aux choux a V oirjnon, an lait etc.
same card speaks of jeunne saumon. Probably the writer
If not, saumon jeune would
meant to say truite saumonee.
be at least correct grammatically. In the name of common
sense, in an English-speaking community, can we not have
our bill of fare written in plain English, which would, at
least, be preferable to execrable French.
* * *

A

Is

When You

wrong both grammatically and

It should properly be rendered soupe

Hotel,

Gum after

Indigestion fades before it.

have-the best*

Ale or Stout.
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.
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The Latest Fall and Winter Goods
have arrived.

H. S.

BRIDGE &

Islands.

CO.

MERCHANT TAILORS. Many novel-

* * *

Robert Davis, the brother of "Sam," the Carson humorist, departs for the East Monday, as representative of the
Morning Call in New York and Washington an arduous
task, because " a bird can't be in two places at the same
time," as the Irish say. New York has never been popular with San Francisco's special correspondents, save in
the case of Isaac Allen, who has held out cheerfully and
nervously for five years. His secret lies in getting his copy
in swiftly.
His predecessor for the Examiner, Henry B.
McDowell, was a magnificent rhetorician, and if a high
society scandal in the East was on the carpet, he could

—
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a Specialty
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people are saying that the Committee on Arrangethe Mardi Gras Ball made a grievous mistake by
wasting so much money on unnecessary decorations. The
Art Institute building is beautiful enough in itself without
A few pretty pieces of
the addition of any more finery.
bunting and some flowers and ferns might have been in
place, but to fill each room with rugs, and portieres, and
fancy work, was ludicrous in the extreme. As the festival
was given for the benefit of the Institute, a little judgment
Then again,
should have been exercised in this respect.
after all the kind words the press bestowed gratuitously
upon the affair, it would only have been right for the Committee to have attended to the wants of the representative
newspaper men there. Some of them looked awfully dry,
poor things, yet wine could not even be touched except at
four dollars a bottle, and sometimes it had to be paid for in
advance!

Many

ments

[

T must be admitted by

-r even the most

captious
getting more realistic every season,
and sham does not "obtain " to the large extent of former
years. What if good breeding demands a polite evasion of
the girl of the period disdains any humtruth on occasions
buggery of that sort; she says just what she "feels like" (expressive phrase !) The Brownie, also, speaks his thoughts
Hence it is
aloud, undeterred by restraint of any kind.
not a matter of wonder that the favors at the final cotillion of the Friday Fortnightly Club should so delightfully
have illustrated the fitness of things. What more appropriate for the beaux than chewing gum, and for the girls
than stuffed Brownies ? Ad. Mizner is said to have suggested snap shots of the boys at supper in lieu of the latter,
as conveying the same idea, but the suggestion was not
acted on.

critic that society

is

!

—

* * *

The one great complaint at Burlingame, so the women
say, is that Prince Louis of Savoy's company has been
monopolized entirely by the men, and Prince Poniatowski
is extremely unpopular because he has not proved a more
willing interpreter for the society buds. The men, in fact,
carried off the scion of Royalty every day on some sporting
trip or other, and at night there has always been some
Italian Colony entertainment, or else a gay view of the
town by gas-light. The banquet which is to be given on
the "Christoforo Colombo," by the Italian officers to
Messrs.
Tobin,
Simpkins,
Wheeler,
Clifton,
Prince
Poniatowski, Count Ceni and the others will be a sort of
Venetian Carnival it is prophecied.
* # *

How

exultant is the expression on the erstwhile haughty
face of the Nob Hill matron? A prince for a brother-inlaw and a Royal Highness for a guest, is enough to make
most women happy; but in this case it has had the effect
of an added superciliousness, which is amusing to the beholder.
For the benefit of this particular dame it is suggested that she get " pointers " from his altezza, who can
tell her that in really "high" society where princes abound,
the tone is simplicity itself. Arrogance is left to the vulgar, and is a type of (he basse elatse.
* * *

Although the papers have stated that young Clarence
will remain permanently to engage in business
with his father, it is not by any means certain. In fact it
is more than probable that he will join Mrs. Mackay in
London very shortly, preparatory to a visit to the
Riviera, for the early spring.
A private letter from New
York to one of the Mackays' old friends here, adds that
the Bonanza King has stood the terrible ordeal of his
elder son's funeral bravely, and far better than was ex-

Mackay

—

pected.

* * #

It is rumored that during the Lenten season society will
divert itself in various ways, and the person who will originate novel methods will be the hero of the hour. Already
a balloon ascension is spoken of, but to the outsiders it
would seem as though many in the swim were too much
inflated to rise higher (in their own estimation), and the
possible rapid descent causes the project to be received
with some show of hesitancy.

* * #
of skin grafting has broken out in San
Rafael, nearly as intense as that of last month, when a
dozen young ladies sacrificed slices of cuticle for a friend.
This time a beautiful belle of Ross Valley who attends the
Episcopal Church, has yielded a strip of skin reaching from
the thigh to the knee in order to restore one of her

Another epidemic

Sunday-school scholars to health.
* * *

A

pretty bud is authority for a rumor that the re-appearance of Ed. Greenway upon the social tapis will be signalized by an ovation, and much curiosity is expressed as
The Mardi Gras ball
to what form the ovation will take.
is not counted in this respect, the Easter-tide assembly of
the Friday Night Cotillion Club being the occasion referred

to.

* # *

The recent tea given by Lieutenant Joyes at the Presidio was so marked a success the girls are begging the
officers there to keep them up during Lent, promising to
attend regularly every week.
* * *

On dit, the bridesmaids for the June wedding are already being chosen, and 'tis also said it will be a rose wedding. The queen of flowers of every hue will be used to
decorate and adorn.
An Englishman's Opinion.
Mr. Randolph Payne, a London wine merchant, whose comments on
American wines and spirits abroad appeared in one of the daily papers
some weeks ago, emphatically pronounced "Old Saratoga" Pure Rye
Whiskey the favorite, and in many cases the only American whiskey

demand at the London clubs. Its delightful flavor and absolute
purity have won it the warmest recognition among the critical connoisseurs of that big metropolis.— N. Y. Herald.

in

* # *

has

been announced at Burlingame that Talbot
purchase a good-sized sailing yacht for the
coming season. His friends are all giving him pointers,
but he has not as yet decided between the various craft.
His intention is to take his friends along the coast, to
Del Monte, Santa Catalina, Coronado, San Diego, etc., on
lounging cruises. There is also said to be a plan afoot
among some of the Burlingame men to lease a large yacht
It

of

Clifton will

in syndicate.

After dinner try Adams' Pepsin Tutti-Frutti Chewing

Pearls are coming into style again.

demand,

as

Moraghan.

ERNST

H.

Gossips assign the conquest of an Infantry Captain to
one of the most popular girls in society, whose sweet disposition has made her a general favorite.
The younger
sister, they say, has also won a manly heart for keeps.

Oysters always have been in
Market, will tell you.

of Stalls 68-70 California

LUDWIG X

* * *
It seems to be pretty well conceded by those in the swim
that a brilliant wedding will be a feature of the Eastertide, unless the beautiful girl spoken of as the bride elect
should decide on a quiet ceremony in the rural home.
Society is hoping for an "event," however.
* * *

Gum. Yon

will find it admirable.
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We

stories of shipwreck, and have not recovered from the horror of them, but this hurricane threatens many more
The news which has just reached us of the
disasters.
tragic death of Cransto:. Hotter has appalled New York
society.
He was a popular man, and the whole Potter
connection is so thoroughly liked and respected in New
York that the feeling of sympathy is very widespread.
The Potters and Crosbys are said to be the two largest
families known in New York.
Several years ago I heard
it

estimated that there were,

in

one generation, seventy-

—

six Potter cousins and seventy-two Crosby cousins a very
close race, you will see.
The Potters are so prominent
that there is scarcely a social function which does not inIt is additionally painful for
clude some of their number.
them to hear news of such a sad and terrible event having
occurred while they were conspicuous at balls, operas, receptions, and the like.
letter from Washington tells us of the intense interest
shown by women in the present political and financial situation.
The time devoted to the five minute speeches
seems especially affected by the ladies of the Capital, who
crowd the galleries, and do not hesitate to express their
approval or their disapproval very audibly. The same letter says: "I went to Mrs. Cleveland's card reception the
other day, and, as some of my personal friends were receiving with her, I had the privilege of remaining for some
time in the reception parlor, and could not but admire the
strength and sweetness of the gracious hostess as she
shook hands with one after the other of the seemingly endI suppose we may never hope for
less line of guests."

A

What an
another Mrs. Cleveland in the White House.
exceptional woman, who in so many years of public life has,
apparently, made no enemy, and who has escaped the
By the way, I might explain
faintest breath of scandal.
(as there may be uninitiated), that a " card" reception at
the White House does not mean progressive euchre or
whist, as one might fancy, but a reception to which cards
The term is used to distinguish it from
have been issued.
Rudolph Neumann and Louis Gerstle
a public reception.
after ten days at the Shoreham in Washington, came over
to the Waldorf last Saturday, the former leaving for San Francisco last
night.
As usual, they had not time
enough to see their hosts of friends in
both cities.
A wedding of relative
interest to San Franciscans was celebrated on Thursday in the Jesuit
church of St. Francis Xavier, in Sixteenth street, when Miss Margaret
Beales, a granddaughter of the late
Eugene Kelly, was married to Theodore Sedgwick, whose brother married
the elder Miss Beales about a year
ago.
A third daughter, Mary, w:ll be
married shortly to Mr. James Rich
Mrs. Eugene Kelly, Jr. has
given her house in Washington Square
to-day for a musicale in the cause of
charity.
It is a notable event, as
Madame Calve will sing. This great
artiste is to sing at another charity
ffite in a few days, the arrangements
of which are somewhat unusual, as no
Each patroness
tickets are sold.
pays fifteen dollars, which entitles her
to four tickets, which she may disAs the
tribute among her friends.
patronesses include the most distinguished women of New York, the char-

adily im:>K-

ptioni given, one '.i-t wet
the beautiful new Astor bouses, have been far
and away tl
The bouse of Mrs.
if
the winter
Astor and "Mrs Jack" adjoin, and on u>th occasions
old New York was thoroughly
were thrown into one
represented nt Mrs Astor's afternoon rereption. while the
young married Bet, sons and daughters of old New York,
figured conspicuously at Mrs. .lack Astor'a ball
There
was a marked absence of extravagance at both receptions,
which were in exquisite taste.
The AstOrs never overdo
things.
Everybody seems just a little dazed by the suddenness
of the Lincoln holiday.
It has scarcely been grasped as a
fact yet. and here it is upon us.
It will give the Lincoln
cult a day for meditation, the Washington cult B day for
comparison, the general populace a day for repose, and
the sentimental a day for composition for does not the
feast of good St. Valentine follow hard upon ?
And nowadays, as in the old days, no one cares for anything but an
original valentine.
I have heard several comments upon young Cucuel's
drawing in your last number, and they are unqualified in
their approval and admiration.
This young artist will
surely make you proud of him.
His improvement is most
marked; his clever letters have not been frequent in the
.
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hope
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of late,

but

all

of us

who have read them

only a temporary interruption.
York, February 11th, 1896.
Passe Partout.
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EXCELLENT

INNOVATION.

always well looked after at the Palace

One of the latest improvements instituted by
management is the addition to the world-famous Grill
Hotel.

its

—the

first

and most superior

of its kind

here

— so

as to

accommodate the large number of people who dine there
daily.
The former billiard parlors and the old grill room
have now been turned into one handsome apartment for
the accommodation of these visitors, and it is safe to sbate
that very few tables will ever be found vacant. By the
use of the handsomest woods and rich decorations the interior is beyond description. The ceiling is thirty-five feet
high, studded with incandescent electric, lights, and the
other lighting appliances are modern and elegant in every
respect.
The Ladies' Grill is a feature by itself, and the
service everywhere is beyond comparison.

states that finger
THE nine months.
The man
Call

in

grow about one inch
who cherishes illusions on

nails

that point had better remain a bachelor.

heed the signal

Many persons take a variety of remedies and try many
do not refer
novel procedures to reduce their weight.
If you have been in fair health, with a normal
to these.
amount of flesh, and yet have been losing weight of late,
there is something wrong. If there is an inherited ten-

We

dency to weak lungs if your cold hangs on, or if you are
weak, without appetite, losing color, and easily exhausted;
Heed it, promptly.
this loss of flesh is the signal of distress.
;

Steers.

Scotts SmufstcTu
of Cod-liver Oil, with hypophosphites, comes to the rescue,
because it supplies a peculiar food in a pleasant and easily
digested form. This oil has medicinal properties not found
in any other fat while the hypophosphites have sustaining
and life-giving properties of tiieir own. Don't let yourself
get thin.
SCOTT & BOWNE, Chemists, New York.
jo cts. and $i a bottle.
;
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which will, doubtless, be accepted with
due respect by mining men who have let this great bonanza
pass unnoticed under their feet for twenty years, the report proceeds immediately to burst up the whole brilliant
conception that " the Hexter is the Mulatus (sic) of Calaveras County," referring to the uncanny Mexican blowout, which turned out the biggest fiasco ever known on the
American continent. Not strange to say, when the predictions regarding that miserable Union Gold wildcat near
San Andreas are remembered, which led to the beggary of
hundreds of people in Great Britain, the name of C. A.
Hamilton appears on the Board of Directors of the Hexter.
This in itself is a recommendation which will, doubtless, carry due weight with investors, who, for further

brilliant prophecies

California Mines
in

Boston.

The Bostonese are much enthused over
the prospects for avast increase in the
gold production ot California, and in-

vestors there are taking very kindly to
the shares of mines which are already, or which may be,
In treating of this subject a cirlisted on that market.
cular now before us speaks of such properties as the Rawhide, App, Pioneer, Genesee, San Andreas, Merced, and
The first three properties merit all that
Santa Isabella.
and the Merced may, in
is said in regard to their merits,
time, prove of sufficient value to warrant the quotation of
its snares at present prices, away up in the millions.
It
does not yet, however, and there is no argument that will
There are rich men behind it,
justify any such valuation.
that is all.
If this mine, promising although it may be,
jumps from $150,000 to six or seven millions on the reputation of its backers, what will a steady dividend payer like
the Rawhide be worth if its shares are ultimately listed.
That is another little question which may interest people
contemplating an investment.
Even the Pioneer Mine is
selling dirt cheap in comparison.
The statement that this
property produced in December $9,592, at an expense of
$4,325, leaving a net profit for the month of $5,266, is cor-

The twenty-stamp mill has been completely reequipped with new gold-saving appliances, as well as new
belts for its eight concentrators, and these latter started
up, so that the supply of sulphurets as a by-product will
add materially to the gross output. The company had on
January 1, $11,000 surplus on hand net, after paying all
rect.

expenses.

The App mine
The Necessity

which,

if it

is

developing at a rate

continues, will

make

it

a sec-

ond Rawhide.
Mention was made in
these columns last week of a rich strike
in the 400-level, the character of the ore interesting mining men of all classes, on account of the peculiar form in
which the gold grows in the quartz. A strike like this in
Johannesburg or West Australia would be re-echoed all
over the world within reach of a press correspondent.
But we are a modest set in California, and in the matter
of mines invariably show a disposition to keep the light
hidden under a bushel. The truth will, however, prevail
in time, as it always does.
Regarding the Genesee, San
Andreas, and Santa Isabella mines, we must confess ignorance. The names are common enough in this State, and
several districts can boast of an Isabella in several adjectival degrees of sanctity.
For this reason, and the diffiFor Caution.

culty of locating certain properties, the district should be
designated so as to afford a person an opportunity to
learn what they are dealing in.
A number of wild-cats
will be shunted on East by persons who care for nothing
outside of making money, and for this reason people
should buy nothing without carefully scrutinizing not alone
the prospects of the property, but the people connected
with its management. The name alone of some people is
enough to d.imn the best property that ever existed.

One

of the propositions which now and
then crops up in the mining world to
make one rub his eyes to realize whether
he is awake or dreaming, makes its bow
to the public through the interior press.
This scheme is
the organization of a company with only thirty millions of
capital to work what is described as the Hexter Mine,
near Mokelumne Hill. This scheme, which is said to be "a
very extensive one," a statement in which most people will
coincide after they peruse the report and find that, for
this thirty millions, the greatest depth so far acquired on
the lode is but seventy-five feet, the quartz yielding the
comparatively modest return of from $7 to '$20 per ton.
As a kind of au ofl'est the statement is made that the lode
passes under many of the most valuable gravel channels in
Calaveras, which may strike some miners as rather a
peculiar recommendation for a quartz mine, but opinions
from outsiders must bend meekly before the sanguine prediction that ''not less than one hundred million dollars will
be the product of these channels."
In face of all these

Thirty Millions
In the Moon.

light,

are respectfully referred to the recent history of the

The
Union Gold and Mulatos deals of infamous memory.
Hexter is suggested as a fitting subject for the new Gold
Exchange, upon which to make its first investigation, and
we not ouly abide by its decision, but cheerfully advertise
it for the benefit of the purses of people, which we believe
are again boldly threatened.

The following excerpt from the Mining
Journal, the leading London authority on

English Opinion

mines, etc., shows how correctly that
portion of the daily press which undertook to impugn Major McLaughlin's standing abroad,
gauges the opinion of English investors: "The San Francisco News Letter, in the recent number to hand by mail,
speaks very eloquently on behalf of Major Frank McLaughlin, of the good work be has done in the management of mines on the Feather River, and very powerfully
defends him from the uncalled for and most abusive attacks
made upon him by a portion of the San Francisco press.
With the whole of this eloquent defense we entirely agree,
for his critics have quite overlooked the great and good
work he has done on behalf of the mining industry of the
State." The Journal then goes on to quote the article to
which reference is made, for the benefit of shareholders in
the companies which the Major represented, letting them
see that at least a portion of the San Francisco press
keeps in touch with the world, and is not altogether proThe way the
vincial in dealing with affairs of the day.
Hammond case has been treated in the same quarter is
another unfair illustration of how little is really known
here of men and manners outside of this comparatively

Of McLaughlin,

limited field of journalism.

The twentieth annual meeting

of the
Fire Underwriters' Association of the
In Convention.
Pacific was held during the week,
followed by the usual banquet as a
The report of the
cheerful wind up to the proceedings.
Secretary showed a decrease in the membership from 197
to 181, due to the demoralization in the insurance business,
which has caused many underwriters to seek other employment. The financial condition of the Association was,
however, shown to be in excellent condition. The Treasurer's report showed a balance of $679.65 in the treasury,,
with receipts for the year of $1,293.50, and a disbursement of $613.91. President Driffield reviewed the business
of the year in his address, and suggested some amendments to the constitution. Several papers were read during the session.
Among them were the following: "Fortyfive Years Ago," by D. B.Wilson;" "APleafor Local Board
Organization," by Lesley Bates; " Counter Business," by
Alfred R. Grim. An able paper was read by A. W. Thornton, on " The Non-Cancellation Clause," followed by "The
Suggestions of a Newspaper Man," offered by Henry
D. Bigelow.
J.
H. Morrow advocated "Inspections,"
and papers were received from Edward Niles and Mr.
Farnum on current topics; "Adjusters' Charges and
Contributions Thereto," by C. Mason Kinne; " Mortgage Clause," by W. H. Lowden; "Reinsurance Clause,"
by George H. Tyson, and "Constitution and By-Laws,"
by R. W. Osborn were also highly appreciated by those
present at the closing session of the Convention.
Fire Underwriters

Business has been very dull

Comstock
Mining Shares,

in

the Pine-

market, and prices show few
changes of any importance. There are
good reports coming along from Occistreet

dental, and Con. Cal. -Virginia is said to be looking better
again.
There are hopes of a turn for the better.
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U clumsy duffer who lurks in dark angles for
the prominent and coio-laden citizen, who. drunk with
tant and disgusted spouse.
The ruffian lackuoderaone vagabond
compared to the dashing
rho invades the bank- in
broad daylight, pistol in hand, rifles the safe, after vaulting the servitors, and pai ks ofl the Bwag with a dramatic
>n.
By the immortal gods! what a contra
diction clamors in the hearts of men.
Nineteen out of
twenty commentators on the " outrage " land what a fine
old serviceable word that is
protest that they hope the
banditti will escape arrest.
Certainly thev did the job in
good shape. The loot was small. They were entitled to a
larger swag, for. when there is so much subterranean pilfering, we cannot help, in our weakness, patting the daring scoundrel on the back who will do a deed of appropriation in broad daylight.
Of course, it would be highly
improper to call these thieves gentlemen.
But there be
•

..-.

-

my masters, wearing diamonds and
broadcloth on the sounding thoroughfare.
worse than them,

BECAUSE
down

women

San Francisco have not let
back hair and howled while Paderewski

the

of

their
played, the critics sadly find that they have no souls.
It
is doubtful if the women of the East would have rent their

garments and the firmament over Paderewski had he been
a female.
Here men are not so scarce that the ladies are
happy at an opportunity to go crazy over one. The census really has a good deal to do with this sort of musical
enthusiasm. In New England, now, where there are two
women to one man, Paderewski had to keep to the large
cities,

which are

efficiently policed.

Dr. Brown, charged with
THE spectacle
scurrying around with a notary and
of

adulter}'

and

stenographer in search of affidavits to convict a woman of the heinous crime of asking a non-member of the church to vote
against him at a prayer meeting, ought to impress the
council.
And what gives the spectacle greater dignity is
the fact that Dr. Brown uses his wretched wife to build
this poor back tire behind a dangerous witness.
His Reverence of the First Congregational Church acts like a
lying,

coyote.

HOW

the cackle, cackle of society goes on. God's
truth! but it makes the heart of a truthful man bleed
to hearken of those inconsequential imbeciles.
Now, by
the Holy Fry Pan! they swear off flesh meat. Tarry
there, butcher; cut not that tenderloin steak.
Pause ye
on the threshholds of the luscious porterhouse. Society
has declared this year that Lent must be Lent, and will
permit of no departure from the feast of humble herbs and

good old

fish.

Morrow to lecture before the Mechanics' InJUDGE
stitute on the subject of " Six Years as a Statesman
is

at Washington. " It might be respectfully suggested to
the Judge that it takes something more than six years at
Washington to make a statesman. "Six Years in Congress " would sound better.

DOCTORS

Ford and Field are said to have disagreed
seriously over a scarlatina case the other day.
This

is

a

common

occurrence, and of no immediate consequence
it with

to any one except the patient, who usually pays for
his life.
That is all the doctors want, anyway.

\

well of ink

Father Yorke flowing.

Bel

1

'.s

The A

!•

\

when they

may have

iwn is being tormented to the
•.i the skin
inthe York.
not likely to b
criminating In their fury.
An A P A oastle
likely
up in flames, while a maddened
the carmagnole In the glare ami shrieks
for the blood of both Hudleson and Yorke.

attention
THE
spectfully

of

Brother

Bovard

of

Alameda

i

called to the fact thai the Press Club used
that punch howl again on Thursday night.
And there
were ladles there, too
A chance like (his to make a fool
of himself ought not to be passed by Alameda's pi
Parkhurst.
His guns have been silent lately.
Can it be
that some wealthy pew-holder not Indifferent to sense has
exercised the power of every wealthy pew-holder and
spiked those tremendous engines of war?

THE

verdict in the Shattuck case may have been right,
or wrong, about which we are not qualified to pronounce, because we did not hear or see the witnesses, but
we know that a jury has been judicially pronounced a part
of the court, and that for impugning its action in a letter,
a citizen was adjudged guilty of contempt of court, and
made to pay $500 fine.
It is something new under the
sun for the conrt itself to be the assailant of one of its own
vitals.

the
catch-penny
ONE
weary, down-trodden

dodges is that of the
an invention which
will regulate the gas so that the company will never be
able to declare a dividend.
Probably the next idea will be
to put in some kind of a machine which will allow every
burner to run at full blast and then make an affidavit that
no gas has been burnt at all.
latest

of

solicitor for

is reported from Los Angeles that Sholto Douglas is
ITabout
to try Ms hand as a newspaper correspondent.

This young Englishman has contrived to make an ass
of himself in more ways than any other of his countrymen
who ever visited California, and still he finds new pastures
to explore.

Campbell lately figured in a fake faro game.
JUDGE
you judges must indulge in such questionable

If

amuse-

ment, you should do so privately. There is already too
buffoonery about the courts to please any but the

much

who appear

criminals

NOW

there.

Shattuck has been acquitted of the
crime of murdering young Poole she is open to engagements either for the stage or the pulpit. Eastern
papers please copy.
that Mrs.

THE adepositors
banking

always hold the wrong end of the stick
institution nowadays. What the directors
the cashiers don't get away with, falls to. the lot of the
in

and

masked gentry.

SHERIFF

Merritt and a posse are engaged in manhunting in the vicinity of the Tehachapi Mountains.
gentlemen;
that diversion is usually left to the
For shame,

women.
country will be forced to recognize the Cuban
THIS
revolutionists.
We are a patient people, but a war
that

is

boring us to death

will

not long be tolerated.

Police Commissioners should found a training school
THE
There might then be some chance
for detectives.

of

accidentally catching a murderer.

Dr. O'Donnell
THE sonneglect.
He must

being sued by his wife for
be very unlike his father
who is famous for his attentions to the gentle sex.
members of the Woman's Suffrage Association are
Thank God for that; they are,
said to be quarreling.
apparently, still human.
Rainey's connection with the Fire Department will
prove of little service when he hands in his checks to
the Devil.
of

is

wilful

THE
editors
the Examiner could study Hebrew and
THE
other foreign languages to some advantage. It
not be
future marriage notices
to say that
serted without some reference to the dictionary.
SAM
of

is

safe

will

in

in-

JUT RS. Sarah B. Cooper is now charged by Mrs. Brown
1*1. with stuffing the ballot of the First Congregational
Church. What women will do when they get the suffrage
is beyond mortal ken.

A

SAN JOSE youth has

been pronounced insane for conThis speaks badly for the

sidering himself an Indiau.

home

of prohibition.

a man of exceedingly advanced ideas. He
Cheney
DR.lectured
yesterday upon "the Rights of Babies."
is

Next

DURRANT
of

is

busy writing a book. Probably the Book
in his head.

Judgment put the idea
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There has been already more written about
the War of the Rebellion than there has been
about any other war in the world's history.
Week. *
A short lifetime could be devoted to reading
the "memoirs," and "reminiscences," and "recollections,"
and "histories" of the great struggle, and the historian of
A Book

of

the

the future will find his chief difficulty in Vembarras dts
richessee which will confront him as he commences his labors.
But among the many leading authorities on the war the
memoirs of General Longstreet will not be the least interesting, for he is, perhaps, the last of the Confederate
leaders who is able to write, and on him has fallen the task
of giving to the world the history of the Army of Northern
Virginia.
We expected much from this book and we have
not been disappointed, and, in many respects, these
memoirs will take their place beside the works of Sherman and Grant. And the fact that General Longstreet
was one of the first of the great Confederate Generals who
accepted the results of the war with gallant resignation,
gives to this book a special significance, as time has
proved the wisdom of his advice and the far-sightedness of
It would be idle of us to attempt to follow
his views.
these memoirs through the 700 odd pages they fill, or to
attempt to criticize the history of "war's magnificent
stern array" which they contain, but it cannot but be instructive to note the opinions of this famous Confederate
on some of the vital issues of the great struggle. As a
graduate of West Point, and a veteran of the Mexican
war, General Longstreet was from the beginning a marked
man, and we find him at Bull Run in the command of a
Confederate brigade. That battle was, he thinks, lost to
the blue because of McDowell's over-assurance, while he
thinks Beauregard erred in not pushing on to Washington.
Of McDowell, General Longstreet says he was "untoward,
and not adapted to military organization or combination,"
while of General McClellan, who commanded at the next
battle in which Longstreet was engaged at Williamsburg
he says: "General McClellan's plans were laid according
to strict rules of strategy, but he was not quick or forcible
in handling his troops."
Fair Oaks, or Seven Pines, was,
he thinks, lost through the failure of General G. W. Smith,
the Confederate, to grasp his opportunities. Criticisms of
the leading Generals on both sides form one of the chief
features of this book, and, whether right or wrong, these
criticisms will be read with interest.
Indeed, we can offer
our readers no better epitome of this book than to attempt
a condensation of what General Longstreet thought of the
leading Generals of the war on both sides. Here, then, is
how he sums up Lee and McClellan:
" As a commander, Lee was much of the Wellington "up-and-at'em" style. He found it hard, the enemy in sight, to withhold his
blows. With McClellan it was more difficult to strike than to march
for the enemy. Both were masters of the science, but not of the art,
of war.
Lee was successful in Virginia; McClellan in Maryland."

—

—

Of the much mooted responsibility for the Confederate
disaster at Gettysburg, Longstreet produces evidence to
show that Lee regarded himself as the person solely to
blame for the loss of that battle, and his memoirs will go
far to settle the controversy on this subject.
After
Gettysburg we are told that Lee wanted to resign, but
Jefferson Davis would not listen to the proposal, and one
reason was, Longstreet says, because Lee's resignation
would have placed either Beauregard or Joseph E. Johnson in command, and Davis did not like the former, while
he was jealous of the latter. As for Johnson, Longstreet
calls him the foremost soldier of the South, and it is certain
that the personal animosities of Davis had much to do with
some of the ultimate military results of the war. But
there is no prominent figure in the book against whom
Longstreet appears to be so bitter as against General
Fitzhugh Lee, whom he accuses of being the man who lost
the Confederate cause by reason of his failure to carry
out the movements expected of him. This is what we regard as the weakest point in the book. According to the

Februaiy
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reading of all experience we may deny that any one man
That cause was doomed
"lost" the Confederate cause.
by virtue of the superior resources of the North and the
But in the judgment of Longstreet there was
blockade.
one more chance of retrieving the fortunes of the war at
Chickamauga, and when the Confederates failed to follow
up their success in that battle and "disperse the Union
army," that last chance was neglected. Of General
Bragg, Longstreet does not think much, but for Grant's
military genius he has admiration, and he ends the book
by expressing the opinion that the war might have been
avoided without dishonor, but only by the North accepting
the advice of General Scott, and allowing her "wayward
This is an advice the North
sisters to depart in peace."
was not prepared to accept, but coming, as it does, from
one whose voice since the war has been for reconciliation,
it furnishes food for the somewhat sad reflection that the
South still mourns over the "Lost Cause."
*"Prom Manassas

to

Appomattox,

1

'

General Longstreet's Memoirs.

"The Memoirs of an Artist," an autobiography of
Charles Francois Gounod, will enable the world of letters
to better understand and appreciate the author of Faust.
There is a charming modesty about the work which is commendable, and the affection which Gounod breathes for his
mother, and which runs through his "memoirs," is well
calculated to endear the great composer all the more to
As a painter, a litterateur, and a
the reading public.
writer of music, Gounod stands before us in these memoirs
with his thoughts attuned in phrases as sweet as he wove
in the harmony of his musical expressions; and one of the
chief charms of the book lies in glimpses which Gounod
Rand, McNally &
gives of his own tender and noble soul.
Co. are the publishers, and we wish the book success.
Rand, McNally & Co., of Chicago and New York, publish some excellent books, but, now and again, they also
Of the latter, "Sea Wolves,"
publish some trashy ones.
by Max Pemberton, is the latest, and one of the worst. It
is a story of sea and land,
wreckers and robbers, and it
comes nearer to the "penny dreadfuls " than any thing we
The author makes a robber
have read for some time.
mate of an ocean yacht say: " an' if you please, sir," to a
brutal and ignorant skipper, and he mixes up the costumes
of Sevilla, Valencia, Barcelona, Madrid, and Saragossa, in
one picture on the coast of Spain!
It is a story with a
"plot " that might be agreeable to the palate of the Barbary Coast, and we can only recommend it to such of our
readers as wish to throw their money away.
Some time ago a book was published by Charles H. Kerr
& Co., of Chicago, called "More than Kin: A Book of
Kindness." Now we see that one chapter from that book
is being published in pamphlet form, and sold at one cent a
Really,
copy. It is called "The Beauty of Kindness."
we cannot see anything worthy of special commendation,
and notice, in this pamphlet that it is thus attempted to
force it on the public. The whole thing might be epitomized
in the words that '• kindliness is the most powerful of all
human agencies," a phrase we have often used before we
ever heard of "More than Kin."
But the pamphlet is
wholesome reading, and that is as much as we can say in
its favor.

"The Aeronautical Annual for 1896 " is, like its predecessor, "devoted to the advancement of a neglected
science."
And, after reading what the different authors
have to say about avitation, one cannot but come to the
conclusion that the coming century will see man propelling
But it is as
himself through the air with buoyant safety.
well to remember that this is more likely to be accomplished, not by "following nature," as we are so often addid not follow nature
vised, but by following science.
in the marine steam engine nor in the locomotive, for if we
did we would be paddling across the ocean in web-footed
ships, and running on land like a hare made of boiler plates.

We

The book

show a decided preference for
Caprice and fancy are slowly, but surely,
giving way before the solid pressure of utility, learning,
and other requirements of genuine bookmen.
Our own poet, Stedman, once said of Alfred Austin,
the new Poet Laureate of England, that " the divine fire"
of poetry was " lacking in Mr. Austin's respectable and
somewhat labored books of verse."
sales for 1895

solid literature.
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portions "f

tlic

mtrj oomea the it
that systematic and
earnest work is going on in tl>.- interest of road Improve.-ays
ment,
American Cycling. The major portion of tliis
work is traceable to the direct influence of the cycling
clement all over the country. This element has grown
wonderfully during the past two or throe years, and it
bids fair to grow now faster and more solidly than ever.
Every new recruit to the owing fraternity moans just
one more convert to the cause of good roads, and it would
be a curious thing, indeed, if the generally speaking intelligent and enlightened class of people who in the main
take up cycling, cannot influence a still larger const it uency of their friends and acquaintances among the people
at large in the interest of so vital a matter as the securing of the good public highways so badly needed in this
country.
As the bicycle has gradually come to be recognized as a carriage, with all "the rights of other kinds of
vehicles as far as the use of the public highways is concerned, its ability for good in the way of arousing public
sentiment in favor of good roads has increased until now
every thinking man throughout the land admits that it is
the prime factor in the movement for better public highways throughout the country and improved pavements in
all our towns and cities.
Therefore, it is not too much to
say that the bicycle is a civilizing agent, as well as being
a ministrant to health and pleasure, and its value cannot
be measured by the pleasant sensations or the health
benefit derived by the rider who uses it with discretion
and common sense. The bicycle is bringing us good roads
faster than any other agency in this whole broad land of
•

Premiers
SAN DOW

cannot

break them.
U.

S.

they

Government aays
are

three

times

simnKer than any other
bicycle.

PREMIERS
made

Over a

HALF MILLION

since

have been

1877.

have been made.

Western Premier Gyde Company,
Pacific Coast Agents.

312 Baker Street.
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BARNES

The

bicycle has been put to a straDge use by the Sultan
Turkey. The other day the French Ambassador presented him with a dozen beautiful machines, remarking
that the exercise they afforded might prove beneficial to
the beauties of the harem.
The Sultan smiled grimly
but said nothing. Shortly afterwards, however, certain
of

BICYCLES
HOOKER & GO.
Drumm St.

court, who bad committed trivial offenses,
were forced to ride around the courtyard, heavily veiled,
of course.
Falling in the soft sand of the courtyard and
ladies of the

<

16-18

RETAIL STORE:
J640 Market St.

performing various involuntary acrobatic feats of a
ludicrous nature, they were sufficiently punished for their
misdeeds without becoming seriously "damaged."
The
Sultan has evidently more brains than he is given credit

,

f

WHITER

RIMMEDV

'

,

HummerJ,

Sua. Francisco, Cal.

%'oU

for.

Say what some soreheads please about the bicycle craze
dying out, there is apparently no cause for lovers of the
wheel to beed their dismal croakings. Royalty in England
has taken to the wheel and that is saying a great deal.
Besides that, all the dealers who some time ago contracted
for a large number of wheels and could not dispose of them
have now sold out entirely and have none left for the city
trade.
The people who called it a "craze " were the very
ones to throw discredit upon the healthy exercise and it
will be a good thing generally when they crawl back to
their beds again.
The

The Wheel, is to first
best way to remove
grease the machine well, let it stand for a day or two and
then rub it briskly with a cloth moistened with ammonia.
If this does not quite remove it, wash carefully with a

Wall

Paper.
Our new stock

for the

season 1895-96 is now arriving.

Elegant Designs and Colorings.

G.

W.

Clark

George

&

E.

Co.,

653-655 Market

flail,

Agent and importer

rust, says

Street.

of

-FOREIGN WINES.
MUTUAL LIFE

BUILDING,

222

Sansome St

weak

solution of hydro-chloric acid, drying thoroughly
with a cloth and polish with a soft leather, being very

remove all traces of acid from the metal.
The Marquis of Queensbury is ready to back himself for
$500 against any non-professional cyclist of his weight,
which is a trifle over 160 pounds. How the good Marquis
can race for money and still remain an amateur is hard to
careful to

HAZELTON
HEMME k LONG
BROWN &. SIMPSON

PIANOS
Pianos to Rent and sold onlnstallmets.

735 Market

St.

see.

The less you screw and unscrew nuts and bolts, the
better for your machine. Have it fixed right in the first
place and then leave it alone until repairs are necessary.

United States Laundry,
Office; 1004

Market

bt.,

near Baldwin.

Telephone, South

4-S-O.
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The Secret in Making Money is in this Old Greek Proverb.
"Know Your Opportunity." Some of the Men
It Means
Who Made Millions by Knowing How. Very Valuable

—

—

Information.

Commodore Vanderbilt was asked how he made
WHENgreat
"It
fortune
$90,000,000, he
replied:

of

his

become rich; just watch for the
" I
opportunity, and then take advantage of it," said he.
commenced with only a few hundred dollars." But there

was an easy matter

to

are many people who cannot recognize the opportunity to
make money. They may have a little sum to invest but
are not in a position to know what is going on.
It is a well-known fact that Commodore Vanderbilt
made most of his fortune by buying stocks at a low price,

had an immense rise. He had
when to buy and when to
Other men have made great fortunes in stocks of
sell.
one kind or another, among them being John W. Mackay,
the Rockefellers, and Jay Gould. They all started with

and holding on

until they

the peculiar gift of knowing just

small sums.
Among the stocks that have been sensational in their
development is the Bell Telephone stock, rising from a very
low price to over 200. This stock has paid large dividends
and made the original investors rich.

Ten Millions a Year.
The Western Union Telegraph Company started

busi-

ness with $500,000 of capital stock.
Its present capital
stock is $100,000,000, and pay $5,000,000 a year net profits
to the stockholders.
There are many other high-priced stocks that cost
original buyers a very low price, and now pay large
dividends on many millions of capital stock.
The Edison Electric is another notable example of
wonderful development and profit.
broker who bought
twenty shares of the original stock at 45, costing $900,
sold half of it a year later, getting $30,000 for 10 shares.
The Pullman Palace Car Company's gross earnings have
grown until they are over $10,000,000 a year and the
stock has gone up from a low price to 180.
There are many chances for making investments, but
there are none like the Railway and Dock Construction
stock and many prominent men in banking, railroad and
financial circles say this stock, which can be bought now
at $10 per share, is sure to sell at 50 before long, and
eventually have an immense rise like the Bell Telephone,
the Edison Electric and Pullman Palace Car stocks.
The par value is $100 per share and the stock is full paid
and non-assessable. The stockholders have no individual

A

whatever.
Mr. Edward A. Willson, the well-known Vanderbilt
" In our twenty years experience we
stockbroker, says:
have never handled a stock of such intrinsic merit or one
which will pay such big profits. This stock gives the
small investor an equal chance with the capitalist, as the
small investor generally has to buy at par and be content
with a dividend of 6 or 7 per cent, a year. Any one can
invest in Railway and Dock Construction stock now at $10
per share (the par value is $100) and they can buy from
one share upwards at the same price a capitalist buys a
thousand shares. The stock is certain to have an immense
rise when investors and speculators become aware of its
great value as the earnings will pay four and a half per
cent, on the par value of the shares, which equals 45 per
cent, cash dividends per year on stock bought now at the
low price of $10 per share.
Surely this is an opportunity which is met with but once

liability

in
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the sole, absolute and exclusive right to manufacture and
sell indestructible piles under U. S. patents.
The best
engineering talent of the world has heretofore been unable
to produce a pile that is absolutely indestructible.
Many
costly experiments have been tried to make wooden piles
impervious against decay and the ravages of marine
worms, but the wooden piles only last from six months to
a few years, requiring continual replacement at great
expense.
Certainty of Profit.

There

is

an enormous demand for indestructible

piles in

the construction of piers, jetties, docks, bulkheads, breakwaters, foundations for bridge piers, etc.
Applications are pouring in from engineers, contractors
and railway officials all over the United States. These
men are quick to see the certainty of profit. They are,
perhaps better able to judge than others, because, out of
a total of 1891 railroads, 373 of these railway companies
are now preparing to build 20,547 miles of new line. 3000
miles are now being graded or are under contract; the
great superiority of the Railway and Dock Construction
Co.'s patent pile in solid, substantial, indestructible trestle
work is causing the demand in this special field.
Many negotiations now pending will create an immense
demand for the stock and cause it to sell at a very high
figure.

Prominent bankers say: "The public ought to buy this
stock now before the price goes up, for, by securing some
of the stock now at 10, they can snare in the great profits
of development and will more than quadruple their capital
very soon as the above are only a few of the many sources
of earnings that will cause Railway and Dock Construction
stock to rise to a high price.
The very moderate estimate of earnings pays 45 per
cent, dividend on stock costing only $10 per share without
counting in any profits on contracts with the U. S.
Government or New York City. When any of these contracts are closed the stock will sell above $100 a share
very quickly.

There will be spent by the City of New York in reconstructing a small part of the city water front about
In a private
$3,000,000 per year for many years to come.
conversation Hon. J. Sergeant Cram, Ex-President of the
Board of Dock Commissioners said: "There is an immense fortune in this company's system of construction."
Old Style

— New

Style.

In place of the old wooden docks covered by temporary
sheds which now disfigure the water fronts of our cities,
this company build solid, indestructible piers, on which
permauent iron, stone or brick buildings are put up just
the same as on land.
New York City's revenue will be greatly enlarged by
this vast increase of taxable property on these new piers.
The United States Government spent about $10,000,000
in deepening the entrance to the Mississippi to divert tidal
action by old style work, which will be supplanted in
future by the Railway aud Dock Construction Company's
system. $4,000,000 has already been expended on the two
immense jetties in the bay at Galveston; they are simply
loose rock dumped in the water, forming a pyramid 100
feet wide at the bottom, tapering to 15 feet at the top
above the water. Each jetty is about 4i miles long.
The Railway and Dock Construction Co. build indestructible jetties of same size at the bottom as the top and save
this enormous waste of stone and labor.
In addition to all these immense profits the pans of the
R. & D. C. Co. call for an expenditure of about $10,000,000
to deepen the channel at Sandy Hook.
The U. S. Government can well afford to spend this sum to benefit the vast
commercial interests of the port of New York.

Even Bear Speculators Buy.

a life-time.

There will be lively times in this stock when it is listed
on the Stock Exchange. We deal in numerous bonds that
pay from 4 to 5 per cent, a year. We are so confident of
the profits that will accompany investment in this stock
that we have not the slightest hesitation advising our
clients to sell their bonds and invest in Railway and Dock
stock while they can buy it at 10. The company is in solid
financial condition, has no indebtedness of any kind, and
there are no bonds or mortgages ahead of the stock.
The company owns all the rights, titles, interests in, and

February

Not only the

bulls but even the very best judges of
shrewd bear operators on the stock exchange,
are buying this particular stock now they are aware of
its solid intrinsic merit and magnificent future and con-

values, old

—

fidently predict that this one deal alone will put R. & D. C.
stock up to $250 a share and other large contracts will

—

follow.

Many leading marine engineers and experts say: " This
company's system of construction must come into universal
use in building all improvements in rivers and harbors."

February
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are well-known
practical financiers aiul business men. whose names are at
once a synonym for trustwortl ; capable management and
tantee that any stock in which they invest is safe.
solid and very profitable.
Among them are George W.
Dunn. Esq., President ol the company, head of the banking house of Geo. W. Dunn iV Co., New York, and president, director and trustee of other corporations: he has
been prominent in Wall Street for '2-> years as a careful,
level-headed financier; Hon. Thomas Murphy, ex-Senator,
the famous Collector of the port of New York under President U. S. Grant; the eminent lawyer R. A. B. Dayton.
Esq., Counsel of the company. 322 Broadway. New York;
Eugene Harvey Esq.. banker. Drexel Building, Philadelphia, Pa.: R. M. Stanbrough, Esq., capitalist. West
Hurlcv. N. Y.: Geo. D. Hilvard. Esq., contractor, New
York;' W. A. Childs. Esq.. 'of the Calumet and Hecla
Copper Co., Calumet, Mich.: Edward A. Willson, Esq.,
broker. New York; Geo. B. Shellhorn, Esq., Receiver
Montgomery, Tuscaloosa and Memphis Railway Co.,
Montgomery, Ala; Y. Carryer, Esq., of the Canadian
Pacific Railroad Company. Field, B. C., Canada; Howard
Swineford, Esq., of Howard Swineford & Co., Richmond,
Ya.: W. M. Shipp, Esq., cashier of Deposit Bank, Midway,
Ky. Jacob Deyo, cashier Huguenot Bank, New Paltz,
N. Y.;C. E. Harwood, Esq., cashier Rockville National
Bank, Rockville, Conn., and other prominent gentlemen.
The Railway and Dock Construction Company has an
absolute monopoly and its earnings will increase with the
steady growth of commerce and of railroads.
The secret of making money is in the old Greek proverb
kholders
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A 2 OZ. TRIAL PACKAGE
POST PAID FOR 25ctrtTS
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ANNUAL MEETING.
Western Beet Sugar Company.
The regular annual meeting of the stockholders of the Western Beet
Sugar Company will be held at the office of the company, 327 Market
street, San Francisco, Cal., on

DAY

MONDAY, the 2D
OF MARCH. 1896,
at the hourof 11 o'clock a. m., for the election of a Board of Directors to serve
for the ensuing year and the transaction of such other business as may
come before the meeting. Transfer books will close on Saturday, February
29, 1896, at 12 o'clock u.
E. H. SHELDON, Secretary.
Office— 327 Market street, San Franeisco, Cal.

:

"KAIRON GNOTHI"
New York

For Sale.
A span

of standard-bred, fast road mares, fifteen and a half
hands, one thousand pounds each. Warranted sound and genCan be tried. Address,
tle.
R.

JORDAN,

Mercury.

WILFUL

PROGRESS

Duckworth,

of

Monterey, Chief Clerk

of

own

private ends. This statement Mr.
untrue. As a matter of fact the instructions of the House were carried out immediately after
they were given, in proof of which Mr. Duckworth has in
his possession a letter signed by C. M. Belshaw, the
author of the document in question, stating that he accompanied Mr. Duckworth to the Governor's office and
saw him personally hand it over to E. L. Colnon, the
Executive Secretary to the Governor. Further proof that
the instructions of the House were complied with is to be
found in the fact that a voucher is on file in the State
Comptroller's office for payment of the tolls of the Western
Union Telegraph Company for sending the resolution East.
Mr. Colnon was interviewed a few days ago and
corroborated the above facts. The Examiner, at this late
day, partially retracts its accusations by printing the letter
from Mr. Belshaw which removes all possible doubt attached to Mr. Duckworth's conduct in the matter.
resolution, for his

F.

and

329 Bush

St.

the

Assembly at the last session of the Legislature. On
January 30 th of last year, a resolution protesting against
the passage of the Reilly Funding Bill, was adopted by
both Houses and ordered immediately sent to the Governor
to Washington.
for transmission by telegraph
The
Examiner states that Mr. Duckworth suppressed this

Duckworth says

327

RESTAURANT.

in its
J.

St., S.

Fine Mercantile Lunch.
Imported Pilsener, Franciscaner,
and Extra Pale Lager on draught.

ERROR.

wittingly or unwittingly, took occasion
THE Examiner,
usual unveliable manner to hold up to odium
S.

2519 Washington

Dave Samson,

A

Mr.

Jr.,

(know your opportunity).— The

JU

Hr Pa rlnur surgeon chiropodist and magnetic

r^

L/l . 1 \X\ 1UW SPECIALIST, cures nervous and spinal dis/III e>.
eases, rheumatism, gout, and all diseases of the feet. Office: 126 Kearny
Office
street, room 47, Thurlow Block. Office Hours: 11a. m. to 5 p. m.
Telephone, Main 1223. Residence. St. Nicholas Hotel. Telephone, South.
632. Private treatment at hotel or residences outside of office hours.

J.

W. bundborcj, Dentist,

ft.

is

336

Telephone

Dr.

2275,

POST STREET, Rooms

2-3.

(Opposite Union Square

San Francisco.

F. G.

PAGUE,
Dentist.

Rooms

£)R.

4

and 5, Academy

ARTHUR

409^ Post

St.,

of Sciences Building,

T.

Market

street

REGEISSBURGER,

San Francisco.

Tonicnn T\oino

819

Dentist.

U H

Tel., East-33. Residence 10OS Sutter.
ill. V. Office, City of Paris Building, No. 14
Ex-surgeon U. S. Army; Ex-surgeon S. F. Receiving HosHours, 11 A. M. to 3:30 P. M.; 5 to 5:30 p.m.

lullldUll

UGdllO,

Grant avenue.
pital.

nnH Wntnpn
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Women

Should use damiana bitP1*»n
i len
TB rs, the great Mexican remedy it gives health and strength to the Sexual rgans. Depot at 323 Mar(Send for circular.
ket street. San Francisco.

WpaLWeaK
;

After a hard day's work there ia nothing so refreshing as a good
glass of whiskey. It reaches the right spot, and makes you leel ten
years younger. The '• Argonaut " brand is one of the best Kentucky
Bourbon Whiskeys made. E. Martin & Co., of 411 Market street,
are Pacific Coast agents.

A

Sovereign Remedy —Dr. Parker's Cough

It never fails.
214 Kearny street.

cough.

Try

it.

Price 25c.

Cure. One dose will stop a
George Dahlbender & Co
,

no
niwnu
un. RirTlRn'Q

RESTORATIVE PILLS.—Buy none but the genn-

\3 lne—Aspeciflo for Exhausted Vitality, Physical
Debility, "Wasted Foroes. Approved by the Academy of Medioine, Paris,
and the medical celebrities. Agents for California and the Pacific States.
CO., 635 Market street (Palace Hotel), San Francisco.
J. G. STEELE
Sent by mail or express anywhere.
Box of 50 pills, 81 25; of 100 pills, 82; of 200 pills,
PRICES
$3 50 ; of 400 pills, 86 Preparatory Pills, 82. Send for circular.

&
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Good muslin chemises can be had from
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up to

sixty cents

one dollar.

You should try the Tom Thumb Valenciennes edging. It
gives a pretty finish to a deep frill of cambric, and if

EDITH I suppose we shall have to put away
DEAR
our winter gowns pretty soon for summer ones. Have
:

you ever heard
must envy us

of

such weather?

How

the Easterners

!

those delightful, spangled trimmings which
the rage this winter, don't you? Well, I understand that they will be stylish all this coming summer.
Ethel wrote me from New York last week, saying that in
the first consignment of spring goods she saw something
It was a
that made her dear heart just green with envy.
lovely belt made of solid rows of glittering spangles, gilt
steel or silver or something, worked on to an elastic band
and fastened with a pretty buckle. It is meant for the
Talking about belts reminds me that so
demi-toilette.
belt of an
few girls select them of proportionate width.
inch to an inch and a half in width, and even that of five
to seven inches, gives you a nice slender appearance; but
the average belt, say of three inches, always makes you
pretty belt on a
look thick-set and uncomfortable.
pretty girl is awfully catchy, but great taste must be used
Have you noticed how fashionable
in the selection of it.
purple is becoming in color? I don't mean the cheap colFor evening gowns it is just
ors, but the rich dark hues.
And so alluring to the male mind Here is an
delicious.
It had a skirt of this same
idea of a gown I saw last night
deep, warm purple cloth, with an Eton jacket of moire asThe skirt was a big
trachan with revers of chinchilla.
affair, with a pink silk lining, and the Eton jacket fitted
Those pretty
beautifully over the woman's superb figure.
little tail effects to the coats are to be in vogue this spring.
They give such a fiue finish to the little Eton jackets.
Sleeves still continue very large.

You know

have been

all

A

A

whipped on by hand can be easily removed when worn out.
I hear that a new scent is soon to be placed on the market by Mr. Sainsbury of London. It is to be a combination of
rose and violet, which is of very rare delicacy, and bids
fair to be very popular during the coming season.
The
old favorites still hold their own, though. Lavender water
Violet
as popular to-day as it was eighty years ago.
is delicate and will always have its admirers.
Amy
still stands by attar of roses.
But then she is so dainty.
Six years ago when in New York she bought about five
drops of a big chemist, and it has lasted her ever since.
She keeps it in a small phial, and every few months adds one
or two drops of alcohol to it. The delicate odor accompanies her everywhere.
is

water

Belinda.
nothing so refreshing as a good bath. The Lurline has
a national reputation already. Beside other kinds there is also the
famous Russian bath, including the "Needle" shower bath. The
charges are very moderate, and everything is well conducted. Fresh
sea water is pumped into the tank every night.

There

is

Fine birds wear fine feathers, and gentlemen do the same with unJohn W. Carmany, 25 Kearny street, is the prince of furnishers. Ladies' goods also on hand.
derwear.

MME. MflRGHftND'S GREME
A

Endorsed by

preserving and beautifying the complexion,

W.

Awarded diploma

C. F. Jones, Ph.C.
C. A. Clinion, M.D., exmember Board of Health.

I must tell you that although sleeves are still wide, there
is a possibility of their becoming smaller about spring.
There is also some talk of a return to sloping shoulders.
This will be all right for those of us who have well rounded
arms and a good figure, but the milliner will have to help
,a good many out.
The wide lace collarette now used,
brings us back to where we were two years ago.
A beautiful effect is produced by square epaulettes of fine ecru
lace over a bodice of dark green velvet, or the purple I
told you about, which opens in front over an ecru silk vest,
with a yoke outlined with lace. The wide collars in vogue
are sometimes cut deep into separate tabs of embroidery
.covered light cloth, falling over the darker material of the
gown. Have you had your traveling dress made yet for
your Southern trip? If not, it should be made of some
light weight material and cut, with a skirt and jacket to
be worn with silk and thin waists, both light and dark
ones being iucluded in the preparations.
Fancy knotted
tweeds make stylish suits, if you prefer them. Red and
olive green is a new combination, the vest and stock being
of red velvet.
Those silk and wool fabrics are just the
thing for early traveling suits.
A pretty blue cheviot is
always appropriate, too. Mother is wearing a pretty dress
of striped satin and moire, which is very becoming.
The
bodice is made with a deep basque, liberally trimmed with
lace. It is very pretty on her, and the style will be copied.
Over in Paris black cloth suits lined with crimson, purple,
or cherry silk, are in vogue. The effect is rather heavy,
but they could be worn here on our sharp mornings and cool
evenings.
When on the street they even wear fur vests,
with collars and muffs to match. Persian velvet is recommended for afternoon wear. Some of the vests are even
embroidered with sequins. Just think of it
There are
some really good night gowns to be had at reasonable figures, nowadays.
They range from $1 to $4 apiece.
For
the latter price fine cambric gowns can be had with yokes
of dainty embroidered insertions, or with turned back revers collars, trimmed with wide ruffles of French embroidery.
Sleeves are very wide at the top, and are fitted in
at the wrist. Skirt chemises are larger than the ordinary
designs, and are shown with tucked and ruffled skirts.

chanics' Fair.
superior merit.

Ph M.

at Mefor

1895,

G.

Samples of Creme de
Creme given away.

M. Searby, Ph.C.

W

Gerlach.Ph.G. M.D.
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delightful preparation

for

Rooms 30 to 41,
for booklet.

121

Com Plexion

Hair and

Post

St.

Murphy, and others.
Specialist,

Taber's entrance.
Phone, Red

Telephone

1349.

361.

Marcus S. Harloe
Successor to S.

237 Kearny
Fine

Dixon.
F.

Hats a Soecialtu.
"In the

R.

Fine

LIDDLE

Field

Co.

i

Goods

Sportsmen's Goods
110

W.

Street, S.

Montgomery

of

Sports."

1
Gheap.

Street,

New

San Francisco.
Write

book free

for Catalogue.

For barbers, bakers, bootblacks, bath-houses,

bil-

BRUSHES
stable men,

liard tables, brewers, book-binders, candy-makers,
canners, dyers, flour-mills, foundries, laundries,
paper-hangers, printers, painters, shoe faotorles,
tar-roofers, tanners, tailors, etc.

BUCHANAN
BRUSH MANUFACTURERS,

BROS.,

609 Sacramento

St., S.

F

Tel. 5610.

Gray Bros.,

!

316

Montgomery Street, S. F.
New High St.. Los Angeles.

Concrete Artificial
Stone Work.

No. 205

Removal Notice.

TIREY
Has removed

his offices to

Rooms

L.

FORD, Att'y-at-LaW,

158-157,

8th floor

CROCKER BUILDING
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SWEETHEART, GOOD-BYE l-«m

SWKKTHKART.

wwuro* MrM.

,

OuwM day

Rood-by«:

Is closing into twilight gray.

And up from bare, bleak wastes of
The north-wind rises mournfully;

sea

A

solemn prescience, Mrnngely drear,
I'oth haunt the shuddering twilight air;

It Gils

the earth,

it

chill* the

Proprietor.

Bay 8UI0 Oy»ter Houu LfiStOCItOOa lOPO'Parrell N If. Aillrr, Prop.
Montgomcrv-St. Coffee mid Lunch Houie.
-:.•!
fn-sh <*KKH
specially. OTMUn wnft|i'». 4*1 Monttfomrry Si. II II HJTJL, Prop.
Maiion Tortoin O'ltorell itreet. Print* dining
rooms and banquei nail, s. CooMantini, Proprietor
Nevada ReiUumnt, 111 PUwj It, Print" rooms; meals K>c. Lorry BROS
Poodle Dog Restaurant. 8. E cor Grant KVft. nnd Hush st, Private
dining nod banquet rooms,
Tel. «».
A. It BbAHOO Jt B. BRUM

Dr.

sky-

Thomai L. Mill,
OFFICE: Odd Follows'
streets.

Sweetheart, good-bye!

HKNTISTS.
Muiuiing. soothwesl oor. Beventb and Market

Office hours : 9 a

m.

tooP.u

Dr. H. G. Young,
Bridges and teeth without plates.

Sweetheart, good-bye!
Mir joys are past,
And night with silence conies at last;
All things must end, yea.— even love
Nor know we, if re-born a hove.
The heart-blooms of our earthly prime
Shall flower beyond these bounds of time.
"Ah! death alone is sure: " we crySweetheart, good bye!

1841

Consultation Hours

:

1

to

Polk street.

<

MARSHLAND CHURCHYARD.— mu

street.

MEDICAL
Dr. R.

Elmer Bunker

Office

Dr. Hall,

h:is removed to 630 Sutter street.
Hours: to 3 and 6::«j to 7:8U P. if.
14 McAllister St .. near Jones.
Diseases of women and children.
1

POSTAGE STAMP DEALERS.
Hawaiian Stamps a specialty. MAKINS & CO 508 Market street.
Selections on approval any place in world. W. F. GREANY, 827 Brannan

Sweetheart, goodbye! Through mists and tears
Pass the pale phantoms of our years,
Once bright with spring, or subtly strong
When summer's noon-tide thrilled with song;
Now wan, wild-eyed, forlornly bowed,
Each rayless as an autumn cloud
Fading on dull September's sky
Sweetheart, good-bye!
IN

Suner

Dr. R. Cutlar, H1K

;

The W. H.

Hollls

Stamp

Co., (Incorporated),

MERCHANT TAILORS.
& Co.
Kearny, up-stairs.
Suits to order $12 50.
coats. $10- Pants $4 and upwards
Samples by mail.
fiS~A perfect fit guaranteed.

Neuhaus

mall gazette.

VOCAL CULTURE.
,

CANDIES.

CANDIES.— Don't

leave the city without a uox of

CLEARANCE SALE

Tired of tempest and raging wind,
Tired of spouting breaker,
Here they come, at the end, to find
Rest in the silent acre.

ROBERTS

weary fashion;

Sea seems better when
Swept by the storms of passion.

1

Best.

of

FINE

Shore seems better when seas run high,
life's

Over-

Miss Caroline Shlndler, Soprano. Vocal Culture. Hours, 1 to 3, 2410 Clay
Joseph Greven, Vocal Teacher, Neumann Piano Store, 82 Ninth St. S. F.

Faintly ever, though winds blow free,
Echoes the surge's thunder,
Here where the dead men, home from sea,
Hark with a dreamy wonder.

in

O'Farrell St., S. F.

Koch & Harney. (.las. H. Harney. Geo. T. Koch), Joh Printers, &-18 SacrameDto St. Fine printing and embossing, seals, rubber stamps, stencils, etc.

Here where the dead men dream of life
Under the grass and clover,
Whitebirds come from the seastorm's strife,
Circling the marshland over.

Moaning

105

PRINTING AND RUBBER STAMPS.

SHOES

awry,

At 25c. and 50c. on the

dollar.

Feet pass over the churchyard turf,
Vp from the sea or downward.

One way leads
One to the

to the raging surf,
perils

Nolan Bros.

townward.

Hearken, hearken " the dead
!

'

men

Shoe Go.

call,

" Whose is the step that passes?
Knows he not we are safe from all

Under the nodding grasses?

LIGHT.—F.

And

"

Phelan Building.
W- BOURDILLON.

The night has a thousand
Yet the

812-814 Market Street,

eyes,

ON WHEELS.

the day but one

light of the bright world dies

With the dying sun.
The mind has a thousand

eyes,

And

the heart but ODe
Yet the light of a whole life dies
When love is done.

MID-RAPTURE.— dante

G.&S.

qabriel rossetti.

Thou lovely and beloved, thou my love;
Whose kiss seems still the first; whose summoning
Even now, as for our love-world's new sunrise,
Shed very dawn whose voice, attuned above

AXLE,

GREASE.

HOME PRODUCTION.
eyes,

GOBURN, TEV1S &

GO., 107 Front St.

;

All modulation of the deep-bowered dove,
Is like a hand laid softly on the soul;
Whose hand is like a sweet voice to control
Those worn, tired brows it hath the keeping of:—
to thy word,— what gaze
which now absorbs within its sphere

What word can answer
To

thine,

worshiping face, till I am mirrored there
Light-circled in a heaven of deep-drawn rays?

My

What clasp, what kiss my inmost heart can prove,
O lovely and beloved, O my love?

Does your

Root
We will

N660

Repair?

without cost, and give
estimate for putting in good order, and
keeping it so for a term of years.

examine

it

Paraffine Paint Co.

grSft^ffiSr'

1
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BANKING.
BANK OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.
Incorporated by Royal Charter,

Stolen from Thieves.]
Police Inspector— It was very plucky of you, ma'am, to
have set upon the burglar and so ably captured him; but
need you have injured him to the extent of necessitating
Lady—How did I know it
his removal to the hospital?
was a burglar? I'd been waiting up for three hours for

my

husband.

—

—How much

vos dot one? Shopman Well, I
Mr. Firestone. It is a very
old lamp, out of repair, and I would be afraid it would explode and burn your store down. Firestone— Wrap it up!
Wrap it up!
Firestone

can't

recommend that

one,

want to buy a make-up box," said the young married
"A make-up box? " the confectioner echoed. "We
"I mean a box of candy
don't keep theatrical supplies."
I promised to be home three
to take home to my wife.
hours ago."
"I

man.

dull.
I
all-fired
"is
"Business," mused Charon,
don't imagine science will ever again discover anything
with the snap and go in it that appendicitis had." He
sighed heavily as he ported his helm.

" Oh, yes,"

continued the girl of the prehistoric period
"we had birds twenty feet high in those days." " Dear
me," exclaimed the fin de siecle person, "what lovely hats

you must have had.

—

—

"They wouldn't hang a man for watering his whiskey in
your State nowadays, would they, colonel?" "N-no, sah;
They wouldn't do no mo' than try him
I think not, sah.
heresy, sah."

Mrs.

— Did you never
— Yes'm. I'm what

Ferry

Pattettic

$3,000,000.

BANK OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO.
$3,000,000 00
Capital
Surplus and Undivided Profits (October 1, 1894).. 3.168,129 70
President CHARLES R. BISHOP.. Vice-Pres't
WILLIAM ALVORD
Cashier
Secretary THOMAS BROWN
ALLEN M. CLAY
2d Ass't Cashier
Ass't Cashier 1. F. Moulton
S. Prentiss Smith
I

1

CORRESPONDENTS.
New York— Messrs. Laidlaw & Co.; the Bank of New York, N. B. A.
Boston— Tremont National Bank; London— Messrs. N. M. Rothschild &

Paris— Messrs. de Rothschild Freres; Virginia City (Nev.)—
of The Bank of California; Chicago— Union National Bank, and
Trust and Savings Bank; Australia and New Zealand— Bank of
New Zealand; China, Japan, and India—Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China; St. Louis— Boatman's Bank.

Sons;

Agency
Illinois

Letters of Credit issued available in all parts of the world.
Draws Direct on New York, Boston, Chicago, St. Louis, Salt Lake
Denver, Kansas City, New Orleans. Portland, Or., Los Angeles, and on
London, Paris, Berlin, Bremen, Hamburg, Frankfort-on-Main, Copenhagen,
Stockholm, Christiania, Melbourne, Sydney, Auckland, Hongkong, Shanghai, Yokohama, Genoa, and all cities in Italy.

Well, well."

Have a
Bobbie Father will be down in a moment.
cigar? Von Blumer Are you sure these are the kind he
They are some
gives to his friends? Bobbie— Yes, sir.
that mother gave him.

fo'

1862.

Reserve Fund and Undivided Profits, $1,181,910
Southeast Cor. Bush and Sansome Sts.
60 Lombard Street, London
HEAD OFFICE
Branches— Victoria, Vancouver, New Westminster, Kamloops, Nan
iamo, and Nelson, British Columbia; Portland, Oregon; Seattle and Ta
coma, Washington.
This Bank transacts a General Bankmg Business. Accounts opened subject to Check, and Special Deposits received. Commercial Credits granted
available in all parts of the world. Approved Bills discounted and advances made on good collateral security. Draws direct at current rates
upon its Head Office and Branches, and upon its Agents, as follows:
New York— Merchants' Bank of Canada; Chicago— First National Bank;
Liverpool— North and South Wales Bank; Scotland— British Linen
Company; Ireland— Bank of Ireland; Mexico— London Bank of Mexico;
South America— London Bank of Mexico and South America; China and
Japan— Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China; Australia and
New Zealand— Bank of Australasia and Commercial Banking Company of
Sydney, Ld; Demerara and Trinidad (West Indies)— Colonial Bank.

Capital Paid Up,

geologist, though I don't
to the rock-pile.

learn any trade? Perry
might be called a practical

work at

it

only

when

I git

SAN FRANCISCO SAVINGS UNION.
Corner California and Webb Streets.
$24,202,327
Deposits Dec. 31 1895
1,575,631
Guarantee Capital and Surplus
ALBERT MILLER, President E. B. POND, Vice-President
Directors—Thomas Magee, G. W. Beaver, Philip Barth, Daniel E. Martin, W. C. B. De Fremery, George C. Boardman, Robert Watt; Lovell
White, Cashier.
Receives Deposits, and Loans only on real estate security. Country
remittances may be sent by Wells, Fargo & Co., or by oheck of reliable
parties, payable in San Francisco, but the responsibility of this Savings
Bank commences only with the actual receipt of the money. The signature
of the depositor should accompany the first deposit. No charge is made for
fiass-book or entrance fee. Office hours—9. a. m. to 3 p. m. Saturday evenngs,6:30to8.
,
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LONDON AND SAN FRANCISCO BANK,

LIMITED.

Authorized Capital
$2,450,000
$3,500,000 Capital Paid-up
Reserve
$375,000
Lombard
San Francisco Office—124 California St. London Office—73
St.
Portland Branch— Chamber of Commerce Building.
Tacoma Branch— 1156 Pacific Ave.
Manager, ARTHUR SCRIVENER Ass't Manager. WILLIAM STEEL
|

—

Jagweii What makes that hen in your back yard cackle
so loud? Wiciway Oh, they've just laid a cornerstone
across the street and she's trying to make the neighbors
think she did it.

—

—

Your mother
Mrs. Willowsnap (calling on Mrs. Wangle)
has a lot of new furniture, hasn't she, Willie? Willie
Yes'm, and the man comes here every week to collect the

—

This Bank is prepared to transact all kinds of General Banking and Exchange Business In London and San Francisco, and between said cities
all

bill.

—

Customer I notice some shoes in the window that you
have labeled "Temperance shoes." What kind are they?
Dealer They are warranted not to be tight.

—

—

—

Sunday school teacher And the prophet rent his clothes.
Johnny, what does that mean? Johnny I s'posehe didn't
have the price to buy 'em.

"Now

parts of the world.

LONDON, PARIS AND AMERICAN BANK, LIMITED.
N. W. Cor. Sansome and Sutter Sts.
Subscribed Capital
$2,500,000 Paid Up Capital
$2,000,000
Reserve Fund
$800,000
Head Office
58 Old Broad Street, London
AGENTS— New York— Agency of the London, Paris, and American
Bank Limited, No. 10 Wall Street, N. Y. Paris— Messrs. Lazard, Freres
& Cie, 17 Boulevard Poissoniere. Draw direct on the principal olties of the
world. Commercial and Travelers' Credits issued.
|

—

Miss Gush Oh, captain, were you ever boarded by a
pirate? Captain Storms Yes. He charged me $11 a
day for a hall room on the fourth floor.

^S^W^™}*™*™-

—

heard the poem tell me what you think?
to get $10 for it? "
"Y-e-e-e-s. Ten dollars

CROCKER-WOOLWORTH NATIONAL BANK °* san francisco.

that you've

Oughtn't

I

or thirty days."
Skinner Is Mr. Laylow one of your permanent boarders?
TnE Landlady He is. I told him he couldn't leave until
he had paid up.

—

—

— Man overboard! Man overboard! Mate
— It's only a deck-hand; had more'n we wanted,

Passenger
(carelessly)

anyway.

—

Mr. Scraply

—

—Now

have I made myNo, you were born that way.

Mrs. Scraply (during the fight)
self plain?

Cor. Market, Montgomery, and Post Sts.
Pald-Up Capital
»1,000,000.

WM. H.CROCKER
W. E. BROWN
GEO. W.KLINE

Directors— Chas.

F. Crocker, E. B. Pond, Hy. J.

President
Vice-President
Cashier
Crocker, Geo. W. Scott

THE ANGLO-CALIFORNIAN BANK, LIMITED.
N. E. Cor. Pine
Capital authorized

Subscribed

She (sentimentally)— What poetry there is in a fire! He
Yes; a great deal of my poetry has gone there.

(sadly)

|

Cashier, GUSTAV FRIEDERICH.
LONDON BANKERS— Bank of England and London Joint Stock Bank.
NEW YORK— Messrs. J. P. Morgan & Co. Boston—Third National Bank.

Head

and Sansome

Sts.

Up

$1,500,000
$6,000,000 Paid
700,000
3,000,000 f Reserve Fund
Office— 18 Austin Friars, London, E. C.
York— J. W. Seligman Co., 21 Broad street.
j

Agents at New
&
&
The Bank transacts a General Banking Business,

sells drafts,

makes

telegraphic transfers, and issues letters of credit available throughout the
world. Sends bills for collection, loans money, buys and sells exchange

and bullion.
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BANKING.
MUTUAL SAVINGS BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO.
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brother
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great part in English
on

man
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ificant-lookini; old

•her

Tor many Tears he acted

in

in

1
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.

He

insfleld

man. bearing no resemblance
looks or in paint of intellect.
the capacity of clerk in the

and was pn s< nt when his brother walked
into the House bearing the Sword of state before Queen
Victoria, who came to open Parliament in person out of
t
to her Premier.
The old man is still hale and

srRin. mij'w Ktiiisv,

I'iwi

JAMKS

D.

.11

—

encouragemeut and two letters of introduction. Above
all things he advised him
to study.
As the young man
was leaving Sir Frederic handed him an envelope, observ"
ing,
Here is an example of the best kind of drawing.
Xo doubt one of these days you'll be able to do as well, if
not better."

It

Loans on approved seA. STORY. Cashier.
Deposits may be sent by postal order, Well, Fargo, & Co., or Exchange
on City Banks. When opening accounts send signature.

WELLS FARGO &

When Paganini died, the belief was common that the
Devil would take his soul, to whom it was supposed to have
been sold. The body was therefore left for five years on
the rocks of San Fereol, when it was taken care of and interred by the Duchess of Parma. The coffin was lately
exhumed, and the face was found to be perfectly preserved.
Baron Achille, a son of the dead man, has had the body
placed in a modern coffin with a glass plate to it, so that
it need never be re-opened.
Judge Farthing, of Indiana, has a coffin made from
a walnut tree he planted in front of his house forty years
ago. A short time ago, feeling very feeble, he ordered the
From these was
tree cut down and sawed iuto boards.
made the narrow home wherein he expects to await the
sound of the great trumpet.
Alfred Austin once criticised Lord Alfred Tennyson,
holding that he was not even at the head of the poets of
the third rank, and that posterity would agree with that
opinion.
Tennyson merely replied with the following
couplet
" Tennyson is no giant; all men know it,
For so says Alfred Austin, dwarf and poet."

Anthony Hope Hawkins, author of the Zenda stories,
His
slightly bald, and has dreamy, thoughtful eyes.
manner is half-kindly, half-cynical, and somewhat Lias?.
He is now thirty-four years old and is unmarried.
is

Speaker Reed usually sits up until two o'clock in the
morning, working at his speeches and magazine articles.
Everything is written in his own hand, excepting letters,
and Mrs. Reed revises all his important work.
Paderewski asserts that Liszt and Rubenstein will
never be surpassed or equaled, and that in the history of
pianoforte playing they will be known as the two great-

CO.'S BANK.

SANSOME & SUTTER STREETS.

Cash Capital and Surplus
John

J. Valentine
H. Wadsworth

16,250,000

President
Cashier

Homer S. King..
F. L. Llpman

I

|

Manager
Assistant Cashier

BRANCHES.
N. Y. City. H. B. Parsons. Cashier. Salt Lake City, J. E. Dooly, Cashier
Directors— John J. Valentine, BenJ. P. Cheney, Oliver Eldrtdge, Henry
E. Huntington, Homer S. King, George E. Gray, John J. McCook, Charles
F. Crocker, Dudley Evans.
|

THE SATHER BANKING COMPANY.
Capital

81,250,000

Successor to Sattaer & Co., Established 1851, San Francisco.
James K. Wilson President.
C. F. A. Talbot, Vice-President
L. I. Cowgill, Cashier.
Directors— C. S. Benedict, Charles Main, F. W. Sumner, Albert Miller,
Johnson, C. F. A. Talbot. James K. Wilson.
Agents New York— J. P. Morgan & Co. Boston— National Bank of the
Commonwealth. Philadelphia— Drexel & Co. Chicago— Consolidated National Bank. St. Louis— The Mechanics Bank. Kansas City—First National Bank. London— Brown. Shipley & Co. Paris—Drexel, Harjes & Co.

Wm. P.

:

1

THE GERMAN SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.

late

highly of him, and prophesied a great career for him.

M00.CO0.

curities.

contained a cheque for $250.

Lord Leighton, better known as Sir Frederick Leighton. was born in Scarborough, Eng., in 1830.
His successful career began in 1858, and in 1869 he was
elected to full membership in the Royal Academy. Thackeray, writing to Millais from Rome, as early as 1854, spoke

Up Capital,

President. 18. Q aTORPHY, Vice-President.
a BOOPBR, Vlon-Prmldanl
i.
lDroller. John A. Hooper. C. O.
i;
Murphy, Frank J. Sullivan, Robert McElroy,

N. E. CultNKR

Of the kindness and sympathy of Lord Leighton, already many stories are beinc told. The following as related in the London Court Journal, is very characteristic
A young artist, without friends or
of the dead President.
money, went to London to make as he thought his
fortune.
But he soon found that it was no easy thing to
make a start among the struggling hundreds. At length
he wrote to the President of the Academy, and stated his
case, forwarding at the same time some specimens of his
Within a few days be received an answer, asking
work.
him to call at Sir Frederic's house. He did so with much
nervousness, but his host soon set him at ease, gave him

Paid

and Joseph D. Grant.
Interest paid on Term and Ordinary Deposits.

hearty.

The

PHELAN,

mis
Directors-Jam. it
Hooker. James Mnnlt. 8

umn

III

11.000,000.

No. 526 California St., S. F.
Capital actually paid up in Cash, 81,000,000.
Reserve Fund
8 715,000
Deposits, Dec. 31, 1895,
Guaranteed Capital. .81,200,000
830,727,586 59.
OFFICERS—President, B. A. Becker; Vice-President Edward Kruse;
Second Vice-President, George H. Eggers; Cashier, A. H. R. Schmidt; Assistant Cashier, Wm. Herrmann; Secretary, George Tourny Assistant
Secretary, A. H. Muller.
Board of Directors—Edward Kruse, George H. Eggers, O. Shoemann,
A. C. Heineken, H. Horstmann, B. A. Becker, H. L. Simon, Ign. Steinhart,
Daniel Meyer. Attorney, W. S. Goodfellow.
,

SECURITY SAVINGS BANK.
222

Montgomery

St..

Mills Building.

INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS. LOANS MADE.
DIRECTORS.

Wm. Alvord
Wm. Babcock
Adam Grant

Jerome Lincoln
O. D. Baldwin

H. H. Hewlett
A. K. P. Harmon

W.

J. B.

S. Jones

HUMBOLDT SAVINGS AND LOAN
No.

18

Lincoln.

SOCIETY.

Geary Street.
November

Incorporated

ADOLPH C. WEBER
ERNST BRAND

24, 1869.

President
Seoretary

„

NEVADA WAREHOUSE AND DOCK COMPANY.
WAREHOUSES AND DOCKS
PORT COSTA, California.
Storage Capacity, 100,000 tons. Regular warehouse for San Francisco
Produce Exchange Call Board.
These warehouses are the largest on the Pacific Coast, and are furnished
with the latest improvements for the rapid handling and storing of Grain.
A mill attached, supplied with the best and newest machinery for cleaning
foul and smutty wheat.
Money advanced at lowest rates of Interest on grain stored in warehouses.
Insurance effected at lowest rates In first-class companies, or grain sold,
If

desired, at current rates.

OFFICE—202 Sansome St., over the Anglo-California Bank.

DM T LPiTS.

AMERICAN AND FOREIGN PATENTS.

BOONE & MURDOGK,
San Franoisco
Washington

Office:

Office

:

(E. F.

Murdook.

Jno. L.Boone).

Nucleus Building, Cor. Market and Third Sts.

Opposite Patent

Office.

est geniuses.

Russia has in her possession an
ermine mantle valued at $50,000. It was given to her by
her subjects living in the province of Kherson.

The Empress

of

Mothers, be sure and use •Mrs. Winslow's Soothing
ohildren while teething

Syrup"

tor

your

REMOVED TO 824 MARKET STREET, PHELAN BUILDING
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CO.,

SHIPPING AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS,

l/se4ul

....

and

Fire

309 and 311 Sansome

Marine Insurance Agents,

St.

San Francisco, Ca

CORRESPONDENTS

—

Cold. A writer in the Medical Record
recommends the use of bicarbonate of soda in the
treatment of that most annoyiug of all nuisances, a cold.
The remedy recommended, which should be administered

SOure for A

February

the early stages, consists of twenty to thirty grains of
bicarbonate, given in two or three ounces of water, every
half-hour, for three doses, and a fourth dose at the expiraTwo to four hours are
tion of an hour from the last one.
then allowed to elapse, to see the effect, and the four doses
are repeated if there seems to be necessity, as is frequently
the case. The writer claims that the same treatment
may be used for "la grippe" although the results are not
always so sure. In such cases he combines phenacetin,
five to ten grains, with ten to twenty of soda, and gives
the powders, with hot water, every two hours continuously
for a day or two.
Theft in China. When a theft is committed upon the
streets in China, the shopkeeper in front of whose store
the robbery occurred is held responsible, pending the
Should he not be found the
capture of the culprit.
merchants along the street may be compelled to make
good the loss. This makes a detective of every Chinaman,
and lawbreakers are always brought to justice.

FINDLAY, DURHAM & BRODIE
SIMPSON, MACKIRDY & CO
FUERST BROS. & CO

43

and 46 Threadneedle St., London
29 South Castle St., Liverpool
3 and 4 Stone St., New York

INSURANCE.

in

FIRE, MARINE,

AND INLAND INSURANCE.

Fireman's Fund
INSURANCE COMPANY, OF SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Capital, $1,000,000.

Assets,

$3,000,000.

—

—

Asbestos Wool for Shoes. A preparation consisting
compressed asbestos wool is now used in
Being a non-conthe manufacture of boots and shoes.

PHENIX

THE AMERICAN

live electric wires.

PENNSYLVANIA FIRE
Assets

Strani:e Industry. The proprietors of the skunkfarm at Chesterton gave up their scheme in despair. The
surrounding country was depopulated and finally the
animals devoured their young. The hides of these animals
are quite valuable.

An Old

Lawsuit.

in

Weather Forecasts on Letters. — It

is proposed to
letters arriving at the Baltimore Post Office with
a forecast of the weather for the following twenty four
hours.
The plan, if adopted, may become general.

stamp

—

Color Photography.
r)r.
Selle,
Brandenburg
a
physician, has discovered a process by which colors can be
successfully photographed.
The process is still a secret
and has taken five years to perfect.

A Novel

Laundry. — Chicago boasts

laundry
on wheels. The proprietor and his wife drive about in
their van and laundry plain clothes and towels while you
of the only

The scheme is quite successful.
The Largest Fire Engines. Two of the largest fire
engines in the world were recently completed in London.
One throws 1400 and the other nearly 2000 gallons of water
wait.

—

best things for the face.
Nearly
are injurious to the skin.

Heat
hot

air.

many

of

all

are the

complexion beautifiers

—

for the Vatican. The Vatican is to be heated by
There are eleven thousand rooms in the building,
which never get a ray of sunshine.

Pine Cones for Kindling.— Pine cones are valuable
kindling for an open fire.
Being
blaze is fragrant and cheerful.

The

Market

St.,

full

of

$1,083,321

street,

CO., Managers.

PALATINE
INSURANCE COMPANY

(Limited),

SOLID SECURITY.
CHAS.

OVER

OF MANCHESTER, ENGLAND.

L.ATON, Manager.

A.

RESOURCES

$9,000,000.00

439 California St., S. F.

Fire Insurance.
Founded A. D.

Company

Insurance

1792.

North

of

America

OF PHILADELPHIA, PENN.
Paid-up Capital
Surplus to Policy Holders

JAMES

$3,000,000
5,022,016

BAILEY, Genera l

D.

CONNECTICUT
Capital Paid

FIRE

Agent, 412 California

INSURANCE CO. OF HARTFORD.

Up

$1,000,000
3.192,001.69
1,506,409 .41

ROBERT DICKSON,

BOYD & DICKSON,

F.

St., S.

Assets...
Surplus to Policy Holders
S. F.

Manager

Agents,

S oi

401

Montgomery

Montgomery

St.

St.

AACHEN AND MUNICH FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
OF AIX LA 'CHAPELLE, GERMANY.
Established
Capital.

UNITED STATE

$2,250,001.

1825

Total Assets, $6,854,653 65

EPARTMENT: 204 Sansome St., S. F.
VOSS, CONRAD & CO., General

PHOENIX ASSURANCE CO. OF LONDON

Establi

Managers.

^d

n

PROVIDENCE-WASHINGTON NSURANCE CO. i™>r P orated
BUTLER & HALDAN, General Agents,

1799

413 California St., S. F.

BRITISH

turpentine, the

Japan has made her famous. George T. Marsh, 625
has collected the finest specimens obtainable.

art of

Surplus to Policy Holders,

Montgomery

$1,889,252

OF GOTHENBURG

CO.

BROWN, CRAIG A

per minute.

Natural Beauty. — Cold water and pure soap

INS.

Assets, $5,493,831
Pacific Department, 407-409

—A

lawsuit, commenced in 1595, is at
the courts of Bavaria.
The parties to it are
the Lords of Thungen and the market community of
Burginn. It is expected that this year will close the suit.

present

Surplus to Policy Holders,

FIRE

$697,62?

OF PHILADELPHIA

INS. CO.

,098,7?..

THE SVEA

—

A

$1,661,401

OF PHILADELPHIA

FIRE INS. CO.

Surplus to Policy Holders,

—

There are at present
Cremation versus Burial.
twenty-six cremation societies in this country with about
The number of ineight thousand enrolled members.
cinerations has thus far been over thirty-five hundred.
The movement is rapidly gaining favor all over the world.

N. Y.
Surplus to Policy Holders,

Assets, $2,296,083

of thin sheets of

ductor of heat, it counteracts the influences of heat, cold
or moisture and, being a non-conductor of electricity, the
person wearing such boots is enabled to walk safely over

OF BROOKLYN,

CO.

INS.

Assets, 85,783,243

AND FOREIGN MARINE INSURANCE

CO.,

LIMITED,

OF LIVERPOOL.
Capital

$6,700,000

BALFOUR, GUTHRIE &

CO., Agents.

No. 316 California st

,
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the Sultan think could

W see aome
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from house to house, with
pn
thrown in, sells a good many
pretty poor washing powders.
lon'i li 1
worthless
thes
prizes
deceive
decei\
e
you,
["hey

Turk,

I

don't

v

of ours?

It is said that the Turkish soldiers surrounding Zeitoum
aro starving. There may be such a thing as Providence

after

and compare

all.

not likely that ex-President Harrison will ever run
for politics again.
Matrimonial troubles are enough for a
It is

man

in this life, anyway.
morning paper states that "local Republicans are at
work." Either his is a mistake or the gentlemen are
very young Republicans.

A

The only perfect woman

in

existence at present

Louvre, at Paris. She is deaf. dumb, and
call her the Venus de Milo.

blind,

is in

the

and men

amount

Consider
bought them

t<>

anything.

their value

if

you

the regular way,
this with the value

in

ruined linens, paints, etc., that
risk with
these washingpowders.
There' s nothing cheaper to wash
with than Pearline.
That eives you easy washing that is absolutely safe. You would better use
Pearline, and buy your own prizes. You'd save
money.
JAMES PYLE, New York.
ol

you

^

The doctor is said to be an unknown quantity in many
Hungary, which probably accounts for the uni-

villages in

versal health prevalent there.

ifflokeless

Amelie Rives-Cbandler has married a Prince. Fortunis a Russian, and is probably unable to
understand her published novels.
ately for her he

Since the opening of the religious controversy in the
is possible that even the Almighty does not
know upon which foot he stands.

daily papers, it

Mrs. Lease has decided to enter the Christian ministry,
and forsake the platform for the pulpit. The former was
probably not exciting enough to suit her tastes.

One of the Lord's shepherds was anointed with tar and
feathers in Nebraska the other day.
We have the necessary ingredients but lack the courage to apply them.

Now that the North Pole is said to have been discovered, it is suggested that all dissatisfied women emigrate
thither and found a little republic to suit themselves.

A Southern Pacific engineer has been arrested in San
Jose for wife beating. There are many persons who will
lay the blame for his actions upon Mr. Huntington's
shoulders.

The Boss of
Manufactured.

all

SMOKELESS POWDERS

Used by the crack snots of tlie country.
Lowest recorded breech PRESSURE.
Lightest RECOIL and absolutely no SMOKE.
Manufactured by

Whether the word "obey" be used in the marriage sermakes little difference to the average woman.
She will have her way in this life at all costs; and the milvice or not,

lenium has probably been postponed to enable the Almighty
to store up sufficient energy to hold his own against her in

THE,

GIANT POWDER CO.,

430 California

St., S.

Consolidated,

F.

the hereafter.

Von Hartmann, the German philosopher and pessimist,
proposes a tax on bachelors to support the numberless old
maids in the Fatherland. Seeing that many of these gentlemen went through the Franco-German war, it is possible that some of them will even prefer wedlock to being
robbed of their hard-earned dollars.
A

LITTLE

OF

LYRIC

JOY.

J

D.

SIMIVflN,

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW
319 Pine St., San Francisco.

Perrier-Jouet

& Co

Scaffold high

A A man, oh my

Of lightest blue;

Whose

I

clothes are new.

A

rope, a prayer,
A bolt, a jar;
Farewell to care,
Et puis, ban soir!

creation
THE projected
the Venezuelan

of a British commission to look
affair is a step in the right direcwants is justice, not war and if it

into

tion.

What America

;

can be averted by peaceful measures, so much the better.
Tbb Press Clipping Bureau,
papers on the Pacific Coast, and
and personal
r

For sale by all first-class Wine
Merchants and Grocers

Montgomery

street, S. F. reads all
supplies clippings on all topics, business
510

EPERNAY CHAMPAGNE,
W.

B.

CHAPMAN,

Sole Agent for Pacific Coast.

123 California St
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was a hop in the evening; the
Saturday Morning Orchestra gave a concert at Metropolitan Hall; the Golden Gate Commandery reception and
dance at Golden Gate Hall was a handsome and enjoyable
affair; Mrs. Schwabacher's theatre party at the Columbia,
followed by supper at her residence, was in honor of the
bride-elect. Miss Jennie Schwabacher. Two handsome stag
dinners were given on Monday evening also; at one Mr.
Sam Shortridge played the host in the Tapestry room of
the Palace, his chid guest being that prince of pianists,
Paderewski. At the other General Forsythe presided,
at the Presidio, where there

a blaze
ante-Lenten season came to a close
THE
given on Tuesday evenglorv with the March Gras
in

of

ball

members of the Art Institute, at their handThe committees laboied hard,
some Temple on Nob Hill.
and succeeded almost beyond their hopes in making it a
ing by the

success, as well as a fitting climax

to the

Club,

gayest winter

The decorations
San Francisco has had for many a year.
were beautiful in the extreme, and, in the main, novel in
character; the attendance was large, quite a number of
men, as well as many ladies, appearing in handsome fancy
costumes, while the gowns of the ladies, who simply wore
The
evening attire, were remarkable for their elegance.

army and navy, as well as of our foreign
added brilliancy to a scene which will long be remembered by those who were lucky enough to behold it;
the supper was excellent, and dancing was prolonged until
a very late hour. The dresses were all very elegant and
appropriate. Miss Catherwood, as Maguerite, was attired
in a pretty maiden-like costume, and attracted much at
Mrs. J. H. Jewett was resplendent in an Andetention.
lusian costume of rich changeable silk, trimmed with real
lace, with a baskine very short on the hips and finished
with pink ruffles. The skirt was beautifully embroidered
with stars of jet and gold, and the mantilla used was also
of real lace. Her necklace consisted of three rows of lovely
uniforms of the

visitors,

gold beads.

The five closing days and nights of the season, in which
alone such things are supposedly permissible among church
people, have been more thau well-filled with feasting and
On Friday were Colonel Fred
revelry of many varieties.
Crocker's dinner to Mrs. Easton, Mrs. Rudolph Spreckel's
violet luncheon party, Mrs. Darling's novel Valentine
luncheon, which she gave at her town residence on Gough
street, at which Mrs. Niebaum was guest of honor. Horace
Piatt's dinner at the Bohemian Club, to which his guests
were asked to meet Mr. and Mrs. Kruttschmtt; Miss Edith
McBean's luncheon at the Hotel Richelieu; Mrs. de Greyer's
luncheon at the University Club; Lieutenant Joyes' tea at
the I'residio; Miss Anna Buckbee's dance; Mine. Ziska's
reception in honor of the officers of the Italian man-of-war;
Mrs. George Power's dancing party, and the Leap Year
Cotillion of the Friday Fortnightly Club, which was led by
Miss Hobart.

Saturday's festivities included the euchre parties of Miss
Blanche Baldwin and of Miss McFarland, given at their
respective homes; the tea at the Mercantile Library;
Mrs. JohnM. Cunningham's delightful musicale; the theatre
parties of Miss Catherwood at the Tivoli for the Misses
Bee and Ethel Hooper, and supper afterwards at home;
and of Miss Rose Hooper, who entertained forty of her
friends, also at the Tivoli. followed by supper at the Occidental.

On Sunday

taking place in the red room of the Bohemian
and Prince Luigi and Captain Bertolini, of the
Christoforo Colombo, were his guests of honor.
his dinner

Miss Jennie Catherwood gave the last of her
Sunday teas; Mrs. Ignatz Steinhart gave a dinner complimentary to Miss Stella Greenebaum and Alfred Simon,
at which eighteen guests were seated at the handsomely
adorned table.
The University Club has been very popular with the
ladies this season whereat to give luncheon parties, and
not a week has passed [or a month or more that they have
not been of almost, daily occurrence. There were two
given there on last Monday, and both of them were remarkably pretty. Miss Helen Boss, who entertained
seventeen of her young lady friends, chose violets, and
daffodils for the floral adornments of the tables; Miss
Parquharson's was a red luncheon; the adornments hyacinths, smilax, and red ribbons, and red shades over the
lights cast a roseate hue upon the scene.
Her guests,
who numbered fifteen, were an equal number of maids and
young matrons. Besides these luncheons at the University
Club, Miss Agnes Brandenstein gave a luncheon at her
home en California street; the Misses Graham gave a tea

Among Tuesday's events were Mrs. Van

Vliet's luncheon,

were invited to meet the bride-elect,
her sister, Miss Fanny Crocker; and Mr. James Phelan's
dinner in the red room of the Bohemian Club, from which
he and his twenty-three guests proceeded to the Mardi
Gras ball at the Art Institute.
to which her guests

Among recent events not named above, are the dinners
given by Mrs. Henry Crocker, Mrs. Henry Scott, and
Mrs William Haas; Mrs.- Robert Oxnard's luncheon, Mrs.
E. J. Coleman's progressive euchre party in honor of Mrs.
Kruttschnitt, and Miss Emma Butler's and Mrs. Ryer's
luncheon parties, both at the University Club.
The first event in the Lenten season was the entertainment at Mrs. Clark Crocker's on Thursday evening, in aid
the Doctor's Daughters' Charities, and consisted of
tableaux, the participants being young society belles and
beaux. Mrs. Brandenstein also gave a diner d' adieu to
Mrs. Wm. Haas, and Mrs. Sig. Greenebaum the first of a
series of dinners at which she purposes entertaining her
friends during the next few weeks.

of

Tuesday next will be the wedding day of Miss Clara
Huntington and E. Burke Holladay, and the ceremony
take place at the residence
Huntington, in New York city.
will

of the bride's uncle, C. P.

On Saturday next, at noon, Miss Laura Rountree and
Dr. Charles McQuesten will be married at the home of
the bride in Alameda.
On Saturday

evening, the 29th, the members of the San
will hold a high jinks for members

Francisco Verein Club
only.

British Consul-General Warburton and Miss Warburton
have selected San Rafael as their place of residence, and
will remove there early in March.
The hop at the Presidio on Monday evening was a particularly delightful one.
Being the last one of the season,
there was a supper, and after it the cotillion was danced,
so that instead of breaking up at 11 o'clock as usual, the
dance was prolonged until after one o'clock.
Miss Bert A. Fuller, daughter of W. P. Fuller, of the
firm of Whittier. Fuller & Co., was married to Charles A.
Kinkelin last Thursday. The groom is connected with the
London, Paris and American Bank.
The ceremony took

place at 2336 Pacific avenue, the residence of the

bride's

mother.
A very enjoyable evening was spent at the Press Club
on Thursday last, when the ladies of the city were entertained by the members.
Owing to the efforts of the President, C. M. Coe, the club is now one of the best in the city,
and is rapidly acquiring new and influential members.
Surgeon Wm. Martin. U. S. N. (retired), left on Thursday for the East. He will visit Chicago, New York, and
Washington, and is to be gone several months.
Miss E. V. McCloskey, the well-known contralto singer,
has returned from a visit to her relatives in the East, after
an absence of several months.
The Verein Eintracht will give a masquerade ball at the
Mechanics' Pavilion to-night.
One of the attractions will
be a grand march entitled "Four Hundred Years of
American Life," being a representation of different periods
in American history.
Prizes amounting to $500 will be
given away, and a military band of thirty-six pieces will
furnish the music.

Cooper &

Co., art stationers

ana heraldic engravers,

746

Market

St.

S.P
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Judge McKenna
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h which lie hat sat out the tire
ding of the volumes
nj
in
uit on trial in thi
States

11

h

patient man.

re

Court vv.is .111 example Of judicio
Which he Will never have full credit
Tin- reading was a
wholly unnecessary proceeding, and an absolute wasl
time, but the lawyers
It
is Imp
ppre
elate and weigh testimony read in that perfunctory fashand every word must be read once more in the closet,
in any event, but Judge McKenna sat it out
lil
until the lawyers got cold feet.
die sees with
al thai Judge Murphy has
been talking about "the scavengers of the press.
Has
ianybody been putting the learned jurist in an ash-bai
t

og

tin Ir

1

alitor-

ument on which
yon pt-rinilti your tinker to put strings
your piano to suit the passing fancy of a tinker's brood,
should not be surprised when the result proves to be
.1

in

sive anil not Batisfj

,m:
ii
the Judiciary to make the laws
dumped on it by the
e boa-carrier bear some
of harmonious relation one to the other, and to those
which have gone before, whether organic or specific. The
is the stomach of the Government, and its function
the biennial meal of raw food prepared at Sac-

the

business of

ramento.
The law proposed by the "well-meaning person" is to
blame for most of the legal dyspepsia from which the State
suffers.
It is an unhappy fait
that the "well-meaning
person " is quite often so fully satisfied with the benefit he
confers on humanity by raising its moral average by the
value of his personal equation, that he thinks it unnecessary to do more than signify his approval of the purpose
of a given measure.
He will not take the pains to ascertain the relative bearing of his plan on established princi)f jurisprudence which cannot be set aside even though
they happen to cut the throat of his pet reform.
Hence
the confusion and the imputation of unworthy motives to
the Judiciary, which might have been averted had the
•well-meaning person" taken the pains to inform himself
of the rocks in the course of his ship.
These are easily
enough avoided by the legislative navigator who knows the
way.
Perhaps you remember the sort of talk that went on
during the pendency of the Hale & Norcross decision.
It
was a common thing to meet men who insisted that the decision was held back so long to help the speculators.
If
you asked whether the bears or the bulls were to be benefited by the delay they could not tell.
Now, the truth of
that story was that the decision hung so long because the
acute sense of conscientious obligation actuating Chief Justice Beatty compelled him to devote prolonged and painful
study to the case before he could make up his mind. That
which should stand to his credit was turned to the flippant
use of every man who believes it a smart thing to charge
corrupt motives on men in authority. The Chief Justice is
a man of tender conscience, steadfast in his opinion when
he has made up his mind, but slow to judge, possibly too

recently

?

THE OLD-FASHIONED GIRL-row*
SHB'S

topics.

only an "old-fashioned girl," she Bays,

it. nol enough to disgrace?)
"old-fashioned slrl " with womanly ways,
And a winsome and womanly face;
A girl who is innocent, modest, and sweet,
Who is sensible, earnest, and true
The kind that will surely be obsolete
In another short year or two.
(

Is

Au

She's never been seen a-straddle a wheel,
She doesn't ape man in her dress;
She doesn't write books on how the may feel
While receiving a lover's caress
She doesn't use slang nor smoke cigarettes,
Nor talk of the freedom of sex
She doesn't run after the "fashionable sets,""
;

And none

of their follies affects.

'

slow.
Justice

Henshaw is a man of philosophic mind and consecutive thought, which, when he speaks, enables him to
explain in luminous and vivid fashion. Like other lawyers,
however, when he writes he is ridden by the involved and
parenthetical sentence which so often makes legal opinions
read like a page of mystery. It would be a blessing to
bewildered humanity were our Judiciary trained to cultivate the short sentence. The treacherous prououn trips
them up, and the parenthesis lures them to the ruin of
sense.
Their training in the use of English has, for the
most part, been oratorical, and the orator is sparing of
verbs and spendthrift of the untameable pronouns. In a recent opinion by Judge Henshaw, otherwise admirable,
more than one sentence dragged like a scotched snake,
and with as little coherence. Nothing but laziness.
It might be thought disrespectful to call Justice McFarland a bird, but he always reminds one of the owl. "Mac,"
as they call him in Supreme Court circles, is a very human
sort of bird, ready to give and take in the way of a joke.
He was once knocked out of time by the unexpected and
eager assault of Charles Wesley Reed, The Justice put
some question or other to the counsel. The young lawyer
stopped for an instant, and then pointing an eager finger
at the Court, burst out
" Now your Honor is quoting Maechtavelli on me that
the end justifies the means."
"Mac" gasped. To be accused of quoting Macchiavelli
as authority in the Supreme Court was too much.
:

—

She's only an "old-fashioned girl," you see,
And not in the least "up to date;"
But she is the kind of a girt for me,
And the kind that I want for a mate,
I know it is very "old-fashioned " to say

But

Your wife is a "saint from above"
I own I am fond of her "old-fashioned" way,

And proud

of her "old-fashioned " love!

The third concert

of the nineteenth season of the Loring
be given in Odd Fellows' Hall on Thursday evenThe. programme includes some very
ing, the 27th inst.
strong male voice choral numbers, and additional interest
it
the
fact that Miss Ardella Mills will apis given to
by
pear as soloist. The club has also engaged the services of
Mr. B. Mollenhauer, violinist, and of Mrs. Carmicbael-Carr
Mr. D. P. Hughes, the director of the
as accompanist.

Club

will

club, will conduct.

A

handsome bouquet

of flowers constitutes the most genteei gift
Charles M. Leopold, of 39 Post street, is the leading
florist in this city, and always has the freshest flowers on hand. His
floral decorations for weddings and other functions are tasty and
original, and among his patrons are the leading persons constituting

imaginable.

our society.

Cream of Orange Blossoms, creates spotless complexions. 60 cents,
druggists or by mail. Pacific Perfumery Company. San Francisco.
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The Dashing Gay Soubrette.— the

System.)

Trains Leave and are Due

She was a dashing and gay soubrette,
When he was a lad in his Freshman year,
And she drew him in with her eyes of jet,
And cheapened herself to become his dear.

Arrive at

to

SAN FRANCISCO:
Leave.
6:30

From November

\

A Hay wards.

20, 1895.

Niles, and

Way

|

She was a dashing and gay soubrette,
When he was a senior of quiet ways,
And he called her his jewel, his idol and

Arrive

Sta10:15

tions

A

And wrote to her sonnets and roundelays.
She was a dashing and gay soubrette,
When he married, alas, and settled down
Yet he'd sooner his business or rent forget
Than to miss the play when she was in

A Atlantic Express, Ogden and East 8:45 P
a Bcnicia, Vacaville, Rumsey, Sacramento, and Redding, via Davis 7:15 P
7 :30 a Martinez. San Ramon, Napa, Cal6:15 P
istoga, and Santa Rosa
8:30 a Niles, San Jose, Stockton, lone,
Marys ville, Red
Sacramento,
4:15 P
Bluff, Sundays excepted Oroville
*7:15p
*8:30 A Peters and Milton
9:00 a San Leandro Hay wards and Way
9:00A Los Angeles Express,

11 :45

A

4 15

P

10:45

a

l :45

P

Raymond,

(for Yosemite), Santa Barbara,
and Los Angeles
9:00 A MartiDez and Stockton
10 :00 a San Leandro, Hay wards, Niles.
12:00m San Leandro, Hay wards and Way
,

,

Stations

San Jose and Livermore.
:00p Sacramento River steamers

1:00 p Niles,

..

:

—

10:45 a

Oroville, and Sacramento
4:30p Niles. San Jose, Livermore
5:00 P

Stockton
Sao Leandro, Haywards and

—

and
7:15P

Way

3 :30

8 :45 P
Express, Fresno,
Bakersfleld, Santa Barbara, Los
Angeles, Deming. El Paso. New
10:45A
Orleans, and East
P Santa Fe Route, Atlantic Express,

6:00
6:00

10:45a
Mojave and East
9:45 a
p European mail, Ogden and East.
p Havwards, Niles and San Jose. .. 7:45 A

Stations
3:30p New Orleans

for

.

17 :00

P Vallejo

7:00

P Oregon

f7 :45 P

Sacramento,
Express,
Marysville, Redding, Portland,

7:00 P

Puget Sound and East
San Leandro, Haywards and

10 :45

9:00

A

Way

Stations

10:50P

p San Leandro, Haywards and

Way

S tations
ttl2 :00 A
H10:05p "Sunset Limited," Fresno, Los
Angeles, El Paso, New Orleans
and East
g 13 :45 P
ttll:15P San Leandro, Haywards and

Way

Stations

7 : 15

8:15a Newark, Centerville, San

way
4:15

Way

she, forsooth, is dancing yet,
heels to the gallery god.

Arizona editor— 1 see that the Eastern
still sticks to our new reporter.
Assistant.— How's that? Arizona editor— In
writing up the tar-and-feather racket he
mentions the victim as being clothed in "a
garb of some soft clinging material."
Mike— Can you give me a job, boss? Con-

cult

tractor— What can you do?
classes of work.

Coast Division (Third and Townsend

pick.

young

novelist

writes,

was not

still it

for

fatal,

on the next

page

9:50

a

17:20

P

"She collected herself," we are

9 :47

A
A

*8:48A
6:35
f7:45

a
p

He

Post.

tries to carve,

But misses joints;
His friends may starve

They give him

points.

These crooked wings,"

'

He sighs and
'

says,

Are harder things

Than

Morrow &

George

(Established 1864

60.,

flflY

Commission Merchants.
Clay St. and 88 Commercial St., S. F
Branches at Bay District, Ingleside, and Third
St. Hay Wharf.
Telephone No. 35.

39

For Japan and China.

Oakland—

for Morning.
p for Afternoon.
•Sundays excepted.
tSaiurdays only.
fSundays only. HTuesdays and Saturdays.
tt Monday, Thursday, and Saturday nights only.
gSundays and Thursdays.

The Pacific Transfer Company will call for
and check baggage from hotels and residences.
Enquire of Ticket Agents for Time Cards and

other information.

S. S.

Steamers leave wharf at FIRST and

HONGKONG,
Doric

for

connecting at

SHANGHAI.

CO.

BRAN-

NAN STREETS, at 3 P M, for YOKOHAMA
steamers

A

AM;

1:40,3:40,5:00,

same schedule as above.

Week

S. f.

Arrive in

In Effect

S. F.

Week

'

'

'

Days. iSunaays^ DESTr TI0N Sundays. Days.
.

.

7:40am 8:00 AM
3:30pm 9:30am
5:10

pm

5:00

Novato,
Petaluma,
Santa Rosa.

pm

10:40

6:05
7:30

am 8:50am
pm 10:30am
pm 6:15pm

and

Yokohama with

Thursday, March 5,
BELGIC (via Honolulu). Saturday, March 31,

Coptic
Gaelic

1896
1896
Wednesday, Aprils, 1896
Saturday, April 25, 1896

Round Trip Tickets at Reduced Rates.
For freight or passage apply at Company's
office, No. 425 Market street, corner First.
D. D.

Windsor,
Healdsburg,

8:00am

3:30

pm

7:40

ami

.,v,,
M
8 '°°AM

1

3:30pm|
7:40am|
5:10pm|
7:40am|
3:30pmI

Pieta, Hop-

6:15pm

,.„,_„
jiand, Ukiah.l '• 30pM
1

8:00am
1

8:00am
6:00pm
8:00am
5:00pm

10:30am

7:30pm

Geyserville,
Cloverdale.

1

I

1

1

Guerneville[ 7:30pm

Sonoma,
Glen Ellen.

6:15pm
10

30am

6:15pm
110:40am 8:50am
6:05pm 6:15 pm
I

10 30am
6:05pM 6:15pm

= ph „.,._„, 110:40AM
Sevastopol.
[

I

Stages connect at San Rafael for Bolinas.
Stages connect at Cloverdale for the Geysers.
Stages connect at Pieta for Highland Springs,
Kelsey ville, and Lakeport.
Stages connect at Ukiah for Vichy Springs,
Blue Lakes, Laurel Del Lake, Saratoga Springs,
Upper Lake, Booneville, Greenwood, Orr's Hot
Springs, Mendocino City, Fort Bragg, Usal
Westport, Laytonville, Willitts, Capella, Porno,
Potter Valley, John Day's, Lierley's, Gravelly
Valley, Harris, Scotia, and Eureka.
Saturday-to-Monday Round Trip Tickets at reduced rates.
On Sundays, Round Trip Tickets to all points
beyond San Rafael at half rates.

TICKET OFFICE-650 Market
H.C. WHITING,
Gen. Manager.

St.,

Chronicle

R.X.RYAN,
Gen. Passenger Agent.

PACIFIC

COAST STEAMSHIP CO.

Ticket Office—Palace Hotel, No
Montgomery street.

AND GRAIN

OCCIDENTAL AND ORIENTAL

8).

9:40, 11:10

pm.

Santa Barbara, Port Los Angeles, Redondo, (Los
Angeles) and Newport, Feb. 3, 7, II, 15 19 23 27
and every fourth day thereafter, at 11 a. m.
For Ensenada, San Jose del Cabo, Mazatlan,
La Paz. Altata, and Guaymas (Mexico), steamer
"Willamette Valley," 10 a.m., 25th of each month.

)

*7:15. 9:00, and 11:00 A. M., 11:00, *2:00, 13:00,
*4:00, 15:00 and *6:00p. m.
From
Foot of Broadway.
*6:00, 8:00, 10:00 a. m.; 112:00, *l :00, 12-00
*3:00, 14:00 *5 :00P.M.

(Slip

DAYS-6:25, 7:55, 9:30, 11:10 AM; 12:45,
Saturdays— Extra trips at 1 :55

3 :40, 5 :10 p m.
and 6:35 PM.

fourth day thereafter.
For San Diego, stopping only at Port Harford,

sausages! "

Market street

of

WEEK

Dispatch steamers from San Francisco for
ports in Alaska, 9 A. m.; Feb. 29.
ForB. C. and Puget Sound ports, Feb 4,9,
14, 19, 24, 29, and every 5th day thereafter.
For Eureka (Humboldt Bay), Steamer "Pomona,"at2p.M. Feb. 3.7,11, 15, 19, 23, 27, and everv
fourth day thereafter.
For Newport, Los Angeles and p". way ports,
at 9 a. m. Feb. 1, 5, 9, 13, 17, 2.' -j, 29, and every

CREEK ROUTE FERRY.
From San Francisco—Foot

SAN RAFAEL TO SAN FRANCISCO.

told.

—Washington

streets).

*8:06

PH.

6:20

Building.

A pitiful thing to behold!
But

way stations (New
Almaden Wednesdays only
1:45 P
8:15a San Jose, Tres Pinos, Santa Cruz,
Pacific Grove, Paso Robles, San
Luis Obispo, Guadalupe and principal way stations
7:05 p
10:40a San Jose and way stations
5:00p
:45
a
Palo
Alto and way stations
U
3:30 P
*2:30pSau Jose, Gilroy, Tres Pinos,
Santa Cruz, Salinas, Monterey,
Pacific Grove
*10:40a
*3:30pSan Jose and principal way stations

I have several
can do anything.

" She burst into tears," the

6:45A San Jose and

*4:30p San Jose and Way Stations
5:30 p San Jose and way stations
6:30p San Jose and way stations
fll:45P San Jose and way stations

Mike— I

Contractor— Well, take your

*11:20a

Stations

12:35,3:30
trip at

SUNDAYS—

7:40am

woman

—

Jose,

p Newark, San Jose, Los Gatos
P Hunters' Excursion. San Jose and

A M;

9:20, 11:00

Thursdays— Extra

11:30 p m. Saturdays— Extra trips at 1:50
and 11:30 pm.
8:00,9:30, 11:00 A M; 1:30. 3:30, 5:00,

Leave

according to her nature is
meant to obey may be recognized from the
fact that every woman who is placed in the,
to her, unnatural position of complete independence, at once attaches herself to some
man, by whom she lets herself be led and
ruled, for the obvious reason that she requires a master. If she is young, it is a
lover, if she is old, it is a confessor. Schopenhauer.

i

til :45

p M.

5:10, 6:30

Fulton,

That

F 1c .Moulder Creek, SantaCruz
and way stations
5:50p
*2:15p Newark, Centerville, San Jose,
New Almaden, Felton, Boulder
Creek, Santa Cruz, and principal
stations

•

And kicking her

A

Santa Cruz Division (Narrow Gauge).

SAN FRANCISCO TO SAN RAFAEL.

WEEK DAYS—7:40,

6:25

der the sod

While

Street.

Between San Francisoo and Schuetzen Park,

She was a dashing and gay soubrette.
When he died and they planted him un-

2 :45 P
8:45 A

*9:00P
fl:30P Port Costa and Way Stations.... t7:45P
3:00 p San Leandro, Hay wards and Way
5:45 P
Stations
4 :'0 P San Leandro, Hay wards aDd Way
6:45 p
Stations
4:00 P Martinez, San Ramon, Vallejo,
Napa, Galistoga, El Verano and
9:15A
Santa Rosa
Woodland,
Esparto,
4:00p Benicia,
Knight's Landing, Marysville,
*1

Tibcron Ferry—Foot of Market

SUNDAYS—8:!0,

town.

She was a dashing and gay soubrette,
When he was a grandpa old and wise,
And he'd sit for days and inward fret,
A-carrying her image before his eyes.

22, 1896.

SAN FRANCISCO AND NORTH PACIFIC
RAILWAY CO.

pet,

7:00
7:00

Stations

critic.

February

STUBBS, Secretary.

GOODALL, PERKINS & CO.,
No.

10

Market

street,

4

New

Gen'l Agents,
San Francisoo.

OCEANIC STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
Coolgardie
(Freemantle)

gold-fields,

Australia,

$220 first class, 8110 steerage. Lowest rates to Capetown, S. Africa.
O. S. S. Co.'s steamers
sail:

HONOLULU, APIA,
AUCKLAND, and SYDS. S
MONOWAI,
March 5th. at 2 P M.
For HONOLULU, S. SFor

NEY,

"AUSTRALIA,"

March

10,

at 10 am.

REDUCED SPECIAL KATES

for

parties

March 10th and April 7th, 1886.
For passage apply to 114 Montgomery street.
For freight apply to 327 Market street.
J D. SPRECKELS & BROS. CO., General Agts.
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children will develop into healthy citizens.
Defective sanitation in the schools will ruin both.

angel surmounting the City Hall may be somewhat
THE
serve our purposes just as
mutilated, but she
well.

will

ANOTHER monitor,

the Monadnock. is now in commisfew more after the same pattern and we
sha'l have a navy.

A

sion.

arson
crime
THE
should be increased
of

community

SIGN

is

is

The penalty
imprisonment, as the whole

growing rapidly.
to

life

endangered.

at

illegal voting,

residents of thai city
t<> play with.
The proceedings
effect over the entire state-.

ous

is
regretted that the
ITFrancisco
are desecrated by

most

will

artistic spots of

world owes much to the
Edgar
THE
By
keen, clear
he amused
iate

his

wit,

and unwittingly lightened the little cares and troubles
many. His resting place is in the hearts of the people
better place than the final abode of kings.

of

sity.

modern accommodations

for officers

and men.

THE

religious discussiou in the daily papers is gradually
Had we
changing from the tedious to the vulgar.

less

speech and more Christianity the world would be the

of

—

NOW that

the pool rooms must close down, let the
machines be done away with. Licensa step in the right direction, but the present
figure is not adequate for the harm they do. The Call's fight
against the former evil was worthy of commendation.
nickel-in- the-slot

recent brutal proceedings on a
THE
argue strongly against hanging as

the Presidio has long been a necesTHE improvement
An important army post should contain the most

Wilson Nye.

millions of people

FOOTPADDERY

again prevalent and should be
is
Imprisonment, as a
punishable with the lash.
method of suppression, is entirely inadequate.

San

beauty for individual gain.

sacrifice

ing them

A

have a healthy

vulgar advertising signs,
placed there with the permission of property owners whose
accumulative instincts are so great as to force them to

returning prosperity and growing confidence
is the demand for American securities in London. The
outlook is a bright one all round.
of

9.

Sacramento for
shows that
are a wide-awake lot and danger-

election officers

tn ho

EALTHY

ft

tin-

Number
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Indictment
THE
permitting fraudulent and
>>f

)di<m , tk.OO.

is

Louis scaffold
a mode of capital
punishment. One may be averse to the idea of shedding
blood, but the guillotine is speedy and accurate, and car
ries with it terrors that might put some stop to murder.
St.

charges against
THE
Service are becoming

officers in the Revenue Cutter
of too frequent occurrence.

The gentlemen constituting the investigating committees
should be fearless and unprejudiced in their methods and
determined to bring offenders, irrespective

of

rank, to

justice.

modern fortifications at Lime Point and
WITH
good cruisers near at hand, San Francisco
is

a few
begin-

ning to feel what she really is— the Empress of the Western

World.

ORE

money is needed in Armenia to help thousands of
JJl
l"\_ homeless women and children, robbed of their fathers
by the late terrible massacres. New York has forwarded
$25,000 already.

men upon their
ovation tendered Jameson and
THE
spite
the charges
London proves
arrival
his

of

that, in

in

against them, the Britishers are
fashioned bravery.

still

admirers

of

good

old-

produce market on the
establishment of
water front will be an absolute boon to everybody in
The consumer will pay less for his goods, and the
general.
farmer will be enabled to make a small profit.

THE

a free

appears to be some question about Inspector
THERE
the reforms ever
Dockery's right to a salary. Of
all

instituted in this city, that brought about by the Milk

In-

spector is one of the most beneficial, and he should be adequately compensated for it.

S PARAGRAPH

appeared in one of the departments of
week, stating that Judge Morrow would
lecture before the Mechanics' Institute on the subject of
"Six Years as a Statesman in Washington." It appears
now that the subject quoted should have read " Six Years
with Statesmen," and not as we had it. The fault was
ours for having accepted, without verification, a statement appearing in that most accurate of all papers— the
Examiner.
this

paper

last

arrest
a clergyman
"violating
THE
the Park ordinances," and the subsequent withdrawal
of

in this

city for

of the case against him at the request of the arresting
officers, is a matter liable to leave grave doubts in the
minds of intelligent men. If the officers were too zealous,

claimed they were, then decency demands that, in
the minister should prosecute them for arresting him on such a charge. To hush the matter up is merely
to leave the affair open to inference.
as

it is

self defense,

Directors
the Donahue Road
annual
THE
was held a few days ago. For some time past there
election of

of

has been some trouble in the directorate, owing to the
workings of the Stetson syndicate, which gave President
The last
A. W. Foster no little amount of annoyance.
election, however, resulted in a complete victory for the
present President, the opposing syndicate being repreThis speaks highly for
sented now by a minority only.
Mr. Foster and his capable and thoroughly efficient management, and it can safely be said that the future prospects of the road are good in the extreme.
partition
THE
The
future.

Turkey is a possibility of the near
apparent friendly feeling in English
diplomatic circles towards Russia, as evinced by Mr. Balfour's comments on the desire of that country to acquire
of

an ice-free port in the Far East, is a sign that the old fear
Constantinople passing into the clutches of the Bear is
passing away. A further rapprochement between the two
nations is expected, and it can safely be asserted that with
the forces of Russia at her command, Great Britain will
be able to cope successfully with any possible European
of

combination.
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case, the vote on the verity of the mathematical proposition would probably stand
For, 120 against, 60.
see, therefore, that the Christian mind, as it is
:

THE

question of the guilt or innocence of Dr. Brown,
which a church council has been called to detersubordinated in public interest to
being
mine,
is
certain psychological phenomena developed by the trial.
churchly
mind are being
workings of the
The
revealed in a surprising, not to say an alarming, way. We
are being given a very unusual opportunity to see inside
the heads of a class of people who are commonly assumed
to be much better than their neighbors.
In the
Dr. Brown himself is wonderfully interesting.
theological seminary and by thirty years of activity in the
ministry, he has been trained to think after the fashion
How
which is desired in its guides by his denomination.
very different his mental processes are from those of men
outside the church is disclosed by the manner in which he
has endeavored to break the force of Mrs. Stockton's evidence.
This woman testified, with much particularity, to
ii'ir-u-i''i,s in the
pastor's study, long walks in secluded
parts of the city, a visit to a private room in a restaurant,
and, finally, gave to the Council a confession which would
entitle the clergyman's wife to a divorce on Scriptural
grounds. Dr. Brown meets this testimony by showing
that Mrs. Stockton has blackmailed other men, that she
has sinned with them freely, that she has no character,
and is easily accessible in short, that she is just the sort
of woman who would have fallen into his arms on the first
invitation, as she admits she did

—

!

a curiosity.
Young, good-looking, intelligent, still a member of Dr. Brown's church in
good standing, and accustomed to the society of pious
people, she goes upon the stand and owns to her unchastity with smiling cheerfulness. Hershamelessness does not
seem to be at all the result of descent from a better state,
but to an entire absence from her composition of the
Kanaka girl of the pre-missionary
capacity for shame.
era could not have been more animal-like in her unconShe is
sciousness of sin than this fair Congregationalist.
not immoral, but simply non-moral, a pagan of Greece or

Mrs. Stockton herself

is

A

Rome.
Mrs. Sarah B. Cooper

is a lady whose Christian sincerity
quite safe from the assaults of enmity in this community.
Nobody will believe that in whatever she does she is not
animated by a pious desire to do what is right, as she sees
She is held in very high esteem as a saint, and
the right.
undoubtedly deserves her repute.
If there is any one
among us who might naturally be expected to be horrified
not only at Mrs. Stockton's conduct, but at Mrs. Stockton's sunny want of shame for that couduct, it is the good,
the venerable, the religious Mrs. Cooper.
Nevertheless,
she has furnished the chief surprise of the whole scandal.
" It is cruelly unjust," she said for print the other day,
" the way that poor little woman is hounded.
I have always loved her for herself, and have never known her to
be aught but absolutely truthful.
She is like a poor
wounded bird."
What could be more confounding than this? It betrays
the same moral blindness that Dr. Brown has exhibited
throughout, the same astonishing inability to perceive the
necessary logic of facts. Mrs. Cooper does not doubt that
Mrs. Stockton has been guilty with Dr. Brown, and she
demands that Dr. Brown shall be convicted and punished.
Yet if Mrs. Stockton, poor thing, is only a wounded bird,
what more, in the name of supernatural ornithology, is Dr.
Brown, for whom Mrs. Cooper has no pity ? It is not because he is a man that she coudemns him, for she told the
Council that she holds to the single standard for the sexes.
Opposed in battle to Mrs. Cooper are all the friends of
the pastor in the church.
They will believe nothing evil of
him, evidence or no evidence. Their loyalty to him is exactly analogous, in kind and degree, tothatof Mrs. Cooper
to her wounded bird. Mrs. Stockton. At the prayer meeting whereat the church's attitude toward the pastor was
in question, one hundred and twenty members voted confidence in him, and sixty no confidence.
It is not at all
likely that the facts brought out at the trial will alter that
proportion.
Were anybody to rise and inform this congregation that two and two make four, and the statement
was supposed to have a favorable bearing on Dr. Brown's
is
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We

formed by a San Franciscan Congregational environment,
is incapable of thinking as natural minds do; that inclination, not evidence,
determines opinion.
This strange
mental state may be the outgrowth of the life-long habit
of deeming the exercise of faith the highest of human
virtues.
It is, necessarily, a profoundly immoral and
acutely dangerous condition for the human mind to be in,
and its prevalence in Dr. Brown's congregation goes a long
way toward accounting for Dr. Brown. If the clergy and
laymen who comprise that wounded bird's judges are not
better able to think than are the pastor himself, Mrs.
Cooper, and her warring brethren and sisters, the whitewashing of Dr. Brown may be counted on with assurance.

Everywhere, except among the clergy
and that portion of the laity which is
assured of salvation, there is observable a disposition to vilipend Judge
Campbell for the testimony which he gave at the Church
Council regarding the charming but carnal Mrs. Stockton.
The worldly take ground which the children of light do not
Judge Campbell's
Sanctified

Courage,

comprehend.
" It

may

be true," argue those who in the last day will
left hand, "that everything happened just
as Campbell says, but when a man takes a lady to the
Maison Riche and does the regular thing in wine and oysters, no law, human or divine, ought to be able to drag
from him a report of the ensuing conversation, the more
especially if it happens to be compromising to the lady.
gentleman owes it to himself, if not to the too-trustful fair,
to keep silent as to everything that is said.
This old troglodyte of the Police Court has violated the great negative
principle which governs kissing and telling. Therefore, let
him be anathema."
Though honor, undoubtedly, is on the side of this view,
it must be remembered that honor is a pagan, not a Christian, sentiment.
It has seemingly been forgotten by the
worldly that not more than a year ago Judge Campbell,
together with Mayor Sutro, became a member of the Auxiliary of the Salvation Army.
Recalling this happy fact,
it is but just to assume that when the Judge arose in public to give his testimony for the Lord and Dr. Brown, he
was actuated by a pious desire to do his duty as one of the
household of faith. Think what it must have cost such a
man to stand forth and confess his own sin to own in the
face of a sneering world that he had visited so godless a
place as the Maison Riche. Surely there ought to be some
sympathy for Brother Campbell, even among the reprobate, with whom he consorted before his eyes were opened.
To confess that he went to the Maison Riche, purchased
wine there, and when a lady had, as it were, thrown herself upon his breast, and poured out her fond, blackmailing
soul to him, he resolved to expose her
that is no small
cross for a member of the Salvation Army to shoulder.
Though the unregenerate may scorn him for offering Mrs.
Stockton, or any woman who drank his wine and confided
in him, upon the altar of truth, the charitable will consider
that Judge Campbell has a right to entertain the claims of
a conscience rendered sensitive by grace. He has at least
proved his courage, his readiness to endure the contempt
of men for righteousness' sake.
And he is not without his
reward. Dr. Brown has publicly thanked him.

staud upon the

A

—

—

The

has long been customary to abuse the
of the gentler sex for their apparent lack of the appreciation of the beauty of
silence. Whereever women congregate, there, so tradition
has long held, must the spirit of unrest be the ceaseless
ripple of flippant laughter, the penetrative, serpentine
whisper, the continuous and annoying rustle of silk and of
well-starched linen. Men, on the other hand, are supposed
to have acquired more dignity than their willowy sisters;
they are supposed to be above committing the petty
annoyances so commonly attributed to the other sex. In
short, they are supposed to have learned the art of being
still when occasion demands it, and of keeping their individArt of
Listening,

It

members

—

ual mouths closed, and their feet at rest, when the attention of an audience is being monopolized by some charmer
of the senses.
Out of justice to the women it must be

February
stated
,-
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tho main.
but the men who.
of the annovan
tliat. in
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far

more often than
v alluded to and

"Pur.ty" Popper
on Br.bet.

not

Take the recant Paderewskl recitals, for insta
During the afternoon performances, patronized largi
ladies and young trir'.>. tl
always ably, even oppressive
Here ami there
might be heard
oof whispering some faint ex
.tion lured forth from the breast of an over-excited
woman or tender-hearted maid, but that was all. A- a
rule, the audience was of marble
Besh-hued.
During the
evening performance, on the other hand, when the
audience included a large proportion of men. a decided
•

I

—

difference could be noted. Coughing, shuffling of feet, even
toration and clearing of throats, seemed to be the
rule rather than the exception.
It is possible that with
coarser instincts the men considered such offenses of little

account, and that long hours at the counter and the desk
untitted them for appearance in the concert-chamber and
the parlor.
However, the fact cannot be gainsaid that
their conduct was not that of gentlemen in the highest
sense of the word, but rather of well-dressed boors. It is
to be understood that these statements do not apply to all
the gentlemen present at the concerts.
The very fact
that there were gentlemen present, will suffice to place the
blame where it rightly belongs. In genteel behavior
there is no such thing as sex, and those person, who offend
an audience with bad manners should be requested to step
outside upon the street where they belong so that those
remaining can revel in enjoyment undisturbed.
With our theatres it is practically the same thing.
Here and there a thoughtless woman may make herself
conspicuous, even as a child in the gallery may occasionally
cry out in the ecstasy of enjoyment, but, on the whole, the
feminine portion of the audience is silent and attentive, and
annoyance can usually be traced to the men. In fact, if
things continue as they are at present,',tbe management of
our leading theatres will be compelled to present each
male escort with a cough drop or a sedative, neatly
folded in a programme, as a gentle bint that the actors
alone are the ones to attract the attention of the audience.

The Movement

The Merchants' Association has the
support

public sentiment in the
secure a better system of
street sprinkling for this city.
The
success of the movement for cleaner streets is so great as
to constitute almost a revolution in the condition of the
highways, particularly in respect to Market street. The
method of sweeping by hand, introduced and established
here by the Association, has made our principal streets
far more inviting to pedestrians than ever before.
The
removal of dirt in this way has gone far to banish the
long-standing nuisance of dust, that has long made San
Francisco the jest of visitors in the summer season.
What is now needed is a good system of watering the
streets.
So long as the sprinkling is left to the tender
mercies of contractors, whose sole object is to make as
much money out of it as possible, the public must suffer.
With the Association in charge of the work, the maximum
of efficiency will be reached, with the minimum of cost.
This is no small matter, but one in which every publicspirited citizen must feel an interest.
With clean and
well-watered streets, there is no reason why San Francisco
should not be one of the most pleasant of cities even in the
For
Cleaner Streets,

summer

effort

of

'

to

season.

The sentence imposed on Miss Flagler of
Washington, who shot a negro boy in
August of last year, will surely be adversely
commented upon by the different journals of the country.
Her crime, so the Judge sentencing her considered, could
The

e

hat
their mi

of others

roll.

.

It

Flagler

Sentence.

be condoned by imprisonment for three hours in the jail
and a fine of five hundred dollars. This it seems to us, is a
mere parody on justice. It were better to have let her off
without any punishment whatever than to have established
a precedent of this description. Moreover, if a negro boy,
aged eight, is worth only five hundred dollars, an ablebodied man servant of forty years will be found to be
worth twenty-five hundred. They are hardly worth making at that price.

to

the

good citizens should
.

records

of

inn

men en

ring to «
nto then
h to betray them.
We allude to Ma; Popper, and whal be is
trying 1. do
sachem of the [roqaoil political
AV grand
club, an active member of the Junta now trying to control
the municipal government, and a pretended reforn
1

1

the loud mouthed kind, it is lit and proper that the
should be given an opportunity to view him in the ligbl of
the record he has heretofore chosen to make for himself
No man lias a reasonable right to Complain of being jui
by his own acts.
He is entitled to no less. and. if lie asks
.

more, lie is l.ut endeavoring to impose upon public forgetfulness and credulity.
Max Popper's record is thai of a
sleek and well-fed Buckley lamb.
By the blind ex-Boss he
was put forward as a ligure-lirad for all sorts of
schemes.
In the direst and darkest days of Buckleyism. when every act that an official could perform

was for sale. Max Popper
devil's" lieutenant.
Nay, more;

was

''the

blind

white

proved ultimately that
bribery, corruption, and

it

the two were secret partners in
the fruits thereof.
Popper himself, on the final falling
out over the spoils, said he was, swore he was, and finally!
when the Grand Inquest of the county called upon him ito
testify as to the facts, he put in the felon's plea that he
dare not confess to more, because, if he did, he would
criminate himself. He admitted, however, that he was a
partner of Buckley's in the street sweeping contract, and
that out of its profits they paid a subsidy presumed to
reach certain Supervisors. Such is the man who is now
seeking to worm himself into public confidence, to the end,
it is fair to presume, that he may cinch Spring Valley
stockholders, and those of other corporations, and do as
he did before. This timely reminder to the wise should
suffice.

The Deadly

The

Trolley.

fair

trolley-car

still continues to claim its
share of victims. Not alone in San
Francisco, but in every large city where the
trolley system is in use a certain number of people continue to be sacrificed to this modern car of Juggernaut.
It is ridiculous to assert that the accidents are wilful and
that the motormen alone are to blame whenever a person
meets death in this manner. No amount of carefulness on
the motor man's part can counterbalance the seemingly
wilful carelessness of pedestrians who, as a matter of fact,
tempt Providence by running before every car even when
there is no necessity of so doing. The instinct seems to be
inborn among us not to be second in any race and occasionally we pay for it with our lives.
The recent
numerous mishaps have shown that the trolley is nearly ungovernable when running at a high rate of speed, and the
only way to guard against future misfortunes seeing that
we cannot very well change human nature will be to so
regulate the speed at which they may travel that neither
those on foot nor the riders in the car will ever be subject
A delay of a few minutes may possibly be
to any danger.
occasioned but will be more than counterbalanced by the
saving in human lives.

—
—

Now

that Principal O'Connor has been declared absolutely guiltless of the charges of
using ungrammatical language to the pupils
under him, the question crops up as to what were Mr.
Henderson's reasons for preferring them against him. The
Board of Education should inquire into the matter and see
if such a man is really worthy of being a School Director.
If not, he should be immediately deposed from his position
and a better man put in his place.
The welfare of the
community is largely dependent upon its school children,
and competent school teachers must be protected at all
costs in the different ways to which they may resort to inculcate in their pupils the first principles of discipline and
of obedience. Mr. O'Connor has merely done his duty in the
way he considered best, and so is entitled to the gratitude
and respect of the parents of this city. Mr. Henderson,
on the other hand, has made an apparently unwarranted
attack upon a good man, and should be brought to account

The School
Question,

for

it.
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The Impolicy
Of

The slaughter of devoted Christian
Armenians by the fanatical Turks

give a check to Christian
throughout the
world.
What is to be gained by converting people to a faith which
serves to expose them to massacre ? If missionaries were
rational in their undertaking, they would readily perceive
the evil results of their labors, but it is vain to hope for
any practical view of the matter among them. But in the
Christian world as a whole, which subscribes the money
for the support of foreign missions, this matter should reHas Christianity made
ceive a most careful attention.
the Armenians happy, or has it, on the whole, been the
source of misery, grief, despair and death among them ?
The Christian world was once thoroughly imbued with the
fanatical notion that no one but a Christian could be saved
But this idea, the original source of the
from hell.
millions of dollars that have been spent for the conversion
People of
of the heathen, cannot now have much potency.
liberal views must at last recognize that there are other
Of late
religions of great merit, as well as Christianity.
years Buddhists have even come from India to convert
Christians to the "Light of Asia." In China, it appears,
the efforts of missionaries have done little more than to
endanger the lives of all foreigners who penetrate the interior of that country. And so elsewhere. Henceforth, before professing Christians subscribe money for the conversion of the heathen in distant lands, let them look upon the
want and wretchedness, the sin and suffering, in their own
country. Christianity, in the most Christian nations, has
become a mere shell, a hollow mockery, the cover for
every form of selfishness, hypocrisy and sham. There is
more need at home of genuine missionary effort than there
is anywhere abroad.
Christian Missions,

may

well

missions

not the so-called cathode ray have its
counterpart in the realm of metaphysics?
A few years ago the wonders accomplished
Mysteries?
in photography by this new light would
have been scouted as impossible. The idea of taking pictures through "opaque" bodies would have seemed to the
most scientific no less than absurb. Yet that is what the
experimenters are now doing in every large city in the
Before long the new photography will be of practiland.
In view of
cal use in surgery and many of the arts.
this astonishing triumph of patient investigation, almost
superhuman as it appears, shall any one venture to say
that some method of veritable mind-reading, reducible to
Is
scientific principles, may not eventually be discovered?
it not possible that there exists, as yet unsuspected and
unknown, some psychical means of revealing the processes
Fakirs and
of the mind and the secret play of emotion ?
self-styled mediums have at times appeared to have gained
a hint of some mysterious power, if such there be; and
there are a multitude of mental phenomena which can
scarcely be explained on any other hypothesis than that
there exists some unknown means of inter-communication
between mind and mind, over and above the familiar
evidences of the senses. Now that the cathode ray is
penetrating the utter darkness of the physical world, regardless of obstruction, it behooves us all to let in a little
light of faith and hope upon the dark places of our own

hope that Governor Budd will not head
by giving the Colonel another office.

Sunshine

San Francisco were as keenly alive to the
money value of climatic charms as is Los
Angeles, some systematic effort would be
made to advertise throughout the East the

to tourist travel in this direction.

It is

Colonel.

Colonel John P. Irish had drawn his
sword and declared war on Governor Budd
before the latter had removed him 'from
office, or had the Colonel voluntarily reIf

tired from the service of the State, his present military
position would be much stronger.
As things stand, the
Governor will get the benefit of the theory that the pain
suffered by Colonel Irish in having his head chopped off
accounts for the poignancy of his wrath at the defects of

the Administration.

" This wretch," says

Colonel, speaking of his late honored chief,

the mutilated
" is traducing

common

to

wonder

that Eastern people are not drawn to the
northern part of the State as they are to the southern
While it is true that causes other than those of a
section.
climatic nature contribute to the progress of Southern
California, as contrasted with the inertia of the northern
and central parts of the State, it remains a fact that climate is the great attraction and the chief factor in the
development of the South. No pains should be spared to
keep the beauty of our winter weather constantly paraded
before the people of the ice-bound East, and in time San
Francisco will become famous as the great wiuter resort

how

of

it

is

North America.
Policy.

German insurance companies are
hibited from doing

and the

demonstration

exceeding loveliness of the February weather our people
have enjoyed. It would be almost past belief, to millions
of Eastern readers, that this city is favored with as delightful winter days as fall to the lot of any city in the
world.
Unfortunately, San Francisco has a reputation
rather for the harshness of her summer breezes than for
the- mildness and sunniness of her winters.
And yet the
truth is that Los Angeles has more frost each winter, as a
rule, than this city, and that here the most delicate plants
and flowers may be seen in January and February growing
in profusion out of doors, without any sort of protection
from frost. An easy way to spread abroad the truth regarding our winter climate would be the publication, in
the Eastern cities, of daily telegraphic bulletins, from the
U. S. Weather Bureau, giving the extremes and means of
temperature here. The slight cost of this undertaking
would be returned a hundred-fold in the stimulus imparted

A Bad
The Governor

off

If

in

Francisco.

May

minds.
Possibly the new light may banish some of that
prevailing scepticism which scouts the existence of things
unseen and invisible. With all our nineteenth century
wisdom, we may at last be forced to confess that there
are more things in heaven and earth than have been
dreamt of in our philosophy.
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California and libeling his own State for the purpose of gaining a demagogue's advantage." These are stout words.
They do not apply to the Colonel's discharge but to the Governor's alleged practice of juggling with figures in order
to make it appear that the cost of government in California is much greater than in most other States.
Colonel
Irish thinks it is less, which is important if true, and the
taxpayers would be very much surprised should he be able
to prove it to them. He would have a much better chance
of getting a respectful hearing were he to moderate his
transports of indignation and play the hose of discretion
upon his blazing vocabulary. It is hard to accept him as
a competent witness when he cries out against the Governor as "a wretch," and then describes him as a "fool
fakir" for having substituted another management of the
Home for the Adult Blind for that given it by Colonel Irish
and his co-trustees.
That Governor Budd is a politician with a fully developed
sense of the value of patronage was known before Colonel
It is
Irish launched at him the thunders of his eloquence.
also known that the Colonel is not a political novice. Hence
the average citizen will be inclined to retain his composure
while the lightnings of crimination and recrimination are
exchanged. Experience has taught that such displays,
however terrifying to the unaccustomed eye, are usually
bogus and harmless. The one important thing in the conflict is Colonel Irish's declaration as to the relatively low
cost of government in California. If he has it in his power
to make good his statement every property owner must

San
Are There
Not Greater

February

of

New York

Germany.

probusiness in the State

because American companies may not enter
is to be condemned as likely to

This action

foster ill-feeling between the two nations.
policy never has good results.

The Army Trouble.

The

trouble in
Salvation Army

the
is

A

retaliatory

ranks

of

the

to be regretted.

The Army has probably done more good than

all

the other

religious bodies put together and internal dissensions can
only result in weakening it materially.
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His of T.icom.l
, a trip into the wl

i

Front.er

again
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ItA into t!
a rough mining
place is reached only

nation

is

I

the Yukon river.
The
and perilous journey includii
gtag over tlic snow, and a
canoe down swift and rocky streams, where
ult hut dangerous.
She
with her the required outfit for the bakery, and proposes
to build with her own bands the can.
iry to transport her equipment over the water part of the route.

camp

on

_•

Mrs. Wiilis says she sees no reason why a woman should
not make the journey, that " hundreds of weal; men have
accomplished it." Si she is travelling alone, with eight
stout dogs to draw her Bleds and to protect her from wild
animals.
Her husband is an invalid, and unable to rough
it.
All honor to this brave woman.
She is of a pood old
heroic type, such as trial and adversity have developed in
aliases.
There is nothing of the "new woman" about
her.
She does not waste time in talking about woman's
rights, but has earnestly sought and found a place where
a business woman could make an honest living and accumulate a provision for her family. And yet, admirable
as Mrs. Willis is in her way. it must be confessed that
men would not regard this type with favor were it not exceptional.
Few men would like to see all women fashioned
after this masculine pattern.
The boldness, the energy
and self-reliance that enable this good woman to undertake her arduous and unsafe expedition are distinctly
masculine qualities. If such traits were common to women, the subjection of men might be a theme for the
feminine orators of the day.
The degeneration of the
male would be inevitable under such conditions, and the
female would take his place as the head of the family.

There are a uumber of shouting women in San Francisco
whom the public would be glad to see start out on a voyage
to Circle City, or some other remote point in the far North,
but the energies of these declamatory dames are confined
to agitation for woman suffrage and are not available for
any arduous or useful work.
Military Drill

The recommendation

War

in

Publio Schools.

of
tion,

into

by

of the

Secretary

to introduce military instrucofficers of the regular army,

the

public

schools

is

one well

worthy of adoption. The first thing a young boy should
learn is to obey, and subjection to military discipline, even
if only for one hour a day, is more likely to teach him this
than any amount of hardship he may undergo upon leaving

Few of the lads attending our public schools are
able to carry themselves as becomes their age, yet it is a
well known fact that they are not overburdened with
tasks.
The boy, in fact, is usually his own master and the
school.

effects of the present system are making themselves
visible in his ever-growing
tendency to shirk work.
ill

Military training would certainly put a little enthusiasm
into him and make him better able to cope with the world
when the time comes for him to do so. Another beneficial
effect will be that should the country ever need soldiers to
ward off foreign invaders, a strong and patriotic reserve
force of young men can be counted on to render effective
service.
As many of them drift into the militia, the
efficiency of that body will be raised, and altogether a
stronger looking set of men will grow up than those we
see at present slouching along our public streets.

Dangerous

The Chinese New Year

festivities, as well
as their customs of letting off firecrackers
upon every conceivable occasion and burning punk upon the public streets, constitute a continual
menace to the city. Should the English, French or other
foreign residents of San Francisco see fit to celebrate their
particular holidays in such a dangerous and noisy manner,
it is safe to say that the police would speedily interfere.
But because the offenders are Chinese and Chinatown is
one of the "sights," the. offense is overlooked and the
annoyance and danger to resident citizens allowed to con-

Nuisances,

tinue.
The fire hazard in
any efforts to minimize it

terrible conflagation.

this

may

city is large

enough and

save us the expense of a

An Attomihing

S

Fitch of thiscity

credited with the
Suggestion,
remarkable recommendation that our
m1 of Supervisors should memorialize
r-.s. to tin- end that a national leper settlement
be
a here to the foothills Of this State "where
the lepers Of the United States could have a large area of
country over which to roam, among the fruits and
flowers."
This is one of the most astonishing idea
advanced i>y any member of the medical profession in this
city.
The good doctor's humanity seems to have far out
Stripped his rrgar. for the welfare of the State, ll would
be a truly unselfish thing for California to invite to
her hillsides the lepers from all other parts of the Union;
bu1 how will our own people like to have their State made
the Mecca for these unfortunates?
What have the
dwellers of the foothills to say to the suggestion that the
lepers from everywhere be invited to "roam among the
Fruits and flowers"?
It is safe to say that Dr. Fitch's
brilliant project will never find much encouragement.
Bad enough it is that the consumptives from the East come
hither in multitudes, spreading more or less contagion
among the healthful of our own population. Let us therefore draw the line at leprosy.
Instead of inviting the
lepers, let us, as far as possible, exclude them from the
State, and send f om our shores all those who have already
contracted this dread disease. If necessary, the Government of the United States might well set apart some
island off her coast line as a refuge for persons thus
afflicted, but even this provision the Pacific Coast would
prefer to have made somewhere on the Atlantic confines
of the continent.
|lr.
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I
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Trouble
Brewing
In Canada.
of

Canada
tion

is

over

experience much tribulanew Manitoba School Bill.

likely to

the

is a measure framed by the Dominion
Government, in accordance with the ruling
the British Privy Council. When Manitoba was induced

This

to enter the Dominion, it was a condition of the confederation that her separate schools should be protected.
But
the local legislature, ignoring this compact, adopted some

time ago a school law under which the Catholic schools or
other sectarian schools, received no share of public money,
while all property-owners were alike taxed for the support
of the common schools.
However correct in principle was
this legislation, the Catholics regarded it as a violation of
the guaranty given them by the Dominion Government.
The latter refused to interfere unless the Privy Council
The decision of that tribunal seems to
should so direct.
offer no alternative, and the new bill is designed to restore
separate schools in Manitoba. It provides State aid for
Catholic as well as for the common schools. Each taxpayer is required to elect whether he will support a
separate or a common school: he must support one or the
other.
The Protestant majority in Manitoba, which controls the local government, is likely to rebel against this
measure, and it is of a nature to keep all Canada disturbed
Religious differences there have
for a long time to come.
The province of
to be reckoned with by the politicians.
Quebec is mainly French and Catholic, while the other
overwhelmingly
Dominion
are
the
provinecs
of
Protestant.

The unfortunates in the city's dark
places have been ordered to vacate
their present quarters under penalty of arrest. From the
standpoint of the armchair moralist this is a decided
victory over vice. It is hard to see, however, how, by
simply hounding the poor women from one place to
another, their condition, or that of the city, is in any way
bettered.
Few women sin from choice, and the crime of
this century is that we waste our efforts fighting effects
rather than the causes that bring them about.
Merely Temporary.

The City Hall Commissioners did
the right thing when they decided
that only California stone should be used for the wainscot,
ing of the City Hall dome. The material at our disposal is
all that can be desired and native industries should always
be given the preference when possible. It is to be regretted that the stone work about the new ferry depot is
not to be from the same location.
A

California Product.

SAN FRANCISCO NEWS LETTER.
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SILVER

The time

QUESTION.

is

That ever

Sir.—Last week I referred
EDITOR NEWS LETTER,
Overland Monthly for the present

an article id the
month of February by Mr. Irving M. Seott, on " Hard
Times " and now return to the subject to point out more
Seott and
inaccuracies of assertions made by Mr.
in the hope that if he again essays to advise the people
what to do, he will be more careful about his statistics.
The following occurs in his article:
to

In 1889 the silver mines of the United Stales yielded $64,800,
equal to two-thirds of the silver yield of the balance of the world.
in the price of silver, many
1 1] 1894, owing to the great depreciation
of our silver mines were compelled to stop work, and our yield of
silver was, as measured in gold, $14,350,000. The indications are
that the silver yield of our mines this year will not exceed $1,000,000.
Not only have the demonetizing acts with respect to silver reduced
the world's redemption money fully fifty per cent, but Ihey have
palsied its powers of recuperation— have effected'? scarcity of money, and
thereby infested our Country's doors with countless packs of ravenous
',

wolves.

If Mr. Scott had referred to any current statistical
authority abstracts, atlasses, government bureau recould have
ports, or even newspaper almanacs he
materially lessened the surprising inaccuracy of these
statements. He savs the yield of silver as measured in
As- a matter of fact it
gold, was for 1894, $14,350,000.
was, measured in gold (commodity value), in round figures
approximately $32,000,000; in 1895, $36,000,000. He states
that the indications are that the yield of silver this year
I beg to offer
will not exceed the sum of $4,000,000.
the assurance that the indications are that the product of
of
1896 will apsilver in the United States for this year

—

—

proximate $40,000,000, commodity value.
Mr. Scott takes the year of 18811 as a criterion, which I
accept and will mention that the total product of the
Pacific Coast and Rocky Mountain States and Territories,
gold, silver, copper and lead, all of which are in the aggregate intimately related in their production throughout
that section, and the falling off in commercial value, was
only 8 per cent, in 1895 as compared with 18811; the gold
product of the same localities for 1895, as compared with
If we take
1889, showing an increase of over 50 per cent.
our sister republic of Mexico into account, we find that the
total product there of 1881) was $42,000,000, gold and
and for 1895 it was
silver combined, mintage ratios,
$59,000,000— an increase in the six years of ii per cent.
The production of gold alone in the world during 18(35 was
very considerably more than the combined product of gold
and silver thirty years ago.
To go into the question of the world's product, as Mr.
Scott applies his argument to the world in setting forth
what he deems the evils of the gold standard, I have to
say that we find upon reference to authorities that the
production of gold (I am again speaking of gold and silver

—

as commodities) was in 1874. $91,000,000; in 1876, $104,000,000; in 1878, $119,000,000; in 1890, $120,000 000; in 1892,
si 47, 110(1,0110; in 1SH4. 818(1,000,0110; andin 1895, $200,000,000,
breaking all previous records. Silver represented in 1870,
$51,000,000; in 1874, $70,000,000; in L884, $91,000,000; io
The price of
1894,
$106,000,000; in 1895, $120,000,000.
silver in 1889 90 was artificial- arising from speculation into
the
then
confident
cident
fallacy in the United States of
government power to create values by legislative enactment,
Bv reference to pages 40 and 41 of the Report for 1895
of the Director of the U. S. Mint, Mr. Scott will find that
of the $4,070,000,000 of silver money in the world. $3,440,000.000, or 85 per cent, is full tender, and that fill per cent,
of that is in Oriental lands.
Dut the status does not confer upon silver there any greater commodity value than in
the United Slates, and never did. Always and ei
where from the dawn of history alongsideof any legal ratio
whatever there is a commodity ratio that fixes the real
value of the metals.
In one of our city dailies of Monday, the 24th, a prominent divine, commenting upon the moral status of San
Francisco and California indulged in extremely severe reflections, and if Mr. Scott's assertion regarding countless
packs of ravenous wolves infesting our country's doors is
accurate, not only the condition of San Francisco and
California but the entire country is certainly very deplorable.
He may well cry with Hamlet:

However,

I

February
out of joint:

was born

1

O cursed

to set

am not disposed

it
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spite,

right

to take so pessimistic a view

of the situation.

Mr. Seott opens and closes his articles with the following quotation from Virgil:
" To the shades you go a down-hill, easy way;
But to return, and rejoin the day
That is a work, a labor."
Something like this would be more pertinent: "How
difficult it is to get back to the path of truth after floundering in the slough of error."
The Hard Times, which we all deplore and which Mr.
Scott pathetically bewails, are the legitimate results of
pernicious economic methods in commerce and finance
namely, of the delusion that the Government can create
value by statutory enactment, and make the people rich
by taxation. Patience, hard work, and frugal economy
are the only remedies for the ills we have drawn upon our
own shoulders, and which we must bear until relieved by
common sense methods of our own devising. As Emerson
says, " We pay a price for everything we get."
Layman.
San Francisco, February 26, 1896.

A

THISTLE

DOWN.

Sacramento had a madman in the pulpit the other day.
So have we, brothers, and plenty of them.
Corbett is said to have swung his mouth into action, and
is now ready for a long argument with Fitzsimmons.
Dr. Nansen may not have discovered the Pole, but he

Hence his claim to be rewarded.
Stockton man, called Clock, dropped dead in that city
Needless to say, he was not wound up.
a few days ago.
Another San Jose man has preferred imprisonment to
marriage. This speaks badly for the fair sex in that part
failed to lose himself.

A

of the country.

A

new development is said to be the telephone ear. In
the ease of the central girls, this is merely another word
for total deafness.

A man

in

lets or knife

Berlin

is

have a skin impervious to bulOnly an office-seeker could have a

said to

wounds.

skin as thick as that.

A Syracuse divine states that the Devil has a Bible of
own.
It was probably published for the private edifi-

his

cation of the ministers.

A Pennsylvania man lived for many years without an
Had he had any he would
ounce of brains in his head.
have come to California long ago.
Kovalev, the murderer, refused to take a bath on the
morning of his execution.
He probably preferred to have
his sins washed away on the other side.
The two French statesmen who were to have fought a
duel were subjected to the cathode rays, and the fact was
The fight is,
revealed that neither had any backbone.
therefore,

off.

Dr. Wendell C. Phillips, of New York, urges husbands
not to buy sealskins for their wives, claiming that they are
unhealthy.
Presumably, the Doctor is a bachelor and con-

templates matrimony.
Professor Garner has returned from Africa with fresh
data concerning the speech of monkeys. He refuses, however, to give any clue to the remarks he overheard, which,
judging from the newspaper cuts of him, may possibly have
been highly uncomplimentary.
A Hartford sculptor has designed a statue of the Archangel Gabriel awaiting the last Trump, and prides himself
upon being the first to place him in a sitting posture. Had
the sculptor any originality whatsoever, he would have
fixed him up snugly ensconsed in a folding bed.
Dr. Parkhurst, besides being a great preacher, is
also a first-class organist, and is able to play at evening
services in his own church when necessary.
As a boy he
was fond of music, and would walk miles to take his lesson.

—

Mistress (calling upstairs)
What on earth are you doing
Saraii
to that child, Sarah, to make it scream so?
Nothing, ma'am. I'm spanking it to make it stop.

—
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has a bettor story
of Irish We appeared; and, while we
me of Miss
» eonolui
much of the true picture of
Irish life held up
thai we hesitate to Bod fault
with what is. gei
urate a production,
Hut
the reader must not expect a novel after the Braddon, the
Warden, the Hardy, or the Meredith style.
In fact of
plot "Strangers a1 Lisconnel" Is comparatively destitute,
but the mud cabin, the barefooted children, the struggle
for existence, the thirst for land, the. so-called, "superstitions "of the people, and the home life of "Fat" and
" Bridget," this story is, in our judgment, the best that
has appeared for many a day,
If it be
true that "the
proper study of mankind is man," then Miss Barlow has
brought that study before us with affecting reality. That
she is a " great " writer we will not admit, but, just as
Mrs. Humphrey Ward brought rustic life in England before us in "Bessy Costrell,' so does Miss Barlow bring
rustic life in Ireland before us in "Strangers at Lisconnel,"
always remembering, however, that Mrs. Humphrey Ward
can build a plot, and Miss Barlow cannot.
At least, the
absence of plot induces us to believe that construction is
Miss Barlow's weak point, and that she is strong only in

Edgeworth's,

1;

1

A Book

ol

«h«

w*ak.

•

•vorth.

Ireland has not produced great national
writers of fiction.
Her literature is. perhaps, the
plououa of her achieveIn fact, with the exception of Mi>ments.

who was

Ireland's first national novelist, that

country cannot claim any great author in tietion who was
But Richard Henry Stoddard, who, we
racy of the soil.
see. agrees with us on this point. might have given the
why
has not produced great writers as
Ireland
OS
But in his reshe has great orators and great soldiers.
view of "Strangers at Lisconnel," a review, by the way.
which induced us to read the book, he points out the
paucity of great Irish writers, but for that paucity he
Would it not have been just to ''the most
no cause.
distressful country" to remind us that when the schoolhouse is closed it is not fair to charge the people with being illiterate? And do we not know that for 180 years it
was a crime to teach the Catholics of Ireland even the
rudiments of education, and that the sons of Irish Catholic
gentlemen were obliged to go abroad for their education,
even down to the first quarter of the present century? If,
then. Ireland has not produced great writers of fiction,
may we not in justice lay some of the blame on those who
pronounced the dictum, aud enforced the law, that the
education of an Irish Catholic was a crime? And so we find
that, with the exception of Miss Edgeworth, that Ireland
is barren of great writers, even down to the present hour.
And by "Irish" writers we mean writers of Irish birth as
well as of Irish extraction. The two best known Irish authors
of the last century were Sheridan and Goldsmith, but they
were Irish only b\ the accident of birth, and their best
works were not racy of the soil. They thought, and wrote,

description.
* " Strangers at Lisconnel,"

cowl for the garland.

Lowell, for instance, with all his
individualism, appears to have followed Longfellow's foot-

steps in poetry, and Dr. Smiles and Mr. Anson Marden
write as if they were following him in prose.
Indeed, Mr.
Marden's book, "Architects of Pate," embodies sentimental fallacies which are only equaled by Longfellow when

he wrote

the poorest of her country people we are not sure that she
does not come nearer to Miss Edgeworth than any Irish
She loves to bring us into the
novelist of whom we know.
humble cabin of the "bog-trotter." She shows us the
simple life of the "cotter," and she tells us all about the
customs, habits, joys and sorrows of the people as those
things are understood under the thatch of the tenant
farmers of Ireland. Her book is all about the "common
people," and should be read as such.
Unlike Miss Edgeworth, Miss Barlow does not appear to
care much for plot, but it is her character drawing that gives
value to her productions, and which places her at the head of
the Irish novelists of the day. Her desire appears to be to
chronicle " the short and simple annals of the poor, " and
she has succeeded to the letter. As a writer, Miss Barlow
has not, indeed, succeeded in attracting attention to Irish
life as Mr. Barrie, or Mr. Crockett, or Mr. Watson have
to Scottish life, and yet her stories are just as good as
theirs.
But they have something in common, and that is
they all belong to to-day, and any one who wants to know
the Ireland of this hour cannot do better than read Miss
Barlow, just as any one who wants to know the Scotland
of to-day cannot do better than read Barrie, Watson, or
Crockett.
And it is for this reason that this book,
"Strangers at Lisconnel," will repay perusal. People who
ask why the Irish are so poor, with a soil so bountiful and a
climate so good, will here find what is, in some respects,

:

" Lives of great

men

all

remind us

We can make our lives sublime,

r

and had all the feelings of the Englishman of their day,
and their most quoted books and passages were essentially
English in tone and temperament. And to some extent
this was equally true of the writings of Moore and Swift.
Both had occasional outbursts of Irish wit and pathos, but
take their works all in all, they were dominated by EngBut Miss Edgeworth was essentially Irish, in
lish ideas.
Her works have
birth, in family tradition, and in feeling.
become classic, and it was her success in picturing the life
around her that led Scott to do the same for his own
people; and to this fact may be primarily attributed the
"Waverley Novels. " But while Miss Edgeworth founded
no school for others, yet she had many followers, and we
know no one who has so successfully approached her as
Miss Jane Barlow, whose book, "Strangers at Lisconuel,"
we have just read. And as a delineator of the manners of

by Miss Jane Harlow.

The didacticism of the late Professor Longfellow has
been the means of making many an imitator mistake the

And

departing leave behind us
Footsteps in Ihe sands of time."

Very pretty, but seldom true, when we remember that the
"lives" of so many "great men" are full to the brim of
fraud and mendacity. We could give the names of many,
very many, "great men," whose "lives" were infamous
but then, of course, much depends on whom we call
"great." However, Mr. Marden's book is not literature
*it is merely a sermon.
Living Topics Cyclopedia " is a 'record of recent events
and of the world's progress in all departments of knowledge."
It is, in fact, a supplement to all high-class cyclopedias, and, as often as the alphabet is covered, a new

—
—

'

'

'

series will begin.

It

is,

of course, useful

and instructive,

but we have our doubts about its success.
By the time
the alphabet is completed, and the "living topics " beginning with X
Z are published, the "living topics " beginning at A B C will be dead and buried. A book something
like this is wanted in every library, and yet we do not think
that this idea quite meets the want.
In "Cavalry in the Waterloo Campaign," General Sir
Evelyn Wood, V. C, acknowledges that the French army
was at that time made up of raw recruits, many of whom
were not particularly loyal to Napoleon, and he gives this
as the one great reason why the French were not able to
But students of history know
cope with their enemies.
that the French were near "coping " with their enemies,
and successfully, too.
" The Non-Heredity of Inebriety " is a timely book by
Leslie E. Keeley, M. D. LL.D.
As a contribution to an
Unsettled question it will be welcomed by medical men and
specialists, and, as it is a subject on which none but medical
men or specialists are capable of forming an exact opinion,
we must leave it in their hands to decide whether Dr.
Keeley is right or wrong.

Y

Mr. Algernon Charles Swinburne has just issued a book
This reminds us of the
poems at a penny a copy.
freak of a poet named Eichard Hengist Home, who once
"
brought out his classical epic of Orion " at a farthing a
of

copy.

Professor James Bryce, M. P., the author of "The
American Commonwealth," is to publish a group of papers

on " South Africa

" in

a leading magazine.
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not out of their " teens," wanderedlalong through the parterre, and unconsciously happened by a group of the merrymakers seated in a little grove half summer house.
" I like the Prince! " exclaimed the younger and more
luscious of the two; "and, if he'd only give me one kiss, I
believe I'd consent to go back to Italy as his Princess."
Signor Cavagnaro vouches for the fact that the Prince,
the Count, and the other nobility were within five feet
just around the edge of the hedge.
" Here it is! " exclaimed Prince Louis gallantly, stepping
forward hat in hand.
But, with a shriek and a blush, the damsel fled like a
startled fawn.
Still she may claim that Leap Year gave her certain

—

and the Henry Normans, during their
THE
Lonous wanderings, have recently had a reunion

vari-

Gilligs

in

The three column article
one night last week on Norman, which was
copied from a great London weekly, omitted his San FranNow that
cisco sojourn in enumerating his many exploits.
he is second in command on the London Morning Chronicle
he is a great personage, and every drawing room in London
But, speaking of
is open to himself and his talented wife.
Norman's three months' stay in San Francisco, which ended
in such a disastrous finale for our wealthiest newspaper proprietor, Bohemian clubmen will not forget the very amusing
and uproarious episode one night at old Mrs. Hunt's lodging-house, on Montgomery avenue, the resort from time
Stevenimmemorial of artists, authors, and "odd fish."
son, Bierce, McEwen, Strong, Bennis McCarthy, Virgil
dozens
of
them
have
had
rooms
at Mrs.
Williams in short,
Hunt's. But in the spring of 1888 Mrs. J. D. Strong had
established a very beautiful Hawaiian studio in a suite of
It was draped with all sorts of
several pretty rooms.
South Sea Island trophies, such as mats and straw tapestries, and adorned with many beautiful sketches from the
artist's brush.
Mrs. Gillig Mrs. Amy Crocker then
was a great admirer of Mrs. Strong, and frequently visited
her picturesque den with friends. One night there was an
elaborate studio reception given, to which came Mrs. Amy
don, with incidental good times.

in the Bulletin

—

—

and several friends,

Ned Townsend,

also.

and,

if

Frank Unger, Henry Norman,

memory mistakes

not,

Charlie

Leonard.

They

all spent a delightful evening in music and converand Henry Norman recited his favorite, "Omar
Khayam," to the end three times.
Meanwhile, old Mrs. Hunt, the rigid landlady of seventy
winters, who hailed from pioneer days in Virginia City,
was laid up with rheumatism flat on her back. She listened
to the music and revelry with fury and dismay.
Finally the climax came.
At Ned Townsend's suggestion a messenger was dispatched to the Palace Hotel for
Norman's camera and flashlight powder. On the arrival
of these articles, the company was grouped and the light
turned out. The studio was large, and well worthy of an
artistic evening photograph.
Mr. Norman, when all was
ready, having taken a sufficient supply from the large box
of his English flashlight powder, calmly lighted a taper and
touched off the contents of the box itself through sheer
accident, of course.
The long French windows that have
been in the building since it was Maguire's Opera House,
fell mostly into the street.
Every picture and sketch in
the room flew pellmell from the walls, together with the
The
Frank
Unger'sarm, bruising it
mats.
stove fell over
somewhat. Norman and Townsend were driven helterskelter into the remnants of the calendar.
The ladies present preserved their equanimity delightfully, for the gentlemen all had to make florid explanations
to a half-crazed set of lodgers and to policemen.
As for
old Mrs. Hunt, she had a fainting spell, but next morning
arose from her bed as well as ever.

sation,

—

* * *

Signor Cavagnaro relates an amusing incident of Prince
Louis of Savoy's sojourn here. It has been a delicate matter, of course, to arrange the various questions of etiquette
and invitation. There is no doubt that, in San Francisco's
Four Hundred, there are more of the Italian colony enjoying social popularity than in any other city in this country,
and, undoubtedly, the Prince will realize that the hospitality of Californians will sustain that ancient accusation 'that
we have an "Italian climate." The Italian colony and
Burlingame have divided honors so far as the Prince is
reckoned.
But for Cavagnaro's joke.
It seems that he
was a member of the Italian cortege of Princes and Counts
who were entertained by the American contingent of
fashion.
Buring the afternoon there was mirth and music
it was in the country.
Two thoughtless young beauties,

—

rights.

However, the Prince said the other night with the utmost
group of gentlemen:
" They tell me this beautiful winter weather you have
now in California was saved up for me especially! The
young ladies of ravishing beauty tell me this and when
they smile I believe them Who could help it? In my voyage
of the world I have never met with such strange, such cordial, or so luxurious a welcome.
The memory of it should
be embalmed in amber for the rest of one's life."
The Prince is also vastly taken with our horse-flesh. In
and about Rome, as is well known, polo ponies are very
popular.
His "Excellency" has made two selections here
already which will be forwarded presently.
naiviti, in a

—

!

Besides, it may interest society to know that three invitations have been given to members of the Burlingame
Club to visit Italy next Becember.
* * -K

As related at a Burlingame dinner last Sunday, the late
Charles Crocker possessed ten gallons of Fin Champagne,
which was imported by the French firm of Pioche et Bayerque, sometime in 1852.
Mr. Crocker served it first at a
grand dinner in 1880-81, and discovered that the loss by
evaporation had cost him a thousand dollars on the cognac
since its purchase.
The guests present at the feast were
actually enjoying a pousee cn/r a piece, which was too rich
for their comprehension.
* * *

Sutro, who is a stickler on wines, had an experience several years ago, when he sent his usual orders to the
Rhine and the Moselle in Germany for those ripe vintages
for which his cellar is famous. After a year the consignment
arrived by sail and was submitted to due inspection after
dinner.
"Bring a glass, " said the old gentleman to his servant;
"I wish to test this beautiful Tokay."
They drew the cork and handed him the goblet in the
half-darkness.
He drank to the full but he did not endeavor to stay by the beverage.
It was pure salt water, for the crew had "broached"
this especial portion of She cargo.
* * #

Mayor

—

However, perhaps the most fortunate individual investment in old wines was Joe Parker's. Years ago he found
himself on the gulf of bankruptcy to the extent of fifteen
thousand dollars in the old Bank Exchange. In a moment
of despair he resolved to sell out and go to the mines. The
sale happened, and all the old imported wines and liquors
of the days of the early fifties were dragged forth from
the ancient cellar.
It was a melancholy moment for
Parker. But when, after a four hours' sale, he came out
ten thousand dollars ahead of the entire game, he made
disrespectful remarks about himself, and at once started a

new

saloon.
* # *

Regarding the recent reports which have been rife in
our military and naval posts that there is a possibility of
a re-occupation of Goat Island as a barracks, a host of
reminiscences occur. Once upon a time it was the most
attractive and in its way the most convenient of all the
posts.
It has a delightful climate, and in the latter "sixties" and early "seventies" was the favorite and fashionable picnic ground for our best society, notwithstanding
its tar-weed in June and July.
Large parties from San
Francisco and Oakland were the guests for the army and
navy were the most sought after beaux in those days.
There'is a famous yarn concerning Miss Lillie Hitchcock,

—

—

—
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Angel

Isiand. Vallejo, Benicia, and the Goal [aland picnic
it i< told with an air of veritabilitv
in army and
ircles that the
triqm accepted every
one of the seventeen offers from eleven in the morning unOf course, a lot of the officers were
til after midnight,
only bluffing, and their attention was entirely without intention. For tradition has it that nine of the number were
already hopelessly betrothed especially the Vallejo contfngent.
In consequence there was no picnic for various weeks,
until the youthful "amber witch" had successfully laughed
at those who were in real earnest and those who never
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Furniture

IMPORTANT

—

meant it.
The secret of it all was that a sister
had quietly "given the snap away."

of

ANNOUNCEMENT.
Until further notice we offer
Our complete stock of furniture
:

without reserve at reductions from
regular prices varying from 15 to
33 1-3 per cent.

one of the officers

* * #

our best known citizens related a rather amusing
It seems
tale on the Reverend Dr. Brown at luncheon.
that sometime in 1893 he chanced to be on the same Western-bound overland train with the recent "clerical error."
A friend brought over the latter to the narrator's seat,

One

of

All

I

We

quote for example
Elegant Bedroom Sets, in different
woods, $57 00. Former Price, $70.
Handsomely Carved Birch Bedroom Sets, $19 50. Former Price,
$26 50.
Handsomely Finished Wardrobes,
$20 00. Former Price, $30 00.

want you to meet the Reverend Dr. Brown, who has
from an extended vacation in the Eastern

just returned

States.
He is pastor of the First Congregational Church,
you know."
" Ah, Doctor," replied the gentleman introduced, "you
have enjoyed a splendid privilege. Of course, it has meant
a complete inspection of the beautiful National Exhibition
"
in Chicago?
"Sir! " answered Dr. Brown, blushing with righteous inDo you think for
dignation, "you are utterly mistaken!
a moment that a man of my cloth would visit a city and a
"
fair which is open to the public on the Sabbath day!
The prominent man who tells the anecdote adds: "I
"
sized that man right up on the spot

:

Hand

-

$28 00.

A

Nairn Linoleum.
Most

artistic
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The annual meeting of the Marine Underwriters was held on Wednesday, and the

in

all

Reductions

Departments.
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is

George T.
all over the world.
has the pick of everything:

eagerly sought

Market

street,

Gnm after

J. Sloane

&

Go.,

FURNITURE,

.

UPHOLSTERY.

641-647 Market

,

Don't fail to chew Adams' Pepsin Tutti-Frutti Chewing
meals. Indigestion fades before it.

&

CARPETS,

A

good bath gives you a new lease of life. One of the latest innovations in the Lurline Balhs is a real Russian bath which includes
The best service is given in
the famous "Needle" shower bath.
every department at nominal charges. Fresh sea water is pumped
into the tanks every night, ensuring iresh and invigorating water.

Co., 625

and upward.
and

invite inspection of stock
comparison of prices.
Values cannot be duplicated.

election of officers resulted as follows:
President, L. Rosenthal; Vice-President,
A. H. Small; Secretary-Treasurer, Harrison House worth.
The election was held under new rules, which provide that
all members in good standing are in nomination, voting to
In the evening a banquet was given by the
•be by ballot.
members, at which a very pleasant time was passed by a
large number of guests.

Japanese art

Floor Covering made.

40c, per sq. yd. laid,

Special

Marsh &

Sideboards,

Price, $40 00.

The Celebrated

—

Marine

Oak

Former

250 Genuine Imported Oriental
Bagdads, $5 each. Former Price,
$7 50.
150 pairs Irish Point Lace Curtains,
odd lots, to close at wholesale cost.

**

telegram from New York regarding Mrs. Henry Hilton (nie Sylvia Gerrish) of California, which tells of a coachman's lawsuit, appeared in the morning papers this week,
all of which reminds one of the serious disturbance in New
York some years ago, when a wealthy young California
magnate and a distinguished Gothamite weut into Tiffany's
arm in arm. One bought a christening bowl to celebrate
His
his little niece's birth, inscribed "For the Baby."
friend threw down nine one hundred dollar bills for a ruby
By a
bracelet, to be sent to the fascinating " Melusina."
blunder in the addresses, the gifts were mixed up irreThe mother of the little niece enjoyed
trievably, of course.
herself far more over the bracelet than if she had received
the silver piece which reached the belle of the Casino.
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"We

Obey No Wand but Pleasure's."

Tom

Moore.

FREDERICK

Warde has served his art
long and well. There was a time when
we denied him, but years of patient, painstaking work at last brought cordial and exNow
tensive, if not universal, recognition.
§ it is not Warde whom we deny, but the very
tragedies that have made the stage and developed the
It does not
greatest actors that have trod its boards.
take a very deep thinker to realize that the tragic muse
has lost her popularity, and that, year by year, the once
ubiquitous Shakespearean production has dwindled into annual visits of, for the most part, mediocre itinerates. The
law of supply and demand has not, in this case, profited
the small and exclusive dealers in the legitimate, for that
once most purveyable is no longer a staple commodity.
The truth is, we need a tragedian another Booth whose
genius is transcendent a man so luminous as to attract to
him all the fugitive raw material that must be dormant
somewhere in the land. It is only such an actor that can,
from the present outlook, nurse back the devotion of the
public.
And, if he does not come, our posterity will see

—

—

strange and wondrous books

of

Plays by William Shakes-

peare, emblazoned, no doubt, with the likenesses of quaint
and marvelous mummers who once, in days long dead,
spoke and acted those sacred lines.
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creature real and of flesh and blood. Miss Fanny Gillette
gave Madeleine a sweet, womanly rendering, gently modulated and in complete accord with the spirit of the part.
Landers Stevens has developed wonderfully since this season under Warde. His voice, which was always tellingly
clear and melodious, now divides the honors with an easy,
graceful presence and unaffected deportment, which made
the Count de Blangy a particularly felicitous task for him.
Young Ernest Warde has also taken a long stride forward
this season.
His two strongly contrasting roles of the old
Duke and Viscount Hercule were admirably sustained.
Laverennes was impressively villainous, and excellently
In fact, the entire cast,
well acted by Chas. D. Herman.
while requiring no special effort from the greater part of
the company, was happily rilled throughout. The scenery
is the best that has been at the Baldwin for manv months.

On Tuesday night Mr. Warde presented Henry Guy
Carleton's The Lion's Mouth, a play so strong and so
cleverly constructed that it is difficult to believe that Mr.
Carleton is alive, and in America, too but that being the
case, we may still hope for the coming of the American
drama. Mr. Warde, in the character of Paul di Novarra,
was youthful, impetuous, ardent and manly; he avoided all
temptations to be diffusely declamatory, and played the
part with that consummate interblending of reserve and
action that makes his work ever refreshing and artistic.
Mr. Herman did a powerful piece of acting in his well-

—

remembered role of Fra Angelo. Miss Gillette's Linora
was full of life and color, displaying a rare ability for strong
dramatic work that Madeleine could not reveal.

* * *

the foredoom of the tragedies when
he revived and re-christened Belphegor, when he purchased
The Lion's Mouth, and when he strove so bravely with the
ill-fated Runnymede.
The sexual drama had about run its
course; its adherents and those of tragedy found a common
meeting place in the broad and comparatively unworked
It was,
field of the
romantic.
perhaps, this popular trend, as well as the recent engagements in San
Francisco of James and Keene, that induced his selection
of The Mountebank and The Lion's Mout/t for every night
but one of the opening week at the Baldwin Theatre.

Warde must have

felt

* * *

weary theatre-goer
witnesses a performance by a company thorough enough in
every detail to allow him unmolested contemplation of wnatever literary excellence and artistic beauty there may be in
the play.
Such an organization is Frederick Warde's of
this season.
The company throughout is one of even excellence, handling the various roles with such an intelligent
appreciation of detail, harmonious ensemble, and conscientious endeavor to tell a lucid story and present a clearly
outlined picture, that one does not sigh for overwhelming
genius and dazzling stars, but enjoys comfort and artistic
entertainment from good plays, coherently rendered, in the
hands of capable players. No man on the American stage
better estimates the value or understands the manipulation
of stage technic than Frederick Warde.
In his modest
way he has tried to do for us what Henry Irving has done
for England; and, though as an actor he has not attained
the crowning pinnacle of fame, he has reached an enviable
and honorable position among English-speaking players.
And in our present poverty of the truly great," we owe
him the deepest gratitude for having given the best years
of a scholarly mind to the advancement of the sublime
tragedies.
It is with luxurious content that the

* * *

D'Ennery's romantic melodrama, 77(6 Mountebank, given
on the opening night, was not well chosen to display the
abilities of the company, outside of Warde's Belphegor.
Belphegor we have long known as one of Warde's strongest
parts.
Its jaunty, reckless volatility; its terrifying grief
in the second act; its pathetic entrance at the fete, and
the intense, dramatic ending of the act; the pitiable bitterness of the first meeting with his wife when he finds her,
jewelled and gowned, after the manner of her class— all of
these diverse emotions are acted with such convincing
realism and artistic subordination to the character of the
lowlv mountebank that the actor's creation becomes a

It looks like the good old days when Osbourne and Stockwell had the Alcazar to see the bustle of prosperity at the
box office, large, good-natured audiences inside, and an at-

The Carleton Opera
tractive performance on the stage.
Company proves to be a clever little band of singers, alin
its melodious way as is the
most as snug and interesting
popular Frawley Company in the field of comedy-drama.
Benedict's romantic Irish opera, The Lily of Killarney, has
been sung this week.
It is the same delightful story that
Boucicault gave to the world in The Colleen Bawn, and
Benedict's music echoes the true ring of Celtic sentiment
and humor. Carleton's voice seems to have reached a new
stratum of richness and symmetry in the part of Danny
Mann, and Hamilton's rugged bass is deeply effective in
Father Tom. Miss Rena Atkinson has a soprano of exceltimbre, sympathetic, liquid, and particularly strong
and resonant in its upper tones. Her Eily was sung charmingly, though she did not take full advantage of its acting
opportunities.
Jay C. Taylor's light, etherialized tenor
was admirable in Hardness Cregan. and Tom Ricketts, always reliable, made a good showing as the worthy CorriAll the parts were agreeably sung.
gan.
The chorus and
orchestra are a bit new, but a few nights more of such
earnest endeavor as has characterized this week's performances, and we may expect every thing in smooth worklent

ing order.
* * *

We have seen several bright specimens of the inevitable
farce-comedy this season, The Widow Jones, Hendrick
Hudson, Jr., and now Louis Harrison's The Biei/cle Girl.
which Nellie McHenry brings to the California. The latter
as vague of plot as either of its predecessors; it
in jingling song and rollicking dance that breaks
in at the usual amusingly inopportune moments under the
slightest pretext of a cue.
Its only innovation is the ever
presence of the silent steed, about which is woven its slim
pretense of story bristling with an army of biking gags,
many of which have long ago been discharged and pensioned
by the comic weeklies. Miss McHenry is as vivacious and
gingery as ever, singing several contagious little songs,
and working with that jovial vim and youthfulness that
each year seem to turn back the hands of the ravaging
clock of time. The company is not a brilliant one, but it
seems happily adapted to the fluffy character of the piece,
and introduces a number of diverting specialties, among
which is W. E. Richie's tramp cyclist, who is styled
"Twister," and with wonderful and eccentric tricks on the
wheel, he more than lives up to the name.

piece

is

abounds
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thrilling tiu'lodramatir tab

Icaux moro startling than the bloodiest "nickel deadly"
that ever lireil the soul of a messenger boy. has been the
'
bill of the week. Th>
is a horror, but the stage
mechanism is remarkably well handled, and the large amifences show significantly that there are thousands of peoight in this
Next week 7'A.
a show.
which is saul to offer exceptional scenic
opportunity, will be presented by Darrell Vinton, Essie
Tittell. and the full strength of the' stock company.
at the

Headed

Railroad

announced as a mechanical farcefrom beginning to end that there is
not a dull moment in it, will be produced at the Columbia
on Monday evening by a company of merrymakers, prominent among whom are: Eugene Canfield, Jas. Bradbury,
Chas. Grapewin, Harry Porter, Frank Gardiner, Kathel
Kerr, Beatrice Norman, Hattie Waters, Sallie Stembler,
Hulda Halvers, and Lou Rice.
Planquette's romantic opera of Rip Van Winkle will be
produced at the Tivoli next week, with Hartman in his
great character of Rip. Carrie Roma returned to us after
an absence of two years; the two clever children, Gertie
Carlisle and Pearl Landers, and all the Tivoli favorites will
be in the cast. Carl Martens, formerly musical director of
the Tavary Company, will wield the baton from now on.

Anna Eva Fay,

magician,

At Grover's Alcazar, next week, the Carleton Opera
Company will sing Fra Diavolo on Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday nights, and The Bohemian Girl during the bal-
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Monday

next,

March

-Jnd.

seconU and last week

of

FREDERICK WARDE,

MR.

Monday, Thursday, Friday rvenings and Saturday
Kin<; Leak
Damon AND Pythias

matiut-e

Tuesday

evening'

Wednesday and .Saturday evenings

JULIUS C.+.sak

Mond ay Marchinh-A MILK-WHITE FLAG.

California Theatre---Goncert.
Friday night, March

6th.

First violin recital of

MARSICK.
The great Parisian Violinist. A brilliant programme.
Prices— Orchestra. $1 50; Dress Circle. $1; Balcony 75c; Gallery
50c. Seats
tre.
8th, at the

ready

Monday

at the boxoftiee of the Baldwin Thea-

NOTE — Marsick will appear on Sunday evening, March
BALDWIN THEATRE in a grand orchestral concert.

Morosco's Grand Opera House.
Walter Morosco, Sole Lessee and Proprietor.
Last performances of " Pulse of New York,"
MONDAY EVENING, March 2d—Grand scenic production
Louis Eagan's great realistic melodrama,

of

THE MIDNIGHT FLOOD.
Matinees Saturdays and Sundays.

Tivoli

Mrs. Ernestine Kreling.
Proprietor and Manager

Opera House.
To begin Monday, March

2nd. Every evening, superb production of Planquette's romantic opera,

WINKLE

RIP VAN
Reappearances

of Carrie

Roma, Ferris Hartman, Little Gertie

Carlisle, Pretty Pearl Landers.

Correct costumes
Next opera, THE

Splendid cast.

New

scenery.

ROSE OF CASTILLE.

Popular Prices

and 50o

25c

(
San Francisco's Greatest Music Hall.
street, between Stockton and Powell streets.
To-night and during the week.

Orpheum

7

NEW

PEOPLE.

Four new acts. A brilliant list
The Brothers Dianta
The Rossleys

of Celebrities

Foreman & Fannan
Ella Ellis

The Pantzers
The Wiltons
And last week of the favorites, Carroll Johnson and Billy Carter.
Matinees Saturday and Sunday.
Reserved Seats, 25c.; Balcony,

10c

;

Opera chairs and box

seats, 50c.

Golden Gate Hall.
Friday,

March 6th,

FIRST

at 3:30 p. M.

WAGNER CONCERT

by the

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA.

S. F.
MISS CAROLINE SHINDLER.

Soloist.

Reserved Seat Tickets on sale at 308 Post s treet, and on Fridays
at Sherman & Clay's. Course tickets on sale at 308 Post st reet

Golden Gate hall,

6S5

sutteb street.

To-day, February £9th, at 3:15 P. M.

,

the

FIFTIETH

CARR-BEEL SATURDAY

ance of the week, Saturday and Sunday matinees included.

CONCERT.

A

great musical event will be the Paderewski-Marsick
concert which takes place at the Baldwin to-morrow (Sunday) night.
Marsick, the great Parisian violin virtuoso, will give a
recital at the California Theatre next Friday night.
His
programme will consist of some superb numbers and the
interesting
from a musical standevent should prove highly
point.
Tickets are to be 50c, 75c, $1.00 and $1.50, and
will be ready at the box office of the Baldwin Theatre on
Monday morning. He has decided to appear at the last
named theatre on Sunday night, March 8th, in a grand
orchestral concert.
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aldwin

who opens an engagement at

the Auditorium on Tuesday evening, modestly disclaims
all supernatural aid, averring that her only intention is to
give an exhibition of sleight-of-hand and mind reading (for
lack of a better name) that is ''worth the money."
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Their balancing act is really
marvelous, even excelling that of the famous Bratz Brothers, who made such a successful record at the Orpheum
last year.
The balance of the programme is varied, and,
for the most part, interesting to devotees of the variety.

comedy

foronT irlumphN
and triumphal,:

rtll

•....•ping,
nr>»

OfClK.
the cyclone of mirth.

stellar specialty this week.

Frederick Warde is said to have made a great study
during the last few years of Lear. Supported by the best
legitimate company that has been here since Henry Irving, he will present King Lear to us at the Baldwin on
Monday, Thursday, and Friday nights, and Saturday's
matinee. Damon and Pythias will be given on Tuesday,
and Julius Caesar on Saturday.
Each production is to be
mounted in the same lavish manner that has distinguished
the opening week's performances.
To-night is the only
one of Virginias, in the name part of which tragedy Mr.
Warde stands supreme among contemporaneous actors.

>."••<»•

.

ami

ica v l..*t

Orpheum. have been the

John Philip Sousa. the March King and the most popular band master in America, will give four more of his
wonderful concerts at the Auditorium this afternoon and
evening, and to-morrow afternoon and evening. Besides his
world-famous concert band. Miss Myrta French, soprano,
and Miss Curry Duke, said to be a violinist of exceptional
skill, will participate in the programmes.
Classic, operatic and popular music will be rendered by the great
band, and those stirring marches of Sousa's that find the
pulse of all classes and conditions of people will be heard
once again, bringing happy memories of the Midwinter
Exposition.

Knr.nai..

ami Mana.
tibial

Dwartlnit
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The Pantzer Brothers,

neatre-

i

GrQ\/gf-'c

POP.

Mr. Chas. J. Dyer, vocalist; Mr. Sigmund Beel,
soloist. Admission 50 cents.

MlcaZar

The Palais Royal

of America.

Commencing next week, March 2d.

CARLETON OPERA COMPANY.
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday evening, FRA DIAUOLO.
Thursday, Friday, Saturday and Sunday evenings, with matinees Saturday and Sunday,

BOHEMIAN

GIRL.

Tne English actress, coaches ladies and gentle
II MAM
RPnnAQH men
DLUUrtnu,
LILLIAN
for the dramatic profession; appearances arShakespearean classes Wednesday evenings. SHAKESPEAREAN ACADEMY, 913 Hyde street. San Francisco, Cal.
I
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and Failures in Australia. Government Control of Railroads and all Public

Its Successes

Utilities.

By Wm. M. Neihon.

SUSTRALIA

a country ambitious of great achievements. Her legislative and industrial undertakings
have been largely of an experimental character; in executWith a
ing which she has exhibited both skill and daring.
public domain as large as that of the United States, withpopulation
possessing all
out Alaska, with a homogeneous
the grit and go-ahead-ativeness of the Anglo-Saxon race,
with untold wealth of resources in her boundless prairies,
inexhaustible mines, and in the native energy of her people,
and with an established credit, both at home and abroad,
that was long second to none, she undertook to do things
that even advanced governments elsewhere shrank from.
Governmental paternalism has experienced in the Australasian States its most pronounced trial.
A pure
democracy, unchecked by Presidential vetoes or a conservative Senate, the people of the "sunny southern hemisphere," as they, somewhat stiltedly delight to call their
Austral lands, have chosen to do by and through their
Government pretty nearly everything that has a community interest. Like the gold when it emanates from
our mints, almost every article of consumption that is
there exported, bears the Government's stamp of genuineness and fineness. The export of butter to Great Britain
is assuming very large proportions, and well serves to
illustrate the kind and degree of paternalism which there
prevails.
Every firkin of it has to bear the Government's
brand before being shipped from the port of departure,
and, the custom now being known and established, the
butter would not find purchasers in England unless it were
so branded.
During the first two or three years bounties
were paid, but thereafter the trade was much more than
able to run alone, and within five or six years has become
one not only of vast promise, but of large fulfillment. The
grassy plains of the island continent being almost boundless, it follows that ultimate production may only be limited by the requirements of consumption.
It is proper to
say, further, that the huge cold storage steamers which
carry butter, frozen meats, ripe fruits, and other perishable articles to English and European markets, are heavily
subsidized by the Government, to the end that freights
may be proportionately lessened to the home producer. Is
there not in this a suggestion for California fruit growers,
and for others who, like Mr. David Lubin, of Sacramento,
believe that protection is a very excellent thing when applied all round? He would have bounties paid on grain exports, because he sees no other way of extending the beneficent advantages of protection to the farmers.
Of course
the argument applies no less to the fruit growers.
If the
Australian practice should find favor in the eyes of our
statesmen and people, the same end would be accomplished
in another way.
That is to say, the cost of transportation would in part be paid by the Government for the benefit of the individual producer.
Whatever it may be possible to say in opposition to the adoption of the practice in
this country— a subject which it is not the purpose of this
article to discuss
it is due to the truth of history to say
that it has worked marvelously well in the case of the
great ocean carrying trade between the antipodes and
Europe. It has called into existence a class of huge but
cheaply operated steamers that had no existence before,
and it has rendered that an accomplished fact which was
previously believed to be impossible, namely, the exportation of perishable food products to Europe* at a cost that
leaves a fair margin of profit to the producer.
is

—

In watching the Australian procedure in this matter
time to time, it has been no less curious than
interesting from an American standpoint, to observe how
the producers there have had their eye all the time upon
the exporters from our own Atlantic ports.
The question

from

ever uppermost seemed to be about like this: "What does
it cost an American to ship this or that article from New
York to Liverpool or London?" That ascertained, the
antipodean exporter was prepared to pay about that, but
not much more to the carrier. The Government subsidy
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was proportioned so as to make up the balance. Thus the
producer 14,000 miles away from his market was, as near
as possible, placed on an equal footing with the one only
Melbourne, Sydney and Adelaide were en3,000 away.
abled to send their products to market as cheaply as New
York, Boston and New Orleans. In all this there is a
point deeply interesting to California and to our entire
It is this: If the Australian GovPacific Coast region.
ernments find it possible, and profitable, and good in every
way to equalize their producer's burdens and costs in
reaching markets, why may not our own more pronouncedly protectionist Government do the same thing for
the wonderful products of this far off section of our common country? That may involve the building of the Nicaragua canal, or subventions to the overland carriers, or
anything else that may for the time being seem calculated
to adapt means to ends the chief end being to put this
Pacific Coast in a condition to meet competition with
countries laboring under disadvantages like unto our own,
but which disadvantages in their case are being swept
away by Governmental devices that are at least worth

—

making a note

of.

As has before been stated, paternalism is applied by
the Governments of Australia to pretty nearly everything
Writers for the press
that has a community interest.
having only encyelopa?dic information to guide them, are
often found expressing surprise that such young countries,
without standing armies, or civil strife, or foreign wars,
should have piled up such comparatively enormous debts.
Whilst the per capita indebtedness is undoubtedly large
too large, perhaps it should be remembered that the
Governments there stand for the indebtedness that is in
this country borne by railroad, telegraph, telephone,
water supply, and other corporations. Our railroads
alone are computed to have an indebtedness of six billions
Of course it makes all the
($6,000,000,000) of dollars.
difference that the public debts of Australia were contracted for what are there called "reproductive works."
Those works, except in the case of several railroads, earn
fair interest and are fully worth what they cost.

—

This reference to railroads brings us to a larger, more
important, and graver phase of paternalism, as it is practiced in Australia, than anything so far touched upon.
The railroads are there built, owned, and operated by the
Government. It is to the supposed success believed to be
there attendant upon the management of the railroads
"by, through and for the people," that advocates of Government control in this country base their chief arguments.
In so far as they may justly claim that the system has
worked successfully under that popular form of government, they may be right in believing that it may do
equally well under ours.
As the matter is now one of both
local and national importance, it is of interest to inquire
just how that is.
The conditions are not exactly parallel,
because they have in Australia a permanent and most
rigid civil service system, for which this country is most
certainly not prepared.
Severe examination as a starter,
permanency of tenure as a continuance, and a retiring
pension as a finale, are conditions which prevail there, but
which our spoilsmen, and frequent changes of administration, would oppose our adopting in these United States.

Of the various States, or Colonies, of the Australian
group, Victoria, of which the city of Melbourne is the capital, is credited with being the first in point of importance.
It has the largest population, the most fertile lands, the
ablest public men, and exhibits the most public, spirit.
In
constructive legislation it has shown much originality, ingenuity, and character.
Its very excellent ballot law is
favorably known to us all. Its land transfer act has been
adopted in Illinois, and might with advantage be applied
to the conditions existing in California.
It is in Victoria
that paternalism has had its most thorough trial.
As we
have seen, it has there had its successes, but, as will presently appear, when it came to the matter of railroad
ownership and management, it utterly and hopelessly
broke down and involved the country in financial embarrassment and almost ruin.
When control of the railroads
was first undertaken by the Government, their management was placed in the hands of a " Minister of Railways,"
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nterests of
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t a radical
change and to make the management as near as possible a
one man power. A permanent board of directors, consistkg of three members, removable only by a vote of both

wa;

and given charge of
the whole subject matter
The chairman of that Board
to be an experienced railroad manager, who alone waa
to be held responsible for the workings of the department.
merely in an advisory capacity.
eare was taken to obtain the right
The
.iment.

to

fill

tne chief place.

.

The large salarv

of

$25,000

per annum that was offered proved sufficient to secure the
services •>! one of the best known railroad men in England.
Within seven years tbis able man (Mr. Speight), against
whose personal Integrity not one word has ever been uttered, had bankrupted the Government and well nigh ruined
the country.
Government ownership and the ultimate
possibility of Parliamentary intervention proved insurmountable barriers to success. It was found impossible to
eschew politics, or render economical methods paramount.
Fortunately for the interest the subject has here, the
proof of all this is of record, and has come to hand at a
time when it cannot fail to attract the attention of thoughtful minds.
It fell to the lot of a great daily newspaper to
expose railroad expenditures, and to so arousepublic opinion
as to put an end to them and to call for some new plan of
control, the chances being in favor of the leasing of the
lines to an English syndicate.
In an evil hour the Chief of
Railroads, Mr. Speight, brought a libel suit for heavy
damages against Mr. David Syroe, the proprietor of the
Melbourne Age, which involved the whole subject matter
of railroad management.
After one of the longest and
most remarkable trials on record, during which more was
proven than was charged, the newspaper man triumphed
on all points. A banquet, attended by many of the leading
men of the country, was given him on the 13th of December last, and the Melbourne Leader, of the next day, contains a report of the proceedings.
They are so interesting
from a journalistic, as well as a public, point of view, that
the following extracts fully merit re-publication here at this
time.
The chairman, the Honorable J. L. Purves, A. C,
who had been Mr. Syme's leading counsel, in proposing the
health of the guest of the evening, gave the following re-

sume

of

lu

which

I

Wok apart. The gentleman

.I that ba waa auackad
b| ihc Ac>-. nn.i doI the system ol
which ha wax the admlntsiratoi
ntly, h" ootnmanoad tha
action which led to the greatest trial "( modern
the \
that wis ever heard in mi English Court, ami by far the (n
that appean Id tha anoala ol Australia.
It occupied one bandied
and eighty-three da
h,thlblts that.
were produced from the B
Department wen
>l Iher
obaenrad entirely from view tha gentleman
mm, her them. The defendant paid In Jnry
•
• *
When the history of tbla ilonj
a written, one of its finest
pages will bo thai which describes bow the community, itrlcken by a
summer madness, was awakened to Its danger i>> a quiet, upright,
toriflolng man, wbo succeeded In stirring the public up to put
forth lbs effort required to stop yasl Government expenditures for
da, many ol which began nowhere anil en. led at the same
place, and that had brought the Government and the country to the
verge of ruin. (Cheers).

Uma

:

excursion trains run. and

man
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It

what had happened.

He

said:

" We are here to-night to celebrate a very remarkably patriotic
achievement. (Applause). After years of laborious effort our guest
That
succeeded in establishing a great newspaper in your midst.
paper is, 1 think, not merely at the present time at the head of all
Australian journalism, but can hold its own with the journals which
mould and lead public opinion in older communities. (Cheers.) In
making the paper what it has become, Mr. Syme has deserted the
old lines of journalism, and has taken a position that every true
(Apjournalist should seek to attain— that of a popular educator.
plause). * * The history of the administration of Ihis country was
prudence,
foresight,
and
circumassociated, up to a certain time, with
spection. But there came a mad era of railroad building, public exParliapenditures, and speculation that was almost unparalleled.
ment was disorganized. The constituencies were demoralized and
Each man in the
corrupted by enormous railroad expenditures.
constituencies, speaking generally, was urging upon his representative in Parliament to obtain some advantage from the general community in favor of some particular district or individual. The public service was demoralized, and Parliament, spurred on by the
electorates, and by the log rolling of the members, opposed no check
The
on borrowing and spending, and hastening to bankruptcy.
question then arose as to who was the man who could possibly oppose an effectual obstruction to this race to ruin. Mr. Syme thought
the matter out, and reached the conclusion that it was his duty, irrespective of his personal fortunes and the fortunes of those who were
dependent upon him, to warn the general public. (Applause). He
published a series of articles which became the subject of the great
We never had
trial and victory we are met to celebrate (Cheers).
such another series of articles presented to the public of Victoria.
Never! (Applause).
They pointed out railroad expenditures, and borrowings that were
utterly unjustifiable from an economical or sane point of view, and
In doing that, be
that the result to the country must be ruinous.
The chief of them,
necessarily attacked the heads of departments.
a very capable enemy and a man of high attainments in many direc-

.
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I
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Mr. Syme,
'•

the

in

replying, said

in

part:

Note what followed the publication

Of the alleged

libel.".

First,

introduced by the Ministry of the day and supported and
urged by Mr. Speight and his colleagues for the construction of <i77
more miles of railroad, ataeostof jC14,712,ii0.'i was laid aside. Secondly, a supplementary list of other lines demanded by private members,
and approved by Mr. Speight and his associates, for the construction
of 2,963 additional miles of railroad, at a cost of £2<i.3iS2,458, was also
laid aside. The whole of these lines were estimated to cost the enormous sum of £41,075,121. All tbis whilst the country had already
been more than well supplied with railroads.
The Legislature becoming alarmed at the exposures, hastily took control, through a
committee of its own members, of the pending construction works,
and actually effected a saving of from fifty to seventy-five per cent
upon the department's estimate of cost. The running of the existing lines was reduced from an annual cost of £2,138,139 to £1,543,393,
or an annual saving of no less than £591.746, andit has become plain
that much more can be done in the same direction. The loss on the
working of the existing lines is still £1,000 per day. And yet the
department would go on making new lines, and working them on
the old model, notwithstanding that thirty-three lines do not pay
working expenses, and thirteen other lines do not pay interest on
their construction.
Even the outer circle line, the department had
promised to operate, although it has been closed for nearly three
years, because there was absolutely no traffic.
Every witness had
deplored political influences in our State railroads, but what was to
be done whilst the taxpayers of one locality were not put upon an
equal footing, in the matter of railroad accommodation with the
taxpayers of every other locality? But the question of railroad reform is now understood, and is ripe for settlement. If a safe solution be reached, I shall have had my reward. (Cheers).
bill

1

All of that makes interesting reading here and now.
It
clear that those among us who had hoped to find in
Government control of railroads a panacea for existing
ills will take little comfort from the practical working of
the system in Australia.
is
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In relation to the criticism of the Hexter
Mine of Calaveras County, the management
Gold Mine, places the enterprise in a totally different
light by the explanation that the Hamilton
named as a Director "is not the one of Union-Gold, Mulatos

The Hexter

The gentleman whose initials were wrongly
Mr. Claude T. Hamilton, a young merchant of
We are now ready to bethis city of the highest repute.
lieve anything good which may be said of the Hexter, and
to take a kindly interest in the future of the property, the
more especially as the report was made upon it by W. T.
Robinson, a mining Superintendent of vast experience upon
It is claimed for the
this section of the "mother lode."
Hexter that, covering as it does over a mile of this celebrated mineral deposit, it has a wider field for operations
than any other company ever yet incorporated in CaliforThat under the management of such competent men
nia.
as those included in the directory it will prove a lucrative
investment of the first order is within the bounds of probability.
It cannot be gainsaid that the past history of the
ground points to the happy fulfillment of the most sanguine
expectations in this case, as the fact cannot be denied that
the surface workings in placer formation proved inordinately rich. It was from the data obtainable of the returns from these early workings, based on the area of

notoriety.

does seem that California is to be
The Anna
eternally cursed by the malignant
Colony Scheme, operations of promoters abroad. No
sooner does one miserable scheme disappear, than another of the hydra-headed species crops up
to throw a damper upon all efforts to secure foreign capital for the development of the vast resources of a State
which in many different ways, offers unsurpassed opportunities for the advantageous and profitable investment of
many millions of idle money. The latest proposition of a
kind which cannot be too strongly condemned has just been
brought out in London as the Alina Colony Corporation,
Limited, to dispose of 20,000 acres of unimproved land in
Merced County. For the privilege of ownership the investors are asked to plank up £400,000, or in round numbers $2,000,000. Of this amount the sum of $1,500,000 is
The prosto be paid to the vendor, whoever he may be.
pectus is made up mostly of statistics showing what has
been done in the way of fruit raising in California, but we
fail to find any reference to the years which must elapse
before the trees or vines come into profitable bearing.
While no one will deny that Merced is one of the most desirable locations for fruit culture, it will be safe to refer to
any fair-minded and disinterested man in the county for
his opinion on the Alina scheme.
The foreign investor in
this case is getting bled in the purchase of the ground,
preparatory to a grievous disappointment in the way of
rapid returns upon an investment heavily handicapped by
an extravagant property valuation at the start.
People desirous of entering into the
A Trap Set
fruit-raising, fruit-preserving, dried or
For Gudgeons,
canned, could do much better by picking
up improved lands in Merced, where an
already profitable business could be largely increased by
the addition of capital.
It is in this direction that a "going concern" can be recommended which would not be the
case, nine times out of ten, in a mining enterprise.
We do
not know who is responsible for the Alina scheme, but we
do know that were they to attempt such a scheme here
they would be out of pocket for their pains. They were
wise in their generation to play the game abroad, where a
showy statement, backed by apparently reliable official
statistics, with really no bearing on the case with the wellinformed, is certain to attract a few gudgeons. It will be
hoped, however, that the majority of people will have cut
their wisdom teeth by this time in the matter of investments from this quarter, so as to be able to sift the wheat
from the chaff. The cunning manner in which the "State
Board of Horticulture of the State of California" is paraded
for effect, is common with the compilers of prospectuses of
the kind, but we would like to know whether this honorable body, whose name is thus taken in vain, would recommend any one to pay any such price for an unimproved
acreage of the kind in Merced, or auy other county of the
State, for that matter.
It might be added that the only
San Francisco bank standing sponsor for the Alina scheme
is the Grangers', now in liquidation, which suspended just
about the time the company was being arranged in London.
One thing is certain, if the Directors of the Grangers'
Bank made their loans upon any such a basis of valuation
as that placed upon the lands now offered to the British
investors under the auspices of the Alina, it is not strange
that they had to close their doors, and the only wonder is
that the concern managed to keep alive so long.
It

Colonel W. J. Sutherland, President of
Candelaria Mining the Holmes Mine, of Candelaria, Nev.,

reports all work nearing completion in
connection with the arrangements now
being made to work the large piles of tailings on the Belville dumps.
When operations commence in this quarter
it will help to build up the population of this camp again,
which has dwindled down to almost nothing during the past
five years.
The English company, under the Sutherland
management, has rebuilt its entire pipe line from the White
Mountain reservoirs to Candelaria, and its mills and plant
generally are in excellent condition.
Interests.

quoted

is

gravel

now

available for explorations,

that the possible

But
of the future was estimated in the millions.
irrespective of all this, the development of the quartz de-

output
posit

is

what

will

most interest people, as work

is

now

about to be started up in a systematic manner, both by
tunnel and by the extension of the shaft at depth. With
such a vast territory at their command the Hexter people
will have an unlimited opportunity for testing the resources
The
of the greatest mineral lode on earth at this point.
operation, directed as it is by reputable and judicious
people, can with safety be commended as a worthy investment for capital. On'the other hand, we should not hesitate to take an exactly opposite view of the case with
the circumstances as at first suggested, and another
Uuion Gold fiasco looming up in the future like a hideous
nightmare.
The London papers continue to express
Retires Amid
their regrets at the retirement of Colonel
Regrets.

Frank McLaughlin from the management
Feather river mines. The Financial

of the

in a recent issue says: " It is with no little sadness
that we observe the news that Colonel Frank McLaughlin
has resigned his position as General Manager of the Golden
Gate of California.
The Colonel has been for many years
the most picturesque figure in the wide sphere of British
There may be those who
gold mining enterprise abroad.
prefer to let their admiring eyes rest on the millionaires of
South Africa, but their careers of smooth prosperity are
uninteresting compared with Colonel McLaughlin's long
struggle with the storms of Oroville." And so on through
the adulatory paragraph, which winds up with the kindly
wish that it will be long until the genial mining man reaches
the final Golden Gate, a wish which his many friends here
Colonel
and on the Pacific Slope will heartily re-echo.
McLaughlin, who was in town for a few days past, left on
Wednesday for a trip to Oroville on some business matters.
Mr. George H. Evans is now in full control as general
manager of the English company's works on the Feather,
and hopeful that the elements will this year favor an early
opening of operations on the roadbed.

News,

Comstock

The market on Pine street is gradually
sagging down to a bed-rock which

threatens to be as low as that struck prior
There is no
to the last rampse in 1885.
reason to assign for this except that there is no head to
the market, all the big operators having been driven out
by a dread of litigation started by the hawks of the street,
always on the look out to jump on a rich man's sack at the
first opportunity.
This is about the sum and substance of
the whole business, and the outlook is anything but bright,
There
so far as the speculative features are concerned.
is a contest on foot for control of Norcross, but as there is
no money being spent, or likely to be spent, by either
part, interest in the proceedings flags. There is not any
likelihood of there being any change in the control outside
of a small representation of the outside interests.
Mining Shares,

uary
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good Or
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competent

t

it was time that somebody
mould rise and perform it.

DUle, feeling

for

"Hemr ibe Crier:" "What be devil art thou*"
"One t»\»l will play tbe iIotII, ilr. (lib rou "

'5

1

took from hi- pulpil on Sunday last B survey of the moral
situation in Binful San Francisco.
The good Dr. DUle
tinds that what we ee,l to do at this rrisis is to stop playing progressive eui bra, stop playing baseball and foot hail.
ami on noaeeount to dance Or go to the theatre.
is a hard
programme Which the good Dr. DUle lias marked out for us.
but. as he is a wisely liberal shepherd, it is to he pre
that, after we have sedulously abstained from all the master
vices of tbe age mentioned, he will permit a little healthful recreation
say listening to a sermon by the Reverend
Dr. Brown, or taking (not on the Sabbath, of course) a
stroll witli Mrs. Stockton.
I

1

RESIDENT

F more

Jordan

intellect to

t

good enough to say that there is
square inch of skull in the faculty

is

lie

State University than in California's delegation to
both houses of
Presumably, his Battering
estimate of the mental capacity of the Berkeley educators
is founded on
the fact that they seemed to listen with
understanding to Josiah Royce when that young man
recently journeyed all the way from Harvard to California
to disclose what he thought about his Maker.
As it is
quite certain that no member of Congress, from California
or elsewhere, could possibly nave comprehended the exact
meaning of Professor Royce's revelations. President Jordan's high opinion of Berkeley's brain power is justified
that is. unless the crafty old gentlemen in the employ of
the State didn't merely look intelligent, instead of being
so.
But Dr. Jordan is entitled to his conviction.
The
Royce test is undoubtedly a corker.
Of the

resources
THE
storing peace

of civilization ought to be equal to reto the local Christian world.
The
Town Crier suggests that Brother Ross invite Brother
Hudleson, Brother Wendte and the rest to seats with
him on the platform at the Mechanics' Pavilion. Then let
Father Yorke cut out of the subjugated daily papers all

the matter he has written during the past two months,
make it into bales with the help of a hay press, get aid to
hoist the same to the gallery of the Pavilion, and at some
favorable moment roll the bales over the railing onto the
heads of his foes. That would dispose of the leaders of the
A. P. A., and the infuriated rank and file could then be
depended on to smash Father Yorke's pen hand, and so
disable him for a few hours.
During those few hours the
remainder of the community would be given the quiet
necessary to think up some scheme for ending the war.
the manner
which the
FROM
Chinatown,
inferred that a
in

it is

Examiner
removal

is

booming

of the office

thither is in contemplation.
It urges the transplantation
of its lady friends of Morton street to Cum Cook alley,
and, with an eye to the increase of property values in its
new neighborhood, artfully argues that "as long as we
have a Chinatown we may as well get some benefit from it
by utilizing it as the city's moral dumping ground." Environment, as every student of sociology is aware, has
much to do with character, and, if the voteless Chinese
are not to be considered, the rise of a grand new Examiner building on, say, the corner of Dupont and Pacific,
would be viewed with profound moral satisfaction by the
Mothers of San Francisco.

Old Guard and the Junta have both held their
THE
primaries. The battle may be expected to open with
the Devil and Chris Buckley, sitting on the cloud of their
Where the
interests, to direct the conflict.
Democratic party is to arrive at is a small detail that
does not seem to worry the hostile forces or their tall-

common
browed

chiefs.

are looking brighter for Dr. Brown. Mrs.
Stockton admitted that they never went to the
If
theatre, and testified that he drank no wine at dinner.
now it shall be established that Brother Brown has
eschewed the billiard table all will be well with him.

Savoy the
a recent dinner given by the Princeling
ATother
guests, including many Americans, stood while
of

It would be in strict keeping
he delivered his speech.
with our republican institutions had they kissed his hand

before leaving.
is

safe to state that the epidemic of murders at presprevalent in this city will continue until there is a

reasonable chance of convicting and hanging the men and
women who commit them.
Jose man has been granted a divorce from his
wife because she was a "New Woman" and beat him
with a broom. It is encouraging to notice that the new
sisterhood still resorts to the old methods.

SSAN

A

is

very sure

the city

is

impure

sort of moral pesthouse, don't

you know;
meekly would remark
That the town were not so dark
If such gents would only pack their trunks and go.
the near future the California Dairy Association intends giving a series of lectures on subjects interesting
to dairymen.
Needless to say the pump will receive much
attention, as also the available water supply of San
Francisco; also, a few remarks on the availability of
hydrants and the water tower should the same ever be
necessary.
I

IN

WHY
gentlemen

fuss about dodging the wily Assessor,
Verily, the man who has coin nowadays
does not wish to be taxed for it, as though it were a sin.
If wealth be a virtue it should be let alone, and if it be a
vice the more of it that is sent out of the State the better.
this

all

?

Examiner
admitting
NOW that the
tramps
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chance
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marked improvement
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George
UNCLE
stealing that

Bromley

is to be tried once more for
Should he be convicted, let us
be sentenced to imprisonment for life in the

goat.

hope he will
Bohemian Club. They like it.
hundred good men and true

THE

of Oakland who intend
starting for the Alaska goldfields, are likely to experience a dead cold frost before they return to the
Athens of the Pacific.

soon as the First Congregational Church scandal
SSsettled
to be hoped that everyone connected with

is

it is

the

affair,

out of respect to the city, will leave for parts

unknown.
policemen
THE
their muscle

of the

in a

city

are said to be developing

new gymnasium. For what reason

not apparent, except that the fruit season

M UCH

is

is

approaching.

unfavorable remark was occasioned on Tuesday
by the fact that Mrs. Stockton did not arrive at
the Church Council until after the opening prayer.
Burns will return shortly from Mexico to
take a hand in the Republican primaries. Politics
might be termed the Colonel's local Candelaria.

i'l

last

COLONEL

said to be quite
THERE
taking circles owing to

a cheerful feeling in underthe statement that certain

is

schools will be re-opened next

THINGS

ITent

('As!-:

\ l;.

D' That

f

Monday.

the gallant members of the National Guard object so
IFsturdily
to powder in times of peace, what they will do
in times of war heaven only knows.
cultured Mr. Dennis Kearney has taken to the pen.
Needless to say his articles have to be translated
into English before being readable.

THE

expressed by numerous gentlemen
opinions
THE
the horse, remind us
anent the passing
lately

forcibly

of

that the ass is still with us.
that the leaders of the Suffragists are under way
to California all honest gentlemen will find it convenient to get under cover.

NOW

to be connected with
NOT
to-day almost as good as

any church organization is
a certificate of good char-

acter.

T HE

last thing Dr.

temper.

Brown

said to have lost was his
to go may be his character.

is

The next thing
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Prince Paderewski and Prince Luigi of Savoy have said
At the great
farewell in a blaze of glory and banquets.
musician's dinner the other night, Grieg's exquisite " Ich
liebe dich!" was sung by Donald deV. Graham to the exand Graham was
quisite accompaniment of the Master
not at all nervous.

—

* * *

TP popular favor were
determined by vote,

-r

neither ayes nor noes would carry the day, but surely the
P's wou'd have it. What with the Prince and the Pianist,
there has been little else thought of or talked of in the
swim's select circles. The Italian Prince has hobnobbed
with the Polish princeling, been feted by day by the
Burlingamites and at night by his countrymen, and on all
To
sides has wou golden opinions from all sorts of people.
be sure, in the feminine mind the musical P. has the top
Women love genius, and above all, femininity is
place.
piqued by an unapproachable man and the desire to meet
the gifted Polish musician grew to such a height among a
certain set, rumor said several of the most venturesome
hied them "for a few days' rest" to San Mateo in the early
part of the week, and were to be seen from morn till dewy
eve prowling around Jack Parrott's abode during the visit
paid him by the maestro.
;

with us our maids and matrons are full
Now
of projects as to how to spend the enforced quietude. Some
have organized parties for early walks others, card clubs.
Some, like the revivified Fortnightlies, for example, are
more daring, and blend their programme with music, pictures and plays. A few who do not belong to the Lent-keeping sects still dance on occasions, but they are in the great
minority, not being "fashionable " people.
Some women
go daily to church, and in the evening to some form of
that Lent

is

;

The wonder is great among Gothamites that our belles
do not try the capture of Fred Crocker, but they do not
know, evidently, that the net has been thrown many a
time and oft, the wily Colonel shying off at each endeavor.
* * *

our own Donald

having a busy time since he
opened his vocal studio. So many would-be singers apply
However, that is a necessary
to have their voices tried
phase of his chosen career, and he must not complain.

On

dit,

is

!

* * *

People are wondering what will be the next social sensation when the Prince and the Italian frigate leave our
shores.
After dinner try Adams' Pepsin Tutti-Frutti Chewing
admirable.

Gum. Yon

will find it

The

Change

of

Taste.

Whiskey and Soda has supplanted in England the Brandy and
Soda of the old regime. Consequently, the demand for a good,
sound, pure American Whiskey has been large.and it has been most
satisfactorily tilled by "Old Saratoga," a pure Eye Whiskey, which
has no peer in this or any other country. The consumption in
England is growing at an enormous rate, and all the principal hotels
of London keep it and recommend it to their patrons.

Johaniua.

diversion.
* * *

Shall Del Monte or San Mateo be fashion's objective
point this year, is the question being mooted by anxious
mammas. Some say Coronado is a rich field to prospect,
San Rafael has
so many wealthy Easterners going there.
got a black eye from the gossipy dowagers who frequent
the place, and of whose tongues the girls are mortally in
fear.
One old lady, the girls say, keeps a record of how

many

Was used exclusively at the Marlborough- Vauderbilt wedding breakfast
Owing to its excellence it is the preferred table water at the best resorts, hotels, clubs, etc.
.

HAZELTON
HEMME & LONG
BROWN &. SIMPSON

PIANOS

times they go out with one man, how long they remain, etc., and that sort of thing is intolerable, of course.
Pianos to Rent and sold on Installmets.

* * *

They say Ed. Greenway has employed the retirement
caused by his recent illness in devising the most startlingly
original figures for the next series of cotillions, and the
Burlingame Club is to donate the favors for some. Should
this be so, many will win their spurs for the first time on
the occasion of the dance.
Poor Wilcox, who has been
among the sick (and wounded, says Cupid) and thereby
missed so much gaiety, will emerge once more at the
Easter cotillion at the Post.
* * *

swim goes that the tall young matron
the original attire at the Art bal masquS was
so delighted with the complimentary notices she received
in all the papers, that she is trying to induce her fashionable friends to join in a subscription Easter masquerade to
be given by the younger set of married women at some hall
or other. The idea is being very favorably considered in
the swim.
The gossip

of the

who adopted

735

Market St.

THE

IN

SflNTfl

GRUZ MOUNTAINS

FOR THE FISHING SEASON
On

the fishing grounds of Los Gatos River.

!
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Address,

MRS. AUSTIN, Alma, Santa Clara Co., Cal.
"^- Popular

prices, equal to others; no imitating.
All original styles, varied to suit the
features.
Competent artists employed; no
apprentioea, " Bernhardt " wavers, to wave
LeadinO tlair
DreSSer..
wummiy
nun l/iooow
hair wilhout burning; " Eau Broux," to restore
grey or bleached hair to natural color. Latest styles in modern Bangs,
particularly Louis de Lavelliere style. Open Sundays.

Strozynski's.

Corner Ellis and Leavenworth streets

Perrier-Jouet

* * *

& Co

The recent successful entertainment of Living Pictures
given at Mrs. Clark Crocker's residence for charity has
fired the ambition of several society beaux, and, it is said,
a repetition of the affair may be given by these gentlemen
ere long, with a different cast. For instance, Turner Messersmith is to pose in "The Lady and the Muff."
* * *

" I tell you what it is," said a well-known Brownie, the
other evening, " most fellahs like to be master in their
own house, but I'm hanged if I wouldn't just love to have
a Boss in mine.'' and he looked languishingly in the direction of a charming blonde maiden near by.

EPERNAY CHAMPAGNE,
For sale by all first-class Wine
Merchants and Grocers

* * *

They say a popular young millionaire spends much
his time in San Rafael these davs.

of

W.

B.

CHAPMAN,

Sole Agent for Pacific coast.

123 California St

February
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A
right

;.>:

•7

ten-cent lamp with the
chimney gives more light

and less smell than .\ $100
lamp with a wrong chimney.

/TV
vcn by tinwhich i> composed

popu

What

W

<>f

tho noble rich almost entirely.
The cotillion lasted •
into the morning hours, and thi re were many beautiful
favors and mirth unbounded. The last charity entertainment of importance was also held .it Sherry's for the benefit
of the Samaritan Home, an asylum for the aged, which is
a pet charity of New York
Mrs. Hermann Oelrichs lias
identified herself with this charity ever since her first
year in New York, and last year had a distinct innovation
at her stall when she put a little pony on sale, and made
a very good sale of him. too. it may be added.

I1.1t

\\ e'll

the right chimney?
lamp have you got?
send you an Index

is

;

free.

A

Geo

Hale

&

Macbeth Co

Norcross

Stockholders who are tired of official extravagance und consequent unnecessary ussi'ssme nts, and who desire a radical
change iu the prvM'tit management, will please write or call
immediately al room 21, Exchange Building, Pino St.

The reception on Monday at the Post Graduate Hospital
was probably the most interesting of all the recent affairs
of like nature, for it was entirely a babies* reception.
The
babies' wards in this hospital have been fitted up by
wealthy patrons, and the dainty cribs, with their pretty
draperies, are things of beauty.
Every appointment is
suggestive of a home and not of a hospital. The principal
interest of the visitors seemed centered in the incubators,

JEREMIAH LYNCH.
D.

J

SULLIVAN.

ATTORN EY-AT-LAW

which are an unending source of wonder.
The close of the opera season and the departure of some
of the chief dramatic stars, indicate still further the season
of penance.
Madame Bernhardt, who has been extensively entertained by exclusive society, as well as by her
friends of upper Bohemia, was given a reception on Monday by Mr. Francis Fischer Powers at his studio in the
Carnegie Building. Among the ladies receiving for him
was Miss Quigley, a clever young Californian, who is known
in journalism as Dorothy Q., and in literature through

319 Pine St., San Francisco.

are being renewed, and your compatriot, Miss
at the first one.

Harry

Gillig,

Yaw,

sings

omitted to say when mentioning him

I

some most delightful fairy tales, equally pleasing to old
There were several Californians present,
and young.
Colonel and Mrs. Savage, Mrs. Sonntag, Mrs. Bella
Nichols, Miss Ferrer, and Miss Frances Jolliffe.
This last
named young lady, by the way, is spoken of as a most

above, has been re-elected Commodore of the Larchmont
Yacht Club. He is the most popular Commodore the Club

has ever known, and has worked hard to advance

its inter-

ests.

Tne Young Matron's Dancing Class, under the patronage
Mrs. Stanley Dexter (formerly Miss Ella McAllister, of
Benicia and San Francisco) and other dames, gave its last
reception on Tuesday night. Her daughter is growing up
in the inconsiderate way little girls have, and will before
many years join her mother in society. She is said to be
of

promising aspirant for dramatic honors. I understand
that Augustin Daly has expressed his approval of her
style and methods, which is almost equivalent to saying
that she may have an opening in his company.
She is a
the only person who can make her father smile.
very gifted young woman, and apparently ambitious.
Passe-Partotjt.
New 'York, February 20, 1896.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Gillig have been oscillating between
T
New Y ork and Larchmont for the last ten days. They are
Frank Frankleigh Yes, Miss Antique, to be frank with
building a large addition to the Hacienda, their beautiful
Miss Antique (with a chirp) Oh, Mr. Frankyou
country home, and expect to entertain largely this sumbut this is so
leigh, of course you may be Frank with me
mer. Madame Saville. nee Simonson, of San Francisco,
sudden.
has been an immense favorite during
the opera season.
Am I wrong in
thinking she once sang at the Tivoli
Opera House in your citv?
Miss Olive Oliver, who is in the Holland Company, playing a leading part
The most perfect food in the world is milk. Nature
in the Social Highwayman, expects to
has provided that the youngest and most tender child shall
go to California in the summer and
will visit her mother in Oakland.
have this food. In milk there is a generous supply of oil, or
To return to Madame Bernhardt, I
This exists in the form of minute globules, or tiny
fat.
have been told that one of your brilThey are so small that it takes hours for them to
drops.
liant society matrons entertained her
say, " milk is an emulrise to the surface, as cream.
at a breakfast during her last season
in San Francisco society, and was
sion," because the oil is in this finely divided condition.
assailed by your whole four hundred,
to say nothing of certain refined dailies in San Francisco, for having done
homage to the great artist. It may
be a solace to her to know that the
very best people of New York have
of Cod-liver Oil with the hypophosphites, has the cod-liver
been delighted to honor Madame
oil in these fine globules, thus making it an emulsiom Boys
Bernhardt, who has been received
and girls, as well as delicate invalids, can take cod-liver oil
and has mingled with the representatives of old New York society in a
when prepared in this manner. In fact, it is well adapted to
genial friendliness which many of Mrs.
young children. The hypophosphites give strength to
Crocker's critics would give their
the nervous system and needed material to growing bone.
heads
enjoy.
are not yet so

—

what

is

—

—

milk
We

Scclts £muktoru

to

We

narrow that genius

fails

of recogni-

among us.
The Lenten Sunday night concerts

tion

Learn from nature
So cts.

and

$j

a tiottle.

:

take cod-liver

oil

only as an emulsion.

SCOTT & BOWNE,

Chemists,

New York.
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The Secret in Making Money Is In this Old Greek Proverb.
"Know Your Opportunity." Some of the Men
It Means
Who Made Millions by Knowing How. Very Valuable

—

—

Information.

February
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the sole, absolute and exclusive right to manufacture and
The best
sell indestructible piles under U. S. patents.
engineering talent of the world has heretofore been unable
Many
to produce a pile that is absolutely indestructible.
costly experiments have been tried to make wooden piles
against
decay
and
the
ravages
of
marine
impervious
worms, but the wooden piles only last from six months to
a few years, requiring continual replacement at great

expense.

Commodore
WllhisKN great

Vanderbill

was asked how he made

"It
replied:
was an easy matter In become rieli; just, watch for the
"I
opportunity, and then take advantage of it," said he.
commenced with only a few hundred dollars." But there
fortlll

f

190,000,000,

lie

are many people who oannot recognize the opportunity to
make money. They may have a little sum to invest but
position to know what is going on.
a well-known fact that Commodore Vanderbilt
made most of his fortune by buying stocks at a low price,
and holding on until tbey had an immense rise. He had
the peculiar gift of knowing just when to buy and when to
Other men have
de great fortunes in stocks of
sell.
one kind in' another,
g hem being John VV. Maekay,
They all started with
the Kookefellers, and Jay Gould.
small sums.
Among the stocks thai have been sensational in their
development Is the fell Telephone stock, rising from a very
low price to over 200. This stock has paid large dividends

are not
If

in a

is

I

i

1

and made the original investors
Ten

rich.

Millions a Year.

The Western Union Telegraph Company started

busl

Its present capital
ness with $500,000 oi capital stock.
Stock is 1100,000,000, and pay 15,000,000 a year net profits
to the stockholders.
There are many other high-priced stocks that cost
original buyer's a very low price, and now pay large
dividends on many millions of capital stuck
The Edison Electric is another notable example of
wonderful devolopmenl and profit.
A broker who bought.
twenty shares of the original stock at 45, costing $900,
sold half of it a year later, getting {30,000 lor 111 shares.

The Pullman Palace Car Company's gross earnings have
grown until they are over $10,000,000 a year and the
Stock has gone up from a low price to H->0.
There are many chances for making investments, but
there are none like the Railway and Dock Construction
stock and many prominent men in banking, railroad and
financial circles say this stock, which can be bought now
at $10 per share, is sure to sell at 50 before long, and
eventually have an Immense rise like the Bell Telephone,
the Edison Electric and Pullman Palace Car stocks.
The par value is $1(111 per share and the stock is full paid
and
assessable.
The stockholders have no individual

whatever.
Mr. Edward A. Willson, the well-known Vanderbilt
Stockbroker, says:
"In our twenty years experience we
have never handled a stock of such intrinsic merit or one
which will pay such big profits. This stock gives the
small investor an equal chance with the capitalist, as the
small investor generally has to buy at par and be content
with a dividend of 6 or 7 per cent, a year. Any one can
invest in Railway and Dock Construction stook now at $10
per share (the par value is $100) and they can buy from
one share upwards at the same price a capitalist buys a
thousand Shares. The stock is certain to have an immense
nrhen investors and speculators become awareofits
value as the earnings will pay four and a half per
cent, on the par value of the shares, which equals 45 per
cent, cash dividends per year on stock bought now at the
low price of $li) per hare
Surely this is an opportunity which is met with but once

liability

i

In

a lifetime.

There will be lively times in this stock when it is listed
on the Stock Exohange,
We deal in numerous bonds that
pay from 4 to r per cent. B year. We are so confident of
the profits that will accompany investment in this stock
that we have not the slightest hesitation advising our
clients to sell their bonds and invest- in Railway and Dock
.

>

stock while they can I.e. ii at 10.
The company is in solid
financial condition, has no indebtedness of any kind, and
there arc no bondsor mortgages ahead of the stock.

The company owns

all

the rights, titles, interests

in,

and

Certainty of Profit.

an enormous demand for indestructible piles in
the construction of piers, jetties, docks, bulkheads, breakwaters, foundations for bridge piers, etc.
Applications are pouring in from engineers, contractors
and railway officials all over the United States. These
men are quick to see the certainty of profit. They are,
perhaps bet tcr able to judge than others, because, out of
a total of 1SIU railroads, 373 of these railway companies
are now preparing to build 20,547 miles of new line. 3000
miles are now being graded or are under contract; the
great superiority of the Railway and Dock Construction
Co.'s patent pile in solid, substantial, indestructible trestle
work is causing the demand in this special field.
Many negotiations now pending will create an immense
demand for the stock and cause it to sell at a very high

There

is

figure.

Prominent bankers say: "The public ought to buy this
stock now before the price goes up, for, by securing some
of the slock now at 111, they can share in the great profits
of development and will more than quadruple their capital
very soon as the above are only a few of the many sources
of earnings that will cause Railway and Dock Construction
stock to rise to a high price.
The very moderate estimate of earnings pays 45 per
cent, dividend on stock costing only $111 per share without
counting in any profits on contracts with the U. S.
Government, or New York City. When any of these conrails arc c-losed the stock will sell above $100 a share
very quickly.
There will be spent by the City of New York in reconfirm ling a small part of the city water front about
In a private
$3,000,000 per year for many years to come.
conversation Hon. .1. Sergeant Cram, Ex-President of the
Board of Dock Commissioners said: "There is an immense fortuno in this company's system of construction."
I

Old Stvle

— New

Style.

In place of the old wooden docks covered by temporary
shells which now disfigure the water fronts of our cities,
this company build solid, indestructible piers, on which

permanent iron, stone or brick buildings are put up
the same as on land.

New York

just

City's revenue will be greatly enlarged by

this vast increase of

taxable property on these new piers.

The United States Government spent about

$10,1
,000
deepening the entrance to the Mississippi to divert tidal
action by old style work, which will be supplanted in
future by the Railway and Dock Construction Company's
in

has already been expended on the two
bay at Galveston; they are simply
loose rock dumped in the water, forming a pyramid 100
feet wide at the bottom, tapering to 15 feet at the top
above the water.
Kach jetty is about 4} miles long.
The Railway and Dock Construction Co. build indestructible jetties of same size at the bottom as the top and save
this enormous waste of stone and labor.
In addition to all these immense profits the pans of the
R. & U. C. Co. call for an expenditure of about $10,000,000
to deepen the channel at Sandy Hook.
The U. S. Government can well afford to spend this sum to benefit the vast
commercial interests of the port of New York.
system.

immense

$4,11110,00(1

jellies in the

Even Bear Speculators Buy.
bulls but oven the very best judges of
values, old shrewd bear operators on the stock exchange,
are buying this particular stock now they are aware of
its solid intrinsic merit and magnificent future and confidently predict that this one deal alone will put R. & D. C.
stock up to $250 a share and other large contracts will

Not only the

—

—

follow.

Many leading marine engineers and experts say: "This
company's system of construction must come into universal
use in building all improvements iu rivers and harbors."

February
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Powerful influences that wii! push this project in Col
will cause an active, booming speculation in the stock; an
influential lobby and important
railway, banking and
-'s are in line (or this purpose.
Investors can buy the stock at $10 per share, in
suit, from the financial agents of the Company. Messrs.
tin A Co.. Bankers. 2 Wall Street. New York.
Non-residents can remit to thorn for the shares by check,
draft, money order, registered letter, or by express, or
have the stock certificate sent by express C. O. D.
The price will be advanced shortly.
The officials and large stockholders are well-known
practical financiers and business men. whose names are at
once a synonym for trustworthy, capable management and
a guarantee that any stock in which they invest is safe,
polit;

and very profitable. Among them are George W.
Dunn. Esq.. President of the company, head of the banking house of <; eo. W. Dunn & Co., New York, and president, director and trustee of other corporations; he has
been prominent in Wall Street for 25 years as a careful,
level-headed financier; Hon. Thomas Murphy, ex-Senator,
the famous Collector of the port of New York under President U. S. Grant; the eminent lawyer R. A. B. Dayton,
Esq., Counsel of the company. 322 Broadway, New YorkEugene Harvey Esq.. banker. Drexel Building-, Philadelphia, Pa. R. M. Stanbrough, Esq., capitalist, West
solid
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DAY

MONDAY, the 2d
OP MARCH, 1896,
at the hour of 11 o'clock a. m., for the election of a Board of Directors to serve
for the ensuing year and the transaction of such other business as may
come before the meeting. Transfer books will close on Saturday, February
E. H. SHELDON, Secretary.
29. 1896, at 12 o'clock m.
Office— 327 Market street, San Francisco, Cal.

ANNUAL MEETING
Potosi Mining

;

"KAIRON GNOTHI"
New York

(know your opportunity).—The

The regular annual meeting
,

WEDNESDAY,

Company.

of the stockholders of the Potosi

Company will be held at the office of
309 Montgomery St, San Francisco,

the company, room
Cal.,

THE UTH

79,

Mining

Nevada

Block,

on

DAY OF MARCH,

1896,

at the hour of 1 o'clock p. m., for the purpose of electing a Board of Directors to serve for the ensuing year, and the transaction of such other business as may come before the meeting. Transfer books will close on MonCHAS. E. ELLIOT, Secretary.
day, March 9. at 1 o'clock p. m.
Office— Room 79, Nevada Block, 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco,
California.

Mercury.

ANNUAL MEETING

LITTLE

A

W

Western Beet Sugar Company.
The regular annual meeting of the stockholders of the Western Beet
Sugar Company will be held at the office of the company, 327 Market
street, San Francisco, Cal., on

;

;

*T LOOINCl T06ACC01I.ST.J

•'
DhOA
M AR OUR-Ci CO.
j„,l;;c» m,^
DM.TIMOW.fr MP.

amaittn To6*tLO

ANNUAL MEETING.

;

Hurley. N. Y.j Geo. D. Hilyard, Esq., contractor, New
York; W. A. Childs. Esq., of the Calumet and Hecla
Copper Co.. Calumet, Mich.; Edward A. Willson, Esq.,
broker. New York; Geo. B. Shellhorn, Esq., Receiver
Montgomery, Tuscaloosa and Memphis Railway Co.,
Montgomery, Ala: Y. Carryer, Esq., of the Canadian
Pacific Railroad Company, Field, B. C., Canada; Howard
Swineford, Esq., of Howard Swineford & Co., Richmond,
Va. W. M. Shipp, Esq., cashier of Deposit Bank, Midway,
Ky. Jacob Deyo, cashier Huguenot Bank, New Paltz,
N. Y. C. E. Harwood, Esq., cashier Rockville National
Bank, Rockville. Conn., and other prominent gentlemen.
The Railway and Dock Construction Company has an
absolute monopoly and its earnings will increase with the
steady growth of commerce and of railroads.
The secret of making money is in the old Greek proverb

fraqrancc pleaiifi the ladio.

A box of this tobacco mzhes a
most welcome BlRTTIfW 4lfT

OF

LYRIC

Hale 8c. Norcross Silver Mining Company.
The regular annual meeting of the stockholders of the Hale & Norcross
Silver Mining Company will be held at the office of the company, room 26,
Nevada Block, 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco, Cal., on

JOY.

Inquest solemn
" Swallowed seed; "

Infant chubby
Luscious grape

WEDNESDAY, MARCH

Marble column

Pain in tubby
Pa wears crape.

at

1

day

So, take heed.

o'clock
of

p. m.
1896,

March,

llTH,

A

D. 1896,

Transfer books will be closed on Saturday, the (7th)
A. B, THOMPSON. Sec'ty.
(12) twelve o'clock M.

at

Edward French O'Ferroll, of the London Daily Telestaff, was one of the brightest men connected with
the British press. He was at one time proprietor of the
Dublin Evening Post.
His success as a journalist was
graph

assured early

in life.

Now that the spring weather is starting up, a slight stimulant is
needed for the system. There is nothing better than J. P. Cutter
Bourbon to produce this effect, as it is the best whiskey in the marE.Martin

ket.

&

celebrated brand,

J.

this

W. bundbora, Dentist,

ft.

336

Telephone

Dr.

Co., 411 Market street, are the sole agents for
and which is patronized by all connoisseurs.

2275,

POST STREET, Rooms

2-3.

(Opposite Union Square

San Francisoo.

F. G.

PAGUE,

The Boss of
Manufactured.

Dentist.
Rooms

4

and 5, Academy of Sciences Building,

QR. ARTHUR
409V4

r\R

Post

St.,

T.

Market

Dentist,

RESTORATIVE PILLS.—Buy none but the gennA

i_<r\,
ine— speoiflo for Exhaustea Vitality, Physioal
Debility, Wasted Forces. Approved by the Academy of Medloine, Paris,
and the medical oelebrities. Agents for California and the Pacific States.
J. G. STEELE
CO., 635 Market street (Palace Hotel), San Francisco.
Sent by mail or express anywhere.
PRICES
Box of 60 pills, 81 25; of 100 pills, }2; of 800 pills,
13 50; of 400 pills, $6; Preparatory Pills, 82. Send for circular.

&
REDUCED—

SMOKELESS POWDERS

street

REGENSBURGER,

San Francisco.

RIPORn'Q
mv^vynu o

819

all

Used by trie crack shots ot the country.
Lowest recorded breech PRESSURE.
Lightest RECOIL and absolutely no SMOKE.
Manufactured by
THE,

GIANT POWDER

430 California

St., S.

F.

CO., Consolidated,
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Q<?«»
Turn It
Upside Down
won't hurt

It

it.

There are no dregs or
sediment
talking about their
EDITH:—The girls are
DEAR
Cheviots, I understand,
spring suits already.
all

will

be stylish, browns and grays being the favorite colors.
The new fancy, Persian velvet, is just the thing for trimming your spring gown with. It comes in all sorts of
colors and is much less expensive than real velvet, although
Big buttons will
it looks just as well and lasts better.
I thought they would die out with the
still be used.
The smoked pearl and
winter, but Dame Fashion says no.
macre effects will be chiefly used as also the steel and
horn and cloth covered ones. Fetching little dinner
dresses can be made out of different-hued challis, fixed up
with lace and ribbons.
Very few gowns are made without some sort of Persian
It .may be an entire Persian velvet or silk
trimming.
waist without the sleeves, it may only be the sleeves, or
again it ma} only appear in the collars or cuffs, but it is
still

always somewhere.
cuffs of this season are of all shapes and sizes and
individual taste is allowed to run riot in choosing colors for

The

them.
being revived again and that
is the bertha, or lace flounce, which is being extensively
used on evening gowns. Point d' Alencon and even a dozen
yards of five-inch edge of the same pattern make an exIrish poplins are also being used for
quisite bertha.
evening dresses, especially in cream, ivory, tan and gold

Another pretty fashion

is

the bottle.

When two

y^ars old it is properly
bottled by experts and will keep

any climate
Sold Everywhere.
Brewed and Bottled by
C. H. EVANS & SONS,
Hudson, New York.

in

SHERWOOD & SHERWOOD,
S. P., Portland,
•

MME. MflRGHflND'S GREME DE
A delightful

preparation
and beautifying the complexion.

for preserving

Awarded diploma
chanics' Fair.
superior merit.

Ph.M.

Wm.
at Me-

1895,

la

W. M, Logan, Ph.G. M.D.

member Board
G.

Samples of Creme de
Creme given away.

Lenten gowns are made of French broadcloth in browns,
blues, greens, and violets and, now and again, of superb
"eminence" purple. It is not every woman that can
wear it, though. The effect is all right for women of the
red type. The trimmings for such goods are chiefly bodice
decorations of white satin, spangled in jet or gold or embroidered in elaborate threads.
White dressed kid,
worked with colored silk and shaped into vests, revers,
collars, and cuffs, is seen on a few of the handsomer gowns.
The use of velvet has made some sort of preparation
necessary for cleaning it. A Paris journal states that it
should always be brushed against the grain to remove
the dust and, if in a very bad condition, should be
sprinkled with fine white sand and then brushed till none
of this remains.
The cleansing power of common seashore
sand is very great, and if collected after use and washed,
can be made to do service many times.
Hats are being worn well tilted over the eyes and the
hair must have a more fluffy and uncombed appearance
than ever to give the required breadth below.
The
prettiest veiling I have seen for some time is a new goods
from Paris with a large chenille dot and looks exceedingly

The

W

of Health.
Gerlach.Ph.G. M.D.

Dr. Lichau,
Dr.

MME. MARGHMN D
Send

M. Searby, Ph.C.

for

C. F.Jones, Ph.C.
C. A. Clinton, M.D., ex-

Rooms 30 to 41.
for booklet.

121

Murphy, and others.

HairaQ d Complexion

Post St.

Specialist,

Taber's entrance.

Telephone

1349.

361.

lovely

dresses.

pretty.

Lfl GREME.
Endorsed by
W.T. Wenzell,M.D.,Ph.G.

Phone, Red

evening costume at the Basset's recepIt consisted of a rich bengaline in a
tion last Wednesday.
delicate tone of yellow, with a corsage adorned with
breteiles en cascades of fine old Mechlin lace, set off with
bows of tomato red velvet; the same garniture was worn
on the jupe, forming a cascaded sash on each side of front,
the right one being much shorter than the left, and each
end was held in place by a touch of the velvet. I told you
The effect
last week how rich velvets were being worn.
they produce is handsome in the extreme.
Alpacas of light colors and heavier mohairs will also be
used from now on. Grass linen, Holland, and ecru batiste
also stay in favor.
Foulards and those so-called India
silks are not much liked although manufacturers are trying to place them on the market again.
The fashionable silk will be the crisp taffetas, their
stiffness making them in keeping with present styles.
For summer, checked silks will be used and I hear that
turquoise blue is going to be the favorite color for all light

saw a

Los Angeles.

.'//.//..

•

•

colors.
I

the bottom.

at

Drinkers of Evans' India
Pale Ale know that and
do not hesitate to drain

Belinda.

bronzes and vases of Japan are things of beauty. If you have
not seen George T. Marsh's collection at 625 Market street, you have
missed something.

Marcus S. Harloe
Successor to S.

237 Kearny

W.

Dixon.

Street, S.

F.

Fine flats a SpeGialtu.

"In the

R.

Fine

LIDDLE Co.

Field

Sports."

Sportsmen's Goods
110

Montgomery

Cheap.

Street,

New

San Francisco.
Write

BRUSHES

of

Goods
book tree

for Catalogue.

For barbers, bakers, bootblacks, bath-houses, billiard tables, brewers, book-binders, candy-makers,
canners, dyers, flour-mills, foundries, laundries,
paper-hangers, printers, painters, shoe factories,

stablemen, tar-roofers, tanners,

tailors, etc.

BUCHANAN
BRUSH MANUFACTURERS,

BROS.,

609 Sacramento

St., S.

F

Tel. 5610.

Gray Bros.,
316

Montgomery Street, S F.
New High St.. Los Angeles.

Concrete Artificial
Stone Work.

No. 805

Removal Notice.

TIREY
Has removed

his offices to

Rooms

L.

FORD, Att'y-at-LaW,

166-157,

8th floor

CROCKER BUILDING

MISS BOLTE'S SCHOOL.
SACRAMENTO ST Board; English, French, German,
piano $30 per month a chance par excellence for ambitious and
conscientious parents to give their children superior education
at low figure; coach; kindergarten.
8887

;

;
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AND PURCHASERS GUIDE

CITY INDEX
Berg«t't Rntauranl

Bay State Oyster Houir
Montgomery-St. Coffee

I'mmi

a spec tally.

THE LITTLE GRAV E.-f/c

A

LITTLE mound

Stockton*

1

I>eath Rare

Atid

Dr.

I

Thomas L. HIM.
OFFICE: Odd Fallows'
streets.

OfflOQ hours:

\

M. to 6 r.

don't cry

They have broken your

There

little

!

There

!

in graves

The W.

!

!

Stamp

Co., (Incorporated),

don't cry

1

;

don't cry

I

They have broken your

know;

,

CANDIES.

I

leave the city without a box of

ON WHEELS.
by,

heart, I

know

come

HOME PRODUCTION.

grant duff,

again, with

its

G0BURN, TEV1S &

GO., 107 Front St.

in pall mall magazine.

sudden showers of rain,

And the golden glint of sunlight in between,
And the murmur of the bees, and the whisper of the trees,
And the bursting of shy buds of tender green.
And every where is heard the call of bird to bird,
From the sundawn till comes down the twilight clear.

ERNST

H.

LUDWIG X

GO..

The Model
American

buoyant spring, such as poets ever sing,
Such as was, and is, and shall be— every year.

It is joyous,

But

AXLE GREASE.

&S.

6.

;

A SPRING SONG.— clara
spring has

ROBERTS' Best.

know

the rainbow gleams
Of your youthful dreams
Are things of the long ago;
But heaven holds all for which you sigh,
There little girl don't cry

The

Over-

Miss Caroline Shlndler, Soprano. Vocal Culture. Hours, 1 to 3, 2416 Clay
Joseph Greven, Vocal Teacher, Neumann Piano Store, 82 Ninth St. S. F.

And

!

105 O'Farrell St., S. F,

&

CANDIES.— Don't

;

children.

Co., 115 Kearny, up-stairs.
Suits to order $12 50.
coats, $10. Pants $4 and upwards. Samples by mail.
JB&~A perfect fit guaranteed.

don't cry

little girl

women and

MERCHANT TAILORS.

riley.

;

little girl

Diseases of

VOCAL CULTURE.

Of your school-girl days
Are things of the long ago
But life and love will soon come

There

McAllister St.. near Jones.

H. Hollls

Neuhaus

They have broken your slate,
And the glad wild ways

There

H

Koch & Harney, (Jas. H. Harney, Geo. T. Koch), Job Printers, 648 Sacramento St. Fine printing and embossing, seals, rubber stamps, stencils, etc.

long ago;
troubles will soon pass by,
girl don't cry.
;

Polk street.

PRINTING AND RUBBER STAMPS.

of the

little girl

1841

4 to 6.

POSTAGE STAMP DEALERS.
Hawaiian Stamps a specialty. MAKINS & CO 506 Market street.
Selections on approval: any place In world. W. F. GREANY, 827 Brannan

And your tea set blue
And your playhouse, too;
Are things
But childish

Consultation Hours:

MEDICAL

!

doll, I

M

Dr. R. Elmer Bunker has removed to 630 Sutter street.
Office Hours: 1 to 3 and 6:30 to 7:30 p. m.

Dr. Hall,

LESSON.— james whitcomb

little girl;

ffffts

Print* dining

Dr. R. Cutlar, 818 Sutler street.

But here let no man come,
My mourning rights to sever.
Who lieth here is cold and dumb.
Her dust is mine forever
LIFE

t.

I

DENTISTS.

Dr. H. G. Young,
Bridges and teeth without plates.

And o'er the gra^s tbe breezes pass,
And stars look down at night.

A

Prop.

Hullding. southwest cor. Seventh and Market

1'nseen,— arrayed in white.—

There!

r.

II .11" I..

II

1

1

llaaerla, in

A. 11.

flood OOffM and fresh

ball. S Conttianttni, Prop]
Nevada Restaurant, 111 r
St. Prfvute RMBU; mftfrla 0OO<
LOI rv BROfl
Poodle Dog Restaurant. S. K. cor. Uriiul ;i\r. uiul Hush si
1'rivato
dining and banquet rooms,
A. H BLAHCO ft B. Hitrs
Tol. 439.

o( *arth

Here Beauty. Love and Joy,
With her in silence dwell,
As Eastern slaves are thrown
Of kings remembered well.

N M.

Ift'CVFnrrel)

Home,

Mom

Malton Tortc

m>

tbe lathi
own:
it me.- five feet by three,
marked it with a Mone.
My home, my gartlen grave.
Where moot long to go!
The ground is mine by right divine,
And Heaven will bare it so.
For here my darling sleeps.
Is all

15

find Lunch
wnfllos.
I*rt

Caterers.

you and me, my sweet, is the joy no more complete?
have left behind the springtime of our days,

1206 Sutter

Telephone 2388.

St., S. F.

for

We

Though the years are yet untold in which men
Though we wander in sunny upland ways,

will call

us old;

G6orQ6

By a
On

strange and mystic spell that upon our spirits fell,
the day life seemed to touch the point sublime.
Love, shall we ever know what has changed the sunlight so,
What has stamped Life with the greyer hue of Time?

COMPENSATION.-s.

was humbled, and

I

BUILDING,

222

FOREIGN WINES.

Sansome St

.

Does your

Roof

my way
Bitter at heart for that she said me nay.
Poor and dishonored, weighted with my years1

of

-=—
MUTUAL LIFE

of high success,
Riches were mine, I was at manhood's prime;
Boldly 1 sought her presence to confess
My heart's desire. I thought, "'tis now the time.'
!

Hall,

Agent and importer

d. s. jr.

My brow upheld a crown

Lo

E.

went

Time's only gift— unfriended and alone,
and shrank away with tears,
So sharp my pain at sight of her had grown.
Look up," she said; "now is thy suffering o'er.
I loved thee always: we shall part no more."

We will

Need

examine

Repair?

without cost, and give
estimate for putting in good order, and
keeping it so for a term of years
it

Paraffins
v^o.
raraiTine Paint
rami Cn

Roofing Department,
116 Battery street.

I passed her by

1

United States Laundry,
Office: 1001

Market

St.,

near Baldwin.

Telephone, South

4-2-0.
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BANKING.
BANK OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.
Incorporated by Royal Charter,

[Stolen from Thieves.]
especially newspaper men, know
said one official to another.
"Why,
" Yes,
for a long time we've been doing nothing at all."
and that's just what I'm anxious to keep the public from
finding out."
" Don't

anybody,

let

what we're doing,"

1862.

Reserve Fund and Undivided Profits, $1,181,910
Southeast Cob. Bush and Sansome Sts.
HEAD OFFICE
60 Lombard Street, London
Branches— Victoria, Vancouver, New Westminster, Kamloops, Nan
lamo, and Nelson, British Columbia; Portland, Oregon; Seattle and Ta
coma, Washington.
This Bank transacts a General Banking Business. Accounts opened subject to Check, and Special Deposits received. Commercial Credits granted
available in all parts of the world. Approved Bills discounted and advances made on good collateral security. Draws direct at current rates
upon its Head Office and Branches, and upon its Agents, as follows:
New York— Merchants Bank of Canada Chicago—Firs t National Bank
Liverpool— North and South Wales Bank; Scotland— British Linen
Company; Ireland—Bank of Ireland; Mexico— London Bank of Mexico;
South America— London Bank of Mexico and South America; China and
Japan— Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China; Australia and
New Zealand Bank of Australasia and Commercial Banking Company of
Sydney, Ld; Demeraba and Tbinidad (West Indies)—Colonial Bank.
Capital Paid Up,

83,000,000.

1

;

—

Tenderfoot What
Well, yer see, Bill

Pizenwood Pete
was drunk. Tendekfoot — But there
must have been some provocation? Pizenwood Pete
sh'd say so; the galoot was telling Bill a good thing to
sober up on.
Biggs — I am so stout that I know exercise would do me a
Tams—Then why don't you get out and
lot of good.
shovel that snow off the walk? Biggs That's not exer-

—

cise; that's

She

work.

—And you

Bill kill

him?

—

—

—Truth.

really attended the Queen's reception in

presence of royalty?
the women." Life.

—

suppose, stand uncovered in the
"Yes, but not to the same extent as

I

—

—Can

you saw wood? Rollingstone Pardon
me, ma'am, but you are slightly at fault in your tenses.
If you mean, can I see wood, I may say that my eyesight
Old Lady

slightly defective.

is

Mr. Upperten

—

BANK OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital
$3,000,000 00
Surplus and Undivided Profits (October 1, 1894)
3.158,129 70
WILLIAM ALVORD
President CHARLES R. BISHOP. Vice-Pres't
ALLEN M. CLAY
Secretary THOMAS BROWN
Cashier
S. Prentiss Smith
Ass't Cashier 1. F. Moulton
2d Ass't Cashier
.

—I'm going to

to dinner to-morrow.
Mrs. Upperten.
you.

He

bring a friend of mine home
says he was once married to

—How

delightful!

I

CORRESPONDENTS.

New Zealand;

China, Japan, and India—Chartered Bank of India, Austraand China; St. Louis Boatman's Bank.
Letters of Credit issued available in all parts of the world.
York, Boston, Chicago, St. Louis, Salt Lake
Orleans. Portland, Or., Los Angeles, and on
London, Paris, Berlin, Bremen, Hamburg, Frankfort-on-Main, Copenhagen,
Stockholm, Christiania, Melbourne, Sydney. Auckland, Hongkong, Shang-

is

—What

is

Jack's occupation?

—

—He
—

Lucy

is

a con-

sulting engineer.
Alice I see.
If he should get
business he would consult another engineer.
Puck.

—

any

Burleigh
Didn't you say Miss Uptodate was very manly.
Curleiqh Yes. Why? Burleigh I saw her last night
and she was just as near a man as she could be.

Draws Direct on New
Denver, Kansas City, New
hai,

Yokohama, Genoa, and

—

—

" They say Alfred Austin is only about five feet two.
No wonder he can't fill Tennyson's shoes!" "O, but he
can, you know.
His feet are monstrous."
" Have you been reading
about these dressmaking
frauds?"
"Where?" "In the papers." "No, but I have
read my wife's last milliner's bill."

"Young man," said the merchant to the prospective
office boy, "are you fairly well educated?"
"I be,"
replied the boy proudly.
Judge.

—

" Really, Mr. Stalate," she said, "I am afraid you will
make a wife happy." " Why not?" "You don't
seem at all fond of your home."

not

—

Strawber (in cable car) What makes you think that
man opposite is an official of the road? Singerly Didn't
the car stop to let him on ?

—

want

to

know

a place

where they can dine with comfort and pleasure.

Swain's Bakery,
the finest of the restaurants in the city, and
the cooking is excellent in every department.
English muffins a
specialty, also providing for delicious public and private dinners.
at 213 Sutter street,

is

A Sovereign Remedy—Dr.
cough.
214

never

It

Kearny

Deposits. Dec. 31, 1895
Guarantee Capital and Surplus

ALBERT MILLER,

falls.

Try

Parker's Cough Cure. One dose will stop a
Price 35c. George Dahlbender & Co.,

it.

street.

The Press Clipping Bureau,

Montgomery

street, S. F. reads all
the Pacific Coast.fand supplies clippings on all topics, business
510

papers on
and personal

Irritation or the Throat and Hoarseness are immediately relieved
Have them always ready.

by " Brown's Bronchial Troches."

$24,202,327
1,575,631

President

E. B.

|

POND,

Vice-President

Directors— Thomas Magee, G. W. Beaver, Philip Barth, Daniel E. Martin, W. C. B. De Fremery, George C. Boardman, Robert Watt; Lovell
White, Cashier.
Receives Deposits, and Loans only on real estate security. Country
remittances may be sent by Wells, Fargo & Co., or by check of reliable
parties, payable in San Francisco, but the responsibility of this Savings
Bank commences only with the actual receipt of the money. The signature
of the depositor should accompany the first deposit. No charge is made for
pass-book or entrance fee. Office hours—9. a. m. to 3 P. m. Saturday evenings, 6:30 to

8.

LONDON AND SAN FRANCISCO BANK,

LIMITED.

Authorized Capital
M,500,000 Capital Paid-up
$2,150,000
Reserve
JS75.000
San Francisco Office—124 California St. London Office—73 Lombard St.
Portland Branch— Chamber of Commerce Building.
Tacoma Branch 1156 Pacific Ave.
Manager, ARTHUR SCRIVENER Ass't Manager, WILLIAM STEEL
I

Judge Are you married? Prisoner No, your Honor, I
wanted to get married several times, but I have been
locked up so much I never was able to find time.

When ladies go out shopping they naturally

all cities in Italy.

SAN FRANCISCO SAVINGS UNION.
Corner California and Webb Streets.

—

—

—

lia

wonder who

your daughter getting on with the piano,
Numson."
"First-rate.
She can play with both hands
now. She says she will be able to play with her ear in six
months."
Alice

.

New York— Messrs. Laidlaw & Co.; the Bank of New York, N. B. A.
Boston— Tremont National Bank; London— Messrs. N. M. Rothschild &
Sons; Paris— Messrs. de Rothschild Freres; Virginia City (Nev.)—
Agency of The Bank of California; Chicago—Union National Bank, and
Illinois Trust and Savings Bank; Australia and New Zealand—Bank of

he can be?

"How

.

I

1

The men,

London?

made

—

I

Cashier,

GTJSTAV FRIEDERICH.

LONDON BANKERS— Bank of England
NEW YORK—Messrs. J. P. Morgan & Co.

and London Joint Stock Bank.
Boston— Third National Bank.
This Bank is prepared to transact all kinds ot General Banking and Exchange Business in London and San Francisco, and between said cities
all

parts of the world.

LONDON, PARIS AND AMERICAN BANK, LIMITED.
N. W. Cob. Sansome and Sutter Sts.
Subscribed Capital
$2,500,000 Paid Up Capital
$2,000,000
Reserve Fund
$800,000
Head Office
58 Old Broad Street, London
AGENTS— New York— Agency of the London, Paris, and American
Bank Limited, No. 10 Wall Street, N. Y. Paris— Messrs. Lazard, Freres
& Cie, 17 Boulevard Poissoniere. Draw direct on the principal cities of the
|

world.

Commercial and Travelers' Credits issued.
SIG.
C.

GREENBAUM

ALTSCHUL

„ PPR
Mana
Managers.

1

J

CROCKER-WOOLWORTH NATIONAL BANK <» san francisco.
Cor. Market, Montgomery, akd Post Sts.
Paid-Op Capital
tl,000,000.

WM. H. CROCKER
W. E. BROWN
GEO. W. KLINE
Directors—Chas.

F. Crocker, E. B. Pond,

President
Vice-President
Cashier
W. Scott

Hy. J.Crocker, Geo.

THE ANGLO-CALIFORNIAN BANK, LIMITED.
N. E. Cor. Pine
Capital authorized
Subscribed

and Sansome

Up

Sts.

$6,000,000 Paid
3,000,000 f Reserve Fund
Office— 18 Austin Friars, London, E. C.
I

$1,500,000
700,000

Head
Agents at New York— J. & W. Seligman & Co., 21 Broad street.

The Bank transacts a General Banking Business, sells drafts, makes
telegraphic transfers, and issues letters of credit available throughout the
world. Sends bills for collection, loans money, buys and sells exchange
and bullion.
IGN. STElNHART 1 Mana
„ er
Manfl K
prfl
S
P. N. LILIENTHAL J

SAN FRANCISCO NEWS

rcbrua:

I.l.i

H. M.

23

NEWHALL & CO,
SHIPPING AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS,

happening to be
military manoeuvi
Mil lii-. cannon with
When ilii> had been
Being himself between tlie
md the place at which they were aimed. The olliitonished, pointed out the danger of this
undertaking, but the General laughed at their fears.
Then, accompanied by an attachee, he galloped some ilis
in front of the cannon and gave the order to fire.
This v
The shells passed
liter much hesitation.
near the General ami his companion, butdiilnot hurt them.
Afterwards he told the officers that he merely wished to
Bhow them how little danger there was in standing in the

Till

....

and Marine Insurance Agents,

Fire

309 «nd 311 Sansome St

ptT,

•

Km.

1

li

s« n Francisco, Ca

SP0NDHNT8:
FINHI.ay. DURHAM
BRODOt
si mi-son, m \. kii;;.v
.,

4S and 48 Thrcadncodlo St.,

.<.

...

» South Castle Si..

.

00

and

2

4

Stone

London

Liverpool

New York

Si.,

INSURANCE.
FIRE, MARINE,

ANU INLAND INSURANCE.

Fireman's Fund
INSURANCE COMPANY, OF SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

direct line of fire.

Jabcz Balfour, the London "Liberator" swindler
who is Serving a fourteen year sentence, was professedly
a man of deep religious convictions.
He belonged to a
political club, the members of which once got up a sweepstake on the Derby. Oue of the gentlemen playing happened to be a Balfour, and when Jabez heard of the affair he
requested the committee to print the other man's initials,
so that no mistake could possibly occur.
A few weeks
afterward he was flying to the Argentine Republic, a fugitive from justice.
His swindling is said to have been the
cause of one hundred suicides.
The love of the late Lord Leighton for his art and
everything connected with it is shown by his last words
"My love to all at the Academy." His loss is said to be
irreparable.
As President of the Royal Academy he carried out the business of the institution with precision and
was careful of its smallest detail. His lectures were masterly in form, and the knowledge they displayed and his
generosity were unbounded.

Anatole France, the man who will fill the place in
the French Academy left vacant by the death of Ferdinand
de Lesseps, is fifty-one years of age. He is best known to
Americans as the author of "The Crime of Sylvester Bonnard," a translation of which appeared in Harper's. He
writes on an average one book a year.

Capital, $1,000,000.

PHENIX
Assets,

Assets,

OF BROOKLYN,

CO.

INS.

N. Y.
Surplus to Policy Holders,

(6,783,243

THE AMERICAN

Surplus to Policy Holders, $697,637

PENNSYLVANIA FIRE

OF PHILADELPHIA

INS. CO.

Surplus to Policy Holders,

,098,77i

THE SVEA
Assets,

$1,661,401

OF PHILADELPHIA

FIRE INS. CO.

Assets, $3,306,083

Assets

$3,000,000.

FIRE

Surplus to Policy Holders,

$5,493,831

Montgomery

Pacific Department, 407-409

$1,889,351!

OF GOTHENBURG

CO.

INS.

$1,083,331

street,

BROWN, CRAIG &

CO., Managers.

PALATINE
INSURANCE COMPANY

CHAS.

OF MANCHESTER, ENGLAND.

(Limited),

OVER $9,000,000.00 RESOURCES

SOLID SECURITY.

LATON, Manager,

A.

439 California St., S. F.

Fire Insurance.

The other day a well-known London author was
Pounded A. D.

about to receive an unusually large sum for the copyright

Twenty-four hours after the
of a new novel.
of the paragraph he was pounced upon by the

surveyor of
taxes and requested to make an amended return of his income.
The hereditary Prince of Armenia, Guy de Lusignan, lives in Paris in simple style.
He is a book lover,
and is devoted to music and art, and is the author of over
fifty volumes.
In build he is slender and graceful, bis features are of patrician delicacy, and his hair is snow white.
President Paul Kruger, who will shortly visit Er,gland, is of royal Swedish descent.
His genealogical tree
is by way of the royal family of Vasa, through Christina,
Queen of Sweden, daughter of the great Gustavus Adolphus.
His salary is $40,000 per annum.
Madame Patti says that no singer should indulge in
alcoholic stimulants of any kind, as they irritate the throat.
If alcoholic stimulants must be taken, then whiskey stx-ongly
diluted with water, is what may be taken with least fear of

The old and faithful servant of Charles Dickens, Mrs.
She was
Cornelius, died in London last month, aged 75.
the first person named in the late author's will.
Jeanne Hugo, the granddaughter of Victor Hugo,
who was divorced a short time ago from her husband, is
about to marry a young Parisian physician.
Mary French Field, the accomplished young daughter
of Eugene Field, is preparing herself to give public readings from her late father's poems.
Alfred Rothschild is probably the greatest epicure
in Europe.
He keeps one chef doing nothing but making

Company

Insurance

North

ot

America

OF PHILADELPHIA, PENN.
Paid-up Capital
Surplus to Policy Holders

JAMES

$3,000,000
5,033,016

-,

BAILEY, General Agent,

D.

CONNECTICUT

FIRE

INSURANCE CO. OF HARTFORD.
$1,000,000
3,192,001 .69
1,506,409 .41

ROBERT DICKSON, Manager

BOYD & DICKSON,

F.

412 California St., S.

Capital Paid Up
Assets
Surplus to Policy Holders

S. F.

401

Montgomery

Agents, 501 Montgomery

St.

St.

AACHEN AND MUNICH FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
OP AIX LA CHAPELLE, GERMANY.
Established
Capital,

UNITED STATE

injury to the throat.

curries.

1793.

publication

$2,350,001.

Total Assets,

EPARTMETSTT
VOSS,

:

204

Sansome

CONRAD &

St., S.

P.

CO., General Managers.

PHOENIX ASSURANCE CO. OF LONDON

NSURANCE
BUTLER & HALDAN,

PROVIDENCE-WASHINGTON

1825

$6,854,653 65

Established™.
CO.

incorporated 1799

General Agents,
413 California St., S. F.

BRITISH

AND FOREIGN MARINE INSURANCE

CO.,

LIMITED,

OP LIVERPOOL.
$6,700,000

Capital

BALFOUR, GUTHRIE &

CO., Agents,

No. 316 California

St.,

S.

F
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BANKING.
MUTUAL SAVINGS BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO.
t

33

Post Street, below Kearny, Mechanics' Institute Building.
Paid-Up Capital,
OFFICERS

Guaranteed Capital,

THE

Care op Tennis Racquets.

—After

The Submarine Boat. — A submarine

WELLS FARGO &

THE SATHER BANKING COMPANY.

For Rough Hands.

— A mixture

and lemon
juice can be applied to rough hands at night with much
advantage.

—A

Cheaper Postage.
about a one-cent rate
Mr.

Foppy

advantage
Because

—

husband.

Cowgill, Cashier.

Montgomery

St..

Mills Building.

INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS. LOANS MADE.
DIRECTORS.

Wm. Alvord
Wm. Babcock
Adam Grant

Jerome Lincoln
O. D. Baldwin

W.

H. H. Hewlott
A. K. P. Harmon

S. Jones

J. B.

Lincoln.

HUMBOLDT SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.
No.

18

Gkaby Street.
November

Incorporated

24, 1869.

ADOLPH O. WEBEK
ERNST BRAND

President
Secretary

NEVADA WAREHOUSE AND DOCK COMPANY.
WAREHOUSES AND DOCKS
PORT COSTA, California.

I

Storage Capacity, 100.000 tons. Regular warehouse for San Francisco
Produce Exchange Call Board.
These warehouses are the largest on the Pacific Coast, and are furnished
with the latest improvements for the rapid handling and storing of Grain.
A mill attached, supplied with the best and newest machinery for cleaning
foul and smutty wheat.
Money advanced at lowest rates of interest on grain stored in warehouses.
Insurance effected at lowest rates in first-class companies, or grain sold,
desired, at current rates.

OFFICE—202 San&ome St., over the

PATENTS.

Anglo-California Bank.

AMERICAN AND FOREIGN PATENTS.

of glycerine

movement

of letter

San Francisco.

A. Talbot, Vice-President

SECURITY SAVINGS BANK.
223

if

dissolved in a teacupful of water.

I.

1851,

No. 526 California St., S. F.

a French invention.

—

C. F.

Capital actually paid up in Cash, $1,000,000.
Reserve Fund
$ 715,000
Deposits, Dec. 31, 1895,
Guaranteed Capital. .$1,200,000
$30,727,586 59.
OFFICERS— President, B. A. Becker; Vice-President, Edward Kruse;
Second Vice-President, George H. Eggers; Cashier, A. H. R. Schmidt; Assistant Cashier, Wm. Herrmann; Secretary, George Tourny Assistant
Secretary, A. H. Muller.
Board of Directors—Edward Kruse, George H. Eggers, O. Shoemann,
A. C. Heineken, H. Horstmann, B. A. Becker, H. L. Simon, Ign. Steiuhart,
Daniel Meyer. Attorney, W. S. Goodfellow.

inches.

Dandruff may be removed by reguwashing the head with a thimbleful of powdered borax

Established

THE GERMAN SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.

—

Useful Pointer.

Co.,

—

—

A

&

President.

L.

Electric Cruiser. A bill has been introduced in the
Senate asking for the construction of an electric cruiser,
equipped with electric motors and propellers as invented
by Richard B. Painton. A speed is claimed of thirty-five
knots an hour.
A Spider's Sight. Wisconsin experts state that the
average spider sees its prey, when motionless, up to a distance of five inches, and when in motion at an even greater
distance.
They can see one another distinctly at twelve

larly

Sather

to

Directors— C. S. Benedict, Charles Main, F. W. Sumner, Albert Miller,
Wm. P. Johnson, C. F. A. Talbot, James K. Wilson.
Agents: New York— J. P. Morgan & Co. Boston— National Bank of the
Commonwealth. Philadelphia — Drexel & Co. Chicago — Consolidated National Bank. St. Louis— The Mechanics' Bank. Kansas City First National Bank. London— Brown, Shipley & Co. Paris— Drexel, Harjes & Co.

tridges innocuous.

stove.

$1 ,250,000

Successor

James K. Wilson

—

of

Manager
Assistant Cashier

Capital

—

is

|

|

palace at Constantinople.
Improved Storage Batteries. A German factory is
turning out fifty tons of storage batteries daily. The demand has been increased by a recent ingenious improvement of the lead plates, which can now be made extremely
porous by the admixture of granulated pumice stone.
An Unreliable Explosive. Cordite can no longer be
considered a satisfactory explosive. In a high temperature it is said to throw off nitrous fumes, which destroy the
fulminating composition in the cap and render the car-

— The balloon

Homer S. King
F. L. Lipman

I

N. Y. City, H. B. Parsons, Cashier. Salt Lake City, J. E. Dooly. Cashier
Directors— John J. Valentine, Benj. P. Cheney, Oliver Eldridge, Henry
E. Huntington, Homer S. King, George E. Gray, John J. McCook, Charles
F. Crocker, Dudley Evans.

—

poor papermaker saw a starched petticoat, the string
which had been tightly dr?wn, rise in the air over a hot

$6,250,000

President
Cashier

BRANCHES.

—

The First Balloon.

CO.'S BANK.
& Sutter Streets.

Cash Capital and Surplus
John J. Valentine
H. Wadsworth

—

A

$300,000.

PHELAN,
JOHN

N. E. Corner Sansomb

Hypnotism Before the Law. The Russian Court of
Appeals has allowed the plea of hypnotic influence as warrantable.
A girl, condemued to death for poisoning her
father, had her sentence commuted to five years' imprisonment, owing to having been under the control of a man
who compelled her to commit the deed.
An Accidental Discovery. The metal pen was discovered accidentally by Joseph Gillot, a jeweler in Birmingham. He was called upon unexpectedly to sign a receipt,
and happened to pick up a fine split tool used in his busiThe idea of the pen point is said to
ness, to write with.
have started from this incident.
The Meaning of Turkey. Turkey should really be
written Turkia the land of the Turks. It is also called
the Ottoman Empire after Sultan Othman I.
The term
Sublime Porte, as applied to the Turkish Government,
arose from the magnificent gate entrance to the imperial

An

D.

boat, weighing ten

tons, has been perfected for the French navy by M. Goubet, after the model described by Jules Verne in his famous
The boat is cigar-shaped and can contain three
novel.
Tanks enable it to rise or sink at a moment's
persons.
Motion is imparted by a screw attached to an
notice.
The naval authorities are satisfied with
electric motor.
the trials held thus far.

—

$1,000,000.

President. IS. G. MURPHY, Vice-President.
A. HOOPER, Vice-PresideDt.
Directors— James D. Phelan, L. P. Drexler, John A. Hooper, C. G.
Hooker, James Mofflt, S. G. Murphy, Frank J. Sullivan, Robert McElroy,
and Joseph D. Grant.
Interest paid on Term and Ordinary Deposits. Loans on approved securities.
GEO. A. STORY, Cashier.
Deposits may be sent by postal order, Well, Fargo, & Co., or Exchange
on City Banks. When opening accounts send signature.

JAMES

being used in
the wet, the frame of the racquet should be carefully
dried and any frayed pieces of gut replaced in position,
after which both sides of the face should be gently touched
with a soft towel. The racquet should be kept in a dry
place and in a flat wooden press; especial care should be
taken that it is tightly screwed down after being used in
the wet, or it will very often develop a decided warp in
the course of a single night.

is

on foot to bring

BOONE. & MURDOGK,
San Francisco

Washington

Office:

Office:

(E. F.

Murdock.

Jno. L. Boone).

Nucleus Building, Cor. Market and Third Sts.

Opposite Patent

Office.

postage.

—My dear Miss Oldgirl,

why do you not take
year and get married?
Miss OldOIKL
not yet able to earn enough to support a

of leap
I

am

REMOVED TO 824 MARKET STREET, PHELAN BUILDING.
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The tenth am.
rcl Hall Club WB
ebrated lasl week by
commemorative performance. In
which Mrs John Famham and Mrs, Thomas W. Collins

*;*£:

I

...

.1

road papers,
Hurray sang,

M

recited,

and

Mis-

Anita

and

the rest of the assemb
.Mho
programme greatly, and finally the now officers for 1896
were installed. On Friday evening Stanford Parlor, \. s.
celebrated Its tenth anniversary In the Native
new hall, at which dancing was the feature.
The
attendance was very large, and the festivities continued
until far on towards morning,
>n last
Saturday evi
Mrs. E. Black gave an "at home" at her residence on
Devisadero street, which was prettily decorated with ferns,
pink blossoms.
Miss Charlotte Jewell, niece of
the hostess, was the leading spirit of the affair, and the
entertainment of the evening included music, dancing, and

c.W.

and so charming wore
S-nany
given on the eve of Lent, that

tlio

eotertatnments

the guests thereal
ised to enlarge upon their delights,
K>
pecially has this been the case regarding the impromptu

cotillion

arranged by Mrs

John Cunningham, who, with

the able assistance of Miss Minnie Houghton, carried out
her idea with such success. Another most pleasant affair
was Mrs. Bourne's card party and musieale. which was
enjoyed by a large party until a late hour: and yet a
third. Mrs. Ijuke Robinson's musieale and dance, inter-

spersed with games, whieh provoked
those who participated.

As

is

often the ease,

much merriment

while dancing

is

to

rather tabooed

gastronomy seems to take its place, and
dinners have been rather coming to the front of late. The
new Cliff House was the locale chosen by Mr. and Mrs.
Mack for the banquet which they gave in honor of the
prospective bride and groom. Miss Stella Greenebaum and
Alfred Simon, at which eighteen guests were seated.
The festivities were prolonged until a late hour and
heartily enjoyed.
At Mrs. Shreve's dinner, where twelve
guests were entertained, violets and roses were the
during Lent,

flowers used for decorative purposes.
Mrs. E. Heller's
guests at her dinner numbered twenty, and the adornments were in gold color and most elaborate in detail,
while the menu was simply perfect.

The pleasures of the present week have been intellectual
as well as gastronomic, as for instance the illustrated
lecture on Alaska, with vocal solos from Frank Coffin,
Miss Bergelund and others, enjoyed by the Hawthorne
Society on Tuesday evening; the Loring Club gave their
first concert of the present season on Thursday evening,
when Miss Delia Mills was the vocalist of the occasion.
Last evening, at Metropolitan Hall, Professor Star Jordan
entertained a crowded audience with an illustrated lecture
on the Yellowstone Park for the Camera Club, and last
evening also the Native Sons' new hall was the scene of
the appeal from the verdict of the ludicrous trial in Oakland of George Bromley for stealing the widow O'Grady's
goat. It was under the auspices of the Mercantile Library
Auxiliary, and among others Will Barnes, Milton Eisner,
and Judge Ferrall took part, and assuredly the lecture
which Frederick Warde will deliver next Wednesday on the
Women of Shakespeare, for the benefit of the Woman's
Exchange,

will

prove an intellectual treat.

Teas have not been so numerous since Lent began as

was thought they would

it

but several are said to be in
contemplation for the next two weeks. To-day Mrs. Bobert
McLane will give one of her delightful teas at her residence
in

be,

the Western Addition.
The telegraph has brought us news

of the HuntingtonHolladay wedding, which took place at noon on Tuesday
last in New York city, which was solemnized in the salon of
the new residence of the bride's uncle, C. P. Huntington,
on Fifth avenue. The Rev. Frank Clendennin, of St.
Peter's Church, Westchester, tied the nuptial knot in the
presence of a limited number of relatives and friends, after
which an elaborate wedding breakfast was served. The
bride wore an elegant robe of heavy white satin profusely
trimmed with point lace; her vail was held in place by a
wreath of orange blossoms, and her ornaments were diamonds. She was attended by Miss Yager as maid-ofhonor, and Edward H. Pardee supported the groom as his
best man. There were no other attendants.
The sad death of Mrs. O. O. Burgess, recently, leaves a
gap in society which will not easily be filled, and a host of
friends who will long mourn her loss. Mrs. Burgess united,
in a marked degree, the qualities of head and heart which
go to make the Christian gentlewoman, and was not only a
delightful social companion, but a kind, true friend ar.d
charitable church worker.

<

!

supper.

Prince Luigi of Savoy and the officers of the Italian
the Christnfnro Colombo, will surely bear away
with them, when they sail to-morrow, pleasant memories
of the many hospitalities extended them during their stay
in San Francisco harbor. The Prince has been very extensively entertained, not alone in the city itself, but in different parts of the country, by his fellow countrymen of sunny
Italy.
At Burlingame, too, he has been a favorite guest,
from his fondnes for horses and field sports as much as for
the pleasure derived from personal fellowship.
Last Saturday there was a large gathering at the Club, the pleasures provided for the guests including a steeple chase for
the cup presented by the Prince and won by young McCreary; polo, and finally an elaborate banquet.
The
officers of the frigate have also been handsomely entertained by the San Francisco ladies.
Among the most recent of these affairs were Miss Clara Sutro's luncheon
party, at Sutro Heights, and the dinner at which Mr. and
Mrs. C. M. Jennings presided as host and hostess in the
private dining room of the Hotel Oliver. Peach blossoms,
pink satin ribbons, and fairy lamps, with pink shades,
were the adornments of the round table, at which a dozen
guests discussed an elaborate menu, after which there
was a musical programme.
Miss Minnie Burton, who is the guest of Mrs. Duke Baxter, nee Hilda McDonald, in Santa Barbara, has been the
recipient of many hospitalities during her stay in that
charming locale.
Miss Burton will remain in Santa Barbara for some time yet, and will probably visit friends in
San Diego before her return home.
The Henry Neustadters and the J. H. Neustadters are
making the tour of Europe together. By latest intelligence
received here from them they were enjoying themselves in
Nice, and from there were to go to Rome and then Parjs.
frigate,

This afternoon's Carr-Beel Pop. Concert at Golden Gate
Hall offers one of the finest programmes of chamber music
ever given in this city.
Miss Bertha Fuller, daughter of W. P. Fuller, ,of this
city, was married to Mr. Charles A. Kinkelin, on the 20th
inst.
The ceremony took place at the home of the bride,
and was performed by the Reverend Horatio Stebbins.
Among the gay doings of next week will be the wedding
of Miss Betty Wasserman and Sig Kaufman, which will be
celebrated in elaborate style at Union Square Hall ,on
Tuesday, the 4th.
Co )per&
rr*i
I

lie

r\

Co., art stationers

j»i

and heraldic engravers, 746 Market

Comer of Eddy and Jones

'

r\Udlt,OriUm.

St.

S.P

streets.

Friedlander, Gottlob&Co.,

Lessees and Managers.

SOUSA'S

w ° Hd

Famous

CONCERT BAND.
Friday, Saturday, and Sunday evenings, and Saturday' aud Sunday matinee, February a8ta, 29th and

March

1st.

JOHN PHILIP SOUSA,
The March KiDg. Conductor Assisted by the brilliant artists— Miss Myrta French, Soprano; Miss
Curry Duke. Violinist; Arthur Pryor, Trombone.
Audieuce captivated everywhere,

PRICE£-25c, 50c, 75c,
Box

office

$1.

open from

9 A, M. to 6 p. si
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man

Jack of us flinched from our duty.
and round the corner of Dover street
after him, yelling and lausbing.
Down
into South street, thence onto the pier,

Out of the square
dashed Smith, we
Dover, past Front
at which lay one of
Smith's own ships.
Not a protest was uttered as our
leader, with a wild yell of 'Follow all,' plunged off the pier
There were thirty no, thirty-one
into the East River.
successive splashes, as one by one the Fire Club members
and their devoted guest followed the intrepid Smith. The
tide was low, fortunately, and we all managed to wade
through the waist-high, icy water, and scramble on board
a lighter and thence to the shore.
The New Orleans man
was ths last. I waited till I saw him safe and sound on
terra firma, and then we rushed on in our freezing clothes.
" What store is that,' he panted, pointing to a big
store still open on South street.

—

was quite a boy by a
story was told me when
THIS
In just what
contemporary of my grandfather's.
I

my love of accuracy
to state positively, but it must have been early
The story, which I will transcribe as
in 1800, I think.
nearly as possible in the words of my old friend, runs as

year the events narrated happened
forbids

me

'

follows:

" It was a bitter cold night in February; the luxurious
rooms of the 'Fire Club,' on Franklin Square, at the
The
corner of Dover street, were brilliantly lighted.

known and prominent

members, all men well
ness and professional circles

in

the busi-

New

York, had assembled
Orleans merchant who was

of

to do honor to a great New
flying visit to this city.

making a

—

A

"
man by the name of Smith Thomas H. Smith, one
was our Presiof the greatest tea merchants of the day
Poor old Smith! he had been dead many a day; but
dent.
his
memory and
I would like here to pay this tribute to
say that, in spite of his extraordinary business qualifications, he was one of the jolliest and most whole-souled

—

Then there was Charles Town, Peter
and Benjamin Stagg, Joseph Foulke and Matthias Rruen
all fine fellows, particular chums of mine, and all dead
long ago— died of old age, most of 'em. Yet I'm alive to
the last leaf— and no evidence of dropping
tell this tale

fellows I ever knew.

—

—

yet awhile.
"Well, as I have said, a great New Orleans merchant
was the guest on the particular evening in question.
Dinner had progressed to the last stages and we were all
Suddenly President
of us in extraordinary good humor.
Smith rapped ou the table and called 'order,' then he began to speak:
" Gentlemen,' said he, for the benefit of the guest who
has honored us with his presence this evening, I wish to
explain some of the aims and objects of this distinguished
organization of which I have the honor to be president
It is not called into being for any purpose
the Fire Club.
on earth save the enjoyment and amusement of its members.
There are certain rules imposed, couformity to
which— contrary to the nature of rules in such cases,
which I believe are more honored fa the breach lhan the
observance we find aids us greatly in producing the

off

'

'

—

One of these rules demands
noble result aimed at.
absolute obedience to the instructions and commands of
In a
the Club's president, during the hours of session.
word, I am monarch here for the time being, and it is the
duty of my subjects to obey my behests to shrink from
no task I may impose on each or all of them. To become
a member of our organization a man must consent to this
condition, and even our guests are expected to comply
with its requirements.'
Very good,' said he.
The New Orleans man smiled.
"'Now, among our most favored amusements,' continued Smith, 'is the old game of Follow your leader.
The man who refuses to follow me, or any deputy I choose
to appoint, whithersoever I go, whether he be guest or
member, pays to the Club no less a forfeit than one dozen
bottles of champagne.'
"'Very good, indeed,' again laughed our guest. 'I
agree to all the conditions.'
"'It is well,' replied Smith, and suddenly rose from the
table.
Follow your leader,' he shouted, and darted out of
the warm, cosey club-rooms, followed by the thirty Club
members and our guest. Down into the cold street, bareheaded, he ran, and, like the 'noble six hundred,' not a

—

'

'

"
"

Billson's, the ship chandler's,' I replied.

'

want

to stop and get a drink and a cloak, if I can.
he cried, and say I'm coming."
He was not long after me, and, on entering the Club,
wrapped in a voluminous cloak he had bought or borrowed
from the ship chandler, was greeted with wild cheers.
'" I congratulate you upon having played your part in
the game of "Follow the leader" so skillfully and well,'
said I, drawing him aside.
According to all precedent,
you will now be made leader and the Club placed at your
disposal for the balance of the evening that is, if you care
to exercise the privilege.'
" 'I do, most assuredly,' he replied, and moved toward
the cloak-room.
'You see, gentlemen,' continued he,
turning suddenly, and holding up a large bundle he had
concealed in the folds of his cloak, 'I did some shopping
while we were out.
I wish to bestow my purchase where
no harm can come to it it is precious.'
" After depositing his cloak and bundle in the cloakroom, he returned to the table, where, amid the popping
of champagne corks and the wildest hilarity, his health
was proposed and drunk.
" Order, order! yelled Smith.
Members of the Club,
hearken to the voice of your President. Having bravely
and unflinchingly submitted to the test imposed upon him
by the rules of our Club, and come out, not only none the
worse, but seemingly brighter and more cheerful from his
bath in the East River, I herewith formally invest our
guest with the leadership of the Club and the power to
exact implicit obedience from its members during the
balance of the night.
What say you, brave Southerner?
" That I do thank the most noble President and members of the Fire Club for the honor thus bestowed, and
that I do accept the same. Nor will your duty as my
followers lead you outside the warm, luxurious precincts
of your club-rooms.
I only ask allegiance from you all in
this, that you keep seated till I give the word to rise.'
"Amid a curious silence, the Southerner now took from
his breast-pocket a large piece of tow, which he proceeded to twist into a long string. When he had spun it
out to eighteen or twenty feet, he rose.
" Remain seated, gentlemen,' said he, and going to the
cloak-room fetched the bundle previously deposited there.
Now, President and friends,' he resumed, removing the
wrappers and displaying a small keg, I have but a few
words to say, and then the game will begin. You have
tried me and not found me wanting.
I, who come from the
warm South, have been submitted to an icy ordeal. We
will now reverse this order of things.
I call upon you all,
in the name of your sacred Fire Club, to submit to the
fiery ordeal I shall now subject you to?
With that he
knocked out the head of the cask and, taking some of its
contents to the tire, sprinkled it upon the coals. Instantly
there was a small explosion.
" Powder,' said Smith.
" Powder! exclaimed the Club members.
" Yes, powder,' calmly repeated the New Orleans man.

Go

I

'

on,'

'

"

'

—

—

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

February
'

bought

I

the river

it
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at the ship chandler's on

And now.
made in the

my way

back from

the fuse I
tbe other eml. you will obsi
the
I insert in the head of
li
will place on the
I
floor close beside your honored President.
All is now in
readiness.
It
but remains f.-r us to wait.
This

have just

.-mi of

tire,

Helical

Tube

seated himself calmly and proposed ;i toast to
lent Smith.' That gentleman twisted uneomfbrtabiy in his chair, but retained sufficient presence of mind
to rise and reply.
Joe Foulke plucked me uneasily by the
lie

•

'

I

say.

much longer

Tom. there won't
if

we

don't

all

lie

Premiers

an honored President

get out of

this.

Look

SAN DOW

at thai

Already it had burned nearly half way to
looked.
the keg.
A solemn silence settled down upon tbe comAttention was divided Itetween the fuse and the
pany.
New Orleans man. who continued to talk and laugh un-

"I

break them.
S

I

si

—

'

'

IT-

.><v

in

s:l\s

bicycle.

PREMIERS
marie since

'

"Stealthily, creeping along the tow, with now and then
a little flash and splutter, came the fire.
It was now
within a few feet of the keg.
" My God,' suddenly yelled Smith.
shall be blown
up if we staj' here. Gentlemen, follow your President,'
and he sprang up and dashed out of the Club, followed by
every man of us except our guest, whom we left to his

1

are three tlmea
rOOget ttuui ;in\ "lll'T

ttirv

concernedly.
'" I seem to be monopolizing
the conversation,' said lie
at last to Smith, who sat grasping the arms of his chair
and glancing from one to the other of us with a pathetic
appeal in his eyes.
Pardon me, but why are you all so
silent?
Come, drink to the success of our game. Ah, how
fast that fuse burns
I thought it would last longer.'

cannot

Over a

HALF MILLION

have been

1877.

have been made.

Western Premier Cude Gompanu,

We

312 Baker Street

Pacific Coast Agents.

fate.

mm

"'
In the course of half an hour, seeing that no explosion
occurred in the club-rooms, we went cautiously back. The
Xew Orleans man was still seated at the table, and bad
just opened another bottle of champagne as we entered.
"'
It's cold in the street,' he remarked to Smith. " You
are a precipitate lot of fellows. By the way, there are
thirty-one dozen bottles of champagne owing to the Club
by its members. See. I have put out the fuse. Sit down.' "
'

JEROME Lincoln,

FOR

'96

BARNES
BICYCLES

President of the Security Savings

Bank, expired on the 23d inst. at his residence on
Harrisou street. The deceased banker was 66 years of
age, a native of Boston, Mass., and one of the most influential men of this community.

/ WHITER
' RIMMED
Hummer

HOOKER & GO.
Drumm St,

IS-18

S

THE
MOUNT

IS

V,

retail store:
1640 Market St.

MUSICAL

lecture, written by the late J. H. Rosewald,
will be given for the benefit of the Rosewald Memorial

San

Francisco, Cal.

Fund, at the Columbia Theatre on Friday afternoon. Prof.
Bernard Moses will read the lecture, and musical illustrations will be rendered by Sigmund Beel, Frank Coffin, and
other well known musicians.

The U.

C.

Glee Club gives a concert on Monday evening

at the Auditorium.

PROGRESS

Fiesta de Los Angeles
LASanta
Barbara are

and the Flower Festival of
attractions of the near future.
Eastern visitors who may desire to see California at its
best should be sure to take in both these sights, not forgetting to pay San Francisco a visit when through.

Pine Mercantile Lunch.
Imported Pilsener, Franciscaner,
and Extra Pale Lager on draught.

Dave Samson,

327

RESTAURANT.

Uk

hl>

and

329 Bush

PaplnUI SURGEON CHIROPODIST

rdllUW

and

St.

MAGNETIC

.
SPECIALIST, cures nervous and spinal disilVIJ).
the feet. Office 128 Kearny
eases, rheumatism, gout, and all diseases of
otnoe
Office Hours: 11a. m. to 5 p. m.
Block.
Thurlow
4?
room
street
Hotel. Telephone South
Nicholas
St.
Residence.
Telephone Main 1323
outside of office hours.
633. Private treatment at hotel or residences

VI

:

THE

Altruria Colony iu Sonoma County has come to
grief.
Individualism, when it runs on right lines, is
necessary to ensure success in all things.

r\„„„„
TfiniSOn Dean8,
->

appeal
THE
protection

young King

Corea to the Czar for
is something hitherto unexpected, and may
bring about strange complications in its wake.
of the

of

•

Moraghan,
pearl gives as much pleasure as a fine oyster.
Stalls 68-70 California Market, has the best Eastern and Califomian
that can be obtained in the city.

The

finest linen for ladies

Carmany, 25 Kearny

street.

and gentlemen can be had

New

spring goods

of
in stock.

John W.

of Orange Blossoms, creates spotless oomplexions. OOoents,
druggists or by mall. Paoiflc Perfumery Company, San Francisco.

Cream

Tel., East-33. Residence 1003 Sutter.
Office, City of Paris Building No.14
S. F. Receiving Hos-

r\

D.

;

;

Should
IM_„„^
WomenSexual
and W/sxmot-i
TE RS.
WeaK fieri
and

til

No

11

M.

Grant av"ue.r!isurge'on".S.Arniy Ex-surgeon
s to 5:3U p.m.
pital. Hours, 11 a. 4i. to 2:30 P. m
1

streDEtb to the
gives health
(Send for circular.)
ket street. San Francisco.

edv

it

use

DAMIANA

The modern oxygen oure

Syrup"

for

your

for

disease.

Watson &
Pacific Coast
124

Mothers, be sure and use •Mrs. Wipslow's Soothing
children while teething

BIT-

the great Mexioan remrgaus. Depot at 323 Mar-

Send

Co.

Agents

MARKET

for oiroulars

ST.

SOUTHERN

COMPANY.

PACIFIC

(Pacific

THE

System.)

Trains Leave and are Due

Now

From November

\

tions

Way

Sta-

•

10:15
8:45

A

7:15

P

6:15

p

and Santa Rosa

11 :45

breast of some rejected
wails his heart is broke or some-

And

5

Ah p

6:45 P

9 :15

A

10:45

a

7:15 P

8:45 P
Express, Fresno,
Bakersfleld. Santa Barbara, Los
Angeles. Deming. El Paso, New
10:45a
Orleans, and East
3:30p Santa Fe Route, Atlantic Express,

Stations

New

Orleans

a question whether many a shoe of
patent leather
Could these rays but pierce the upper and
the sole
Would present a cotton stocking of immodesty so shocking
That each toe is robbed of clothing by a

forMojave and East

10:45

it is

hole.

modern

of this

innovation
Would be brought upon our sample hunting
shoppers;
For if science e'er disperses rays of light
throughout their purses
It were doubtful if they'd fall on aught but
—Chicago News.
coppers.

A Liner's Laundry.— An Atlantic liner
puts lo sea with about 0000 serviettes, 10,000
towels, 7, nun shees, 8,000 pillowslips and
1 oho tablecloths.
These are nearly all used
on tbe voyage but are not laundried until
the ship reaches its destination.

ttl2 :00 a

Not armies, not nations, have advanced
the race, but here and there in the course of
ages an individual has stood up and cast his
shadow over the world.— E. H. Chapin.

.

S tations

Fresno, Los
Orleans

New

and East
San Leandro, Haywards and

ttll:15p

Way

§13:45

P

7 15

A

Stations

:

SHALL

Santa Cruz Division iNarrow Gauge).

Mandolins. Violins, Violin Music,
Violin Cases, Violin Bows
Banjos, Banjo Music

i

5:50 p
and way stations
*2:15p Newark, Centerville, San Jose,
New Almaden, Felton, Boulder
Creek, Santa Cruz, and principal
*11 :20a
way stations
4:15 P Newark, San Jose, Los Gatos
tll:45P Hunters' Excursion, San Jose and

Way Stations

9:50

a

17 :2Q

P

streets).

A San Jose and way stations (New
Almaden Wednesdays only
8:15A San Jose.Tres Pinos, Santa Cruz,
Pacific Grove, Paso Robles, San

I

1

:45

C.

Morrow &

George

(Established USA

P

way

stations
10:40 a San Jose and way stations. ...
11:45 a Palo Alto and way stations
2:30 p San Jose, Gilroy, Tres Plnos,
Santa Cruz, Salinas, Monterey,

Grove

7:05 P
5:00 P

3:30p

60.,

)

r\f\Y

Luis Obispo, Guadalupe and prin-

Pacific

Cuitars, Guitar Music
Flutes, Flute Music

"Cornets, Cornet Music, Harmonicas.
C. STORY, 26 Central Street, Boston, Mass.

6:45

cipal

I

WHICH CATALOGUE SEND YOU?

8:15a Newark, Centerville. San Jose,
F it 1'oulderCreek, Santa Cruz

Coast Division {Third and Townsend

AND GRnIN

Commission Merchants.
Clay St. and 28 Commercial St,, S. F
Branches at Bay District, Ingleside, and Third
Telephone No 35St Hay Wharf.

39

way

sta-

tions

p San Jose and Way Stations
p San Jose and way stations
6:30p San Jose and way stations
fit :45p San Jose and way stations
*4:30
5 :30

9:47
*8:06
*8 :48
6:35

a

ft.

Leave

a

street

and 1 1 :00 A. m. 1 :00, *3 :00,
4:00,15:00 and *6:00p. m.
From Oakland— Foot of Broadway.
:

,

1

*6:00, 8:00, 10:00 a. m.; tl2:0u,'*l:00,
*3:00, 14:00 *5:00p. m.

516

Commercial

ft

Days.
3:30

^

ARRIVE

:55

8:00
T:

HONGKONG,

p for Afternoon.

The Pacific Transfer Company will call for
and check baggage from hotels and residences.
Enquire of Ticket Agents for Time Cards and

DOBIC

for

7:30

SHANGHAI.

3-30pm|
7:40am|
5:10pm|
7:40AM]
3:30pm|

8:50am
10:30am
6: 15pm

Windsor,
Healdsburg,

am

7:30PM

Geyserville,

8:00am

i^t3i&.|*«'™

6:15pm

8:00am
5:00pm
8:00AM
5:O0pm

1

1

1

1

30am

10

Guernevillel 7:30pm

6

1

:

15

PM

Sonoma, 110:40am 8:50AM
Glen Ellen. 6:05pm 6:15pm
Ophaatnnnl |W:40AM 10:30am
*><=»»stopol.
6:05pM 6:15pm
I

|

Stages connect at San Rafael for Bollnas.
Stages connect at Cloverdale for the Geysers.
Stages connect at Pieta for Highland Springs,
Kelseyville, and Lakeport.
Stages connect at Ukiah for Vichy Springs,
Blue Lakes, Laurel Del Lake, Saratoga Springs,
Upper Lake, Booneville, Greenwood, Orr's Hot
Springs, Mendocino City, Fort Bragg, Usal,
Westport, Laytonville, Willitts, Capella, Pomo,
Potter Valley, John Day's, Lierley's, Gravelly
Valley, Harris, Scotia, and Eureka.
Saturday-to-Monday Round Trip Tickets at reduced rates.
On Sundays, Round Trip Tickets to all points
beyond San Rafael at half rates.

TICKET OFFICE—650 Market

Chronicle

St.,

Building.

H.C. WHITING,
Gen. Manager.

PACIFIC

R. X. RYAN,
Gen. Passenger Agent.

COAST STEAMSHIP CO.

Dispatch steamers from San Francisco
ports in Alaska, 9 a. m. Feb. 29.

for

;

ForB.

and Puget Sound ports, Feb 4
14, 19, 24, 2ft, and every 5th day thereafter.
For Eureka (Humboldt Bay), Steamer "Pomona," at 2 p.m. Feb. 3. 7, 11, 15, 19, 23, 27, and every
fourth day thereafter.
For Newport, Los Angeles and p". way ports,
at 9 A. M. Feb. 1, 5, 9, 13, 17, 2' ..>, 29, and every
fourth day thereafter.
For San Diego, stopping only at Port Harford,
Santa Barbara, Port Los Angeles, Redondo, (Los
Angeles) and Newport, Feb. 3, 7, II, 15 19, 23, 27,
and every fourth day thereafter, at 11 a m
For Ensenada, San Jose del Cabo, Mazatlan,
La Paz. Altata, and Guaymas (Mexico), steamer
"Willamette Valley." 10 a.m., 25th of each month.
Ticket Office— Palace Hotel, No. 4 New
C.

(1

,

.

street.

No.

S. S.

10

Market

street,

Gen'l Agents,
San Francisco.

Coolgardie
(Freemanlle)

CO.

town,

BRAN-

Saturday,

STUBBS, Secretary.

S. Africa.

steamers

HONOLULU, APIA,
AUCKLAND, and SYDNEY, S. S MONOWAI,
March 5th. at 2 p m
For HONOLULU, S. S"
For

1896
1896
1806
April 25, 1896

For freight or passage apply at Company's
offloe, No. 425 Market street, corner First.

Australia,

O. S. S. Co.'s
sail:

and
Yokohama with

Round Trip Tickets at Reduced Rates.

gold-fields,

$220 first class, $110 steerage. Lowest rates to Cape-

Thursday, March 5,
March 21,
Wednesday, April 8,

D. D.

am
pm
PM

OCEANIC STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

Beixjic (via Honolulu). Saturday,

Coptic
Gaelic

10:40
8-05

Petaluma,
Santa Rosa.

* A "|«:aoA«|

NAN STREETS, at 3 pm, for YOKOHAMA
connecting at

IN S. P.

Pulton,

St., S. F.

Steamers leave wharf at FIRST and

12:00,

Nova to,

pm 9:30am

5:10pmI 5:00pm

Fob Japan and China.

13 :00,

fSaturdays only.
JSundays only. ^Tuesdays and Saturdays.
Monday, Thursday, and Saturday nigh tfl only.
^Sundays and Thursdays,

other information.

1

Week
DEaT1 XIONi Sundays. Days.

GOODALL, PERKINS & CO.,

.OCCIDENTAL AND ORIENTAL

steamers

A for Morning.
Sundays excepted.

at

1:40,3:40,5:00,

.

7:40am! 8:00am

Bookbinder, Paper-Ruler, Printer
and Blank Book Manufacturer.

A

8).
15. 9 :00,

am;

In Effect

S. F.

Week oSundays.

BUSWELL,

A

f7:45p

From San Francisco— Foot of Market
*7

9:40, 11:10

6:25 PM.
Between San Francisco and Schuetzen Park,
same schedule as above.

CREEK ROUTE FERRY.
(Slip

Saturdays— Extra trips

pm.
and 6:35 p m.

3:40, 5:10

SUNDAYS— 8:10,

Montgomery

*10:40a

*3:30p San Jose and principal

pm.

SAN RAFAEL TO SAN FRANCISCO.
WEEK DAYS—6:25, 7:55, 9:30, 11:10 AM; 12:45,

1

But the saddest revelation

6:00p European mail, Opden and East.. 9:45 A
7:45 a
6:00 p Havwards, Niles and San Jose.
t7:45p
J7:00p Va'llejo
Sacramento,
Express,
7:00 p Oregon
Marysville, Redding, Portland,
10:45 A
Puget Sound and East
7:00 P San Leandro, Haywards and Way
10:50 P
Stations
9:00 p San Leandro, Haywards and Way
UI0:05p "Sunset Limited,"
Angeles, El Paso,

6:20

purse.
^*

•

8:45a
*9:00p
f7:45P

Landing. Marysville,
Oroville, and Sacramento
4:30 p Niles, San Jose, Livermore and
Stockton
5:00 p San Leandro, Haywards and Way
3:30p

9:20, 11:00 A m; 12:35,3:30
P M. Thursdays— Extra trip at
P m. Saturdays— Extra trips at 1:50
and 11 :30 P M.
SUNDAYS— 8:00,9:30, 11:00 A M; 1:30. 3:30, 5:00,

thing worse,

In nine-tenths of all the cases it is safe to
say the basis
Of the breaking would be found to be the

Woodland,

Esparto,

SAN FRANCISCO TO SAN RAFAEL.

WEEK DAYS—7:40,
11:30

Man who

A

Market Street.

of

5:10, 6:30

make.

foreheads cleft with ridges that bespeak a brain prodigious
Will be found to cover nothing but a wheel
Many peach and cream complexions will reveal, through these dissections,
Skins the color of an old banana peel.
And if rays should be directed through the

»:j»S
10:4oa
1 :45 p

—

Santa Rosa

revelations they will

Many

P

4:15P
»7:15p

•

p Benicia,
Knight's

SAN FRANCISCO AND NORTH PACIFIC
RAILWAY CO.
Tiburon Ferry— Foot

and trepidation

At the awful

29, 1896.

to call

opaque,
Let the rising generation quake with fear

8:30a Niles, San Jose, Stockton, lone,
Red
Marysville,
Sacramento,
Bluff, Sundays excepted Oroville
•8:30 A Peters and Milton
9 :00 A San Leandro Haywards and Way
Stations
9:00a Los Angeles Express, Raymond,
(for Yosemite), Santa Barbara,
and Los Angeles
9:00 A Martinez and Stockton
10:00 a San Leandro, Haywards, Niles...
12:00M San Leandro, Haywards and Way
Stations
1:00 P Niles, SaioJose and Livermore...
1:00 p Sacramento River steamers
tl:30P Port Costa and Way Stations
3:00 P San Leandro, Haywards and Way
Stations
4 :<"0 P San Leandro, Haywards and Way
Stations
4:00 P Martinez, San Ramon, Vallejo,
Napa, Calistoga, El Verano and
4:00

flash with

February

cathode rays defiance

Arrive

I

7:00a Atlantic Express, ORden and East
7:00 A Benicia, VaoaviUe, Rumsey. Sacramento, and Redding, via Davis
7:30 A Martinez, San Ramon, Napa. Callstoga,

REVELATIONS.

modern science

Through those substances we used

SO, 1895.

a Haywards. Niles, and

6:30

DAWNING

that seers of

Arrive at

to

SAN FRANCISCO:
Leave.

FRANCISCO NEWS LETTER.

___ SAN

28

"AUSTRALIA,"

March

10,

at 10

REDUCED SPECIAL KATES

am.
for

parties

March 10th and April 7tb, 1886.
For passage apply to 114 Montgomery street.
For freight apply to 327 Market street.
J

D.SPRECKELS& BROS. CO., General

Agta.

Priet

Cnpy.

I'rr

JO Cmlt
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w HAT

is

women

the use of a Grand Jury unless
like the Overman?

to
OWING
likely to

it

attends to

is

the present differences continue, the new Ferry Depot
take as long to complete as did the City Hall.

against the nickel-in-the-slot machine.
It is
gambling, pure and simple, and should be prohibited

ftGITATE
by law.

SPAIN

should not be held accountable for the actions of
a drunken mob, brought about by our interference in

affairs.

WHY

should the sleek employees of the Government be
entitled to pensions when the employees of private
individuals are not?

TROUBLE

is brewing in Brazil.
It is to be hoped that
shall not be dragged into this mess until we have
settled our late bluffs.

we

existence
largest organ
to be erected
THE
Ignatius Church. This
soon be able
furnish
arrest
THE
Better

in St.

is

city will
the music for the rest of the world.

to

Nevada Bank forgers is good news.
be when they are convicted and receive
terms at the public expense.
of the

it will

life

THE
due them.

money
why Treasurer Widber is

associated city creditors are again after the

Probably

making an arsenal

of

this

is

the City and County Treasury.

WHY

not let us build the two new revenue cutters allowed by the Squire bill? As they are for this coast
ought to have the privilege of constructing them.

we

JUDGE

York is to be commended for committing the
boy burglars to Folsom for ten years. Crime is on the
increase, and the infliction of severe punishment is more
likely to put a stop to it than would be a temporary sojourn
in

a reform school.

Health has declared that the drinking
Board
THE
water supplied by the Spring Valley Water Company
of

is

Number

10.

JUDGE
fore

W. W. Morrow gave an interesting lecture beMechanics' Institute last Saturday evening on
the subject of "Six Years with Statesmen." The informs
lion he imparted was interesting in the extreme and
the
tin-

large audience listened to him attentively
beginning to the end of the lecture.

from

the

request
the Merchants' Association that
THE
ories
the respective
the City Hall be placed
of

dire.

st-

floors of

at corridor crossings in that building is a good one.
corps of Indian guides would not be out of place, and
policemen could also be stationed there, so that, when a
crime is committed, we should know where to look for one.

A

our friendship for Cuba, that country'
be wiped off the face of the earth.

in

1896.

of

IFwill

her

7,

pure and healthful and everything that can be desired.
was known before, but it is better to have the opinion

FARK

Superintendent McLaren, who is supervising the
work on the ocean driveway, states that everything is progressing satisfactorily, and that the new boulevard, to run along the ocean side of the Park for two
miles to where the Ocean House and Ingelside roads meet,
will be finished about the end of the month.
his denunciation of political
INVoorsanger
has expressed a

religious societies,

Rabbi

sentiment that will find
breast of every broad-minded man.
The
presence of such societies in our midst is a continuous and
ever-growing menace to the Republic, and one which, if
allowed to exist, will foster individual hatreds antagonistic
to the future welfare of the nation.

answer

in the

GOVERNOR

Budd did the right, thing when he objected
to the payment of exorbitant hack bills for the transportation of prisoners while under the care of the Sheriff.
The public moneys can be put to better use than to be
squandered on such gentry. Should it be impossible to secure contracts for the work at a reasonable figure, the
prisoners should be securely chained and taken to their
destination on foot.

« COALITION

of European powers against the United
States is a possibility of the next few years. The
forces at our disposal are not such as to enable us to combat a combination successfully, and it is time to stop the
tongues of the jingoes who will assuredly bring disaster
upon the country. Diplomats, not bar-room politicians
thirsty for the applause of the mob, are needed to ensure
for us the respect of other nations.

SENATOR Proctor,

of

Senate on the subject

Vermont,

lately addressed the

of coast defenses, stating

that
land fortifications are of more value than is a powerful
navy. We take issue with the Senator on this point and
hold that a powerful fleet would make coast fortifications
unnecessary.
The best military authorities of France
and Germany coincide with our views.
We want a
goodly number of powerful cruisers and battleships, and
we want them built on this coast, too.

This

of specialists

upon the matter.

Grace M. E. Church, San
Rev. Colburn, pastor
THE
Francisco, may fancy that he can weather that arrest,
of

but he errs. It is true that the nature of the offense for which
he was seized by the Park police forbids public discussion
of his case, but he must demand an investigation of the
arresting officers by the Park Commissioners or make up
not only out of San Francisco, but out
his mind to get out
of the society of natural men. The nerve that enables him,
under the unmentionable circumstances, to rise and preach
may be sanctified nerve, but that does not make the spectacle of the Reverend Colburn in a pulpit tolerable.

—

matter

of great importance for the people of this
consider the pros and cons of the New Charter,
so that they may act intelligently when the next general elecOne of the chief matters to receive attion comes round.
tention is the great power that will become vested in the
Mayor. Many are opposed to this, holding that it should
be vested in the people alone. Others claim that by giving the city's highest official fullest authority, he becomes
responsible for good government.
point in favor of its
adoption is that it will allow of changes being made in
municipal affairs to suit the demands of coming generations. This is a decided improvement on over present castiron Charter.

ITcityato
is

A

:

SAN FRANCISCO NEWS LETTER.
CAN

WE

FIGHT

THE

WORLD.

appears to have become the favorite pastime of the Conof the United States to shake its fist under the nose
of the civilized world and challenge it to combat. If it were
the desire of the people to transform the republic into a
warlike empire, committed to expansion by conquest, the
ferocitv of Congress would be in keeping with such a policy;
but as the people of this country have as yet no such imperial ambition, they are being misrepresented, and dangerously misrepresented at Washington. Sooner or later
the sort of talk that has become habitual in Congress must
It is inevitable that it should do so, for
involve us in war.
we cannot expect the world to understand that the truculence of our statesmen is less than half meant, and is not
taken seriously by nine-tenths of their constituents.
It is natural that Spain, for example, should be exasperated by the speeches in the Senate and House which
accompanied the passage of the concurrent resolution

ITgress

recognizing the belligerency of the Cuban rebels. It is the
right of the United States to give that recognition if it so
desires, either on the ground of sympathetic sentiment,
commercial interest, or no ground at all but the United
States has no right, in international usage or common
courtesy, to accompany the act of recognition with gratuiHad the position of the countries
tous insults to Spain.
been reversed, and such speeches as were uttered in Congress been spoken in the Cortes, the American people
would have taken them no more quietly than the Spanish
people have done. These speeches were foolish in policy,
ungenerous in spirit, infamously ill-bred in manner, and
altogether as discreditable as they were indefensible.
The truth is that our Congressmen, aware that the public does not take at face value their menacing thunders
against the effete monarchies and tottering despotisms of
the earth, launch their oratorical bolts with no proper
sense of responsibility. Behind their blood-curdling periods
is the comfortable expectation that they will be discounted
Note
seventy-five per cent, abroad as well as at home.
Had any other promiin illustration this Cuban incident.
nent legislative body in the world prefaced action with language so fierce, that action would not have stopped short of
a declaration of wa r. Rut our Congress, after all its furious
eloquence, prudently placed the President between itself
and the responsibility of making good its militant words.
It passed a
concurrent resolution only, with which the
Despite its verbal
President may do what he pleases.
sword-clanking, Congress shrank from going so far as a
That might have been vetoed, and then
joint resolution.
Congress would be required either to stand its ground or
back down. It prefers to play at war-making, and is
satisfied with the half-laughing applause of the domestic
;

gallery.

Unfortunately, the rest of mankind does not comprehend

Congress as well as the American people do. We have become a nation immensely powerful in numbers and wealth.
is a military potentiality of the first rank. It
not surprising, therefore, that Europe should be seriously concerned when our national voice is heard on interWere we to enter upon a war, our renational subjects.
sources in money and men would make us so formidable
that the natious cannot but think of the possibilities to the
present balance of power. If once we abandon our traditional policy of non-intervention and take to minding other
people's business instead of our own, it is reasonably certain that Europe, moved by the instinct of self-preservaThe tone of the press of
tion, will combine against us.
every country on the other side of the Atlantic relative to
our actions respecting Venezuela and Cuba indicates with
entire clearness what wc must face should the fulminations
of Congress at any time be succeeded by hostilities with
any country.
In herself .Spain is so enfeebled by age that the least
valorous of Congressmen need not blanch at the thought of
war with her. But, as the newspapers of Madrid and
Havana exultantly point out, Spain, in the event of war,
would not be isolated. She would, as they say, doubtless
receive the open or covert aid of every other nation in

The republic

is

Europe.

We

are heading directly for gigantic trouble. The men
talk war, in Congress and out of it, are for the most
part unconsciously preparing the way for a struggle

who

—

—

March

7,

1896.

which will have on one side the United States and on the
other most of the powers of Europe, and some of those on
For our Monroe doctrine, as newly
this hemisphere also.
interpreted, is not well received by many of the SpanishAmerican republics. They, like jealous European statesmen, see behind our solicitude for our American neighbors
a claim to suzerainty which in the future will lead to interference and then annexation, as our interest may dictate.
Not until the United States feels strong enough to do
battle with a European coalition like that which crushed
Napoleon, can she safely engage in war, even with decrepit Spain.

The Case

for

Refunding
Ably Presented,

When the House Committee the other
day gave a hearing to Lawyer Hubbard,
who represents the Searles-Hopkins

interest in the Central Pacific Railroad,
got down, for the first time, to the real business in
hand.
Up to then the time of the Committee had been
taken up in time-worn and useless recriminations. Mr.
Huntington, as a multi-millionaire, a magnate of Wall
street, a father of a Princess, and, withal, a specimen of
stalwart physical and mental manhood rarely met with,
has been a good man to badger, and worry, and stick pins
in.
Accordingly, the people of the Pacific Coast, through
their newspapers, have been daily regaled for weeks past
with spicy accounts of a few things that have happened,
and with a great many more that are purely imaginative.
Senator Morgan, filled to overflowing in more senses than
one, and prompted from time to time by a posse of Bohemians and disgruntled politicians, imported for the purpose at the cost of a certain New York syndicate, has for
two weeks past conducted himself in a way that has disgusted his colleagues on the committee, forced indignant
utterances as to his insobriety from such responsible
journals as the Boston Herald and New York Nation, and
turued what ought to have been a sober, serious and
sedate Congressional inquiry into what, if it were not so
painful, would be a farcical exhibition.
This state of facts
is, we know, very different from that which the Syndicate's
Newspaper Bureau is daily peddling out to our people as
the happenings of the National Capital. No such reports

it

as theirs find their way iuto any Eastern newspaper of
standing.
So that they utterly lack that corroboration
which the independent press of the country is accustomed
to lay before its readers when matters of large public interest are involved.
As a matter of fact, so palpable that
he who runs may read, it is obvious that syndicate money
is talking with sinister intent, to the end that our people
may be induced to lend themselves to a railroad disruption
that would, for a time at least, paralyze every interest on
this coast, and that even in the end would leave our second
condition far worse than our first is alleged to be, and
would, furthermore, deprive the Government of every ray
of hope of ever recovering any portion of its advances.
The question before Congress is not as to whether any
errors have been committed in the past, nor as to whether
the builders of the first great transcontinental railroad
made fortunes out of it, but whether that railroad is to be
made an exception to the rule by the making of the unreasonable and unparalleled demand that it shall repay the
cost of its construction within the first twenty-five years
of its completion.
No railroad in this country, or in any
other with which we are acquainted, has been asked to do
Our own, as well as other new countries, have
so much.
all they can do to build roads to meet the requirements of
increasing populations.
This railroad era has made stupendous demands upon the capital of the world, and marvelously well has the world's capital responded. Industrial
enterprise has all it can do, for the time being, to earn and
pay interest on the roads it has need of.
That is all that
it is reasonable to ask of this generation to do.
Indeed, it
is all that it can do.
The future can very safely, we believe, be trusted to take care of itself.
When the population of the United States has doubled, as it will have done
in an incredibly short time, it will be easy to bear burdens
that to-day would be intolerable.
The Central Pacific's
indebtedness, like that of all the other railroads in the
country, must be paid off as rapidly as increased population
yields increased earnings.
To demand anything more is to
ask for that which is not only exceptional and unreasonable, but impossible.
Moreover, the interests of the pro-
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The Doomed

The Salvation

s«iv»tion Army,

mantis on tin- railroad
T
the road to the Government,

the

interest

paid
but

by

the higher must
for twenty-five per cent.

To cry

eminent

and

than the higher
y that deprives

sion

of the respect of

act

now

sets aside

sufficient

money

to

meet the

re-

quirements of the proposed refunding bill. Mr. Hubbard
gave the figures in a way that was clear and convincing.
The objection is made here that the railroad ought to
pay more than two per cent, interest on its debt,
and of course it ought, if it could.
But that's the
rub.
To pay a higher interest would call for increased
freight charges.
As the rest of the country, through its
representatives in Congress, is willing to make a settlement on that basis, why should California object ? As the
money would cost the Government about three and onehalf per cent., the proposed arrangement would be equal
to giving California's producers a subvention of one and
one-half per cent.
The Government has derived advantages iu many ways from the building of the road, and can
well afford to make this small loss.
The circumstances
under which the road was built entitle it to at least that

much

consideration.

The presentation

of the

ease

made

by Mr. Hubbard indicates a trained mind and a strong
man an accession of strength to the railroad forces that
can hardly fail to be welcome just now.

—

The President's

Whether Mr. Cleveland would or would

not accept another nomination for the
Presidency, he continues to be spoken
of as a possibility by those in a position to speak upon the
subject.
Mr. Frederic R. Condert, an intimate friend of
the President and a member of the Venezuelan Commission,
is of the opinion that he might possibly run for a third
term, should certain circumstances arise which would
wan-ant it, and Mr. Hornblower inclines to the same view.
These gentlemen doubtless have substantial reasons for
the attitude they take upon this question and their words
must carry much weight. Other watchers of the political
horizon and friends of Mr. Cleveland, are of the same
opinion and only a denial by the President himself will establish the fact that he is desirous of letting some one
else carry the responsibility of government upon his
Chances.

shoulders.

Mr. Cleveland is th.e one Democrat of to-day who has
any positive strength whatever and who commands the
respect and admiration of the better part of the Democracy.
He has enemies, doubtless, as every great man
must have; but the men who are opposed to him are of the
Tillman order, servile in truckling to demagogy, and are entirely outnumbered by the better class of Democratic
citizens who believe in him and prefer him to any other
man who has been mentioned. He is a man such as the
Democracy needs to-day, a man of courage, of convictions
and able to command for America the respect of other
nations.
He is moreover a statesman of recognized
ability, cautious,

mands.

yet swift to act

It is to be sincerely

demand

it.

necessity so de-

hoped that he

cide to accept the nomination.

try

when

ped.

and

to

Eastern public opinion.
point which Mr. Hubbard made very clear to the
Committee the other day, has been by the syndicate's
ori»ans constantly befogged or kept in the background. It
en repeatedly insinuated here, especially in country
journals, that in order to comply with the Conditions of the
proposed refunding bill, the railroad would have to raise
It is a curious objection to come from people
tta rates,
who preteud to think that both principal and interest
by
this
ought
time to have been extinguished. As a matter
of fact the statement is erroneous.
The money that now
into the sinking fund under the Thurman act would,
in the event of the passage of the refunding bill, go to pay
the interest on the bonds indorsed by the Government. In
which case, of course, there would be no necessity for any
increased charges on the part of the railroad. The Thur-
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sense asserts its claims.
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The Salvation Army has done a great work. It has
given an example of real Christianity in a time of more
than languid faith. It has gone down among the publicans and sinners, who are no better liked by the Pharisees
of the temple now than they were in the days of Jesus.
It
has worked on the theory that Christ came to save sinners, and that, therefore, the more degraded the sinner
the greater his need of Christ. This example first put the
churches to shame and incurred their hostility, but compromise ensued, and the churches gave their countenance.
This was creditable to the churches but fatal to the Salvation Army.
It insured its transformation into a church in
due season.

As the Army grows in respectability there will be secessions from time to time, for the more zealous will demand
sacrifices of dignity which a sect increasing in wealth and
decorum will be increasingly averse from making. The
phenomena of Methodism in its successive stages of evolution are in process of repetition.

A Judgment Which
is

It is not often that unanimity prevails on the United States Supreme

Bench

in the keenly contested cases.
less frequent that the same
arrived at by three separate and
different courts.
The fact that all this has happened in
the case of the United States against the Stanford estate,
ought to be accepted on all sides as conclusive that there
never was either law or equity on the side of those who
contended that the builders of the Central Pacific had no
right to make a profit out of that enterprise, and should,
in consequence, be stripped of their private fortunes.
The case of the Government was ably presented by a capable lawyer whose personal feelings rendered his arduous
task quite congenial. The suit was originated in the
United States Court for the Ninth District. Judge Ross,
as able and as pure a Judge as sits on any Federal Bench,
rendered a remarkably clear and well reasoned judgment
From that decision an
in favor of the Stanford estate.
appeal was taken to the Circuit Court, with the result that
Judge Ross was sustained. That resort would then be
had to the highest appellate court in the land was to be
expected; with what result we now know. The United
States Supreme Court unanimously agrees with the two
Courts below, and in rendering its judgment makes it
abundantly clear that the Government got all that it contracted for, and at the price it had agreed to pay, and
that no wrong, whether in morals, law, or equity, was
done by anybody. If the unanimous finding of that great
tribunal does not forever set at rest the many doubts and
suspicions that have arisen in this connection, it then becomes certain that there are men Judge Maguire seems
to be a sample whom nothing short of a decree of
Heaven would satisfy. It is certain that among thinking
men pretty much the same unanimity prevails as was found
on the Supreme Bench. Everybody is rejoiced that Mrs.
Stanford has triumphed and is now free to continue the
great work her noble husband left her to do. The Leland
Stanford Jr. University is safe and those fifteen millions of

Generally Approved.
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judgment on
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is still
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dollars will remain in California and fructify
blessings to generations yet unborn.

and yield
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It is well for the Rev. Dr. Brown that the
court before which he is on trial is composed of men of God and not men of the
He is a revolting creature. In his endeavors to
world.
clear himself of the charge of adultery he has succeeded
in convicting himself of offenses for which excuses are far
To save himself, he has placed upon
less readily found.
the stand a young woman who, in his interest, has conMiss Overman
fessed herself to be a degraded criminal.
asked the court to believe that she had been in love with
her pastor, and that he played Joseph to her Mrs. Potiphar that in revenge she entered upon a scheme of forgery and blackmail, repented herself, then, despite repentance, lied to conceal her guilt from the occasion of it,
an* freely made this public sacrifice of her character before the Council in behalf of an innocent and injured saint.
This woman has been kept secluded for many weeks in
He cries out in
his own home by the blameless Brown.
unselfish fervor that her self-immolation is "Christ-like."
So it would be were it possible to credit her monstrous
But we have to believe too much in order to credit
tale.
unhappy Mattie Overman. Her story is so fitted to meet
the needs of the situation, so stretched here and there to
cover damaging points of the prosecution's evidence, that
probabilitj', instead of favoring its truth, favors the theory
that the narrative was constructed under the desperate
superintendence of its reverend beneficiary. He had her
he had put Mrs. Davidson in
sequestered in his house
jail, and Miss Overman's intelligence is not as great as her
woman's terror of the law.
The spectacle of that pale, unlovely, and nervously
smirking woman on the stand, asserting under oath that
she had forged letters intended to prove herself a wanton,
and then had endeavored to sell to a newspaper that forged
evidence of her loss of what every woman prizes, ought to
have been enough for the Council. Men with hearts and
stomachs, looking upon Brown as he sat there directing
the telling of the squalid and incredible romance, felt that
he was better suited to the stripes of the convict than the
robes of a clergyman. Had the Council then and there
risen, refusing to hear more, it would have attested its

A Moral
Malformation,
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will follow

the

We

take, however, this opportunity
of the people at headquarters to the matter, in hopes that they may see fit to
drive the fact into their gripmen's granite skulls that
gentlemen are entitled to the same privileges accorded to
ladies, and that the cars must be stopped for them if they
so desire. Should, as hitherto, no good results accrue from
our suggestion, then we will continue to agitate the
matter before the general public andean undertake not to
come out of the light as losers.

infraction of them.
of again calling the

attention

;

;

manhood.

Though Brown should be given a verdict of acquittal and
a coat of brotherly whitewash an inch thick, he has revealed
himself in so despicable and abhorrent a light that decent
men of ordinary principles and normal sensibilities turn from
contemptuous disgust. That a creature of such capadebasement should have been able to maintain himself in the ministry for a quarter of a century is an indictment of the intelligence and moral penetration of the
churches whose pulpits he has occupied. That he will be
permitted to occupy another we are not willing to think
possible, for we are not willing to believe that Brown's
clerical brethren, who have his professional fate in their

him

in

city for

hands, are less susceptible to the shame of his ministry
than are even the most careless men of the world.
of the many nuisances connected with
cable-car travel in San Francisco, is the
ever-growing unwillingness of the gripmen
to stop the cars should a gentleman wish to board them.
pretence of doing so is usually resorted to by letting go
the grip; the brake, however, is not put in action and the
result is that the car is carried on with an increased
impetus, during which the person wishing to ride must
either jump on as best he may or else await the coming
of another car.
This wilful negligence on the part of employees results in daily accidents, sometimes of a trivial,
more often of a serious nature, to business men and others
who contribute materially toward the expenses of the
respective lines. Apparently there is do redress for injuries acquired in this manner, although a test case
should anyone have the money and pluck to fight it
might possibly bring about some change in the present
disgraceful state of affairs,
it is not to be doubted for
one instant but that the employers of these men are aware
of the methods they resort to in the fulfillment of their
duties.
The daily press has constantly brought the
matter before their notice, and has repeatedly requested
that lives and limbs be no longer jeopardized for the gain
of a few minutes.
The actions of the men are apparently
winked at and they can defy with impunity their rules and

A Growing
Nuisance,

A

One

Germans are proving themselves a
nation of Jingoes.
Since the unification of
Jingoism,
the empire, the war spirit has steadily been
developing until it constitutes to-day a
menace, not only to the other European countries, but also
The victories of 1870-1871 have
to the world in general.
had a detrimental influence over the people, in that they
have aroused in them a desire for further conquests and an
appetite for colonization, aggravated by the knowledge
that but little of the woild's surface remains to-day unoccupied. When in the eighties the Germans established
themselves in Africa, little notice was taken of the move
except by the Conservatives, who were opposed to German
colonies as being likely to weaken the resources of the
Empire. The first small colony there has now extended to
a large "field of influence" and the necessity for more
soldiers to protect it increases daily.
The advent of the
present Emperor upon the stage of German affairs, with
his hot-headed foreign policy and medievel idea of military
home government, has rapidly brought affairs to a crisis,
owing to his antagonistic attitude towards the other
colonizing powers with whom he comes in contact.
A
young man, backed by a powerful army and with a good
navy at his disposal, both of which are as yet apparently
unlearned in the socialistic doctrines affecting the agricultural and industrial classes,
and lacking the maturer
wisdom of the men who brought the nation under one head,
Emperor William is to-day on a fair road to bringing
about a dismemberment of the Empire and a cataclysm of
anarchy such as has been unheard of before in the history
of the world.
With growing troubles at home and a possible alliance of at least three powers against him, England,
France and Russia, all of which view with dismay his
growing dominance in Europe, the German Emperor
stands upon the brink of a precipice, a downfall into which
can only be averted by a speedy return to the former
policy of wise and beneficent conservatism.
Germany

The

and

—

—
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Reports concerning the riots said to be prevalent all over Italy, owing to the terrible
defeat administered General Baratieri by
the Abyssinians, must be received with the customary
large allowance of salt. It is probable that, as we go to
press reliable information will reach us and will be imparted in the morning's papers, but at present everything is left to conjecture. That the matter is a grave
one is beyond doubt. Taking into consideration the hotheadedness of the people and the fact that a large majority
of them consider Italy's financial troubles due to Premier
Crispi's policy, there would seem to be reason enough to
think that the revolution which has been gradually ripening these last few years will now burst into full blossom.
There are, however, other people who will uphold the
Premier and prove that under his guidance Italy, in many
respects, has pushed herself materially to the front in the
rank of the nations. In certain English diplomatic circles
he has the reputation of being an able man and devoted to
the interests of his country, which facts should be remembered in his favor. It is generally conceded that the late
disaster was brought about by General Baratieri's own
foolhardiness, and it is difficult to see why the Ministry
Italian

Disaster.

should be held responsible for his unauthorized actions.
Even though Crispi has handed in his resignation and the
same has been accepted, it is probably only a matter of
time before he will be taken back to favor, as he certainly
is one of the most capable men at the disposition of the
country. As for the defeated Genera], further developments may bring extenuating circumstances in his case
to light; if not, he should forestall dishonor by a speedy
death.
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re|Hirted that the Spaniards 'ost one man at ManHe was hopelessly mangled by his fellows in the
rush for dinner.
Senator Tillman went to New York " to get at the botIt is
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of Alameda intend giving a church enentitled "The Editor's Dream."
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An

Eastern paper states that a human footprint, fourteen inches long, has been discovered on a stone near
Parkersburg. Efforts are being made to trace its owner

Rugs.

in Chicago.

Chinese at Bakersfield wished to fight a duel, but
It seems to
were prevented from doing so by the police.
us the custom is a healthy one, and should be fostered
among them.
Sacramento probably gained the Republican Convention
on the strength of the bad quality of its water. The smallest excuse for whiskey is eagerly grasped at by our barroom diplomats.
lady in Minnesota obtained S5000 damages from a man
who had the temerity to kiss her once. Had he done so
twice she would have found out how good it was, and would
have paid him to continue.

Smyrna Rugs

;

A

lot of made-up Remnant Rugs at
half regular values.
500 Hassocks, regular price $1 25 ;
to close 50c. each.

Curtain Department.

A scheme

is on foot in Stark County, Ohio, to get every
to write at least five letters to his friends, requesting them to go to the primaries and work for McKinley
delegates. As far as that gentleman is concerned, it might
be better to put the money thus spent into a purse and
present it to him after the election. He may need it.

man

Brussels, Irish Point, and NottingCurtains in odd lots to
close at Unusually Low Figures.
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in

all

we present to our readers a view of San
from Broadway and Devisadero streets,

An

looking northeast. This district has only been built up
during the last few years, none of the larger residences
Immein the foreground being over two years old.
diately in the background will be seen the large tract of
swamp
the
enterprise
of
by
land, redeemed from a useless
the late Senator Pair. The water between the shore line
and the stone breakwater, shown in the illustration, is also
being filled in, and in time will be ready for building purTo the extreme right of the picture can be seen
poses.
Port Mason, otherwise known as Black Point, and between
it and the Pair lands is the property and plant of the San
Francisco Gas Light Company, with the two huge gasometers and wharf jutting into the bay. To the left,
Angel Island rears its stately form, and, in the very
middle of the picture, can be seen the fortified island of
Alcatraz the Malta of the West. Behind Angel Island
the shores of Contra Costa County are dimly discernible,
running into those of fair Alameda County on the right.
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Chiffoniers, in different

woods, $22 former price, $30.
Hand-polished quarter-sawed Oak
Sideboards, $35; former price, $48.
Handsomely Carved Birch Bedroom
Sets, $19 50; former price, $26 50.

The report that Nansen almost reached his destination
reminds us of our youthful attempts to catch the pig at
We almost did it, but
the end of a greasy pole.

week
THIS
Francisco

For example we mention
Wardrobes, $20; former

price, $30.

Arresting doctors for not registering births may be all
it would be better to arrest them for failing to
register the deaths they cause.
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which is approximately correct, seeing that the
Director of the Mint gives it at $64,646,000. But note the
method of the comparison that follows. He tells us that
"in lsii4, owing to the great depreciation in the price of
silver, many of our silver mines were compelled to stop
work, and our yield of silver was, as measured in gold,
$14,350,000." Here is an apparent falling off within the
five years embraced, of $50,450,000 or 73 per cent, which
is scarcely less remarkable, as a simple statement of fact,
than his estimate for the current year which he places at
$4,000,000, though as I have already stated we have indications, from the output of 1805, that it will probably be
$40,000,000.
The defect of this comparison arises from the fact that
Mr. Scott states the output of silver in 1889 at its "coining" value of $1.29.29 per fine ounce, while he states that
of 1894 at its "commercial" value, which averaged for
that year less than 04 cents per ounce. And even at that,
he states the amount inaccurately. As given above, he
makes it $14,350,000, whereas the Director of the Mint
gives it at $31,422,000 or something over $17,000,000 more.
But the true measure of the quantity produced is its weight
in ounces of pure silver and not its value.
In order to
show, therefore, the relative output, and the extent to
which the alleged "great depreciation" of silver compelled
"our miners to stop work," I give below the actual
amounts as stated bv the Mint Director:
18S9 Fine ozs. 50,000,000
1891 Fine ozs. 40,500,000

Com. Val.
Com. Val

Going Val. $64,646,000
422 000 Going Val. $64,000,000

$46, 750 000

$31

,
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arithmetical jugglery that might well
the prince of prestidigitators, or even an
grow green with envy.
of

make Hermann,
to Mr.

Scott's article "Hard Times," in the February Overland, he takes, for example, the year 1889 as a criterion
which, n /1I1 i:n fictions, I am willing to accept. He states
the silver output of the world for that year at $64,800,000]

amount

March

It will thus be seen that the falling off was only 500,000
ounces, or one per cent of the mass, while the increase of
gold was over 20 per cent., and for 1895 was 50 per cent.

The same erroneous form of statements is observable in
other items. He tells us, for example, that from 1873 to
1892 the world produced $2,224,000,000 of silver, estimated
at $1.29 per ounce, but that "demonetization" had " reduced " this value "as measured in gold, fifty per cent.
and had reduced the world's entire amount of silver extant, nearly $2,000,000,000."
Now the table from which
Mr. Scott apparently takes these figures shows that the
"coining" value of the silver produced from 1873 to 1892
was $2,322,339,700, while its value, "as measured in gold "
was $1,916,402,800 being equivalent to a discount of
$405,936,900 or 17i per cent., instead of 50 per cent, making a difference of something over $755,000,000,
So far as the world's stock is concerned, Mr. Scott
doubtless knows that it is only when silver is employed in
international exchanges or in the industrial arts that it is
estimated at its bullion value in gold and subjected to a

—

discount.
But in all countries where it is the legal standard, as well as in countries having a "limping" standard,
as in the United States and the States of the Latin Union,
it circulates as money at its full legal parity with gold.
And to the extent of $630,000,000, which represents the
subsidiary silver in circulation, it is current at nearly 7
per cent, more than its bullion value in standard silver
coins.

Of the $4,070,000,000 silver currency in circulation, according to the Director's last report, $1,900,000,000, or
nearly one half, is held in Oriental countries where it is the
"Standard of Value" and cannot, therefore, be at a discount in domestic commerce. While over $1,720,000,000 is
held by the United States, the Latin Union, Germany,
Spain and Great Britain, in all of which it circulates at its
mintage parity with gold. At no period in history has
there ever been such a vast volume of silver coin performing the functions of money. And as proof of this, while
the world's produce of silver since 1873, when its alleged
demonetization occurred, lias been $2,754,452,900, its coinage has been $2,756,423,015. This, of course, includes recoinage.
But Mr. Scott knows that it has been persistently asserted by leading bimetallists that silver has not
depreciated, and will buy as much now as it ever would.
And to demonstrate that proposition we have been treated

Indian fakir

The same inferential inaccuracy is apparent in his
methods of stating the facts concerning the output of gold.
" Let us not forget," he savs, "that the yield of gold in
California in 1851 was $81,000,000, and in the Colony of
Victoria, Australia, in 1853 was $62,000,000, and that these
countries are now yielding each only $13,000,000. Mr.
Scott of course knows that in 1851, California practically
represented the whole of the United States as to its gold
output

—

as in 1853 the Colony of Victoria did the whole of
Australasia.
Now in 1894, according to the Director of
the Mint, the United States produced $39,500,000 and
Australasia $41,760,000, being in each case over three
times the amount stated by him. And the world's present product far exceeds all previous records.
But perhaps the most remarkable statement of all, made by him
in this connection, is to the effect that for the 50 years,
from 1831 to 1880, the world's consumption of gold "by
the arts
and manufactures exceeded its production,
$96,408,500."
During this period the world's output of gold was $4,245,579,000, and of silver $2,370,343,000, making a total of
$0,615,922,000.
If he will refer to Mulhall's Dictionary of
Statistics under Article "plate." he will find that the
amount of these metals consumed in the Arts during this
period, in Great Britain and Prance, which probably represented half of the world's consumption, did not amount
to ten per cent, of the world's produce.
And again, if he
will refer to the same work under the head of "coin," he
will find that this
author states that the world's
stock of coin in 1830
was £313,000.000, or say
while in 1880, it was £1,128,000,000
$1,565,000,000,
or $5,640,000,000,
an increase of £815,000,000, or
$4,075,000,000. If then, the consumption in the arts
during this period exceeded the entire production by $96,000,000 as Mr. Scott asserts, where did this enormous increase of "coin" come from? It must be remembered,
too, this is not only in excess of the consumption of the arts
but of loss by abrasion, shipwreck and all other destructive causes.
Max O'Rell relates a story of an American visitor's
description of things seen in Paris that he ought not to
have seen, and the humorist after intimating each questionable view exclaims comically, " Where did he gof"
After
reading Mr. Scott's article I am constrained to ask,
Where did he go in his little journey into the world of

—

economics

?

To go

into the question of the world's Precious Metal
Product, and of the influence it is supposed to exert over
the products of labor and industry, I have not the time at
present.
But as the evident purpose of Mr. Scott's
article is to show that all existing economic maladies are
attributable to "a scarcity of money largely due to the
demonetization of silver," and "as the demonetization of
silver depreciated its value, so remonetizing it will appreciate its value" if there is any principle of economic law

—

governing such phenomena, Mr. Scott would undoubtedly
confer a lasting obligation upon many earnest inquirers
who, like myself, have been groping their way in search
of truth through the bewildering maze of perplexing
phenomena which surround this subject, if he will reconcile
his theories of " Hard Times " as a result of the scarcity
of money with the history of financial and industrial
phenomena for the last forty odd years. And to assist
him in such a task I will here furnish the necessary data
so far as it relates to the " supply " of the precious metals
to the western world during this period, which approximately represents the "supply" of metallic money and its
supposed effect upon " prices " and " general prosperity."
Only adding in advance that so far as this country is concerned the amount of money, per capita, at the important
dates within this period was in 1851, $13.76, 1873, $18.58;
and in 1896, $31.20.
Period

of

High

Prices.

World's Produce of Gold
World's produce of Silver
Less exports to Orient

1851 to 1865, 15 years:
$1,917 ,925,000

$601,122,000
752,948,675

Gold and Silver "Stocked" by Western nations
Average per annum

151,826,675

loss

:

.

$1,796,098,325
119,739,888
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In the meantime I ask him to consider
I^inl Macaulay's observation on Kin-.' James' luckless experiment in brass money for Ireland as follows: "Public
prosperity could be restored only by the restoration of
private prosperity, and private prosperity could be
only by years of peace and security"
and I
will add. by patient industry ami frugality; and offer the
Stion that a Government cannot enrich its people by
taxation, nor create values by legislative enactment.
''''.. Marcti .;, 1896.
A Layman.
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lamented and missed in society and artistic circles. For
many years she was organist in St. Francis' Church, also
At the time of her death, Mrs.
directing the choir.
Stewart filled the same positions for the Sherith Israel,
Dr. Xieto's temple on Post street. In addition to a
musical diploma from the Paris Conservatory, the deceased
had taken the highest degree at Trinity College, London,
and was an able compauion in every sense of the word to
her husband, the talented musician, Mr. H. J. Stewart.

The death of Charles W. Eaton, the veteran music dealer of San Francisco, deprives this city of another pleasant reminiscence of the
Golden Age here although Mr. Eaton's memory will not
fade in the minds of his host of friends. Difficult as investment in the music trade may be, Mr. Eaton made it rather
a science than a speculation in other words, he trusted to
his well-trained classical ear, but he ever listened for the
popular keynote.
For nearly thirty years his establishment, under the Occidental Hotel, was a rendezvous for
the great musician visitors here.
But old Mr. Eaton was
their " cynosure " by reason of his accuracy and resource.
For a year past his health has been feeble, and the end
was not unexpected.
W.

Me

crack shots

of tne country.

PRESSURE.
absolutely uo SMOKE.

Lowest recorded breech

H. J. Stewart, whose unexpected death occurred at
MRS.
her residence last Wednesday evening, will be much

C.

SMOKELESS POWDERS

of all

Manufactured.

RECOIL

Lightest

and

Manufactured by

GIANT POWDER

THE,

430 California

St., S.

F.

UP-TO-DATE
Tallorino

Eaton.
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L. King, lately appointed manager of the Union
MR.OilF.Company
of California, was formerly connected

with the firm of Whittier, Fuller & Company for six years.
Mr. King is well known in local commercial circles, and it
is needless to say that with his business experience the
Union Oil Company will be the gainers by having acquired

CO., Consolidated,

At Moderate Prices.
H.

J.

Mezzanine B.

,

Brandt

Crocker Building.

&

HAWES,

(Up one-half flight fronting on Post

St.)

Go.

FINE TAILORING
139 Montgomery St.
The Latest Spring and Summer Goods
have arrived.

H. S.

BRIDGE &

CO.

MERCHANT TAILORS. Many novelImported Wear. Shirts to order

ties in

a Specialty

622 Market

St., (Upstairs, opposite Palace Hotel

San Francisco

his services.

Wm. F. Herrin has become the possessor of the
MR.famous
original painting from the S. & G. Gump
"Provisions for the Monastery," by
August Humborg, of Munich. It will be remembered that
this picture was beautifully reproduced in the last Christ
mas number of the News Letter.
Gallery,

Wall

Paper.
Our new stock

for the

season

1895-96 is

now

arriving.

entitled

Elegant Designs and Colorings.

G.

W.

Clark

&

Co.,

653-655 Market

Street.

Does your
Of

all

Pommery
champagnes, Pommery Sec

Sec.
is

Root

most in demand in London

tne favorite at all select gatherings. Among recent prominwas served at the banquet in Atlanta tendered to President Cleveland, at the dinner in Hamburg given to the German
Emperor, and at the banquet in Bordeaux tendered to the President
of the French Republic, and was a prominent feature at the dinner
tendered to Paderewski at the Palace Hotel/being exclusively served
on that occasion. At the various receptions arranged by the Prince
of Wales, Pommery Sec is invariable served. By real connoisseurs
it is considered the ideal champagne.

and
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The prince of pianists has gone but the prince of furnishers is still
with us. John W. Carmany 25 Kearny St., keeps the finest underwear and linen for ladies and gentlemen.

Need

examine

Repair ?

without cost, and give
estimate for putting in good order, and
keeping it so for a term of years.
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Agent and importer of
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drous hands, made strings, reeds and brass sound its
superb harmonies and orchestration, giving new life and
significant meaning to the hackneyed work.
Paderewski, you are not a composer, but those who are
have received a deeper reverence from my heart since you
have so well expressed the songs they gave us.
* * *

FADEREWSKI

presented Marsick to
It
San Francisco on Sunday evening.
We
was generous to Marsick and to us.
responded by braving a Lenteu Sabbath,
and packing the Baldwin Theatre from
foyer to gallery. Marsick's gratitude must
have been colossal to have found expression in the selection
of Paderewski's sonata, for violin and piano, for the openthat during
I regret now, more than ever,
ing number.
Paderewski's eventful season we could not have heard his
Pantasie Polanaise that his most ambitious and celebrated
work could have had a hearing in estimating him as a
music writer. The pieces given have not been impressive,
even under the magic fingers of their composer; they lack
cohesiveness, resolution, and are absolutely destitute of
thematic richness. They are not cheaply stereotyped, nor
is the treatment of the limp, equivocal themes lacking in a
certain bold, bizarre modernity which grasps the ear
agreeably now and then but the backbone of all music,

—

—

the melodic invention that, in its overwhelming freshness
and novelty, proclaims new and legitimate birth and stamps
the sire a creator in his art this Paderewski's music has

—

not.

The Sonata was not surprisingly disappointing as a
work, for we listened to it a year or more ago, at a
local concert, without discovering any even ordinary merit;
but, uniting as it did, two such eminent virtuosi, its rendition was harrowing and disenchanting in the extreme.
Marsick was so intently buried in his music stand that his
reading was perfunctory and mechanical; Paderewski was
oblivious to every thing but his own part, which he never

moment subordinated

to the softer tones of the violin
which, at the best, plays only an obligato. Marsick had,
evidently, never seen the score prior to his advent here,
and Paderewski's thundering of the lavish piano part displayed a not much closer intimacy with the music. It was

for a

—

a duo without purpose, unanimity, or imagination.

D Minor Concerto presented Marsick at
famous as a Vieuxtemps player, and
the concerto from its first notes showed what an injustice it would have been to judge him from the Paderewski
sonata. Marsick has many peers, yet he has a place among
thegreat violinists of to-day. He has not the immense compelling power of Ysaye (whose recent visit cannot but induce comparison), nor is he tempestuously ardent. His
salient charms are pure, delicately articulated tone, and
technique clean, unerring and effortless as the throat
Refinement, intellectual balance, and poetic
of a bird.
daintiness give to the song of his bow the natural symmetry
of crystalization; the indescribable and unique grace that
The Vieuxtemps

his

best.

He

is

distinguishes the

cameo or marks exquisite as a treasured

Dresden

china.
His tone has no great breadth, yet it
never sets a definite limit for itself, rather suggesting

power subdued and strength reserved. Fatigued and
weary as he was toward the close of Sunday's concert, he
avoided the strain and over-tension so fatal to an artist
too many. Weiniawski's "Airs
Russes" was delicate to the point of fragility; but it had
no fortissimos that could not face a crescendo; its notes
were valorous and true until the last, and never was the
wild reach for the unattainable there to mar the night's
memory. No player could nurse or expend his energies
with more judicious care than did Marsick. It was the
triumph of art over the bounds of physical endurance.
Paderewski, as he warmed to his solo numbers, never
played with such passion, intensity and human heart, during any of his previous concerts here.
As he gave his last
encores the audience became frantic, delirious, in the enthusiasm of its applause and Paderewski, for the first
time, displayed consciousness of the tribute, as again and
again his grotesque head bowed, and his pale, weird eyes
signaled farewell to San Francisco.
Even now I can hear
Liszt's 2nd Rhapsodie, as the piano, plastic under his won-

who pursues one climax

—

a strange irony that Frederick Warde's poorest
patronized season in San Francisco should have given us
Lear, a character that, played as it was at the Baldwin Theatre on Monday night, should have been chronicled
over the country, wherever the telegraph reaches, as a
new and distinctive triumph in the histrionic art.
King
Lear has been practically off the American stage for many
years, my only recollections of previously witnessing it in
San Francisco are of Sheridan's performances in the early
It

is

eighties.
sufficient.

As Lear, Warde is amazingly and stupendously
Even bis Virginius, the best on any stage to-

day, must be relegated to a second place beside the indomitable genius that shines through his Lear. In the splendid
equipment of heart and brain that lies in this touching

spectacle of a regal mind and a noble heart jarred and
crushed by filial ingratitude, he rises to heights that bewilder even one who has long been a sincere admirer of the
good he has done for the drama of our speech.
There is
not a shade in the pathetic, majestic coloring of his Lear
that is overdone. His embodiment, from the first, is that
of a grand old man whose loving heart has outlived the
keen discernment of his mind, his very bearing touched
with a melancholy prescient of the sorrow to come. In the

curse his righteous wrath is terrible, appalling; and, permeating all the harsh invective, is the lamentable sob of a
broken heart. In the storm scene the shifting vagaries of
a mind out of tune amidst the weird splendor of the

elements made the scene so vivid, so pathetically heartthat one realized an absolute experience of grief in
witnessing it.
Frederick Warde has achieved a great
character a character that will have its niche in dramatic history.
And Lear broken, pillaged of all the love
and veneration of those to whom he gave his all, totters
again
once
before us in his crown and sword of straw; yet
he is a King aye, every inch a King.

felt,

—

—

—

* * *

The Warde Company gave performances of Damon amd
Pythias and Julius Cmswr on three nights of the week.
Warde's Damon is too well known to us to need description;
Pythias was exceptionally well acted by Mr. Hermann,
and Landers Stevens made a strong Dionysius, giving the
address to the Syracusians in the first act with splendid
force and effect.
Miss Gilette's Calanthe was excellent.
Ccesar was the most enjoyable of the two performances.
Warde appeared as Brutus, giving a rare reading of the
part.
Hermann may not look the hungry Cassius but be
acts him with convincing art and finish. Charles Sutton

was Marc Antony, vigorous and plausible, and Stevens
made a dignified and impressive Caesar.
* * *

Farce-comedy

It declined a little last season in competition with the straight variety, but this season finds it as numerous and hilarious as in the old days
when the Bush-street Theatre was the home for that class
of attraction.
A Rail ma, I Ticket is the title under which
is

inevitable.

Freeman's fun-makers promulgate their gags and specialties; it would go as well by any other name, for there are
several brisk comedy people in the cast who innoculate
the plotless skit with enough merriment to stock several
ordinary farce-comedy organizations.
Eugene Canfield
has, of course, a Hamlet monopoly of the gingery business
of the piece, and he carries it with his usual droll and
happy spirit. Chas. Grapewin, James Bradbury, Beatrice
Norman and several dimmer lights are not very far behind in clever comicality.
* * *

Despite a cold that badly handicapped Carleton's singFra Diavolo continued the good work established by
the snug little troupe at the Alcazar. Rena Atkinson grows
more popular each night, and she sings Zerlina better
than the role has been sung here in a long time. The deathless Bohemian Girl finishes out the week, its well-known
melodies fitting well the voices of the Carleton company.
ing,

::

-.
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Sousa and

his

wonderful band

A

m Thursday evening, March

violin recital wil

the echo of those brave marches Of Us that
f us all.
No bandmaster has ever been
universally loved
irized
by the great
American people than John Philip Sousa. Be keeps liis
hand on the pulse of the amusement-loving pulilic, and he
the melodious, rhythmic jingle so dear to the
ar
In the rendition of popular or martial
musi<
unexcelled.
I'nder his mystic baton the
band answers him as would the keys of a mighty
- music i:inspiring because it show captivating humor in every one of its tuneful measures.
Hia instrumentation is original and always felicitously
Miss Duke, the handsome violin soloist of the
balanced.
its. added pleasurable variety to the programmes.
She wields a cunning bow. and. for a young woman, brings
out a surprisingly rich tone.
* * *

Richard Ferrer, who
has lat
Bit from Europe.
Mr. Ferrerls
a pupil of Wirtb. of T.auterbach, and ol Ysaye.
At the
accompanied by Mrs. Wightman,
Miss Wilcox, contralto, and Frank Coffin, tenor,

The Johnstown horror has been embalmed in a thrilling
melodrama. Tht Midnight Flood, which has run the week
at the Grand.
The flood scene, with its bursting dam and
the washing away of at least a score of dwellings, is a
remarkable piece of stage mechanism cleverly manipulated.
Darrell Vinton and a strong supporting company supply
Gilbert and Goldie have each a comedy part
the acting.

Baldwin

ing behind

in the piece, besides giving several of their inimitable
Xext week a masterpiece of melodrama, The
specialties.
AV„.;,will be played.
It is an excellent drama, and,
in the hands of ilorosco's company, should be an immense

Hall,

oiunrtDia

more

pitiable

iness that

almost

It

is

its entirety,

The cast
is

A number of

new

r

.

mi

RKE,

HAYHAN &

next.

March

Oth-

CO., (Incorporated)
I'nipriutors.

MARSICK,

8th.

Three weeks only.

lu

grand

HOYT'S

A MILK WHITE FLAG

Morosco's Grand Opera House.
Walter Morosco, Sole Lessee and Proprietor.
Last performances of "The Midnight Flood."

MONDAY EVENING, March 9d— Jones Hermans
THE SILVER KING.

1

masterpiece,

Matinees Saturdays and Sundays.

Ol
rPnCUrn.

San Francisco's Greatest Music Hall.
O'Farrell
between Stockton and Powell streets.

street,

Next week, March

9th.

ADDITIONAL ATTRACTIONS.

JOHN B. WARD Character Vocalist.
THE ALTHOS FAMILY, Acrobats.
Return engagement of RACHEL WALKER,

the Creole Nigbt-

iDgale.

Matinees Saturday and Sunday.
Reserved Seats, 25c; Balcony, 10c; Opera chairs and box
seats, 50c.

r\

|

l_i

To begin Monday, March

9th.

Mrs. Ernestine Kreling,
Proprietor and Manager
Every evening. The merry opera,

THE MOOLAH.
Bright music; lovely costumes; beautiful scenery.

Next opera:

MARITANA

Popular Prices

25o

Friedlander, Gottlob

The Auditorium,

regret that limited space precludes a complete review
of the jubilee Carr-Beel Pop of last Saturday.
It was a
concert such as we seldom hear from local talent, and I
hope that the departure of Mr. Heine for the East will
not deter a resumption of these matinees that have done
so much to advance our standard of musical excellence.
I

The greatest

of all

and 50o

& Co.,

Lessees and Managers.

Engagement

musical events.

extraordi-

nary of

MATERNA,
The world-renowned Wagnerian

singer,

and

ONDRIGEK,
The great Bohemian

* * *

violinist.

ISTDOR LUCKSTONE,

Pianist.

TWO CONCERTS ONLY:
Thursday Evening, March 12th,
Saturday Matinee, March 14th.

The sale of seats will begin at Sherman. Clay & Co.'s Music
House, on Monday morning, March 9th, at 9 o'clock.
Reserved Seats— 50c, $1, $1 50, and $2.
The En gHsb actress, coaches ladies and gentle
II
A M RPnnARH
DCUUnnUt men for the dramatic profession; appearances arLILLIAN
Shakespearean classes Wednesday evenings, SHAKESPEAREAN ACADEMY, 913 Hyde street. San Francisco, Cal.
I

I

1

ranged.

MPQ

HP PaHniW SURGEON CHIROPODIST and MAGNETIC

/III O,
l/l . I (U IUW SPECIALIST, cures nervous and spinal diseases, rheumatism, gout, and all diseases of the feet. Office: 126 Kearny
Office
street, room 47, Thurlow Block. Office Hours: 11 A. m. to 5 p. m.
Telephone, Main 1223. Residence. St. Nicholas Hotel. Telephone, South
632. Private treatment at hotel or residences outside of office hours.

Tnnlpnn
lullIdOlI

in the title-role.

I

will wave iD the breeze of popular success.
Great popular
cast; newest can-by music; pretty girls; the laughable triumph
of the year; 50 people.

vaudeville, the Moulin Rouge; the Andersons, who do an
amusing plantation act; Mills and Collins, in a fin de siecle
version of Pygmalion and Galatea; and Albertus and Bur-

Hartman

AL.

Theatre-

Monday

Orpheum profresh from their Parisian

The Alcazar will have a double bill next week, The MiJcado and Cellier's The Charity Girl, and Carleton will interpolate "Ben Bolt" at every performance.
The Tivoli company will sing The Hoolah next week, with

T

TEXAS STEER.

A

Iftth:

orchestral concert.

specialties are on the

Hoyt's great success, ^i Milk White Flag, comes to the
Baldwin, Monday, for an engagement of three weeks. The
company that introduces the piece to us is an excellent
one, including, as it does, Charles Stanley, Lloyd Wilson,
George Bean, and the ever popular Prank Lawton. A
full brass band and a drum and fife corps are only two of
the many novelties Hoyt's militia satire abounds in.
At the Columbia next week, The WicMmv Postman, presented by a company headed by Eugene O'Rourke, Irish
character comedian. The great Johu Lawrence Sullivan,
ex-champion pugilist", Paddy Ryan, and "Parson" Davies
are among the participants.
At the Baldwin, on Sunday night, Marsick, the eminent
Beviolinist,
will give a grand orchestral concert.
sides Mr. Hinrichs and his forty musicians, Marsick will
be assisted by Mrs. E. H. Palmer, vocalist.

i

;
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four strong
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To-morrow (Sunday) night, March
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g to Datura
motion with ttii-- massive production. JOHN
tor 111 rears, and PADDY RYAN,
ftmplon ol America, win appear In a three round exhibition
wing, introduced bj CHARLES E. (PARSON) DAVIES.

March

good in
bright-looking and

tram, jugglers and club swingers making
teams, in addition to the held-over favorites.
* * *

.'I

;
1

picturesque.

gramme this week: Les de Fillipes,

Muni.

SULLIVAN, champion

L.

is

* * *

M:m:i!:<-rs.

THE WICKLOW POSTMAN.
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such characters as these that make
line of utility funny bus-

usually follows.
and the scenery
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by comparison the

Hartman
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and
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* * *

hensive study.

neatxe-

1

'.loiiiliiv,

attraction.

Hartman and those captivating ^children, Gertie Carlisle
and Pearl Landers, have made the revival of Rip Van
Winkle at the Tivoli a clever and interesting performance.
Hartman's Rip is too wellknown to need further comment
than that he plays the character with the same touches of
true comedy, and throughout presents a careful, compre-

by Mr.

Grant avenue.
pital.

Hours,

M

Tel., East-33. Residence 1003 Sutter.
T\
III. LI. Office, City of Paris Building. No. 14
TJ. S. Army; Ex-surgeon S. F. Receiving HosA. M. to 2:30 P. M. 5 to 5:30 P. M.
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Ex-surgeon
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There is no doubt that both Stanford and
Hopkins (who was following his example) first intended to
crown North Beach heights with their palaces; but, finally,
Stanford decided to transform the queer ramshackle old
cottage on a rock, which had been the residence of Mrs.
Stark, the actress (so they say), in early days. This rock had
forever been shedding itself into Pine. During the " '60's "
and early " '70's," nearly every winter there would be no
thoroughfare there. It was this and the Hopkins' domain
which succumbed in magic time to Scobie's executive force.
These walls are stout yet, so far as they are en evidence.
But by the time they were completed Scobie was a
capitalist, and more than that, nearing the verge of a
million.
He was "canny" about approaching it, however,
and indulged in Market street lots.

Francisco.

S SUGGESTION
theme

in

which has already become a popular
Oakland and Alameda County generally, is

that a country club after the fashion of Burlingame, only
on a simpler scale, shall be started this summer at some
picturesque spot near Monte Diablo's numerous canyons
say around Paradise Valley. The old Colton domain would
The present
be an ideal situation could it be procured.
plans of this proposed club, however, involve only pretty
grounds, •a comfortable casino, and a common club building,
which will be the nucleus of dainty cottages in the future,
The younger element in Oakland is
as at Burlingame.
thoroughly in favor of the scheme, and there is such a
plentitude of really active society men in Oakland that,
undoubtedly, a club might be fait accompli in short order.
Besides, clubs have always been excessively popular in
that city, and the magnificent Country Sporting Club,
which Harry Houghton and others established over on the
Marin and Sonoma shore a few months ago, may soon
prove airival to the big institution near Tomales Bay.
But among the matronly leaders of Oakland society the
notion meets with a marked disfavor, and the argument in
their opposition is Burlingame itself.
They all declare
that the Tuxedo of California has shattered to little bits
the last fabric of San Francisco's society; that, among its
Four Hundred, the prominent houses are content with an
occasional perfunctory dinner to a few solemn friends; that
dances are very few and far between, and that the more
public functions of the "Society for the Protection of
Cruelty to Cotillions," are so distressingly dull and distrait
that they suggest the stupidity of a national holiday.
* * *

In other words, Burlingame is supreme, and thereunto it
that the society of San Francisco has fled utterly and
irreclaimably.
There, the dance goes merrily; there, are
all the Princes
three at a time, once and awhile; there,
go all the young millionaires; and there, is to be found the
eligible husband.
At Burlingame the girls have the
" choice of the lot" all " rouuded up" and at their mercy.
Now the Oakland maidens anticipate all this, and, in
their wicked little pink and white consciences, don't mind
one bit what becomes of Oakland's old society fabric, so
long as there shall be a new Garden of Eden over by Monte
is

—

Diablo.

And their mammas lift up their eyes and hands in deepest sorrow, and ask what will become of Oakland's " lunch
parties." For this marvelous institution is the real cornerstone of Oakland's social life. I believe it was Mrs. Chabot
who remarked, with an expression of intense mock sadness,
to a friend, that Oakland was suffering from a terrible depression because, during the past mouth, there had only
been an average of three "lunch parties " a week.
It is de rigeur, by the bye, at these affairs, to have
exactly twelve guests, and the pUce de resistance is invariably chicken fricasit
Ice cream is also served.
No wonder the girls want a country club!
.

*

* *

An

incident of the week was the disagreeable adventure
which a Miss Duncan encountered on a West-bound train

alped " ticket. The young lady was on her way
from Scotland to visit her uncle, James Scobie, the big
railroad contractor.
At the very last stage of the journey
came in the "scalping" part, and " conductor's justice"
was summary. As Scobie had never experienced such a
slight to his Plan during all the years from the time when
he first began to build stonework at the side of the obser•les Crocker, far up the road,
he girded his kilt
and Skene Dhu, and sought the railroad office, where he
was consoled by the officials.
James Scobie is a unique
personage in California.
A Lowland Scotchman with a
broad accent— filled with "ow's" and " ayes " he was
here in the early "railroad" days, and took a foremost
part in the stonework- department.
At the completion of
the road Stanford resolved to abandon Sacramento for San

with

a

—

Scobie is a curious study. Always a charitable man, his
generosity may at any moment be lavished on a Clansman,
But
while he will be indifferent to the undeserving poor.
on his accession to great wealth he plunged into divirtissThe only
ments which have been effectually sustained.
daughter had married the professor of moral philosophy
in Princeton College, and the Wealthy Contractor, being a
widower, decided to build him a mansion near the Park
just on the heights above
and the proximity to It was
especially endearing, since that other Scotchman, Park
Commissioner Joseph Austin, was near by. Scobie likes to
skim with him through the trees behind his own swift team.
The Cliff and the Beach are nothing to them they drive
where they please.

—

—

—

# * #

But the Art Association would blush should they be permitted to view the Magnate's casts and marble busts which
he has distributed through the twenty-roomed house, that
he "casselated" with thick low stone walls.
From all
parts of Europe has Scobie collected his treasures, and
from the Orient, too. But they have cost him so many
tens of thousands that they fail to excite the admiration of
However,
those visitors who are not really connoisseurs.
his grand invention is what he calls the " Prophet's Chamber," a remembrance of Elijah, which is a great, sunny
bedroom in a southern corner of the mansion, furnished demurely for the entertainment of Presbyterian clergymen
who are visiting the city, more especially the McDonalds,
the McPhersons, the Grahams, the Campbells, and all else
who are of the Scottish "cloth." He keeps up the ancient
traditions of a magnificent depository for what the Scotch
colony here declares to be the most immaculate Highland
whiskey that the coast has ever seen but at the same
time not a fire must be lit in the house on the "Sabbath
day " all meals are eaten stone cold, and there may be no
cailer whatever admitted, save the visiting "Meeuister."
;

;

* * *

There have been two or three amusing incidents in the
United States Courts of late, which have excited the mirth
of the Law Club.
But, perhaps the case of Charles W.
Orr, accused of having, as second mate of a ship, unduly
maltreated one John McDonald, seaman, has not been without its features. The trial has excited considerable interest among the various attorneys, of whom Tom Jevvett was
one, who, by-the-bye, is a sworn foeof ex-District Attorney
Garter's assistant, the rubicund Whitter.

But when the moment of sentence came, an attorney
turned to Jewett, who was himself only a looker-on, exclaiming:

"Honestly, they ought to let that fellow off easy!"
"Never! Never!" cried Jewett. "Just see how
he looks like Whitter!"

much

Before leaving San Francisco, Paderewski called our attenan item in the News Letter which stated that he now and
then took a small glass of Old Saratoga Whiskey just before his performances. This he denies, saying that his technique is due to seven
hours a day hard playing and studying. But there are more than
seven hours in the day, during which it is necessary to tone the
system for seven hours at the piano is an extraordinary drain on
one's constitution. It is then that a small glass of Old Saratoga
"Whiskey has the most beneficial effect.
tion to

;

Don't fail to chew Adams' Pepsin Tutti-Frutti Chewing
meals Indigestion fades before it.

Gum

after
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NEW WHITE HOUSE.

1
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from the

known
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"

" Pearl

fuel that.

New York

on Keari

without having to carry il across three
thousand miles of continent.
Visitors to the White Bouse
will have noticed that it ha.- lately been materially enhaving absorbed a former adjoining store of
spac s ous dimensions. Increase of business in every department demanded this move, and it is safe to say that
patrons will be the gainers by it. The partitions between
the two buildings have been removed, and now no traces
of the former divisions remain.
Taking the three Boors
into consideration, then, a space of 54,000 square feet has
been obtained, tightly packed with the choicest goods obi.

tainable.
The chief attraction of the new department is a
large silk counter, the only one of its kind in San Francisco, which extends nearly the entire depth of the building.
The silks and velvets displayed there are enough
to make the most Christian of women envious, being in the
latest chameleon shades, and of every variety imaginable.
The light over this counter is perfect, thus enabling
ladies to see the goods to the best possible advantage.
Running at right angles from this long counter, and extending across to the old dress goods department, are
other counters for handkerchiefs, fans and perfumery; a
counter for the latest in kid, cotton and leather gloves; a
counter for trimmings and laces that will make the mouth
water, laces such as Valenciennes, Point de Lur, and
others like them: a counter where the most elegant ribbons in every conceivable shade and width and quality, and
also the most stylish designs in buttons can be had; a
counter for all the newest notions, and finally one for the
In the rear of all this is a
finest of colored cloth goods.
counter devoted exclusively to black dress goods, such as
Henriettas, Drap d' Almas, Diagonals, Etamines, Cheviots,
Mohairs, and such goods with plain or brocaded figures.
This counter and that devoted to the silks are unique of
their kind in this city, and will be extensively patronized.
In the front of the new department one sees the latest in

"

Macbeth

"

we make
\\

delicate neckwear for ladies, and handsome
leather goods.
The other departments of the White
House, of course, retain their former standard of excellence, only they are materially enlarged by the late additions.
For instance, the third floor will now have even a
larger display of handsome art goods, such as bronzes, fine
crockery, modern and antique vases, majolica aud crystal
ware. The second floor, devoted to ladies' cloaks, will
also have more space wherein to show off the latest things

II

'

for

in covert cloths, meltons, gorgeous brocaded silk skirts,
and all the stylish silk and lace effects in elegant modern
wraps. The curtain and ladies' underwear departments,

as also those devoted to fine linens and to all the innumerable kinds of printed goods for spring and summer, remain
The stocks, of course, in each are
as they were before.
the latest obtainable, and of the very finest quality. The
organdies, dimities, and such light goods cannot be duplicated in any other store in the city. The desire of the
White House proprietors has been, and still is, to please
all customers, and it is safe to say they will always do it.

send you

A

Geo
r-iitsiuirgii

reaches home after a hard day's work he needs
something to give him an appetite for his dinner. The "Argonaut"
the
finest Kentucky Bourbon whiskeys made and
Brand is one of
will do its work every time. E. Martin & Co., 411 Market St. are the
sole Pacific Coast Agents and guarantee it.

Mothers, be sure and use " Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup " for your
children while teething

;

Macbeth Co

r.i
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AXLE GREASE.

G.&S.
HOME PRODUCTION.
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TEVIS &

CO., 107 Front St.

Norcross

Stockholders who are tired of official extravagance and consequent unnecessary assessments, and who desire a radical
change in the present management, will please write or call
immediately at room 21, Exchange Building, Pine St.

JEREMIAH LYNCH.

&

Hale

Norcross

Stockholders of the Hale
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Norcross mine should call at the
Nevada block, and be inabove advertisement.
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Fine Mercantile Lunch.
Imported Pilsener, Franciscaner,
and Extra Pale Lager on draught.

PROGRESS
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329 Bush

St.
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San Francisco.

with fresh sea water nightly.
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Everybody knows the Lurline Baths. Its reputation is worldwide. You can now have the famous Russian bath, including the
"Needle" Shower at a very moderate cost. The tubs and showers are
the best in the city and the attendance all that can be desired. The
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An assessment of thirty cents, levied
during the week, was the sole feature of
Mining Shares, novelty to break the dull, monotonous
current of events on Pine street.
It
neither effected prices one way or the other, the levy having been anticipated for some days past, and the only interest taken in the matter was by those who will have to
meet it. That it was small they can afford to congratulate
themselves, and that is something to be thankful for just
now, the way business is going with the majority of people.
If it were not for the occasional reminder from the Lynch
Camp, that there was a tight on foot, no one would ever
know that the Norcross Company was embroiled in a contest.
The claim is made on the side of the outside contestants that a chilly wave will sweep the salary list if the
proxy battle goes the right way, which is not pleasant
reading for those who now fill positions which are anything
but sinecures at the best, and especially in this company,
where expenses have been scaled down to a low notch for
Comstock

This

"A

is

plicit

Caiifornian

Wild Cat Scheme."

the straightforward and ex-

manner in which the Investors'

Guardian,

of

London, leads

off

a

criticism of the Alina Colony Corporation, which the News Letter denounced last week as
an infamous attempt to rifle the pockets of unsuspecting investors in Great Britain. It is pleasant to note the fact
that some papers abroad are disposed to stand in the

breach, and
Alina.

It

warn

is,

the readers against such pitfalls as the

of course, useless to

expect any unfavorable

comment from papers indecent enough

to advertise the
scheme, but it has so far only remained for one to have the
hardihood to recommend it. The same sheet backed up
the infamous Union-Gold, alias Cordova, alias Rathgeb, the
Ilex, where thousands of pounds sterling were squandered
in the construction of a mill which only started up to prove
that the ore extracted was absolutely worthless; the
Josephine, on which half a million was thrown away, and a
dozen other rotten conceptions of still rottener individuals,
and simply for the sake of the few paltry sovereigns spent
What did all the
in printer's ink for promotion purposes.
booming of the Valley Gold amount to, of the Calaveras
Con., and the Esmeralda, all of which ended in rank failure
through mismanagement and the worst kind of jobbery. If
the law had been invoked in any one of these cases, scandals would have been developed of a nature that would
have sent one or other of the manipulators to the State
Prison for a long term of years.

The Trap Baited
For Investors.

Alina is
The prospectus of the
enough in itself to put any ordinary
The
business man on his guard.

heavier class of investors are in little
getting nipped in such a scheme, and prominent
firms in this city whose attention has been called to it have
already taken all necessary steps to burst the bubble in
London. With dried fruit and raisins selling here as low
as 2j cents per pound, and hops quoted at far below the
cost of production, the best lands in the State are now being worked at a loss, and yet this select combination of
schemers has the brazen effrontery not only to promise
dividends within three years on a capitalization of $100 per
acre, from what are now alsolutely wild lands, but to guarantee it. Of course this, like the 20 per cent, dividends
promised by the promoters of the Union Gold and the
Valley Gold, is only a bait for inexperienced speculators,
to trap them so that they can be bled at leisure in the
future.
At the price named per acre much could be done
in the way of purchase of lands in California which would
offer splendid inducements for investment.
The owner of
the Alina tract would attract considerable attention to
himself should he advertise the land for sale in this city at
the price he now expresses himself willing to be relieved of
it by the British tenderfoot.
It is more than possible that
it would be considered a dear bargain at one-tenth of the
sum named, and after the scheme gets shelved abroad,
which it will be eventually, it might be risky to make a bid
for the whole tract at anything above $5 per acre.

danger

of

California is again in the swim as a mining
State par excellence.
The industry has
assumed a much more healthy condition
than it lias ever been able to boast of
since the historic day of '40.
The promoter is rapidly going where he belongs to the rear and the mine owner is
taking his place with investors who have learned at last the
sensible policy of dealing direct and at first hands. There is,
therefore, the more chance for a continuance of prosperity,
as the money brought into the State under the new conditions is expended, as originally intended, for the development purposes, instead of being switched into channels of
no public benefit whatever. The removal of old-time camps
throughout the interior is bringing grist to the mill of the
mercantile classes in this city, and they are now more inclined to speak kindly of mining than they were some time
ago, when they were so eager to condemn the business,
and brand any one connected with it as day-light robbers.

Gold Mines
Are Booming,

—

—

months past. There is more likelihood that, should the
Lynch faction scoop the persimmon, the mine will be
closed down until doomsday, or until as long after that as
it will take to collect the judgment, which has been coming
into the treasury day after day ever since the decision was
rendered years ago. The Occidental Mine is looking as well
as ever, and it will only take a short time until work is far
enough advanced on the 750-level to judge of the future of
the property. The new machinery to supply air is now in
As an
place, and this will help matters out considerably.
indication of the confidence which

still

exists in the future

Comstock, the manner in which the assessments are
paid up can be accepted as the most convincing.
After months of silence, during which he

of the

Mr.

Hammond

Heard From,

of much anxiety to a set
of individuals with an everlasting desire
for publicity, Mr. John Hays

was the source

Hammond

has at last been heard from. In a telegraphic dispatch to
the Government he acknowledges the useful and kindly
services of the United States Consul, and speaks of the
courtesy he has received from the Boer authorities. This
will shut off the possibilities for advertising at his expense
which have been indulged in to an extent, and with such a
display of ignorance on general subjects, that a stranger
would think that the country was a vast kindergarten.
Mr. Hammond's personal friends were the only ones who
all along felt assured of his safety,
and appreciated the
true import of the dispatches flying about at the time.

Wise Words From

The Daily Financial News, of New
York, takes au editorial view of the

mining situation, which will recommend itself as good common horse
sense to the average reader. It says: "There seems to be a
general disposition on the part of the press, the operators,
and the brokers to eliminate the gopher holes and countenance nothing but legitimate miuing projects. This is as it
should be; as long as mining is kept on a strictly business
basis it offers the best inducements for capital in the
world.
Apply the same principles that you do in your
every day business, and your mining investments cannot
help but prove profitable."
The annual meeting of the DonohoeThe Donohoe-Keiiy Kelly Banking Company was held on
Bank Election.
Thursday last, and the following
the East.

officers were elected to serve for the
ensuing year: Adam Grant, President; Joseph A. Donoboe, Vice President; James A. Thompson, Cashier; Edward
Donohoe, Assistant Cashier, and John Bermingham, Geo.
Whittell, Eugene Kelly, Irving M. Scott, C. D. Guigne
J. J. McKinnon, deceased), Howard Havens, and B.
Dunham.
The latest news from Souora, Tuolumne
The Rawhide
County, is most flattering in regard to
Bonanza Group,
the Rawhide mine, which is opening out
The
as large as ever on the 000-level.

(vice

F.

App

mine

is

Rawhide at

showing every indication
depth now attained.

of

being another

the

The Times-Index,

of

San Bernardino,

notices enthusiastically the employment of
Appointment. General H. I. Willey as consulting engineer
to the "Hughes Lytle Creek " reservoir
project, and predicts its early completion.

A Good
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Popper at
remarked that "the greatest
i V temptation to the Board of Supervisors has
from t ho Spring Valley Water Company" and advocated
r 'in the
ve body" on account
thereof.
Verily, this gentleman with an effervescing and
mirth-provoking name judges everybody by himself.
The
any in question only needs a fairsliow'. and the Super- are all right.
As for Popper, who was hand-inwith Buckley; who wallowed in the Democratic
gh and got fat thereby: who took street sweeping con-. and out of the profits paid a
subsidy presumed to
reach people in high quarters: and refused to appear before a Grand Jury lest he might criminate himself— he is
hardly a fit person to express an opinion on sueh matters.
':••

THE

virtuous Dr. Brown has revealed that "within
half an hour" after leaving Mrs. French's with his
wife and Mrs. Stockton, whither he had pone to force the
latter on to the stage in the famous "Turkish tea," the
graceless female did something to him which convinced his
grace-chastened mind that she was no better than she
should be.
If that was before she sent for him to her room
and threw ber Delilah arms about his neck, why did he
subsequently go to her room ?
And, if it was after that
shocking room incident, how had he the wickedness to try
to compel the pious Mrs. French to accept her ?
The virtuous Dr. Brown, it will be seen, is in a fix which earns him
the sympathy of all liars, regenerate and unregenerate.

THE

Congregational preachers discussed the press at
their meeting on Monday last, and they couldn't have
chosen a better time. The press' sins are so many and
flagrant, and necessarily so annoying to the guardians of
morals, that surprise is excited by the mildness of the reprehension expressed by the brethren. It is to be regretted
that Dr. Brown was unavoidably absent.
Had he been
there he would have done justice to the theme. And it is
unfortunate that denominational lines prevented the
presence of Brother Colburn and the utterance of his
views. Timely topics seem to be the strong hold of the
Congregational shepherds.
student of morals is awai-e: First, that University
towns are exceptionally giddy; and, second, that environment has an enormous bearing on conduct. Hence we
see that it is to the corrupting effect of residence in Berkeley that we must attribute the transformation of the
once good and discreet Judge Campbell.
It was deplorable enough that he should invite Mrs. Stockton to a French
dinner (which he certainly never would have done had he
continued to live on this side of the bay), but that he should
go and tell about it afterwards ah, that was so very
like a freshman that the influence of the University is apparent to the meanest understanding.
the interest of the good name of the revenue service,
INthe
Town Crier appeals to the Treasury Department
to dismiss all charges against the officers of the Bear.
Then let her be rechristened the Racket, send her up
north again, and keep her there.
has publicly ranked Donald de V. Graham as one of the great musical artists of the world.
He is, but we have others. Paderewski should have
heard Dan Polk on the banjo, accompanied by Willis on
the comb.
Sunday witnessed an event in the history of San
Francisco journalism which will long be honorably and
gratefully remembered.
The Examiner contained only one
indecent picture.
Christoforo Colombo, and all it contains, has arrived at Los Angeles.
Gentlemen, you have our
sincere sympathy.
that Morton street has been cleared, it is to be
hoped the reformers will turn their attention to the
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FKi )FESS( MI l>a\i.ls,>n is now desirous of discovering the
north magnetic pole.
Lei us lit up an expedition
composed of members ol our Aoademy of Sciences and semi
them off to explore it. [t might cost ue a round sum bul
in the end we should he the gainers.

THErecital

or Mrs, Stockton's baptism bj
Rev, Dr. Brown excites interest as to what Quid was
used.
Considering the lady's thick skin, plain water must
have been Inefficacious; possibly it was strengthened by a
little whiskey.

the veteran Woman Suffragists will
IFpoor
men alone ami give some healthy

misguided irrepressibles

much beholden

to

own

their

of

them and

only leave us
advice to the
sex, we shall be

attend their meetings

will

relatives
a deceased gentleman were greatly
THE
shocked because no minister was invited to the cemeof

tery.

Had

first place,

the precaution only included the doctor in the
there would have been no subsequent festivities

whatever.
rejection by the Supervisors
THE
Stevenson fountain, on account

of a design for a
of its crudity and gen-

eral unworthiness, is to be regretted. Had it been erected,
the designer might eventually
have hanged himself
thereon.

content with forcing
NOT
through the daily papers,

his

wretched ravings upon us

the Rev. Donald Ross now
intends embodying them in a book. May the printer demand his pay in advance and thus save us this new infliction.

B. Anthony states that
SUSAN
with any party, Democratic or

the women will work
Republican, willing to
platform. Here beginneth

insert a suffrage plank in its
the first lesson in woman's ideas of principle!

SEXTON Pike deserves

much credit for withstanding
the onslaughts made by numerous irresponsible hags
seeking admission to the Congregational Council. He will
be a fit successor to St. Peter some day.

THOUGH
And

Footes may talk of bloody war,
shake their lists in dire heat,

A lawyer fights but with his jaw,
Except when he can use his feet.
of the Church Council should be
prayer, is hard to see. Probably to
propitiate an offended Deity and keep him from smashing
in the roof of the church building.

proceedings
WHY
opened with
the

proprietor
Judge has been honoring us with
THE
presence, presumably being
search
humorous
of

his

in

matter.
of

He

of

should attend a few meetings of our

Chamber

Commerce.

Rev. Anna Shaw's latest stereotyped lecture
on
THE
"The New Man." This
was given
presumis

title

ably,

owing

to

it,

her failure to secure one of the old variety.

WHETHER

Congregationalism shall become a byword
depends largely upon what verdict
the Council may render in the present disgusting scandal.
in this city or not

Police Commissioners deserve credit
THE
out incompetent policemen from the
to

know

that the

"pull " is

not always

for weeding
force.
It is good
effective.

Bulletin states that women become
THE
Our experience
only upon

mony

is

necessity.
also responsible for

Sutro
MAYOR
the terminus

self-assertive

is

much

of

that matri-

it.

desirous of securing attractions for
the Cliff House road. Move the
out thither; fresh arrivals daily.
is

of

Morgue
Harmon's advice

to merchants to beware of typetimely.
They are as dangerous as widows,
gentlemen, and not half as interesting.

DR.writers

is

the
Crier suggests that the lepers be housed
THE
First Congregational Church —that
they have no
in

the old sort

in

large numbers.

THE

—
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is if

objections to such quarters.
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The cleverness of Mrs. Atherton's works apShe
pears to be of the intermittent order.
scintillates like a flash light for a time and
Week.*
we blink at her brilliancy, and then, again,
In her last story, "A Whirl
we find ourselves in gloom.
Asunder," there are passages which remind us of her oldtime power; there are, also, evidences of heaviness, and
almost of degeneracy. In her earlier works she depended,
as a good writer should, on her power of placing her words
before us in language true to nature, but here we see
the symptoms of decay, because she appeals to our lower
passions, and writes in language suitable for the divorce
Vigorous " language is as sure
court or the race track.
a sign of an unbalanced mind in a novelist as vulgar emphases are of the growth of the influences which control the
pot-house in the man of the world. And that Mrs. AtherAt times she
ton can write " vigorously " is undeniable.
uses her pen as one would a sledge hammer, but in "A
Whirl Asunder " she is not only " vigorous," for she is indecorous as well. We do not remember having read a book
for some months that is more calculated to excite young
men or young women than this one. Some people may, indeed, think the outbursts of passion in the book are merely
According to our
realistic, but we think them vulgar.
ideas, the heroine of the book, Helena Belmont, is a de"
"
M'liss
and " Miggles,"
graded variety of Bret Harte's
and, if we are right, Mrs. Atherton's book will be generally condemned; for no one will contend that "M'liss" and
"Miggles" were to be admired for their refinement or
In fact, Helena Belmont suggests the word
culture.
"sensation," and, while the portrayal of the sensationalist
in literature may, and often does, demand exceptional
skill, this skill is something that Mrs. Atherton does not
give us in " A Whirl Asunder." It does not require much
ability to picture a woman who, for passion's sake, courts
the society of the men and puts temptation in their way, as
Helena Belmont does.
Indeed, no more disingenuous
She offends
ingenue was ever put into a book of fiction.
her friends, insults her enemies, and outrages the social
customs of her surroundings to an extent that would make
a woman in real life shunned as a leper. What could have
tempted Mrs. Atherton to picture a young woman of
Helena Belmont's waywardness, and make a heroine of
her, we cannot imagine.
Just think of a girl making a
And
man sit up with her all night in a red- wood forest
yet this is what Helena Belmont does to a young Englishman, who, however, proves to be more than a match for
this woman of outrageous ways.
She knows that this
young man is engaged to marry her friend, and yet she tells
him that he hasn't nerve enough to kiss her!
She was
tempting him, and she succeeded in making him kiss her in
public.
She fascinates, but it is the fascination of Satan,
and the young man remains faithful tohlajiancie; the friend
of Helena Belmont, Mary Gordon.
But Heleua Belmont knows no friendship, no honor, no
truth, and she determines to compromise the young EngAt least
lishman so that he will be forced to marry her.
this is what we are to infer from her conduct.
The young
Englishman was weak enough to agree that "they should
love each other lor two weeks."
And so "for two weeks"
mouth is pressed to mouth, and Mrs. Atherton works on
the passions of her readers in a way that reminds us more
of the haunts of the <! mi //».»./<-, aud the character painting
of Dumas the younger, than that of an honest woman writing for honest people.
We can fancy young people,, after
reading this book, having their passions aroused; for this
work, instead of cultivating desire to control them, does
all it can to bring them into play.
Helena Belmont
'in into her dressing room
traps the young
ill
fact, when in her "nightie," with her hair down aud
other negligi surroundings.
She intended to have him
ht, ami sin' hoped by this meaus, to be able to break
off his engagement with Mary Gordon.
And what happened there
? Well, that the reader must find out. But
A Book

of

the

'"'

!
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f te fails, after all, and this is the one redeeming feature in
the book. The Englishman is true to Mary Gordon, although he does not love her, and the machinations of
Helena Belmont fail. Women of this kind may be what
the Germans call "anatomically chaste," but they are mentally immoral.
They are more dangerous than the strumpets who walk Market street, and Mrs. Atherton cannot
add to her reputation by making a heroine of one of them.
The Englishman is finally killed, and does not marry either
his temptress or his fiancie.
And so we close the book,
glad, however, that we read it in order that we may label

"Dangerous and Unsafe."
"A Wuiw. Asunder," by Mrs. Gertrude

it

Atherton.

William Dean Howells in his last book, "The Day of
Their Wedding," would have us believe that a young
Shaker marries another Shaker, and, after the ceremony,
they give each other a formal embrace in public and then
part to meet as man and wife no more.
The idea he
wishes to convey is that habit and environment may be
stronger than love. Of course, the story is well told, but
it is contrary to nature.
It is, in fact,
fiction " in more
ways than one.

When we say that certain men are "students of international law," the inference is that they are profoundly
wise, wear goggles, and spend their days among the dusty
volumes of neglected book shelves. But any one who takes
the trouble to read Professor Moulton's treatise on the
subject, will find that international law is not a difficult
subject to master at all.
The Westminster Gazette prints the following,
apologies to the shade of Dryden
" Two Alfreds in one generation born
The Laureatships of England did adorn;
But Nature found the first throes so exhausting,
That after Tennyson she bore an Austin."

with

:

"The Bible in Literature" may well be compared in
beauty to the poems of Wardsworth, the plays of Shakespeare, the essays of Bacon, and the histories of Motley all
in one.
Professor Richard G. Moulton's book on this subject is an admirable illustration of the unthought-of literary
beauties in the Book of Books.
The Publishers' Circular shows that in Great Britain the
output of books is as follows Sermons, one volume a day;
novels, five a day; educational books, two a day
art and
science, two every week histories or biographies, six a
week and law, one every two weeks. Total for the year,
:

;

;

;

34G6.

Mr. Jerome K. Jerome has been speaking disrespectfully
the dead languages.
He said "A knowledge of the
dead languages has generally been found to hamper a man
in every walk of life except schoolmastering, which is the
perpetuation of the follies of our ancestors."
of

:

Ian Maclaren (the Rev. John Watson) was 45 years of
age before he became known to the public as an author.
Miss Beatrice Harraden's new story is to be called

"Hilda Stafford."

A trip to Japan
still

is needless while George T. Maish, (J25 Market
keeps his present line stock of Japanese art goods.

Perrier-Jouet

St.,

& Co

;i

—

EPERNAY CHAMPAGNE,
For sale by all 0rst-class Wine
Merchants and Grocers

W,

B.

CHAPMAN,

Sole Agent for Pacific Coast.

123 California St
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Walter Bobarl

recent

surmised
baa

announce-

ment of the engageJ
to beautiful Miss Hannah
in

•

rein.

swim it naturally
Some few there are
it would ever come
the

who:
ot to have believed
a matrimonial knot, but the great majority are simply
ted. and the young couple arc overwhelmed with
.filiations on all sides. Mr. Hobart is to be specially
congratulated, not only for having won so beautiful a girl
for his wife, but for his wise selection in other respects.
Not alone is Miss Hannah Williams blessed with exceptional good looks, but she is a lady born and bred, of charming disposition, and generally beloved by her friends. That
she will add lustre to the name which the young millionaire will boston- upon her goes without saying, and society
may consider itself fortunate in a future hostess whose
tact and breeding will adorn the position great wealth will
bring her.
* * *

t^MIXTURE

after a long run on the

wheel
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only recently has

it

but
been said that his suit has been favored
the capitalist,

'

delightful.
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Popular prices, equal to others; no imitat-

-

All original styles, varied to suit the
Competent artists employed; no
apprentices,
Bernhardt " wavers, to wave
hair without burning; " EauBroux," to restore
grey or bleached hair to natural color. Latest styles in modern Bangs,
particularly Louis deLavelliere style. Open Sundays.
ing.

features.

Leading

flair

'

Dresser.

Corner Ellis and Leavenworth streets

ERNST

LUDWIG X

H.

GO..

The Model

Widower Hugh is another in society's ranks who is credited with matrimonial intentions.
Every one on the inside
has known for a long time of the tendres.se existing between
of

most refreshThe blend is

is

ing.

* * *

him and the gazelle-eyed daughter

QF_

rraLE

StrozunskFs.

begins to look as though a match was not only possible but decidedly probable between an auburn haired millionaire and an auburn tressed daughter of one.
If this
prove true we may look for more ^announcements" in the
Eastertide, as matrimony, once started, becomes epidemic
in the spring, when the poets tell us "the young man's
fancy turns to love."
It

PIPE,

-yOv

American
Caterers.
1206 Sutter

Telephone 2388.

St., S. F.

* * *

Every one hopes that the suit against the estate of the
Mayne, will not result in depriving
the charming Miss May Hoffman of the legacy left her by
that gentleman. The young lady has been warmly welcomed upon her return from the East.

late capitalist, Charles

Johaniitd.
Was used exclusiyely at the Marlborough- Vanderbilt wedOwing to its excellence it is the preding breakfast.
ferred table water at the best resorts, hotels, clubs, etc.

* * *

One would be

led to suppose either that Mr. McMullin
passed his wife's house at stated periods only, or that
Mrs. Virginia McMullin passed her days on the look out,

as he states that every time he gazed on his son at the
window the mother pulled him away
* * *

HAZELTON

PIANOS

HEMME h. LONG
BROWN & SIMPSON

!

On

the eldest daughter of the hous«of Hager has at
length concluded to bestow her maidenly affections upon
a worthy son of a wealthy sire. Rumor has for so many
seasons been busy in the bestowal of this charming young
lady upon different admirers in turn, but without any reason, that society has been chary in believing what gossip
said.
But it appears that the latest item is serious.
dit,

* * *

Pianos to Rent and sold onlnstallmets.

735 Market

IN

THE

St.

SflNTfl

GRUZ MOUNTAINS

FOR THE FISHING SEASON
On

the fishing grounds of Los Gatos River.

An

amiable young matron, now a resident of the rural
districts, has been doing her best to bring together the
scions of two of the "old set" families in the holy estate of
matrimony. According to gossip, her efforts seem likely
to be crowned with success, and what a following she will
then have
There's Emily, Bessie, Lily O. and Lily L.,
Fanny, Jessie, and Sue all her great favorites, and each
one ready to smile when the matron says "do."
!

"
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5RUSHES
stablemen,

LET

Clara Co., Cal.

For barbers, bakers, bootblacks, bath-houses, billiard tables, brewers, book-binders, candy-makers,
canners, dyers, flour-mills, foundries, laundries,
paper-hangers, printers, painters, shoe factories,

tar-roofers, tanners, tailors, etc.

BUCHANAN
BRUSH MANUFACTURERS,

BROS.,

609 Sacramento

St., S.

F

Tel. 5610.

You

tickle me and I'll tickle you" seems to be the
translation of the effusive gush exchanged between musicians of late.
* # *

The girls say the Hobart engagement ring is as gorgeous
as a locomotive headlight.
Now they are wondering if
Emily will take J. D. or J. A., both being devoted; though
now that Miss Laura is back the former will not be so free
to lavish his devotion.
After dinner try Adams' Pepsin Tutti-Frutti Chewing
Will find it admirable.

Gum. Yon

Gray Bros.,
316

'

d.)

Address,

MRS. AUSTIN. Alma, Santa

—

* * #
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Montgomery Street, S F.
New High St.. Los Angeles.

Concrete Artificial
Stone Work.

No. 205

United States Laundry,
Office: 1004

Market

tot.,

near Baldwin.

Telephone, South
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The Sun
bleaching clothes
them. Just remember
for

W

^HERE

are only two topics current this
week La Loie Fuller and the Spiritualists' Convention. It is true that they are as widely apart
as the Poles, but they have nevertheless one thing in common the power of drawing big houses. At the Madison
Square Garden there was an assemblage of several thousand yesterday, most of them firm believers in spiritualism,
and a very interesting crowd it was. Coarseness of feature
The prevailing types
or demeanor was in the minority.
were characterized by dignity and sweetness, and they
Cora Richmond, the inspirational
all looked very happy.
speaker, presided, and there were numerous mediums
present, who gave ''tests," which seemed entirely satisfactory to those who received the messages. It is surprising to find how very widespread the interest, if not the
faith, in spiritualism has become, and its adherents number many men of scientific and literary renown.
The other engrossing topic La Loie is the pivot on
which turns at present all the success at Koster & Bial's.
This young woman is a fine example of what perseverance
Nature did not make her beautiful, but she gave
will do.
her brains and a will which have served her well. I understand that she is to receive sixteen thousand dollars for
her three weeks' engagement at the music hall, which is
Her new dances are
not bad for a small young woman.
marvels of beauty. It is in the arrangements of the elecnovelty
lies,
for
the
serpentine dance,
tric lights that the
so called, is always the same, and for that matter is no
dance at all. The costumes worn by La Loie are very
beautiful, but it surely requires enormous muscle to manipulate eighty yards of cloth, which is the measure, I believe,
The rainbow dance, in which prisof one of her gowDS.
matic colors are flung on the figure, has been made familiar
here, but the dance of fire is entirelj new, beautiful, and
startling.
Lost in the whirl of draperies, the slender
figure seems enveloped in flame; waving sheets of fire encircle her, tongues of flame shoot out in every direction in
obedience to the dancer's movements, and one holds one's
breath, half fearful of seeing her consumed before one's
eyes.
It is her most successful effort.
I hope you may

T

—

—

—

see

—

it.

Something of gossip has been in the air since the announcement a few days ago that the sisters of the late
Mrs. Charles Osborn Howell Osborn's mother were contesting Mrs. Osborn's will.
It seems rather late in the
day for a contest to begin, since the lady died five years
and
ago,
Howell, her chief heir, just
a year ago, but the contestants seem
determined, and assert that they have

—

—

a very strong case.
One of Mrs. Osborn's sisters is Mrs. Henriques. Her
husband, "Billy" Henriques, was assaulted by the well-known clubman,
Frank Ellison, a few years ago, since

which event Mr. Ellison has been "doing time " in gloomy Sing Sing.
Her
daughter, Mrs. Leila Neame, is the
heroine of a divorce suit in which Ellison figures conspicuously. Should the
will be broken, I fancy the gentle Fay
will assert her rights, since there remains no manner of doubt that she
had long been not Fay Templeton, but
Fay Templeton Osborn. She is singing at the Olympia still, and is, as
usual, an immense card.
I see her
now and then in the Park, in a smart
hansom drawn by a dashing pair of
grays.
She is very handsome nowadays, having got rid of her superfluous flesh, and regained her shapeliness.
I suppose the wires have regaled
you with the news of the Holladay-

Huntington marriage. It was practically the opening of the magnificent

that.
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many

in Fifth avenue, about
conflicting stories.
It
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which there have been so

was generally thought that

the Huntingtons had abandoned the idea of living in New
York, and that they were going to sell the house, Charles
Yerkes, the Chicago millionaire, being spoken of as the
probable purchaser. The wedding party on Tuesday was
not large, and there were few guests outside of the families of the bride and groom.
The young people have gone
South for their honeymoon.
Mrs. Albert Gihon, the younger, has recovered from her
recent dangerous illness, and with her husband and little
daughter, Dorothy, will sail for Europe early in May. Mrs.
Gihon has just come into a very handsome fortune.
The news of two deaths in San Francisco during the
week, those of Jerome Lincoln and Mrs. Clara Guion, both
of whom had an extensive acquaintance here, has caused
genuine grief. Mrs. Guion was a woman of rare talents,
and in her stately old age showed many traces of her early

beauty.
Dr. and Mrs. Henderson are in Paris, and Mr. and Mrs.
Frederic Smith, of Oakland, are also in the great clean
city.
"Al." Wieland and J. F. Siebe are still on their travels, and at last accounts were in Egypt, just starting up
the Nile.

New

York. Feb.

ISM.
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EDITH—The
DEAH
to the front again,

Bunshine

bring the
news, ioaeed: and, I
understand, will ;i|.|.;v to the trimmings for the hats we
can wear for the season. One of the most attractive little
bats 1 have seen i- made of bright green straw, draped
with green and white tulle, ami trimmed with whit<
denias and a trroup of white quills.
Gardenias are the
favorites to-day, it seems.
Another pretty hat of the
of
same kind as the other is
violet straw, with the open
brim trimmed with three bunches of different colored violets, either side being decorated with erect loops of mauve
From Paris
and green ribbon.
bear that the floral
toques will make their appearance again, a favorite combination being violets with scarlet geraniums, the latter
flower being used osprey-fashion.
Furthermore, I hear
of trimmings made entirely of different colored roses in
combination with azaleas. Primroses are also much used
as decorations this season. Every girl in the city will lookpretty now. dear, won't they?
How glad every one will be if the big sleeves are really
doomed. Recent designs show the billows of fabric held
in to almost arm smoothness; tbey have slipped down, too,
in their starting point, proclaiming a return to the tapering shoulder effect, and the drooping fischu trimming that
comes with them seems to indicate that the pointed Louis
Seize bodice is only a question of a little time.
When that
arrives we shall forget that balloon sleeves ever were.
I saw a pretty walking gown yesterday.
It is made of
zibeline, in the stylish green, and the whole front breadth
consists of a deep box-pleat, quite narrow at the top,
broadening as it reaches the bottom of the skirt. On either
side of it are laid box-pleats, flaring at the bottom, covered,
before they are pleated, with braid beginning high on the
sides and sloping down in front to end under the boxtiny belt of black satin, scarcely more than a
pleat.
thread, goes across the two pleats to finish them in front,
and these are, furthermore, decorated with five buttons,
three on the skirt and two on the corsage.
At a tea last week, I saw a very handsome silk worn by
a graceful girl there. It was in chameleon effect, throwing the colors of violet, green, and brown. It had a full
godet skirt lined with violet silk and a full blouse bodice.
The skirt was trimmed about the bottom with a little puff
of the silk, and the flounce was trimmed with bretelles of
brown glace ribbon, with a green cord edge. The sleeves
were in full elbow puffs, and had lower sleeves of fine green
gauze made into little puffs and extending over the hands
in little frills.
About the throat the girl wore a sweet
ruche of brown gauze, and the whole effect was admirable.
One thing I am thankful for is that the weather allows
us to wear our black silk alpacas again.
Black alpaca is
the ideal for a spring dress. The newest make of this has
somewhat the surface of a coarse canvas, but is exceedingly lustrous.
The white silk linings for dresses have already begun to show signs of degeneration, turning to a
faint pearl-grey, which is anything but attractive.
However, I think that the white silk linings will soon come back
again; indeed, I intend using it in my black alpaca, that is
to say in the bodice.
For the skirt I contemplate a Brobdingnagian check in black and white and yellow.
Speaking about 3'ellow reminds me that there is a new
yellow, called the Regent after the mother of the little
King of Spain. It is of a very light tint and will be much
used in spring fabrics.
Violet water perfumes will be the fashionable ones this
year.
One very beautiful essence, said to have the exact
odor of the real flower, is being sold at $4 50 per ounce.
One hundred double violets are required to produce one
teaspoonful of the perfume. Just fancy
Make Jack buy
will

*
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Belinda.

Annie L. Stone, the well-known fashionable milliner, has just returned
New York, where she secured for her new store, 217 Post street, all the
latest efforts of the leading Parisian and New York modistes. The stock
which will be exhibited commencing Monday next has never been surpassed, for elegance and completeness, in this city.
from
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ASSESSMENT NOTICE.

Con. California & Virginia Mining Company.
Location of principal place of business— San Francisco, Cal. Location
of works— Storey County, Nevada.
Notice is hereby given that at a meeting of the Board of Directors, held
on the Fourth (4th) day of March, 1896, an assessment. No. 6, of thirty
cents (30c.) per share was levied upon the capital stock of the corporation,
payable immediately in United States gold coin to the Secretary, at the
office of the company, room 47, Nevada Block, 309 Montgomery street, San
Francisco, Cal.
Any stock upon which this assessment shall remain unpaid on the
8th DAY OF APRIL, 1896,
will be delinquent and advertised for sale at public auction; and, unless
payment is made before, will be sold on TUESDAY, the 28th. day of April,
1896, to pay the delinquent assessment, together with the costs of advertising and expenses of sale. By order of the Board of Directors.
A. W. HAVENS, Secretary.
Office Room 47, Nevada Block, 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco,

—

California.

ANNUAL MEETINGPotosi Mining Company.
The regular annual meeting of the stockholders of the Potosi Mining
Company will be held at the office of the company, room 79, Nevada Block,
309 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal., on
WEDNESDAY, the 11th DAY OF MARCH, 1896,
at the hour of 1 o'clock p. m., for the purpose of electing a Board of Directors to serve for the ensuing year, and the transaction of such other business as may come before the meeting. Transfer books will close on Monday, March 9. at 1 o'clock P. M.
CHAS. E. ELLIOT, Secretary.
Office Room 79, Nevada Block, 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco,

—

California.

ANNUAL MEETING
Hale & Not-cross Silver Mining Company.
The regular annual meeting of the stockholders of the Hale & Norcross
Silver Mining Company will be held at the office of the company, room 26,
Nevada Block, 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco, Cal., on

WEDNESDAY, MARCH
at

1

day

o'clock
of

p. m.
1896,

March,

llTH,

A

D.

1896,

Transfer books will be closed on Saturday, the (7th)
A. B, THOMPSON, Sec'ty.
(13) twelve o'clock M.

at
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BANK OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.
Incorporated by Royal Charter.

HEAD OFFICE
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Detroit free press.
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tbe best love,
through the changing years
love

Wherever

My

peck

I

is

may wander,

face appears,
Within the shrine of memory
No other face may rest
Upon my heart as hers does—
The first love is the best.

The

first love's

love is the best love
other voice as sweet
Comes softly with fond cadences
My happy ears to greet,
As hers, with accents tender,

The

love

first
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New York— Messrs. Laidlaw & Co.; the Bank of New York, N. B. A.
Boston—Tremont National Bank; London— Messrs. N. M. Rothschild &
Sons; Paris— Messrs. de Rothschild Freres; Virginia City (Nev.)—
of The Bank of California; Chicago— Union National Bank, and
Trust and Savings Bank; Australia and New Zealand— Bank of
Zealand; China, Japan, and India— Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China; St. Louis— Boatman's Bank.
Letters of Credit issued available in all parts of the world.
Draws Direct on New York, Boston, Chicago, St. Louis, Salt Lake
Denver, Kansas City, New Orleans. Portland, Or., Los Angeles, and on
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SAN FRANCISCO SAVINGS UNION.

Gather ye rosebuds while ye may,
Old Time is still a-Hying

same flower that smiles
And
To-morrow will be dying.
this

glorious

Lamp

of

to-day,

Heaven, the Sun,

The higher he's a-getting;
The sooner will his race be run,

And

nearer he's to setting.

That age

best, which is the first,
youth and blood are warmer;

is

When

But being spent, the worse, and worst
Times,

still

succeed the former.

Corner California and Webb Streets.
Deposits. Dec. 31 1895
$24,203,837
Guarantee Capital and Surplus
1,575,631
ALBERT MILLER, President E. B. POND, Vice-President
Directors— Thomas Magee, G. W. Beaver, Philip Barth, Daniel E. Martin, W. C. B. De Fremery, George C. Boardman, Robert Watt; Lovell
White, Cashier.
Receives Deposits, and Loans only on real estate security. Country
remittances may be sent by Wells, Fargo & Co., or by check of reliable
parties, payable In San Francisco, but the responsibility of this Savings
Bank commences only with the actual receipt of the money. The signature
of the depositor should accompany the first deposit. No charge Is made for
pass-book or entrance fee. Office hours—9. a. m. to 3 p. m. Saturday even,

|

ings, 6:30 to

Then be not

And

coy, but use your time
while ye may go marry;

For having once but

You may

lost

your prime

forever tarry.

LYRIC.— B.

.

BROWN

1

the best."

is

love is the best love,
O sweetheart, dear to me,
Who. by my side unfaltering,
Hast kept so faithfully
When in my face you smiling look,
Your eyes make manifest
That rare, true song of days of old;
" The first love is the best."

The

—

BANK OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO.

That once my name caressed.
Dear heart, still unforgotten—
"

Ta

coma, Washington.
This Bank transacts a General Banking Business. Accounts opened subject to Check, aod Special Deposits received. Commercial Credits granted
available in all parts of the world. Approved Bills discounted and advances made on [?ood collateral security. Draws direct at current rates
upon its Head Office and Branches, and upon its Agents, as follows
New York— Merchants' Bank of Canada; Chicago— First National Bank;
Liverpool— North and South Wales Bank; Scotland— British Linen
Company; Ireland Bank of Ireland; Mexico London Bank of Mexico;
South America — London Bank of Mexico and South America; China and
Japan— Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China; Australia and
New Zealand— Bank of Australasia and Commercial Banking Company of
Sydney, Ld; Demerara and Trinidad (West Indies)— Colonial Bank.

—

first

$500,000.

Sts.

Lombard Street, London
Vancouver, New Westminster, Kamloops, Nan

iamo, and Nelson, British Columbia; Portland, Oregon; Seattle and

No

The

and Sansome
60

Branches— Victoria,
b.

1862.

Reserve Fund,

Capital Paid Up. 83,000.000.
Southeast Cok. Bush

AN OLD SONG.— £.

1896.

7,

8.

LONDON AND SAN FRANCISCO BANK,

LIMITED.

Authorized Capital
83,500,000 Capital Paid-up
12,450,000
Reserve
8375,000
San Francisco Office—424 California St. London Office—73 Lombard St.
Portland Branch Chamber of Commerce Building.
Tacoma Branch 1156 Pacific Ave.
Manager, ARTHUR SCRIVENER Ass't Manager. WILLIAM STEEL
|

—
—

IH.

CROKER.

I

Cashier, GUSTAV PRIEDERICH.
LONDON BANKERS— Bank of England and London Joint Stook Bank.
NEW YORK— Messrs. J. P. Morgan & Co. Boston—Third National Bank.

Girl of the blue eye,

Love

me

!

Love

me

dew eye,
Love me!
Worlds hang for lamps on

This Bank is prepared to transact all kinds of General Banking and Exchange Business in London and San Francisco, and between said cities

Girl of the

all

high,
thought's world lives in thy
Lustrous and tender eye.
Girl of the blue eye, love me

parts of the world.

And

LONDON, PARIS AND AMERICAN BANK, LIMITED,
N. W. Cor. Sansome and Sutter Sts.
Subscribed Capital
82,500,000 Paid Up Capital
.12,000,000
Reserve Fund
$800,000
58 Old Broad Street, London
Head Office
AGENTS— New York— Agency of the London, Paris, and American
Bank Limited, No. 10 Wall Street, N. Y. Paris— Messrs. Lazard, Freres
& Cie, 17 Boulevard Polssonlere. Draw direct on the principal cities of the
world. Commercial and Travelers' Credits issued.
|

Girl of the

low voice

Love me!

Love me!

Girl of the sweet voice,

Love me!
Like the echo of a bell,
Like the babbling of a well,
Sweeter! Love within doth dwell.
Oh, girl of the low voice, love me!

TO-NIGHT.— KATE
To-night

FIELD'S

WASHINGTON.

almost envy you
Your quiet bed that seems
I

APM }Managers.
IG G R
g AL T SCH Pi

CROCKER-WOOLWORTH NATIONAL BANK of san francisco.
Cor. Market, Montgomery, and Post Sts.
Paid-Dp Capital
81,000,000.
H. CROCKER
E. BROWN

WM.

W.
GEO. W. KLINE
Directors— Chas.

F. Crocker, E. B. Pond,

Hy.

J.

President
Vice-President
Cashier
Crocker, Geo. W. Scott

Too narrow
Of any

for the coming in
noise or dreams.

So when the earth is not too hard—
A moist and pleasant mold
With dandelions here and there,
Like scattered

bits of gold,

Then maybe I shall break my way
The earth and grasses through,

And

smiling with my drowsy eyes
Shall come to sleep with you.

THE ANGLO-CALIFORNIAN BANK, LIMITED.
N. E. Cor. Pine
Capital authorized

Subscribed

Head
New

Agents at

and Sansome

Sts.

Up

81,500,000
86,000,000 Paid
700,000
3,000,000 Reserve Fund
Office 18 Austin Friars, London, E. C.
York— J. W. Seligman Co., 21 Broad street.
I

f

—

&

&

The Bank transacts a General Banking Business, sells drafts, makes
telegraphic transfers, and issues letters of credit available throughout the
world. Sends bills for collection, loans money, buys and sells exchange
and bullion.

IGN.
P.N.

STEINHART \ ManaePrs
LILIENTHAL MaDa £ Rrs
*

J

;.

.i
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BANKING.
MUTUAL SAVINGS BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO.
S3

HUll luuiw, Mk-mvm

Post Stukkt.

Guaranteed Capital.

your brother

in.

JAMES

what profession K
LoaD Shobtcasd Oh,

Mi»» Hog«bocS

rd.

I

fancy he

will

take orders

DnuoxoM

am the only girl you ever loved.
She — Tell mc
will admit that
— well.
be square with you.
if

I

1

—

I

hardly

know how

" Permit

me

to help

$1,250,000

Directors— C. S. Benedict, Charles Main, F. W. Sumner, Albert Miller,
Johnson, C. F. A. Talbot. James K. Wilson.
Agents: New York— J. P. Morgan & Co. Boston— National Bank of the
Commonwealth. Philadelphia— Drexel & Co. Chicago—Consolidated National Bank. St. Louis— The Mechanics' Bank. Kansas City— First National Bank. London— Brown. Shipley & Co. Paris— Drexel, Harjes & Co.

Wm. P.

—Yonkers Statesman.

—

THE GERMAN SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.

Statesman.

No. 526 California St.,

Kate! are you not ashamed of yourself to allow the
cook to kiss you? " " Yes, ma'am; for three weeks I am
telling him not to do it, but he understands no English."
Texas Siitings.

"Oh,

—

Journal.

—

SECURITY SAVINGS BANK.
MONTQOMERT ST.. MILLS BUILDING.
INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS. LOANS MADE.

I tried to interview a milkman yesterSecond Reporter What did he talk about? First
Reporter Nothing. He refused to be pumped.
" Mamma, do you think Uncle Barney will go to heaven?"
" I hope so, Johnny. Why?" "Cause he won't if the
Lord knows him as well as I do." Chicago Tribune.
First Reporter

—

—

222

DIRECTORS.

Wm. Alvord
Wm. Babcook
Adam Grant

—

—Why did you permit young Mashman to kiss you
the parlor last night? Daughter — Because I was
— Brooklyn Eagle.
afraid he'd catch cold
the

Jerome Lincoln
O. D. Baldwin

W.

No.

in

hall.

"

—
—Why don't you talk to me as

24, 1869.

President
Secretary

Storage Capacity, 100,000 tons. Regular warehouse for San Francisco
Produce Exchange Call Board.
These warehouses are the largest on the Pacific Coast, and are furnished
with the latest improvements for the rapid handling and storing of Grain.
A mill attached, supplied with the best and newest machinery for cleaning
foul and smutty wheat.
Money advanced at lowest rates of interest on grain stored In warehouses.
Insurance effected at lowest rates In first-class companies, or grain sold,

that I have broken your vase. Was it valu"O I was afraid it might
"It was old Sevres."

sorry

? "

November

NEVADA WAREHOUSE AND DOCK COMPANY.
WAREHOUSES AND DOCKS
PORT COSTA, California.

—

am

I

Geary Street.

ADOLPH C. WEBER
ERNST BRAND

if you loved me?
He
(absent mindedly) I'm so horribly out of practice.
Detroit Free Press.
" Henry," said Mrs. Peck, "I am going to get a bicycle."
" Dear me," said Mr. Peck, mildly, " isn't one man enough
"
for you to run over?

able

18

Incorporated

"Hobbs, your little boy is getting horribly rough." "Yes,
I must stop his going around with his mother on bargain
days." Chicago Record.
She

H. H. Hewlett
A. K. P. Harmon
J. B. Lincoln.

S. Jones

HUMBOLDT SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.

Father

in

S. F.

Capital actually paid up in Cash, $1,000,000.
Reserve Fund
$ 715,000
Deposits, Dec. 31, 1895,
$30,727,586 59.
Guaranteed Capital.. $1,200,000
OFFICERS—President, B. A. Becker; Vice-President, Edward Kruse;
Second Vice-President, George H. Eggers; Cashier, A. H. R. Schmidt; Assistant Cashier, Wm. Herrmann; Secretary, George Tourny Assistant
Secretary, A. H. Muller.
Board of Directors— Edward Kruse, George H. Eggers, O. Shoe-maun,
A. C. Heineken, H. Horstmann, B. A. Becker, H. L. Simon, Ign. Steinhart,
Daniel Meyer. Attorney, W. S. Goodfellow.

Minnie I never noticed before that this mirror had a
wrinkle in it.
Mamie I thought you were able to see
wrinkles in any mirror you looked into. Indianapolis

—

Manager
Assistant Cashier

THE SATHER BANKING COMPANY.

Lady at the Door I believe iu my heart you are the same
tramp I gave a piece of pie to a few days ago. Tramp
He's dead. Yonkers
No. ma'am; you're mistaken.

day.

F. L. Llpinan

|

Successor to Sather & Co., Established 1851, San Francisco.
James K. Wilson President.
C. F. A. Talbot, Vice-President
L. I. Cowgill, Cashier.

—

—

Homer S. King

I

Capital

soldiers think they would be willing to face

—

(6,250,000

President
Cashier

|

—

—

Exchange

N. Y. City, H. B. Parsons, Cashier. Salt Lake City, J. E. Dooly, Cashier
Directors- John J. Valentine, Benj. P. Cheney, Oliver Eklrid'ge, Henry
E. Huntington. Homer S. King, George E. Gray, John J. MoCook, Charles
F. Crocker, Dudley Evans.

Wheeler— And don't you think the bicycle will be useful
YValkex. — No. 1 doubt if it will ever get
farther than its present status as a mere instrument for
Indianapolis Journal.
assault and battery.
Yeast I believe in battle the musicians always go to the
Crimsoxbeak Yes; and that is the reason so
rear?
the music.

Co., or

BRANCHES.

in warfare'.'

many would-be

appr,

STORY. Cashier.

Cash Capital and Surplus

— Indianapolis Journal.

—

A.

CO.'S BANK.
SANSOMK & SOTTEH STItKKTS.

C, lltM-.lt

John J. Valentine
H. Wadsworth

you out," saicl
words were polite enough, but the
young man thought he saw a glare, and got out unassisted.
in-law. oa a starter.
the old man. The

Loans on

WELLS FARGO &
X. E.

said the would-be son-

to begin, sir,'

Vice President.

Drezlar, John A. Hooper, c. O.
O. Murphy, Frank J. Sullivan, Robert McElroy,
P.

I.

have

done a good many little odd jobs of loving summer resorts
and all that sort of thing but this is the lirst time I ever
took a permanent contract
"

I

Ian,

Deposits may be sent by postal order. Well, Fargo, 4
on City Banks. When opening accounts send signature.

Hk —

1

will

BUILDDrO.

19X1,000.

[dent.

i

GEO.

real nice gentlemen travelling for pa.- Tit Hits.

I

Q Ml'Hl'HV.

PrasMool. IS.
a

Hooker, James Moltlt. S
niui JOBapb u. Grant.
Interest paid on Term and Ordinary Deposits.

I

there are some

I

UmT I T UM

PaldUp Capital,

OfTO

PHKLAN,
JOHN

li

I

i

11.(100.000.

I

If

be new."

desired, at current rates.

OFFICE—202 Sansome St., over the Anglo-California Bank.

" How did that criminal evade the detective so long?
"Why, he rented a room in the same fiat with him. "—

'

)ATEMTS.

Chicago Record.
Visitor

—Do

you think

the

baby

resembles

pa?

his

B00NE> & MURDOGK,

— Oh, yes; he keeps me up late every night.
" Don't you think my hat a dream?
"Yes. What did
you eat the night before? — Detroit Tribune.
Lady Patient — Doctor, what do you do when you burn
Doctor — Swear.
your mouth with hot coffee
Mother

San Francisco

"

Washington

"

cough.
214

It

Kearny

never

fails.

street.

Try

it.

Price 25c.

Office:

Office

:

(E. F.

Murdock.

Jno. L.Boone).

Nucleus Building, Cor. Market and Third Sts.

Opposite Patent

Office.

Ve

?

A Sovereign Remedy—Dr. Parker's Cough Cure.

AMERICAN AND FOREIGN PATENTS.

One dose will stop a

George Dahlbender

&

Co.,
1

REMOVED TO 824 MARKET STREET, PHELAN BUILDING

SAN FRANCISCO NEWS LETTER.

March

1896.

7,

NEWHALL & CO,

H. M.

SHIPPING AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
Fire

year 1360, three Armenian monks, of the Order of
INSt.theBasil, applied to King Edward III. for protection
from the Pagans. The chronicles of the period thus word
the end of the letter: " Wherefore we can no longer dwell
and we
here, as they do most cruelly slaughter our kind
pray the King and his Keeper to save us from the cruel
Mussulman.''
The family fortune of the Gladstones was made in
British Guiana, where his father owned a great sugar esOne of the first
tate, and was also a large slave owner.
speeches made by the Grand Old Man was in defense of
West Indian slavery just before the passage of the act
abolishing it in 1833.
Mme. Pasteur and her daughter were the devoted
helps of the late scientist during his investigations of the silk
worm epidemic of 1849. Pasteur would often refer to them
statue is
as sharing the honor of his great discovery.
to be erected to his memory at Melun, near Pontainebleu.

and

309 and 311 Sansome

Marine Insurance Agents,

...

St.

San Francisco, Ca

.

CORRESPONDENTS
FINDLAY, DURHAM & BRODIE

43

Threadneedle St., London
29 South Castle St., Liverpool
3 and 4 Stone St., New York

and

SEMPSON, MACKIRDY & CO
FDERST BROS. & CO

46

;

A

Shortly after Stepniak's death, in London, the Russian papers began to fill their columns with articles about
It was he who assassinated Adjutantthe great Nihilist.
General Mezentsoff, the chief of the political police, by stabbing him in the streets of St. Petersburg, in 1878.
Dr. Fridjof Nansen, the Arctic explorer, is not yet
For three years previous to his presforty years of age.
ent voyage he devoted his entire attention to the branches
of science most likely to be of service to him. He has been
gone about three years on his present voyage.

The Marquis of Salisbury was 6(5 years of age on
February 4th. He spent fifteen years in the House of
Commons, and then sat for twenty-four in the House of
Lords, and is one of the greatest statesmen who ever
guided the destinies of England.
Josephine's yearly dressmakers' bills amounted to
$30,000, which was a greater amount than Marie Louise
The fashionable
or Queen Hortense ever dared spend.
dressmaker of that period was Leroy, whose creations
equalled those of the late Worth.

A

A

unique collection of 1000 volumes relating to the
history of women in all lands and ages, has been presented
by Colonel Thomas Wentworth Higginson to the Boston
Public Library. The collection was begun in 1846.

Few

people have had the opportunity of tasting the
the iguana, or big lizard, of South America. The
thick tail is considered the most delicate part, and has a
flavor between that of chicken and rabbit.
flesh of

Mme. Bernhardt

intends having a yacht built with a
saloon that can be used as a theatre where performances
may be given at various ports. She contemplates a trip
to India in the near future.

The Shah of Persia owns a small cube of gold covered with strange Oriental letters and characters.
It is
supposed to have fallen from Heaven during the time of

Mohammed.
Mr. Rider Haggard is about to leave England for
South Africa again, having a new novel in contemplation.
He was lately elected chairman of the Incorporated Society
of Authors.
Miss Ethel Reed, of Boston, who is shortly to marry
Philip Hale, the son of the Rev. Dr. E. E. Hale, is said to
be the greatest woman designer of posters.
Bismarck claims that a well formed lower lip indicates perseverance. When it is developed to excess it
shows willfulness.
510

Montgomery

street, S. F. reads all
all topics, business

papers on the Paoiflc Coast/and supplies clippings on
and personal
"

Brown's Bronchial Troches " are the simplest, quickest and most
remedy for Bronchitis. Asthma and Throat Diseases.

effectual

FIRE, MARINE,

AND INLAND INSURANCE.

Fireman's Fund
INSURANCE COMPANY, OF SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Capital, $1,000,000.

Assets,

$3,000,000.

PALATINE
INSURANCE COMPANY

(Limited),

OVER

SOLID SECURITY.
CHAS.

LATON,

A.

OF MANCHESTER, ENGLAND.

RESOURCES

$9,000,000.00

Manager.

439 California St., S. F.

Fire Insurance.
Founded A.

Insurance

D.

Gompanij

179:;.

America

Nortn

of

OF PHILADELPHIA, PENN.
Paid-up Capital
Surplus to Policy Holders

JAMES

Capital Paid

$3,000,000
5,033,016

BAILEY, General Agent,

D.

CONNECTICUT

Dr. Burggrave, of Ghent, has passed his hundredth
year, and is now engaged in writing a book on longevity.
contented mind and a happy heart, he holds, prolong
life more than dieting and regular hours of sleep.

The Press Olippino Bdread,

INSURANCE.

FIRE

413 California St., S. F.

INSURANCE CO. OF HARTFORD.

Up

11,000,000

Assets
Surplus to Policy Holders

3,192,001 69
1,506,409 41
.

.

ROBERT DICKSON, Manager

BOYD & DICKSON,

S. F.

401

Montgomery

Agents, 501 Montgomery

St.

AACHEN AND MUNICH FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
OF AIX LA CHAPELLE, GERMANY.
Established
Capital, }2,250,00C

UNITED STATE

Total Assets,

1825

(6,854,653 65

EPARTMENT: 204 Sansome St., S. F.
VOSS, CONRAD & CO., General

PHOENIX ASSURANCE CO. OF LONDON

St.

Managers.

^abashed

m

PROVIDENCE-WASHINGTON NSURANCE CO. mcorpmted
BUTLER & HALDAN, General Agents,

1799

413 California St., S. F.

AND FOREIGN MARINE INSURANCE

BRITISH

CO.,

LIMITED,

OF LIVERPOOL.
Capital

16,700,000

BALFOUR, GUTHRIE &

CO., Agents.

No. 316 California

HP R
R Q
niuunu
O

St.,

S.

F

none but the genn(Tl l"Y RESTORATIVE PILLS.—Buy Vitality,
L/r\.
Physioal
Aspeolflc for Exhausted
i ne
Debility, Wasted Forces. Approved by the Academy of Medioine, Paris,
and the medical celebrities. Agents for California and the Pacific States.
CO., 635 Market street (Palaoe Hotel), San Franoisoo.
J. G. STEELE
Sent by mail or express anywhere.
PRICES
Box of 50 pills, 81 25; of 100 pills, 82; of 200 pills,
83 50; of 400 pills, 86; Preparatory Pills. 82. Send for olrcular.
I

—

&
REDUCED—

No. 9
Lick Place
Furnishes clean Towels at the following low rates: Clean hand
towels each week, $1 per month; 12 clean hand towels eaoh week;
$1 50 per month; 4 clean roller towels each week, {1, 6 months
6 clean roller towels each week, $1 35 per month.

Pacific

Towel Company,

SAN FRANCISCO NEWS LETTER.
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GCIN
hu-ycle has boon put
many
THE
Hoonig.
Gorman physician,
to

a

machine which ho

calls tin

You Money.

rwloambulaiKc

It

is

acan-

The action of the Mutual Accident Insurance Underwriters, agreeing that bicycling is a hazardous occupation
and must be covered by an increase of premium, is open to
criticism.
Few accidents occur, and a good bicyclist is
less liable to accidents than a man who does not ride, because he becomes naturally cautious. The Life Insurance
Companies will surely be the gainers in the long run, because the race will be materially benefited.
Proper use
of the wheel is one of the best cures for insomnia, incipient
nervous prostration, and the ills that follow overwork and
long hours in confined occupations.
Many a doctor's bill
can be saved by judicious exercise.
The following table of gears for 28-inch wheels will be of
service to many riders.
Rear

Driving

Gear

Rear

Driving

sprocket.

sprocket.

in inches.

sprocket.

sprocket.

64
68
72
76
80
84
88
92
96
100
104

16
17
18

7
i

19
20
21
22
23

7
,

7
7

7

24
25
26
27
28
29
30

7
/

t

7

7
/
/

The new

8
8

8
8

8
8

8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8

108
112
116
120

folding wheel

is

in

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

ride

down

Young

ladies

is

im-

THREE

FOUR

MODELS

^^Wf

'-TlP

<T>

MODELS

Cifc

$75.

$100.

The Fierce Patent Crank Hanger beats 'em an.
Our SPECIAL HUB, DUST

PATENT TUBING make
Ask

PROOF CROSSINGS

our line superior to

all

and

others.

Catalogue.

for

Holbrook, Merrill

Market and Beale Sts

59^

&

Stetson,

,

S.

223 J

F.

St.,

Sacramento.

63

66K
70

CITY INDEX

73K

AND PURCHASER'S GUIDE

77

80^

RESTAURANTS.

84

87K

Academy Building, 332-334 Pine street. Rooms for
ladies and families, private entrance. John Bergez, Proprietor.

Bergez's Restaurant,

91

91M
98
101 Ji
105

29
30

meeting with genuine approval.

it

beneficial for them.

must not forget that

PRACTICAL

PACIFIC COAST AGENTS,

56

It is a fact worthy of notice that women seem to be doing
nearly all the riding nowadays. Two-thirds of the wheels
manufactured are for ladies, which goes far to prove that

they know what

valuable

provements on our line of

inches.

will be
to their office and

in flats

Many

Gear

a boon, likewise to men who
have no place to store it.
The German military authorities are having five thousand
built for the use of the army.

To dwellers

Cycle Show.

Dr.
constructed a

Dtaining a litter, and rests on four
wheels, and has another wheel in front to be pedaled by
the cyclist.
!»•
If necessary, another cyclist can
accommodated at the roar. The tor. of the car can be taken ofl
and the patient laid on the litter. A glazed window permits the cycUsI to watch the patient, and an aperture in
the side of the car affords
him when be needs
assistance.
Tho Berlin papers state that the machine is
in use there and can be guided about the streets with apparent ease.

7

,he

We Gan Save

uses already.
lias

26 '

Sparc

until leap

year

is

over they should always ride on the rear seat of the
tandem. To do otherwise will bring bad luck.

Bay State Oyster House. 15 Stockton & 109 O'Farrell. N. M. Adler, Prop.
Montgomery-St. Coffee and Lunch House. Good coffee and fresh eggs
a specialty. Cream waffles. 426 Montgomery St. H. H. HJUL, Prop.
Malson Tortoni, French Rotisserie, 111 O'Farrell street. Private dining
rooms and banquet hall. S. Constantini, Proprietor.
Nevada Restaurant, 417 Pine St. Private rooms; meals 50c. Loupy Bros
Poodle Dog Restaurant, S. E. cor. Grant ave. and Bush st. Private
Tel. 429.
A. B. Blanco & B. Brun.
dining aod banquet rooms,

DENTISTS.
Dr.

Thomas L. Hill,
OFFICE: Odd Fellows'
streets.

Building, southwest cor. Seventh and Market
Ofhcehours: 9 a. m. to 5 p.m. Consultation Hours : 4'to5.

Dr. H. G, Young,
Bridges and teeth without plates.

1841

Polk

street.

Dr. R. Cutlar, SIR RuGtnr street.

Dr. R. Elmer Bunker has removed to 630 Sutter street.
Office Hours 1 to 3 aud 6 :3u to 7 :3U P. M.
:

FEW

have met with the phenomenal success
which has fallen to the lot of Mr. Charles Walter
Stetson, a New England painter who has lately been sojourning in Pasadena. His work began to attract attention in
Boston in 1883, where, owing to its color]and originality, it
immediately commanded a large figure. After that, art
lovers all over the country began to pick out his work
wherever it was on exhibition and most of the largest
private collections in the Eastern cities are enriched by
his landscapes or portraits.
Mr. Stetson is at present
giving an exhibition of his finer work, at Vickery's art
gallery, on Post street, which will doubtless be well
artists

Dr. Hall, 14 McAllister St.. near Jones.

Diseases of

women and

children.

POSTAGE STAMP DEALERS.
Hawaiian Stamps a specialty. MAKINS & CO 506 Market street.
Selections on approval: any place in world. W. F. GREANY, 827 Brannan
The W.

Stamp

H. Hollls

Co., (Incorporated),

105 O'Farrell St., S. F.

PRINTING AND RUBBER STAMPS.
Koch & Harney, (Jas. H. Harney, Geo. T. Kooh), Job Printers, 648 Sacramento St. Fine printing and embossing, seals, rubber stamps, stencils, etc.

MERCHANT TAILORS.
&

Neuhaus

Kearny, up-stairs.
Suits to order $12
Pants $4 aDd upwards. Samples by mail.

Co., 115

coats, $10.
~" " perfect
'

.

tit

50.

Over-

guaranteed.

attended.

To love oysters is to live for ever. The best Eastern and
can be had

of

VOCAL CULTURE.
Californian

Aloraghan, Stalls 68-70 California Market.

Japanese bronzes and pottery are sought for everywhere.
T. Marsh, 625 Market St., has only the bent.

Miss Caroline Shlndler, Soprano. Vocal Culture. Hours, 1 to 3, 2416 Clay
Joseph Greven, Vocal Teacher, Neumann Piano Store, 82 Ninth St., S. F.

CANDIES.

George

CANDIES.— Don't

leave the city without a oox of

ROBERTS' Best.
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attire of many of the Chinese visitors added in no slight degree to the general effect. There were recitations, music
vocal and instrumental, taken part in by Chinese, Japan-

Armenians, South Sea Islanders and Syrians,
tea and Oriental refreshments, and the visitors both afternoon and evening voted the affair delightful. The ladies of
the New Jerusalem Church, on O'Farrell street, gave an
"old maids' tea party" in the parlors of the church last
evening. To-day Mrs. Curtis-O'Sullivan will hold an exhibition of her paintings in her old studio on Montgomery
avenue, to which a large number of cards have been
issued.
In this connection it may be said that it is with
pleasure the announcement is heard that the Guild of Arts
and Crafts are to give an exhibition in April.
ese, Siamese,

almost seems as though the prophecy that 1896 is to
an exceptional year will come true, for snow in March
in fact, has never been
is, indeed, a novelty hereabouts
known since the settlement of the State so that San Franquery,
"whither are we
ciscans might well make the
drifting ? " to find themselves in its cold embrace so late in
When the first flakes fell some of our native
the winter.
belles, to whom the article is an almost unknown quantity.
cherished visions of possible sleigh rides, of the delights of
which friends in the East have filled their imaginations;
but, alas, the snow for them proved but a fleeting show,

ITbe

much to the gratification of
who gladly welcome the sun

—

—

the majority,

it

must be

said,

instead.

It goes without saying that the topic of the week has
been the announcement of Miss Hannah Williams' engagement to Walter Hobart, which has been a foregone conclusion for some time past, and, therefore, scarcely a sur-

An
when it was at last made known to the public.
elaborate dinner given by Miss Ella Hobart was the medium
chosen for conveying the information; it took place last
Friday, and was a most charming affair, twenty-four being
seated at the beautifully appointed table, all of whom received the news with many expressions of delight and warm
The wedding will
congratulations for the happy couple.
take place at an early date, and will, it is understood, be
on a grand scale.
One of the events of last week was the very pleasant
reception given by Mrs. James and her daughter, Mrs.
Walter Graves, at their residence on Howard street, on
The rooms were handsomely decorated;
Friday evening.
there was dancing and an elaborate supper at midnight,
after which dancing was resumed for a couple of hours. On
Saturday, Miss Jennie Catherwood gave a jolly little informal tea d'adieu, prior to her departure South; but the one
which was to have taken place at Mrs. Robert McLane's
on the same day, was. owing to that lady's illness, indefinitely postponed.
Dinners, luncheons, and receptions in honor of engaged
Of the former. Miss
couples have been the rule of late.
Stella Greenebaum and Alfred Simon were the chief guests
of Mr. and Mrs. I. N. Walter and Mr. and Mrs. Louis
Sloss, as was also the fair bride-elect at Miss Helen
Schweitzer's luncheon party, while Mrs. Ehrman's dinner
was in honor of Miss Jennie Schwabacher and Charles
Rosenbaum, for whom also Miss Minna Schwabacher gave
a theatre party on Monday evening, followed by supper at
the Maison Riche; and this evening Mrs. Schwabacher
gives a reception at her residence on Jackson street. Miss
Ella Goodall's luncheon was in honor of Miss Fanny Crocker,
and Mrs. Homer King's guests were invited to meet Miss
Mattie Whittier. The recent dinner given by Mrs. Schwabacher, of Clay street, was in compliment to Mrs. Max
Oppenheimer, of New York; the Sbarboro dinner, on
Friday last, was a farewell to the officers of the Christoforo
I 'ulombo, after which there was music and dancing.
Mrs.
George Pope's dinner was a welcome home to Miss May
Hoffman, who has been spending the winter in the East,
and, pur parenthise, other absentees will soon be with us
again in the persons of Mrs. and Miss Requa, and Miss
Julia Crocker.
Mrs. H. M. A. Miller's luncheon, at the
University Club, was for Miss Jennie Sherwood, of Spokane.
There have been a number of pleasant gatherings this
week. The Forum Club, in the Maple Room of the Palace,
listened with delight to the ''talk" of Fred Warde on Monday afternoon, who chose Shakespeare and his works for
his theme; and on Wednesday afternoon lectured on the
same subject at Golden Gate Hall for the benefit of the
Woman's Exchange. Assuredly a novelty, and a pleasing
one, too, was the Oriental musicale at the rooms of the
Presbyterian Mission, on Sacramento street, last Monday,'
which were prettily decorated with American. Chinese and
Japanese flags, lanterns, and bric-a-brac, while the gorgeous
prise

A pretty home wedding was the one in which Miss
Sophie Martin and Julian Liebes were the bride and groom.
The ceremony was performed by the Rev. Rabbi Nieto at
the home of the bride on Franklin street, amid lovely
floral surroundings, and in the presence of relatives and a
few intimate friends. The bride, who wore an elegant robe
of gray satin trimmed with duchesse lace, was attended
by Miss Jeffreys Martin as maid-of-honor, who was attired
in white organdie and blue silk; Miss Elsie Liebes and
Miss Beckie Martin as bridesmaids, who were gowned
alike in blue silk and white lace.
M. J. Lyon was the
groom's best man. An elaborate breakfast was served at
the conclusion of the ceremony, and later in the day the
happy pair left for a brief visit South, but the real honeymoon trip will consist of an extended tour of the world, on
which they will depart next week.
The first wedding which has taken 'place in the new
Synagogue, on Bush street, was celebrated on Wednesday
afternoon, when the Rev. Julius Fryer tied the nuptial
knot of Miss Selma Altmeyer and Joseph M. Jacobi. Miss
Cora Altmeyer officiated as her sister's maid-of-honor,
Alexander Jacobi supporting the groom as best man.
After the ceremony a reception and bridal dinner was
given at the home of the bride's parents, on Turk street.
Next week's weddings will include those of Miss Georgia
Wightman and Douglas B. Crane, at St. Stephen's Church,
on Monday at noon; of Miss Stella Greenebaum and Alfred
Simon, at the home of the bride on Wednesday; and in
Oakland Miss Lou Bromwell and Shelby Martin will be the
bride and groom who are to be united by the Rev. Robert
Ritchie at the bride's home on Madison street.
Recent engagements include that of Miss Anna Duprey
and Orville Baldwin, both of
studies, and the wedding
future.

whom

are yet busy with their

day therefore some time

in

Entertainments for the Italian Prince and the officers of
the Italian frigate were kept up, afloat and ashore almost
to the hour of their sailing on Sunday morning, and included a tea which the Prince gave to a limited number on
board the ship on Thursday, on Friday some of the officers
doing likewise. Paderewski hr-s also gone from our gaze,
but with the promise of coming this way again in the near
future.
He was delighted with the hospitalities extended
to him, not the least charming of them being the violet and
daffodil breakfast at Mrs. Alfred Bouviere's, who invited a
number of music-loving ladies and gentlemen to meet him
and violinist Marsick.

Great interest

is being taken by our foreign residents in
which will be given at the San Francisco
The balls
Verein club rooms on Saturday evening next.
given by this club are always elegant affairs and eagerly
anticipated, and the coming one promises to equal any
gone before. It will be a Leap Year party, and entirely
under the management of married ladies wives of some
of the most prominent members of the club, who have in
store a number of charming novelties and surprises for the
guests.
The Vaudeville Club of old, which has been resurrected and reorganized for the purpose of Lenten festiviIt opened
ties, scored a success in its initial performance.
with a swing at the Will Crockers', and, as Dr. Harry
Tevis has been heard to express his approval of the programme arranged by Mrs. Kaufman, no more need be said.
On 'lit, that versatile young medico is to have his say regarding several of the meetings of this close corporation
in the future, when some startling novelties may be counted
upon with certainty.
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Mr.

ami
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Daniel
of

month.

anil anticipate
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Anions

duration.

April for Europe are Mr. ami Mrs. Wal
Mr. ami Mr- William Haas. Mr. ami Mr-.
Meyer Khrrnaii. Mrs. M. Sachs and her daughter, and
young friends who are already on the other side, will make
a prolonged tour of Europe and Asia,
sail in

^^

There is another,
and a genuine treat
in store for the music
- of San
Francisi o, in

the

firsl

ap-

pearance hereof Ondriceb, the world-re-

nowned Bohemian
olinist,

and

.Materna. the

Wagnerian

vi-

Miss Jane P. Masten to Mr. K.iv
on the 16th of April
Only meml ers
and intimate friends will be pros-

coming
THE
Bnesl

Fiesta de Los Angeles Is going to be the
in tin
f
terprislng oity.
the street pageants, to take place on the night of
23rd, will consist of some thirty beautiful Moat-., each
portraying
ius event or characteristic scene in
a sun land, ancient or modern, the idea being that all
civilization had its birth in some tropic or semi-tropic land.
The grand Boat, of course, will be Southern Oalifori
the l.aml of Sunshine.
It
Is
hoped that thousands of
Eastern visitors will visit this State during the festival
period as special accommodations and rates have bei

made

1

1

for them.

Cream

of Orange Blossoms, orestes spotless complexions. GOcoets,
druggist- or by mulL Paoltic IVrfumery Company. San Francisco.

CnopEii

&

on.. Art Stationers

Heraldic Engravers,

iinrt

tic,

Market

St.

Madam
great
singer.

addition to these
artists,
[celebrated
there
comes
also

Iln

Luckstone,
Ondricek is the Court
Violinist to his Imperial Majesty, the

Helical

Isadore
the

pianist.

Emperor of Austria,
and has had already

Ondricek.
live

orders conferred
the

Premiers
SAN DOW

upon him by Queen
victoria,

Tube

Queen

cannot

break them.

Roumania,
the
Czar of Russia, the
King of Italy, and
the King of Denmark.
Ondricek is
of

a senior member of almost every
important
musical
society in the old
world. Since his advent into America,
Ondricek has played
with the New York
Philharmonic,
and
Thomas's Orchestra,
as well as the Boston
Symphony Orchestra, with tremendous

gdl.

U.

Government says

bicycle.

also

success.

S.

they are three limes
stronger than any other

PREMIERS

have been

made since 1877.

Over a

HALF MILLION

,

Madam

have bsen made,

Western Premier Cycle Company,,
Pacific Coast

312 Baker Street

Agents

Materna.

THE
MOUNT

IS

Amelia Materna, who was proclaimed by the immortal
Wagner himself as the world's greatest dramatic prima
donna, is too well-remembered to require comment.
The
Ondricek-Materna concerts will be given at the Auditorium, under the management of Messrs. Friedlander, Gottlob & Co., on March 12th and 14th.

FOR

BARNES

Dr. Luella Cool, who recently returned to Guatemala
City, will leave shortly for Quezaltemango to take charge
of the practice of Dr. Nye, lately deceased.
Dr. Cool will
be the only dentist in that portion of the country.

BICYCLES
HOOKER & CO.
Drumm St,

The wedding of Miss Georgia M. Wightman, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. John Wightman, Jr., and Mr. Douglass B.

16-18

Crane, of the Occidental & Oriental S. S. Co., will take
place on Monday, the 9th, at St. Stephen's Church, Fulton
street, at noon.

San

Rev. Mr. and Mrs. John Hemphill, Mrs. Hoffman and
her daughters, and Louis Hersch, of Castle Brothers, are
among recent arrivals from visits away from California.
Mr. and Mrs. de Young are en route homewards, having
sailed from Europe last Saturday.

On Tuesday

daughter came to the home of
According to latest reports, mother and

last a little

Charles H. Tay.

child are both doing well.
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RETAIL STORE:
1640 Market St

Y WHITE. >
,

'

RiMMEDV

Hummer;

Francisco, Cal.

The modern oxygen cure

for

disease.

Watson &
Pacific Coast
134

Send

Co.

Agents

MARKET

for circulars-

ST.
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•8:30 A Peters and Milton
9:00 A SanLeandro Hay wards and Way
8:30

11..46

9:00a Los Angeles Express,

San Leandro, Haywards and

P

A

:

P

2:45 P
8:45 A
*9 :00 p
f7 :45 p

San Jose and Livermore...
Sacramento River steamers
Port Costa and Way Stations ....
San Leandro, Haywards and Way
Niles,
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4:00 P
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10:45
1:45

4

Stations

P
P
P
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A

Raymond,

Yosemite), SaDta Barbara,
and Los Angeles
9:00 a Martinez and Stockton
10:00 A San Leandro, Haywards, Niles...
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(for

*1 :00
fl :30

5 :45

Way

P

6:45 P
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San Ramon, Vallejo,
Napa, Calistoga, El Verano and
Santa Rosa
Woodland,
Esparto,
P Benicia,

4:00 P Martinez.

4:00

7:15

P

10:45 A
Orleans, and East
Santa Pe Route, Atlantic Express,

Mojave and East
European mail, Opden and East..
Haywards, Niles and San Jose...

10:45
9:45

for

A

A

7:45a
f7:45P

Vallejo

Sacramento,
Express,
Marysville, Redding, Portland,

Oregon

She

10 :45

Couldn't.

place in mannish strife,
She couldn't tie a four-in-hand

P San Leandro, Haywards and Way
ttl2 :00 a
S tations
H10 :05p "Sunset Limited," Fresno, Los
Angeles, El Paso, New Orleans
12:45 P
and East
ttll:15P San Leandro, Haywards and
7:15 A
Way Stations
9 :00

j}

Cbtjz Division (Narrow Gauge).

to save

little life.

—Chicago Record.

a

10:50P

Stations

contribute money or
publish by news or

She golfed and hiked and hunted, and she
emulated man
la every sport and pastime that a daring
woman can
But despite her mannish style of dress, he r

her

—
Way

who

P

Express, Fresno,
Barbara, Los
Angeles, Deming. El Paso. New

Santa

"Then you have learned to love me already?" he rapturously cried. Straight into
the eyes of the man with a million looked
she. ''Yes," she answered, and her words
" I was given a
thrilled him strangly,
thoroughly practical education."— Detroit
Tribune.
"Wiiyfor

i

5 :50 P
and way stations
2:15 p Newark, Centerville, San Jose,
New Almaden, Felton, Boulder
Creek, Santa Cruz, and principal
*H:20a
way stations
9:50 a
4:15 p Newark, San Jose, Los Gatos
fll :45 P Hunters Excursion. San Jose and
17:3) P
Way Stations

zat a woman's face eez
used on zee silver dollar in zis country?" in" Because,"
quired a visiting foreigner.
growled the impecunious native, "it is the
idiom of our language that money talks."
Detriot Free Press.
eez

Coast Division (Third and Townsend

streets).

6:45

a San Jose and way stations (New

8 :15

Almaden Wednesdays only
A San Jose, Tres Pinos, Santa Cruz,
Pacific Grove, Paso Robles, San

1:45

p

To see and listen to the wicked is already
the beginning of wickedness.— Confucius.

KWONG SING &

stations

7 :05

p

5:00 P
10:40 a San Jose and way stations
3:30 P
11:45 a Palo Alto and way stations
•2:30 P San Jose, Gilroy, Tres Pinos,
Santa Cruz, Salinas, Monterey,
*10 :40 a
Pacific Grove
*3:30pSan Jose and principal way sta-

tions

p San Jose and Way Stations
5:30 p San Jose and way stations
6:30p San Jose and way stations
tll:45p San Jose and way stations
*4 :30

GO.,

Manufacturers and wholesale dealers in
Ladies', Children's, and Gentlemen's

Luis Obispo, Guadalupe and prin-

9 :47 a
*8 :06 A
*8:48 a
6:35 a
f7:45 p

Q |— O ES
\

hand

&

side,

721 Sacramento St.,
above Kearny

St., S. P.

SAN FRANCISCO TO SAN RAFAEL.

and

11 :30

(Slip

Positively Cures
phine,
Opium

street

7:15.9:00, and 11:00 A. m., 11:00, *2:00, 13:00,
«4 :00, t5 :00 and *6 :00 P. M.
of

Broadway.

6:00,8:00, 10:00 a. m.; 112:00, •1:00, t2:00,
3:00,14:00 *5:00p. M.

p lor Afternoon.
a for MorniDg.
tSaturdays only.
•Sundays excepted.
JSundays only. HTuesdays and Saturdays.
ft Monday, Thursday, and Saturday nights only.
gSundays and Thursdays.

,

,

OCCIDENTAL AND ORIENTAL

.

HONGKONG,
for

Chicago.

S. S.

connecting at

SHANGHAI.

Leave

S. F.

other information.

Arrive inS.

In Effect

i

Oct.

Week Sundays.
Days.

F.

28, 1895.

Sundays. Week
Desti'tion.
Days.

7:40am 8:00AM
3:30 PM 9:30am
5:10pm 5:00 pm

Novato,
Petaluma,
Santa Rosa.

10:40

6 05
7:30

AM
pm
pm

8 :50am
10:30am
6:15PM

Pulton,

Windsor,
Healdsburg,

8:00am

3-30pmI
7:40am|
5:10pmI
7:40am]
3:30pm!

8:00am

1

«M!5

|

|

1

|7»p«

L

6:15pm

IO'SOam
7:30pm 6:15pm
Sonoma, 110:40am 8:50am
Glen Ellen. 6:05PM 6:15pm

Guerneville
|

8:00am
5:00pm
8:00am
5:00pm

7:30PM

Geyserville,

* 4 "|*ooH

1

I

110:40am
_
Sebast0
aeoastopoi.
,

6:05pM

j

10

30am

6:15

pm

Stages connect at San Rafael for Bolinas.
Stages connect at Cloverdale for the Geysers.
Stages connect at Pieta for Highland Springs,
Kelseyville, and Lakeport.
Stages connect at Ukiah for Vichy Springs,
Blue Lakes, Laurel Del Lake, Saratoga Springs,
Upper Lake, Booneville, Greenwood, Orr's Hot
Springs, Mendocino City, Fort Bragg, Usal,
Westport, Laytonville, Willitts, Capella, Porno,
Potter Valley, John Day's, Lierley's, Gravelly
Valley, Harris, Scotia, and Eureka.
Saturday-to-Monday Round Trip Tickets at reduced rates.
On Sundays, Round Trip Tickets to all points
beyond San Rafael at half rates.

TICKET OFFICE— 650 Market

St.,

Building.

H.C.

WHITING,

R. X. RYAN,
Gen. Passenger Agent.

PACIFIC

COAST STEAMSHIP CO.

Dispatch steamers from San Francisco for
ports in Alaska, 9 a.m.; March 15,30; April 14, 39.
For B. C. and Puget Sound ports, March 5, 10,
15, 20, 25, 30 and every 5th day thereafter.
For Eureka (Humboldt Bay), Steamer "Pomona," at % P.M. March 2. 6, 10, 14, 18, 22. 2i, 80, and
every fourth day thereafter.
For Newport, Los Angeles and all way ports
at 9 a.m.: March 4, 8. 12, 16, 20, 24, 23 and every
fourth day thereafter.
For San Diego, stopping only at Port Harford,
Sam* Barbara, Port Los Angeles, Redondo. (Li s

Angles) and Newport, March 2.

6,

10

Thursday, March 5,
BBLGIC (via Honolulu). Saturday, March 21,

1

La Paz. Altata, and Guaymas (Mexico), steamer
"Willamette Valley." 10 a.m., 25th of each month.
Ticket Office— Palace Hotel, No. 4 New
Montgomery

STTJBBS, Secretary.

Market

street,

Gen'l Agents,
San Francisco.

Coolgardie
(Freemantle)

gold-fields

Australia,

$220 first class, $110 steerage. Lowest rates to Capetown, S. Africa.
O. S. S. Co.'s steamers
sail:

HONOLULU, APIA,
AUCKLAND, and SYDNEY, S. S MONOWAI,
March 5th, at 2 P M.
For HONOLULU, S. S*
For

8, 1896
25, 1896

For freight or passage apply at Company's
No. 425 Market street, corner First.

10

OCEANIC STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

1896
1896

office,

D. D.

street.

No.

Wednesday, April
Saturday, April

14, 18, 22, 26,

and every fourth day thereafter, at 1 a. m.
ForEnsenada, San Jose del Cabo, Mazatlan,

CO.

Round Trip Tickets at Reduced Rates.
The Pacific Transfer Company will call for
and oheck baggage from hotels and residences.
Enquire of Ticket Agents for Time Cards and

at 1:55

1:40,3:40,5:00,

6:25 p M.

Yokohama with

Doric

Coptic
Gaelic

am;

9:40, 11:10

Between San Francisco and Schuetzen Park,
same schedule as above.

For Japan and China.
Steamers leave wharf at FIRST and BRANNAN STREETS, at 3 P M, for YOKOHAMA and
steamers

1:30. 3:30, 5:00,

Saturdays— Extra trips

pm.
and 6:35 pm.

3:40, 5:10

SUNDAYS— 8:10,

Opium, MorSmoking and

Liquor Habits.
CO 21 Quincy St

MEEKER

a m;

SAN RAFAEL TO SAN FRANCISCO.
WEEK DAYS—6:25, 7:55, 9:30, 11:10 am; 12:45,

8).

From Oakland—Foot

11 :00

6:20PM.

CREEK ROUTE FERRY.
From San Fkancisco— Foot or Market

pm.

SUNDAYS— 8:00,9:30,

GOODALL, PERKINS & CO.,

Dr. Meeker's Antidote

DR.

Street.

WEEK DAYS—7:40,

30,

M;ul< - t0 ora e r a specially.

719
3d door, left

Market

of

it

1

way

Tiburon Ferry— Foot

Gen. Manager.

8:15A Newark, Centerville, San Jose,
F 1( HoulderCreek, SantaCruz

cipal

SAN FRANCISCO AND NORTH PACIFIC
RAILWAY CO.

7:

the article should be
other ways.

Orleans

,

Soldier who was called to battle tield and
following coolie not only have done their
dnty in the shower of the ball and smoke of
the gunpowder but there are much more
that are wounded, lamed and suffered from
oold aud heat.
And it is principal purpose of the hospital
to protect and help the such one.
Now 1 am hoping heartily to Ladies and
Gentlemen to contribute cheerfully as you

a

3:30 p

7 :00

And it not only shall pay building expenses but it shall extend the favor to other
poor disease and it is the principal purpose.

10:45

Bakersfield, Santa

Puget Sound and Eas t
p San Leandro, Haywards and

person.

like.

8 :45

Stations

6:00p
«:00p
J7:00p
7:00 p

and poor.
The hospital is named "Jikei-Jin" Charity
and it is more happy for the hospital to be
last by the sympathy of merciful person.
The affair is proceeding that the house is
feeling narrowly and going to add the room
for disease but it cannot be done by individure, so it must rely to aid of the merciful

A

1896.

7,

9:20, 11:00 A M; 12:35,3:30
5:10, 6:30 p M.
Thursdays— Extra trip at
11:30 p m. Saturdays— Extra trips at 1:50

Yokohama

The hospital is treating the disease no
distinction to the high aud low or the rich

One's names

Landing, Marysville,
Oroville, and Sacramento
4:30p Niles, San Jose, Livermore and
Stockton
5:00 p San Leandro, Haywards and Way

New

Principal Portose of

9:15

Knight's

3:30p

Japan.

In

" Jikki-Jin."

7:00a Atlantic Express, Ogden and East
7:00 a Benicia, Vacaville, Rumsey, Sacramento, and Redding, via Davis
7 :30 a Martinez, San Ramon, Napa. Cal-

Stations

Wrote

Is

following, says the Japan Gazette, is
the translation of a circular issued by the
Jikei-Jin, but it should be stated that the
translation does noi emanate from the
hospital:

The
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Our

life sentences with hard labor are needed to stop
the epidemic of burglary at present prevalent in this

eitv

IMPRISONMENT

for

The whole community
one man.

life
is

is a fit punishment for arson.
endangered by the actions of

reserve in the Treasury keeps piling up much
be necessary to build an extensive addition
to that imposing building.
the gold
IFlonger,
it will

PUBLIC

sentiment in England seems to be with Jameson
The Crown, however, takes a different
men.
view of the affair, and it is not likely that they will go un-

and

his

punished.

Japanese are studying models
United States
THE
warships. They should be bombarded with estimates
of

by our local shipbuilders before foreign competitors get
ahead of them.

M UCH

praise is due Mr. Cleveland for the caution he is
exercising in the Venezuelan affair.
The criticism
heaped upon him by certain short-sighted jingoes can not
effect him in the eyes of intelligent people.

II

WEmatter

are likely to be regaled with much interesting
in the coming libel suit between an exManaging Editor of the Examiner and " Boss " Buckley.
San Francisco is kept well supplied with scandals. Let
the battle proceed.

CARELESSNESS

on the part of the gripman was, apparently, the cause of another accident on the Howard
These men, who refuse to stop
street line last Tuesday.
the cars for gentlemen, should at least be forced to allow
ladies to be seated before putting the cars in motion.

LITTLE,

if any, importance should be attached to the
revolutionary manifesto issued by Canadian republicans advocating the establishing of an independent
republic.
The majority of the people will not favor such
a move and the whole scheme is merely one to create
temporary excitement, probably on account of the school

question.

¥E compliment

Dr. Williamson upon the firm stand he
taking in the Alms House matter. The charges
against Mr. Weaver are merely trumped up to give the
Governor an opportunity of providing Patrick Reddy's
They cannot be substantiated
brother with a position.
and constitute one of the most pernicious cases of persecution we have ever heard of.
is

"WfHITE
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know that at leasi one Senator is not
Cuban madness.
Senator Hale's
speech will be read with approval by every person who
favors law and order, and who deprecates the late outburst of misplaced sympathy for a gang of unwashed
satisfactory
IT afflicted
with
is

to

the

revolutionists.
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Hat " McCarty and his son are to be arrested
at last for failing to provide provender for a number of their horses on a ranch in Stanislaus County.
do not suppose that anything will ever come of the arrest,
but would suggest that the two men, together with the
owner of the ranch, be flogged for their brutal conduct until they literally howl for mercy.

We

friends
THE the

of

Mr. Sternberg, accused of participating

in
last election frauds,
are making strenuous
efforts to have him released on bail.
Taking everything
into consideration, we consider the County Jail the best
place for Mr. Sternberg, and advocate his detention there
until he is ordered to San Quentin.

W. F. Herrin delivered a masterly argument on
MR.behalf
of the Railroad before Judge McKenna
the
in

State Railroad Commission Case on Wednesday and Thursday last. He thoroughly reviewed the law relating to
freights and fares and proved that it was the duty of the
courts to see that the schedules fixed by the Commission
were just and reasonable to all parties.
English Home Secretary, after careful investigation
THE
into the case
the poisoner, Mrs. Maybrick, has deof

cided that the sentence imposed upon her was just, and
has refused to take further action in the matter.
It is to
be hoped that the members of the Maybrick Defense Association will now have the good sense to accept this decision
as final, although they may ever be inclined to consider
their own judgment superior to that of Sir Matthew W.
Ridley.

¥E

fail to see any merit in the contemplated policy of
wholesale seal extermination. The measure appears
to find favor with certain erratic organs and frothy-mouthed
politicians, but will certainly meet with the disapproval of
all reasoning and tolerant people.
Such magnified schoolboy policy, put into execution, apparently, out of sheer
spite and malevolence, cannot but make us appear ridiculous and contemptible in the eyes of the very nation we
wish to intimidate. It is hardly possible that the President,
with his clear-sightedness and calm judgment, will sanction
the measure to the extent proposed by its originator.

recent acquittal
THE
but one charge against

Richard McDonald of the last
him was only to be expected.
The systematic persecution of this gentleman has been one
of the grossest outrages we have ever heard of.
To keep
a man in jail for a period of two years under enormous
bonds, when it is impossible to get a jury to convict him, is
a method of procedure so shameful as to be almost beyond
belief.
The precedent having been established, it may be
resorted to at any time and anybody is liable to become the
next victim. 'This being the case, the sooner the law is
changed and made equitable, the better.
of

some talk in the city of a new telephone comTHERE
pany to compete with the one giving us our
is

present
perfect service. We caution people against furthering this
project by subscribing to it, as it is most likely merely a
scheme for the interests of the promoters, who will probably try to sell out when they have acquired enough names
With another company in the
to warrant such action.
field it will be necessary to have in an office not only one
and
where the saving is coming in we
telephone, but two,
fail to see.
The present service is all that can be desired,
the profits in the business are not so large as to excite
envy, and we recommend patrons to protect their interests
by sticking to the old company in spite of the glittering

temptations of others.

SAN FRANCISCO NEWS LETTER.
SENATOR

MORGAN'S

ALTERNATIVE

FOR

REFUNDING.

March

14,
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road involving higher instead of lower charges. The few
people who are being caught in the Sutro trap are
manifestly doing what little they can to betray the living,
Whatfructifying and substantial interests of this coast.
ever the settlement, and with whomsoever made, the payment and the interest upon it must come out of the earnings of the road that is to say, out of the pockets,
mainly, of California's producers. If the clamor to increase
that payment be not insanity, what else can it be? As to
the Government taking the roads if it can aud operatfoolish

looked
THE
the refunding

and much demanded alternative for
the railroad's indebtedness has come
It became plain that the Vanderbilt-Gould
at last.
syndicate, with all its Dress support, could not put through
its pet scheme of forced foreclosure and sale by auction.
That is the ultimate goal which by indirection it still hopes
to reach, but in order, meanwhile, to gain votes it has
fallen back upon the stale and unprofitable proposition of
Government ownership and operation of the Union and
oft

for
of

Central Pacific. Senator Morgan stands sponsor for a
bill he has just introduced, in advance of any report from
cither of the Congressional committees charged with the
subject matter, in which foreclosure is provided for, when
the first bonds come due in 1898, and for Government
But there is no prooperation of the roads thereafter.
cess known to the law by which a mortgage on any kind of
property can be foreclosed, without the same being offered
In
to the highest bidder at either public or private sale.
other words, the Government cannot enforce its lien as
against the Central Pacific's stockowners without public
competition for the property, and that would almost certainly
prevent Government ownership and render
nugatory, as he no doubt intends, the greater portion of
Senator Morgan's bill. It would also cause a loss to the
Government of the large difference between that which
would be realized by public sale and that which
Nay,
the present owners offer, if time be granted them.
more, the alternative we are now considering would result
in serious litigation, hindrance to, and possible suspension
of railroad traffic and, it might easily be, in the ultimate
Indeed, the United States
defeat of the Government.
Courts have already pretty plainly committed themselves
to the principles of law and equity that will be applied to
the Pacific railroad cases, and that committal, as in the
Stanford estate case, is not in favor, of the Government.
The courts have so far held that it never was the intention
to collect the Government's subsidies to the roads, unless,
as never was expected, their net earnings sufficed to pay
off their first bondholders, aud leave a surplu" with which
The railto re-imburse the Government for its advances.
road was built as a war measure, and for the better unification of the country, and has directly and indirectly repaid the Government more than it cost. It was never expected or intended that the fares and freights derivable
from Pacific Coast business should repay the enormous
cost entailed in pushing the road to rapid completion for
purely warlike and other national reasons. This great
transcontinental highway, built at perhaps three times
the expense it would cost now, connected both oceans by
a route safe at all times; it opened to settlement the vast
prairies of the far West; it annihilated the frequent,
troublesome and costly Indian wars of the period; it provided postal facilities for all the region West of the
Missouri that could not otherwise have been obtained for
perhaps a hundred years; it gave the tea and silk trade of
China and Japan to our Eastern ports, and above all, it
made our vast country feel unified as never before. To
say that, in return for all this, the Government should be
harsh to the builders of the road and insist upon having a
pound of flesh not denominated in the bond, is to say that
which is unreasonable, and therefore, not just or equitable,
and that is practically what the United States Supreme
Court has already decided. Hence, it may be truly said
that foreclosure proceedings mean litigation, paralysis of
trade conditions on this coast, and the almost certain defeat of the Government.
On the other hand, refunding means the ultimate payment to the Government, dollar for dollar, with fair interest, in view of the circumstances, meanwhile.
More important still, it means the peaceful and prosperous continuity of the railroad's operation and development: so
necessary to almost every Pacific coast interest. That the
people of California, or any considerable section of them,
are in sympathy with Sutro, or with the syndicate's organ,
we do not believe, and we think we should know if there
were any reliable signs pointing in such a direction. In
truth, it would be strange:
nay more, it would be mid-

—

summer madness— for the men' of
nothing so much as cheap fares and

California, who want
freights to both local

and Eastern markets, to favor a settlement with the

rail-

—

—

ing them for

"the

—

the people," that is so
under our
ridiculous and impracticable a proposition,
form of government, as to be unworthy of serious notice,
and may be left to the cranks and demagogues as a means
of tickling the groundlings.
benefit

of

Has the silver craze had its day? Not
altogether so we fear. Crazes die hard
It Owns.
that are backed by large interests and
much money. Yet the signs are many
that the popular side of the craze for fifty cent dollars is
disappearing. Workingmen are beginning to understand
that it would be a disadvantage to them to be paid their
wages in silver, whilst they would have to give gold, or its
equivalent in silver, for every article of consumption they
Under that better understanding of the case it is
need.
doubtful if any more popular meetings in advocacy of free
and unlimited coinage of the white metal would be held in
any part of the country if it were not that the mine
owners are still finding money to pay for halls, speakers,
brass bauds and shouters. A winning fight would mean to
them hundreds of millions of dollars. At the coining ratio
of sixteen to one, which they demand, they would receive
two coined dollars for a quantity of silver which they now
sell for about one dollar. No wonder they hire newspapers
and orators and strive to fire " the popular heart " with a
In their political ownership of
cry for cheap dollars.
what are known as "the silver States" they have a
representation in the U. S. Senate that is out of all
proportion to their numbers and that threatens very
grave political complications. Nevada, Utah, Wyoming,
Idaho, Montana and the two Dakotas elect 14 Senators,
all silver men and Republicans, whilst the great State of
New York, with four times their combined population,
This
elects only two Senators and they are Democrats.
gross inequality will have soon to be remedied or we shall
have to give up boasting of the purity of our Democracy.
Silver

And The

Senators

Major McKinley
is not surprising that
Judging
and his friends are in high spirits.
by present appearances, the Major will alnomination
for the
most certainly be given the Republican
Presidency. He is the logical candidate, and his party
The Jingo

It

Craze.

Every stroke on the war drum in
Congress, every word of hostility to other nations, tells in
This is not because Major McKinley is prehis favor.
eminently a military character, but because he has become
the representative of a national fiscal policy which inspires
other peoples with dislike for us, and causes the people of
the United States to return the ill-will with interest.
Major McKinley is not noted for his intellect nor the greatness of his deeds.
He stands for Protection simply, ami is
as narrow, hard, and prejudiced as the system which has
come to bear his name. When the law which was made in
his image and christened after him went into effect, he and
To be
his partisans pointed with exultation to its effects.
sure, it did not give good times to this country, but then
which
it gave bad times to a number of other countries,
was even more satisfactory to the McKinley mind. Americans were expected to be happy because workmen were
made miserable in England, France, and Belgium. In
contemplation of that triumph of American statesmanship
there was no thought to give to the question of how we
could be advantaged by inflicting poverty upon our customers.
Blaine, a man of brain and heart, who took large views
of his country's future, went with his party for Protection,
he being a practical politician, but sought to escape its
consequences by calling a Pan-American Congress and
forcing upon a Republican administration the adoption of
reciprocity treaties.
To him the most desirable situation imaginable for the United States was not to be hated
instinctively feels this.

Il
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beats the war drum.
challenged, the Del
will bo for .Major Mi Kinley's chances of getting the
idential nomination
Everything that tends to awaken
in the manner that demagogues who play
the ignorance of the unreflecting like to rouse it, is
to McKinley and his party. The patriotism that
es the republic to be esteemed for its intelligence,
e, liberality, and humanity. i- a patriotism for which
the Protectionist has no use and no respect.
The true
McKinleyite measures his love of country by the degree of
animosity which he feels for other countries, and he applies
that tost to oft
In this sense MoKinleyism is not confined to the Republican party, by any means. The evil spirit has spread until
it has tainted all parties more or less.
In Congress Democrats and Populists vie with Republicans in jingoism. Yet
jingoism is utterly undemocratic.
It has its root in the
exclusiveness of an ignorant and inhumane form of patriotism, and its fruit is imperialism, never republicanism. The
direst calamity that could befall the American republic
would be a great foreign war successfully waged, for
a triumph of that kind would breed such projects of
national ambition, such schemes of conquest, that the republic of Jefferson and Washington would disappear, and
a conquering nation, another Rome, take its place.
Americans who comprehend their institutions and love
them sufficiently to wish to preserve them, will have none

he ofteoer and loud.
and the more the world i-

-

.1

•

of McKinleyism, which is industrial and commercial jingoism, and the mother of the military jingoism that is keeping Congress at fever heat, and rousing in the minds of the

peaceful masses the war passion. That passion, once set
burning, is not easily extinguished, and, like other incendiary fires, is certain to destroy much more than those
who apply the match intend.
McKinleyism, in all its
phases, imperils the republic. To the verity of this fact
the Democratic party must awake.

The Need

Why

should there not be a central and
in this city, free to all
Free Market, home producers, as there is in almost
all other large cities of the world?
In
many places considered only half civilized such markets
exist in perfection.
They are to be found throughout
China and Japan, and even the natives of Honolulu throng
a most excellent market every afternoon, making purchases of fish, tare, etc. Throughout Great Britain, and
in many of the cities of our own Eastern States, markets
are maintained by the municipal Governments, to the end
that their people and the producers in the surrounding
country may be brought together, to their mutual advantage and to the general development of trade. There is
every reason why San Francisco should possess the very
best of market facilities. Surrounded by fruit growers,
market-gardeners, chicken raisers, dairymen, and producers of every kind and degree, San Francisco ought to
have a great free market worthy of her needs and of her
fame as a city. It is estimated that something like 80,000
of our people live in large hotels, whose managers, if they
had the opportunity, would be large patrons of such a
market as we have in mind. The subject matter recently
had the eloquent advocacy of Mr. W. H. Mills before the
Merchants' Association, and application was made to the
Harbor Commissioners for assistance. That body, so far
as it knows how, seems very willing to help the project
along, but its ignorance of what is required is such as could
emanate only from untravelled and unexperienced men.
They offered an open shed on one of the wharves as a fit
structure in which to exhibit all and sundry the products
of our marvelously fertile region!
large building, adequate interior arrangements, and great executive ability
in the management, are essentials to the success of such
an enterprise. They should be supplied at the earliest
possible day.
of a

commodious market

A

the

-

Cuban rebels ol nil this deliberately invited wild hi
American republic Is not discernable, Senate!

of the

Representatives, ever nobly indifferent to sorbid prai
ir themselves more
than justified in joining
universe, dancing the CO!
freedom, which dutifully
screams ami Haps its triumphant wings.
Pardonable as
i- this joy over the agony of impotent Spain, the
modern
result

hand.- ami. in the face of the
nol
around the bird of

American, whose proud soul loves war tail; for il- own
sake, cannot but fume a little.
Goading Spain is well
enough, but why has Italy not been set frantic also? The
Italian army has been all but annihilated in Abyssinia, and
so mortified and angry are the Italian people that King
Humbert is concerned for his throne. There is not a monarch in Europe, not a nation, souuprepared at the present
moment for a new foreign quarrel as Humbert and Italy.
What would it have cost Congress to adopt a concurrent
resolution extending congratulations to King Menelek of
Abyssinia on his noble victory over an invading foe? It would
have cost nothing, for breath is cheap, and it is but reasonable to suppose that Italy's exasperation would have
manifested itself quite as hotly and gratifyingly and
harmlessly

Perhaps

— as Spain's has.
it is

gress kick her.

—

not yet too late. Italy is down; let ConShe is not able to strike back; let her,

therefore, have

it good and hard, and so announce to all
this great nation is ready to fight
anything and everything under the trembling canopy of
wondering heaven.

Europe once again that

The

Jury

Question,

The question as

to the rights of a judge
to set aside the verdict of a jury in certain criminal cases brings
to
the front
arguments for and against our present jury

again the
system.
That it is defective cannot for one moment
be doubted; that it is useless is seemingly obvious. Business
men and others are impaneled who have neither the time
nor the inclination to serve as jurors; every possible method
is resorted to in order to get a jury composed of men
likely to acquit the prisoner, and many late cases have
shown that the jurymen, after all, are likely to be influenced by the charge of the judge himself.
This seems
to prove that the average man is not capable of following
clearly the technicalities of a modern trial, interspersed
as it is with the badgerings and quibbles of hostile attorneys, and that in most cases the judge is the one whose
suggestions are likely to be of final import.
Why, therefore, do we still adhere to a system which has apparently
outlived its usefulness? It seems to us that the time has
come, in criminal cases especially, when juries can be dispensed with and full power to acquit or convict be given to
the judge himself.
Before doing this it would be necessary to make certain changes, so as to ensure the election
of only high-minded and capable jurists to the judicial
benches. It would also be necessary to so raise their remuneration that they would be beyond the least suggestion
of corruption, the salaries at present being entirely inadequate for the responsibility reposed upon the recipients.
It would also be necessary to make their election to office
independent of politics and for a term of from ten to twenty
years, with the possibility of renewal.
We contend that
there are honorable lawyers enough to furnish honorable
judges, and that under the new system suggested there
would be a greater chance of convicting criminals than
Moreover, by the removal of the barexists at present.
room atmosphere from the courts and the appointing of
men not dependent upon the whim of every politician, our
judiciary would be clothed with a new dignity, which is becoming more and more painfully conspicuous by its absence.
With independent and capable judges the services of the
jury can safely be dispensed with.

SAN FRANCISCO NEWS LETTER.
The Reverend James Smith, a noted EastWanted
Two Sermons, era revivalist, is conducting a series of
meetings in this city at present, and many
This is, of course,
sinners are being brought to 'he Lord.
gratifying to everybody, for the supply of sinners is more
than equal to the demand. But there are sinners and sinners, and we trust that Brother Smith, ere he departs,
will give some of his regenerating labor to a variety of the
tribe of which California seems to have more than her
proper share.
We mean the sort of sinners who have
set themselves apart from the world and serve the devil in
the churches, even venturing, in their evil zeal, to mount
the pulpit.
Reference is not made to such unskillful and
gross menials of Satan as Brother Brown, accused of
adultery and false witness, or to Brother Scott, in jail at
Oakland for theft, but to people across whose pious minds
never flashes a suspicion that they are not good people,
indeed, whose profoundest conviction is that they are so
good that anything done by them is necessarily righteous,
though it might be wicked, even in their sight, if done by
:

—

anybody else.
Brother Smith must be familiar with this kind of sinners,
for he passes his life in the churches, and the churches are
full of them.
They need a rattling sermon or two from a
first-class revivalist who knows his business and is not
afraid to deal in brimstone.
We should like to see Brother
Smith advertise a meeting for saints exclusively. And we
should like to hear this gospel star from Pennsylvania say
to the ordained among them: "Brethren, faith without
works is dead.
Though a man believe that Jesus of Nazareth was God, though he have a mind capable of accepting
the great truth that one and two make one, though he
have faith to believe in Genesis, and the courage to scorn
the facts of science and their intellectual consequences,
yet is he not, despite all this saving virtue, a good man if
his conduct be evil.
It is sinful to doubt that the world
was made in six days, that the whale swallowed Jonah,
that Joshua brought the sun to a standstill, and to admit

—

that the gospels, which disagree, do disagree but is not
something also to be said in favor of the sinfulness of lying
and backbiting, and standing in, regardless of reason and
truth, with a brother or sister who has behaved immorally,
or meanly and dishonorably ?
Is it not, brethren, of some
importance, after all, that we should have correct conduct
as well as correct theology ?
Can a rogue be pleasing in
the sight of heaven, even though that rogue be fervent in
prayer and as sound in doctrine as the Westminster Confession itself

?

"

Then we should

like to see Brother Smith turn to the
saintly sinners of the pews, and say: " Guard against giving the children of this world the right to say that you are
so concerned about doctrine, so occupied with opinion on
points of faith, that you have come to believe that faith is

everything and your dealings with men in secular life
nothing that, assured of salvation, you care so little for
this world that regard for its unrevealed rules of right and
wrong is beneath the thought of redeemed souls. Such is
the blind state of the unregenerate that they deem an
honest, truthful, open-minded man or woman somewhat
better than a child of God who, though rich in faith, does
not possess these characteristics, which, in a carnal sense,
are perhaps of some value. And do not worship your dear
pastor rather than God."

—

A

sermon or two on these lines would attract a whole lot
of attention to Brother Smith.
In fact, if he is ambitious
of a national reputation, that is the road to travel in order
to gain

14, 1896.

the result that the charter was apparently defeated by a
very narrow majority. The same thing is likely to occur
again with a similar result. The same old elements are
opposed to the proposed new charter, because it protects
the city government in many new ways, and because it
puts on the city treasury new locks that it may prove
difficult to pick.
The Fire and Police Departments, the
Bosses, and the " boys " have for months been working to
defeat the new charter and it will go hard with them if
they do not succeed. They have loaded down the old consolidation act of Horace Hawes with as many amendments as
there are barnacles on the bottom of an old ship, and it is
their game to keep things as they are.
With all these
things properly understood by the taxpayers, and with a
commensurate effort the corrupt elements can be defeated.

A Suspension,

The suspension

But Happily
Not a Failure,

Savings

the Commercial and
San Jose commonly
known as
"Murphy's
Bank" is
unfortunate at this time when financial
confidence is
daily
becoming stronger throughout
the State.
Yet the suspension is not a failure
and will involve no loss to anybody.
The Bankhas been most prudently managed, its assets are
all
intact,
and abundantly sufficient to pay all
the
Bank's
depositors
and
stock
owners
one
hundred cents on the dollar and leave a considerable balance
of
of

Bank

—

—

There ought not to have been, and, in normal times,
would not have been, cause for such an institution suspending business for a single hour. With rich and honest
stockholders and good assets far in excess of the Bank's
indebtedness, no difficulty ought to have been experienced
in obtaining all necessary aid.
The suicidal banking policy
which is building up this city, to the neglect of the coun-

over.

responsible for the temporary suspension of the
With considerably over a million's worth
edged country securities it could not borrow a few
paltry thousands of city money. But Bernard D. Murphy
is all right and so is his Bank.
The industries of the
Santa Clara Valley will survive and prosper, and largely
because of the helping hand extended to them in the time
of need by the institution that has now suspended, but not
try,

is

San Jose Bank.
of gilt

failed.

In

a

Good

The Young Men's Christian Association

is

need of money to clear off its mortgage debt. To do this, the sum of $100,000
is needed, $83,000 of which has already been promised by
generous citizens and business firms. This organization
does incalculable good by promoting the physical, intellecual, social and moral well-being of the young men of this
Cause.

.

greatlv

in

city, irrespective of their religion.

Protestants, Catholics

and Jews meet together beneath its hospitable roof and
partake of the many advantages there offered them. There
is probably no city in the world where so many temptations
to vice are offered to young men as there are in San Francisco, and the presence in our midst of an institution
like the one we write of is one of the greatest of blessings.
We understand, however, that its beneficial influence is
endangered, owing to the lack of about $17,000. The sum
may seem large, but there are enough philanthropic people here who recognize the good the institution does and
who will guarantee the money desired. For the sake of
the city and the numberless young men without homes in
it, and who benefit by the hospitality the Association affords

we trust the amount desired

will

be speedily forthcoming.

it.

We To

Three times have the burghers of this
Ratify
municipality endeavored to ratify what
The Charter ? was supposed to be an ideal charter for
the Government of this municipality, but
on each occasion they have appeared to be defeated.
We say "appeared" advisedly, because we know that
they cast a majority vote, but were counted out by as
rascally a set of ruffians as ever broke a head at a primary, or stuffed a ballot box. Buckley took charge of the
Electoral Registrar's office. Registrar Walsh took sick,
his deputy, Broderick,
absented himself, and Mayor
Pond acquiesced in going on without those officials, with

Open

If the Rev. Colburn, pastor of Grace M.
E. Church, San Francisco, does not demand
Inference,
an investigation at the hands of the Park
Commissioners, his congregation should do it
for him.
This clergyman was arrested some weeks ago
in Golden Gate Park for an offense which may not be mentioned, and he has not as yet asked for the removal or
other punishment of the two officers who apprehended
him. It is not to be thought of that so fearful an outrage,
if Colburn
is innocent, should be allowed to blow over.
Either the pastor of Grace M. E. Church is an unspeakably injured man, or his place is in San Quentin instead of the pulpit.
Still

Ought

March

to
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cannot be successfully gatnsayed or denied,
lie and purposeless men to be Found at any
hour of the day on any one •! our prominent thoroughfares
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truthfulness of the poet's rugged

Our complete stock, comprising the latest and
choicest designs in all the popular woods, of the
I best workmanship and finest finish. For example
I we mention
Solid
Sets,

Former

If

Chiffoniers,

Hand-polished
$35.

SAN

Former

close at

B

and NottingCurtains in odd lots to

Unusually

Low

1500, sizes 30 inches

Smyrna Rugs
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at

1500, sizes 36 inches

Smyrna Rugs
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$2 90 each.
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of made-up Remnant Rugs at
half regular values.
500 Hassocks, regular price $1 25
to close at 50c. each.

The Celebrated

1 Nairn

Linoleum.
Durable.
Best
covering made. 40 cents per
square yard, laid, and upwards.
Artistic, Sanitary,

floor

Special

An

Reductions
inspection

in

is

all

Departments,

necessary to con-

vey any idea of the excellent values

THE

strictly first-class.

32 50.

Rugs.

majority of the shareholders of the San Francisco
& North Pacific Railroad were more than glad at the
result of the late election for officers when Mr. A. W. FosThe road has been so
ter was re-elected as President.
successful and so popular under the management of this
gentleman and his friends that popular sympathy was enFor
tirely with them all through the late court matters.
the next eighteen months the success of the road is assured.

is

price,

Brussels, Irish Point,

ham Lace

the administrators of the estate of C. H. Strybing,
deceased; also the improved and unimproved properties of
the estate of Helena Dietterle, deceased.
The auction
takes place at their salesroom, 218-220 Montgomery street.
Full particulars are given in another column.

article in this stock

Former

§25.

Curtain Department.

26th., at noon, Messrs. Shainwald,
Co. will sell at public auction six desirable
pieces of improved and unimproved real estate by order of

bargains are to be had at A. Hirschman's
Jewelry establishment, 113 Sutter street, Lick House
Block.
Mr. Hirschman intends to retire from the retail
business, and offers his magnificent stock of Diamonds,
Every
Pearls, Watches, Jewelry, and Silverware at cost.

Sideboards,

•

Thursday, March
ONBuckbee
&

GENUINE

Oak

quarter-sawed

price, $48.

Handsome Hatracks,

FRANCISCO.

our illustration of San Francisco this week, we preINsent
to our readers a view taken from Clay and Octavia
streets, looking toward the southeast.
In the foreground
will be seen a portion of Lafayette Park, one of the numerous lungs of San Francisco. Creeping across the hills in
the background will be seen a veil of the fog for which the
city is world-famous, and which comes in from the sea to
lose itself amid the silent pastures across the bay.
This is
the fourth plate of the News Letter series, all of which
have met with much favorable comment. Keep your numbers as there are plenty of others to follow.

woods, $22.

in different

price, $30.

'•'

PICTURESQUE

:

Mahogany, handsomely polished Bed-Room
§130. Former price, $185.

Handsome
ever pure polities uDd reform ways were
Politics
needed in local affairs, it is right now.
Are Shaping. With a tax rate of two and one quarter per
cent and singularly little to show for it, it
is time the taxpayers were organized to protect themselves
against the taxeaters. A Presidential year is not ordinarily
a good time for independent parties, or side shows, but it
happens to be a good time for reform in this wretchedly
governed municipality of ours. Being a Presidential year
the politicians are early to the front. And such politicians!
Joe Mahoney and Martin Kelly and Phil Crimmins appear
to be getting away
with the Republican machine.
Practitioners of the art of
addition, division and silence,"
it is a scandal and shame that public offices, which should
be public trusts, should go to them for allotment. On
the other hand the whole of the Democracy appears to be
divided between Buckley on the one side and Rainey on the
other.
Such an arrangement should deceive nobody.
Whichever apparently loses, they will both win. Partners
they ever were, and ever must be, and he who thinks to
the contrary must needs be a fool. The outlook for honest
Government is not good.
Local

:

'.

remarks. We need to produce more, consume less, and
take off our coats and go to work. Then and not until then can California
reasonably hope to experience a
returning wave of prosperity.
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Kinds.
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they are the direct visitation of God." Incidentally this is,
of course, an argument for British supremacy over the
whole of this benighted, or comparatively benighted, land;
and such a supremacy, it is fair to infer, would lead the
But it is when telling
natives from darkness to daylight.
us about individuals of whom we have all i-ecently been
reading that the book becomes interesting, as, for instance,

A Book

The interest that has been aroused

everythe
thiug appertaining to South Africa, gives
Miss Alice Blanche Balfour's book, "Twelve
Week.*
Hundred Miles in a Wagon," a special
As a literary effort we
attraction at the present time.
that
this book possesses either wealth of
cannot say
description, or, in fact, anything new, but there is an easy
and unpretentious style about Miss Balfour's writing
which commends itself because of its very simplicity.
There are no startling adventures with wild beasts or
Zulus, no "hair-breadth escapes" or remarkable doings by
"flood and field," but there is a graphic account of a long
"trek" through the territories of the British South Africa
Company, and an account of life in an ox-wagon on the
high veldt which is instructive and entertaining. As the
sister of the leader of the House of Commons, and the
niece of the leader of the Government, Miss Balfour's book
would in any case command some attention; but, apart
of

in

be read because it
brings us in contact with some of the men prominent in the
late "Jameson raid," and it describes scenes and incidents
associated with the South Africa about which we read so
much in cable dispatch and letter. People who want to
read vivid descriptions of scenery, or to learn the secrets
of politicians, or to study ethnographical topics, should
not open this book at all, but people who want to learn
what a journey of "Twelve Hundred Miles in a Wagon"
means in South Africa to-day, will find here a plain, unvarnished narrative of an uneventful journey and little
more. Then the book has the advantage of being new, for
Miss Balfour only arrived at the Cape in April, 1894, and
there she spent some time in making excursions bj rail to
Basutoland, a Crown colony in which white settlement is
not allowed. To people who have seen the Basutus, in
Basutoland, Miss Balfour's description will appear tame.
They are an intensely interesting race, numbering, all
told, about two hundred and twenty-five thousand, and in
their many wars with the colonists they produced chiefs
who fought with splendid daring for their own. But, as a
matter of fact, the great Bantu family occupies the whole
of Central Africa from the Atlantic to the Indian Ocean,
and Miss Balfour does not tell us that among them there
are individuals whose features are Asiatic, and yet who
are born of parents possessing the negro cast of countenance. In any Bantu community one may see men aud
women who are only moderately brown in color, while their
nearest relatives may be as black as the proverbial "ace
Again, how often does one see one Bantu with
of spades."
a thick beard while the majority have hairless cheeks and
These interesting facts are not brought out with
chins.
sufficient prominence by Miss Balfour, and yet they are interesting as helping to prove the mixed origin of theBantus,
the majority of whom show their negro descent by their inability to rise to the white man's level, and yet, once
in a while one meets a Bantu of exceptional mental power
and intellectual vigor. But in the Bantu country we learn
all about the "dongas," those water-courses which cut
deep ravines in the soil, and intersect the plain in every
direction, and are, too, rapidly increasing in size and number.
Of course, Miss Balfour visited Johannesburg, where
she found "two absorbing subjects gold and politics."
the latter, at that time, causing the most excitement. Indeed, she tells us of " the ever-smoldering irritation of
the English at the inequality of treatment they suffer under
the Boers, being ready to burst into a blaze at the prospect of the commandeering for the war with the natives."
This is the nearest approach to politics we have in the
book, and it contains nothing the world did not know five
years ago. In fact, there is so little that is new in the
book that it is refreshing to dwell on the superstitions of
the natives, and the simplicity of the law-makers in the
Orange Free State, who, from religious scruples, carried
in the Folksraad a resolution against the destruction of the
locusts " on the ground that, like the plagues of Egypt,

from

all

social

considerations,

it

will

—

when she describes the room in which Sir John Willoughby
lived at Bulawayo.
Here is what Miss Balfour says:
"This is a true aud faithful description of it. It has mud
walls, mud floor, thatched roof with no ceiling, doors made
of two packing lids, and an unglazed window with shutters
of rough boards.
Furniture: a bedstead, one box upside
down, some wooden shelves, a small strip of matting, an
empty whiskey bottle doing duty for a candlestick, and (oh,
luxury!) a table.
Dr. Jameson's room, occupied by Mrs.
Grey, is much the same, and it has a six-inch square looking glass as well."
And we would say that Sir John Willoughby had excellent quarters

up there at Bulawayo, but men who have

roughed

Africa,

or elsewhere, will recognize the picture as being true to life in any hot region remote from the
whistle of the steam engine or the clatter of a printing press.
it in

"Twelve Thousand Miles

in a

Wagon," by Miss Alice

Thomas Hardy, the English

Blanclu- Balfour

devotes all, or
and about the
County of Dorset. In detail of description of scene and
character he is minute, and the characters involved in his
works are of great variety. His women are more remarkable for violent animal instinct than for mental or spiritual
grace, and his works are a mixture of the strong, the interesting, and the disagreeable.
"The Woodlanders,"
published by Rand,McNally &Co., is free from some of the
"
blemishes we found in
Tess of the D' Urberviiles," and
while we do not think it as good as his "Far from the
Madding Crowd," which first brought the author fame,
yet it is well up to the average of his works. As a study
of English rural life it is natural and exact, although some
of the characters are not true to nature.
But this book
is not immoral, and this is something new for Mr. Thomas
nearly

all,

his efforts to

novelist,

portray rural

life in

Hardy.
No review

of the current month is so rich in able discussions of social, economical, and political problems as The
Arena for March.
Among the many subjects of interest

B. O. Flower's paper on " A Successful Experiment for the Maintenance of Self-respecting Manhood (Illustrated); Professor George D. Herron on "The Social
Value of Individual Failure," and a discussion by George
B. Waldron, A. M., on " Wealth Production and Consumption by the Nation," illustrated by numerous diagrams and

we note

tables.

The scope of that charming magazine, "The Gallery of
Players," is to be considerably enlarged. Not only the
actors and actresses gracing our stage to-day will receive
the attention due them in its pages, but those who once
delighted audiences in the long ago, and who are known to
us merely as faint memories, will also be treated of. This
is a delicate tribute to pay them, and will assuredly be
appreciated.
Mr. Edward M. Greenway's San Francisco Calling List
for 1896, published by the H. S. Crocker Company, is one
In fact,
of the neatest books ever gotten up in this line.
it is worthy of being preserved in a library merely for its
daintiness. Besides a complete list of society folk, the bookalso contains some good suggestions on etiquette.
The Forum for March contains its usual variety of interesting topics. Among others we notice "The Nicaragua
Canal," "Cost of an Anglo-American War," and "Manners
and Customs of the Boers." The other articles are all up
to the usual standard.

An interesting article appears in the April Scribner's
Magazine, entitled " The Quarrel of the English-speaking
Peoples," by Henry Norman.
A new Van Bibber story
also appears from the pen of Richard Hai-ding Davis.
Miss Flora Ann Steel, whose novels on India have attained such a well deserved reputation, thinks "The Potter's Thumb " her best work.
The Pall Mall Gazette describes Mr. Hall Cain's style as
a combination of the " Bible and Daily Telegraph."
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A dispatch from Stockton -tates that certain merchants
have decided to sell their wool. This precludes the possibility of their ever becoming pianists.
News comes from Boston to the effect that the new
It was
comet is moving rapidly away from the earth.
probably scared by the frigidity of Boston's maidens.
;kton has been chosen as the meetiDg place for the
next A. P. A. Convention.
This will cause jealousy in
Napa, where the accommodation for lunatics is just as
good.

When two Georgia newspapermen

are willing to risk
a duel to get the public printing, it is time

their lives in
for the authorities to look into the
profits are being made out of it.

matter and see what

The Examiner states that Joaquin

Miller's

new book

is

Immortality was proban attempt to prove immorality
ably meant, but it is to be hoped that the Poet of the
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lev the affront go unchallenged.
The Woodland divine who left his church on account of
empty pews might be surprised to see how rapidly they
will be filled by a curious crowd when his successor

Sierras will not

preaches his

An
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York.
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CO., Consolidated,
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sermon.

who was the inventor of a preparation for
committed suicide a few days ago in New
Satan will probably house him at reduced rates

Italian,

saving

THE,

fuel,

should he be willing to divulge the secret of his preparation.
Three Oakland lawyers are battling for the tools and
weapons of the boy burglars. They probably intend changing an over-crowded honorable profession for a remuneraTheir training will prove of incalculable service
tive one.

Good Appetite^
Is restored and the disordered
Stomach and Liver invigorated by taking a

small wineglassful, before meals, of the celebrated

Peruvian

to them.
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Over 100,000 signatures have been received

ton favoring the resolution to put the name
the Constitution. This is probably the reason why the
Devil, out of sheer jealousy, has stirred up the scandals in

our churches of late.
The keeper of a fashionable boarding house in San Diego
lately had a bundle forced upon her by an unknown party,
with the remark that it was a sack of flour. Upon inspecProbably the frail
tion, however, it proved to be a baby
and fickle mother wished to suggest that the child should
be well bred.

Bitters
::••••••

ON WHEELS.

!

Tt/T R. Charles Walter Stetson has at present an exhibi]/\_ tion of thirty-one paintings at Wm. Vickery's art
Mr. Stetson's pictures are
gallery on Post street.
original both in design and execution, and he appears
capable of using rich and sensuous colors to their best advantage. The work at first sight is not attractive, but
after the eye becomes accustomed to the colors they have
a fascination of their own and the workmanship becomes
apparent. The one portrait exhibited, a picture of the
artist's father, is more likely to appeal to the average

visitor

its simplicity of treatment; but it is safe
many admirers will be found for the other

owing to

to say that
paintings as well.

Bathing is beneficial. It invigorates the system and makes you
young again. The Lurline Baths, the finest in this city, has an
innovation known as the Russian bath, which includes the famous
" Needle " shower bath and has proved a great attraction. The
price for this Russian bath and " Needle " shower is only fifty cents,
which includes the use of the swimming tank afterward. The service
in each department is of the best.
feel

There are few real Japanese bronzes and vases to be had to-day.
George T. Marsh, however, has the best that can be had at 625
Market street.

G,
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Fine Mercantile Lunch.
Imported Pilsener, Franeiscaner,
and Extra Pale Lager on draught.
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On Thursday night Ondricek played to San Francisco.
And for every empty chair in the Auditorium— and unfortunately there were many — there should be a weeping
'We Obey No Wand but Pleasure's."— Tom Moore.

w

[OYT

(who according to

his

enemies

writes a play every night while honest
people sleep) has made a delicious militia
He does not
satire of .1 Milk White Flag.
1 dwell to any extent on the National Guardsof
capacity
private
workaday
men in their
individuals—it would not do for a man of so many plays to
give out all he knows of a subject in one writing— but of the
militianaries of peace in the luxurious environment of the
armory, in the valorous van of processional glorification,
in the intrepid storming of the feminine heart and in the
assiduous cultivation of what the gentle Mr. Bierce terms
bottle scars, he draws a caricature that would lure a laugh
from a crematory.
Nature was awfully good to a fun-loving people when
she evolved the militiaman and then gave us Charlie
Hoyt, lest the full piquancy of her humor should not be
"Colonel" or a ''Major" poulticed in the
appreciated.
vestment of tin-soldiery is the next to the funniest object
*
that walks on twos. The. really funniest is the same
disciple of the pomp and circumstance of perennial peace
shorn of regimentals, but bravely clad in the title of his
military rank, as he dexterously plysj the business by
which he feeds and purchases rich soldier raiment. Once
a Colonel, always a Colonel; but the Colonel doing deeds of
trade and at the same time sweltering under the weight of
brass-band dignity he is the funniest little Colonel of

—

A

—

them

all.

# * *

There is enough plot in the piece to keep anticipation
alive, and there is moderately rational continuity of action
The story of a live corpse emulating the
on the stage.
Pat Malone of contemporaneous song is not strikingly new,
yet Hoyt has builded ludicrously well on this slender frame.
The lines are breezy and pat; they do not seem to wander
by devious paths in search of the coveted gag, but ripple
mirthfully with an easy spontaniety that gives a semblance
of probability to the piece, in spite of the extravagant efBesides writing a refects of the costumes and scenery.
markably clever skit, Hoyt has dressed the players and
the stage in all the sumptuous glitter and color of extravaganza. The brass band, the drum corps, thevivandieres,
the messenger-boy girls, and the company of officers, followed by one private, in their contrasting costumes, blend to
make a picture bright and fanbiful. Hoyt's knack of bringing down the curtain at the most opportune moment is
again in pleasing evidence, each act being evenly developed
and well climaxed. The end of the first act, where the
funeral participants of a rival militia organization have resented the derisive " Ta ra ra boom-de-aye " played by
the Ransome Guard's band by demolishing the band and
bombarding the armory windows with bricks, is excruciatingly funny and the best scene in the piece.
General
Hurley Burleigh, of the regulars, who happens to be visiting the armory at this fateful hour, jumps to the front,
hurls back the deadly missiles, and finally draws his trusty
six-shooters, and vanquishes the foe.
Then the gallant
guards creep from out closets, under tables, and behind
chairs, and congratulate one another on their victory.
It
is impossible to describe with what humorous ingenuity this
episode is worked up; perhaps it is enough to say that the
censorious Monday nighters at the Baldwin so far forgot
their rigidity and self-complacency as to emit a prolonged
burst of glee, which some less discreet chronicler might
term a howl.
The company, for the most part, is excellently chosen for
the character of the piece, although the singing is weak.
!

# * *

At

the Tivoli The Moolah, with its merry songs and
choruses, brass band, and the incorrigibly frolicsome Hartman in the name part, has enjoyed a fairly prosperous week.
Carrie Roma is doing good work and deserves the favor
with which she is received by the patrons of this popular
opera house.

townsman. Perhaps the delicate water-color work of
Marsick was the best thing that could have come to us to
bring full realization of the immense temperament and
technique of this violinist. Ondricek draws tones that
throb, sparkle, wail and laugh; the violin becomes a part
of his very being, and without seeming effort or concern
for the player, sings every melodic thought capable of the
human brain. Ondricek attains the perfect union
of tempestuous
passion, and sensitive poetic intelligence.
As an executant his flawless performance
of the Paganini "Witches' Dances," is the best testimony.
The marvelous enunciation of double harmonics; the clean,
crisp brilliancy of pizzicati; the immensity and resonance
of G string tones, and the limpid chastity of the high notes,
proclaim a master player. Above all is manifest the wealth
of virility, tempered by keen intellectual discernment.
Ernst's " Concerto Pathetico," with its tender, wooing
themes, introduced Ondricek.
What impressed me most
in the opening bars was the crystalline accuracy of his
execution and the humid, reed-like scope of tone.
It was
not until he fully warmed to the caressive melodies, and
gave full play to his imagination, that I realized what a
truly wonderful artist he was.
For an encore he played
Joachim's transcription of the "Evening Song," by Schumann, in notes so softly sympathetic and rarefied that they
might have been the pent sighs of awakening stars. I regret that I have neither the space nor time to dwell further on Ondricek.
He is unequivocally great, even to
rivalling Ysaye.
My auditory nerves are too feeble to completely digest
Materna's voice neat.
I should prefer it diluted with a
full orchestra.
She undoubtedly has been a heroic Wagner
singer, but years have taken the fresh melody from her
voice, and she rants wildly
at least, that is the impression
she gives in a concert room.
Her power is phenomenal,
and, I daresay, an "X" ray would repeal a throat lined

—

with brass.
* # *
I

was part

tended

of the small and select audiences that atMarsick's last two concerts, and experienced the

same pleasure that was manifest

in

my

fellow auditors,

yet I find it hard to say anything of his playing that I have
not already said. His best numbers were the Fantasia
Appassionata and the allegro moderato from the Grand
Concerto, both by Vieuxtemps. In the first movement of
the Fantasia he came nearer to real tenderness than in
any other work that he has given us. In the concerto (a
colossal piece of violin literature), his admirable technique
and intonation were put in splendid play. But throughout both programmes the same smallness of tone was
apparent despite the art and discretion used in expending
Marsick is a master a master in miniature. He does
it.
not thrill those most exacting of critics, one's vertebra,
but he appeals delicately and deliciously to the other
senses, and there is a snug security in anticipating his
faultless execution.
Donald de V. Graham's songs gave
additional interest to Friday's concert at the California.
Mr. Graham is the best ballad singer that San Francisco
has ever been able to call her own. The Trumpeter song
by Nessler seemed a shade too low for his barytone, but
Tschaikowsky's Don Juan Serenade and the two encores,
"I Love and the World is Mine" and Meyer Helmund's
"Amid the Flowers I Wander," were sung with that
exquisite sympathy, admirable method and abundant verve
that so distinguish Graham from the conventional vocalist.

—

* * #

The Wicklow Postman, an Irish melodrama of no particular originality, though fairly written and well adapted to
the large, jovial personality of Eugene O'Rourke, has
played the week at the Columbia. It tells the usual story
of misfit crime, fastened by false witness on the brave young
Irishman, and all join hands and sing rejoicingly at the
happy termination of the last act.
O'Rourke lives up to
his verdant Celtic patronymic in the part of Dick Conway,
the postman, and no tribulations are great enough to down
the happy-go-lucky buoyancy characteristic of the sons of
the Emerald Isle.
The songs in the first act are the best
features of the piece, O'Rourke and Belle Dolan (who is
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The Orpheum ha- enjoyed a bill of exceptional Inl
this week.
Charles 1! Ward, the creator of many infecti"
the day. heads the now attractions.
His
bowery boy sketch is an Americanization of Chevalier's
studies, well conceived, and suns; with a strong high
barytone of typical variety quality. Rachel Walker has
returned to undiminished popularity, and the Andersons
continue their capital negro specialties. The juggling and
swinging of Indian clubs by the college boys is one of the
en in the Orpheum.
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Hoyt's best oomi -,[\

of ihe American stage
Mr. Murphy will
be supported by substantially the original exoellenl company of.
twenty people, who have appeared In their respective parts
more than 1800 times.

The laughing success

March 23d— Henderson's SINBAD.

rwo\ Opera Mouse.
i

Mrs. Ernestine Kreling.
Proprietor and Manager

Last nights of the merry opera, THE HOOLAH. "A Trip
Through the Midway Plaisance,
Next Monday evening, Wallace's beautiful ballad opera,
1

fit

MARITANA.

Morosco's Grand Opera House.
Walter Morosco, Sole Lessee and Proprietor.
Last performances of "The Silver King.'
MONDAY EVENING, .March 16th— Mortimer Murdochs mas1

Miss Anna Eva Fay comes back to the Auditorium for
an engagement of seven nights, commencing next Monday.
There is much talk over the city regarding Miss Fay's
wonderful tricks and mind reading. When a woman can
sit for nearly two hours blindfolded and covered with a
sheet, so that her form is totally concealed from the
audience, and answer questions which have been written
by persons in the audience, when these questions are held
by the writers themselves in such a way that the lady, or
a confederate cannot see so much as the paper upon which
they are written, and when the name of the questioner
and his query is promptly told, together with a correct
answer, then the performance borders on the miraculous.
There will be a good menu of music and fun served at the
Native Sons' Hall on Mason street, near Geary, next
Thursday evening, when Frank H. Belcher will give a concert and vaudeville entertainment. His two years' professional experience has served him in excellent stead, and
the young basso cantante returns with his clear, resonant
voice greatly improved. He will be assisted by Miss Carrie
Roma, Mrs. Olive Reed, JimmieSwinnerton, the Press Club
Quartette, Robert Mitchell, and other well-known enter-

terpiece,

HOOP OF GOLD.
Matinees Saturdays and Sundays.

author-actor

whb

brought us Friends last season, opens at the California on

Monday night

Captain Impudence, his latest effort in
playwrighting. It is a romantic comedy-drama of historical interest, the scene being laid in Mexico in 1847, the
period of strife between that country and the United
in

KINS-NERS, Equilibrists.
BASCO & ROBERTS, Grotesque Comedians.

FRANK LA MONDUE.

CARTY BROS Comedy
,

of

its

seats. 50c.

Native

Sons'

Hal

Thursday evening, March 19th, at 8:30.
Grand concert and vaudeville entertainment given by

FRANK

H.

BELCHER,

Assisted by Miss Carrie Roma, Mrs. Olive Reed, Messrs. Frank
Coffin, R. Fletcher Tilton, Dan Ward, Sam Tucker, Robert C.
Mitchell, James Swinnerton, Dr. W. Sieberst, and Dr. Arthur
T. Regensberger. Eugene A. Beauce.JStage Manager.
Admission 50c. Reserved seats 75c, on sale at Sherman, Clay
& Co.'s on and after Tuesday morning, March 17th.
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Corner of Eddy and Jones streets.
Friedlander, Gottlob & Co,.
Lessees and Managers.

SEVEN NIGHTS MORE,
Commencing Monday, March

16, and closing Sunday, March
Return, owing to recent great success, of

ANNA EUA

22.

FAY,

THE FAIR MAHATMA.

funny situations, sparkling wit

second week at the Baldwin.

Grotesque Wire Artist.
Horizontal Bar Artists.

Matinees Saturday and Sunday.
Reserved Seats, 25c.; Balcony, 10c; Opera chairs and box

Steer, Chas. Hoyt's satire on American politics
and life in Washington, comes to the Columbia Theatre
next week, and will no doubt be welcomed by large
is full

16th.

COMING ATTRACTIONS.

A Texas

and political satire. Mr. Tim Murphy, who created the
part of the Hon. Maverick Brander, Congressman from
Texas, heads the company.
Wallace's beautiful old ballad opera, Montana, will be
given at the Tivoli next week. With the able leadership
of Carl Martens, it should be an excellent production.
Hoyt's immensely successful A Milk White Flag enters on

street,

Nest week, March

States.

audiences.
^1 Texas Steer

O'Farrell
San Francisco's Greatest Music Hall.
between Stockton and Powell streets.

1

rpneum.

tainers.

talented

'

Carrie Roma, Kate Marchi, Irene Mull, Martin Pachc, John J.
Raffael. Ferris Hartmau, W. H. West, Marcel Perron in the
cast. New scenery; correct costumes.
25c and 50o
Popular Prices

* * *

the

,

A TEXAS STEER.

* * *

Royle,

tho

neaXre*

may have

Edwin Milton

is,

The' Gom" Theatre of the Coast.
Frlodlunder,Gottlob&Co., Lessees
and Managers.
the year
For one week only. Commencing Moi
he eminent versatile ynuiig Aim

/-ri_

I

MB. TIM MURPHY,

that 77/. Silver Sing, one of the best melodramas of the age, should have at least an annual production at the Grand.
With Darrell Vinton in the leading
r6ii it has added another successful week to Morosco's record.
Th Hoop of Gold, a spectacular melodrama, will be
given at that house next week.
Gilbert and Goldie have
been specially engaged for the policemen rdles, besides giving some new specialties.

"BSSSSS

A MILK WHITE FLAG

» # *

It is quite

™ A" * °°-

.

;

been the much-advertised cold of Mr. Carloton, or the exhuming of "Sweet Alice. Ben Bolt," that
kept SO many people from the Alcazar this week. A simad melodious little operetta by Cellier. The Charity
was charmingly rendered, followed by an abridgment of TV Mikado, which was sung and staged with no
little tact and skill.

AL HA

Theatre-

To-night, and allot nexl week, HOYT
military, and musical satl

I

It

"Mexico."

1

Arihm

you want to know about anything, visit the Auditorium and
ask Miss Fay. Nothing like her performance ever before seen
San Francisco. Battles the deepest thinkers. Don't miss it
next time
If

in

POPULAR PRICES,
Coming:

I

II

I

I

15c, 25c, and

50c

BOB BURDETTE.

Tlie English actress, coaches ladies and gentle
AM RPHHARn
DLuVniiVi men for the dramatic profession; appearances ar-

LILLInl<l

ranged.

Shakespearean classes Wednesday evenings.

EAN ACADEMY,

913

Hyde

street.

San Francisco,

Cal.

SHAKESPEAR-
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John L. Sullivan's retort to Evangelist Ira B. Sankey,
(as reported by Naughton in the Examiner), that he believed in pugilism adding:
"Now, Mr. Sankey, we all
know you're sincere, but don't you think that even in your
game there are a lot of bunco-steerers? " reminds one of
Mr. Sankey 's first visit here in 1870, with Moody. A distinguished New York clergyman, Dr. Sawtelle, was visiting Rev. Br. Stone. He was noted all over the world for
his learning and for his sixteen years' chaplaincy in Havre,
France. At that time Moody and Sankey were regarded
in the light which the Salvation Army is in many quarters
nowadays, and there was a long discussion among the
wealthy church members at a superb dinner tendered the

—

—

have had much
THE newspapers
contemplated departure

about Joaquin
from his "Alpine"
home on Oakland Heights, yet they have not mentioned
whether he will leave his "ready rain" behind him. This
beautiful fake, consists in turning on
a hose which
reaches to the apex of his cabin, and is supposed to have a
marvelous effect on the soul of the visitor when the ancient
bard reads his most thrilling lines. He prefers a dark
day, of course, for his rainfalls, because there is more
to say

Miller's

vrauemblance; but

if

there be not a

cloud

in

the

sky,

and distinguished pilgrims (of wealth) appear, the poet
will have what he calls a Sun Shower; and his inspiration
will dance accordingly.
But most people know this already, and have forgotten
the visit of a famous Berlin novelist and essayist (perhaps
his name was Spielhagen), when Poet Miller's C/iatelct was
an especial station in a drive over Oakland and Piedmont.
The distinguished German could converse in his own
language to perfection, but was infinitely timid when it
came to the expression or the comprehension of English
sentences.
The guests crossed the poet's tiny threshold
and were seated. The door was closed, and Zinfandel was
served in goblets sprinkled with rose leaves. The poet
mentioned the fact that this was "old Palernian." Then
Paul Neumann, who was "chaperon," begged for an "improvisation," to which the poet solemnly acquiesced.
There happened to be sunshine outside, yet he turned on
the rain, to the complete enchantment of Paul Neumann,
who, in German whispers explained the process to the distinguished visitor while Joaquin read his "Rain and Sunshine" poem.
When he had finished the visitors arose to
depart, but the poet urged them all to remain the night
and partake of his "ample hospitality." Neumann tried
to explain all this to the big German, but the latter resolutely shook his head in negation and waved his hand.
Finally he drew two silver dollars from his pocket, and
handed them to the astonished poet with imperial grace.
It seems that at certain inns in the Tyrol and in the
Black Forest, it is often the custom, when a promising
batch of tourists stop for dinner, to turn on a furious
rainstorm, after the Joaquin Miller style, in order to detain
the guests and double the receipts.
The German stranger in this case fancied he had struck
the same game, and considered that two dollars would
serve for capitulation.
* # #

There is great consternation in the Italian Colony over
the announcement that King Humbert's Government is
about to call out Reserves as far back as the earliest
seventies.
Incidentally this muster includes later eras,
and while so many of the foremost gentlemen in the colony
have given their initial service before leaving for the
United States, yet it seems that there is a second intendant responsibility. Take Domenico Rossi, for instance,
who received all sorts of royal diplomas for several years,
of military labors.
Certainly, he is living in the most unexceptionable fashion as an American resident, and, yet,
may be torn from his home and property to join the new
army of Italy which is about to storm Abyssinia next
September. Then we have Drs. Calegaris, Pescia, Be
Vecchi, Orlino, Peccari,— all most eminent men in their
profession
also Signors Cavagnaro, Palmieri, Fugazi,
Sbarboro and other esteemed members of the community
who have attained distinction here are they also to report for duty before Adigrat ? The problem is complicated as it involves so much patriotism vet we ought not
to offer up our Doctors carelessly to King Menelek.
*'

—

—

;

—

—

* *

be hoped that Mrs. Alice Rix will soou recover
from the injuries she sustained while bicycle riding a few
days ago. The readers of the Examiner, especially, should
pray most heartily for her speedy recovery— her contributions to that severely moral and incorruptible organ being
about the only work worthy of perusal.
It is to

distinguished divine, as to the actual l-eligious value of
professional revivalism.
Finally one of the guests, Ira P.
Rankin, turned to the aged and fastidious Sawtelle, saying
in ecstasy:
"But doctor! don't you think that when Mr.
Sankey turns his eyes to Heaven, and sings the 'ninety
and nine,' he is inspired!
"Why no," replied the clerical dilettante satirically; "I
only think with the women that he's tho thweet! "
This caused a deal of comment among the elect, and the
ancient patriarch missed a lot of churchly hospitality before he left for the East.

—

'

'

# * *

William Keith, the artist, told au amusing anecdote of
himself the other night at dinner.
It seems that he came
over to America from the Scotch Highlands when a lad
of twelve.
On the same vessel was a tall Lowland
Presbyterian clergyman a thorough ascetic— accompanied by his son, a lad of Keith's age. The two boys got
on famously together, and Keith wrote Gaelic and" Lowland verse to the infinite admiration of his new found admirer (he tries to do it now, by the bye). Arrived at
New York, the families parted, but the lads had agreed
to correspond.
So Keith wrote a friendly letter to the
other boy, who had gone to New Haven, enclosing some
original verses, devoted to an imaginary lady-love.
In a
postscript he observed "I don't think Robert Burns himself ever did any better than this."
He waited for days sensitively in anxiety for approval.
Finally a reply came.
It was in the shape of a black
tract labelled " Prepare to meet Thy God! " and the address was in the clergyman's hand. The correspondence
was not renewed.

—

—

# * *

And speaking of Br. Stone's honored name reminds one
of what a member of the present Davidson Investigation
Commission said when coining out

of

the door the other

day:

"The names

Beecher, Barrowes and Brown have
adorned the Congregational Church in America with the
letter " B."
It's a hoodoo!
I'm going to suggest that
we take just one step down the alphabet! "
of

# * *

Colonel Trevelyan is on a visit from Fresno after a protracted absence.
As the head of the great Barton Vineyard Syndicate, as well as one of the very few surviving
officers (he was Ensign) in Jthe charge of the Light Brigade
at Balaclava in the Crimean War. he is certainly as distinguished as he looks.
His especial friends are men of letters in England, the East, and here but invariably kind
has this dignified, handsome old officer been to the California newspaper men.
The splendid dinners he has given
them at his home will never be forgotten, nor will his
French Cordon Bleu. But, aside from this, it was wonderfully thoughtful of the Colonel to hasten to wire his official
friends in England and Cuba, the other day, to intervene
at once in behalf of little Charley Michaelson for whom he
has a tender spot in his heart.
# # *

—

—

Theophile Gautier's exquisite epitaph

and brief story

of
"

"Clerimonde

"

is

the beautiful

in

never to be forgotten:

Here lies Clerimonde;
While j'et she lived,

The loveliest lady in the land "
But among the most intimate friends of one of our best
known jurists it is whispered that a bereft father has
written a most exquisite and expressive quatrain in memory of his beautiful daughter, whose untimely death last
year, when hardly a bride, practically closed his long and
enviable career at the bar:
!

II
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620 Market
Btreet, opposite the Palare Hotel, who has been
established for sixteen
years, lias the best systematized land office in
this country, and by taking his advice you ean be
sine of making a good
and safe investment. His
opportunities for scllingor
exchanging country property are unexcelled. By
X. D. Sickels.
a certain advanced system he obtains not only an accurate personal knowledge,
but photographs of the majority of desirable properties on
his enormous list, so that intending purchasers can practically see and compare many places before going to the
trouble and expense of personal examination.
Nearly all
the large ranches for disposal are in his hands, and persons
seeking homes in California cannot do better than call on
him or write him for advice. Mr. Sickels also takes care of
property for non-residents, and is so thoroughly at home in
every branch of his business, that by buying land without
his advice you may materially endanger your prospects for
success, and lose the money you have invested besides.
D. Sickels, of

Popular prices, equal to others; uo imitating
All original slyles, varied lo suit tho
features.
Competent artists employed; no
apprentloes, 'Bernhardt" wavers, to wave
Leading flair Dresser.
hair without burning; " Eau Broux," to restore
grey or bleaehed hair to natural color. Latest styles in modern Bangs,
particularly Louis de Lavelliere style. Open Sundays.

Johannia.
is conceded to be the finest
ever imported.

THE
PROPER

in

S.

German decoration, and making him appear
the light of a disgruntled office seeker.
The article, on
account of its inaccuracy, has caused much annoyance to
Mr. Rosenbaum's many friends, one of whom explains the
matter as follows:
On the 15th of last month Mr.
Rosenbaum had the pleasure of celebrating a birthday,
and several of the wealthy Germans of the city, appreciating his many efforts in behalf of their poorer countrymen,
thought it would be pleasing to him to receive an order
from the Emperor in return for his philanthropy. The
matter was kept a secret from Mr. Rosenbaum as it was
expected the order would arrive in time to constitute a
big surprise for him on his natal day.
The surprise,
however, came some days later and in the shape of a "roast"
in a daily paper, as uncalled for as it was inaccurate.
The statement made therein that Mr. Rosenbaum was
once an aspirant for the Mint is also unwarranted. Some
without his knowledge, forwarded his name
to Washington, in connection with that position, but that
was all. Mr. Rosenbaum is an American citizen; he is not a
politician and simply believes in doing good wheuever he
sees an opportunity of doing so.

table water
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Corner Ellis and Leavenworth streets

ago there appeared
a morning paper an
SFEW days
against Mr. A.
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Harloe's.
New
239 Kearny

Spring Styles just received.
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Phone Red
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LUDWIG X

361.

CO..

The Model
American
Caterers.
1206 Sutter

Telephone 2388.
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Gray Bros.,

of his friends,

316

Montgomery Street. S P.
New High St.. Los Angeles,

Concrete Artificial
Stone Work.

No. 205

Perrier-Jouet

& Co

Pavilion bicycle tournament
proving a success
THE every
sense
the word. Thousands
people
is

in

of

of

en-

joy the performances nightly and the continual breaking
of records is enough to win for this city the reputation of
containing the champion bicyclists of the world.

The Whiskey They

Drink

In

Germany.

tourist in Berlin, who seeks refreshment in that
celebrated restaurant, ''Louis Rex," will find the only American

The American

"Old Saratoga," a pure Eye
whiskey represented there is
Whiskey, which has won the German taste on the voluminous wine
and spirit list. The 'Old Saratoga" has won laurels abroad for its
purity, fine flavor,

and general

After dinner try Adams' Pepsin Tutti-Frutti Chewing
admirable.

will find it

EPERNAY CHAMPAGNE,

excellence.

For sale by all first-class Wine
Merchants and Grocers

Gum. You
W.

B.

CHAPMAN,

sole Agent tor Pacific coast.

123 California St
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The only feature of the Comstock mining
market during the week was the change
of control in Norcross, the mine being

Comstock
Mining Shares,

the first to pass out of the management
the inside manipulators since work was first started on
the lode. Mr. Lynch, who started in to capture the company, had a walk-over, as no opposition outside of the ordinary showing proxies was made by the old Board. Lynch
bought stock right and left, or rather the voting right, at
ten cents per share, and made quite a heavy showing in
sufficient that the bulk of
this way, which
is proof
this company's certificates are now among the public.
None of the big people in the Comstock seemed to take
the slightest interest in the disposition of the company,
and the chief sufferers are Superintendent Joseph Ryan
and Secretary Thompson, both reliable and capable
men, whose honesty of purpose has never been impugned
by even the opposition. Mr. Lynch has cut salaries considerably since he became President, and announces a reform programme which will be watched with interest in
Elsewhere there has been nothing
its practical adoption.
of note upon which will serve to bare any hopeful views
about the future of the lode, while the prospects for further
contests for control are lively.

of

With the demand for gold mines the
professional promoter again becomes
an alarming and dangerous nuisance.
Investors, large and small, should
give them a wide berth. These cormorants are ruination
to the business, and anything they are connected with
should be treated with the utmost suspicion.
If mine
owners had the full sense of their own interest to heart,
they would eschew all connection with such people. Then
property, good possibly in its day, is handicapped the
minute a bond passes by commissions, which in many cases
exceed the true value of the mine two or three times over.
Then the mine gets hawked all over creation, till every
capitalist worth visiting on the proposition knows its name
and all about it, with the result that none care to even
The town is alive
listen to a fair statement of its merits.
Few have any
just now with this class of individuals.
money, and their credit is nil. When inducements are
offered an owner to bond his property, common sense
would suggest that the prospects for its sale should be of
a nature guaranteeing the success of the negotiation.
It would be still safer to demand a deposit of coin as a
guarantee of good faith, and if this were done, there would
be fewer disappointments in store for the mine owners.
know at the present moment of several valuable mines
in the State which are rapidly losing caste, just through
the lax methods of their owners in giving every alleged
promoter who comes along liberty to offer it to his
people." The latter never materialize, while the name of
the property is known from Dan to Beersheba, the jibe of
moneyed men, who have been pestered to death to inspect
it at four or five times its correct value.
Owners who fall
a victim to the wiles of the professional promoter are to
be pitied as well as blamed.
Mines and

Mining Promoters.

We

The proposition enunciated by the new
Gold Mining Exchange, in their prosto examine mines on a basis
of five dollars per day and expenses,
does not meet with favor from the high-priced men
in the profession who. by experience, education,
and
Mining Experts
and Experts.

pectus,

regulation, are entitled to put M. E. to their names.
is only natural,
but, viewed in the light in which the
officers of the 'Change put the matter, there should be no
conflict between the big fish and the little ones.
In explanation the Exchange people avow the sole intention to
put properties on a standing where a capitalist will be
justified in sending his chosen expert, at a heavy expense,
to investigate matters.
They claim that in the past a poor
man had to take the risk of having some possible investor
refuse to look into his proposition, owing to having no reliable statement to act upon except the owners, which, in
many cases, and not unnaturally, was suspected of being
too highly colored to risk paying out a thousand or so to
send a heavy-weight authority down to the ground. By the
Exchange method this is altered, and an intelligent report
will be forthcoming for presentation, on the strength of
which a capitalist can make up his mind what to do, without getting into a wild goose chase which he may have good
cause to regret. This is a very sensible idea, and no one
can find fault with it on this ground.
Good men will always be in request as mining experts, and they can always

This

command good

fees.

Some

"fool critic " takes up valuable space
the Boston Globe to lament the possibilHis Folly.
ities of a glut in gold and the consequent
depreciation of the metal in the same wav
that silver has done of late years.
The earthly mission of
this genius does not lie in the line of finance.
If it does,
he is living a long way ahead of his time, so that it only
remains to hope that his idiocy is of a mild type, and not
marked enough in the way of annoyances toothers to warrant his incarceration in an asylum.
That the Globe has
been imposed upon by a harmless lunatic is excusable to
some extent, as the cunning of the unfortunate class is

A Fool and

in

'

proverbial.

The activity

in gas and electric stocks, in
view of a possible consolidation, has served
put
to
some of the brokers in easier circumstances.
Their clients can now be nursed
up to the point of taking a chance in the market, which
has been woefully dull of late. Of course the consolidation
will take place, and profits will be larger for all around,
the mutual enemy, the public, being doomed to suffer in the
long run for temerity in daring to hope that lighting rates
had got down to a level where a future drop was more to
be expected than an advance. A little ripple of excitement
was caused in financial circles early in the week by the announcement that the Commercial Bank of San Jose bad
suspended, but as its business ramifications are, to a great

Local Stocks
Active.

extent, local, the sensation was short lived.
At latest reports, the bank will resume at the old stand with new men
at its head.
The following dividends have been declared:
Hutchinson Plantation, fifteen cents, payable on the 20th;
Western Union, 11 per cent., payable April loth, and
American Sugar Refinery Co., its usual quarterly dividend.

San Francisco

is rapidly becoming the main
source of supply for the machinery required
by the Australian mines, which is not an
unnatural sequence to the convenience of
a market where all the latest improvements which experience can suggest can always be found.
On Saturday last
an extensive order was placed with the Parke, Lacy Company, by cable, from the celebrated Mount Morgan Miuing
Company, the shipment including a Ropp furnace of the
largest capacity, the same as that now in use at the Selby
Smelting Works.

A Big Mining
Order.

The Rawhide Mining Co. of Tuolumne
county has just declared a dividend
Dividend Declared, aggregating $40,000.
Only twenty
stamps of the mill ch-opped during the
month. The new electric plant is neariug completion, and
A Rawhide

will

start up as soon as possible. The strike of a new and
is reported on the 900-lode, and the shaft

rich body of ore

now be carried down another hundred feet. The App
mine is developing in a maimer which is a surprise to its

will

owners.
annual
THE
Company

statement
of

of

New York

the Mutual Life Insurance
for last year shows a sur-

plus over
The total income
for the year was $48,597,430.51, and the amount paid to
policy holders $23,120,728.45.
These figures speak wellfor
the success this company is meeting with, and warrant the
confidence that is placed in it by so many people on this
In another column, b\' the courtesy of the agents,
coast.
A. B. Forbes & Son, 222 Sansome street, we publish the
all liabilities of 126,866,563.75.

statement of the company, and call the attention of
our readers to the information it contains.
full

California State
THE
advancement

Trade reports steady
Let us stop all this talkand prosperity will soon knock at the

Board

in local trade.

about hard times,
door.

of
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profound,

eful,

and intensely

moving. A smalls'bound in Ins own skin,
will be published by the Doctor for circulation among his
personal friends. The copy for the Governor will have the
hair on the outside.
.

man

is

probably a mistake to suppose that the persons
brinL' suit against Willis Polk in the Justices'
courts are animated by either ill-will or business motive.
Sains Willis has all the features of a fad, and fads are
usually followed by those who. able to be indifferent to the
cost of their amusements, care uothing for financial conseOnly the rich may safely indulge in fads, but if
quences.
tailors and humble persons of that sort are ambitious to
imitate the diversions of their betters and go broke as a
result of their vanity, the rest of us, including Mr. Polk,
can stand it.

who

so much harmony among the leaders of the
THERE
Republican party of California that they go about in
is

and blow the
whole political powder mill to splinters. And when Burns
crosses the Mexican boundary with a hand-grenade in
every pocket, there will be such an addition to the harmony that no Republican will be able to gaze on it without
feeling his hair erect itself and quiver.
felt slippers, lest

a footfall strike a spark

good u

daily

newspaper

it

is

dishearten-

would happen to the higher interests of civilization. President Jordan, of Stanford University, lectured the other night on the "Evolution of the
Mind.''
The Examiner's report measured just two inches.
But let Professor Jordan kiss one of the co-eds and he
will be given two pages, and have his portrait published
besides.

CHRISTOPHER

A.

Buckley,

Samuel Rainey, Judge

Sullivan, J. J. Dwyer, Max Popper, and Andrew
Clunie, have received invitations to a free lecture entitled
" My Knife, or Surgery as a Cure for Political Bossism."
The parlors of the Occidental Hotel have been secured for
the occasion, and the speaker of the evening will be Dr.

Gavin McNab.
" T AM a truthful man," said the ingenuous Brother
1 Brown to the Church Council, and he proves his noble
frankness by admitting everything of which he is accused
everything, that is, which can be proved without his admissions.
Brother Brown was not born yesterday, and
those who have written on the Useful Art of Lying have

—

not toiled in vain.

CAPTAIN

Peter Lane, who was accused of criminal
assault upon little girls, stands a fair show of being
able to return to his old tricks. Where are all the mothers
who participated in the indignation meetings ?

who were fearful that the Republican party, in
THOSE
nation, State, and city, had lost something of its high
moral purpose, are reassured.
entered

Phil Crimmins has re-

politics.

DURRANT

Probably he sees
is studying law in prison.
the necessity of preparing a strong defense for the
hereafter, where, it is to be presumed, the insanity dodge
does not go.
Crier greatly fears, judging from Ihe pictures of
the female witnesses in the Brown scandal, that
homeliness and virtue do not necessarily go together hand
in hand.

THE

BISHOP Goodsell
was

has

left for

an extended trip through

Switzerland. The moral atmosphere of San Francisco
probably too bracing for him.

the

I

<

id<

exploded.

syndicate
dreamed
tianity and Commerce so
. Church as a necessary middleThe natives prefer their rum undiluted,

THE

MRS.

Brown

states that

his pious self the

if the Reverend Doctor should
newspapers of this city will be

The Chikh does not think, Madam, that the
Almighty would punish us very severely Cor bringing about
such a desirable climax. At any rate, we are willing to
take the chances.
Rev. Dr. Goodwin is authority for the statement
that God's kingdom is close at hand, and can be
materially hastened by the Church. The Cried is glad to
hear it, having a private pull of his own. but, judging by
to blame.

THE

the present conditions, he thinks the outlook
extreme.

is

dubious

in

the

good property owners on Corbett avenue have
THE
petitioned the Board
Supervisors to change the

name
much

of
of that thoroughfare because it reminds them too
of the bruiser.
Would it not be simpler to do away

with Corbett

?

somebody kindly hint to the Bank Commissioners
WILL
that one of their duties
to keep posted as to the
is

affairs of banks.
this,

it were not. for the
IFing
to think what

:i

heathens

wise enough
larger COB

nowadays.
Methodists are complaining because one ol their
hymns states thai lambs shed tears.
Verily,
brethren, be not dumbfounded. Probably the writer wished
to make a covert allusion to Buckley lambs after an
tion day.
The pious brethren also complain because there
is not enough mention of hell in
their hymns, forgetting,
possibly, that it is being reserved for them hereafter.
kill

II

Is

York

thai,

allied, but

FORTHCOMING volume bearing the title: "The
tem and its Deplorab
in
the Budd
Administration and My Pi
is about
to be
by the American Tract Society.
TI10 author is not unknown in the walks of higher polities, and his name alone
will insure a wide sale for the book. As a writer Dr. Marc

reverend gentleman
U] pave the way to

li

The Crier regrets to have to mention

but they seemingly think that theirs

is

a pie-eating

job.

named Graves recently had
narrow
SMAN
board an Alameda
from death by trying
a

escape

train while
in motion. It is to be hoped that his name will be a caution
to him in future not to attempt such a foolish thing again.
to

PROFESSOR

Andree is to start for the North Pole in
a balloon during July. It is to be hoped that he will
take our leading religious controversialists with him and
also the Rev. Dr. Brown.
Oakland idiot says that old age is merely the result
The first thing, apof an improper method of living.
parently, for a man to do who wishes to live forever is to
get out of that city.
Democratic State Central Committee meets tonight at the California Hotel. Visitors interested in
reform and reformers are invited to participate and bring
their razors with them.
after
is apparently some use for dead niggers,
Their skulls could be utilized for the better proall.
tection of our ironclads against the enemy's heavy cannon.
Rev. Dr. Dille complains about the centralization
of people in cities. If the Doctor will only take to the
lonely woods we will scurry after and crucify him.

AN

THE

THERE

THE

poolroom men are
THE
mend that they be arraigned
still

in business.

We

recom-

before Judge Wallace,
who would deal with them as they deserve.
every untraced murder, the Crier recommends the
hanging of a policeman. These statuesque gentlemen
might then get in and hustle occasionally.
Aff R. Fitzsimmons insists that Corbett must get a reputaHoly Hades, man, he
_/' 1 tion before he will fight him.
has one, and it stinks to heaven.
Chronicle speaks of prize-fighter Sullivan's "enormity of girth." The term "ridiculous obesity" would
be more appropriate.
that the work of closing up questionable streets
has commenced it is possible that the entire city will

FOR

THE

NOW

soon be condemned.

S POLICEMAN

died in this city a few days ago,
ably from fatty degeneration of the heart.

prob-
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PROBATE, SALE.
,

T

—

last the secret is out
as to the manner in

AT AUCTION

—

which the Society Manager in Chief Ed. Greenway utilized the days of his convalescence. The result has just become

known, and

is

a complete calling

list

of

San Francisco

the only true and correct guide as to whom
and where, in fashion's realm. To make the
book more complete the learned author has submitted
rules of guidance iu matters social for the benefit of
society no wonder people the other side of the Rockies
are wont to look upon us as untutored savages in knowledge of lee convenances when for so many years we have existed without knowing the rules of polite life as laid down
by E. M. G. The jovial Ed would have made a ten strike
had he dared to append a concise pedigree of his wealthy
patrons and patronesses. Not in local gratitude bien
entendu but the large sale the book would have obtained
among people anxious to know "who is who in 1896 "
would indeed have largely increased his exchequer. The
idea of added pedigree is offered Mr. Greenway as a
good one to act upon with a promise of obliging him with
copious data to work upon from a '49-er.
The next
literary effort of this gifted gentleman will doubtless be a
list of people eligible for matrimony.
This would command
an immense European sale principally among continental Princes.
* * *
society.
It
to call upon

is

MILLS BLDC.

—

By Order of the Administrators of the
Estate of C.
sell

STRYBING, Deceased, we

H.

will

Estate on

the San Francisco Properties of the

—

THURSDAY, March 26,
At

SALESROOM,

Mills

Montgomery

218-220

1896, at 12 o'clock M.

St.,

Building, at

—

Gossip says that two
signalize

the

if

not more military weddings

festivities

of

Lieutenant is named for one.
thought was left out in the cold, has been getting in fine work
in another quarter, they say; and Davis is going to have
another " try " in the lottery of matrimony. No one seems
to be well posted in regard to Maus, but agree they will
have to wait for his return from the East for definite
action.
In civilian life Fred Crocker, Jim Phelan and
George Newhall are spoken of as probable candidates for
Hymen's band, and society is not slow in assigning the
different brides to these gentlemen.
A startling rumor
goes that ene
'aged by the happy result of a recent
marriage of a well-known matron, Mrs. Hager is not unwilling to receive proposals for her hand and possessions.
The Heavenly Twins, too, are credited with thoughts of
wedded bliss once more.
* * *

The George W. Gibbs house

PUBLIC

will

Easter tide. The tall
"Smed," whom everybody

the

AUCTION
To the Highest

Bidder, subject to

confirmation by Superior Court.

Market-street Property.
Nos. 517-519 Market street, southeast line, 120 feet southwest ol
Flrsl street: lot (0x80 Feet; substantial three-story-and*baseiiK-iit brick building; two tenants; rents S850 monthly,
Kearnij -street Investment.

Nos

the latest of the long list
of residences built by millionaires who did not live to enjoy
them, and seems doomed to, share the fate of the Nob Hill
abodes of wealth,
e.
remain with closed doors, as the
late philanthropist's widow has gone on an extended
European tour, leaving the beautiful home just finished,
tenantless.
Let us hope the mansion nearing completion
of the millionaire Sugar King will be an exception to the
foregoing, and prove a home for a live man in every sense.
is

2T7-819 Kearny street (the Maison Doree); west Line L1SV4
feet north of Sutter; LotS5x60:5 feet, extending hack to Olara
improvements oonsisi of a four-stors •and-basemenl briok
building; ground floor and basement occupied as a restaurant;
three upper floors contain 16 large and spaoious rooms suitable
tor offices or lodging-house
i

/'.

* * *

To judge from the murmurings

swim

seems
not improbable that a double wedding will take place on
the occasion of the Hobart-Williams nuptials, and much
gossip is Hying about as to the prospective bride. A sister
of course, but whose? The bride's or thegroom's?
This is
the question which seeks to pierce the cloud of mystery
surrounding the matter.
of the

it

* * *

thick

as

blackberries in summer.

Nos 119 and !2l Montgomery street, west line, 108 feel
Inches
ortb of Butter street size of lol 34:416x60 feet to Trinity Btreet;
1

i

-

;

Improvements consist of four-story-and-basement briok building;
wo stores on ground floor and offices above; total rents, 86
i

I

Sacramento-street Building Lots.
The 50-vare Lot, northwest corner Sacramento and Lyon

streets,

subdivisions; corner 3714x102 :8J4 teet; lots on Saoraiu2feet8J4 Inches and 35x137 teet >'. Inches;
Lyon-street lot, 85xlWVi feet; cable oars pass on Saoramento
street; Sacramento streoi paved and accepted; Lyon street
in

six

.

cadamized

Mason-street Residence.

No

LS1SJ

Mils. hi street, eBStllne, 114 feet 7 inehes south ol' Jaek89:9x68:9 feet, and extra lot 33:l?x86:9 feet; improveIs
of a solid and substantial residence; propertj

son street

:

ments oonsisi

''It is always a feast or a famine in San Francisco sure
" Just now
enough," said a society girl the other clay.

Princi

Montaomenj-street Investment.

As

Prince Luigi bids 'adios,' the Russian Prince arrives: and
yet another Prince bobs up serene1 ? from China, no less,
but I guess he don't count much.''

directly opposite the Ferries & Cliff House R. K Co. enginehouse and ai ransfer point; is aai urally business property and
should he Improved with store and fiats; would pay well.
i

San Miguel Homestead Lots.
i.ots Nos
52 and 53 of the San Miguel Homestead Association,
aorthwesl line of Miguel street. 900 teet northeast of Mount Veraon ai enue size 80x108^ feet
;

* * *

friends of that erudite young lady, Miss Betty
mourning over her possible departure for Maine
on a visit to her sister, Mrs. Harold Sewell. net Millie
Ashe.
We are in danger of losing Porter Ashe also 'tis
though no one appears to lie sufficiently in the
gentle
confidence to say wherefor or why.
iiiin.v

-

We will also sell onthesameda3 the properties of
ol hklena dietterle, deceased, as follows:
Gapp-street Residence.
No. 805 Capp Street, east

feet south SSd street; twohath; bituminous rook sire' t;

line,

B rooms and
lot 24xlfl2^ reel

a\)

story residence ol
e

sidewalk;

Also, lot adjoining above, size !6xlS2W feet.

theE

.

h
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14, 1896.
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The Mutual

Lite

Insurance Company

TO A SEA-MEW.
DH

-

A

(l

cfto»

dreams have wfngi thai

c.

»#/**

New York.

oi
falter;

hearts bear bopea that die
thee no dream oould better

no

life

fears

may

RICHARD

fetter,

McCURDY,

A.

President.

A

pride no care can alter.
That wots not whence 01 why
Our dreams have wing* that falter,
Oar hearts bear hopes that die.

Statement for the Vear Ending Dec.

With joy more 6erce and sweeter
Than joys we deem divine.
Their

Assets

time untarnished.
Are girt about and garnished.
Who match the wave's full metre
And drink the wind's wild wine
With joy more tierce and sweeter
lives, i>y

Thau

joys

we deem

divine.

$221,213,721 33
194,347,157 58

Surplus

$26,866,563 75

Total Income

$48,S97,430

51

and An-

Insurance
nuities

And take my soul's wild honey,
And give me back thy sunny

in

Net Gain

Force-. .$899, 074, 453 78
1895... $6,164,7645 36

in

that weary never,

And

wings that search the sea?
Ah, well were I forever,
Wouldst thou change lives with

LET SILENCE FALL.—james
Let silence

fall

Note.— Insurance merely

is
1

clarence harvey, in lines and rhymes.

included.

have carefully examined the foregoing statement and find the same to
be correct.— Charles a. Preller, Auditor.
I

From

across the past;

the surplus a dividend will be apportioned as usual.

Report of the Examining Committee.
Office of the

Let never heart or speech recall;
If memory needs must break the spell,
Remember that I loved you well,
And o'er the rest let silence fall.

Mutual Life Insurance

New York.

Co. of

February

between our lives,
The one, sunlit with youthful dreams,
Flushed with the future's hopeful gleams,
And held in proud ambition's thrall;
The other, worn with anxious tears
fall

is in all particulars correct, and that the
assets specified therein are in possession of the Company.
In making this certificate the Committee bear testimony to the high
character of the investments of the company and express their approval of
the system, order and accuracy with which the accounts and vouchers have
been kept, and the business in general transacted.

ROBERT OLYPHANT
WM. P. DIXON
J. H. HERRICK

C. VON POST
CHAS. R. HENDERSON
JAMES C. HOLDEN

H.

(Signed)

us part, as those who love
Are parted by the hand of death,
And one stands hushed, with reverent breath,
Gazing on funeral bier and pall
But ere we close the coffin lid,
Let bitter memories all be hid,
And o'er the grave— let silence fail.
let

Committee.

ROBERT

A. GRANNISS. Vice-President.
R. GILLETTE. General Manager.
ISAAC F. LLOYD, Second Vice-President.
FREDERIC CROMWELL, Treasurer.
McCLINTOCK. Actuary.

WALTER
EMORY

A. B.

FORBES & SON,

Agents.

Mutual Life Building.
north, in the

e.

new

the cliff and the cliff repels them
So the waves sing of their long desire for the land
The winds ask their way of the Night, but she never tells them,
And the winds complain of a sorrow they cannot understand.
of

the earth

who have

222

SansomeSt.,

S. F.

review.

The waves climb up to

The conquered nations

1896

hereby certify that the statement

And tired grown with gathering years;
Between them now— let silence fall.

SORROW AND SONG.—

11,

At a meeting of the Board of Trustees of this Company, held on the 18th
day of December last, the undersigned were appointed a Committee to examine the annual statement for the year ending December 31,1895, and to
verify the same by comparison with the assets of the Company.
The committee have carefully performed the duty assigned to them, and

—

Let silence

written is discarded from this

statement as
wholly misleading, and only insurance actually issued and paid for in cash

me

Its fitful moods of storm and rain,
Its weary hours of jealous pain,

And

Liabilities

Total Paid Policyholders in 1895
$23,126,728 45

Ah, well were I forever,
Wouldst thou change lives with me,

Wide eyes

1695.

31,

HAZELTON

PIANOS

HEMME & LONG
BROWN &. SIMPSON

lost their birth-

right

Pianos to Rent and sold on Installmets.

Sing of the years long ago when their rulers were kings;
All the proud valour that rises to set all things on earth right
Sinks in a sob of sorrow and, sobbing, sings.

735 Market

Work

IN

for the kings who conquer
The triumph, the glory,
The wages of victory are but new battles to be fought
But those who adventure and lose must sing their story
!

THE

St.

SflNTfl

6RUZ MOUNTAINS

!

I

In the voice of winds and waves whose endeavor

is

FOR THE FISHING SEASON

nought.

The music

of the spheres in the void's unanswering blindness
shed forth in light and lost in space
All songs are the children of love and a loved one's unkindness,
Sad as the rain that implores in a desolate place.

On

the fishing grounds of Los Gatos River.

Is of love

TWO

SONGS.— CLAUDE

FAYETTE 8RAGD0N, IN THE

Imprisoned in a

Two

little

NEW BOHEMIAN.

:

Before they put you here? "
"

5RUSHES

Ah yes, for I— I was a kiss;
Andvou?" "I was a tear."

IJIIT -

1 2S. )

Address,
Clara Co., Cal.

For barbers, bakers, bootblacks, bath-houses, billiard tables, brewers, book-binders, candy-makers,

canners, dyers, flour-mills, foundries, laundries,
paper-hangers, printers, painters, shoe factories,
tar-roofers, tanners, tailors, etc.

songs lay side by side;

The words of one with passion shook
The other only cried.
The sad one said " Knew you love's

$£S

MRS. AUSTIN. Alma, Santa

stablemen,

book,

0OT

BUCHANAN
BRUSH MANUFACTURERS,

BROS.,

609 Sacramento

St., S.

F

Tel. 5610.

bliss,

United States Laundry,
Office: 1004

Market

St.,

near Baldwin.

Telephone, South

4-2-0.
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It

requires no guess-work
to see why
»

THINK

the ground

Evans'

hog must have made

Ale and Stout
Lead all othersNeed only try them.

a mistake on Candlemas day, for we are
having a very mild and charming winter on the whole. Today is like a spring day, and the florists' displays suggest
anything rather than the melancholy nakedness of winter.
Have you heard yet of the new carnations? One from
France, of bright crimson, has just been purchased for
one thousand dollars by Fleischman, the Hoffman House
florist, while Thorley has offered ten thousand dollars for
the exclusive right for a year to a remarkably large and
brilliant carnation being pushed by some Minneapolis
grower. Fleischman. by the way, is the most successful
in New York.
Never, outside of
florist, apparently,
Paris, have I seen such beautifully decorated windows.
He has exquisite taste, and no one would imagine, on looking at his superb establishment, that only a few years ago
he was selling flowers in the streets.
Your talented singer, Keith, is about to return to San
Francisco on a concert tour, and will begin his season
early in June.
He will probably be at the head of a New
York company, which will make the tour a novelty as well
as a pleasure.
Mrs. Bella Thomas Nichols has sustained a sad loss this
week in the death of her adored mother. She has the
sympathy of a wide circle of friends here, who feel sure
that her profound consolation must be found in the thought
that she has been so loving and devoted a daughter. Miss
Potter, Mrs. Nichols' sister-in-law, has cards out for a
literary and musical evening devoted chiefly to the works
Miss Frances Jollifl'e is conspicof the late Eugene Field.
uous on the stage at Daly's this week, having been formally made a member of his company, a more important
step in New York dramatic life than may suggest itself to
the uninitiated. Mrs. Hermaun Oelrichs is giving one of
her Lenten lunches to-day to the Sewing Class, of which
she is a leader, and which devotes itself to sewing for the
poor all through the holy season. It is composed of a
number of prominent society women Roman Catholics
and Episcopalians. Charity is very much the fashion at
present and if all fashions were as exemplary, mighty
man would have little to complain of. The conference of
the United Charities, in which Jew and Gentile fraternize,
has been absorbing the attention of a large part of the
community of late. D. O. Mills has announced his intention of aiding in the betterment of the condition of the
poor by building two model lodging houses, where the
worthy poor may have lodging, bath

I

"Something
only

C. H.

conference of the many unostentatious
acts of charity performed by the exCalif ornian.

Since

Miss

Fair's

departure for

Europe with the Belmonts (Mrs.
Willie K.), rumor has been connecting
her name with that of young Brice,

who has been quite
about her for so many moons. It
is a curious and significant fact that
Maitland Kersey, her devoted admirer for the last three years, sailed
on the same steamer.
I have understood that but for the unfortunate impediment of a wife in the background,
Kersey would long ago have risked
his fate with the pretty little Calithe Senator's son,

mad

fornia heiress.
This rumor was news
to me, as it is not generally known
that there is a Mrs. Kersey in existence.
And perhaps there may not be,

EVANS

Hudson,

4.

SONS,

New York

SHERWOOD & SHERWOOD,
S. P., Portland,

Los ADgeles.

4444444444444444444*44

GOIM

#
$

OOlOPQ.
The

oldest and most reliable brand on the
market. Sold only in 1-3 pound papers at
20 cents per paper. All grocers keep it.

but the voice of the clubs says yea. A very current
rumor just now has placed a new view in the minds of the
public concerning the domestic life of the Castellanes.
It
is said that the small Countess is now in Dakota seeking a
divorce, the escapades of pretty little Boni being too much
for even her American endurance.
I give you the report
for what it is worth.
The "Cat Show" is one of the "diversions" of the week.
I have not seen it, having been born with a horror of cats,
and being unable to contemplate calmly the possibility of
listening to several hundred miaous at a time.
However,
all New York does not share your correspondent's feeling,
and the Cat Show means money.
Judge Wells, formerly a Supreme Judge in California
somewhere away back in the early days, has been in New
York visiting his daughter, who is the wife of Arthur
Livermore, a prominent young lawyer and one of the
champion golf players of the country. He is a nephew of
Bishop Livermore of Vermont. Judge Wells has a beautiful home in Cambridge, near Boston, and has an extensive
practice in the "great city." O. fl. P. Noyes will leave
in a few days for Japan, stopping en route in San Fran-

—

announcing Mr. Mills' plans, Bishop
Potter took occasion to speak at the

*

just as good," can
another bottle.

Sold by leading Clubs. Hotels. Cafes
and Restaurants Everywhere.
Brewed and Bottled by

—

and supper for from' fifteen to twenty
cents a night.
The first one of these
is to be built on the site of the Depan
Row, in Bleeker street, once the
fashionable quarter of the city; the
second, down in East Broadway.
In

mean

*

Passe-Partout.

cisco.

New

Y,„-L-,

March

S,

1896.

a runaway train
Sometimes, through accident or neglect, control of a
and it speeds down the grade. It is so easy to
go down hill but the journey back is slow and hard. Have
you been climbing up in strength, accumulating force? Or
have you been going the other way, losing ground?
train is lost

;

Scotls £muf&ieru
of Cod-liver Oil and hypophosphites, checks the downward
course.
It causes a halt then turns your face about, toward
the top of the hill.
You cannot do anything without good
blood
Scott's Emulsion makes it. Your tissues must have
the right kind of food Scott's Emulsion furnishes it. Your
nervous system needs a tonic Scott's Emulsion supplies it.
You need a better appetite Scott's Emulsion gives it. You
have hard work ahead Scott's Emulsion prepares you for it.
SCOTT & BOWNE, Chemists, New York.
S o cts. and Si a bottle.
;

:

:

:

:

:

i
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While Lout reigns

Breakfast Cocoa;
I

suppose our Sun-

go«ms

inu>t Ih- v,tv subdued.
Black and violet
to be the predominant colors in the fashionhunches at present.
you can use lovely
silks or velvets to make up for the lack of gayness. 1 saw
a lovely gown last Sunday, made of heavy dove gray faille.
There was a half-length wrap of the same material, lined
with dark violet velvet. The hat was small, and consisted
chiefly of some beautiful soft gray lace, with a border of
violets resting on the hair.
The girl had gray gloves with
gauntlets embroidered in violets.
These beautiful flowers
are going to have a long run. 1 imagine.
They will certainly be the Eastern flowers for hat decoration, and are
•

11

boars their

m

M:irk
'•La Belle

.

imitated so perfectly that they cannot be distinguished
from Dame Nature's own. Chinchilla fur, being gray, is
another variety of "sackcloth.'' A good-sized fluted collar for it can be bought for about $125, a rather steep figure, but it looks beautiful when you have it.
Another
pretty costume I saw had blue Amazon cloth for the skirt,
with an edge of black passementerie up each side of the
front breadth. The bodice had a vest brocaded in violets
and green leaves.
The dress had tight-fitting sleeves,
which were draped in such a manner as to simulate the
familiar puff.
The bonnet was of deep violet velvet trimmed with black tips and green leaves. I hear that slight
bustles are even being worn, but I think that most people
w'll take advantage of the new fashion that is coming in to
put a little fullness into the top of the skirt. The summer
materials require this, and the indications are that the
fullness will start very near the front and be pretty evenly
distributed around the sides and back.
Among the new
things for the neck in our large stores are satin chemisettes, with satin stocks and small bows in front.
They
have a row of tiny pearl or gold buttons down the middle.
great many of the skirts to-day have narrow panels of
another material at the side or in the front. Crepon is not
being used so much as formerly. Dull mohairs have taken
its place and are growing in favor.
Another pretty dress I saw was of soft, light gray
camel's-hair.
The skirt was a full godet, with a narrow
panel of deep moire velvet at the left side.
One which
would have suited you had a skirt of claret crepon with the
godets at the back. The collar was high and straight, and
the sleeves, falling in small plaits from a very long shoulder, had tight-fitting cuffs to the elbow.
The narrow belt
was of coral suede, with silver clasps, studded with coral.
The gown was trimmed with batiste, which is to be the
popular trimming for spring costumes.
It is a pity to see the sudden demand for wide hips.
It
arose, probably, from the strange desire that the short
skirts of basques should stand straight out from the body,
almost at right angles. How one sighs for the grace of
the clinging Empire gown again
As for shirt waists,
madras cloth in black and white stripes, and eeru batiste
with colored dots on lace stripes, is the chief material used.
In addition there is also the usual variety of colored lawns,
cambrics and cheviots. I hear that some pretty summer
gowns are being made of the finest and smoothest Irish
linen.
They will be worn with the white straw sailor hats
which roll up all along the edge of the brim.
The trimmings will be huge bow= of white chine ribbon with bright
colored designs of flowers.
I saw a pretty mourning dress the other day.
The
sleeves were moderately balloon, and of black crepe, while
the waist proper was cut low and square in front and filled
with white crepe, fluted with the alternate fiutings, decorated in fine needlework. The waist was of some black
handsome brocaded material and trimmed with vertical
bars in black crepe, and the skirt was gored with a flat
front, with folds on the sides and a slight train behind.
There is some consolation for being a widow, after all.
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Don't fail to chew Adams' Pepsin Tutti-Frutti Chewing Gura after
meals. Indigestion fades before it.
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DORCHESTER, MASS.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
Con. California

&

Virginia Mining

Company.

Location of principal place of business—San Francisco, Cal.
Location
works— Storey County, Nevada.
Notice is hereby given that at a meeting of the Board of Directors, held
on the Fourth (4th) day of March, 1896, an assessment. No. 6. of thirty
cents (30c.) per share was levied upon the capital stock of ihe corporation,
payable immediately in "United States gold coin Co the Secretary, at the
offlce of the company, room 47, Nevada Block, 309 Montgomery street, San
of

Francisco, Cal.
Any s tock upon which this assessment shall remain unpaid on the
8th DAY OF APRIL, 1896,
will be delinquent and advertised for sale at public auction; and, unless
payment is made before, will be sold on TUESDAY, the 28th day of April,
1896, to pay the delinquent assessment, together with the costs of advertising and expenses of sale. By order of the Board of Directors.
A. W. HAVENS, Secretary.
Office Room 47, Nevada Block, 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco,

—

California.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
Seg. Belcher & Mides Cons. Mining Company.
Location of principal place of business— San Francisco, Cal. Location
of works— Gold Hill Mining District, Storey County, Nevada.
Notice is hereby given that at a meeting of the Board of Directors, held
on Tuesday, the Tenth (10th) day of March, 1896, an assessment, No.
17, of Ten Cents (10c) per share was levied upon the capital stock of the
corporation, payable immediately, in United States gold coin, to the Secretary, at the office of the company, room 50, Nevada block, 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco Cal.
Any stock upon which this assessment shall remain unpaid on the

13th

DAY OF APRIL.

1896,

will be delinquent, and advertised for sale at public auction, and unless
payment is made before will be sold on Monday, the 4th day of May, 1896,
to pay the delinquent assessment, together with costs of advertising and
and expenses of sale. By order of the Board of Directors.

E. B.
Office— Room

Nevada

50,

Block, 309

Montgomery

HOLMES,

St.,

Secretary.

San Francisco.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.

!

Belinda.

lere''

on ever;

Bodie Consolidated Mining Company.

Assessment

Amount per Share

15

March

Levied
Delinquent in Offlce
Day of Sale of Delinquent Stock
Offlce— Room

62,

Nevada Block,

April

No. 19
cents
7,

10,

May 4,
309

1896
1896
1896

M. E. WILLIS, Secretary.
Montgomery St., San Francisco. Cal.

ANNUAL MEETING.
Western Sugar Refining Company.
The regular annual meeting of the stockholders of the Western Sugar
Refining Company will be held at the office of the company, 327 Market
street, San Francisco, Cal., on

DAY

OF MARCH, 1896,
MONDAY, the 30TH
at the hourof 12o*clock m., for the election of a Board of Directors to serve
ensuing year and the transaction of such other business as may
come before the meeting. Transfer books will close on Friday. March 20,
ROBERT OXNARD, Secretary.
1896, at 12 o'clock m.
Offlce— 327 Market street, San Francisco, Cal.
for the

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Hutchinson Sugar Plantation Company.
cents per share, of the Hutchinson Sugar Plantation Company, will be payable at the offlce of the company, 327 Market St.,
on and after Friday, March 20, 1896. Transfer books will close on Saturday,
Dividend No.

March

14, 1896,

23, of 15

at 12 o'clock M.
E. H.

Offlce—327 Market street.

SHELDON,

Secretary.
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BANKING.
BANK OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.
Incorporated by Royal Charter,

HEAD OFFICE
Paderewski came to the front of the stage for the fifth
time and bowed low in response to the tumultuous applause
''Dog-gone him!"
of the hysterical women before him.
muttered a bald-headed pianist in the audience, looking
with glittering eyes at the flaming head of hair bobbing
up and down. '"I'd like to mop the earth with him!"
Chicago Tribune.

Wife (drearily)— Ah, me, the days of chivalry are past.
the matter now? Wife— Sir Walter
Raleigh laid his cloak on the ground for Queen Elizabeth
to walk over, but you get angry simply because poor, dear
mother sat down on your hat. Tit-Bits.

Husband—What's

—

some jokes on the desk here
Office Boy No sir;
last night; have you seen them?
me and the janitor spent half an hour studyiu' 'em last
I left

night, an' neither of us could see a oneof 'em,

sir.

—
—Vanity.

— The

instrument I shall use at your
house to-morrow evening, my dear sir, is over two-hundred years old. Parvenu Oh, never mind that. It is
good enough; no one will know the difference. Standard.
Violinist (proudly)

—

—

BANK OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO,
Capital
$3,000,000 00
Surplus and Undivided Profits (October 1, 1894).. 3.158,139 70
WILLIAM ALVORD
President CHARLES R. BISHOP. Vice-Pres't
Secretary THOMAS
ALLEN M. CLAY
Cashier
Ass't Cashier 1. F. Moulton
2d Ass't Cashier
S. Prentiss Smith
I

—

—
— I asked pa to buy me a bicycle and he flatly reHe—Did you not say the most spiteful thing you
fused.
wished he had never
told him
could? She — Yes.
married into our family. — Idler.

"Her fiance is a pronounced brunette, is he not? " said
"No," replied the other; "he is a
one young woman.
Russian. He can be spelled, but not pronounced." Washington Evening Star.

—

" You are the only doctor who advises me to stay at
home. All the others say I ought to go to a winter re" I suppose they have all the patients they want."
sort."
Fliegende Blatter.

CORRESPONDENTS.

New

Zealand; China, Japan, and India—Chartered Bank of India, Austraand China; St. Louis— Boatman's Bank.
Letters of Credit issued available in all parts of the world.
Draws Direct on New York, Boston, Chicago, St. Louis, Salt Lake
Denver, Kansas City, New Orleans. Portland, Or., Los Angeles, and on
London, Paris, Berlin, Bremen, Hamburg, Frankfort-on-Main, Copenhagen,
Stockholm, Christiania, Melbourne, Sydney. Auckland, Hongkong, Shanghai, Yokohama, Genoa, and all cities in Italy.

SAN FRANCISCO SAVINGS UNION.
Corner California and Webb Streets.
Deposits. Dec. 31, 1895
Guarantee Capital and Surplus

Robby Popper, what do they have a man pray for congress for? Mr. Ferry They don't. He takes a look at
Congress and then prays for the country. Cincinnati En-

—

—

quirer.
I tell

you

won't have him! I want a title."
He's rich, and I can give you
wait till next time for the title."
I

Ethel.

nothing at this crisis

—

"Had an accident on my run to-day," said one gripman
"What was it?" " Woman said 'thank you'
to another.
to a man who gave her a seat." Washington Star.

—

—

Hoax I hear Irving isn't going to give matinees any
more.
Joax That so? Hoax Yes; he's only giving
knightly performances.
Philadelphia Record.

—

—

—

"Say, you oughtn't to push me so about that account.
am short." "Yes. But why should you be so
short so long? " Cincinnati Enquirer.
I really

—

ngs,6:30to8.

LONDON AND SAN FRANCISCO BANK,

You are suffering from a complication of diseases, Mr.
"
Stein, at least six."
much discount you gif me on
halef a dozen, doctor? "
Life.
" Blykins has his own way in his home."
" Yes, but his
wife always tells him what it is going to be beforehand."

How

—

Washington Star.
"You never told me Miss Fairgirl was an athlete."
"Well, is she?" "Yes; she has thrown me over."
London Tit-Bits.
"When

the gods were weary they partook of oysters. Moraghan,
Market, has always the finest Eastern and

Californian on hand.

LIMITED.

Authorized Capital
$3,500,000 Capital Paid-up
$2,450,000
Reserve
$375,000
San Francisco Office—424 California St. London Office—73 Lombard St.
Portland Branch— Chamber of Commerce Building.
Tacoma Branch— 1156 Pacific Ave.
Manager, ARTHUR SCRIVENER Ass't Manager. WILLIAM STEEL
|

I

Cashier, GUSTAV FRIEDERICH.
LONDON BANKERS— Bank of England and London Joint Stock Bank.
NEW YORK— Messrs. J. P. Morgan & Co. Boston—Third National Bank.
is

all

all kinds of General Banking and ExLondon and San Francisco, and between said cities

prepared to transact

change Business

in

parts of the world.

LONDON, PARIS AND AMERICAN BANK, LIMITED.
N. W. Cor. Sansome and Sutter Sts.
Subscribed Capital
$2,500,000 Paid Up Capital
$2,000,000
Reserve Fund
$800,000
Head Office
58 Old Broad Street, London
AGENTS— New York— Agency of the London, Paris, and American
Bank Limited, No. 10 Wall Street, N. Y. Paris— Messrs. Lazard, Freres
& Cie, 17 Boulevard Poissoniere. Draw direct on the principal cities of the
world. Commercial and Travelers' Credits issued.
SIG. GREENBAUM 1 ,
Managers.
C. ALTSCHUL
|

CROCKER-WOOLWORTH NATIONAL BANK of ban francisco.
Cor. Makket, Montgomery, and Post Sts.

Paid-Up Capital

"

Stalls 68-70 California

|

White, Cashier.
Receives Deposits, and Loans only on real estate security. Country
remittances may be sent by Wells, Fargo & Co., or by check of reliable
parties, payable in San Francisco, but the responsibility of this Savings
Bank commences only with the actual receipt of the money. The signature
of the depositor should accompany the first deposit. No charge is made for
fiass-book or entrance fee. Office hours— 9. a. m. to 3 p. m. Saturday even-

—

—

She I wouldn't marry you if you were the only man in
the world. He— Of course not. In that case you would
have to compete with all the other women. Truth.

1,575.631

President E. B. POND, Vice-President
Directors— Thomas Magee, G. W. Beaver, Philip Banh. Daniel E. Martin, W. C. B. De Fremery, George C. Boardmau, Robert Watt; Lovell

This Bank

Life.

124,202,827

ALBERT MILLER,

—

" No, papa,

.

New York— Messrs. Laidlaw & Co.; the Bank of New York, N. B. A.
Boston— Tremont National Bank; London— Messrs. N. M. Rothschild &
Sons; Paris— Messrs. de Rothschild Freres; Virginia City (Nev.)—
Agency of The Bank of California; Chicago— Union National Bank, and
Illinois Trust and Savings Bank; Australia and New Zealand— Bank of

I

I

"But you must,

BROWN

1

She

—

$500,000.

Sts.

Lombard Street, London
New Westminster, Kamloops, Nan
60

lia

— So you are sure

her husband had the best of the
Did she tell you so ? Madge No; but I
argument?
heard her say he was a mean, hateful thing, as she went
out of the room and slammed the door. Odds and Ends.
Cora

and Sansome

Branches— Victoria, Vancouver,
iamo, and Nelson, British Columbia; Portland, Oregon; Seattle and Ta
coma, Washington.
This Bank transacts a General Banking Business. Accounts opened subject to Check, and Special Deposits received. Commercial Credits granted
available in all parts of the world. Approved Bills discounted and advances made on good collateral security. Draws direct at current rates
upon its Head Office and Branches, and upon its Agents, as follows:
New York— Merchants' Bank of Canada; Chicago— FirstNationalBank;
Liverpool— North and South Wales Bank; Scotland— British Linen
Company; Ireland— Bank of Ireland; Mexico— London Bank of Mexico;
South America — London Bank of Mexico and South America; China and
Japan— Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China; Australia and
New Zealand— Bank of Australasia and Commercial Banking Company of
Sydney, Ld; Demerara and Trinidad (West Indies)— Colonial Bank.

—

Editor (to office boy)

1862.

Reserve Fund,

Capital Paid Up, $3,000,000.
Southeast Cor. Bush

WM.

H.

J1,000,000.

CROCKER.

W. E. BROWN
GEO. W. KLINE
Directors— Cnas.

F. Crocker, E. B. Pond, Hy. J.

President
Vice-President
Cashier
Crocker, Geo. W. Scott

THE ANGLO-CALIFORNIAN BANK, LIMITED.
N. E. Cor. Pine

and Sansome

Sts.

Paid Up
$1,500,000
Reserve Fund.
700,000
Head Office 18 Austin Friars, London, E. C
Agents at New York— J. & W. Seligman & Co.. 21 Broad street.
The Bank transacts a General Banking Business, sells drafts, makes
telegraphic transfers, and issues letters of credit available throughout the
world. Sends bills for collection, loans money, buys and sells exchange
IGN. STEINHART \ Mann(
and bullion.
prfi
Mana e. ers
P. N. LILIENTHAL |

Capital authorized

Subscribed

$6,000,000
3,000,000

—

I
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Hob
in claims that in ten years
few horses will be used in carriages. A company has already boon formed in Paris for the purpose of placing pubOne hundred cabs
He horseless carriages on the street.
will constitute the start, and. should they be patronized,
the number is to be increased to one thousand.

A Boos TO Mahinkrs. — An

invention for the benefit of
mariners is an apparatus called the eophone, by which
pilots and steersmen on ocean boats can hear the signals
of other boats either in a fog or a heavy gale.
Whistles
can be heard fifteen miles ott. and. when there is no wind,
at even greater distances.

The British Army. — The

British army proper is made
up of three regiments of foot guards, ninety-nine of the
line, and a rifle brigade
The cavalry consists of two regi-

ments

guards, one of horse guards, seven of dragoon
guards, and sixteen of light dragoons.
The Leading Chemists. The Germans lead the world
in the manufacture of chemicals.
In the manufacture of
dyes alone, every hint from England, France, America,
and Italy is tried, every new material tested, every hopeful process patented.
of

life

—

—

The Court and the Typewriter. The Supreme Court
of the State of New York has decided that only the first
typewritten copies of papers will be received in court or
certified as copies by the court clerks. The new rule gives
much more work to every one concerned.

Ax

James

nature of acetylene

man who bad manufactured

Electric Locomotive.

— A monster

now

electric

engine,

East Pittsburg.
Each
dynamo is of 200 horse-power, and the speed attainable is
from seventy-five to one hundred and twenty-five miles an
to be used on a railway,

is

hour,

in

The First Shave.
Roman to indulge in a

—Scipio

Africanus

was

the first

An Old Hair

Tonic.

— An old

recipe for a hair tonic

used for an Egyptian queen who lived about 4000 B. C,
consisted of dogs' paws and asses' hoofs boiled with dates
in

oil.

—

Progress in Germany. Dr. Dernburg, a Berlin professor of law, advocates the setting apart of the University
of Giessen for the exclusive use of women students.

—

The Use or Tea and Coffee. Tea and coffee are inebriating substances as well as alcohol, although they produce a different form of intoxication.
There

nothing so healthy as a slight stimulant taken directly
It freshens up the appetite and takes away all wearJ. F. Cutter Bourbon produces these effects quicker than
any other stimulant, as it is the finest whiskey in the market. E.
Martin & Co., of 411 Market street are the sole agents for this celebrated brand, which is in use by all connoisseurs.
is

iirn.tuNO.

1300,000.

Pre* I dent, |i8. <; MURPHY, Vloe-Prwident,
t<<
\
Preeldant
Pbclan, L. P. Drexlcr. John A Hooper, C. O.
s Q. Murphv, Frank J. Sullivan, Robert MrKlroy,

D.

and Joseph U. Grant.
paid on Term and Ordinary Deposits.

Interest
curities

Loans on approved seii
a. STORY. Cashier.
Deposits may be sent by postal order. Well, Fargo, & Co., or Exchange
on City Banks. When opening accounts send signature.
i

|

WELLS FARGO &
N. E.

CO.'S BANK.
Corner Sansome & Sdtteu Streets.

Cash Capi tul and Surplus
John J. Valentine
H. Wttdsworth

18.250,000

President
Cashier

Homer S. King
P. L. Llpman

I

|

Manager
Assistant Cashier

BRANCHES.

N. Y. City, H. B. Parsons, Cashier. Salt Lake City, J. E. Dooly, Cashier
Directors— John J. Valentine. Benj. P. Cheney, Oliver Eldrldge, Henry
E. Huntington. Homer S. King, George E. Gray, John J. McCook, Charles
F. Crocker. Dudley Evans.
|

THE SATHER BANKING COMPANY.
CAPITAL

$1 ,250,000

Suocessor

to

James K. Wilson

Satber

& Co.,

Established

President.

L.

I.

San Francisco.
A. Talbot, Vice-President

1851,

C. F.

Cowgill. Cashier.

Directors— C. S. Benedict, Charles Main, F. W. Sumner, Albert Miller,
Wm. P. Johnson, C. F. A. Talbot. James K. Wilson.
Agents: New York— J. P. Morgan & Co. Boston— National Bank of the
Commonwealth. Philadelphia— Drexel & Co. Chicago— Consolidated National Bank. St. Louis—The Mechanics* Bank. Kansas City— First National Bank. London— Brown, Shipley & Co. Paris— Drexel, Harjes & Co.

THE GERMAN SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.
No. 526 California St.,

S. F.

Capital actually paid up in Cash, $1,000,000.
Reserve Fund
8 715,000
Deposits, Dec. 31, 1895,
$30,727,586 59.
Guaranteed Capital. .81,300,000
OFFICERS—President, B. A. Becker; Vice-President, Edward Kruse;
Second Vice-President, George H. Eggers; Cashier, A. H. R. Schmidt; Assistant Cashier, Wm. Herrmann; Secretary, George Tourny Assistant
Secretary, A. H. Muller.
Board of Directors— Edward Kruse, George H. Eggers, O. Shoemann,
A. C. Heineken, H. Horstmann, B. A. Becker, H. L. Simon, Ign. Steinhart,
Daniel Meyer. Attorney, W. S. Goodfellow.

SECURITY SAVINGS BANK.
Montgomery St.. Mills Building,
INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS. LOANS MADE.
222

DIRECTORS.

Wm. Alvord
Wm. Babcock
Adam Grant

shave.
The Romans afterwards considered such an event as the entrance upon manhood, and celebrated it accordingly.

—

tKRITVn

Uu Capital,

Paid

PHELAN,
JOHN

Hooker..:

daily

Doctors in Russia. On July 1, 1895, there were 15,740
medical men and women in Russia qualified to practice.
Twenty per cent, of these were military or naval surgeons,
and 553 were women.

11,000.000.

.1,

Directors—James

—

Tobacco as a Reducer. An author writing in 1654
stated that a nobleman of exceeding girth was reduced by
chewing tobacco. It was also recommended for use in
military camps where little food was obtainable.

D,

UbOBAHIOB'

-v.

bi

Guar.'

Jerome Lincoln
O. D. Baldwin

W.

H. H. Hewlett
A. K. P. Harmon

S, Jones

J. B.

HUMBOLDT SAVINGS AND LOAN
No.

18

Lincoln.

SOCIETY.

Geary Street.
November

Incorporated

24, 1869.

ADOLPH C. WEBER
ERNST BRAND

President
Secretary

NEVADA WAREHOUSE AND DOCK COMPANY.
WAREHOUSES AND DOCKS
PORT COSTA, California.
Storage Capacity, 100.000 tons. Regular warehouse for San Franoisoo
Produce Exchange Call Board.
These warehouses are the largest on the Pacific Coast, and are Turnlshed
with the latest improvements for the rapid handling and storing of Grain.
A mill attached, supplied with the best and newest machinery for cleaning
foul and smutty wheat.
Money advanced at lowest rates of interest on grain stored in warehouses.
Insurance effected at lowest rates in first-class companies, or grain sold,
if

desired, at current rates.

OFFICE— 202 Sansome St., over the Anglo-California Bank.

nATErlTS,

AMERICAN AND FOREIGN PATENTS.

before meals.
iness.

The

The finest goods are the best. This
men and ladies. John W. Carmany,

BOONE & MURDOGK,
San Francisco

Washington

Office:

Office

:

(E. F.

Murdock.

Jno. L: Boone).

Nucleus Building, Cor. Market and Third Sts.

Opposite Patent Office

also applies to linen for gentle25 Kearny street has the best

stock of spring goods in town.

A

Sovereign Remedy— Dr. Parker's Cough Cure.

cough.
214

It

Kearny

never

tails.

street.

Try

it.

Price 25c.

One dose will stop a
George Dahlbender & Co.,

REMOVED TO 824 MARKET STREET PHELAN BUILDING
1
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NEWHALL & CO,
SHIPPING AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS,

Disraeli formed
WHEN
bury hesitated to

his Cabinet, in 1874, Lord Salisit because his relations with
the Tory chief had been more than strained for several
years.
He recalled his denunciation of Dizzy in 1KIJ7 over
household suffrage, and feared that his return to office
under the leadership of that statesman would be misconIn his perplexity Lord Salisbury consulted the
strued.
greatest of his political foes, Mr. Gladstone, who promptly
decided that it was Lord Salisbury's duty to enter the new
Government instead of taking up a position of isolated independence, which would impair his usefulness.
This advice was accepted, and to Mr. Gladstone it is probably due
that Lord Salisbury is now at the head of a powerful Govjoin

309 and 311 Sansome

estate in England to the amount of some $60,500; Matthew
Arnold's estate only amounted to $5,205, while Robert
Browning left nearly $84,000.
The Barrett Browning
Memorial Institute was lately opened by Rider Haggard
at Ledbury, England.
Sir John Gordon Sprigg has just entered upon his
Cecil Rhodes
third term as Premier of Cape Colony.
pushed him out of office in 1890, but, forming a friendship
for his political rival, he fouud a place in the Government
for him in 1893 again.
He is an able man and devoted to
the Colony.

The number

committed in Germany from
was 105,327. The totals range from

of suicides

1881 to 1893 inclusive
8,987 in 1881 to 10,699 in 1893.

more numerous

in

They are proportionately
the Prussian army than in any part of

the Empire, having been 65 per 100,000 in 1893.
George Ebers, the well known German novelist, is
one of the most notable df recent converts to Buddhism.
Professor Ebers is one of the profoundest Orientalists in
the world, and his most successful novels are filled with the
spirit of Egypt and the East.

The death

Francois Copp6e is a possibility of the
near future. He is said to be slightly consumptive, and is
sojourning among the pine trees of Arcachon, a seaside
resort a few miles distant from Bordeaux.
The enemies of Zola are again getting ready to prevent his entering the French Academy.
This time they
are preparing a complete anthology of objectionable words
and phrases in all his works.
Gladstone, when a boy, studied the art of wood carving, and is said to produce some very fine work in his spare
time. Much of the decorative work at Hawarden was done
by his own hand.
Sardou, the famous playwright, is said to have earned
$1,000,000 from his plays.
He is over sixty-four years old,
but feels as young as a boy. His first play was a failure.
Robert Schomburgk, who fixed the line between
Venezuela and British Guiana was a Prussian scientist and
able to converse in ten different languages.
The Crown Princess of Denmark is said to be the
tallest woman in Europe.
She is six feet and two inches

....

St,

San Francisco,

PINDLAY, DURHAM & BRODIE
SIMPSON, MACKIRDY & CO
PTJERST BROS. & CO

43

and

Threadneedle St., London
South Castle St., Liverpool
2 and 4 Stone St., New York
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INSURANCE.
AND INLAND INSURANCE.

FIRE, MARINE,

Fireman's Fund
INSURANCE COMPANY, OF SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Capital, $1,000,000.

Assets,

$3,000,000.

PALATINE
INSURANCE COMPANY

(Limited),

CHAS.

A.

OF MANCHESTER, ENGLAND.

OVER $9,000,000.00 RESOURCES

SOLID SECURITY.

LATON, Manager.

439 California St., S. F.

Fire Insurance.
Founded A. D.

Company

Insurance

1792.

America

North

of

OF PHILADELPHIA, PENN

.

Paid-up Capital
Surplus to Policy Holders

JAMES

D.

CONNECTICUT

$3,000,000
5,022,016

BAILEY, General Agent,
FIRE

412 California St., S. F.

INSURANCE CO. OF HARTFORD.

Capital Paid Up
Assets
Surplus to Policy Holders

of

H.000,000
3,192.001 69
1,506,409 .41
.

ROBERT DICKSON,

BOYD

ft

DICKSON,

S. F.

Manager

401

Montgomery

Agents, 501 Montgomery

Capital. 12,250.000

UNITED STATE

Total Assets,
:

PHOENIX ASSURANCE CO.

Managers.

OF LONDON *»*».** im

PROVIDENCE-WASHINGTON NSURANCE CO. incorporated
BUTLER & HALDAN, General Agents,

your

"

'

Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup"

Brown's Bronchial Troches"

Hoarseness and

all

Throat Troubles.

The Press Clipping Bureau,

for

BRITISH

AND FOREIGN MARINE INSURANCE

LIMITED,

CO,,

OF LIVERPOOL.
Capital

16,700,000

CO., Agents.

Montgomery

street, S. P. reads all
papers on the Pacific Coast,*and supplies clippings on all topics, business

and personal.

510

Montgomery
San Francisco.

F

Fine

Co.

Field of

Goods
Sports."

Sportsmen's Goods
110

St., S.

"In the

R.

LIDDLE
are unrivalled for relieving Coughs,
Sold only in boxes.

1799

413 California St., S. F.

No. 316 California

Mothers, be sure and use
children while teething

1825

$6,854,653 65

EPARTMENT 204 Sansome St., S. P.
VOSS, CONRAD & CO., General

BALFOUR, GUTHRIE &
call

St.

St.

AACHEN AND MUNICH FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
OP AIX LA CHAPELLE, GERMANY.
Established

in height.

Are you interested in Japanese art goods? If so, you should
and see the collection of George T. Marsh, at 625 Market street'.

Cal.

CORRESPONDENTS

ernment instead of sitting on the cross-benches of the
House of Lords.
The Rev. John Henry Barrows, the famous Chicago
preacher, sailed for Europe a few days ago, being bound
for Germany, where he will spend eight months in longplanned theological research. After that he will visit India for a period of six months and deliver a course of lectures there. The Doctor is accompanied by his wife.
When Victor Hugo died he had attained personal

Marine Insurance Agents,

and

Fire

Cheap.

Street,

New
Write

for Catalogue.

book free

March
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lamp-chimneys
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right if
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you get the

right

.ire
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Attention to

for

EVKIIY

your lamp.

day hundreds .if dollars are squandered on the
gambling machines. They Bbould be
removed from every cigar stand and Baloon.

There

PraneisCO > beating the world's bicycle records
SAN
California may be far removed from the heart

enjoy your

Let us send you

Index,

th>'

nickel-ln-the-alot

of civil-

the same.

ization, but

capital is coming to California to look into
Stop all this clamor for war,
our mining industries.
and prepare for the coming period of prosperity
all the political cranks gathered together under
one banner at Pittsburg, it is to be hoped that the
old Democratic party will be able to march on. unham-

Geo

pered, to victory.
their
young
Santa Rosa are so famed
THE
before one
charms that we fear there
be a
for

ladies of

riot

is

Our services
selected to preside over the Rose Carnival.
are at your disposal, gentlemen, if extra help is required.
Old Mrs. Tnnnell
Has gone up the funnel
Her passage was paid by Brown.
Now he ticktes his ears
And quietly swears
Because she don't want to come down.

RESTAURANTS.
Bergez's Restaurant, Academy Building, 334-884 Pine street.
Rooms for
ladies ami families, private entrance. John Bergez, Proprietor,
Bay State Oyster House. !5Stockton& lOOO'Farrell N. M. Adler, Prop
Montgomery- St. Coffee and Lunch House. Good coffee and fresh eggs
a specialty. Cream waffles. 426 Montgomery St. H. H. HJUL, Prop.
Malson Tortoni, French Rotisserie, 111 O'Farrell street. Private dining
rooms and banquet hall. S. Constantini, Proprietor.
Nevada Restaurant, -117 Pine St. Private rooms; meals 50c. Loupy Bros
Poodle Dog Restaurant, S. E. cor. Grant ave. and Bush st. Private
dining and banquet rooms,
Tel. 429.
A. B. Blanco & B. Biiun.

DENTISTS.

take this opportunity of telling our numerous Eastern subscribers that if they contemplate a trip to
The flower parade
California, now is the time' to make it.
of the Los Angeles Flower Festival takes place on the 25th
of next month, and not to see it will be to miss the event of
a life-time. The Festival opens on the 21st of April.
innocent
TWO
years

little Oakland girls, aged four and ten
respectively, were the latest victims to the
In the name of every mother in the
deadly trolley-car.
State, we demand that the speed of these infernal machines
be limited, and that they be fitted with contrivances ensuring proper protection to life and limb.

under the able
rapidly pushing
The cleanliitself to the front in metropolitan journalism.
ness of the paper, its sincerity, and the clear tones in
which it expresses its opinions and denounces corruption
have all helped to raise it out of the depths wherein it
Call,

C.

Macbeth Co

AND PURC HASER'S GUIDE

CITY INDEX

Dr.

WE

of

A

Pittsburgh Pa

WITH

contemporary, the Morning
OUR
guidance
Mr.
M. Shortridge,

t>>

lamp and avoid

expense.

ENGLISH

will

no other way

is

is

formerly lay, up to its present prominence. Although we
are of different political complexion to the Call, we recommend it as an honest and fearless journal, one that has
already done much to bring about reform and intends doing
still more.
C. Overman Brown scandal is nearing its end. By
the time we go to press it may have become a thing
of the past, although it is probable that, like a slimy
snake, it will drag itself along for a few days more. Certain
members of the Council appear favorable to the disgraceful pastor but we trust that there will be enough men
with their hearts clean enough and brains clear enough to
advocate his removal from our midst for the sake of the
city's good name and that of the community in general.
Even should he be found guiltless of some of the charges,
the oduim attached to his name is enough to warrant the

Thomas L. HIM,
OFFICE: Odd Fellows'
Office hours

streets.

Building, southwest cor. Seventh and MarUet
Consultation Hours 4 to 5.
9 a. m. to 5 p. m.

:

:

Dr. H. G. Young,
Bridges and teeth without plates.
Dr. R. Cutlar, 818 Sutter street.

1841 Polli street.

MEDICAL.
Elmer Bunker has removed to 630 Sutter
Office Hours 1 to 3 and 6:30 to 7:30 P. M.

Dr. R.

street.

:

Dr. Hall, 14 McAllister St., near Jones.

Diseases of

women and

children.

POSTAGE STAMP DEALERS.
Hawaiian Stamps a specialty. MAKINS & CO 506 Market street.
Selections on approval: any place in world. W. F. GREANY, 827 Brannan
The W. H.

Hollls

Stamp

Co., (Incorporated),

105 O'Farrell St., S. F.

PRINTING AND RUBBER STAMPS.
Koch & Harney, (Jas. H. Harney, Geo. T. Koch), Job Printers, 648 Sacramento St. Fine printing and embossing, seals, rubber stamps, stencils, etc.

MERCHANT TAILORS.
Neuhaus

Suits to order 812 50.
&. Co., 115 Kearny, up-stairs.
coats, $10. Pants $4 and upwards. Samples by maiL
4®"A perfect fit guaranteed.

Over-

VOCAL CULTURE.
Miss Caroline Shlndler, Soprano. Vocal Culture. Houcrs, 1 to 3, 2446 Clay
Joseph Greven, Vocal Teacher, Neumann Piano Store, 82 Ninth St., S. F.

CANDIES.

CANDIES.—Don't

leave the city without a dox of

ROBERTS' iBest.

THE

action

ATTO R N EY-AT-LA W

Rooms 34-38, 3d

A

you are selecting a wedding present, go to S. & G. Gump's,
Geary street. They have a magnificent variety to choose from.

When

Tonicnn r\non»

TiREY.L. FORD, Att'y-at-Law,

U

Has removed

J.

336

Telephone

use damiana m*
gggg the great Mexican rem-

r>)R.
L-

;

Weak Hen and Women

edy; It gives health and strength to the Sexual
ket street, San Francisoo.
(Send for circular.)

rgans.

Depot at

323

Mar*

2275,

Rooms

156-157, 8th floor

CROCKER BUILDING

POST STREET, Rooms

2-3.

(Opposite Union Square

San Francisco.

F. C.

Dr.
Rooms

UbullO,

his offices to

W. yndborQ, Dentist,

fl.

Tel., East-33. Residence 1003 Sutter.
r\
ill. U. Office, City 01 Paris Building, No. 14
Grant avenue. Ex-surgeon TJ. S. Army; Ex-surgeon S. F. Receiving Hospital. Hours, 11 A. M. to 2:30 P. M. 5 to 5:30 P.M.

lullldUII

Floor Chronicle Building, San Francisco.

Removal Notice.

we recommend.

fragrant bouquet of flowers for a room and a dainty boutonniere
are never out of place. The finest cut flowers can be had of Charles
M. Leopold, 39 Post street, who furnishes the floral decoration for
nearly all the largest functions in the city. All the finest varieties
of plants in pots also in stock.

113

SULLIVAN.

D.

J

PAGUE,
Dentist.

1

4

and

5,

Academy

ARTHUR

4WH

Post

St.,

o(

T,

Sciences Building,

810

REGENSBURGER,

San Francisco.

Market street

Dentist.
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wore an elegant robe of white satin, was attended by Miss
Luella Williams and Miss Gertrude Allen, who were
gowned in white tulle, and Miss Clara Converse in pink
tulle.
Thomas Arneal was the groom's support as best
man. Congratulations and then supper followed the ceremony, and then there was dancing. Oakland will be the
scene of another wedding next Wednesday, when Miss May
Havley and Dr. Shuey will be the bride and groom.

LUNCHEONS

seem to take front rank at present as
fashionable diversions, and have been quite numerous
of late on both sides of the bay, prospective brides being
guests of honor at a goodly proportion of them. Recent
hostesses in that line in the city included Mrs. W. T.
Hooper, Mrs. R. D. Fry; Mrs. Helmrich, whose guests
were invited to meet Miss Mattie Whittier; and Mrs.
Adolph Roos, whose very elaborate lavender and gold
wildflower luncheon was in honor of some Eastern friends,
Among
the party at table numbering some fifty ladies.
Oakland hostesses were Miss Nellie Chabot, and Miss C.
E. Hayes, whose chief guest was Miss Blanche Castle.
While dinners have not been so plentiful as luncheons,
that delightful form of entertainment has by no means
been neglected. One of the most unique was the dinner
given by Mr. and Mrs. S. F. Thorne at the Grand Hotel,
who, although married twenty years, that day celebrated
the fifth anniversary of their wedding day, their marriage
having taken place in 1876, which was Leap Year. The
as
festivities on this occasion were something extra,
another celebration cannot be held for eight years.

I

;

'

[

j

1

There were a number of parties seen
Monday night, that building containing

at the Pavilion on
quite a fashionable
assemblage for which the military were largely responsiTheatre parties also have not been uncommon. Miss
ble.
May Schlessinger had a very large one at Morosco's on
Monday evening, when Miss Jennie Schwabacher was chief
guest, and an elaborate supper followed the performance.
On Thursday evening the Misses Roth, who are on the eve
of departure for Europe, were similarly entertained by
Miss Hilda Levy, >. e., the theatre, followed by supper.

To-night takes place the Bal PoudrS at the San Francisco Verein Club, which gives promise of being one of the
most brilliant affairs of the season. To-morrow evening
the Schwabacher residence, on Jackson street, will be
thrown open to the friends of the host and hostess, who
will appropriately celebrate the silver anniversary of their
wedding day.
St. Stephen's Episcopal Church presented a very pretty
appearance last Monday, when it was crowded with guests
to witness the marriage of Miss Georgia Wightman and
Douglas B. Crane. The floral adornments of the building
consisted of a profusion of plants and ferns in the chancel,
acacia blooms tastefully arranged about the reading desk
and pulpit, and a canopy of smilax and roses in front of
the altar, whereon were placed two large clusters of calla
The bridal party did not arrive until half-past
lilies.
twelve, and consisted of the ushers, Messrs. Sturtevant,
Thornton, Prior and Crane; Miss Emma Wightman, as
maid-of-honor, and the bride escorted by her father. The
groom and his best man, Robert B. Church, awaited them
at the altar, where the nuptial kuot was tied by the Rev.
After the ceremony a reception was held at
E. J. Lyon.
the Palace Hotel and a wedding breakfast served, and
later in the day Mr. and Mrs. Crane departed for Coronado
to pass the honeymoon.

Wednesday was a popular day for weddings this week.
Miss Stella Greenebaum and Alfred Simon were the bride
and groom of one in Berkeley; the weddingof Miss Leontine
Rickard and William B. Fisher was a quiet home ceremony, owing to the recent death in Australia of the bride's
father-, ami in
(akland Miss Louise Bromwell and Shelby
Martin were united in wedlock at the home of the bride on
Madison street. The ceremony was performed in 'the
library by the Rev. Robert Ritchie amid lovely floral surroundings, the whole house having been beautifully adorned
for the happy event.
Pink and white were the chosen
colors, and the bridal party stood underneath a chime of
bells while the nuptial knot was being tied, bells in profusion appearing in the other rooms also.
The bride, who
(

At the rate at which marriage engagements are being
announced among society folk, the Easter tide gives promise
of being very lively in the wedding line. Mrs. K. B. Favrc
and Harry Babcock are among the most recent aspirants
for matrimonial honors, their engagement having been
made public a few days ago. Mrs. Favre and her sister,
Mrs. I. L. Poole, have just returned to San Francisco
after spending the winter months iu their old home, New
Another announcement comes from Miss JesYork City.
sie Farnum and young Spaulding, of Oakland, and two for
a certainty, and probably more, will be out before the end
of March.
The marriages of the immediate future are
those of Miss Clara Heller and I. Fleischner, on the 19th;
of Miss Ruby Lowenberg and A. A. Brown, on the 24th;
and of Miss Jennie Schwabacher and A. Rosenbaum, on the
In
25th, all of which ceremonies are to be grand affairs.
the meantime, their friends are dining and otherwise entertaining the young couples in the most lavish way.

On Wednesday evening of last week the Fortnightly
Vaudeville Club had its second meeting at Miss Mary McNutt's, which was said by those who were there to have
been "a great success," although the performance was
attended by greatly diminished ranks. The Houghton residence on California street will, probably be the locale of
the next meeting, and the programme will, it is said, be a
good one, even though the split in the club continues.
Fred Warde was the guest of honor at a tea given by the
in the banquet hall of the Christian AssoThere was a large attendciation Building last Thursday.
ance, for whose enjoyment vocal and instrumental music
was provided, and an address on Shakespeare by Mr.
Warde.
The dance given by Mrs. Schwabacher, of Clay
street, on Saturday evening, was a very pleasant one, and
the supper could not have been excelled. The recent card
party given by Miss Ella Morgan was a remarkably pleasant gathering; the games were well contested, the prizes
pretty, and the supper which followed was a very elaborate
Philomath Club

!

\

I

i

one.

The Sorosis Club will come to the front on Wednesday
next, when the members will give an exhibition at their
club rooms of Oriental rugs and curios in endless variety.
Mrs. Irving Scott, who has had the management of the
has labored hard for some time past and promises
shall be the most perfect thing of the kind ever
undertaken in these parts.
affair,

that

it

There is rejoicing among the belles who love the military
at the recent acquisition of two new beaux to the local
phalanx in the persons of Dr. Wood and Dr. Edee, both
unmarried men and both known as shining lights in Washington society. To be sure, Lieutenant Fleming, who has
been transferred to the nation's capital, is a loss to society
here, but '"what can't be cured, etc." There is much talk
of many festivities to be given at the Presidio during the
Easter season. Mrs. Darling's cotillion stands first on the
list, of course; but there are to be several hops, a tea, and
a reception directly after the Lenten fast ends.
Miss Ella Hobart, accompanied by Miss Vassault, has
gone East to meet her sister and her husband, Mr. and
Mrs. Winthrop Lester, upon their return from abroad.
The party will return together in time to attend the nuptials of their brother Walter and Miss Hannah Williams,
Burke
preparations for which are already being made.
Holladay and his bride, net Clara Huntington, are expected
to arrive from the East next week, and will reside with the
" old folks " at their quaint old home on Clay street. Many
hospitable gatherings at their friends are on the cards for
their entertainment, and they will receive a warm and
hearty welcome.
Mrs. B. W. Paulsen, accompanied by her nephew, Mr.
F.

Dohrmann, Jr., will leave New York the latter part
week, and will stop several days in Washington, D.

this

of
C.
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now Improving, though
which came to him.

last

ted, but his

to Santa
until after the flora! fea-

week rather sooner than he

will

Helical

slowly.
left for

not be a Ion;.' one.
Mr. and
the overland passengers

Jay evening, for a t"ur of Kurope. Pick Pease has
Ilr. and Mrs. Midilleton anticipate visitdt Lake some time in April; they are still in San
Mr. and Mrs. Claus Spreckels and Miss Emma
expect to leave for Europe early next month
The baby luncheon given at the Colonial by Mrs. S. B.
Johnson was a t;reat - ccess
Babies in all varieties were
The rooms were delightfully decorated with almond
there.
ins. and each baby received a silver spoon. The other
ladies who helped make the atTair a success were: Mrs. Dr.
Lane, Mrs. YV. P. Treat. Mrs. Arthur House, Mrs. Doan,
Mrs. Fred Howarth. Mrs. J. G. Barker, Mrs. E. D. Sulfield, Mrs. Charles McKenzie, Mrs. T. D. Riordan, Mrs. A.
L. Coombs, Miss Mary D. Bates. Mrs. S. B. Johnson.
One of the best entertainments in the history of the
Knickerbocker Quartette was given at Odd Fellows' Hall
some nights ago.
These singers, who have justly won
more than a mere local reputation, provided a large and

Tube
Premiers
SANDOW

cannot

break them.
S. Government Bays
they are three times
stronger than any other

U.

bicycle.

PREMIERS

have been

made since 1877.

HALF MILLION

Over a

have been made.

Western Premier Gude Company,

appreciative audience with many hours' pleasurable enjoyment, and the next entertainment is looked forward to
with much anticipation.

Pacific Coast Agents.

A testimonial benefit is to be tendered to E. J. Buckley,
an actor of the old days, at the Baldwin Theatre on Sunday afternoon. March 22nd. The programme will" be a
gala one, comprising talent from the various local theatres
and visiting companies.

312 Baker Street

THE
MOUNT

IS

m&.

About the middle of April a grand concert will be tendered Professors Sancho and Lombardero by their pupils
Various mandolin, guitar, and banduria clubs will partici-

FOR

'96

|

BARNES

pate.

The famous Seidl Orchestra and M. Sauret, the celebrated violinist, will be here in the city on May 18th. San
Francisco is never wanting in musical attractions.

BICYCLES

management
the well-known HamburgTHE
American Line
steamers has
been placed
local

of

lately

of

the hands of Messrs.

appointed general agents for this Coast, with their office
Both gentlemen are men of
at 428 Montgomery street.
experience, the one having spent fourteen, the other six
years in the business. The steamers of this line are first
class in every respect and the accommodation all that can
A railroad ticket office is opened in connection
be desired.
with the office and it is safe to say that the new agents
will succeed in getting hold of their share of both goods
and passenger traffic.
R. Swain has been
MR.theEdward
Harbor Commissioners

in

died from injuries received while drivas well as
others in California and the East, are the work of Mr.
Swain, and it is safe to say that by his appointment the
State will be gainer.

Many

of the finest buildings in this city,

quarterly meeting
the
THE
was held at Beethoven Hall
of

Merchants' Association

last Thursday.

The sub-

Present and Future Work of
the Association; Street Sweeping, Sprinkling and Paving,
and the Proposed New Charter for San Francisco.

jects discussed were: Past,

There are few places in this city where a lady, wearied out with
shopping, can step in and have a comfortable dinner or light luncheon. Swain's Bakery, 213 Sutter street, however, is such a place and
probably the only one of its kind. The cooking is excellent and the
dinners arranged for the public or private functions are everything
that can be desired.

Cream

of

Orange Blossoms,

druggists or by mail.

creates spotless complexions. 60 cents,
Pacific Perfumery Company, San Francisco.

Y WHITE. X,

RIMMEDV

18-18

RETAIL STORE!
1640 Market St.
San Francisco,

Cal.

HUMMER,

V

,l

is j>

MISS BOLTLVS SCHOOL.
SACRAMENTO ST. Board; English, French, German,
piano; $30 per month; a chance par excellence for ambitious and
conscientious parents to Rive their children superior education
at low figure; coach; kindergarten.
2397

appointed architect to
place of the late A.

Page Brown, who
ing.

HOOKER a CO.
Drumm St.

in

Kahn and Herzog, who have been

NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Estate of Martin E. Moroney, deceased.
hereby given by the undersigned, A. C. Freese, administrator
of the estate of Martin E. Moroney, deceased, to the Creditors of, and all
persons having claims against the said deceased, to exhibit them with the
necessary vouchers, within four months after the first publication of this
notice, to the said A. C. Freese, administrator of said estate, at his office,
room No. 35, third floor Chronicle Building, San Francisco, Cal., the same
being his place for the transaction of the business of the said estate in the
A. C. FREESE,
City and County of San Francisco, State of California.
Administrator of the Estate of Martin E. Moroney, deceased.

Notice

is

Dated at San Francisco, March
J. D, Sullivan,

6, 1896.

attorney for Administrator.

HD
nHjUnf O
Un. DirTiDrVQ

RESTORATIVE PILLS.— Buy none but the gennA

ine— specific for Exhausted Vitality, Physical
Debility, "Wasted Forces. Approved by the Academy of Medicine, Paris,
and the medical celebrities. Agents for California and the Pacific States.
J. G. STEELE & CO., 635 Market street (Palace Hotel), San Francisco.
Sent by mail or express anywhere.
Box of 50 nills, *1 35: of 100 pills. $2; of 200 pills,
PRICES
$8 f>0: of 400 pills. $6: Preparatory Pills, $2. Send for circular.

REDUCED—

The modern oxygen cure

Watson
Pacific Coast
124

Cooper &

Co., Art Stationers

and Heraldic Engravers,
1

'

.

-.

——

746

Market

St.

for

disease.

Send

&

Co.

Agents

MARKET

for circulars.
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SOUTHERN PACIFIC COMPANY.
(Pacific

" Give me a kiss," she pleading said.
He heard, unmoved, her warm sweet suing,
Although to her he was not wed,
Nor had he ever come a-wooing.

SAN FRANCISCO:
From November

|

20, 1895.

\

Arrive

" Give

Way

6:30

a Haywards, Niles, and

7:00
7:00

A Atlantic Express, Ogden and East
a Benicia, Vacaville, Rumscy, Sac-

Sta-

tions

10:15
8:45

A
p

ramento, and Redding, via Davis 7:15 P
7:30 a Martinez, San Ramon, Napa, Cal6:15 P
istoga, and Santa Rosa

San Jose, Stockton, lone,
Marys ville, Red
Sundays excepted Oroville 4 15 p
*7:15p
*8:30a Peters and Milton
9:00 a San Leandro Haywards and Way
8:30

a

Niles,

Sacramento,
Bluff,

:

11:45a

Stations

Los Angeles Express, Raymond,
Yosemite), Santa Barbara,
4 :45 P
and Los Angeles
10:45a
9:00A Martinez and Stockton
1:45 P
10:00 a San Leandro, Haywards, Niles...
12:00m San Leandro, Haywards and Way
2 :45 p
Stations
1:00 p Niles, San Jose and Livermore... 8:45 a
*9:00p
*1:U0p Sacramento River steamers
fl :30 p Port Costa and Way Stations .... ft :45 P
3:00 P San Leandro, Haywards and Way
5 :45 P
Stations
4 :'0 p San Leandro, Haywards and Way
6 :45 P
Stations
4:00 P Martinez, San Ramon, Vallejo,
Napa, Calistoga, El Verano and
9 :15 A
Santa Rosa
Woodland,
Esparto,
4:00p Benicia,
Knight's Landing, Marysville,
10:45 a
Oroville, and Sacramento
4:30p Niles, San Jose, Livermore and
7:15 P
Stockton
5:00 P Saa Leandro, Haywards and Way
8 :45 P
Stations
3:3Qp New Orleans Express, Fresno,
Bakerstield, Santa Barbara, Los
Angeles. Deming. El Paso, New
10 :45 A
Orleans, and Eas t
3 :30 p Santa Fe Route, Atlantic Express,
10:45a
forMojave and East
East..
9 :45 a
6:00 p European mall, Opden and
6:00 p Haywards, Niles and San Jose... 7:45 a
9:00a

(for

•

•

9 :00

10 :45

A
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P
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ttl3:00A

Puget Sound and Eas t
p San Leandro, Haywards and
P

1110:05

Way
San Leandro, Haywards and Way
and East
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P
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9:50

a
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1

Wa y Stations

Coast Division (Third and Townsend
6:45
8:15

streets).

a San Jose and way stations (New
Almaden Wednesdays only
a San Jose, Tres Pinos, Santa Cruz,
Pacific Grove, Paso Robles, San

1

:45

p

Between San Francisco and Schuetzen Park,
same schedule as above.

7 :05 p
stations
5:00 P
10:40 A San Jose and way stations
3 :30 P
11 :45 A Palo Alto and way stations
*2:30pSan Jose, Gilroy, Tres Pinos,
Santa Cruz, Salinas, Monterey,
*10
Pacific Grove
:40 A
*3:30p San Jose and principal way sta-

tions

9 :47

p San Jose and Way Stations
p San Jose and way stations
6:30P San Jose and way stations
tll:45PSan Jose and way stations

3:40,

and

From San Francisco— Foot

of

*8 :06
*8 :48
6:35

A
A

seeing a notice in a haberdasher's window one day which ran,
"Everything sold hereby the yard," entered
and asked the man of the shop if he sold
" Yes,"
buttermilk.
was the answer.
"Then give me a yard," said Pat. "All
right," said the man, and, dipping his finger
into a dish of milk at his side, he drew it a
yard in length on the counter. "Anything
else? " he queried, triumphantly, of Pat.
"No," said Pat; "just row! it upinapiece
of paper and I'll take it with me." Lim-

—

erick

News.

WARM.—BOB

BURDETTE.IN MEDICAL RECORD.

me closer all my own
Warms my heart for thee alone.

f7:45P

Market street

8).

From Oakland— Foot

of Broadway.
•6:00,8:00, 10:00 A. m.; 112:00, *1:00, 12:00,
*3:00,t4:00 *5:00P. M.

P for Afternoon.
tSaturdays only.
Sundays excepted.
JSundays only. ^Tuesdays and Saturdays.
ft Monday, Thursday, and Saturday nights only.
gSundays and Thursdays.
for

Morning.

The Pacific Transfer Company will call for
and check baggage from hotels and residences.
Enquire of Ticket Agents for Time Cards and
other information.

AM;

1

:55

1:40,3:40,5:00,

Leave

5'

Arrive

In Effect

S. F.

Ve k
D a ys Sundll

s

-

28, 1895.

in S. F.

Week

Sundays. Days.

Desti'TION.

|

7:40AM
3:30PM
5:10PM

8:00
9:30
5:00

am

Novato,
Petaluma,
Santa Rosa.

am
pm

10:40

605
7:30

am 8:50AM
pm 10:30 am
pm 6:15PM

Fulton,

Windsor,
Healdsburg,
3:30

PM

»=*>*»!
3-30pm|
7:40 ami
5:10pm|
7:40AM|
3:30pm|

8:00am

Geyservllle,
Cloverdale.

7:30

pm
6:15PM

aA >A« |,«S!*iSK.|

7»pm

8;00am

7:30pm

Ouerneville
I

8:00am
5:00pm
8:00am
5:00pm

1

1

1

Sonoma,
Glen Ellen.
o=i„>=t„„„i
Sebastopol.

|

1

6:15pm

30am

10

15pm
|10:40am 8:50am
6:05PM 6:15pm
6:

I

10 30am
6:05pM 6:15pm

110:40am
|

Press

Every nerve responsive thrills,
Each caress my being fills
Rest and peace in vain 1 crave,
In ecstasy I live, thy slave;
Dower'd with hope, with promise blest,
dost reign upon my breast;
Closer still, for I am thine;
Burns my heart, for thou art mine;
Thou the message, I the wire,
I the furnace, thou the fire
I the servant, thou the master
Roaring, red hot mustard plaster.

Thou

Stages connect at San Rafael for Bollnas.
Stages connect at Cloverdale for the Geysers.
Stages connect at Pleta for Highland Springs,
Kelseyville, and Lakeport.
Stages connect at Uklah for Vichy Springs,
Blue Lakes, Laurel Del Lake, Saratoga Springs,
Upper Lake, Booneville, Greenwood, Orr's Hot
Springs, Mendocino City. Port Bragg, Usal,
Westport, Laytonville, Willitts, Capella, Pomo,
Potter Valley, John Day's, Lierley's, Gravelly
Valley, Harris, Scotia, and Eureka.
Saturday-to-Monday Round Trip Tickets at reduced rates.
On Sundays, Round Trip Tickets to all points
beyond San Rafael at half rates.

TICKET OFFICE—«50 Market

St.,

Building.

"

What

a kiss?" her lover sighed.
"Grammatically defined
'Tis a conjunction," she replied,
" And cannot be declined."
is

H.C.

SHALL

I

^i__r-

Lm ^T^MBMM^fr— Banjos, Banjo Music
~7^^^^Wcuitars,Cuitar Music
^T^U
Y
• Flutes, Flute Music
\^ •f~*=^y
"Cornets, Cornet Music, Harmonicas.

STORY, 26 Central

R. X. RYAN,
Gen. Passenger Agent.

PACIFIC COAST

STEAMSHIP CO.

Dispatch steamers from San Francisco

WHICH CATALOGUE SEND YOU?
Violins, Violin Music,
—\ Violin
— Mandolins.
Cases, Violin Bows
/*•

WHITING,
Gen. Manager.

—Truth.

Street, Boston, Mass.

Dr. Meeker's Antidote
Positively Cures
phine,
Opium

Opium, MorSmoking and

Liquor Habits.
DR. MEEKER CO 21 Quiney St
,

fl.

for

ports in Alaska, 9 a.m.; March 15,30; April 14, 29.
For B. C. and Puget Sound ports, March 5. 10,
15. 20, 25, 30 and every 5th day thereafter.
For Eureka (Humboldt Bav), Steamer "Pomona," at 2 p.m. March 2, 6, 10, 14, 18, 23, 26, 30, and
every fourth day thereafter.
For Newport, Los Angeles and all way ports
at 9 a. M. March 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28 and every
fourth day thereafter.
For San Diego, stoppiug only at Port Harford,
;

Santa Barbara, Port Los Angeles Redondo, (Los
Angeles) and Newport, March 2. 6, 10 14, 18, 22, 26,
30, and every fourth day thereafter, at 11 a. m.
For Ensenada, San Jose del Cabo, Mazatlan,
La Paz. Altata, and Guaymas (Mexico), steamer
"Willamette Valley," 10 a.m., 25th of each month.

,

Chicago.

Ticket Office— Palace Hotel, No.
Montgomery street.

New

4

GOODALL, PERKINS & CO.,

Gen'l Agents,
No. 10 Market street, San Francisco.

BUSWELL,
Bookbinder, Paper-Ruler, Printer
and Blank Book Manufacturer.

A
A

7:15.9:00, and 11:00 A. M., J1:00, *2:00, J3:00,
*4 :00, J5 :00 and *6 :00 P. M.

A

9:40, 11:10

P M.

6 :25

516

Commercial

OCEANIC STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

St., S. F.

CREEK ROUTE FERRY.
(Slip

Saturdays— Extra trips at

5:10P M.
P M.

6:35

,

way

*4 :30
5 :30

6:20

Oct.

An Irishman on

C. C.

Luis Obispo, Guadalupe and principal

PM.

me a kiss." Each coaxing word
But helped anew to 'fright and pain him,
Because he was her brand new bird,
And she was starting in to train him.
" Give

p

*11:20a

4:15p Newark, San Jose, Los Gatos
P Hunters Excursion. San Jose and

til :45

SUNDAYS—

SUNDAYS— 8:10,

*2:15p Newark, Centerville, San Jose,
New Almaden, Felton, Boulder
Creek, Santa Cruz, and principal

way stations

9:20, 11:00 A M; 12:35,3:30
Thursdays— Extra trip at
5:10, 6:30 p M.
11:30 p M. Saturdays— Extra trips at 1:50
and 11:30 P M.
8:00,9:30, 11:00 A M; 1 :30. 3:30, 5:00,

Scared and disgusted with her fervor.

)

5:50

SAN FRANCISCO TO SAN RAFAEL.

WEEK DAYS—7:40,

shape
him,

Haywards and

Centerville, San Jose,
.HoulderCreek, SantaCruz
and way stations
1c

Street.

SAN RAFAEL TO SAN FRANCISCO.
WEEK DAYS—6:25, 7:55, 9:30, 11:10 A M; 12:45,

a Newark,

F

lips in

14, 1896.

Tiburon Ferry— Foot of Market

saint, did thus beseech

While he seemed planning an escape

Santa Cruz Division (Narrow Gauge).
8:15

Her

a kiss."

March

SAN FRANCISCO AND NORTH PACIFIC
RAILWAY CO.

To some place where she could not reach him.
"Give me a kiss, just one— I pray."
Her fond insistence ill did serve her;
He looked askance and moved away,

p "Sunset Limited," Fresno, Los
Angeles, El Paso, New Orleans

ttU:15p San Leandro,
Way Stations

me

To tempt a

t7:45P
I7:00p Vallejo
Sacramento,
Express,
7:00 P Oregon
Marysville, Redding, Portland,
7 :00

GO.

MADELINE S. BRIDGES IN LADIES* HOME JOURNAL.

System.)

Trains Leave and are Due to Arrive at

Leave.

THE WAY HE SHOULD

IN

OCCIDENTAL AND ORIENTAL

S. S.

Coolgardie
(Freemantle)

CO.

For Japan and China.
Steamers leave wharf at FIRST and BRANNAN STREETS, at 3 P M, for YOKOHAMA and

HONGKONG,
steamers for

Doric

Buwic
COPTIC
Gaelic

connecting at

SHANGHAI.

Yokohama with

Wednesday, April

For

HONOLULU,

S. S"

April 7th.

1896
1896

8. 18St6

For freight or passage apply at Company's
office, No. 425 Market street, corner First.

STUBBS, Secretary.

HONOLULU, APIA,
AUCKLAND, and SYDNEY, S. S ALAMEDA,
April 2d,
REDUCED SPECIAL RATES for parties
For

25, 1896

Rodnd Trip Tickets at Reddced Rates.
D. D.

Australia,

"AUSTRALIA,"

Thursday, March 5,
(via Honolulu). Saturday, March 21,
Saturday, April

gold-fields,

$220 first class, 8110 steerage. Lowest rates to Capetown, S. Africa.
O. S. S. Co.'s steamers
sail:

r"

March 10th and April 7th, 1886.
For passage apply to 114 Montgomery street.
For freight apply to 327 Market street.
J D. SPRECKELS & BROS. CO., General Agts

10 OrmH.

/V.V'

Annual

tM

|

SubseriptiiHi,

Si. 00.
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NOW

JUDGE

we are adorning our lamp-posts with

probable that the Venezuelan affair -will now be
satisfactorily without bloodshed within a very
short while. Arbitration should become the watchword
is

ITsettled

for the

President Kruger will visit
He appears to be playing for time and the
affair
may prove him to be a
outcome of the Transvaal
diplomat of the purest water.
hardly likely that

is

hoped that both ''White Hat" McCarty and
be brought to justice for their cruelty to the
horses on the Canty ranch. The good citizens of Modesto
should not allow such fiendish deeds to go unpunished.
to be

ITCanty

will

devil
SPOOR
papers from

been arrested for stealing daily
the doorsteps of residences. Had the
theft been confi ned to the Examiner he would have been
entitled to a public vote of thanks.
has

off

M ILK
|"

Inspector Dockery is still doing good work in the
Healthy milk will make
early hours of the morning.
healthy children; and healthy children, it is to be hoped ,will
May the good work
develop into healthy Democrats.
continue.
delightful spot, but is made unbearable
the presence of many toughs. If the
residents there would resort to lynch law occasionally they
might settle matters to the liking of all peace-abiding
persons.
lk/T ILL Valley is a
J'l on Sundays by

of patting the Cuban rebels on the back and
insulting Spain, we should have offered to arbitrate the
matter for both parties. By so doing we might have
gained the friendship of all parties concerned without making fools of ourselves.

INSTEAD

THE

Chronicle lately favored us with pictures of the
twin-brother Cuban rebels. The men might easily be
mistaken for trapeze artists or general cutthroats and
would certainly be arrested if found loitering on Van Ness
avenue on a dark night.

NO importance
Canadian

should be attached to the ravings of

demagogues who clamor for indeSuch people have not the faintest conception
the meaning of the word and have ever their own
certain

pendence.
of

censuring

their

hoped that much of the riffraff of Europe
will be debarred from crossing the ocean.
It is to be
hoped that in the near future the rates will be raised even
it is

to be

WE

suggest that in future no steamships be allowed to
leave San Francisco for foreign ports unless they

have

sufficient coal on board to overcome any emergency
that may arise. The safety of the passengers must be
considered, and should accidents arise through negligence
then some one should be brought to account.

coming century.

ITLoudon.

is

for

that the German trans-Atlantic steamship comNOW
panies have increased
steerage rates ten per

higher.

in California
rose-garlands.

be cominnnli'd

gain should be punished to the fullest extent of the law.

PREPARATIONS
but here

to

sell morphine without a doctor's pre
The morphine habit is a steadily growing vice
and druggists «ho help it along for the sake of personal

scription.

cent,

still continue for the Los Angeles
Snowstorms are raging on the Atlantic Coast,

is

12.

druggists who

that the National Guards are to be provided with
Springfield rifles it will be in order to give them
bullet-proof coats as well.

Fiesta.

Campbell

Number

21, 1896.

personal interests at heart.

TWO

saved a man from a
They are not likely
to receive more than thanks from him, as he is a poor man,
but the State should present the children with a suitable
reward, or at least a medal for their bravery.
little

Berkeley

girls

terrible death on the

lately

mud

flats.

ftNOTHER young

Englishman has been lured out from
Southern California on false pretences and
may starve in consequence. Some London papers should
be interested enough in the matter to keep these young
fledgelings at home, where they are not so liable to be
plucked as they are in this wild and woolly west.

London

to

JJ[ R. Isaac de

11

Turk died at

his residence in

Santa Rosa

on the 16th inst., aged sixty years. Mr. de Turk was
for many years President of the Board of Viticulture, and
was one of the most prominent wine-growers on the Coast.
He was also the owner of some fine racing stock, and did
much for the betterment of his city and county.

NEARLY

twelve months have elapsed since Durrant
for the crime of which he has been convicted.
Public interest has apparently died out in his
case and he awaits a commutation of sentence in good
spirits.
A short while ago a murderer was arrested in
England, tried, convicted and hanged inside of two months.
The worms should be holding high carnival over Mr.
Durrant's remains.

was arrested

insanity
the average Populist becomes apparTHE
ent when such a woman as Mrs. Lease
nominated
of

is

by that party as

a candidate for Attorney-General
Much has been said about that State
Kansas.
as an asylum for cranks and political imbeciles in general,
but if this female should ever be elected to so high
and responsible an office then Kansas should be deprived
of statehood until its inhabitants show some sign of returnof

ing sanity.
is

to be

hoped that Dr.

ITrequested

C.

Lord

Overman Brown

will

be

some other capacity
the gospel. There doubtless are

to serve the

in

than that of minister of
plenty of male and female listeners, clothed in the garments of hyprocritical sanctity, who would willingly listen
to him expound the gospel as a specious of questionable
Sunday recreation; but, strange as it may seem to the
Doctor, there are other people with pure hearts and clear
minds to whom religious worship is still a manifestation of
belief in God and not a means for the gratification of
personal desires. To these the whitewashed Doctor will
ever be distasteful and, as he appears to be too thickskinned to appreciate it himself, we suggest, for his benefit as well as for that of the community, that the news be
gently blown into his hairy ears by the persuasive voices
of the papers until he goes.

SAN FRANCISCO NEWS LETTER.
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PRESIDENTIAL
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He

is not eager for the distinction, apparently, but should
party decide that he is the man above all others for the
occasion, he could, doubtless, be induced to accept the
But the great fact of the moment, in its imleadership.
port for both the national parties, is the overwhelming
prominence of McKinley. His own party clamors for him,
and the Democratic party is radiantly willing that its antagonist should have its heart's desire.

SITUATION.

his

News Letter was not wrong holding weeks ago
THE
that when the Republican party should be heard from
in

The Ohio Republican
voice would be for McKinley.
Convention has met aud declared for him with au enthusiasm exceeding that which a "favorite son" commonly
evokes in his State. The party committees in many States
have been sounded by the press, and McKinley is far in the
lead for the Presidential nomination; so far in the lead,
indeed, that there seems to be little more than local feeling in support of any of his competitors, with the single
exception of Allison, who takes the place of a very faint
The Republicans of the South and the
second choice.
Southwest want McKinley. So do the Republicans of Illinois, Indiana, Wisconsin, Kansas, Oregon, the Dakotas and
Pennsylvania. The only hope of his opponents is that his
boom has been started too early, that being considered
dangerous for a boom, but there is every probability that
as time goes on the demand for McKinley will swell into a
grand chorus, and that he will be given the nomination by
its

In

The Name

of

The

logic of the people
for the increase of all

who are working

sorts of charges
and payments by the Central Pacific
Railroad is like that peace which
understanding.
They declare on the one

Lower Fares

and Freights.

passeth

acclamation.
Why this popularity ? Mr. McKinley is far from being
a great man. His public services have not been distinNeither by superiority of intellect nor qualities
guished.
He
of character is he exceptionally equipped as a leader.
is a sincere and earnest man, doubtless, but his name sugOhio, not to speak of the
gests narrowness to everybody.
country, has many Republicans whose brains are much
larger, and whose devotion to party outranks his in time
and value. McKinley owes his popularity not to what he
It is his fortune to stand
is, but to what he represents.
by name for the one affirmative principle that is left to
modern Republicanism. The solitary shot in its political
locker is Protection, and Protection is known as McKinWere the party not otherwise bankrupt, the
leyism.
Ohio man, who is strictly a soloist, would hardly be heard
of.
If the Republicans could see within the national horizon any other issue on which it could unite, it would gladly
subordinate Protection.
It knows the peril of a contest
It is Prowaged on that question, but it has uo choice.
tection or nothing, and McKinley for President follows as
a logical necessity.
The Democrats are to be congratulated. Until recently
there seemed no chance at all for them. Their party mistakes in Congress, joined to the hard times, appeared to
The masses think
settle their fate at this year's election.
on very simple lines. The party in power is the Democratic times are hard, therefore the Democratic party is
That is always the
responsible and should be turned out.
popular mode of reasoning. It is not good logic, but it is
the logic which prevails at the ballot-box and which politiTimes, however, have been brightencians must accept.
ing, and continue to brighten.
There is excellent ground
for expecting that the coming summer will be a season of
prosperity, and prosperity is fatal food for McKinleyism.
Besides, the House of Representatives is in possession of
the Republicans, and that is a heavy Republican disadvanProtage, regarded from the campaigning point of view.
gressive betterment of the times should settle in advance
The conservative instinct of
a battle on the tariff issue.
If
the country always favors letting well enough alone.
the merchants and manufacturers are doing reasonably
well and the workingmen are employed, a Republican crusade for the restoration of McKinley high taxes as the
specific for national ills will fail.
Moreover, the great
body of the people are more than tired of tariff discussion.
And they know more about the merits of the question than
they did in the good old days when the most effective Republican argument was a shout of "Protection and high
wages!" The Homestead strike at the opening of the
last Presidential campaign put the finishing touch to the
workingmen's education on that vital point. McKinley as
a candidate for the Republican nomination is irresistible
as a candidate for the Presidency he ought to be a joy to
the Democracy.
On the Democratic side candidates are not being pushed.
The party and the aspirants are willing to wait on time
and Republican action to shape the situation.
Ex-Secretary Whitney's is the most inspiring name yet mentioned.
He has the respect and confidence of all classes, for his
capacity has been tried and his high character is known.
;

;

all

—

— and in that declaration

they are right that California needs nothing so much as cheaper fares and freights.
At the very best they never can be cheap enough for
through freight, because the haul from San Francisco to
New York is the longest in the world, crosses many exceptionally steep grades and all this whilst wages are high
Moreover, the first cost of building the
and coal dear.
road was, because of the abnormally excessive prices of
say, therefore,
the period, necessarily very great.
that under the most favorable circumstances now possible,
through freight charges can never be as low as our producers could wish them to be. It is true however, that if
the National Government were to adopt a course, for
which many precedents can be found in other countries,
and, in consideration of the benefits it has already
received, forego the whole, or a part of its claims, lower
freight charges would follow.
In only one other way can
there be a material reduction, and that is by the filling up
of the State with a much larger industrial population,
which, by the way, is an end the railroad, as it was its interest to do, has always done its utmost to promote.
For
the present, however, there is no way under the sun by
which railroad charges can be materially reduced, save
that of lessening the atnouut of interest the road must
necessarily pay, but which it cannot pay unless earned.
Clearly, to lessen interest is to reduce fares and freights.
Yet, amazing to say, the demand of the disgruntled
politicians is to impose upon the earning capacity of the
road all sorts of new burdens. The first cost must, they
say, be repaid now, twenty-five years after the completion
of the road, and as the money would have to be borrowed
in these exceptionally hard times, the interest would be
high.
State taxes on the franchise, in addition to those
on the roadbed and its equipment, have just been increased
over a million a year. All this, be it remembered, in the
pretended interest of lower railroad charges.
grosser
imposition was never attempted to be foisted upon the
credulity of a people.
The refunding proposition, so clearly presented by Mr.
Hubbard and approved by Mr. Huntington, provides the
only possible way by which freight charges need not be
increased, and yet protect the Goverment against ultimate loss of capital. If that statement be true, as we

hand

We

A

submit it is, it should end the whole controversy. We are
very sure that none of our auti-railroad contemporaries
will successfully controvert it.
The absolute safety of the
Government against loss is found in the additional security
offered.
Not only are the valuable terminals and other
properties necessary to the conduct of the Central Pacific's
business to be pledged to the Government, but the
Southern Pacific is willing to be bound for the Central's
indebtedness.
No more substantial guarantees were ever
offered for the repayment of a debt.
If the Government
attempts to operate the road itself, it will attempt the impossible.
Scandal, failure, and final loss will follow inevitably, as every man, not a fool, well knows. If the road
is sold to the highest bidder, the purchaser will have to
borrow the money at high interest, and that, of course,
involves increased railroad charges.
Where then does a
satisfactory alternative for refunding come in? Clearly it
does not appear in either Government ownership, or
public sale.
It is said that the interest offered is lower
than that which the Government will have to pay. But
why should the Pacific Coast complain of that? Low interest means lessened freight charges.
In view of all the
circumstances the Government might well remit all the
interest, and if California were not bedeviled by the
politicians, that is the very thing she would agitate for.

March
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Dear Brother
Brown.

•

Brown. d
life.

1

how

the Reverend Dr.
remainder of his honored
f from the gnawing fang

t^.'
On severe
while the Council w;is
trying him be betrayed want of confidence in it.
Once he
that he had "underited the worth of Christian fellowship." meaning by
this that some of the questions asked him in cross-examination appeared to be put in an unsympathetic spirit. How
unjust the Doctor was in thinking for one instant that his
brethren migtrt desert him in the hour of his need, is now
made plain to him and all the world. What his conscience
must suffer when be reflects on
ting doubts only
he and his Maker will ever know.
The Council has given an exhibition of fraternal loyalty
which confounds the worldly, and, doubtless, moves the
saints to the singing of exultant hosannas.
To carnal men
and women the evidence brought out. and the evidence so
laboriously suppressed everywhere except in the newspapers, seemed to make it impossible that Dr. Brown
should escape conviction as an adulterer.
To the carnal

apprehension, also,
efforts to explain

it

seemed that Brother Brown,

away damaging testimony and

in his
to harass

women

witnesses with bellowings and insults, displayed hima liar, a coward, and a blackguard, devoid even of
the mental ability to conceive what manhood is.
In the
carnal judgment Brother Brown's offenses in this way since
his trial began, to say nothing of what went before, and
his other sins, entitle him to a month of daily lashings at
the carl's tail.
In the carnal view he has been proved,
and largely by his own defensive activity, to be a lowminded, sneaking rogue, so squalid in his cheap and nasty
pleasures, so mean and petty in his malignity, and so
shameless in his effrontery, that the society of an ordinary
jail would be too good for him.
Certainly should it ever
be his fortune to become an inmate of San Quentin for perjury, or any clerical inadvertance of that sort, no selfrespecting burglar there would compromise himself by
associating with him in the yard between jute-mill shifts.
But we see by the Council's verdict how very, very
different is the regenerate from the carnal mind.
This
body, composed of clergymen and deacons, all eminent for
their piety, and leading representatives of the moral ideas
of their churches, finds that Dr. Brown has been maligned
by the sinful Mrs. Stockton, exonerated by the fond and
repentant Miss Overman, and that the indiscretions in the
way of bullying, slandering, and brutality of which he has
been guilty are due to an infirmity of temper that is fully
compensated for by his readiness to apologize in order to
escape consequences. And, finally, the Council hopes that
its dear brother, Dr. Brown, will be spared for many years
of usefulness as a preacher of the gospel and a moral guide
and exemplar.
The worldly will be of the opinion that in whitewashing
Dr. Brown the Council has merely multiplied him by its
own number that his whitewashers have demonstrated
that they are no better than he is. But what the worldly
may think is manifestly of no importance to the Congregational clergy of California.
Wonder and indignation fill the worldly at this acquittal
of Dr. Brown.
But it is not obvious why the worldly
should be troubled. They are under no necessity of going
to the sanctuary, or of sending their wives, daughters and
children there.
The worldly ought to be able to stand the
verdict if the churches are.
self as

—

An Unanswerable

Several times during recent sessions
of our State Legislature, the News
Letter pointed out the utter uselessness, because of the powerlessness, of the Bailroad Commissioners.
Being provided for by the State Constitution,
the commissioners cannot be legislated out of existence,
but their salaries can be made as nominal as their duties,
and this journal has frequently pointed out the wisdom of
taking that course. There is no sense in running an office
at an expense of something like $20,000 a year when the
holders of that office, by reason of judicial decisions, have
nothing left for them to do except draw their salaries.
Governor Budd is believed to be ardent in his desire to reduce the cost of all useless Boards and Commissions, and,
that being so, he may well recommend the Legislature to
Argument.

the State the

xpense of this Ootnmlsslon which has
any good or useful purpose,
It
tnonatrated by several recent decits, which will necessarily have to be eonArmed once again in a few weeks in Judge McEenna'a
The law has been settled by the Supreme Court,
Court.
In a most able opinion, written by Mr. Justice Brewer, the
Conn held thai it was not in the power of any Legislature
in the land, not evm the highest, to lix railroad charges
below a point at which interest on capital, cost of operation, and expense of needed betterments are provided
To lix them at less than that is held to be confiscation of
private property without due compensation being provided therefor. Mr, Herein, in his able argument, the
other day. had but to quote the decision of the United
States Court, in order to render any adequate reply possible.
But lawyers will argue for a fee even though they
have 110 case, and no chance of befogging the judiciary.
The result in this case must follow the appellate decision.
It is well for all of us that it should.
If the earnings of
one class of property could be confiscated, so could the
earnings of all other classes, and, in that case, every
man's right to his own would be at an end. The unquestioned enjoyment of property is the fabric that holds
our government and society together. It rrifikes no difference that that property serves a public use; it is still entitled without legal estoppel to earn a reasonable interest.
If it were otherwise there would be no private capital invested in public utilities.
Mr. Herrin is entitled to much
praise for the masterly and gentlemanly manner in which
he presented his side of the case to Judge McKenna. It
was an able and eloquent plea for justice and fair dealing,
against the short-sighted and prejudiced principles of unthinking people, whose sentiments find too ready utterance
through the columns of a malignant press. He was thoroughly aware that the railroad has ever had the best interests of California at heart, has sought to populate its vast
vacant tracts with settlers. Mr. Herrin knew that in return for all this, a certain loud-mouthed minority of people
here have continually abused the Bailroad so as to better
their own interests thereby; but he also knew that there
are other people in this City and State ever to be found on
the side of justice and order, and who appreciate what the
Bailroad has done and is still doing for California, and who
will ever raise their voices to defend it from the attacks of
blatant demagogues.
Knowing all this, and feeling sure
that he was on the right side, Mr. Herrin was enabled to
put his whole heart into his work, and that fact alone will,
doubtless, cause Judge McKenna to perceive new light in
the words of this masterly attorney, who battled against
prejudiced old men with ease and calm surety, born of

become impotent

for

—

his

knowledge

Unhealthy
Methods.
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of the absolute equity of his case.

We are sorry to note the importance attached by the daily papers to every little

movement of the working men in this city.
Thus the blatant demagogues composing the Labor Convention were allowed columns of space when really a few
inches would have sufficed to inform us about their uninThese men and their periodical
teresting proceedings.
gatherings are doubtless necessary evils, but we see no
reason why we should be forced to read about them while
enjoying our coffee at the breakfast table. By publishing
their doings, and giving undue prominence to their socalled leaders, the daily papers only help to nourish the
general discontent which is ever growing among such
It would be better to treat them with silent conpeople.
tempt and devote the surplus space to matters worthier
of attention.

The same censure applies to the publication of the late
anarchist meetings held in this city by some obscure and
unkempt foreign refugees. The right of free speech cannot be gainsaid in this country, but the line must be drawn
somewhere for the general good, and we consider that
anarchy is more a matter for the police than for perusal.
If men and women have not understanding enough to know
when they are obnoxious to their fellows, then the
prisons should be opened to them and public instruction
provided to teach them their duty. The papers, however,
are as much to blame as they are, for inciting them to
further action by continually keeping them before the eyes
of a disgusted and much-suffering public.

SAN FRANCISCO NEWS LETTER.
Is

the Rev. Colburn
a Beast?

The case of the Rev. Colburn, pastor of Grace M. E. Church, San

Francisco, is one that will have to
be dealt with by the Grand Jury. Neither the man himself, the policemen who arrested him, their superiors, nor
Yet, the
his church, appear to have any desire to act.
interests of religion aside, it is intolerable that a person
resting under such an accusation as that brought against
the Rev. Colburn should be permitted to occupy a position
of prominence and dignity in any community.
About a month ago this clergyman was arrested in
There being no
Golden Gate Park and taken to jail.
prosecution, he was discharged next day by Police Judge
Low. The reason accepted for the absence of prosecution
is that the Park Commissioners deemed that public morals
would be better served by letting the man go than by givcouncil of Methodist clergying publicity to his offense.
men met promptly, heard Colburn and the man arrested
with him, declared that the statements of the two and the
failure to prosecute constituted proof of iunocence, and
gave their reverend brother a clean bill of health. Standing
on that judgment Colburn continues to preach, and, so far
as heard from, his church is content to sit under his minis-

A

trations.

man repaid the consideration of the
at once packing up and leaving
action
of
the Commissioners would have been
town, the
grounds
expediency, by every friend of
on
of
approved,
decency. But by remaining, Colburn asserts his innocence.
Were he like other men and really innocent, it would be impossible for him to abstain from efforts to prove his guiltlessness, for to an ordinary man the existence of the suspicion
in any mind that he could possibly be guilty of such an
unspeakable crime, would be unendurable. As it is, Colburn's course conforms to the hypothesis that he trusts
to the undiscussable nature of his alleged offense to shield
him from further public notice as a sexual psychopath.
lawyer, a doctor, a merchant, a hodcarrier, any man,
would be obliged to battle were he charged as the Rev. Colburn is charged. Else there would be no place for him in
secular life, no worldly hand would take his, no worldly
He
eye would turn upon him save in horror and disgust.
would, if innocent, demand an instant and complete investigation, and prefer death to the present position of the
Rev. Mr. Colburn. It may be that in the church circle
where this clergyman is still a guide and exemplar, a
license to preach is regarded also as a license which places
But the law
the holder above all natural and moral laws.
The Rev.
of California does not take that pious view.
Colburn was arrested for a felony. He is here, and apparently means to stay here. It is, therefore, the duty of
the Grand Jury to meet this monstrous defiance by giving
the case of the pastor of Grace M. E. Church its examinIf he is a wronged man, let the fact be so
ing attentiou.
declared if he is a beast who was caught in the act, let
him be indicted and sent to San Quentin.

Had

the accused

Park Commissioners by

A
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What

Sutro Does
Not know
About Stealing,

Adolph Sutro has got himself into trouble.
Although Mayor of San Francisco, he violated a "ery natural and

widely known postal law. He printed
on the face of a large number of envelopes a scurrilous
attack upon another man, who, by implication, he thought
capable of stealing a stove, if only it were not too hot to
handle.
It was an ignoble and cowardly way of avoiding a
direct issue, and escaping the legitimate consequence of
It must be said for Shylock Sutro that
one's own words.
he is an authority on stealing; that is to say, he is
if
the original stockowners of the Sutro tunnel know
anything at all about him.
For a period ante-dating
Sutro's election to the Mayoralty the News Letter has
been in possession of two volumes sent to it all the way from
Paris, and devoted to the purpose of exploiting Sutro's
knowledge of stealing. Those volumes constitute delectable reading, and some day shall find a place on the bookshelves of Sutro's historic library.
It is due to the truth
of history, that they get there, and we will see that they

The false pretenses, stock swindling, cooked reports,
judicial corruption, and downright rascality connected
with the boring of the tunnel that impoverished all its
do.

owners, save Sutro, but made him rich indeed, have a
history that must not be lost to future generations.
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This week will be memorable in the history
Fraud.
of San Francisco journalism.
It has witnessed the delivery of the death blow to the
newspaper which is more widely circulated than any other
on the Pacific coast. The Examiner, which assumes the
position of leading Democratic organ west of Chicago,
which has endeavored to constitute itself the chief spokesman of the anti-monopoly sentiment of the communities
which it reaches, has been exposed.
It is charged with
having its Democracy and its anti-monopoly pretensions
on sale. Mr. Huntington made the statement in Washington that the cause of the Examiner's hostility to the Southern Pacific Railroad Company, and of its abuse of himself,
was that it had been in receipt of a monthly subsidy of
$1000 from the corporation, and he had been cruel enough
to deprive it of this source of revenue.
This statement was telegraphed to the San Francisco Call
exclusively.
A vivid illustration of the disadvantage which a San Francisco newspaper labors under in being owned by a resident of New York was furnished.
The
editor of the Examiner, without consulting the distant proprietor, indignantly, and like a gentleman, denied the
shameful accusation.
Then two other San Francisco
papers, the Chronicle and Post, at once made Mr. Huntington's statement their own, and challenged the Examiner
to ask for documentary proof that the $1000 subsidy had
been paid. By this time the New York proprietor had
been heard from, and the Examiner ever since has hung
its head in guilty silence.
It is on exhibition as a fraud,
as a demagogue with bribes in its pockets, as a reviler of
the man whose wages it had taken, and against whom it
has leveled the fire of its abuse because he refused to
gratify its desire to be corrupted.
The Examiner, though its owner is a millionaire, has
never been quite above suspicion of shady business
methods. Under its present ownership it has not at any
time possessed much character, but now it has none. Mr.
Huntington has stripped it of the last rag of concealment,
and put it in the stocks for the world to jeer at. Day
by day its contemporaries call on it to defend itself,
to say that it is not a bribe-taker, to demand the proof of
its corruption
and it sweats blood but keeps the cowardly
dumbness of guilt the dumbness that is the most humiliating of all confessions, since it is forced and without the
grace of penitence.
From now on the Examiner will go down toward the
journal can by entergrave in a disgraceful decline.
prise in giving the news bear up under a good deal of suspicion that it is editorially a pretender, but a newspaper
that has been proved corrupt, whose motive for trying to
be a popular leader against wealthy corporations and
wealthy men has been demonstrated to be rage at the
withdrawal of subsidies, must perish under public contempt. The Examiner is done for, and there will be no
The spectacle
regrets, for it deserves to be done for.
which it presents with its pockets turned inside out, its
tongue tied, and its scoffing contemporaries lashing its
venal back, will excite the scorn but not the pity of honest

An Exposed

—

—

A

men.

The outlook for the future was never brighter
in trade and all things than it is at present.
Work. Fresh capital is coming to California to be invested in our mines; a free market where producers and buyers will be equally benefited is more than a
possibility of the near future; the demand for American
stocks and shares is growing in European markets and
the country is bursting into blossom with the approaching
Easter-tide.
Everything, however, must not be left to
Nature; man must do his own share of work. Therefore
Get

In

And

every person in this great State, in all walks of life, should
buckle down to work and help to place California where
she really belongs at the head of the western world.
There is no reason why she should not reach that proud
position.
We have strong financial institutions, we have
men of responsibility and means whose interests are inimical to those of the State, we have sturdy men, beautiWith
ful women and golden opportunities by the carload.
a little energy on the part of each individual the cry of hard
times will become a thing of the past, and California will
once more become an El Dorado attracting the enterprise
of men from all over the world.

—
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Th« Suffrage

At the coming

election the voters of this
be favored with an opportunity
to make tliomselves heard on the question
man Suflr.i
npaign has been instituted by
the movement, and it is more than
that by next November we shall have heard more
The venerthan enough about the troublesome subject.
able leader of the Suffragists lias already said in an inter
view that the aid of the women will be promised any party
willing to adopt the suffrage plank, Democratic, Republimay have been incorrectly
cs even Populist
reported, but. ;,menl has not yet been refuted,
we are forced to accept and attach no little importance to
it. The statement means that women merely want to vote.
and to acquire that privilege they will, for the time being.
affiliate themselves with any one brave enough to outwardly espouse their cause. It is, doubtless, too much to
expect of a woman that she act from principle too much
to expect that she might be actuated by the higher
motives by which men are moved to bind themselves to
one party, however hopeless its chances may be, when
they think that that party is most devoted to the interests
of the State.
These ladies merely wish to vote, and, to
acquire that right, they would apparently even ally themselves with the gentry of- light fingers and lighter consciences should they organize for political purposes and
offer to battle for their inelligible sisters.
It is unnecessary for us to go into the details of what women consider
Had the press during the last few years
their " rights."
only devoted as much space to the "wrongs" of men as it
has to the " rights" of women, this country might be better off to-day in more ways than one.
We have also
learned that for every woman who is able to lay aside her
prejudices for one day in the year, and vote rationally,
there are thousands who are still unable so to do.
woman may become intelligent by application, but for her
well, that is not taught in our colto become rational
leges.
Men. moreover, love a little danger in their lives,
and, as danger and irrationality are closely allied, they are
attracted by the most natural women. Were it possible,
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then, for women to become rational, a time-honored and
very necessary custom would naturally fall into disrepute.
It is right for a man to acquire wisdom with years, but a
woman is never a gainer by too much knowledge. It unbalances her and places her above her kind, and unfits her
for those duties which, until a third sex is created, she is
best fitted to perform.
To women to-day, as Beaudelaire
did many years ago, we say
Que ni'imporle que tu sois sage ?
:

(;i?air

Jl?is

$4.50

$4-5°

Sois belle! et sois tristel

With a divine beauty and a divine sorrow she will achieve
more good than she ever could with a ballot.
By long experience in the initiative men have acquired
wisdom sufficient for the needs of the day.
Women, especially educated ones, are unable to distinguish between
intellect and this deeper knowledge born of experience;

could they do so, they would understand why men in the
lower walks of life are able to cast an intelligent vote,
while they themselves, even though they possessed certificates from every college in the land, would still be likely to
trust to their "intuition," and so would increase the very
evils they are so desirous of overcoming.
Thanks, however, to the actions of the "New Woman " and the windy
utterances of her platform advocates, men are thoroughly
aware of the dangers threatening the home life by this insubordination of a sex. Bearing this in mind, and remembering that only a small majority of the women are
really interested in the matter, it can safely be stated
that the movement will be defeated iu California, and that
the discontented arnry, with the exception of a few jaundiced leaders, will speedily return to their old ways, and
the whole thing pass gradually from the memory of patient
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The Argentine Trade.

New York

reaching

out for
trade.
It can
safely be said that in a few years, when the finances of
that country are more settled, its business will increase enormously.
It is a pity that San Francisco has
not attempted to get this trade for herself, as the new
railroads across the Andes would allow of competition with
the Eastern sea-board.
the
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"q^O-MORROW,"

said Ralph Lorrimer, "this time tomorrow, Joan, we shall have crossed the Rubicon.
What then?"
The woman by his side raised her eyes and looked
1

straight out into the far distance.
"What then?" she echoed.
He took her hand in his as he went on.
new life, Joan. New interests new ties new
"
Isn't it so?
hopes.
A marvelous light dawned brightly in her eyes, glowed

—

"A

—

and lingered.

"Yes," she whispered, "yes."
His clasp tightened a little on the hand he held.
" It's a grave step, though, Joan." he said, " and once
taken it can never be retraced. You you have considered it well, dear.
You are quite sure that you have
no regrets that you will never blame me? "
She turned to him quickly and laid her soft cheek on the
big brown hand that clasped hers, with one of the pretty
caressing gestures that came so naturally to her.
"I
have considered it' well," she answered, "and I have not
one regret. I am yours absolutely, now and always. Do
with me as you will, I shall never blame you. Why should

—

—

"Why

" he repeated.
"Why? I don't beother woman in the world who would ask
such a question at such a moment but you are different
from other women."
She looked at him gravely.
"Why should I blame you?" she asked again, with
simple directness; "tell me."
" Because of all that you are giving up for my sake," he
answered in a low tone, and then he turned his head away.
" Ralph," she said softly and steadily, " the woman who
puts any earthly consideration before the happiness
and welfare of the man she loves is not worthy the name of
woman. The love that doubts and fears and counts the
cost and gain is not worthy the name of love."
He looked at her, and as he had often done before during their short acquaintance, with wondering tenderness
not unmixed with awe.
"You're an angel, Joan," he said, slowly. "An angel
nothing less; and I'm a man nothing more."
She smiled up in his face.
"Yes, Ralph, something more the man I love."
He looked at her again, but he did not speak— he could
not and they walked on, side by side, and hand in hand.
Through the broad, rich pasture land, where the drowsy
cattle stood knee-deep in the lush green grass and golden
buttercups, on the bank of the narrow winding stream
they went, in the scented summer dusk, and paused by the
old grey ruined bridge, their favorite trysting-place.
Ralph leaned on the moss-grown wall and gazed down at
the swift silent waters beneath.
"Do you remember the first time we met here? " he
asked.
"What a contrast between then and now? "

should you?

lieve there is one

—

—

—

—

—

Ah what
!

a contrast— what a contrast, indeed!

—

Then

they had been acquaintances of a day, and now well, now
they were all in all to one another, and the morrow would
mark the beginning of a new life— a life in which the conventional laws of social custom and morality would have
no part or lot.
"All for love and the world well lost,"
was the key-note of their future.
How it had come about, that was the puzzle, for Ralph
Lorrimer seemed the most unlikely man in the world to
go mad for a woman's sake. A big, strong self-contained,

in life apart from and
beyond merely sentimental ones. No one who knew him
would have expected him to fall a victim to a grande
passion, least of all would he have expected it of himself.
But it is always the unexpected that happens.
He did not understand what had happened; he could not
attempt to explain it. It was beyond him. He only knew
that the very first sight of Joan Meredith's face had filled
him with such love and longing as no mortal man could

withstand.

They were an oddly-assorted pair; a typical study in
contrasts.
He was an ambitious man of the world, imbued
to a certain extent with the reckless, cynical spirit of the
age.
She was an idealist, a dreamer of dreams; unpractical and unworldly.
The spirit of the age had passed
her by in her quiet country home, and she still cherished
the illusions with which she had entered on woman's
estate.

" Do you remember?" he asked again.
"Yes, I remember," she said, in her soft voice.
He turned and looked at her as she stood there by his
side, tall and straight and slender, her face a little uplifted, so that the fading light lingered upon it.
Such a
face!
Sweet and fair, tender and true, with a wistful,
sensitive mouth, and clear, steadfast eyes.
The face of a
woman absolutely unselfish, purely womanly, counting loss
but as gain when endured for love's sake.
Something in the gaze of those innocent eyes, with their
soft, unwavering light, touched him as he had never been
touched in all his life before, and a great wave of remorse
and shame swept over him.
"I'm a brute," he cried, "even to think of letting you
make such a sacrifice for me. I ought to refuse it, but I
can't I can't.
I love you too well.
Oh! Joan, why did
you learn to love me? I am not worthy of the love of such
a woman as you.
Or, if you must needs waste your heart
on me, why didn't fate bring us together years ago ? I
could have ottered you love with honor then; now I can

—

only offer you love with dishonor."
" But love," she said, softly, " love still."
"Yes," he answered, looking straight into her eyes,
"love still love always. Is that enough, Joan? "

—

She came nearer to him and put her hand on his arm.
" Dear," she said, "how little you know me even now, or
you would not ask that question. Don't you understand
that I like to make this sacrifice for you that I am glad
to give all I have to give for the sake of the man I love? "
She looked up at him, and the light that irradiated her

—

was not of this world, but the reflection of diviner
fires above.
No shadow of regret, no lingering thought
of self, marred the completeness of her contemplated
face

sacrifice. All that she had to give she gave without grudging, and would have given ten times over, exulting in the
power to give, for the sake of the man she loved.

There are natures that are predestined to martyrdom,
and find their true happiness therein, and hers was one of
those.

He

put

his

hand over hers as

"The man you
you.

love," he said,
Don't forget that, Joan.

Remember

it

it

lay on his arm.

"and— the man who loves
The man who loves you.

always."

" Always," she echoed, softly.
"The man who loves me.
Yes, I know you love me, Ralph. You have told me so,
and I believe you."
He looked down at her and smiled.
"Well, dear, you have deeds as well as words to
strengthen your belief. If you are giving up for the man
you love, am I not also giving up for the woman I love?
Not so much, perhaps but still something."
There was a moment's pause, and then she turned to
him quickly:
" Are you giving up, Ralph? I don't think I realized

—

—
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The statement mean- that women merely want to vote,
and to acquire that privilege they will, for the time being,
affiliate themselves with any one brave enough to outwardly espouse their cause. It is. doubtless, too much to
expect of a woman that she act from principle too much
to expect that she might be actuated by the higher
motives by which men are moved to bind themselves to
one party, however hopeless its chances may be, when
they think that that party is most devoted to the interests
of the State.
These ladies merely wish to vote, and, to
acquire that right, they would apparently even ally themselves with the gentry of light fingers and lighter consciences should they organize for political purposes and
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It is unnecesoffer to battle for their ineligible sisters.
sary for us to go into the details of what women consider
their " rights."
Had the press during the last few years
only devoted as much space to the "wrongs" of men as it
has to the " rights" of women, this country might be bethave also
ter off to-day in more ways than one.
learned that for every woman who is able to lay aside her
prejudices for one day in the year, and vote rationally,
there are thousands who are still unable so to do.
woman may become intelligent by application, but for her
to become rational well, that is not taught in our colleges.
Men. moreover, love a little danger in their lives,
and, as danger and irrationality are closely allied, they are
attracted by the most natural women. Were it possible,
then, for women to become rational, a time-honored and
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very necessary custom would naturally fall into disrepute.
It is right for a man to acquire wisdom with years, but a
woman is never a gainer by too much knowledge. It unbalances her and places her above her kind, and unfits her
for those duties which, until a third sex is created, she is
best fitted to perform. To women to-day, as Beaudelaire
did many years ago, we say
Que ru'importe que tu sols fage ?
:
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With a divine beauty and a divine sorrow she
more good than she ever could with a ballot.
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sufficient for the needs of the day.
Women, especially educated ones, are unable to distinguish between

wisdom

Ye McRorie chair,

and this deeper knowledge born of experience;
could they do so, they would understand why men in the
lower walks of life are able to cast an intelligent vote,
while they themselves, even though they possessed certificates from every college in the land, would still be likely to
trust to their "intuition," and so would increase the very
evils they are so desirous of overcoming.
Thanks, however, to the actions of the "New Woman" and the windy
utterances of her platform advocates, men are thoroughly
aware of the dangers threatening the home life by this insubordination of a sex. Bearing this in mind, and re-

•Stands bye ye aardene wa11e«*»«««

intellect

membering that only a small majority

women

are
really interested in the matter, it can safely be stated
that the movement will be defeated iu' California, and that
the discontented arm}', with the exception of a few jaundiced leaders, will speedily return to their old ways, and
the whole thing pass gradually from the memory of patient
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New York

is
reaching out for
the Argentine trade.
It
can
safely be said that in a few years, when the finances of
that country are more settled, its business will increase enormously.
It is a pity that San Francisco has
not attempted to get this trade for herself, as the new
railroads across the Andes would allow of competition with
the Eastern sea-board.
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women, and having many interests

"•pO-MORROW,"

said Ralph Lorrimer, "this time tomorrow, Joan, we shall have crossed the Rubicon.
What then?"
The woman by his side raised her eyes and looked
1

straight out into the far distance.
"What then? " she echoed.
He took her hand in his as he went on.
new ties new
new life, Joan. New interests
"
hopes. Isn't it so?
marvelous light dawned brightly in her eyes, glowed

—

"A

—

A

and lingered.
" Yes," she whispered, "yes."
His clasp tightened a little on the hand he held.
"It's a grave step, though, Joan," he said, "and once
taken it can never be retraced. You you have conYou are quite sure that you have
sidered it well, dear.
"
no regrets that you will never blame me?
She turned to him quickly and laid her soft cheek on the
big brown hand that clasped hers, with one of the pretty

—

—

"I
caressing gestures that came so naturally to her.
have considered it well," she answered, "and I have not
one regret. I am yours absolutely, now and always. Do
with me as you wili, I shall never blame you. Why should
I?"

"Why? I don't beshould you? " he repeated.
is one other woman in the world who would ask
such a question at such a moment but you are different
"

Why

lieve there

—

from other women."
She looked at him gravely.
"Why should I blame you?" she asked again, with
simple directness; "tell me."
" Because of all that you are givingup for my sake," he
answered in a low tone, and then he turned his head away.
" Ralph," she said softly and steadily, " the woman who
puts any earthly consideration before the happiness
and welfare of the man she loves is not worthy the name of
woman. The love that doubts and fears and counts the
cost and gain is not worthy the name of love."
He looked at her, and as he had often done before during their short acquaintance, with wondering tenderness
not unmixed with awe.
"You're an angel, Joan," he said, slowly. " An angel
nothing less; and I'm a man nothing more."
She smiled up in his face.
"Yes, Ralph, something more the man I love."
He looked at her again, but he did not speak he could
not and they walked on, side by side, and hand in hand.
Through the broad, rich pasture land, where the drowsy
cattle stood knee-deep in the lush green grass and golden
buttercups, on the bank of the narrow winding stream
they went, in the scented summer dusk, and paused by the
old grey ruined bridge, their favorite trysting-place.
Ralph leaned on the moss-grown wall and gazed down at
the swift silent waters beneath.
" Do you remember the first time we met here? " he
" What a contrast between then and now? "
asked.
Ah what a contrast what a contrast, indeed! Then
they had been acquaintances of a day, and now well, now
they were all in all to one another, and the morrow would
mark the beginning of a new life a life in which the conventional laws of social custom and morality would have
"All for love and the world well lost,"
no part or lot.

—

—

—

—

!

—

—

—

—

was the key-note of their future.
How it had come about, that was the puzzle, for Ralph
Lorrimer seemed the most unlikely man in the world to
go mad for a woman's sake. A big, strong self-contained,

in life apart from and
beyond merely sentimental ones. No one who knew him
would have expected him to fall a victim to a grande
passion, least of all would he have expected it of himself.
But it is always the unexpected that happens.
He did not understand what had happened; he could not
attempt to explain it. It was beyond him. He only knew
that the very first sight of Joan Meredith's face had filled
him with such love and longing as no mortal man could

withstand.

They were an oddly-assorted pair; a typical study in
He was an ambitious man of the world, imbued
contrasts.
to a certain extent with the reckless, cynical spirit of the
She was an idealist, a dreamer of dreams; unage.
The spirit of the age had passed
practical and unworldly.
her by in her quiet country home, and she still cherished
the illusions with which she had entered on woman's
estate.

"

Do you remember?" he asked again.
"Yes, I remember," she said, in her soft voice.
He turned and looked at her as she stood there by

his

and straight and slender, her face a little uplifted, so that the fading light lingered upon it.
Such a
facel
Sweet and fair, tender and true, with a wistful,
sensitive mouth, and clear, steadfast eyes.
The face of a
woman absolutely unselfish, purely womanly, counting loss
but as gain when endured for love's sake.
Something in the gaze of those innocent eyes, with their
soft, unwavering light, touched him as he had never been
touched in all his life before, and a great wave of remorse
and shame swept over him.
" I'm a brute," he cried, " even to think of letting you
make such a sacrifice for me. I ought to refuse it, but I
I love you too well.
can't I can't.
Oh! Joan, why did
you learn to love me? I am not worthy of the love of such
you.
Or,
if you must needs waste your heart
a woman as
on me, why didn't fate bring us together years ago ? I
have
offered
you
could
love with honor then; now I can
only offer you love with dishonor."
But love," she said, softly, "love still."
"Yes," he answered, looking straight into her eyes,
"love still love always. Is that enough, Joan? "
She came nearer to him and put her hand on his arm.
" Dear," she said, "how little you know me even now, or
you would not ask that question. Don't you understand
that I like to make this sacrifice for you that I am glad
"
to give all I have to give for the sake of the man I love?
She looked up at him, and the light that irradiated her
side, tall

—

—

—

face

was not

of

this

world,

No shadow

fires above.

of

but the reflection of diviner
regret, no lingering thought

of self, marred the completeness of her contemplated
sacrifice. All that she had to give she gave without grudg-

and would have given ten times over, exulting in the
to give, for the sake of the man she loved.
There are natures that are predestined to martyrdom,
and find their true happiness therein, and hers was one of

ing,

power

those.

He

put

his

hand over hers as

"The man you
you.

love," he said,
Don't forget that, Joan.

Remember

it

it

lay on his arm.

—

"and the man who loves
The man who loves you.

always."

Always," she echoed, softly. "The man who loves me.
Yes, I know you love me, Ralph. You have told me so,
and I believe you."
He looked down at her and smiled.
"Well, dear, you have deeds as well as words to
strengthen your belief. If you are giving up for the man
you love, am I not also giving up for the woman I love?
Not so much, perhaps but still something."
There was a moment's pause, and then she turned to
him quickly:
" Are you giving up, Ralph? I don't think I realized
"

—

—
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may be
thank Cod for it.
a selfish brute- men say all men are— In
have no
ready to !>ear my share of this undertaking.
shift the whole burden on you. Joan."'
She covered her face with her hands.
"I thought—I thought," she murmured, brokenly. "Ohl
Ralph, you told me that you were miserable in your home
life: that your marriage had been a family arrangement
without love on either side, and that the constant fret and
strain of living with a woman whom you disliked and despised were lowering your moral nature, and making you
bard and bitter aud cynical. You told me I was the only
woman that you had ever loved and that 1 alone could
make you hs>ppy. and lead you to better things. You told
"
or else
me all that. Ralph, or else
'And I told you the truth," he at.swered, doggedly.
"As there's a Heaven above us. I told you the truth.
But there are worldly and practicahconsiderations, too,
Joan, though you are so unworldly and unpractical that I
hardly know how to explain them to you. In life in a
man's life more than in a woman's there are things of almost equal value with love, and those things I am giving
up for you. Does that sound brutal, dear? 1 don't mean
to be brutal, but only to prove how well I love you."
She did not move.
' What are the things? " she asked, her face still hidden
in her clasped hands.
He frowned uneasily.
" Any other woman would know without asking. The
things are obvious enough, though it isn't so easy to put
them into plain words. You see, dear, to begin with,
there's the good opinion of one's fellow-men, and a man
who does what I am going to do must forfeit that. What
do you think will be said of me in the world when this
comes out? Shan't I be called a brute and an outsider,
and cut by every decent man and woman of my acquaintance for the rest of my life? It isn't as if you were as
.Hid

I

I

—

—

if

you were

1

1

I

old duties, and

head.

" No, you can't dear

when all the time wa
ter life
the devil was angling for your soul.
Ohl thi
the bitterness and theshamel
Ralph, dear, when we part to-night, we part forever as
ners; when we meet again it Will be as friends.
As lung
as
live
will be your friend, your true and faithful friend
as I pray you may be mine: but everything else is at an
end.
You must go back to your old life, and take up your
I.

him with wide startled eyes.
should like to bear all thi

it

He

1

the bail with which

e

with

1.1

—

—

— oh! you must know what I mean."

and

"Neverl

."

Her

He

caught

voire brol

her in his arms and
with kisses.
"Joan,'' he went on,
passionately, "dear, you are mine, and I will hold you
against the world. These things of which
have spoken
what are they compared with you? 1 tell you 1 have
weighed them in the balances again and again, and they
are nothing—nothing less than nothing. But you, Joan,
you are everything. If any one had told me three months
ago that I should ever love a woman as I love you, I should
have laughed. I didn't know what was in me then but I
know now. Think no more of what I said, Joan. Forget
every word; or if you must remember, then remember it
only as a proof of my love for you. Dear, parting is a
word that must never again be mentioned between us so
long as we both live. You have promised yourself to me,
and I hold you to your promise. You are mine, as I am
yours, now and forever.
Nothing but death can part us.
I swear it, and you know I never go back from my word.
Nothing but death. Joan nothing but death.
Say it
after me, dear.
Nothing but death! "
She shivered a little in his arms.
"Nothing but death! " she echoed, looking not at him,
but up into the starlit sky.
ce

—

I

—

—

—

*****

So they said good night, and twelve hours later Ralph
Lorrimer, stunned and speechless, stood by the cold form
of the woman he had loved, and read her last words to
him:
" You swore that only death should partus, and, Ralph,
would have lived to save and help you; but I could not
live to degrade you.
God deal mercifully to me if what I
do is wrong. Think of me sometimes, dear, and remember
'Greater love hath no man than this, that a man lay
I

—

down

his life for his friend.' "

— London

Truth.

No feast is perfect without oysters. Moraghan, oE the California
Market, Stalls 68-70 has the finest in the market.

He

paused.
" Is that all? " she asked.
"No, dear, no," he answered, in the same uneasy way,
" that isn't all. There's my career, you know. I always
had a bent towards politics, and I meant to go into
Parliament some day. I might have made a name for
myself; every one said so but that goes with the rest."
Another pause.
" Is that all? " she asked again.
" One thing more," he said, in a lower tone; " there's
there's the boy.
The only living creature in the world
that I love except you. The only one. Some day as
soon as he's old enough to understand, no doubt some
kind friend will tell him what his father did, and then
then perhaps he'll curse me."
Another pause a long, long silence.
Ralph turned once more to a gloomy contemplation of
the rushing stream, while Joan, with her hands pressed
convulsively on her throbbing brow, sought blindly for a
key to the cruel problem that fate had set her to solve.
Piece by piece, little by little she worked it out, according
to her lights; passing every detail in mental review, until
she had learned her lesson but at what a cost!
All the pain and longing of a lifetime seemed to be condensed into that supreme moment. In it she touched the
highest heights of suffering, the lowest depths of despair,
and drained to its dregs the bitterest cup that life could
offer her.
Yet not once did she falter or fail.
At last she uncovered her face and looked up with a new
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•We Obey No Nand

but Pleasure's."— Tom Moore.

B^EING
1

merely a patient student of the
drama, a hired witness of first nights,

with no special dexterity for connecting
disjointed puzzles, and without the honor of
personal acquaintance with Mr. Edwin
Milton Royle (from whom I would be only
too glad to receive light), I confess, without embarrassment or shame, my inability to tell why or for what Captain
imjrini, in-,: was written.
When I ceased counting there
had been developed in the piece thirty-three separate
plots; ninety-seven various climaxes; the uniforms, gowns
and dialects of several nations: a flag that flapped in a little private wind of its own, and thirteen brisk American epigrams. At the conclusion of the play I felt like one who had
read the opeuing chapters of all the serials in a sample copy
of the Suicide Companion. I was first interested in a young
American officer, who goes one better, in cheek and perseverence, the debonair Mr. Barnes of New York. This
soon gave way to the charm of a languid, sultry-voiced
senorita, with a penchant for poems, flowers and horses,
which the young hero had either received from his sweetheart or staked on a wager. Not getting all of these
heart's desires, the senorita joins forces with the villain
big, picturesque Mexican, with a dialect that hovers between Scandinavian and Portuguese, and together they
season the food of the officers' mess' with the deadly, insanity-producing palo de leche. or loco weed. That this
fantastic herb must long have been the diet of autboractor-manager Royle is the only explanation I have to
offer for the kaleidoscopic vortex of tragedies, comedies,
melodramas and burlesques that follow the loco weed episode
which wealth of dramatic ideas, if worked up separately,
would make Mr. Royle a more prolific, even if not more
illustrious, playwrighi than Sardou.

—

* * *

Mr. Royle is an intelligent actor, who tries to keep out of
the beaten path. He over-subdues his emotion which, to
be sure, is better than stage hysteria but in curbing
impulsive demonstration so effectively, he brings a picture
pathetically reminiscent of the stained glass Saint Timothy,
As an
after whom the Frawley Compauy was christened.
actor he reads Captain Shields' lines with an acute percepgratification
their
must
give
great
tion of
cleverness that
Evidently they teem with significant
to his author being.
meaning for the elect, and the author aDd the star are on
the best of understandings. Mr. Henderson is another
good actor, but Major Mendoza's loco pap dialect is a
few too complicated for his limberness of tongue. For
my part, I would rather follow Sir Henry Irving's Lyceumese than guess what Mr. Henderson's Mexican thinks that
he is saying. Mrs. Royle is everything that is charming
and captivating as Mrs. Trigg. Her laugh is so ticklingly
melodious and contagious that it supplies many a timely

—

—

cue for the audience. William W. Bittner works heroically
to give probability to Major Bugg, but in the speedy
transitions from dignity to idiocy it is not a very thankful
task.
Miss Merli's Jovita is also worthy of a better cause.
Lucretia Bugg is ingenued in a pale, Maud Adamsey way
by Miss Gretchen Lyons. The scenery is praiseworthy,
though the multi-starred Old Glory predates the admission
of California and several other Territories into our great
Union. And thare is one pert line a definition of love
that is worth the type: "Two hearts without a single
thought."

—

* * #

heard Ondricek and Materna again at the Auditorium
on Saturday afternoon. Ondricek repeated his triumph of
the previous Thursday evening, opening splendidly in Max
Bruch's G minor concerto, an impressive modern work admirably chosen to display the scholarly discrimination
which tempers the sensitive, febrile temperament of this
wonderful little Bohemian.
In the Bach "Air" and Beethoven's G major Romance, his even purity of tone and
ardent feeling found felicitous expression.
A Tarantelle,
I

March

21, iS

written by Ondricek himself, and consisting principally of
a brief, rythmic theme that danced with enthralling friskiness from key to key, again made patent the almost limitOndricek is a violinist of the
less bounds of his execution.
first degree; he bows with large, masterful fluency; his
left hand is marvelously agile and unerring in accuracy,
welding octaves and chords, or flitting over chromatic passages with perfect intonation; his full, harp-toned pizzicati
are the most remarkable I have ever heard, and every note
that comes from his violin echoes the sincerity of a warm,
musicianly heart.
I shall welcome Materna with glad (though doubtless inadequate) open arms when she sings with the big orchestra.
Her clarion-toned Wagner arias are decidedly out of
balance when allied with the comparatively diminutive
timber of the piano.
* * *

A

Milk White Flag continues to wave buoyantly in the
breeze of popular approval at the Baldwin Theatre.
The gentleman who combines the exhilarating pastime of
undertaking with his martial duties was not honored with a
place on Mr. Hoyt's cleverly schemed programme, so I
cannot say with any accuracy who it is that acts that delightful r6le with such adroit perception.
The Napoleonic
Colonel might have walked out of a Century poster, so
faithfully does he resemble in feature and pose the overworked hero of periodical literature.
Charles Stanley
plays the part with a grave, responsible air that is absurdly amusing.
Piggott Luce, the lively lamented, in
the hands of George A. Beane, is another evidence of
how much may be made of a comedy character by not
over-doing it.
The easy, unconscious acting of the
trouserless corpse adds particular zest to a part that
easily be made vulgar.
Frank Lawton's dancing,
imitations and whistling are as unique and eccentric as of
His bird-like whistle has lost none of its purity or
strength, but on Monday night it showed a decided disinclination to keeping in key with the orchestra.
Charles
Warren does good, straight-forward work as the General,
and Clarisse Agnew's Pony Luce is a brisk bit of soubrette
acting, evidently inspired by Lydia Yeamans Titus.
Sara
Maddern plays the proud and happy widow. I do not like

might
old.

Maybe it is her dialect, which is less melodious than
Chicagoese or a too vigorous application of snuggliug.
At all events it is the one dissonant color in the picture.
But taken altogether, A Hill; White Flag should give
it.

—

Hoyt

a

new

lease of popularity.
* * *

No

better evidence of the broadcast popularity of Hoyt's
farce-comedies can be given than the thousands of people
that have thronged two theatres dui'ing the week to see his
militia and political satires.
A Texas Steer and A Milk
White Flag are the two cleverest caricatures that Hoyt
has ever drawn.
They both revel in broad, unmistakable
local color, and, indecisive, yet adroitly good-natured ways,
exquisitely satirize two phases of American life that have
richly earned ridicule.
At the Columbia Tim Murphy and
a good supporting company have given us a week of relaxMurphy is the same
ing nutritious fun in A Texas Steer.
droll, inimitable character as the Texan Congressman
little more dexterous, perhaps, in twirling his trusty Smith
and Wesson, and maybe more complete in the ingenious
business and detail of the best single character that Hoyt
ever created. Dorothy Sherrod has been transposed from
Dixie Style to Bossy, a role that seems equally well adapted
to her flexible comedy skill.
The negro quartette is excellently balanced, and sings the old plantation songs with all
the bright-colored harmonies and expressive "holds" on
diminished sevenths, so dear to the darkey's heart.

—

At Morosco's Grand Opera House The Hoop of Gold, a
melodramatic story out of the usual run and worked
effectively about the unwarranted suspicions of a frenzied
husband who throws his own child in the river, has played
a profitable week. Vinton is strong as the drunken, misled husband, Miss Tittelldoes well with the wife's part, and
Swain does an excellent piece of character as the tout who
ends all happily. Gilbert and Goldie have each a policeman part, which they handle skillfully, besides introducing
several of their characteristic specialties.

I
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to be catchier than ever.

grand revival.
The Orpheum has several new attractions of first
quality on its programme of this week, though Charles B.
Ward and his Bowery song creations are not surpassed

''

Till

lias

On next Thursday evening and Saturday afternoon two
yreat musical events will occur at the Auditorium. There
will be a grand orchestra to accompany Ondricek and
Materna in the great
concertos
and Wagnerian
9. In the latter Anton Schott. reputed a Wagner tenor
exceptional
power,
will
of
participate. Arthur Pickenscher,
a celebrated young pianist from Munich, will make his
debut in Liszt's A flat concerto. It will be our last opportunities to do homage to the wonderful violinist Ondricek.
The subscription lists for the great Seidl Concerts to be
given at the Columbia Theatre the last week in May, will
be ready on Monday morning. Subscribers for the nine
concerts can secure a season ticket for only twenty dollars,
with first choice of seats, while the regular price will be
three dollars on the ground floor. In addition to Seidl and
his orchestra the two
famous violinists, Sauret and
Rivarde, will appear.
"Bob" Burdette. who appears at the Auditorium Tuesday. March 24th. is making the most extended tour he has
so far given.
His popularity does not seem to wane, for
crowds are drawn to him everywhere, and more enthusiasm
is displayed concerning him than ever before.
This famous
humorist will give one of his delightful entertainments at
the Auditorium on Tuesday evening next, March 24th.
Maritana has been well sung at the Tivoli this week,
particular mention being due Eaffael and Carre Roma,
who in the parts of Don Jose and Maritana scored decided
successes.
Next week Richard Stahl's Said Pasha, which
has achieved a big reputation at the Tivoli, will be given a
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Second week, beginning Monday, March 23d
great success scored by
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to the

GAPT. IMPUDENCE, Or "Mexico."
by Edwin Milton Royle, author of " Friends." Management of
Arthur C. Aiston, the play will be continued all this week.
Superb scenery. Gorgeous costumes.

T'IvOll f\
Upera flOUSe.
I

i—i

'

Last nights

Mrs. Ernestine Kreling.
Proprietor and Manager

MARITANA.

of the beautiful ballad opera,
of Richard

Next week, scenic production

Stahl's

romantic

comic opera,

SAID PASHA.
Perfectly cast, mounted, costumed, and staged.
Wednesday evening, March 25th, " Yachtsmen's Night," under
the auspices of the San Francisco Yacht Club.
Popular Prices
25c and 50c

for artistic merit.

A decidedly attractive bill is that of the Grand's for next
week. Carroll Johnson will essay the leading role in Fitzgerald Murphy's Irish-American play, The Irish Statesman.
Sunday night concludes the engagement of Anna Eva
at the Auditorium.
Her novel methods of mind reading, or whatever it may be, have mystified the town.
The vaudeville show at the Alcazar is steadily gaining in
popularity.
There is a matinee every afternoon besides

Morosco's Grand Opera House.
Walter Morosco, Sole Lessee and Proprietor.
Last performances of "Hoop of Gold."
MONDAY EVENING, March 23d—

THE

Fay

for

of

James D. Phelan, L. P. Latimer, Edward Bosqui, Horace
G-.
Piatt, J. C. Johnson, Henry J. Crocker, Arthur
Rodgers, Henry Heyman, Charles R. Bishop, Wm. G.
Stafford, J. B. Crockett.
The election takes place on
March 31st; pods open from 1 to 6 p. M.

n j
he riUOIXOriUm,

rr*i

the regular evening performance.
Captain Impudence, or Mexico, will continue for another
week at the California, instead of devoting that week to
Friends, as was previously announced.

gentlemen comprise the regular ticket
THE following
Directors
the San Francisco Art Association:

IRISH

I

i

Friedlander, Gottlob

'

I

One night

only.

ROBERT

MIcaZBT

,

I

MY WIFE'S HUSBANDS.
Leonard Grover
Orchestra, 35c.

;

Jr.

&

Co.'s.

Q J
he rAUdlLOriUm.
TWO GRAND WAGNER CONCERTS.

rr'i

Cornerof Eddy and Jones streets.
Friedlander, Gottlob & Co..
Lessees and Managers.

'

'

i

Thursday evening, March 26th, at 8:15. Saturday afternoon,
March 2Bth, at2:3i. The world-renowned MATERNA.
The great Wagnerian tenor, ANTON SGHOTT.
First apThe world's greatest violinist, ONDRIGEK.

Grand orchestra

ARTHUR FIGKENSGHER

of fifty

musicians.

Pianist.

ISIDOR LUCKSTONE,

Musioal Director. Popular Prices. Reserved Seats—50c, $1,
and $1.50. Seats on sale at Sherman, Clay & Co.'s, beginning
with Monday, March 23d. at 9 a. m.

Orph eum

San Francisco's Greatest Musio Hall.
O'Farrell
between Stockton and Powell streets.

street,

A brilliant vaudeville combination.
7

NEW PEOPLE.

great stars: The Kins Ners, Basco & Roberts, the Corty
Brothers, Frank La Mondue, Alburtus & Bartram, the Andersons, Charles B. Ward, Wills & Collins.
17

Matinees Saturday and Sunday.
Reserved Seats, 25c; Balcony, 10c; Opera chairs and box
seats, 50c.

America.

2 p.m. Icecream and cake.
OPEN GftTE.
and great cast. Specialty vaudeville stars.
dress circle, 15c; balcony 10c. and 15c.

Matinee to-day (Saturday) at

BURDETTE,

Reserved seats on sale at Sherman, Clay

art collection is perfect without Japanese bronzes and vases.
Geo. T. Marsh, at 625 Market street, has a superb collection.
of

cJ.

The laughing philosopher, will give one hundred doses, one a
minute, of "Good Medicine."
Prices: 25c 50c, 75c
and $1

No

The Palais Royal

24th, the idol of the fun-loving

public,

THE

Grnv/gr's

& Co.,

Lessees and Managers.

Tuesday, March

pearance in this city of

bench show committee of the Pacific Kennel Club
are making great preparations for the fifth show of
that organization which will take place in the Mechanics'
Pavilion from May 6th to 9th inclusive. James Mortimer
will be judge and it is said that the show will be the largest
ever held on this Coast.

STATESMAN,

By Fitzgerald Murphy.
Matinees Saturdays and Sundays.

Tne English actress, coaches ladies and gentle
II
AM RPnnAPn
DCLJUrtnU. men for the dramatic profession; appearances arLILLIAN
Shakespearean classes Wednesday evenings. SHAKESPEAREAN ACADEMY, 913 Hyde street. San Francisco. Cal.
I

1

I

ranged.
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sea means the perils and cross-paths of a trail in Mexico.
On this occasion Warren Payne and John Kimball were
disembarked at a wood landing, and then carefully forwarded interiorward on horseback to the summit overlooking the Payne farm and orchard three miles off, bee line.
Intervening was a long stretch of splendid redwoods.
" Let us leave the horses and walk! " exclaimed Warren
Payne; " it is only noon, and we can get there in an hour
"
or so, and send the animals home to the Beach!
"Capital idea," cried Kimball, enthusiastically, as he

—

A MIRACLE PLAY.
EVE—
any time, anybody.
Satan — But, my
Scene
I.

of the Garden of
beautiful! And you

Eden!
never

Scenes, etc., anywhere,

child, you must always think
Remain here always! It is so

will

regret the sweet perfumes

and fragrant scents!

—

Eve But I want a change; I'm tired of married life. I
discovered all about Adam's past life with Lilith in this
Since then I
sanctified hot-house, the Garden of Eden.
don't trust men one little bit.
Satan And you have forgotten our own little apple
tree episode so soon?

—

—

Eve How dare you remind me! Think what Adam
would say if be heard you! He is six hundred years old,
and he's got it in for you!
Satan (mockingly) Ha! Ha!
Seem II. Eve My darling Mark Anthony, now you
know you ought not to stay hi these Gardens of the Nile
with me! Think of your lovely, pious wife!
Anthony (bluffly) Oh, don't you fret about that, my

—

—

—

jewel.

Rome.
right.

Why, I'm Pontifex Maximus of the Temple in
I'll hold a sacrifice and fix that little business, all
We'll offer a thousand vestal virgins on the Holy

Altar!

Eve — My

beloved Henry, this is very charmsoothed by your grace and wit. But just
think what they will say!
Henry VIII. Say, my heart's desire! Why, I won't
I'll get divorces, wring necks, and
give them that show.
I'm a high and
fire people I don't like out of my church.
mighty Prince, I am, and I'm Defender of the Faith!
Eve Ah, my Henry Ward! Ever the one I
Scene IV.
Can I ever forget the quiet, shady streets and
shall love.
parks of Brooklyn and Jersey City, when none else was
about but you! But now all is over my unfortunate husband is getting himself and his friends to write poetry
about us!
H. W. Beecher Ah, you know me not! I have the
the solid Plymouth rock. Even if a
solid rocks in my pile
Scene III.

ing,

and

I

am

—

—

—

—

—

fanatics leave my side, my wealthiest,
solemnest parishioners will staud by me! I will hold a
grand Plymouth Rock praise service to begin with!
Doctor Brown How attractive you are,
Scene V.

sprinkling

of

—

Madam! What is your name, for heaven's sake? Give
me the Kiss of Peace!
Eve —What, Doctor! And don't you know who I am?

—

Dr. Brown You! Oh, Paradise! It is you!
experiment!
Eve No, Doctor your latest exploit.

—

My latest

—

[Exit omnet.~]
* * *

Mrs. John S. Hager's coming private theatrical production of " A Modern Ananias," during Easter, certainly
ought to be a brilliant affair, and its rehearsals will afford
vast amusement.
By the way, it is not generally known
that Mrs. Hager's second daughter is a gifted writer, and
that the Youth's Companion, of Boston, published her first
short story, some years ago, with great reclame and she
but a child.

—

* * #

Warren and Theodore Payne are the happiest brothers
San Francisco, for, aside from their large wealth, they
enjoy extraordinary club and social popularity. But Warren, the elder, had a wild adventure the other day, and,
when one considers that his physical endurance has been
extremely poor of late, the wonder is he escaped alive, as
did his companion, JohnS. Kimball, the big lumber man.
It seems that the Paynes have a magnificent forest domain on the Mendocino Coast.
It consists of an extensive forest of redwood, with intervening tracts of
vales and beaches.
While fitted up with an accessible and
luxurious farm at the interior boundary, to land from the
in

jumped

off his

mustang.

—

Their guide from the coast mill begged them to desist
but in vain.
They assured him they were both old woodsmen and mountaineers, and would reach the Farm in a
down hill way in an hour.
Reluctantly the guide left them, and they plunged into a
dense forest, the diameter of many of whose trees is forty
Their woodcraft was chiefly exhibited in wading
feet.
streams, climbing great log piles or rocks, and tumbling
down precipices.
They were found by a search party of
forty with lanterns, near midnight, on a precarious ledge
to which they had tumbled.
Next time they'll take the
trail and a mule.
* * #

The Looker-On has received an invitation to attend the
Woman's Congress. The programme is an interesting one,
and is reproduced for the benefit of the unfortunates who
may not happen to be on speaking terms with the Lady
Suffragists.
The speakers are to be limited to four hours
each, and no gentleman will be admitted unless provided
with a certificate of morality signed by at least five
women of his acquaintance, exclusive of his wife. The following programme will be given, day by day:
Monday. — "What I know about the First Congregational Church,"
by Mrs. Sarah B. Cooper. "What I think of Mrs. Cooper," by the
Rev. C. Overman Brown. "Side Lights on Church Scandals," by
Mrs. Tunnel], imported for the occasion.

Tuesday.— " The New Man," by the Reverend Anna Shaw." "The
Woman," by Susan B. Anthony. " The Coming Baby," by Mrs.

Old

Charlotte Perkins Stetson.

Wednesday.—" The Passing

of the Pants," by Miss Sarah SeverShould Men be Entrusted With a Night-key? " by
"
How to Marry And Yet Remain Moral,"
Mrs. David Starr Jordan.
by Miss Mattie Overman.
Thursday. " What I Think About Myself." by the Reverend Dr.
" The Rights of Woman," by Christopher Buckley, ex-Boss.
Dille.
" The Higher Life, and How to Get There Without the Aid of Brute
Man," by the Reverend Anna Shaw.
Friday. To be devoted by the Congress to the re-reading of the
Reverend C. Overman Brown scandal, with steriopticon views. No

"

ance.

Why

—

—

reporters admitted.

Saturday.

— " How to Fix Supervisors," by Max Popper, attired as

M Fashion.

" Petticoats. Politics, and Pull," by a veiled
When Auntie Puts Her Bonnet On and Goes Home," by
Susan B. Anthony.
* * *

a Lady
lady.

"

Captain C. B. Johnson, formerly with the Pacific Coast
Steamship Company, and Commander of the steamer Santa
Rosa, has taken charge of the Hotel Rafael, which will
open April 15th. His popularity as Captain will undoubtedly continue as

manager

have
WEnumerous

beautiful

received

a

of this hotel.

dainty

little

pamphlet with

forth the
pleasures and advantages of the Sunset Route over all
Before leaving San Francisco, Paderewski wrote
Mr. T. H. Goodman, the General Passenger Agent of the
Southern Pacific, a letter, in which he stated that in the
" Sunset Limited " he had crossed this vast continent with
the same ease and comfort he enjoyed in the largest hotels
of Europe and the United States.
As Mr. Paderewski
has probably journeyed over all the largest lines of the
world this praise of the Southern Pacific and its management should have much weight with all intending
half-tones

setting

others.

travellers.

Special Notice.
A. Hirschman, importer of diamonds and manufacturer of fine
jewelry, has concluded to retire from the retail business, and offers
113 Sutter street, Lick
his magnificent stock regardless of cost.
House Block.

After dinner try Adams' Pepsin Tutti-Frntti Chewing Gnm.
will find it admirable.

Yon
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jroweth old
li Angel
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Waning to learb joo hi- Merata untold.
Ihjaoiu mid slow ht5 hearth beating,
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restored and the disordi
invigorated by taking ;i
wineglassful, before meals, of the cele1-

Stomach and
small
brated

ting;

Liver

.re tleelinp—
landa away.

Peruvian

H»«e. O jweet

runidin-. your lovers are sighing
> here. I know, (or a kiss or a smile
" Lore is far sweeter than I'ealh." they are crying
Ah, they are right. nothing a]M Ea worth while.
Leave them not lonely their lH>>oms are hurtling.
Hearts throbbing wildly, and eyes tilled with yearning;
Would yon be wise? Then this lesson be learning:
Death mourns forever— I. ove laughs but a day.
San Francisco.
HoWABD V. SUTHEBLAKD.
;

Bitters

;

.

PICTURESQUE

SAN

ON WHEELS.

FRANCISCO.

week
THIS
handsomest

present our readers with one of the
views of the city yet obtained. The picture is taken from the Hopkins Art Building, looking towards the bay. direct East. The broad street in the foreground is California street, running within a block of the
Ferry and joining with Market street. On the right of
California street will be seen the stately tower of Grace
Episcopal Church; immediately opposite it, on the left, the
double turreted Hebrew Synagogue ShaariZedek, while a
block further down, still to the left, will be seen the old
Roman Catholic Cathedral of St. Mary one of the first
churches ever built in San Francisco, when all the
foreground of this picture was a vast sand waste.
On the right, below Grace Church, will be seen the new
Safe Deposit Building, and directly below that the Home
Mutual Building. On the left, and in the center of the picture, can be seen the Pacific Mutual Building, with its
graceful tower, and, away towards the left, the large
block used as the Post Office, Appraiser's Building, and
for the United States Circuit Courts.
Within a block of
the above building are to be found the United States SubTreasury, the San Francisco Call office, and that of our
own journal. Goat Island appears in the center of the
Bay, and the steamers can be seen crossing, the one from
the Alameda pier, on the right, and the other going towards the Oakland pier on the left.
v>-e

HOME PRODUCTION.
GOBURN, TEVIS &

—

THE

SILVER

QUESTION.

—

News
EDITOR
"

Letter, Sir: In an editorial headed
Silver Prices " the Bulletin of the 16th inst. takes
the News Letter to task because of its editorial comments
in last Saturday's issue on "Silver, Etc."
If the Bulletin
is familiar with this subject, as its remarks would lead one
to assume, it must know that never in the history of the
world have inflated prices from a depreciated currency
raised the wages of the working classes so much as the
prices of commodities rose, hence it is an accepted fact by
all writers of repute that always and everywhere the
working classes are the sufferers from a depreciated
currency. And any currency whatsoever is depreciated
that is not redeemable in metallic money of intrinsic

when paper had
banished gold from circulation, workmen's wages rose 50
per cent., but in most instances the common necessaries
of 1862-66

of life rose 150 per cent.
For example beef, 108 per cent.
molasses, 135 per cent. hams, 198 per cent; salt, 102 per
cent.
Many manufactured goods rose over 200 per cent.
quinine rose 131 per cent.
coal 201 per cent., and so on
ad infinitum. Here we see that a depreciated standard
robbed wage earners of more than half their earnings.
Daniel Webster said truly, in discussing this subject in
general: " Of all the contrivances for cheating the laboring
classes of mankind none is more effectual than a currency that is
not convertible into metallic money of intrinsic equivalency.
San Francisco, March 17, 1896.
Layman.

GO., 107 Front St.

NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
THOMAS FARRELL, Deceased.

Estate of

Notice is hereby given by the undersigned, A. C. Freese, Administrator
Thomas Farrell, deceased, to the creditors of, and all persons having claims against the said deceased, to exhibit them, with the
necessary vouchers, within four months after the first publication of this
notice, to the said Administrator, at room 35, Chronicle building, San Francisco, Cal., the same being his place for the transaction of the business of
the said estate in the City and County of San Francisco, State of Califorof the estate of

nia.
A. C.

FREESE, Administrator of the Estate of Thomas Farrell, Deceased.
Dated at San Francisco, March 19, 1896.
J. D. Sullivan, Attorney for Administrator.

NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Estate of Martin E. Moroney, deceased.

Notice is hereby given by the undersigned, A. C. Freese, administrator
Martin E. Moroney, deceased, to the Creditors of, and all
persons having claims against the said deceased, to exhibit them with the
necessary vouchers, within four months after the first publication of this
notice, to the said A. C. Freese, administrator of said estate, at his office,
room No. 35, third floor Chronicle Building, San Francisco, Cal., the same
being his place for the transaction of the business of the said estate in the
City and County of San Francisco, State of California.
A. C. FREESE,
Administrator of the Estate of Martin E. Moroney, deceased.
Dated at San Francisco, March 6, 1S96.
J. D. Sullivan, attorney for Administrator.
of the estate of

D. SUL.LI VAN,

J

ATTORN EY-AT-LAW
Rooms 34-36, 3d
J.

336

Telephone

Dr.

Floor Chronicle Building, San Francisco.

W. Lundborg, Dentist,

ft.

equivalency.

Under the greenback regime

AXLE GREASE.

G.&S.

2275,

POST STREET, Rooms

3-3.

(Opposite Union Square

San Francisco.

F. G.

PAGUE,
Dentist.

;

Rooms

4

and

5,

Academy

of Soiences Building,

819

Market

street

;

A

Are you interested in Japanese art goods?
Marsh's collection at 625 Market street.

Go and

see Geo. T.

fjR.

ARTHUR

409H Post

St.,

T.

REGEINSBURGER,
Dentist.

San Francisco.
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and
Sexual

strength to the
gives health
(Send for circular.)
ket street. San Francisco.
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Poor George Augustus Sala, the genial, bril"G. A. S." how few there are in the
Week.*
English-speaking world who have not either
seen, or known, or read the scholarly efforts
of his pen ?
Gifted, versatile, and always un bonhomme,
how many there are who remember his power of descripA Book

of

the

liant

vigorous personality, and his kindliness of disposireminding us of those soldier spirits who are "gentlemen in quarters, but lions in the field." Engraver, artist,
painter, writer how many adventurous minds envy the
career this man-of-letters made for himself from early manhood to the grave. Who can read those two volumes without loving the memory of " G. A. S.," this scion of a Roman
family, who was born in London in 1828, and who left us
only yesterday. And such inspiration to work, and labor,
and study as we find in this " life " of one who early became
blind, but who, in those dark days, never despaired.
And
" through God's mercy," as he tells us, he " was not unhappy while" he " was a blind boy," but how much the
world gained when the Light came, those two volumes tell
us only in part. And yet how full they are of reminiscences
of courts and courtiers, diplomats and diplomacy, flood and
field, travel and adventure, until one imagines that " G. A.
S." almost knew "everybody worth knowing," from St.
Petersburg to San Francisco.
What modern writer has
given us, in a few pages, abetter description of "Brighton
"
"
m the Olden Days than G. A. S. " has in this book?
How many of usever heardof the " Masters of Ceremonies,"
who were largely the dictators of society at Hastiugs,
Bath, Cheltenham, and Brighton, when Sala was a boy?
And even then he was in touch with the noted people of
the day, for he tells us that at Brighton the renowned
singer, Malibran,
"patted" him "on the head" and
"chucked" him "under the chin," while Paganini returned him a fifty pound bank note, which his mother had
given the great artist for playing at one of her concerts,
as he said " take that, little boy; take that." As the son
of a lady who was herself a well known music teacher, the
boy Sala met Donizetti, Bellini, Thomas Campbell, and many
of the artistic and literar-y celebrities of the time, and yet,
when he "faced the world" later in life, how all the old
friends were gone, and the young man "G. A. S." had to
rough it with a vengeance in the great Babylon of
London.
And what a lesson of the living life around
us we find in the recounting of his sufferings in the
great metropolis, and how the vanished memories of
old friends were, powerless to help the tried, proud,
tion, his
tion,

—

—

of Sala,
looking for employment while hunger
"hugged him with cruel companionship" too often in those
cruel days of his young life.
He loved his pipe, and yet he
often could not get a penny to buy a "screw" of tobacco,
and to help appease his appetite for the weed he often took
" a wretched pleasure in walking in the street behind a
gentleman who was smoking a good cigar, and the aroma

spirit

of his Havana wafted me into a sensuous ecstasy, which
was half gratification, half despair."
But native worth told in the end, and step by step the
young man made his way until he hobnobbed with
the great ones of the old world and the new, and it was

not long before he counted among his friends Dickens, who
never refused an article from his pen. And here the splendid career of "G. A. S." may be said to have commenced.
He went to Russia for Household Words, and from that
hour became one of the great journalists of the world. And
from this on to the end of his life he was often "on the
wing." He was in this country, for the first time, during
the war, and one day we hear of him in New York and the
next in Quebec, and before the chapter ends we find- him
in Paris, Madrid, and Constantinople.
He goes to Garibaldi in the Tyrol,

and saw St. Mark's illuminated when
enice became a part of the Italy of to-dav.
Again in
Paris, then to Constantinople, then to Russia, until the

~\

war
au

where, among his many adventures, a feroCommandant de Place apostrophized him as "I'homme
rouge," and who that ever saw this kindly,

of 1.870,

cious

miis,, 1,1
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whole-souled journalist but can imagine how he laughed at
being styled " the man with the red snout."
And then
once more he came to the United States, in 1879, when he
visited San Francisco, and here he met his old friend, the
late Mr. Frederick Marriott, proprietor of the News Letter, and who, in 1848, when he was proprietor of Chat,
in London, paid George Augustus Sala the second amount of
money he ever received for writing, as "G. A. S." tells us
on page 181, vol. 1. We must, however, drop the curtain
over the kindly, and almost affectionate, terms in which he
speaks about the late proprietor of this paper, whose
" features and voice he recognized at once," although "a
great gulf of time yawned between 1848 and 1879." But
still "on the wing," we follow him in these volumes once
more to Russia when Alexander was assassinated, and so
on from the coronation at Moscow to a lecturing tour in
the Antipodes, and so on to the end.
And as we close the
book we ask ourselves: "Whom of the great or interesting ones of the earth in Europe, the United States, Canada,
or the Australian Colonies, did not this man know ? " Look
at the index of the people whom he mentions, and most of
whom he met, and it reads like a list of the living and dead
celebrities for the last seventy years. Crowned heads and
litterateurs; informers like Pigott and bomb throwers like
Orsini
"Wales," the heir-apparent, and George Childs
in fact, his professional career brought him into contact
with the leading spirits of the age, and when we had finished the book we could not but help thinking that George
Augustus Sala had absorbed many of the best qualities of
the best people with whom he came in contact during a remarkable, brilliant, and enviable career. His life is an inspiration, but alas how few of us can follow in his footsteps As a descriptive writer he was only a little inferior
to Theophile Gautier
as a leader writer he was one of the
best in London as a linguist he was at home in many
lands, and as a good fellow and a staunch friend "G. A. S."
had no superior in the wide world he knew so well.
*" Life and Adventures of George Augustus Sala." Charles Scribner's
Sons, New York. Two volumes. Price $3.
;

;

!

!

;

;

"Ouida" can scold and grumble, and be full of invective
when she pleases. She has done this recently in a magazine article on "The Ugliness of Modern Life."
Nothing
suits her in these days.
The broad avenues are not as
nice as the old crooked and dirty streets, the railroads are
"horrid," and the omnibus-boats which steam back and
forth in Venetian canals, affrighting the gentle gondolas
from their historic haunts, alarm her. She would rather
have the Ghettos and the slums of the past than the new
gardens with their light and air, and she does not see that
the masses of the people get twice as much of the good
things of life as they did in the Cinque Cento, when it was
concentrated into little corners. But "Ouida" likes to
have her turn at picturesque invective, and it does no

harm, and cannot turn back the clock.
The April issue of Godey's popular magazine contains a
delicious variety of illustrated articles, essays, and stories,
most of which deal with the bicycle. A noticeable novelty
is a Wheeling Song, composed by Robert Coverley, and

amatuer choruses.
The Major-General commanding the United States
Army, the Chief Consul of the L. A. W. for New York State,
the editor of "The Wheel," and one of the Surgeons of the
suited to the use of

Hospital, are among the authorities who discuss
the bicycle from different standpoints in the April Number
of Godey's Magazine.
great variety of illustrated arti-

Woman's

A

and stories go to make up a remarkably good number.
Du Maurier and Mrs. Humphrey Ward are each to reConan Doyle gets
ceive $511,000 for their next books.
$35,000 for his "Rodney Stone," now appearing in a magazine.
There is no record in the history of literature of
such a sum, $135,000 in all, having been paid in three
months to three authors, each writing only one book.
Artman's Cycle Trade Directory of the United States
and Canada is a work of over 500 pages and is a valuIt
able book of reference for all in the bicycle trade.
devotes much space to the manufacture of wheels and will
be found to be of great value to retail dealers especially.
Price 50c. Cycle Trade Publishing Company, Philadelphia.
The Fly Leaf for March is one of the most entertaining
numbers yet issued of this dainty and really worthy little
cles

bibelot of literature.
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that the beautiful Miss Hannah William•)i the rising star in belledom
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who

is

to be the bride
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as m
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Mi--s llai nab but Bociety will have to wail to prostrate it
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their-.
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le thi
sure of fashion
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wear the honors with
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lit, the approaching Japanese trip of Harry Tevis is
to be taken with a view of getting together a band of Japanese performers for a/fti bis sister-in-law wishes to give
at the opening of her new residence in Bakersfield.
The
young medico bus wonderful ability in organizing and directing things theatrical; and it may be. if this idea should be
a successful one, a larger field will witness the triumphs in
store.

'.'

*

that a well-known Brownie, ambitious of achieving tl
9 of Ed Greenway in a literary venture, is
Those
about to issue a book of guidance for society folk.
privileged people who have seen extracts from the book
say it will prove a boon to many, and cite the following as
an illustration. In the chapter headed ''Never," appears:
"Never hold your napkin to your mouth when at table, and
" Never fill your pockets with
pick your teeth behind it."
" Never appropriate articles
cigars when at a function."
It is said

from the dressing room table at ditto." Now the reflection
which mentally follows this sort of polite literature naturally is: of what material is our best society composed ? And
how is it that it is at this late day the swim should be put
in training ?
Is the august body, the swagger set, on a
down grade with the advance of years ? Has deterioration
These and similar queries are
resulted from expansion ?
sure to arise as a result of our " leader's " efforts.
# * *

How grateful society should be to that excellent matron,
Mrs. Elizabeth Hager, for her never-ending desire to give
it pleasure.
Prom her own little game of draw, to the
more elaborate ball, she offers to her friends a variety of
entertainment the year rouud.
The amateur theatricals
she is to give after Easter will vie with Mrs. Darling's
cotillion in local interest; already rumor is busy with the
programme. Although secrecy is maintained, it has leaked
out that a scene from an opera is being thought of, with
Miss Tillie Lawler as prima donna; then others say a French
vaudeville with Mrs. McGavin and D. de V. Graham in the
caste, will be the piece cle resistance. Again, a whisper goes
that a skirt dance will be done by an Avenue belle, while
a spirited contest at arms is spoken of as likely to be indulged in by society beaux. In fact, all sorts and kinds of
speculation is rife as to what and who will be Mrs. Hager's
winning card in her Eastertide entertainment.

The Whiskey They Drink
tourist in Berlin, who

In

Germany.

The American

seeks refreshment in that
celebrated restaurant, "Loais Rex," will find the only American
whiskey represented there is
"Old Saratoga," a pure Rye
Whiskey, which has won the German taste on the voluminous wine

and

The "Old Saratoga" has won
and general excellence.

spirit list.

laurels abroad for its

purity, fine flavor,

Don't fail to obew Adams' Pepsin Tutti-Frutti Chewing
meals Indigestion fades before it.

Gum

after

.

A

Sovereign Remedy— Dr. Parker's Cough Cure.

cough.
214

Try

It never fails.
street.

it.

Price 2oc.

One dose

will stop a

George Dahlbender

&
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Oolong.
The

oldest and most reliable brand on the
market. Sold only in 1-3 pound papers at
20 cents per paper. All grocers keep it.

# * *

members of the exclusive Fortnightly did
not feel touched when Jim Phelan's paper on their individuality was read to them, they must have tougher skins
than most people. It seems that the star chamber sort of
cabinet is the idea of the Jones street matron, who is nothIf

the different

prices, equal to others; no imitating.
All original styles, varied to suit the
Competent artists employed; no
features.
apprentices, 'Bernhardt
wavers, to wave
I pariinn Hair LMCb&CI.
Tldll l^ppR«;pr
Ujaumg
nairw i t hout burning; "EauBroux," to restore
grey or bleached hair to natural color. Latest stylos in modern Bangs,
particularly Louis de Lavelliere style. Open Sundays.
1

if

'

Corner Ellis and Leavenworth streets

—

not secretive and exclusive as the Floods can testMiss Hobart's charming "Topsy" act has been
universally conceded to be one of the best, if not the very
best, things done up to date, the plaited woolly pigtails
being decidedly taking.
ing

*^- Popular

Strozynski's.

ify!

Perrier-Jouet

* * *
of the Williams family being residents of San
said by many to ||e the cause of that village being
selected for the summer outing of several families with

The fact

Rafael

is

daughters. These worthy people should remember it was
in leaving the rural home that the Prince Charming appeared.
But then, who knows the order of things is

—

sometimes reversed.
* * *

The recently inaugurated Golf Club was not particularly
fortunate in the weather or attendance upon its opening
day. The interest in the game was decidedly minimum,
one lady observing " it was a good second to Darwin, for
there seemed so many missing links about it."

EPERNAY CHAMPAGNE,
For sale by all first-class Wine
Merchants and Grocers

W.

B.

CHAPMAN,

sole Agent for Pacific coast.

123 California St
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Business is drifting from bad to worse
on Pine street, and the demand for
Mining Market. shares is limited almost entirely to street
Prices rule steady, which is
traders.
It is apparent
the strangest part of the whole affair.
now that the heavy manipulators have pretty well retired from the scene, and about the only interest taken is
in nursing the market in the hope that some of the mines
now working may get ore enough to revive interest among
the public. The Norcross election showed very plainly
that a large quantity of the stock is held by the outside,
and of course this does not warrant the belief that higher
prices will prevail for some time to come, unless the Lynch
party is more charitably disposed than manipulators in

Comstock

control generally are.
Running up the market for the
benefit of holders of the stock is not what is generally expected in mining speculation. At the South-end mines the
chances for a large production of low grade ore, which
could be handled at a profit, are good, provided they could
be extracted cheap enough. It is here that the high price
of labor on the Comstock proves the most serious obstacle.

A
A Common-Sense
Course.

higher rate of wages is paid on the
Comstock now than in any other camp
in the world, dull times and all.
Not

that the men are too well paid for the
perilous work they are engaged in.
Some might say that
$4 per day was little enough for a man who takes his life
literally in his hands every time he goes down the shaft.
But circumstances at present are such that the companies
can not run a full complement of men at this price per
diem; consequently, numbers of unemployed people must
suffer for the benefit of the few.
Would it not be much
better for the unions to try and regulate matters on
some lower scale of values, so that the companies could
feel justified in extending operations ?
ber of small mines closed down now for

There are a numthe reason that it
not possible to keep a full force of miners employed at
$4 per day, while at lower prices the managers could see
their way clear to do so.
Arbitrary action will not serve
to carry the point, the passive course being the resort of
the companies, but leaving the matter with the men themselves as a simple business proposition, their common sense
should suggest some feasible plan for bridging the chasm.
The question of wages is the most serious one to contemplate in the matter of reviving work on the Comstock lode,
and all of those who are interested in its future must be
is

prepared to make some

sacrifices.

The article dealing with professional
promoters in last week'« News Letter has given cause for alarm among
some of the respectable class of min-

Some Exception
Among Promoters.

ing operators, that it may have an ill effect in London,
where one or another of them may be interested in a deal.
The intention was to deal with the strictly professional
type of promoter, the hawks who live upon the
prej which can be inveigled into their nets by trickery and fulsome, if not absolutely true, statements. There
are exceptions, of course, as there are found in every
class of men.
While they may include themselves in
the same category with promoters, they are not so professionally, and therefore do not come under the ban,
which the others should. A recognized mining expert,
who offers a mine for sale subject to the confirmation of
his reports by a competent man, has every right to the
confidence which his learning and experience entitles him.
In fact, he should be u very safe man to deal with.
The
News Lettkk did not intend to include them in any sense
with the predatory class of professional;., and does not
wish to be understood in this light.

The

The Candelaria
Bonanza Mine.

rich strike in the Candelaria mine
Mexico, owned by Colonel Dan M.
Burns, is exciting much interest among

of

mining men of this city.
The San
Tomas tunnel, 720 feet below the lowest level yet worked,

March

21, 1896.

has cut the rich ore chute, ensuring at least twenty more
years' life to the property, and an increased product of
millions of dollars in gold and silver bullion.
Colonel Burns
has been expected up here daily for some months past, but
the extraordinary developments in this property at Candelaria have detained him, and now he announces Ins intention of delaying his departure until the tunnel has been
finished, and the full extent of the ore body can be satisfactorily determined.
This tunnel is now being extended
at the rate of fifty feet a day. For some time past the
40-stamp mill has been turning out bullion at the rate of
$40,000 per month.

Looking
for Mines.

All

There are a number

just

now looking

who

of people in town
for California gold mines,

say they can buy them if they can only get
what they want. Among the "new" promoters to enter the list, Prince Poniatowski is mentioned
as an aspirant for honors in the flotation of a property in
London. The ever-lasting Hamilton-Smith crowd are again
in line, and it is whispered that offices have been taken
here, with the Janin brothers installed therein as experts,
by this combination, which has never done much yet in this
quarter to earn the title of world-beaters as experts.
After the Josephine and Mulatos experience every one here
thought that South Africa and Australia would have the
sole benefit of Mr. Smith's talents, but, unfortunately,
another error of judgment must be recorded.
After the
Burmah Rubies and the eonglomerators of South Africa,
Mr. Smith should have been able to retire, but it seems not.

William C. Ralston has just returned
from a trip to New York and Boston,
He says that the wealthier classes there
are deeply interested in all information
regarding mines and mining in this State, with a disposition
apparent to invest capital in the development of any merMen of means, however, do not take
itorious property.
kindly to schemes which require large sums to be planked
down on the nail for so-called going concerns.
They are
apt to look with suspicion on all ventures of the kind. The
unsettled state of finances all over the country has checked
the mining boom considerably, but Mr. Ralston believes
that eventually a good business will be done in this State in
legitimate mining propositions.
Eastern Enquiry
for Mines.

Insurance
Against Burglars.

The Insurance Commission has just decided that the New England Burglary
Insurance Company, of Boston, can
do business here without its managers

getting into the legal toils themselves. Okell, Donnell &
Co. are the agents to inaugurate the new idea here, and
their agency covers no less than eight Western States.
One peculiar feature of the company, which, while new in
America, has been in operation abroad for some time, is
the means adopted to frighten away any one burglariously
The building assured has a star of aluminum
inclined.
affixed, so that all can see it is under the a'gis of a capitalistic combination, which is prepared to make it warm
The detective branch of
for all nocturnal depredators.
the business is one of its features, the best talent in the
country working continually in the interests of the company. The idea is novel, but it is believed that it will
catch on here.

The most vital subject of interest on the
street just at present is the possible combine between the Gas and Edison Electric
people.
The committee representing both
companies has had considerable ciifficulty in arriving at an
agreement as to the distribution of the new stock. Out of
people want
1 10,000 shares of capital stock, the new Gas
100,000, leaving 27,000 shares to the Edison, the balance
It is not
of 13,000 being set aside for working capital.
likely that the Edison people will agree to this, and some
days yet will likely elapse before the arrangement is comWhile the stock has not been fluctuating so widely
pleted.
of late, there has been considerable activity in them.
Dividends were paid during the week as follows: Edison
Light, tiOjc. Oakland Gas, 25c. San Francisco Gas, 35c.
Pacific and Sunset Telegraph and Telephone Companies,
30c. and 20c. per share, respectively.
Local Stocks
And Bonds,

;

;
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month, and that he
had kicked it away from the trough, have been crowned
with
Mr Ambrose Bterce, under
phic
instructions, covered the National
Capita! with interviewers, and be thus learned hey..;
doubt that Mr. Huntington did say so,
Having satisfied
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church

its sins
_

I-!

the

and bringing

may be enregenerate, but
-

nind they arc undeniably confusing.

There
Brother Colbuni, and the
in in jail at Oakland
g a stereopticon. and
the parson in jail at San J
laling a girl, and the
in in jail at Stockton for swindling a rancher, and the
parson in Portland who robbed a bank and has been sent
to the asylum, and Brother Kenneth Duncan preaching
airain in San Francisco, and
and
But these matters
are not for worldly exposition. The Town Crier humbly
oiies that the pulpit is the place where they best can
be explained.
Brown, now. and

—

"ii

this

matter with

w

Examiner was shocked at the boxing match
THE
Bush-street Theatre, and
demanded

in the
editorially
to be
informed of the whereabouts of the police on the disgraceful occasion.
The probability is that a good many of them
were relieving the tedium of pacing their beats by pausing
to read the posters on the bill-boards, put there by the
Examiner to inform the public that it alone could be relied
on to give a full, true, and exciting report of the Fitzsitnmons-Maher prize-fight. Pugilism is bad, of course, but
there are some worse things hypocrisy so cheap and thin
that it deceives nobody, for instance.

—

OAKLAND surely will not be

guilty of such insensate
as to lose an attraction of Joaquin Miller's magnitude.
He is as fine an advertisement as a bearded horse
or a self-chasing wild man of the woods would be. Miller
does not ask much in the way of subsidy to induce him to
continue to carry on the picturesque hermit business at
the old stand on his pedestal in the Pruitvale hills. AH
he wants, unworldly man, is a reduction of taxes and a
little more admiration.
Such Oaklanders as have lots of
time and some public spirit to spare, should, for the good
of the town, climb up and admire.
folly

In

the

K pray Thee, Lent, in paint Thy sheep—

On

Hrown

Pastor, Dr.

1

With disinfectants inches ileep,
From toe nail unto crown.

Be

him, Lord, in night's gay gloom,

wiiii

"When he might go astray

Nor

the Twentyhas a head.

''Church scandals." he said from the sacred desk on Sunday last, " are even more an indictment of the world than
of the church, for if the churches had a better world to
draw from we should have better churches." But then if
the world were so good that the churches would be in no
danger of being corrupted by contact with it, what need
would there be for churches, or for Brother Whittaker?
And if we must wait for a pure world before we get a pure
church, who should draw the salary, the elevating sinner
or the saint who is being elevated ? The wits of the good
Brother Whittaker have the misfortune to be muddled.
The world distinctly declines to be responsible for Brother
Brown. And Brother Whittaker's effort to pass the buck
is little short of sinful.

osity

91

.

of

Examiner

suggestive ol a blow on the head
with a policeman's club. The Bigns all go to show that
the Examiner i- at last convinced that it was on the payroll.
The Chronicle -ays
the Post, so do we,
and we are so obliging as to be ready to prove it. If there
is any more
information the Examiner would like on the
subject, it has only to mention it.

—

Rev. Robert Whittaker. pastor
THE
third avenue Baptist church, Oakland,

point, the
-

a

;

let him linger in a room
With female sheep to pray.

The Council

did but do its best,
(Excuse, O Lord, our grins).
bell thy ram, and we will rest

Now

Till

Judgment Day

begins.

PHILANTHROPY has a hard row to

hoe in sordid San
The only terms on which the beneficent
Mr. Sutro can induce the mercenary press to tell of what
Francisco.

is so unselfishly doing for the people at the beach is one
dollar a line.
Even his benevolent peanut stands, where
city rates prevail, can get not a word of free advertising.

he

No wonder

the local Montefiore delays fulfilling his proma hundred times made, to bestow all his property on
the public. All that such a public really deserves is just
what it will get Mr. Sutro's hundred-and-flrst promise.
Patrick's Day will long be remembered as an event
in the annals of the Great Unwashed.
Twenty-five
hundred people flocked out to Sutro's Baths, and made
their annual ablutions with Sutro Soap and Sutro Water.
The Lurline Baths were also filled to overflowing, but, as
the tank is emptied every night, no harm will come of it.
Figures from the Lick Baths are not in yet probably the
assistants died from over exertion.
Here's to the Great
Unwashed! Verily, their name is legion.
ise,

—

ST.

—

" XLHEyoua Democrat?"

and scornfully deGavin McNab in the presence of the State committee. And Gavin answered them
not.
But looking back at what happened, the push, unsatisfied still as to his Democracy, cannot but admit that
the hated McNab has a good deal of influence with the
Democratic party.
residents in the neighborhood of the hog ranches
have our sincere sympathy. We can appreciate their
misfortune having the First Congregational Church and

manded " the push"

±\

fiercely

of

THE

—

Dr. C.

Overman Brown

in

our midst.

Crier suggests that John L.
THE
Overman Brown be leased out

Sullivan and Dr. C.
to the Suffragists as
are fairly good specimens

They
of the Old Man.
and should fetch a high figure.
OVERMAN, " the wounded burrd," has flown to
Mexico, where she will probably teach school with

specimens

Mr. Christopher A. Buckley called at the BaldWHEN
MISS
win Hotel the day after the Democratic State Committee met, and paid his respects to Mr. John L. Sullivan, the two great men, as they stood with clasped hands,
looking into each other's sad eyes, must have heaved a sigh
in unison for the glorious past.
is to be hoped that the Rev. Anna Shaw will succeed
ITin finding some old
man brave enough to woo her away
from the chase of the ephemeral uew one. The blessings
of the world in general will be showered upon any male
willing to sacrifice himself and save us from the senile
twaddle of this otherwise highly respectable and moral
old lady.

who opens his mouth at regular periods
superfluous wind, states that no limit
can be placed upon the possibilities of nature; with all of
which the Crier agrees, after seeing the learned
Doctor.
York,
DR.toJ.getL. rid
of

Mrs. Tunnell.
later on.

Dr.

Brown may

be invited to participate

that the
NOW
the

detectives have hopelessly failed to catch
thieves, they are attempting to redeem their
honor by finding the owners of stolen property.

BUCKLEY

will

Max Popper

not suffer from want in his old age.
even as the ravens did

will feed him,

Elijah.

an octopus
man
ANoutAlameda
rowing. Mayor Sutro
killed

the other day while
should go and take lessons

of him.

tax be abolished.
Crier demands that the
THE
Why tax men's heads when they are mostly empty
out what
Cathode Ray might help us to
THE
engine.
with that old
Martin Kelly
poll

?

find

did

fire
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Monday and Tuesday,

indeed trite to venture
EDITH: — It
DEAR
marks about the fickelness of Dame Fashion,
is

any
but

March 23d,

and 24th and following days, your

re-

how

it were could we only adhere to one style, at least for
The question of a radical change in
a reasonable period.
sleeves and skirts is agitating the feminine mind at present and just how to have the new gowns made so that they
shall be in the fashion three months hence is a distracting
puzzle in modes.
Skirts are still cut in the circular shape, between five
and seven yards around at the bottom, with the wide
plait in front.
Others have the side plaits on the hips
turning toward the back; but the skirt of the immediate
future promises to be less full and cut in gored breadths,
much as it was some years ago, before the bell skirt appeared. The huge sleeve, stiffened out in the form of a
balloon, is already a thing of the past, and in the struggle
to bring the close coat-sleeve back to favor there is no
end of novelties in sleeve designs for use in summer gowns.
One seldom gets anything original in the way of gloves,

21, 1896.

SPRING OPENING.

1896,

©

March

inspection

respectfully invited.

is

good

I hear there is something pretty coming along called
the Marie Antoinette.
It is a blue fine suede and of the
peculiar shade which was so popular last whiter.
bright terra-cotta glove is another novelty shown for
early spring wear. All the shades of tan from a pale
fawn to a delicate brown are the vogue for this season of
the year.
new shade of tan is known as Smyrna, and
promises to be much worn with the spring tailor-made
gown. Both glace kid and suede gloves are fashionable
and there is little to choose between either of them.
It is possible that the princess dress will come into
style again.
This is good news, but one must have such a
perfect figure to be able to wear it. It is a graceful dress
and everybody ought to don it who can. Some of the
plates show the back en princesse and the front as a
plain bodice; there is also a very pretty one with a doublebreasted kind of belt front with accordion pleated chiffon
for the upper part.
Green seems to be the favorite color for evening dresses,
the pale varieties being mostly used; also pale pink, old
gold and pure white. The hues of the greens seen to-day
are beyond description serpent, grass, lichen, willow
and poplar leaf being the ones easiest of description.
Some of the latest things in silk petticoats are so
luxurious as to render them admirably fitted for house
wear with neglige morning jackets, as well as for underskirts.
They are shown, not only in pale or dark colored
silks, but in beautiful brocades and shot silks and satins,
and are covered with a network of Persian leaves and
figures of various patterns.
Five yards round the hem is
the correct width with a full flounce and frayed-out ruche
matching the chief color of the fabric.
One thing which always stays in favor is mohair. It is
going to appear in new and pretty varieties in serge,

but

French Pattern Bonnets

and Fine Millinery Novelties.

THERE AS MANNING,
lib Geary St.,

F.

S.

Johctniiid.

A

As

a table water

unsurpassed.
" Hospital Gazette.

it is

— London

A

—

armure, basket and whipcord weaves, and also in mauy
handsome colors. Black crepons with brilliantly colored
figures on the wavy background will be used for elegant
Lenten dinners and teas, and for wedding receptions.
One mohair gown lately sent over from Paris was of a
beautiful gray, with plain skirt, with godets only in the
back, the bodice made with a crossed front of mohair
scalloped and open-worked over embroidered muslin.
A
ruffle of embroidered muslin edged this, and embroidered
muslin filled in the front where the mohair crossed. A
fancy collar fell off the shoulders and behind, of gray
taffeta dotted with Pompadour flowers.
The belt and
collar

were

How

the straight and

We

Si-ffekers from CO0OHS, SdiE Throat,
Brown's Bronchial Troches."

Rent and sold on Installmets.

to

St.

Gray Bros.,
Concrete
316

Artificial

Stone Work.

Montgomery Street, S F.
New High St.. Los Angeles.

No. 205

For barbers, bakers, bootblacks, bath-houses,

BRUSHES

bil-

liard tables, brewers, book-binders, candy-makers,
canners, dyers, flour-mills, foundries, laundries,
paper-hangers, printers, painters, shoo factories,

stablemen, tar-roofers, tanners,

tailors, etc.

BUCHANAN
BRUSH MANUFACTURERS,

BROS.,

609 Sacramento

Dave Samson,

St., S.

F

Tel. 5610.

Fine Mercantile Lunch.
Imported Pilsener, Franciscaner,
and Extra Pale Lager on draught.

PROGRESS
RESTAURANT.

ERNST

H.

327

LUDWIG X

and

329 Bush

St.

CO..

The Model
American
Caterers.
St., S. F.

Telephone 2388.

narrow

collar is,
with its pleating of silk set in to flare at the top, one sees
in so many spring gowns.
are pretty tired of the bow
effects, but this new style gives such a prim, old-maidish
effect to the average girl that the sooner we discard it
the better.
Belinda.

supplied with

PIANOS
Pianos

735 Market

1206 Sutter

of black satin.

distasteful

HAZELTON

HEMME & LONG
BROWN &. SIMPSON

etc.,

should be constantly

Company.

Lick Place
Towel
Furnishes clean Towels at the following low rates: Clean hand
towels each week, $1 per month; 12 clean hand towels each week;
$1 50 per month; 4 clean roller towels each week, SI, 6 months
6 clean roller towels each week, $1 25 per month.

Pacific

EVANS' ALE
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when you go to sleep, drop
them into a glass of Pearline
ami water, and let them stay
there till you want them again.
Then rinse them thoroughly, and
perhaps brush them a little,
but you won't need any tooth

.

The By front four-button sack coat

la

expected, with the

front with collar, and of the
.-a rule prevail, One worsteds
wainatlng.

fly

Staid

same

you take your
Teeth out

If

goods.

((///>S

and silk mix-

re used of white pique linen.
double-breasted, with three buttons either of pearl
or self-covered. Wbil
am pique silk is also coned good form and is much used at weddings or such
Pu'.

made

powder. This is the very best
to keep false teeth clean.
But it's only one way, out of
hundreds, where Pearline can
For thorough, safe, economical
serve you.
cleanliness, no matter where it's wanted, the
first thing to think of is Pearline.
*K
Beware of imitations.
JAMES PYLE, New York.

way

funct

Pique linen is occasionally used in full-dress neckwear
instead of the regulation white lawn.
Bows or any other
form of make-up neckwear than the straight-folder, square
end inch tie are considered bad form and should not be in-

dulged in.
Striped goods are perpendicular on cuffs and shirt
bosoms, and collars should be white rather than colored.
Shirts of such kind are used mostly with business suits but
may also be worn with cutaways and even double breasted
frock coats.
Cuffs are beginning to show a slight change from the
conventional straight line variety by a slight curvature
finishing top and bottom with well-defined points. Straight
lines will still continue to find their admirers as they give
a more finished appearance to full dress than the others.

Hats are beginning to show a tendency towards less fulness in the crown ir derbys and some are quite tapering.
Light brown shades with bands of somewhat darker
material are very popular. Silk hats have less bell to the
crown and the usual lighter curve as spring advances.
For evening wear, opera hats of ribbed silk are still the

THE
PROPER

IN

MEN'S

THING

HEaDWEAR.

AT

Harloe's.
New
239 Kearny

Spring Styles just received.

St.

UP-TO-DATE
Tailoring
At Moderate Prices.

thing.

J.

The leading men's furnishing goods stores have full
stocks of the new percales and madras cloths used for
shirtings.
Designs and colors are less decided than they
were last year, taste governing everything.
The prevalent colors are blues and pinks, in stripes and figures.
Sometimes one sees light colored grounds with white
stripes and figures upon them and sometimes even such
strong colors as greens and yellows. The latter, however,
are not much worn and betray bad taste.
Dress shoes continue to have buttons in preference to
All shoes should be well pointed.
Comfortable
walking shoes have a moderately pointed toe, are buttoned
and have a straight cap. No flowery ornamentation is permissible, a single cap over the toe being the best taste
Low quartered patent leathers continue to be
possible.
used for dinners and evening calls if the wearer prefers.
Tan shoes are going to have a long run before they go out
of style.
They should be round toed, with heavy soles and

Very latest out.
Phone Red 361.

Mezzanine B. Crocker Building.

&

Brandt

H.

(Up one-half

,

HAWES,

flight fronting

on Post

St.)

60.

FINE TAILORING
139 Montgomer y St.
The Latest Spring and Summer Goods
have arrived.

laces.

H.'S.

BRIDGE &

CO.

MERCHANT TAILORS. Many novelties in

Imported Wear. Shirts to order

a Specialty

622 Market

St.,

(up" stairs, opposite

Palace Hotel

San Francisco

capped.

Neckwear

is changing from week to week,
Extensive
or straight ties are filling the windows of large
stores and are selling well. The demand was caused by
the turn down collars being worn at present, as no other
style of tie can well be worn with them.
Scotch plaid
hues are much used in this style and find much favor.
The wide end "Imperial" made to tie in a medium knot
seems to be the leading shape. No distinct leaders, however, are being worn,^ taste and individual choice being
allowed full sway.

lines of club

Another season
collar.

is

6Das.

E>.

Anderson,
1616 Polk St.

Near Clay.
Tel.

Fine Sanitaru

predicted for the deep-band turndown
still continue to be the
collar called the " Up Lift,"
dress.

Goods.

A

at present much in use,
is an improvement of
the
slashed-front fashion and is made with a rolled-tip poke
effect that permits free motion of the neck while still preserving the handsome slashed front fashion. Ordinary
stand-ups continue to find their admirers. Some styles are
being cut at an angle. The points may be worn straight or
they may be bent with a modest curve effect.
Mothers, be sure and use "Mrs. Winslow's Soothing
children while teething

Syrup"

for

your

391.

Jobbing,

"Odessa" and "Almosa"

styles for strict full

Number:

Sutter

Estimates.

Does your

Roof
We will

Need

Repair?

-without cost, and give
estimate for putting in good order, and
keeping it so for a term of years

examine

it

Paraffine Paint Co.
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San Francisco, and that she is more beautiful than ever.
I do not remember whether I wrote you last week of the

T^HEWhen

changeableness of San Francisco's

climate has found

its

match

in

New

wrote you we were in
balmy was the air. To-day
Sunday we had alternately
snow, rain, fog, wind and sunshine. I have never seen such
an erratic day. Lovers of sleighing are congratulating
themselves on the hard snowfall to-day, which will make
the Park attractive. But not if the wind continues high.
Lately people have been blown out of their windows, and
This is not a fairy tale.
off wharves into the bay.
One of the most interesting art exhibitions ever seen in

York

I
this winter.
fains' living in springtime, so
we are in a blizzard. On

last

attracting attention at the American Art
is a collection of paintings of the Rouen
Cathedral by Claude Mouet. Every one at all familiar
with his work knows its boldness and defiance of convenThe
tion, and knows also his marvelous handling of color.
Cathedral is shown in the light of morning, noon, sunset,
Looking closely at the
early dawn, and in a dense fog.
canvases, one is struck by the apparent absence of form;
in fact, there seems only a mass of color which looks as if
Distance,
it had been thrown or spilled on the canvas.
however, reveals the exquisite outlines which seem gradually to unfold themselves from the chaos of color as one
this

country

is

Association.

It

Another exhibition of interest shows Arthur
retreats.
Davies' pictures, which are very beautiful in sentiment as
Artists say they do not
well as astonishing in execution.
know exactly where to place Davies. He is a school of
The critics seem half afraid of him, or,
his own creating.
perhaps, of themselves, and do not seem to quite know
what to do with him.
Your music lovers may look forward with pleasure to
next autumn, when Madame Camilla Urso means to visit
She will take a large company with
California again.
her.
Miss Jennie O'Neill Potter gave a conversazione and
musicale in her studio in Carnegie Hall on Tuesday evenShe gave several recitations from the works of
ing.

Eugene

Field.

Miss Eugenie Ferrer played charmingly

several selections and sang some of her fascinating SpanMiss Ferrer will play in a concert at Lakeish songs.

wood on Saturday, and in Carnegie Hall next week.
Mr. and Mrs. George Raum and Mrs. John Corning, who
are spending the winter at their favorite resort, Shepheard's Hotel, Cairo, were amoug the guests at the recent
ball given by the Khedive, which is said to have been the
most brilliant function known in Cairo for many years.
The entire diplomatic corps, with the
exception of Lord and Lady Cromer
(in mourning for Prince Henry of Battenberg) were guests, as were also all
the officers of Army and Navy present in Cairo. Albert Wieland is now
doing the Nile, and will remain for
many months abroad.
Lloyd Tevis has just arrived in

death of little Miss Marion Foster, the artist. She visited
San Francisco several years ago, and was very much feted
by leading women there. A helpless cripple, she maintained herself by her art, educated a younger sister, and
gave material aid to her parents. She lived a brave little
life, sadly ended by an error in taking for her medicine a
strong dose of ammonia. She died in great agony.
Among the presentations at the last Drawing-room in
London, Mrs. W. J. Ritchie was conspicuous in the
American contingent.
Mrs. Ritchie formerly lived at
the Bella Vista, in San Francisco, when Mr. Ritchie
was, I think, in the editorial rooms of the Examiner.
This was before they made the colossal fortune out of
the publishing and advertising scheme evolved by Ritchie
and poor Fred Somers, who died long before their enterprise matured.
Ritchie is said to be away up in the hundreds of thousands now not dollars, but pounds sterling.
Mrs. Ritchie will be remembered as a modest, pretty little
woman, who was a favorite among Mrs. Spaulding's guests,
and who is not, I understand, in the least spoiled by wealth.
The sporting world of gentlemen has been shocked by the
death of John Hoey, one of the adopted sons of the late
John Hoey, who died suddenly yesterday from heart disease.
He had lately been appointed vice-President of the Jockey
Club, and has, for a long time, been referee at the large
pigeon matches where his brother Fred so often distinguished himself.
To many the news of his death seems a
personal loss, so popular was he.
He visited California a
few years ago.
Passe Partout.

—

New

York,

March

11th, 1S96.

Emporium Building, on Market
THE
ing erected by the Parrott Estate

street,

which

—

ON

largely attended.

New

Island.

At Fort Hamilton,

on Tuesday
night, Mrs. Oyster, formerly Miss
Tubbs, of San Francisco, gave a card
party to garrison friends.
From Philadelphia I hear that Mrs.
Robinson, formerly Miss Ivers, has
become as great a favorite in Quaker
society as she was in New York and

Emulsion
is

above

remedy

all

other things, the

for sickly, wasted chil-

nourishes and builds
them up when ordinary foods
dren.

be-

Thursday, March 26th., Shainwald, Buckbee & Co.
will hold an auction of the large properties of C. H.
Strybing, deceased, and of Helena Dietterle, at their aucThe property to
tion rooms, 218-220 Montgomery street.
be disposed of is most desirable and the auction should be

G^cotfs

York, called thither perhaps by
the illness of Mr. Haggin, which has
been so serious that it caused his return from Asheville, where he and
his son were spending a part of the
winter.
I saw young Herbert Carolan in the Avenue the other day.
He
looks a typical New Yorker.
Another old acquaintance I have recently met is Captain Gilbert Cotton,
who is as amiable and animated as
ever.
He is stationed on David's

is

soon be thrown
open to the public. A great surprise awaits the people of
this city when they see inside of it, a building of such immense proportions never before having been constructed
For eighteen months an army of men has
in this city.
been employed on it and it is now an absolute palace and
the city's finest building. We hope in a short while to be
able to fully describe this stupendous structure which
speaks so well for the enterprise of San Francisco and will
make every man, woman and child proud of that greatest
Market street.
of all thoroughfares
will

It

absolutely
50c.

fail.

and $1 at

all druggists.
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moans tough-

when applied

lamp-chimneys
draft besides,

AFTER LONG MONTHS.-s.
i

FTKK
The

1*

chambers' journal.

Number made

different all

when

last

we met

In dim fields dashed with Autumn rain,
watch* d the last late swallow set
Sis wings towards the South again
Long time we strove, with voices low,
And alien lips, light words to speak;
And was it rain that trembled so
From those long lashes down your cheek?
!

We

parted as the mists drew down,
The grey mists, gathering fold on fold.
And, through the dusk, the little town

Glimmered,

far

off,

with sparks of gold.

the lamps wake, one by one,
Gold stars beneath the starless sky,
And hand touched hand, and all was done
full to

say good-bye.

NOT FOREVER-— wm.
Love,

&

Virginia Mining

Company.

business— San Francisco, Cal.
Location
ol works—Stores County, Nevada.
Notice is hereby given that at a meeting of the Board of Directors, held
on the Fourth (4th) day of March, 1896, an assessment. No. 6. of thirty
cents (30c) per share was levied upon the capital stock of the corporation,
payable immediately in United States gold coin to the Secretary, at the
office of the company, room 47, Nevada Block, 300 Montgomery street, San
of principal place of

Francisco, Cal.
Any stock upon which this assessment shall remain unpaid on the
8th DAY OF APRIL, 1896,
will be delinquent and advertised for sale at public auction; and, unless
payment is made before, will be sold on TUESDAY, the 28th day of April,
1896, to pay the delinquent assessment, together with the costs of advertising and expenses of sale. By order of the Board of Directors.
A. W. HAVENS, Secretary.
Office— Room 47, Nevada Block, 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco,

& Mides Cons. Mining Company.
Location of principal place of business— San Francisco, Cal. Location
works— Gold Hill Mining District, Storey County, Nevada.
Notice is hereby given that at a meeting of the Board of Directors, held
on Tuesday, the Tenth (10th) day of March, 1896, an assessment, No.
17, of Ten Cents (10c) per share was levied upon the capital stock of the
corporation, payable immediately, in United States gold coin, to the Secretary, at the office of the company, room 50, Nevada block, 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco Cal.
Any stock upon which this assessment shall remain unpaid on the
13th DAY OF APRIL. 1896,
will be delinquent, and advertised for sale at public auction, and unless
payment is made before will be sold on Monday, the 4th day of May, 1896,
to pay the delinquent assessment, together with costs of advertising and
and expenses of sale. By order of the Board of Directors.
Office— Room

may not be! Our weary feet
learn to walk apart and seek to hide
is right all other thought beside.

And

yet to us is given a life complete;
two brooks, whose waters never meet,
But in their joyous course Mow side by side
Until they mix at length in ocean's tideSo may we too our various ways entreat,
And passing on together through life's waste,
Not one, but two, yet seeming to be one,
So pure our faith, so high our hope to win,
Find at the last our wandering paths so traced,
That into Heaven's great ocean they shall runAnd there our lives may meet and know no sin.
like

A DAY OF JOY.—julie

(wetherill) baker.

Thou can'st not rob me of that happy day.
Though joy from out earth's choral song has

Nevada Block,

50,

And silence fall upon the season's feast,
And darkness on the dawn-enkindled East,

my

shall banish all
fears—
talisman that naught can dull or mar
And I shall see it from the way of tears,
Shine 'mid the grave-dust like a fallen star.

A

TO THE INCONSTANT ON E.-pall mall gazette.
again and kiss me, dear— kiss me on the lips
1

Think not of the vows you broke, think not of the heart;
Let the sky seem clear again, dark since faith's eclipse;
Come and hear me swear to you we were fools to part.

dawn

St.,

Secretary.

San Francisco.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
Assessment

Amount per Share

15

March

Levied
Delinquent in Office
Day of Sale of Delinquent Stock
Office— Room

62,

Nevada

April

No. 19
cents
7,

10,

May 4,

Block, 309

1896
1896
1896

M. E. WILLIS, Secretary.
Montgomery St., San Francisco. Cal.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
Ophir Silver Mining Company.
place of business San Francisco, Cal. Location
of works— Virginia Mining District, Storey County, Nevada.
Notice is hereby given that at a meeting of the Board of Directors, held
on the 17th day of March, 1896, an assessment. No. 68, of 25 cents
per share was levied upon the capital stock of the corporation, payable
immediately, in United States gold coin, to the Secretary, at the office of
the company, room 50, Nevada Block, 309 Montgomery street, San Fran-

Location

—

of principal

stock upon which this assessment shall remain unpaid on the
20TH DAY OF APRIL, 1898,

will be delinquent, and advertised for sale at public auction ind unless
payment is made before, will be sold on MONDAY, the 11th day of May
1896, to pay the delinquent assessment, together with costs of advertising and expenses of sale. By order of the Board of Directors.
E. B. HOLMES, Secretary.

Office— Room 50,

Nevada Block,

day
And the one wherein the sun crimson grows and dips;
Let us think life good to us for the time we may
Come again and kiss me, dear— kiss me on the lips.

309

Montgomery

street,

San Francisco,

California.

"Whence the sun leaps with bright and beckoning ray
That day was mine. And as the lonely years
Wind downward toward Death's door that glooms afar,

of all the hours 'twixt the

Montgomery

Bodie Consolidated Mining Company.

Any
ceased,

things pass, the greatest as the least,

Come

309

cisco, Cal.

So may the red rose weep its leaves away,
And summer from her sumptuous prime decay,

One memory

HOLMES,

E. B.

hunter brichhead.

In what

all

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
Con. California

it

Must

Macbeth Co

Pa

of

Spring stands, with sunny smile,
Over the dead months cold and grey;
think we've dreamed a weary while
And wakened to the perfect day.
With Winter's snow and Autumn's rain
The days of lonely life are o'er;
Forget the parting and the pain
Since our two hearts have met once more.

Take an hour

your lamp.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.

I

And

for

Seg. Belcher

And now

For

you get the

if

California.

We watched

'Twixt hearts too

A

Geo
a-gta

Location

And

O

<>f

Let us send you the Index.

the nodding daffodil?,

low along the plain,
over all the purple hills;
The merry thrush sings out the day
With bants of May-time madrigals,
And, from the freshly budding spray,
Through opening leaves, the oh iff chaff calls.
light lies

And

How

;

to

long months we meet again

Among

\

co**>sh wmt*i*s.

perfection

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
Bullion Mining

Company.

Location of principal place of business— San Francisco, California. Location of works— Virginia Mining District, Storey County, Nevada.
Notice is hereby given that at a meeting of the Board of Directors, held
the 18th day of March, 1896, an assessment (No. 47) of 10c. per share, was
levied upon the capital stock of the corporation, payable immediately in
United States gold coin to the Secretary, at the office of the company, room
20. 331 Pine street, San Francisco, California,
Any stock upon which this assessment shall remain unpaid on the
22d

DAY OF APRIL,

1896,

will be delinquent, and advertised for sale at public auction, and unless
payment is made before will be sold on THURSDAY, the 14th day of May.
1896, to pay the delinquent assessment, together with costs of advertising
and expenses of sale. By order of the Board of Directors.

Office— Room

30, 331

R. R.
Pine street, S. F. Cal.

GRAYSON,

,

of

EVANS' ALE

Secretary.
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Helical

Tube
over the world eomes the news that the wheel
The medical men
is slowly taking the place of the horse.
especially are recommending it to their patients and
good
health.
A
German
physician
blessed
with
others still
instituted a thorough scientific investigation into the effect
upon the human organism of riding, with the result that
it was pronounced beneficial in every way, but caution was
extended against overexertion. The chief dangers are in
The attitude of
its influence upon the heart and lungs.
the " scorcher " is said to be the cause of phthisis which is
ofter developed in cyclers.
One of the Oakland papers is making a fight for better
roads over there. Every cyclist should get in and help
the cause along. Some good work in that line could also
be done on our side of the bay. Market street is a positive
disgrace to a city as large as San Francisco. The heavy
traffic there should be prohibited and made to go along less
used thoroughfares, thus giving carriages and bicycles
some sort of a show. A move in this direction may be
made in the near future, but unless the people fight for
themselves little is likely to come of it.
Fou ordinary riding the handle bars of your machine
should be kept as nearly as possible on a level with the
This insures an easy, comfortable seat and an apsaddle.
propriate position, but of course is not meant to meet the
requirements of racing men. When the pedal is at the
lowest point, no matter whether the rider may be stooping
over or sitting up straight, the ball of the foot should rest
on it easily. This insures the proper ankle motion, and
saves unnecessary exertion and fatigue.
High gears will be used to a great extent on '96 models.
The tendency last year was for 72 and 76 gears, but this
season it is expected that gears as high as 80 will be used
on the road, and Dot all of them scorchers, either. A
wheel geared to 80 with an eight-inch crank is as easy to
propel as a 70 gear with a seven inch crank. Hills can be
climbed more readily, while on a down grade there is no
exertion for the rider with a high gear.
Puzzling to Wheelmen. Take a bicycle, balance it
with one hand, having one pedal at its highest point, the
other at its lowest. To the lower one tie a string and pull
it toward the rear of the machine.
Which way will the
bicycle go? It will go backward.
Most people think it
will go forward, because the string tends to move the
pedals in the direction they move when the machine is goPhiladelphia Record.
ing forward.

From

all

Premiers
SANDOW

cannot

break them.
S. Government says
they are three times
stronger than any other

U.

bicycle.

PREMIERS
made

Over a

have been

1877.

since

HALF MILLION

have been made.

Western Premier Gude Gompanu,
Pacific Coast Agents.

312 Baker Street

Wrifrfi

BARNES
BICYCLES
HOOKER & GO.
Drumm St.

—

16-18

RETAIL STORE:
IB40 Market St.
San

/ WHITER
' RIMMED

Y|

HUMMER

Francisco, Cal.

—

One

the novelties of the season is a speed indicator,
which can be attached to the front axle of the machine,
and will show the rider how fast he is traveling. Another
invention is one which may do away with the bicycle chain,
and consists of a flexible steel band, brazed together at the
ends so as to be continuous, like a band saw.
Holes are
punched in it at intervals to receive the teeth of the
sprocket, as the chain now does.
of

The heavy attendance at the Mechanics' Pavilion was
strong enough proof that the bicycle is still here to stay.
People who laughed at the notion of ever mounting a
wheel are now expert cyclists and are surprised at the
rapidity with which they mastered the machine.
Several
records were broken at the Pavilion, the track being
one of the best.

Do Not Determine
A method of lighting and heating your country home until you
have first investigated the famous

Peerless Gas Machine.
Your own gas at nominal cost

BflDLflM BROS.. Manufacturers,

THE

IN

first legal luminarj to take to the wheel in London
Sir Charles Hall, the Recorder of that city. The papers
state that he has not ridden down to work on his machine
yet, but that some other judge, now that the ice is broken,
may soon set him an example.

Fine, close veils should always be used by a woman while
riding.
It will catch much dust and many a little insect,
and will prove of service in protecting the eyes as well.

The Press Clipping Bcreau,

510

Montgomery

street, S. F. reads all
all topics, business

papers on the Paclflc Coast, and supplies clippings on

and personal.

SflNTfl

511

Market St.. S.

lights

On

F.

6RUZ MOUNTAINS

FOR THE FISHING SEASON

The

is

Machines from twenty

capacity to thousands. Every prominent public institution, as
well as hundreds of suburban residences on this coast, lighted
by this reliable and economical process. Superior to electricity
in every respect. Send for handsomely illustrated catalogue,
containing full information, to

the fishing grounds of Los Gatos River.
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Address,

MRS. AUSTIN. Alma. Santa Clara Co.. Cal.
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Grant avenue.
pital.

Hours,
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Tel., East-33. Residence 1003 Sutter.
Office, City of Paris Building. No. 14
Ex-surgeon U. S. Army; Ex-surgeon S. F. Receiving Hos-
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UudllO, In. V.
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VARNEYS RAMBLER BICLORAMA.

The

nst ruction
to gull

Intel

Uniquo
Construction.
•

and Tenth

istThursdavweek,

of
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if

tbi

present

iworthy of description,
Bpeaks well for [ngersoo a Gore, n

and

ular portion of tin' bu
,onsi>is of threi
be Brs1 of these is devotee!
to the renting department, the ladies' parlor ami

now

i

rooms, the repair shop, ami tin- Btock and shipping room.
The renting department is the largest of its kind in the
city.
The entrance opens on Tenth street, ami with its
PS and bathrooms, will lie found to lie veryCOnvi
to persons wishing to sa\c themselves the trouble of di
ing at home,
Messrs. [ngerson & Gore have their ol
in

the Builders' Excha

Everybody renting a locker, for which a
nominal sum only is charged, is privileged
Facilities.
to use the porcelain tub and modern shower
baths on the different floors of the building,
and which were put in place by Wm. S. Snook & Sou, of
554 Clay street.
The highly sanitary plumbing and excellent gas fittings all over the Biclorama were also put in by
these gentlemen, whose work speaks for itself.
The ladies' parlor is beautifully furnished, and is so arranged that, ladies can enter their locker rooms from one
door and their bath and toilet rooms from another.
A
ladies' maid will always be present to attend to the wants
of the patrons.
The repair shop, also on this floor. conModern
tains all the latest power machinery,
Repairing Gear,
and is fitted up with a dust-proof enamelling room wherein as good work can
be done as in the largest Eastern factories. The different
Fine Bathing

-

where

TEXTH STBBET BUILMEG.

and gentlemen can receive the best instruction in the art of riding the bicycle.
Thomas H. B. Varney. the proprietor, has been interested in bicycles since
1888. at which time he was engaged in the wholesale hardware business, and took up the machines as a side issue.
ladies

Safeties were just being placed on the market in those
days, but were looked upon with small favor, and Mr. Varney thought himself lucky to dispose of fifty wheels in a
T
During 1895, however, after he bad moved from
3 ear.
various stores to others, owing to a continually increasing
business, he sold one hundred and fifty thousand dollars'
worth of modern machines, and expects to sell more this
year, his monthly sales averaging over three hundred and
fifty.
Towards the eud of 1895 Mr. Varney's business had
assumed such proportions that after much consideration
and consulting with certain Eastern manufacturers whose
wheels he handles, he decided to take the Yosemite Pano-

rama

building,

and make

of

it

his

permanent and capacious

quarters.

An

Architectural
Feat.

The architect who furnished the plans
for the necessary changes was Mr.
Henry A. Sehulze, whose office is in the

Flood building. In accordance with his
designs the old front and all of the old offices have been
made away with entirely, and a new plate glass front, facing upon the main thoroughfare of the city and enabling
people to see into a large handsomely furnished salesroom,

.£.

and supplies used

of the latest

ABIDING SCHOOL.
put

In the back of the salesroom are the offices,
in curly redwood and complete in every detail.

in instead.

finished

WOBK

SHOP.

department, all of which are
construction and most ingenious device, come
from the warerooms of the Pacific Tool and Supply Company, an old-established firm on First street, near Mission.
Two of the latest additions to the stock of this company
are the Hendey-Norton lathes, and the Hendey improved
shapers. The new method of obtaining different threads
and feeds without change of gear, the reversing mechanism, automatic stop, interchangeable tool rests, and other
improvements of the Hendey-Norton lathe, the micrometer
adjustment and other improvements of the Hendey shaper
will be welcomed by all users of fine tools.
The cut of the
repair shop also shows this Hendey-Norton lathe.
The stock room, on the same floor, can accommodate
twenty-four hundred wheels with ease and safety.
On the second floor of the building are the gentlemen's
parlors, a comfortable smoking room, toilets, baths, and
spacious lockers. The rooms, like those of the ladies, are
handsomely furnished, and no expense has been spared to ensure comfort. On this floor there is also a department where
repaired bicycles are kept awaiting their owners' orders.
The tiling in the bath rooms, the lavatories,
Handsome and the spacious vestibule, attracts the
notice qi all visitors.
Tile Work,
It consists of a fine
Mosaic pattern, and is the best that could be
furnished by W. W. Montague & Co., of 309-317 Market
tools

in this

SAN FRANCISCO NEWS LETTER.
The building is not dependent upon gas for light
ing purposes, as the finest electric lights are in use from
the bottom to the top stories.
We now come to the third floor, the floor par excellence.
This is one large open room, 3S0 feet in circumference, and
It concovers a floor space of about 12,000 square feet.
tains two tracks, one partitioned off exclusively for ladies,
street.
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AND PURCHASER'S GUIDE

CITY INDEX

RESTAURANTS.
Academy Building, 332-334 Pine street, Rooms (or
kulics and families, private entrance. John Bergez, Proprietor.

Bergez's Restaurant,

Bay State Oyster House. 15 Stockton & 109 O'Farrell. N. M. Adler, Prop.
Montgomery-St. Coffee and Lunch House. Good coffee and fresh eggs
a specialty. Cream waffles. 426 Montgomery St. H. H. HJUL, Prop.
Malson Tortoni, French Rotisserie, 111 O'Farrell street. Private dining
rooms and banquet hall. S. Constantini, Proprietor,
Nevada Restaurant, 417 Pine St. Private rooms; meals 50c. LODPY BROS
Poodle Dog Restaurant, S. E. cor. Grant ave. and Bush st. Private
dining and banquet rooms,
Tel. 429.
A. B. Blanco & B. Bbdn.

DENTISTS.
Dr.

Thomas L. Hill,
OFFICE: Odd Fellows'
streets.

Dr. H. G.

Office hours

Building, southwest cor. Seventh and Market

9 a. m. to 5 p.

:

m

Consultation Hours

.

:

4 to 5.

Young,

Bridges and teeth without plates.
Dr. R. Cutlar, 818 Sutter street.

1841

Polk street.

MEDICAL.
Elmer Bunker has removed to 630 Sutter street.
Office Hours 1 to 3 and 6 :3u to 7 :3U p. m.

Dr. R.

:

Dr. Hall, 14 McAllister St,

.

near Jones.

Diseases of

women and

children.

POSTAGE STAMP DEALERS.
Hawaiian Stamps a specialty. MAKINS & CO 506 Market street.
Selections on approval: any place in world. W. F. GREANY, 827 Brannan
The W.

H. Hollls

Stamp

Co., (Incorporated),

105O'Farrell St., S. F.

PRINTING AND RUBBER STAMPS.
Koch & Harney, (Jas. H. Harney, Geo. T. Koch), Job Printers, 648 Sacramento St. Fine printing and embossing, seals, rubber stamps, stencils, etc.
ItKXTlXi.

\XH STOIiAOB

DEPARTMENT

and the other, or outer one, for ladies and gentlemen. The
inside track is used by ladies until they master the wheel
a matter usually of merely one or two lessons and in it
The track
they are secure from the gaze of onlookers.
allows of seventeen laps to the mile, and is a continuous
round, thus doing away with inconvenient angles so common in other riding academies. Accomplished instructors
are always on hand to teach the beginner.
The toilet and dressing rooms for ladies and gentlemen
on this floor are as handsomely furnished as those on the

MERCHANT TAILORS.
& Co., 115 Kearny, up-stairs. Suits to order $12 50.
Samples by mail.
coats, $10. Pants $4 and lipwa'rds
-6S"A perfect fit guaranteed.

Neuhaus

—

—

Over-

VOCAL CULTURE.
Miss Caroline Shlndler, Soprano. Vocal Culture. Hours, 1 to 3, 2416 Clay
Joseph Greven, Vocal Teacher, Neumann Piano Store, 82 Ninth St. S. F.
,

CANDIES.

CANDIES.— Don't

leave the city without a box of

ROBERTS' Best.

floors below.

touches to the interior and ex
building, such as painting,
graining the woodwork, and tinting, is the
work of L. F. Cotton, of 7U8 Fourth street,
Oakland, and has earned the commendation of all visitors.
As it is the intention of Mr. Varney to place the third

The

Finishing
Decorations.

final

terior of the

i
The Boss

of all

SMOKELESS POWDERS

Manufactured.

Used by the crack snots
Lowest recorded breech
Lightest

RECOIL

ot

tne country.

PRESSURE.
SMOKE.

and absolutely no

Manufactured by
TflE

GIANT POWDER CO.,

Consolidated,

STOCK BOOM.
floor at the disposal of fashionable clubs and society people
who may wish the exclusive use of it upon certain nights,
a grand stand has been arranged, capable of seating thirty

or forty people without inconvenience.
Owing to its central location and its close vicinity to the
different large outlets to the city's environs, the success
of the Biclorama is assured, and it is safe to say that
within a short time it will be patronized by nearly every
cyclist in the city.

430 California

St., S.

F.

United States Laundry,
Office;

10W Market

bt.,

near Baldwin.

Telephone, South 4-2-0.

EVANS' ALE

—
,

b 21.
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BANKING.
MUTUAL SAVINGS BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO.
33

Post Stkekt, BILOW Kbarst, Mechanics' UraXITUTI BUTLDUIO,
Guaranteed Capital,

PaldUp Capital,

11,000,000.

1300,000.

orriCEim

SOME

Gkickbal Stati-th-s.

— The

JAMES D PHKLAN,
JOHN
Journal
the world

Medical

that there are 72 races inhatiitintr
with each other in :ii"U different
tongues, anil confess to about limit religions.
Only 1 person in HMI.imhi of both sexes attains the age of 100 years.
and only 8 to 7 in 100 the age of 60, The total population
of the earth is estimated at about 1200 million souls, of
whom 36,214,000 die annually 1. ... an average of 98,848 b
day. 4080 an hour, and 67 a minute.
The annual number
of births, on the other hand, is estimated at Hii. 702, Will
.. an average of 100,800 a day. 4200 an hour, and 7(1 a
f,
minute.
-

ami

communicating

Directors— James
Hooker, James Monit,

An [mimmuus Invention. — An automatic ticket seller,
may be used at railway stations and places of amuse-

ment has

lately been patented.
For the theatres there is
a separate machine for orchestra, orchestra circle, balcony
and gallery. Each receives its particular denomination of
coin.
The tickets in each box are arranged in a long roll
or strip, the best seats to be drawn first.
Upon receipt
of the money, the ticket seller pushes the number of tickets
desired through a slot, and they are then torn off by the
party buying them.
The VALUE of Ozone. Liquors can now be artificially
aged by the application of ozone, which also improves
tobacco and removes the effect of oily beans in coffee. It
also thickens linseed oil for linoleum in a few days, the old
method taking often several months. It bleaches linen in
less than a third of the time required by sunlight, and is
valuable in a hundred and one chemical and technical pro-

—

cesses.

The Latest Flying Machine. — Otto

Lilienthal, of Berhas constructed a flying machine with a double set of
outspread pinions. There are two frames to this invention,
the lower one of which is taken hold of by the man, who
rests his body against it.
The legs suspend in the air.
The machine can be folded into convenient shape, and is
said to be the most perfect of its kind yet invented.
lin,

The Latest

in

Telegraphy.

—Professor

A

Strange Railway.

—An electric road

is

Brighton and Rottingdean, Eng.
on the bed of the ocean.
Should
any accident happen, the passengers can be taken off in
life boats, suspended from the cars by means of ordinary
davits.
Twice daily the tracks are submerged by water.

A Cure for Snake-bites. — Extensive

have been
given the serum of immunized horses in India to prove its
efficacy in the treatment of snake-bites. The power of the
serum seems to be reduced about four-fifths in three
months in warm climates. The trials are pronounced satistrials

factory.

Climate and Crime.— Mr. C. E. Linner, of the Illinois
State Weather Service, states that crime increases with
an increase in temperature and decreases with the approach of winter. Northeasterly winds are also less favorable to the criminal than the southwesterly winds.
A Pleasant Fact to Know. According to two English bacteriologists the average person inhales about 1500
microbes hourly. These organisms may be destroyed by
the digestive organs, but, if they are unhealthy, the microbes get the better of you.

—

The New Photography.— M. Gustave Le Bon has

at

MURPHY.

Vlee-Prosldcnt.

Loans on approved seGEO. A. STORY, Cashier.
Deposits may be sent by postal order, Well, Fargo, & Co., or Exchange
on City Banks. When opening accounts send signature.

WELLS FARGO &

CO.'S BANK.

Corner Sansome & Sutter Streets.

N. E.

Cash Capital and Surplus
John J. Valentine
H. Wadsworth..

$6,260,000

_.

President
Cashier

Homer S. King
F. L. Lipman

I

1

Manager
Assistant Cashier

BRANCHES.
N. Y. City, H. B. Parsons, Cashier. Salt Lake City. J. E. Dooly, Cashier
Directors— John J. Valentine, Benj. P. Cheney, Oliver Eldridge, Henry
E. Huntington, Homer S. King, George E. Gray, John J. McCook, Charles
F. Crocker, Dudley Evans.
|

THE SATHER BANKING COMPANY.
Capital

$1 ,250,000

Successor to Sather & Co., Established 1851, San Francisco.
James K. Wilson President.
C. F. A. Talbot, Vice-President
L. I. Cowgill, Cashier.

Directors— C. S. Benedict, Charles Main, F. W. Sumner, Albert Miller,
F. A. Talbot, James K. Wilson.
Agents New York— J. P. Morgan & Co. Boston— National Bank of the
Commonwealth. Philadelphia—Drexel & Co. Chicago— Consolidated National Bank. St. Louis—The Mechanios' Bank. Kansas City— First National Bank. London— Brown, Shipley & Co. Paris— Drexel, Harjes & Co.

Wm. P. Johnson, C.
:

THE GERMAN SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.
No. 526 California St., S. F.
Capital actually paid up in Cash, $1,000,000.
Reserve Fund
S 715,000
Deposits, Dec. 31, 1895
$30,727,586 59.
Guaranteed Capital. .81,200,000
OFFICERS—President, B. A. Becker; Vice-President, Edward Kruse;
Second Vice-President, George H. Eggers Cashier, A. H. R. Schmidt; Assistant Cashier, Wm, Herrmann; Secretary, George Tourny Assistant
Secretary, A. H. Muller.
Board of Directors Edward Kruse, George H. Eggers, O. Shoemann,
A. C. Heineken, H. Horstmann, B. A. Becker, H. L. Simon, Ign. Steinhart,
Daniel Meyer. Attorney, W. S. Goodfellow.
;

—

SECURITY SAVINGS BANK.
Montgomery St.. Mills Building.
INTEEEST PAID ON DEPOSITS. LOANS MADE.
238

DIRECTORS.
Wm.Alvord

S.

Adam Grant

O. D. Baldwin
W. S. Jones

Wm. Babcock

H. H. Hewlett
A. K. P. Harmon

L. Abbot. Jr.

J. B.

HUMBOLDT SAVINGS AND LOAN
No.

18

Lincoln.

SOCIETY.

Geary Street.
November

Incorporated

24, 1869.

ADOLPH C. WEBER
ERNST BRAND

President
Secretary

NEVADA WAREHOUSE AND DOCK COMPANY.
WAREHOUSES AND DOCKS
PORT COSTA, California.
Storage Capacity, 100,000 tons. Regular warehouse for San Francisco
Produce Exchange Call Board,
These warehouses are the largest on the Pacific Coast, and are famished
with the latest improvements for the rapid handling and storing of Grain.
A mill attached, supplied with, the best and newest machinery for cleaning
foul and smutty wheat.
Money advanced at lowest rates of interest on grain stored in warehouses.
Insurance effected at lowest rates In first-class companies, or grain sold,
if

desired, at current rates.

OFFICE—202 Sanbome St., over

nnTEnTb.

the Anglo-California Bank.

American and foreign patents.

BOONE & MURDOGK,
San Francisco

Washington

Office

Office:

:

(E. F.

Murdock.

Jno. L. Boone).

Nucleus Building, Cor. Market and Third Sts.

Opposite Patent

Office.

ob-

tained photographs through plates of iron and lead by a
three hours' exposure to the light of a paraffin lamp.

The finest things in spring good for ladies and gentlemen
W. Carmany's, furnisher, at 25 Kearny Street.

Q,

Vice-President.

L>. Grant.
Interest paid on Term and Ordinary Deposits.

now in course

of construction between
the tracks of which rest

S.

and Joseph

Rowland has

invented a " Multiplex Printing Telegraph" which transmits telegrams written on a type-writer at the sending place
and can be reproduced in type-writing at the receiving
place. . It is so devised that it can send half a dozen messages synchronously, which, in duplex, makes a dozen messages on the same wire at the same time.

I

HOOPER,

curities.

—

which

President.
A.

D. Pliolan, L. P. Droxlcr, John A. Hooper, C. G.
S. G. Murphy, Frank J. Sullivan, Robert McElroy,

->/?\rAgFA

John
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CO.,

SHIPPING AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
and

Fire

^BOUT the year 1415 there existed a tribe of

people in
Southern Germany, known as the Stadings, who wordevil.
and
prayed
to
the
This
personshiped the black cat
age, according to their ideas, was the creator of the world,
but had been ousted from his position by the Deity.
The
sect was finally exterminated, but not before its members
had done much injury to strangers who refused to coincide
with their doctrines.
The new editor of the Pall Mall Gazette, Sir Douglas
Straight, is a man of about 55 years of age. He went from
a London law office to India, and returned with a pension
His jourand a knighthood in one of the Indian orders.
nalistic experience was gained on a small London paper
over thirty years ago.

A

Robert E.
Lee, taken from life by the sculptor Frederick Volek about
the time of the battle of Chancellorsville, has been purchased by the Society of the Army and Navy of the Confederate States, and will be presented to the Memorial
Hall of the Confederate States in Richmond.

309 and 311 Sansome

Marine Insurance Agents,

....

St.

San Francisco,

Cal'

CORRESPONDENTS
FINDLAY, DURHAM & BRODIE
SIMPSON, MACKIRDY & CO
FUERST BROS. & CO

43

and 46 Threadneedle St., London
29 South Castle St., Liverpool
2 and 4 Stone St., New York

INSURANCE.
FIRE, MARINE,

AND INLAND INSURANCE.

Fireman's Fund

facsimile of the only bust of General

The British " Imperial Federation" scheme is to be
supplanted by a British Empire League, the objects of
which are to promote mutual arrangements between
Great Britain, India, and the colonies for their common
The Duke of Devonshire is the
defense and for commerce.
President of the new association.
James McNeill Whistler, the well-known artist, who
is supposed to have been caricatured by Du Maurier in
He
Trilby, has a face covered with numerous wrinkles.
wears a mustache and a light imperial, both of which are
gray.
His eyes are brown and his eyebrows exceedingly

INSURANCE COMPANY, OF SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Capital, $1,000,000.

Assets,

$3,000,000.

PALATINE
INSURANCE COMPANY

(Limited),

CHAS.

A.

OF MANCHESTER, ENGLAND.

OVER $9,000,000.00 RESOURCES

SOLID SECURITY.

LATON, Manager

439 California St., S. F.

Fire Insurance.
Founded A.

D. 1792

bushy.

A man whose name is now a household word is Sir
John L. Macadam, who lived from 1756 to 1834. He introduced the use of broken stones as road material, and made
the surface of roads convex instead of cancave a system
which has long borne the name of its inventor.
Alfred Andre, the Paris banker who died recently,
was connected with over five hundred religious and benevoHe was President of the Young
lent societies in France.
Men's Christian Association of France, and his home was a

—

meeting place

for Christians of all nations.

Mr. Gladstone's work on the "Life of Bishop Butappear in the near future. The G. O. M. is working ten hours daily at it, and his articles in the North
American Review on "The Future State" are extracts
from the work.
Sir John Millais is the ninth President of the Royal
Academy. The former Presidents were Sir Joshua Reynolds, Benjamin West, James Wyatt, Sir Thomas Lawrence; Sir Martin Shee, Sir Charles Eastlake, Sir Francis
Grant, and the late Lord Frederick Leighton.
It is not generally known that the "Spencer" overcoat was christened after the Earl of Spencer of the days
when George III. was king, and dandydom raged at its
highest.
He first wore the garment, or, at least, made it
ler " will

Insurance

Gompanij

America

North

ot

OF PHILADELPHIA, PENN.
Paid-up Capital
Surplus to Policy Holders

JAMES

D.

CONNECTICUT

$3,000,000
5,022,016

t

BAILEY, General
FIRE

Agent, 412 California

St., S.

INSURANCE CO. OF HARTFORD.

Capital Paid Op
Assets
Surplus to Policy Holders

11,000,000
3,192,001 69
1,506,409 41
.

.

ROBERT DICKSON,

BOYD & DICKSON,

S. F.

Manager

401

Montgomery

Agents, 501 Montgomery

Capital. 12,250.000

UNITED STATE

St.

St.

AACHEN AND MUNICH FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
OF AIX LA CHAPELLE, GERMANY'.
Established

:

F.

1826

Total Assets, $6,854,653 65

EPARTMLNT: 204 Sansome St., S. F.
VOSS, CONRAD & CO., General

PHOENIX ASSURANCE CO. OF LONDON

Managers.

Established

m

PROVIDENCE-WASHINGTON NSURANCE CO. incorporated
BUTLER & HALDAN, General Agents,

1799

fashionable.

The grave of Dr. Johnson in Westminster Abbey is
such a bad condition that appeals are being made for
subscriptions to put it in good repair again. It is expected
that many American admirers will contribute towards this

in

fund.

Munkacsy has been appointed Director General of
Fine Arts at the Budapesth museum.
His palatial residence in the Avenue de Villiers is for sale.
The Sultan of Turkey has a way of administering
powdered diamonds to people whom he may wish to remove.
Life
meals.

brand

not worth living without a good glass of whiskey before
It tones the system and makes you sociable. The finest
of Kentucky
Bourbon whiskey in this market is the

413 California St., S. F.

BRITISH

AND FOREIGN MARINE INSURANCE

Capital

16,700,000

BALFOUR, GUTHRIE &

lovers of this delectable liquid.
E. Martin & Co., 411 Market St.

CO., Agents.

No. 316 California st

F

Field

of

Goods
Sports."

Sportsmen's Goods
Montgomery

S.

Fine

LIDDLE Co.
110

,

"In the

R.

is

"Argonaut" which is known to all
The agents for the Pacific Coast are

LIMITED,

CO.,

OF LIVERPOOL.

Gneap.

Street,

New

San Francisco.
Write

for Catalogue.

book free

—

March
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BANKING.
MUTUAL SAVINGS BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO.
SS

Post Stkekt,

bf.i

>\v

Kkakny, fcCWBAVIOB' IMHI'I'UTI

Guaranteed Capital.

JAMES

SiIE

—

General

Statistics.
The Medical Journal
there are 7"J races Inhabiting the world
and communicating with each other in 3WM different
Only 1 perto about Hmhi religions.
son in liMl.iHMl of both sexes attains the a^'e of 10(1 years.
and only ti to 7 in 100 the age of 60. The total population
of the earth is estimated at about 1200 million souls, of
whom 36,214,000 die annually
... an average of 98,848 B
day. 4020 an hour, and 07 a minute.
The annual number
of births, on the other hand, is estimated at 36,792,000
... an average of loo. sou a day. 4200 an hour, and
70 a
minute.
.

•

—

Ax

IxiiExiMt-s Invention.

— An automatic

ticket seller,

may be used at

railway stations and places of amusement has lately been patented. For the theatres there is
a separate machine for orchestra, orchestra circle, balcony
and gallery. Each receives its particular, denomination of
coin.
The tickets in each box are arranged in a long roll
or strip, the best seats to be drawn first.
Upon receipt
of the money, the ticket seller pushes the number of tickets
desired through a slot, and they are then torn off by the
party buying them.
The V.vi.t'E of Ozone. Liquors can now be artificially
aged by the application of ozone, which also improves
tobacco and removes the effect of oily beans in coffee. It
also thickens linseed oil for linoleum in a few days, the old
method taking often several months. It bleaches linen in
less than a third of the time required by sunlight, and is
valuable in a hundred and one chemical and technical pro-

—

cesses.

TnE Latest Flying Machine. — Otto

Lilienthal, of Berhas constructed a flying machine with a double set of
outspread pinions. There are two frames to this invention,
the lower one of which is taken hold of by the man, who
rests his body against it,
The legs suspend in the air.
The machine can be folded into convenient shape, and is
said to be the most perfect of its kind yet invented.
lin,

The Latest

in

Telegraphy.

—Professor

Strange Railway.

—An electric road

is

Brighton and Rottingdean, Eng.,
on the bed of the ocean.
Should
any accident happen, the passengers can be taken off in
life boats, suspended from the cars by means of ordinary
davits.
Twice daily the tracks are submerged by water.

—

for Snake-bites. Extensive trials have been
given the serum of immunized horses in India to prove its
efficacy in the treatment of snake-bites. The power of the
serum seems to be reduced about four-fifths in three
months in warm climates. The trials are pronounced satisfactory.

Climate and Crime.— Mr. C. E. Linner, of the Illinois
State Weather Service, states that crime increases with
an increase in temperature and decreases with the approach of winter. Northeasterly winds are also less favorable to the criminal than the southwesterly winds.
A Pleasant Fact to Know. According to two English bacteriologists the average person inhales about 1500
microbes hourly. These organisms may be destroyed by
the digestive organs, but, if they are unhealthy, the microbes get the better of you.

—

_

The New Photography.

orri'
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Vies President.
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Deposits. Loans on approved seGEO. A. STORY, Cashlor.
Deposits may be sent by postal ordor. Well, Fargo, & Co., or Exchange
City
on
Banks. When opening accounts send signature.
curities.

WELLS FARGO &

—M. Gustave Le

N. E.

CO.'S BANK.

Corner Sansomk & Sotter Streets.

Cash Capital and Surplus
John J. Valentine
H. Wadsworth

Bon has

$6,250,000

President
Cashier

Homer S.King
F. L. Lipman

I

I

Manager
Assistant Cashier

BRANCHES.
N. Y. City.H. B. Parsons, Cashier. Salt Lake City, J. E. Dooly, Cashier
Directors— John J. Valentine, Benj. P. Cheney, Oliver Eldridge, Henry
E. Huntington, Homer S. King, George E. Gray, John J. McCook, Charles
F. Crocker, Dudley Evans.
|

THE SATHER BANKING COMPANY.
CAPITAL

$1,250,000

Successor to Sather & Co., Established 1851, San Francisco.
James K. Wilson President.
C. F. A. Talbot, Vice-President
L.

Directors— C.

I.

Cowgill, Cashier.

S. Benedict, Charles Main, F. W. Sumner, Albert Miller,
C. F. A. Talbot, James K. Wilson.
York— J. P. Morgan Co. Boston— National Bank of the

Wm. P. Johnson,
Agents

New

:

&

Philadelphia—Drexel & Co. Chicago— Consolidated NaLouis— The Mechanics' Bank. Kansas City—First NaLondon— Brown, Shipley & Co. Paris— Drexel, Harjes & Co.

Commonwealth.
tional Bank,
tional Bank.

St.

THE GERMAN SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.
No. 526 CALIFORNIA St.,

S. F.

.

Capital actually paid up in Cash, $1,000,000.
Reserve Fund
$ 715,000
Deposits, Dec. 31, 1895,
$30,727,586 59.
Guaranteed Capital. .$1,200,000
OFFICERS—President, B. A. Becker; Vice-President, Edward Kruse;
Second Vice-President, George H. Eggers; Cashier, A. H. R. Schmidt; Assistant Cashier, Wm. Herrmann; Secretary, George Tourny Assistant
Secretary, A. H. Muller.

Board of Directors— Edward Kruse, George H. Eggers, O. Shoemann,
A. C. Heineken, H. Horstmann, B. A. Becker, H. L. Simon, Ign. Steinhart,
Daniel Meyer. Attorney, W. S. Goodfellow.

SECURITY SAVINGS BANK.
Montgomery St.. Mills Building.
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DIRECTORS.

Wm. Alvord
Wm. Babcock
Adam Grant

H. H. Hewlett
A. K. P. Harmon

L. Abbot. Jr.

S.

O. D. Baldwin
W. S. Jones

J. B.

Lincoln.

HUMBOLDT SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.
No.

now in course

of construction between
the tracks of which rest

A Cure

lU'iii

$300,000.

DiRBCTORS-James
Hooker, James Momt,
and Joseph U. Gram.
Interest paid on Term and Ordinary

Rowland has

invented a " Multiplex Printing Telegraph" which transmits telegrams written on a type-writer at the sending place
and can be reproduced in type-writing at the receiving
place.
It is so devised that it can send half a dozen messages synchronously, which, in duplex, makes a dozen meson
sages
the same wire at the same time.

A

PaldUp Capital.

1*.

1".

which

11,000.1X10.

18

Geary Street.
November

Incorporated

24, 1869.

ADOLPH C. WEBER
ERNST BRAND

President
Secretary

NEVADA WAREHOUSE AND DOCK COMPANY.
WAREHOUSES AND DOCKS
PORT COSTA, California.
Storage Capacity, 100,000 tons. Regular warehouse for San Francisco
Produce Exchange Call Board.
These warehouses are the largest on the Pacific Coast, and are furnished
with the latest improvements for the rapid handling and storing of Grain.
A mill attached, supplied with the best and newest machinery for cleaning
foul and smutty wheat.
Money advanced at lowest rates of interest on grain stored in warehouses.
Insurance effected at lowest rates in first-class companies, or grain sold,
If

deBired, at current rates.

OFFICE—302 Sanbome St., over the Anglo-California Bank.

[p
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AMERICAN AND FOREIGN PATENTS.

B00N& & MURDOGK,
San Francisco
Washington

Office:

Office:

(E. F.

Murdock.

Jno. L. Boone).

Nucleus Building, Cor. Market and Third Sts.

Opposite Patent

Office.

ob-

tained photographs through plates of iron and lead by a
three hours' exposure to the light of a paraffin lamp.

The finest things in spring good for ladies and gentlemen
W. Carmany's, furnisher, at 25 Kearny Street.

at

John

REMOVED TO 824 MARKET STREET PHELAN BUILDING
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SHIPPING AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
and

Fire

the year 1415 there existed a tribe of
SHOUT
Southern Germany, known as the Starlings,

people in
who worshiped the black cat and prayed to the devil. This personage, according to their ideas, was the creator of the world,
The
but had been ousted from his position by the Deity.
sect was finally exterminated, but not before its members
had done much injury to straugers who refused to coincide
with their doctrines.
The new editor of the Pall Mall Gazette, Sir Douglas
Straight, is a man of about 55 years of age. He went from
a London law office to India, and returned with a pension
and a knighthood in one of the Indian orders.
His journalistic experience was gained on a small London paper
over thirty years ago.

A

309 and 311 Sansome

Marine Insurance Agents,

St.

-

-

San Francisco, Cai

-

•

CORRESPONDENTS
FINDLAY, DURHAM & BRODIE
SIMPSON, MACKIRDY & CO
PUERST BROS. & CO

43

and 46 Threadneedle St., London
29 South Castle St., Liverpool
2 and 4 Stone St., New York

INSURANCE.
FIRE, MARINE,

AND INLAND INSURANCE.

Fireman's Fund

Robert E.
by the sculptor Frederick Volek about

facsimile of the only bust of General

Lee, taken from life
the time of the battle of Chancellorsville, has been purchased by the Society of the Army and Navy of the Confederate States, and will be presented to the Memorial
Hall of the Confederate States in Richmond.

The British "Imperial Federation" scheme is to be
supplanted by a British Empire League, the objects of
which are to promote mutual arrangements between
Great Britain, India, and the colonies for their common
defense and for commerce. The Duke of Devonshire is the
President of the new association.
James McNeill Whistler, the well-known artist, who
is supposed to have been caricatured by Du Maurier in
Trilby, has a face covered with numerous wrinkles.
He
wears a mustache and a light imperial, both of which are
gray. His eyes are brown and his eyebrows exceedingly

INSURANCE COMPANY, OP SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Capital, $1,000,000.

Assets,

$3,000,000.

PALATINE
INSURANCE COMPANY

(Limited),

CHAS.

OF MANCHESTER, ENGLAND.

OVER $9,000,000.00 RESOURCES

SOLID SECURITY.

LATON, Manager

A.

433 Calitornla St., S. F.

Fire Insurance.
Founded A.

D. 1702

bushy.

A man

whose name

a household word is Sir
John L. Macadam, who lived from 1756 to 1834. He introduced the use of broken stones as road material, and made
the surface of roads convex instead of cancave a system
which has loug borne the name of its inventor.
is

now

—

Alfred Andre, the Paris banker who died recently,
was connected with over five hundred religious and benevolent societies in France.
He was President of the Young
Men's Christian Association of France, and his home was a
meeting place for Christians of all nations.
Mr. Gladstone's work on the "Life of Bishop Butler " will appear in the near future. The G. O. M. is working ten hours daily at it, and his articles in the North
American Review on "The Future State" are extracts
from the work.
Sir John Millais is the ninth President of the Royal
Academy. The former Presidents were Sir Joshua Rey-

Company,

Insurance

Paid-up Capital
Surplus to Policy Holders

JAMES

Assets
Surplus

83,000,000
5,022,016

BAILEY, General

D.

CONNECTICUT
Capital Paid

FIRE

Agent, 412 California

11,000,000
3,192,001 69
1,506,400 41
.

Holders

.

ROBERT DICKSON,

BOYD & DICKSON,

S. F.

Manager

it

The grave of Dr. Johnson in Westminster Abbey is
such a bad condition that appeals are being made for
subscriptions to put it in good repair again. It is expected
that many American admirers will contribute towards this
in

fund.

not worth living without a good glass of whiskejkbefore
It tones the system and makes you sociable. The finest
brand of Kentucky Bourbon whiskey in this market is the
"Argonaut " which is known to all lovers of this delectable liquid.
The agents for the Pacific Coast are E. Martin & Co., 411 Market St.
Life
meals.

St.

204

Sansome

CONRAD &

1825

St., S.

F.

CO., General Managers.

Established na*.

PROVIDENCE-WASHINGTON NSURANCE CO. incorporated
BUTLER & HALDAN, Ceneral Agents,

1799

413 California St., S. F.

BRITISH

AND FOREIGN MARINE INSURANCE

LIMITED,

CO.,

OF LIVERPOOL.
Capital

16,700,000

BALFOUR, GUTHRIE &

Munkacsy has been appointed Director General of
Fine Arts at the Budapesth museum.
His palatial residence in the Avenue de Villiers is for sale.
The Sultan of Turkey has a way of administering
powdered diamonds to people whom he may wish to remove.

EPARTML'NT:
VOSS,

St.

Total Assets, (6,854,653 65

Capital. 12,250,000

PHOENIX ASSURANCE CO. OF LONDON

made

Montgomery

AACHEN AND MUNICH FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
OF AIX LA CHAPELLE, GERMANY.
Established
UNITED STATE

or, at least,

401

Agents, 501 Montgomery

Grant, and the late Lord Frederick Leighton.
It is not generally known that the "Spencer" overcoat was christened after the Earl of Spencer of the days
when George III. was king, and dandydom raged at its

wore the garment,

F.

INSURANCE CO. OF HARTFORD.

Benjamin West, James Wyatt, Sir Thomas Lawrence; Sir Martin Shee, Sir Charles Eastlake, Sir Francis

highest.
He first
fashionable.

St., S.

Up

to Policy

:

nolds,

America

North

of

OF PHILADELPHIA, PENN.

CO., Agents.

No. 316 California st

F

Fine

LIDDLE

Co.

is

Sportsmen's Goods
Montgomery

S.

"In the

R.

110

,

Field

I

of

Goods
Sports."

v*

Gheap.

Street,

New

San Francisco.
Write

for Catalogue.

boob free

msrcn

Thos.

M.

B.

Varney's

RAMBLER BIGLORAMA,

Market, Tenth and Stevenson Sts.

The Largest and Most Complete Eicycle Establishment

in

the World.
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BANKING.
BANK OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.
.
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•

"

my

ten you.
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the rector, "the devil
at borne; he's at work- he i> abroad
ming," whispered the head warden to liis
going to put in a i>i<l to ho allowed togo

"He's

wife

brethren,"

irieil

Hon (lookIsn't it just heavenly
front
window of the new Hat.
lugubriously)— Yes: i|uito a> near that locality a> 1 care to
have it. love 14th floor, and the elevator doesn't run after
AlaUiia (ecstatically)

down from

ing

I

the

—

—New York World.
Manager —What >

midnight

Museum

BEAD OFFICE
coma. Washington
This Hunk transacts

IH83.

rand, 000,000

Ooi IHmi and Sanromk SlV
*> LOMBARD Stuket, London

Jrnrrnl Banking Business. Accounts opened subDeposits reoelvod. Commercial Credits granted
the world. Approved Hills discounted Hid advances made on good collateral security. Draws direct ;it current rates
upon its Head Bloc and Branches, and upon its Agents, «s follows;
Nkw YORK m. rchanta' Hunk of Canada; CHICAGO—Flret National Bank;
Liverpool— North and Booth Wales Hani:; Scotland—British Linon
Company; Iiu:i,axi>- Bank of Ireland; Mkxico— Loudon Bank of Mexico;
in

;»lt p;iri>.

»

i

of

<

Smith AiomiCA— London Bank of Mexico and South America; China and
JAPAA—Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China; Australia and
New ZEALAND—Bank Of Australasia and Commercial Banking Company of
Sydney, Ld; Df.mkh.mi

your line?
APPLICANT
" So.'
Boneless wonder.
You're the third one of em in a
week. Just step over in front of the cathode camera
there while I prove it.
No need to look pleasant."

RftMm

ItUAS'iii- Victoria, Vancouver. New Westminster, Knniloopf), Nan
tamo, ami NeUon, British Columbia; Portland, Oregon; Seattle and Ta

available

-Harp

abroad after him."

«mt*d Uy Royal Charter.

Paid UpdBjOUMlOO,

.

\

and Trinidad (West Indies)—Colonial Bank.

BANK OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital
$3,000,000 00
Surplus and Undivided Profits (October I, IBM).. 3.158,129 70
President CHARLES R. BISHOP. .Vlce-Pres't
Secretary THOMAS
Cashier
S.Prentiss Smith.... Ass't Cashier 1. F. Modlton
2d Ass't Cashier

Cincinnati Enquirer.

WILLIAM ALVORD
ALLEN M. CLAY

Have arrived too late?" he asked, as the door was
opened by the servant. " I am afraid you have, sir," was
the reply.
"The doctors have just got through holding

CORRESPONDENTS.
New York— Messrs. Laidlaw & Co.; the Bank or New York, N. B. A.
Boston— Tremont National Bank; London— Messrs. N. M. Rothschild &

'•

I

their consultation."

—Truth.

BROWN

1

Paris— Messrs. de Rothschild Freres; Virginia City (Nev.)—
of The Bank of California; Chicago— Union National Bank, and
Trust and Savings Bank; Australia and New Zealand—Bank of
New Zealand; China, Japan, and India— Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China; St. Louis— Boatman's Bank.
Sons;

Agency

—

He You say you love me. but cannot be my wife. Is it
There are better things in this
because I am poor?
world than money. She Quite true, but it takes money
Texas Sittings.
to buy them.

—

—

I

$10," announced the man in the third pew
The converted counterfeiter rose with
"
emotion.
ADd I," he exclaimed, " will make it S100."
Detriot Tribune.
"I'll give

Illinois

Letters of Credit issued available in all parts of the world.
Draws Direct on New York, Boston, Chicago, St. Louis, Salt Lake
Denver, Kansas City, New Orleans. Portland, Or., Los Angeles, and on
London, Paris, Berlin, Bremen, Hamburg, Franktort-on-Main, Copenhagen,
Stockholm, Christiania, Melbourne, Sydney, Auckland, Hongkong, Shanghai, Yokohama, Genoa, and all cities in Italy.

from the front.

— He said
—Dear me!

Minnie

Mamie

looked so

you

that

much better

him of Venus.
Minnie Said you
Denver Republican.

reminded

The impudent

—

after dark.

—The
Isahel — Well,

—

bishop looked rather cross, didn't he?
no wonder; every one of the bridesmaids
had on bigger sleeves than he had. Odds and Ends.
Louise

—

—

His Mother You see, your
something to him. The Son
have soldiers at your funeral.

grandpa is very sick. Say
Grandpa, would you like to

—
— Paris l'lllustration.

—

Husband How many people are there in the next house
back of us? Wife— I don't know; they have their washChicago Record.
ing done at the laundry.

—

—
—

Lawyer Quibble What was the greatest trial you ever
Bringing up ten
over,
judge?
Judge
presided
daughters, sir! Spare Moments.

—

" Is it cold out your way, Mr. Subbub? "
"Cold? Our
billygoat won't eat a bite of anything but woolen under-

wear."

— Chicago Record.

" Neither
I

wonder?

rhyme nor
"

"Why,

SAN FRANCISCO SAVINGS UNION.
Corner California and Webb Streets.
Deposits, Dee. 31, 1895
Guarantee Capital and Surplus

824,202,327
1,575,631

ALBERT MILLER,

President E. B- POND, Vice-President
Directors— Thomas Magee, G. W. Beaver, Philip Barth, Daniel E. Martin, W. C. B. De Fremery, George C. Boardman, Robert Watt; Lovell
|

White, Cashier.
Receives Deposits, and Loans only on real estate security. Country
remittances may be sent by Wells, Fargo & Co., or by check of reliable
parties, payable in San Francisco, but the responsibility of this Savings
Bank commences only with the actual receipt of the money. The signature
of the depositor should accompany the first deposit. No charge is made for
ass-book or entrance fee. Office hours—9. A. m. to 3 p. m. Saturday evenf
i

ngs,6:30to8.

LONDON AND SAN FRANCISCO BANK, LIMITED.
Authorized Capital
83,500,000 Capital Paid-up
12,450,000
Reserve
4375,000
San Francisco Offlce-^24 California St. London Office—73 Lombard St.
Portland Branch— Chamber of Commerce Building.
Tacoma Branch— 1156 Pacific Ave.
Manager, ARTHUR SCRIVENER Ass't Manager, WILLIAM STEEL
|

I

Cashier,

GUSTAVFRIEDERICH.

LONDON BANKERS—Bank

England and London Joint Stock Bank.
NEW YORK—Messrs. J. P. Morgan & Co. Boston—Third National Bank.
This Bank is prepared to transact all kinds of General Banking and Exchange Business in London and San Francisco, and between said cities
of

all parts of the world.

reason.
poetry,

Now, what could that
of

course,

you

be,
stupid!"'

Indianapolis Journal.

LONDON, PARIS AND AMERICAN BANK, LIMITED.
N. W. Cor. Sansome and Sotter Sts.
Subscribed Capital
82,500,000 Paid Up Capital
12,000,000
Res_erveFund
8850,000
58 Old Broad Street, London
Head Office
AGENTS—New York— Agency of the London, Paris, and American
Bank Limited, No. 10 Wall Street. ST. Y. Pabis— Messrs. Lazard, Freres
& Cie, 17 Boulevard Poissoniere. Draw direct on the prlnolpal cities of the
world. Commercial and Travelers' Credits issued.
SIG. GREENBAUM1 Mft_ a _. r „
j- Managers.
C. ALTSCHUL
|

In

the Theatre:

"Where

"Right over there
Pliegende Blaetter.
banquet
THE
Delmonico's

is

— that

of the

the author of this

man

Knights

who
of St.

isn't

new piece?"
hissing."

Patrick, held at

Wednesday evening, was one of the
greatest successes ever known in the history of that great
order.
One hundred and fifty covers were provided and a
most enjoyable time was had. Speeches were indulged in
up to a late hour and received with hearty applause. The
menu was all that could be desired and the wine placed
last

before the guests bore the celebrated brand, Roederer Vin
Sec. which is absolutely without a rival and which is used
at all the large functions in this city. The banquet will
long be remembered by those who participated in it.

CROCKER-WOOLWORTH NATIONAL BANK of san francisco.
Cor. Market, Montgomery, and Post Sts.

Paia-Up Capital

»l,00O,00O.

CROCKER
W. E. BROWN
GEO. W.KLINE
VVM. H.

Directors— Chas.

F. Crocker, E. B. Pond, Hy.

J.

President
Vice-President
Cashier
Crocker, Geo. W. Scott

,

without a bath? The Lurline has lately added to its
list the famous Russian Bath with the " Needle " Shower, the cost
of which is only fifty cents, use of swimming tank included. This
" Needle" Shower is exceedingly beneficial and has been recommended by all the leading physicians of the world. Excellent attendance in all departments. The baths are situated on the corner
of Bush and Larkin streets.

What

is life

THE ANGLO-CALIFORNIAN BANK, LIMITED.
N. E. Cor. Pine
Capital authorized
Subscribed

Head
New

Agents at

and Samsome

Sts.

Up

86,000,000 J Paid
81,500,000
3,000,000 Reserve Fund
700,000
Office— 18 Austin Friars, London, E. C.
York J.
Seligman Co., 21 Broad street.
f

—

& W.

&

The Bank transacts a General Banking Business, sells drafts, makes
telegraphic transfers, and issues letters of credit available throughout the
world. Sends bills for collection, loans money, buys and sells exchange
and bullion.

IGN.
P. N.

STEINHART 1 Manairpra
LILIENTHAL / Mana S ers
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Levy

residence, on O'Farrell street, at noon to-morrow;
the wedding of Miss Ruby Lowenburg and A. A. Brown
will be celebrated in Maple Hall of the Palace Hotel next
Tuesday evening, and on Wednesday evening Miss Jennie
Schwabacher and A. Rosenbaum will be united in wedlock
at the Schwabachers' residence on Jackson street.
It has been finally decided that the Williams-Hobart
shall be a quiet home ceremonial at the home of
the bride's grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Neil, in San Rafael, as Mrs. Williams, mother of the bride-elect, is such an
invalid an elaborate affair would be too much for her
strength.
Pay Director Williams will arrive from the
East in time to give his beautiful daughter into the keeping of her future mate. Her sister, Miss Juliet Williams, is
to be maid-of-honor; Miss Ella Hobart and Miss Edith McBean will appear as bridesmaids, and Harry Stetson has
been selected by Mr. Hobart to officiate as his best man.

wedding

luncheons and dinners are still to the fore,
though they are not so numerous as has for some time
past been the rule. A very pretty tea was given by Mrs.
Ehrman last week as an adieu to the Misses Sachs, to meet
whom only young people were invited, and the Misses
Sachs were also guests of honor at a luncheon given by
Miss Irma Triest on Saturday. On Friday evening the
Messrs. Lazard, the Parisian bankers, were chief guests
at a dinner given by Mrs. I. W. Hellman; Mrs. Dinkelspeil was the hostess of another dinner given the same
evening in honor of a quartette of young people soon to
enter the bonds of wedlock; Mrs. W. Willis gave an elaborate dinner in honor of visiting friends from the East; and
Miss Jennie Schwabacher was entertained by Miss Helen
Sutro at a reception last Friday evening.

TEAS,

Another announcement, and another of our lovely maidens
soon take the vows of wifehood that is, sometime
early in the autumn the ceremony will take place.
This
time the bride-elect is charming Miss Emma Butler, and

man who has won this fair pearl is Lieutenant
Lopez, of the Uuited States Navy.
The dinner given by
Mrs. Schwerin last Friday was the medium chosen for
giving the news to the public, and numerous congratulations were offered the young couple thereon.
the lucky

Miss Renee Roth has been extensively entertained by
her young friends prior to her departure for a lengthened
absence abroad, and probably as pretty an affair as any
that have taken place this season, was the pink luncheon
given to her and Miss Clara Hellman by Miss Alice Bachman last Saturday. Luncheons were also given by Mrs.
M. Koshland, Miss Bessie Shreve, Miss Minnie Feckheimer
in honor of Miss Jennie Schwabacher, and by Miss Lavinia
Geisting of Pine street, her chosen colors being pink.

There was a profusion of gold lace, colonial dames, and
theatre parties of fashionable folk seen at the California on
indeed, that form of amusement has been
extensively indulged in all the week.
On Thursday evening the concert of the Mandolin and the Glee Clubs of Stanford University was a drawing card at Metropolitan Hall,
as was also the Illustrated Lecture of the Camera Club
last night, when Dr. Dille's theme was "American Shrines,"
at the same place.
Yesterday Mrs. M. P. Fleischman
gave an "at home " in celebration of her wedding anniver-

Monday evening

The entertainment given by the Misses Hart at their
residence on California street last Saturday, styled "an
indoor picnic." was strongly reminiscent of a similar affair
arranged by the late Mrs. Joseph Austin in her rooms at the
Palace Hotel several years ago. The Hart house was
decorated with palms, ferns, evergreens and other foliage,
to represent a forest glade, and in it ladies in summer costume and men in tennis flannels disported themselves
dancing, or wandered at will to the strains of a hidden
orchestra.
There were delicious refreshments, and pretty
souvenirs given to the guests at departure commemorative
of a very novel and enjoyable affair.

Golf made its initial bow to San Francisco society last
Saturday, wheu the new grounds at the Presidio of the San
Francisco Golf Club were formally opened, Harry Babcock
being Chief Master of the ceremonies.
Unfortunately, the
day was most unpropitious for out-of-door pleasure parties, aud, as a consequence, the gathering of guests was
not very large.
However, those who bravely put in an
appearance had a jolly time of it in the little club house,
where refreshments were provided, and looked on afterwards when the devotees of the game golfed.

Yachtsman's night at the Tivoli next Wednesday evening promises to be an event.
Said Fasha will be sung for
the benefit of the exchequer of the San Francisco Yacht
Club, and will, without doubt, draw a large attendance.

tainment. White was the prevailing tint, from the wigs
worn by the ladies to the clusters of flowers which, with
foliage, adorned the rooms.
First came dancing, then the
first of a series of living pictures, of which the most novel
was undoubtedly the budding flowers which bloomed into
lovely young girls.
More dancing and more tableaux followed; then an elaborate supper and still more dancing,
which was kept up until a very late hour. Some of the
ladies were magnificently costumed and all wore handsome
gowns, while the display of jewels was very fine.

I

On Sunday

last Mr. and Mrs. S. Schwabacher, of Jackcelebrated the twenty-fifth anniversary of
their wedding day on an elaborate scale.
First came a
superb dinner, at which thirty-six of their relatives and
friends were assembled, the table decorations being in
pink roses and cherry blossoms. Following the dinner a
large reception was held, at which there was vocal music
and recitations, and finallv there was dancing and supper,

i

California street,

on Thursday.
Pauline Levy and Frank Jacobs

home of the bride, on
The marriage of Miss
will

take place at the

feature ere long, especially at the Flood Villa,
Jennie decides upon going abroad.

unless Miss

Joe Redding, who is paying his old home, San Francisco,
a brief visit, has received warm welcome from his friends
and club men generally.
Dr. W. J. Younger has still further delayed his return, and will not arrive until towards
the end of April.

There have been quite a number of weddings this week.
That of Miss Alicia Cullen and Dr. Louis P. Oveida took
place at St. Mary's Cathedral on Tuesday; on Wednesday
afternoon Miss Mabel Taylor, of Oakland, and George Pattison were the bride and groom, the ceremony being performed at the residence of Mrs. F. F. Taylor, on Bush
street, in the presence of relatives only, and later in the
day the newly wedded couple departed for the East, where
they will pass the honeymoon.
Miss Carrie Heller's marriage to Isadore Fleishman was
at the

Society's talk just now chiefly runs upon the projected
Easter entertainment of Mrs. Hager, which is to take the
form of private theatricals, and is looked forward to with
eager curiosity.

House parties promise to be extensively indulged in this
coming season; already Miss Juliet Tompkins has had several since her return from town to Ross Valley; Miss Collier has had a party of friends visiting the Villa Kabel, at
Clear Lake, and the Will Crockers have been entertaining
quite a large one at Santa Barbara.
Mrs. Will Tevis is to
have a succession of them at her beautiful new home at
Bakersfield; and at Menlo Park they are to be quite a

son street,

celebrated

—

sary.

The bal povdrt at the San Francisco Verein was a most
successful affair, and infinite credit is due to the ladies who
arranged and so well carried out such a charming enter-

magnificently

—

will

Miss Helen Woolworth will be among the missing at
Mrs. Woolworth
some time to come.
and Miss Helen wih leave for a two years' absence in Europe
at an early date.
Among the decided losses of our young
society will be pretty Miss Helen Boss, who has been so
great a favorite in our social circles the past year. Europe
is the haven where she would now be, whence she will soon
depart, and her absence abroad will be of long duration.
social functions for

!

I

j

.
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Tbe mildness

of the season has put thoughts of country
delights into the minds of our people earlier than usuaf.
as a result, one hear.-lions being made
for the out-of-town period.
So far, San Rafael seems to
have first innings, but one can never tell whether Brsl or
ts will

prevail

in

Among

the end.

prospec-

^an Rafael itos may be named Mrs Thomas and Miss
Mamie, who will occupy the Barber cottage: the George
Boyd cottage has been taken bv the A. P. Botalings, and
the Dibblee place by the Whittiers; the MoOutcheons will
occupy their cottage in Ross Valley until they depart for
Kurope, where they expect to meet Mr. and Mrs. Ed.
Schmieden, nk McCutcheon. who are at present 'doing
Egypt." Mrs. Kittle and Miss Lucia will be gladly welcomed back again to Ross Valley, where they will soon arrive from a prolonged trip abroad.
It is

not alone the ladies

who are leaving

for

us,

Harry

Simpkins and Dr. Harry Tevis will soon be off on a trip to
Japan; and San Francisco will soon be called upon to say
farewell to Arthur Scrivener, who has been a noted figure

among

us for many years, while acting as manager of the
London and San Francisco Bauk.
While not exactly a
"society man," Mr. Scrivener has always been a favored
guest whenever he appeared at any of society's functions,
and his departure is much regretted.
At the Baldwin theatre Sunday afternoon, the 22d, a
testimonial benefit will be tendered E. J. Buckley, the
well-known actor, who for years has been a great favorite
on this soast. The entire theatrical profession of this city
and members of the visiting combinations will take part
in the performance.
Miss Hobart and Miss Vassault accompanied by Mrs.
Lester, mother of Win Lester, have arrived in New York,
where they met Mr. and Mrs. Lester, nee Hobart, on their
return from Europe.

Otto Krause,
New York, and

of the firm

of

Frederick

Herman von Mumm,

who are making a tour

deBary&Co.,
Mumm,

son of G. H.
of the world, are at present at the

Palace Hotel.

THISTLE
Oakland boasts

DOWN.

a Japanese who has slept for many
days. He should be made a policeman.
Resurrection Day may become a national holiday. We
fail to see why, as nothing rises nowadays except prices.
So long as men continue to have big heads women will
continue to wear big hats.
Charity begins at home,
gentlemen.

A man called
the other day.

of

Luck was found dead
Superstitious people

in his

may

Mark Twain will not die.
until special arrangements
in the infernal regions.
lately

study this fact

Death is too wise to take him
have been made for humorists

married a

THE
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CALLING

LIST.

space and tbe late bom- at which the
plai ed iii our hands, we were unable in last
le to do justice to Mr. Ed.
Greenway's be*
Society Polk and Social Etiquette.
Mr. Greenway is so
well-known in society circles here, and is considered such
an authority upon mutters of good form, that everything
contained between tbe covers can be accepted as
being in
keeping with the laws of genteel society. Certain people
have made the remark that there was' no need of such a
book, but we take an entirely opposite view from such
a
statement. There are numerous little points of etiquette
on which one is occasionally in doubt and which Mr. Greenway has had the acumen to discern and make a few tasteful remarks.
The Calling List itself is perfect and will be
much appreciated by society folk outside of this city who
wish some information about our own Four Hundred.' Let
alone the interesting matter the book contains, it is
so
tastefully gotten up and the workmanship displayed
throughout is so excellent, that it is really worthy of a
place upon a table along with the higher magazines and
periodicals.
We recommend it to everybody interested in
society as a thoroughly reliable and useful little handbook.

An Easter

An

Opening,

of

of

event of considerable interest to the ladies
will occur next Tuesday,
when Mrs. Coughlan, the fashionable milliner of 919 Market street, will have a big Easter Opening.
Easter Sunday, following a couple of weeks afterwards, many ladies will doubtless make use of the opportunity to see tbe superb styles of ladies' handsome bonnets
which Mrs. Coughlan has just received from Paris. These

San Francisco

creations, rich in flower, lace and ostrich feather effects,
are absolutely beyond description and cannot be rivalled

Some of the latest London Panama Straw
hats with rolling edges and satin ribbon, edged with delicate velvets are also in stock. There will also be shown
some of the latest Parisian wraps, dainty things in
spangled Dresden Silks with Chiffon and real lace trimmings. It is safe to say the parlors will be well filled during all of next Tuesday.
in this city.

*
*
#

Use the

celebrated

G. D.
CORSETS and WAISTS.

apartments

to advantage.

The lady who

:

All

•^
4*
jz

first-class

dealers

keep them.

Schweitzer

&

Co., S. F.

•if

man

of

the

name

of

Paradise may soon demand a divorce for his having
obtained her consent under false pretenses.
The North Pole explorers are getting to be as bad as
our prize fighters. There will be trouble between the two
factions if they both keep talking so much.
The bumptious phrenologist of sixty autumns who ran
away with a maiden of twenty may discover new protuberances on his own pate before he has been married many
months.

The Morgue

is at present graced with the remains of a
called Jaggi, who departed this life by the razor
route a few nights ago.
suggest that parents exercise some care in bestowing their names upon their offspring in future.

man

We

All this outcry on the part of the women against the
operations of Jack the Kisser is humorous in the extreme.
Amongst the ladies of the Congregational Church, for instance, there has been some talk of offering him the pulpit
when Dr. Brown steps down.

Cream of Orange Blossoms, creates spotless complexions. 60 cents,
druggists or by mail. Paoiflo Perfumery Company, San Francisco.

Sole agents for the Pacific Coast.

^j,

THEG-D"CHICAGO"

% 4* 4*4* 444*4*4* 4*4*4* 4* 4*

Young Ladies' Waist,

gage-downs

co., mfr's.
Chicago. III.

ANNUAL MEETING.
Western Sugar Refining Company.
The regular annual meeting of the stockholders of the Western Sugar
Refining Company will be held at the office of the company, 327 Market
street, San Francisco, Cal., on

DAY

MONDAY, the 30TH
OF MARCH. 1896,
at the hour of 12 o'clock m., for the election of a Board of Directors to serve
ensuing year and the transaction of such other business as may
come before the meeting. Transfer books will close on Friday. March 20,
1896, at 12 o'clock M.
ROBERT OXNARD, Secretary.
Office— 327 Market street, San Francisco, Cal.
for the

np niUVnu
D pri Dn'Q
O
UY\,

I

RESTORATIVE PILLS.—Buy none but the gennine—A specific for Exhausted Vitality, Physical

the Academy of Medicine, Paris,
Agents for California and the Pacific States.
CO., 635 Market street (Palace Hotel), San Francisco.
Sent by mail or express anywhere.
Debility,

Wasted Forces. Approved by

and the medical celebrities.

J. G.

STEELE &

REDUCED—

Box of 50 pills, $1 25; of 100 pills, $2; of 200 pills,
PRICES
83 50; of 400 pills, $6; Preparatory Pills, $2. Send for circular.
The modern oxygen cure

Watson
Pacific Coast
124

Cooper & Co., Art Stationers and Heraldic Engravers,

746

Market

St.

for

disease.

Send

&

Co.

Agents

MARKET

for circulars
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A
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A Atlantic Express, Ogden and East
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ramento, and Redding, via Davis
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P
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6:15

P
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A
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Esparto,
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A
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Portland,

9:00
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a
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p
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p "Sunset Limited," Fresno, Los
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A
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1
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P

7 15

A

:

Santa Cruz Division (Narrow Gauge).
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Saturdays--Extra trips at

Jose and

1

:45

P

8:15a San Jose, Tres Pinos, Santa Cruz,
Pacific Grove, Paso Robles, San
Luis Obispo, Guadalupe and principal way stations
a San Jose and way stations
a Palo Alto and way stations
•2:30 P San Jose, GUroy, Tres Pinos,

7 :05

P

10:40

5:00

11 :45

3 :30

P
P

tions

P San Jose and Way Stations
P San Jose and way stations
6:30p San Jose and way stations
111:45p San Jose and way stations
*4 :30
5 :30

:55

9 :47

S. F.

>

7:10

Aquarelle.

am

8:00

am

3:30pm 9:30 am
5:10pm 5:00pm

AM 8:50am
pm 10 :30am
7:3CIPM 6:15PM

Novato,

10:40

Petaluma,
Santa Rosa.

6 -05

radiant queen,

Pulton,

Windsor,
Healdsburg,

position.
3:30

8:00am

pm

A holiday edition.
Now Rosalie

7:40 ami

Has come

3:30pm!
7:40am|
5:10pm|
7:40am|
3:30pm[
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Arrive tn

In Effect
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Week
Days, i&unaays^ Desti T i ONi Sundays. Days.
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1

me,
glory.

story.

A Belgian psychologist claims that the
vowel one uses in laughter is a key to one's
character. Thus, persons who laugh in o,
as in " father," are frank and guileless; in e,
in i
as in
as in "fete," melancholy;
t

"machine," naive, timid, or irresolute; in 0,
generous and hardy; in u, miserly and
hypocritical.

"Yes," said one theatrical manager, "that
salary is five hundred dollars a
"Indeed!" replied the other. "Do

Pieta.Hop-

lland,

8:00am

6:15PM
1

Ukiata.l

,.,„,„„
7J,P "

Guernevillel 7:30PM
1

8:00am
5:00pm
8:00am
5:00pm

7:30pm

Geyserville,
Cloverdale.
1

1

[

1

Sonoma,
Glen Ellen.

6:15PM

30AM

10

6:15pm
110:40AM 8:50 a m
6:05PM 6:15pm
|

Sehn
,„„ nnl 110:40am
^eoastopoi.

|

|

6:05pM

10:30am
6:15

PM

Stages connect at San Rafael for Bolinas.
Stages connect at Cloverdale for the Geysers.
Stages connect at Pieta for Highland Springs,
Kelseyville, and Lakeport.
Stages connect at Ukiah for Vichy Springs,
Blue Lakes, Laurel Del Lake, Saratoga Springs,
Upper Lake, Booneville, Greenwood, Orr's Hot
Springs, Mendocino City. Fort Bragg, Usal,
Westport, Laytonville, Willitts, Capella, Pomo,
Potter Valley, John Day's, Lierley's, Gravelly
Valley, Harris, Scotia, and Eureka.
Saturday-to-Monday Round Trip Tickets at reduced rates.
On Sundays, Round Trip Tickets to all points
beyond San Rafael at half rates.

week."

you mind telling me how much she gets? "—
Washington Star.

TICKET OFFICE—650 Market

Count— Darling, I lofe you for yourself
The Heiress— Indeed? For how
alone.
much of a loan as a starter?
" Any signs of spring out your way?"
"Yes; Wilkin's wife is letting him wear his
Sunday hat every day."
" Strange what awful talkers some men
" Not at all.
They have inherited

are."
their

A

*8 :06 A
*8 :48 A
6:35 a
f7:45 p

mother tongue."

A stray hair, by its continued irritation,
give more annoyance than a smart
blow.— Lowell.
may

H.C.

WHITING,

R. X. RYAN,
Gen. Passenger Agent.

PACIFIC COAST

;

Commercial

street.

No.

Bookbinder, Paper-Ruler, Printer
and Blank Book Manufacturer.
516

street

8).

10

From Oakland— Foot

of Broadway.
*6:00, 8:00, 10:00 A. m.; 112:00, *1:00, 12:00
*3:00, J4:06 *5:00P. M.

The Pacific Transfer Company will call for
and check baggage from hotels and residences.
Enquire of Ticket Agents for Time Cards and

Coolgardie gold-fields,
(Freemantle)
Australia,

CO.

8220 Hrst class, $110 steerage. Lowestrates to Capetown, S. Africa.
O. S. S. Co.'s steamers
sail:

For Japan and China.
Steamers leave wharf at FIRST and

steamers

A for Morning.
p for Afternoon.
•Sundays excepted.
tSaturdays only.
JSundaysonly. ^Tuesdays and Saturdays.
tt Monday, Thursday, and Saturday nights only.
gSundays and Thursdays.

S. S.

BRAN-

NAN STREETS, at 3 P M, for YOKOHAMA
HONGKONG,
Doric

for

connecting at

SHANGHAI.

and

Yokohama with

Thursday, March 5,
I3eu:ic (via Honolulu). Saturday, March 21,

Coptic
Gaelic

1896
1896
Wednesday, April x, 1896
Saturday, April 25, 1896

Round Trip Tickets at Reduced Rates.
For freight or passage apply at Company's
No. 425 Market street, corner First.

office,

D. D.,

CO., Gen'l Agents,

Market street, San Francisco.

OCEANIC STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

St.. S. F.

OCCIDENTAL AND ORIENTAL

7:15,9:00, and 11:00 A. m., 11:00, *2:00, 13:00,
*4:00,t5:00and *6:00p. m.

STEAMSHIP CO.

GOODALL, PERKINS &

BUSWELL,

Chronicle

Dispatch steamers from San Francisco for
ports in Alaska, 9 a.m.; March 15,30; April 14, 20.
For B. C. and Puget Sound ports, March 5, 10,
15. 20, 25, 30 and every 5th day thereafter.
For Eureka (Humboldt Bay), Steamer "Pomona," at 2p.m. March 2, 6, 10, 14, 18,22, 26,30, and
every fourth day thereafter.
For Newport, Los Angeles and all way ports
at 9 a. M. March 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28 and every
fourth day thereafter.
For San Diego, stopping only at Port Harford
Santa Barbara, Port Los Angeles, Redondo, (Los
Angeles) and Newport, March 2, 6, 10, 14, 18, 22, 26,
30, and every fourth day thereafter, at 11 A. M.
ForEnsenada, San Jose del Cabo, Mazatlan,
La Paz. Altata, and Guaymas (Mexico), steamer
"Willamette Valley." 10 a.m., 25th of each month.
Ticket Office— Palace Hotel, No. 4 New

Montgomery
ft.

St.,

Building.

CREEK ROUTE FERRY.
From San Francisco— Foot of Market

other information.

l

1:40,3:40,5:00,

P M.

Leave

Not far away
But that's another

Santa Cruz, Salinas, Monterey,
Pacific Grove
*10 :40 A
*3:30pSan Jose and principal way sta-

(Slip

AM;

11:10

9:40,

shell.

streets).

way stations (New
Almaden Wednesdays only

A San

P M.

6:35

Gen. Manager.

5 :50 p
and way stations
*2:15p Newark. Centerville, San Jose,
New Almaden, Felton, Boulder
Creek, Santa Cruz, and principal
*11:20a
way stations
9:50 A
4:15 p Newark, San Jose, Los Gatos
fll :45 p Hunters' Excursion. San Jose and
Way Stations
17 :20 P

6:45

1:30. 3:30, 5:00,

artist's

12 :45

8:15a Newark, Centerville, San Jose,
F 1c 1 .Houlder Creek, Santa Cruz

Coast Division (Third and Townsend

PM.

and

6:25

And filled my live with
And some bright day,

8:45P

10:45A
forMojave and East
6:00P European mail, Ogden and East.. 9:45 a
6:O0p Haywards, Niles and San Jose... 7:45 a
t7 :45 P
J7 :00 P Vallejo
Sacramento,
Express,
7:00 P Oregon
7:00

11:00A M;

Between San Francisco and Sohuetzen Park,
same schedule as above.

With wealth and higb
With jewels crowned
Handsomely bound,

7:15P

Way

New Orleans Express, Fresno,
Bakersneld, Santa Barbara, Los
Angeles, Deming. El Paso, New
Orleans, and Eas t
3:30 P Santa Fe Route, Atlantic Express,

Redding,

3:40,5:10

of

Nautical Romance.

A poem in

3:30p

Marysville,

p m.

SUNDAYS— 8:10,

Next Jacqueline,

and

Stations

Puget Sound and East
p San Leandro, Haywards and

love-

Cheeks like a pinky
Rocked by the sea,
She seemed to be

Woodland,

Stockton

5:00

11 :30

PM.

SAN RAFAEL TO SAN FRANCISCO.
WEEK DAYS—6:25, 7:55, 9:J 11:10 AM; 12:45,

Lisette,

With golden

Marysville,

Oroville, and Sacramento
4:30 p Niles, San Jose, Livermore

and

6:20

Priscilla fair,
10:45

2 :45 P
Stations
1:00 p Niles, San Jose and Livermore... 8:45 A
*9:00p
*1:00p Sacramento River steamers
tl :30 P Port Costa and Way S tations .... t7 :45 P
3:00 P SanLeandro, Haywards and Way
5 :45 P
Stations
4:00 p San Leandro, Haywards aDd Way
6:45 P
Stations
4:00 P Martinez, San Ramon, Vallejo,
Napa, Calistoga, El Verano and

4:00p Benicia,
Knight's

9:30, 11:00 A M; 12:35,3:30
5:10, 6:30 P M.
Thursdays— Extra trip at
11:30 p m. Saturdays— Extra trips at 1:50

SUNDAYS— 8:00,9:30,
fiction.

brunette,

tale of

A

4:45p

and Los Angeles
9:00 a Martinez and Stockton
10 :00 A San Leandro, Haywards, Niles.
12:00m San Leandro, Haywards and Way

Santa Rosa

came

Some chapters

A

9:00A Los Angeles Express, Raymond,
(for Yosemite), Santa Barbara,

.

of pleasing diction;

read in her soft glance

I

Street.

SAN FRANCISCO TO SAN RAFAEL.

Improved my mind,
For most of them were

A coy

Market

of

WEEK DAYS—7:40,

did not find

First

Tibueon Ferry— Foot

rare,

fair,

Although
6:30
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SAN FRANCISCO AND NORTH PACIFIC
RAILWAY CO.

WELLS, IN VOGUE.

books

Were woman's looks,
And folly all they taught mc."
Thomas Moore.

Trains Leave and are Due to Arrive at

Leave.

My

March

STUBBS, Secretary.

For

HONOLULU,

S. S"

"AUSTRALIA,"
1

April 7tb.

HONOLULU, APIA,
AUCKLAND, and SYDNEY, S. S ALAMEDA,
April 2d
REDUCED SPECIAL RATES for parties
For

March 10th and April 7th, 1886.
For passage apply to 114 Montgomery street.
For freight applv to 327 Market street.
J D. SPRECKELS & BROS. CO., General Agts

Priet Per

Oopt, 10

Omit.

Annual Subscription, t\.00.
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no leper station on Angel Island. Long Island
better suited for such an institution to our way of

is

thinking.

13.

ONE

outcome of the trouble with Spain is that our trade
is being considerably damaged thereby, and American
ships are being universally boycotted.
It is foolish to complain of hard times when we do our best to bring them
about.
safe to state
ITEgypt
until they
is

WE want

Number

that the British will not evacuate
get good and ready. Had France

only taken a hand in Egyptian affairs when invited by
England to do so, she might now have some right to interfere.
As it is, she has none whatever and England knows

said to be about to sever her relations with
TURKEY
United
It
us that we are the

it.

the police would only do their duty, we should not be
IFtroubled with anarchists who leave their own countries
to stir up strife in ours.

with almost unanimous approval from the British
press, thus showing that trouble is more than a possibility
in the near future.
can well afford a powerful navy
and the sooner we get it the better.

is

the

States.
ones to do the cutting.

seems

to

THE

BLACKMAILERS

are treated less leniently in France
We could learn a great deal
than they are here.
from the "old countries " if we only were willing.

CONGRESS

should aid

all

ships flying the American
to control the

San Francisco is in a position
Orient trade and with Government aid will
colors.

finally

do

so.

THE
ing
speaks

steel work used in the. new building of the MornCall is to be entirely of home manufacture.
This
well for our contemporary's patriotism and enter-

prise.

TRAIN

robberies are becoming altogether too numerous
Short prayers and a long rope should
out to the participants whenever they are un-

in California.

enormous naval appropriations

in

England met

We

druggist has been
NOW thatmorphine
without a
a

severely punished for
prescription, it is to be
hoped that some check will be placed upon the sale of this
pernicious drug. The seller is as bad as the purchaser in
such a case and is responsible for the crimes he commits
selling

while under

A

its influence.

FEW weeks ago we stated that Alaska would prove a
bad

the people who journeyed thither expectgold nuggets on the sidewalks of Juneau.
Latest advices state that the late arrivals are already
stranded and would willingly come back if the walking
were good.

ing to

field for

find

NOW that Mr.

to the Egyptian surplus beFRANCE may not consentAnglo-Egyptian

Bayard has been severely censured for
his speech, it is to be hoped that the diplomats who
represent this country abroad will learn the value of
occasional silence. It may be too much to expect wisdom
of them, but even children learn to keep still after having

it is

been reprimanded.

be dealt
earthed.

ing used to defray the
campaign but
safe to say that the British tax-payer will not bear

the burden of

it.

space to
like.

We

suggest that they get a monthly subsidy of $1000 from
some philanthropist and furnish us with decent news only.

WE

trust that the house to house system of letter collecattempted in San Francisco. The
method is cumbersome and unreliable and will be the
cause of much dissatisfaction to business men if put into
execution.
tions will not be

Manufacturers and Producers' AssociaTHE California
the cause
home producdoing good work
in

tion is

of

hoped that the men who caused the death of
ITCharles Marr will be brought to justice and receive
is

to be

Law

abiding citizens are pretty sick of the
doings of strikers and such ruffians, and rely upon the
courts to bring t hem to time.
their deserts.

¥E

of

a good thing. Regent Budd is a graduate of the institution, a lawyer, a man of ability and character.
What
more is wanted ? The Governor in this case can afford to
ignore the yawping about "nepotism."
decision
Judge Morrow
THE
case shows that eminent

Zante Currant
understanding
of the act relating to the duty to be imposed upon such
goods.
The vineyardists of the State are unanimous in
their approval of the decision, averring that California
raisins will now be able to more than hold their own in the
local market.
in the
jurist's clear

of

The East may be

all right but the West is better,
and should be given an opportunity whenever the same
presents itself.

tions.

Governor Budd appointed
brother, John E.
WHEN
Budd, to be a Regent
the State University, he did
his

daily papers are devoting too much
THE
murderers, train robbers, strikers and the

heartily endorse the Bill proposed by Senator Frye,
the object of which is to provide that all officers holding positions on vessels flying the American flag shall be
United States citizens. We would suggest, however, that
the applicants for such positions be subjected to as severe
and thorough an examination as exists in the British
Mercantile Marine. By thus doing a better class of seamen will eventually have control of our ships.

present Grand Jury has been acquiring facts and
THE
figures which
enable
to do some very
will

ive
to

work
come

in the

effect-

it

near future.

One

of the

irregularities

to its attention is the fact that Recorder
Glynn and Sheriff Whelan have, under advice from private attorneys, ignored the law which was lately passed
prohibiting them from collecting exorbitant fees in the
pursuance of their business. These fees were reduced
by the Legislature of 1895, but the old charges are
still
enforced.
Both of these gentlemen have otherwise rendered such efficient service in their respective
official capacities, that we know they will be able to show
some good reason for what at first sight may appear a

direct violation of the law.

merit removal from
punishment.

office,

By

not doing so they will

and prosecution followed by
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most
THE
scandal

AND

MORALS.
the

whole

Brown

astonishing feature
tbe surprise expressed by members of the
Council which tried him that its verdict should be received
It is evident that it cost the
as a cowardly whitewash.
brethren so much pain to condemn Brown at all, that in
even gently chiding him they fancied they were exercising
a courage which must win them admiration and praise.
To be sure, Brother Brown was charged with being, in
the language of Deacon Straus, "a libertine and liar," and
he necessarily appeared before the
if that be the truth
Council as a perjurer and a suborner of perjury, as well
as a slanderer, a bullier of women, and an all-round
His shamelessness and impudence distressed
scoundrel.
the Council, and no doubt braced it up to the heroic point
of declaring to a waiting world that Brother Brown has a
of

is

bad temper.

Then the Council adjourned, and paused for the applause
it deemed it had earned by its intrepidity.
The revelations as to the Rev. Dr. Brown's manner of life,
the passionate devotion to his person and interests shown
which

by so many of the women of his congregation, notwithstanding the exposure of his real character, and the singular lenity of the Council, have produced a profound effect.
It is widely felt that ideas connecting faith and morals will
have to be revised. The ordinary American, who does
not trouble himself about theology, and is content to
accept the standards of conduct of his reputable neighbors,
is usually disposed to take it for granted that church
people form a class who are separated from him and his
kind by their superior virtue. Men of brains, who are unable to accept Christian dogma, and who have no respect
for the intellect of the clergy and zealous laity, yet are
given to assuming that both are cleanly and upright in
Though the churches are seats of respectable ignorlife.
ance and conservatism, opposing their inertia to the advance of knowledge, their presumed practical service in
imposing a good moral code is considered a valuable compensation.

But this atrocious Brown business has disturbed all these
pleasant opinions. The public has been startled into a
state of mind which makes it easy for the average man to
believe that church folk, instead of being better than the
common run of people who make no pretension to piety,
are considerably worse. It is not an unheard of thing, of
course, that a clergyman should be detected in lechery and
lying.
Every cause, every organization, has its traitors
who bring scandal upon it. But it is alarming to find that
lechery and lying do not give serious offense to a large
proportion of a sect so numerous as the Cougregationalists.
If a Druid, or an Odd Fellow, should embezzle the
funds of his order, and his order should try him for it, and
acquit him in the face of the plainest proofs, and Druids
and Odd Fellows in general should rejoice over the
acquittal, and crowd around the culprit to congratulate
him, and give him bouquets, and should in all ways manifest their conviction that it is better to condone theft than
to expel a brother from the lodge, or even to depose him
from the office to whose trust he has proved false what
would be thought of the moral sense of Druids and Odd
Fellows? Would not every honest man feel that the existence of organizations so depraving in their influence
was a peril to society?
The parallel is perfect. There is not a sane member of
Dr. Brown's church not a member who uses his brain to
think with and does not depend upon hysteria for his judgments that does not believe the pastor to be guilty.
There is not a member of the Council who does not believe
The anger of the clergymen who acquitted Brown
that.
at his ungrateful return for their friendly coat of whitewash, has betrayed them into queer confessions that they
ignored evidence in order to help one of their profession
out of a scrape. Were Brown innocent he would have a
right to be angry at anythiug short of complete exoneration, and the members of the Council would have no right
to be indignant at his resentment.
It is because of their
belief in his guilt that the brethren are infuriated at his

—

—

—

impudent ingratitude.
That whitewash brush has smeared the churches with a
coat of something that is anything but white. The Council
by its immoral tenderness for a villain, has advertised
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that conduct which would be sternly condemned without
hesitation by men of the world, awakens in clergymen and
deacons no serious reprehension that they consider the interests of the Christian church better served by excusing
a "libertine and liar" than by bringing him to adequate
punishment. In fine, the Church Cquncil has made it
known that the moral standard of Cdngregationalists in
California is so low that it shocks and outrages all decent

—

men and women.

Brown convicted would have been an
announcement that the church stands for purity and
truth; Brown whitewashed is an announcement that the
"liberty of the Gospel" is the liberty to follow the lusts of
the flesh, and to lie without danger of condemnation.
of

What

is

the
Rev. Colburn.

about

its

The Case

What

Grace M. E. Church going to do
pastor, the Reverend Colburn ?

are the Park Commissioners going
And will the Grand

to do about him ?
Jury permit him to brazen it out

?
A month ago this
clergyman was arrested in Golden Gate Park.
He was
not prosecuted, however, for on learning that the prisoner
was a minister of religion, the Park Commissioners deemed
it wiser to liberate him and drop proceedings than to befoul the public mind with the details which a trial would
have made known.
Trusting to his discharge on grounds
that implied his guilt, the Reverend Colburn appealed to
his clerical brethren for a " vindication," and got it.
A
council of Methodist clergymen and deacons was hastily
summoned, and ( on the score of the failure to prosecute
and the statements of Colburn and the other person involved, declared him innocent.
But no attempt has been made to punish the arresting
policemen who, if Colburn is innocent, must have been
guilty of an outrage so atrocious and indefensible that there
is no language adequate to set it forth.
Colburn is apparently^ontent to stand in the pulpit as a man protected
from prosecution only because the crime with which he is
charged is so shocking that it is neither to be named nor
discussed.
From behind that horrible shield he preaches
Sunday after Sunday. And he draws a congregation that
is willing to listen to the gospel of Christ from such lips.
This is not to be endured. And it will not be endured if
San Francisco possesses the moral feeling that belongs to
the average American community.
Either the Reverend
Colburn must prosecute the policemen who arrested him in
Golden Gate Park, and demonstrate his innocence, or he
will be adjudged guilty by public opinion and driven from
the pulpit.
His remarkable congregation will not be able
to maintain him in the sacred desk.
A sexual psychopath
as a Christian minister is a little too strong even for easygoing San Francisco.

The Rotten
" Examiner."

The struggles

of the

San Francisco Exam-

iner to free itself from the mire of its own
venality only sink it the deeper into the
on exhibition as a convicted fraud, a bribe-

mess.
It is
seeker, and a bribe-taker that has dressed itself for years
in the robe of tbe reformer.
more disgraceful revelation
of false pretense has never occurred. The Examiner is the
Dr. Brown of journalism.
It bargained with the Southern Pacific Company to
let that corporation alone, and broke the bargain.
Even
the last poor virtue tban-the ordinary rogue clings to
fidelity to his nefarious engagements
was too high a demand on the Examiner's probity; it couldn't stay bought.
There seemed to be more popularity, and therefore more
money, in attacking the railroad company than in keeping
hands off, so the Examiner resumed business as an antimonopolist and a friend of the people.
To the documentary evidence showing that the railroad
company gave it a subsidy of $30,000, payable in monthly
installments, the whole term reaching over two sessions of
the Legislature, the Examiner's reply is that its contract
called for legitimate advertising only.
The proof of the
falsity of this desperate assertion is furnished by the following written agreement, from which the words in
brackets were eliminated to satisfy the scruples of the sensitive Examiner conscience:
" The company [is to enjoy immunity from hostility in the columns of Ihe Examiner and] is not to be the victim of malicious
attack or criticism or of misrepresentation that the Examiner
will not seek to create hostile sentiment in the minds of the commun-

A
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»»»in.t thr - .nh<rn
pany, of »ny "' 'he inlereats It
represents, and that while not .epnlaung as against all criticism, ii
•*"•» tb»t criticism Mi.ll not proceed Irom any motive of malice or
malignity, and tbal such criticism as may be found necessary to keep
and maintain (be confidence of the public, to Ibe extent that any
sentiment may hare been created from other sources, is to be
avoided as much as possible."
Iljr

1

That this con trait was expected to remain secret, and
that the Examiner believed the railroad company- under
the stipulation that the paper could do enough to keep up
an anti-monopoly bluff for deceiving purposes— would permit it to so pretty far. is shown by the following complaint
addressed on March 21, 1894, to the corporation, by the
business manager, writing in Mr. Hearst's name:

A few days ago, while talking with Irving M. Scott, he informed
that the Kxaiuiner was in receipt of a subsidy from the Southern
Pacific, to wit, the sum of $1000 per month, paid monthly for thiriy
months, and he stated that the lime was arranged to cover two sessions of the Legislature.
He had the most intimate knowledge of
the matter under discussion, down to the smallest details, which be
could only have received from some one high in the counsels of the
Southern Pacific."
"

me

Notwithstanding

this complaint,

this

written

acknowl-

edgment of the existence of the contract, the cornered
Examiner essays a shriek or two of denial. It is driven to
ask

people to believe that the Southern Pacific would
it $30,(1(10 for advertising in a single issue:
driven to ask the people to believe that it was not
under bonds to do anything special for that large sum of
money. But it does not expect the people to believe it. It
stands quaking and blubbering and makingfrightened, incoherent editorial outcries, which but serve to let it be seen
cheerfully give
it is

how very

sick

Mr. Hearst

it is.

A

preparing to get from under in person.
is to be provided from the business office
to save the journalistic Dr. Brown.
He telegraphs from
is

Mat tie Overman

New York

that he was in

Egypt when the contract was

made, and that no "responsible" agent of the Examiner
would have been knave or fool enough to sign' so compromising a paper. So it must be a forgery unless it shall
be produced. Then we shall find that it is signed by some
agent of the Examiner who was responsible enough to
represent it in $30,000 transactions, but not responsible
enough to blemish the Examiner's white reputation should
the paper be divulged. Or if the business manager signed,
then we shall be asked to believe that he was temporarily
insane at the time, and that only malignity can connect the
Examiner with his act— though the Examiner continued to
draw down the $1000 a month under the contract just the
same, until the subsidy was stopped.
Of course the good
Mr. Hearst knew nothing about what his agents, sane and
insane, were doing.
Trifles like $30,000 contracts do not
interest newspaper proprietors, and they never trouble
themselves to make any inquiries about them.
And Mr.
Hearst supposed the $1000 a month was strictly for advertising.
So he says, and curses and swears that it is so.
But why, when the $1000 a month was stopped, and only
$22,000 had been paid, did he not sue for the remaining
$8,000 ? If the money was due on a legitimate advertising
contract, about which there was nothing to be ashamed of
should it be made public in court, why did not Mr. Hearst
sue ? The Examiner has no answer to that vital question,
and its silence is damning. Mr. Hearst did not sue because
to have done so would have been to bring out the truth and
blazon him as a man who sold his editorial columns to corporations, while he affected to be an enemy of corporations
and a champion of popular rights.
Mr. Hearst might as well have sued and stood the consequences, for now he is as badly off as if he had made a
last grab for the disappearing shank of the subsidy.
It
has all come out anyway, and the people know now that
space is to be had anywhere in the Examiner for money
that its editorial columns are as open to purchase by corporations as its advertising columns are to quack doctors,
and abandoned women who figure as masseurs and man-

—

icures.

It

is

for this exposure has

brains as

it is of

a thing to

proved

character, and, as

it

it

sorry for, after
to be as destitute of
wallows about in its
feel

impotent agony, it distresses every beholder. The Examiner ought to die and get decently buried.
It afflicts the
nose as well as the eye.

LBTTBR.

Money-making

President Murphy, of the First National

Murphy.

Bank, stands pilloried before the public
in no very enviable light,
lie is at
of extorting a commission from one of the Bank's oldesl
and most respected depositors, Mrs. Colton, for the sale of
that lady's residence to 0. P. Huntington,
of course.
there may be people who will hold thai a Hunk Presidenl
is entitled to Men] a client in B transaction done under
the
guise of personal friendship, but we hold thai such actions
are more befitting an unprincipled pawnbroker than the
pompous and presumably genteel President of so safe an
institution as the First National Bank.
Bad Mr, Murphy
even done something to earn the money we might be inclined to view the matter more leniently, but it appears
that his services were wholly imaginary.
He needed a
dollar, and to get it was apparently willing to sacrifice hiintegrity by intercepting cheques, which were made payable to the Bank and not to him, and deducting from them
the amounts which he thought were due as a commission.
The public pillory is not sufficient punishment for so grave
an offense as this. The penitentiary is nearer the mark;
and, although Mr. Murphy may not think so, we consider
that a thorough investigation into the matter may eventually land him there.
That is to say, unless he" takes a
trip to Canada or Japan.
For we hold that no officer of a
bank has the right to meddle with or appropriate the
moneys of depositors in any way, even if he has a private
claim against them. If depositors are not guaranteed
immunity from the fingers of the officials iu our banks, our
wealthy citizens will very soon find it preferable to withdraw to cities where private property is still sacred. We
recommend that President Murphy's conduct be thrown
open to the light of day, and if he be found guilty of embezzlement or of violating the trust reposed in him in any
manner, that he be prosecuted to the fullest extent of the
law.

The men who participate in strikes are, as
a rule, not worthy of much consideration.
We remember having heard about the
"dignity of labor " and the " hard-worked son of toil," but
the terms were pure inventions, made to suit a poet's
feeble rhymes, and, when used to-day, merely evoke a
smile.
While Capital tries to build up a country and further the interests of the community, Labor usually places
Capital and
Labor.

way and hinders as much as
The men who compose the differ-

ungainly carcass in the

its

possible the good work.

ent labor unions are at present in that interesting stage
of development when they imagine that, as their own
stomachs become empty, those of their employers will also
suffer from the same inconvenience.
Labor has not yet
learned to hang its leaders, and until it does so the condition of the workingman will be pitiful in the extreme. During the recent strike of lathers in this city, a one-armed
lad who chose to work was severely beaten by half a dozen
able-bodied men, and his old father received injuries finally
resulting in his death. Such actions as these may appeal
to demagogues as entitling the men to sympathy, but we
pronounce them dastardly in the extreme.
It is to be
hoped that in a few years the leaders of these embryo
riots will be held amenable to law for intimidating their
followers from earning their daily wage.
Long terms in a
penitentiary, and an enforced dose of the work they have
ever sought to evade, will do more towards settling the
labor question than anything yet recommended.
The unwashable element may clamor for the amalgamation of the
two, but Capital has ever been averse to strange bedfellows, and Labor though much extolled by the poets of
the Middle Ages is seldom interesting and is often even

—
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unclean.

A

Bulletin

Vagary.

—

The Evening Bulletin is a good newspaper
except its editorial brevities. The balance
of its editorial page is generally interesting

all

forceful, yet it is occasionally weak in spots, betraying
the presence of an amateurish, as well as of a masterful
hand. It is one of the Bulletin's peculiarities to often
glint, as Scotchmen would say, at the silver question, but
it is mindful never to handle the subject without gloves.
Published in and for a constituency believed to be divided
upon the question, its dexterity in blowing both hot and

and

The poor Examiner.
all,

Ni:\VS
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same breath, furnishes an object lesson in the
sometimes convenient and useful art of non-committalism.
If any of its readers can tell where it stands on the money
question from anything it has printed, we confess that they
are greater adepts at reading between the lines than we
are.
We have quite often noticed in its columns articles
that were equally good for the gold standard, for silver
mono-metalism, and for bimetalism, whatever that may be
No clear statement of the
defined and agreed to be.
respective issues, or decided opinion thereupon has ever at
any time, so far as we are aware, appeared in the columns
It is over-slow
of our able and esteemed contemporary.
Califorin discerning which way the cat is going to jump.
It would be
nia never was and is not now a silver State.
product
of gold for 1894 is
strange if it were. The State's
given at $12,540,045, whilst its yield of silver was but
production
still
difference
in
safely anchors
$175,308. That
California as " the Golden State." We own much gold,
but little silver, and are a creditor rather than a debtor
Our interests, except in the case of a few silver
State.
mine owners, are all in the direction of the best money.
Putting this and that together, the Bulletin ought by this
cold iu the

time to

know where

Perfecting

The
Funding

Bill,

it

stands.

to be expected where many independent minds were engaged in rinding
the best practical scheme for the refund-

As was

ing of the Central Pacific's indebtedness,
several changes have been made in the original proposal,
and all of them are for the better, in the sense that they
give the Government additional security and provide for
the continuous lessening of the indebtedness. Nothing can
be simpler, clearer, or more satisfactory, from the Government's point of view, than the proposals as they now stand.
Certain of the dailies have been so given up to industrious
befogging of the whole subject matter that we venture to
think that but few people have followed the real business
of the case, or know precisely what it is now proposed to
do.
Of course, without a clear comprehension of what the
funding bill now really is, to condemn it is to jump to a
It will be well, therefore, to
conclusion without reason.
make plain that which the befogging dailies try to obscure.
In the first place, then, it is proposed that the railroad
shall forthwith begin to make payments towards the extinguishment of the original subsidy and accumulated interest.
For the first ten years there is to be a
payment on this account of $300,000 per annum; for
payment
the
second ten years the
is
to
be
$400,000 a year, and thereafter until the whole debt,
principal and interest, is extinguished there is to be a
payment of $750,000 a year. In addition, two per cent
per annum is to be paid on the whole debt. The calculations of experts show that these payments are the very
utmost the railroad can make, unless it resorts to higher
The advantages of this gradual
fares and freights.
method of extinguishing the debt are obvious. The interest charges would be lessened year by year and soon
enough would be pa d off to leave the Government's security undoubted. Whilst the property would be growing
in value continuously the indebtedness would be decreasing in like manner. As industrial resources develop and
population increases, fare and freight charges, could and
necessarily would be reduced and without detracting from
the railroad's capacity to fulfill its engagements with the
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to the Courts or to Congress.
All this demonstrates beyond a doubt or peradventure that the railroad men are
not only in absolute good faith, but that they, furthermore, deem it a point of honor and of personal pride that
the Central Pacific shall ultimately reimburse the Government in every dollar it has advanced or for which it has
become obligated. This feeling was often expressed during his life time by the late Senator Stanford, and it is apparent that the sole survivor of the original four builders
of the Central Pacific

is to-day acting as if discharging a
sacred trust imposed upon him by his deceased partners
to provide for the repayment of the Government to the
uttermost farthing.
Huntington and his associates
could better do without the Central Pacific than the
Central Pacific could do without him and them. There can
be no doubt about that fact. They would still have the
Southern Pacific and its many connections. They would
still own all the terminal properties, ferries, etc.
On the
other hand the Government would have to pay off the first
mortgage bonds before it could touch the Central Pacific,
and even then it would only come into possession of a roadbed from Ogden to San Jose. In the endeavor to accomplish that much, litigation would be involved the end of
which no man to-day can see the end.

matter, the State of California has one great
It is that the continuity of the railroad's operations and development shall be maintained,
and at as low a cost to our people as possible. Foreclosure
means litigation, possible suspension, and ultimate loss to
all concerned.
By no conceivable possibility could it mean
any improvement upon the existing condition of things.
The refunding bill, as it now stands, affords the Government absolute security for the repayment of its debts,
provides for the perpetuation of railroad services, and,
above all, gives assurance of a gradual lessening of charges
to the general public as rapidly as an increase of population and the condition of business will permit.
Taking all
the circumstances under which the road was constructed
into consideration, the proposed settlement is a much
more favorable one than the Government could at any
time during the past twenty years have reasonably expected.
None of the great railroads of the country have
yet begun to pay off their capital cost, and if this funding
bill is passed,
as it most certainly will be, the Central
Pacific will be about the first to lead the way to ultimate
freedom from debt. For our own part we confess that we
have never been able to see how California was to be benefitted by exacting the whole pound of flesh and the last
drop of blood from the railroad. We are very sure that
the real interest of our people lies in enabling the railroad
to provide the cheapest possible service.
The larger the
demands made upon it by the Government, the higher
must its charges necessarily be. All that it pays to the
Government it must earn out of our people. Hence the
folly and even madness of backing up such an agitation as
that which Sutro and the Examiner are so vindictively
maintaining.
In

all this

paramount

interest.

;

Government.
Furthermore,

it is proposed to give the Government
additional security; the great value of which is too well
known to be gainsaid. This security includes the railroad from Oakland to Niles, 24 miles; from Lathrop to
Oakland, 146 miles; from Roseville to the Oregon State
line, 296 miles; in all 466 miles of additional railroad, as
well as all its valuable terminal properties in and about
Oakland and Alameda, its lines of steamers, ferryboats,
equipments, etc., all of which are indispensable to the
operation of the main line and are therefore invaluable to
it.
It is still further proposed that the funding bill shall
contain stringent provisions to secure the performance of
all these obligations, and,
as part of the contract, the
Government, in case of default to make any of the required payments for a period of six months, shall be empowered to take possession of the road without appealing

The

All things considered, it is probably the
wisest thing the Italians can do to effect a
peace at any price with the Abyssinians.
Since they first began the undertaking of African conquest and colonization, little, if any, material success has
attended their efforts. The finances of the nation will not
permit of any great expenditure on the army, a loan could
not easily be made at present with any European Government owing to her own weakness and inability to render
efficacious aid in time of war, the country and the throne
are both undermined by the revolutionists, and although a
decided victory might greatly help to mend matters, they
will not be bettered by a lingering and profitless campaign.
Whether Rudini will finally view things in this light or not
remains to be seen. We feel confident in predicting that
his stay in office will be of short duration, and that either
Crispi or some other statesman of conservative tendencies
will take charge of the Government.
The talk about the
abdication of King Humbert is idle in the extreme, as the
throne is not likely to totter until the people upset it.
King Menelek is, however, safer in his position than is the
ruler of the people to whom he administered so severe a
Italian

Fiasco.

castigation.

—

—
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The outcome of the new British
pedition up the Nile will be a«
with keen interest. The dearly bought
the 1SS4 war and the terrible defeats Inflicted

An Impending
D'tiitv.
:es of

upon the

to point to the
the combined qualities
.Tui
a Napoleon could conquer in
Whether the fanatical hordes, against whom the
ire to be launched, have put in the last

Italians in the

general

of

an

lal

i><>--.essintf

RE MADE

studying new methods of
harassing an enemy remains to bo seen. That they were
brave enemies will not be gainsaid and if they have perfected themselves in any way in the art of war then the
invading troops will have more than their share of work to
accomplish if they wish to come back victorious. Religious
fanaticism plays an important part in the make up of
their enemies, and will make of one man two able and
determined fighters. Whither the Germans are intriguing against the British occupation of Egypt or not, the
possession by the latter will never be assured until the
followers of the Mahdi are reduced to subjection.
The expedition is therefore a necessary one but it seems to us
that the British Government is pursuing its old fatal policy
of sending out an insufficient number of troops to cope
with an enemy full worthy of consideration.
Twenty
thousand men instead of nine thousand, it appears to us,
would have been a better number to send out to bring the
war to a speedy termination. Moreover, with a possible
European crisis close at hand, Great Britain can ill afford
to lose several thousand picked men in a campaign which
will undermine the constitutions of everyone participating
in it.
The star of Africa is apparently in the ascendant
and it remains to be seen whether the British lion can hold
its own against that of the blood-stained continent.

growth
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The Democratic State Committee did a
good day's work for its party when it
slammed the door in the face of Buckleyism
and bade it begone. This ought to put the Democracy of
San Francisco on a sound footing, and bring about harThe Local

Democracy,

mony among

all the elements
which are interested in
something other than the profits of jobbery.
Such harmony achieved, the Buckleyites may with security be challenged to do their worst.
That Buckley still
has a following is apparent, but that all local Democrats
who are not entirely sympathetic with the Junta wear his
brand is not true. The Junta will make a mistake in
assuming otherwise. There should not be, and now scarcely
can be, any compromise of any sort with the ex-Boss and
his brigands.
Buckley outside the party and warring
upon it is, even as a matter of practical politics, preferable to having Buckley inside the party working for it.
The mere association of his name with Democracy has
been for years a heavy handicap. But the strength of
Buckley should not be increased by classing everybody not
in the Junta uniform as one of his troops.
He can safely
be defied, and all his unpleasant supporters with him, but
every Democrat who is not of Buckley's band should be
counted a good Democrat for the uses of the coming cam-

politics for

paign.

That

is

sensible politics.

The Junta

is in possession of the field.
If its directing
the capacity which leaders should have, they
will recognize the truth that their first great battle within
the party being won, their policy now ought to be to settle
differences, make compromises which involve no principle,
gather recruits, promote organization, and thus actively
set about the prime object of local party existence, which
is to win the next election.

men have

Senator Morgan considers it time that the diplomatic
the United States be withdrawn from public
tinkering and tampering.
In other words he wishes to
restrict the commentary of the press upon matters of
national importance. If the men who represent us in the
Senate were diplomats, trained by long experience in the
country's service, then they might safely be entrusted with
the powers they would take unto themselves. At present,
however, they are not. For the most part they are mere
political tricksters hungry for the applause of a noisy
minority, and the press must continue to look after the
interests of the nation, and voice the sentiments of the
people in all matters pertaining thereto.
affairs of
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DOWN.

Women can do their share of talking,
beat the prize-fighters.
The Senate

March

but they cannot

apparently nothing but national a school of
worth the expense?
The Salvatiou Array is doing good in more ways than
one.
It is even saving the society folk of Alameda!
A suit for divorce in Milwaukee lately brought about the
murder of a mother-in-law. Let him off easy, gentlemen;
elocution.

let

him

is

Is it

off easy.

Two

Indiana Congressmen are to fight a duel.
They
probably feel the necessity of doing something for the
money paid them.

The Salvatiou Army lassies kicked at the idea of wearing brown uniforms. Another evil result of the First Congregational Church scandal.
The new tunnel in the Park is to be one hundred and
thirty feet long.
It is expected that the marriage license
office will

A

be kept busy

"petrified

in consequence.
" died in Philadelphia a few days ago.
some tall swearing in Hades ever since,

man

There has been
owing to Old Nick's inability to make him sizzle.
Ex-President Harrison lately found himself in the midst
He probably wished to preof a mob of fighting students.
pare himself for his future matrimonial troubles.
Ambassador Bayard, in reply to a press representative,
stated that he had nothing to say.
What a pity he did
not exercise a little discretion in the matter before.

Now that Roentgen has been made a Baron by Prince
Louis of Bavaria, the scientist will discover, by the use of
the cathode ray, that there is nothing in a title after all.
A writer in a morning paper states that women's feet
are growing larger. We brand this assertion as a villainous lie, started, probably, by some miscreant in Chicago.

The Boss

SMOKELESS POWDERS
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f Lay

For heaven's sake let Corbett and Fitzsimmons fight at
if
they want to.
They may then experience the
nausea we have been suffering from for the last three
sea

CO., Consolidated,

F.

It

Down, f

years.

Windy William of Germany has issued an order directarmy and navy must attend divine service
regularly.
The other nations are now preparing for war

ing that the
in all

earnest.

Oakland

and thert will be no danger of the corks
drying and the Ale losing its life.

jt,

*?

again to the front with a batch of boy
burglars.
This speaks very badly for the example set by
the elders of a community long famed for its freedom from
all things evil.
is

Latest reports from Cuba state that the Spanish
columns are firing upon each other now. If we only wait
long enough Cuba may gain her freedom without any
officiousness on our part.
The Sultan of Turkey is doing his best to crush out
Christianity. Probably he has been reading about our Congregational Church scandals and has the interests of the
Armenians at heart after all.
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unnecessary to "Stand it up to
Settle;" we "settle" It. There is do
sediment in the bottles.
It is
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There is nothing so delicate as an oyster. Moraghan, the famous
provider, Stalls U8-70 California Market, has the best Californian and
Eastern on hand.

York.
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The sun shines twenty-three hours out
here, if they only knew it.
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spring beginning, there ought
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The Oakland High School girls are incensed because
Dr. Shuey attacked their pies, pickles, and corsets.
So
long as the doctors never attack anything else, my dears,
you have no cause to complain.
The good people of Fresno need not be worried over the
statement of their prophet that the millenium is close at
hand.
There is too little difference between hell and
Fresno to ever cause them much inconvenience.
Women must be scarce in New Jersey where two lads
lately fought for a fair charmer.
They should come to
California where the girls are so many and so beautiful
that a fellow is forced to remaining single out of sheer inability to choose a partner.
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We have

'

more fun

in the Orchestra, which meets twice
the other lessons put together. When
Joachim directs, every one loves him so that he never has
to be the slightest bit severe every one tries their very
best.
His smile is so beautiful and his general presence
so noble that there is not one in the school that does not
feel they would be glad to cut off a hand if it were necesAnd when Hausman, the celloist,
sary in his service.
leads, one does not dare to do anything but their very
best.
He is the darling of every one's heart, but he is
frightfully severe, and woe betide the one that is inattenHe seems to see each one separately
tive in his lesson.
in the orchestra, so it is an impossibility to "fake," a
thing one is very apt to want to do. There are very few
celloists in the school now, and it seems almost a pity, for
Hausman is such a magnificent teacher and such a splenWhen he plays in concert here
did artist in every sense.
the hall is always crowded, and he gets more applause
than I have seen from any Berlin audience.
The audiences here are so cold and "German" that one's
blood fairly boils. The other night we went to the one
hundredth performance of Hansel and Gvtel, with Humperdink directing. It is by far the most popular opera of
the season, and it was splendidly sung and staged, but all
the applause the composer got was a little feeble clapping
from some Americans in the top gallery, just enough to
bring him once on the stage to make his funny little bow.
The Kaiser and Kaiserin, and the Prince and Princess
Leopold were there. The Kaiserin did not address a single word to Prince Leopold during the whole performance,
and as it is the etiquette of royalty not to speak till you
are spoken to, the poor Prince might just as well have
been deaf and dumb and without hands. The Kaiser is a
very handsome man, looking every inch an Emperor, with
He is
a mass of wavy black hair and a superb physique.
growing very fat, though, and people say his beauty is
fast going.
The Kaiserin looks more like some one's cook
than anything else. She is very ugly and ungraceful, and
dresses abominably, and really attains her ambition to be
only a ham frau, whose occupation is to spend most of the
day in the kitchen and the rest of it with the children.
She sets a fine example to every German woman, but she
does not seem to belong in the Empress' chair.
The Empress Frederick is much more dignified, but she is corThrough her good influence all
dially hated by every one.

a week, than in

.'. except
the .shops have
from twelve to two, on
Sunday, and that rankles very much in every German's
money-saving heart.
Hut to return to the Hoch Schule
One is pushed right
to the farthest notch in the work there.
Aboul ten fessons a week one muBt take, and each master is severer
than the last.
Wirth is about the most severe violin
tea. her.
He thinks nothing of tweaking hard the ears
and noses of the girls, and he bangs the men so that one
I

musical stuHoch Schule is
cms us if every one must
know all about it and its routine. The chief things one
are the bad air nnd the poor, half starved
The air is really too awful to endure,
and if one ever opens a window— such a thing is against a
is quickly shut by the
it
in s principles, you know
The porr. and a severe scolding is administered.
Unself lives with his wife and child in a little inside
with the door tight Bhut and the gas burning hard
all day. They have beer, Bausagea, etc., about every hour.
If one opens the door for an instant a pleading "Bitti
" is heard, and they all begin to cough
Tin"
and sneeze. This constant living in bad air is half the
of the students' ill health. In the orchestra it makes
heart ache with pity to see the half-starved look on
A their faces, the Americans looking the worst of all.
I do wish scholarships in the school could be started by
people in America, especially for the benefit of the poor
fellows that struggle out their existence here on a mere
One little fellow from Chicago is here now, and
nothing.
though he promises great things and is already one of
Joachim's pupils, has to go back this summer after only a
year's study in the school, because he cannot hold it out
any longer. There are not man}' San Franciscans here,
young Samuels being the only man. So many of the Germans, however, hope to sail directly for California as soon
as they graduate, expecting to turn over gold by the
shovelful. Joachim only takes those who have great talent.
One might be there for years and never take a lesson from
him. and again, he very often takes a student from the
examination day. He and Professor Wirth always speak
highly of Mr. Sigmund Beel, and I think almost every one
in the school has heard of him as the most talented and
industrious student that they ever have had.
of a

all

—

often sees the tears run down their checks.
And whi
sees the tears, then he has no mercy, but torments his
victims until they realize the foolishness ol tears and learn
to stand his railing without a murmur.
His severity all
conies from extreme interest, in his pupil, but it takes the
pupil about three months of torture before he can appreciate that, interest.
It is a curious fact that the most talented students here
are of any nationality but German. Miss Jackson, the best

an American, Ross and Marx, splendid vio
are English and American, and Poles, Russians, and
Dutch are all in the lead. One hardly ever sees a German
of great importance in the school, whereas the best
teachers, "the famous quartette," are: Joachim, Hungarian; Wirth, Bohemian; Hausman, Dutch; Halir, Belgian.
Every two or three weeks there is a " Vortrags
Abend," a concert in the Hoch Schule Saal, giveu by the
pupils.
It is very hard to get tickets, as they are all by
favor, but the hall is always well filled. The Mendlesohms,
Max Bruch, and Herzogtenberg, and many other great
lights, are at every performance, taking great interest in
every step made by Joachim's students.
Formerly these
concerts were quite accessible, but at one performance
some one— an American, of course talked so much and so
loud while the orchestra was playing that Joachim had two
or three times to turn round and hiss. But all to no effect;
the American kept making himself obnoxious, and since
then only the students and those whom Joachim himself
favors can step over the threshold of the Hoch Schule Saal.
How I wish we could have as wonderful an institution in
America. If only the Californians could have carried out
their project and have Ysaye start a conservatory there
It would bring out all the talent of the country so much
quicker, having a place one could go to without the expense and delay of traveling here. There is so much here
that we could improve on, too, that the Germans never
will realize.
They are so pedantic in so many unnecessary
ways, and they know so very little of the comforts of life.
At every turn one is confronted by the "polezei," whose
insistence in carrying out his orders to the very letter is
most annoying. At the slightest provocation one is clapped
into jail for the night, and getting out is a very difficult
job.
One hears tales every day at the American Girls'
Club of girls languishing in jail for debt, etc., but one is
apt to think they are told more as warnings to the girls
than as facts with any foundations to them. The club is a
fine place for students to meet, though it has not yet
attained the perfection of the one in Paris. There all the
magazines can be read, and it has already quite a library.
Berlin, March 10, 1896.
A Musical Student.
violiuiste, is

linists,
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As a minless, but that I love his negro more.
strel he is an artist; as an Irish comedian he is clever, but
It was the grace and charm of Carnot distinctively so.
roll Johnson, rather than any particular merit in The Irish
Statesman, that kept me in the Grand Opera House until
the final curtain on Tuesday night.
The play is another piece of sweet trustfulness in the
O'Sullivan

"We

Obey No Wand but Pleasure's. '— Tom Moore.
1

again Sinbad, with
ONCE
glitter, and gladsome gags;

spangles,

its

epidemic
of swinging song and spirited dance; its
scenery
and
frisky
train load of fantastic
costumes; its galaxy of plain-faced, broad"'
general
and
its
melange
of
girls,
legged
breezy irresponsibility and picturesque gorgeousness. Sinbad has outlasted all of David Henderson's spectacles; it
has even lived down Eddie Foy and survived the amputation
its

Henry Norman; and, practically unchanged in the application of its familiar, historic fun, it comes to the Columbia, and again feeds the eye and tickles the ear for all the
I do not
world like the big, beloved three-ring circus.

of

to be glad or sorry that Oscar Girard has
I have always considered
supplanted the frolicsome Foy.
Foy the greatest clown in the world (who made a living at
it),
and I used to wonder at the ingenuity of a mind that
could evolve such a wondrous system of joyous vulgarity
until one disenchanting night we dined at adjacent tables
in a down town cafe, and I saw my prince of comicality
conveying to his eager jaws large fragments of rich, swimming, graviedfood unaided by aught but his knife and index
finger.
Then I knew that all his subtle stage art was but
the uncontrolled Foy. Mr. Girard, I am confident, neither
ignores his fork nor begravies his fore-finger when dining
yet, despite these restrictions in private life, he is an amusI remember him last season in
ing comedian on the stage.
The Fencing Master, into the deadly dullness of which operGirard's Fresco,
etta he infused no end of tactful mirth.
like Foy's, is a grotesque cadenza of buffoonery, and very
There is clownish humor in every shambling
much ad lib.
movement of his lean figure, and the dry, unconscious way
in which he sings and jests is much more effective than the
labored, premeditated delivery of the comedy business that
kills all semblance of probability in the character, and suggested a too eager physical zeal in earning a salary.
Henry Norman was an ideal Snarleyow, and it was not
to be expected that Hugh Chilvers would entirely replace
his famous characterization. Nevertheless, Chilvershandles
the Dart with considerable skill, and sings the ever-alluring
" Bogie Man " in strong, telling tones. Where he lacks is
in the effortless method of handling an extravagant character that was so prominent a charm of Norman's work.
Louise Eissing was never a beauty of the soulful, fragile
sort, not even when her full-tighted form, hammocked in
the pale crescent moon, illumined the first posters of Sinbad.
This season finds her blossomed to almost the limit of
womanly maturity; and, though I do not pose as a scrutator
of legs, those noble, spectacular members of hers appear
to my eye alarmingly prone to fatty degeneration at the
skyward terminals. All of which does not seem to hamper
in the least Sinbad's agility or improve the poor singing
Frankie Ray :
that has become a tradition of the part.
mond is here, but the dear girl who sang the sad story of a
maiden and her pendent golden hair is not. The songs are
chaste enough for even San Francisco this season, and
those prudent dames who threatened to call out the fire
department when last Henderson's company was here need
fear no "Golden Hair" or other iniquitous songs
Miss Raymond's Ninetta is goodly to look upon, which, by
the astute feminine censors of our morals, may be construed
into an equally grave offense.
W. H. Batchelor has inserted a few new musical numbers, timely and graceful, and the ballet, though not a new
one, is excellently rendered. " Whenever I go to an opera,"
wrote Chesterfield, " I leave njy sense and reason at .the
door with my half-guinea, and deliver myself up to my eyes
Go to the Columbia in that spirit and see
and my ears."
old Sinbad, and you will have a good time.

know whether

Carroll Johnson makes an excellent Irishman; he has the
reed-toned brogue, the expressive countenance, and the
ready, appreciative wit; yet I would rather see him under
the burnt cork as in the old days. It is not that I love his

—

credulity of a theatre-going public a trustfulness not misplaced, if one may judge from the symptoms of the audience,
which shuddered, laughed, wept, hissed, and applauded as
the plot unfolded, as though The Irish Statesman was the
first melodrama written, and its serenely obvious situations
brand new combinations of incident and emotion.
And,
after all, if one will reflect, it is the hackneyed situations
of our actual life that bring us the greatest measure of
sorrow and joy. How few of us suffer in a new or original
way, and what slight variations there are to the joys
visited on humanity!
One may read The Yellow Book all
one's days, and fairly reek of modernity until life seems one
long dream of yellow, red, and black posters, and then take
a practical, fat, and hungry wife, and some day die of the

cramp.

Maybe Morosco's patrons have found

the real,
hissing the villain, cheering the hero,
for the heroine, they are nearer to nature

true thing; and,

and weeping

than the rest of

in

us.

* * *

Reinforced bj a full and well-conducted orchestra, a ponderous Wagnerian ex-tenor, and a conscientious, but unimpressive piano student, Ondricek and Materna returned to
the Auditorium on Thursday evening.
Ondricek was in
splendid form, and fairly lifted the big audience with the
Mendelssohn Concerto, responding to the frantic encore
with the fragrant little Evening Song of Schuman's, playing it even more delicately and poetically than at the opening concert. Out of a world-wide reputation as an heroic
tenor, Herr Schott has saved for San Francisco only a few
strident sounds.
He attacked Schubert's "ErlKing"
with a certain brutality which suggests the vocal slugger,
and only half redeemed himself in the Wagnerian selections.
The orchestra had its subduing influence ou the
Materna voice, and The Rienzi aria was magnificently
executed.
An incomparable method underlies the vast
volume of sound which has survived the melody in this once
wonderful voice.
* # *

Ventriloquism of late years has seemed to have gone the
way of the lost arts. A t the Orpheum this week Segommer
revives this complicated deception in a manner that outrivals the Valentine Vox of last generation's literature. Not
only is the score of varied voices that he affects marvelous,
but the manipulation of the figures of men, women and animals is far ahead of any previous exhibition of this character.
Segommer is a wonder. Gertie Carlisle sings and
acts her songs with remarkable vim and intelligence for a
child, and Bruet and Riviere do a novel duet of instrumental imitations that are amazingly accurate in the reproduction of tones. It is an exceptional bill throughout,
one of the best ever presented by the Orpheum.
* * *

Richard Stahl's bright little operetta, Said Pasha, is
effectively staged and well sung at the Tivoli this week.
West, besides being always reliable for even, painstaking
singing, is a good actor, and the Pasha's part is excellently rendered in his hands.
Raffael's Hassan Bey is
artistically sung.
Carrie Roma and Fannie Liddiard are
prominent among the women in the roles of Balah Sojah
and Alti. The orchestra, under Martens, is in perfect
form, the choruses vigorous and well in hand, and, of
course,

Hartman's Hadad

is full of

characteristic hilarity.

* * *

—
—

The continuous shows at the Alcazar or rather the
diurnal matinee and evening performances are running
number of entertaining vaudeville
along smoothly.
specialties and a farce constitute the programme.
It is
an exceptional show for the modest price of seats.
* # *

A

I have it on the word of Mr. Friedlander that Duse, the
great and only, will visit this Coast under direction of the
Columbia Theatre management.
With Daly's players at
the Baldwin and Duse at the Columbia, it looks as though
we might have something of a theatrical season.
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ending on Sunday
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evening. April 19th, at MetropoUtSn Temple
The leader
ten soloists.
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sudc at the dedication of the great temple which it took
The choir will leave Salt Lake City
forty years to build.
On April 13th, traveling by special Pullman train. They
will be accompanied by friend.-, bringing up the number to
over three hundred persons.
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THE SAILOR.

Or, »T) 6 Maid Of Itulsnra."
With n©w scenery, new mechanical and electrical devices, new
music, new ballets, new marab.es. and a wealth of bright new
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Begiuniug Monday, March 30th. Third and last week.
tablished success, the always welcome comedy drama,

The

es-

FRIENDS,
by Edwin Milton Royle. Managemeut of Arthur C. Aiston.
With the same excellent company that scored such a pronounced

Courier of Lyons; Thursday. Monti Crista; Friday,
Hamlet; Saturday matinee, Virginius; and Saturday and
77,.

hit here before.

Monday, April 6th—PETER
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Opera House

Tivoli

Ernestine Kreling,
Proprietor and Manager

always sunny as long as we play

is

SAID PASHA.

artists in the city,

To be continued every evening

this week.
Our next production, the brilliant Easter burlesque. BLUE
will be seen on Monday evening, April 6th. The most
gorgeous home production ever gotten up in this city.
25c and 50o
Popular Prices

BEARD,

Morosco's Grand Opera house.
Walter Morosco, Sole Lessee and Proprietor.
Last performances of " The Irish Statesman."
MONDAY EVENING, March 30th—

THE RED POGKET BOOK.
From the French, by Louis Imhaus.

:

Matinees Saturdays and Sundays.
O'Farrell
San Francisco's Greatest Music Hall.
between Stockton and Powell streets.

1

rpneUm.

street,

A brilliant vaudeville combination.
7

NEW PEOPLE.

The Kins Ners, Basco & Roberts, the Corty
Brothers, Frank La Mondue, Alburtus & Bartram, the Andersons, Charles B. Ward. Wills & Collins.
Week commencing March 30th: Additional attraction, The
Three Marvelles, grotesques.
17 great stars:

;

Matinees Saturday and Sunday.
Reserved Seats, 25c; Balcony, 10c; Opera chairs and box

—
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and a fine and varied collection of portraits, landscapes, marine views, and flash-light pictures
grace the spacious walls. The exhibition is, doubtless, the
best that has ever been given in the history of the Club,
and, after viewing the collection, all of which is the work
of amateurs, one realizes that there is absolutely no limit
to the possibilities of modern photography.
Next month Mrs. Hager intends treating her friends to
an amateur theatrical performance in the commodious hall
The play is entitled A
of the new N. S. G. W. Building.
Modern Ananias, and will be rendered by the following
cast Miss Minnie Houghton, Miss Goodall, Miss Hooper,
Messrs. Edgar Peixotto, Frank Matthew, Tom Owen, Dr.
Redding, and Mr. La Farge.
On Wednesday evening, April 15th, a grand testimonial
concert will be tendered to Professors Sancho and Lombardero by their pupils at Y. M. C. Hall, corner Mason
and Ellis streets. Amongst other well-known artists who
will take part in the affair are Miss Susie M. Blair, violinist
Mr. Frank Coffin, tenor, and several society bandurria and mandolin clubs.
At the Auditorium next week there will be a real, oldfashioned minstrel show no silks, satins or velvets, or
other fin de siecle destroyers of burnt cork tradition, but
just plain, nigger minstrels Richards and Pringles, with
Billy Kersands of the expansive smile and a lot of old time
knights of the tambo and bones.
Edwin Milton's Royle's Friends, a comedy drama vastly
superior to Captain Impudence, will be given at the CaliThe piece achieved pronounced success
fornia next week.
a year or so ago when Royle last visited San Francisco,
and, with practically the same cast, it should duplicate its
former reception.
Sinbad has another week at the Columbia, where it is
Pudd'nhead Wilson, one of
enjoying generous patronage.
the greatest Eastern successes of last season, follows.
At Morosco's temple of melodrama, The Bed Pocket Boolct
a great sensational success of by-gone years, will be revived
next week.
Peter F. Dailey follows Friends at the California, in his

ItllilttM

cJAMES O'NEILL

James

Sunday nights, M^ni. Crista.
The beautiful exhibition being given by the Camera Club,
in their rooms in the Academy of Science Building, is well
worthy a visit. The exh bitors are some of the leading

I*n>i>rietor».

PDl

mi;

special

O'Xeil, who is known all over the English-speaking world for his remarkable creation of Edmund Dantesin
opens an engagement at the Baldwin Theatre
on Monday night, when his many admirers may witness
him in tragic as well as romantic roles. He is said to be
supported by an excellent company, among whom Miss
Florence Rockwell, who has received flattering attention
from the Eastern critics, may be anticipated with pleasure
by our theatre-goers. The repertory for the first week
Is: Monday. Manh Crista; Tuesday, Virginias; Wednesday,

(Incorporated)

.

I

written for

Hatman

Ah.

Theatre-
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Corner of Eddy and Jones streets.
Friedlander.Gottlob&Co,.
Lesseus and Managers.
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Commencing Sunday evening, March 20lh. One week only.
RICHARD'S & PRINGLE'S
Everything new this season.
famous

GEORGIA MINSTRELS.
Headed by the great Billy Kersands. Watch
parade at 11 :30 a m. Free concert at 7 :15 in front

for the band
of the theatre

by one of the finest bands traveling
Prices 15, 25, 50 cents. General admission. 25 cents.
:

The Palais Royal

Alcazar.

GroVer's

Matinee to-day.

10, 15,

of

America.

25 cents.

"CONFUSION," AND REFINED VAUDEVILLE.
Shouts

of laughter.

HAZELTON
HEMME & LONG
BROWN & SIMPSON

Salvos

of applause.

„_^_

PIANOS

latest farce-comedy, The Night Clerk.

Said Pasha runs another week, to be followed by Blue
Mothebs, be sure and use ''Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup." lor your
children while teething

For

relieving

Trochee."

Pianos to Rent and sold onlnstallmets.

735 Market

Beard.

Thhoat Diseases and Coughs, use" Brown's

Bronchial
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LILLIAN DCUUrtnU. mentor the dramatio profession; appearances arShakespearean classes Wednesday evenings. SHAKESPEAREAN ACADEMY, 913 Hyde street. San Franoisco, Cal.
I
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horse
THE Macdonough
must have
while

beginning last Saturday
been a decided disappoint-

sale,

night,

it

many instances, gave some satisfaction in certain
The young stock, it is to be regretted, went at
beggarly prices. But aside from this, there was a de-

ment

in

cases.

fantastical side to the entire scene
thoroughly picturesque. It was held in a
large tent at the corner of Market and Larkin streets,
and there was a large crowd, composed of all sorts and
betting men, horse dealers, grooms, business
conditions
men, white and colored jockeys, and last of all the fashionable young club men from Burlingame, the University, the
Pacific-Union, et al., the latter headed by Will Macdonough
But all the evening long the
himself and Jack Casserly.
rain it rained, and steady showers of water poured through
the ancient tent in every quarter. The floor was a mixture of mud and sawdust immersed in from three to six
inches of liquid slush, interspersed with occasional large
Nobody seemed to mind, however, and the animals
pools.
were trotted splashing to the ring before the auction
stand in dignified succession. Still there was a collection
of influenza in clubdom, it is said, on Sunday morning, also
mysteriously
disappeared.
Tom
valuable umbrellas
Meagher lost one of great intrinsic worth as to its handle
and cover, and was inconsolable.
cidedly whimsical,

which made

March

28, 1896.

avarice and the newspapermen." Last summer
the scion of one of our oldest Nob
goes,
Hill families, (his people descended from a long line of
Kings in the Emerald Isle) arranged somewhere between
Burlingame and the Del Monte to introduce the young
mining millionaire to the beautiful daughter of an ancient
and noble house in the Midland Counties.
To his warm
aid came Talbot Clifton, and a visit to England in the late
autumn was quite on the tapis, exquisite " photos " of the
London debutante were produced, with her full courtesy
title as the daughter of a peer.
However, just then, the
game bolted, already he was completely entranced with the
graces of Miss Williams, and so the grand English excur-

dreams

of

— so the tale

sion

ended

—

in

smoke.

it

—

* * *

Talbot Clifton has enjoyed another adventure in finance
this time with a sporting gentleman from New York,
known as Houser, who arrived a month or so ago with a
remarkable knowledge of Horse Racing as She is Taught.
At once he became White Hat McCarty's successor he
was full of all sorts of tips. Clifton was enchanted with
the lovely prospect which was promised by the first results
Mr. Houser was given
of the combination which followed.
free access to his stables, and at liberty to make free with
anything, from a drag to a village cart. Meantime Clifton
went up the country, as the daily papers have detailed in
one or two exciting romances from Stockton and elsewhere. But "dear friend" Houser consented to stay behind and guard the animals. And he did. As representative of Clifton in the racing field, he did not hesitate to use
Presently,
his name and credit freely in the betting ring.
however, just when Clifton was to return, Houser departed;
Schreiber
and the others are wailing, for
and now Barney
while Clifton acknowledges that he permitted the stranger
to divert himself with the coach and the village cart, he
did not by any means give him leave to play havoc with
his bank book. So when Barney Schreiber, last Wednesday
night (he was very thick with Houser all the while) approached Clifton, in the presence of a lot of Burlingamers,
with a draft for three hundred dollars, the young Englishman promptly refused to acknowledge it.
"But it's signed by your dear friend Houser," exclaimed

of what once promised to be an auspicious
at hand. Some twenty years ago a young Englishman, from Porest-of-Dean, Wilts., arrived full of gold curls
and also the promise of gold-lined pockets. Of course, he
was one of the most popularof the Sausalito English colony
of that day, and, after various experiences, he came into
the promised inheritance, and at once entered into the
liquor business in partnership with a sort of collateral
relative of the late leader of New York's " Pour Hundred."

The sad ending

union

It

was

hand

" I did not take the swag " the " Monarch " cries.
" See here, I'll prove it like a sport;
Were any wicked man to boodle me,
Faith, would I not stay bought ? "
!

—

"Which makes no difference. He bad no such authority
or permission."
Schreiber stormed around in fury for five minutes, until
Clifton said:

"See here; I'll be more than generous. I'll shake you
one die out of the box. If you win I pay you three hundred
dollars; if I win, you hand me over that piece of paper."
With a look of horror and disgust, Schreiber turned
away yet he has his " 'opes."

—

# * *

The coming wedding

of

Walter Hobart to Miss Hannah

Williams has that pleasant Eglantine rose-leaf breeze of
romance about it that always brings back thoughts of
"Love's Young Dream." It is not so frequent in the
United States of late years, but California's " eminent "
unions in the old world have been decidedly scarce, in comparison with the East. Such events in our annals have
been always marked by some signal or illustrious incident
of genealogy or fortune
the latter always "beyond the

—

a while after that the young Englishman won the
of a younger daughter of the foremost family in St.

John's Presbyterian Church. But the adventure has been
more disastrous than beatific for the young wife.
Her
past year has been spent in the East, while her husband
has browsed about San Rafael, the guest of his mother-inlaw. The ghost in the mystery comes out when it is learned
that the young wife is preparing papers of separation on
the grounds of mental imbecility.
* * #

—

Schreiber, indignantly.

is

Alas, poor Hearst, the plea, though bold, is bad—
For there be rogues and rogues, I wot;
Some, thieves of pride, will keep their guilty word.
And some, again, will not.

You

stopped the train and carried

But ventured back

oft'

the swag,

to shoot;

You lie all bleeding from your mortal wounds.
What comfort is the loot ?

The luncheon which Richard M. Tobin gave as a bon voylast Thursday week, to "Duke" Harry Simpkins,
was a gorgeous success. The " Duke " will be away four
or five months, and has planned a most elaborate tour.
age,

He

left laden with hosts of introductory letters to the great
people of Japan, whither he is bound. The menu was everything that Mr. Tobin's rare good taste will always plan.
The guests were William B. McDonough, Harold Wheeler,

John Casserly, Thomas Meagher, Captain Wainwright,
Henry Howard, H. Bowie, and Joseph Grant. Altogether,
a very jolly crowd of Burlingamers.
victory
THE
tanya case

& Dorn in the famous De la Monthe talk of the hour. The fight was one
of the longest and most bitter ever known in our courts.
On the side of the plaintiff were arraigned such eminent
attorneys as Garber, Boalt & Bishop, Judge Spencer, and
E. R. Taylor.
Dorn & Dorn, single handed, fought this
mighty array of learning for the defendant, Mr. James de
la Montanya, Jr.
The battle was a protracted legal
struggle, but Dorn & Dorn were sure of their points, and
upon the case being carried to the Supreme Court, an
opinion in their favor was handed down by Judge Temple,
and concurred in by the other Judges on the bench. The
decision is one of international importance, and should
cover the successful attorneys with well-earned glory.
of

Dorn

is

One ol the latest innovations at the Lnrline Baths, corner Bush
streets, is the Russian bath which includes the famous
" Needle " shower. The bath is recommended by all physicians the
world over. The price, including the use of tank afterward is only
fifty cents.
The service at the baths is perfect in each detail.
and Larkin

After dinner try Adams' Pepsin Tutti-Frutti Chewing
admirable.

will find it

Gum. Yon
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Jeremiah Ll
do with it?
I

»

i

When

UoNab

in

\.-

APRIL
got

FIRST.

what am

it.

Good Appetite^*

going to

I

Soot meets Sack, then com.

is restored and
the disordered
Liver invigorated by taking a
small wineglassful, before meals, of the

tug of war!

Stomach and

I

—Murder

will

get out, but not so long as

I

I'm around!
D>«-n«R
like

Brown— I

one of

JAM

thank thee.

O

Lord, that

I

am

not

Peruvian

t

Barry —The

H.

orer

b rated

is

spirit

is

but the hair-

willing,

weak.

Caitain Ed. Reuky— Thou art so near, and yet so far,
my little Alms House!
Siterintenkent TanOKRMAH Did you say anything
about running up against a Corn Wall ?
Mrs. Aizer ais Hhyte— As Shakespeare says: ''ARose

Bitters

—

by any other

name

will

smell as sweet

"

!

ON WHEELS.

Anna Shaw — I

If
wish the world was entirely wrong!
it only would not be occasionally right and unprofitable!
Max Popper I may have to go back to the streetsweeping contract business, unless things pick up shortly!
Mayor SuTRO Next I'm going to buy up the Park, unt
present it to der city, like efery thing else efer I vas buy-

—

HOME PRODUCTION.

ing!

Chief Crowley
for the city.
eration.

—

My

AXLE GREASE,.

G.&S.

—

have decided to work a little longer
pension, however, is a secondary considI

GOBURN, TEV1S &

George A. Knight
ligious controversy!
bond of iniquity!

—In the midst of politics I'm

a reIn the gall of bitterness, I'm in the

GO., 107 Front St.

in

THE
PROPER

—

White Hat McCarty Adieu, my horse! my noble
Arab steed! Times are hard, and I'm going into the glue

IN

MEN'S

THING

HEADWEAR

AT

business!

Susan

B.

Anthony — By next
The future

have the Suffrage.
our efforts!

April,
of

sisters,

we

New
239 Kearny

—

W.m. R. Hearst The world and all there is in it is a
cow, and I mean to milk it for all it is worth. I am a
simple, little, honest dairy maid!
Adolph Spreckels The Islands are perfect now, of
course; but they tell me that, in the ancient Hawaiian
golden age, missionary soup was simply delicious.

Buckley

—According

daily newspapers, I must know
what I want to know myself is,

to

where I'm at
where is it?

different

A. C.

—

—

CANNIBALISM

in Corea is a fit subject for the attention of the reformers in Congress.
We greatly fear,
however, that the presence of Russia will deter them from
taking action in the matter.

of the estate of

nia.

FREESE, Administrator of the Estate of Thomas Farrell, Deceased.
Dated at Sao Francisco, March 19, 1896.
J. D. Sullivan, Attorney for Administrator.

NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Estate of Martin E. Moroney, deceased.
Notice is hereby given by the undersigned, A. C. Freese, administrator
of the estate of Martin E. Moroney, deceased, to the Creditors of, and all
persons having claims against the said deceased, to exhibit them with the
necessary vouchers, within four months after the first publication of this
notice, to the said A. C. Freese, administrator of said estate, at his office,
room No. 35, third floor Chronicle Building, San Francisco, Cal., the same
being his place for the transaction of the business of the said estate in the
A. C. FREESE,
City and County of San Francisco, State of California.
Administrator of the Estate of Martin E. Moroney, deceased.
Dated at San Francisco, March 6, 1896.
J. D. Sullivan, attorney for Administrator.

D.

Monroe Doctrine may prohibit European Powers
J
THE
from acquiring fresh territory on the South American

SULLIVAN,

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW

bombardment
Rooms 34-38, 3d

Champagne Sec.
champagnes, Pommery Sec is most

Of all
in demand in London.
It is the favorite at all select gatherings, being preferred by the reand fastidious classes of Europe rather than by the sporting
fraternity. Among recent prominent affairs, Pommery Sec was
served at the banquet in Atlanta tendered to President Cleveland, at
the dinner in Hamburg given to the German emperor, and at the

J.

banquet in Bordeaux tendered to the President of the French
Republic, and was a prominent feature at the dinner tendered to
Paderewski at the Palace Hotel, being served exclusively on that

Pommery

Sec

is

considered the ideal

336

Telephone

Dr.

Floor Chronicle Building, San Francisco.

W. kindboro, Dentist,

ft.

fined

real connoisseurs

361.

NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Estate of THOMAS FARRELL, Deceased.

now; but

Ed Greenway It's going to be a hard summer. No
more debutantes to launch till next winter, and only hard
work at trivial watering-place dances far away from
Ludwig and luxury!

By

out.

Phone Red

just

District-Attorney
occupation's
gone! Honestly! I expected they'd find something in that
splendid spire when they began the Brown investigation!

occasion.

Very latest

St.

the

Barnes — Othello's

continent, but can it prohibit an occasional
when no colonization is intended ?

Spring Styles just received.

Notice is hereby given by the undersigned, A. C. Preese, Administrator
Thomas Farrell, deceased, to the creditors of, and all persons having claims against the said deceased, to exhibit them, with the
necessary vouchers, within four months after the first publication of this
notice, to the said Administrator, at room 35, Chronicle building, San Francisco, Cal., the same being his place for the transaction of the business of
the said estate in the City and County of San Francisco, State of Califor-

—

Christopher

Harloe's.

shall

mankind depends upon

2275,

POST STREET, Rooms

3-3.

(Opposite Union Square

San Francisco.

F. C.

PAGUE,
Dentist.

champagne.

Rooms

Styles are ever changing in ladies' and gentlemen's linen and
underwear. J. W. Carmany, 25 Kearny street, has the finest goods
on hand always.

[)R.

4

and 5, Academy of Soiences Building,

ARTHUR

409V4

Post

St.,

T.

819

Market

street

REGENSBURGER,

San Francisco.

Dentist.
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Our belles are quite broken-hearted at the loss of two
more of their favorite Army beaux, Lieutenant Dana Kilburne having been ordered to San Diego, and Lieutenant
Bent to Benicia, which will leave a gap in the ranks not
However, as
easily filled at Presidio hops and elsewhere.
fO one

riot

"in

it"

would for a moment
imagine the labor it is when a philanthropical hostess endeavors to entertain society in a novel way. Those famed
efforts of Hercules are nothing in comparison, for instance,
of Mrs. Hager's, when she tries to select a fitting representative of Ananias from the mass of material on hand.
* * #

Every one knows how
"so and so is engaged to

easily a report is spread that
so and so," thereby often really
Every one also
preventing such a thing taking place.
knows that what the News Letter says is based on fact;
therefore, we are extra cautious in giving publicity to
much that comes to us as news unless well authenticated.
For this reason we have refrained from noticing a whisper
current hi the swim for some time past, but now growing
quite loud and not to be hushed, so that a mention of
its murmuring is not out of place. According to it a prominent widower, who has long been held as impervious to
bright eyes and soft smiles, has become a strong admirer
of an equally well-known widow, many years his senior
but what of that? Her wit and sprightly style is perennial, and if the gallant Colonel be of matrimonial mind the
lady would make a good head for his dinner table and preside with edat.
* * *

compensation, that popular Army beau and general favorite, Lieutenant W. W. Galbraith, has returned to his post
at the Presidio, after a lengthened leave of absence, part
of which he spent in Europe-

Captain and Mrs. Collier have been the recipients of
sympathy in the recent dreadful calamity which
has befallen them. Their friends have been practical also,
in the offers of houses all over the country while their
lately destroyed villa is being rebuilt; but San Francisco
will likely be their choice, where it is hoped Mrs. Collier
will soon recover from the terrible blow she has received
in the loss of her pet Jack.
universal

* * #

hoping for a gay time this summer, if the
Osgood Hookers can give it to them. This charming young
matron, so recently a bride, is an adept at social functions,
and already moonlight water picnics, "Pinafore" and
" Lurline " are being discussed as among the probabiliSausalito

ties of

is

the future.
* # *

When a woman with eyes the hue of those of a Maltese
cat strives to win a man to her influence, let him bear in
mind that feline resemblances are indicative of the same

A

characteristics.

truly Tennyson's words: " It is the little rift within
the lute, that, slowly widening, makes the music mute,"
would seem to apply to the disrupted Fortnightlies.
careless word, a resented slight, a breach, and then discord, so
that harmony cannot be restored, and the meetings have
been discontinued for the present.
Various causes are
assigned for the cessation of these merry affairs. Some
say the members accused each other of breaking the club's
inflexible law of secrecy and giving the thing away; but
these good people should remember that one of their
choicest spirits is in touch, to say the least, with a daily

glassed bachelor

paper, and how easily an acorn of news becomes an oak in
such a case, everyone will admit who is at all familiar with such things.

party recently.

How

A

is

soft hand can scratch,
warned.

Oh

movement

* * *
If the Cliff House walls could speak they could, to use
the language of Shakespeare, "a tale unfold" of the doings
of a gay crowd who made a visit in a midnight coaching

* # *

a

much talked of Easter
be like Hamlet without the Prince if Miss Jennie refuses to return to grace it with her presence.
It begins to look as though the

on foot to induce some of our leading capitalists to build an opera house which can be made
a credit to the Pacific coast and a source of profit to its
projectors.
Dr. Harry Tevis is spoken of as a likely person to be intrusted with the management of the concern,
and if the thing eventuates one may be sure he will be as
successful as Al. Bouvier has been in the direction of
affairs at the Baldwin.
Dr. Tevis's well-known ability in
engineering amateurs through the difficulties of theatrical
paths is a voucher for this, and all hope the news may be
true.
Not only do we need an opera house, but he would
be the right man in the right place.
rfi'/,

The eye-

Since the announcement of the widow's engagement the
drooping hopes of many have been refreshed, for when so
clever a woman can see fit to select a youthful mate,
surely a maid of many seasons may with propriety risk
taking a Brownie.

size in

* * *

too.

* * #

is

cotillion will

to chew Adams' Pepsin Tutti-Frutti
Indigestion fades before i t.

Don't fail
meals

.

Chewing Gum

THE

HOTEL RAFfM, OPENS^
SAN RAFAEL, CAL

* # *

The fashion of wealthy young girls taking an impecunious
young lady as their chaperon and care-taker generally, is
growing among us. It is one of the most sensible customs
imported from England by our fashionables, for in nine
cases out of ten the advantage of genteel, lady-like companionship thus afforded the daughters of Croesus compensates for lack of early training and maternal care.
Sometimes, however, the tenth case happens to be as
frisky as the most skittish girl, and the result is the reins

after

April

16U

For the season, under the management of

CAPT.
Write now

for rates

C. B.

JOHNSON.

and rooms.

A

of control are not held with a very firm hold.
story is
whispered of an occurrence of late illustrative of this.
* * *

What

a perfect encyclopedia of the military is one of
the young ladies of society.
No army register could be
more accurate as to place, station, length of service and
age of the different officers therein than the retentive
memory of the lady. As an envious black coat (in whom
she took no interest) observed "She's a Key sure enough."

Gomel;

Oolong.
The

oldest and most reliable brand on the
market. Sold only in 1-3 pound papers at
20 cents per paper. All grocers keep it.
-

StrozunskPs.

:

Popular prices, equal to others; no imitating.
All original styles, varied to suit the
Competent artists employed; no
features.

wavers, to wave
apprentices, ''Bernhardt
hair without burning " Eau Broux," to restore
grey or bleached hair to natural color. Latest styles in modern Bangs,
particularly Louis de Lavelliere style. Open Sundays.
1

* * *

Leading Hair Dresser.

'

;

On

a stately belle of seasons past and present has
at length found a heart.
dit,

Corner Ellis and Leavenworth streets
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PICTURESQUE

SUo,

SAN

FRANCISCO.

01"
Premier

the

of

was born a"
journe
•>( Madrid and
entered the Cortes in 1>."i2. in which
year he was made Minister of the Interior
Since thai
time he has held several cabinet positions
He was one of
.•itiniate chiefs who called Alfonso XII to the throne
of his
He was Prime Minister in s 7i 7.">, and
again in 1879, and he was honored with the same appointor the third time from 1S7!»-S1.
In 18>4 he was
appointed Prime Minister.
The following nines go with a course dinner: Sherry
..in,

;i

l

with soup, chablis or sauterne with fish, claret with entrees, champagne, hock or moselle with the roast, port
wine with the cheese, and Burgundy with the dessert. Red
wines should be served at the same temperature as the
room, but white wines should be slightly chilled, the ice
being packed around the bottles, but never being put into

I; lllusl rai ion of San
Francisco this wool; i- a superb
view of the city taken from Buena Vista Park, looking towards the north.
Tin- view one gains of th<
from tins beautiful park on a clear day is beyond descrip
tion.
Being at a very high elevation, the eve is enabled to
roam in uninterrupted freedon across to the verdant .Marin
County hills in the background, and can take in every pointof
interest lying between them and the park's confioeB.
The
tall, stately trees one sees running from the center to the
one of the an
left of the picture form the Panhandle
trances to the famous Golden Gate Park.
It is also known
as the Baker street entrance, cable and electric cars connecting it with all points of the city.
Some distance beyond the Panhandle one sees the slopes laid apart for the
resting places of the dead the Calvary, Odd Fellows' and
Masonic cemeteries. Thence running down to the Bay
and around to the right of the picture, is the district of
the Western Addition, where so many of our aristocracy
reside.
The entire district presented in the picture has
all been built up during the last six years or so, and was
formerly one huge mass of desolate and wind-swept sand.

—

the glass.

Gossip in London is to the effect that the Prince of
Wales and the late Prince Henry of Battenberg had their
fortunes told by a gypsy some \ ears ago. The Prince of
Wales was informed that he would never be King of England, and Henry that he would die seeking glory under a
tropic sky.
Since the fulfillment of the one prophecy the
Prince of Wales has been partially afflicted with melan-

choly.

Sir John Millais, the President of the Royal Academy,
sixty-seven years of age.
One of his most noted paintings is that of Mr. Gladstone, taken in 1885.
He was
decorated with the Legion of Honor in 1878, and in 1882
was elected a foreign associate of the Academie des Beaux
Arts: he was made a baronet in 1885.
is

Curiosities are losing their value in England.
An
auction of some relics belonging to Lord Nelson brought
only fair prices, the highest being paid for articles assopainted fan, presented to
ciated with Lady Hamilton.
her by Nelson, brought $340. The Admiral's folding bed
fetched $195.

A

One of the richest men of the world is said to be
John B. Robinson, of South Africa, whose fortune has been
estimated at $350,000,000. Upon his arrival at the diamond fields he found a stone valued at $1,200, and from
that time on success followed his footsteps.
Composers, as a rule, are baldheaded men; instrumental performers, on the other hand, have heavy heads
of hair.
Brass instruments have a bad effect on the
growth of the hair.
The violin and piano add to its

notorious Dr. Brown scandal has
THE
a
climax by the acquittal
farcical

woman upon

his

own

testimony.

been brought to

the Davidson
That the matter was
of

cooked up between them so as to save the licentious divine
further publicity is self apparent. His repeated assertions that the $500 was paid merely to get evidence
against the women who were persecuting him proves the
man to be a liar, and a dull-witted one at that. Men are
not in the habit of expending such sums unless forced to do
so by fear of some dishonorable revelations which may
eventually be made public. Mrs. Davidson had the whip
hand over him and the Doctor knew it. We recommend
that he be proceeded against for perjury and that his
church be closed by the police until the members of his
flock regain some small idea of the value of decency.
not likely that the Dominion Government will allow
threats of Manitoba to set up as an independent
Crown Colony to deter it from restoring to the Catholics
their old educational privileges. There are fanatics in that
part of the world as elsewhere, but in time they will be
outnumbered by intelligent and broad-minded citizens.
is

ITthe

First

—

Vestryman It must make a clergyman feel very
to discover that he has outlived his usefulness in

unhappy

—

a parish.
Second Vestryman Not so unhappy as it
the people when he doesn't discover it. New York
Tribune.

—

makes

No

other lamp-chimneys a

strength.

quarter so good as Macbeth' s;

The peerage of the late Lord Leighton was the
shortest lived of any in English history.
He expired the
day after the patent conferring nobility upon him was
issued.
Leaving no heirs the title died with him.

or cheap in the long run.

who

Arsene Houssaye, the celebrated French litterateur,
died lately in Paris, was born in 1815.
He was appointed director of the Theatre Francais in 1849, and un-

besides.

der the Empire was Inspector-General of Museums.

Index

You want

The Russian ambassadors in London, Paris, Berlin,
Vienna, and Constantinople, receive $37,500 each; the ambassador in Rome to Italy, $30,000; the ambassador in

Rome

We'll send you the
free.

;

Geo
Pittsburgh

the right shape

A

Macbeth Co

Pa

to the Pope, $9,000.

in which Queen Victoria lived as a little
with her mother, the Duchess of Kent, is now for sale
at Broadstairs.
A sister of Longfellow is still living in Portland, Me.,
Her name is Mrs. Pierce, and
at a very advanced age.
she is said to enjoy comparatively good health.

The house

C. A.

HOWLAND.

(Established

1875.)

Geo. M. lonergan.

girl,

Imperial Phot>OQrapniG Studio,
and 728 MARKET ST. (1st Floor),
Bet Kearny street and Grant ave., S. P.

724. 736

Carbon Plates a Specialty.

Lightning plates for taking Children.

The

beautiful Yvette Guilbert is as fastidious as she is exquisite.
According to the New York papers, the lovely French actress betted
she would drain a quart of Moet & Chandon Champagne from a
" loving cup " at one draught. She did. He paid!

A Sovereign Remedy— Dr. Parker's Cough Cure.
cough.
314

It never fails.
street.

Kearny

Try

it.

Prioe 25c.

One dose will stop a

George Dahlbender

&

Co.,

Telephone: Bush 12
Principal office: 23 Powell street,
opposite Baldwin Hotel.
Branch— 11 Taylor street, near Golden Gate avenue. Laundry— Twelfth
All ordinary mendstreet, bet. Folsom and Howard, San Francisco. Cal.
ing, sewing on buttons, etc., free of charge. Orders left at office will receive prompt attention. Work called for and delivered to any part of the
city free of charge.

La Grande Laundry 60.
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camp where values are grossly exaggerated, when there are
so many first-class opportunities lying around loose' at

The Situation
On the Comstock.
slaves of the

Not a few shareholders of Comstock
companies listed on the
mining
Boards in this city have been prone
in the past to believe that they were

management

of the mines.

It

now begins

to

appear that the latter are the more thoroughly manacled
in bondage to the Miners' Union of Virginia City.
It
would seem from recent high-handed proceedings that the
crowned heads of the Comstock are the directors and advisers of the brawn and muscle that swings the pick on the
lower level. Now, while the owners of Comstock shares
will one and all agree upon the point that the men in the
employ of the companies represented shall be placed in a
financial condition to feed and house well their families, it
is not to be imagined for one moment that dictation from
this quarter in extraneous matters will be sanctioned for a
moment. It may suit the mine management to temporize
with acts of glaring insubordination, and to continue to
pay high wages, in order to keep the good will of the
union, but then

the question presents itself, are these
Directors doing their duty to the people who really own
the mines, even if they do not control them? The chief
cause of the decline of mining on the Comstock for years
past, has been the exorbitant demands of miners, the
majority of whom are actuated no doubt by the men at the
head of the union. While they are willing and content to
come to California or go to Montana and accept a per
diem of $2.50 per day, an offer of $3 is scoffed at on the Comstock.
It is very evident that the men in control of the
properties will never bring about a reduction. No one
seems anxious to lead as the individual to "bell the cat."
Why this is so does not seem exactly clear. Miners as a
rule are a common sense set of men, who are willing to
talk a matter out with anybody, provided they are taken
the right way, and the lads in Virginia are no exception
to the rule, unless the last exhibition of bad conduct is to
be taken as a criterion of the morale of the entire body.
In any event, new arrangements will be looked for down
here before much activity can be looked for in the market, which was as dull and weak as ever of late, during
the week now closed.
Seif-Crowned

Many remarks have been passed by mining men on the propriety of the comment

upon the so-called Hamilton-Smith syndicate of operators, who have again appeared
upon the scene with the revival of interest in gold mining
in California.
Africa and Westralia was good enough for
them until now, and it has yet to be learned of any effort
they have made during the interim since their previous
visitation, which, like the Plague or the Big Wind, is to be
remembered, to help out the interests of California mines
or miners.
Now, however, that years of toil and the
patient investment of private fortunes is about to yield its
reward, of course the great revolving luminary of the mining world must be on hand with his attendant satellites to
participate in the result of other peoples' efforts.
It is
said that they bring money with them into the State. This
is satisfactory, in a way,
but, if they only return what
they have taken out in the past, it will be still more so.
The only redeeming feature of the situation is the selection
of an able and honorable representative in the person of
Mr. J. Ross Browne to superintend their investment,
which may, for this reason, break the record of failure and
prove successful. If this combination of pretentious arrogance is content for the future to confine itself to its own
business, and leave that of others alone, there is no likelihood that any one will care to intrude on the over-powering dignity of a personal association, with its consequential
Royalty.

membership.

Our esteemed contemporary,
Senseless Work
Of Mine Seekers.

the In-

'The announcement has
been made that a large company of
Californians has been formed to invest
half a million dollars in Cripple Creek mines. It is a curious
thing to find investors going so far away fiom home to a
vestor, says:

home. Not to speak of the immense mineral field that lies
along the Sierra Nevada from the Tehachapi to the Oregon
line, there is in the seven southern counties sufficient mineral
wealth to keep thousands of men busy all the year around.
What has hitherto been accomplished in Southern California, has been done in a crude and primitive manner, the
resources of the mine owners being, as a rule, very limited,
yet most encouraging results have been achieved. * * *
Outside capital is already beginning to take hold of properties here, and California capitalists will wake up some
fine morning and find that while they have been buying
Colorado prospects and paying the price of mines for them,
Colorado men have been getting hold of more of our valuable properties at prices that will permit them to repay
themselves from the ore within a year.
The statement which appeared recently
An Overrated
in print that the mill of the Santa YsaMining Venture, bel Mine, of Tuolumne County, was
about ready to start up, must have
been a far-fetched idea on the part of some one who would
like to assist the manipulating clique in Boston.
There is
no mill on the property that we have ever heard of, and
furthermore, owing to the situation of the property and
the showing it has made so far, it will never turn out
enough ore to run a five-stamp mill for any length of time.
It is due to the Boston Exchange that a close investigation
be made into the affairs of this concern before any serious
Under any circumstances, fifteen
mistakes are made.
dollars is altogether too much for the shares of this property.

The report of the twenty-third ordinary
A Prosperous

annual meeting of the Anglo-California
Bank, Limited, recently held in London, is just to hand.
The statement
presented by the chairman showed a prosperous condition
of affairs, considering the condition of commercial matters
all over the world.
While it was shown that the earnings
for the time would have permitted payment of the customary dividend of seven per cent per annum, the rate was reduced to six per cent, on the score of prejudice, and at the
same time over $20,000 was carried forward.
It was
stated that the earning power of the bank had not diminished in face of the business depression through which people had passed at home and abroad, and that the profits
were, in reality, larger than last year's.
The brighter
prospects for the coming year in California were duly commented upon, the season having so far been favorable to
the wheat crop, fruit and other crops promising well, with
renewed activity in gold mining, which shows good results.
The Right Honorable Sir Henry H. Fowler, M. P., was
re-elected to the seat in the Board of Directors, which he
had to vacate in 1892, owing to other duties involved by
his connection with the Government of that period.
Banking Concern.

A Bankrupt
Mining Company,

The Santa Rosa Mine, of Perris, Riverside County, has just filed a petition in
insolvency.
at $108,414,

The assets are estimated
which amount $100,319

of

real estate.
The liabilities are placed at $18,904.
The mine has been supposed to be one of the richest in
Southern California.
With this in mind the financial deficiency is small enough to suggest the hope that the comis in

pany will see some way to tide over its complications. In
speaking of the failure a reliable contemporary says that
one of the most encouraging facts about this district is
that in every case, so far, the mines have improved with
depth.

The fire loss of the United States and
Canada for the month of January shows a
total of $11,040,000, as compared with
$11,895,600 for the same month in 1895,
and $10,568,400 for January, 1894. To February 28th the

Among

the
Underwriters,

losses in the United States alone are estimated at $17,898,500, or an average of over $300,000 per day, dating

from January 1st.
The Omaha Fire Company has gone
into the hands of a receiver.
L. Rosenthal has been
elected President of the Association of Marine Underwriters of this city, with A. H. Small, Secretary, and Harrison Houseworth, Treasurer.
The New York Life, after
arranging its little difficulty with the Government of
Switzerland, is about to apply for re-admission.
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Buckleyii
out
the Democratic State
THE
Oommlttee, have picked themselves up out
the mud
i>y

of

md

on the cold

are warming themselves bypassing resolutions.
They are good resolutions good for letting everybody see that the Buokleyitea are sore.
Hut
as everybody knew thai before, the necessity tor the reso
Unions, except as a form of recuperating exercise, does
not occur to any mind free from the misfortune of belong-

'Hear tbe Crier:''
W»»i tbe <UtII art thou!"
One thai willplij ibedeTll.slr. wllhrou."
•

1«.en ?kirt and

slocking.

The ladies all go Hocking
To bear him talk o( heaven
He looks so meek and saintly

ing to a Buckleyit.\
the whitewashed C. 0. B.

Thai the darlings whisper faintly
" I wish he'd look a minute with eyes

B few weeks San Francisco
INfive
hundred of the leading

:

He prays— the
Knowing

And

sly otd

well be

the

is

like those at

me."

dinner-

a winner,

women think him

lovely as he babbles like a stream

;

Hut the I>evil slowly •buckles
As he rubs his bony knuckle-.

And

waits

lowake him rudely from

his present golden

dream.

OF

course Mattie Overman told the truth when she
said she had, like a skillful dressmaker, turned and
repaired those letters to Mrs. Tunnell in order to concoct
a false story for the blackmailing of Dr. Brown.
The
story was so convincing that it saved her dear pastor's
bacon with the Church Council, and she would no doubt be
perfectly willing to go on the stand in Judge Bahrs' court
and repeat the simple little tale there were it not for her
modesty. She has no fear of the penalties for perjury, and
Dr. Brown had nothing whatever to do with her skipping
out of the United States just as Mrs. Davidson's case was
coming up. That was only a coincidence, and Mattie is a
sweet, pious lamb, who wouldn't fib for the world, and
Brother Brown is a saint who deserves all she has done
for him.
But what a good thing in this season of affliction
it is for him that the Lord gave him at birth (first and
second) a face of brass instead of one made of mere flesh
and capable of blushing.

young Mr. Hearst was
Egypt when
Examiner
SOmade
that
contract with the Southern

in
the
$30,000
Pacific
to so conduct the editorial columns that they should give
no offense! Well, the fare to Egypt and back does not
represent a very heavy percentage on $30,000, and the
outlay was easily worth the cost if it shall enable young
Mr. Hearst to plead that it was not he but his wicked
business office that did the dirty work.
Modern journalism is full of striking and diverting features, and a flight
into Egypt is rather good in its waj
Willie Hearst conferring face to face with Rameses II. while a bad man from
the Examiner office creeps up behind and fills his unconscious employer's pockets with unclean money, would make
a taking first page picture in the Sunday edition.
.

brethren who whitewashed Dr. Brown
THE
their
are
been kicked by him
for

pains,

and have

entitled to the

prayers of the congregation. Possibly the Lord might be
induced to open their eyes to the great truth that when he
put brains in their heads he did so with the intention that
they should use them for thinking. And perhaps it may
be borne in upon their pious minds, now they are suffering
from the late dear Brother Brown's kicks, that adultery,
perjury, and subornation of perjury really are sins, even
when committed by an ordained clergyman. It is terrible

invaded by some
of the United
States.
This will be a good opportunity for us to get, even
with these robber- and the t'uiKit hopes that every one
will do his best to make them repent their countless iniquities.
He suggests, for instance, that they be turned
over to Sutro at the Cliff House, who will see that they
leave everything behind save their underwear.

Oakland Times man
THE
paper upon the Athens

will

be

men

hotel

trying to force a one-cent
the Pacific.
The Crier
supposes that Mr. High comes from Maine, where the
people are so mean that they bury their dead without
shifts.
Californiaus are not in favor of copper yet, my
little

Go back East

man.

is

of

I

much to be thankful for
THERE
ladies of the
will not
is

W.

C. T.

U.

after all. The
hold their conven-

in life,

San Francisco because the railroads refuse to grant
them reduced rates.
The Crier advises them to camp in
Kansas, where the addition of a few harmless cranks will
tion in

not be noticed.
the women
WHEN
the ignorant hordes

suffragists turn their attention to
of their own sex and seek to
to the level of rational beings, they will

educate them up
probably accomplish more good than by indulging in
glittering platitudes and windy abuse at the expense of
men.
TU( ESSRS. Lucchesi and Howe, the martial musicians,
should be placed in a dark room and allowed to criticise their own compositions. The harmonica and the trombone may be fine instruments in their way, but they are
surely not worth fighting about, gentlemen.
bar-room diplomats are said to be much surprised at the conviction of Louis Sternberg for violating the Purity of Elections law. The Crier is surprised
that the young gentleman and his fellows were not lynched
some time ago.
C. Overman Brown preached last Sunday upon the

i"

LOCAL

DR.

text, '• I know that my Redeemer liveth." The Crier
thinks the knowledge must make the whitewashed Doctor
feel remarkably uncomfortable under the circumstances.

the cathode ray upon the fairy surmounting the
TURN
the City Hall, and you
find only disgust
dome
will

of

at the dull-witted Commissioners beneath her
like toothless rats at the expense of the public.

who

fight

Crier thanks the Rev. Mr. Rader for stating that
THE
he
and hopes
every man may be a new man
if

will,

to have to come to that frightful conclusion, but, brethren,
it looks as if it must be done.

that the clergy of San Francisco will start right in and begin honorable and self-respecting careers.
Presbyterians are about to expend a large sum of
money on a new church near the Park Panhandle.
They would do better to expend it on missionary work
among the lost Congregationalists.

B. Anthony, Rev. Anna Shaw, and a multitude
SUSAN
the ends of the earth,
of other advanced sisters from

Buckley intends making a little trip to Europe
BOSS
next May. Owing to the friendly relations existing

have invaded California to carry on a campaign in behalf
of female suffrage.
Good. We pray for more.
Every
New Woman who parades around and talks, inspires the
average male of the species with an increasing fondness
There needs only a rattling
for the old kind of woman.
campaign by the sisters to insure a vote against the suffrage amendment that will make it as dead the day after
election as the Examiner's reputation for honesty and sincerity has now the bad luck to be.
"/'"NOME out of that " cried the wife, poking the broom
V_/ under the bed, whence her pursued husband had
never while I have
fled.
"Never," he shouted back,
the spirit of a man " And that seems to be the heroic
resolution of the Examiner while the other papers prod it
with the broom of truth under the Southern Pacific bed-

between the two countries we can always have him ex-

all

!

!

stead.

THE

tradited

if

necessary.

on Tuesday decided twenty-one
THE Supremewe Court
could only have the same number
cases.

of

If

hangings in one day California would feel much relieved.
unemployed painters in this city should be provided with work at the city's expense. Let us give
them Dr. C. Overman Brown to re-whitewash.
Sullivan thinks that an engine company should
What is" the matter
be located at Sutro Heights.
with a windmill ?
Crier hopes that Durrant will get it where the
emu got it last Tuesday in the neck.
PARSON died at Biggs a few days ago. There is hope
ft for the country after all.

THE

CHIEF

THE

—
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excessive drinking.
But here we may ask how is it that
Scotland, in which statistics prove more whiskey is consumed per head of the population than in Ireland, gave us
many of the deepest thinkers of the ages? But the lesson
to be gathered from this important book is the great fact
that until recently the world has not treated the inebriate
as he should have been treated
that he is not a fool, nor
a wanton and wicked sinner he is not a headstrong and
hardened criminal, nor are his outbreaks of intemperance
the fruit of an evil and perverse disposition.
To all this,
science emphatically answers No
And here we have the
key note of Dr. Norman Kerr's views. And after reading
his book we cannot but come to the conclusion that the
civil authorities should recognize inebriety as a disease,
and it should provide means, in hospitals and homes, for its
scientific treatment, in place of the penal methods of fines
and imprisonment hitherto in use. The disease of inebriety is
here shown to be complex and its symptomatology a strange
blending of both the physical and psychical, extending along
the borderlands of sanity hence, it cannot be understood
except by long, patient study, such as Dr. Norman Kerr
has given it. To ignore all these facts and attempt to define the many phases of this disease and the specific treatment demanded, based on mere opinions or theories, is, as
this book abundantly proves, simply confusing.
And in
once more bringing these facts before the world, Dr. Norman Kerr has done a benefit to society. Inebriety must
be regarded as a physical disease if we would understand
the hidden forces which govern its march along the lines of
civilization. When a man or woman is charged with lunacy
the law provides that a jury be called and proper investigation and inquiry be made as to the mental sanity or insanity, and if the jury adjudge the party a lunatic or insane, he or she is committed to an asylum, nolens volt m,
and until the superintendent of said asylum declares the
patient restored and of sound mind, the law takes from
him or her all right of contract, or rights of purchase or
conveyance. Is not an habitual inebriate an insane person ? If any of our readers do not think so, then we advise them to read Dr. Norman Kerr's scientific treatment
of the subject, and we shall be surprised if they will not
change their views. And it is refreshing to learn, as Dr.
Kerr tells us, that "at Waldeck, in Germany, a decree
has been issued that no license to marry will hereafter be
granted to any individual who is addicted to drunkenness
or, having been so, he must exhibit proofs that he is no
longer a slave thereto," while "in Paris the police take
to the hospital of St. Anne," instead of to the police station as heretofore, "all persons' found unconscious or partially so," no matter from whatever cause.
This is an improvement on the old brutal method of throwing drunken
men into a cell to "sleep it off," and it is by reading such
works as the one before us that public opinion will be influenced in the direction of treating inebriety as a disease,
and, as a consequence, treating it humanely and on scientific
;

;

For many years past there has been a concensus of scientific medical opinion that
Week.*
habitual or periodical drunkenness is often
either a symptom or a sequel of disease.
It
has been so treated in the Washingtonian Home for
Inebriates in Boston for the last twenty years, and all over
the world eminent observers, and particularly those who
have had the actual care of such cases, almost universally
admit that inebriety is, in most cases, a disease, a pathological condition developed in various forms.
Dr. Forbes
Winslow, who was considered the most eminent observer
of mental disease, perhaps, in the world, two decades ago,
said that "there is a morbid craving for stimulants which
is clearly traceable to a brain condition.
It is a form of
insanity, although it is not recoguized by law.
Insanity
can be clearly traced to habits of intemperance. I think
chronic inebriety a form of insanity which ought not to be
associated with ordinary cases of lunacy, that there are
many forms of insanity caused by intemperance, and that
inebriate asylums will undoubtedly lesson the number of
insane asylums, because inebriety unchecked and untreated
will in many cases pass into insanity." Indeed, the records
of the Washingtonian Home, from which we took Dr.
Winslow's statement, are full of authorities which go to
show that inebriety has long been recognized as a disease,
and in these records we read that "the British Medical
Association, representing nearly seven thousand of the
medical profession in the United Kingdom, at their meeting in August, 1877, asserted that excessive intemperance
is in many cases a symptom of a special form of insanity,
which requires special treatment, with a view, first, to
the recovery of those afflicted, and, second, to the protection and advantage of society."
And now comes another
eminent specialist, Dr. Norman Kerr, of London, who
adds his testimony to the mass already accumulated, and
says that "inebriety is a disease," and that it belongs to
the group of "diseases of the nervous system," and its
nearest ally is insanity." And there is not, perhaps, a
specialist in the world whose opinion on this subject will be
received with more deference than that of this famous
man, who, as "President of the Society for the Study of
Inebriety; Chairman of the British Medical Association
Inebriates' Legislation Committee, Consulting Physician
of the Dalrymple Home for the Treatment of Inebriates,
and Vice President of the International Congress of
Medical Jurisprudence," has had abundant opportunities
for studying inebriety in all its phases.
Indeed, so far as
we can ascertain by a few days' research in the San Francisco Library, and other such means of information as may
be at hand, Dr. Norman Kerr's book appears to be the
most exhaustive and scientific treatment of inebriety that
has yet appeared in print, and, strange as it may appear
to the lay reader, yet it is a book full of living interest,
covering a range of subjects, all of which, however, are
closely allied with inebriety, and the interest in which
never flags from preface to finis. There is not a dull line
in the 580 pages this book covers, and science is so popularized that the book will be, by many people, found more
interesting than a well written novel.
Not only does Dr. Norman Kerr treat inebriety as a
functional and neurotic disease, but he covers every form
of inebriety
its close alliance with insanity, its pathology,
A Book

of

the

—

etiology, relation of inebriety to insurance, to civil law, to
food, and to religion, and the difficulty we find in reviewing
the book is owing to its "abundance of riches."
In one

place he calls attention to the "remarkable sobriety of
the Jews," and in another he tells that "as a whole the
Anglo-Saxons seem to be more prone to this disease than
any other race but the Russians, the Swedes, the Belgians, the Germans, the Swiss, the French, and the Austrians seem to be steadily coming up to the English and
the Americans," and again he shows that education is no
bar to the disease, while we are informed that the Irish
people have not produced great thinkers because of their
;

!

;

;

principles.
* "

Inebriety or Narcromania. its Etiology, Pathology, Treatment and
By Norman Kerr, M. D F. L. S,

Jurisprudence "

.

The "History of the Paris Commune," by Mr. Thomas
March, is amateurish. The author is emotional, and he indulges in too many apostrophes and ejaculatory moralizations. In fact, there is a good deal of the "Come all ye" in the
book, and yet Mr. March tells us some things worth remembering about Paris, that city of Vhomme sensual moyen,
during the convulsions from March 18th to May 21st.
There have been, or will be, very nearly five hundred
separate books published this spring in this country,
against three hundred last year.
One publishing firm is
to issue fifty-six books, or new editions, and the average is
eight to each of sixty-two publishing firms.
But this does
not include a number of books already published this year.
Dr. Weir Mitchell has been for three years at work on a
novel entitled: " Hugh Wynne (Free Quaker), Sometime
Brevet Lieutenant-Colonel on the Staff of His Excellency,
General Washington." The story covers a period of thirty
years, from 1753 to 1783, and deals largely with the Whig
Quaker and social life in Philadelphia in the last century.

Mr. William Astor Chanler's account of his exploring
expedition to Northeastern Africa is promised immediately.
It will be illustrated by

amateur photographs.

March
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as it he had exen Idol."
hausted his fund of wit and humor, for his last production,
'•
»vy, lumbering, somnolent, and
Lyre and Lan<
dismal.
Instead of being "a story in scenes," as he calls
I.vro and Lancet " is a corned v, and a coarse one at
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Breakfast Cocoa;
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The Rt. Hon. James Bryce, M. P., author
most
popular and successful work, "The American Commonwealth." has written an article for the April Forum entitled. "Two South African Constitutions.
an elaborate
aoalys's of the systems ..f government in the two South
African Republics the Transvaal and the Orange Free
of that

It
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"
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George Gissing has written fifteen books in as many
but no general fame came to him until the publication of "A Year of Jubilee" last year.
His new book,
"The Paying Guest." is a short story and a fairly good
one.
But like so many other realistic writers, Mr. Gissing

Absolutely
Pure.

-

harps on the dreary and rather awful phases

No Chemicals.

of existence.

BEWARE OF

Hawthorne's $10,000 prize story, "A Fool of
Nature." is to be brought out very soon by Charles Scribner's Sons, who will restore to it the 20,000 words cut out
for purpose of serial publication.
Mr. Hawthorne makes
the statement that he wrote the story in nineteen days.
Julian

In the Ladies' Home Journal for April, General A. W.
Greely furnishes an interesting article entitled, 'The
Personal Side of Washington." which throws interesting
light upon him as son, husband, neighbor, business man,
slave owner and Christian.
The poet Cowper's beautiful garden in Buckinghamshire
was. with some adjoining property, recently sold for $2,400.
The purchaser was a butcher who has occupied the land for

IMITATIONS.
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appear next autumn.
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Abraham

Gunst, the father of Police Commissioner
i'L Moses A. Gunst, died in this city on the 24th inst. at
the ripe old age of 83 years. The deceased gentleman was
born in Hildesheim, Germany, and came to California as
early as 1853, where he went into business on an extensive
scale.
In 1855 he went to Atlanta, establishing himself in
the wholesale dry goods business, and after the war returned to San Francisco. From 1867 to 1876 he operated
a large mercantile establishment on Market street, where
the Phelan Building now stands, and shortly afterwards
retired from active business life. Mr. Gunst was a man of
enterprise and character, and, by his death, the city loses
one of its most prominent and influential citizens.
JJl E.

—

—

father, whose name was Whaites spelled after the English fashion
crossed to this country in 1784 with Jacob
Astor, and the two engaged in the manufacture of organs;
many of which still exist in the old, half-forgotten churches

—

of
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For barbers, bakers, bootblacks, bath-houses, billiard tables, brewers, book-binders, candy-makers,
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The death

of Mrs. Georgiana St. John in
Oakland, Sunday, was mourned by the
many who had for years held her Christian acts and charities with such deep regard.
The funeral services took
place Tuesday last, and were attended by the immediate
relations and friends.
The -pall-bearers were Messrs. John
P. Irish, William McPherson Hill, Samuel Theller, and
George A. Grant.
The final interment will take place in
the old family tomb, in the graveyard of the First Presbyterian Church, Fifth avenue and Eleventh street, New
York.
Her only son, Chauncy St. John, a well-known
officer in the Federal Service for years, survives her. The
deceased lady was descended from some of the oldest families of New York
the Fitzgeralds, the Champions, the
Livingstons, Sheffields, and others.
Her great-grand-

Mrs. St. John.

Roofing Department,
116 Battery street.

in several

times over.

Harriet Beecher Stowe

at

Does your

In the summer number of the Illustrated London News
there will appear a new essay of Robert Louis Stevenson,
which has been discovered among the papers left by him.
said that the books in Senator Allison's
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on Sunday for the West, to the regret of their many
friends here, who have seldom a chance to show them any
attention.
Senator Jones was the guest of honor at Secretary Olney's dinner in Washington last night.
Miss
Marie Ybarra, sister-in-law of Dr. Isaac Rivas, has just
been elected Secretary of the Circulo Colon Cervantes
Cotillion Club.
Miss Ybarra is very popular in the Spanish
circles of New York, and is a great belle at the receptions
of the Circulo Colon Cervantes, the most exclusive of the
Spanish clubs. Mr. Andreas Martinez, long a resident of
left

*>HE Sportsman's Exhibition

is one of
the leading attractions of this week.
And it is even more successful than the one of which I
There is a very fine display of rods,
wrote you last year.
San Francisco, has recently married in Central America,
guns, gaffs, canoes, nautical models, trophies, flies, spoons,
and his friends in New York are daily expecting him on
reels, and all the accoutrements and appurtenances of the
his wedding tour, which he proposes extending to Spain.
It is a very paradise for the lovers of
sportsman's life.
and
there is only one
The poster craze, which daily grows more violent, includes
the life of plain, wood, and stream,
amongst its successful exponents Albert Gihon, son of exdrawback to it in my, perhaps, prejudiced eyes, which is
bicycle.
We
have
only
Medical Inspector Albert Gihon, U. S. N., whose posters
all-pervading
the presence of the
It would have been such a
are so dainty in conception and original in execution as to
just survived a bicycle show.
have arrested the attention of New York art circles.
modest little kindness to spare us any reminder of it. But
Some weeks ago I spoke of Madame Saville, nee Simonno doubt the bicycle, in moderation, belongs to the exhibThere is a very inson, as having sung at the Tivoli Opera House in your
ition, and must therefore be endured.
She hails
city.
This, it appears, was a mistake.
Her sister, howteresting woman at the Garden for the week.
ever, had an engagement to appear there, but did not acfrom Maine, and is known by the suggestive name of " Fly
cept it, another offer being made her from England. This
Rod." She is well on in years— I mean to say well beyond
engagement was not filled, owing to her sudden sickness
first youth
is weather-beaten in complexion, and wears a
and demise.
Passe Partout.
knot of untidy brown hair, and a very much stained green
New Yuri;, March 20th, 1S96.
She is scarcely beautiful to look upon,
suit, with boots.
but what she does not know about fishing is not worth
A DRYAD.
knowing. One of the most pleasing exhibits is a large tank
where five pound salmon trout and black bass are disportIts soft eyes seemed like two big drops of dew,
ing themselves; and another exhibition, a one pound rod, is
Its mouth was of wild roses, cupped and bent
shown by Mr. " Johnny " Hecksher, who did all his tarpon
Like lips that once to mine sweet kisses lent,
fishing with it, a story which sounds like a fairy-tale, but
Which borrowings, methinks, I gave to you—
There is also shown a rod
which is, nevertheless, true.
Thus false to one, yet to another true,
weighing one and five-eighths ounces which is responsible
Its face was masked in leaves that were so rent
The eyes peeped through, like stars of sentiment,
for many heavy catches, running as high as two pounds.
Bright with a love a mortal never knew.
It is mounted in gold, and has a gold reel inscribed with
Placing my fingers to my lips profane
the name of the owner, who is a big insurance man here.
But
enough
of this
I threw the biding Dryad just a kiss,
It cost three hundred and fifty dollars.
And lo! the bush shook with the wind awhirl,
truth—
that
I
am
just
a
exhibition, or you may suspect the
As paled its leaves in prophecy of rain
But apropos of it, I must
bit daft on things of this sort.
A streak of sun-transforming gold, I wis,
ask if the souvenir craze has affected your women ? The
For two eyes beamed, each one a radiant pearl.
bicycle show saw daily a disgraceful scramble for the worthLee Faiechild.
less trifles given away by the different firms, and the women
pins
advertising
with
differover
all
Garden
stuck
left the
^HE
Medical Record, of New York, one of our most
1
ent wheels. The present show does not cater to this craze.
valued exchanges, lately celebrated its thirtieth birthThe theatre souvenirs are just as great a temptation to a
Although the Record is really intended for profesday.
certain class of women who do not hesitate to stoop to dissional men, it contains so much of general interest, and
honest means of acquiring the usually tawdy collection
is so ably edited, that it could be perused with benefit
Souvenir night has begiven away by the managements.
by every intelligent person in the country.
come a detestable phrase in the theatre-goers' ears, and,
" Hello, Bill, where's your wife ?
'She's gone on a
except for the collectors, is a tabooed evening.
whaling expedition up in the nursery.'
Louis Schmidt, Jr., who in his several years' residence in
New York has made a really solid reputation for himself amoag musicians,
gave a concert last night in Carnegie
Lyceum, assisted by Miss Mills as
pianist, and made, as usual, an artistic success.
Miss Eugenie Ferrer,
good drenching in a cold rain is often the beginning
the gifted daughter of that very highly
esteemed musician. Seiior Manuel FerYet no one claims that the germs of this
of consumption.
rer, has renewed her former successes
disease existed in the rainwater. Then how was this brought
in a recent concert at Lakewood,
exposure was followed by a cold ; the vitality was
about ?
under the patronage of the Rockefellers, the George Goulds, the Freelowered ; the cough continued for some weeks ; the throat
mans (President Cleveland's intimate
and lungs became congested ; and thus all the conditions
friends), and other prominent families.
were favorable for the growth of the consumption germs.
I have often mentioned Miss Ferrer in
my letters, but I must add here that
it is rare to see a young girl entirely
alone and unsupported by influence
outside of that which her talent gains

T

—

T

'

out in the rain
A

The

for her, so courageous and so fortunately appreciated as Miss Ferrer.
Mrs. E. B. Crocker and Miss Gladys
Crocker have been at Lakewood for

the last week, and Mrs. Fassett and
her children are with her.
Mr. and
Mrs. Belvin have taken their old
apartments at the Gerlach, and all of
Mrs. Belvin's friends are delighted to
see her looking so well after her visit
to California. Mr. and Mrs. de Young

Scotts Strvufsteru

of Cod-liver Oil,with hypophosphites, does not directly attack
But it does tone up the whole
these germs and kill them.
system and restores the body to health before serious harm
is done.
The germs of consumption thrive best when the
system is weakened and the throat and lungs congested. Do
not delay until it is too late, but treat your cough early.
Scott's Emulsion is one of the very best remedies.
SCOTT & BOWNB, Chemists, New York.
50 cts. and $1 a bottle.
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New York are determined
make
THE authorities brakes
on
machines, and
of

to
their
it is
probable that some action will also be taken by our own
ithorities in the matter.
The opinions of expert
•his city are divided upon the merits of the case.
Some think that it would be a very jrood thing to force all
its to have their machines equipped with a brake,
while others are of the opinion that the fact of a brake being on a wheel is not assurance that the rider will always
There is. doubtless, too much reckless riding at
ice

BICYCLES

,

A

paper published

in

Paris and devoted to builders,

accommodation

in-

DrummSt.

private houses.
This is another move in the right
direction, as an expensive wheel is as much worth taking
care of as is many a horse. The cycle tax returns for 1895
in France show that about 170,000 machines are being
used, or nearly 1 to every 210 of the population.
In this
country the average is about 1 to every 100.

A

WHITELXV

RIMMED V

hummer

San Francisco, Cal.

AND PURCHASER'S GUIDE

CITY INDEX

RESTAURANTS.
Academy Building, 333-334 Pine street. Rooms for
ladies and families, private entrance. John Bergez, Proprietor.

Bergez's Restaurant,

Bay State Oyster House. 15 Stockton & 109 O'Farrell. N. M. Adler, Prop.
Montgomery-St. Coffee and Lunch House. Good coffee and fresh eggs
a specialty. Cream waffles. 426 Montgomery St. H. H. HJUL, Prop.
Malson Tortoni, French Rotisserie, 111 O'Farrell street. Private dining
rooms and banquet hall. S. Constantini, Proprietor.
Nevada Restaurant, 417 Pine st. Private rooms; meals 50c. Loupy Bros
Poodle Dog Restaurant, S. E. cor. Grant ave. and Bush st. Private
dining and banquet rooms.
Tel. 429.
A. B. Blanco & B. Brun

of bicycles

in

'

RCTAIL STORE:
1640 Market St.

amonjr inexperienced boys and occasional oldtimers who like to indulge in a "coast " around a corner in
a populated district. The presence of the brake might
not only help them should they ever get in a tight place
but would also give the law some power to hold them in
case of wilful accidents.

vites architects to discuss the

/

HOOKER & CO.
IS-18

d

A STOBY comes from Johannesburg to the effect that
shortly after Dr. Jameson's fight two cyclists rode from
the city to view the battle field. On arriving they were
suddenly halted by an armed Boer, who practically took
them prisoners, and as more armed men were seen they
had to submit. They were held until the Commandant arrived, who, after cautioning them, finally released tbem
and bid them get back to Johannesburg and stay there.
Whether the Boer mistrusted the machine or the riders is
not stated.

BARNES

Dr.

DENTISTS.

Thomas L. Hill,
OFFICE: Odd Fellows'
streets.

Office hours

:

Building, southwest cor. Seventh and Market
9 a. m, to 5 p. m. Consultation Hours :
to 5.
-i

Dr. H. G. Young,
Bridges and teeth without plates.
Dr. R. Cutlar, 818 Sutter street.

1841

Polk

street.

MEDICAL.
Dr. R.

Elmer Bunker has removed to 630 Sutter street.
Hours 1 to 3 and 6:30 to 7:30 P. M.

stoby comes from Italy that Queen Margherita was
lately riding on her wheel in a private part of the park of
Monza, and was arrested by a policeman and asked her
name. The same day she sent the man her photograph
and one of the ten-franc pieces bearing her effigy by the
side of King Humbert so that he might recognize her in

POSTAGE STAMP DEALERS.
Hawaiian Stamps a specialty. MAKINS & CO 506 Market street.
Selections on approval: any place in world. W. F. GREANY, 827 Brannan

future.

The W.

wonder

any enterprising boys

ever open stands
where bicycles can be cleaned while you wait ? After a
long trip a rider would gladly pay a small sum to any lad
who would do the job properly. Even if they opened a
place where bicycles could be brought and left for them to
attend to, it seems that it would be well patronized.
An idea which could be made use of in this country to
some advantage is at present in use in France.
Hooks
are attached to the tops of the baggage cars, and to them
are suspended the bicycles, one hook to each wheel. By
this means they are safe from injury, and the space they
would otherwise take up can be devoted to heavy baggage.
The following recipe for a fine lamp oil is given by an
expert: Fill a pint bottle with two-thirds of best lard oil
and one of headlight oil, to which add gum camphor aboutthe size of an egg. The light given will be clear and white,
the wick will not char, and the light will not jolt out.
The general tendency of manufacturers is to narrow the
tread of machines to-day. During the last few years the
tread has been narrowed from 7 to 5 inches, and some of
the 1896 models have only four inches.
It is stated that the American Wheelman will branch
out as a daily paper on May 1st.
New weeklies appear
almost every week.
I

if

:

Dr. Hall, 14 McAllister St., near Jones.

leave San Francisco without seeing Geo. T. Marsh's beautiful Japanese art goods at 625 Market street.

Stamp

H. Hollls

Diseases of

Co., (Incorporated),

women and

children.

105 O'Farrell St., S. F.

PRINTING AND RUBBER STAMPS.

will

Many ladies want to know where they can go to get a fine lunch
after they are through with shopping. Swain's Bakery, 213 Sntter
street, is iust the place as the service and cooking are excellent. The
dinners arranged for our best people at their functions are justly
famous. English muffins a specialty.

Do not

Office

Koch & Harney, (Jas. H. Harney, Geo. T. Koch), Job Printers, 648 Sacramento St. Fine printing and embossing, seals, rubber stamps, stencils, etc.

MERCHANT
Neuhaus

TAILORS.

&

Co., 115 Kearny, up-stairs.
Suits to order $12 50.
coats, $10. Pants $4 and upwards. Samples by mail.
8ST A perfect fit guaranteed.

Over-

VOCAL CULTURE.
Miss Caroline Shlndler, Soprano. Vocal Culture. Hours, 1 to 3, 2416 Clay
Joseph Greven, Vocal Teacher, Neumann Piano Store, 82 Ninth St., S. F.

CANDIES.

CANDIES.— Don't

leave the city without a box of

ROBERTS' Best.

GILES OTIS PEARCE,

nineralogist and Hetallurgist,
708 Colorado avenue, Colorado City, Colo.

Will examine Mines, Ore Bodies, Mineral Belts or Zones,
and make written Mineralist Reports, fees for which made
known upon application for services. I make my own
assays and select my own samples when examining mines.
Eighteen years' experience.
Gold assay of water a specialty.
Fine Mercantile Lunch.
Imported Pilsener, Franciscaner,
and Extra Pale Lager on draught.

Dave Samson,
PROGRESS

327

RESTAURANT.
Tonicnn Hoano

H

329 Bush

St.

Tel., East-33. Residence 1003 Sutter.
1U
ill. U. Office, City of Paris Building. No. 14
Ex-surgeon U. S. Army; Ex-surgeon S. F. Receiving HosHours, 11 A, M. to 2:30 P. M. 5 to 5:30 p.m.

lollidON UtJdllO,

Grant avenue.
pital.

and

;
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NEW PATTERN HATS.
FANCY STRAW BRAIDS.

EDITH
saw a gorgeous evening gown at a
DEAR
large function in the city last week. The skirt, per-

All the Latest

fectly plain, and of course very full, was of rich ruby velvet, lined with a rather lighter shade of red silk, with delightful frou-frou frills about the feet.
The bodice was
small and pointed, with a complete stomacher of jeweled
passementerie that flashed in the light. Two delicate straps

season at

:

I

over the shoulders were of open jewelwork, and instead of
These were of red
sleeves large bows tied over the arms.
gauze, and gave an exceedingly handsome finish to the
costume.
My dressmaker is making me a picturesque house gown,
the skirt of which is of chine silk, in colors, pink and cream,
and is untrimmed, but is plaited very full about the hips.
The chine also forms the foundation of the bodice, but is
almost obliterated by a fichu and vest of palest pink mmtsThis is fastened at the waist with belt and
teline de soie.
ribbons, terminating in rosettes of a gorgeous cherrycolored velvet.
The sleeves will be of the same velvet.
A kilted double frill finishes the fichu. The neck will be left
open, showing the throat.
There is a new shape of jacket that is likely to find favor.
It comes in a plain gray cloth, with just sufficient spring
on the hips in the basque to give it the necessary fulness
so becoming to the waist, which it makes much more slenThe jacket is double-breasted, fastening with six
der.
big pearl buttons.
The garment's chief novelty lies in the
cut of the lapels, which are much slashed, sharply pointed
and faced with velvet in marked contrast to a darker velvet vest. The sleeves are cut large from the shoulders to
the elbows, whence they fit closely to the wrist. A charming accompaniment to this coat is a hat of heliotrope felt,
trimmed with heliotrope and white asters, cream lace and
a heron osprey.
The prettiest thing in visiting gowns is on exhibition in
one of our leading modiste's windows. It belongs to a girl
across the bay, and is of olive green silk tucked up with
turquoise blue velvet.
The silk has a striped crosswise

115 Geary St..

You are invited

to cat!

with sheer white net, edged with Valenciennes lace.
All sorts of lace work is now found on fine costumes. The
designs for this season are beautiful, not only in pattern
but in texture. The Venetian is the most fashionable. Its
pattern is in the form of a circle or disc, each disc being
padded like that of the true French embroidery. In each
center is a series of knots and threads.
It has a wellfinished top and bottom, is of fine cotton, washable and in
price brings $5 a yard. It is an exquisite trimming for any
material, but especially for silk or satin, thick, heavy, durable.
Fine Mechlin also fetches about $4.50 a yard, and is
just the thing for a dressy bodice.
Its beauty will keep
it in

style forever.

Belinda.

S.

F

and inspect them.

Johannid.
Of

exceptional purity and excellence.

— London

" Lancet,

The Latest Spring and Summer Goods
have arrived.

BRIDGE &

H. S.

CO.

MERCHANT TAILORS. Many novelImported Wear. Shirts to order

ties in

a Specialty

622 Market

St., (Upstairs, opposite Palace Hotel

Telephone, South

San Francisco

250.

^Gitu Steam Carpet Beating
and renovating works,
38 and 40 Eighth
San Francisco,

Street,

between

Market and Mission Streets

GEO. H. STEVENS, Manager.

Cal.

MISS BOLTE'S SGHOOL

A

A

of the

THERE AS MANNING'S,

weave

of the Bayadere order.
The skirt is of the same
goods, and is plain but very full.
The "apron plait" down
the middle of the front stamps it as all that is up-to-date.
Another distinctly modern touch about this frock is the
basque finishing the bodice at the waist line. This is brief,
sharply pointed, and held in place by a broad belt of white
satin embroidered with turquoises and gold.
tapering
vest, also of turquoise-embroidered white, graces the
bodice front, and is framed by double lapels of the silk
edged with sable. The sleeves are of the silk solely, and
are finished at the wrist by narrow bands of the embroidered satin and fur.
Above the choker collar, of the
satin, two "wings" of turquoise blue velvet gives a finishing and eminently " Frenchy" touch to the costume.
Many of the bodices are to be trimmed with revers in
the shape of bat's wings, and the sleeves will start from
regular shoulder pieces, to herald the advent of flat
sleeves.
pretty bodice I saw was of pale pink silk,
striped in a deeper shade of the same color and spotted
with small black flowers. The top of the bodice is trimmed

Novelties

SACRAMENTO

2207
ST
Board; English, French, German,
piano $30 per month a chance par excellence for ambitious and
conscientious parents to give their children superior education
at low figure; coach; kindergarten.
;

;

ANNUAL MEETING.
Western Sugar Refining Company.
The regular annual meeting of the stockholders of the Western Sugar
Refining Company will be held at the office of the company, 327 Market
street, San Francisco, Cal., on

DAY

MONDAY, the 30th
OF MARCH, 1806,
at the hourof lSo'clock m., for the election of a Board of Directors to serve
ensuing year and the transaction of such other business as may
come before the meeting. Transfer books will close on Friday, March 20,
OXNARD, Secretary.
1896, at 13 o'clock m.
Office— 327 Market street, San Francisco, Cal.
for the

ROBERT

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
Gould

&

Curry Silver Mining Company.

No

Assessment

Amount

per Share
office

Day

Delinquent Stock

of sale of

Office— Room

69,

Nevada Block,

ALFRED
309

K.

DURBROW,

Montgomery

street,

78

May

Secretary.

San Francisco,

California.

HD
IpnRn'Q
nlOURU
O
Ur\. R
Debility,

and the medical
J. G.

RESTORATIVE PILLS.— Buy none but the gennine— A specific for Exhausted Vitality, Physical

Approved by the Academy of Medicine, Paris,
celebrities. Agents for California and the Pacific States.
CO., 635 Market street (Palace Hotel), San Franoisoo.

Wasted

Foroes.

STEELE &

Sent by mail or express anywhere.
Box of 50 pills, SI 25; of 100 pills. 12; of 200 pills,
PRICES
83 50; of 400 pills, $6; Preparatory Pills. 82. Send for circular.

REDUCED—

Weak Hen and WomenSexual
§^«ir«.2fti ££,i,5K:
MarDepot
I

Japanese bronzes and vases outlast Time. Geo. T. Marsh has the
finest in this country at 625 Market street.

.

15 cents
25, 1896
April 28, 1896
20, 1896

March

Levied
Delinquent in

gives health and strength to the
(Send for circular.)
ket street, San Franoisoo.

edy

;

it

rgans.

at 323

—

:
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NEWHALL & CO,

H. M.

SHIPPING AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
and Marine Insurance Agents,

Fire

—

By the way. 1 hear Jupiter—the evening starworth seeing just now. Can either of you girls tell me
It's exactly
where to look for it? Bwtua—Yes,
can.
.md a half to the richt of the Great Bear.
Two vards and a half What on earth do you
lifts. S.
mean? BftRTHA Well. I've measured it carefully with my
Mr*, s.

309 and 311 Sansome

I

umbrella!

A

—
— Punch.

lady of this city,

who

far

is

husband's appearance than he
evident disapproval.

"That

"

What

FINDLAY, DURHAM A HHODIK.
SIMPSON, MACK1RDY & CO
FUERST BROS. & CO

is

the matter.' " he inquired.

napolis Journal.

—

—

Johnny Smart What does b-i-e-r spell? Old Smart
That depends, my son, on who is spelling it. If it is a
German it is about the first thing he wauts; if it's an
Englishman it's the last thing he wants. Philadelphia
Item.
" Heat and cold," began the philosophical boarder, ''are
" Yes,"' Asbury Peppers assented, "and
only relative. "
the richer they are the colder."
"The richer what are?"
" Relatives." Cincinnati Enquirer.

Capital, $1,000,000.

Assets,

—

INSURANCE COMPANY

—

—

elevating the stage, I'd like to

know?

Pilki'ns

— Want to

get it above the level of the women's hats, I suppose.
Brooklyn Life.
Charley Harduppe What do you mean by sending my
clothes home C. O. D. ? Didn't I have a running account
with you ? Kustem Made Yes. But it's all run out.
Brooklyn Life.
Miss Vernon Of course you play golf, Mr. Wilkins ? Mr.
Wilkins No; I only dress for golf. The trouble of putting on my suit is exercise enough for me.
Vanity.
"What are you going to be when you grow up ? " said Mr.
Manchester to Sammy Snaggs. "I'm going to be a centenarian," replied Sammy.
Pittsburg Chronicle.
Clergyman Po' shamel Doan' yo' know dat honesty is
de bes' policy?
Parishioner Mebbe so; but, anyhow,
chickens am de bes' eatin'. Puck.
She Take care, Alfred! That isn't the remedy for seasickness.
Don't you see the bottle is marked poison? He
That's the one I want. Truth.
" They claim to have discovered the missing link." "Oh,
they're just trying to make monkeys of people." Detroit

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

(Limited),

OVER

SOLID SECURITY.
CHAS.

LATON, Manager.

A.

439 California St., S. F.

1792.

Company

Insurance

North

of

America

OF PHILADELPHIA, PENN.
Paid-up Capital
Surplus to Policy Holders

JAMES

5,022,016

BAILEY, General

D.

CONNECTICUT
Capital Paid

$3,000,000

FIRE

Agent, 412 California

St., S.

81,000,000
3,192,001 69
1,506,409.41

Assets
Surplus to Policy Holders

.

ROBERT DICKSON,

BOYD & DICKSON,

S. F.

Manager

401

Montgomery

Agents, 501 Montgomery

Total Assets,

Capital. J2,250,0a

St.

St.

AACHEN AND MUNICH FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
Established
OF AIX LA CHAPELLE, GERMANY.
UNITED STATE

F.

INSURANCE CO. OF HARTFORD.

Up

1825

$6,854,653 65

EPARTMENT 204 Sansome St., S. F.
VOSS, CONRAD & CO., General
l

PHOENIX ASSURANCE CO. OF LONDON

Managers.

Established

1732.

PROVIDENCE-WASHINGTON NSURANCE CO. incorporated
BUTLER & HALDAN, General Agents,

1799

413 California St., S. F.

BRITISH

AND FOREIGN MARINE INSURANCE

LIMITED,

CO.,

OF LIVERPOOL.
Capital

16,700,000

BALFOUR, GUTHRIE &

the early dawn) — It must be time to get up.
—Why Husband — Baby has just fallen asleep.
Truth.
She — Did you see the Latin quarter while in Paris? He
—No; but got several lead francs passed on me. —Judge. LIDDLE Co.
"I never indulge in irony." "No;
would say your
Sportsmen's Goods
brilliancy was principally glittering steal." —Life.
—Is that one of your statesmen? Resident—Oh, San Montgomery
no; he's a Senator. — Puck.
Write

CO., Agents.

No. 316 California

St., S.

F

(in

Wipe

?

I

I

I

Visitor

RESOURCES

$9,000,000.00

Founded A. D.

Tribune.

Husband

OF MANCHESTER, ENGLAND.

Fire Insurance.

—

—

$3,000,000.

PALATINE

—

Brown What is the boundary commission expected to
Jones Simply to find out whether the
do. anywaj' ? "
disputed territory was stolen from the Indians by the
Spaniards or by the Dutch. Truth.
"I always take a sea voyage during Lent," said Miss
Keedick to Mr. Spatts. " How odd," replied Mr. Spatts.
" Not at all. It's so much easier to give up things when
on the ocean." Town Topics.
Irish Father
Shtop that noise! Ditto Child I ain't
makin' any. Irish Father Well, be goobs! make some,
thin.
Don't be shtandin' quietly there makin' me out a
liar!— Pick-Me-Up.
Jinks
What's the cause of all this twaddle about

—

Throndncedle St., London
South Castle St., Liverpool
2 and 4 Stone St., New York

46

29

INSURANCE COMPANY, OF SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

—

—

and

Fireman's Fund

—

—

43

AND INLAND INSURANCE.

FIRE, MARINE,

—

—

Cal-

INSUR ANC E.

more particular about her
was surveying him with

You've had it only three weeks,
and it looks as if you had slept in it." " I have.'' he reWashington Star.
plied candidly: "1 wore it to church."
" Maud Ethel, I am getting awfully tired of waiting up
"Yes,
till after midnight for that young man to leave."
papa, and I think he is getting tired of waiting up till you
arc asleep before he bids me good-bye in the hall." India-

—
—

San Francisco,

CORRESPONDENTS

is.

suit of clothes.

—

....

St.

ts

Street,

110

Goods

*

*

neid of

r

sports."

OllOdp.

New

Francisco.

for Catalogue.

book free
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TME SAFE DEPOSIT BUILDING
few
ONE thethe
heart
of

in

Safe Deposit

really imposing and attractive buildings
of San Francisco's business centre is the
Building on the corner of California and Mont-

gomery streets. The Safe Deposit Company was started
some twenty-five years ago by J. C. Duncan, of the old
Of the many structures gracing the large
blocks in this central neighborhood, the Safe Deposit Building was always the finest, even a year ago, when it appeared far less imposing than it is to-day. In those days
the building contained many spacious rooms, designed in
the lavish proportions of the older school of architecture,
and the present Board of Directors decided upon expending $160,000 in reconstructing the entire building, so as to
Pioneer Bank.

March

28, 1896.

All of this machinery, furnished by the Risdon Iron Works,
represents the latest machinery in every respect; it is well
worth a visit by those interested.
The building is heated throughout by
Steam Heating steam, thus making it unnecessary for
and Plumbing, tenants to expend their money on fuel.
Electricity and gas furnish perfect lighting accommodations, and the plumbing is the most modern
that the art of Duffey Bros., 11 Trinity street, could supply.
The steel lathing in this building is

something new in this city. It ensures
greater protection from fire and materially strengthens it.
The cement work on the upper
stories is all of stone, which also adds greatly to the indestructibility of the structure.
Charles Dunlop, of the
Builders' Exchange, undertook these important details.
The stone work and the sidewalks around
Solid Sidewalks,
the building were all furnished by George
Goodman, whose office is at 307 Montgomery street, and who does such work for all the largest

The

Latest Lathing,

buildings in the city.
All the outside and inside painting on the
The Interior Safe Deposit building and the vaults in the
Decorations,
basement is the work of George J. Smith &
Sons, corner Post and Stockton streets, a
firm which has been established for over twenty-five years.
The handsome tinting and hardwood polishings have elicited
the praise of all beholders, as has also the delicate silver
bronze work used on the Safe Deposit lockers.
The sons
of the former proprietor now run the business, and an
estimation of their ability to do good work can be gained
when it is stated that they undertook the painting and
tinting of the Mills building, the Hobart building on Market street, the Pacific Mutual building, and others as large.

Messrs. Ashton and Gardiner, 411 Montgomery street, are the agents for the building.
Their specialty is taking charge of such
properties, and that of the Savings Union building and
others of like proportions are in their hands. Mr. Ashton
was established in business as early as 1858, which accounts
for the success he meets with in such responsible work.
The firm also attends to insurance matters, and is extensively patronized.
Delger & King, State Agents of the
The Bankers
Bankers Life Association, of Des
Life Association.
Moines, Iowa, occupy rooms 607 to

The Agents,

BANKING DEPARTMENT, SAFE DEPOSIT d- TSUBT C/M/'AXV
it modern in every respect and capable of accommodating twice the number of tenants. Two new stories were

make

added to the four original ones

each floor is divided into
and the old offices so
completely re-arranged and modernized that the whole
building is at present really absolutely new.
The Safe Deposit Bank itself, with its
The Safe Deposit office on the first floor, is an instituVaults.
tion too well known to need much description. The vaults in the basement
are the finest of the kind in this city. They are absolutely
fire and burglar proof, fitted up with every detail for the
convenience and protection of patrons, and have over six
thousand separate impenetrable boxes, and numerous little
offices where business may be transacted in privacy.
Armed guards patrol them day and night separate reception and toilet rooms for ladies and gentlemen have
been added, and the courtes)' shown visitors and patrons
is generous in the extreme.
Machinery Equipment; The machinery for this Building
Heine Boilers.
was furnished by the Risdon Iron
Works, of this city, and consists
of Heine boilers, Ball engine and Smith-Vaile {jumps. The
boiler plant consists of two one-hundred horse power Heine
Safety Water Tube Boilers. These boilers are in use at
the Palace and the Occidental Hotels, being adopted on
account of their durability, accessibility, economy of space
and of fuel, large steam space, and feed water admission.
They occupy less space than any other type of boiler, and
are particularly valuable on account of their absolute
freedom from explosion. It is a San Francisco production, being made at the Howard and Beale street works.
The Risdon is now under contract to supply Heine Boiler

handsome rooms

;

for office purposes,

;

plants to the Hawaiian Electric Company, of Honolulu; to
the Western Meat Company, Willamette Pulp and Paper
Company, and Fontana & Company, all of San Francisco;
also to Eppinger & Company, of Port Costa, K. Cohn &
Company of Los Angeles, and the Mount Tamalpais
Electric Railway, of San Rafael.
The engine furnishing
the motive power is of the Ball Automatic type; and the
brass lined steam pumps are of the Smith-Vaile Pattern.

The

610, sixth floor, of this building.

Association was established in 1879 to provide cheap and
reliable insurance for professional and business men at the
lowest possible cost, at the same time with adequate security to the assured. The average annual cost for the
past ten years of carrying $1000 at the age of 40 has been
only $8 40. As an assurance of strength the company has
a Guarantee Fund and Surplus of nearly $2,000,000, about
$1,300,000 of which is on deposit with the Auditor of the
State of Iowa, held under the statute of the State for the
payment of claims arising under its certificates of membership.
The limit on any single life is $6,000, $80,000,000
worth of insurance being in force at present. A more desirable form of insurance is impossible to be found, the
large number of certificates now in force proving beyond
question that shrewd business men are not slow to take
advantage of its plan and methods.
Owing to its central location many prominent business
and professional men have taken up their quarters in the
Safe Deposit building, some of whom are as follows
:

The

legal profession, for instance,

is

well

represented. Messrs. Thomas J. and
Andrew J. Clunie occupy a suite on the
sixth floor, having moved from their former quarters on
Sansome street as soon as the building was completed.
Gunnison, Booth & Bartnett are the attorneys for the
California Safe Deposit Company, the Alameda and San
Joaquin Railway Co. the San Francisco and San Joaquin
Coal Co., and many other large corporations. The firm is
one of the oldest established in the city, and has a large
civil business, practicing in all the courts.
Their offices
consist of a suite on the third floor, rooms 303 to 309.
R. Porter Ashe and Ryland B. Wallace have adjoining
offices in a fifth floor suite.
These gentlemen do a large
civil and criminal business, and are well known from one
end of the State to the other. Mr. Ashe is, besides, a paProfessional Men.

,

run
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CALIFORNIA SAFE DEPOSIT AND TRUST COMPANY'S BUILDING,
S. E.

Corner California and Montgomery Streets, San Francisco.

OCCUPANTS:
California Safe Deposit and Trust Company
Palatine Insurance Co., 439 California street
California Guarantee Investment Co., £26 Montgomery street
F. A. Rouleau, Searcher of Records, 332 Montgomery street
Chas C. Bemis. Real Estate, 324 Montgomery street
A. T. Green, Real Estate, 324 Montgomery street
Mutual Reserve Fund Life Ass'n, C. M Oakley, agent, room 315
Alameda & San Joaquin R. R. Co., room 515
John Treadwell, capitalist, room 517
R. P. Ashe and Ryland B. Wallace, attorneys-at-law, rooms 503-504

& Ts J. Clunie, attorneys-at-law, rooms 603-605
Gunnison, Booth & Bartnett, attorneys-at-law, room 303
T. D. Riordan, attorney-at-law, room 206
Robert Flint, capitalist, room 501
John D. Fry, capitalist, room 514
John Curtin. Detective Agency, room 410
W. A. Carnes. agent Mumm Champagne, room 510
A. E. Buckingham, Real Estate and Loans, Insurance, room
Creighton's Barber Shop, 324'4 Montgomery street
A. J.

521

lH'.'li
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Iron of

all

legitimate sporl, and

is

much

Interested

in Cali-

fornia aft.
T. D. EUordaa la another well known member of tbe
legs!
whooc<'i:i
suite an ti"
ood floor of the building, rooms 206 to 208. Mr. Rlordan
bas tbe reputation of being a successful lawyer.
Ho
practices in all tbe courts of the United States, and attends to both civil and criminal 08
IfitiB Uoldstone. attorney and counselor at law, has
his office in room :'.I7.
Mr Qoldstone practices in all
Court'ded in building opquite an extensive
business for himself, besides being very popular.
.

The Palatine insurance Company. 439
A

Sterling
Fire Office,

from

>.

Cali-

fornia street, which has its offices in this
building, is one of the strongest British companies.
In lsii.'i its assets were increased
60 to (2,836,236.28
The aggregate re-

23

and could not be bought for any amount of money.
Mr.
Rouleau is employed by all the banks to trace wo property
and has researched all that of the Palace Hotel, the
Sharon estate, the Sutro land, thai
ubots,
" Lucky " Baldwin, and numerous others.
In

Guarantee Investment,

this

building

is

also

the

known Guarantee Investment

well
Co.,

of high and reliable standing, which
advances upon real estate and improvements
Located in San Francisco and its suburbs, where the loans
arc payable in a definite number of monthly installments,
which plan is therefore more satisfactory than the expensive and uncertain old-fashioned Building and Loan method.

makes

liberal

A Man

of Enterprise.

Mr. Robert Flint has his
fifth floor.
Mr. Flint

offices on the

is a man of
enterprise and capital, who owns large estates in Nevada
and Santa Clara Counties, and has been engaged in many
large undertakings, both in this city and outside.
He is
still a young man and it is safe to say that he will do much
for the betterment of the State.
Mr. Clark, an energetic
young business man, has his offices adjoining those of Mr.
Flint, and is also interested in some large concerns which
should prove of benefit to himself and the community.
The well-known detective agency of John
An Old Agency. Curtin also has its offices in the Safe Deposit building.
This agency undertakes
all proper detective work, and is patronized by the largest
corporations and some of the most influential of private,
professional, and business persons.
A. T. Green, of 324 Montgomery St.,
An Old-Time Agent, makes real estate his exclusive business.
In 1852 he was employed as
head clerk by Taaffe, McCahill & Co., the largest firm on
the coast. In 1868 Mr. Green entered into business for
himself, and is considered one of the most successful and
capable men of the city to-day.
C. C. Bemis, the reliable real estate
Loans and' Real Estate, and general land agent, has his
office at 326 Montgomery street, in

this building.

PALATINE INSURANCE COMPANY'S OFFICE
sources, security to policy holders, is upwards of nine millions of dollars.
Writing large lines of desirable business
everywhere is a feature of this office, which has agencies in
every town. Charles A. Laton is the Paciiic coast manager, and the local Board of Directors is comprised of such
well known and highly regarded business men as John H.
Wise, Lloyd Tevis, William E. Brown, and Elliott M. Root.

A Successful
Association,

The Mutual Reserve Fund Life Association
of New York, occupies handsome and cornmodious offices on tbe third floor, fronting on

Montgomery street, having recently moved
from the Pacific Stock Exchange building, its large and
increasing business requiring extended facilities. The Association is represented by Mr. C. M. Oakley, who pioneered its plan and system of insurance on this coast, and
who now has the satisfaction of conducting a large and
successful business.
The Association has paid in death
losses, through the office in this city, about $1,000,000,
while the total death losses paid amounts to nearly $25,000,000.
Its reserve fund exceeds $3,500,000, and the insurance in force is about $310,000,000.
F. A. Rouleau, Searcher of Records, also
A Safe Title, has his office in this building, entrance 322
Montgomery street. The firm was established early in the fifties by W. H. L. Brooks, editor of
the old " Pioneer," and F. A. Rouleau occupying offices in
the old Maguire Opera House building on Washington
street.
The present gentleman is the successor to the
firm, and is the sole partner.
He is a graduate of Hastings Law College, and is the only fully admitted practitioner in this city, having undertaken his studies merely
to perfect himself in the law relating to land titles. In his
office abstracts are prepared giving complete history of
title, also diagrams of same, all of which guarantees safety
from expensive litigation. He has more than two hundred
old maps of the city property by which he can trace any
claim; also valuable indexes of property owners from the
earliest times.
These were the work of eighteen years,

A. E. Buckingham, formerly senior partner

ham &

of

Bucking-

and real estate agent, has

Co., insurance, loan,

his

rooms 520 and 521 of the building.
The Alameda & San Joaquin Railroad
A New Railroad. Company and the San Francisco and San
Joaquin Coal Company have their general offices on the fifth floor of the building, rooms 515 to
517.
The last section of the road runs from Stockton to
offices in

Corral Hollow, a distance of thirty-six miles, thirty of
which are completed and the balance to be done about the
middle of May, if not before. Freight and passengers will
be carried from Alameda to Stockton and intermediate
points, and the gentlemen at the head of the concern are
well known enough to make of it a paying proposition.
R. D. Fry is the President H. A. Williams, Vice-President J. Dalzell Brown, Treasurer B. M. Bradford, Secretary and John Treadwell, constituting the Board of
The San Francisco and San Joaquin Coal ComDirectors.
pany guarantees to be able to deliver coal in Stockton in
large quantities as soon as the road is completed.
The
enterprise will be of great benefit to California, as manufacturers all over the State will be able to get fuel at
lower cost than at present. The Corral Hollow mines are
inexhaustible, and the entire State can be supplied by
them. The officers at the head of the coal mining company are Henry Williams, President J. D. Fry," VicePresident E. B. Pond, E. W. Hopkins, Henry A. Fortmann, Jacob C. Johnston, and James Treadwell all constituting the Board of Directors.
W. A. Carnes has his office at room 510 on
Mr. Carnes gives special
A Fine Wine, the fifth floor.
attention to the importing of G. H. Mumm's
champagnes, of which 79,049 cases were imported into this
country in 1895. Mr. Carnes states that a large number
of these were consumed in San Francisco, as the brand is
the superior of any.
In the basement of the Safe Deposit building
is the barber shop of Mr.
H. H. Creighton.
A Modern
It is in every sense of the word a modern
Barber Shop.
establishment, fitted up with every convenience for the comfort of patrons, and comparing in point
;

;

;

:

:

;

;
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with any other establishment of its kind in the
handsome tiling, and the finishing in
Mr. Creighton was
keeping with all the other work.
established in 1881 just two doors north of where he is at
present, but moved into his present quarters, deeming
them more desirable. His place is lit by electricity, and
of elegance
city.

The

28, 1896.

floor is of

BANK OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.
Incorporated by Royal Charter,

Capital Paid Up, $3,000,000.
Southeast Cor. bosh

HEAD OFFICE

1862.

Reserve Fund,

and Sansome

$500,000.

Sts.

Lombard Street, London
New Westminster, Kamloopa> Nan
60

Branches— Victoria, Vancouver,
iamo, and Nelson, British Columbia; Portland, Oregon; Seattle and Ta
coma, Washington.
This Bank transacts a General Banking Business. Accounts opened subject to Check, and Special Deposits received. Commercial Credits granted
available in all parts of the world. Approved Bills discounted and advances made on pood collateral security. Draws direct at current rates
upon its Head Office and Branches, and upon its Agents, as follows:
New York— Merchants' Bank of Canada Chicago— First National Bank
Liverpool— North and South Wales Bank; Scotland— British Linen
Company; Ireland— Bank of Ireland; Mexico— London Bank of Mexico;
Sooth America— London Bank of Mexico and South America; China and
Japan— Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China; Australia and
New Zealand— Bank of Australasia and Commercial Banking Company of
Sydney, Ld; Dkmkiuha and Trinidad (West Indies)— Colonial Bank.
;

BANK OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital
$3,000,000 00
Surplus and Undivided Profits (October I, 1894).. 3.158,129 70
WILLIAM ALVORD
President CHARLES R. BISHOP. Vice-Pres't
ALLEN M. CLAY
Secretary THOMAS BROWN
Cashier
Ass't Cashier 1. F. Moulton
S. Prentiss Smith
2d Ass't Cashier
.

|

—

1

CORRESPONDENTS.

//.

//.

New York— Messrs. Laidlaw & Co.; the Bank of New York, N. B. A.
Boston— Tremont National Bank; London— Messrs. N. M. Rothschild &
Sons; Paris— Messrs. de Rothschild Freres; Virginia City (Nev.)—
Agency of The Bank of California; Chicago— Union National Bank, and
Illinois Trust and Savings Bank; Australia and New Zealand—Bank of

CBMIOHTON-a BARKER SHOP.

New

heated throughout by steam, thus ensuring a genial
temperature to patrons. His assistants, eight in number,
are all artists in their line. The furniture is all of the latest
designs and perfectly new, no expense having been spared
in securing the best.
The prices are no higher than those
charged in all first-class establishments in the city.
is

MORAL

Zealand; China, Japan, and India— Chartered Bank of India, Austraand China; St. Louis Boatman's Bank.
Letters of Credit issued available in all parts of the world.
Draws Direct on New York, Boston, Chicago, St. Louis, Salt Lake
Denver, Kansas City, New Orleans. Portland, Or., Los Angeles, and on
London, Paris, Berlin, Bremen, Hamburg, Frankfort-on-Main, Copenhagen,

—

lia

Stockholm, Christianla, Melbourne, Sydney. Auckland, Hongkong, Shanghai, Yokohama, Genoa, and all cities in Italy.

SAN FRANCISCO SAVINGS UNION.
Corner California and Webb Streets.

MAXIMS.

Deposits. Dec. 31 1895
Guarantee Capital and Surplus

$24,202,327

,

He

is

a wise

man who

Young amours are

is

afraid of his

own

as objectionable as old vices.

Children are ideal only when on canvass or

in coffins.

Woman's sceptre

of correction,

is

broom; her rod

the

the slipper.

The dictionaries of the future
alism as another word for vice.

may

define Congregation-

President E. B- POND, Vice-President
Directors—Thomas Magee, G. W. Beaver, Philip Barth, Daniel E. Martin, W. C. B. De Fremery, George C. Boardman, Robert Watt; Lovell
White, Cashier.
Receives Deposits, and Loans only on real estate security. Country
remittances may be sent by Wells, Fargo & Co., or by check of reliable
parties, payable in San Francisco, but the responsibility of this Savings
Bank commences only with the actual receipt of the money. The signature
of the depositor should accompany the first deposit. No charge is made for
f»ass-book or entrance fee. Office hours— 9. a. m. to 3 p. m. Saturday evenngs,6:30to8.

A man may

say half what he believes, but a woman will
what he says.
sacred to a woman except the obligation to

Nothing is
find out someone else's business.
The satisfaction that comes of a clean conscience is only
surpassed by that of a full stomach.
Virtue, as often as not, consists apparently in doing
secretly that which may not be done openly.

woman

looks at herself in a glass she instinctively compares herself with some other woman.
a

An expurgated
needed as an

edition of the Bible is
expurgated edition of the men

who propound

it.

The Moralist.
California State
THE
semi-annual flower

Floral Society will hold its 13th
show at the Marble and Maple

Palace Hotel on April 30th., and May 1st and
very fine display is guaranteed and music will enComplimentary
the hours during the evening.

halls of the

2nd.

Authorized Capital
$3,500,000 Capital Paid-up
$2,450,000
Reserve
$375,000
San Francisco Office 424 California St. London Office—73 Lombard St.
Portland Branch—Chamber of Commerce Building.
Tacoma Branch— 1156 Paoiflo Ave.
|

—

ARTHUR SCRIVENER Ass't Manager. WILLIAM STEEL
Cashier, GUSTAV FRIEDERICH.
LONDON BANKERS— Bank of England and London Joint Stock Bank.
Manager,

NEW
all

parts of the world.

LONDON, PARIS AND AMERICAN BANK, LIMITED.
N. W. Cor. Sansome and Sutter Sts.
Subscribed Capital
$2,500,000 Paid Up Capital
$2,000,000
Reserve Fund
$850,000
Head Office
58 Old Broad Street, London
AGENTS— New York— Agency of the London, Paris, and American
Bank Limited, No. 10 Wall Street, N. Y. Paris— Messrs. Lazard, Freres
& Cie, 17 Boulevard Poissoniere. Draw direct on the principal cities of the
|

world.

Commercial and Travelers' Credits issued.

A

liven
invitations will be issued to the different old people's
and the orphan asylums, to visit the exhibition.

homes
The

the committee: Professor E. E. Smith,
Manager; Mrs. W. S. Chandler, Mr. M. Grothwell, Mrs.
B. E. Hendriksen, Mrs. L. O. Hodgkins, Mrs. Orville D.
Baldwin, Secretary.

g'j^lS^lManagers.
CROCKER-WOOLWORTH NATIONAL BANK op san francisco.
Cor. Market, Montgomery, and Post Sts.

Paid-Up Capital

following are on

The average stomach needs a
make it ready to enjoy a good

slight stimulant just before

The

meals

Cutter Bourbon
is one
and is considered the favorite,
among connoisseurs. E.Martin «fc Co., 411 Market street, are the
sole agents for the Pacific Coast and supply our leading people with
to

|

YORK— Messrs. J. P. Morgan & Co. Boston—Third National Bank.
This Bank is prepared to transaot all kinds of General Banking and Exchange Business in London and San Francisco, and between said cities

much

not so

|

LONDON AND SAN FRANCISCO BANK, LIMITED.

only believe half

When

1,575,631

ALBERT MILLER,

folly.

dinner.

J. F.

of the finest of stimulants

it.

The Press Clipping Bureau,

510

Montgomery

street, S. F. reads all
all topics, business

papers on the Pacific Coast, and supplies clippings on

and personal.

WM.

H.

»1,000,000.

CROCKER

W. E. BROWN
GEO. W. KLINE
Directors— Chas.

F. Crocker, E. B. Pond. Hy. J.

President
Vioe-Presiden
Cashier
Crocker, Qeo. W. Scott

THE ANGLO-CALIFORNIAN BANK, LIMITED.
N. E. Cor. Pine and Sansome Sts.
$6,000,000 Paid Up
$1,500,000
3,000,000 Reserve Fund
700,000
Head Office— 18 Austin Friars, London, E. C.
Agents at New York— J. & W. Seligman & Co.. 21 Broad street.
The Bank transacts a General Banking Business, sells drafts, makes
telegraphio transfers, and issues letters of credit available throughout the
world. Sends bills for collection, loans money, buys and sells exchange
IGN. STEINHART l Mana „ firs
and bullion.
K«rs
P. N. LILIENTHAL /

Capital authorized

Subscribed

I

f

!

March

!;

;

;

;

—
;

!

.
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MUTUAL SAVINGS BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO.
S3

Post

bcuiw Keahmt. Mi

Stkf.kt,

Guaranteed Capital.

YOUTH AND TIME.— sutc» cuwu $corr.
OVK not so lightly. Time. away,

M

Ottawa,

m

JAMES D PHKI.AN.
JOHN

sctimtit's

i

itutk m:u.ntt«o.

Paid-Up Capital,

«00,O0O.

President. 18. O. MURPHY, Vice-President.
HOOPER, Vlco-Prcsldent.

A.

Directors—James D. Phelan, L. P. Dreilor. John A. Hooper, C. O.
Hooker, James Moral, S. G. Murphy, Frank J. Sullivan, Robert McElroy,
and Joseph b. Gram.
Interest paid on Term and Ordinary Deposits. Loans on approved soOUrttlW
QEO. A. STORY, Cashier.
Deposits may he sent by postal order, Well, Fargo, &. Co., or Exchange

rmnl as • breathiriK-space of tender ruth
not 90 barshly villi the living .lay.
Leave us the charm of spring, the touch of youth

I'ral

dew.
Leave us the balsams, odorous with
Leave us of frail hepaticas a few,

11,000.000.

on City Banks.

Wbon opening accounts

send signature

I.eare us the lilacs wet with

rain,

WELLS FARGO &
N. E.

Let the red osier sprout for us again.

CO.'S BANK.
Corner Sansome & Sutter Streets.

Cash Capital and Surplus

Leave us the hazel thickets set
Along the hills, leave us a month that yields

John J. Valentine
H. Wadsworth

The

fragile blood-root and the violet,
I,eave us the sorrage shimmering on the fields.

16.250,000

President Homer S.King
Cashier! F. L. Ltpman

Manager

I

Assistant Cashier

BRANCHES.
N. Y. City, H. B. ParsoDS, Cashier. Salt Lake City, J. E. Dooly, Cashier
Directors— John J. Valentine, Benj. P. Cheney, Oliver Eldridge, Henry
E. Huntington, Homer S. King, George E. Gray, John J. MoCook, Charles
F. Crocker, Dudley Evans.
|

You offer us largess of power,
You offer fame, we ask not these

in sooth,

These comfort age upon his falling hour,
But oh, the touch of spring, the charm

of

youth

THE SATHER BANKING COMPANY.
Capital

A LOVE SONG.— f»<»<r
I

L stanton,

in Atlanta constition.

was as poor as the poorest, dear, and the world — it passed

me

by;

But not that day when you came' my way, with the love-light in
your eye
Ah not that day when the fragrant May bent over the world
her sky
1

81,250,000

Successor to Sather & Co., Established 1851, San Francisco.
James K. Wilson President.
C. F. A. Talbot, Vice-President
L.

I.

Cowgill, Cashier.

Directors— C. S. Benedict, Charles Main, F. W. Sumner, Albert Miller,
Johnson, C. F. A. Talbot, James K. Wilson.
Agents New York— J. P. Morgan & Co. Boston— National Bank of the
Commonwealth. Philadelphia—Drexel & Co. Chicago— Consolidated National Bank. St. Louis— The Mechanics' Bank. Kansas City— First National Bank. London— Brown, Shipley & Co. Paris—Drexel, Harjes & Co.

Wm. P.

:

was as lone as the loneliest, love, with never a dream of bliss;
But not that day when you passed my way and leaned to my
I

thankful kiss
that day, while
a joy like this! "

THE GERMAN SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.

1

Nay not
1

Dear,

it is

my

lips

something to know this love

—let

the skies be black

or blue;
It is

something to know that you love

And

sweet, the true!
my heart will beat for that love,
the dust with youl

ON A BED OF PAIN.— euoene

me so— the

my

No. 526 California St., S. F.

"There was never

can say:

sweet,

till

tender, the
I

dream

in

Capital actually paid up in Cash, $1,000,000.
Reserve Fund
$ 715,000
Deposits, Dec. 31, 1895,
$30,727,586 59.
Guaranteed Capital. .81,200,000
OFFICERS— President, B. A. Becker; Vice-President, Edward Kruse;
Second Vice-President, George H. Eggers; Cashier, A. H. R. Schmidt; Assistant Cashier, Wm. Herrmann; Secretary, George Tourny Assistant
Secretary, A. H. Muller.
Board of Directors— Edward Kruse, George H. Eggers, O. Shoemann,
A. C. Heineken, E. Horstmann, B. A. Becker, H. L. Simon, Ign. Steinhart,
Daniel Meyer. Attorney, W. S. Goodfellow.

SECURITY SAVINGS BANK.

lee Hamilton, in sonnets.

think the Fairies to my christening came;
But they were wicked spirits, and envious elves,
Who brought me gall, as bitter as themselves,
In tiny tankards wrought with fairy flame.
They wished me love of books each little dame
With power to read no book upon my shelves
Fair limbs for palsy— Dead Sea fruits by twelves
And every bitter blessing you can name.

228

I

—

A

was and she let
Poesy's wine of gold

Elf there

;

IN

A LETTER.— owe*

innslei, poems.

There came a breath out of a distant time,
An odor of neglected gardens where
Unnumbered roses once perfumed the air
Through summer days in childhood's happy clime.
There came the salt scent of the sea and chime
Of waves against the beaches, or the bare
Gaunt rocks, as to the mind, half unaware,
Recur the words of some familiar rhyme.

And as

above the gardens and sea
arises, and her silver light
Touches the landscape with a deeper grace,
So o'er the misty wreaths of memory,
Turning them into pictures clear and bright,
Rose in a halo the beloved face.

The moon

REMORSE.— chas.

H.H.Hewlett
A. K. P. Harmon
J. B.

Lincoln.

HUMBOLDT SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.
No.

18

Geary Street.
November

Incorporated

24, 1869.

ADOLPH C. WEBER
ERNST BRAND

President
Secretary

NEVADA WAREHOUSE AND DOCK COMPANY.
PORT COSTA, California.
WAREHOUSES AND DOCKS
Storage Capacity, 100,000 tons. Regular warehouse for San Francisco
Produce Exchange Call Board.
These warehouses are the largest on the Pacific Coast, and are furnished
with the latest improvements for the rapid handling and storing of Grain.
A mill attached, supplied with the best and newest machinery for cleaning
foul and smutty wheat.
Money advanced at lowest rates of interest on grain stored in warehouses.
Insurance effected at lowest rates in first-class companies, or grain sold,
if

desired, at current rates.

OFFICE— 202 Sansome St., over the Anglo-California Bank.

DA ENTS,
1

AMERICAN AND FOREIGN PATENTS.

BOONE & MURDOGK,
San Francisco

Washington
f.

Mills Building.

S- L. Abbot. Jr.
O. D. Baldwin
W- S» Jones

Wm. Babcock
Adam Grant

fall

drop of
In every little tankard full of gall
So year by year, as woes and pains grow old,
The little golden drop is in them all
But bitterer is the cup than can be told.
single

St..

DIRECTORS.
Wm.Alvord

—

But one good

Montgomery

INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS. LOANS MADE.

Office:

Office

:

(E. F.

Murdoch.

Jno.L. Boone).

Nucleus Building, Cor. Market and Third Sts.

Opposite Patent

Office.

Hoffman, in the ambuscade.

How slow the languid moments move,
How long to him their lapse appears
In whom remorse, or fear, or love,
Concentres griefs untold by tears,
The gathered agony of years

REMOVED TO 824 MARKET STREET PHELAN BUILDING
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the nuptials of San Francisco's two beauties, has, according to the best authority, been decided upon the WilliamsHobart wedding will take place towards the end of May,
and Miss Emma Butler has selected the month of October
for her marriage with Lieutenant Lopez.

s&&

—

The Oakland

have been coming to the front as
late, and almost daily a new ''announcement" is out. Her friends on both sides of the bay,
while congratulating charming Miss Claire Ralston on her
belles

prospective brides of

Lent
ASfewer

in

draws to a close society gatherings become
number and are less elaborate in character.

This has been quite noticeable this week, and it promises
But then will
to be even more so during the coming one.
come the glorious Eastertide, and a brief round of gay doings dances, weddings, and receptions, ere the butterflies of fashion betake themselves to country quarters.

—

The most elaborate of recent entertainments was the
gathering at Miss Mary Lake's last Friday evening, when
the young ladies of her school took part in a series of Living Pictures, interspersed with vocal and instrumental
music, and the little comedy of Fast Friends, all of which
were received with much applause by the large audience
Cards have not come so prominently to the
present.
front this Lent as has been usual in recent years, not that
they have been neglected by any means, for the number of
They have simply been overclubs have been large.
shadowed by other affairs, and not so much talked about
Several large progressive euchre parties
as heretofore.
have also been given during the past few weeks and duly
noted in these columns, and possibly the largest one of the
season was that given by Miss Mace at her home on
Broadway last Friday evening, when guests to the number
of thirty-six contested for the handsome prizes, after
which there was supper and dancing.
Mrs. Wilson's, Miss Burton's and Mrs. Dodge's dinners;
Mrs. Lilienthal's and Mrs. H. M. A. Miller's luncheons, and
the stag affair of the groom-elect, Abe Brown, have been
among the most elaborate of recent gastronomic affairs.
On Tuesday Mrs. Austin Sperry gave a reception in honor
of Susan B. Anthony and Anna Shaw; on Wednesday
evening Mrs. A. M. Burns was the hostess of a very pleasant dinner at which the Rev. Dr. and Mrs. McKenzie were
chief guests, and on Thursday a reception was given by
Mrs. Charles Muntz for the Rev. E. H. and Mrs. Jenks, at
her residence on Washington street, between the hours of
3 and 5 o'clock.

There are a number

of pleasant gatherings announced
the studio reception of Professor HofTmeyer, whose previous one a couple of weeks ago was such
a charming success. Another will be the benefit which
the Olympic Club Minstrels are to give for the Salvation
Army charities, and which gives promise of being well
attended.

for to-day.

One

is

The reception- room of the Palace Hotel was most
artistically dressed with flowers, chiefly the blossoms of
the springtime, for the marriage of Miss Ruby Lowenburg
and Abe L. Brown, which took place there on Tuesday
evening, the Rev. Rabbi Voorsanger tying the nuptial
knot beneath a bower of apple blossoms. The bridal procession on its entrance was led by two little maids in
white; then came the ushers, who in turn were followed
by eight bridesmaids, gowned in yellow and carrying
bouquets of American Beauty roses; after them appeared
Miss Hilda Brown as maid-of-honor, and finally the bride
and her father, her wedding robe being of white satin
trimmed with point lace and orange blossoms. Charles
Brown was his brother's best man. After the ceremony
and congratulations there was dancing in Maple Hall,
which was also decked with spring blossoms, chiefly lilacs,
both white and purple, and at midnight an elaborate
supper was served at t&te-H-t&te tables in the adjoining
room, the bride's table being placed beneath a wedding
bell

wrought

in

golden blossoms.

society has been defrauded of a wedding by the quiet
ceremonial at San Mateo last Saturday, when Bishop
Nichols united Mrs. Kate B. Favre and Harry Babcock
in matrimony, there will be a number in the future to look
forward to as making amends for present loss. The
If

Crocker-McCreary wedding will be among the earliest,
and will probably be an elaborate affair. The dates for

prospective happiness, will deeply regret losing her, for
her engagement to Dr. James Bell Bullitt, of Louisville,
Kentucky, means, of course, her loss to California, as her
home will henceforth be on the other side of the continent,
where she has been spending the past winter. Miss Myra
Prather is another Oakland belle, whose engagement to
Albert Miller has just been made public, but in this case
San Francisco will be the gainer when the wedding takes
place a few months hence. Oakland may also lay claim to
another coming bride in the person of Miss Minnie Jackson, who, though now a resident of Chicago, was, not so
very long ago, a dweller in the City of the Oaks. Herbert
F. Kellogg is the happy man in this instance.
As announced she would by the News Letter several
weeks ago, Mrs. Henry Scott has gone on a brief visit to
her old home in merrie England, but expects to be back in
her new one, San Francisco, about the middle of June.

Charming Miss Ethel Cohen is again at her home in
Alameda, after a prolonged visit to the Eastern side of
the continent.
Dainty Miss Minnie Burton has also returned from her visit to Santa Barbara. Mr. and Mrs.
de Young arrived from their European tour on Monday
last.
Burke Holladay and his bride have arrived from the
East, and are residing at the parental abode on Clay street.
Major and Mrs. Frank McLaughlin have taken possession
of their villa at Santa Cruz, where they purpose entertaining extensively during the coming season.
Next week
San Francisco will be called upon to do honor to Messrs.
Cornelius Vanderbilt and Chauncey Depew, who are at
present in Southern California.
The wedding of Miss Jennie Schwabacher and Charles M.
Rosenbaum, on Wednesday evening last, was solemnized at
the home of the bride's parents, on Jackson street, and
was one of the most elaborate of the many entertainments
given in that spacious abode.
As is always the case with
the Schwabacher functions, the floral decorations were a
feature of the affair, and the interesting fact of its being
the occasion of Miss Jennie's bridal made the evening doubly
attractive.
The entire house was thrown open and decked
with a profusion of blossoms of varied hue, the decorator's
favorite fish netting being extensively used to hold them.
In the right hand parlor a floral canopy resting on posts
was placed in front of the mantel, and here the marriage
ceremony took place; the fringe of incandescent lights
across the front of the bower being a charming conceit.
Promptly at half-past eight the strains of the Lohengrin
Chorus announced the coming of the bride, who appeared
leaning on her father's arm, and attended by her sister,
Miss Minnie Schwabacher, as sole bridesmaid. They advanced to the canopy, where the Rev. Dr. Voorsanger
awaited them to tie the knot, and here also stood the

groom and his best man, Albert Ehrman. The ceremony
was not long, and then the guests crowded around to offer
congratulations to the happy couple. Dancing was next
in order, after which an elaborate supper was served
amid flowers and electric lights at small tables. The
bride's gown was an elegant white satin, trimmed with
point lace and orange blossoms; a long tulle vail hung from
a wreath of the same bridal flowers.
Miss Minnie
Schwabacher was in white unousseUne de soie with blue
forget-me-nots.
The bride's mother was magnificently
costumed in black brocaded silk with rare old lace. Mr.
and Mrs. Rosenbaum left on Thursday for a honeymoon
trip to the East.

The next important wedding in Jewish circles will be
that of Miss Viola Greenebaum and Dr. Herbert Hatch,
which will take place on Thursday next at the home of the
bride on Van Ness avenue.
Mr. F. Dohrmann, Jr.,
just returned from New
months.

and Mrs. B. W. Paulsen have
York, after an absence of two

—
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turn upon the
II eventually
troubles
the safety of the two
In the last fifteen years, under Bene) and Radenthrones.
husen. socialism in Germany baa become powerful enough
to undermine tl
ulers cause
erable annoyance in the Reichstag, and theimperialWilliam alone is capable of curbing demonstrations
on the part of the army. In Italy the throne is also being
slowly made insecure by soclattsta, revolutionists and numerous Other parties brought into being by the unsettled
condition of the country for the last ten years.
The German socialists are an orderly body, opposed to extremists,
and willing to wait for the revolution of ideas which they
are sure will follow in the wake of their teachings; the
Italian body is less rational and more inclined to resort to
active measures.
Whether the two could by any means
ever act in unity to throw off the monarchial yoke is questionable.
The German movement is apparently too well
regu'ated and officered to countenance a direct uprising
such as may soon be witnessed in Italy. The fact, however, remains that both countries are imperiled by the
same disorder, and as the two Monarchs are well aware
of how things stand, it is more than likely that they will
try to devise some method for keeping the dauger from
bursting into blossom for a few more years at least. The
future menace to Germany and to Italy lies hidden in their
own bosoms, and no man can tell what hour may not ring
the death-knell of the two monarchies.
socialistic
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of 689 ships

of

composed of the following classes Kli ironclads, 126
cruisers, 96 gunboats, 22 sloops, 24 miscellaneous fighting
ships, 250 destroyers and torpedo boats.
The combined
tonnage of these vessels is 1,494,440 tons, and they could
fire at one discharge 7,(i3S guns and 1,450 torpedoes.
of war,

:

—

ALUMINUM Cooking Utensils. Aluminum is being advocated in the use of cookiug utensils; it is a splendid conductor and retainer of heat, and has the advantage of being non-poisonous and non-corroding. Copper, tin, or lead
utensils give off poisonous salts which are communicated to
Aluminum tartrate has,
the foods and endanger health.
however, been pronounced absolutely harmless.
and despair would
the world would go
THE
darken every home,
were not for some who have
out,

it

if

learned to suffer and be strong.
Hall

Porter

— I've

hammered

— D.

March.

at that gentleman's door,

Clerk — Mygracious! And
Knock at the next room on the

and can't get him waked up.

he's got to catch a train.
left and ask the lady inside to pinch her baby.

Smith's Good News.

NEW

money?

Mexico has certainly a right to become a State
when Kansas is already admitted. The rapid increase of cranks in the latter place makes one partially

my

tue.

BRITISH FLEET.—Including vessels
THE construction,
the British navy consists

cigar-store masher recently received a sound thrashing for forcing his obnoxious attentions upon a lady.
If the owners of these stores would
only make these fellows move on instead of allowing
them to lumber up the sidewalk, the public would be more
than obliged to them.

street

would not bear

I

'twa* for thee.
sun would needs he bright,
If

light of

Hengelmuller, the Austrian Ambassador to
country, and who visited San Francisco, is a
diplomat of the first water. His remark that he saw no
war clouds hanging over Europe reminds one of the fact
that a diplomat never sees
things until they have
happened. To do otherwise were fatal.

would -hare.
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I
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Editor (gazing on his fiancee's picture)
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Stationers and Heraldic Engravers, 746 Market St.

believe in national degeneracy.

that the new Union Depot
NOW
have a tunnel across
Oakland.
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San Francisco
then possess a feature unrivalled by any city in the
to

will

world.

picturesqueness with any city in the East or Europe.
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A Collection or Stuffed Birds. The British Museum
has the largest collection of stuffed birds in the world, it
consisting of 300,000 specimens. The late Henry Seebohm,
the naturalist, presented his collection of 17,000 stuffed

Tobacco

birds to the museum, and the gift is said to be the most
valuable made to the natural history section for the last
twenty-five years.

—

r

rmYale, making
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The Finest Leaf

-* Tobacco grown
.

Oysters and Infection. Cases of typhoid and other
fevers have been traced to" oysters freshened in water
polluted by sewage.
The investigator states that the
germs of different diseases may be carried into the
human system by the fluid accompanying oysters which
have been lying in water contaminated by discharges from
sewers or house drains.

Smoking

it

is

used

the most

sumptuous and seductive
Pipe Tobacco that can
be found in any part

\ of the"World"
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The modern oxygen oure

for

disease.

To Remove Paint from Clothes. Saturate the spots
with turpentine and benzine until well softened, and then
wash out with soap and water.

Watson

Cream of Orange Blossoms, creates spotless complexions. 60 cents,
druggists or by mail. Paciflo Perfumery Company, San Franoisco.

Send

Paoifio Coast
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a Atlantic Express, Ogden and East
7:00 a Benicia, Vacaville, Rumsey, Sacramento, and Redding, via Davis

A Martinez, San Ramon, Napa, Calistoga, and Santa Rosa
8:30 A Niles, San Jose, Stockton, lone,
Red
Marysville,
Sacramento,
Bluff, Sundays excepted Oroville.
•8:30 a Peters and Milton
9:00a Los Angeles Express, Fresno,
Santa Barbara and Los Angeles.
9 :00 a Martinez and Stockton

45

P

15

P

15

P

45

P

15

A

:45

45

a

A

A

JAMES NOEL JOHNSON,

:15A
.

.

It: 45

A

9 45

A

.

I trace;

mottled face;
Like polished limestone lie the clouds
above,
'Neath which no animated wing is driven
Naught in the vale or on the hill doth

Santa Cruz Division (Narrow Gauge).

;

move;

5 :50 p

and way stations
Newark, Centerville, San Jose,
New Almaden, Felton, Boulder
Creek, Santa Cruz, and principal

Now

A

and

Way Stations

j7 :30

1:45

The

hill recedes;
slow, spiral breath
given
broad, white flakes that fast to earthis

p

ward

Now
7 :05

P

5:00
3:30

P

9 :47
*8 :06
6 :35

4:00 P
5:00 P
5:30 P
7:00 P
8:00 P
0:00 p
ttll:15 P

FlTCHBURG,

San Leandro,
and

Haywards.
i

Runs through

t

From

to Niles,

Niles

A

10:45

A

11 :45

A

12:45 p
(1:45 p
4:45 p
5:45 p
6:15 p
7:45 P
8:45 p
9:45 P
10:50 p
lttl2:00 p

CREEK ROUTE FERRY.
From San Francisco—Foot of Market
(Slip

street

WHICH GATALOGUEI^Vour
Mandolins. Violins. Violin Music,
Violin Cases, Violin Bows
^^~r. ./ ^ . ^^^^—^^^^ Banjos, Banjo Music

—

e-X-^^^^^^Bcuitars,CuitarMusic
n^^j"*^—"
Flutes, Flute Music

V

C. C.

Cornets, Cornet Music, Harmonicas.
STORY, 26 Central Street, Boston, Mass.

M„

:00,

15 :00

•6:00,8:00, 10:00 A. M.; 112:00, *1:00, 12:00,
*3:00, J4:00 *5:00p. m.

a for Morning.
P for Afternoon.
•Sundays excepted.
-fSaturdays only.
JSundays only. ^Tuesdays only.
tt Monday, Thursday, and Saturday nights only.

The Pacific Transfer Company will call for
and check baggage from hotels and residences.
Enquire of Ticket Agents for Time Cards and
other information.

in S. F.

10:40am 8:50am

Novato,

6:05
7:30

pm
pm

10:30 am

Windsor,
Healdsburg,
GeyserviUe,

6:15pm

7:30pm

Cloverdale.

6:15pm

i

6:15pm

* A -|«»AM|«S* gJS L |T=»P«

3:30pm| 8:00am

am
pm

8:00am
5:00pm
7:40AM 8:00am
3:30 pm 5:00pm
7:40
5:10

Guernevillel 7:30 pm
J

I

1

I

1

10
6:

30am

15pm

Sonoma, 110:40am 8:50am
Glen Ellen. 6:05pm 6:15PM
I

Sabaat0rJ0l 110:40am
!«>Dastopoi.
6:05 p M
|

10:30am

6:15pm

Stages connect at San Rafael for Bolinas.
Stages connect at Cloverdale for the Geysers.
Stages conneot at Pleta for Highland Springs,
Kelsey ville, and Lakeport.
Stages connect at Uklah for Vichy Springs,
Blue Lakes, Laurel Del Lake, Saratoga Springs,
Upper Lake, Booneville, Greenwood, Orr's Hot
Springs, Mendocino City, Fort Bragg, Usal,
Westport, Laytonville, Willitts, Capella, Pomo,
Potter Valley, John Day's, Llerley's, Gravelly
Valley, Harris, Scotia, and Eureka.
Saturday-to-Monday Round Trip Tickets at reduced rates.
On Sundays, Round Trip Tickets to all points
beyond San Rafael at half rates.

TICKET OFFICE—650 Market

St.,

Building.

H.C. WHITING,
Gen. Manager.

R. X.

RYAN,

Gen. Passenger Agent.

COAST STEAMSHIP CO.

Dispatch steamers from San Francisco for
ports in Alaska, 9 a.m.; March 15,30; April 14, 2S>.
For B. C. and Puget Sound ports, March 5, 10,
15, 20, 25, 30 and every 5th day thereafter.
For Eureka (Humboldt Bay), Steamer "Pomona," at 2 P.M. March 2, 6, 10, 14, 18, 22, 26, 30, and
every fourth day thereafter.
For Newport, Los Angeles and all way ports
at 9 a. m. March 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28 and every
;

fourth day thereafter.

For San Diego,s topping only at Port Harford,
Santa Barbara, Port Los Angeles, Redondo, (Los
Angeles) and Newport, March 2. 6, 10, 14, 18, 22, 29,
30, and every fourth day thereafter, at 11 a. m.
For Ensenada, San Jose del Cabo, Mazatlan,
La Paz. Altata, and Guaymas (Mexico), steamer
"Orizaba," 10 A. M. April 5th.
Ticket Officer— Palace Hotel, No. 4 New
street.

GOODALL, PERKINS & CO.,

BUSWELL,

No.

10

Gen'l Agents,

Market street, San Franolsco.

Bookbinder, Paper-Ruler, Printer
and Blank Book Manufacturer.
516

Commercial

OCEANIC STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

St., S. P.

OCCIDENTAL AND ORIENTAL

S. S.

Coolgardie gold-fields,
(Freemantle)
Australia,

CO.

$220 first class, $110 steerage. Lowestrates to Capetown, S. Africa.
O. S. S. Co.'s steamers
sail:

For Japan and China.
11:00, *2:00, 13:00,

and *6 :00 p. m.
From Oakland— Foot of Broadway.
*4

Arrive

Petaluma,
Santa Rosa.

8:00AM

Montgomery
fl.

8).

7:15,9:00, and 11:00 A.

Star.

a

f7:45P

7:15

Seminaby Park,

—Washington

A

n-Ai A

Melrose,

magazines

You'll get to be a fad.

A

San Leandro and haywards Local.
Al
A
9:00 A
10:1*1 A
I'll. 00 A
2:00 P
3:00 P

PM

PACIFIC

*8:48a

5:30 P

i*8:00
8:00

are gone; air, earth are blent

-^Oh, try to be a hero,
My noble little lad,
And some day in the

P

Santa Cruz, Salinas, Monterey,
*10 :40 A
Paoiflc Grove
3:30 p San Jose and principal way stations

flow;

hills

:55

by snow.

Luis Obispo, Guadalupe and principal way stations
a San Jose and way stations
a Palo Alto and way stations
2:30 p San Jose, Gllroy, Tres Pinos,
10:40
11:45

p San Jose and Way Stations
San Jose and way stations
6 :30 p San Jose and way stations
1U:45p San Jose and way stations

everywhere below

grow;

P

To

a San Jose and way stations (New
Almaden Wednesdays only
8:15 a San Jose, Tres Pinos, Santa Cruz,
Pacific Grove, Paso Robles, San

fair flakes flutter

thin white carpet on earth's floor doth

streets).

6:45

*4 :30

denser grows the view, and from the

heaven

The

*11 :20 A
9 :50 A

Coast Division (Third and Townsend

T

NEW BOHEMIAN.

The limbs of sycamore, like silver spray,
Gleam 'gainst the hillside's steep and

8:15A Newark, Centerville, Sin Jose,
F o .HoulderCreek, SantaCruz

4 : 15 P Newark, San Jose, Los Gatos
fll :45 p Hunters' Excursion. San Jose

3:30

SNOW.

my window and the far away
hung a fairy film of smoke-blue lace,
Through which soft lines of many things

10 :45 a
Puget Sound and East
H10:05p "Sunset Limited," Fresno, Los
Angel'es, El Paso, New Orleans
and East
1 12 :45P

1

1:40,3:40,5:00,

Fulton,

Is

Sacramento,
:00p Oregon Express,
Marysville, Redding, Portland,

stations

M 8:00a M
3:30pm 9:30AM
5:10pm 5:00pm

rides the wheel.

IN THE

AM;

In Effect
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S. F.

7:40a

Between

7 :45A
f7 :45P

.

who

9:40, 11:10

\TJaa\t

her shining cycle,

girl

P M.

6:35

Days. Sundays. Desti'tion. Sundays. Days.

She will make a bonny bride.
But I dare not pause to question
Future woe or future weal,
If I halt 1 lose the race, and
Lose tbe

PM. Saturdays— Extra trips at

and

Leave

I vow that I will win her,
Speeding silent at her side
flies

3:40, 5:10

6:25 PM.
Between San Francisco and Schuetzen Park,
same schedule as above.

And

BIG
15

PM.

SUNDAYS—8:10,

;15P

forMojave and East

Opden and East
6:00 P Haywards, Niles and San Jose.
J7 :00 P Vallejo

SUNDAYS—

As

45A

Orleans, and East
5:00 p Santa Fe Route, Atlantic Express,
6 :00 P European mail,

9:20, 11:00 A M; 12:35,8:30
P M. Thursdays— Extra trip at
11:30 P H. Saturdays— Extra trips at 1:50
and 11:30 pm.
8:00,9:30, 11:00 A M; 1:30. 3:30, 5:00,

5:10, 6:30

To

Faster

Stockton
4 :30 p Merced, Barenda, Raymond (for
Yosemite) and Fresno
5:00p New Orleans Express, Fresno,
Bakersfleld. Santa Barbara, Los
Angeles, Deming. El Paso, New-

5:00P Vallejo

WEEK DAYS—7:40,

the cap above her tresses
She is tasty, trim and neat;
1 watch her graceful manner
All my quickened pulses feel
Boundless love and adoration
For the girl who rides the wheel.

:00p
:45p

Street.

SAN FRANCISCO TO SAN RAFAEL.

SAN RAFAEL TO SAN FRANCISCO.
WEEK DAYS—6:25, 7:55, 9:30, 11:10 AM; 12:45.

15P'

a Vallejo
p Niles, San Jose and Livermore...
*1:00p Sacramento River steamers
tl :30 p Port Costa and Way Stations....
4:00 P Martinez, San Ramon, Vallejo,
Napa, Calistoga, El Verano and
Santa Rosa
Woodland,
Esparto,
4:00 P Benicia,
Knight's Landing, Marysville,
Oroville, and Sacramento
4:30 p Niles, San Jose, Livermore and
00
1:00

9:

way

Tibukon Ferry—Foot of Market

From the tips of velvet slippers
On her dainty little feet,

:15P
:15P

28, 1896.

SAN FRANCISCO AND NORTH PACIFIC
RAILWAY CO.

6:20

7 :00

•3-.15P

WHEEL.

A

Music

7 :00

7

RIDES

Fairer than the summer roses
Is the maiden of my choice
in her merry laughter,
Sweetest cadence in her voice
Golden are her silken tresses.
Round her snowy neck they steal
Graceful as a bending lily
Is the girl who rides the wheel.

Trains Leave and are Due to Arrive at

Leave,

WHO

GIRL

RUTH RAYMOND, IN COLLIER'S WEEKLY.

System.)

March

Steamers leave wharf at FIRST AND

BRAN-

NAN STREETS, at 3 P M, for YOKOHAMA
HONGKONG,
steamers

for

connecting at

SHANGHAI.

Coptic
Gaelic
Doric {via Honolulu)
Beujic

and

Yokohama with

Saturday, April
Tuesday, Mav
Thursday, May

1896
35, 1806
12, 1896
28, 1806
8,

Round Trip Tickets at Reduced Rates.
For freight or passage apply at Company's
No. 425 Market street, oorner First.
D. D. STUBBS.Seoretary.

office,

For

HONOLULU,

S. S"

"AUSTRALIA,"

Wednesday, April

April 7th.

HONOLULU. APIA,
AUCKLAND, and SYDNEY, S. S ALAMEDA,
April 2d.
REDUCED SPECIAL RATES for parties
For

March

10th and April 7th, 1886.
For passage apply to 114 Montgomery street.
For freight apply to 327 Market street.
J D. SPRECKELS.& BROS. CO., General Agta

'

Per Oapf, 10

Pricf

Annual Suhtcription, $4.00.
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The oJUe of

hope Marquis Yamagatamay be able to bring about
prosperous commercial relations between America
and Japan. The latter country is rapidly forcing itself to
the front rank, and we should embrace every opportunity
to establish friendly relations with our Eastern neighbor.

HE

,

Los Angeles Fiesta opens on the 21st of this
month, and promises to surpass all previous efforts in

this line.

WE

are glad to see that the battleship Iowa was
The
christened with wine and not with water.
temperance cranks are back numbers to day.
is

ITwill
law.

to be

hoped the

filibusters

on

trial

in

New York

be severely punished for violatiug the neutrality
Citizens must be taught not to embroil great nations

their continual chatter about a cure for consumpWITH
tion the doctors are getting to be almost as bad as

the prizefighters. Kill us in silence, gentlemen,
must, but do not weary us beforehand.
is

we cannot send a team

a pity that

ITCalifornia

boys

participate

to

in

of

the

will doubtless throw cold water upthe hot-headed jingoes who favor the Cuban reare not looking for trouble with outside
nations and it is satisfactory to know that a cautious man
occupies the Presidential chair and not a brainless,

bellion.

X more ways than one it is proving a rainy season for
I the Italians in Abyssinia.

T

CLEVELAND

1 1 on

plenty of both.

if

you

our stalwart

coming great

tournament in Athens. The records they would
make might even cause the old gods of Greece to come and
pay us a visit.
athletic

We

pandering demagogue.
the fruit-growers of the State forgotten
about
HAVE
that public market proposition
Their own interests
all

?

would be materially benefited by the establishing of such a
place, and they should see that something is done in the
matter. The Harbor Commissioners have offered a site,

now

let the public

do the rest.

GOVERNOR Altgeld has been indicted for contempt for
not complying with the law requiring that the American flag be displayed over State University buildings.
The Governor once made himself conspicuous by harangues
favoring mob rule and violence. This last act gives us a
clear insight into the true character of all such pretenders.

explanation
ANFitzgerald

should be

being conducted in accordance
The slight irregularity with regards
to keepers' fees, mentioned in last week's issue, occurs
pending a proper interpretation of the new law by the
Sheriff's

office

is

Supreme Court.

PRESIDENT

A. W. Poster, of the San Francisco and
Pacific Railroad Company, may have been
found guilty of a technical contempt of court, but he will
have the satisfaction of knowing that he acted merely in
the interests of the road he so ably manages.

North

Colusa stone
ONLY
the Ferry Depot.

is

to be used in the construction of
are glad the Harbor Com-

We

missioners are patriotic enough to give California material
the preference over that of Oregon and trust that the

contracts will Dot stand in the

way

of their decision.

COLONEL

Will Fisher was appointed by Governor Budd
to welcome the Japanese General who has been paying
us a visit for the last few days. Colonel Fisher proceeded
in a tug beyond the Heads, and extended the courtesies
and hospitality of the West to the visitor from the far East.

apparPeople's Mutual Telephone Company
THE
ently
other than a fraud. When the company's
is

little

representative appeared before the street committee of
the Board of Supervisors he stated that the charges were
to be $5 a month rental, and 5 cents for each switch, but
that it was the intention of the company to ultimately reduce these to $3 and 3 cents respectively. Talk like this
is absolutely ridiculous, and we advise people to fight shy
of the whole affair.

demanded of Attorney-General

matThe Sacramento Bee states that $300,000 in the
State school land fund is uninvested, and holds the Attorfor his actions in the bond investment

ter.

ney-General responsible for a loss to the State of $1,000 a
month.
If Mr. Fitzgerald be guilty of jobbery he should
be prosecuted.

King
the Belgians
shocking the staid people
THEEurope
giddy doings and may be forced to
by
of

THE
with the law.

14.
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of

is

his

abdicate.
Should he lose his
daily paper in San Francisco

job,

he intends starting a

and a chalet

in

Sausalito

with silver bath tubs and such modern fixtures; he will
also receive a subsidy of $1000 monthly for advertising the
briny quality of the water in the bay.

outcome
the South African complications
be
THE
awaited with
Two years ago the trouble
of

will

interest.
might have been settled by despatching a few thousand
soldiers
to
the
front and annexing the rebel terriBritish
tory, but the hostile position taken by Germany, in regard
to any extension of the British sphere of influence, gives
the affair a very serious aspect. There are troublous
times ahead for South Africa, and no one can prophecy
how the map of the country will look five years from to-

day.

SEEING

that so many accidents occur in Golden Gate
Park, which is so extensively patronized by bicyclists
daily, and where thousands of people congregate to enjoy
the fresh air and beautiful music on Sundays, we advocate
the immediate erection of an Emergency Hospital, with
ambulance and all necessary fittings, where cases can be
This would certainly be
attended to with quick dispatch.
better than having to carry persons down town, as must at
present be done. Accidents are of daily occurrence, although many of them never get to the ears of the public.
In the meanwhile, until a proper building is erected, the
Casino, which is now unoccupied, could weU be utilized for
this purpose, and a short trial would suffice to prove the

SAN FRANCISCO NEWS LETTER.
"WHAT DO YOU

CALIFORNIANS

WANT?"

THE

Sutro-Hearst lobby at Washington, made up, by
the way, of exceedingly small potatoes, is at its wits'
Born in private malice, it is without standing or
ends.
Unnoticed by the Eastern press, unknown
influence.
around the Capitol, and unheard, eveii in the Committee
room, its condition is woe-begone in the extreme. Sent
on to enlighten the Congress of the Nation as to what the
people of California want done with the great overland
railroads, it might as well, so far as any service it has
rendered its employers is concerned, have been seut to
Timbuctoo. Sitting around the committee room as dumb
as oxen, its hapless and forlorn condition at last attracted
the attention of the sympathetic chairman. He knew they
were Californians, but what they were there for he had not
been informed. Said he: ''What do you Californians want?"
Simple as the question was it proved a stunner. It
They did not
knocked those would-be lobbyists silly.
know what they really did want, and, therefore, were unThey knew they were there to do what they
able to tell.
could to help to defeat any possible funding bill, but what
was wanted as a substitute they had not been informed.
They had left home with a grudge, but without a plan.
They knew that the time had arrived for legislative action
but were without a suggestion as to what it ought to be.
It was, verily, an embarrassing position for these pretentious enlighteners of Congressmen to find themselves in.
Palpably something had to be done, and done quickly.
Click, click went a message to New York and San Francisco, as swiftly as electricity could convey it, which when

" For God's sake send an alternative
spelled out read:
Bierce." It was a shrill shriek, but
plan, or all is lost.
It is an open secret that nothing
it brought out nothing!
has been sent on yet. It is an open one, because everybody knows that the Sutro-Hearst combination have not
got an alternative plan that they can agree upon among
themselves, or that would commend itself to intelligent
men. Weeks ago the News Lettek predicted they would
go to pieces the moment this point was reached, and they
Sutro is named as a candidate for Agnews, Hearst
have.
sullenly sits on the ruins wrought by that contract, and
the Call silently withdraws from the combination.
Meanwhile, the Examiner is whistling to keep its courage up. Having no distinct utterance to make it is mumbling out its words as if its teeth had been drawn and its
gums still sore from the operation. It now endeavors to
shift on to the shoulders of the Congressional delegation
After having been
the burden it is unable to carry itself.
blindly led by the nose so far, they are bluntly told " they
must meet and agree upon a plan of their own." The
naive confession is made that the Examiner would be
"very well satisfied without any plan at all," but that
"Eastern members cannot see it in that light, " because "they cannot admit that they are acting as
mere obstructionists." Precisely! The Examiner with
its unfulfilled contract to avenge can " afford to be a mere
obstructionist " but men without a grievance are bound to
legislate affirmatively and for the best interest of all.
We are then told that "the people of the Pacific Coast
have been educated up to the principle of Government
ownership." When and by whom were they so educated?
Certainly not by the Examiner, for, not many weeks ago,
it printed interviews with some of our most thoughtful
citizens condemning that principle.
It concedes, however,
that the other parts of the country have not been taught
to think that way, and that until they are, it is useless
to insist upon going it alone on the Government ownership idea. And that is the befogged way in which it leaves
our Congressmen to grope their way out of a difficulty inNo wonder that Maguire is " disto which it led them.
gusted " and Bowers " sick of the whole badly managed
business." If the Government could legally take possession of the roads, which it cannot, it would be without an
entrance into this city, without side lines or feeders,
and with nothing but a road-bed from Ogden by way of
Niles to San Jose.
To obtain even that it would have to

the first mortgage bonds. To believe that it could
the road, develop its traffic, keep it out of politics,
and run it as efficiently and economically as the present
managers do, is about equal to believing that the moon is
made of green cheese. The funding bill, as reported by

pay

off

manage
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the committee, meets every objection to funding that ever
had any weight in it. Under its operation the Government will ultimately be paid both in principal and interest.
The certainty that there is to be no suspension of traffic
arrangements will inspire confidence throughout our
borders. In fair argument the opponents of the funding
bill have been distanced.
They can propose nothing
better and know they cannot. Silenced by being merely
asked what they want, nothing is left for those lobbyists
but to return home like the sheep iu the nursery rhyme,
with their tails behind them.

The "Silver
Tongued "

Tom

Fitch has broken silence again.
This time at St. Louis, and as the
coming Senator from the new State of
Arizona. Fertile as ever in the tricks
of the politician, if not in the ways of the just, he is busy
promulgating a scheme by which the next Republican
Convention may once again straddle the silver question.
He believes that "upon questions of finance, currency,
and coinage, the divergence of opinion among Republicans
is so great that it would be unjust and inexpedient for the
majority in the convention to formulate its views upon
them in the party platform." He, therefore, wants that
body to frame a plank to remit the whole subject to " the
people of the Congress districts for determination, pledging the nominee of this Convention not to interpose the
Executive veto, or the power and patronage of the Executive office, to defeat any legislation with respect to
coinage that may be supported by a majority of the
Bobs up Again,

Republican Representatives and Senators in Congress."
St. Louis Globe- Democrat (Republican) says " this is
a cool, and, in fact, rather impudent proposition." It
thinks that " harmony which is purchased by the surrender of a vital principle would be deadlier to a party than
the most violent factional strife." The Globe-Democrat is
for " the gold standard and no surrender."

The

A

sidelight is thrown on England's apparent
apathy regarding Russian ascendancy in the
Balkan Peninsular by her present activity
in Egyptian affairs.
Years ago the very idea that Russia
might advance on Constantinople was enough to make
English statesmen demand millions for naval estimates,
and would fill the columns of favored organs with leaders
pronouncing such a move as detrimental to the cause of
civilization and something to be averted at any cost. Now,
however, Russian intriguers are allowed to come and go
without special attention being paid them, and it is doubtless only a matter of time before the surveillance will be
removed from the Dardanelles, and warboats of all nationalities allowed to pass from the Black Sea to the Mediterranean at pleasure. Great Britain will probably concentrate her attention upon the Suez Canal as the route to be
fortified and held against all enemies.
The close proximity of Cyprus and Malta will make this easy of accomplishment, and with modern fortifications at Aden on the
Red Sea it would be absolutely impossible for any war
The talk about the
ship to reach India by that route.
Russian advance on India has somewhat abated during the
last few years, but Great Britain has not been deceived by
Since the Russian annexation of
the apparent calm.

The Route
to

India.

Merv

in 1884 she

has constantly been strengthening her
is now in a

fortifications on the northern frontier, and
position to hold an enemy, however powerful
ent, at bay.

and persist-

We do not put much faith in the reported antagonism brought about by Russian intrigue in
Egypt.
French diplomatic circles to the Anglo-Egyptian
The British occupation of Egypt
campaign.
has become an absolute necessity pending the regulation of
England
and

internal troubles.
Great Britain is, apparently, the only
willing to bring about the subjection of the fanatical
hordes of the interior, and it is to the advantage of every
other country interested to permit ber to pursue her
course undisturbed. It is more than possible that Russian
interference is brought about by the prospect of the Suez
Canal falling into the hands of England, thereby placing
It remains
another barrier in the ocean route to India.
to be seen whether her advice will result in any thing more
than a weak protest on the part of France.

power

;

April
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The

Monarch
of

the Boodiers.

police

and others who are familiar

with the
prised at the

aninals are

manner

in

not

sur-

Examiner continues to meet the
revelation of its guilt
Tl
ed to the shameless kind of rogue who. when run in and made to know that
thenpe for him. turns on his accusers and captors
n|>otent rage, even if he can do nothing more damaging than to fling foul language.
Though
such beha'.
the Ugly soul and the
hopelessness of the wretch, anger and despair compel him
to make a revolting spectacle of himself.
The instant the
Examiner was thrown into a cell it lost all reserve, all dignity.
Instead of seeking to convince anybody of its innocence, it gave itself up to rolling out curses at its accusers.
For three weeks now it has been making faces through the
bars at everybody who bad a hand in bringing it to justice,
and. in its mad degradation, has heaped maledictions even
on the curious bystanders, who have taken the same interest in it that is excited by the black maria and the morgue
ran.

The charge under which the Examiner has been removed
from the company of decent newspapers is, as all the world
knows, equally serious and disgraceful.

It

has been

in-

dicted as a blackmailer.
For the sura of $30,000 it sold its
editorial soul to the railroad company, the purchase money
to be paid in monthly installments of $1,000. Documentary
proof of the paper's venality has been furnished. How has
the Examiner encountered it 1
Let the facts answer.
Here is the contract into which it entered, and by whose
terms it continued to draw $1000 a month until the subsidy

was withdrawn.
"

The company

Japanese
Progress,

which the

umns

to enjoy

immunity from

hostility in the colnot to be the victim of malicious attack or

of the Examiner), is
criticism, or of misrepresentation; that the Examiner will not seek
to create hostile sentiment in the minds of the community against
the Southern Pacific Company, or any of the interests it represents,

and that while not

stipulating as against

agrees
that criticism shall not proceed Irom any motive of malice or
malignity, and that such criticism as may be found necessary to keep
and maintain the confidence of the public, to the extent that any
public sentiment may have been created from other sources, is to be
avoided as much as possible."
all

criticism,

it

The Examiner replies: 1st., that many of its contemporaries are no better than itself; 2nd., that some of them
are moved by spite to harp on the Examiner's corruption;
3rd., that some editors who keep the shameful blackmailing contract before the public are bald. And this defence
is macje from day to day with a persistence and stupidity
eminently characteristic of the criminal mind.
To that
sort of mind it seems clear that an effective way to render
oneself clean is to throw dirt with both hands at others.
see the Examiner standing up to its middle in the mire,
and, apparently, expecting that if any of the mud which it
hurls at passers-by happens to stick, the public will forget
to notice the hurler's plight.
There was for a time a pretty general hope that Mr.
Hearst would be able to extricate himself and his paper.
It is not gratifying to the average citizen to learn that a
widely circulated journal, making special pretensions to
honesty, is a fraud and a bribe-taker. But hope has been
killed by the course of the Examiner.
It is true that Mr.
Hearst has asserted the published contract to be a forgery,
but he has carefully abstained from challenging its production in court or in fac simile in the newspapers; he has
abstained from demanding that the contract, whatever its
character, under which the $30,000 worth of "advertising"
was given shall be shown to the world; he has abstained
from offering any explanation of the damning fact that
when the railroad company had paid $22,000 and refused
to pay more, he did not briDg suit for the remaining
Abuse of his contemporaries and a loud drum$8,000.
ming to distract attention from his crime, is apparently
all that we are to have from this young millionaire, who is
so fond of money that he is ready to become infamous in
order to get more. The Examiner accepts the situation to
which the truth inexorably condemns it. Henceforward it
will be despised by the community which once believed
in its integrity and respected it for its supposed sincerity.
Dr. Brown himself is not more utterly discredited
than are W. R. Hearst and his San Francisco newspaper.
The Examiner is now only the Monarch of the Boodlers.

is

to

I

14,000,000 upon the construction of docks anil various
public ediBi
ifigures do not include thi' amounts
to be paid for boats being built abroad and which Include
two large ironclads of over 12,000 tons each. It is therefore the Intention "f the Japanese to possess a navy on the
Pacific Station which will more than ei|ual the combined
fleets of Great Britain, France, America, Germany, and
Russia.
< (wing to the small cost of
service, Japan will be

enabled to maintain this immense armament, aggregating
about 1SS, lino tons, at an incredibly small cost. It is expected that the army will also be doubled during the next
nine years.
Her fighting force then will be about half-amillion of men, the cost of which, it is estimated, will be
under $15,000,000 annually. New barracks and forts are
to be constructed, modern small arms' factories are to be
established and the entire army brought up to the highest
efficiency possible in every department.
Iron foundries
have also been established and as the country is rich in
iron ore and coal it is expected that the 130,000 tons of
iron and steel used every year will in a short while be
manufactured entirely at home. England is already making a fight to secure the contracts for war ships and
stands every show of doing so. We wish that our local
ship builders were able to do this desirable work, or at
least some portion of it, and would willingly see them
granted Government aid if the same would in any way
help them to acquire
In

(is

the

intention of the Japanese Governexpend during the next seven yean
the sum of si. linn mill yen upon warboats and
It

men

Favor of

California,

mented upon

it.

Mr. Chauncey Depew paid a glowing tribute
to California during his stay at Del Monte.
Comparing our State to Florida, he comthe absence of the terrible fogs which make

that State so unbearable, and upon its enervating climate
which, to use his own words, "ruins aman's activity in two
or three years."
Mr. Depew is well acquainted with
Florida, yet he claimed that Southern California is the
only place capable of growing oranges to perfection, and
that we have the fruit industry down finer than any other
people.
This is the sort of praise we want.
Mr. Depew
intends advertising the facts he has learned about us
broadcast all over the East. He intends helping us to dispel the general impression that California is nothing but a
gold-producing State, and that our men are a race of miners waiting for a return of the days of '49.
Visitors like
Mr. Depew are always welcome in this State, and we trust
that it will not be long before he finds time to come and
make a prolonged stay with us.

Our own land is the best land
For fruit and grain and gold

We

No

land

is like

the west land

Where men nor maids grow
The great winds wander singing

old.

Among our
And through
The

rugged flowers,
onr night

pale stars light

The Westland's

peaceful hoars.

There is a project on foot to construct a
bridge across the bay between San Francisco and Oakland. Colonel Bridges, speaking
on behalf of the Terminal Company, last Tuesday, stated the
plans for this undertaking were already in preparation
and that a structure consisting of two 1000-foot spans, ten
400-foot spans and a large number of 150-foot spans might
soon bind the two cities closer together than ever. This
is the sort of undertaking we like to help along to the
best of our ability. There is not a bay in all the world like
that which washes the sands of the two cities which in a
few years will have more than twice the number of inhabitants they have at present. The traffic between San
Francisco and Oakland is increasing monthly and such a
convenience as a massive and magnificent bridge, stretching its arms of steel into the very hearts of the two cities,
will soon augment travel, besides giving us another object
of interest the like of which will not be found in any city of
the world. We trust this great work will proceed with
all despatch and that the promoters will receive every
assistance possible both from the Government and from

A Great
Undertaking,

the people.

SAN FRANCISCO NEWS LETTER.
The McKinley boom is as strong among
the Republicans of California as elsewhere.
The Ohio protectionist is the first choice
of three-fourths of the voters of his party here. Of course,
should the National Convention nominate Allison, Reed,
Morton, or anybody else, there would be the customary
campaign enthusiasm for him, but the party's heart goes
out to McKinley with a warmth that cannot be kindled by
another.
In some portions of the country this McKinley ardor
Taking the view of the Eastern
springs from reason.
And, as the
manufacturer, a high tariff is a good thing.
manufacturer is a dominating figure in business circles,
and the press represents the interests, desires, and prejudices of the business element, it is natural that a public
opinion should be formed favorable to the Government giving aid to one class of the people at the expense of all the
rest.
The view is narrow, but at least it has a compreThe McKinley
Foi ly.

hensible basis.

But why should the Republicans
McKinley or approve the system

Our interests all
of raw materials

cheer for
which he stands ?

of California

for

with free trade. Duties raise the cost
to our few manufacturers and the prices
Our agriculof the necessaries of life to the consumer.
tural exports are mostly sold in the unprotected English
lie

market, and what is bought abroad with the money thus
Were
is taxed heavily at our own customs houses.
we a people intelligently awake to our opportunities, we
should be active in every thing that would encourage trade
with China, Japan, Australasia, Central and South
Tariffs are barAmerica, and the islands of the Pacific.
riers to commerce, and the higher they are, the more injurious. Under free trade San Francisco would be a great
But, instead of
port, the seat of an enormous commerce.
inviting intercourse and exchange with our Western and
Southern neighbors, the Republicans of California cheer
Their
for McKinley and clamor for raising the barriers.
eyes are on the East, and their stupid backs are turned
upon the Pacific Ocean, with all its rich possibilities.
The McKinley enthusiasm here is a reflection upon the
good sense of those who feel and express it. It is only an
echo of a shout that goes up from people who are circumOur Eastern
stanced very differently from ourselves.
What they ask is
brethren know what they are about.
that we shall be taxed for their benefit, and California
Republicans obligingly consent. That would certainly be
unselfish if it could be supposed that California Republicans
But it is not to be
were aware of what they are doing.
thought that they do know, unless we impeach their sanity.
Those who come after us to occupy California will marvel
With the Orient, Ausat the dullness of this generation.
tralasia, and the Western coast of the hemisphere open to
our commercial exploitation, we take our notions of what
is good for us from the people beyond the Rocky Mountains, who would close the sea to us.
A glow of enthusiasm for Major McKinley, of Ohio, may
be a pleasurable emotion, but it is a mighty poor exchange
for the solid advantages that would come to San Francisco
and California under a low tariff, or, better still, no tariff

•gained

at

all.

April
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no pious soul can feel that it is undeserved. And
the decree of excommunication is rendered doubly gratifying and significant by the fact that Dr. Brown himself
presided as chairman over the deliberations of the Standing Committee.
Aware, as he is, how much scandal has
been brought upon Zion by the weakness of the late Council in dealing with sin, it is but meet that as a watchman
on the walls he should have resolved that no new occasion
of the same kind should be given the ungodly for graceless
mirth.
So he urged the excommunication of Mrs. Stockton and voted for it. Thus does he join in the general rebuke which has covered the too- tender Council with shame.
It is to be hoped that the fate of this erring sister will
prove a warning to others. Ladies who know by the glow
within them that they are serving the Lord when they
siand by a pastor in affliction, and rejoicingly defy the
laughter of the worldly when they bestow bouquets upon
him and decorate with lilies the sanctuary on his return to
it after acquittal, must beware how they omit to guard
their tongues.
man of God is but a man after all, and
should it so fall out, under Providence, that he yields to
temptation as the best of men sometimes will the matter should always be taken to the throne of grace, and
never to the newspapers. It is to be regretted, of course,
if a pastor stumbles, but when
the sister who stumbles
with him is so careless as to divulge the secret and bring
reproach upon the household of faith, no penalty can be
too severe.
Her excommunication is but a light requital
for such turpitude. And, as in the instance of Mrs. Stockton, we see that the beloved pastor himself, if he be a good
Christian and a minister conscious of his obligations to the
church, will turn against the culprit who is guilty of the
sin of loquacity.
Pride in conquest is natural to woman,
and it is readily comprehensible how a sister who has captured the pastor should be moved to excite envy and admiration by revealing her triumph, but nevertheless the
interests of the church are paramount. Poor Sister Stockton, as she sits on the left hand, awaiting the hour when
Satan will claim her, is, if pathetic, a useful example.
Charity, mercy, chastity, and reticence are virtues, but
the greatest of these is reticence.
fallen her,

A

—

—

Mrs. Colton obtained a complete victory
over the First National Bank last Monday,
and President Murphy will now have to
supplement his income by other and more legitimate
methods than by deducting unearned commissions from
cheques of depositors over which he has no control whatever.
The Court by its verdict administered a severe
reprimand to this gentleman with a Hibernian patronymic and a pawnbroker's tendencies, and we trust that he
will not forget the lesson in a hurry.
Depositors will
doubtless dislike placing their money within the vicinity of
his fingers; but with ourselves and the Grand Jury to look
after their interests
they can safely overlook the
irregularity, being assured that it will not occur again.
We would suggest, however, that the land office business
would be a better one for Mr. Murphy than banking. We
do not doubt that wilh his consummate impudence, a
larger field of operations and plenty of suckers he would
soon be able to acquire his much coveted million.
Misguided
Murphy,

Mr.

The Lesson

Public opinion is having its influence on
The universal
the Congregationalists.
Sister Stockton,
condemnation which has been visited
upon the Church Council for its extreme
lenity to the Rev. Dr. Brown causes the brethren to see
where
that
morals are involved sternness must mark judgment. On Monday evening last the Standing Committee
of the First Congregational Church met and dealt with the
case of Mrs. M. A. Stockton.
Instead of whitewashing
her by finding that she had been guilty only of unministerial conduct, explained and palliated by constitutional infirmities of temper, the Committee cast her into outer
darkness by a decree of excommunication.
The sins of this woman are notorious. By Dr. Brown's
confession we know that before being received into the
church by him she made an assault on his virtue by her
own confession we know that after her reception into the
church he returned the compliment by making an assault
on her virtue, which assault was crowned with complete
success.
Great as is the punishment which has now beof

;

The loss of life occurring through cable and
electric car accidents is becoming so appalling that it behooves us to institute measures
which will minimize the present danger to people on foot.
can think of no better way than to forbid two cars
from traversing a street crossing at the same time. Should
Worthy

of

Adoption,

We

one already be standing, then the car coming in the opposite direction should be kept stationary until the other has
passed on. So many people congregate about the crossings where cars meet that only one car can be in motion
at one time without endangering everybody in the immediate neighborhood. This method might result in the loss of
a little time to the companies, but the slight extra expense
would be more than compensated for by a saving in expensive and repeated lawsuits.

Each navy yard should have a

fair chance to construct
and torpedo boats as they are needed.
There should be no favoritism in national affairs.

battle-ships

1

4.
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Children.

resulting therefrom.

da';.

IT. Johnson did this in Fresno, ami came near
adorning a lamppost for hi- badly expressed good intonwe »<to not present ujnm the occasion of the
reprimand to the parents, we are hardly capable of judging between the parlies. Judging, however, by the badigshown. it is more than likely that his assertions had
•ruth in them. It is a well-known fact that many girls,
not only in Fresno, but in every other citv In this State.
are granted too much personal liberty, and are entirely
beyond the control of their parents, they mature lapidly,
and run with women older than themselves and acquainted
with the world's tempting ways, For this we do not blame
It is becoming
the girls so much as we do their elders.
more and more apparent that the average man or woman
in this country is incapable of bringing up children in the
way they should go. The women find more pleasure in the
boarding house parlor or the political debating society
than in the home: the men are driven thereby to find thenpleasures in the club or in the saloon, and the children run
wild and free, victims to the temptations laid in their
paths by others who have already fallen. Under present
conditions fatherhood and motherhood are little more than
a farce, and the children come to be looked upon as a curse,
If the parents of America
unworthy of any attention.
would only look after their children, and instill in their
hearts the first principles of love, duty, and religion, there
would be no need of such terrible assertions as those made
by the Evangelist in Fresno.
Welcome
Guests.

e

Olde fyckorie gbairs*
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Ye
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place for syitynge

yc chair and yc backs
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ye most comfortable and. welle
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wearynge sea tinge we know of.
1 These Chairs are yc most
unique and pleasureful lit*, of goods
wherewith to make cheerful ye lawn
and ye porch that are made in ye J*
United States.
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are

as

from any before shown as
ye morning light from ye darkness of
nighte tymc. jtjiijl&jljfijfidtjit
If Ye newe and novel wares of this

different
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The Eastern delegates to the National Hotel
Men's Convention, which is to be held in Los

Angeles, will spend five days in this city on
These gentlemen, who represent the
their way home.
largest hotel interests in the country, should be made welcome in every way possible and Californian hospitality
should be showered upon them from the day tbey arrive
day they depart. We can be assured that whatever we do for them will be repaid a hundred-fold by the
kind manner they will speak of us to their Eastern patrons
and who will be induced to visit us instead of squandering
Los Angeles and the towns in
their money in Europe.

until the

PICTURESQUE

SAN

C#air

Jl?is

Southern California will do their duty towards them but
we hope that they will retain fonder memories of San
Francisco than of all the other cities visited put together.

$4^5°

$4.50

FRANCISCO.

OURviewpicture
taken

of the city this week shows a beautiful
from the district south of Market
The visstreet, once the fashionable quarter of the town.
itor is supposed to stand on Harrison street, and look
north. To the extreme left rises the stately Palace Hotel,
and above it can be seen the tower of the Chronicle Build-

Further along to the right is the Crocker Building,
one of the most imposing structures in this city, and facing
on Market street. In the extreme background of the picture, and exactly behind the Palace Hotel, can be seen the
tower of the Hopkins' Institute of Art Building, and further along to the right the tower of Grace Episcopal Church.
The slope beyond the church is Telegraph Hill, thickly covered with houses, and usually called the Latin QuarThe mountain beyond is Tamalpais, between which
ter.
The large
and the city is the Bay of San Francisco.
square structure towards the right of the picture is the
Between this building and Grace Church
Mills Building.
can be seen the Church of St. Francis of Assissi, one of the
oldest Catholic churches in the city.
ing.

1

of the handsomest floral exhibitions in the city can be seen by a
John H. Sievera, the florist, at 25 Post Street. The entire
store is full of the most beautiful Easter lilies, which form so appro-,
large consignment of the
priate a gift for this particular holiday.
smaller lilies of the valley are also on hand and can be had at very
Other flowers are also there in profusion
reasonable prices.
especially the choicest roses, pinks, violets and such favorites. Mr.
Sievers has for many years provided the floral decorations at all large
functions such as weddings, flower festivals and dinners and has always been ahead of the competitors in his particular line of business.
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Obey No Wand but Pleasure's."— 7'om Moore.

[AMES

O'Neill impresses me as a "Rip
of the stage.
For years

Van Winkle"

and years he has slumbered with that wornout old Monte Cristo for a bed-fellow, aceu-

P mulating a goodly covering of pecuniary
- moss in much the same way as did Denman

And now, secure in
in The Old Homestead.
the possession of ample means, he has gone back to his first
love.
The fortune he has amassed is said to be considerable, and, like many gentlemen of ripe years and plethoric
Mr. O'Neill has taken to
purse, he has developed a fad.
playing tragedies, a recreation beside which a string of
thoroughbreds or a yacht is mild and inexpensive diversion.
Moreover, lest the vulgar public should mistake his
purpose in traveling from city to city, and suspect a chase
for pelf in the gorgeous show bills that herald his visits, he
carefully secludes his performances in first-class theatres,
where only the rich, luxurious, and select may enjoy them.
There was a time when Mr. O'Neill played to dollar seats,
each of which was occupied by a cheerful seeker after
amusement.
This was when Monte Cristo was a younger
and sprightlier melodrama, and Mr. O'Neill an actor
Now, perchance,
fashioned on the methods of his day.
wearied and oppressed by audiences that obliterate the
auditorium,
upholstery
the
satiated with the
rich plush
of
plaudits of patient dollar bearers, he has raised the ante
since I am launched on
half a dollar, which gentle bluff
the metaphor of my national game has restrained hundreds of people from seeing him. Moreover, he has surrounded himself with a gathering of mediocre players symptomatic of old-time stars, and comes to us like an old viutage of wine with a premium on its age. It is many years
since Mr. O'Neill bottled and cellared away the spirit of
tragedy. I was of too tender years to appreciate the
quality of the stuff, but I have heard many an old-time
theatre-goer say what a great man O'Neill might have
And now that the
been had he stuck to the legitimate.
uncorking process has taken place and Virginias has
gurgled out after its long, restful sleep, I cannot say that
it enjoys any particular felicity of bouquet, or that it glides
with the unctious zest characteristic of a rare old tipple.
Perhaps like champagne, too long bottled, Mr. O'Neill's
It is musty, flat, and flavorless.
gift has lost its sparkle.
Thompson

—

—

—

# * *

Tuesday night, at the Baldwin, was
the fourth exponent of the part that San Francisco has
witnessed within six months. Placidly regarded it is the
sort of Roman college youths disport under the protecting
wing of a benefiting charity full of the rhythm and
cadence of tragic blank; abounding in weird and unusual
emphasis of words that startle with unexpected promiO'Neill's Virginius on

—

nence; invested with a series of wind-mill gestures that
would keep three of Mr. Edwin Milton Royle's flags fluttering, and voiced with the robust pectoriloquism that
ever proclaims the roaring Roman of the leathern lung.
I did not expect anything crisply modern in ONeill's performance modernity, after all, must be judiciously applied
to tragedy where every word and action is twice as big as
actual life but I was astonished at the raw, over-wrought
delivery of a role that is being played daily all over the
country by intelligent, if not transcendent, actors.
Throughout it was an exhibition of old-style melodrama
which reached its expected climax in the Forum scene.
The stabbing of Virginia would pale the bloodiest butchery
that ever raised goose flesh in Morosco's.

—
—

* * *

In The Courier of Lyons, given on Wednesday evening,
Mr. O'Neill and his company seemed on much more congenial terms with their work.
Way down in the hearts of
all of us there is a fondness for melodrama, and a play so
full of action, so sure and definite in the development of its
story, so unaffected and direct in treatment, and so happily absolved from heroic speeches, compels interest by its
sheer force of incident. There is not a prolix line in The
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Courier of Lyons. In fact, to scan the book, as O'Neill presents it, would reveal but little of the vivid strength it has
as an acted play.
Theatric as many of the situations are,
they never seem forced or unreal, so artfully and realistically does one sequence merge into another.
Mr. O'Neill
did some very good and some very bad acting in the roles
of Lesurques and Dubosc.
In the first act his Dubosc was
in every way fiercely overdrawn.
It might have been the
Snarleyow of Sinbad, so labored and ferocious were his
facial contortions.
As Lesurques he was more in key;
particularly in the scene where his ill-fated resemblance to
the criminal Dubosc calls forth such positive evidence of
his guilt, was he moderated, forceful and convincing.
Dubosc improved after the first act, Mr. O'Neill stabbing
Jeanne without any of the wild spectacular business that
distinguished a similar office in Virginius. The final scene,
where the real criminal is at last taken, was worked up
with stirring effect, and let it be said to Mr. O'Neill's
credit that he showed admirable restraint in not overdoing his exacting part a part on the same lines as that
of Bill Sykes, and one easily made offensive by an actor as
prone to fireworks and war-whoops as is Mr. O'Neill.
Miss Florence Rockwell, whose Virginia and Mercedes
were weak and colorless, showed a surprising bit of
dramatic power in her Julie, and Hallett Thompson, who
is the worst Appius Claudius it has ever been my fortune
to see, made an artistic character of the dandified rascal
Curriol.
The Courier of Lyons is eloquent testimony to the
folly of James O'Neill forsaking the romantic melodrama.
* * *

—

It is difficult to believe that Mr. Edwin Milton Royle,
the author-actor-manager of Captain Impudence, could
have written such a clever little play as Friends, and if
Friends had not been written a few years prior to the inception of the Impudence composite, I would doubt the

authenticity of its authorship.
As it is, Friends belongs to
Mr. Royle, and it is a bright, entertaining comedy-drama
so entertaining that it lasts in the public's approval
despite the dire performance of a Lizst rhapsodie by Mr.
Henderson on the piano, and the deliriums of a doped
dialect
mangier, both of which gruesome exhibitions
should be confined within the padded walls of an asylum.
It may be realism to have an actor pound on a real piano,
and a "fiend" make sure enough shivers down his spine,
just as the tank of bona Jide water and the small bottle of
genuine fizz have become legitimate adjuncts to the great

—

American drama; but if Mr. Henderson's piano chestnut
was put in narrative or worked with a music-box, and the
pipe hitter's orgie wiped off the earth, it would make
Friends a more wholesome play.
Mr. Royle's John Paden, Jr., is well acted, even if there
is Salvation Army monotone to the delivery of the lines
meant to be deeply impressive, and Mrs. Royle is sympathetic and magnetic as Marguerite.
Mr. Henderson, like
most great virtuosi, is inclined to over-emotion. It does
not impress manliness on the part but come to think of it,
musicians, as a rule, are not remarkable for their virility,
so Mr. Henderson may be drawing a faithful picture after
all.
But I wish he would forswear the piano.

—

* # *

the Auditorium this week, Richards & Pringle's
Georgia Minstrels have lived up to their promise of providing an old-fashioned minstrel show, unaided by the
gorgeous costumes, electrical effects and paraphernalia of
the modern troubadour of the burnt cork. Their jokes,
songs and wardrobe, evidently built when the water came
up to Montgomery street, are as gleeful, melodious and
bizarre as in the days of our fathers, and the performance
throughout was in strict accordance with the traditions of
old minstrelsy.
All of which is a rare feast for the student
of bygone amusements, but not exactly the attraction for
novelty-loving
public of to-day.
the
* * *

At

The Red Pocket Book seems to have found the pulse of a
generation, to judge from its reception at the Grand
this week.
Doris is announced for next week with Miss
Lisle Leigh in the title role.

new

* * #

The Mormon Tabernacle Choir,

of Salt Lake City, open
The
their concerts on April 15th at Metropolitan Temple.
organization numbers a hundred and seventy-five voices.

*

.
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Mr S Homer Henley, the possessor <<f :i deep, melodious
barytone, which is well known to Ban Francisco musical
audiences, will have a farewell concert on Tuesday evenBernard .Mollenhauer.
ing at Native Sons' Hall.
mund Martinez, and many favorably knout, local musicians
Mr Henley leaves shortly for the Bast,
preparatory to joining the Tavary Opera Company, with
which organization he has engaged for next si BSOn.
Frank Mayo's dramatization of Mark Twain's Pudd'nis one of the great
theatrical successes of the
We shall see it at the Columbia next week, with
year.
Mr. Mayo in his famous part of l'udd'nhead. The story.
which appeared some time ago in The Century, is full of
droll interest, and from all accounts Mayo's play retains
the full flavor of Twain's inimitable dry wit.

Baldwin

James O'NeiU's engagement

limited to one week more
announced as the feature of

i
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Gem" Theatre of the Coast.
Frledlander, Gottlob&Co., Lessees
and Managers.
The*
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Frank Mayo and a great company

Blue Beard, the new extravaganza that has been in preparation for some months at the Tivoli, will receive its
premier* Monday.
Hartman, Leary, Gilbert and Goldie,
Fillipi,

and Miss Gertrude

great story; a Pacific coast man wrote it; a great play; a
Pacific coast actor-author wrote it. Mark Twain's

PUDD'NMEAD WILSON.
Two

Columbia.

Coming— EZRA

in his greatest

success at the

weeks, beginning Monday. April

KE NDALL.

6th.

Morosco's Grand Opera Mouse.
Walter Morosco, Sole Lessee and Proprietor.
Last performances of " The Red Pocketbook."
MONDAY EVENING, April 6th—

Aylward, the new soprano, are among the long cast. A
new dance, ''Rays of Light," will be one of the spectacular
features.

DORIS.

The exeptional bill offered by the Orpheum during the
last two weeks has stretched the capacity of that popular
house nightly.
Such a menu of specialties has never been
seen in San Francisco before, not even when big traveling
vaudeville shows have been at the leading theatres.
Peter F. Dailey, one of the most popular mirth-provokers
of to-day, comes to the California Monday night in The
Night Clrrk, a new farce-comedy written for him by John
J. McNally.
Mr. Dailey brings an excellent company,
headed by Jennie Yeamans and John Sparks.
An interesting lecture on "Modern Japan " will be given
by Walter Gifford Smith at Golden Gate Hall, 625 Sutter
street, on April 16th, under the auspices of the Geographical Society of California.
The lecture will be illustrated
by numerous colored slides.
The Macdonough Theatre, Oakland, will present Hoyt's
A Milk Wliite Flag on Monday and Tuesday evenings,
April 6th and 7th. Sinhad will be produced on Thursday,
Friday, Saturday, and Saturday matinee, of the same
week.
Miss Carrie Milzner Hamilton

is in

will

T!»/^vl!
IVOll

H
Upera nOUSe.

MBS Ernestine Krelinq,
C}***.^
«. .««
Proprietor and Manager
To begin Monday, April 6th. Every evening Our spectacular
Easter burlesque, an Arabian Night's dream of loveliness

week.
to be regretted that Mayor Sutro takes such pleasin causing trouble in the Board of City Hall Commissioners. Age has apparently not lent dignity to this
is

ITure

philanthropic man neither has it brought him wisdom.
Mr. Creswell, whose probity is beyond question, and who
is hindered from doing his duty by the Mayor's childishness, declares him to be a nuisance and fit for an insane
asylum. Judging from many of the Mayor's past actions,
we entirely agree with him, and suggest that the Lunacy
Commissioners look into his case and see whether he is in a
condition to fill his high office or not.
;

BLUE BEARD.
humor.

Popular Prices

25c
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San Francisco's Greatest Music Hall.
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street,

.

AN

A. Hirschtnan, manufacturer of fine
jewelry and importer of diamonds, etc., 113 Sutter street, is still progressing, and we would advise our readers to take advantage of this
rare opportunity to procure strictly first-class articles at less than

and 50 o

O'Farrell

between Stookton and Powell streets.

^To-night and during the week.

An unparalleled

notables.

list of

SEGOMMER,
The Nawns, the Three Marvelles, Bruet and Riviere, and a superb vaudeville company
Matinees Saturday and Sunday.
Reserved Seats, 35c; Balcony, 10c.; Opera chairs and box
seats, 50c.
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/-.
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nail,
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Mason

between Post and

street,

Geary.

Grand farewell concert tendered

to

HOMER HENLEY,

S.

prior to his joining the Tavary Opera Company, assisted by
Bernhard Mollenhauer. violin virtuoso, Sigismund Martinez.
pianist, and an array of talent.

Tickets, including reserved seat, 50 cents.
On sale at Byron Mauzy's, 3U8-3UPost street.

Temple.

Metropolitan

The famous Salt Lake City

MORMON TABERNACLE

CHOIR,

5 grand choral concerts, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday and Sunday, April 15th to 19th. No matinees.
Prices, including reserved seat, $1 50 and $1 season tickets, reserved, $5 and $i. Advance sale opens at Sherman, Clay & Co.'s
for season tickets. April 6th and for single nights April 9th.
Concerts begin at 8 15 p. m.
175 voices.

;

:

Qrox/gr's

ThePalais Royal

MlcaZar

of

America.

To-night; matinees Saturday and Sunday.

Leonard Grover

interesting exhibition of drawing done by pupils of
the Mission Grammar School will be held in the office
of the Superintendent of Schools, City Hall, from April
4th to 11th, inclusive.

-

Beautiful scenery; dazzling costumes; entrancing ballets; appropriate accessories; brilliant light effects; great cast. All
the latest European and American novelties in song, dance and

Paris, preparing her
season.
She will

be the attraction at the Alcazar next

LISLE LEIGH.

First appearance of the great leading actress,
Matinees Saturdays and Sundays.

Tuesday evening, April

new repertoire for the coming Easter
make her debut in Aida.

The

I

THE NIGHT GLERK.
Direct from one hundred nights in
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THE HOMESTEAD.

Jr.'s

DAVIDSON TRIAL.

25c.

.Monday:

hit.

Loraine and Kowells. BROWN10, 15, 25o.
Reserved orchestra,

Prices:

RANCH

10.

MRS. EUNICE WE.STWATER,
At

liberty for

Church Choir.

closing out sale of

school
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Contralto.

engagement

in Oratorio, Concert,

Address, No. t826
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After dinner try Adams' Pepsin Tutti-Frutti Chewing Gum.
will find it admirable.

You

Alameda, Gal.
For particulars, address
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I am a college of Cardinals, whereas I am only a simlayman in the church. Besides that, I must say, your
Honor, that I ought to be protected from direct attack,
especially where religion is concerned
In an instant Judge, jury, and legal San Joaquin were

that
ple

I

aflame.
" Where,
assertion has often been made
THE
that our society men lack

by captious critics
character,
great
extent be true,
While this may to a
and tun.
of
social
element
our
system,
yclept
among
that
;illy
Brownies, yet even with these delightfully "fresh" young
men there are found those whose individual traits are felt
and acknowledged by all. As, for instance, who in the
swim (and indeed out of it, for that matter), will deny to
that very head and front of Brownieism, Addy Mizner, a
fondness for a certain color— Violet— so pronounced as
Wilcox, of the Angelic Post, is
to occasion remark.
noted for a swift manipulation of coin. The way he
can make a dollar disappear is not so remarkable, for
most fellows are adepts in that line, but it is in making a
dollar appear again when once lost to view that makes
Wilcox so successful a disciple of silver.
Davis of the
Presidio is known among the girls as a devoted admirer of
their beaux yeux, which is the more astonishing as his experience has made his very heart blanch, not for long,
however, and his recuperative power is great, the girls
are happy to observe. Walter Bean is celebrated for his
penchant for belles', the last of the species being a maiden
Roley-poley Ed., as the
of the merry month, they say.
women call him, would be said by outsiders to have a craze
for leading cotillions, but those who know Greenway from
the inside of society say he is a veritable Pooh-Bah to the
swim, as he's got 'em on his list
To Joe Grant is attributed a leaning towards handsomely furnished flats, and as
he has the wherewithal to gratify his weakness no one can
blame him for indulging it. Joe Tobin's soft spot is flirtatious correspondence, the women say, and that is a dangerous one to exercise unless you burn your ships behind
you and cover up your tracks and especially risky is it
when that sort of literature is kept in bureau drawers, as
giils say, "loose like."
There is a story afloat that a
well-known clubman came near getting into breakers recently by this kind of imprudence. Harry Tevis's peculiarity is intense human sympathy.
Never has the gallant
young medico turned a deaf ear to any plaint from trembling lips, and his best efforts are always used to pour oil
mi troubled waters wherever he finds them requiring his
aid.
Who that has the pleasure of Jack Casserley's acquaintance will deny his readiness to join in any merrymaking got up by any one else. This species of unselfishness is, however, not an unusual thing among the Menlo
Parkites. A nice game of cards is what young Boardman
most inclines to, hence the organization of the card club of
which he is the leading spirit. These are but a few of the
most striking examples among our young men of society.
individuality,

!

;

,

sir,

did he

make such a charge!"

cried

the

Judge.

"When he called me a consistory," calmly replied the
imperturbable Knight.
"Just look in your Honor's dictionary."

" "Iwas consistent

1

was meaning!" cried the Milesian

attorney.

"Then," exclaimed Mr. Knight gracefully, "let your
Honor's judgment, as the doctors might say, be suspensory!"

And

the case

went

on.

* # #

The Prince of Wales, according to the cablegrams, has
just been entertained aboard the Namonna by James Gordon Bennett, in the beautiful harbor of Cannes. The banquet certainly must have been as magnificent as any of the
other famous fetes which the " Commodore " has given in

But J. W. Mack ay has enjoyed two
the Mediterranean.
lovely experiences with his partner, Mr. Bennett, which
perhaps were quite as brilliant. The first was when Bennett decided to navigate his yacht in a fog, just off the
His guests and the Captain
edge of the Canary Islands.
made a corresponding resolution that their lives were valuable especially John W. Mackay.
So they restrained
the famous navigator under a diet of brandy and soda until
they had successfully avoided frightful dangers and terrific
Mr. Mackay relates that he had to put the old
reefs.
Comstock mining grip on his fascinating partner to keep
him completely quiet.
Once more during the cruise there was a beautiful
episode in the harbor of Palermo, Sicily. It was July 4th,
by accident, and the "Commodore" resolved to celebrate.
This harbor is circumscribed, and it was "jammed full"
of yachts and steamers at the time.
Suddenly the dark and starry night was illuminated by
a continuous shower of rockets, Roman candles, and every
thing inflammable. The harbor went half mad with terror,
and the Namorma was carefully and quietly seized by the
authorities and towed out into the open sea.
When Bennett came to, next morning, he arranged a
most graceful reconciliation through a steam launch, and,
after the various officers of the port of Palermo had enjoyed a Xiiiiioiiiui breakfast with much, much wine, the
yacht was given the freedom of the harbor forever.
Yet John -Mackay says his nerves were jarred at the

—

time.

The third incident was at Nice, when the caKe king had
gone down to discuss business matters. He found the Commodore" with a large "hunt ball " on the tapis. There was a
splendid supper at midnight, with the men all in scarlet,
after the cotillion. Then followed a species of carnival. The
'Commodore" had arranged in the interim a steeple-chase of
pots filled with various kinds of flowers, over which the
gentlemen were supposed to race.
"For God's sake, man!" cried Lord Lonsdale then
Hugh Lowther "it's three o'clock! and all that wine!"
But he was taken up on all sides, and he never spares
'

'

'

* * #

George A. Knight had

singular experience in a San
in Valley ease the other day.
He had been called as
a witness in some ancient lagging land suit, such as goes
a

on around Stockton and Modesto, and Governor Budd's
garden, everyday. His testimony happened to be
really of immaterial value, but the law commands, and he
had to appear.
The exile from a St. Patrick's Bay banquet who was
attorney for the defendant fired his 'questions.
He was
not going to let grandeur depart from the San Joaquin.
"
bwat is yure name ?
"G. A. Knight."
" Phwat is yure thrade ? "
"The same as yours when I have a witness on the

—

stand."
" Here

!

here

plain statement.
" No, I'm not.

sorr

!

Oi'll

You must

not have this

be consistory! "

!

Give

me

a

I'm only a representative of the plain
Sodality," replied Knight, smiling, while the fiery little
lawyer gurgled with fury.
Just here the Judge interfered, solemnly demanding of
the witness why he had made such an irrelevant reply.
"Simply, your Honor," replied Mr. Knight, "because
the attorney for the defense just now expressed his belief

—

—

his bets.

He won the race as easily as a flying torn cat. But
there was a most disastrous mixture of flowers, earth and
broken pots.

And

that's

why Mr. Mackay

believes in leading a peace-

ful life.

The First Congregational Church Theatrical Company is
a possibility of the near future.
Mattie Overman will be
leading lady and Dr. C. O. Brown the led man, or heavy
villain.
Mrs. Tunnell will play a leading role, and will be
sacrificed towards the middle of the play.
Mrs. Davidson
will support Mattie Overman.
The last scene will show
the study of the First Congregational Church with its
chairs and also its sofa. The curtain will fall upon Doctor

Brown and Mattie Overman

(attired

in

great elegance

and little else) being denounced in original Hebrew by the
pastor's wife, who is supposed to object to finding them
together at midnight.

——

"
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LILY

N restored and the disordered
Stomach and Liver invigorated by taking a

1
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brated

ol both the clearest,

tness which

Thoa in heaven's sight art dflai
Thou alone therein ooold'al

is
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shine.

Peruvian

I'muilcst thou of all proud (lowers
Wakened hy the kiss of dawn
;

:

Thou, the emblem, through long hours.
Of this radiant Kaster niornl

BOWABO
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Bitters
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was a most picturesque, white-haired lady in
THERE
the ear from the ferry up, the other day. and to an
old Californian there

meals, of the cele-

ON WHEELS.

was

a certain pathetic interest in the
half-bewildered glances that she gave to various California

street sites.
It is seldom that the dowager queen leaves
her country home nowadays for a societ3r outing. Twice a
year, after old fashion, she makes her "carriage calls"
about Rincon Hill, South Park, and afterwards Pacific
Heights. Otherwise she is seldom seen at any other
function save a luncheon, and her own entertainments are
confined strictly to this, or rather they are a sort of oldfashioned Southern breakfast, such as Georgia suggests.
Her cellar is as well and as richly stored as Mrs. Lillie
Coit's for she spent many years in France, educating a
bevy of lovely little daughters. They went over as mere
babies and came back in the most entrancing and fairylike

G.&S.

ftXLE,

GREASE.

HOME PRODUCTION.
GOBURN,

TEVIS &

GO., 107 Front St.

—

THE
PROPER

—

gowns all in their teens, and mamma was younger and
more entrancing than ever.
Why had she remained away so long? Thereby hangs
the tale. The Army and Navy played a part in our social
regime in the "sixties," and a gallant Major made havoc
right and left with feminine hearts just about 1866-7,
and certainly broke one of them in South Park just then.
However, to gaze at the serene white brow with the
whiter hair, who would imagine for a moment the romance
in that woman's past!
It was a swift story for a very short while and then
ensued a profound silence for years. The Major escaped
from the upper porch, and the wronged husband tried to
pistol himself
unsuccessfully.
There was a hurried departure for Prance with all the
pretty children, and time passed on that is the years did.
Everything had been forgotten, or at least was excessively hazy and uncertain, when the fair exile returned
with her bevy of beautiful daughters. It was a triumphal
reception from the first, and the brilliant and condoning
husband smiled benignantly on the private theatricals,

—

—

—

operettas and balls which made that season shioe. And
certainly society realized that California has had only one
rival to her as a finished leader
and that in Mrs. G-win.
Her pavilion over the bay has been the quiet resource of

—

the later years. There old friends were entertained, and
often the successful heiress for whom her late husband had
once been advocate.
The visit to Trinity Church this Holy "Week was pathetic.
It reminded one of another grande dame, the Duchesse de
Chevreuse, in the days of Louis Treize, (vide Dumas)
when she sought a convent.

Chavmcey Depew never

loses his presence of mind. At the Los
Angeles reception to himself and to Mr. Vanderbilt, when the guests
were all indulging in a " poney" of Keystone Monogram Whiskey
his favorite and only brand— Colonel John Gaffey assailed him

genially with the accusation that he did not appreciate the feminine
heauty of California. "Colonel Gaffey," retorted Mr. Depew, draining his glass, "here's a toast to all of it.
I've been frightened to
open my eyes all the time since I've been here, because I was afraid
it

would blind

me

MEN'S

|

THING

HEADWEAR.

AT

Harloe's.
New
239 Kearny

Spring Styles just received.

Very latest

out.

Phone Red

St.

361.

NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Estate of THOMAS FARRELL, Deceased.
Notice is hereby given by the undersigned, A. C. Freese, Administrator
Thomas Farrell, deceased, to the creditors of, and all persons having claims against the said deceased, to exhibit them, with the
necessary vouchers, within four months after the first publication of this
notice, to the said Administrator, at room 35, Chronicle building, San Francisco, CaL, the same being his place for the transaction of the business of
the said estate in the City and County of San Francisco, State of Califorof the estate of

nia.
A C.

FREESE, Administrator of the Estate of Thomas Farrell, Deceased.
Dated at San Francisco, March 19, 1896.
J. D. Sullivan, Attorney for Administrator.
.

NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Estate of Martin E. Moroney, deceased.
Notice is hereby given by the undersigned, A. C. Freese, administrator
of the estate of Martin E. Moroney, deceased, to the Creditors of, and all
persons having claims against-the said deceased, to exhibit them with the
necessary vouchers, within four months after the first publication of this
notice, to the said A. C. Freese, administrator of said estate, at his office,
room No. 35, third floor Chronicle Building, San Francisco, Cal., the same
being his place for the transaction of the business of the said estate in the
A. C. FREESE,
City and County of San Francisco, State of California.
Administrator of the Estate of Martin E, Moroney, deceased.
Dated at San Francisco, March 6, 1896.
J. D. Sullivan, attorney for Administrator.

AUSTRALIAN SALT BUSH,
The Forage

u»**»

*««"«—

•>

Plant for Alkali Soils.

The

tens of thousands of acres of alkali lands in California
productive and profitable by planting Salt Bush,
For further information, address

may

be

made

tpiiuriii
I
c RcpRE Seedsmen and Nurserymen.
KUMDULL.
CC DlDDC, 4x9 and 421 Sansome street, S.
I

California Milk

F.

Producers' Association.

PURE 60UNTRY MILK AND GREAM.
SPECIAL
Depot: 428-430 Turk street, S. F.

RATES

MADE.
Telephone East

942.

I

ROBERT

"Seavey's" have an immense stock of hats, flowers, feathers, ribbons, etc., and are selling everything in millinery lower than any
- "
other house in this city, 1382 Market street. "
-

J

D.

playing poker drink Jackson's

Napa Soda.

F.

KflVnrfflUGH, Manager.

SULLIVAN,

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW

Don't fail to chew Adams' Pepsin Tutti-JTrutti Chewing Gnm after
meals. Indigestion fades before it.

When

IN

,

Rooms 34-38, 3d

Floor Chronicle Building, San Francisco.
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HOTEL, RAFAEL,

OPENS_-*>

SAN RAFAEL, CAL.

THAT

is
the matter
with our society girls?

"Our

girls

!

Nothing's the matter

;

April 15th

there's no Hies on

Slang
them." The answer is a ration d'etre of the query.
is the matter with our pretty belles, and the pernicious
habit is growing day by day.
At first a slang expression,
then a phrase of the last thing in use in bar rooms or on
the race track, was ventured on by our daring buds, and
so "cute" were they considered as the rosy lips uttered
the funny words, other girls took courage and copied
them. By degrees, more and more extended has grown
this vernacular, until to-day the jargon of the swagger
set would be unintelligible to people of old-fashioned (?)
Courtesy and deference are dying out.
ideas.
The old
nursery line about too much familiarity breeding contempt
might truly be used among us, with the word indifference
in lieu of contempt.
How can a man be expected to yield
to a woman who is ready to be hailed as " Hello, Sal " or
Nell, etc., the chivalrous attention a refined and cultured
dignity compels?
The gentle womanliness which shows
breeding, as the French say, av bout des ougles, possesses
a subtle charm that no man can deny, and if our lovely
maidens would only realize that a slap-dash style, an unpolished manner, although making them "awfully good
fun" and "jolly larks," to the average youth of the swim,
causes a feeling of intense regret and distaste to the man
whose intellect requires other food for conversation than
"Come on and blow in some supper," after the theatre,

For the season, under the management of

CAPT.
X

Write now

••:•::•:•

-

•

Tor rates

o

•

C. B.

HiH

x>:xj;x>

ad

lib.

* # #

People are saying if Miss Elizabeth Carroll weds Duperu
there will be another rural wedding a special train to
San Jose (the young lady's birthplace), and all the concomitants of a spring bridal in the country.
Apropos of the
country, it looks as though it were going to be a neck and
neck race for fashion's favor this summer between San
Rafael and Sausalito. The former burg has a large contingent of people owning homes in Ross Valley, which this
year has been augmented by a number who have rented
places there for the summer. The great majority of them,
however, are of the style who never entertain except in
one small set, while the names of those who are booked for
Sausalito is a guarantee that hospitality will take the form
of jollity itself, and ensure much pleasure to their friends

—

at large.

a gentleman who
has for years been considered one of the most elegant
beaux to be found anywhere. What his chum Al. will do
should the other become a Benedict, is what their friends
are wondering. As Miss Mamie remarked, "Go and do
likewise, no doubt."

>
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•

•
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/.•

goods are sold
south of Market street.
class

A

five-story building,

filled to

the brim with

modern furniture from
what we offer you at prices
you who have been buying

the world's best makers, is
that will astonish those of
at the " Big Street" stores.
are showing this spring the most elegant and
extensive line of Novelties— unique patterns and
quaint conceits ever shown in the Furniture World.

We

—

Furniture

Indianapolis
750

Tavern

GO.,

Mission St.

ol

QUEEN OF ALL
MOUNTAIN RESORTS.

Castle

The rumor is gaining ground daily that the remaining
sister of the favorite belle, whose visit to the city from
their rural abode was such a brilliant success, is the

much devotion on the part

I

on the part of some
people to insist on believing that no high-

* * *

object of

>

Stubborn

!

etc.,

JOHNSON.

and rooms.

Gran
most beautiful, attractive,
mountain resorts, will open for the re*
guests June 1st, and will close October I, 1896.

The Tavern

of Castle Crag, the

and accessibleof
ception of

all

of

George Srtionewald, Manager,
Room

59,

Union Trust Building, San Francisco, Cal-

* * *

"

How

completely Walter Dean has changed his base
in belledom," was the comment of a returned San Francisco girl from the East the other day. "First the queenly
Emily, now Daisy." But this astute young lady, although
credited with more than the average amount of brain, does
not know that quite another maid than either of these has
a strong attraction for this young gentleman, according
to those on the inside.

oldest and most reliable brand on the
market. Sold only in 1-3 pound papers at
20 cents per paper. All grocers keep it.

The

-

Strozynski's.

* * *

—

Popular prices, equal to others; no imitating.

All original styles, varied to suit th»
Competent artists employed; no

features.

apprentices, "Bernhardt" wavers, to wave
hair without burning; " EauBroux," to restore
grey or bleached hair to natural color. Latest styles in modern Bangs,
particularly Louis de Lavelliere style. Open Sundays.
caritnn
kCdUlllU
I

One of the sweetest young maids of the swim is Miss
Fanny Loughborough. Her soft gray eyes are like a pure
pellucid stream, and her manner full of quiet charm
most

Gomet Oolong.

Hair
LJlGddGli
TMM rippQQPP

Corner Ellis and Leavenworth streets

delightful contrast to the pert style of the day.
* # *

Some one in the swim hints that the sesthetic widower,
Henry Bowie, has taken his second trip to Japan with
the intention of bringing back a bride from the Flowery
Kingdom, but we doubt it.
All sensible people drink Jackson's

Napa Soda.

Jofomnia.
was used exclusively at the Marlborough- Vanderbilt weddlDg breakfast. Owing to Its excellence it Is the preferred
table water at the best resorts, hotels clubs, eto,

)
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THISTLE

DOWN.

Rooms $1.00

in

New York shows

other green goods. She
famous Ivilkennys.

is

a fondness for shamrocks and
probably a direct descendant

A

horse belonging to the Fire Department in Ohio
died from the excessive use of plug tobacco. Here is
another fact for the cranks to grow fat upon.

mtv moda

Iti

—
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ntu prices

BRIDGE &

H. S.

SON.

<&

CO.

MERCHANT TAILORS. Many novelImported Wear. Shirts to order

ties In

a Specialty

622 Market

BEST SUITS ON EARTH
Made

$15

to order at

Montgomery

street,

and upwards.

HAWES,

H.

J.
26

San Francisco

St., (upstairs, opposite Palace Hotel

professional football player has joined the Cuban
revolutionists.
Unless the Spaniards can win over some
greater attraction to their side their cause is lost.

tongue

Bt Denis.

The Latest Spring and Summer Goods
have arrived.

A

The Oakland-San Francisco policemen's shooting contest came off a few days ago. Oakland was victorious but,
unfortunately, there were no casualties on either side.
A foreign nobleman in Iowa, who puts in his leisure by
mixing pills in a drugstore, claims to have discovered
perpetual motion.
So have we a woman suffragist's

Ill

WILLIAH TAYIOR

young spark.

and we

.

.-..-.
and

Two Oregon

girls lately fought a duel for the possession
There are lots of us editors left, ladies,
don't need to be fought for, either.

in Uto

Itotoli

I,

of the
of a

Day and Upwanl.v

,

Denver has a female garbage commissioner. She began
her duties by sweeping op her husband and putting him in
the dust cart.
cat

per

Church

EUROPEAN PLAN.
r«ythi

'

strength entitles it to be classified as an animal.
A Chicago thief recently stole a soda-water fountain.
We envy him his thirst and the jag that led up to it.

A

Uroadway& MthSt..
M .U YORK.

Denis

St.

Alampdans still continue to dissipate. Water is to be
sold to them at one-half the present rates.
e wire caused the death of a man up in Nevada
City lost week.
Funny papers please copy.
The onion may be a vegetable but we consider its

Room 6.

Formerly in Crocker Building.

J. R.
(W,

28

SMITH &

HALL,

60.,

1BUSH T aD d
i ms BuSS|. 7

'

MERCHANT

Successor).

'

Rotunaa

'

TAILORS.

!

The Oakland Chief of Police is a sensitive man and does
not like the word "cocktail." Hisopinions were probably
expressed after a Saturday night promenade of the
"route."
Stanford University is to be enriched by an interesting
collection of queer fish collected by a missionary in Jamaica.
Without specimens from our localministry it will, however,
remain incomplete.
Boston is at present engaged in a controversy as to
whether animals have souls or not. Could they but hear a
healthy California cat on a moonlit night they would not
squabble over the question very long.
negress in Springfield, Ohio, shot her husband during
a dispute as to who was the head of the house. Seeing
that even the New Woman is incapable of arguing logically,
the method this colored lady resorted to was probably
simpler and more effective than any we might recommend.

A

A young woman was arrested
on the streets in male attire.

Oakland for appearing
have the police not
arrested the grisly women suffragists who have been on
exhibition there for the last few weeks. We consider
their exposure far more indecent than that of their
younger and more feminine sister.

Will make garments

to

order at great reduction for cash.
J.

ERNST

R.

SMITH, Manager.

LUDWIG X

H.

CO..

The Model
American
Caterers.
1206 Sutter

Telephone 2388.

St., S. F.

HAZELTON

PIANOS

HEMME &. LONG
BROWN k SIMPSON

Pianos to Rent and sold onlnstallmets.

735 Market

St.
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DR.

and the medical
J, G.

STEELE &

Sent by mail or express anywhere.

PRICES REDUCED— Box

$8 50; of 400 pills, $6;

exportations are likely to begin again in a few
GOLD
Weak flen
days.
our so-called diplomats would put in their
If

spare, time devising schemes to save the country from financial and political disaster, instead of trying to engage it in
foreign wars, we common people would be more than
obliged to them.

RESTORATIVE PILLS.—Buy none but the gennA

ine— specific for Exhausted Vitality, Physical
Approved by the Academy of Medicine, Paris,
celebrities. Agents for California and the Pacific States.
CO., 635 Market street (Palace Hotel), San Francisco.

Debility, "Wasted Forces.

of 50 pills, $1 25; of 100 pills, $2; of S00 pills,
$2.
Send for circular.

Preparatory Pills.

and

Women

Should use

Perrier-Jouet

DAMIANA

BIT-

TERS,

edy; it gives health and strength to the Sexual
ket street. San Francisco.
(Send for circular.

the great Mexioan remrgans. Depot at 323 Mar-

& Co

—

Robbinson What!
You remember the dollar you
borrowed of me yesterday? Your memory is phenomenall
Jones Well, yours is only nominal if you hav forgotten
it.—Truth.

—

The finest cut flowers in the city are to be had of Charles M.
Leopold, the well-known florist at 39 Post street. The choicest
assortment of cut flowers can always be obtained at bis establishment and also fine pot plants and ferns. Lilies for Easter Sunday a
specialty.

The chimney has as much to do with the light as the lamp has.
There is only one make of good lamp-chimneys; there are many of
poor ones. Macbeth is the good one, the only one advertised, the
only one worth advertising.

Rome and

die

:

drink Jackson's Napa Soda and

live.

EPERNAY CHAMPAGNE,
For sale by all first-class Wine
Merchants and Grocers

W.

B.

CHAPMAN,

Sole Agent for Pacific Coast.

123 California St
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There is some talk just now of sending
Mr. Tangerman back to the Comstock
Should Resign, and forcing him upon the miners as Superintendent of the Hale & Norcross
Mine. It will be hoped that the Directors of the company
will not be guilty of such an imprudent step, even supposTangerman

ing that Tangerman himself were foolhardy enough to venThat he is personally distasteful
ture upon the attempt.
to the miners is evident, although so far no valid reason is
assigned therefor, nor yet for conduct which in any other
part of the world would be visited by exemplary punishNo law
ment, without a chance to plead justification.
abiding citizen of the United States can afford to sympathize with ruffianism of the kind, paraded as it was in
broad daylight, to insult the majesty of the law aud disturb
But even such provocation will not justify the
the peace.
Directors of Hale & Norcross in any', stubborn exhibition
of temper, which will certainly provoke still further trouble
by kindling the slumbering fires of vindictive antagonism
which would, undoubtedly, culminate in bloodshed and the
Public sympathy is on
destruction of valuable property.
the Company's side now, but this will speedily vanish in
face of actions calculated to widen the breech and precipIt will be hoped that the Directors will
itate hostilities.
not force the issue in this case, which they have an undeniable right to do should the cooler counsel not prevail on
behalf of the public weal. The Superintendent should accept
the situation quietly, and, by sending in his resignation,
help his friends out of what has developed into a very awk-

ward dilemma.
Business continues very dull in the mining market on Pine street. Speculators
Mining Market, do not materialize as expected, and good
news from the mines falls upon very flat
ears.
This applies to all the Comstock mines without exception.
On the Brunswick the Occidental is beginning to
loom up again in interest as the time narrows down for
thedrifton the 750-level to penetrate the region where ore
is expected.
After the change was made in the method
of supplying air, more
expedition has been made in
pushing work, and the indications are already favorable
that success will attend the search for ore in this direction.
Some transfers of Norcross stock have been made
recently, although the mine continues closed down, prices
ruling steady at about the figure quoted when the change
of control took place.
The Belcher assessment is now delinquent, and Con. Cal. -Virginia will follow.
Assessments
have been levied upon Caledonia, Crown Point and Occidental.
The last named company only called for ten cents
per share, as the management hope to be in ore by the
time this sum is expended, and in a position to keep the
property self-supporting.
A new clique, headed by a New Yorker,
Want Control has come out with a declaration that they
of Buiwer.
propose to contest the control of the Bulwer Mine at the coming election.
The
Buiwer is a property that has always been well managed,
and the shareholders have fared as well under the present
regime, as they are likely to do under any other, no matter
how well disposed its members may be. The ground has
been prospected for what it is worth, and the expenditures
have been on an economical scale.
No adverse criticism
has ever been made of the Directors' actions, and the
stories which are now retailed for election purposes are
only worth what they bring with the people who listen to
them. As it stands to-day, outside of the New York representation, which will amount to some 26,000 shares, it is
not likely that the outside clique will succeed in gaining a
victory, although they already claim one.
Another rich strike was reported during
The Rawhide the week on the 900-level of the Rawhide
Bonanza.
Mine, of Tuolumne County. Some extraordinary tales are being told of the high
grade of ore in the new find, but, without an efficient coroboration of the statement, it might seem incredible and
made for the purpose of helping somebody. The more
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attained in the wondei ful property, the more valbecomes, a fact which will make it one of the best
possible advertisements for California's resources in the
matter of gold mines. Not a few attempts have been made
from time to time to throw cold water on this enIt is impossible to down a
terprise, but all to no purpose.
property with the ore piling up from one end of it to the
other.
There never was a mine worth talking about yet
that did not have its enemies, but a paying property is a
proposition that can always hold its own against long odds
The Rawhide is a stayer,
in the way of "chin music."
and the fact will, in time, become patent to the folks who
are not afraid to say too much in its favor, "just for the
sake of criticism, you know."
On Monday the formal inauguration of
The Gold
the Gold Mine Exchange will take
Mine Exchange, place, and invitations have been issued

depth

Mr.

April
-

is

it

to the public to attend.

prominent men

A

number

of

address the meeting on topics suitable
The Exchange has accomplished wonders
to the occasion.
already during its short career, and the seats have already
advanced considerably in value. Applications for membership have been pouring in from all quarters, but so far the
Exchange is inclined to keep the bars up. A number of
available properties have been listed and their shares are
called daily. The active members exhibit much enthusiasm,
and the morning session is lively at times. The Exchange
shows every indication of branching out into considerable
proportions before long.
The Fire Insurance men are still a long
will

The Compact

way from

settling their difficulties,

and

the trip to Del Monte amounted to little
outside of the outing it afforded the members who went down.
Of course, it is readily understood
that, owing to business jealousy, it is almost impossible to
harmonize interests so many and so varied. The big companies, in making concessions to the smaller firms, naturally believe that they are throwing money away in a case of
misplaced charity. And so it goes on, with the result that
every compact suggested is advanced to the ragged edge,
just failing of signature by the number of names necessary
Taking everything into consideration
to make it binding.
the companies have done fairly well without a compact. To
many the rupture must have been hailed as a relief, affording an excuse for the discharge of supernumeraries, who had
grown to be an expensive luxury. Still, there are some
who live in hope that another Union will be formed, which
will cement the fraternity together again in the bonds of
Still

Unsigned,

good fellowship.
Local Stocks
and Bonds.

The bloom has worn off the speculation in
Gas and Electric Lights of late, owing to
the way in which the proposed arrangement between the companies hangs fire.

For a time the fever ran high among dealers, but betting
on the result becomes monotonous when the agony is too
long drawn out. Dividends were paid during the week by
the Napa Quicksilver Mining Company, aggregating $10,000.
The Pacific Lighting Company will pay a dividend of
thirty cents per share on the 6th, and the Marke„ Street
Railway Company a quarterly dividend of sixty cents per
Among other dividends declared are
share on the 10th.
the Western Union, 13 per cent., payable on the 15tb, and
the Postal Telegraph, a quarterly dividend of 1 per cent,
on the 15th. The Commercial Cable has just paid the usual
quarterly dividend of 13 per cent, on the 1st.
News from London is most assuring as
The Alina
to the effect of the News Letter's exScheme Killed, posure of the scheme to float a tract of
unimproved land in Central California,
at a monstrous figure. Under the name of the Alina Colony
the scheme blossomed forth in London, with the chances
good for one or two of the adventurers to clean up a fortune, when the truth leaked out and put a damper on the
prospects for a haul of coin from gudgeons on the other
side of the Atlantic.
So may all schemes of the kind perish in their infancy.

The improvement

in local

trade keeps

up, slow but sure, and unless some
Business Showing,
radical change takes place later on
advance
counterbalance
the
to
already made, the financial returns for the year from commercial dealings ought to be a long way ahead of last year.
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Wbn tbc dcril an ihou;
He»r tbeCrlrr:"
•One thai will pl»j ite dcTll. sir. wltb you."

"

that Mattie Overman and Mrs. Tunnel] are
THK report
which has been
on the
sta_

the spirit,

mid Brother Brown be inn them, and a drama entitled "The Christian
Martyrs' be presented (the performance to open with
prayer, of course), much (rood might be accomplished in
the direction of rousing sinners to the folly of remaining
out of the church.
Why the worldly will persist in incurring the peril of brimstone by doinif their sinning on the
e when they can go into the fold and have as much
fun. with the assurance of salvation thrown in, is one of
the many saddening mysteries of the carnal heart.

CHARGE— The Examiner made
THE
contract with the Southern Pacific
to

100.

THE

California,

when he

sees the

search
her for a gun unless he be a Congregationalist. In that
case, if he chokes her in time, a Church Council may be
depended upon to excommunicate her for embarrassing a
brother by telling what she knows. In all other cases
she will be cheered as she leaves the court room acquitted
of the charge of murder.
DOCTOR Brown will Dot resign,

—

And the

bosom turning green,

fellows think

it

will

shocking;

But the women keep on nocking
his clean communion board.
deals out bread and wine,
'Midst their snickering and grinning,
For the darlings know that sinning
Is beloved of the Lord.

To

And he

CHIEF

Crowley is in possession of a police gentleman
whose nerves are in a very unstrung condition and
who was granted a quiet beat on account of them. The
Crier suggests that camp stools be left at each street
corner so that each Hibernian Adonis be able to rest his
trilbies at stated intervals and eat his fruit with some
slight degree of comfort.
Judge Campbell been as plentifully endowed with
brains as he is with hair, he might not to-day occupy
so elevated a position as that of a popular police judge.
The Crier suggests, however, that his Honor cultivate
the latter at the expense of the former, assuring him that
the loss of the regard of "de push "will be amply compensated for by that of respectable citizens.
is to be hoped the police will keep a look-out for John
ITTurner, the English anarchist, who will arrive in San
These men should be given five
Francisco in a few days.
hours' notice to quit, and then made to clean streets if still

HAD

found in the

city.

has the peculiarity of not knowing
Instead of raising a row because
he has been fired out of the Democratic party, he should
go on his knees and thank God he is not in jail.
Crier is afraid that even the prayers of so holy a
man as Deacon Dexter, on behalf of Dr. C. Overman
Brown, Will avail little with the Lord. Hypocrisy is almost
as bad as perjury and adul ation, Deacon.

ftBUCKLEYITE
when he

is

weE

off.

THE

—

Congregational Church

some service after

to this city.

contemporary, the
OUR
attended the anniversary

City Hall has at last had its baptism of blood.
The remarkable edifice can now be pointed to with
just pride by every San Franciscan as a place where not
only corruption holds daily court but where murder has
even deigned to linger. If Mr. Sutro will only advertise
the building a little more he could make a pretty penny by
escorting parties through its gloomy corridors and showing them the little dens where Justice sits blindfolded but
with an extra number of itching hands.
in

of the First

What is the matter
with opening it as a dime museum under the special patronage of the Deity ? That should attract numerous Eastern
visitors, and the reverend whitewashed sinner might prove
all

of

—

of his

new members
THE
are
strangers

a blackmailing

—

of

M

RS. FOLTZ predicts a grand victory for the Woman
The Cbixb has
I V Suffrage movement in California.
respect bordering on veneration for this lady luminary's
ml thinks thai the Statement will ultimately cause a large falling oil in the number ol her clients,
[t is safer to hedge on this proposition, Clara; it is safer
to hedge.

let it alone for

Tiik Answer Your hair has fallen out, your clothes
don't fit you, and in the Examiner's opinion, you should excite laughter.
Tiik RESPONSE—The Examiner took a bribe of $30,000.
The Rejoinder You certainly are quite bald, and the
cut of your clothes is absurd.

prudent husband
THE
eyes
the wife

13

pend upon our police, let
understanding with the thieves and see if by
iniug them we oannol
buy immunity from their
operations.
It would be no stranger to trust to the honor
of thieves than it Is to the capacity of policemen.
The
pensions might be paid from the moneys we now expend
upon those useless gentlemen.
II

all.

Call, alludes

to the ladies

who

the Lincoln
Relief Corps as "Gray, scarred veterans and blushing buds
of maiden loveliness."
female contingent will doubtless
waylay Mr. Shortridge on his way home if such statements continue.
of

festivities

A

you see a man with his hat on the back of his
IFhair
standing on end, his eyes wide open and

head, his

protrud-

ing, his jaws extended, and a roof-lifting roar coming from
his throat, you may know that that is a California Republican booming for McKinley and a tariff that will close the

Golden Gate.
Republicans are awaiting impatiently
THE Dan
Men
great
Burns to the

the return

ability are
to-day and although Martin Kelly's
is a powerful help, still it must be allowed that in
point of prestige a mine is far superior to an old fire

of

needed
record

of

city.

in local politics

engine.
bubble
THE Examiner
Chronicle cleft

is

The

burst
in twain.

it

Small wonder that Hearst

Grew

frantic and cursed,
For no one can use him again

1

cash was counted by Mayor Sutro, Auditor
THE
Broderick and Judge Sanderson a few days ago and
city's

resulted in a shortage of just four cents.
gentlemen, the Cathode Ray has come to stay!

Be

careful,

the basement
observed a few nights ago
THE
the First Congregational Church has been attributed
in

light

of

who has taken up his quarters there so as to
be near his whitewashed favorite.
to the Devil,

S PARSON

with a bad record seems to be a drawing
card nowadays. Elders and deacons will doubtless
strive to secure whitewashed brethren as a means of bringing in dollars to the offertory.

POLICEMAN

Brown was

nearly shot to death by a
He should change
his name until the First Congregational Church scandal is
forgotten.
ERWIN gave an interesting lecture upon "The
Wonders of California," a few nights ago. He forgot,
however, to make any remarks about the Congregational-

young lady

last

Saturday morning.

MR.

ists.

Sunday's Examiner contains
LAST
cent picture of women. Since

not one single indethat $1000 subsidy

expenses have had to be reduced considerably.
Rev. C. Overman Brown, should he lose his
pastoral job, will be able to apply for a position on
the daily papers. His letters are causing much comment.
As it was
ladies are taking to shooting again.
only a politician this time, the chivalrous acquittal
will come sooner than usual, and there will be no kick.
Voorsanger lectured on "Man and his Master"
The Crier supposes
at the Temple a few nights ago.
he alluded to a man's wife.
should like to know what the Reverend Mr. Colburn
is going to do about that little matter 1

was cut

off

THE

THE

RABBI

WE
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A Book

Bismarck is to-day, and has been all his life,
the Great Barbarian of Europe. We have
Week. *
to go back to the early and the middle ages
to find his equal, for modern history shows
no figure who can be compared with this prince of blood
and iron. There is something of the savage grandeur of
Attila in this Great Barbarian's life, while it is not without
much of the ruthless force of Cromwell. In spite of his
temporary fall from greatness to mere garrulity, yet Bismarck's public character has not, and never can be,
effaced.
Although he is to-day politically blotted out, yet
he remains the one Great Barbarian of Europe, and as we
read this book, "Bismarck's Table Talk," we find in him
the Middle Ages, and their ruthless methods, revived with
all their force and character.
We see in his very frankness much of the bold character of the barons, and we discover that he has succeeded, in face of the march of political equality and social reform, to hold to his Middle Ages
views with splendid effrontery. M. Camille Doucet said to
Napoleon III. that "Bismarck had a genius for conveying
false impressions by telling the naked truth," and that
"his frankness was like the inky fluid which the cuttlefish
at Biaritz threw around it the more truthful he was the
less one could see him."
And this characteristic marked
Bismarck through all his active career. Mr. Lowe compares him to Frederick the Great, to Chatham, to King
Alfred, and the book is one of praise for the greater part.
He does not, indeed, attempt to conceal the brutal ruggedness of much of Bismarck's private and public life; and he
shows us that he possesses much of the coarseness of Walpole as well as all the patriotism of Pitt.
But Bismarck
was more of the conqueror than of the politician, for his
methods have been rough-and-ready, direct and fanciful.
He had a preference for the coup de main rather than the
compromise. Utter unscrupulousness, entire want of
principle, a fondness for desperate chances, a bulldog
tenacity of purpose, a contempt for all nationalities but
the German, a perfectly Pagan joy in successful struggle,
a Norseman's propensity for feeding these are some of
the characteristics of the man who made Germany supreme
in military affairs in Europe, and all of which Mr. Lowe
brings out with historic clearness.
Bismarck is not, and never has been, a student, and his
temporary patronage of the press proved that he had no
taste for letters.
His private domestic life has been free
from scandal, and a certain decorous respect for the
machinery of religion has to be noticed but religious
notion has been rigidly excluded from all competition with
political design.
To carry out these designs regardless of
consequences to other nations, Bismarck has devoted his
life, and if the end came to-morrow it would come much as
the end came for Bothwell in "Old Mortality," believing
nothing, fearing nothing, hoping nothing, and regretting
nothing.
There is something awesome in his character, as
drawn by Mr. Lowe, and it is shown to be out of keeping
with these days of religion, introspection, philosophizing,
and finesse. But the most interesting part of this Great
Barbarian's career was the part he played in bringing
about the Franco-German war, and we find a deep-seated
determination on his part to try conclusions with France
just as soon as he felt that Germany was strong enough to
undertake the task. As early as 1866 he offended the
French Ambassador by keeping him waiting for hours
while he was merely talking with a Hessian deputy, and
of

the

—

—

;

when reminded

of what he had done he said
"Napoleon
do his worst, now that we know how strong we are."
it was Bismarck, and Bismarck alone, as this book
abundantly proves, that forced that war to an issue, for
he here admits that he altered a telegram that had been
signed by the King, and which would have made a peaceful settlement of the question, probable.
In fact, Bismarck admitted that he "erased the sentences referring
to the French Ambassador's req uest for another audience,"
and he did this in the presence of Von Moltke and Von
Roon, both of whom said "splendid."
Thus he precipi-

may
And

:
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tated the great conflict by an act of forgery, and whatever good or evil befalls the German people owing to that
conflict the result may be laid to the credit of this Modern
Barbarian. Indeed he, in one instance, admitted that he
was half a bully when he confessed that he conducted the
Berlin Conference "sometimes like a gentleman and sometimes like a Sergeant-Major." But this book proves that
Bismarck's mental attitude was very generally more that
of the Sergeant-Major than that of the gentleman.
He
believed in force, and his very presence, big, powerful,
austere, carried out the idea of the policy he desired.
No
uniform ever became him so well as that of the cuirass,
that relic of a dead past, as much out of place on the soldier of to-day as would be the surcoat or jupon of former
times.
In fact, anything and everything that induces us
to see the iron hand, without the velvet glove, may well
remind us of Bismarck. And this book, so far as we can
judge, appears to hold the balance of his character with
an even hand. The writer places this Modern Savage before us with grim, yet very often kindly characteristics,
in the ascendant.
He shows Bismarck to be a survival of
the unfittest, a relic of the days when force and fraud were
the powers that sustained thrones, just as he used forgery
and force in the Franco-German war to accomplish his
ends. And while his public career stands forth as a monumental barbarism in its greater parts, yet his private life
is something to which moralists can point with less danger
of being mistaken than they are likely to be in speaking of
men in general. There is an impartial ring about this book
that commends it to our judgment, and after reading it
we could not but come to the conclusion that among the
great ones of the world Bismarck alone stands as the one
link between a half barbarous past and the civilization of
the day.
•"Bismarck's Table Talk," by Charles Lowe.

"The Hidden Chain," by Rosa Russell, and published by
Rand, McNally & Co., is a novel of the emotions. A handsome and brainy girl of the English middle classes meets
the son and heir of an Earl, and they promptly fall in love
with each other. He asks no questions as to her past, and
she volunteers no statement. She at first refuses to marry
him clandestinely, but at last, owing to various incidents
and circumstances, she consents on condition that the
marriage is kept a secret. He agrees, and they are married privately.
But this girl "had a past." She had been
married when only sixteen, and shortly afterwards she
had parted with her husband "forever." They could not
agree.
He was said to be "cold" and "tyrannical." Then
her secret leaks out, and there are scenes with the young
lord, a separation, her kidnapping by her husband, her
escape, the birth of a child to the young lord, and her
death. The heroine of the story has too much individuality
for an English girl.
She is more American than English
in her self-reliance and independence.
The book is good
enough in its way, and the moral to be gathered from it
is: Do not give way to the emotions.
They will lead you
into trouble if you do.
There is to-day a depressing absence of American fiction.
Our magazines are second to none in the world, and yet
there is only one American serial running in our monthlies
of the present hour. But it appears to us that this dearth
of American fiction must soon end, for the supply is not
equal to the demand. No American publisher brings out
English authors because he personally prefers them to
Americans, but solely because he cannot find American
writers of the same commercial value. This fact is not
flattering to us as a people, but the success of Mr. Crane's
"Red Badge of Courage" leads us to hope that the American writers will now see their opportunity, and the occasion will produce the men.
The sixth volume of "The National Cyclopedia of
American Biography " has just been ssued by the
publishers, James T. White & Co., New York. This is the
most complete biographical cyclopedia ever issued in this
country and will be found of great value to students,
professional and business men alike.
The best criticism we have yet seen, in a few words, of
Rider Haggard, was recently given by Richard Henry
Stoddard, when he referred to the author of "Jess" as a
"literary artisan and not a literary artist."

.
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Curn-nt Literature for April

is filled as usual, with the
the literature of the da v. Among
this number arc
De rournier's

in

st
f

dramatic reading from Joseph Hat

tor.

u interesting study

reek;"

Emperor Napoleon's Papers,
A Conan Doyle; "Gabriel Foot. Highauthor
of
"Wandering
..
Heatbe;" "The
Roentgen Radiance,
by W. K. Marie; "The Song of
Besides these special
Songs. " b_v Win. Marion Beady.
features are twenty prose departments covering every
range of human thought and effort. To all who are not
acquainted with this remarkable magazine we express our
desire to have them by personal examination corroborate
our praise.
In short fiction the April number of Scribner's presents
two of the most popular American writers to its readers.
Richird Harding Davis contributes a new Van Bibber
story entitled "Cinderella," which is in his brightest vein;
and Joel Chandler Harris writes a story of the siege of
Atlanta entitled "A Baby in the Siege," which is dramatic
and full of quaint character. The other articles in this
popular magazine are all up to their usual high standard.
Politicians will look forward with some interest to "The
Primary School," a book which promises to expose the
methods by which ''primaries" are manipulated and controlled and bossism made triumphant.
The author is
Colonel E. Hofer, formerly of Iowa but now a resident on
this Coast, and if the author does all the publishers' notice
promises, he will lend some aid to the efforts now being
made to root out corruption in politics.
•

Italian actress;

a thr.

v

The enormous circulation of such a magazine as The
Ladies' Home Journal can, in a sense, be understood when
it is said that during the last six months of 1895 there
were printed, sold and circulated over four million copies
(in exact figures 4,058,891).
Figures such as these give
one some idea of the influence which may be exerted by
even a single one of the modern magazines.

Does your

Root
We will

Forum

contains, besides much other interestarticles entitled the Foibles of the
Woman; The Cathode Ray, Its Character and Effects;
Francis Joseph and his Realm; and Glimmerings of a Future
Life.
The number is one of the best yet received.

It

Paraffine Paint Co.

are indebted to Mr. M. Babcock, Superintendent of
Schools, for the Annual School Report for 1895.
The volume contains much interesting information and
the statistics speak well for the teachers of the city and
the willingness of the scholars under them.
The important announcement is made in Paris that
Victor Hugo's letters will be published in the spring or
summer. The translation has already been arranged for
by a London house, with the American rights.
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New
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— There's been another

—
—

tured deserters.

great loss

—

of life in

Cuba.

—Truth.

THE

inauguration of the Gold Mining Exchange of San
Francisco will be held at its rooms in the rotunda of
the Mills Building next Monday, at 11 a. m.
large attendance of members and guests is expected, and many
prominent gentlemen will speak.

A

Throughout the past week a large crowd has been attracted to
the show window of S. & G. Gump's store', at 113 Geary street, to
look at some oil paintings on exhibition there. These masterpieces
were secured by Mr. Gump during his recent visit to Europe, and
may be considered some of the very best work ever brought to this
coast. The remainder of the paintings recently released from the
Customs House are now on exhibition in the gallery, and those who
admire the best in art will be well repaid by passing an hour there.

One of the latest innovations in the Lurline Baths, situated on the
corner of Bush and Larkin Streets, is the famous Russian Bath,
which includes the celebrated " Needle " Shower. This bath has
been endorsed by leading physicians the world over and will be
found to be very invigorating. The price is only fifty cents, which
includes a swim in the tank afterwards. If you have not tried it yet
yon have missed something.
is

Hall,

Agent and importer

of

-FOREIGN WINES.
MUTUAL LIFE

BUILDING,

!

Sansome St

.

Crown Point Gold & Silver Mining Company.
Location of principal place of business San Francisco, Cal. Location
Hill, Storey County, Nevada.
Notice is hereby given that at a meeting of the Board of Directors held on
the 2d day of April, lt96, an assessment, No. 67, of Twenty cents (20c.) per
share, was levied upon the capita] stock of the corporation, payable immediately in United States gold coin to the secretary, at the office of the company, rooms 35 and 36. third floor, Mills building, corner Bush and Mont-

—

works— Gold

street, San Francisco, Cal.
stock on which this assessment shall remain unpaid on the
6th DAY OF MAY, 1886,
will be delinquent and advertised for sale at publio auction; and, unless
payment is made befcre, will be sold on TUESDAY, the 26th day of May,
1896, to pay the delinquent assessment, together with the costs of advertising and expenses of sale. By order of the Board of Directors.
JAMES NEWLANDS, Secretary.
Rooms 35 and 36, third floor Mills building, corner Bush and Montgomery

gomery

Any

streets.

San Fr ancisco,

a gentle aperient.

-

Cal.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
Occidental Consolidated Mining

Company

Assessment

Amount

No

2

oe T
.-•J?„ ,?J!
April
2, 1896
J«

per Share

Levied
Delinquent in Office
Day of Sale of Delinquent- Stook

DURBROW,

May 6,
May 28,

"

1896
1896

Seoretary.
Office—Room 69, Nevada Block, 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco, Cal.

A. K.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.

'

Gould

&

Curry Silver Mining Company.

-No

Assessment

Amount

March 25,

Levied
Delinquent in

office

Day

Delinquent Stock

of sale of

California.

69,

78
.

ISoents

per Share

Office—Room

Jackson's Napa Soda

E.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.

Dobbs How many killed? Hobbs Over a hundred.
Dobbs You don't mean it! Spaniards or rebels? Hobbs
About an equal thing I guess. All of them were cap-

—

George

Nevada Block,

A

ALFRED
309

K.

DURBROW,

Montgomery

1896

ril

&'}25
.S
May
20, 1896

Seoretary.
street, San Francisco,
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make two

Don't
"*

CHEVALIER
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bites

What's the
use of taking one thing
for coarse, and

at a cherry.

Chevalier
and no one
another for fine, washbut Chevalier
If New York went
Pearline will
ing.
mad over Yvette Guilbert it has gone doubly so, stark,
staring mad over the only Albert, who made his first bow
do it all. For washto a New York audience at Koster & Bial's on Monday
ing wood-work, tinnight.
His success was instantaneous, and he frankly
silver, marble,
ware,
says that he has never had such a welcome as he received
from the Gothamites. He was intensely nervous, and was
glass, dishes, carpets,
only half cheered up when McConnell, the big stage manaor anything you can think of,
" Don't worry, old
ger, patted him on the back and said
is the best.
Pearline
man there are ten thousand men in front who went to
school with you " and surely the subsequent enthusiasm
It saves not only work, but wear. Let it help
warranted his speech. But New York has not had the
you in all these ways. You musn't think that the
best of Chevalier yet. He has sung "The Old Kent Road,"
"
easy washing of clothes is all that Pearline is
(in both English and French),
My Old Dutch," which is
truly pathetic, "The Future Mrs. 'Awkins," and "The
james pyle New York.
423
made for.
Little Nipper," but New York has not yet had from him
his first suceSs d'estime, "The Coster's Serenade," or "The
(Established 1875.)
Geo. m. Lonekgan.
C. A Howland.
Nasty Way 'e Says It," or "A Nice Man, Too," or a half
dozen other "winners." It may interest you to know who
Photographic
Studio.
niDerial
Chevalier is. Sam Sothern was my informant.
He is a
726 and 728 MARKET ST. (1st Floor),
warm friend and hearty admirer of the singer. Sothern
Bet Kearny street and Grant ave., S. F.
says that Chevalier was a most excellent actor, who had
Lightning plates for taking Children.
Carbon Plates a Specialty.
made many a hit in the proviuces, but whom fate seemed
to have barred out of London, for although he never
and beautiful, and are almost as much a craze here as is
wanted an engagement, a London engagement seemed
their delightful composer.
always to slip from his grasp. He finally resolved that he
Mrs. Harry Gillig, disgusted with the eccentricities of
would never walk the boards again unless he trod them in
the New York barometer, takes wings to herself and hies
the great city. Holding to this resolution he encountered
Her cousin,
to Paris to-morrow for a six weeks' absence.
many bad days, and the wolf at last looked in at the door.
Miss Bender, accompanies her. Mrs. Crocker is still at
His songs had been always a great diversion to him and to
Lakewood. Mr. and Mrs. J. K. Lake have moved into
his friends, and finally when poverty became too opprestown, having found the country cold and unendurable, and
sive he was persuaded to try his luck with the music halls.
They both
are keeping house in an apartment up town.
With many misgivings he presented himself, and to his
think that four years (very nearly) of country life are more
astonishment became at once, as he has ever since rethan enough of rural enchantment.
ma'ned, the idol of London.
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Belvin are at the Gerlach. I have
Mrs. James Moffitt and her daughters, of Oakland, are
never seen Mrs. Belvin look as pretty as she does this
in Dresden. W. H. Blair, Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Carpenter,
She is more than ever strikingly handsome.
winter.
and Mr. and Mrs. Ollister are in Paris.
Colonel George
George D. Roberts is in London at the Hotel Metropole,
Mrs. de
E. Raum is covering himself with glory in Egypt.
and will return to New York in May or June.
He has
discovered only fifteen feet below the surface the cap
Young left a few days ago for San Francisco, after being
adorned with columns and twisted serpents, which is supentertained as far as time permitted during her limited
posed to have adorned the head of the sphinx.
It was
stay by numerous New York friends.
found between the forepaws of the ancient sculpture. The
and Mrs. J. Outhwaite, and Miss
J. Ackerman, Mr.
Khedive's Government is giving Colonel Raum enthusiasChamosern are registered in Paris.
tic aid and protection in his work of excavation, but the
Passe-Partout.
New York, March 26, 1896.
financial part of the. work is solely the
care of the American engiueer.
Mrs. Boyson is still at the Hotel
Girard, and is uncertain about the
time of her departure for the West.
With Colonel and Mrs. Henry Savage,
Mrs. Boyson was the guest at dinner
of Mrs. Weyler (n(e Julia Ortiz), who
after three or four years in Paris is
now living in New York in one of the
Central Park apartment houses.
will tell you that Scott's Emulsion has
The continuous performance houses
have been very suggestive of Califorbeen endorsed by the medical profession for
nia lately, two of their stars being
twenty years. This is because it is always
Lily Post and Flora
Miss
!

!

!

:

;

!

.

He

—

Finlayson.

Finlayson has entirely recovered from
the illness which caused the severance
of her engagement with the Bostonians, and is, I understand, to join
them again very shortly.
Madame d'Hardelot, the friend and
companion of the superb Madame
Calve has remained in New York
during the absence of the opera company, and has been the recipient of
pronounced attention in the way of
teas, receptions, dinners, and other
agreeable functions.
Have many of
her songs reached San Francisco ?
They are quaint, thoroughly original
1

,

—

palatable always uniform always c ontains
the purest Norwegian Cod-liver Oil
_

1
1
1

and Hypophosphites. You should insist on Scott's Emulsion, with trade
mark of man and fish. Put up in 5ocent and $i.oo sizes. The small size
may be enough to cure your cough or
A, help your baby.
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NEW PATTERN HATS.
FANCY STRAW BRAIDS.

DVR EDITH:and

After the rain the sunshine, and after
ashes the splendor of our Easter
ire just full of things pretty enough
to make one's mouth water, and the colors are enough to
make Nature jealous with envy. Green, of course, is the
favorite color, and one sees lovely creations in that hue,
ith gowns.
from ball dl
There is one bath gown
on exhibit which is the daintiest thing I have ever seen.
It is made of some lovely pale green flannel, lined with
white silk, and has a profusion of delicate pale green bows
down the front and a sash of wide riblxjn. The neck and
sleeves are covered with Mechlin lace. .A dainty pair of
slippers of light green satin, lined with lamb's wool, goes
with the garment, and altogether it is just too lovely for

All the Latest

of the

Novelties

ioth

anything.
The other colors so much in vogue during winter
browns, grays, yellows, and rose tints still hold their
place in many people's hearts. There is a species of yellow
just appearing here which resembles the ribbon used on
cigars, and is just the thing for a dark brunette.
I saw a
gown made up of it, with a lot of old point lace, at a reception the other evening, and the wearer looked like a

—

princess.

Some

gowns worn by the

girls at Confirmation are
that they are usually too much
ornamented to be appropriate for the occasion.
delicate muslin, with white satin bows and a little lace, is in
style, and any other decoration is only ostentatious display.
I always stop to look at the little Catholic girls trooping
along to their first Communion service, arrayed in their
white gowns and flower garlands. Bear me, how beautiful
it would be could we always remain as young and as innocent
Blouses made of all sorts of silk and cotton ginghams,
cotton zephyrs, grass linens, batiste, cheviot, percale, and
lawn, will enjoy great popularity this season. In silk
goods I see checks in green and white, blue and white,
brown and white, and also a pretty mixture of heliotrope
and white. White and black striped goods are much used
when worn with a skirt of black silk or black crtjpon. The
four-in-hand tie worn with such a blouse is made of batiste
that should always match the dot upon the shirt material.
All these blouses have high turned-over collars of the plain
The cuffs should be
wood batiste, and cuffs to match.
deep, straight, and so made that they close best with
On such blouses a black skirt, with a black ribbon
links.
belt having long ends in the back, is considered rather
more harmonious than would be one of silk belting or of
leather or gilt. On the bodices the belt and collar alike
are silk, satin or velvet ribbon.
Styles in buttons are varying considerably of late.
This
season tiny gilt, jet, pearl, or steel ones obtain.
The
large variety were very ugly, and we shall all be glad to
Blouses of batiste are best trimmed with
see them go.
three rows of gilt or pearl buttons down the middle plait,
while on silk ones they may trim not only the front, but
the stock and cuffs. You can use your own judgment in
trimming with ribbons, only being careful to match the
colors, and not to use any very pronounced colors.
There
are some lovely velvet ribbons just arrived from Paris
which will doubtless meet with much favor.
Even gloves and handkerchiefs are subject to change
this season.
For instance, I saw a beautiful box of dark
green gloves with a white stitching, and also a number of
the same color finished with black buttons and black
stitching.
four-buttoned tan chevrette is a neat thing
for forenoon wear.
It is also made with two large spring
For evening wear the ten
clasps for driving or cycling.
and twelve buttoned black suede share favor with the same
white
stitching and points.
length in tan, finished with
As for shoes, they are gradually losing their points
again.
Buttons are much in favor, and gaiters should
always be worn with street ties if you want to be perfectly
dressed.
Belinda.
of the

very dainty, but

I notice

A

!

A

season at

THERE AS MANNING'S,
115 Geary St.,

You are invited

to call

F

S.

and inspect them.

AND PURCHASER'S GUIDE

CITY INDEX

RESTAURANTS.
Academy Building, 33*3-334 Pine street. Rooms for
ladies and families, private entrance. John Bergez, Proprietor.

Bergez's Restaurant,

Bay State Oyster House. 15 Stockton & 109 O'Farrell. N. M. Adler, Prop.
Montgomery-St. Coffee and Lunch House. Good coffee and fresh eggs
a specialty. Cream waffles. 426 Montgomery St. H. H. HJUL, Prop.
Malson Tortoni, French Rotisserie, 111 O'Farrell street. Private dining
rooms and banquet hall. S. Constantini, Proprietor.
Nevada Restaurant, 417 Pine st. Private rooms; meals 50c. Loupy Bros
Poodle Dog Restaurant, S. E. cor. Grant ave. and Bush st. Private
dining and banquet rooms,
Tel. 429.
A. B. Blanco & B. Brun.

DENTISTS.
Dr.

Thomas L. Hill,
OFFICE: Odd Fellows'
streets.

Office hours

Building, southwest cor. Seventh and Market
Consultation Hours 4 to 5.
9 A. m. to 5 p. m.

:

:

Dr. H. G. Young,
Bridges and teeth without plates.
Dr. R. Cutlar, 818 Sutter street.

1841

Polk

Elmer Bunker has removed to 630 Sutter
Hours 1 to 3 and 6 :30 to 7 :30 P. M.

Dr. R.

Office

street.

street.

:

Dr. Hall, 14 McAllister St., near Jones.

Diseases of

women and children.

POSTAGE STAMP DEALERS.
Hawaiian Stamps a specialty. MAKINS & CO 506 Market street.
Selections on approval: any place in world. W. F. GREANY, 827 Brannan
The W.

H. Hollls

Stamp

Co., (Incorporated),

105 O'Farrell St., S. F.

PRINTING AND RUBBER STAMPS.
Koch & Harney, (Jas. H. Harney, Geo. T. Koch), Job Printers, 648 Sacramento St. Fine printing and embossing, seals, rubber stamps, stencils, etc,

MERCHANT
Neuhaus

TAILORS.

&

Suits to order $12 50.
Co., 115 Kearny, up-stairs.
coats, $10. Pants $4 and upwards. Samples by mall.
4®*A perfect fit guaranteed.

Over-

VOCAL CULTURE.
Miss Caroline Shlndler, Soprano. Vocal Culture. Hours, 1 to 3, 2416 Clay
Joseph Greven, Vocal Teacher, Neumann Piano Store, 82 Ninth St. S. F.
,

CANDIES.

CANDIES.— Don't

leave the city without a uox of

La Grande Laundry Go.

ROBERTS' Best.

Telephone: Bush 12
Principal office: 23 Powell street,
opposite Baldwin Hotel.

Branch— 11 Taylor street, near Golden Gate avenue. Laundry—Twelfth
All ordinary mendstreet, bet. Folsom and Howard, San Francisco, Cal.
sewing on buttons, etc., free of charge. Orders left at office will receive prompt attention. Work called for and delivered to any part of the
ing,

city free of charge

No. 9
Lick Place
Furnishes clean Towels at the following low rates: Clean hand
towels each week, $1 per month; 12 clean hand towels each week;
$1 50 per month; 4 clean roller towels each, week, $1, 6 months
6 clean roller towels each week, $1 25 per month.

Pacific

Towel 6ompany.

United States Laundry,
Office: 1004

Market

Tonic nn hoano
leniSOn Ueane,

bt.,

U

near Baldwin.

Tel ephone, South

4-8-0.

Tel., East-33. Residence 1003 Sutter.
H.
Office, Cityof Paris Building, No. 14
ill.
Grant avenue. Ex-surgeon U. S. Army; Ex-surgeon S. F. Receiving Hospital. Hours, 11 A. m. to 2:30 P. M.; 5 to 5:30 P.M.

D.
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BAMKING.
BANK OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.
Incorporated by Royal Charter,

Capital Paid Up, $3,000,000.
Southeast Cor. Bush

"Why

don't

you reform ?" asked the kind lady.

"There

man on earth more willin' to lead a decent life 'n
me," said Wayworn Watson, earnestly, "but everybody
'at tries to reform me insists on me beginnin' by goin' to
ain't a

work."

— Cincinnati Enquirer.

Thev were looking over the prize fighter and enumerat"How's his wind?" asked the
ing his good points.
" Excellent," replied his manager.
" He
visitor at last.
can out-talk a phonograph." Chicago Post.

—

Husband

—Really,

didn't

I

—

—

Father
fool

and

— Here
his

a check, but

is

make

—Mrs.
— a

the dresses

notice

Brown, though, wore her gown en traine.
wonder you noticed that much. Husband
Chicago Record.
I stepped on it.
it

Wife

a good use of

Son

therefore you would have me follow your example.
endeavor to do so, sir. Boston Transcript.

woman

a queer freak of Price's

twice bis age.

I

wonder how

it

—And

came about?

a

She

—Naturally enough. He was without money and she was
without Price. —Judge.
last night.
Josiah — Gee whiz! That was a merry
pa? Josiah — The papers say the
Maria —How
men played until morning, while the flames danced
after midnight. —Jury.
fire

fire-

so,

till

"Browne is a most considerate
so?" "He can play the

never heard him."

"That's just

it;

I

I

to;

me, and I went on a whaling expedition with him!
Penn, Democrat.

—Chester

"You say he is a remarkable man?" "Very." "In
what way ? " "He's the only scientist in the country who
has not made an important discovery relative to X rays."

— Chicago Post.
Mrs. Nix — I hope you are

not afraid of work.

Weary

Willie (uneasily) — I ain't exactly afraid, mum; but I always feel fidgety when dere's anything like dat around.

Truth.
" Have you and George had a quarrel, Clara ? " " No,
It is getting too near my birthday for me to
indeed.
quarrel with George, dear fellow." Odds and Ends.

—

"Do

"Well, I can't say
you believe in hypnotism?"
But if there is nothing in it, I can't explain
positively.
why a large number of marriages occur." Truth.

—

—

Thuggers Say! I want a drink, and I want it bad!
See? Barkeeper (shoving out the five cent whiskey)
Warl, is dat bad enough for yez? Truth.

—

"Didn't the doctor tell Drinkum to take only a thimblewhiskey? " " Yes; but Drinkum had a thimble made

full of

to order."

— Boston Traveller.

— She " the most original woman I ever knew.
" When she hasn't anything to say, she
that?
doesn't talk." — Life.
Unique

"

How
"

is

is

wonder if it would be possible to revive eighteenth
century fiction?" "Well, it's pretty low." Detroit TriI

—

is

;

BANK OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital
$3,000,000 00
Surplus and Undivided Profits (October 1, 1894).. 3.158,129 70
WILLIAM ALVORD
President CHARLES R. BISHOP. Vice-Pres't
ALLEN M. CLAY
Secretary THOMAS
Cashier
S.Prentiss Smith.... Ass't Cashier 1. F. Moulton
3d Ass't Cashier
I

ready tor a Bourbon or not, the average man
always ready for a good glass of whiskey. The best brand to be

.

BROWN

1

CORRESPONDENTS.
& Co.; the Bank of New

Laidlaw

York, N. B. A.

Boston— Tremont National Bank; London— Messrs. N. M. Rothschild &
Sons; Paris— Messrs. de Rothschild Freres; Virginia City (Nev.)—
Agenoyof The Bank of California; Chicago— Union National Bank, and
Illinois Trust and Savings Bank; Australia and New Zealand—Bank of

New Zealand

China, Japan, and India— Chartered Bank of India, Austraand China; St. Louis—Boatman's Bank.
Letters of Credit issued available in all parts of the world.
Draws Direct on New York, Boston, Chicago, St. Louis, Salt Lake
Denver, Kansas City, New Orleans. Portland, Or., Los Angeles, and on
London, Paris, Berlin, Bremen, Hamburg, Frankfort-on-Main, Copenhagen,
Stockholm, Christiania, Melbourne, Sydney, Auckland, Hongkong, Shang;

lia

hai,

Yokohama, Genoa, and

all cities in Italy.

SAN FRANCISCO SAVINGS UNION.
Corner California and Webb Streets.
Deposits. Dec. 31, 1895
Guarantee Capital and Surplus

$24,202,327
1,575,631

ALBERT MILLER,

President E. B. POND, Vice-President
Directors— Thomas Magee.G. W. Beaver, Philip Barth, Daniel E. Martin, W. C. B. De Fremery, George C. Boardman, Robert Watt; Lovell
White, Cashier.
Receives Deposits, and Loans only on real estate security. Country
remittances may be sent by Wells, Fargo & Co., or by check of reliable
parties, payable in San Francisco, but the responsibility of this Savings
Bank commences only with the actual receipt of the money. The signature
of the depositor should accompany the first deposit. No charge is made for
pass-book or entrance fee. Office hours—9. a. m. to 3 p. m. Saturday evenings, 6:30 to

|

8.

LONDON AND SAN FRANCISCO BANK,

LIMITED.

Authorized Capital
$3,500,000 Capital Paid-up
$3,450,000
Reserve
$375,000
San Francisco Office—124 California St. London Office—73 Lombard St.
Portland Branch—Chamber of Commerce Building.
Tacoma Branch— 1156 Pacific Ave.
Manager, ARTHUR SCRIVENER Ass't Manager. WILLIAM STEEL
|

I

Cashier, GUSTAV FRIEDERICH.
LONDON BANKERS— Bank of England and London Joint Stock Bank.
NEW YORK—Messrs. J. P. Morgan & Co. Boston—Third National Bank.

This Bank is prepared to transact all kinds of General Banking and Exchange Business in London and San Francisco, and between said cities
all

parts of the world.

LONDON, PARIS AND AMERICAN BANK, LIMITED.
N. W. Cor. Sansome and Sutter Sts.
Subscribed Capital
$2,500,000 Paid Up Capital
$2,000,000
$850,000
Reserve Fund
Head Office
58 Old Broad Street, London
AGENTS— New York— Agency of the London, Paris, and American
Bank Limited, No. 10 Wall Street, N. Y. Paris— Messrs. Lazard, Freres
& Cie, 17 Boulevard Poissoniere. Draw direct on the principal cities of the
world. Commercial and Travelers' Credits issued.
|

!IX UM }«-^--

SIG
R
C A1?T S

CROCKER-WOOLWORTH NATIONAL BANK of san prancisco.
Cob. Market, Montgomery, and Post Sts.
Paid-Up Capital
»1,000,000.

WM. H.CROCKER
W. E. BROWN
GEO. W.KLINE
Directors —

bune.

Whether France

;

"Can

—Holderness Times.
Hoax — understand you ran away to sea when you were
but my father caught
started
a boy? Joax — No!

"Vancouver,

Liverpool— North and South Wales Bank; Scotland— British Linen
Company; Ireland— Bank of Ireland; Mexico— London Bank of Mexico;
South America— London Bank of Mexico and South America; China and
Japan— Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China; Australia and
New Zealand — Bank of Australasia and Commercial Banking Company of
Sydney, Ld Demerara and Trinidad (West Indies)— Colonial Bank.

"Why

do you
he? I
nobody else ever did!"

fellow."
fiddle."

think

Branches— Victoria,

New York— Messrs.

—marrying

$500,000.

Sts.

LOMBARD STREET, LONDON
New Westminster, Kamloops, Nan
60

I shall

—

He— That was

A

it.

and Sansome

lamo, and Nelson, British Columbia; Portland, Oregon; Seattle and Ta
coma, Washington.
This Bank transacts a General Banking Business. Accounts opened subject to Check, and Special Deposits received. Commercial Credits granted
available in all parts of the world. Approved Bills discounted and advances made on good collateral security. Draws direct at current rates
upon its Head Office and Branches, and upon its Agents, as follows:
New York— Merchants' Bank of Canada Chic ago— First National Bank

It's

— Couldn't help

money are soon parted, you know.

HEAD OFFICE

1862.

Reserve Fund,

President
Vioe-Presldent
Cashier
Chas. F. Crocker, E. B. Pond, Hy. J.Crocker, Geo. W. Scott

is

in this city of the Kentucky Bourbons is the "Argonaut " which
E. Martin
Co.,
is known to all connoisseurs as the very thing.
411 Market St., supply our largest houses with this delectable

had

&

liquid.

The very finest things in linen and clothing goods at John Carmany's, the prince of furnishers, 25 Kearny street.
Jackson's Napa Soda leaves a good taste in the mouth.

THE ANGLO-CALIFORNIAN BANK, LIMITED.
N. E. Cor. Pine and Sansome Sts.
$1,500,000
$6,000,000 Paid Up
700,000
3,000,000 Reserve Fund
Head Office— 18 Austin Friars, London, E.
Agents at New York— J. & W. Seligman & Co., 21 Broad street.
The Bank transacts a General Banking Business, sells drafts, makes
telegraphic transfers, and issues letters of credit available throughout the
world. Sends bills for collection, loans money, buys and sells exchange
IGN. STEINHART \ flianagOTB
and bullion.
Manacer8
P. N. LILIENTHAL J

Capital authorized
Subscribed

J
f

C
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" Pearl
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free.
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with your light as your

ber to get

Verdi has passed his eighty-second
year. Other musicians attained the following ayes: Aubcr,
eighty-nine
Haydn, seventy-seven
Rossini,
seventyseven
Gounod, seventy-five
Meyerbeer and Wagner,
seventy: Hal.'vy. sixty-two; Boieldieu, fifty-nine; Beethoven, titty-seven and Mozart, fifty. It would seem from
samples that the average life of famous composers

much

has.

The Index

have attained to a
Ambrotee Thomas was eighty-

AI. composers, as a rule,

^rood old age.
hen ho died.

as

lias

long.

MUTUAL SAVINGS BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO.

man

of the military type such as can be found by the score
the army. The bumps of self-love and combativeness
are abnormally developed. He will never let himself be
stopped by an obstacle. There is no power on earth that
could exercise the least pressure upon him.
His self-love
is so great that he might proclaim himself infallible, and
be perfectly sincere in so doing.

Verestchagin. the Russian artist, has a glass studio
in his home near Paris which revolves on wheels.
The
movement is effected by means of a windlass conveniently
placed beside the artist's easel, and by this ingenious contrivance he is enabled to paint the whole day with the sunlight falling in one direction on models and drapery.
The Queen of Madagascar is said to be an openhearted and charming woman. She is extremely fond of
dress, and longs to visit Paris.
She can never hear
enough about the shops and theatres and the Elysee balls.
One of her chief desires is to be able to choose for herself
several complete toilets at the Bon Marcbi.
Mr. Gladstone is a very early riser, but only by
sheer force of will, as he is fond of loitering in bed. He is
also fond of afternoon tea and a game of the old-fashioned
backgammon. He can sleep whenever and wherever he
pleases.

Paul Verlaine, the deceased poet, was also a passM. Felix Regamey, of Paris, possesses a
number of Verlaine's drawings, and intends publishing a
small volume of them. The work is mostly caricature.
George Meredith ordinarily wears a cream-colored
flannel shirt with soft collar, loose scarf of black and white,
a corduroy coat of light mole color, rough knickerbockers
and thick-soled, broad- toed boots.
M. Marius, the famous French actor, who died recently in Africa, whither he had gone in search of health,
was only forty-six years old. He had been on the boards
for over thirty years.
Count Hatzfeldt, the German Ambassador to London, intends to retire from the diplomatic service, and will
settle down at Nassau.
The Count's health is very much
undermined.
Cecil Rhodes is so pronounced a bachelor that he
will have only unmarried men on his staff.
He once made
the remark that "marriage is a more difficult game than
able artist.

politics."

Harry Furniss, who has been employed on Conservative journals, is now filling the demands of the Liberal
press, his work appearing in the London Daily News.
The Congo was lately offered for sale to the British
by the King of Belgium. The French had already refused
it and the sale never came off.
Prince Grabowsky, of Warsaw, is said to be the
luckiest sportsman on the Russian turf.
His winnings in
1895 amounted to over $60,000.
the Press Clipping Bureau.

510

Montgomery

street, S. F. reads all
all topics, business

papers on the Pacific Coast, and supplies clippings on

and personal.

For Bronchial and Asthmatic Complaints,

'

Brown's Bronchial

Troches " have remarkable curative properties.

Mothers, be sure and use
children while teething

Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup" for your

Jackson's Napa Soda Lemonade

33

a luxury.

Try

it.

Post Street, below Kearny, Mechanics' Institute Building.
Guaranteed Capital,

JAMES

D.

Pald-Up Capital,
officers

81,000,000.

PHELAN, President. S. G. MURPHY,
JOHN A. HOOPER, Vice-President.
I

Directors—James
Hooker, James Mofflt,

8300,000.

Vlce-PreBident.

D. Phelan, L. P. Drexler, John A. Hooper, C. G.
S. G. Murphy, Frank J. Sullivan, Robert McElroy,

and Joseph D. Grant.
Interest paid on Term and Ordinary Deposits.

Loans on approved seGEO. A. STORY, Cashier.
Deposits may be sent by postal order, Well, Fargo, & Co., or Exchange
on City Banks. When opening accounts send signature.
curities.

WELLS FARGO &
N. E. Corner Sansome

CO.'S BANK.
& Sutter Streets.

Cash Capital and Surplus

86,250,000

President Homer S. King
Cashier F. L. Lipman

John J. Valentine
H. Wadsworth

Manager

I

Assistant Cashier

|

BRANCHES.
N. Y. City, H. B. Parsons, Cashier. Salt Lake City, J. E. Dooly, Cashier
Directors—John J. Valentine, Benj. P. Cheney, Oliver Eldridge, Henry
E. Huntington, Homer S. King, George E. Gray, John J. McCook, Charles
F. Crocker, Dudley Evans.
|

THE SATHER BANKING COMPANY.
CAPITAL

$1,000,000

Successor to Sather

& Co., Established

1851,

San Francisco.

Albert Miller, Vice-President
Allen Knight, Secretary.
L. I. Cowgill, Cashier.
Directors— C. S. Benediot, E. A. Bruguiere, F. W. Sumner, Albert Mil-

James K. Wilson

President.

Wm. P. Johnson, V. H. Metcalf, James K. Wilson.
Agents: New York— J. P. Morgan & Co. Boston— National Bank of the
Commonwealth. Philadelphia—Drexel & Co. Chicago— Continental National Bank. St. Louis— The Mechanics' Bank. Kansas City— First National Bank. London— Brown, Shipley & Co. Paris—Drexel, Harjes & Co.

ler,

THE GERMAN SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.
NO. 526 CALIFORNIA ST.,

S. F.

Reserve Fund
Capital aotually paid up in Cash, 81,000,000.
8 715,000
Guaranteed Capital. .81,200,000
Deposits, Dec. 31,1895,
830,727,586 59.
OFFICERS—President, B. A. Becker; Vice-President, Edward Kruse;
Second Vice-President, George H. Eggers; Cashier, A. H. R. Schmidt; Assistant Cashier, Wm. Herrmann; Secretary, George Tourny Assistant
Secretary, A. H. Muller.
Board of Directors— Edward Kruse, George H. Eggers, O. Shoemann,
A. C. Heineken, H. Horstmann, B. A. Becker, H. L. Simon, Ign. Steinhart,
Daniel Meyer. Attorney, W. S. Goodfellow.

SECURITY SAVINGS BANK.
Montgomery St.. Mills Building.
INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS. LOANS MADE.
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DIRECTORS.
Wm.Alvord

H.H.Hewlett
A. K. P. Harmon

S. L. Abbot. Jr.
O. D. Baldwin
W. S» Jones

Wm, Babcock
Adam Grant

J. B.

Lincoln.

HUMBOLDT SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.
No.
Incorporated

18

Geahy Street.
November

24, 1869.

ADOLPH C. WEBER
ERNST BRAND

President
Secretary

NEVADA WAREHOUSE AND DOCK COMPANY.
PORT COSTA, California.
WAREHOUSES AND DOCKS
Storage Capacity, 100.000 tons. Regular warehouse for San Francisco
Produce Exchange Call Board.
These warehouses are the largest on the Pacific Coast, and are furnished
with the latest improvements for the rapid handling and storing of Grain.
A mill attached, supplied with the best and newest machinery for cleaning
foul and smutty wheat.
Money advanced at lowest rates of interest on grain stored in warehouses.
Insurance effected at lowest rates in first-class companies, or grain sold,
if

is

Macbeth Co

BANKING.

An English phrenologist examined the head of the
German Kmperor and pronounced it to be that of a medium
in

A

Pittsburgh Pa

desired, at current rates.

OFFICE—202 Sansome St., over the Anglo-California Bank.
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SHIPPING AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS
and

Fire

309 and 311 Sansome

RONDEL.— ALGERNON

many years since we began to be,
What have the gods done with us? What with me,
What with my love ? They have shown me fates and

fears,

With her, my love, with her have they done well?
But who shall answer for her? Who shall tell
Sweet thing or sad, such things as no man hears?

May no tears fall, if no tears ever fall,
From eyes more dear to me than starriest

WAS
Was

it

IT

many

we met

43

and 46 Threadneedle St., London
29 South Castle St., Liverpool
2 and 4 Stone St., New York

INSURANCE.
PIRE, MARINE,

AND INLAND INSURANCE.

Fireman's Fund

years.

INSURANCE COMPANY, OF SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Capital, $1,000,000.

Assets,

$3,000,000.

years.

FOR THIS?— by

for this

FINDLAY, DURHAM & BRODIE
SIMPSON, MACKIRDY & CO
PUERST BROS. & CO

spheres

But if tears ever toucued, for any grief,
Those eyelids folded like a white-rose leaf,
Deep double shells where through the eye flower peers,
Let them weep once more only, sweet and brief,
Brief tears and bright, for one who gave her tears
These

San Francisco, Cal

CORRESPONDENTS

Harsh springs, and fountains bitterer than the sea,
Grief a fixed star, and joy a vane that veers,
These many years.

many

....

St.

CHARLES SWINBURNE.

THESE

These

Marine Insurance Agents,

PALATINE

philip bourke marston.

three years ago,

Took bands, spake low, sat side by side, and heard
The sleeping trees beneath us touched and stirred
By some mild twilight wind as soft as snow,

INSURANCE COMPANY

And
Was

with the sun's last kisses still aglow ?
it for this the end was so deferred?
For this thy lips at length let through the word
That saved my soul, as all Love's angels know?
Was it for this, that sweet word being said,
We kissed and clung together in our bliss
And walked withiu Love's sunlight and Love's shade?
Was it for this, to dwell henceforth apart,
One housed with death, and one with beggared heart?
Nay, surely, love, it was for more than this.

(Limited),

CHAS.

LATON,

A.

OF MANCHESTER, ENGLAND.

OVER $9,000,000.00 RESOURCES

SOLID SECURITY.

Manager,

I

California St., S. F.

Fire Insurance.
Founded A.

D. 1792.

Gompanu

Insurance

America

North

of

OF PHILADELPHIA, PENN.

THE DAY-DREAM.—samvel

taylor coleridge.

saw our couch, I saw our quiet room,
Its shadows heaving by the fire-light gloom;
All o'er my lips a soft and breeze-like feeling—
I know not what— but had the same been stealing

Paid-up Capital
Surplus to Policy Holders

JAMES

I

Upon

a sleeping mother's lips,

I

guess

It would have made the loving mother dream
That she was softly bending down to kiss
Her babe, that something more than babe did seem,

A

*****
floating presence of its darling father,
yet its own dear baby self far rather

And

Across

And

lo

my chest there lay

!

1

seemed

to see a

woman's form—

Thine, sweetheart, thine?

Oh, joy,

if

FIRE

INSURANCE CO. OF HARTFORD.

Up

11,000,000

Assets
Surplus to Policy Holders

3,192,001 69
1,506,409 .41
.

ROBERT DICKSON,

BOYD & DICKSON,

S. F.

Gone where

thine

it

were

AACHEN AND MUNICH

UNITED STATE

FIRE

St.

St.

INSURANCE COMPANY
Established

Total Assets,

EPARTMETJT:
VOSS,

at

one sudden

goal.

Then blend

they, like green leaves with golden flowers,
Into one beautiful and perfect whole;
And life's long night is ended, and the way
Lies open, onward to eternal day.

SYMPATHY. --HAMILTON

AIDE IN POEMS,

We are as harps

that vibrate to a touch
stranger hands, unconscious of the strings,
While the soul's slumbering echoes wake to life,
And through its halls responsive music rings.

From

Few are the Davids to these harps of ours!
Few learn the cunning of the instrument;
And those to whom the gift has been denied

If,

Montgomery

204

Sansome

CONRAD &

1825

$6,854,653 65
St., S. F.

CO., General Managers.

there waiveth in this world of ours

And meeting strangely

oftenest those with

But God's

401

OF AIX LA CHAPELLE, GERMANY.

ARNOLD.

For one lone soul another lonely soul.
Each choosing each through all the weary hours,

Are

Manager

Agents, 501 Montgomery

Capital. {2,250,000

DESTINY.— EDWIN

412 California St., S. F.

1

warm

a weight so

5,022,016

BAILEY, General Agent,

D.

CONNECTICUT
Capital Paid

$3,000,000

large gift of love

whom
is

our

lives are spent.

showered around,

Let us be thankful. Earth were too like heaven.
with the power of loving deep and long,
That other gift of sympathy were given.

PHOENIX ASSURANCE CO. OF LONDON

Established

m,

incorporated 1799

PROVIDENCE-WASHINGTON NSURANCE CO,
BUTLER & HALDAN, General

Agents,

413 California St., S. F.

BRITISH AND FOREIGN MARINE INSURANCE CO.,

LIMITED,

OF LIVERPOOL.
Capital

$6,700,000

BALFOUR, GUTHRIE &

CO., Agents.

No. 316 California

St., S.

For barbers, bakers, bootblacks, bath-houses,

F

bil-

liard tables, brewers, book-binders, candy-makers,
canners, dyers, flour-mills, foundries, laundries,
paper-hangers, printers, painters, shoe factories,
stable men, tar-roofers, tanners, tailors, etc.

BRUSHES

BUCHANAN
BRUSH MANUFACTURERS,

BROS.,

609 Sacramento

St., S.

F

Tel. 5610.

"
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ALAMEDA

Bi

CYCLING

»RE long Alameda

NOTES.

bo one of the principal crura the best in the
Ai>ri! 18th will end there instead of in
Oakland, and in the near future one of the fastest tracks
in the world will be constructed for the wheelmen.
At
The
nt everything is hustling in wheeling circles.
Diamonds and Alameda Cyclers are rushing around getting the roads in good shape for the coming relay,
which will end at Grand street ai.d Central avenue.
Brerything is being dune to make the ending a big success.
Kor at least one mile on Central Avenue the last mile of
the relay
the road is in perfect condition, and the riders
will have lots of room at the finish, as preparations are being made especially for that purpose, to keep the crowd
back. The quarters for the visiting wheelmen will be at
the club rooms of the Diamond and Alameda Cyclers, and
probably Harmony Hall will be engaged for the use of the
riders of the Tenth Relay.
The Alameda Cyclers intend to put a good team in the
relay and will make a showing which will probably surprise the other clubs.
The Diamonds have a membership of 78 members at
present, but will be unable to put a team in the relay this
year, as the boys do not think they could make a showing
good enough for this particular event.
In the near future there will be a bicycle floral display
which will be one of the largest ever witnessed on this
coast. It is tobe hoped that all the city clubs will attend and
do all in their power to make this floral parade on wheels
a success.
Good prizes will evidently be offered for the
best display for both tandem and single wheels; also for
the lantern parade the same evening.
try. the relay

will

im

—

—

"In the

R.

Fine

LIDDLE

Co.

Field of

I

Goods

Z™

Sportsmen's Goods *
110 Montgomery
San Francisco.

?

s P° rts> "

Gheap.

Street,

New
Write

book free

for Catalogue.

WEThough

opposed to the idea of Chinese as voters.
born in this country, they are Chinamen at
heart; they do not appreciate the nature of an oath; they
are incapable of understanding our Western ideas, and
only remain with us to get our dollars. They underbid
white laborers and are a curse to the State generally. If
granted a vote they will doubtless prove as corrupt in
politics as they are in morals and their every day life.
are

—

A

Terrible Bullet. The bullet of the Krag-Jorgensen
has an initial velocity of 2,000 feet per second, and at
a range varying from 400 to 1,500 yards, it pierces bone
and flesh as cleanly as a bore goes through steel. Under
400 yards it has a terrible effect, tearing the flesh and
bone open as if by an explosive bullet.
rifle

—

Some Expensive Metals. The metals least known aire
very often the most expensive.
Gold is worth $20 an
ounce; gallium, which belongs to the tin group and is
secured by the deposit in certain chemicals, is worth $300
an ounce. Thurium, another little-known metal, is worth
$160 an ounce.

—

The Koll of Honor. It is estimated that over 4,000,000
human beings have perished in the wars of the world since
the opening of the Christian era. The standing armies of
Europe cost the people over $1,000,000,000 annually, Germany alone spending sometimes $105,000,000 in a year
upon her soldiers.

—

She Poor fellow!
the other? Tramp

Only one

eye.

How came

—A-looking for work,

mum.

you to

lose

—Tid-Bits.

Only the very purest article is furnished by the California Milk
Producers' Association. The headquarters of the Association are at
Turk street, and it will readily be understood why its milk and
cream are so superior when it is stated that its grazing grounds consist of over 40,000 acres of the finest pasturage, and that its cows are
regularly and thoroughly inspected by proficient dairymen. If you
desire good milk take the advice of experts and deal with this Asso-

The Boss

of all

SMOKELESS POWDERS

Manufactured.

Used

ftu

the crack shots of the country.

PRESSURE.
absolutely no SMOKE.

Lowest recorded breech
Lightest

RECOIL

and

Manufactured by

THE GIANT POWDER
430 California

Gtias.

E.

St., S.

CO., Consolidated,

F.

Anderson,.

428

ciation.

A

Sovereign Remedy— Dr. Parker's Cough Cure.

cough.
214

It never fails.
street.

Kearny

Try

it.

Price S5o.

One dose

will stop a
George Dahlbender & Co.,

The

art goods of Japan are the oldest in the world. Geo.
Marsh has the finest collection in this city at 625 Market Street.

1616 Polk St.
Near Clay

f Tel No

Sutter 891

Jobbing
Fine Solitary

T.

Goods.
Estimates.

Drink Jackson's Napa Soda before breakfast.
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marriage

of Miss Alice Blake and John McAlpine will be
solemnized at the home of the bride, on Geary street,
about the middle of April; and the Church of the Advent
in Oakland, is to be the scene of the Pope-Rossiter ceremony on the 23rd. The marriage of Samuel Wormser and
Miss Wertheim will take place in Pittsburg on the 11th,
and, upon the arrival here of the young people, they will
hold a reception at their future home, the Hirsch house, on

California street.

THE

first of

our

summer zephyrs have been

in

evidence

strength and coldness inclined
thankful that teas and "afternoons" have not been considered the correct thing in the
swim during the past ten days, and therefore they have
been able to keep out of them and devote their time to the
delightful occupation of getting up spring toilettes in
which to appear to-morrow. But while the present week
has been a most quiet one, it has not been quite devoid of
events, as for instance on Monday last the new ballroom
at the Schwabacher residence on Clay street was crowded
with an enthusiastic audience, who listened with interest
to Miss Ray Frank's very entertaining lecture on "Moses;"
and on Tuesday evening Lieutenant and Mrs. Bell gave a
charming dinner at the Cliff House, complimentary to
Mrs. Bompas, of Boston, at which the guests were all of
the military persuasion.
this week, and their
society folk to feel very

This afternoon and evening the ladies of the Howard
Presbyterian Church will hold a tea and sale at the residence of Mrs. William Somers, 1034 Mission street, where
all kinds of Easter novelties will be in evidence in the way
In addition there will be
of fancy work, bric-a-brac, etc.
a musical programme rendered and refreshments. Mrs.
M. Ehrman and Miss Ehrman will be "at home" to-morrow
afternoon and evening, for the purpose of saying adieu to
their friends on the eve of their departure for a lengthened
absence abroad.

The principal tea of recent date was given by Miss
Henrietta Meyer on Thursday of last week, prior to her
departure for Europe with her mother; and among recent
gatherings was the rainbow luncheon which the Misses
Hymen gave at the Richelieu last Friday, in honor of their
guest, Miss Feldburg, of Helena, Montana, to meet whom
fifteen other young ladies were invited.
The same day
Miss Anna Simon was guest of honor at a luncheon given
by Mrs. Sylvian Weill at the Palace Hotel. It was a very
elaborate affair, the guests numbering eighteen ladies.
The penitential period of Lent now being a thing of the
past, the probabilities are that the ensuing few weeks will
be well filled with gay doings of one kind or another ere
the summer hegira from town begins. The cotillion which
Mrs. Darling intended to give at the Presidio next week,
has been, for the present, postponed, but other pleasures
are in store for those who love the dance, the chief one
being the last assembly of the Friday Night Cotilliou Club,
which is named for the evening of the 17th at Odd Fellows'
Hall; and the dance to be given in the Harmon Gymnasium
at Berkeley, next Friday night, promises to have a large
number of guests from this side of the bay. Mrs. W. Willis will give an elaborate "tea,"
at her California street
residence, on the 11th, and Mrs. Hager's amateur theatrical entertainment is another of the good things which will
enliven the Easter season of 1896.
Charitable affairs will
also be on the programme.
Among those that are in
course of preparation is the operetta of Rival Queens,
which is to be produced in Alameda on the 17th for the
purpose of raising funds to endow the " Alameda Bed " at
the Childrens' Hospital.
The entertainment which was
given at the Occidental Hotel last year, for the benefit of
the Training School for Nurses, was such a success another
one will be given this spring, and the arrangements are
well under way, under the direction of Mrs. George Powers.
It will also be held at the Occidental towards the end of
April, and will take the form of a musical tea, with recitations, etc., etc.

Among

the April weddings are to be those of Miss Millie
Siebe and Fred McWilliams, at St. Paul's Lutheran Church,
next Wednesday evening; and the same date is set for the
nuptials of Miss Glenn and Prentiss Selby, of Oakland.
Miss Alice Cullen and Dr. Louis Obiedo will be wedded at
St. Mary's Cathedral on the morning of April 14th.
The

Floral festivals are being heard of from all parts of the
State, and, so numerous do they promise to be, it will go
hard if our people are not able to take in at least one of
them. Already quite a number are preparing for a trip
to Santa Barbara for the three days' carnival there which
will be first on the list, and parties are being made up for
not only that, but the four days' festival at Los Angeles,
also,

which follows hard upon

it.

The

ladies of

Oakland are

laboring hard for the success of their Floral Fete, and the
indications are that the experience of last year will be
turned to good account, and that the forthcoming one will,
indeed, be a thing of beauty.
San Francisco's display will
consist of the Flower Show, to be held by the State Floral
Society, at the Palace Hotel, which is named for the 30th
of April, and the first two days of May.

Mrs. Burke Holladay, wee Clara Huntington, will receive
on Fridays in April at the Holladay residence, on Clay
street.
Mrs. Sig. Kaufman, nee Wasserman, will be at
home the first and second Wednesdays of the month, at
1728 Sutter street.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Simon, nee
Greenebaum, will receive on Mondays at the Palace Hotel,
where they arrived last week from their bridal trip, where
also arrived last Saturday Dr. and Mrs. Clinton Cushing,
from their visit East.
Departures Eastward and to Europe are becoming quite
numerous. Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Roth and their daughters
left last Sunday for a year's tour in Europe.
Mr. and
Mrs. Maurice Casey and Miss May Dillon were among the
European bound who left here last Saturday.
Mr. and
Mrs. Livingston Gilson sailed from New York for France
on Tuesday.
the Womans' Exchange will give an
the Exchange rooms, 26 Post street,
on Thursday, April ilth, for the purpose of introducing the
regular afternoon Tea, to be served every day thereafter,
between the hours of three and five o'clock.
The general
public are invited to participate.

The managers
Tea

" Inaugural

of

" in

Miss Susan B. Anthony and her party of suffragists
have had little cause for complaint in their reception in
San Francisco, for it has been most warm and hospitable.
One of the most charming of the gatherings in their honor
was held at the residence of Judge and Mrs. D. J. Murphy
last Friday evening, and not a day or evening has passed
during their stay but that one or more entertainments
have been given for them.
The disappointment occasioned by the collapse of the
promised cotillion at Eastertide by Mrs. Darling has been
great to the young folk, but in a measure is compensated
for by the hop to be given at the Presidio in Easter week.
The soldier boys are always sure of a large gathering of
pretty buds and charming matrons to grace their hop
room, for no more popular function is known in society
than the hops at the post.
The Mizpah Charity Club, through the generosity of
Major Hooper, will receive their friends at the Occidental
Hotel Saturday evening, April 11th, from 8 to 11 o'clock.
A musical and literary programme will be the feature of
the evening, with promenade music interspersed between
the numbers by the Columbian Stringed Quartette.
Tickets

fifty cents,

procurable at the door.

News comes from London

that Colonel William Shaw, of
the Cortez Mine, has just arrived in London after a pleas-

ant voyage.
Miss Carrie Callahan
art centers of Europe.

left last

Tuesday for the various

Blackheads permanently cured by using "Cream
soms

Injars,60o.

Druggists or by mail.

Jackson's Napa Soda

Cooper &

Co.,

kills

or

Orange BlosCo.,S.F.

Pacific Perfumery

malaria.
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Turkish
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this time they were double!
[RI8H— Politics needs no necktie, but. OOCBslonally, I believe a collar must come in handy, som
Dick Tram— Just you wait till my batch of English
peers' sons arrive at Burlingame this Bummei
srl
Wen

JOHH

23

OMELETTES.

JmunOAB Lvm-ii— Thou art so near, ood yet so far.
tain HlALT Misfortunes will never OOme singly,
seems

:

P,

F
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The Only Importers

of

TURKISH GOODS on

the Coast.

you'll see!

—

WaLTXB Hihiaiit r*e bought up all the rice in the
State, at Hannah's request, but it's funny how she entirely
forgot the old shoes!

fls Specialists

—

we carnj

Humph! what do I care! Me and Sarah
What I say is. let her who's without sin cast

Una. STOCKTON
B.'s friends!

LARGEST STOCK

first stone at me
Miss Overman I'm learning those beautiful lines which
contain that verse. "In maiden meditation, fancy free.''

the

I

—

It suits

my

great varieties.

In

style exactly.

Mayor SuTRO— How I would like to see San Francisco
an empire, then we should have no Creswell no Buckley!
only we should have the earth!
Sarah B. Cooper Before I permit myself to be divinely
translated. I'm going to see that church immorals and
orthodoxy are straightened completely!

—

—

—

—

We

Money
is

IBVING M. Scott Yes. I have just subscribed to the
War Cry for one year. I believe in encouraging military
and naval literature. Business is business.
Judge Campbell Sometimes, after I have been reading the daily papers about myself, I wake up at midnight
and marvel that King Solomon was ever allowed to sit in
the judgment seat!
Talbot Clifton I like this Coast immensely. Anybody
will divide your income with you any moment, and next
minute they'll help themselves to the remainder. It's
mighty lucky I've got a Papa somewhere!

can afford to

other dealer
is

secured

in

sell

CHEAPER

saved and a
in

than any

America.
rare,

genuine

TURKISH RUGS

—

Rug Go.

Turkish

—

Colonel Andrews

article

buying

^

SSB

—

5^%

32i Sutter St.

Use the Celebrated

Some people try to race me
to the city front when celebrated folk get to town,
but you ought to see them faint when they watch me drive
away in a hack with my big gold sword and the noble

G.

down

D.

Corsets and Waists.

guest
Dr. Brown Yes, my brethren, as St. John says in the
And I took the little book out
sacred book of Revelations
of the angel's hand, and ate it up; and it was in my mouth
sweet as honey; and as soon as I hadealen it my belly was

—

All

first-class

'

them.

bitter!"

Schweitzer

—

General Yamagata California has a grand climate
and the United States is a noble country.
But the most
superb institution I have happened to meet particularly is
your collection of nickel-in-the-slot machines.
My Japanese fellow countrymen are excitable, however, so I cabled
this morning to Tokio, begging the Imperial order forbid-

The Banjo.

eminent
AN.woman
has no more

ftshton P. Stevens.
STUDIO:

—

—

Clara Is he bashful? Maude Dreadfully so.
I may
have to urge him to kiss me. Clara Aren't you afraid
Truth.
you will scare him away?

—

—

—

J.

336

Telephone

Rooms

Go to

Q)R.

Geo. T. Marsh's at 625 Market Street and see his collection
Japanese bronzes and vases. A visit will more than repay your

you are selecting a weddiDg present, go to S. & G. Gump's,
Geary street. They have a magnificent variety to choose from.

The

finest

Moraghans,

Eastern and California oysters are to be had at
market.

Stalls 68-70, California

2275,

street,

POST STREET, Rooms

2-3.

(Opposite Union Square

San Francisco.

F. C.

PAGUE,
Dentist,

4

and 5, Academy

ARTHUR

of Sciences Building,

T.
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Napa Soda
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street

REGENSBURGER,

San Franclscn.

The modern oxygen oure

for

disease.

Watson &
Pacific Coast
124

Indigestion dies where Jackson's

Market

Dervtist.
409S4

When
113

Montgomery

W. Liindbora, Dentist,

ft.

—Truth.

trouble.

26

A

Dr.

of

Co., S. F.

Room 8. Pupils prepared for Stage,
Special
Concert, or Drawing Room.
Class for
teachers who wish to perfect themselves in the Banjo's haimony and teohnlo

Mr. Spatts
If there are microbes in kisses what disease
do they produce? Mr. Kildtjff Palpitation of the heart.

—

&

Sole agents for the
Pacific Coast.

ding their importation.
lady in this city states that the average
regard for results than has a
Coming from one of the opposite sex this statement
cat.
should receive due consideration from men who might be
inclined to extend them the suffrage.

keep

dealers

:

Send

Co.

Agents

MARKET

for cirouiars
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Oh fair enchantress of the soul,
Bring thou thy lute and play,
simple, magic melody
That stole my heart away.

Trains Leave and are Due to Arrive at

SAN FRANCISCO:
From March

Leave.

28, 189G.

I

Come thou

again to wooded glades,
the white doves coo',
Bring back the heart that dwelt in me
And stole away to you.

To where

I ask you not to give to me,
The heart which once was mine,
Bat to replace the bleeding void,

:

Sweet maiden, give

Landing, Marysville,
10:45 A
Oroville, and Sacramento
4:30p Niles, San Jose, Livermore and
7:15 P
Stockton
4:30 P Merced, Berenda. Raymond (for
11:45a
Yosemite) and Fresno
5:0Op New Orleans Express, Fresno,
Bakersfleld, Santa Barbara, Los
Angeles, Deming, El Paso, New
10:15A
Orleans, and East
5:00 P Santa Fe Route, Atlantic Express,
10:15a
for Mojave and East
11:45 a
5:00 p Vallejo
9:45 a
6:00 P European mail, Ogden and East.
6:00 p Hay wards, Niles and San Jose... 7:45 a
17 :00 p Vallejo
t? :45 p
Express,
Sacramento,
7:00 P Oregon
Marysville, Redding, Portland,
10:45 A
Puget Sound and East..
1110:05 p "Sunset Limited," Fresno, Los
Angeles, El Paso, New Orleans
and East
1 13 :45 P
Knight's

.

9:50

a San Jose and way stations (New

8:15

Almaden Wednesdays only
a San Jose, Tres Pinos, Santa Cruz,
Pacific Grove, Paso Robles, San

ing for a pension. That war is not over yet.
What is the nature of your disability?"

"Pen palsy."— Washington

Star.

Mr. Muffini9h — There's
something
wrong with this teapot, waiter; I can't get

9 ;47

*8 :06
6:35

They brew

so weak here, it really
has not strength to get up the spout."
Funny Cuts.
tea.

a

"Yes," said the girl who collects, "it is
one of the best autographs I have in my
collection." "But are you sure it is genuine?" asked her friend.

"Positive. I cut
it with my own hands from a telegram that
his wife received from him."— Tid-Bits.

never learnt to dance?
of the poetry of

motion." "Poetry of motion? Great ScottI
I walked the floor with that boy of mine last
night and recited 'Mother Goose' to him for
four whole hours."— Ex.

A

modest young maid

Has

of

Koreah

a very peculiar ideah,

For fear of X rays
She wears tin skirts and stays,
she

to hear that

you are scarcely on speaking terms with your
wife, James?" Son-in-Law— " Oh, yes, I
am! We row each other from morning till
night!"— Fun.

"That was

a powerful interestin' debate
at the literary society last night." "What
" Whether the microbe
was it about?"
was more injurious than the cyclone."

Puck.

f7:45p

111:011

III .00

7:15A
19 :45

Melrose,
Seminary Park,
Fitchburg,
San Leandro,

A

A

2:00 P
3:00 p

and

Haywards.

4:00p
5:00 p
5:30 p
7:00 p
8:00 p
11:00

H-ll:15

i
/

Runs through
From Niles

H:45 P
4:45 P
5:45 P
6:15 P
7:45 P
8:45 P
9:45 P

to Niles.

I-

A

10:45 A
11:45 A
12:45 P

10:511

pj

12:00

P
P

CREEK ROUTE FERRY.
From San Francisco— Foot of Market

street

(Slip8).
*7:15, 9:00, and 11:00 A. m., Jl :00, *2:00, 13:00,
*4 :00, J5 :00 and *6 :00 p. m.

From Oakland— Foot

of Broadway.
•6:00,8:00, 10:00 A. M.; 112:01), *1 :00, 12:00

*3:0O,t4:0O *5:Q0p. m.

A

for

Morning.

Sundays

excepted.

(Sundays only.
ft

'

P for Afternoon.
fSaturdays only.

HTuesdays only.

Monday Thursday, and Saturday nights only

other Information.

AM;

9:40, 11:10

1:55

1:40,3:40,5:00,

P M.

Between San Francisco and Schuetzen Park,
same schedule as above.

Leave

S. F.

I

|

e

Arrive in

In Effect
Oct. 28, 1895.

k

Da ys Sunda y s

Sundays.

S. F.

ge£

i

7:40AM 8:00am
3:30pm 9:30am
5:10 pmI 5:00pm

Novato,
Petaluma,
Santa Rosa.

7:40am

Windsor,
Healdsburg,

10:40
6:05
7:30

am 8:50am
PM 10:30am
pm 6: 15pm

Fulton,

I

I

Geyservllle,
Cloverdale.
Pieta, Hop-

lland, Ukiah.l

7 :40a m|

3:30pm|
7:40am|
5:10pm|
7:40am|
3:30

pm]

8:00am

Guerneville

7:30pm

8:00am
5:00pm
8:00am

Sonoma,
Glen Ellen.

10:40
6:05

10 30am
6 15 p m
:

5:00

pm

am
pm

Sebastopol. 10:40am
6:05

pm

8:50am
6:15pm
10 :30am

6:15pm

Stages connect at San Rafael for Bollnas.
Stages connect at Cloverdale for the Geysers.
Stages connect at Pieta for Highland Springs,
Kelseyville, and Lakeport.
Stages connect at Ukiah for Vichy Springs,
Blue Lakes, Laurel Del Lake, Saratoga Springs,
Upper Lake, Booneville, Greenwood, Orr's Hot
Springs, Mendocino City, Fort Bragg, Usal,
Westport, Laytonville, Willitts, Capella, Porno,
Potter Valley, John Day's, Lierley's, Gravelly
Valley, Harris, Scotia, and Eureka.
Saturday-to-Monday Round Trip Tickets at reduced rates.
On Sundays, Round Trip Tickets to all points
beyond San Rafael at half rates.
St.,

Chronicle

Building.

H.C.

WHITING,

R. X. RYAN,
Gen. Passenger Agent.

Gen. Manager.

PACIFIC

COAST STEAMSHIP CO.

Dispatch steamers from San Francisco

for

ports in Alaska, 9 a.m.. April 14, 29; May 14, 29.
For B. C. and Puget Sound ports, April 4, 9,
14. 19, 24, 29 and every 5th day thereafter.
For Eureka (Humboldt Bay), Steamer "Pomona," at 2p.m. April 3, 7, 11, 15, lit, 23, 27, and
every fourth day thereafter.
For Newport, Los Angeles and all way ports
at 9 A. M. April 1, 5, 9, 13, 17, 21, 25, 29 and every
fourth day thereafter.
For San Diego, stopping only at Port Harford,
;

Dr. Meeker's Antidote
Positively Cures Opium, Morphine,
Opium Smoking and
Liauor Habits.

DR.

ft.

MEEKER

CO

,

21

Quincy

"Orizaba."
St,,

Chicago.

BUSWELL,
Bookbinder, Paper-Ruler, Printer
and Blank Book Manufacturer.

516

Commercial

For Japan and China.
Steamers leave whart at FIRST

and BRANNAN STREETS, at 3 p m, tor YOKOHAMA
and

HONGKONG,
for

10 A. M.

April 5th.

Ticket Office— Palace Hotel, No.
Montgomery street.

New

4

connecting at

SHANGHAI.

Coptic
Gaelic
Doric (via Honolulu)
Belgic

Yokohama with

10

Saturday, April
Tuesday, May
Thursday, May

Coolgardie gold-fields,
(Freemantle)
Australia,
$220 first class, $110 steerage. Lowes t rates to Capetown, S. Africa.
O. S. S. Co.'s steamers
sail:

For

HONOLULU,

S. S-

"AUSTRALIA,"

Wednesday, Aprils,

1896
25, 1896
12, 1896
28, 1896

Rodnd Trip Tickets at Reduced Rates.
For freight or passage apply at Company's
office, No. 425 Market street, corner First.
D. D.

No.

Gen'l Agents,
Market street, San Francisco.

OCEANIC STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

St., S. F.

OCCIDENTAL AND ORIENTALS.S. CO.

steamers

Santa Barbara, Port Los Angeles, Redondo, (Los
Angeles) and Newport, April 3, 7, 11 15,19,23,27,
and every fourth day thereafter, at II a. m.
For Ensenada, San Jose del Cabo, Mazatlan,
La Paz. Altata, and Guaymas (Mexico), steamer

GOODALL, PERKINS & CO.,

,

The Pacific Transfer Company will call for
and check baggage from hotels and residences.
Enquire of Ticket Agents for Time Cards and

pm. Saturdays— Extra trips at
and6:35PM.

TICKET OFFICE-650 Market

down she feels queah.
— London Society.

sits

San Leandro and Haywards LocaiT
i«6:00 Al
8:00 a
9:00 A

1:30. 3:30, 5:00,

3:40, 5:10

it

p

A
A

11:00a M;

SAN RAFAEL TO SAN FRANCISCO.
WEEK DAYS—6:25, 7:55, 9:30, 11:10 AM; 12:45,

Waiter (with a malicious grin)
—It's not the fault of the teapot, sir, but the

a

*8:48a

m.

PM.

6:20

to pour.

it

Fatuer-in-Law— I am sorry

tions

P San Jose and Way Stations
p San Jose and way stations
6:30p San Jose and way stations
|11:45p San Jose and way stations
«4 :30
5:30

official.
"I do."
battles did you serve?" "I was in
almost every engagement against the Cuban
insurgents." "It's rather early to be look-

Then you know nothing

Luis Obispo, Guadalupe and principal way stations
7:05 P
10:40a San Jose and way stations
5:00 p
11 :45 a Palo Alto and way stations
3:30 P
*2:30PSan Jose, Gilroy, Tres Pinos,
Santa Cruz, Salinas, Monterey,
Pacific Grove
*10 :40 A
*3:30p San Jose and principal way sta-

and ll:30p

SUNDAYS— 8:00,9:30,

SUNDAYS— 8:10,

"In what

And when
1 :45

9:20, 11:00 A M; 12:35,3:80
5:10, 6:30 p M.
Thursdays— Extra trip at
11:30 p M. Saturdays— Extra trips at 1:50

exclaimed the Spanish

streets).

6:45

thine.

think. you ought to have apension?"

"And have you

Santa Cruz Division (Narrow Gauge).
t":45A Santa Cruz Excursion, Santa Cruz
and principal way stations
J8:05p
8:15 a Newark, Centerville. San Jose,
Felton, HoulderCreek, Santa Cruz
and way stations
5:50 p
3:15 p Newark, Centerville, San Jose,
New Almaden, Felton, Boulder
Creek, Santa Cruz, and principal
way stations
*11:20a

Newark, San Jose, Los Gatos

"You

Street.

WEEK DAYS—7:40,

6 :25

:

Napa, Calistoga, El Verano and
9:15a
Santa Rosa
Woodland,
Esparto,
4:00p Benicia,

me

Market

of

SAN FRANCISCO TO SAN RAFAEL.

Arrive

.

Coast Division (Third and Townsend

Tiburon Ferry—Foot

The

7:00a Atlantic Express, Ogden and East 8:45p
7 :00 a Benicia, Vacaville, Rumsey, Sacramento, and Redding, via Davis 7:15 p
7 :00 A Martinez, San Ramon, Napa, Cal6:15 P
istoga, and Santa Rosa
8:30a Niles, San Jose, Stockton, lone,
Marysville,
Red
Sacramento,
4 15 p
Bluff, Sundays excepted OroviUe
*7:15 P
•8:30 A Peters and Milton
9:00A Los Angeles Express, Fresno,
Santa Barbara and Los Angeles. 4:45 p
10 15 a
9 :00 a Martinez and Stockton
6:15 p
9:00a Vallejo
8:45a
1:00 p Niles, San Jose and Livermore...
*9:00p
•1:00 p Sacramento River steamers
tl:30p Port Costa and Way Statioas.... f?:45P
4:00 P Martinez, San Ramon, Vallejo,

4:15 p

JORDAN, IN BROOKLYN EAGLE.

B.

1896.
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SAN FRANCISCO AND NORTH PACIFIC
RAILWAY CO.

A FAIR EXCHANGE.
ROBERT

System.)

April

STUBBS, Secretary.

April 7th.

HONOLULU, APIA,
AUCKLAND, and SYDNEY, S. S ALAMEDA,
April 2d.
REDUCED SPECIAL RATES for parties
For

March 10th and April 7th, 1886.
For passage apply to 114 Montgomery street.
For freight apply to 327 Market street.
J D. SPRECKELS & BROS. CO., General Agta
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The o*ce of the SEWS LETTER in ffing York City is al Temple Court:
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maybe obtained regarding

subscrip-

hope
Bay Conference
WEOverman
Brown where he
As
merely
M" DEPEW
was misreported
women. She may have
had
the

will

a pulpit religion

place the Rev. C.
long as he

belongs.
a farce.

is

R.
nia
no beautiful
J
wise ones, to wit, the Suffragists
enough and to spare.

:

but

of beauties

she has

is

is

We

a short-sighted one in the end.
will be treated justly yet.

trust Santa Monica

RABBI

Voorsanger administered a just rebuke to the
Methodists for their interference in Jewish affairs.
The brethren had better turn their missionary attentions
to the erring Congregationalists.
and English interests are being undermined
by the Venezuelan complications, and unless the affair
settled according to the demands of Great Britain great

ftMERICAN

losses will accrue to citizens of both countries.

A MAN

has been arrested

in

Los Angeles for opening
To intrude in any

letters addressed to other parties.

manner upon personal privacy
and should be punished to the

is

an unpardonable offense,
extent the law per-

fullest

mits.

Republicans are somewhat disconcerted
LOCAL
news
intends

at the
that Colonel Burns
remaining away from
the city for some time longer. How political purity is to
be acquired without the help of the Colonel they fail to see,
as likewise do we.

crew
THE
succeeded

a British ship in the bay, after a hard pull,
rescuing a San Francisco lad from drowning the other day.
Bravery should never be allowed to
go unrewarded, and we suggest that the city recognize
the deed.
of

in

Merchants' Association intends asking
THE
visors
invest twenty thousand dollars

TH

hoped that Captain Caw, of the British ship,
will be able to clear himself of all responsithe terrible disaster which took place last Thursday.
Carelessness on the part of some one caused the loss
of six men, and the blame should be placed where it rightly
belongs.

in
direction,

spent by the Government as subsidies on boats
MONEY
flying the American flag
put to good purpose.
is

The merchant marine is the backbone of a country's greatness and by helping it along in any way the Government
merely strengthening the nation.

ACCORDING

to Park Superintendent McLaren's calcugreat boulevard from the Cliff House to
Lake Merced will be completed about the 15th inst. The
work is being pushed rapidly by sixty men and forty
teams, and will be a thing of beauty when finished.
lations the

to be

ITBlairmore,

bility for

no reason whatever why San Francisco should
THERE
not build one

of the new battle ships allowed under the
last naval appropriation bill.
The work we have done in

the past is a strong point in our favor, and if the daily
press would only back up the efforts of Senator Perkins
and others in Washington we should doubtless get what we
want.

CLEVELAND

jyr R.
will exercise his accustomed caution in considering the Senate resolutions on Cuba.
Few persons have given any thought whatever to the
questions of international law involved, a jingo fever having overswept the country from west to east, and robbed
the people of their better judgment. Mr. Cleveland, however, is above such weakness, and we are willing to await
and abide by his decision.

1 L

WE

see no reason why Mr. Carlisle should not receive
the Democratic nomination for the Presidency, that
is, if Mr. Cleveland refuses to be considered a candidate
again.
If he makes the race, Mr. Carlisle will have much
opposition among his own party to beat down, but we
think that his clear statement in favor of sound money,
and the fact that he is favored by the present administration, will help him considerably, and probably give him a
greater chance of being victorious than any other Democrat we can think of.

AFTER General Hubbard

has resided a short while in
why the Southern Pacific
is unpopular.
The minds of the people have so long been
poisoned by unprincipled sheets, such as the Examiner,
that they are too unhealthy to be able to judge things for
themselves. But since the veil has been torn away, and
the branded back of this "moral engine" has been exposed to the public gaze and ridicule, it is to be expected
that by degrees they will be able to distinguish their friends
from their enemies, and will not bite the hand to which
they owe their very being.
California he will understand

the Super-

bitumen
pavements. This is a step in the right
and one
which will meet with hearty endorsement by every man
and woman in the city.
to

is

15.

is

into saying that Califora few un-

ANGELES rejoicing because Santa Monica harLOS
bor may not be improved.
A selfish policy usually

is

Number

K opening ceremony of the Los Angeles Fiesta takes
place on the 22nd inst.
Never before have such preparations been made to ensure a perfect success and a
dream of beauty. If you have not visited California yet,
now is the time for you to come. You will never regret
is

the flag has floated from the dome of the
Hall, it is to be hoped that nothing will occur
underneath to disgrace it.

:n

1896.

it.

that
NOW
City

remains

11,

JUSTICE

has at last been done to Mr. Charles Montgomery, who was indicted some twenty-two months ago
for complicity in the People's Home Savings Bank frauds.
There was absolutely no justification for such a course of action, but public feeling ran high at the time and many innocett men had to suffer. Mr. Montgomery was therefore
accused along with the guilty, and although he has tried
continually to obtain a trial of his case his efforts have
hitherto been unavailing. A few days ago the case came
up before Judge Bahrs, and District Attorney Barnes himself made a moving plea in favor of the wronged man, calling
attention to bis high character, public spirit and benevolence, and the injustice he had so long suffered under; and
Judge Bahrs, as he dismissed the indictment, regretted
that the vindication could not be made more ample and
complete.

SAN FRANCISCO NEWS LETTER.
FOLLIES

OF

THE

FUNDING

FIGHT.

VERILY California

is given to running after strange
The ability to discriminate between the true
gods.
and the false seems to be lacking in all too many of our people. With common interests as clear to the ordinary understanding as the snow on Mount Shasta on a sunny day is to
a man not afflicted with color blindness, there are among
Nobody in
us people who fail to see what they are.
California had any interest in seeing the National Govern-

ment make hard terms with the Central and Union

Pacific.

The interests of this section were unmistakably the other
way. The more the railroad has to pay the Government,
the more it must collect from the people who patronize it.
Therefore, the
It must earn whatever it agrees to pay.
smaller the sum called for in final settlement of its indebtedIn
ness, the smaller will fare and freight charges be.
fighting for the railroad's full pound of flesh, the important
fact is lost sight of that it is our own people who will have
It is marvelous that any considerto supply the blood.
able number of them could be beguiled into a fight upon
their own vitality; for that is precisely what is involved in

exacting higher and harsher terms from the Central
Pacific.
To bleed the railroad is but to tap an artery.
The source of the vital fluid is in the road's customers, who,
To cut off our own
for the most part, are Californians.
nose to spite our own face, is an operation that would
seem to be the superlative of madness, and is often quoted
as such, yet between it and the effort to cinch the railroad
on the part of the people who in the end will have to supply
the cinch money, there does not appear any appreciable
It is amazing that any considerable number of
difference.
people outside of the lunatic asylums, can be deluded into
participating in such a pronounced act of insanity. We
do not believe it is impossible to believe that among our
producers, and other customers of the railroad, there are
any who are being so deluded. Tricksters, demagogues,
and politicians may think they are successfully fooling the
people, but we believe them mistaken.
For our own part, we do not approve of the terms proposed for the settlement of the railroad's indebtedness.
But our objections lie in a very different direction from
We think
those offered by the Sutro-Hearst combination.
that the proposed settlement is unjust and unfair to the
people of California. We think that the burden it will for
long years impose upon our productive industries, is
greater than it ought to be, and that there exist good and
substantial reasons why the Nation as a whole should relieve the Pacific Coast of a considerable part of that
burden. When this great transcontinental railroad was
undertaken, it was not looked upon as a mere local or
State enterprise. It was intended to subserve certain
national purposes deemed to be of vital moment. The road
was believed to be a necessity to the safety and unity of
the Nation. It was conceived and undertaken, in the first
instance, as a war measure, and in consequence it was
pushed through with all possible speed and without regard
to economic considerations.
We do not believe that

—

—

taxed for what it cost to
promote these purely national purposes. Furthermore,
believe,
with
the
we
late Senator Stanford, that there
are equities in this case that ought to be taken into consideration in the final settlement of the accounts.
Value
has been given to Government lands that were previously
Indian wars, costly in blood and treasure,
of little value.
have been rendered impossible. Population has been more
widely distributed throughout these Western shores of
our great country. The trade of the Orient has been
brought into touch with our Atlantic centers of commerce,
and the future of the whole United States has been
widened and broadened by the great work accomplished
by Stanford. Huntington, Crocker, and Hopkins.
We
think that it is unreasonable to now capitalize what these
great utilities cost the nation, and ask the Pacific Coast
to repay the same with interest. To do our Eastern friends
justice it is but right to point out that no objection comes
from them to bearing a share of the burden. The National
obligations, in this connection, appear to be fully realized
Why should the Pacific Coast assume
in the East.
liabilities for which the Nation is responsible and is willing

California's industries should be

to bear

As

?

a matter of fact,

it

does not necessarily concern the

April

II, 1896.

road's managers as to what the final terms of settlement
are; because in the end it is the public who patronize the
road who will have to fulfill those terms. Why should that
public, so far as it is represented by the Examiner, buck,
and kick, and fight against any and all propositions by
which seventy millions of people may be permitted to have
their own way, and share burdens of their own incurring:
which burdens are too heavy to be carried by the people
If the funding bill goes over to the
of this coast alone ?
short session, we think there will in the meanwhile arise a
sober second thought, and that our people will better
realize than they now do that this is their question and not
the railroad manager's, and that it is susceptible of a
more liberal and tetter settlement for them and the whole
country. If delay occurs, as seems likely, good will come
of it. because the more the question is discussed the more
plainly it appears that this Coast is assuming more than
its fair share of a national burden.

Congress and
Cuba.

Had Congress

been sure that the Pres-

affirmatively upon its
Cuban resolution, it is not probable that
the insurgents would now be cheering for the United States.
The average Congressman is a patriot, of course, but he is
ident would

act

Therefore, if he can get the fruits of
virtue without undergoing the labors thereof, he can be
depended on to do it. He believes the cause of the Cubans
to be popular, and, consequently, is fervid in the expression
of his sympathy, and is ready to fight for the insurgents
provided somebody will first agree to hold him when he
throws off his coat.
He trusts now that Mr. Cleveland
will perform this useful office.
Thus the Congressman
would get all the glory, all the profit of a display of generous sentiment and reckless courage, without incurring any
of the risks of interfering in another nation's affairs.
He
is more than willing that the President should have a
monopoly of the responsibility and the odium that may attend prudent action.
have confidence in Mr. Cleveland. He is not a demagogue, he is not afraid to displease the mob by doing his
duty, and he knows Congress.
The President will do nothing rash, nothing unfair, nothing that is not to be squared
with justice, good sense, and international comity.
At this writing the concurrent resolution of the Senate
and House has just been placed in the President's hands,
and the Washington correspondents are speculating on
what he will do with it.
shall not be surprised should
he pocket it and say nothing.
It is more likely, however,
that he will send in a special message telling why he thinks
this country would not be justified now in championing the
cause of the Revolutionists. He will do what Congress has
not done keep in mind the facts of the situation, precedent
and law. No doubt he, as an American, feels kindly toward
any people who are struggling for liberty, even though he
may think they are not fitted by blood and education for
its burdens; but, as President of the United States, he will
not be betrayed by his sympathy into a hasty course of
aggression against Spain, which has done us no wrong.
Neither will he take as gospel the newspaper accounts of
the state of things in Cuba.
The News Letter hopes to see President Cleveland uphold the dignity of the nation.
By doing that he will, incidentally, give great unhappiness to this Congress, which
has succeeded in making the United States ridiculous in
the eyes of the world. It has been lavish of its war shouts.
To fight the earth has been its apparent desire, but it is to
be noticed that it has always stopped this side of action
which would commit it beyond retreat.
The President's
refusal to adopt the suggestions of the concurrent Cuban
resolution would render it necessary for Congress to do
one of two things: Either pass a joint resolution as strong
as its concurrent resolution, and carry it over a veto
should need be, or confess that it had been bluffing for
political effect on the groundlings in a Presidential year.
When the Cubans have a seat of government and show
their ability to conduct regular warfare they will, under
the law of nations, be entitled to recognition, but not before.
Sympathy is all well enough, but the conservative
elements of the population of this Republic have no wish
that the Government of the United States should go about
the world in search of oppressed peoples to rescue, and,
in general, figure as a Don Quixote.
also a politician.

We

We

—
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The Brown
Pi*gue.

T:

rtainty that the

Conference ol the
which assemble!

Bay

mal Church,

<

ireek,

will

take up

Thithe case of Dr. Brown
regretted on all
accounts.
It would Inbetter to let that brother in
the Lord alone. The public has had more than enough of
him and his amours, and lies, and impudence, and the
ladies of his acquaintance, chaste and unchaste.
W
to be left to his own devices, he would either go away, or
settle down to caring fur the spiritual welfare of liis Bock,
which approves of him. In either case lie would be forgotten, and that is greatly to he desired. Of course if there
<0 the smallest probability that
the Bay Conference
would deal with him as he deserves, the matter would wear
a different aspect, and every friend of decency would rejoice at the news that he is again to come under judgment.
But there is no reason for believing that the Conference is
better intellectually or morally than the Council which whitewashed Brown, or the church that stands by him. Therefore
it
is only to be expected that once more we shall have it
proved to us that an erring brother is safe from adequate
punishment when he suffers the misfortune of getting
found out. The ways of the brethren are not the ways of
the worldly.
Crime is crime in the eyes of unregenerate
men. no matter who may commit it, but with the Lord's
people everything depends on the sinner. If he be of the
gentiles no penalty can be too severe, but if, haply, he be
one of themselves, he is all right and has nothing worse to
fear than mild rebuke and prayers for his repentance.
These manifestations of partiality are not good for the
church. They tend to cheer the scoffer and elate the
scorner, and make the judicious grieve.
The ungodly are
moved thereby to decide that the people of the church are
a queer lot, who have no clear notion of the distinction between right and wrong, and that the prudent man will do
well to keep his womankind out of such an atmosphere.
The Conference, we trust, will do what it has to do
quickly.
Let it without a moment's delay apply the
second coat of whitewash to Brown and have done with
him. San Francisco has a right to ask this. The city has
suffered in the country's estimation a great deal already.
The community is judged by the Congregationalists in it,
and that is hard to bear. Because Brown's church has
no special aversion to lechery, perjury, and subornation
of perjury, it is assumed by many at a distance that all
San Francisco is that way. Here everybody knows that
if the secular
authorities had to do with the Rev. Dr.
Brown he would be in the penitentiary, and it is not well
understood abroad that only church people have been concerned in the trial of his case, which has resulted in his return to the pulpit.
If civic pride has any place in the make-up of the godly
men who compose the Bay Conference, they will grant the
earnest prayer of the worldly, and by promptly voting
confidence in Brother Brown, retire him from publicity.
They can stand his prominence, but it is wearing on the
rest of us, who have some reputation to lose.

mmh

with which the Mayor chooses to he at enmity, he beholds
the sinister figure of Huntington. Asthis Huntington ogre
walks with Sutro by day and sleeps with him by night, it is
taken for granted by the victim of the hallucination
Huntington thinks as constantly of Sutro as Sutro thinks
In the Mayor's view the railroad man is
IttngtOn,
omnipotent, and has everybody in the country, from President
down, under bis thumb.
The distracted
Mayoi
othei daj that, though Huntington
had him cornered (because the majority of the City Hall
Commissioners voted against a directory), be would continue to fight him, even if the walls of a jail should close
around the valiant Adolph Sutro.
It is evident that Mr. Creswell's words have had their
effect, and that the Mayor is under fear of being confined
as a lunatic.
That shows sanity.
Let us hope, for the
credit and peace of the city, that the fear will grow until
it produces a sedative, instead of an exciting, result. Sutro
is a prudent old soul at bottom,
and, should he be taken
into custody as a demented person, be would astonish the
Commissioners in Lunacy by the calmness and reasonableness of his deportment.
Perhaps Mr. Creswell, without
so designing, has rendered a great public service. Rather
than go to a lunatic asylum, Mayor Sutro may consent to
I

I

keep

still.

A Working

It is not to the credit of California that no
one rises to say a few words in defense of
Joaquin Miller, who is being attacked by all
the jackal journals of the State for some ringing utterances
of his the other day.
Mr. Miller belongs to a school of
Poet.

Worth Working Up.
City and County Attorney Creswell is of
the opinion that Mayor Sutro is insane. It
is a charitable judgment, and will be concurred in by many who would prefer that explanation to
the alternative one that the Chief Magistrate of an imSutro Is Not
Insane.

portant American city is merely an old demagogue who is
very bad temper because he has been baulked.
If
Sutro is insane, he has been driven out of his mind simply
by finding that he cannot have his way.
To us he seems
less like a lunatic than a selfish, egotistical, scheming man,
arrogant to the last degree, and so well acquainted with
unworthy reasons for action that he is ready always to see
the vilest motives behind opposition to his will. The scenes
he has been making at the meetings of the Board of City
Hall Commissioners have induced Mr. Creswell to believe
him a madman. The two other members do not agree
with Sutro respecting the small matter of preparing a
in a

directory of the building.
This rouses him to shrieks and
curses, which include not only his unfortunate associates
on the Board, but the President of the United States, Congress, the State Legislature, the Board of Supervisors,
the press, and everybody who is under the impression that
Jehovah, and not Adolph Sutro, is Ruler of the Universe.
Behind the Federal, State, and municipal governments,

—

poets unfortunately extinct in this country a school of
of brains and brawn combined.
The wretched little
twitterers who brave Jove's thunder in the Eastern States
are the things from whom we must get our song nowadays;
and California, where everything has combined to give us
a race of mighty men and sturdy women, our California
looks to the East for poetry and derides the man who has
sung songs so full of western sunshine and the music of our
winds that they captured the very hearts of the greatest
singers in London! Mr. Miller has said that we are lazy.
He spoke the truth. Californians are not even proud of
the days of '49; the young men deride the deeds of their
fathers, yet willingly spend the gold they gained by unremitted labor. Did they only use the energy that is in them,
the resources of California would be so developed that we
could not run trains fast enough to bring the people here.
But toil is unknown to them and the work is left to a
few whose labors will soon be over. Even if Mr. Miller
exaggerated, abuse is no way with which to meet his assertions. The long and short of it is that his words cut deep and
we wish he would speak again. The West is good enough for
us and we would like to see a little proper patriotism
aroused in every Californian. Perhaps a few more lectures
from the rugged old bard of the hills will awaken in them
a sense of their own dignity. God speed the day.

men

A few

days ago the

first

cargo

of

California redwood went via the
It is a strange thing that no one ever
to England.
attempted this before, and we prophesy good returns to

Horn

any firm making a regular trade of it.
The redwood is
beautifully adapted for interior finishings, and would soon
become a favorite with the wealthy class in England. "We
would suggest that if the cargoes be repeated only the
finer qualities of wood and those with handsome markings

By so doing there will soen arise a large
for the poorer woods as well, and a large trade
The people in London who will wish to
will be built up.
finish their residences with our redwood will not worry
much over the price they may have to pay for it. They
be sent across.

demand

get a superior article, and one which in point of beauty
and durability will compare favorably with oak, mahogany,
or ash. The redwood is capable of taking a polish superior
to any of these woods, and will prove just the thing for
the interior of a handsome English residence. Here is an
opportunity for lumber men and others to get in and work
up a good and remunerative business, and we trust they
We have a cinch on
will not let the opportunity go by.
the redwoods, and with a little enterprise can furnish all
timber,
the
like
of
which
the world cannot
Europe with
produce elsewhere.
will
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It is well that an educational campaign in favor of the ratification of the
new charter has been started. It
should be kept up vigorously. In that
way and in no other can the tax-eaters be beaten at the
The former are numerous, active,
polls by the taxpayers.
and, if not watched, will vote early and often, but the
latter, if duly aroused to a sense of what is an undoubted
danger, will win, if they try hard enough. There can be
no doubt about that. The corrupt and corrupting elements may and too often do win elections in this municipality, but principally because better men are attached to
party names, and so divide, and are often conquered in
municipal battles. Happily, there is no question of party

An Educational
Campaign
For The Charter,

the matter of the ratification of the charter, and, consequently, there is nothing in the way of all well-meaning
men standing together in opposition to the thugs who
thrive through their knowledge of how to operate an old
and worn out charter which successive Legislatures have
amended in the direction of rendering plundering easy.
The principal objection the politicians so often repeat to
the New Charter is that it confers too much power upon
Ex-President Harrison is a weighty
the Mayor.
authority on matters of Government and well worth
listening to in this connection. In a recent article he said:
" Executive direction should always be single.
When anything is wrongly done we must be able to put a hand on the
man who did it. The sense of responsibility begets carefulness, and that sense is never so perfect as when, after
full consultation, the officer must go alone into the chamber
In all of the recent reform city charters this
of decision.
principle is made prominent by giving the mayor the
power to appoint the city boards and officers, and so making him responsible for the efficiency of the city government. Two presidents or three with equal powers would
as surely bring disaster as three generals of equal rankover a single army. I do not doubt that this sense of
single and personal responsibility to the people has
strongly held our presidents to a good conscience
and to a high discharge of their great duties."
Those are clear cut and forceful words from a conservative
and exceptionally experienced man that deserve to outweigh the vaporings of San Francisco's combined army of
piratical politicians.
in

—

rumor that Mr. Cleveland has
written a letter stating that he refuses
to be considered a candidate for reelection is apparently without foundation; but the conclution has been reached by those who ought to know that the
President still adheres to his former statements. We are
sorry for this, although it was not entirely unexpected.
Mr. Cleveland is a cautious man, able to act swiftly when
necessity demands but also able to curb himself when the
voice of the entire nation clamors for something he thinks
it would be unwise to grant.
He is patriotic, principled
and phlegmatic three great virtues where statesmanship
There are many who will say that he has
is concerned.
not fulfilled the promise of his earlier career; but we hold
that such talk can only proceed from the hearts of people
whose instincts are demagogic and who would prefer to be
ruled by a President easily swayed by the slightest
breathings of the multitude than by one who is a law unto
Mr. Clevehimself and acts upon his own judgment only.
land has served us for a long time and well. He has laid
personal considerations aside and has ever had the interAnd though we would gladly
ests of the nation at heart.
see him don his armor again to lead the Democracy to
victory, we feel that he has nobly won the rest he desires
and shall not grudge it him if he persists in keeping out of
the coming fight.
The

The

President's

Position.

—

be hoped that forger Dean, who
passed a spurious cheque on the Nevada
Bank, will receive punishment which will
keep him employed long enough to allow
him to forget some portion of his cunning. There is no
man so dangerous in a community as the forger; any
capitalist or person of means may fall the next victim to
his attacks, and we think that a man who has once been
convicted of this crime should be incarcerated for the rest
In the case of this man Dean, informaof his natural life.
Forger Dean
And His

Accomplices.

It is to
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come to us that during his imprisonment he is to
receive from his accomplices the sum of $5000 annually and
a fair percentage of the illegal profits made by them during his absence.
It is for this sum that he undertakes to
bear all blame for the last forgery; and as the police cannot obtain sufficient evidence against the other rascals they
necessarily go free to commit further depredations.
When the case comes up for hearing the prisoner will
doubtless try to gain the judge's clemency by waving all
obstacles which would result in an expensive and tardy
trial; we fee
however, that his designs will be seen
through and that his apparent submission will avail him
nothing.
Instead of mercy being extended him, we recommend that he be punished to the fullest extent of the law.
As for the men who took part in the forgery and who
should also be behind the bars, as the police know their
tendencies they should be carefully watched as long as they
remain in the country.
A proper system of police
espionage, such as exists in Europe to-day, would not be
out of place here as it would effectually guard us against
the periodical outbreaks of men whose inclinations are
naturally evil.
tion has

1

,

of Oxford and Cambridge
grant degrees to women.
was
Noise.
This
only to be expected. Certain noisy
women have been airing their so-called wrongs
in such an indecent manner that the better class of men
are becoming heartily weary of them. If persons of the
male persuasion were to parade around the country

Wearied
By

The Universities
have refused to

clamoring against women as do these females against us,
they would be lynched in double quick time unless they
made hasty and ignominous departures. The world will
soon awaken to the fact that woman needs the iron hand
again.
History proves to us that she has always loved
the man who quelled her by brutality and we fear that all this
scheming of hers is only to make us lay our polish aside
and treat her occasionally to a good drubbing. It is terrible to look forward to such a state of affairs, but these
elderly ladies with badly congested livers will have only
themselves to blame for it when it does come. No man
will willingly sacrifice the things he has attained by continuous labor through eighteen weary centuries.
The
right to be chivalrous, which these unhealthy minded
women seem bent upon destroying, is one of these, and the
average man will fight before he will give it up. In the
meanwhile, and with the hope that the catastrophe may be
averted by other measures, we can only follow in the path
laid out by the heads of England's greatest colleges and
strive to reverently, and with becoming patience, point
out to women where their true station in life is. Many of
them may in time learn their lesson and, by ignoring the
mad doctrines of the others, we may avert a return to the
barbarism for which they seem so over anxious.
It is time to close the gates of this country
to the illiterate and worthless hordes of
Europe. The people who flock here from
Russia, Poland, Hungary, Italy, and the other races of

Restricted
Immigration,

Southern and Eastern Europe, are a continual menace to
our institutions. They have no desire to become citizens,
and their only interest in the country is the money they
can make out of it. This is not as it should be. The other
immigrants from England, Ireland, Scotland, Germany,
and Scandinavia, are, as a whole, fairly well educated, and

come here with the expectation of bettering their condition by becoming citizens and growingup with the country.
oppose an influx

of people such as these.
hardy, and often make better
But for the
citizens than those who are born on the soil.
others we recommend that the Government return them
to their respective countries unless they be able to pass
an educational test before landing, and give other proofs
of their desirability and adaptability to become citizens.
California can afford to welcome thousands of sturdy and
industrious English, German, or Swedish settlers, but of
On aa
the Latin race we have enough and to spare.
average they are little better than the Chinese, and are
often more dangerous, being discontented and prone to
anarchy. The Boston Immigration Restriction League is
doing good work in this matter, and we hope the press, especially that of California, will help it in every way possible.

It is foolish to

They are sober,

diligent,

April
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It is

a very

conmim DMUrren

to ask at a drug -.t^re for some preparation put up by a manufacturer of worldwide reputation and reliability nml be put off by the
.ist with the remark that be does not keep that
Drugs,

article but has another of his own manufacture,
ious.
In every i;im'
guaranteed to prove jus
upon the unsuspecting
5 merely a scheme to palm off
purchaser goods of inferior quality, the sale of which will
The goods are very often
only benefit the seller himself.
there being plenty
.•n made by the druggist at all,
"nest quack manufacturers who will put up a cheap
preparation of useless and not always harmless drugs, and
.

RE MADE

-

growth
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lings..*

Ye

down

from ye secondjtj*

White Hickorie Sapplace for syttynge

ye chair and ye backs
are plaited front second growth
Hickorie Barkc, which makes
ye most comfortable and welle

by attaching a label with the druggist's name on it will induce him to handle and sell it as his own. It is therefore
purely a matter of dollars and cents to both the wholesaler and retailer, who make a profit at the expense of the
It is a pity that there is not some
purchaser's health.
sort of a law against this obtaining of money under false
pretences for such it really amounts to. It is swindling,
pure and simple, and often results in the sickness of the
person victimized. The only way to ensure good results is
to stand by your demand for a well-known article and to
take no other even though the druggist pronounces it "just
If you cannot get
as good " and the cost be a little less.
it in one store you will be able to get it in another; and as
your health is in question it is surely worth while going to
Moreover, when the
a little extra trouble to obtain it.
druggists find out that their more than useless preparations find no favor with the people, they will cease dealing
in them and will devote their counter- room to others of

in

wearynge sea tinge we know of.
1 These Chairs are ye most
unique and pleasureful liue of goods
wherewith to make cheerful ye lawn
and ye porch that are made in yej*

—

United

States. j»

Ye

Chairs

are

as

from any before shown as
ye morning light from ye darkness of

different
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1 Ye newe and novel wares of this
sort are attractive to ye prospective
buyer.

real value.
Strikes and
Strikers,

We

recommend the prosecution of the leaders of labor unions for intimidating the men

composing them from working.
Under
proper management the unions might prove of benefit both
to workingmen and employers, but at present they constitute a menace to a city's prosperity, and are a blot
upon our civilization.
By their adherence to the union
and tbeir subservience to unprincipled leaders, the workingmen prove their incapacity to think and act for themselves; they invite a return of the old regime when they
were herded together under a master whose only use for
them was the work he could get out of them from sunrise
They are at present unable to vote in an intelto sunset.
ligent and unprejudiced manner, and are as unreasoning
as women, without the'r feminine charm.
Many a great
undertaking has been ruined owing to the perversity of a
few men whose labor is worth a dollar a day, and who
could easily be replaced by thousands of others with ability
as great as theirs. The time is coming when people of
means and those who love order, are law-abiding and wish
to see the steady progress of the country, must take issue
with those who live merely for themselves without doing
anything save that which at present our machinery is not
capable of effecting. Unless these latter can be educated
to act reasonably and consider other interests besides
their own, then we shall have to resort to strong measures
to make them.
But as a beginning, knowing that there
is some sagacity in even the most obtuse minds, we recommend that the leaders of the workingmen be thrown into
prison, so as to give their followers a chance to think for
themselves, and finally see that by acting for the general
good they will materially better their own interests.

A Scoundrel

The sentence imposed upon Warren E.
Price, who was convicted of selling obscene
literature and sending it through the
mails, will meet with the hearty approval of decent people
all over the State.
Because a few lasciviously minded
Punished.

men

like to regale their

minds with filthy reading, it is no
reason why temptation should be laid in the paths of
children
to corrupt their morals
and finally make
criminals of them.
The crime of this man is all the more
henious because he once informed against a competitor in
his trade, sending him to San Quentin.
The only thing we
fear is that when he regains his liberty he may resort to
his old tricks again; because a man who is so lost to all
ideas of decency as he is can hardly be expected to reform.
For this reason we wish he might be imprisoned for life
and kept at healthy and continuous hard labor,
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A MIDNIGHT SCENE

I

IN

THE LATIN QUARTIER,

PARIS.

arty one o'clock in the morning when I had
finished a night effect "f the exterior of the old Moulin
Montmartie.
It
is one
of the qui
-imply a delightfully inten
rt

ball

modeled

is

in

the old windmills that years ago used
to abound on this hill. Its weird, skeleton-like wings stand
out darkly against the sky -a striking contrast to the
gaily illuminated entrance below.

The cross-town busses had- long stopped traffic, and do
other course was left but to walk a good three miles across
Paris to the Quartier; so. buttoning up my big coat
tightly, and tucking my portfolio under my arm. 1 started
v on my long walk.
The night was cold and crisp,
and the wind cut right through one's garments, sweeping
around the corners in gusts in a manner decidedly disagreeable.

There is a peculiar charm about the quiet, deserted
streets in Paris at night, so different to the roaring of
heavy traffic all day long. It is so peaceful that the city
really seems in a deep repose.
All the shops are closed
and the windows darkened only the long, straight rows
of bright lamps liven the dead streets, and one wonders
why they are lit at all.
;

Everything was still as death, save for the rumbling of
some cab dashing up a narrow street, or a few belated
revelers on their way home, yelling at one another; now
and then a couple of gendarmes would be seen together on
the rounds, for all the world like two black ghosts. In the
large court of the Louvre, and along the river and on
" Pont-Xeuf," deeper solitude reigned, my cane resounding
on the pavements as I wended my lonely way homewards.
The river flowed silently by, reflecting thousands of lamps
from the bridges and along its gloomy banks a royal
treat indeed
Up the Rue Daulphine I went, that picturesque narrow street, one of the main arteries for crosstown traffic. I reached Boul.' St. Germain and then the

—

!

" Boul.' Mich." Ah! What a change
The Boul. Mich, never sleeps. The cafes were all ablaze
with lights, the big windows covered with a coating of
steam, against which were silhouetted tumultuous shadows
of bobbing plug hats, coats, canes, feet, and large plumed
headgear of feminine creation. The tables and chairs on
the sidewalks were neglected for warmer and gayer ones
within.
But the Boul.' itself was alive with students and
grizettts running races, singing old studio songs, and dancing in high hilarity around the glowing kiosks.
There in
his little nook of a doorway, a flaming gas jet above his
head, was the "Marchanddes MarroDS," buried in numberless overcoats and mittens, surrounded by his boxes
and big pans over the ruddy charcoal brazier, filled with
steaming hot chestnuts, their burnt aroma being wafted
to you by the gusty wind.
There, too, was a "Turk" in
his picturesque garb, with his tray of delicious nougat and
other tempting sweets. And the flower girls with their
"unejolie. boutonnicre, seulemint dix centimes ! " and who pin
it on your coat, too
And the cane man, loaded down
with mammoth canes of a wondrous variety and weight,
and the everlasting. shivering poor devils with copies of
" la deniere edition de la presse," and no end of gewgaw peddlers all doing the rounds of the bright cafes
blast of warm air blew against my cold face as I
pushed open one of the doors of the Caf6 Vachette, and
heard within the roaring of voices and laughter, the rat!

'

dream

of B hat full of oAtc feathers and ribbons, her skirts
pulled high, allowing her pttiu ai
seen as shi

dainty (lame acoentuated now and
ped about In
an unexpected shockingly high kick.
Th
navtthe mazes of skirts, plug hatfl,
canes, and chairs, bearing trays loaded with foaming
"bocks'' and glittering glasses Of Crimson and emerald
syrups, always good matured, pocketing graciously their
two sou tips as they wiped off the niarlile tablet And
picked up the saucers with a " Vercibien, Monrieur."
l)n some tables were slacks of saucers, ranging from
one foot to three feet in height, indicating how many beverages had been consumed. There was an exciting rivalry
between a medical student and one of the poor poets as to
who could stack up the most the medical student seemed
to be in the lead, the poet having used his last sou.
Each drink is served with the glass upon a saucer, on
which is marked the price of the consummation above, and
until paid for, the saucer is left on the table, so that "»»
fin de sea joies" there are some rather heavy accounts to
be settled.
"Ah! Levoikt Moulin Rouge! Bon soir, Moulin/ Qu'est
ci qui in as la .'" were
the greetings I received from several of the models who happened to know me through the
studios.
My sketch book was speedily taken from me and
its contents vigorously perused, with exclamations of horror or delight according to the merit or subjects sketched.
For these models are an inquisitive lot. Much against my
will was I made to joiu their lot by coaxings, pet names,
and other nice " gentille " things that only Parisiennes can
do, ending, as I expected, by my paying for a stack of previous saucers over two and a half feet high
But they do
it with such a charm that one doesn't mind in the least.
So the dizzy whirl of feathered and plug hats, foaming
bocks, colored syrups, canes and gay skirts, kept whirling
and whirling, becoming more reckless and wild dancing
on the tables, breaking glasses, spilling coffee, and throwing lumps of sugar soaked in cognac marching around the
room in single file, yelling the student song, "Oh, lapauvre
fille elle eit malade," and dragging tables and chairs along
with them.
How cold and refreshing the night air is after coming
from that thick hot air of the cafes
The streets are
thronged now, for the resorts are closing.
bake shop
is just opening,
the appetizing fumes of hot bread and
cressons coming up from the gratings of the cellar.
Here
congregate the outpourings of the cafes, hundreds, yes,
and more, all clamoring for the hot rolls that are not yet
1

;

!

;

;

!

A

quite done.

As I continue my lonely way home I pass a cab stand.
The clock says four one solitary cab is standing there,
the fat cabby fast asleep on the box. The poor thin horse
is dead tired; his tail is blowing in the cold wind, and his
head hanging low he, too, is asleep. Good night
;

—

1

1

—
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tling of saucers, clinking of glasses, stamping of feet and
singing.
Long layers of heavy tobacco smoke hung like
mist over the big close room, obscuring and revealing the
gay and noisy gathering of models, cocottes, mistresses, art
students, law students, and medical students, old habitues,
some with Legion d'Honneur ribbons, too, and not a few
poor poets, all of whom made things hum.
There was a
siphon fight between two girls, and the swishing and
splashing of the sizzling waters, the flashing of little slippers, and white and yellow lace skirts, and dodging heads
with bright black eyes, was a treat indeed
Another part
of the room was engaged in singing " Les sargents sont des
braves gens," etc., keeping time with feet, glasses, and saucers, pounded on the marble tables, while in the middle of
the floor was a pretty little damsel, under an enormous
!
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"When you are
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Edot/ard Cucuel.

wedding present, go to S. & G. Gump's,
They have a magnificent variety to choose from.

selecting a

Mothers, be sure and use
children while teething
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Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup "

playing poker drink Jackson's
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An

admirable body of fellow players, for the most part,
that which Frank Mayo brings with him. Miss Eleanor
She
Moretti's acting of Koxy is tremendously dramatic.
realizes all the possibilities of the character, and they are
infinite.
As York Driscoll, Frank E. Aiken added another
leaf to the laurels he won and wore as the Earl in Faunlleroy, the extremes of Southern gentleman and English
Mr.
nobleman marking the breadth of his versatility.
Campeau's Tom was a degree too melodramatic for art,
and served to throw into delicate relief the quiet force with
which Mr. Daly played Chambers.
The character of Pudd'nhead, as Mr. Mayo has written
Homely,
and now plays it, is an ideal comedy creation.
quaint, surfaced as a fool, and underlaid with an ineffable
philosophic satire and rugged, incisive epigram, this
country attorney, who for a score of years and more has
been clientless through the luckless committal of a jest in
Missouri, lives before us. Under Pudd'nhead's deprecatory,
apologetic manner, the strength of his character and the
keen discernment of his drolly logical mind are splendidly
outlined in contrast with the lazy, pent environment of
Dawson's Landing and its cotton-brained citizens.
The audience, from the start, knows Pudd'nhead at his full
value, and, like the watchers beside a hat filled with bricks.
baiting the ambitious kick of the uninitiated, it observes
with intense interest the awakening realization of Dawson's Landing.
And at the trial scene, when it comes;
when the treasured store of thumb marks and the sti
old-fashioned oratory of Pudd'nhead have sent light through
the opaque eyes of the jury, and Tom is unmasked, and the
diadem of "pudd'n" transferred to the heads of the townsmen, and the curtain drops, one leaves the Columbia
Theatre with the snug satisfaction of having seen a great
play and a great actor.
The art of Frank Mayo in this remarkable role is of the
quality that defies classification and overwhelms analysis.
It is complete realization and idealization of a character.
there is nothing of the stage stagey, nor of the personal
aspect of the actor. It is the actual, live Pudd'nhead
Wilson who confronts us. His silent, heart-sick dejection
when the thumb marks seem to fail him: his awkward,
psalm-singing opening of the trial, the dignity, force, and
convincing sincerity of the close these are but incidents
in the portrayal of the part, which is one of the best characterizations known to the American stage.
is

We

Obey No tfond but Pleasure's."— Tom Moore.

V

''HE unequivocal dramatic successes of
the season have been plays adapted
Trilby
from popular fiction of the hour.
has come and gone, Pudd'nhead Wilson is
here, the melodious lay of the press agent
^ heralds The Prisoner of Zenda, and even
Chimmie Faddeu, with down-turned palm, expressive expectoration and eloquent " wot 't ell" is among the cerEach piece is the dramatization of
tainties of the future.
a book original and distinctive in story and method clean,
digestible, and refreshingly free from the overworked (and,
Trilby did not
as yet, unsolved) problem of the sexes.
It is one of the rare
really need the stage to fan its fame.
books written at long, long intervals that finds the hearts
and heads of a nation sometimes of the two. It is not that
the story itse f is so real; but so confidingly frank and
delicately personal is the manner of its telling that one

HB

—

—

warm sincerity, the comradeship of the author,
Even in Mr.
as if almost his baud rested in one's own.
Potter's play the magnetic individuality of Du Maurieris,
in a measure, preserved in spite of the direct action and
address of stagecraft, which leaves so much of a writer's
Hope's book, I
atmosphere to the hands of the players.
only know as one of the most animate romances which I

feels the

have read since "Ivanhoe." That it makes an absorbing
drama can be best surmised from the attention it has received iu New York, where, like Trilby, it survived the
abandonment of the principal roles by the actors who
Pudd nhead Wilson did not produce any
created them.
considerable stir when it ran serially in The Century.
Why. the stars alone can tell! It smacked in every line of
the once-beloved Twain: it had as strong a local color as
"Tom Sawyer"; it typified real flesh and blood characters
or as nearly flesh and blood as the vegetable Missourian

—

in his barricaded, ten-acre world,
could attain, and it told a story of quaintly acute interest,
But Mark Twain's
in a style inimitable and invincible.
humor is not always of the obvious variety, and the Napoleon-fed Century readers, like the good townsfolk of Dawson's Landing, may not have been exactly at peace with
Wilson's craving to own " half of that clog." At all events,
the reviewers, from Sutro Heights to Coney Island, celebrated in wonderful and gratuitous satire the decadence
of the greatest English-writing humorist; though, if I remember right, it was not by such title that they sang of
Many of these
him. but rather by the title of bis story.
vague censors (who are, in a literary way, no better than
they should be, and often as impertinent and impudent as
scribes who serve the drama in a similar capacity), have
changed their minds since then a shift of opinion that Mr.
Clemens picturesquely presages in the twelve good men
and true who constitute the intelligent jury in Pudd'nhead
Wilson's first appearance at the bar.

of the book's period,

—

Art knows no
patriotic pride

nationality,

—unfortunately,

but

it

is

with pardonable

a pride that too seldom

is

justified in gloating over the works of American dramatists
that we salute Frank Mayo's play. In the dramatization of Twain's story he has builded a unique, artistic

—

—

addition to contemporaneous dramatic literature a play
apart from precedent inasmuch as it realizes types and
action native to our soil, without the exaggeration of the
melodramatist or the buffoonery of the caricaturist. He has
both condensed and amplified on the book, narrowing the
scenes of action in a way that enhances their probability
on the stage, and dilating the importance of several characters where it will strengthen continuity of action and
increase dramatic effect.
Much that Mark Twain sug-

gested in his whimsical drollery, presented by living people
is even more aeliciously ludicrous than was the book
to
those in spirit with its delicately flavored humor; and, to
the many who were not, the play is a magic key to the
very quintessence of wit that the author lavished on the
story.

—

# * #

John J. McNally, author of A Country Sport, and. for all
I know, A Doll's llmis,. The Heart of Maryland., and Ships
That Pass in the ffight, is represented at the California this
week by what is announced as his latest and most successful farce-comedy. Tin Night Gli rk— and incidentally Peter F.
Dailev, who has laughed himself even more round like a
which shows that Mr.
ball than when last he visited us
Dailev can thrive corpulent on any sort of jocular diet, and
that he doesn't miss May Irwin half so much as he ought,
or as do his audiences. Down in the basement of my heart
I believe that the McNally is a myth; a euphonious Celtic
patronymic fathered by the composite brain of farcecomedy perpetrators in evasion of the dire responsibility
attached to such paresis-bringing work. McNally, I am
confident, is the John Doe by which farce-comedists answer
their misdemeanors.
However, the ambiguity of authorship or the irrelevance
of title have little to do with the public interest in The
Night Clerk, which, true to tradition, is just as meaninglessly brisk and incomprehensibly funny as any earlier
McNally compilement. Mr. Dailev continues to perform
on Mr. Sparks the gentle operation known as doing"
with all his wonted dexterity, and Mr. Sparks continues to
be the most ludicrous Irishman on the stage in being
''done.''
Miss Jennie Yeamans has taken the place left
vacant by the rollicking May Irwin. Needless to say she
neither fills it in person nor brilliancy. May Irwin has the
true spirit of intimate, effortless comedy, and she is an
artist.
Miss Yeamans' prominent way of having a good
time consists in unveiling, at intervals, two shapely, insinuating legs, which in each act are costumed in fresh editions of glaring colored silk.
There is stupendous humor
in the female leg divine, but Miss Yeamans over does it.

—

In the bright lexicon of theOrpheum. "her work is coarse.
The songs are apt from a lyrical standpoint, though their
melodies are not striking.

April

.

.
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Blur B'tinl, the long-promised burlesque at the Tivoli. is
a success, and reflects decided credit on Messrs Lask and
Ambrose, the constructors of the book, and on Mr. Martens
for the timely, tuneful music that embellishes it.
Blue
;e pure and simple; joyfully vague in adhering to the bo;rie tale of our childhood, and teeming with
novelties scenic, melodic, terpstoborean, and comic. There
are innumerable bits of specialty work introduced, many
of which are novelties to San Francisco.
Gilbert and
Goldie do a rhapsody of broad comicality; Hartman is at
his very funniest in the cachucha song from Th,
Lady
which lie sink's to a dancing accompaniment by
Mile. Vercellisi; Carrie lionia is live and gingery every
moment that she is on the stage, and her free-throated,
liquid soprano tells clear and true in each musical ensemble;
RafTael. the Tivoli's treasure, artistic and finished in all he
undertakes, furnishes melody and mirth adequate to his
ultramarine eeolian whiskers; West impersonates a female
without giving one uncanny chills, and Leary is returned
to the fold with a new lease of hilarity.
But why go
through the long cast? It is an exceptional extravaganza,
even if the new soprano, Gertrude Aylward, (who fortunately has not much to do) is a flat failure, vocally, dramatically, and every other way.
The spectacular dances are
full of grace and color.
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Friedlander, Gottlob

and Herbert Passmore.
The famous Salt Lake City Mormon Tabernacle Choir
will give five grand choral concerts, at Metropolitan Temple, on Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday, and Sunday evenings. From all accounts the choir is one of the

American pianiste
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A triumph.

The

brilliant spectacular extrava-

ganza,

BLUE BEARD.
Beautiful scenery; gorgeous costumes; entrancing ballets; the
latest terpsichorean novelty, " Rays of Light." Whole show an
Oriental dream of loveliness.
Popular Prices
35c and 50c

Oi
rpneU m

San Francisco's Greatest Music Hall.
O'Farrell
street, between Stockton and Powell streets.
To-night and during the week. An unparalleled lis t of notables.
.

SEGOMMER,
The Nawns, the Three Marvelles, Bruet and Riviere, and a
perb vaudeville company
Matinees Saturday and Sunday.
Reserved Seats, 25c; Balcony,

10c.;

su-

Opera chairs and box

seats, 50c.

Morosco's Grand Opera House.
Walter Morosco, Sole Lessee and Proprietor.
Last performances of " Doris."

MONDAY EVENING,

April 13th—

MICHAEL STROGOFF.

greatest organizations of singers in the land.
The following attractions are billed for the Macdonough
Theatre, Oakland: Pudd'nhead Wilson, Captain Impudence,

and Friends.
Pudd'nhead Wilson continues one week more at the Columbia Theatre.
The Night Cleric enters its second week at the California.
Blue Beard runs indefinitely at the Tivoli.
The Columbia Theatre School of Dramatic Art gave its
sixth public performance on Thursday afternoon to a very
large and appreciative audience. The students showed the
result of careful training both in voice and deportment.
Several numbers were exceedingly well done, notably The
Window Curtain, the dream scene from The Bells, an Oak
in a Storm, the garden scene from Mary Stuart, and Hearts.
There is no question but that the school is doing excellent
work with its pupils, and bids fair to add some very desirable talent to the contemporaneous stage.

at 8 o'clock, the eminent

175 voices.
5 grand choral concerts, Wednesday. Thursday, Friday, Saturday and Sunday, April 15th to 10th. No matioees.
Prices, including reserved seat, $1 50 and $1 season tickets, reserved, $5 and $i. Seats dow on sale at Sherman, Clay & Co .'s.
Concerts begin at 8:15 P. M.

Carey, Jennie Eustace, Johnstone Bennett, NoraLamison,
Alice Leigh, Grace Gaylor, May Lavine; D. H. Harkins,
E. P. Lyons, Orrin Johnstone, A. G. Andrews, W. N.
Griffith,

& Co.,

Lessees and Managers,

The famous Salt Lake City

Every evening.

Ranch 10, with all its wild, picturesque scenes of the
early West, has been fairly well presented at the Alcazar
For next week Cad, the
by Grover and his company.
Tomboy is announced.
Richard Mansfield, one of the foremost American actors,
will open his season at the Baldwin, on Monday night, with
Beau Brummell, in the title role of which play he has
achieved world-wide fame. Mr. Mansfield brings with him
the members of the Garrick Theatre company, an organization of exceptional versatility and strength, numbering
among the players such well-established names as: Eleanor

The Politician."

Her first appearance since her great European triumph. Assisted by a grand orchestra. James Hamilton Howe, conductor,
Reserved seats now on t>ale at Sherman, Clay & Co.'s.

the vaudeville feast
the new people,
a particular favorite.
is still

16,

in "

MISS GARRIE BOWES,

together

ventriloquist,

etc.

Co., (Incorporated)

'

THE NIGHT GLERK.

Among

Segommer, the wonderful mimic and
a big drawing card.

Story of Rodian,

I
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week's
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of last
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a brief engagement)

RICHARD MANSFIELD,
New York Garrtoh

and his

somewhat out

of the usual run for the
Grand Opera House, has been attractively presented this
week. The new leading woman, Lisle Leigh, has received
a flattering reception for her earnest, painstaking work,
which, happily, is not of the hysterical quality, and impresses one as sincere in the effort to be artistic. Besides
the regular stock company, there are several new people
in the cast, and the performance is far from unsatisfying.
Michael Strogoff. Jules Verne's thrilling play of St. Petersburg and Siberia, will be the bill next week.

mora

871h-EZRA KENDALL.

I

Doris, a play

"ii--

FRANK MAYO

April I3lfa
lla'a

Murk T«

to

PUDD'NHEAD WILSON.
April

.

* * *

The' ticm" Theatre ot Iho Ooa»t.
rrtadlwdw, (JottlobACo.. Lessees

I

The peerless dramatic pageant.
Matinees Saturdays and Sundays.

MlcaZar

Qrr)\/6r's

Beginning Monday, April

ThePalais Royal of America.
13th;

matinees Saturday and Sunday,

GAD THE TOMBOY.
Prices:

El

10, 15,

CampO,

25c.

Reserved orchestra, 25c.

The Popular Bay Resort.

Now open

every Sundav during the season. Music, dancing,
Refreshbowling, boating, fishing, and other amusements.
ments at city prices. Fare, round trip, 25o. children, 15c, including admission to the grounds.
The steamer TJKIAH will leave Tiburon Ferry at 10:30 A. m.,
12:10, 2:00, and4:H0P.M. Returning, leave El Uampo 11:15 a.m.,
;

1:00, 3:00,

and 5:00

P. M.

MRS. EUNICE WESTWATER,
At

liberty for

Church Choir.

engagement

Contralto.
in Oratorio, Concert,

Address, No. 1826
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Opera, or
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rare and choice.
He missed not a single compliment,
though in each one there was a gentle sting.
However, Depew did not turn around, although the
table was in a roar of laughter, until Piatt exclaimed, in
his clarion voice

:

"Mr. Depew's fame, gentlemen, resembles those vast
buildings they call sky scrapers in his own New York it

—

height story upon gtoryl"
Then Depew whirled round quick as a flash and joined in
the mirth also he took the rest of the well-deserved dose.

has risen to
old Mrs. Hitchcock's wonderful autobiography,
AGAINwhich
Harper Brothers offered $25,000 ten

for

years ago, crops up. The gossip is now that it is to be
brought down from the beautiful country seat, "Lonely,"
and placed in a tire-proof warehouse. That will be a
weighty task for somebody, for there are said to be sixty
heavy ledger-like volumes, closely filled with reminiscences
from 1840 upwards. It is a marvel that this step had not
been taken years ago. "Lonely" is a lovely villa
cottage, nicely furnished in a pretty, old-fashioned way.
The garden, through which a delightful brook runs all the
year rouDd, seems perpetually filled with roses. But all
the same a frail wooden structure is no safe place for so
precious a collection. Fire, robbers, and blackmailers
might remove it at any moment. When plots to abduct
Vanderbilt are in the air, why should not a bold gang
tackle this splendid booty? These volumes contain the
history of every family skeleton in California for fortythree years past, depicted with the most minute accuracy,
as anyone who has had the rare privilege of perusing its
pages will attest. However, Mrs. Hitchcock, it is understood, has arranged in her will that the work shall not be
published until twenty years after her demise, which event
seems as far off as ever, when one regards her remarkable
She named her home
vigor at three score and ten,
"Lonely" because she says she loved to sit out on her
large veranda at midnight, when the rain was pouring in
torrents, and realize that she was really separated from
the entire outside world! The old lady is very canny,
although she spends most of her time in Europe, and will
leave a couple of millions when she decides to solve a
serious question.
"While her daughter, Mrs. Coit, always
stops at the Palace Hotel when here, Mrs. Hitchcock lives
at the Brooklyn, which is her property.
* * *

known

— in

—

—

—

* * *

A member of

the University Club told an excellent bit of
personal
reminiscence
regarding Chauncey Depew's
speech-making proclivities the other night.
"I was attending Princeton College at the time," he
said, "and when one day a long train drew into the station, loud cries of 'Speech! Speech!' were heard from the
mouths of a hundred students.
"At once the door of a sumptuous private car flew
open, and out stepped the suave and stately Depew. At
once he began an oration for keeps. But as he proceeded
he was deeply shocked and disgusted to find that his supposed audience didn't pay any attention to him, but still
kept howling 'Speech!'
"With an impatient gesture, he ceased, and, slamming
the door, sent out for the station master.
" 'Are your Princeton boys always so rude?' he demanded, 'that they cannot listen to an address which they

are shouting for?
" 'Oh, no, sir; they're all right.
They're just saying
good-bye to the old geology professor, and they were trying to get a word out of him.'

Depew's disgust was redoubled."
* * *

The Depew Railway speech at Princeton reminds one of
a story which Judge Carpenter told the other night concerning the venerable Dr. Beverly Cole. The commandery
Delegates were on their hilarious way East and there
was merriment, songs, and cheers galore. On accouut of
some delay or other the train was several hours late at
Battle Mountain, and didn't reach that wild desert station

A swarm of Indians surrounded the special
which the Delegates weie singing and dining and
wining.
Frank Cartan or some one else looked out of the
window and saw the amazed and upturned faces; without
giving the tip, he and several others went outside and
until

has been kept a
profound secret hitherto that an English syndicate, which
includes a number of Hawaiian capitalists, is about to run
a line of swift steamers between this city and the island of
Hilo, where the volcano of Mauna Loa spouts. One steamer
is already in hand, and will be hurried forward.
Their
length will be 315 feet each, and the swift speed of sixteen
knots or eighteen miles an hour promised. They are to
be fitted luxuriously, as of course they are, for the main
part, merely for tourist and excursion purposes, since
they do not touch at Honolulu itself at all. This is to avoid
conflict with the Spreckels.
Of course the volcano is the
chief attraction at the Islands, and many hundreds of tourists will welcome the swift trip there, and the deliverance
from the wretched, sloppy little steamers which one is
forced to take from Honolulu at present to see the big
mountain of fire. Moreover, the Dewest pattern of refrigerating compartments will occupy the hold, so that
fruit will arrive from Hilo in prime condition in far shorter
order than at present. There is already a fine hotel there
up on the mountain, but a more elaborate adventure will be
undertaken by the present syndicate lower down, near the
It is not generally

fact,

it

—

beach.
* * *

The clubmen say that the most

brilliant

effort

made

its lofty

car

dark.

in

presently returned.

"Dr. Cole," said Cartan, "the citizens of Battle Mountain have met here in a body to honor you, and they wish a

"
speech; will you consent?
"Certainly," answered the ancient physician, nimbly
springing from his seat.
Reaching the rear platform, he began a beautiful address with the glowing words, " Citizens of Battle Mountain! I am proud to-night to be with you!" etc.
The Diggers gazed at him in silent wonder, for two
minutes, when the train started.
Dr. Cole was dragged into the car amid thunders of applause. But he looked very glum.
" Glorious! magnificent! " cried his friends enthusiasti"How did you like the splendid greeting? "
cally.
"Splendid Greeting!" grunted the disgusted Doctor.
" Why it was the most stupid and impassive audience I
ever addressed in all my life!
Whereupon a universal howl went up, and more wine
was ordered.

in

the oratorical line during the sojourn of the VanderbiltDepew party was the after dinner speech of Horace Piatt
at the big banquet.
His friends insist that it ought to
have been published in entirety. Mr. Piatt, it seems, was
the only Democrat present, amid a host of Republicans.
When he was called upon to toast the advent of the illustrious Depew, he began in a quiet, gentlemanly style to
make a short string of pleasant compliments. But to his
own and the surprise of others, Depew turned around to
his neighbor and in audible tones began one of his stock
yarns. Piatt flushed up, and, biting his lips, made then
and there a fierce determination that he would compel Mr.
Depew to listen to him, and the satire which ensued was

Again is there great woe at Burlingame. It is veritably
stated that another peer has come and gone silently, and
without a word to Talbot Clifton, Dick Tobin, or Jack Casserly.
It seems that three weeks ago a titled and wealthy
member of the great Scotch Ramsay family stopped at the
Palace " incog " with his servant. His identity was known
to his bankers, and also to two friends here Scotch exiles.
Otherwise, he visited Del Monte, San Rafael, etc., undisturbed, and now is bravely going to tackle the Yosemite,
after which he will see Santa Barbara.
All the same,
there was really a still hunt organized to capture his lordship though any lord who will go about calling himself
plain "mister " doesn't deserve an American heiress.

—

—

" "

:

;
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tro is desperately set against the recognition
is belligerent rights.
udraKe: a tarn oudrape' " he exclaimed at
dinner, Sunday night last, out at the Heights.
turned Colonel Rogers. " it has such an immense popularity with Congress and the entire country."

Good Appetite^*

—

is gone grazy!
Dor Senate is gn
are your main reasons for opposing the
re?" asked Judge Moore, the Mayor's legal advisor.
" Vy in Gott"s name do ve vant to get infolved in a war

'Der gouutry

" But what

with Englant!
We could hold our own, I guess, pretty well in such a
contest," replied the aged attorney dryly.
" Und those British Columbia iron-glads they gome
down to our city, und they make a big fight here und blay
hell with us!
" But we have puns and ships and torpedoes ourselves
and we could fight back." protested Colonel Rogers.
" Dot's beautiful! " moaned Sutro; "Und what a vonderful target Sutro Heights und der Sutro Bads vill make,
vhen those iron-glads are shooding avay all der time!''
The cogency of his argument was thoroughly appreciated,
and patriotism melted at once into stern self interest.
* * *
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Willis Polk's idiosyncrasies are notable,

but the latest
experience which Professor William Armes, of the State
University, rebtes is worthy of a niche. The volatile
young architect, who had indulged in a festive French dinner, rushed up to Professor Armes as he was on his way

restored and

Is

Stomach and Liver invigorated by taking a

HOME PRODUCTION.

to the ferry, crying:

GOBURN, TEV1S &

" Ob, say, Armes, do you know whether Douglas Tildeu
has a telephone ? I want to get him here. We're having
the biggest time you ever saw "
Armes howled with laughter, for it is needless to say
Douglas Tilden, the sculptor, is both deaf and dumb.
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A telegram from Paris, dated the 5th inst., stated
that Ernest Ange Duez, the celebrated painter, had
passed away. Mr. Duez was born in Paris in 1843, and
first entered the Salon in 1868 with a Mater Dolorosa. His
work became eagerly sought after, and he received the
decoration of the Legion of Honor in 1880.
One of his
works, "St. Cuthbert," was purchased by the French
Government
interest

Sold by leading hotels, clubs and cafes.

C. H.
Hudson,

Luxembourg Museum in 1879. It will
our readers to know that one of his finest works,
for the
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A General Favorite.
A good sound Whiskey is more valuable than a sound Wine, because while the inferior Wine may be taken without injury to the
health, an adulterated Whiskey means ruin to the stomach. Famous
"Old Saratoga," a pure rye whiskey, has been pronounced by the
most eminent connoisseurs to be not alone perfect in flavor, but absolutely free from adulterants. It leads the American Whiskies in
Europe, and is prominently listed on the cartes of the premier hotels
of Great Britain and the Continent.
Don't fail to chew Adams' Pepsin Tatti-Frutti Chewing
meals. Indigestion fades beforeit.
See

Rome and

die

:

drink Jackson's Napa Soda and
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on commission or otherwise. Sole repKingdom. Address full particulars to
care Reuters' Agency, 25,01d Jewry. London, E. C.
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C. A.

100,

Howland.
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Geo. M. Lonergan.

Imperial Photographic Studio,
and 728 MARKET ST. (1st Floor),
Bet Kearny street and Grant ave., S. F.
Lightning plates for taking Children.
724, 726

Carbon Plates a Specialty.

The Banjo.

^^©

flshton P. Stevens.
STUDIO:

26

Montgomery

street,

Room 8. Pupils prepared for Stage,
Concert, or Drawing Room. A Special
Class for
teachers who wish to perfect themselves in the Banjo's harmony and technio
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Gum after

live.

York.

^J- San Francisco. Los Angeles, Portland.

and one which has been highly praised by foreign and local
present in the Gump Gallery in this city. It
is called "An Interesting Story," and represents a man
and a woman seated on a tete-a-tete divan, the woman reading the story, the man watching her every word. The fine
coloring throughout the picture, the delicate work in the
woman's dress, prove the capabilities of this inimitable
artist, whose works now command a high premium. While
in the gallery we also noticed two new pictures by Franz
Lefler, of Vienna, which have just been released from the
Custom House. Letter's models are world-famous for their
beauty, and the masterly manner in which this artist
treats figures causes his pictures to be much sought after.
His exquisite coloring and fine work in draperies, and
the general finish to all his pictures, have raised him high
in the ranks of contemporary painters. His work, together
with that of the late M. Duez, are well worth a visit.

&.

SHERWOOD & SHERWOOD,

Rooms 34-38, 3d

Floor Chronicle Building, San Francisco.
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VER

since

the

an-

nouncement was
made that beautiful Hannah Williams had carried off the
matrimonial prize of the period, our pretty buds and their
fond mammas have had a secret sorrow rankling in their
true inwardness: " Why did not such luck come their way,
etc.? "
However, the oft-time repeated old adage about
there being as good fish in the sea as out of it, is shortly to
be illustrated for their consolation; and it will soon be the
whole duty of woman to hie her to the shades of B'lingham's oaks, where, according to the latest bulletin of fashionable intelligence, will be found ere long, a British nobleman a real Lord, (and not a newspaper creation of
nobility like Clifton's title) who is not only a rich man at
the present time, but in future, as the heir to a Dukedom,
to be possessed of a princely fortune, and a bachelor!
There is a chance, girls, to get square on the loss of young
Croesus Hobart a title, wealth, and life among the' English, ye know!

—

—
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Ever since the friends of Mrs. Hager got an inkling that
an Eastertide entertainment by that hospitable dame was
in contemplation by her, rumor has been busy on all sides
as to the nature of the affair and the participants therein.
That it was to be a theatrical performance was admitted,
but an attempt at great secrecy was maintained as to
what and who. It remained for a sensational daily journal,
with its usual haste and therefore inaccuracy, to give forth
lists from
time to time, each as unreliable as the
other, as to who would take part in the play.
The whisper
of the swim goes that some of the prettiest of our buds
will appear in the Living Pictures, which will precede and
serve as a curtain-raiser to the play. Another and more
startling one is that examples of the Modern Ananias
will be shown in the tableaux before the play, in the posing
of several well

known members

of society.

Campo,

the popular Bay Resort, will re-open Sunday as
a first-class pleasure grounds. All sorts of amusements whereiu tbe
heart o£ man and woman delighteth can be indulged in there, such
as dancing, bowling, boating and fishing. The best of music will be
provided and first-class refreshments are to be had on the grounds,

El

After dinner try Adams' Pepsin Tutti-Frutti Chewing
admirable.

Gum. Yon

will find it

Jackson's Napa Soda

* * *

behooves all millionaires who feel their last days approaching to deed their property and not to will it; for,
according to what takes place everyday, no man's will can
stand.
The worst form of post mortem disclosures is the
marriage contract. No man is safe, apparently, from being married after death if he leaves property behind him.

is

a gentle aperient.

It

THE

HOTEL

wood; Lieutenant Cloman, a passion flower; Jim Phelan,
a sprig of myrtle; Dr. Harry Tevis, a primrose; Morton
Gibbons, a purple pansy; George T. Marye, a chestnut
burr; Lieutenant Davis, thyme; Thomas P.' Madden, sage;
Will Heath, wall flower; Harry Stetson, balm of Gilead;
Milty Latham, honeysuckle, Joe Tobin, a shamrock.
a wealthy gentleman sent an Easter egg to a
member of the Sinbad company, and one to a youthful member of his family, and, by some awkwardness on the part
of the office boy, the cards got mixed, and were attached
to the wrong parcels.
Result: a young Miss received a
pair of jeweled garter clasps, and' the Sinbad girl some
French bon-bons.
It was the actress who gave the story
* * *

CAPT.

1

Write now
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Tavern
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•

C. B.

JOHNSON.
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and rooms.
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QUEEN OF ALL
MOUNTAIN RESORTS.

The Tavern of Castle Crag, the most beautiful, attractive
and accessible of all mountain resorts, will open for there,
ception of guests June 1st, and will close October 1, 1896.

Georoe Schonewald, Manager,
Room

59,

Union Trust Building, San Francisco, Cal.

Gomel Oolong.
The

oldest and most reliable brand on the
market. Sold only in 1-3 pound papers at
20 cents per paper. All grocers keep it.
*

Strozunski's.

*"* *

Popular prices, equal to others; no imitat-

»•

ing.

All original styles, varied to suit the

features.

Competent artists employed; no

apprentices, "Bernhardt" wavers, to wave
Leading flair Dresser.
hair without burning; " EauBroux," to restore
grey or bleached hair to natural color. Latest styles in modern Bangs,
particularly Louis de Lavelliere style. Open Sundays.

Corner Ellis and Leavenworth streets

sghooi

For Bous and Girls
1012

Grand

street,

near San Jose

avenue,

Rumors are

in the air of a beautiful residence about to
be erected in the Western Addition, in which a prominent
capitalist will install a bride.
As both the gentleman and
the lady in question are noted and popular members of our
society, the rumor is creating no end of gossip in drawingrooms and clubs.

.

Castle Grao.

—

* # *

for rates
•

is

Claude Terry Hamilton, that great pet of anxious
mammas and prudent paters, is a strong card for. Sausalito.
He is such a lady's man that every girl feels she has
a chance of drawing the prize in the matrimonial lottery,
and the moonlight nights are thought to be a good time
for playing Pauline to this popular Claude.

.

•

whispered that most amiable of matrons, Mrs.
Henry Scott, has pi-omised her girl friends— and their
name is legion that she will bring back a bevy of Britishers for them to exert their fascinations upon during the
summer season at Burlingame. No wonder she is so popular with the girls, especially those of many seasons.
It

.

OPENS_^>

For the season, under the management of

dit,

away.

.

April 15Mi 1

* * *

On

RflFfl&L,

...

SAN RAFAEL, CAL

* * *

Easter decorations of our beaux as seen on the Avenue:
Walter Hobart, a sprig of orange blossoms; HarryStetson,
a blue belle; George Newhall, a spray of marigold; Dr.
Lorini, one fair lily; Donald de V. Graham, a bit of London
Pride; Joe Grant, a virgin rose; Ed Greenway, a trumpet
flower; Addie Mizner, one single violet; Claude Hamilton,
a bachelor's button;
Jack Casserley, a narcissus;
Walter Dean, a daisy; Talbot Clifton, a bunch of wild oats;
Al Bowie, a morning glory; Min Tompkins, Milk Vetch;
Tom Van Ness, sensitive plant; Al Wilberforce, a thistle;
Horace Piatt, a snow drop; Lieutenant Wilcox, branch of
willow; Sam Boardman, a marguerite; W. S. Jones, Worm-

..........

Alameda, Gal.
For particulars, address
I

illion

Llllldll

W.

de

RorlrlQnH SOLE

DuUUdlU

JUNG,

Principal.

OWNER

of the following plays:

"The

White Queen," "The White Woman," "The
" The Yellow Curtain,"
1223 Geary street

The Actress," " The Martyr,"
" The Evolution," and" The Mascot of Montana."
Ganxbler's Wife," "

:
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MILLAIS.

cap into

-

'3

ty,

he gained a medal

of

Arts for his drawsi of Eng-

medallion painters,

the

trot

medal at about the same age.

at auction

same
Then

the boy artist entered as a student ;it
the Royal Academy, and eight years
afterwards exhibited his lirst picture
"Putarro Seiiins the [nca of Peru."
There was a period (hiring which it
question whether the young
artist, under the influence of Ruskin's
magic pen. would be dwarfed by the
the
teachings
of
pre-Raphaelite
School.
But Millais's independence

THURSDAY,
At 12 o'clock M.,

in

April

16th,

our Salesroom.
tii*o»oREAL ESTATE MIHTi
.^AUCTIONEERS

.

of thought
influence.

37

Superb Building Lots

w§

dominated every external
His style was his own. he

had no mistress but Art. no school
but work. And so. in 1853, he added
the much-prized letters A. R. A. to
his name, and ten years later was invested with the full dignity of R. A.

What

frequenter of the private views
Academy does not recollect his
lovely picture of the "Eve of St.
at the

Agnes " ?
Then followed in quick succession
those works which went straight to
the heart of the nation and gave him
a historic name.
For years the name
of Millais's picture was to point to the
canvas which all the world, experts
as well as the inartistic unthinking
crowd, looked for. But amongst them,
as eliciting the profoundest sympathy
from the ordinary visitors to the

Academy, might be mentioned "The
Huguenot," '" The Order of Release,"
"Yes or No," "The North-West
Passage." A score of works might
be added to these equally worthy
reputation, and
of
the
master's
equally appealing to the judgment of
the learned and unlearned in matters
of Arts on the Continent and in EngThen came the era of his porland.
traiture, in which he enriched the

—

not the
National Portrait Gallery
one on exhibition
by such historical
likenesses as those of Gladstone and
Tennyson. Even then his many-sidedness was not known, for the year came
when all the Art world was talking
about Millais's landscape his "Chill
October," his "Murthly Water," his
"Old Garden." In every branch he
shone, and just as he depicted emotion so he interpreted Nature, investing each with that ideal towards
which poet and painter must lean,
but always truthful, earnest, honest.
It may truly be said of the new President that nihil tetigit quail non ornavit.
It may be doubted if so thoroughly
English a painter can be found even
amongst such giants as Gainsborough,
At
and Reynolds, and Lawrence.
any rate, it would be difficult to assert
these
pleased
the
that any one of
million and satisfied the critic as Sir
John Millais has done.

—

—

See now we are
There

Giittlno

will

op mis DeautiTul block

be 37 Lots— Each one better than the other.

Lots on Baker street.
Lots on McAllister street.
Lots on Lyon street.
Lots on Golden Gate Avenue.
Stone sidewalks all around the block.
in all streets
ofl at Haker i-treet.
TitJe Insurance Policies issued to purchasers at $10 ;i lot by the California Title Insurance Co.
This is the last or the unimproved Western Addition blocks
FINAL
owned by Mr. A B. McCreery.

Sewers

Take McAllister streetcars; get

SALE—

—

.

Record-Union, as
THE Sacramento
and carefully edited a

x-

—Terms:

reliable

journal as any in the State, will hereafter appear as a twelve-page seven
day paper. It has our best wishes
for success.

BALDWIN & HAMMOND,
10

Montgomery

St.

1-4 Gash, SiissJu..
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The Boston Post

is making an all-round
exhibition of itself in its endeavors to
Mining Mystery, bolster up the waning values of the
Merced stock, which has been inflated
outrageously for months past. The Post talks about a
''canard," referring to the statement that both mine and
mill have been closed down, and literally accuses Western
papers of an attempt to break the stock. If they did
there would not be much harm done, unless, perhaps, in
sacrificing the unfortunate victims who were trapped at

The Merced

The decision lately rendered by Judge
Beatty in the suit of the so-called IrishAmerican against theNorthStar Mining
Company, has attracted general attention among mining men on account of its bearing upon the
question of the right of the owners of veins or ledges to
pursue a vein beyond the side line boundaries of their
The North

Star
Victorious.

claims, beneath the surface of the laud adjoining and belonging to their owners. The suit was brought against the

North Star Mining Company by the owners

of a neighboring property, which overlies the dip of the North Star
vein, and beneath whose surface the North Star Company
(or its predecessor) has followed, and, during the past
twenty-five years, has been working its own vein in the
exercise of the right granted by the patent of the United
States, to follow such vein on its downward inclination,
even though it pass beyond the sideline boundary of the
surface claim and enter the land adjoining.
The owners of
the Irish- American sought to deprive the North Star Company of this extra-lateral right, and thus to render the
defendant company liable for trespass, with very heavy
damages for extracting ore during many years past. The
North Star Company have strenuously resisted the attack
of the plaintiff, not only on account of the heavy damages
alleged, but also on account of the principle involved and
of its bearing upon other claims and mining properties
owned by them in the same district and held under United
States patents, the value of which would be seriously, if
not fatally, impaired if the contention of the plaintiff could
be maintained.
After much preparation and long deAn Important
lay, the case came to trial in the
Mining Decision.
United States Circuit Court in January
last, before Judge Beatty, who filed
his decision March 16th, giving judgment for the defendant, affirming to the North Star Company the right to follow its ledge on its descent under the Irish-American
claim, to any depth between two boundary planes, one
passing through the east end line and the other parallel
thereto, and arbitrarily established at a point 2,200 feet
westerly from the east end plane. These boundary planes
include and command all the ground involved in the controversy.
The decision thus wholly disposes of any claim for
damages set up by the plaintiff. The attack of the plaintiff was two-fold in its nature
first on legal grounds, holding that the patent was irregular in form, and should be
declared void; and, secondly, on physical conditions, claiming that the apex of the North Star vein crossed the sidelines of the property, and, therefore, forfeited extralateral
rights.
On the first point Judge Beatty decided that the
patent, having been once issued, it could not now be collaterally attacked on account of any question which the
land department could lawfully determine before issuing
it.
On the second point the judge found that the apex of
the lode occurred along the central line of the North Star
property, as claimed by the defendant, and that the defendant has the right to pursue the vein in depth as above

—

stated.

Trouble seems to have passed for the
time being between the management and
Incident.
the Miners' Union, with the retirement of
Tangerman as Superintendent. A mining
man named Cronan has been selected to fill ihe vacancy,
and, according to all surface indications, every one is
happy. The mine, it is said, will be reopened and ransacked for ore, which will be worked at some outside mill.
It will be interesting to watch the returns from this quarter, just to see how much better they will be than those
obtained under the old managements, which have been
berated from time immemorial for not working the ore to
a higher percentage, in addition to other scandalous charges
in this respect.
Under a management claiming absolute
independence of all the Comstock cliques, and one which is
published as '' reform " to the very core, Hale & Norcross
now should be a criterion of all that mining might be in a
modern Utopia.

The Norcross

higher prices. The Merced mine never was worth $69 a
share, nor is it worth, as matters stand to-day, $20, nor
one-half of the amount, and piling expensive surface improvements on the ground does not make a mine, nor justify
an investment on such an hypothesis. The course of the
Merced Company all along has not been such as to benefit
California mining; in fact, quite the reverse, and in this
respect it is almost as bad as the Santa Ysabel humbug,
which should be made to substantiate its statement about
having a mill about to start up, which was published not
long ago, or have its shares kicked off the Board. It is
fully apparent that some check will have to be placed upon
the movements of operators outside the State for the protection of legitimate investments managed by men who
mean to do right. An effort will be made to run down the
exact condition of affairs, past and present at Coulterville, for the benefit of people who can view a decline in
Merced stock to legitimate figures an outrage.

The Rawhide

The strike reported on the 900-level of
the Rawhide mine during the week has

caused quite a sensation in local mining
circles, not only on account of the extraordinary rich character of the ore, but because it now establishes the belief that the celebrated mother lode at this
point can be relied upon for continuity as depth is attained,
a fact which has been determined by actual experience at
other points where shafts have been carried down almost
The shaft in the Rawhide has been
to the 3,000-level.
sunk since the new find nearly to the 1,000-level, with the
ledge growing stronger and richer toward the bottom
workings. This convinces the management that the vein
has again become solid, which could not be said of it from
the 400-level down, the ore being in place right enough,
but badly broken up in spots. Where it begins to solidify
again on the 900 it was eleven feet wide, and from that
point it is opening out all the time as sinking continues.
Without quoting estimates published about the value of
the new find, which are to a large extent purely imaginative,
it can truthfully be said that the value of the property has
been greatly enhanced by it, and its future as a great
bullion producer is more than ever assured.
Gold Mine.

A

Lively Mining

The annual meeting of the Bulwer Mining Company was one of the liveliest

which has taken place here for many
years, and reminiscent iu many respects
of the good old times.
As it was, no definite result was
attained, and the issue will have to be fought out in the
Courts.
Both sides are very determined in the positions
they maintain, and, in the meantime, the old board holds
the books and remains in control.
After a long and protracted battle over the right to use certain stock, against
voting which the New York parties had obtained an injunction from the Superior Court of this city and county, the
meeting was adjourned for thirty days, which will permit of
a legal decision on the question involved. In the meantime
Election.

new Board of Directors.
The new Exchange was formally opened
on Monday under most auspicious cir-

the Westheimer faction elected a

The Gold Mining
Exchange.

cumstances.

A

large

men from

number

of repre-

walks of life
were present, and some very interesting speeches were
made by prominent citizens. The occasion was taken to
congratulate General Turnbull and his associates on the
success of the work which they have so bravely started in
the interest of California mines, and the President was
accorded a more substantial token of regard in the form
of a handsome timepiece.
Business during the week has
been very satisfactory, and a resolution has just been
adopted to permit the sale of ten more seats at $250 each,
a clear gain of $200 within a few weeks.
The Lockwood
mine has just been added to the list.
sentative

all

—
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;
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love." -he harshly said—
She was a young N**w Woman;
raw would a wild beut wed,

1

1

Whoie
Hear the Crier:" -Waal toe derll art tbouT"
"One thai wilipl.j the devil, air. wlthrou."

She married

thrice,

Ortw stout and had live babies
Ami thinks that men, pi or men, are

And

THE

case of the Rev. Mr. Reider, late pastor of the
Calvary Baptist Church, Sacramento, should convey
ii to all the Lords anointed.
This good man caim
under the usual gossip recently, and though he averred
that his fonduess for the sisters was a strictly spiritual
fondness, there wore those of his Hock who. being in base
fear of the world's opinion, thought it best that he should
And go he did. But seventy-seven members, of a
go.
purer zeal, have withdrawn from the church to follow the
fortunes of the persecuted brother. Thus we see that
pastors who allow their eyes to rest on the fair proportions of the sisters, and pay them pastoral attentions with
indiscreet fervor, are liable to split the church, and that is
bad for business. Pastors who split churches may be popular for a season, but in the end they will find themselves
out of a job. This reflection should be au aid to virtue
under the manifold temptations which assail Heaven's ambassadors.
1

M EDICAL
them nowhere

students here enjoy a privilege which is afforded
else in the world. Each Sunday they
attend
Grace Methodist Church, the pulpit of
are free to
which is occupied by the Rev. Colburn. Thus they may
study a person who was arrested by the police as a sexual
psychopath, but was allowed to go lest his prosecution
should involve too great a scandal. There are sexual
psychopaths in other cities, but none in the pulpit, so far
as is known. When it comes to means of grace, San
Francisco claims the baton of the drum-major in the pre-

11

SulTragists

have

aloe,

rabies.

ON Monday
with

evening. Rabbi Voorsanger is going to wage
mum,' score ol Pliocene dames, strong of
sinew ami language, but demnably soft of brain, who have
the honor of championing the cause of all that is unwomanly
and undesirable. It is hard to see so modest a man as the
Rabbi sacrifice himself upon the altar of antiquity; but, as
the doors are to remain open all the evening, it is to
be hoped he will take refuge in flight when the women look
upon his remarks as personal, and go for him with tooth
battle

and sharpened

talon.

AN

emergency Hospital is just as much needed in the
Park as a museum or a band stand. Accidents occur
daily, and cases have to be taken all the way to the
Receiving Hospital for treatment. Wheelmen, especially,
should help us advocate the establishment of such an

insti-

tution.
is expected that the officers of the Revenue Service
ITwill
all resign in a body now that Uncle Sam has for-

bidden them "hard" drinks.
It is hard to see how
these overworked gentlemen can adequately perform their

dangerous duties upon mere wine,

ale,

and beer.

JUDGE

Joachimsen should restrain his little dog, Prosecuting Attorney Dare, from committing nuisances in
court. A brief sojourn behind the bars might do Mr. Dare
worlds of good, and raise his standard considerably above
that of the men he so often helps there.

THE
charged

are after a dairyman called Baumann
by Mr. Dockery with selling unwholesome
milk.
Close watch should be kept upon the different
pumps in the city, and, sooner or later, the gentleman will
police

cession.

COLONEL

Dan Burns may

think it fun to stand off
there on the Mexican bank of the Rio Grande, amusing himself by pretending ever} now and then to be on the
point of crossing, but be is cruel to lots of poor Republican statesmen in this town.
How are they to make a
fight, how create a market for themselves, if the Colonel
with his war bags keeps the Rio Grande between them
and himself?

WHEN

comes to forensic wit, General Barnes has no
"Oof!" hecried, when Barrister Delmas uttered
something at his expense the other day, and the courtroom broke into the usual roar. Those who feared that
the old General's powers were failing a little know now
that they were, as he would say in his brilliant way,
slightly off their cabesa.
it

rivals.

LITTLE
Has

Bill

?

to ruin.

a man $305 for calling a lawyer a thief in this
Since the decision half the members of the bar
are loafing around our office, hoping to entice us into a
reckless but expensive expression of our opinion regarding
them.
cost
ITcity.

friends
THE
year or two

;

Mayor

all

tendered a farewell banquet by

Needless to say, the
last week.
does not expect to eat again for many months

poor man
to come.
average Americau will feel deeply grateful to the
Rev. Donald M. Ross for his ringing sermon on "Patriotism." It takes a Canadian to teach us these things.

THE

throwing rank-smelling bouquets at
Examiner
THE
Attorney-General Fitzgerald now. For a few dollars
is

the coast.

a large city, but it is not big enough to
hide Willie Hearst and that $22,000 he got from the
Southern Pacific by the sale of his editorial columns. He
must be mighty fond of money if that bribe compensates
him for his infamy.

City Attorney Creswell is really under the illusion
IFthat
Mayor Sutro is. insane, and wants to be awakened

from it with a bang, let him try to borrow a hundred of
His Honor without putting up his watch or ring as
security.

Brown has introduced the mandolin into
DR.ligious
services.
Verily, verily,
this is not
if

to bring about the millenium we do not
Try Willis Polk on the banjo, Doctor.

wedding.

been considered so eminently respectable and moral, that
a pity to see the good people traveling the broad road

it is

his Italian friends

YORK is

OAKLAND sent no flowers

of the Mission are agitating for an "owl"
This neighborhood has always
service.

SNARCHIST Gori was

the Examiner is ably edited.
These two
statements occurred in last Saturday's issue: "The
events of yesterday give astounding evidence of the power
of Huntington at Washington;" "His power is waning.
Huntington no longer a man of influence at Washington."
The Examiner apparently wishes to be considered the
liar of

residents
THE
street-car

state he will be all right in a
This is rehe needs is a little rest.
freshing news; but in the meanwhile the city is going to
the dogs.

VERILY,

champion

be captured.

of the

Hearst

a terrible thirst;

What shall he do to allay it
His columns are sold
For silver or gold
But nobody cares to pay it.

NEW

longing* an' not human.''

Tin- years rolled on.

•

his

re-

enough

know what

will.

to ex-President Harrison's

the sheet might roast the stuffing out of him.

Mayor Sutro will never die, because he
that Mr. Huntington has instructed Charon to
raise his rates for ferriage across the Styx.
thinks he will get off, and states that the
It takes some inpublic has no interest in his case.
terest in his neck, however.
gunpowder has proved better than brown.
This may also be charged up to the First Congregais

said that

ITfears

DURRANT

BLACK

tional
is

Church scandal.
hoped some church

to be

ITDr. Brown

a call.
him along with a kick.

shall

the far north will give
be only too glad to help

in

is really such a "moral" town, how
City Attorney Taylor hangs on to his job ?

Alameda

IFthat

We

is

it
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and manceuvering, and he growled at something
that was mysterious, and yet how true it all is, and how

tactics

It is a great pity that Mr. Stephen Crane
cannot, or will not, write good English. Even
people who may admire his style are likely to
Week.*
find fault with his grammar. Some reviewers
say that he despises the descriptive and constructive
science of composition, but we hope this is not so.
And
yet there are so many glaring grammatical blunders in
" The Red Badge of Courage " that ,we are half disposed
to accept the criticism thus given as correct.
How can
we reconcile any other belief with his use of such language
as " a little ways," "he could not flee no more than, " or
" whom he knew to be him." It is not, of course, necessary to be a philologist to be a brilliant writer, nor is great
ability, in some cases, tarnished by outraging the science
know that the best of authors make misof language.
takes in grammatical construction, but such mistakes as
Mr. Crane makes are, we contend, a serious blemish to his
book, and will be so regarded by the cultured minds who
But, having said this much, we have said all we
read it.
intend to say against this author and his last work. Never
since the Civil War have we come across a book, published
in this country, that gives the hopes, fears, conversations,
and camp talk of the soldier in the field more accurately

A Book

of

the

We

often have old soldiers heard words similar to those in the
dreary bivouac or when trudging along the roads. And
the descriptions of the battle are equally vivid, equally
true to nature. Take, for instance, this scene of a retreating brigade, when a hatless General rides up to the
Colonel of a new regiment, and shouts: "You've got to
hold them back! You've got to hold them back!" and
then the new regiment faced about and "held back" the
enemy as best they could. There were no heroes, no striking attitudes, no officers holding their caps in one hand
and dramatically cheering their men to the charge, and
very little of what Bacon calls "the absurdity of boldness"
or exaggerated display; but there is war, and war such
as soldiers know it to be, not as it i s generally depicted in
the debauched mockeries of so-called battle scenes.
*"The Red Badge 01' Courage," by Stephen Crane.

San Francisco has, in Mr. Edward Maslin Hulme, a
graduate of Stanford University, a poet of much promise.
"An Evening Thought and Other Verses," just published,
contains some little gems of real merit, in which the measure is regular, while the imaginative powers often express
true poetic fancies. No mere poetaster, dabbling in pitiful
rhyming, ever, for instance, wrote anything like this:
" I will tie

and one wonders
That he was never
told of the language he puts into the mouths of his soldiers,
as his admirers contend, we do not believe.
The words he
uses are too true to life in the camp, too accurate in their
detail, too technical in their knowledge of what men think
when under fire to come to one's mind unbidden, unless, indeed, they were inspired after the fashion believed in by
Gaussen of Geneva, and that is too much for our credulity,
in this case.
Who, for instance, except a man who has
worn a sword or carried a rifle, could describe a scene like
that in which a soldier returns from picket duty and
" We're goin' t' move t' morrah sure.
says:
We're
goin' away up the river, cut across, and come in behind
" It's a lie, that's all
" I don't
one of them exclaims.
believe the derned old army's ever goin' to move.
We're
set.
I've got ready to move eight times in the last two
weeks, and we ain't moved yet," and then a discussion follows, and how every soldier will recognize the language as
being accurate to the letter!
Mr. Crane is only twentyfour years of age, and he never saw a battle, but his wonderful portrayal of soldiers' tittle-tattle in camp, his sensations under fire, and his sayings on the march display an
inner realism which can only, in the first instance, come
from actual knowledge.
Surely it was an old soldier who
primed Mr. Crane to describe the recruit's sensations in
his first battle, and it looked the wrong place for a battlefield, the " fresh fish " thought.
It contradicted his preconceptions of geographical and poetical fitness.
But his brigade moved forward slowly through the
woods with skirmishers in advance, shooting into thickets
and at distant trees. Presently there was a halt, and
many men began erecting tiny hills in front of them; they
used sticks, stones and earth, anything that might turn a
bullet.
Some spoke scornfully of these devices of caution,
but others pointed to the veterans on the flanks who were
digging at the ground like terriers. But the recruit was
soon ordered away from that position, and, when aligned in
another, more little intrenchments were rapidly thrown up.
And it was the same when they moved again. The marching from one point to another appeared to be aimless and
useless, and here follows a conversation that every old
soldier heard many times: "I suppose," said a tall soldier
to the reci-uit, "we must go reconnoitering around the
country, just to keep 'em from getting too close, or to develop 'em or something." Then another exclaimed: "If
"
anybody with any sense was a-runnin' this army, it
"Oh, shut up," roared the tall fellow. "Well," said the
other, "I didn't come here to walk; I could 'ave walked to
home— 'round and 'round the barn, if I just wanted to
walk." This is capital. The soldier could not understand
'em."

it is

His audience

— a thunderin'

love lies dreaming
Under the wild rose tree,

his inspiration.

—

is

lie,"

incredulous.

lily's

To where my

than "The Bed Badge of Courage,"

where Mr. Crane got

my

heart to the petal
pare, white bell,
And when the night-wind swings it
The song of my heart shall swell,

Of a

And

she will

know

that the breezes

Are bearing a message from me."
There are twenty-one poems in all, and here and there the
reader will detect much of that poetic imagination and
rhythmical arrangement which indicate true merit.

The Bible furnishes the best groundwork for a perfect
Its teachings are the basis of law and
scheme of ethics.
order.
The religion contained in the Bible is not a theory
or system of thought, but it is a view of life, admirably
illustrated in the constitution of our Republic, which is not
borrowed from Greece or Rome, but is of God-given origin.
And for those reasons "Readings from the Bible, Selected
for Schools," and issued by the Chicago Woman's Educational Union, should meet with general commendation

among

Christians.

From

a casual glance at this book,

it

appears to be endorsed by people of many Christian sects,
Protestants and Catholics, and its sphere of usefulness
should, for this reason, be extensive.
" The Great Anglo-American War of 1900" is a brochure of the Battle of Dorking style. It supposes a war
between England and this country, in which California
raised 40,000 troops for use, principally on the coast. But
the British fleet captures and destroys San Francisco,

and all because somebody's advice was not taken and the
Golden Gate protected by powerful booms of a special construction to prevent that fleet from entering the bay.
Then our Americ.au army invades Ireland and another
captures London, for the ransom of which 100 millions
sterling is paid.
This brochure is written by Captain Anson, R. N., and it is publ shed in London.
All it proves
is that Captain Anson, R. N., is a very poor writer,
and
his brochure a failure.
Lady Burton's death reminds us that she destroyed her
husband's best work, "Saadi's Scented Garden," a translation from the Persian, that had all sorts of naughty
things in it.
It is too bad, however, that she did not
destroy her husband's execrable "Catullus" and his unexpurgated "Arabian Nights," that is now so dear one can't
buy it, and wouldn't have people know he had it, eveu were
he obliged to lock it in his safe.
"The Whence and the Whither of Man, "one of the series
of what is known as "The Marse Lectures," takes the
broad Darwinian doctrine as its gospel, and it makes all
other things bow to it. Well, even great Catholic theologians now say that evolution may have been the origin
of man, and then
it may not.
In its review of the books of 1895, the Publishers'
Weekly says that last year was the most productive of
American books the trade has ever known.
:

—
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Journal and other leading
doubtless be a success.
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will also

The Easter number of Life contains thirty-two pases of
delightful matter, illustrated by all the leading artists of
ay and has an especially attractive cover by Johnson.
" The Penny Magazine " makes its first appearance in
Philadelphia.
five

pages

It

is

five

of well printed

cents a copy, and contains sixtymatter.

THISTLE

A woman

DOWN.

Xew York

has a platinum nose. She is
never turn up.
It is stated that a Chinese woman is as fond of a tael as
her western sister is of the almighty dollar.
Two Colorado miners recently attempted to thaw some
giant powder in a stove.
Even Nansen has been unin

now kicking because

it

will

Does your

Immigration should by all means be restricted. We,
and a few like us, are in, so we don't mind how quick
the gates are closed upon the others.
A Pittsburg professor lately applied the Cathode
ray to a woman's head and discovered that it contained a tumor. Suffrage papers invited to copy.
An attorney at Eureka has been arrested for catching
fish "out of season."
He will doubtless get off on a technicality by swearing that they came out of the water.

The Territorial Enterprise notified its readers that last
Sunday was Easter. The religious training of the good

Repair?

Need

Root

able to find the remains.

We will

examine it without cost, and give
estimate for putting in good order, and
keeping it so for a term of years.

Paraffins
raramne Paint
rami Hn
00.

Roofing Department,
116 Battery street.

Gray Bros.,

316

Montgomery Street, S F.
New High St.. Los Angeles.

Concrete Artificial
Stone Work.

No. 205

people of Virginia, Nev., has apparently been sadly neglected.

A

jury consisting of six men and six women was imin South Dakota to try a divorce case, and resulted in three marriages, two elopements, and one disgraceful scandal.

George

E.

paneled

now stated that Corbett will not fight Mitchell.

This
statement surprises us, as Mr. Corbett, by his wholesome activity n search of an opponent, has kept us in continual fear of bloodshed.
It is

Hall,

Agent and importer

of

-FOREIGN WINES.
MUTUAL LIFE

BUILDING,

223

Sansome St

.

;

A

little barrel-organ monkey jumped off the Brooklyn bridge and met his death in the East River a few
days ago. The little beast doubtless found life too much
of a grind to be enjoyed.

Johannid.
is

A

man who broke into the house of two elderly women
suffragists in Illinois has been called a bold burglar by
think his action entitles him to be conthe papers.
sidered nothing less than a hero.

We

MISS BOLTE'S SCHOOL.
SACRAMENTO ST. Board; English, French, German,
piano; $30 per month; a chance par excellence for ambitious and
conscientious parents to give their children superior education
at low figure; coach; kindergarten.

Over seventy members resigned in a body from a SacAt this rate the
ramento church the other day.
Almighty will have to go out of business or else set up a
partnership with the Devil and the ministers.
A Brooklyn policeman saved a lady's life the other
This man should be pensioned by the Governday.
ment, otherwise he may be induced to enter a dime
museum, and the country will eventually lose him.
Now that the Ohio House of Representatives has passed
a bill fixing the size of hat a woman may wear in a
theatre, it is suggested that the dimensions be forwarded
to the Almighty, so that he may somewhat regulate the

conceded to be the finest table water

ever imported.

2297

Perrier-Jouet

& Co

size of their heads.

An anonymous

correspondent,

probably a dyspeptic

suffragist, writes asking us to "roast" the young
ladies who indulged in a game of basket ball last Saturday.
have no intention of doing so, as the young women in
question might come and punch our editorial head. Besides, we like to see our girls get all the exercise they can.

We

Here's to them

AH

EPERNAY CHAMPAGNE,
For sale by all first-class Wine
Merchants and Grocers

!

sensible people drink Jackson's

Napa Soda.

W.

B.

CHAPMAN,

Sole Agent for Pacific Coast.

123 California St
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Stubborn
a: IP

Parkhurst has been a sufferer from the

1 denunciations
for

some

time, he

of the

on the part of some
people to insist on believing that no high-

convivially inclined
for it is

must be enjoying a respite now,

no longer the Madison Square preacher who is attacked,
but the terrible author of the Raines' bill. All New York,
except the Temperance Leagues, is up in arms at being
dictated to by the representative citizen of a town of fiftyseven hundred. I do not believe people outside of this
State have by any means grasped the situation. What
would your Pacific Union clubmen think if they were refused a cigar in the clubs after 1 A. M. every night in the
week? And moreover were refused food. And if they
had planned a Saturday night supper, do you not think
the waiters would be numbered among the slain if they refused after midnight to serve a rarebit and a bottle of ale.
Yet these are the afflictions of New Yorkers. A melancholy member of the Calumet related almost with tears in
his eyes this sad state of affairs in their once happy club
house.
The full meaning of the law has really not yet
penetrated the minds of the Gothamite accustomed for all
the years of his life to regard himself as an independent
American citizen. According to the strict letter of the
law, any host is open to arrest who in his own house offers
a Sunday guest a glass of wine with his dinner, and presently one may expect to present the precinct police with
the keys of one's cellar at midnight on Saturday, to be retained at the station until five o'clock on Monday.
No
reasonable person imagines for an instant that this law
will prevent drunkenness.
Quite the contrary. The Sunday law was such a hardship for the German beer-drinking
workmen, who could easily afford their ten cent "growler"
for the Sunday dinner, but could not lay in a stock of expensive bottled beer on Saturday night, have now offered
to them some fearful and wonderful compound called
"bottle beer," which is sold at fifty cents a case and extensively used at that figure, while the bad wines and
spirits are too dangerous in their effects to consider for a
moment. However, law is law, and must be submitted to.

The split in the Salvation Army still attracts attention,
and causes much regret among people who appreciate the
work of the organization. The so-called rebellious Ballington and Mrs. Baliington are already out in their new cadet
blue uniforms with the brass buttons of " The Volunteers,"
and, apparently, utterly unconcerned about anything in
life excepting their own independent army.
Mrs. BoothTucker has, however, such great influence with her
brother that it is widely believed that, once they have an
interview, he will wander back into the original fold.
Mr. and Mrs. George Raum have left Cairo for a few
weeks in Paris.
Mrs. Younger is still abroad studying
music with Leschetitskey, one of Paderewski's former
masters. At the Mannheimer art sale here last night
a painting by Toby Rosenthal, " The Musicians," brought
eighteen hundred dollars.
The "Trilby " craze is not vet
over, it is most evident, for the Avery Art Galleries,
where du Maurier's original sketches for the immortal
blanehiueuae de fin were crowded yesterday and to-day.
There were not many men among the throng, so it is evident that the craze is chiefly a feminine one.
In the courts during the last week I have known of only
one case interesting to California, but that one is very interesting, as it is the contest over the will of the late
Frederick Maxwell Somers, formerly connected with the
San Francisco Argonaut.
Mr. Somers and W. J. Ritchie
went abroad together for the furtherance of a business
enterprise, and it will be remembered by his friends that
Somers died almost immediately after reaching Southampton.
He bequeathed his property to Miss Violet Gratz
Brown, his fiancee, a most beautiful and charming woman,
a relative of the late minister, Gratz Brown.
Somers'
mother is the chief contestant in the matter. The Courts
have not yet decided upon her claim, but the prospects are
in favor of the fiande.
Passe Partout.
New York, April 3rd, 1896.
Other waters try— Jackson's Napa Soda gets there.

class goods are sold
south of Marketstreet.

A

five-story building,

filled to

the brim with

modern furniture from
the world's best makers, is what we offer you at prices
that will astonish those of you who have been buying
at the "

Big Street" stores.
showing this spring the most elegant and
extensive line of Novelties— unique patterns and
quaint conceits ever shown in the Furniture World.

We

are

—

Furniture

Indianapolis
750
CITY INDEX

Go.,

Mission St.

AND PURCHASER'S GUIDE
RESTAURANTS.

Academy Building, 333-334 Pine street. Rooms for
ladies and families, private entrance. John Bergez, Proprietor.

Bergez's Restaurant,

Bay State Oyster House. 15 Stockton & 109 O'Farrell. N. M. Adler, Prop.
Montgomery-St. Coffee and Lunch House. Good coffee and fresh eggs
a specialty. Cream waffles. 426 Montgomery St. H. H. HJUL, Prop.
Malson Tortoni, French Rotisserie, 111 O'Farrell street. Private dining
rooms and banquet hall. S. Constantini, Proprietor.
Nevada Restaurant, 417 Pine st. Private rooms; meals 50c. Loupy Bros
Poodle Dog Restaurant, S. E. cor. Grant ave. and Bush st. Private
dining and banquet rooms,
Tel. 429.
A. B. BLANCO &B. BRUN.

DENTISTS.
Dr.

Thomas L. Hill,
OFFICE: Odd Fellows'
streets.

Office hours

Building, southwest cor. Seventh and Market
9 a. m. to 5 p. m
Consultation Hours : 4 to 5.

:

.

Dr. H. G. Young,
Bridges and teeth without plates.
Dr. R. Cutlar, 818 Sutter street.

1841

Polk street.

MEDICAL
Dr. R. Elmer Bunker has removed to 630 Sutter street.
Office Hours 1 to 3 and 6 :30 to 7 :3u p. m.
:

Dr. Hall,

14

McAllister St.. near Jones.

Diseases of

women and

children.

POSTAGE STAMP DEALERS.
Hawaiian Stamps a specialty. MAKINS & CO 506 Market street.
Selections on approval: any place in world. W. F. GREANY, 827 Brannan
The W.

H. Hollls

Stamp

Co., (Incorporated),

105 O'Farrell St., S. F.

PRINTING AND RUBBER STAMPS.
Koch & Harney, (Jas H. Harney. Geo. T. Koch), Job Printers. 648 Sacramento St. Fine printing and embossing, seals, rubber stamps, stencils, etc.

MERCHANT TAILORS.
Neuhaus

&. Co., 115 Kearny, up-stairs.
Suits to order $12 50.
coats, $10. Pants $4 and upwards. Samples by mail.
'.
perfect fit guaranteed.

Ov

VOCAL CULTURE.
Miss Caroline Shlndler, Soprano. Vocal Culture.

Hours,

1

to

3,

2416

Clay

CANDIES.

CANDIES.— Don't

leave the city without a box of

Ld GrSntlC L3lHldry GO.

ROBERTS' Best.

PriM^aTofflfe^^Vowell

street,

opposite Baldwin Hotel.
Golden Gate avenue. Laundry— Twelfth
street, bet. Folsoin and Howard San Francisco. Cal
All ordinary mending, sewing on buttons, etc., free of charge. Orders left at office will receive prompt attention. Work called for and delivered to any part of the
city free of charge

Branch— 11 Taylor

street, near

United States Laundry,
Office: 1004

Market

nosno

bt.,

near Baldwin

U H

Telephone, South

4-2-0.

Residence 1003 Sutter.
Tpnicnn
lOllloUII UUClllb, /H. V,
Paris Building. No. 14
Grant avenue. Ex-surgeon U. S. Army; Ex-surgeon S. F. Receiving Hospital. Hours, 11 A. M. to 2:30 P. M. 5 to 5:30 P. M.
Tel., East-33.
Office, City of

;
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Follnnsbee.
of the

handsomest boys

in

'9

ROMANCE.
the city

in

]>T1 nat

the son of a well-known lU'ieuxii \U\
ami the nephew of Jainea Kceoe, lie "E
Bvar Brokers," on the maternal Bide. Ami it is tl e res
ent Nile expedition that brinj.'?- to mini hi~ adventurous life, leading up to the battle of Tel-el- Ki bir, ami on to
.

1

'ion.

beau par rxceHrnee, in those days, of
High School on Powell street.
He dressed
in perfect taste, but his silk scarfs and new top-coats
were always a cynosure for the several hundred other
Follansb,

tire old

boys.

To be sure, there was one young man named Schmidt,
who wore a diamond stud and sported a bio yellow diamond

—

also the Raring collar just then coming into
Hut although Schmidt who wears the same diamond to this day had a certain "chosen" following, he
was not in it with Ned Follansbee. or " Doc,'' as the boys
solitaire ring

vogue.

all

—
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called him.

By a

singular distortion of a practical education, it haptime that the Hoard had established a
in the High School which corresponded with
the regular first grade, save that it had the additional advantages of reading the " Diary of Julius Ca?sar " in his
own language by easy stages.
Ex-Superintendent of
Schools Mann had charge of the class, and the boys were
fond of him.
Still they were considered as "the nasty little Latin class" by the other two hundred boys.
Nevertheless, Follansbee couldn't be excelled, and he gave that
tone to his class that enabled it to be haughty and insolent.
In it there was Hugh Tevis, Stanley Stillman, Albert
Ivers, Otto Newmark, Seth Mann, Bob Howell, Osgood
Putnam, and a lot of the best young neophytes of
the town.
There was one authoritj', however, which ruled
the general gathering just at ten minutes to one o'clock
and that was the " ever-unforgotten " (to steal a phrase
from Heine) Milton H. Eisner, who was respected not only
by old man Sibley for his rhetoric, but by " Fussy " Winn

pened at that
"Latin class"

—

—

remarkable attention to physics. For a quarter of
an hour every noontide Eisner would entertain an entranced group of lads in the school-yard with brilliant
effect.
The topics he would discuss were of the day, and
really he was quicker in reply than any of the other men
in his class could ever hope to be.
But when "Doc" Follansbee andHugh Tevis, and Stanley
Stillman, and the rest of the "nasty little Latin class"
would march in from a big half-hour game of "Tally -hi-ho"
around the foundations of the growing Stanford mansion
near by, with the glow of health and exercise upon their
brows, there was a certain deference paid which certainly
was centered in the personality of "Doc" Follansbee. In
fact, he was "cock of the walk;" and more than all, he was
a better baseball pitcher than any other they could find in
the school. His walk was as inimitable as that of a Scotch
for his

recruiting sergeant.
After the schooldays came a commercial career not for
long, for the young fellow was temerarious and venturesome.
Nothing was heard of him for many a day, after he suddenly departed from San Francisco. Then, a long time
after, there was the news that he had fought gallantly in
the British ranks at Tel-el-Kebir, and had been especially
mentioned for his bravery. After that there was another
long silence. And then came a story in a round-about

—

This great work consists of Four Massive volumes, 5.357 Royal Quarto
Pages. 3000 Illustrations, iJaO.000 words defined (110,000 more than Webster's
New International 134,000 more than Woreesters latest, 25,000 more than
The Century) 50,000 subjects are given encyclopaedic treatment. It required seventeen years of labor and $750,000 to produce.
In order to quickly make known the undoubted merits of the work, The
Syndicate has decided to make a

Great Special Offer

off the Malay Peninsula.
The fire also was
suppressed, and Follansbee received no little praise.
In Australia, as Captain in the Mounted Police, he next
won laurels; and now he has settled down there, for good
evidently.
He has become a magistrate!

somewhere

The only place for a lady to get a good lunch when through with
her shopping is at Swain's Bakery, 213 Sutter street. English muffins
a specialty. Mr. Swain furnishes dinners at manj* of our largest
functions, and cannot be excelled as a caterer. His pastries and confectionaries equal those of the most celebrated establishments in
Paris, and find especial favor with the fair sex.
Japanese art goods are all the rage to-day.
Market street, has the best.
Indigestion dies where Jackson's

HOW TO SEGURE

*
*

MENT
RECOMMEND THE HALF RUSSIA

$1

to the

NEWSPAPER SYNDI-

CATE, 36 Montgomery street, and the entire set of four superb
volumes, bound in cloth, will be forwarded. The balance to be
paid at the rate of $1 25 monthly for 12 months. The work will
be supplied in HALF RUSSIA for $1.50 monthly, and in full
sheep for $2 monthly for the twelve months. The FIRST PAYin every case is only$l At the time of sending your first
payment please designate the style of binding you desire (WE

BINDING), and indicate
the volumes sent as the charges for delivery must
be paid by the purchaser. Remember, the entire set is sent you
when the first payment of $1 is received, and you therefore have
the use and benefit of the volumes during the whole year you are
paying for them. The absolute confidence of The Syndicate
that the work will be thoroughly appreciated, highly valued and
cheerfully paid for is clearly shown by sending such a valuable
set of books, the subscription price of which is $42, on an advance
payment of only $1. Every one is invited to call and inspect
the work, or sample pages will be furnished on application.
Address.

how you wish

*
*
Jfc

lives.

Introductory Sets

THIS GREAT WORK.

PACIFIC COAST

Bring or send

George T. Marsh, 625

Napa Soda

500

dress, the balance payable at the rate of $1.25 per month, or at the rate of
about four cents per day.
Any one not finding the volumes entirely as represented may return
them within 10 days and their dollar will be promptly refunded.
After the 500 Introductory sets have been distributed, the cost will be
advanced to $42, the original subscription price. Following are the full
particulars as to

way

that he had shown extraordinary presence of mind in
stopping a panic on a troop-ship which had caught fire

of

work to those who first apply, on terms unheard of in the history of
newspaper enterprise.
It is only necessary to send $? to The Syndicate Headquarters. 36 Montgomery Street, and the four superb volumes will be delivered to any adof the
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G0AST NEWSPAPER SYNDIGATE,

36 Montgomery.

St.,

San Francisco.
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NEW PATTERN HATS.
FANCY STRAW BRAIDS.

EDITH: —Of course you went to church
DEAR
only to see the delightful costumes
Sunday,

All the Latest

last

and
millinery.
It seems to me that styles get more becoming
applies
especially to hats and their
each season. This
trimmings. Some of the trimmings I noticed last Sunday
taffeta silk which are a
of
a
delicate
flowers
made
were
very popular garniture for all kinds of fine headgear this
season.
A double ruffle of the silk is joined and gathered
in the center, something after the fashion of a rosette.
Poppies, roses and also larger flowers are shown in this
One extra handsome
style and are very becoming indeed.
gown I saw was made of brocaded satin de Lyons. The
design was very simple and the pattern was a large bunch
of red and yellow roses with green leaves on an ivory white
The skirt had numberless folds at the back
satin ground.
and sides, but was sufficiently plain to show the figure well
The bodice was cut low and trimmed with a
in front.
bertha of splendid old point that cost dollars upon dollars
The sleeves were short but full puffs of red vela yard.
vet to match the red roses. But the most fascinating
thing about this gown was the part that didn't show the

of the

Novelties

if

—

inside lining of the skirt, with its finishing flounces at the
bottom. The lining was pale yellow taffeta like the yellow
in the roses, and around the bottom were three flounces of
satin ribbon, one each to match the colors in the pattern,
namely, red, yellow and green; when the skirt was raised
these flounces showed and the effect was exquisite.

received their new stocks of dainty
notice that those silks with large
used for petticoats are so pretty
that girls who own them often wear them for dress skirts
with dainty tea jackets for lounging purposes. To be
sure, they haven't so many gores as a dress skirt, but they
have flounces enough to compensate. First, there is the
pinked flounce of soft taffeta; then a plaited one of the
material of the skirt; then a fluff of accordion-plaited
The top may be finished
chiffon veiled with exquisite lace.
here and there with a tiny bow of ribbon.
It is still a question of taste between mull or cambric or
One I saw, which was pretty enough
silk for petticoats.
for a ball gown, was of pink silk with a veiling of tucked
white mulle and lace. The plain silk skirts have a flounce
with several rows of wire cording to stiffen them, and
these are really more useful than those made of mulle,
which are so fine and soft that nobody would think of
starching them enough to fill out the present dress skirt.
Some beautiful creations in capes are being shown by
our leading modistes.
They are usually made of grass
lawn, and are profusely embroidered, and have chiffon
trimmings. One I saw of the above material had insertions of lace, jet embroiderv, and two full frills of finely
kilted chiffon.
huge ruffle of chiffon encircled the neck.
With this cape goes a dainty little bonnet, somewhat like
a peasant's cap in its general shape.
The material used
in its construction is jet sequins, the bandeaus edged with
fine rufflings of Valenciennes lace and the whole backed by
a spreading bow of turquoise blue velvet. On each of the
three points in front there is a large jet cabochon with a
turquoise in the center. The effect of this creation can be
varied, if the wearer so desires, by the use of strings of
black over white tulle.
As for ornamentation there is an attempt being made to
force bracelets upon us again.
The idea is not meeting
with a very warm reception and I hope it will not gain
ground. Those being shown by the jewelers are plain and
twisted rather heavy bars, and do not clasp but just slip
over the hand by means of an adjustable spring.
Solid colors in stockings are out of style. They should be
in two tints at least, say black halt way up, with light
colored tops. Plaid tops are also fashionable.

The stores have

by now,
patterns being
lingerie

all

I

season at

THERE AS MANNING'S,
lib Geary St.,

You are invited to

S.

F

and inspect them.

call

Conducted on both the

Broo^yr?

European and
American plan
Bcsh street, bet. Sansome and Montgomery, S. P.
This favorite hotel is under the management of
Charles Montgomery, and is as good, if not the best, Family and Business Men's Hotel in San Francisco. Home comforts, cuisiue unexcelled,

u
nr ^|
P^^vl

®

®

and the highest standard of respectability guaranteed.
Our rooms cannot be surpassed for neatness and comfort.
Board and room: Per day. $125, $1.50. $1.75 and $2; per week, $7 to $12;

flrst-class service

per month, $27.50 to $40; single room, 50 cents to

$1.

<S~Free coach

RIGGS HOUSE,

to

and from the Hotel.

Washington, D. C.

The Hotel " Par

Excellence

"-

of the National Capital. First-class in
all appointments.
G.

President; G.

American plan,

£bbitt

$3

O
DeWITT,

STAPLES,

Treas.

ner day and upward.

WASHINGTON,

jfousi?,

C.

D. 0.

BURCH. Manager.

POPULAR PRICES— Regular rates, $4 per day up. Fifty rooms
on the sixth floor with steam heat and electric light, reduced to
$2 50 and $3 per day. Fifty rooms on other floors reduced from
Parlors and alcove parlors at equally low
$4 to $3 50 per day.
rates. Special rates for the Army and Navy Officers and the
Clergy.

Occidental Hotel,
A quiet home, centrally located, for
those who appreciate comfort and
attention.

Wm.

San Francisco.

B. Hooper, Hanager.

Harry Nordman.

Adolph Nohdman.

A

Belinda.
"Seavey's'' have an immense stock of hats, flowers, feathers, ribbons, etc., and are selling everything in millinery lower than any
other house in this city, 1382 Market street.

Standard Optical Go.
Manufacturers and
Importers of

121

POST STREET,

S.

OPTICAL

F.

GOODS

Second Floor

All kinds of complicated lenses ground to order.

Glasses scientifically adjusted and defective sight
properly corrected.
Oculists' prescriptions carefully attended to.

RR

R PO Rn'Q
ni^vnu
o

RESTORATIVE PILLS.— Buy none but the genn-

ur\,
ine— A specific for Exhausted Vitality, Physical
Debility, Wasted Forces. Approved by the Academy of Medicine, Paris,
and the medical celebrities. Agents for California and the Pacific States.
J. Q. STEELE
CO., 635 Market street (Palace Hotel), San Francisco.
Sent by mail or express anywhere.
PRICES
Box of 50 pills, $1 25; Of 100 pills, $2; of 200 pills,
of
400
pills,
$3 50;
$6; Preparatory Pills. $2. Send for circular.
I

&
REDUCED—

Weak

fieri

and

Women

Should use

TERS,

edy; it gives health and strength to the Sexual
ket street, San Francisco.
(Send for circular.)

DAMIANA

BIT-

the great Mexican remrgans. Depot at 323 Mar-
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WHAT OTHERS

SAY.

/r-

whipped the Kx.iiuiner unmercifully
THE*
—has wiped the floor with before the people of the
it

"out the

WALTER BAKER &

>>f
any of its dignity or
self-ropo-t in the interesting proceeding— and there is
nothing left for the Examiner but to saw irood and pray
for the hastening of the time when the humiliating episode
ever it shall be.
if
It
may b)
made a sorry
defense, which
are the laughing stock of all its enemies. Stockton Mail.

sacrifice

CO.

Breakfast Cocoa;

.

it

'

—

The Government

is

Mark

now manufacturing silver dollars
a month.
They will be si

away

Belle

:

rate of 1,500,000
the Treasury vaults in readiness for the coming
hopefully predicted by the bewhiskered prophets of
populism, when the streets will be paved with silver and
man will tote lii — pocket money around in a wheelbarrow. New York Mail and Expr.
at the

ti.MTH their

hocolattere' 1

'

in

..11

every can.

»

Absolutely

—

Pare.

No

was through English influence that slavery has
been abolished in Egypt.
The same influence is now
directed against sl.ivery in the Soudan. That is, the hotIt

bed of the worst form of slavery has been abolished in
Egypt. If the English abolish slavery there as they have
in Egypt they will have the gratitude of the Christian
world.

BEWARE OF
IMITATIONS.

— Oakland Tribune.

The .American people do not look with favor upon

Co.'s

Made

at

DORCHESTER, MASS.

Times.

The Latest Spring and Summer Goods
have arrived.

A great many Republican

Dr.

&

Breakfast Cocoa,

In 1S90 the proportion of illiterates in this
country over ten years old was 17 percent. It is now
only 13.:-! per cent.
The proportion will grow steadily
less, particularly if immigration is properly restricted and
the public schools properly supported in the lower grades.

presidential booms have
collapsed recently, notably those of ex-President Harrison
McKinley's boom has not yet
and Senator Cullom.
collapsed, but his platform has.
The silver Senators sat
down on it. Oroville Mercury.

Walter Baker

Always ask for

illiteracy.

— Denver

Chemicals,

BRIDGE &

H. S.

CO.

—

MERCHANT TAILORS. Many novel-

Brown has been whitewashed and

a Specialty

the Davidson
case dismissed.
Henceforth politics will occupy a good
deal of the people's attention.
Meanwhile it should not be
forgotten that Durrant has not yet been hanged. Mountain Messeuger.

—

The Redding Democrat thinks that our Republican
city
officials
attempted to prevent Milk Inspector
Dockery from drawing a salary because the good work he
is doing helps us to grow healthy little Democrats.
Good
The scarcity of strikers and the steady employment

ties in

622 Market

Imported Wear. Shirts

to order

San Francisco

St., (Upstairs, opposite Palace Hotel

BEST SUITS ON EARTH
Made

$15

to order at

J.

and upwards.

H.

HAWES,

!

of operatives in

the manufacturing mills of the country
evidence as to the benefits of the

furnish the strongest

—

Democratic tariff legislation. Oroville Mercury.
Preparations are being made for the demise of the
Democratic national administration.
A man named
Coffin has just been appointed assistant comptroller of the
Treasury. Mountain Echo.
The people of California have one reason to feel
kindly toward Editor Hearst of the Examiner.
He has
taken up his permanent residence in New York.
Alameda Telegram.
A San Francisco man has come forward with a
scheme to run the machinery of that city by wind. We
wonder if Mayor Sutro is to furnish the motive power.
Stockton Mail.

—

THE
of

Stockton Record has started upon its second year
publication.
The Record has proved itself a stayer

and we trust

it will

long continue to prosper.

to

in

street,

Room 6.

Formerly

in Crocker Building.
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HALL,
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AC

reli-

m
W.,

Will make garments

to

J.

ERNST

H.

Tuolumne

its

a

live

R.

LUDWIG X

SMITH, Manager.

CO..

American
Caterers.
1206 Sutter

Telephone 2388.

St., S. F.

HEMME &. LONG
BROWN & SIMPSON

PIANOS
Pianos to Rent and sold on Installmets.

St.

AUSTRALIAN SALT BUSH,
The Forage

breakfast.

TAI LORS.

c*** 1 * **»««««».)

last.

The best Eastern and Oaliiornian oysters in this city are to be obtained at Moraghan's, stalls 68-70 California Market. Families provided.
Drink Jackson's Napa Soda before

Rotunda,

and up-to-date

twenty-fifth volume, each of

which gets brighter and newsier than the

7,

The Model

735 Market
Independent,

ST., and Room
Mills Building.

its size,

generally.

journal, has started

BUSH

order at great reduction for cash.

owing to heavy advertising patronage and good times

THE

33'1

M £RCH ANT

Successor).

HAZELTON

Alameda Encinal, one
the oldest and most
THE
able papers
the State, has had
increase
of

Montgomery
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Plant for Alkali Soils.

The tens of thousands of acres of alkali lands in California
productive and profitable by planting Salt Bush.
For further information, address

TPiiMRiir
i
lKUlYlDULb

c.

CC

-Seedsmen
rfprp
DEEDC,
419
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he made
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BANKING.
BANK OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.
Incorporated by Royal Charter,

Capital Paid Up,

1862.

Reserve Fund,

$3,000,000.

Southeast Cor. Bush and Sansomk

HEAD OFFICE
" Michael," said his employer, "you are looking very
" Yis, sor," replied the driver of
this morning."
" I've got a bad headache. I was at
the delivery wagon.
a christenin' last night, sor, an' the kid was the only one
Chicago Tribune.
in the crowd that took water."

rocky

—
— But, of course, you will forget me. She — Nonsense;
He — Oh, shall
shall think of you when you are gone.
you? She — Yes; therefore the longer you are gone the
He

I

Won't that be

longer I shall think of you.
Transcript.

nice.

— Boston

" see," said the Earnest Boarder, "that they are again
petitioning Congress to recognize the Deity in the Con"But," asked the Cheerful Idiot, "won't that
stitution."
involve the recognition of er the adversary as a belli"
Indianapolis Journal.
gerent ?

Branches— Victoria, Vancouver,
iamo, and Nelson, British Columbia; Portland, Oregon; Seattle and

Ragged Haggard (at

— —
the door) — Maddim,

you for suthin' to eat?
I'll
call the dog
ly)

Lady

dignity)

I

—

may

I trouble

House (threateningRagged Haggard (with

op the

if

—Thank ye, but never eat dogs. —Truth.
— don't know what to do wid Danny. He do
be always pinching the other kids. Mrs. Hogan — Always
Mrs. Grogan

I

pinching, is he? Sure, the lad will
man. Indianapolis Journal.

—

some day be a polace-

" My good fellow," said the dude to the hatter, "how's

—

—

—

BANK OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital
$3,000,000 00
Surplus and Undivided Profits (October 1, 1894).. 3.158,129 70
President CHARLES R. BISHOP. Vice-Pres't
WILLIAM ALVORD
Secretary THOMAS
ALLEN M. CLAY
Cashier
Ass't Cashier 1. F. Moulton
S. Prentiss Smith
2d Ass't Cashier
I

—

New York— Messrs.

CORRESPONDENTS.
& Co.; the Bank of New

Laidlaw

;

—

and China; St. Louis Boatman's Bank.
Letters of Credit issued available in all parts of the world.
Draws Direct on New York, Boston, Chicago, St. Louis, Salt Lake
Denver, Kansas City, New Orleans. Portland, Or., Los Angeles, and on
London, Paris, Berlin, Bremen, Hamburg, Frankfort-on-Main, Copenhagen,
Stockholm, Christiania, Melbourne, Sydney. Auckland, Hongkong, Shanghai, Yokohama, Genoa, and all cities in Italy.
lia

SAN FRANCISCO SAVINGS UNION.
Corner California and Webb Streets.

—

—

How tali and stately she is! " " Yes; but they say she
rather rapid." " H'm! Perhaps she tries to balance
her physical longitude by an extensive moral latitude."
"

is

Boston Courier.

Deposits, Dec. 31, 1895
$24,202,327
Guarantee Capital and Surplus
1,575,631
ALBERT MILLER, President E. B. POND, Vice-President
Directors— Thomas Magee, G. W. Beaver, Philip Barih, Daniel E. Mar|

tin, W. C. B. De Fremery, George C. Boardman, Robert Watt; Lovell
White, Cashier.
Receives Deposits, and Loans only on real estate security. Country
remittances may be sent by Wells, Fargo & Co., or by check of reliable
parties, payable in San Francisco, but the responsibility of this Savings
Bank commences only with the actual receipt of the money. The signature
of the depositor should accompany the first deposit. No charge is made for
ftass-book or entrance fee. Office hours—9. A. m. to 3 p. m. Saturday even-

ngs,6:30 to

—

" Yes, doctor, it still hurts me to breathe in fact, the
" Oh, well, I'll
only trouble now seems to be my breath."
give you something that will soon stop that." Life.

—

"So

this

"Yes, mum." "And
The minie-mum
"Yes, mum.

the minie rifle?"

is

that's the maxim gun? "
and the maxim-mum! "

— New York

Yeast
board.
ahead.

— Your

Crimsonbeak
owe her $45.

I

—
—

Recorder.

you're

—And

did they go into the ark two by
dearest.
Enfant Terrible Weli,
"
went with auntie?
Pittsburg Bulletin.

Enfant Terrible

Mamma — Yes,

two!

who
little

boy,

man,

like

—

who had stubbed

Blue-Myrrh, picking up her
his

toe.

mamma." — Indianapolis

"Don't

and

he's thirsty himself
looks at the Dipper."

—

cry.

Be

a

Journal.

"Gamsly never treats anybody, does he?"

When

"Treat?

he just gets out his telescope

$3,500,000

—

"Blanche is a brilliant talker."
lantern jaws." Chicago Record.
"Marie is a self-made woman."
show it." Chicago Record.

—

—

"Of

course; she has

Reserve

As a slight shower refreshes the earth, so a good whiskey refreshes
the system. The famous J. F. (utter Bourbon is pronounced one
of the healthiest and best stimulants in the market. E. Martin & Co.,
411 Market street, are the sole agents for the Pacific Coast, and
supply our leading families with this choice liquid.

The newest things in linen for ladies and gentlemen at John
Carmany's, 25 Kearny street.
Jackson's Napa Soda Lemonade

is

a luxury.

Try

it.

W.

$2,450,000

$375,000

St.

Tacoma Branch— 1156 Pacific Ave.

ARTHUR SCRIVENER Ass't Manager. WILLIAM STEEL
Cashier, GUSTAV FRIEDERICH.
LONDON BANKERS— Bank of England and London Joint Stock Bank.
NEW YORK—Messrs. J. P. Morgan & Co. Boston—Third National Bank.
I

This Bank is prepared to transact all kinds of General Banking and Exchange Business in London and San Francisco, and between said cities
all

parts of the world.

LONDON, PARIS AND AMERICAN BANK, LIMITED.
N. W. Cor. Sansomb and Sutter Sts.
Subscribed Capital
$2,500,000 Paid Up Capital
$2,000,000
Reserve Fund
$850,000
Head Office
..58 Old Broad Street, London
AGENTS— New York— Agency of the London, Paris, and American
Bank Limited, No. 10 Wall Street, N. Y. Paris— Messrs. Lazard, Freres
& Cie, 17 Boulevard Poissoniere. Draw direct on the principal cities of the
|

world.

Commercial and Travelers' Credits issued.

GREENEBAUM1
ALTSCHUL

SIG.

,

Managers.

CROCKER-WOOLWORTH NATIONAL BANK of san francisco.
Cor. Market, Montgomery, and Post Sts.
Paid-Up Capital
«1,000,000.

WM. H.CROCKER

"Yes, her clothes

LIMITED.

Capital Paid-up

|

San Francisco Office—424 California St. London Office— 73 Lombard
Portland Branch— Chamber of Commerce Building.

C.

Teacher What kind of riches take unto themselves
wings? Bobby Ostriches. Philadelphia Record.

—

Authorized Capital

—

" There, there! " said Mrs.

8.

LONDON AND SAN FRANCISCO BANK,

Manager,

behind with your
Well, she's dead wrong.
I'm
Yonkers Statesman.

landlady says

York, N. B. A.

Boston— Tremont National Bank; London— Messrs. N. M. Rothschild &
Sons; Paris— Messrs. de Rothschild Freres; Virginia City (Nev.)—
Agency of The Bank of California; Chicago— Union National Bank, and
Illinois Trust and Savings Bank; Australia and New Zealand— Bank of
New Zealand China, Japan, and India—Chartered Bank of India, Austra-

Yonkers Statesman.

—

.

BROWN

1

"There's really nothing in hats nowadays,"
trade?"
replied the hatter, trying one on the head of the dude.

What were Bjones' qualifications for being
First Artist
placed on the hanging committee ? Second Artist
Philadelbelieve he was once a sheriff out in Oklahoma.
phia Record.

Ta

coma, Washington.
This Bank transacts a General Banking Business. Accounts opened subject to Check, and Special Deposits received. Commercial Credits granted
available in all parts of the world. Approved Bills discounted and advances made on good collateral security. Draws direct at current rates
upon its Head Office and Branches, and upon its Agents, as follows
New York Merchants' Bank of Canada; Chicago — First National Bank
Liverpool— North and South Wales Bank; Scotland British Linen
Company; Ireland— Bank of Ireland; Mexico— London Bank of Mexico;
South America— London Bank of Mexico and South America; China and
Japan— Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China; Australia and
New ZEALANrj Bank of Australasia and Commercial Banking Company of
Sydney, Ld; Demerara and Trinidad (West Indies)— Colonial Bank.

I

—

$500,000.

Sts.

Lombard Street, London
New Westminster, Kamloops, Nan
60

W. E. BROWN
GEO. W.KLINE
Directors— Chas.

F. Crocker, E. B. Pond, Hy. J.

President
Vice-President
Cashier
Crocker, Geo. W. Scott

THE ANGLO-CAUFORNIAN BANK, LIMITED,
N. E. Cor. Pine

and Sansome

Sts.

Paid Up
11,500,000
Reserve Fund
700,000
Head Office— 18 Austin Friars, London, E. C.
Agents at New York— J. & W. Seligman & Co., 21 Broad street.
The Bank transacts a General Banking Business, sells drafts, makes
telegraphic transfers, and issues letters of credit available throughout the
world. Sends bills for collection, loans money, buys and sells exchange
and bullion.
IGN. STEINHART 1 """lagers
M „_„». rB
P. N. LILIENTHAL J

Capital authorized
Subscribed

S6,000,000
3,000,000

I
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Your chimney has
do with your

to

lamp

The Index

HERB'S
Tbe one

I

NEVER HAVE SEEN. -jimcs «wro»

to the sweetheart
fairest

I

woman— my

hitthcws

my

and her mouth

Rome-

Post Street, below Kearny, Mechanics' Institute Building.

frank tooker.

in

D.

Straight

WELLS FARGO &

MAJOR AND MINOR— geo.

then,

we took

I

wm.

curtis.

A

bird sang sweet and strong
In the top of the highest tree;
He sang, " 1 pour out my soul in song
For the summer that soon shall be."

But deep in the shady wood
Another bird sang, " 1 pour

My soul on

own

CO.'S BANK.
& Sutter Streets.

Cash Capital and Surplus
John J. Valentine
H. Wadsworth

86,350,000

President
Cashier

Homer S.King
F. L. Lipman

I

|

Manager
Assistant Cashier

BRANCHES.
N. Y. City, H. B. Parsons, Cashier. Salt Lake City, J. E. Dooly, Cashier
Directors— John J. Valentine, Ben]. P. Cheney, Oliver Eldridge, Henry
E. Huntington, Homer S. King, George E. Gray, John J. McCook, Charles
F. Crocker, Dudley Evans.
|

THE SATHER BANKING COMPANY.
$1,000,000

Successor to Sather

Flight again and hastened on
To a valley dusk and wan,
And so strange we heard anew
Our old footsteps running through,
And so dim that each one's face
Seemed a shadow in the place,
And so still the wind was heard
Blowing on the beak of bird,
And tbe woodland noises seemed
Something soundless that we dreamed.
There her voice was like a flame,
When, betimes, she spoke my name,
And that whispered speech of hers
Drowned the woodland choristers;
Drowned th' elusive murmuring
Of tbe bubbling, hidden spring:
Drowned the ghosts of winds a-search
For the vibrant leaf of birch.
Ah, how little wise men know

Where we happy dreamers go

$300,000.

I

CAPITAL

For the cool and secret glooms
Where the unsunned laurel blooms.
Round her waist she deftly drew
Her bright fawn-skin, and laughed through
That black tangle of her hair,
That unwinding but left bare
Half her shoulder's gleaming grace.
Back she turned her perfect face
And with murmured laughter shook
cool dew-baths.

$1,000,000.

PHELAN,
JOHN

N. E. Corner Sansome

century

with

Down

Paid-Up Capital,
officers

Guaranteed Capital,

Her

Daphne used to meet
Where the msbes belled our feet
On still mornings. Straightway,
We forsook the haunts of men

Macbeth Co

MUTUAL SAVINGS BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO.
33

Is

I

A

President. S. G. MURPHY, Vice-President.
A. HOOPER, Vice-President.
Directors— James D. Phelan, L. P. Drexler, John A. Hooper, C. G.
Hooker, James Moult, S. G. Murphy, Frank J. Sullivan, Robert McElroy,
and Joseph D. Grant.
Interest paid on Term and Ordinary Deposits. Loans on approved securities.
GEO. A. STORY, Cashier.
Deposits may be sent toy postal order, Well, Fargo, & Co., or Exchange
on City Banks. When opening accounts send signature.

E'er colored a Venus or carved a Faustine,
As fair as my sweetheart Tuever have seen.

ONCE WITH DAPHNE.-t.

" pearl

or

BANKING.

JAMES

Is a bint of old Egypt— a dream of the South—
As it lies like an island of rubies a shine
In a *ea of warm lilies— and all of them mine!
No chisel of Athens— no graver of
No master abroad, and no painter at home,

—

Num-

what

Pa

Pittsburgh

I

voice is a lute, and the coil of her arm
a cadence of love, as she cuddles her warm
Girlish head on my breast, while her lips seek my
With a rapture that's only an answering tone;
1 havegtzed on the beauty
have feasted my eyes
On the fairest of earth, of all climate and skies
But Greece hath no Helen, and Egypt no queen,
To match with my sweetheart, I never have seen.

"

top

Geo

ihralh me wiih mystery, calls me her own,
And sweeps up the stairs ot my heart to her throne,
Willi a pridfl of pot
harming!? sweet
That I smile at the confident Bound of her feet.
As I reach out my anus with a yearning that she
ti'ler^tauds as she sinks on my welcoming knee.
With a look of appealing, so foud and serene,
The dear little sweetheart 1 never have seen.
of a dove,

tells

glass."

.jueen

Who

Her eyes are the eyes

as your

light

sent free.

;

" Pearl

never have seen,
i<l"!.

much

lias.

ber to gel

THE SWEETHEART

as

the solemn solitude
For the springs that return no more.

&

Co.,

Established

1851,

San Francisco.

Albert Miller, Vice-President
Allen Knight, Secretary.
L. I. Cowgill, Cashier.
Directors— C S. Benedict, E. A. Bruguiere, F. W. Sumner, Albert Mil-

James K. Wilson

President.

Wm. P. Johnson, V. H. Metcalf. James K. Wilson.
Agents: New York— J. P. Morgan & Co. Boston — National-Bank of the
Commonwealth. Philadelphia— Drexel & Co. Chicago— Continental National Bank. St. Louis— The Mechanics' Bank. Kansas City— First National Bank. London— Brown, Shipley & Co. Paris— Drexel, Harjes & Co.
ler,

THE GERMAN SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.
No. 526 California St., S. F.
Reserve Fund
Capital actually paid up in Cash, $1,000,000.
$ 715,000
Guaranteed Capital. .$1,200,000
$30,727,586 59.
Deposits, Dec. 31,1895,
OFFICERS— President, B. A. Becker; Vice-President, Edward Kruse;
Second Vice-President, George H. Eggers; Cashier, A. H. R. Schmidt; Assistant Cashier, Wm. Herrmann; Secretary, George Tourny Assistant
Secretary, A. H. Muller.
Board of Directors— Edward Kruse, George H. Eggers,0. Shoemann,
A. C. Heineken, H. Horstmann, B. A. Becker, H. L. Simon, Ign. Steinhart,
Daniel Meyer. Attorney, W. S. Goodfellow.

SECURITY SAVINGS BANK.
222

Montgomery

St..

Mills Building.

INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS. LOANS MADE.
DIRECTORS.

Wm. Alvord
Wm. Babcock
Adam Grant

S. L.

H. H. Hewlett
A. K. P. Harmon

Abbot. Jr.

O. D. Baldwin
W. S, Jones

J. B.

Lincoln.

HUMBOLDT SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.
No.
Incorporated

18

Geary Street.
November

24, 1869.

ADOLPH C. WEBER
ERNST BRAND

President
Secretary

NEVADA WAREHOUSE AND DOCK COMPANY.
PORT COSTA, California.
WAREHOUSES AND DOCKS
Storage Capacity, 100,000 tons. Regular warehouse for San Francisoo
Produce Exchange Call Board.
These warehouses are the largest on the Pacific Coast, and are furnished
with the latest improvements for the rapid handling and storing of Grain.
A mill attached, supplied with the best and newest machinery for cleaning
foul and smutty wheat.
Money advanced at lowest rates of interest on grain stored in warehouses.
Insurance effected at lowest rates in first-class companies, or grain sold,
if

desired, at current rates.

OFFICE—202 Sansome St.,

over the Anglo-California Bank.
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CO.,

SHIPPING AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS
and Marine Insurance Agents,

Fire

AN

been resurrected to the
effect that the Duke of Wellington once found a small
boy weeping over a pet toad. The boy was heartbroken
because he had to go to school and leave his orphan toad
The Duke uudertook to be
to the mercy of a cruel world.
a foster-father, and wrote to the boy from time to time in
" Field Marshal the Duke of Wellington prethese terms
sents his compliments to Master William Stubbs, aud begs
to inform him that his toad is quite well."
The compiler of the British "Blue Book" on the
Venezuelan question, Sir Frederick Pollock, is a direct descendant of a Pollock who was saddler and harness-maker
old anecdote has

lately

309 and 311 Sansome

St.

-

.

-

San Francisco, Cal

-

CORRESPONDENTS
FINDLAY, DURHAM & BRODIE
SIMPSON, MACKIRDY & CO
FUERST BROS. & CO

43

and 46 Threadneedle St., London
29 Sontn Castle St., Liverpool
2 and 4 Stone St., New York

:

INSURANCE.
AND INLAND INSURANCE.

FIRE, MARINE,

This saddler's son became Chief
George the Third.
Baron Frederick Pollock of the Court of Exchequer and
Privy Councilor. Baron Pollock's eldest son, Sir William
Frederick Pollock, was for many years "Queen's Remembrancer," and also was Macready's literary executor. Sir
William's son is the present Venezuelan advocate of the
to

British Cabinet.

Fireman's Fund
INSURANCE COMPANY, OF SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Capital, $1,000,000.

The Hon. Joseph Chamberlain prides himself upon
taking no exercise whatever. He owns pleasure gardens
and orchid-houses of some forty acres. After he had been
a few years in the House of Commons he asked an old parThe old
liamentary hand for a criticism on his speeches.
man considered a while, and finally advised him to "break
Joseph was smart even in those
down " occasionally.
Few people know that he is over sixty years of
days.
age and began his political career as early as 1868.
The late Arsene Houssaye enjoyed a joke as well as
the next man. He became acquainted with Charles Mouselet, who came to Paris unknown and wrote to Houssaye
himself, stating all would go well if he could get a letter of
So Houssaye wrote a letter to
introduction to Houssaye.
himself, introducing Mouselet, and when Mouselet presented it enjoyed the joke immensely.
Millais, Ruskin, Hunt and Rossetci were the leaders
Millais' and Ruskin's domestic
of the pre-Raphaelites.
histories were interwoven in a rather embarrassing manRuskin's wife fell in love with Millais, who returned
ner.
Observing this, Ruskin allowed her to get
the affection.
a divorce and marry Millais.
A suit which was lately instituted against Prince de
Looz-et-Corswarem of Belgium, charging him with breaking various laws in France, Belgium, and England, has
ended at Brussels in his discharge. The court found him
suffering from "hereditary degeneracy and without penal

$3,000,000.

Assets,

PALATINE
INSURANCE COMPANY

(Limited),

CHAS.

A.

OF MANCHESTER, ENGLAND.

OVER $9,000,000.00 RESOURCES

SOLID SECURITY.

LATON, Manager

439 California St., S. F.

FIKB INSURANCE.
Founded A.

D. 1792

Company

Insurance

America

North

of

OF PHILADELPHIA, PENN.
Paid-up Capital
Surplus to Policy Holders

JAMES

D.

CONNECTICUT

$3,000,000
5,022,016

BAILEY, General

Agent, 413 California

INSURANCE CO. OF HARTFORD.

FIRE

Capital Paid Dp
Assets
Surplus to Policy Holders

11,000,000
3.192.001 69
1,506,409 41
.

ROBERT DICKSON,

BOYO & DICKSON,

F.

St., S.

S. F.

Manager

401

Montgomery

Agents, 501 Montgomery

St.

St.

responsibility."

Pipe smokers are equally divided upon the merits of
briars and corncobs; but it is said that the pine burrs of
Nevada county, (Cal.), can be made into pipes which are
far superior to the corncob, as they are not only sweeter,
but remain freer from nicotine.

The

composers selected to adorn the "crown"
centerpiece to be presented to Theodore Thomas are Beethoven, Wagner, Brahms, Berlioz, and Rubinstein. Thus,
Germany, Austria, France and Russia will be represented.
Ellen Terry lately celebrated her forty-ninth birthShe is about ten years younger than Irving, with
day.
whom she has been associated seventeen years. She was
born in Coventry, England.
Mascagni's new opera, which is entitled Vestilia,
will iuclude a gladiatorial scene in a Roman amphitheatre,

Capital. {2,250,001

UNITED STATE

five

with the episode of turniug down the thumbs as the signal
for death.

The

AACHEN AND MUNICH

first

speech made the other day by Professor

remarked the young slim man who had been
an inane ghost story, "my mind was a blank."
"That accounts for it, commented a sharp young woman,
and there was an interregnum of profound silence. Truth.
" After that,"

—

"

Brown's Bronchial Tboches

chial Affections.

"

are an effectual remedy for all Bron-

INSURANCE COMPANY
Established

Total Assets,

PHOENIX ASSURANCE CO. OF LONDON

1825

16,854,653 65

APARTMENT: 204 Sansome St., S. F.
VOSS, CONRAD & CO., General

Managers.

Established

im

PROVIDENCE-WASHINGTON NSURANCE CO. incorporated rm
BUTLER & HALDAN, General Agents,
413 California St., S. P.

BRITISH

AND FOREIGN MARINE INSURANCE

CO.,

LIMITED,

OF LIVERPOOL.
Capital

$6,700,000

BALFOUR, GUTHRIE &

CO., Agents.

No. 316 California st

Lecky, the historian, in the British House of Commons,
was an appeal for a more liberal policy toward Ireland.
telling

FIRE

OF AIX LA CHAPELLE, GERMANY.

BRUSHES

,

S.

P

For barbers, bakers, bootblacks, bath-houses, billiard tables, brewers, book-binders, candy-makers,

canners, dyers, dour-mills, foundries, laundries,
paper-hangers, printers, painters, shoe factories,
stable men, tar-roofers, tanners, tailors, etc.

BUCHANAN
BRUSH MANUFACTURERS,

BROS.,

609 Sacramento

St., S.

F

Tel. 5610.
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OBITUARY
George

R.

B.

day morning.

Hayes,

Lamp-chimney
member
Stanley, Ha

The deceased was born

lamp, without the Index. They

have it but some don't care.
Let us send you one free.
"Pearl top" and "pearl

Belfasl In 1847,
oting; himself to the
arrival in San 1'rai
In

;

study of law immediately upon
ame prominent both in bis profession and 111 polities.
and when still a young man was elected to the State Legislature.
He was the personal attorney for Archbishop
Ian, and being a man of great probity and intelligence,
the IVmocracy of the State loses in him a pillar of unquestionable strength and usefulness.
The interment took
place on Tuesday in Holy Cross Cemetery, after imprests St.
Mary's Cathedral.
being
Encyclopaedic Dictionary, which
THE
the Pacific Coast Newspaper Syndicate, 'M
is

Mont-

street, has been pronounced one of the most perIt is. in fact, a dictionary and
feet of its kind ever issued.

an encyclopa'dia combined, and therefore takes the place
numerous volumes on special subjects put together.
Being in four compact volumes, the work is far more desirable than many which consist of at least six volumes,
yet do not contain half as much information as does this
Altogether there are over five thousand pages of
one.
matter, illustrated throughout with numerous and well
executed cuts. The volumes come in three different styles
The terms
cloth, half-Russia, and full sheep.
of binding
allowed by the Syndicate are reasonable indeed, being $1
cash and $1.25 monthly for twelve months. If half-Russia
binding is desired then the monthly payments are $1.50.
Hundreds of copies have already been sold, and the demand
of

—

continues.

the Southern
annual meeting
the stockholders
THE
Wednesday, and
Pacific Company was held
last

management

the

of

IMPORTANT

SALE.

Geo
Pittsburgh

inst.,

Lyon streets. The property is sold under
instructions from Mr. A. B. McCreery, and is considered
some of the choicest yet available in the Western Addition.
The streets and sewers are all in perfect condition, and the
business portion of the city can be reached by electric or
cable cars in fifteen minutes. The sale takes place at 10
Montgomery street; terms one-fourth cash.
McAllister and

¥E

do not think any American girl
to wed King Alexander of Servia

will

be found willing

— a two-bit monarch

Besides,
subject to the whims and fancies of Russia.
there are enough good bachelors in this country without
worrying about the foreign variety.

PROFESSOR David Starr

Jordan

at Golden Gate Hall on the

fine

work.

Macbeth Co

Pa

NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Estate of THOMAS FARRELL, Deceased.
Notice is hereby given by the undersigned, A. C. Freese, Administrator
Thoinas Farrell, deceased, to the creditors of, and all persons having claims against the said deceased, to exhibit them, with the
necessary vouchers, within four months after the first publication of this
notice, to the said Administrator, at room 35, Chronicle building, San Francisco, CaL, the same being his place for the transaction of the business of
the said estate in the City and County of San Francisco, State of Califor-

of the estate of

nia.
A C.

FREESE, Administrator of the Estate of Thomas Farrell, Deceased.
Dated at Sau Francisco, March 19, 1896.
J. D. Sullivan, Attorney for Administrator.
,

NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Estate of Martin E. Moroney, deceased.

Notice is hereby given by the undersigned, A. C. Freese, administrator
Martin E. Moroney, deceased, to the Creditors of, and all
persons having claims against the said deceased, to exhibit them with the
necessary vouchers, within four months after the first publication of this
notice, to the said A. C. Freese, administrator of said estate, at his office,
room No. 35, third floor Chronicle Building, San Francisco, CaL, the same
being his place for the transaction of the business of the said estate in the
City and County of San Francisco, State of California.
A. C. FREESE,
Administrator of the Estate of Martin E. Moroney, deceased.
Dated at San Francisco, March 6, 1896.
J. D. Sullivan, attorney for Administrator.
of the estate of

New

6Has.

L

Anderson,.
1616 Polk St.
Near Clay
Tel

510

Fine Sanitary

Goods.
Estimates.

GILES OTIS PEARCE,

street, S. F. reads all
all topics, business

and

fletallurgist,

708 Colorado avenue, Colorado City, Colo.

Will examine Mines, Ore Bodies, Mineral Belts or Zones,

and make written Mineralist Reports, lees for which made
known upon application for services. I make my own
assays and select my own samples when examining mines.
Eighteen years' experience.
Gold assay of water a speoialty.

Fine Mercantile Lunch.
Imported Pilsener, Franclsoaner,
and Extra Pale Lager on draught.

Dave Samson,
PROGRESS

327

RESTAURANT.
Telephone, South

and

329 Bush

St.

250.

Gitu

Steam Carpet Beating

and renovating works,

Charter.

Montgomery

'

Jobbing

will lecture to-night

papers on the Pacific Coast, and supplies clippings on

No

Sutter 391

38 and 40 Eighth
The Press Clipping Bureau,

A

flineralogist

at noon, Baldwin & Hammond will sell at auction thirty-seven desirable building lots fronting on Golden Gate avenue and Baker,

ON

tough glass and

company under

Mr. Huntington meeting with the unanimous endorsement
of all concerned.
The election of officers took place on
Thursday morning, and resulted as follows: President, C.
P. Huntington; Vice President, Charles F. Crocker;
Second Vice President, T. H. Hubbard; Third Vice President, J. C. Stubbs; Treasurer, N. T. Smith; Assistant
Treasurer, P. H. Davis; Secretary, E. C. Wright; Assistant Secretaries, C. P. Krets and J. E. Gates; Con
troller, William Mahl; Assistant Controller, E. C. Wright.

Thursday, the 16th

for

re-

sulted in the election of the old Board of Directors for the
coming year, viz: C. P. Crocker, W. H. Crocker, T. H.
Hubbard, C. P. Huntington, H. E. Huntington, C. G.
Lathrop. N. T. Smith, T. E. Stillman, J. C. Stubbs, A. L.
Tubbs, and R. J. Wilson. There was no contest over the

AN

glass" are trade-mark names

of

of

election, the efficient

;

sold by

gomery

still

sellers can't

give you the shape for your

of

the law lirm Of
Bradley, iiir<l in this city lust Sun

ime to this country u
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San Francisco.

Street,

Cal.

between Market and Mission Streets
GEO. H. STEVENS, Manager.

and personal.

A

Sovereign Remedy—Dr. Parker's Cough Cure. One dose will stop a
It never fails. Try it. Price 25c. George Dahlbender & Co

cough.
214

Kearny

,

street.

Jackson's Napa Soda leaves a good taste in the mouth.

mxtWmmm

REMOVED TO 824 MARKET STREET PHELAN BUILDING
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EASTER

week, which it was feared by some would be a
from a social point of view, has, on the conIt opened with a large number
trary, been rather gay.
of theatre parties on Monday night, chiefly at the Columbia, though the other places of amusement came in for
their share of them; and the Young People's dancing club
had a dance at Native Son's Hall, which was largely attended. The Sorosis Club also had an " at home " on Monday afternoon, when Mrs. Edgerton read a very entertaining paper on " Portia, the Perfect Woman"; there was a
charming musical programme as well, and finally tea.
On Tuesday evening there was a hop at the Presidio,
and on Wednesday Mrs. Poole gave a dinner at the Richelieu in honor of the bride, Mrs. Harry Babcock. Another
bride, Mrs. Burke Holladay, was chief guest at two of the
gastronomic affairs of the week; at Mrs. Darling's luncheon
at the Presidio on Wednesday, and at Mrs. J. H. Jewett's
dinner on Thursday, which was followed by a reception in
the evening. The new departure of the Woman's Exchange,
in the shape of afternoon teas, was successfully inaugurated on Thursday. The place was charmingly decorated
with marguerites, and Miss Laura McKinstry, who was
chief in charge of the tables-, was very efficiently aided by
a bevy of pretty maids, among whom were the Misses
Last
Belle McKenna, May Hoffman, and Ella Morgan.
evening the Entre Nous Club gave their final cotillion of
the season at the Palace Hotel, and to-day the tea at Mrs.
ToWillis's promises to be the largest one of the season.
night the Mizpah Club will give a concert in the parlors of
the Occidental Hotel in the cause of charity; the musical
numbers will be interspersed with recitations. Next week
the Occidental parlors will again be utilized for entertainment purposes, when the tea and musicale in aid of the
Training School for Nurses will be given. Mrs. Hochstater,
nee Newman, will be one of the vocalists, and that announcement should be sufficient to draw a crowd without
the other attractions which are being provided by the
energetic ladies who have the affair in hand.
Chief of the coming events will be Mrs. Hager's theatrical entertainment, which will take place at the Native
Sons' Hall on Monday evening; and the Assembly at Odd
Fellows' Hall on Friday evening, which will be the closing
dance of the Friday Night Club season. As usual, the
question is being discussed as to whether the club will continue in existence, which seems to be the correct thing to
do at the close of every season; but there is no doubt
whatever that it will be "on deck" next winter, and will
also be under the same efficient management which has
heretofore controlled it. According to official announcement Mrs. Hager's gathering will consist of a series of
tableaux, to be followed by the comedy of Ananias, after
which there will be refreshments, and last of all dancing
failure

until sunrise.
St. Paul's

day evening,

Lutheran Church was the

locale,

on Wednes-

one of the prettiest pink and white weddings seen in San Francisco for many a day. La France
roses, white snowballs and Bermuda lilies were the chief
flowers used in decoration, and in combination with palms,
ferns and smilax, were most artistically grouped in and
around the chancel, altar, etc. Promptly on time the
strains of the Lohengrin Chorus announced to the expectant crowd which filled the church the coming of the bridal
party, and from either side of the chancel emerged the
four bridesmaids, the Misses Freda and Chrissy Siebe,
Hattie Hay, and Ida Wtsterfield, arrayed in pink gowns,
and attended by the four ushers, and proceeding down the
center aisle, "opened ranks," and between the lines thus
formed passed the bride, Miss Millie Siebe, and her father
and the maid-of-honor, Miss Lily Snowgrass. At the altar
the groom, Fred Mc Williams, and his best man, Charles
W. Fay, awaited them, and the Rev. J. M. Buehler
soon tied the nuptial knot.
The pretty brunette
of

April

ii, 1896.

charmingly

in
an exquisite robe of
with point lace and a long
fleecy vail which covered her like a cloud of mist; her
hand bouquet was of St. Joseph's lilies. The maid of honor
also wore white satin, and she carried a cluster of snowballs in her hand.
From the church the party drove to
the Siebe residence, on Bush street, which was so lavishly
dressed with flowers and foliage it resembled a vast conservatory, and underneath a canopy of roses in the drawingroom the bride and groom received the congratulations of
their friends.
Then there was dancing, and at midnight
an elaborate supper was served at tete-a-tete tables. The
bridal trip will take in Del Monte, Coronado, and all the
chief points of the southern counties.

bride

looked

white

satin

trimmed

among the Easter weddings of Oakland was that
Miss Bessie Shepard and Edwin S. Tucker, which, owing to recent family affliction, was quietly solemnized at
noon on Monday last at the home of the bride, instead of
in church as had been intended.
Next on the list was the
wedding of Miss Harriet English and Arthur Malins,
which took place at St. Paul's Church on Monday afternoon, and on Wednesday Miss Mary Glenn and Henry
Guerin were united in marriage at the Church of the
Immaculate Conception. The wedding of Miss Millie Greenebaum and Dr. Herbert Hatch was a home one, the ceremony being performed by Rabbi Voorsanger beneath a
chime of silver bells which were suspended from a bower
of apple blossoms and Easter lilies.
The Misses Alice
and Florence Greenebaum were the bridesmaids, and
Howard Morrow appeared as the groom's best man.
First

of

Contrary to hopes and anticipations, the Crocker-McCreery wedding is to be a home celebration of rather
quiet character. The marriage will take place at the
family residence, on Sutter street, on Saturday next.

The Byron Mauzy wooden wedding celebration

is

on the

cards for Wednesday evening of next week.

Dear old Mrs. Saunders, who has a place in the affections of all old theatre-goers only second to that held by
the late Mrs. Judah, had a birthday reception at her cozy
home on Capp street last Saturday, which during the
afternoon and evening was thronged with friends of the
charming old lady, who came to offer congratulations and
gifts on the attainment of her seventy-seventh anniversary.
General Forsythe and party will be among the visitors
from San Francisco at the Los Angeles fiesta, as they left
for San Diego, etc., the early part of the week. The Navy
will be largely in evidence at Santa Barbara's floral festival; the Philadelphia, with Admiral Beardsley and his
officers, is already there, and the other men-of-war at
present in southern waters will arrive in time to enable
the officers to participate in the bail and other gay doings
of the occasion.

There have been more European departures in the persons of the William Haases, the Hechts, the I. W. Hellmans, and the Ehrman family. Miss Clara Hellman was
the recipient of farewell entertainments up to almost the
hour of departure, among the most recent being the dance
of Miss Minnie Scbwabacher and Miss Olga Sutro's luncheon
and theatre party. Mrs. Arthur Black, of Sausalito, will
be among those who leave for Europe next week.
But
while so many are bidding us adieu others will soon be returning to California
the Delmases, for instance, are
looked for ere long. Mrs. Low and Miss Flora will be here
in a few weeks; D. O. Mills and his party are coming for
their usual summer visit to Milbrae, to say nothing of Eastern pilgrims, some of whom are already en mute. Mrs.
Webb Howard, of Oakland, has gone East to be present
at the wedding of her son Shatter to Miss Mollie Hunter,
of Newport, R. I., and Mrs. Frank Carolan has gone to
Chicago to attend her sister Florence's wedding.
;

Among the pleasant entertainments of the week were
Miss Mamie Thomas's luncheon on Tuesday, and Mrs.
Rounsevelle Wildman's dinner the same day, complimentary to Mr. and Mrs. Burke Holladay. One of the engagements of the Eastertide is that of Miss Bessie Crabbe,
daughter of Captain Crabbe, at present stationed at Fort
Mason, and Lieutenant Gateley, of the Fifth Artillery.

:
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More summer quarters hare been decided

soon as the weather becomes decidedly Bottled, toen
Mrs. PftrTOtl ami
doubtless be a larjre Hitting from town.
famiiy go to their Sun Mateo villas, as do also the Antotne
9.
The Frank Carolans will hare .1 now house of their
own at Hurlinyame the Eyres and Kloods return, of
Monk) Park, as do the Tim Hopkinses; Mrs.
Poole, who is at present a guest at the Richelieu, has
;

the rXruttsohuitta will spend some
time at Tahoe the Kips will probably go abroad; the
Lloyd Tevis*s locale will be Santa Monica, while the announcement that the cavalry arc to act as guards in the
Yosemite Valley all summer has inclined the thoughts of
many in that direction, and camping parties are under

cbosi-:

.
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PICTURESQUE

upon, and as

THIS

SAN

FRANCISCO.

week wo present our readers with

u

oharmlng

View of Aloatrai Island, which has justly boon termed
the Cyprus of the West.
This picturesque spot in the
center of the bay has boon sot aside by the Government
since the earliest occupancy of the country by United
States troops for fortification purposes, and is to-day one
of the Strongest places of its kind in the world. The heavy
guns mounted there command the bay from all quarters,
and many of the batteries are so well concealed as to be
absolutely invisible to passiug ships.
Our picture shows
the elegant residences of the officers stationed there, and
the quarters of the men.

discussion in several quarters.

Blackheads permanently cured by using "Oroam

Mrs. Blair and Miss Jennie have returned from a long
Their gain has been the loss of the
visit to Paso Robles.
- Goad.
who. with their father, are now guests at
Miss Romietta Wallace is also
those famous mud baths.
at home again from a long visit to her sister, Mrs. Sprague,
in Louisiana.
Miss Bessie Younger will return in time to
officiate as maid-of-honor at Miss Claire Tucker's wedding.
Mrs. Mclvor, nte Nellie Smedburg, is here at present on a
visit to her mother at the famib/ residence on Larkin
street.
Miss Ethel Cohen, who recently returned from a
series of social triumphs in the East, will be the guest of
her sister. Mrs. Lansing, on Pacific avenue, and will be
"at home'' on Fridays.

soms."

of Orange BlosPacific Perfumery Co.,S. F.

Druggists or by mail.

In jars, 60c.

Cooper & Co., Art

Stationers and Heraldic Engravers. 746 Market St.

~

Rug

Turkish

go.,
324 SUTTER STREET.

The Only Importers

of

TURKISH GOODS on

A very entertaining concert was the farewell testimonial
tendered to S. Homer Henley at Native Sons' Hall on
Tuesday evening. Mr. Henley has a full, rich barytone of
exceptional power and range, and after the severe study
he anticipates subjecting himself to in the East, he should
prove a valuable acquisition to the Tavai-y Company,
which he joins next season. The Toreador song from
Carmen he sings in a direct, dramatic style that seems
prescient of a bright future in operatic work. Mr. Henley
has the making of an artist, and I hope that he will apply
himself in a manner worthy of the gift nature has been so

the Coast.

fls Specialists

we carru

LARGEST STOCK
great varieties.

in

bountiful with.

Miss Frances Wertheimer,

a pianiste of considerable

talent, intends giving a concert at Golden Gate Hall on
Tuesday evening, April 28th, prior to her departure for
Europe, where she goes to complete her studies. The following artists will assist Mrs. A. Fried, vocalist Mrs.
E. B. Blanchard, Mrs. Batchelder, Messrs. Bernard Mollenhauer, Frank Coffin, R. Fletcher Tilton, and H. Clay
:

;

We

can afford to

other dealer

Money
is

is

secured

in

sell

CHEAPER

saved and a
in

than any

America.
rare,

genuine

article

buying

TURKISH RUGS

Wysham.
Miss Carrie Bowes, who left this city when thirteen
years of age to study the piano in Berlin, will give a concert on Thursday evening at the Auditorium, accompanied
She has won many honors abroad; it
by a full orchestra.
is said, by her playing.
The Oceanic Steamship Company's liner " Alameda "
sailed last week bearing away, among others, Miss

Rug 60.

Turkish

324 Slitter St.

.

Katharine Durham, who is engaged to marry Lloyd
Osbourne, step-son of the late Robert Louis Stevenson.
The fourth anniversary party of the Native Daughters
of the Golden West, Buena Vista Parlor, No. 68, will be
given at Native Sons' Hall, on Friday evening, April 17th.
The engagement is announced of Miss Louise Schweitzer,
daughter of Mr. Joseph Schweitzer, to Frank S. Kelly.
The wedding will be announced later.
A testimonial concert will be tendered Messrs. Sancho
and Lombardero, on Wednesdav evening, at Y. M. C. A.

Harm's
Headwear beats them
Headquarters

The final concert by Belifante, Schott, and Fickenscher
takes places to-night at the Auditorium.
Charles Webb Howard left last Tuesday on the steamer
"Australia" for Honolulu.
At

the Lurline Baths, situated on the corner of Bush and Larkin
you can now enjoy the famous Russian Bath, which includes
the "Needle" shower, pronounced so beneficial by all physicians.
The price for sameis only fifty cents, and entitles you to a swim in
the tank afterwards. Every comfort is at the disposal of patrons.
streets,

The finest Japanese bronzes and vases are to be seen at George T.
Marsh's, 625 Market street.
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kills

malaria.
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Phone Red 361.

J.

W. Uudborg, Dentist,

fl.

336

Dr.

8275,

POST STREET, Rooms

3-3.

(Opposite Union Square

San Francisco.

F. G.

PAGUE,
Dentist.

Rooms

[}R.

4

and 5, Academy

ARTHUR

409V4

Post

St.,

of Sciences Building,

T.

819

Market

street

REGENSBURGER,
Dentist.

San Francisco.

The modern oxygen oure

for

disease.

Watson
Pacific
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&

Co.

Coast Agents
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Jackson's Napa Soda
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Before you venture on the main,
Pray once you may return again,
Before you into battle go,
Pray twice you may escape the foe,
But ere you take a wife— perdie
Your prayers should not be less than

Trains Leave and are Due to Arrive at

SAN FRANCISCO:
Leave.

From March

\

PRAY.

28, 1896.

April

Tibdron Ferry—Foot

—

p Merced, Berenda, Raymond
Yosemite) and Fresno

5 :00

New

for

SAN FRANCISCO TO SAN RAFAEL.
9:00, 11:00 A M; 12:35,3:50
5:10, 6:30 P M.
Thursdays— Extra trip at
11:30 p m. Saturdays— Extra trips at 1:50
and 11:30 p m.

f7

P European mail, Ogden and East.
p Hay wards Niles and San Jose ...
J7 :00 P Vallejo
Sacramento,
7:00p Oregon Express,
.

,

9

But

To

a

this

town

get onto my gown,
my up-to-date-vaU.
Chicago Journal.

A

10: 15

A

—Truth."

—

——

—

Maid

a typewriter."
Washingto n Star.

11 :45

cipal way stations
a San Jose and way stations
A Palo Alto and way stations

I

"

My new

of

me

p

7 :05

p

5:00

p
P

3 :30

Pacific Grove

H :30 p
5:30 p
6 :30 p
111:45p

beau's picture

is

tions

9 :47

*8 :06

A
A

*8:48a
6 :35

A

f7AbP
San Leandro and Haywards local.

Al
8:00A

7:15

i*6:00

0:00
10:00
ill. 0O
2:00
3:00
4:00
5:00
5:30
?:00
8:00

a
a

Melrose.

a
p
P

Fitchburg,

P
P
p
p
P
:00 p
t!l:15 pj

Seminary Park,

San Leandro,
and

Haywards.
i

Runs through

/

From Niles

A

(9:45 a
10:45 A
11:45 A
12:45 p
n:lf> l-

to Niles.

4:45
5:45
6:15
7:45
H:45
9:45

dust,

— Boston Globe,

The pen

mightier than the sword
But don't forget, my son,

That

is

Kentucky,

in

The mightiest

of

them

(Slip

of

Market street

of Broadway.
*6:00,8:00, 10:00 A. M.; J12-.00, *1:00, 12:00,
*3:00, 14:00 *5:00p. m.

p

for Afternoon.

Sundays
ft

excepted.
tSaturdays only.
JSundays only. ^Tuesdays only,
Monday, Thursday, and Saturday nights only.

The Pacific Transfer Company n ill call for
and check baggage from hotels and residences.
Enquire of Ticket Agents for Time Cards and
other information.

Parke (earnestly)— I tell you, we've got a
gem of a servant— the best one we
ever had. Lane— How long have you bad
her? Paeke— She came this morning.— Titperfect

Bits.

SHALL

I

WHICH CATALOGUE SEND YOU?
Mandolins. Violins. Violin Music,
Violin Cases, Violin Bows
Banjos, Banjo Music

J«

pm
pm

3:30
5:10

9:30

am

5:00pm

AM 8:40AM
6:05 pm 10:10am

Novato,
Petaluma,
Santa Rosa.

10:40

7:30pm 6:I5pm

Windsor,
Healdsburg,

7:30pm

Geyserville,
Cloverdale.

am 7:30am
7:30a m
7:31am
mi-

ii

7 :30 a

5:00

M

pm

a Ml 7:30am

3:30pm! 5:00

PM

6:15pm

Pieta, Hopland, Ukiah

7:30PM
I

C.

Cornets, Cornet Music, Harmonicas,
C. STORY, 26 Central Street, Boston, Mass.

OCCIDENTAL AND ORIENTAL

Sonoma,
10:40am |8:40am
Glen Ellen. 6:05pm '6 :15pm
Sebastopol. 10:40am [10:10am
6:05

For Japan and China.
Steamers leave wharf at FIRST and

BRAN-

NAN STREETS, at 3 p M, for YOKOHAMA
HONGKONG,
steamers

for

connecting at

SHANGHAI.

Gaelic
Doric (via Honolulu)
Belgic
Coptic

CO.

and

Yokohama with

[6:15pm

St.,

Chronicle

Building.

H.C.

WHITING,

R. X. RYAN,
Gen. Passenger Agent.

Gen. Manager.

PACIFIC COAST

STEAMSHIP CO.

Dispatch steamers from San Francisco for
ports in Alaska, 9 a.m.. April 14, 2d; May 14, 39.
ForB. C. and Puget Sound ports, April 4, 9,
14. 19, 24, 29 and every 5th day thereafter.
For Eureka (Humboldt Bay), Steamer "Pomona," at 2p.m. April 3, 7, 11, 15, ID, 23, 27, and
every fourth day thereafter.
For Newport, Los Angeles and all way ports
at9 a.m.; April 1,5, 9, 13, 17, 21, 25, 29 and every
fourth day thereafter.
For San Diego, stopping only at Port Harford,
Santa Barbara, Port Los Angeles, Redondo, (Los
Angeles) and Newport, April 3. 7, 11 15,19,23,27,
and every fourth day thereafter, at 11 a. m.
ForEnsenada, San Jose del Cabo, Mazatlan,
La Paz. Altata, and Guaymas (Mexico), steamer
"Orizaba, " 10 a. m. April 5th.
Ticket Office— Palace Hotel, No. 4 New

Montgomery

street.

GOODALL, PERKINS & CO.,
No.

10

Market

Gen'l Agents,

street,

San Francisco.

OCEANIC STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
gold-fields,

Australia,

$220 ttrst class, $110 steerage. Lowest rates to Capetown, S. Africa.
O. S. S. Co.'s steamers
sail:

For

HONOLULU,

S. S'

"AUSTRALIA,"

Saturday, April
Tuesday, May
Thursday, May

Monday, June

25, 1896
12,

1896

28, 1896
15,

1896

Round Trip Tickets at Reduced Rates.
For freight or passage apply at Company's
office, No. 425 Market street, corner First.
D. D.

pm

Stages connect at Cloverdale for the Geysers.
Stages connect at Pieta for Highland Springs,
Kelsoyville, and Lakeport.
Stages connect at Ukiah for Vichy Springs,
Blue Lakes, Laurel Del, Upper Lake, Booneville,
Greenwood, Mendocino City, Fort Bragg, Usal,
Westport, WillittSj Capella, Porno, Potter Valley, John Day's, Lierley's, Scotia, and Eureka.
Saturday-to-Monday Round Trip Tickets at reduced rates.
On Sundays, Round Trip Tickets to all points
beyond San Rafael at half rates.

Coolgardie
(Freemantle)

S. S.

6: 15PM

10 10AM
7:30pm 6:15pm

Guerneville

.Cuitars,Cuitar Music
Flutes, Flute Music

p

8).

Morning.

this Professor

X rays?"

tist."

p

*7:15. 9:00, and 11:00 A. M.,tl:00, *2;00, 13:00,
*4:00, J5:00 and *6:0Op. m.

for

Star.

Roentgen, the dis"He's a German scienhe
the
same
man who induced
"Is
feeble-minded people to write Xmas for
Christmas? "—Chicago Record.
is

coverer of

P
p

From Oakland— Foot

a

—Washington

p

CREEK ROUTE FERRY.
From San Francisco— Foot

^^.IBis^Tloir

TICKET OFFICE—650 Market

all,

the gun.

is

— Washington Star.

" Her father is not what you would call a
well-read man," said one foreign gentleman
to another.
'No. His library consists of
only two books. But they suffice." "What
are they? " "Bank book and check book."

P

10:50 P
ttl2:0O p

1)

Days"

5

inside."

-The devil sends the wicked wind,
To blow our skirts knee-high
But God is good and he sends the
To blow in the bad man's eye.

"Who

*10 :40 A

sta-

San Jose and Way Stations
San Jose and way stations
San Jose and way stations
San Jose and way stations

in S. F.

7:30am 7:30am

7 :30

—Chicago Record.

A

*2:30pSan Jose, Gilroy, Tres Pinos,
Santa Cruz, Salinas, Monterey,

*3:30pSan Jose and principal way

Arrive
Sundays.

I

I

3:30pm|
7:30 AMI

6:45

10 :40

In Effect
April 2, 1896

S. F.

7:30

Athens, ere we part
back my silver heart."
can't," the clever damsel cried,
'

Give

"

streets).

1 :45

1:40,3:40,5:00,

same schedule as above.

!

*11 :20 a

9:50

AM;

Fulton,

Ahem That is to say,
When I enter the fray
With a shorthand man and

45A

9:35, 11:10

12:45,

trips at 1:55

Between San Francisco and Schuetzen Park,

The general drew his belt tighter,
And exclaimed: "I'm a wonderful fighter-

7 :45A
f7 :45p

AM;

7:50, 9:10, 11:10

Saturdays— Extra

SUNDAYS-7:35,
6:25 pm.

Leave

A

Santa Cruz Excursion, Santa Cruz
and principal way stations
J8:05p
8:15 a Newark, Centerville, San Jose,
Felton, KoulderCreek, Santa Cruz
5:50 p
and way stations
*2:15p Newark. Centerville, San Jose,
New Almaden, Felton, Boulder
Creek, Santa Cruz, and principal

a San Jose and way stations (New
Almaden Wednesdays only
8:15A San Jose, Tres Pinos, Santa Cruz,
Pacific Grove, Paso Robles, San
Luis Obispo, Guadalupe and prin-

want

I

3:40,5:10 pm.
and 6:35 p M.

I hail,

love this life, and darkly fear that when,
For transmigration, I forsake my clay,
I'll kick so hard that I'll appear again
burdened best with a discordant bray.

Santa Cruz Division (Narrow Gauge).

Coast Division (Third and Townsend

1:30. 3:30, 5:00,

SAN RAFAEL TO SAN FRANCISCO.

—

47:45 A

Newark, San Jose, Los Gatos

11:00a m;

PM.

WEEK DAYS—6:15,

KISMET.

Redding, Portland,
10 45 a
Puget Sound and East
H10:05P "Sunset Limited," Fresno, Los
Angeles, El Paso, New Orleans
112 :45P
and East

way stations

9:20

Also

Marysville,

4:15 p

SUNDAYS— 7:30, 9:30,

I

10 :45

9;

don't care what

I

45P

10 :15A
11: 45 a

5:0OP Vallejo

Magazine.

MAIDEN.

Hail, gentle spring!
thing,

4 :45P
10 :15a
6 :15p
8 :45A
*9 OOP

Orleans

6:00
6 :00

THE

OF

Or any old

p

15

*7 :15P

11: 45

Mojave and East

SONG

Market Street.

6:15 P

(for

Express, Fresno,
Bakersfleld, Santa Barbara, Los
Angeles, Deming, El Paso, New
Orleans, and East
p Santa Fe Route, Atlantic Express,

5:00p

7:15 p

7 :15p

Stockton
4 :30

— Century

p

8:45

of

WEEK DAYS—7:30,

three.

A Atlantic Express, Ogden and East
a Benicia, Vacaville, Rumsey, Sacramento, and Redding, via Davis
7:00 a Martinez, San Ramon, Napa, Calistoga, and Santa Rosa
8:30a Niles, San Jose, Stockton, lone,
Marysville,
Red
Sacramento,
Bluff, Sundays excepted Orovllle.
•8:30 A Peters and Milton
Fresno,
9:00A Los Angeles Express,
Santa Barbara and Los Angeles.
9 :00 A Martinez and Stockton
9;00a Vallejo
1:00 P Niles, San Jose and Livermore...
*1 :00 P Sacramento River steamers
tl :30 P Port Costa and Way Stations
4 :00p Martinez, San Ramon, Vallejo,
Napa, Calistoga, El Verano and
Santa Rosa
Woodland,
Esparto,
4 :00p Benicia,
Knight's Landing, Marysville,
Oroville, and Sacramento
4:30 p Niles, San Jose, Livermore and
7:00
7:00

ii, 1896.

SAN FRANCISCO AND NORTH PACIFIC
RAILWAY CO.

STUBBS, Secretary.

April 38tn.

For HONOLULU, APIA,
AUCKLAND, and SYD-

NEY,

S.

S

MARIPOSA,

April 30th.

REDUCED SPECIAL RATES

for

parties

March lOlh and April 7th, 1886.
For passage apply to 114 Montgomery street.
For freight apply to 327 Market street.
J D. SPRECKELS & BROS. CO., General Agts
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INSTEAD

of all this wild talk about forcing the street
railroad companies to reduce their fares, an investigation should be started to see whether their incomes justify
such reductiou or not.
are perfectly willing to ride
for nothing, as far as that goes, but we do not wish any
one to suffer unjustly.

We

Mr. Cleveland been a hot-headed man,
HAD
would by now be engaged
an expensive

sound sense.

this country
in
war with
brought about by the ravings of the jingoes in
Congress. He is, however, a man of caution and diplomacy,
and, thanks to his efforts, the Cuban trouble bids fair to

Spain,

RICHARD McDonald

Jr. is on trial again and for the
predict an acquittal, which will be
small recompense to a much persecuted man.

last

time.

We

interest in Abyssinia mav give rise to serious
The protest will
complications in the near future.
come from Great Britain and the cause thereof will be

RUSSIAN

India.

OAKLAND

waging a successful war against the
Ours still remain, hownickel-in-the-slot machines.
ever, and constitute one of the most flaring disgraces of
is

the city.

RICHMOND District should
and police protection.

company

be granted a fire

The neighborhood

developing and should be accorded

all

is rapidly
the privileges it is

be settled peaceably.

WE

are disgusted at the manner in which certain peo-

ple are blaming the men of the Union Iron Works for
hewing a hole in the ill-fated Blairmore, in an attempt to
release the. drowning sailors last Thursday.
The men

acted like human beings and the
not worthy the name of one.

man who blames them

is

of the voters who took part
the Fourth ConSOME
gressional District Republican Primary last Tuesday
in

were unable to spell their own names. Judging by the
number of votes said to have been cast, 7643, it would
seem as if some of the judges suffered from an equal ignorance

the laws of simple addition.

of

entitled to.

imprisonment
LIFE
Claussen, who killed

no punishment for murderer
Such men
his wife "for fun."
the cat-o'-nine-tails daily until their hearts
is

should have
are softened.

Examiner reproves the Philadelphia murderer for
THE
crimes, and then regales
committing such
terrible

its

readers with two pages describing the horrors in

all

their

be constructed of Colusa
as at first contracted for.
California should always be given the
will

of

This is good news.
preference when possible.
acquittal
THE
open

of the Cuban filibusters was one more
insult to Spain.
If the United States would only

—

withdraw its nominal support for that is
to from the rebels, the campaign and

—

all it

its

amounts

attendant

horrors would very soon cease.

wretches who cruelly
a vacant lot Monday last
The devil has a
will sooner or later end upon the gallows.
knack of sticking to such people and usually succeeds in
flinging them into hell by the neck and heels.
is

safe

to

ITabandoned

a

assert

that

the

new born babe

CABLEGRAM

in

Tillman is preparing a speech against the
This is the same man who abused the
President in language better befitting a swill-man than a
Senator. After the unanimous condemnation heaped upon
him by the reputable press of the country, it is not likely
that his arguments will carry much weight with those
who have the patience to listen to him.

NUMEROUS people

all over the country are cropping
up to refute the statementmade by murderer Holmes,
and which appeared exclusively in all its filthiness of detail in the Examiner, that they were among his victims.
Either the Examiner is guilty of imposing a fake upon its
readers or it has been imposed upon itself. Knowing the
tendencies of the sheet we strongly incline towards the
former theory.

expenditure
$80,000,000 on coast defences
THE magnitude
remembered that four
when
of

dollars

worth

of

property

in

states

that

Hotelmen's Mutual Benefit
They
this city next week.
have been most hospitably received in Southern California
and we hope they will meet with the same treatment here.
In return for any little courtesy we may extend them they
will amply repay us
by advertising California to the
thousands of Easterners with whom they come in contact
annually and who spend their millions in Europe.
of the
will be in

loses

billion

it is

its

New

York, Brooklyn and
if

the port of

New

York' were captured by an enemy. The Pacific Coast,
especially, is open to attack and an equable part of the
appropriation should be spent in strengthening our present defences and in constructing others.

hoped that forger Dean

will receive the full
fourteen years for his offenses. He is a
smooth scoundrel and honest people will feel safer when
they know that he is behind the bars. The acquittal of his
accomplice, McCluskey, is to be regretted. For such men
jails were instituted, and their presence at large is by no
means desirable. The police should keep an eye upon his
actions and in time he will doubtless be sent to join his
is

members
THE
Association

Bill.

Jersey City alone could be destroyed

Spain refuses to be
responsible for damages done by Cubans to American
property. Considering our interference in the affairs on the
island this policy is only just.
Congress may learn in time
to keep its fingers out of the pies of other nations.

S

as long.

SENATOR
Funding

detailed nastiness.

Union Ferry Building
THE
Oregon
stone and not

BY

sentencing Warren E. Price to imprisonment for
eighteen months, with a fine of $500, Judge Morrow has
earned the thanks of the entire community. The penitentiary is the healthiest place for a man who is willing to
sell indecent literature to children for the sake of a few
Our only regret is that the term was not twice
dollars.

to be

ITpunishment of

comrade.

SAN FRANCISCO NEWS LETTER.
UNCLE

ADOLPH,

THE

ASSYRIAN.

and

are in danger of being unjust to
Of course, it is not pleasant to have
is without a trace of dignity in his

of this city

for

Mayor

a

man who

composition, and whose love for the demagogue's role betrays him into exaggerated imitations of Dr. O'Donnell.
It is mortifying to know that the intelligence of the metropolis of the Pacific Coast may be judged by its Chief MagisThat is one of the penalties of the folly to which
trate.
political excitement impels people who, ordinarily, are sensible.
It is consoling to local self-esteem, however, to reflect that San Francisco did not know Adolph Sutro when
There is nothing unreasonable in the genit elected him.
eral assumption that men with sense enough to accumulate
riches have also sense enough to behave themselves like
Sutro is an
civilized beings when away from their safes.
exception to the rule, that is all.
It is seen now that San Francisco's Mayor is a remarkable instance of atavism
that he is not a modern man at
all, but as little suited to a nineteenth century environment as any of his ancestors who roamed the plains of
It is true that
Assyria in the ancient days before Christ.
he possesses the money-making and money-keeping faculties in a conspicuous degree, but it is to be remembered
that the Assyrians are a Semitic race, and that thrift is of
Sutro is to be pitied, rather than, blamed, for
every age.
Considering that he is a reversion to a
his peculiarities.
semi-barbarous type, hostile in every fibre to the orderly
polite life of this late day, it is not wonderful that he should
give way to savage outbreaks and fall into strange rages
over what to a decently bred American or European would
Only by remembering that Sutro is a contembe trifles.
porary of the Egyptians under jthe Shepherd Kings, can
we understand him, and make those allowances to which be
Although he has the wealth which, were he
is entitled.
other than he is, would admit him to the fellowship of the
opulent and cultured, we see that his primitive instincts
He
fit him for the society of rude and violent men only.
would be much more at home on the waterfront when a
sailors' or longshoremen's strike is on than he is among a
grade of people accustomed to self-coutrol and the amen-

—

ities of

life.

Sutro is wretched.
He doesn't know what is the matBecause he cannot accommodate himself to a civilized
environment he turns furious, and beats bis atavistic head
against the impalpable wall of modern usage. Since Providence thought it well to bring Adolph Sutro into existence,
it is to be regretted that Providence was not kind enough
to him and San Francisco to place him in a different
station.
As a millionaire he is miserable; as a pawnbroker or manager of a dime museum he would have been
happy.
His oratorical talents are precisely of the order
that would have qualified him to do his own "spieling"
before the door of an establishment of either kind suggested, and the struggle to capture dollars singly would
have been quite as absorbing as when dollars by the
thousand are the prize. The possession of millions is inadequate to suppress manifestations of Sutro's true genius.
The pawnbroker asserts himself in the Mayor's unconquerable love of haggling.
Being vain and avid of approbation, he is sufficiently eccentric to desire repute as a philanthropist.
Thus is he frequently betrayed into taking the
ter.

steps toward

making munificent gifts to the public;
comes to the actual point of giving anything
away, Uncle Adolph rises and forbids Mayor Sutro to do it.
With more money than he could spend in a hundred lifetimes, he yet yields to the museum man's innate fondness
for running shows.
So we behold a millionaire Mayor of a
great city figuring as the delighted proprietor of magic
swings, mirror mazes, passenger wheels, peep shows, and
similar things of the sort, which delight yokels at country
fairs.
The baths that he has constructed are costly, and
represent him in an artificial modern mood; the catchpenny shows which he has clustered about them are grotesquely paltry, and exhibit the real mind and soul of this
singular man, this belated Assyrian, with the instincts of
his remote ancestors and the habitudes acquired by his
later forefathers of the mediasval ghetto.
The baths and
his park are proportionate advertisements of the enormous estate of 2,200 acres within San Francisco's limits
which he has for sale in building lots; the ten-cent shows
first

but,

when

18, i8q6.

other devices for snaring the nickel are a personal
a luxury that he cannot resist.
Sutro is useful in his proper sphere.
In his efforts to
build up his great slice of the city and fill his own pockets,
it happens by accident that he is beneficial to the community, and a source of innocent amusement besides; but, as
an official, he is a calamity in all aspects.
Fortunately,
the year will end his term of office, and then the people
can compensate themselves for Sutro's preposterous reign
by electing a civilized man to the position which Sutro has
disgraced.
his

gratification

people
THE
Adolph Sutro.

April

—

The MoKinley
Shout.

The McKinley boom has grown to a size
now where it can take care of itself and

dispense with the assisting labors of promoters. That McKinley will be the Republican candidate
for the Presidency is as certain as that the enthusiasm in
his behalf is largely bogus.
Of course the majority of the
obscure voters who cheer for him are sincere, but the men
who manage the party, in the way of setting its sails to
catch popular breezes, and of supplying artificial winds
when natural ones are lacking, are McKinleyites merely
because they consider the Ohio protectionist the most
available among the aspirants.
These leaders have a
double purpose in encouraging the shouting. The protection plank is about the only distinctive one left of the Republican platform. The mass of the party has been educated into the belief that it is a partisan duty to stand for
a high tariff in season and out of season. This fact gives
McKinley a special and solid value independently of his
genuine merits as a man, whatever they may be. That
persuasion of the unthinking body of the party as to the
tariff makes McKinley what he is politically, for he represents nothing to the public mind but the policy of towering duties, not for revenue, but for the sake of those
whose profits are increased by the interference of Government with trade. He personifies protection of the ex-

treme and irrational kind. Nothing else suggesting itself
as an inspiration to party ardor, the Republican masses
throw up their hats for the noble national boon of high
customs-house taxes.
Hence the Republican politicians
are everywhere for McKinley.
The second reason which moves the leaders is that a
grand protection whoop-up is expected to divert attention
from the money issue. The Republican party does not
dare to offend gold sentiment even by a straddle on silver
that can deceive a child. But the votes of the silverites
are wanted, and if the universe can be filled with a mighty
clamor for McKinley and protection, the silverites may be
persuaded that patriotism demands of them that their
favorite issue be postponed.
It seems likely that nobody will be spoken of at the
National Convention except McKinley. The Republican
who does not care for him or the single idea he expresses
is nearly convinced now that all other Republicans are on
fire for him.
This sort of thing is catching, and the boom,
one-third real and two-thirds not, grows like a rolling
snowball.
Good sense and the national interests are against a
restoration of the McKinley tariff.
shall see if the
people of the United States can be carried off their feet
and whirled backward by a frenzy of yelling, the same being largely insincere.

We

it

Brother Brown has been caught lying
again.
Last Sabbath he told his Sundayschool class that he was called away to attend at the bedside of a sick parishoner, whereas it is re
vealed that he really went across the bay to see a young
woman and beg her not to tell what she knew about him.
A Religious
" Pull."

To have

this found out would be apt to embarrass almost
any man, but Brother Brown is so used to having new
proofs of his mendacity discovered, and published, that he
has learned not to mind. He knows that the Lord is with
him, which gives him a mighty advantage over unregenerate liars, who are of feeble courage and tremble at the
thought of consequences. It is not surprising that the
sisters admire Brother Brown as they do.
Few women
can resist such nerve as, by the grace of God, this dear
pastor is endowed with.
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Railroad

Oebii

and

Say

"We

the
ij.i

dan
nol

Of

Bee

why

the ]>criod:
the railroad

ma
lid not pay their debts like
other people." The statement, however.
is intended to bo confined to the directors of tin' Central
Pacific and to the bonded debt due by them to the Government. It is deemed hereabouts a clinching argument and
is in daily use as such. Strange to say, nobody has thought
it worth while to encounter it. and expose it as the fallacy
Some there are. like
There are debts and debts
those to '.he butcher and baker, which need to be paid
over the counter on delivery of the goods. Others, such
as wages to employees, must be forthcoming at short and
stated intervals. There is no reason on earth why the
Railroad managers should not pay such debts like other
people, and. truth to tell, they have during these hard
times won an enviable reputation fordoing that very thing.
A bonded debt incurred in constructing a great public
work that is to last for all time, is another and very
different kind of debt.
Its uses are not for to-day alone,
because, if they were, it would be proper to pay their first
cost within at least a life time.
But as our great continental railroad will be fulfilling its beneficent mission
when all the men of to-day knaves and fools, demagogues
and lovers of truth alike have passed away, it is eminently tit and
proper that the next generation, a more
numerous and probably a more prosperous one, should pay
somewhat of the cost of the splendid public utility to which
it will fall heir.
Indeed, in no other view of the matter
could the great railroads have been built, and without
them this country would, in a sense, have been no country
at all. It would have been crowded along its sea, lake and
river shores, but its almost boundless prairies would have
remained practically inaccessible to any other uses than
those of the red man. The vastness of our country is an
inspiring thought that we pardonably use to conjure up
patriotism with, but of what value would that vastness
have been if it had not been for the coming of the rail and
the iron horse ? The tremendous inland distances would
otherwise have been unconquerable by settlement, and
God's own land never could have fulfilled its now manifest
destiny a destiny so bewildering that the human mind is
lost in its contemplation.
To achieve such a future as is
in store for the United States, the railroads had to be
built.
It is strictly true to say that the building of them
takes rank as the great achievement of this or any other
age.
To gridiron this continent with as many miles of
railroad as are to be found in all the rest of the world has
cost a prodigious sum.
The marvel is that it was ever
obtained.
Six billions of dollars ($6,000,000,000) is, in
round numbers, the bonded indebtedness of our railroad
system. It is a sum nearly equal to all the gold and silver
in the world.
In the presence of such staggering figures,
what monstrous folly it is to say that they should be, or
could be, for the matter of that, honestly extinguished in
our day! On the other hand, if the payment were as
practicable as it is visionary and absurd, it would be altogether undesirable. The money is doing the most good for
the country, and for mankind in general ]ust where it is.
It is causing more tons of goods to be carried more miles
than are involved in all the balance of the world's traffic
put together. It went around among our people and, in
some form or another, still exists among them. It was
furnished, in the main, by the thirfty money savers of
Europe who receive an interest for it they could not obtain at home.
Placed where it is doing the most good, its
repayment during this generation is impossible to the
debtor and highly undesirable for the creditor. Hence
railroad building debts may not be paid "like other debts."
If the statement were that our first great transcontinental road should repay its capital cost like other railroads,
the matter would be fairly put, and the average mind
enabled to institute just comparisons. As a matter of
fact, the great railroads of the country have not, for good
and sufficient reasons, yet begun to pay off their first cost.
They have had a better use for the money. They have
been building feeders, developing traffic and bettering
their property.
Everybody knows, who knows anything
at all about railroads, that the completion of a main line
is only the beginning of expenditure.
It must lay the
territory naturally subject to it under contribution, and
that involves the building of many sidelines. Surplus earnTheirPaymern

—

—

—

ings have for tin most part gone into the construction of
such feeders, and are undoubtedly better placed therein
than in a dead or unproductive sinking fund. That is the
way in which California has come by mos! of the railroads
that have opened up her fertile valleys.
The era of railroad building is nut yet over,
its limit will be reached
someday, and them posterity, which, perhaps, will have
even more use for the railroads than we have, may well be
trusted to provide for their first cost.
In branching out
all over the
Pacific Coast, the builders of the Central
Pacific did a much better and wiser thing with the money
they were able to raise than if they had set it aside to pay
a debt not yet due. In no other way could California have
come by the railroad facilities she has to-day, and which
have become so vital to her every interest. The Central
Pacific up to this time has done all, and something more
than other railroads. It has paid several millions into the
Thurman sinking fund and has rendered the Government
services for which it has not yet been compensated.
This exceptional treatment it is now proposed to render
still more exceptional.
Under the terms of the funding
bill now before Congress the Central Pacific is to begin
paying its first cost forthwith and the annual payments
are to be increased about fifty per cent, every ten years
until the whole debt is extinguished.
The side lines,
feeders, ferries, terminals and even the Southern Pacific
itself were freely offered as additional security, and are to
be accepted.
About that we have only to say that nothing could better demonstrate the good faith of the present
railroad managers, or their confidence in the ultimate
payment of both principal and interest to the uttermost
farthing.
But against the volume of annual payments to
commence immediately we venture to enter a protest.
If it were not for the present listless condition of public
opinion, our people would find it to their true interest to
petition and agitate for a reduction of those payments.
For, after all, it is they who will have to make them good.
The money has got to be earned out of traffic or it cannot
be paid. The matter very much less concerns the railroad
managers than it does the general public. Stanford and
Crocker and Hopkins have gone, and taken nothing with
them; in the natural order of things C. P. Huntington
must soon follow, but the younger generation now, for the
most part, the producers of the State, will remain to bear
the burden, and that under conditions that render it imperative that it should be made as light as possible.

The Way
The
Money Goes.

Sixty-three millions of dollars in less than
an hour!
That was the way in which
Congress the other day voted away the
hard earnings of an overtaxed people. The
amount, in these hard times, is enough to take one's breath
away, and is little short of appalling. It was all contained
in an omnibus bill providing for the improvement of rivers
and harbors. The bill went through without debate under
the gag law, and as the result of a pre-arranged log roll.
No engineering or other authority had passed upon the
various items, but individual members secured " an appropriation " and that is usually considered equal to a reelection, or, in other words, to an opportunity to come and
do the same thing again. A few days previously $160,000,000 were voted away in pensions. All this whilst the
ordinary expenditures exceed the revenue by $100,000,000
a year and whilst the Government is issuing new loans
every few months!

Ingersoii

and

The Preachers,

alarming the entirely respectin which the newspapers now
report and comment upon Bob Inger-

It is really
ful

manner

Time was when
soll's godless speeches.
the brethren hereabout would have resented this sympaBut the brethren
thetic politeness shown the Colonel.
just at present have excellent reasons for not wishing to
call attention to themselves by abusing anybody.
special system of morals may be a good thing to have if
one wants to enjoy life, but it is apt to disqualify one when
the occasion comes for rebuking sin. Ingersoii has the
cunning to be a decent man, and that, in view of the local
situation as it affects preachers, cannot be regarded as

A

fair fighting.
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The British Benevolent Society, composed
of some of the most influential Englishmen
in this city, has lately undergone a complete
reorganization with regards to its salaried officers and
Duties which were formerly pergeneral management.
formed by high salaried men are now being fulfilled by
gentlemen who give their services for nothing, so that the
The

British

Society.

pecuniary saving can be devoted to the charitable purBy
tor which the Society was originally organized.
the latest quarterly reports it appears that over three
hundred eases of want and destitution are provided for
monthly, in some cases money being given, in others food,
The Society has hitherto been COD
clothing or shelter.
ducted on such an unpretentious scale that the general
public has never heard much about it; the good work, however, has silently and steadily continued and it is to-day
one of the best organized aud most effective dispensers of
Besides doing this local
charity existing in this city.
work, the Society has kept an eye on cases all over the
Pacific Coast and has been the means of saving many a
young man and woman from travelling the broad road to
ruin.
In the past ten years over 115,400 has bees
pended in relief and the present assets are $9,300. We hear
now that a strong canvass is being made in the city among
Englishmen and charitable people of other nationalities
with the intention of adding their names to the Societv's
roll,
thus making it even more powerful and better
This policy
able to do the work for which it was started.
should meet with the approval and endorsement of every

member, who should

also

do

all

his

in

power

to aid the

An increased
painstaking endeavors.
membership roll means, in plain Anglo Saxon, a full
treasury, and with a full treasury all sorts of desirable
For instance, so many
things
can be indulged in.
this
port
that
a large
to
sea captains come
part of the Society's
reading room should
be
a
headquarters, where all the latest papers of the British
Again, there should be a reIsles would be found on file.
creation room where such visitors could sit around and
smoke, and play chess or draughts it other games wherein
the heart of the seaman delighteth when he is not on the
high seas.
But all this will doubtless come some day. In
the meanwhile we can only praise the efforts of the present officers and recommend people to join the Society if
they be requested so to do.
A large seaport like San
Francisco, tilled with British shipping, should have a home
society as powerful as any that is to be found in the
Colonies or in Continental ports.
It is sincerely to be
hoped that in the near future, for the sake of this great
city and for the numberless Englishmen who journey here
or who make San Francisco their home, the British
Benevolent Society is destined to become one of the must
powerful organizations of its kind in any quarter of the

officers

in

their

globe.

To Maintain
Our
Australian Trade,

much

profit to those

Californians, especially those of them
sitting by the Golden Gate, have need
to cultivate the genius of foreign commerce— for it is a genius, and yields

who possess

Our English cousins
of how that is. Our
was to American com-

it.

have long furnished an exemplification

own

Boston,

in

ante-bellum days,

merce what she has since boasted of being to American
culture; namely the hub around which all the rest revolved.
The superior location of New York, however, soon enabled
the Empire C'ty to become the center of a larger circle and
the great commercial emporium of this Western hemisphere.
It remains to this day for San Francisco to catch
the inspiration
Splendidly located on the map of the
the possibilities of her commercial future can hardly
be over-estimated, It has lately been said that Russia,
for warlike purposes, is bent upon turning the North
Pacific into a Russian lake.
It would be easier" for the
United States to commercially annex the entire ocean. And
it would, did nut the Atlantic side absorb so large a share
of its trading and political power; to the utter negli
the opportunities afforded around the broad expanse of the
mild Pacific.
It is just twenty-live years since a humble
newspaperman of this city knowing the possibility of
trade with the Australasian colonies, and the good feeling
of the people there towards this country, secured from
New Zealand and New South Wales a subsidy of $300,000
1
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per'annum to an American steamship line, which was paid
for 10 years and has been continued, though in an ever decreasing amount, from that day to this. It was an unparalleled feat, for it is not customary for one country to
subsidize the steam marine of another, or to put any part
of its commerce that it can carry itself under a foreign flag.
The fact surely cannot be known at Washington, or, if
known, cannot be duly realized that whilst we were carrying on all sorts of correspondence, secret and otherwise,
with the Hawaiian islands, ostensibly to get ahead of England, the steamers that carried our mails were in British
employ and pay. The same was true when that little
difficulty was on about Samoa.
But the time has come
when our Government must bear a share of the expense
of maintaining this most valuable of ocean mail routes, or
it will have to be abandoned.
The services it has performed as a feeder to our overland railroads and the commerce it has brought to this port ought to redeem it to a
Senator Perkins is moving to have a postal
better fate.
appropriation increased for that purpose.
ought to be in no manner of doubt.

His

It is to be hoped that the Regents of
the University of California will see fit
to have the Wilmerding School located
in this city aud, furthermore, that it will be affiliated with
the Lick Industrial School.
Seeing that San Francisco
contains one-third of the entire population of California
aud that a great portion of the poorer classes dwell here
with us, it seems only natural that this city should be
given the preference over others in the interior of smaller
population and with fewer facilities for affording practical
instruction to the scholars.
The object of the Wilmerding
School is to provide a practical education for the sons of
workingmen and mechanics, study being a secondary consideration to hard work.
not only have a large percentage of lads in this city who need such training but we
also have the best opportunities in the way of manufactories, foundries and other large working establishments
where the boys can obtain a practical insight into how
things are worked.
It is also far easier for lads to come

The Wilmerding
School.

We

here from Stockton or some more remote city than it
would be for boys to travel from San Francisco elsewhere.
The donor of the trust moneys could not have intended
establishing the school in the interior; he meant it to be
erected in the city where he made his money and where it
would be of most advantage to all concerned. As for an
affiliation of the Wilmerding School with the Lick School,
the wisdom of such a move is self apparent.
It would result in a financial saving to the two institutions without
any sacrifice of the main objects for which they were
founded.
The one would supplement the other and both
would be materially benefited by increased facilities in
teaching, while, if they remain divided, the two schools
will necessarily
In the
be inefficient and inadequate.
fight to obtain the Wilmerding School San Francisco is
backed by the Art Association, the State Development
Committee, the Chamber of Commerce, the Mechanics'
Institute, the Merchants' Association and hundreds of influential citizens; and we think that when the other competitors have given the matter careful consideration and
have weighed the many advantages our city possesses over
theirs, they will gracefully decide to withdraw in our
favor and will send their boys to us whenever they wish to

partake

of instruction.

The New
Postoffice.

Postmaster McCoppin and the United States
Judges in this city have been held account-

able by the Government architect in Washington for the delay in building the new Postoffice in
this city.
Investigation shows, however, that the delay
occurred in Washington, and that the architect himself is
to blame for not having made certain amendments which
were deemed necessary. Much money has been invested in

The
is still lying idle and unimproved.
the more unpardonable because of the attempt to saddle the blame on the shoulders of innocent
persons.
this land,

outrage

which

is all

No obstacles should be placed hi the way of Canada's
acquiring the Cree Indians. She may also have our
Chinese if she so desires.
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London was most successful,

but shortly after her marriage it became evident that her
health was impaired, and under medical advice, Mr. and
Mr>. S
ght the genial climate of California, in
For
the hope that she might be benefited hv the change.
the first years of her residence in San Francisco her health
greatly improved, but her malady was of such a
nature that au absolute cure was impossible.
Mrs. Stewart's musical career iii San Francisco is within
As a pianist she took hijjh rank,
the recollection of all.
and although her health did not permit her to make very
ent appearances, she always received the warmest
welcome from the press and tne public. Her chief delight
was to exercise her talent amongst her large circle of private friends, to whom her playing was a delightful treat
and ever looked forward to. Her talent was mauy-sided.
As a composer she took high rank, although she was so
diffident of her own powers that she would seldom allow
her works to be played. Amongst her principal compositions were a sonata for violin and piano; a quartet for
strings; a trio for violin, violoncello, and piano; and a
Besides
quartet for two violins, violoncello, and piano.
these larger works she composed numerous songs and
pianoforte pieces, and a gavotte for full orchestra, which
some years ago was played nightly in London at the Covent
few years ago Mrs.
Garden Promenade Concerts.
Stewart took part in the amateur performance of GlrofleShe took the part of
Oirqfla, at the Grand Opera House.
"Aurora," and her work received unanimous commendaDuring her resideuce in San
tion from all the critics.
Francisco, Mrs. Stewart held the appointment of organist
at St. Francis Church, on Vallejo street, and subsequently
she accepted a similar position at the Synagogue Sherith
Israel, which post she retained up to the time of her death.
Mrs. Stewart was by nature a warm-hearted, impulsive
woman, of an exceedingly lovable and generous disposition.
The fine qualities of her nature won for her a large circle
of friends, by whom her untimely death is deeply regretted.
Mr. and Mrs. Stewart had but one child, a little daughter
nearly nine years of age, who is now the sole consolation of
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illustration this week gives a
city from the Hopkins Institute of

superb view

6Has. E. Anderson,.
of

1616 Polk St.

the

Art

Building, looking direct north. To the right will be seen the large Fair
lot, at present unimproved; to the left, a part of the
garden of the Flood residence. The street in the foreground, with the cable track, is Sacramento street, running east and west, California street being one block this
way. North Beach and the old Meiggs' wharf district
runs down to the bay on the extreme right; while nearly
at the base of the hill sloping up towards the left can be
seen the historic Spanish Cathedral. The extreme centre
of the picture shows the Russian Hill District, with its
crown of dainty little residences facing the water. On the
extreme left can be seen the stately crest of Mount Tamalpais; and the Marin County slopes extending along the
bay until Angel Island hides them from view and forms a
strong background for the fortified little isle of Alcatraz.
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Mr. Hirschman reports fair business, but is anxious to close out
in the shortest possible time, and offers additional inducements.
His stock of diamonds, pearls, rubies, emeralds, etc., as well as complicated watches, silverware, and novelties in great variety, of first
quality only there is not an article in his entire stock that is not
first-class.
113 Sutter Street, Lick House Block.
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Imperial Photoarapnic studio,
The oyster is one of the most luscious of bivalves. The best
Eastern and Californian are always to be had at Moraghan's, Stalls
68-70 California Market.

Carbon Plates a Specialty.

734. 726 and 738 MARKET ST. (1st Floor),
Bet Kearny street and Grant ave., S. F.
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"We

Obey No ffand but Pleasure's."— Tom Moore.

speculation over Monwas
THERE
day uight's performance at the Baldlittle

Most of us are familiar with
the delicate flavor of Clyde Fitch's tragiwith
Mr. Mansfield's impersonSSS comedy and
And most of us
ation of the famous Beau.
like the color, grace and charm of this picture of a bygone age, the politeness, the flowery conversation, the
atmosphere of unreality, the exaggerations of the old-time
stageland, where stage folk appear not in prosy portraiture of every day people, but rather as they floated on the
rose-hued imagination of their literary fathers and took
form in the wondrous costumes and deportment of the
Beau Brummell stands in history the prince of
players.
snobs.
Beside him the modern dictators of form and
fashion; the blithe gentlemen whose limber legs glide with
a dexterity that proclaims their avocation; the thrifty
leaders of the rich and selected who do not scorn a modest
commission from caterer, florist, or even undertaker, who
publish brochures on "How to Eat" and produce volumes
containing names and addresses of the Four Hundred for
the use of the tailor, milliner, butcher, and any other
trade person who would help precipitate the deluge of
''opening day" cards and gratuitous advice on where to
purchase anything from terrapin to tripe beside the
Beau these pilots of the two-step, convolutionists of the
cotillion and Napoleons of the supper table are very wee
Brummell's snobbery was superb. His life was
potatoes.
the idealization of pose and artifice, marred only by the
one burst of inconsistency that made him give up the
woman who would have retrieved his shattered fortunes.
And this single evidence of a heart, a heart bigger than
ambition, gives the beautiful pathos to the play that
blends so deftly, so surely and unerringly, the irony of wit and
worldliness and the humor of renunciation and unrequited
Poor Beau! He played a great game and
ambition.
over staked himself. Had he won, the story would have
grown commonplace by this time, and the world would
have been robbed of a good plav.
win Theatre.

—

* * *

—

Beau Brummell comes near to being a one part play so
near that I am wary in estimating the mettle of the GarMiss Beatrice Cameron gives
rick Theatre Company.
Mariana a sweet, womanly grace, and Miss Jennie Eustace
is the best Mrs. St. Aubyn it ever has been my fortune to
see.
D. H. Harkins makes a good figure of the Prince,
W. N. Griffith is remarkably convincing as Oliver Vincent,
and Orrin Johnson acts Reginald in a sincere, manly way.
Little that is new can be said of Mr. Mansfield's concepAs a cameo of stage art, a delicate,
tion of the Beau.
finished chiseling of an intricate character, it has become
Richard Mansfield is an
a part of our dramatic history.
actor with brains, a student of his art, and an American.
Now that he has foresworn curtain speeches, which were
exhausting to his time, popularity, and his audiences, the
augmented leisure and rationalness that this economy of
gray matter and lungs assures him makes it possible for
us to expect new, it may be great, things from him by
next season. In the meantime let us of the far West
hasten to enjoy his repertory of the present, which is by
no means the familiar song to us that it is to the theatregoers of the East.
# * #

was not a large audience that attended the opening
of the Mormon Tabernacle Choir, but it was wildly,
vociferously, and indiscriminately enthusiastic.
So much
so that the encore annexes prolonged the programme until
a dissipated hour, and some of the gentlemen of the daily
It

concert

journals (who love their beauty sleep too well to miss the
last car) wrote glowingly of the "Hallelujah" Chorus in
Thursday's papers, while in fact that iuspiring jubilation
was not sung at all, owing to the disability of the pipe
organ. All of which teaches us that encores, indulged "in
immoderately, not only promote unhealthy hours, but

—

The choir of one hundred and seventy-five voices is truly
a feast for one's ears. It sings with remarkable precision,
unanimous attack, and no end of sympathetic shading. The
balance is excellent, and there is none of the sluggish
clumsiness that distinguishes large bodies of singers poorly
directed. The music was of a homely, provincial character
for the most part, though the opening anthem (written by
the leader. Mr. Stephens), foretells some good work in the
Oratorio numbers, which 1 understand will comprise a
good part of the concerts to follow. The solos and duets
were cheerful, uncultured, and old-fashioned, bringing visions of hair-cloth furniture and donation parties.
But the
choir as a whole is like a regiment of organs.
I haven't
had such a good time since Sousa's Band.
* * *

a melodrama that gives manager
Morosco splendid opportunity for displaying the immense
proportions and possibilities of the Grand Opera House
stage for plays requiring spectacular environment, and
again evidences the aptitude of his company for the class
of drama that has made the house known all over the country.
The performances this week have been strikingly
good in detail, mounting, and continuity of action wonderfully so when one considers the limited preparation
enforced where a new piece is staged each week. Vinton
made a strong, melodramatic Strogoff, and the two journalists were cleverly acted by Ward and Swain.
The
entire company seemed to feel the spirit of the play, and
contributed no end of hard work to its success.
M!i

Iku-1

Strogoff

is

—

* * *

crowded houses and a first-class
vaudeville programme at the Orpheum.
Segommer's
astonishing mimicry, shadowgraphy, and ventriloquism;
the Nawns (particularly the masculine Nawn), in their Irish
It is the old, old story of

characterizations; Elena Leila's miraculous voice; the
Marvelles, who more than live up to their name in an
eccentric acrobatic act Rosie Rendel, who dances like a
;

champagne bubble

and Adonis Ames, who weaves bis
plastic legs, arms, and back into everything, from a sailor's
knot to a corkscrew is a sample of the variety menu that
Mr. Walter serves this week.
;

—

* * *

Cad

Tomboy, ever the Grovers' friend in need, has
once again come to their aid. brightening the Alcazar with
a little glow of prosperity such as it has not worn for some
time.
Leonard G rover Jr., Josephine Gassman, and many
of the favorites of its earlier presentations, are in the cast,
giving the wiry little melodrama an animated performance
and attesting to the life that still remains in Grover's best
the

play.
* # *

Blue Beard is making a fine record at the Tivoli. Next
week it enters on its second edition with new songs and
specialties.
There will be a medley of Chevalier's coster
songs, and the festive Ferris Hartman in Chevalier makeup.
* * *

Richard Mansfield commences the second week of his engagement at the Baldwin next Monday night, and will produce for the first time here his newest success, The Story
This piece will hold the boards on
of Rodion, the Student.
Monday and Tuesday nights. Prince Karl, the ever-welcome comedy, will be given on Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday nights, and at the Saturday matinee. Dr. Jekyll
ami Mr. Hyde will be presented on Saturday night. For
the third and last week of his engagement Mr. Mansfield
will present, among other plays, J Parisian Romance.
Roland Reed opens at the California on Monday evening
Reed is said to have
in his new comedy. Tin Politician.
found a part exceptionally adapted to his own personality
in Josiah Limber, the politician.
The comedy is announced
as crisp and as full of action as The Senator.
On Monday evening, at the Columbia Theatre, Ezra
Kendall will appear with his musical comedy, A Pair of
Kiih.
The Kids are now in the eleventh year of theatrical
life, and are alleged to be as frolicsome and funny as ever.
A Pair of Kids is only billed for one week.
Everybody's Friend, preceded by a curtain-raiser, The
Sitting of the Sun, is the menu at the Alcazar next week.
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has been an eventful season of music fur San 1'ranWe have had the best thai Europe could semi us;
'.orything of consequenoe except the great
in fac
opera companies. Particularly has it been :i Beaaon of
Marsick and Ondricek, and now Achille
fellow student of Ysaye's under Vleuztemps,
who heads the musical festivals which begin at the Columbia Theatre, Monday evening, April 27th, when we shall
have an opportunity of bearing one of the greatesl violinthe younger school, who. although hut twenty-eight
attained enviable fame throughout
Of age, lias
Since his arrival in this country last December, be is said to have had one continual succession of
triumphs in the largo cities of the East, having played
nineteen times in New York City alone, appearing there
with the Boston Symphony Orchestra, the Damrosch
Orchestra. Theodore Thomas' Chicago Orchestra, and the
Anton Seidl Metropolitan Orchestra. In this city Mr.
Rivarde will be assisted by Lachaume, the pianist who
ipanied Ysaye here last season: Win. H. Keith, the
barytone, who makes his first appearance here since his
European triumphs, and a grand orchestra of forty
selected musicians, with Mr. H. J. Stewart as conductor.
Stone and impressive programmes will be rendered,
Mr. Rivarde playing two of the master's concertos
The following is the programme for
at each performance.
the oepning concert: Overture, Oberon, Weber, orchestra;
Etudes Symphoniques. Schumann. M. Aime Lachaume;
Solo. Dio possente (Faust), Gounod, Mr. Wm. H. Keith;
Violin Concerto, Mendelssohn. (a) Allegro molto appassionata. (6) Andante, (c) Allegro ir.olto Vivace, M. Achille
Rivarde; Women's Procession to the Minster (Lohengrin),
Wagner, orchestra; Polonaise (A flat), Chopin, M. Aime
Lachaume; Solo, Lieder, Schumann, Mr. Wm. H. Keith;
Airs Russes, Wieniawski, M. Achille Rivarde; Toreadore
et Andalouse, Rubinstein, orchestra.
Rivarde brings to this coast probably the greatest
violin in existence; it is a Strad, and known in both Europe
and America as "The Emperor Strad;" it belongs to Mr.
Wm. H. Klopton, of New York City, a wealthy gentleman
who became very much interested in Rivarde and infatuated with his playing, loaned it to him for his American
It is said
tour, after he made his debut iu New York.
that the intrinsic value of this violin is thirty thousand
The violin is
dollars, and it is insured for that amount.
over three hundred years old, in a perfect state of preservation, and the tone qualities of this magnificent instrument are indescribable.
It has been erroneously stated that Mr. Rivarde was
This is all wrong.
Mr. Ysaye and
a pupil of Ysaye.
Mr. Rivarde studied together iu Paris under Vieuxtemps, and they were both very much attached to each
other, although Rivarde is several years younger.
A reception will be given Mr. Rivarde on his arrival
here, at 11 o'clock on the evening of April 24th, by fifty
musicians, who will serenade him in the rotunda of the
Baldwin Hotel; the orchestra on this occasion will be conducted by Mr. John Marquardt.
-

D. Page has been found guilty of embezzling
No punmoney belonging to the estate of his ward.
ishment is too severe for a crime of this description, by
which the widow and the orphan may be impoverished,
and we trust that an example will be made of the man to
deter others from following his example.
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RICHARD MANSFIELD,
Now York Garrtok Theatre Stock Company.
Hondas and Tuesday, Thk Story of Rodion, thb Sti-hkm'
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Wednesday, Thursday. Friday evenings and Saturday matinee.
Prince K.im,. Saturday evening, Db, Jbkyll and Mb. Hyde.
Monday, April 27th Must week) Parisian Romance, etc.
The' Gem" Theatre or the Coast.
Friedlander, Gottlob&Co., Lessees
and Managers.
The funniest of eccentric comedians, EZRA KENDALL, in his
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great laughing craze,

A PAIR OF KIDS.
Supported by a splendid company of players.
actual count.

Monday, April
I

27th:

r\
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A

600 laughs,

by

THE GREAT RIVARDE.
Mrs. Ernestine Kreling.
Proprietor and Manager
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T>IVOll Upera JlOUSe.

Second edition

rip-roaring success.

of the brilliant spectacu-

lar extravaganza.

BLUE BEARD,
New

songs; new ballets; new specialties. The "Chevalier"
" Rays of Light" an Arabian Nights
of coster songs
of Loveliness.

medley

—

.

Dream
Popular Prices

25c

and 50o

Morosco's Grand Opera House.
Last performances of "Michael

Monday

evening, April 2uth,

Strogoff."

production here of the realistic

first

comedy-drama.

SPECIAL DELIVERY.
A kaleidoscopic panorama of all

the

human

passions.

Matinees Saturdays and Sundays.

01
rpneU m

O'Farrell
San Francisco's Greatest Music Hall.
between Stockton and Powell streets.

street,

.

Commencing Monday, April 20th,

HOPKINS' TRANSOCEANIC
STAR SPECIALTY" COMPANY.
Matinees Saturday and Sunday.
Reserved Seats, 25c; Balcony,

Opera chairs and box

10c.

seats. 50c.

GrO\/Pr's
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Next week, commercing Monday, April

of

America.

20th,

EVERYBODY'S FRIEND.
Preceded by The Setting of the Sun.
Reserved orchestra, 25c.
10, 15, 25c.

Prices:

tl OaiTlpO,

The Popular Bay Resort.

Now open

every Sunday during the season. Music, dancing,
Refreshbowling, boating, fishing, and other amusements.
ments at city prices. Fare, round trip, 25c. children, 15c, including admission to the grounds.
The steamer TJKIAH will leave Tiburon Ferry at 10:30 A. M.,
12:10, 2:u0, and4:nOP.M. Returning, leave El Campo 11:15 A. M.,
1:00, 3:00, and 5:00 p. m.
;
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Pudd'nhead Wilson will be played at the Macdonough
Theatre, Oakland, for two nights, Monday and Tuesday,
the famApril 20th and 21st. Prank Mayo will be seen
ous part of Pudd'nhead.
Special Delivery, a comedy-drama interspersed with
songs and dances, will be the Grand's attraction next week.
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The Model
Mr. Depew would soon
however, we prefer to have him remain in the East to tell the people about
glorious
things
saw
here.
Should
he ever visit us
he
the
again he should receive a rousing ovation for the way he
has spoken of us.
our last week's issue we hoped
INcome
and reside iu California. Now,

American
Caterers.
1206 Sutter
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St., S. F,
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ANY of

our local artists are worthy of admiration.
Their nerve in exhibiting entitles them to it.
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met her

fate, and presently was married to an Enggentleman who holds an official position of high rank
in Demerara, and above all is very wealthy, as the glowing descriptions of her home which visiting friends bring
back will attest. Besides, she has two lovely little children.
Ruth didn't wait long after her debut to wed. A quiet,
elegant young Englishman, who was on a tour of the
world, was introduced to the Holladays.
After that he delayed his voyage to Japan, and presently Miss Ruth and he
had plighted their troth. His lather was the great London
pickle man, Blackwell.
Ruth had caught a famous prize.
A hurried trip to England for his parents' consent, as
quick a return, and the 3 0ung couple were wedded and
soon on their way to Italy. But the young husband died
suddenly of diphtheria a few years after, leaving her a
widow, the long lease of a splendid town house in the heart
of fashionable London, a lovely country seat on the
Thames, and a magnificent income. Black was awfully
becoming to her, and she wore it a whole year, visiting
San Francisco, Japan and India meantime. Then, back to
London for the season. She was surrounded by hundreds
of old admirers, but she knew just what to do, and it
wasn't two months before San Francisco and Burlingame
were electrified to learn of the coming marriage of Mrs.
Blackwell to that dashing young Guardsman, Captain
Leigh, heir presumptive to a peerage, and possessed of
that "swagger" and sumptuous income necessary to the
Guards. Again she had landed a prize! The wedding was
a grand affair, and again there was an Italian honeymoon.
And now for Burke, since it is his recent marriage into
C. P. Huntington's family which is the raison d'etre of the
present writing. He has grown up with that beauty of
face which young Paris or Donatello must have possessed.
His father brought him up famously, and to-day he is one
of the foremost young lawyers at our bar, and has been
admitted to practice before the United States Supreme
Court. Surrounded as he was, during the past eleven
years of his society career in San Francisco, by dozens of
admiring rosebuds, he has hitherto fortified his heart
against all feminine attacks. The artful fellow! He, too,
was biding his time; and as sure as fate it came! Numerous splendid dinners and receptions have been given his
pretty, wealthy bride and himself since their arrival three
weeks ago. They will be delightful companions for Mr.
and Mrs. Holladay, and will doubtless have the beautiful
apartments which Mrs. Blackwell used to occupy when
visiting here.
One can find no more perfect an interior
than the Holladay house in the city. It is adorned after
the English style entirely, and has that air of grace and
comfort, without affectation, which rarely can be found
ouiside of the British home.
The draperies, the furniture,
the cushions, the pictures and photos everything signifies

she

lish

certainly none reads more like a
society novel meant for
summer reading, and with nothing that jars the nerves in
than the story of the Holladays, of Holladay Heights.
it
Society people here are fond of saying that the Holladays are the "luckiest family in California."
But if
"luck" means the result of years of indefatigable perseverance and fortitude, then I must be greatly mistaken.
Mr. S. W. Holladay came to California early in the fifties
and established himself in Trinity County.
He was young
and vigorous, aud came from a very aristocratic old New
England family. He did not stay long in that part of the
country, but presently came down to San Francisco, and
began the practice of the profession iu which he had been
traiued the law. At that time attorneys were, not so
plentiful, since most of the legal fraternity who immigrated
here went to the mines, or else kept near them in the mining towns Judge Field's case, for instance. Mr. Holladay
did exceedingly well in consequence.
His specialty was
land business, and, as that included over half the cases in
the courts, he secured some excellent clients.
Doubtless
in the big row of chests which occupy his office may
found
the
documents
be
of clients of thirty-seven years
standing, for in most cases he gets the estate settlement
the annals of our city
INpleasant,
attractive English

—

—

—

—

when they die off.
About this time

was

his happy privilege to meet the
Baltimore, who was visiting her
brother, General Ord, then commanding the Pacific Coast
Department, U. S. A.
She was ravishingly beautiful, as
early oil portraits by Jewett and other artists show.
It
was a love match of the rarest quality, and, after their
wedding, they took up the domestic thread of life in the
quietest fashion.
Of course they maintained their society
relations, but always in that unobtrusive fashion which
marks high breeding.
In the meantime, with a remarkable foresight, Mr. Holladay had invested every cent he could spare iu San Francisco lots.
They were very cheap in outlying districts
then, as were also some parts of the water front.
His
largest venture was the purchase of the largest portion of
that sandhill called Lafayette Heights. How little he knew
the years of anxiety and vexation this property would cost
him! Once acquired, however, with what he considered
perfect title deeds, he proceeded to put up the large, comfortable residence which is yet the family home.
Three
children were born to the couple, Louise, Ruth, and Burke.
Somewhere in 1864 the storm broke, when the city
brought suit for the recovery on the ground that the municipal administration which had sold it to him had erred in
as much that, according to oui» statutes, the city had no
right to dispose of the public lands.
It was a terrible tussle for twenty-five or twenty-six years.
The City would
beat Holladay in one court, and he would beat them in
another.
It was a cause ceUbre.
Finally the plucky attorney fought the case into the Federal courts, to the chagrin
of his opponents.
There the case was carefully examined
in all its phases by the Supreme Bench.
The result was a
complete victory for Holladay.
But all this time he was attending seduously to the education of his children. When quite young Louise was
taken to Germany, and placed in a quiet family. She was
instructed in all the pretty accomplishments by the best
masters, but singing was her forte, and she devoted herself ardently to her exquisite voice.
It was a long while before she returned to this city, a
it

beautiful Miss Ord,

of

beautiful and stately young lady. There
for her hand, but she gently repulsed

were many suitors
all proposals, and

was sweet and womanlike as ever. The other girls
maliciously: "Lou Holladay '11 die an old maid— see

said,
if

she

don't!"

But the beautiful maiden bided her time, went to Europe
when she pleased, was a favorite in New York, Baltimore,
and Washington society, knew half of swell London, and
was invited everywhere. It was on a visit to London that

—

perfect taste.
Society people

may

be familiar with the modern events

of this chronicle, but this is the first time the links of the
golden chair, have ever been joined together.

* * *

An

interesting event will take place next Saturday,
April 25th, at 2 p. M. at Central Park, when an exciting
game of baseball will be played between the University
Club and the Berkeley Club (University of California). The
proceeds will be devoted to the Mercantile Library fund,
and a large attendance is anticipated. The following
picked men will represent the University Club: Alfred
Cohen, captain; Thomas Magee, Jr., Will Magee, Arthur
Allen, George Greenwood, Joe Tobin, Lawrie Adams,
Fred Howard, W. R. Smedburg, Evente Bee, Milton
Latham, with Vanderlynn Stow as manager. The Berkeley
team consists of such giants as Johnston and Miller, captains; Wheeler, Worden, Hennessy, McLaren, Elston,
Proctor, Gooding, Dean, Hoag, Kaarsberg, Dean, Blasingame, Rawlings, Krug. The game ought to be well
worth seeing, considering the calibre of the men.

When the Duke of Marlborough and his youthful bride,— once
Miss Vanderbilt, left for Italy, there was an amusing dilemma.
Their two dozen cases of Moet & Chandon, (the Duke's favorite
beverage), didn't reach the dock until five minutes before the ship
was ready to sail, and there was considerable trepidation on his

—

Grace's part.

After dinner try Adams' Pepsin Tutti-Frutti Chewing Gum.
will find it admirable.

Indigestion fades before

it.

You

.

I
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EXHIBIT.

Sampson

the

UVLLY
or wor

theput'

t itself as to how much bet-

ter

the Hopkins' Institute
t showing of landscapes anil
li<.'inv
by local painters has an almost biblical variety of contra
In evidence on both sides.
Absolute safety
lies in predicting that the small and clear-eyed company ol
picture enthusiasts will find yards of proof to opine vigoras to the bad eminence of the work that luxuriates
in being had, with a double capital.
Such an opportunity
re is. for the dispensing of pungent and
far-reaching incense wafting every delicacy of aroma
known to " roast.-." has not bloomed into existence these
many years. To take due advantage of the occasion would
be a combined slaughter and funeral of the innocents.
In
several cases the perpetrators of these eminent horrors
have time to mend their painting manners; in others, the
rude necessity of earning some pay overrides all considerations, and for the rest an impenetrable mental epidermis
defies the blast of just blame, and makes the use of any
language an unpardonable wastefulness.
Never did the
judges or hanging- committee deserve the victor's wreath
so unreservedly for permitting the exposure of so much
misused paint and canvas.!

The power

of seeing is in full force in the Exhibition genof the seeing is of that amiable kind, rushing and gushing gladly, upon single objects, radiating
floods of visual glucose.
Such evidence of the dear, inno-

erally.

Some

old-fashioned idea of looking out into the world has
an appalling sincerity in it.
However, half a dozen of our
painters realize that images come to the eye through the
medium of light, and their work ranks reasonably high in
cent,

proportion.

A

clear consciousness of the actual process
and a distinct choice or point of view makes the
interest of painting at its best, and the absence thereof
engenders nocturnes in green moonlight, and other delights
irritating to the mucuous membranes of the diaphragm.
of vision

Mr. Keith, as a leader

of the contingent of our painters
the mechanism of vision with virtuosity, has his
usual quiver full of good things.
Nothing he has given the
public belongs to the same class as the Study head.
In
fragility of technique and distinction of tone it is quite unexpected. An exotic, unhealthy, but arresting, fascination emanates from this effort with much of the sickly
tenderness Lawrence Stern breathed into his " Sentimental
Journey." Only to the painter with temperament comes
this accident of mood, saying much more than appears on
the surf ace.
Keith landscape, ''April Showers," in a
new manner interests and disappoints; the emotions under
it are seemingly mixed, and, for material, nothing short of
a panorama unfolds itself. The mysterious serenity of the
Oaks, and an Evening motif, both in the style peculiar to
this painter, have a poetic value not to be mistaken, and impossible to be rivaled by forceful technique.
Consciously or not there has grown up a school of painting with a Keith-like conception of nature as its nucleus,
worked out with different veils of personality.
Messrs.
Breuer, Yelland, and Judson express this form of thought.
On Mr. Breuer the idea sits most naturally, and becomes
almost clear in the union of sentiment and tone values. The
"Stormy Day," in Mr. Yelland's idea, is full of apt technique, but still fails in giving a connected feeling of motion;
in this painter's work the sense of interpenetration of
light is always at the elementary stage.
Quite a different point of view reigns through the medium
of work signed Wendt and McRac.
Science, not sentiment, develops itself. Light as a phase of vibration is
the starting point, emotion counts for nothing. The McRae
landscape rises fairly into a wild, barbaric yawp, but this
kind of thing, besides being thoroughly able and businesslike, does the public good, gives that august body vibrations or coniptions, and serves its purpose, making a distinct impression.
The Wendt work has less of high vibrationist spirit, and glimpses of a hankering after the flesh
pots of sentiment. Up-to-date painting takes no cognizance of the pleasure of the eye. It is mostly sanitary and
hygienic in its tendencies and results. Although belonging to the zeit geist, there is a tincture of Parisian daring
in this work sympathetic to admiration for brilliance
simmering in the modern minds. William Wendt's "Brook"

who use

A

ardent

advoeates of

style.

Landscape, by the way. rules in this exhibition, and
the paintings occupying a happy medium between
His
science and sentiment, lies the work of Mr. Joullin.
studies of sand dunes with grassy brakes
idingly
The simplicity of the subject and techn
piquant.
well together. Light and air and a simple kind of finetm make
interesting these subjects in themselves so slight. Almost
as happy is the Judson "Sedge on a Gray Day," done in a

among

manner

in the foreground,
Mr. Stanton's Brittany picture, "The Evening
of Life," is better in conception than is usual with him, but
the coldness of it. is of a ranting or barnstorming kind, and
"June," Miss Houston's dainty
the reverse of touching.
bit, has the charm and wayward freshness of May; there

not a la Keith, a trine Sticky

perhaps.

ripple of

is a

temperament

in it.

Compositions are not many iu number; from the results
achieved the loss of others is not great. Just where Hagar
ends and Ishmael begins, Mr. Matthews leaves to the discretion of the beholders. Part of "Pandora, " too, is in the dim,
drear beyond, and the rest might as well be. Jules Pages'
"Kitchen Interior" has fine bits in the lighftreatment,
and equally suggests a Montmartre kitchen to be chilly.
"With the Dolls" is not representative of Peixotto; the
lady is powdered with coal, and the members of children
and dolls _are evenly mixed. This painter's portrait of
Miss Bessie Wall is better work, but not without reproach:
His portrait of Mr. Piatt is more direct and faithful, however.
Miss Lou Wall's study, "Xmas Thoughts," is unfortunate.
A gentle but double-barrelled gale blows drapery
one way and the domestic hearth in the opposite direction.
An old woman paring potatoes, by Mr. Reaser, has a grace
of genuine feeling upon it, telling a piteous tale, but the
technique is flat, flabby, and shallow.
portrait, strong and well handled by Mr. Stanton, is
the best piece of work in this line he has exhibited, and,
saving an over exuberance of paint, comes into the class
of able balanced work.
Another portrait piece from Mrs.
Richardson is firmer in texture than usual with her work,
and on the verge of success.
Since last exhibiting Mrs. Richardson has developed considerably on the side of her work at one time the weakest
the drawing. In this portrait the modelling of the lips
and chin has a certain plasticity and decision uncommon
among our painters. The coloring is agreeable, and has
a sensitiveness of its own. Like Mr. Stanton's successful
portrait work, this one bears the impress of rapid prima
facie execution
In the main hall hang various curiosities, some of them
awesome and possibly acting as a detriment to aspiring
talent.
Though not the worst, "In the Flower Garden,"
signed Demain, suggests the ghosts of dead days and other
impossibilities.
Miss Strong's canine pictures are not to
be classed with the work, though in the same hall, and are
finished up but not exhilarating efforts.
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Nervous prostration, like charity, covers a multitude of
and has evidently come to stay, to judge from the
of society folk who are afflicted by it.
It is not
every one who is lucky enough to own a country home
wherein to recuperate; but there have been instances
where said rural residences were the locale for the attacks,
instead of convalescence. Those on the inside say so, at

ills,

number

''HE girls are complaining that the promised
" wild whirl of gaiety" of Eastertide has failed to materialize.
Mrs. Hager's affair, they say, was limited to her
own circle, and the assembly merely the expiring embers
of the winter's glow, the engagement of Misses Hannah
Williams and Emma Butler having, of course, robbed the
social partem of two of the loveliest buds. Were it not for
the Presidio hops the girls would be in despair.
However,
with the merry month of May wedding bells will ring and
the air will be redolent of orange blossoms; the festivities
which usually precede weddings, such as dinners and
lunches to the happy couples, will give more life to the
swagger set, and it is whispered that a bridal ball will
take place at the big house on the avenue to compensate
for the strictly private nuptials.
This rumor, however,
lacks confirmation, although persistent.
* * #

The frequent examples of marital infelicities which
abound on all sides is enough to frighten any one who is on
the point of a plunge into the matrimonial sea, for a veritable ''sea of troubles " (to quote from Shakespeare) many
of our friends have found it.
The instances of private
woe= are numerous. Among the most striking, in every
sense of the word, of those made public is the case of the
stage struck heiress of a defunct Sacramento capitalist,
whose brief career behind the footlights ended in a divorce
and a second marriage, which, according to the sensational
dailies, is likely to result in divorce number two.
The
query naturally arises, when will experience bring wisdom?

least.

* * #

San Rafael

described as being as dull as ditchwater
not even the slight touch of scandal which Ross Valley
periodically exhales is afloat so far this spring.
But the
dwellers in the ambitious little burg may reflect that when
the German Baron and the German band appear on the
scene there is sure to be a revival if not exactly of the
is

—

at least a semblance of gaiety.

fittest,

* * *

paths of a certain army post are not the safest
place in the world for spooning, for if report speaks true,
the very hedges have ears and tongues. Pretty girls who
between dances wander among them for a breath of fresh
air are apt to be touched by another kind of breath, if not

The

leafy

careful.
* * *

The visit of young Martin to his mother and aunt is most
opportune at this time.
It is now, say the quid mines,
highly probable that bells will ring in the big cathedral
and a nuptial mass be said.
* # *

On

a well-known clubman is deliberating whether to
pool issues or not; while a pretty widow of recent make is
bent upon having her pet sister study Horace.
/lit,

No decorations are 30 beautiful as high class Japanese art goods.
Geo. T. Marsh, 625 Market street, has the finest collection in this
city.

* * #

Spring, beautiful spring, is with us again, and so, alas,
is the concert season, which has,
apparently, broken out
with redoubled energy from its winter's rest.
If a suffering community were asked only to patronize professional
talent it would go hard enough in the majority of cases,
but when for the most part the ambitious amateur, under
cover of the mantle of "charity," warbles or plays for the
public, it becomes a subject of commiseration indeed, for
vocal efforts of an unskilled nature are bad enough, but the
amateur fiddler is a thing to flee from. The violin, which
is the noblest of all instruments in a master's hand,
becomes one of positive torture when in any other. From all
such,

Good Lord,

Use Ricnardson

it

Robbins' canned and potted meats for picnics.

Jackson's Napa Soda

is

a gentle aperient.

Stubborn
on the part of some
people to insist on believing that no high-

deliver us.
* * *

The departure

of Mrs. George Pope and her pretty sisMiss Carrie Taylor, for a European trip, will cause a
blank in society this summer, as both ladies are very popular members of the swim.
It is said, however, that one of
Chicago's brightest girls, who is an heiress as well, will
accompany Mrs. Frank Carolan upon her return from her
sister's wedding, so the loss of one will be the gain of another.
It will be in the late summer when B'lingham will
blaze with glory, when the Henry Scotts, Cardans, and
Will Crockers will be in residence there.

class

ter,

* * *

For some weeks past there has been a whisper going
round the social world that one of the recognized lights
would give an Easter entertainment in the form of a fancy
dress cotillion, and expectation rose to almost fever heat.
The lady in question does not say, however, anything
definite in regard to said function, much to the exasperation of our pretty maids, as the matron has a big ballroom and wealth galore to back it, and the girls say it is
only necessary to will, to do.
Perhaps it will come off
after

are sold

A

five-story building,

filled to

the brim with

modern furniture from
the world's best makers, is what we offer you at prices
that will astonish those of you who have been buying
the " Big Street" stores.
are showing this spring the most elegant and
extensive line of Novelties— unique patterns and
quaint conceits— ever shown in the Furniture World.
at

We

Indianapolis
750

Furniture

Go.,

Mission St.

Comet OoIohq.

all.

* * *

On d%t, a notable dowager whose experience in California and Nevada entitles her to be considered the equal of
Mrs. Hitchcock in a well-stored memory, is being earnestly
solicited by her numerous friends to publish her memoirs.
_

she does, society may look for a treat, as not alone will
they be spicy, but most entertaining, lacking all the pitiless commentary with which the other lady's "reminiscences" are said to abound.
If

goods

south of Marketstreet.

The

oldest and most reliable brand on the
market. Sold only in 1-3 pound papers at
20 cents per paper. All grocers keep it.

*^

Popular prices, equal to others; no imitating.
All original styles, varied to suit the
Competent artists employed; no
features.
apprentices,
"Bernhardt" wavers, to wave
flair
Lfiariinn
Drft^ftr
UMUIIiy Tldir Lire&ber.
n £frwitnoutburning; "EauBroux," to restore
grey or bleached hair to natural color. Latest styles in modern Bangs,
particularly Louis de Lavelliere style. Open Sundays.

Strozynski's.

Corner Ellis and Leavenworth streets
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An

New York

Italian died in

This should entitle him

Organ.

THE

while grinding his hand
a front plaee in the

to

nly ehoir.
itor Tillman says he would rather cut his throat than
follow Carlisle and Cleveland.
Hand him a knife, someoue,
before his mood chan_

HOTEL RAFAEL
SAN RAFAEL, CAL.

Parsons are so plentiful and penurious in Lon;,' Island
that two met in one church there last week and fought for
the possession of the pulpit.

A

fool thief tried to find

He

is

CAPT.
•

Write now

for rates

Belgian physician claims that yawning is an exceedingly healthy function.
This accounts for the sleek appearance of many of our policemen.

The pen has long bragged about its superiority over the
in Los Angeles a man was saved from a knife
thrust by so insignificant an object as a pencil.
The relatives of the New Yorker who died at sea and
was preserved in a barrel of rum should sue the captain
for damages.
Such conduct is merely adding insult to insword, but

•
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Tavern ot

QUEEN OF ALL
MOUNTAIN RESORTS.

Castle Crag.
The Tavern

of Castle Crag, the

and accessible of

all

most

beautiful, attractive

mountain resorts, will open
1st, and will close October

ception of guests June

jury.

for the re,
1,

1896.

War

gratuity of *T ."ill is to be paid by the British
Office to the soldiers who took part in the Ashantee expedition.
are afraid Tommy Atkins is not properly
appreciated at 'ome.

George Schonewald, Manager,

We

The idea of thousands of Christian Endeavorers on their
marrowbones, praying for Ingersoll, is enough to make a
bull-frog laugh.
They must have plenty of time on their
hands, to say the least.

Love letters in the days of the Babylonians were written
on bricks. After sending one, a lover always kept clear
of bis sweetheart for a few days in case she might be
tempted to throw it at his head.
Three cases of anthrax have been noted in this country
during the last twenty-five years.
The last occurred in
New York and was successfully treated. It is a fashionable disease, but

is,

unfortunately, usually fatal.

paintings were added this week to the S. & G-.
Gump collection, having just arrived from the customs house. They are all gems. Four are splendid specimens of the famous Flemish master, C. Von Leemputten,
whose paintings of sheep are conceded to be the best the
world over. " The Sunday Toilette," by C. Pettit, Belgium, is a delightfully natural home scene, and the painting of the old General reading a message just delivered to
him, is a pleasing bit of color and careful detail by Gerard
Portelje, of Antwerp.
The gallery is well worth a visit,
as there never were better paintings there than there are

Room

59,

Union Trust Building, San Francisco, Cal.

Conducted on both the

Brooklyn

European and
American plan
J-lotel ® e
Bush street, bet. Sansome and Montgomery, S. F.
This favorite hotel is under the management of
Charles Montgomery, and is as good, if not the best, Family and Business Men's Hotel in San Francisco. Home comforts, cuisine unexcelled,
first-class service and the highest standard of respectability guaranteed.
Our rooms cannot be surpassed for neatness and comfort.
Board and room: Per day. $1.25, $1.50, $1.75 and $2; per week, $7 to $12;
per month, $27.50 to $40; single room, 50 cents to $1.
#5"Free coach to and from the Hotel.

RIGGS HOUSE

new

the auspices of the American Women's Liberal
UNDER
League, Father P.
Yorke will deliver in Metro-

C.
politan Temple a course of five lectures on religious tolerance.
The first of the series will be given next Monday
night.
Tickets can be had for 25 cents each or $1.00 for

the course upon application at the league's headquarters,
63 Donohue Building.

When

you are

Geary

street.

weddiEg present, go to S. & G. Gump's,
They have a magnificent variety to choose from.

Washington, D. C.

The Hotel " Far Excellence "of the National Capital. First-class in
O. G. STAPLES,
all appointments.
President; G. DeWITT, Treas.

American plan,

$3

per day and upward.

WASHINGTON,

^bbitt

j\ous<i,

O.

Fifty rooms
on the sixth floorwith steam heat and electric light, reduced to
$2 50 and $3 per day. Fifty rooms on other floors reduced from
$4 to $3 50 per day. Parlors and alcove parlors at equally low
rates. Special rates for the Army and Navy Officers and the
Clergy.

Occidental Hotel,
A

quiet home, centrally located, for
those who appreciate comfort and
attention.

Wm.

B. Hooper, Hanager.

selecting a

Jackson's Napa Soda

kills

malaria.

D. C.

BDKOH. Manager.

POPULAR PRICES— Regular rates, 84 per day up.

now.

113

B.

and rooms.

A

SIX

C.

now kicking

The fact that ex-President Harrison has succeeded in
finding a wife will inspire hope in the breast of many a
forgotten and dust-covered bachelor.

1

For the seasoD, under the management of

something of value among Sena-

tor Quay's private papers last week.
himself for having wasted his time.

Now ODen.

EVANS' ALE

San Francisco.
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a revival of a demand for California
gold mines, it is amusing to see all the oldOutlook,
time faces showing up on the street again,
beaming with hope and expectancy, and at
every boom at intervals of five or six years the same men
have given phantom wealth a lively race for it, coming in
winded under the wine at the heels of the fickle goddess in
many a lively heat. Nothing daunted, they are toeing the
mark, again ready to take the track in a race which, for
many of them will be the last. It is now a case of win and
live in clover, or die in harness, awaiting another chance
Some of these
for a fortune which may never come.
men are deserving, and better fitted to wear the mantle
of wealth than those on whom it has fallen, and that they
may now attain the object of their desires is the hearty
wish of the News Letter. But, sandwiched in among the
honorable men in the business, are black sheep unscrupulous individuals bereft of all sense of honor or decency.
The more successful they have been in the past in their
swindling schemes, the worse off it will be for them now,
Their
and for those who knowingly associate with them.
name is enough to ruin the most promising enterprise in
the world, and to besmirch every one in connection with
them.
It is scarcely reasonable to suppose that any sane
man will take the chances of a fair deal from a man who
has proved himself thoroughly unprincipled in his previous
Once bitten twice shy is an old,
dealings with strangers.
but wise saying, and the schemer with a record, who
imagines for one moment that he can successfully garner a new crop of fools, in a place where he is wellknown, must be accredited with more impudence than
brains.
With a disposition to stear clear of these
mountebank promoters, investors here and elsewhere
are quietly picking up good mining prospects all
over California, but if they are not sifting things
down pretty well themselves, they are employing honest
and conscientious experts to do so for them. Business
principles now strictly rule, and while money for development is obtainable, millions for wild-cat shares are Dot
forthcoming, nor will they unless there is a very sudden
and radical change of public opinion.

With

The Mining

The condition

Comstock
Mining Market.

of affairs on Pine street is
to warrant the hope that a
change for the better may take place at
any moment. Things could not be worse

such as

without closing up the Board rooms entirely.
That the
management of the mines will tolerate this does not seem
at all likely, and, consequently, there is a gleam of hope
that they will, ultimately, come to the rescue. Dealers, as
a rule, seem to take matters very complacently, and the
majority have faith enough in their compositions to stay
by the ship until she disappears beneath their feet.
The
old guard is not largely represented now.
A few remain
at their accustomed posts of observance in offices and on
the street, saying nothing, but looking wisely into the future, as becomes men of their age and experience in the
business.
The others have either passed in their final
checks or have been driven by sheer force of circumstances
to some other fields which afford pasturage.
The "re-

forms" have come too late to benefit these old warriors,
and it is questionable if they take over-kindly to new conditions which have only served so far to clear the street of
wealthy manipulators.
As a low grade proposition, the
Comstock will always live in the present generation and
under new working methods, but it is morally certain that,
as matters stand to-day, its course as a speculative medium
is nearly run unless some one with money and brains can
be found to turn the tide now setting toward low ebb. The
Norcross mill has started up on ore from the mine, and,
before long, the world will know just how much it should
cost to work Comstock ores, and the percentage of returns
which should be expected when the mines are run solely in
the interest of the shareholders. Should the figures not
exceed in the way of profit those of the old management,
people will naturally form their own opinions about the
veracity of the charges which have been so prolific for
years past. Con. CaL- Virginia is now working on the
upper levels, which does not confirm the rumors common
on the street not so very long ago about the 1650 and 1700levels being in ore enough to keep the mill running for ages.
The Superintendent at that time was inclined to a more
conservative view of the outlook in this quarter of the
mine, but he got little credit for his position, which time
has eventually proved correct.

Fortunes based upon

Mayor Sutro's
Nemesis.

ill-gotten gains are
generally a trouble to their possessors,
who, as a rule, are not to be envied in

their possessions.

The

public will never

cease to point the finger of scorn at the tainted millions,
and sneer at the evidences flaunted before their faces of
the strange and unaccountable freaks of fortune which have
put beggars on horse back.
One of the most unfortunate
in this respect is Mayor Sutro, of this city.
Pose though
he may as a philanthropist, and become, through sheetforce of circumstances, a public benefactor, the ghost of
the old tunnel in Nevada, which put him in the way of becoming a millionaire, constantly confronts him.
Just
now a cloud of trouble is threatening
as vet it is
no larger than a man's hand, and a long way off. But
it
threatens to assume much larger proportions, and
that before long, as investors from Hell Gate to the
Golden Gate fall in line behind the leader of a moveto compel the good Mayor of this city to disI'our or five million dollars, and toaccount for nearly
half a million shares of the old Sutro Tunnel Company's
stock.
Some very unpleasant remarks appear in the New
York papers upon this matter, many of them, no doubt,
engendered by Mr. Sutro's ill-tempered interference with
Other peoples' business, which he has presumed to criticise
from a very lofty plane of honesty and morality.
It is
another case of foolishness in stone-throwing by persons
who live in glass houses.
Besides, bulldozing does not do
all the time. It is apt to be overdone, and, in
Sutro's case,
the limit has been reached long ago.
;

—

Notwithstanding
Local Stocks

prevails in

many

the

dullness

lines of trade,

which

money

seems abundant enough with certain
classes in this city, and the demand for
investment stocks continues very fair for the season of the
year.
All of the Industrials, particularly Gas and Sugar,
On
find favor with monied people, and prices are firm.
Wednesday last the following monthly dividends were paid
by local corporations: San Francisco Gas, 35 cents, Oakland Gas, 25 cents; Edison Light and Power, 66J cents;
Pacific Telephone and Telegraph, 30 cents; and Sunset
Telephone and Telegraph Company, 20 cents. Quarterly
dividends were also paid by the following corporations:
Bank of California, $3; Nevada Bank, $1.50; Sutter street
Railroad Company, $1.25. Pacific Surety Company, 2 petcent., and California Safe Deposit, 75 cents.
Continue Active,

stories about the Merced Mine are
Although the news
conflicting.
which leaks out through the town of

The
The Merced
Mining Mystery,

still

Coultervil'u-

is

all

in

accord with what

appears in Boston, private statements appearing in print
from time to time are just to the contrary. No later than
the early part of the week a Nevada paper published an
interview with a miner who had just returned from the
property, and he, among other things, said the mill was
closed down, in face of the report that it had been started
up for a long run. It is also certain that, on a'l the trails
leading out of town to other camps, men are met with
How
leaving the Merced property and looking for work.
the managers can recognize those contradictions it is difficult to see.

The Poniatowski

flotation

from

Cali-

fornia will soon be aired upon the Lonln London.
don market, in accordance with the
announcement recently made in the
News Letter. The question which will not unlikely confront this gentleman when he visits London will be why he,
of all others, should be compelled to seek financial aid from
the public, considering the wealth which is generally supposed to be at his back since his marriage.

The Mother Lode

——

—

;

;

SAX prancisco news letter.

'3

is refreshing to know that thi
ITtinPacific coast, to wit, Alameda,

Willi :••

'Out thai will pl»T the dctll.

.li'vil

»lr.

moral town on
Oakland and San
Francisco, we hear, are wicked, and may even contaminate
this moral Mecca.
City Attorney Taylor says so, and,
as City Attorneys are the very pinks of morality, hi'
ought to know.
We own that the Alameda people
have the knack of keeping their little sins to themselves,
which is certainly the most effective form of morality we

»rt Iti.mV

with you."

am Brown
Brown

I
Feel

I

Note

rbeek
stand no risk; oh,
I'm n peach.

ate

nerve:
Note the siatera*, also.

my

Note

its

smile.

The Brown who can bawl
Will

no

so

guile.

robbed of $115 by a
resort last Sunday morning. The whole affair seems suspicious. How, for instance,
does an attorney come to have so much money in his
pocket, and what was he doing in such a place?
The Bar
Association had better look into the matter.
to

in

should say not quite—

Not just

am Brown

yet.

I

The Lord's

right in

my

light;

Oh, you bet.

Grace M. E. Church, San
worth journeying a long way to see, for
the like of him is in no other pulpit on earth.
He was
arrested two months ago in Golden Gate Park for an unnatural crime, and discharged because to have prosecuted
him would have been to dose the newspapers with a ret'olburn, pastor of

Francisco,

is

volting scandal.
This man of God is satisfied to let it rest
at that.
He has made nocomplaint against the policemen
who dragged bim to jail, and has declined all invitations
to seek a vindication in court.
Think of that sort of an
animal as a preacher of Christ's gospel
And fancy the
congregation that can stand such a pastor.
!

THOSE

who mourn the grand old days when the Republican party was the party of moral ideas, are

given to thinking that there is no hope of their return.
Yet here in San Francisco, less than a week ago, we saw
two eminent citizens drop all other business and spring to
the rescue of purity, successfully, too.
The spectacle of
such Republicans as Senator Mahoney and Citizen Martin
Kelly devoting themselves to opposing boss rule ought to
cheer every friend of the party of Lincoln and Grant.

mouth was opened a few
ago
MAX Popper's
cause
"Good Government.
The orator made
nights

in

the
of
"
a fervid appeal for his old friend, Chris Buckley, and said
the day would come when he would be hailed as a deliverer
by the people.
misunderstanding occurred after the
lecture between Popper and Buckley regarding the stipend the former was to receive for his talk.
It ended in
Mr. Popper's eyes being closed, and, incidentally, also his

A

mouth.

THE

other day a Congregational pastor fled from a
Southern Californian town in order to escape a coat
of tar and feathers. It will astonish the Congregationalists
of Northern California to learn that the brother was only
accused of adultery. In this calmer locality no clergyman
would be under apprehension of mob violence unless he had
been guilty of something serious, such as Sabbath breaking
or billiards.

remarkable how little ingenuity City Hall CommisCreswell and Broderick show.
Sutro tires
them to death with his speeches and his rages, and they
don't know how to cork him and get rid of him, and have
a quiet meeting for a change. Half a dollar casually dropped under the table, where nobody but the Mayor could
see it, would be worth trying.
is

IT sioners

CRANK

the cutter Rush should be sent
THE
a kindergarten
they know better than

back to
to cause
annoyance by playing with their searchlight.
Officers of
revenue cutters are not, as a rule, famous for their intelligence, but these men seem even worse than their fellows.
officers of

until

WHEELMEN

will be pleased to hear that the Rev. R.
M. Willets of Oakland, considers it a henious offense
against the Lord to ride a wheel on Sunday.
The Lord,
however, does not object to wheels in the head, otherwise
his pastors would be deluged with thunderbolts.

WE

urgently request Dr. Brown to leave this city, taking his wife and offspring with him. By making this
request we merely voice the sentiments of all respectable
people aud we trust a deaf ear will not be turned to our
entreaties.

A NEWLY
We

appointed Prison Director is of the opinion
that San Quentin should be abolished and only Polsom
used.
concur, and suggest that the former resort be
turned into a training school for the police and the pastors.

of

twelve
who found extenuating circumTHE
stances warranting a lesser punishment than hanging
citizens

the case of murderer Claussen, should be engaged by
some freak museum manager.

Circuit Court
songs, "Ma
go out in a
are wearied by this cheap music.

the case at present in the United States
IPenables
us to locate the real authors of the
Angeline" and " The New Bully," we might

body and hang them.

We

Nature fashioned Parson Brown
WHENShekindly
knew
well the people who would love him
full

So fashioned bim part knave, part thick-skinned clown,
Placed hell beneath and heaven far above him.

Tunnell and Mattie Overman have returned to
MRS.
Tia Juana Hot Springs. We do not wish to discour-

age these ladies, but we are afraid it will take more than
hot water to purify their bodies and their minds.
Quitzow, who believes in good citizenship,
yet stays among us, requests all people to take an
All right, Mr.
active interest in the coming primaries.
Quitzow, we'll be there and bring a rope with us.
suggest that the angel be removed from the dome
of the City Hall and a live Supervisor be placed there
instead. Supervisor King, for instance, would be the right
person he is certainly a pretty hard man.
always doubted the statement that Dr. C. Overman.
Brown would receive a call from Tacoma. The people
of that city are too clean-minded to want men of his de-

ATTORNEY

WE
¥E

;

scription.

W HEN
1

who demanded $7000

Treasurer Widber
ft for services rendered the city, was taken before the
Insanity Commissioners and sent to Ukiah.
A politician
would have helped himself to the money, and no one would
have said anything to him for doing so.

in

it

attorney claims
have been
ANyoung
lady
a questionable

I

I

BROTHEE

all

has been, what has it to say about that s.'!il,Hi)ii bribe which
it accepted from the Southern Pacific Railroad Company?
If the Examiner has any defense to make the public would
be glad to hear it.

llrown
I've

Taylor.

.Mr.

then, the Examiner having told what villains
NOW,enemies
are, and what, a highly patriotic paper

my

am

I

;

preach.

my
1

1

are acquainted with
nevertheless, it remains to be seen
what tin' ladies of thai city Will say to the dastardly
charges of puritanism made against them by the temper-

San Francisco—

of

And

the gents of the hanging committee
placed all the daubs on the shelves,
They will earn the regard of the city
By hanging the artists themselves.

Have

THE Examiner
Monarch
late

But

in a reputable journal

THE

;

why the
not be mentioned

no, there are reasons

of the Dailies should

30,000 reasons.

Oakland Saturday Press is the tail end of the San
Francisco Examiner. Carroll Carrington, the hired
man, sits exactly uuder the tail, and suffers accordingly.
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H

marry her

hear from

last Herman Suderman's "Magtia" has
been translated into English, and the interThe Week.* est in the famous play will be revived, and
its merits and demerits discussed with increased eagerness and with varying fortune. In book
form "Magda" is attractive to look at, but, as in the
dramatized work, it is vice-bitten, brilliant, and dangerAny one who ever saw the play of "Magda"
ously subtle.
knows that it dramatizes the revolt of woman against
much of what we men of to-day hold to be best and dearest
It outrages our ideas of the conventionalin our homes.
ities and sets at defiance our notions of the moral law, and
all those wholesome phases of life which have made the

At

of

home

the civilized world. That the
and that Suderman has used
much skill in putting in dramatized form his ethical doctrine, is undeniable; but this makes it all the more dangerous, unsafe, and more liable to corrupt the unthinking
many who see it "on the boards. " There are, of course,
better plays than "Magda," many of them, but they tell
us of much that is sunshiny and righteous. They point
out the elevating influences which come from acting, and
speaking, in harmony with our duties to ourselves and
those around us, but if the world ever accepts the ethics
of "Magda," then good-bye virtue, honor, home, purity,
and sanity as well. Just think of this woman "Magda,"
who abandons the tame and old-fashioned ideas of morality
and openly proclaims her "right" to sin, and who has no
more hesitation about announcing her propaganda in public than a debauched nun' would have about telling his
profligate associates the startling immoralities of a Chinese den! In fact, the book, as well as the play, is a defense of vice, free love, and abandon.
If not, how else can
we explain the scene which takes place between the pastor
and "Magda" when he is telling her about "the wide open
arms which wait to clasp the lost daughter to the empty
breast," when "Magda" breaks in impatiently:
"Oh, I beg of you, none of that. I do not intend to furnish
a pendant to the prodigal son. If I came back as a
daughter, as a lost daughter, I should not hold my head
before you as I do; I should grovel in the dust in the full
consciousness of all my sins, and that I will not do that I
cannot do for I am what I am, and I cannot be another."
There is no regret here, no passionate sorrow, or grief,
or sadness at the memory of sin; but, on the contrary, an
outrageous defense of vice, and such a defense as one only
expects to hear from old crones who have spent their lives
in the atmosphere of the brothel and
not always even
from them. But after this we see this pastor coming to
admire the force and power of this woman, and he begins
to contrast it with the narrow styled life he is leading,
and then he speaks the dangerous words that she is what
he might have been "if at the right moment joy had entered into my life." And then think of this woman saying

play

the pivotal

is

axis of

intellectually strong,

—

—

—

in reply:

—

And one thing more, my friend sin. We must sin if
wish to grow.
To become greater than our sins is
worth more than the purity you preach."
Or still later,
when speaking to her lover, she says:
" 1 did not reproach you.
And now I will tell you why I
owe you thanks. I was a stupid, unsuspecting thing, enjoying freedom like a runaway monkey.
Through you I
became a woman.
For whatever I have done in my art,
for whatever I have become to myself, I have you to thank.
My soul was like yes, down below there, there used to be
an a?olian harp which was left mouldering because my
father could not bear it.
Such a silent harp was my soul,
and through you it was given to the storm. And it sounded,
almost to breaking, the whole scale of passions which bring
us women to maturity love and hate, and revenge, and
ambition, and need, need three times need and the highest, the strongest, the holiest of all, the mother's love
all
I owe to you."
"

we

—

—

Is it
officer

—

—

—

—

any wonder that her military father a German exto shoot her when he cannot get her

— threatens
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?
And yet this stern old man has to
daughter's lips that " there are others, too."
All this may be effective, and we regret to say it is effective both on the stage and in the book before us; but, as for
ourselves, we would wipe the stage from existence rather
than see the ethics of this book accepted in Christian
lands.
Nor do we say this in mere prudery, with affected
niceness and preciseness, but simply as a desire to protect
society against degeneracy and crime.
We do not profess
to devote our time to the pursuit of moral philosophy and
the application of the principles of right and wrong to
human conduct, so far as they can be discovered by the
light of reason, nor are we recluses praying for the supremacy of the moral law which we believe to be divinely prescribed for man's moral conduct; but, as men of the world,
we ask ourselves: What good purpose has Suderman
served by idealizing "Magda," or bow does her character,
as an actress, compare with Annie Louise Cary, Charlotte
Cushman, and Mary Anderson, who won the respect, as
well as the admiration, of two continents?
Suderman
would have us believe that to be great on the stage it is
necessary for an actress to " sin." If so, then why are not
the many sinners who are earning $25 behind the footlights
"great," or why are Duse and Modjeskanot insignificant?
Nonsense!
The ethics of "Magda" are false, and this
translation of the book will do more good than harm only
if properly reviewed and carefully studied with a view to
the dangerous consequences which would surely follow the
immoral teachings it contains.
•Suderman's ' Magda. M Lamson, Wolfle & Co ., Boston.

lover to

A Book

April

his

—

"A History of the American Tariff," by Eugene C.
Lewis, and published by Charles H. Kerr & Co., Chicago,
professes to have the merit of being written "from the
point of view of no political party." And, from all we have
read of the book, it appears to give both sides fair play.
Indeed, it is nothing more than it professes to be, simply a
history of the tariff from the day the first Congress, under
the Constitution, met on April 6th, 1789, down to the present day. It is a book that should be of special interest to
the people just now, and it has the merit of being written
in plain language, and the reader is not smothered with
too

many

statistics.

Statistics just published show that there are 1,750,000
printed books in the British Museum. This, however, does
The
not include parts of works that are accumulating.
shelves of the reading room, and iron galleries constructed
around it, measure eight and twenty miles, and there are
other shelves which extend eleven miles, or thirty-nine
miles of books in all. This is nearly the same as the French

National Library.

Mr. Stead's attempt to epitomize the great authors in
Penny Popular Novels " series is an indecent violence
They are not novels at all, but iuartistic
to literature.
We have just read one of them, "Coningsby,"
ragouts.
and we cannot come to any conclusion other than that Mr.
Stead's butchery of Disraeli's work is a piece of literary
his "

impertinence.

The National Geographical Magazine

is a technical pubwritten mostly by scientists, and for scientists.
It is published by the National Geographical Society, in
Washington, D. C, and some of its contributors are men
It is a small, but
of world-wide fame in their way.

lication,

scholarly, publication.

the Mercantile Library, which is the
library in New York City, show that
fifty-three per cent, of the books taken from that institution are novels, and that clergymen are the greatest novel
readers.

The

statistics of

largest lending

It is now said that Thomas Hardy tried to have "Jude
the Obscure" withdrawn from Harper's Magazine, and that
he requested that firm to cancel the contract. This, however, the firm refused to do.

After this issue the Fly Leaf is to be incorporated with
The Philistine, of East Aurora, N. Y. Walter Blackburn
Harte will remain in charge, and we predict a success for
the new venture.
Sir Walter Besant is authority for the statement that
there are fifty novelists in England who have incomes of
$5,000 a year or over.

.
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THE .TlSf^TION DEMVtD mOM
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SMOKING
YALE.
rv
1

have bojrun their campaign in Delawith a banquet.
It will doubtless terminate in

Till

>A

a funeral.

YAI

il

Uilent

MIXTURE.

V

to allow the Berkeley boys to particila the athletic contests is merely an ackoowledg-

-

DIFFICULT
OF

ity.

7

Kruger gives some attention to the
demands of Great JJritain. he is likely to be taken
over to London by his ears instead of as a truest.

DELIGHTFUL
s BLEND

hoped that .Mr. Bunner, the editor of Puck,
regain his health after his Bhort vacation here We
can afford to lose a legion of men sooner than one humorist.
St'TKO appears to be hindering business in
Unless he
the City Hall more than anytl
awakens to the responsibility of his position he ought to
1

DESCRIPTION

to be

will

ONCE..

THEfT

MAYOR

HesUlt

_ WILL
PLEASE

be impeaehed.

BISMARCK, who has passed his eighty -first year, fears
that he will not live to grow old
He should come to
California, and we will guarantee to bolster him up for an-

us BOTH.

!

other quarter of a century.
papers are rejoicing over the appearance of a
few violets and such flowers. We never brag; but if our
girls could not wear violets in the depth of winter we
should never hear the end of it.

.

«r^,lr*-r^„„

EASTERN

We will

of Osof view.

Kentucky should

THERE
mitted

no reason why Arizona should not be adThe population is increasing
to Statehood.
steadily, the schools are well attended and the indications
of general prosperity are healthy in the extreme.
who doubt the beauty of California's
women should watch the daily papers pending the
election of the different Flower Queens. We are naturally
modest, but in this, as in everything else, we take the
cake.
is

316

last

Montgomery Street, S F.
New High St.. Los Angeles.

O6oro6

E.

in-

Hall,
of

-FOREIGN WINES.
MUTUAL LIFE BUILDING,
GILES OTIS PEARCE,

i

Sansome St

nineralogist and rietallurgist,

Quality is what counts, however, not quantity; and unless
we can get only intelligent people to come here, the gates
had better be closed and our own people given a chance to

708 Colorado avenue, Colorado City, Colo.
Will examine Mines, Ore Bodies, Mineral Belts or Zones,
and make written Mineralist Reports, fees for which made
known upon application for services. I make my own
assays and select my own samples when examining mines.
Eighteen years' experience.
Gold assay of water a specialty.

better themselves.

tendency
people to
to the Morgue and unTHE
extra brutality
dertaking parlors whenever a case
of

Concrete Artificial
Stone Work.

Agent and importer

last

cent,

of

1'

No, 205

EASTERNERS

immigration returns for
February show an
THE
year,
crease
65 per
over the figures for

^afte^ST

Gray Bros.,

COLONEL Breckenridge, of Madeline Pollard notoriety,

The ladies of
intends running for Congress again.
look into the "Colonel's" pedigree, as we
suspect there is a trace of nigger blood in him.

Repair ?

examine

Paraffine Paint Co.

journals are probably not aware
THE
man Digna's value from a newspaper point

was

5

it without cost, and give
estimate for putting in good order, and
keeping it so for a term of years.

lectures of the Raving Sisterhood, and would then declare
in favor of life sentences for them.

In 1884 he was killed on an average once a week, and
a perfect harvest for journalism.

^xW'ass "

Need

Roof

He

local daily

[

Does your

of Police Lloyd, of Oakland, declares himself in
CHIEF
favor
woman suffrage.
should attend a few

of

A 2 OZ. TRIAL PACKAGE.
POSTPAID FOR25ClNTS

f

MARBURG BR0S>

flock

of

or pathos occurs is disgusting in the extreme. The people
who gloat over such sights and indulge in hysterical tears
are not human beings; they are simply ghouls, and their
presence is a disgrace to any city.
French thoroughly understand how to deal with
anarchists, nihilists, and the like. Prince Krapotkin,
the Russian refugee in London, lately started for Paris,
hoping to deliver a lecture there but the police met him
We
at Dieppe and compelled him to return to England.
wish our own authorities would exhibit the same amount
of interest in the general welfare when foreigners come
and strive to stir up discontent in our midst.

PROGRESS

THE

;

Fine Mercantile Lunch,
Imported Pilsener, Franciscaner,
and Extra Pale Lager on draught.

Dave Samson,

327

RESTAURANT.
J.

329 Bush

and

St.

W. Lundbora, Dentist,

fl.

336

Telephone

Dr.

2375,

POST STREET, Rooms

3-3.

(Opposite Union Square

San Francisco.

F. G.

PAGUE,
Dentist,

tried the tamous Russian Bath, which includes
the celebrated " Needle " Shower, you have missed one of the delights of the age. The leading physicians of the world recommend it
and it is pronounced hignly invigorating. The Lurline Baths, at the
corner of Bush and Larkin streets, has it, and thecost, which is only
fifty cents, also entitles you to a swim in the superb tank afterwards.
If

you have not

you want

Japanese bronzes and vases go and
Marsh's store, at 625 Market street. It will repay you.
If

fine

Other waters try

—Jackson's Napa Soda gets there.

visit

Geo. T.

Rooms

[)R.

4

and 5, Academy of Sciences Building,

ARTHUR

T.

819

Market

street

REGENSBURGER,
Dentist.

409VS

Post

St.,

San Francisco.

Tnnicnn r\oono

Tel., East-33. Residence 1003 Sutter.
IS
I"V
Office, City of Paris Building. No. 14
fll.
Grant avenue. Ex-surgeon U. S. Army; Ex-surgeon S. F. Receiving Hospital. Hours, 11A.M. to 3:30 p. M.; 5 to 5:30 p.m.
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She who Runs
may

.

fyil^v^XJ

No woman,

read.

read, can

fail

if she can
know about Pearl-

to

Then, if you're worn out with
hard work or find your clothes
going to pieces, you've only yourself to blame.
You'll have
to choose your own way
of washing. You can use
soap and the washboard
and tire yourself out, and rub your
clothes to tatters.
You can use socalled washing-powders, imitations of Pearline,
and have easier work, though they're eating up
Or you can use Pearline, wash
the clothes.
in the easiest way, and be absolutely certain that
there isn't the slightest harm.
«5
JAMES PYLE, New York.
Beware of imitations.
ine.

^H, how "the bood od the lake is beabing" with us just now! Colds without
number, diphtheria, pneumonia, and what are vulgarly
called "snuffles," assail and overwhelm us. Fancy a snow
storm on Easter Monday
That is what we poor mortals
have had to endure, and now the drying earth sends up all
sorts of mysterious vapors, and every one who escaped colds
in the cold weather is suffering now. Tempted by the sunshine, and undaunted by the mud, I drove to Claremont
yesterday. Stokes did not succeed in renewing his lease,
and the new manager is beautifying the place without regard to expense. It promises to be very fashionable, and
social cachet is to be given in the garden party for the benefit of a pet charity early in May.
No more beautiful spot
could be chosen than this height overlooking the Hudson.
It is unfortunate that the city does not purchase the unsightly freight wharf, just beyond which is the only blot on
an otherwise lovely scene.
I have no doubt you have heard of the efforts New York
people are making for the preservation of the Palisades.
It is infamous that the extraordinary beauty of this formation should be defaced by the work of quarrying, and as
the owners are willing to make reasonable concessions, I
do not doubt that the Government will soon do its paternal
act and transform the cliffs into a public park or a military
reservation.
The picturesqueness of the lower Hudson depends almost entirely upon the beauty and dignity of the
Palisades, and we surely cannot afford to sacrifice such
!

charms to commerce.
We had grown quite used

to the bicycle in the streets,
parks, on our country drives, and in the shows, but
only think of the latest result of the craze
The Metropolitan Opera House, home of classic song, is to be floored
over and opened in May as a bicycle rink. Seidl's orchestra is to give concerts in accompaniment, smoking is to
be allowed, and refreshments are to be served in the backs
The
of the boxes and in the old Vaudeville Club rooms.
house is to be cooled by ice, and Abbey and Grau expect,
I am told, to make a few modest thousands as a doucewr for
the summer months.
Bicycles are to be hired out, and an
instructor will be present.
A salesroom for the favored
bicycle will also be included, and as during the lax estival
season Gothamites are longing for excitement of some
sort, of almost any old sort, there is no doubt in my mind
that the bicycle rink will be a popular rendezvous.
In the meantime, the poor, patient equine struggles to
retain his popularity.
Budd Doble, identified so long with
the turf, has just started for Europe, not in the interest
of the horse, but of his Californian gold mine, hoping to
form a company abroad to work his claim.
Senator Stewart is in town at the Hoffman, John J.
Valentine at the Holland, and L. M. Edgar at the Westminster.
Hugo Toland is at the Imperial, and will appear
with the Hollands at the Harlem Opera House next week.
Flora Finlayson has joined the ranks of singers at the continuous performances, where Lily Post, Edwin Stevens,
and others known in California, have already appeared.
Mrs. Hermann Oelrichs has gone abroad, and Colonel and
Mrs. Savage are going for the summer.
Mrs. Bella Thomas Nichols is seriously ill from a violent
cold.
Her clever pupil, Mrs. Abbey, has recovered from
her recent illness. Major Selover's beautiful niece, Miss
Helen Selover, is reported engaged to a very wealthy
Canadian.
New York, April 10, 1896.
Passe-Partout.
in the

AND PURCHASER'S GUIDE

CITY INDEX

RESTAURANTS.
Academy Building, 332-334 Pine street. Rooms for
ladies and families, private entrance. John Bergez, Proprietor.

Bergez's Restaurant,

Bay State Oyster House. 15 Stockton & 109 O'Farrell. N. M. Adler, Prop.
Montgomery-St. Coffee and Lunch House. Good coffee and fresh eggs
a specialty. Cream waffles. 426 Montgomery St. H. H. HJUL, Prop.
Malson Tortoni, French Rotisserie, 111 O'Farrell street. Private dining
rooms and banquet hall. S. Constanlini, Proprietor.
Nevada Restaurant, 417 Pine St. Private rooms; meals 50c. Loupy Bros
Poodle Dog Restaurant, S. E. cor. Grant ave. and Bush st. Private
dining and banquet rooms.
Tel. 429.
A. B. BLANCO & B. BRUN.

DENTISTS.

!

Dr.

Thomas L. Hill,
OFFICE: Odd Fellows'
streets.

way

to put in a Sunday is to take a trip to El Campo, the
popular bay resort, which has lately been opened. Dancing, bowling,
boating, fishing, and all sorts of amusements, can be indulged in.

best

:

Dr. H. G. Young,
Bridges and teeth without plates.
Dr. R. Cutlar, 818 Sutter street.

1841

Polk street.

MEDICAL.
Elmer Bunker has removed to 630 Sutter
Hours 1 to 3 and 6 :30 to 7 :30 P. M.

Dr. R.

Office

Dr. Hall,

street.

:

14

McAllister St.. near Jones.

Diseases of

women and

children.

POSTAGE STAMP DEALERS.
Hawaiian Stamps a specialty. MAKINS & CO 506 Market street.
Selections on approval: any place in world. W. F. GREANY, 827 Brannan
The W.

Stamp

H. Hollls

Co., (Incorporated),

105 O'Farrell St., S. F.

PRINTING AND RUBBER STAMPS.

'

The

Building, southwest cor. Seventh and Market
Office hours: 9 A. M. to 5 p. m.
Consultation Hours 4 to 5.

Koch &. Harney, {Jas. H. Harney. Geo. T. Koch), Job Printers, 648 Sacramento St. Fine printing and embossing, seals, rubber stamps, stencils, etc.

MERCHANT TAILORS.
Neuhaus &

Kearny, up-stairs.
Suits to order $12
Pants $4 and upwards. Samples by mail.

Co., 115

coats, $10
49~A perfect

fit

50.

Ov

guaranteed.

VOCAL CULTURE.
Miss Caroline Shlndler, Soprano. Vocal Culture.

Hours,

to 3, 2416

1

Clay

CANDIES.

CANDIES.— Don't

leave the city without a oox of

ROBERTS' Best.
1

L3 Gr3Il(l6 LSUIKlry GO.

Principal office
88 Powell street,
opposite Baldwin Hotel.
Branch— 11 Taylor street, near Golden Gate avenue. Laundry— Twelfth
All
ordinary mendstreet, bet. Folsom and Howard San Franolsoo. Cal
ing, sewing nu buttons, etc
Inters left al office will retree of charge.
ceive prompt attention. Work called for and delivered to auy part of the
city free Of charge
<

.

Pacific

:

No.

Towel Company.

9

Lick Place

Furnishes clean Towels at the following low rates: Clean hand
towels each week, $1 per month; 12 clean hand towels each week;
$1 50 per month; 4 clean roller towels each week, 81, 6 months
6 clean roller towels each week, $1 25 per month.

Fine music and first-class refreshments will be found on the grounds,
and an enjoyable time is guaranteed to everybody.

United States Laundry,
"Seavey's" have an immense stock of bats, flowers, feathers, ribbons, etc., and are selling everything in millinery lower than any
other house in this city, 13S2 Market street.
All sensible people drink Jackson's

Napa Soda.

Office: 1004

Market

St.,

near Baldwin

Telephone, South
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EDITH:— Although
finery to

wi

•

able to

wear

much advantage on Easter Sunday,

the

.ml pretty heads and graceful
merous upon the streets as daisies in the
••of

the d

Novelties

tracting most attention to-day
which 1 consider one of

now on

affeta,

ever manufactured. There are
capes as well of these goods to be
Ine accordion plaited cape, for
ce, extremely Huffy and extremely full, is made of
shading from tan to blue an exceedingly quaint
ilar distances three inch wide box plaits
break the accordion plaiting. Each of these is decorated
with a band of guipure insertion studded with iridescent
k ruche is wide and full.
Another original
is a cape which is a happy combination of green
velvet and Persian silk.
The velvet forms a V shaped
wrap back and front, the shoulder ca,pe portions being
of accordion silk in rich Persian shades.
An elegant
line of capes is that consisting of black satin and black
velvet.
Fancy shaped velvet collars are richly jetted
in

silks
-

—

.

while frills of chiffon and jabots of choice lace add to their
beauty. This year has really been productive of the most
beautiful capes we have ever had.
Nearly all the best tailor-made suits are lined throughout with jacquard or pompadour silks. There is another
novelty material, of wool, coarse in weave and light in
weight, which comes in a soft mixture of cream, brown and
tan and which is used exclusively for street suits. When
you lift the dress and show a rich lining the effect is exceedingly captivating.
Tailor-made coats are short and
natty and have odd pocket arrangements and fastenings.
Mohairs still are favorites in gowns. The ones in
chameleon effects which introduce lustrous iridescent
color yarns in intricate

An

Early

Inspection
See

Cordially

is

Invited.

MURPHY

BUILDING, Market and Jones

203 to 207 N Spring St. bet. Temple and

A

A

Belinda.

Sts.,

San Francisco.
Los Angeles, Cal.

First St.,

Harm's
Headwear beats them

skirts,

being composed of straws dyed in various dainty colors,
and the effect of such plaiting in mingled tones is bright
and pretty without being the least aggressive.
The
trimmings are of the most delicate flowers and feathers,
taste being allowed to run somewhat wild in the choice of
hues.
The hats are still worn well back which allows the
contour of a well-shaped bead to be seen. One of the
coming bonnets made of a delicate black silk straw is the
new plait, arranged as to form a succession of scallops and
loops about the edge.
At the back is a novel aigrette,
composed of geraniums, showing an entirely new treatment of flowers.
round hat of the future has a brim
made of drawn black chiffon, while its crown is fairly
hidden by three distinct frills of gray and white tulle. An
aigrette of silk poppies and a bow of bright ribbon are on
either side.
quaint toque, fashioned like a Dutch
bonnet, is composed of encrusted silver and jet paillettes,
the pointed excrescences at the side bearing a close
resemblance to the peasant headdresses of Holland. At
the. back is an erect big, black ostrich feather, supported
by a large aigrette. From these descriptions you can
form an idea of the hats that will soon be seen on the
street.
Some delicate little things, as frail as butterfly
wings, have lately come across from Paris and are to be
used with full dress at theatres or the like. It is a pity
that so few women have the good taste to wear them.

papers

daily

tor Special Offerings.

weaves

find most favor.
The
partially blouse effects in
waists, and have large drooping sleeves.
Down the front
are clouds of fluffy tulle shirred and puckered and set off
with lace, with bands of either satin or flat embroidery
running up each side of the vest, and forming the collar.
As for hats, the creations shown in the leading millinery
stores are things to be dreamed of and acquired.
Some
of the lighter ODes for morning wear are of zephyr straw,
coarsely plaited. The self-colored straws are less vivid in
tone than they were last year. Indeed, few self-colors are
seen save those in black, the majority of the fancy plaits

gowns have umbrella

Exhibition.

in

all.

Headquarters for Native
Sons.

237

KEARNY

ST.

Phone Red 361.
The Latest Spring and Summer Goods
have arrived.

BRIDGE &

H. S.

CO.

MERCHANT TAILORS. Many novelImported Wear. Shirts to order

ties in

a Specialty

622 Market

St., (upstairs, opposite Palace Hotel

BEST SUITS ON EARTH
Made

and upwards.

$.15

to order at

H.

J.
26

Montgomery

street,

San Francisco

HAWES,

Room 6.

Formerly in Crocker Building.

J. R.
(w,

SMITH &

hall,

successor).

Will make garments

to

330

BUSH

ST., and

60.,

Room

7,

Rotunda,

Mills Building.

MERCHANT TAILORS

order at great reduction for cash.
J.

Weak Hen and Women

R.

SMITH, Manager.

^

edy; it gives health and strength to the Sexual
(Send for circular.)
ket street, San Francisco.

2r

t
Br 2tfS£2ii»5E:
rgans. Depot at 323 Mar-
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BANKING.
BANK OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.
Incorporated by Royal Charter.

Capital Paid Up, $3,000,000.
Southeast Cor. Bush

HEAD OFFICE
FOR THEE.— francis

saltus saltus.

thee was always my awakening thought,
For thee the prayer that soothed me ere I slept,
For thee the smiles that hope but seldom brought,
For thee the many bitter tears I wept.

FOR

my

For thee

And

life I

gladly would cast down,

would pay Death's

(or thy love

fatal price,

Thou my sweet consolation and my crown,
Thou my despair, my hope, rny. Paradise.
For

and Sansome

$500,000.

Sts.

LOMBARD STREET, London
New Westminster, Kamloops, Nan
60

Branches— Victoria, Vancouver,
lamo, and Nelson, British Columbia; Portland, Oregon; Seattle and Ta
coma, Washington.
This Bank transacts a General Banking Business. Accounts opened subject to Check, and Special Deposits received. Commercial Credits granted
available in all parts of the- world. Approved Bills discounted and advances made on good collateral security. Draws direct at current rates
upon its Head Office and Branches, and upon its Agents, as follows:
New York— Merchants Bank of Canada; Chicago— First National Bank;
Liverpool— North and South Wales Bank; Scotland— British Linen
Company; Ireland — Bank of Ireland; Mexico — London Bank of Mexico;
South America— London Bank of Mexico and South America; China and
Japan— Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China; Australia and
New Zealand— Bank or Australasia and Commercial Banking Company of
Sydney, Ld; Demerara and Trinidad (West Indies)— Colonial Bank.

I

j

j

1

my

thee,

oh

I live

to-day

unsullied, stainless goal,
and for one perfect kiss
From thy warm lips I would give forth my soul
And life in worlds hereafter and in this.

BANK OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO.

!

For thee, from bid 1 would not even shrink;
For thee, I would not tremble before death;

Capital
$3,000,000 00
Surplus and Undivided Profits (October 1, 1894). 3.158,129 70
President CHARLES R. BISHOP. .Vice-Pres't
WILLIAM ALVORD
Secretary THOMAS
Cashier
ALLEN M.CLAY
Ass't Cashier 1. F. Moulton
2d Ass't Cashier
S. Prentiss Smith
.

I

BROWN

1

J

For

thee I'd perish,

I

it

once could sink

And die upon the perfume of thy breath.
Thou art my hope, my future, and my past,
Thou art my sweetest torture and delight;
Thou art my only love, the first, the last.
Thou art my radiant dawn, my starry

night.

my

Spurn not

passion, that wilt e'er abide,
Boundless and vast and constant as the sea,
But rather pity in thy conscious pride
love more strong than Death itself, for thee.

A

MEETING EYES.— Madeline

s.

CORRESPONDENTS.

New York— Messrs. Laidlaw & Co.; the Bank of New York, N. B. A.
Boston— Tremont National Bank; London— Messrs. N. M. Rothschild &
Sons; Paris— Messrs. de Rothschild Freres; Virginia City (Nev.)—
Agency of The Bank of California; Chicago— Union National Bank, and
Illinois Trust and Savings Bank; Australia and New Zealand Bank of
Now Zealand; China, Japan, and India— Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China; St. Louis—Boatman's Bank.
Letters of Credit issued available in all parts of the world.
Draws Direct on New York. Boston, Chicago, St. Louis, Salt Lake
Denver, Kansas City, New Orleans. Portland, Or., Los Angeles, and on
London, Paris, Berlin, Bremen, Hamburg, Frankfort-on-Main, Copenhagen,
Stockholm, Christiania, Melbourne, Sydney. Auckland, Hongkong, Shanghai, Yokohama, Genoa, and all cities in Italy.

—

bridges.

said good-by to our buried past,
And wept and mourned by the lonely grave
For the beautiful life that could not last—
The treasure no tenderest prayer could save.
Then into the world we turned away.

And

sorrow walked with us day by day.
torn white glove
Letters a lock of hair, half curledPoor, sad bequests of our dear dead love,
Yet worth the wealth of the whole wide world.

A faded tlower and a

—

A shell,

a pebble, may tell aright
Of the ocean's depth and the ocean's might.

We made a

grave, and

Ah,

And

we

foolish dreamers!
thought, in our folly,

While

life

said good-by.
we moved apart,

Love could die,
throbbed on in the brain and heart.

Now all is over," we sighing said.
Since Love, the cherished, lies cold and dead.
Not

so, beloved— ah, never so!
For, whenever your dear face comes in sight,
Heart springs to heart with the old, warm glow,
And silence speaks with the old delight.
An empty grave in the sunshine lies,

But Love

still lives

WHEN THE

in

1

|

Corner California and Webb Streets.
Deposits. Dec. 81, 1895
Guarantee Capital aud Surplus

824,202,881
1,57^,631

ALBERT MILLER,

President E. B. POND, Vice-President
Directors— Thomas Magee, G. W. Beaver, Philip Bartb, Daniel E. Martin, W. C. B. De Fromery, George C. Boardman, Robert Watt; Lovell
|

White, Cashier.
Receives Deposits, and Loans only on real estate security. Country
remittances may be sent by Wells, Fargo & Co., or by check of reliable
parties, payable in San Francisco, but the responsibility of this Savings
Bank commences only with the actual receipt of the money. The signature
of the depositor should accompany the tirst deposit. No charge is made for
fiass-book or entrance fee. Office hours— 9. a. m. to 3 p. m. Saturday even-

'

|

ngs,6:30to8.

LONDON ANO SAN FRANCISCO BANK,

LIMITED.

Authorized Capital
$3,500,000 Capital Paid-up
12,450,000
$375,000
Reserve
San Francisco Office—134 California St. London Office— 73 Lombard St.
Portland Branch— Chamber of Commerce Building.
Tacoma Branch— 1150 Pacific Ave.
|

1

ARTHUR SCRIVENER lAss't Manager. WILLIAM STEEL
Cashier. GUSTAV FRIEDERICH.
LONDON BANKERS— Bank of England and London Joint Stock Bank.
NEW YORK— Messrs. J. P. Morgan & Co. Boston—Third National Bank.
Manager,

This Bank is prepared to transact all kinds of General Banking and Exchange Business in London and San Francisco, and between said cities
all parts of the world.

our meeting eyes.

LONDON, PARIS AND AMERICAN BANK, LIMITED.
TIDE

IS

COMING

\H -Minneapolis journal

Somehow,

love, our boat sails lighter.
Smoother, faster on the baySomehow, love, the sun shines brighter,
Softer, warmer thro' the spray
Somehow, love, the sky is clearer,

God and man seem nearer kin—
Somehow, even you are dearer

When

1

SAN FRANCISCO SAVINGS UNION.

We

"

1862.

Reserve Fund,

the tide

is

coming

in

" 'Tis the spring of life, unending
At the source of motion, dear! "
11
*Tis the stream of hope ascending
From the depths of ocean, dear! "
11
'Tis the heart of nature beating,
Where the throbs of life begin "
" Earth and heaven gladly meeting,

N. W. Cor. Sansome and Sutter Sts.
$2,500,000 Paid Up Capital
$2,000,000
Subscribed Capital
$^50,000
Reserve Fund
58 Old Broad Street, London
Head Office
AGENTS— New York— Agency of the London, Paris, and American
Bank Limited, No. 10 Wall Street, N. Y. Paris— Messrs. Lazard, Freres
& Cie, 17 Boulevard Poissoniere. Draw direct on the principal cities of the
world. Commercial and Travelers Credits issued.
SIG. GREEN EBAUM1 M
Managers.
ALTSCHUL
/
|

1

C.

CROCKER-WOOLWORTH NATIONAL BANK of san francisco.
Cor. Market, Montgomery, and Post Sts.

Paid-Up Capital

WM.

H.

CROCKER

W. E. BROWN
GEO. W. KLINE
Directors— Chas.

$1,000,000.

President
Vice-President
Cashier
F. Crocker, E. B. Pond, Hy. J.Crocker, Geo. W. Scott

!

When
Somehow,

the tide
love,

is

coming

in

"

warmer

thro' the spray,
And your laughter ripples lighter
O'er the whitecaps on the bay;
In our path no tinge of sadness,
Id our wake no shade of sin,
For our hearts are filled with gladness
When the tide is coming in!
Softer,

THE ANGLO-CALIFORNIAN BANK, LIMITED.

!

N. E. Cor. Pine

your eyes are brighter,

Head
New

The

and Sansome
Up

Sts.

$1,500,000
$6,000,000 Paid
700,000
3,000,000 Reserve Fund
Office— 18 Austin Friars, London, E. C.
York—J. W, Seligman Co., 21 Broad street.
Agents at
Bank transacts a General Banking Business, sells drafts, makes

Capital authorized
Subscribed

|

|

&

&

telegraphic transfers, and issues letters of credit available throughout the
world. Sends bills for collection, loans money, buys and sells exchange
IGN. STEINHART \ Mana
and bullion.
Manaeers
sers
P. N. LILIENTHAL }

<

—
I
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l.K'i
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"Pearl
"

****5
Mn. Nev»neh — Henry, you gave yoursell away badly at
to-night.
Do you know you were actually
with your knife? Mr. Newrii — No!
Waa 1,
(j

and

"besl

big

things.

ho|ie

I

_

—

(

—
—

—

'You know Spiftins, don't you? " said the horse editor to
the snake editor.
"Yes.''
"What are his religious beliefs?''
''I think his beliefs are all irreligious."
Pittsburg
Chronicle Telegraph.

—

I

don't see

—

why you

should work so hard,

—

doctor.
Dr. Uplate Why not? Wigwag Why, you
could take life so easily, if you chose.
Philadelphia

—

"

" Any signs of spring out your way, Mr. Godbridge ?
" Yis. sor; me billy goat won't ate a tin can widout it's
got a grane label onto it." Chicago Inter Ocean.

Gimp

—
— How did you cure your husband of smoking in
Mrs. Braid — I made him smoke the cigars I

the house?
gave him Christmas.

—Cleveland Plain

JAMES

D.

"Why

Why

don't they lock up some of these political lunatics?"
the other lunatics who are already locked up

wouldn't stand

—

it."

PHELAN, President. S. G. MURPHY,
JOHN A. HOOPER. Vice-President.
I

$300,000.

Vice-President.

GEO.

STORY,

A.

Cashier.

Deposits may be sent by postal order, Well, Fargo. & Co., or Exohange
on City Banks. When opening accounts send signature.

WELLS FARGO &
N. E. Corner Sansome

CO.'S BANK.
& Sutter Streets.

Cash Capital and Surplus
John J. Valentine
H. Wadsworth

86,350,000

:

President
Cashier

Homer S.King
F. L. Lipman

I

|

Manager
Assistant Cashier

BRANCHES.
N. Y. City, H. B. Parsons, Cashier. Salt Lake City, J. E. Dooly, Cashier
Directors— John J. Valentine, Benj. P. Cheney, Oliver Eldridge, Henry
E. Huntington, Homer S. King, George E. Gray, John J. McCook, Charles
F. Crocker, Dudley Evans.

THE SATHER BANKING COMPANY.
Capital

$1,000,000

Successor to Sather & Co., Established 1851, San Francisco.
Albert Miller, Vice-President
James K. Wilson President.
I.

Allen Knight,

Cowgill. Cashier.

Secretary.

Directors— C. S. Benedict, E. A. Bruguiere, F. W. Sumner, Albert Mil
P. Johnson, V. H. Metcalf, James K. Wilson.
Agents New York— J. P Morgan & Co. Boston— National Bank of the
Commonwealth. Philadelphi a Drexel & Co. Chicago — Continental National Bank. St. Louis— The Mechanics* Bank. Kansas City— First National Bank. London— Brown, Shipley & Co. Paris—Morgan, Harjes & Co
ler,

Wm

:

.

—

THE GERMAN SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.
No. 526 California St., S. F.

—

"Be mine," he implored.
"No," she answered. "I won't
" Nit, then," she
take no for an answer," he shrieked.
responded. Boston Courier.

—

Reserve Fund
$ 715,000
Capital actually paid up in Cash, $1,000,000.
Guaranteed Capital. .$1,200,000
Deposits, Dec. 31, 1895,
$30,727,586 59.
OFFICERS—President, B. A. Becker; Vice-President, Edward Kruse;
Second Vice-President, George H. Eggers Cashier, A. H. R. Schmidt; Assistant Cashier, Wm. Herrmann; Secretary, George Tourny Assistant
Secretary, A. H. Muller.
;

Board of Directors— Edward Kruse, George H.

—

—

She (an heiress) I cannot marry you. I've had 20
better men than you at my feet. He Humph! Chiropodists?— Sketch.

—

"Those photographs must flatter her."
"Why?
" She's ordered another dozen from the same negative."
Chicago Record.

—Is

"

Eggers, O. Shoemann,

A. C. Heineken, H. Horstmann, B. A. Becker, H. L. Simon, Ign. Steinhart,
Daniel Meyer. Attorney, W. S. Goodfellow.

FirstCannibai She's a peach.
Second Cannibal How
fortunate! I'm a vegetarian by preference, you know.
Detriot Tribune.

—

Pald-Up Capital,
OFFICERS

$1,000,000.

curities.

— Chicago Record.

Mother Jessie, did I hear Arthur proposing to you last
eight? Jessie I don't think you did, mother; Arthur
talks awfully low.
Up to Date.

—

M

Directors— James D. Phelan, L. P. Drexler, John A. Hooper, C. G.
Hooker, James Mofflt, S. G. Murphy, Frank J. Sullivan, Robert McElroy,
and Joseph D. Grant.
Interest paid on Term and Ordinary Deposits. Loans on approved se-

L.

—

l;

Macbeth Co
t

Guaranteed Capital,

Dealer.

—

Brownlow Now, Tommy, go and kiss your uncle, or
mamma will cane you. Tommy (after a long look at his
surly old uncle)— Cane me, ma.
Tid-Bits.
Mrs.

A

leo

|

Record.

Mrs.

your lamp.

Post Street, below Kearny, Mechanics' Institute Building.

—

Wigwag

for

in-

you get the

MUTUAL SAVINGS BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO.
33

—

—

all, if

"

BANKING.

—

Customer Waiter, do you remember me? I came in
here yesterday and ordered a steak. Waiter Yes. sir;
will you have the same to-day. sir?
Customer Yes, if no
one else is using it. Tid-Bits.

are great

Macbeth

"

Pittsburgh Pa

a chicken? Why, it is so tough I
can hardly get my knife through it. Waiter That's just
it.
It must have been
It is too young to be tender.
plucked before it was ripe. Boston Transcript.
call this

light,"

Let us send you an Index.

"Dr. Jarley is simplv wrapped up in his profession."
"I
Why. they do say that when he proshould say he was
posed to Madge Willougbby he never squeezed her hand
but kept his thumb on her pulse all the time.
Harper's Bazar.

Dmer- You

no smell,"

chimney made

Mus.
'iced it.
none of our
NlWRICB Oh, 1 don'1 care so much about them— but our
-It butler did.
Wilmington Gazette.
•ii?

"

glass,"

cludes them

11

"pearl glass,"

n>i>."

tough

SECURITY SAVINGS BANK.
Montgomery St.. Mills Building,
interest paid on deposits. loans made.
232

DIRECTORS.

Wm. Alvord
Wm. Babcock
Adam Grant

S.

H. H. Hewlett
A. K. P. Harmon

L. Abbot. Jr.

O. D. Baldwin
W. S. Jones

J. B.

Lincoln.

HUMBOLDT SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.
No.

—

18

Geary Street.
November

your wife liberal minded? Crimsonbeak
guess so; she seems to give me a good deal of it. Yonkers
Statesman.

ADOLPH C. WEBEB
EKNST BRAND

The latest in ladies' and gentlemen's furnishing goods is always to
be found at John Carmany's, the prince of furnishers, at 25 Kearny
street. The finest goods only kept in stock.

NEVADA WAREHOUSE AND DOCK COMPANY.
PORT COSTA, California.
WAREHOUSES AND DOCKS

Yeast

—

The Press Clipping Bureau,
papers on the Pacific Coast, and

Montgomery

street, S. F. reads all
supplies clippings on all topics, business
510

and personal.

A

Sovereign Remedy —Dr. Parker's Cough Cure.

cough.
214

It never fails.
street.

Kearny

Try

it.

Price 25o.

One dose will stop a
George Dahlbender & Co.,

Jackson's Napa Soda leaves a good taste in the mouth.

Incorporated

24, 1869.

President
Secretary

Storage Capacity, 100,000 tons. Regular warehouse for San Franoisoo
Produce Exchange Call Board.
These warehouses are the largest on the Pacific Coast, and are furnished
with the latest improvements for the rapid handling and storing of Grain.
A mill attached, supplied with the best and newest machinery for cleaning
foul and smutty wheat.
Money advanced at lowest rates of interest on grain stored in warehouses.
Insurance effected at lowest rates in first-class companies, or grain sold,
if

desired, at current rates.

OFFICE—202 Sansome St., over the Anglo-California Bank.
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SHIPPING AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS
Leo lately celebrated the nineteenth anniversary
FOPE
of his elevation to the papacy and his eighty-seventh
birthday.
Pope Pius IX was pope for thirty-two years,
but there have been only a few others who have worn the
fisherman's ring longer than Leo XIII, and only three
who have lived to a greater age. Pope Leo is older than
Gladstone or Bismarck, but is hardly so robust as either,
although intellectually as alert and vigorous.

The Louvre Museum has been enriched by a gift
from the Sultan of Turkey consisting of the celebrated Tello
silver vase.
It was discovered in lsss by M. de Sarzee
excavations on the site of the antique City of
Sirpoula.
It is a piece of Chaldean fabric of the most reantiquity,
and one of the oldest examples known of
mote
engraving on metal.
The French poet, playwright, and ex-professor
Jacques Le Lorraiu, has turned cobbler, and has opened a
little shop in the Quartier Latin, where he advertises to
mend the shoes of students and others.
His published
works bring in small returns, and so he has addressed his
customers in a poem asking for their patronage in his new

during

and

Fire

309 and 311 Sansome

...

San Francisco, Cal

.

CORRESPONDENTS
FINDLAY, DURHAM & BRODIE
SIMPSON, MACKIRDY & CO

43

and

Threadneedle St., London
South Castle St., Liverpool

46

29

INSURANCE.
FIRE, MARINE,

AND INLAND INSURANCE.

his

Fireman's Fund
INSURANCE COMPANY, OP SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Capital, $1,000,000.

Assets,

Harper, the retired senior member of the
firm of Harper Brothers, of New York, died a short while
ago from a complication of heart and kidney troubles. He
retired from active business about six years ago, and was
a son of James Harper, one of the founders of the great
Philip

.1.

INSURANCE COMPANY

Emperor

Shoa and Abyssinia,
1848.
When King John of Abyssinia
Menelik had himself crowned Emperor, which

King Menelik
was born in Shoa in

II,

was accomplished with the

of

CHAS.

aid of Italian interference. His
in vegetation, and has a

country is rich in gold, luxuriant
population of 3.000,000.

OVER $9,000,000.00 RESOURCES

LATON, Manager,

A.

months.
Contrary to general belief, the Sahara is not a barren and worthless waste. In 1892 there were 9,000,000
sheep in the Algerian Sahara alone, besides 2,000,000 goats
and 200,000 camels. On the oases there are 1,500,000 date
palms, growing dates worth $3,000,000 annually.
Before he was six years old Mozart had already
composed a sonata at nine he produced his first mass,
and before he was tweuty he was known all over Europe
as a composer of church and operatic music, and of quartets and symphonies.
Rosa Bonheur, who has just completed a remarkable picture representing an historical combat between
two stallions belonging to Lord Go-dolphin in 1734, is over
seventy-four years old. Another picture is already in pro-

439 California St., S. F.

Fire insurance.
Founded A.

D. 1792.

Company

Insurance

On

the eve of his departure for the North Pole, Dr.
Nansen wrote his name upon the wall of the smoking room
of the Savage Club in London, and asked that it be permitted to remain there until he returned.
The members
of the club are confident that he will return in a few

OP MANCHESTER, ENGLAND.

(Limited),

SOLID SECURITY.

firm.

in 1889,

$3,000,000.

PALATINE

line.

died

Marine Insurance Agents,

St.

America

North

of

OF PHILADELPHIA, PENN.
Paid-up Capital
Surplus to Policy Holders

JAMES

$3,000,000
5,022,016

BAILEY, General

D.

CONNECTICUT

FIRE

Agent, 412 California

INSURANCE CO. OF HARTFORD.

Capital Paid Up
Assets
Surplus to Policy Holders

11,000,000
3,192,001 .69
1,506,409 41
.

ROBERT DICKSON,

BOYD & DICKSON,

S. F.

AACHEN AND MUNICH

Manager

Montgomery

401

Agents, 501 Montgomery

;

FIRE

UNITED STATE

12,250,001.

St.

St.

INSURANCE COMPANY

OF ACS LA CHAPELLE, GERMANY.
Capital.

F.

St., S.

Established

Total Assets,

1825

$6,854,653 65

EPARTMENT: 204 Sansome St., S. F.
CO., General
VOSS, CONRAD
St,

Managers.

Established™.

cess of completion.

PHOENIX ASSURANCE CO. OF LONDON

Wordsworth, upon being appointed poet laureate,
had to borrow Samuel Rogers's dress coat to go to court
in, and when the honors fell upon Tennyson he, too, had to
borrow the same coat for the same purpose.
Speaking of English literary people, Henry Labouchere sarcastically remarks that there are three classes,
viz:
"The first is obtrusive, the second is obscene, and the

PROVIDENCE-WASHINGTON NSURANCE CO. incorporated i«
BUTLER & HALDAN, General Agents,

—

obscure."
Henry Irving once pronounced Macbeth, the man,
as a monster of infamy, and Macbeth, the play, as the
strongest of the Shakespearean tragedies.
third

is

A

man wearies of all things save a real good whiskey. It
invigorates you and gives you an appetite for your meals. The finest
brand of the Kentucky Bourbons is undoubtedly the "Argonaut"
the reputation of which is world famous. E. Martin & Co., 411
Market street, are the agents for this Coast and supply our largest
houses.
Drink Jackson's Napa Soda before breakfast.

413 California St., S. F.

BRITISH

AND FOREIGN MARINE INSURANCE

CO.,

LIMITED,

OF LIVERPOOL.
Capital

$6,700,000

BALFOUR, GUTHRIE &

CO., Agents.

No. 316 California

BRUSHES
stablemen,

St.,

S-

F

For barbers, bakers, bootblacks, bath-houses, billiard tables, brewers, book-binders, candy-makers,

canners, dyers, flour-mills, foundries, laundries,
paper-hangers, printers, painters, shoe factories,
tar-roofers, tanners, tailors, etc.

BUCHANAN
BRUSH MANUFACTURERS,

BROS.,

609 Sacramento

St., S.

F

Tel. 5610.

.
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Ideo demise of James N
Brown at
ce on Sunday morning «as received with
great sorrow by the large Dumber <>f friends of the deceased in business and society circles.
Mr. Brown was
only thirty-one J
re, an! was a son of Thomas
Hrown, cashier of the Hank of California. He was a member of the insurance and commission lirmof Hrown A Eyre.
'en months ago he married Miss Alice Scott, daughter
of Irving M Scott, and the residence built for them on

and Jackson streets has only been completed a few

The funeral servi.es took place
Church on Tuesday morning.
-

at

Crace Episco-

LITTLE judgment

ft

A. Clayton.

is

better than

K

BUCKINGHAM

renting of offices

in

14th in Los Angeles from injuries sustained by an accident
while out riding some time previous.
The deceased was
a native of Derbyshire. Kng.. and came with his parents
to the United States in 18311, settling in Iowa.
In 1850 he
settled in San Jose, engaging in business there. He afterwards went to the mines and also to Australia.
He returned, however, to California, and in 1861 was elected
County Clerk of Santa Clara County, and was re-elected
in 1863.
He married Miss Anna L. Thompson, of Indiana,
in I860, and leaves seven children.
The remains are interred in San Jose.

work on the great Emporium Building on Market
THE
Street
rapidly nearing completion and the monster
is

struc'ure will be thrown open to the public on May 10th.
Such a surprise as will follow upon a Srst visit to the building will never have been experienced by people in the city
before.
"Colossal" is the only word which adequately
expresses one's idea of the interior compartments, each of
which will be devoted to some special class of first-class
goods.
The Emporium will in fact be a World's Pair in itself, somewhat on a smaller scale, but still retaining all
the useful features of the great Chicago undertaking. We
are greatly interested in seeing how this affair will turn
out.
If it succeeds, as it should, it will speak well for the
enterprise of people here and will be a great inducement
to others to come and invest their capital in enterprises of
like magnitude with us.
San Francisco, so to speak, is on
trial; and wesincerely hope the city willnotbe found wanting in any way.

great one-hundred-mile relay bicycle
THE
San Francisco to Alameda, via San Jose,

race from
was again

much labor.—Joa-

has been appointed agent for the
the Safe Deposit Building.

that the
have a
NOW
the Receiving Hospital,

real live burglar in bed in
to be hoped they will not
to escape their clutches.
police

it is

allow him

says that California
THE
that our contemporary
not averse to
Call

is

is

James A. Clayton. President of the First
National Hank of San Jose, died on April

necktie.

quin Miller.

ft.

a
J.

25

pjBCORATION Day gift toDurrant—A

OBITUARY.

pal

.

.

rule, the rest of us

We

for silver.
know
nickel, but, as

are for gold.

WE

do not expect much of the Bay Association as far as
Dr. C. Overman Brown's case is concerned. There
is too much prayer and psalm singing in it to satisfy honest
men.
policemen who arrested two young
THE
had met with an accident and were

bicyclists

who

walking home
from the Cliff House should be dismissed from the force.
Such fools are not worth the salaries we have to pay them.

SENATOR

Tillman has been presented with a silver
pitchfork by some Colorado cranks.
Decent Democrats may borrow it whenever they have to handle the
Senator and do not wish to soil their hands in the process.

THERE
dumped

no reason why the paupers of Italy should be
upon our shores. They help to swell the
criminal classes and are not worth the air they breathe.
If our gates cannot be closed, at least they should be
guarded,
is

company has been formed to develop some
ALARSE
Calaveras County which have hitherto remines
in

mained idle, owing to a scarcity of water. English, Eastern, and Californian capital is interested, and we predict
an immediate boom for that region.
Mothers, be sure and use ''Mrs. Winslow's Soothing
children while teething

Syrup"

for your

Brown's Bronchial Troches " will quickly relieve Bronchitis,
Asthma, Catarrh and Throat Diseases. Sold only in boxes
"

& Co

Perrier-Jouet

won by the ever triumphant Bay City Wheelmen, C. S.
finishing the last relay.
The time made was
4:56:12 3-5, and the work of all the riders was beyond
criticism.
An incident occurred in the last relay when
Squires of the Acmes and Foster of the Olympics collided
Wells

and bit thei dust, otherwise the race
greatest and best ever run.

is

pronounced the

TERRIBLE

case of leprosy is reported from Ukiah.
not decided yet whether this disease is contagious, we recommend that the authorities see that the
afflicted person does not mingle
with other people.
Leprosy is growing steadily and as there is no cure for it
precautions must be taken in time to prevent the spread

ft

As

it is

from becoming general.

¥EAgnews
would

EPERNAY CHAMPAGNE,
For sale by all flrst-class Wine
Merchants and Grocers

W.

know how
Insane Asylum

that an inmate of the
is able to do the "cocktail
route" in this city while under the charge of a keeper ?
The affair should be investigated by the proper authorities
as a man of such irresponsibility is, in our opinion, not a
fit guardian for the insane.
like to

it

B.

is

CHAPMAN, sole Agent for Paci fic Coast.
ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
Potosl Mining
of principal place of

Location
of

123 California St

Company.

business—San Francisco, Cal.

Location

works—Virginia, Nevada.

hereby given that at a meeting of the Board of Directors, held
on the Ninth (9ih) day of April, 1896, an assessment, No. 45, of twenty
cents (20c. per share was levied upon the capital stock of Ihe corporation,
payable immediately in United States gold coin to the Secretary, at the

Notice

is

)

the company, room 79, Nevada Block, 309 Montgomery street, San
Francisco, Cal
Any s tock upon which this assessment shall remain unpaid on the
offloe of

long as
SSheaded

Congress, at the instigation of a few hotjingoes, continues to antagonize European
powers, the credit of the United States will continue to
decline.
The question is not so much one of silver or gold,
but rather one of the ability of the nation to act with reason and judgment.

14th
-will

CHAS. E. ELLIOT, Secretary.
Block, 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco,

California.

fairly

will only

Indigestion dies where Jackson's

1896,

.

Office—Room 79, Nevada

bicycle relay race was
THE
Wheelmen and protests

DAY OF MAY,

be delinquent and advertised for sale at public auction; and, unless

paymentis made before, will be sold on THURSDAY, the 4th day of June,
1896, to pay the delinquent assessment, together with the costs of adverBy order of the Board of Directors
tising
6 and expenses of sale

won by

the Bay City
help to prove it.
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Among recently announced engagements are those of
Miss Alice Gerstle and J. B. Levison, with the probabilities of a grand ceremonial in the near future; and of Miss
Hattie Samuel and J. Despres, of Chicago.
Among next
week's weddings will be that of Miss Carrie Schweitzer
which
will
celebrated
and Moses Hirsch,
be
at the ConcorThe ceremony will take place
dia Club on Tuesday next.
at half-past six, and is to be followed by a banquet and ball.
goes without saying that the event of the week, if not
the entire season, was Mrs. Hager's theatrical entertainment at Native Sons' Hall on Monday evening, in
which the participants covered themselves with glory.
Everything was done to render it as realistic as possible,
from the huge frame of photographs and flaming posters
which greeted the vision upon entering the lobby or foyer
it should perhaps be called— to the obliging dandy ushers
who seated the guests according to their discretion. The
tableaux elicited warm and hearty applause, while the
efforts of the actors met with praise and admiration on all
Where all were so good it would be invidious to
sides.
particularize, though among the ladies of the cast Miss
Rose Hooper appeared to poll the largest vote for excelMrs. Hager is a worthy follower of those predelence.
cessors who in the past charmed their friends with glimpses

ITof

them and their efforts upon the amateur stage, the
great original having been the production by Mrs. Hall
McAllister of that pretty little opera, The Doctor of Alcantara, at Mercantile Library Hall away back in the early
seventies. Mrs. Hager saw it, and went a good bit better,
however, by the wealth of decorative surroundings which
made the Native Sons' Hall so cozy during the performance on Monday night; the grand supper which followed
it, and the dance with which the delightful evening ended,
making it, indeed, one to dream of aud to talk about in the
days to come.

of

While aside from Mrs. Hager's entertainment nothing
very elaborate has been undertaken by the swim, there
has been enough doing to keep society well occupied during the week, and there were a number of affairs on Monday evening at which, in spite of the inclement weather,
fashionable folk were well represented, 1. e., theatre
parties at the Baldwin to welcome Beau Brummel. the
concert at the Christian Association Auditorium for the
Old Ladies' Home, and the musicale at the Occidental for
Mrs. Louis
the benefit of the Training School for Nurses.
Sloss's theatre party at the Baldwin was one of the largest
that pretty house has ever had within its portals. The
guests numbered three score, and after the performance
an elaborate supper was served at the Sloss residence on
Van Ness avenue. On Wednesday evening there was the
Byron Mauzy wooden wedding celebration. On Thursday
Mrs. James Dunne and her daughters gave a tea at their
residence on Hyde street between the hours of four and
seven o'clock.

The opening reception of the spring season at the Art
Institute, on California street, was the pleasant gathering
that it always proves to be. The fine rooms were filled
with a throng of handsomely costumed visitors, who admired the works of art offered for their inspection, criticised the music, chatted with each other, and enjoyed the
refreshments. The reception to the Rev. E. B. Spaulding
John's Guild Hall, in commemoration of the fifteenth
anniversary of his coming as Rector to that parish, was
one of the events of the week, and enjoyed by all who parin St.

ticipated.

The Century Club gave an elaborate banquet in Maple
Hall on Saturday. Several ladies were especial guests of
the occasion, among whom was Susan B. Anthony. Nearly
one hundred were seated at the elegantly appointed
Mrs. John F. Swift, President of the Club, prewith grace and dignity, and Mrs. A. Gerberding
made an efficient toast mistress, eight being responded to
by as many fair speakers. To-day the Club gives a large
reception, at which men, as well as the softer sex, will be
guests of the affair.
tables.

sided

In Oakland there was a large tea last Saturday, given
by Mrs. Garber, which attracted a number of San Franciscans to the other side of the bay, and was a most delightful affair.

Quiet weddings have been the rule this week, as on
Thursday evening the Reverend Mr. Foute tied the nuptial
knot between Miss Jennie Masten and Edwin Ewell, at the
home of the bride, in the presence of a small assemblage of
friends; and this is the wedding day of Miss Fanny Crocker
and Robert McCreery, who are to be united in marriage
at the Crocker residence on Suiter street, to which ceremony intimate friends only have been invited, in addition
to the large family connection.

The engagement is announced of Miss Virginia Carter
Thompson, of Santa Rosa, to Mr. Alan Dean Whittaker,
an attache of the United Gas Company of Philadelphia.
Miss Thompson is the second daughter of Robert A. Thompson, editor of the Sonoma Democrat, and formerly United
States Appraiser in this city.
Miss Aimee Woodworth will be married to Louis W.
Lovey at the residence of Madame Rose Woodworth, 1706
Larkin street, on the 2Hth of this month. Mr. Lovey is at
present business manager of the San Francisco Star, and
has many friends in this city and elsewhere.
Card parties have been quite the thing this week. The
clubs of the Lenten period have given their final re-unions
for the season.
Among the euchre parties may be named
those of Mrs. Wells on Tuesday evening and of Mrs. Whit-

ney this afternoon, at both of which some handsome prizes
have been, and are to be played for.

The Colonial Dames were entertained last week by Mrs.
Henry Gibbons, one of the recent acquisitions to their
ranks. As usual with any affair given by her, it was a
most charming one, the

delicious refreshments offered be-

ing quite a feature of the afternoon's pleasure.

Last Friday the assembly

of the Friday Night Cotillion
Fellows' Hall, was the last dance of their
present season. Next Tuesday evening, however, another
delightful hop will take place at the Presido, and, if it be
only half as pleasant as the last one, the young ladies say
they will be quite content.

Club, at

Odd

The yachting fraternity are already in the field for the
season for 1896, and the several clubs have announced their
opening days, as well as many of the programmes arranged
for the summer.
The California Yacht Club is in the lead
this year, this being their opening day; but the Corinthians
will follow them close, as next Saturday is named for the
dance at their club house at Tiburon, which will inaugurate
their season.
The San Francisco Yacht Club still adhere
to May as early enough to open house, which they will do
on the 2nd, and a good time generally is anticipated at
Sausalito that day.

A most brilliant and enjoyable reception and dance was
given last Friday evening by the members of the Entre
Nous Cotillion, at the Palace Hotel.
Three pretty and
intricate figures were danced: " Sleigh Bell," "Military,"
" Rounds of Two." The german was led by Sanford G.
Lewald and Miss Frances Burton.
The affair was one of
the successes of the season.
The guests at Mrs. McBean's recent theatre party and
supper included all those who are to participate in the
forthcoming Williams-Hobart wedding, which it is now
understood will take place about the middle of May.
Mr.
Hobart's two sisters and party are expected to leave New
York for San Francisco this week. Miss Grace Kellogg's
recent luncheon party was iu honor of the fair bride elect,
Miss Hannah Williams.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest C. La Montague are visiting in Boswhere Mr. La Montague is to judge the hunter and
saddlehorse classes at their first horse show.
The other
judges known to Californians are Eugene Thayer,
W.
Rives, R. F. Carmen, H. K. Bloodgood and Austin Wadston,

R

worth.
See

Rome and

die: drink Jackson's
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live.
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happy event. Some liveor

many

Saltl odi> Rlrl toftDOlbftr,

"May

con-

hundred
people attended, and
indsome hostess was assisted in the entertainment ol
her/juots by a number of ladies, whose efforts rend ered the
•in still more delightful.
The hospitable Willis manras transformed into a bower of Moral beauty by the
skill of Miss Mary Hates, whose artistic decorations of the
many apartments were unusually unique and beautiful.
The hostess was exquisitely gowned in violet satin, with
jeweled white satin plastron, the high corsage surmounted
with a collar of rare Puchesse lace, and the whole set off
by the shimmer of the superb Willis diamonds. The dibuin a white dfeollett silk, trimmed with white violets,
presented a charming picture. Noah Brandt's orchestra
furnished the music from the midst of an arbor constructed
of ferns and snowballs. A menu, both sumptuous and delicate, was served by Ludwig and a score of assistants, and
the perfect arrangements in every detail of lavish hospitality made the occasion one to be long remembered by
tlie

"you're

six

the delighted guests.
James V. Coleman is another of the eligible bachelors
lor widowers) who will make Sausalito their headquarters
this summer, having leased the Gregory cottage for the
Mr. and Mrs. Claus Spreckels and Miss Emma
season.
departed for Europe on Tuesday last, and will be away
several months.
Charles Webb Howard and the Rev. Dr.
Dille are among recent Sandwich Island pilgrims.
Mrs.
Moses Hopkins and the Fred Sharons are reported as
doing Egypt" at last accounts received as to their whereMrs. W. V. Huntington and Miss Huntington
abouts.
have gone to San Diego, where they will remain most of
the summer.
.Mrs. Mclvor. nie Nellie Smedburg, who is visiting her
mother at the parental abode on Larkin street, is the
happy mother of a little daughter. Captain and Mrs. Collier and family have been the guests of Mr. Ed. Sheldon
Mr. and Mrs.
since their arrival from Lake County.
Fleishman, nee Heller, are residing at the Palace Hotel,
Mr. and
having returned from their bridal trip East.
Mrs. George Howard will be domiciled in future at 2500
Pacific avenue.
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STERLING BICYCLE.

Kri-r

'Uulll like a

STERLING CYCLE
Wm.

Watch.

WORKS,

V. Bryan, Manager.

1? Use the celebrated

314

:

:

:

Post street, San Francisco.

:

* CORSETS and WAISTS.
dealers
^ All
first-class

keep

4*

them.

'

Mrs. Chandler, wife of the famous war Senator in the
time of Abraham Lincoln, with her daughter, who is wife
of Senator Hale, of Maine, having spent the winter in
Santa Barbara, are now on their way to their home in

Washington.
Alfred S. Gump, son of Mr. S. Gump, now in New York,
will leave on the steamer Augusta Victoria on April 23rd
for Europe.
He will visit the various art centers on business for the firm.
Miss Kate F. Byrne will give a song recital at Maple
Hall on Tuesday evening, assisted by Mr. Pasmore, the
Orpheus Quartette, and other local musicians.

The

ladies of the Stokes party

have been spending a few

They leave to-day for the Yosemite.
Major and Mrs. Rathbone have moved to their home
Menlo Park for the summer.
days

in the city.

J*
A>.

fifty cents.

In jars, 60c.

Druggists or by mail.

of Orange BlosPacific Perfumery Co.,S.F.

Use Richardson & Robbing' canned and potted meats
Jackson's Napa S oda Lemonade

Cooper & Co., Art

theg-d"chicago"
CO., ftlFR'S.
Chicago. III.

NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
THOMAS FARRELL, Deceased.

Estate of

Notice is hereby given by the undersigned, A. C. Freese, Administrator
Thomas Farrell, deceased, to the creditors of, and all persons having claims against the said deceased, to exhibit them, with the
necessary vouchers, within four months after the first publication of this
notice, to the said Administrator, at room 35. Chronicle building, San Francisco, CaL, the same being his place for the transaction of the business of
the said estate in the City and County of San Francisco, State of Califorof the estate of

nia.

A C.FREESE,

Administrator of the Estate of Thomas Farrell, Deceased.
Dated at San Francisco, March 19, 1896.
J. D. Sullivan, Attorney for Administrator

DR

R
HO R wS RESTORATIVE
i>i^vuu

PILLS.—Buy none but the genn-

n'
l-mv.
ine—Aspeciflo for Exhausted Vitality, Physical
Debility, Wasted Forces. Approved by the Academy of Medicine, Paris,
and the medical celebrities. Agents for California and the Pacific States.
J. G. STEELE
CO., 6a=> Market street (Palace Hotel), San Francisco.
Sent by mail or express anywhere.
PRICES
Box of 50 pills, 81 25; of 100 pills, $2: of200 pills,
$3 50; of 400 pills, $6; Preparatory Pills, $2. Send for circular.
l

&
REDUCED—

Johannid.
As

J

D.

a table water

it is

— London

unsurpassed.

" Hosfital Gazette."

SULLIVAN,

ATTORN EY-AT-LAW
Rooms 34-38, 3d

Floor Chronicle Building, San Francisco.

The modern oxygen cure

Blackheads permanently cured by using "Cream
soms. "

Co., S. F.
Young Ladies' waist.

in

excursion and barbecue will be given
by the Society of ''Old Friends" and the Lodge of
the " Sons and Daughters of the Old Friends," to-morrow.
The barbecue will be held at Wild Wood Glen, Sausalito,
and will be under the charge of Judge Robert Ferral,
Dr. F. F. Lord, John Diemer, Thomas Sawyer, and J. E.
Slinkey.
The steamer Caroline will leave Jackson street
wharf at 10 o'clock a. m. with a full band in attendance.

&

Sole agents for the Pacitic Coast.

GAGE-DOWNS

S DELIGHTFUL
Tickets

Schweitzer

for picnics.

Watson &
Pacific Coast

is

a luxury.

Try

it.

Stationers ana Heraldic! Engravers, 746 Market St.

for

disease.

124

Send

Co.

Agents

MARKET

for circulars.
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Trains Leave and are Due

If

Arrive at

From March

I

28, 1896.

\

A AtlanticExpress.OgdenandEast
a Benicia, Vacaville, Rumsey, Sac-

7:00
7:00
7 :00

would you be a lily,
Or would you be a rose?
Oh, you may be a white May bud,
Or else a wall-flower brown,
But I will be the groundsel

Arrive

To cheer

P

8:45

If

ramento, and Redding, via Davis 7:15 P
Martinez, San Ramon, Napa, Cal-

A

istoga,
8:30a Niles,

and Santa Rosa

6:15

San Jose, Stockton,

Sacramento,

P

6:15p
8:45a
*9:00p
Sacramento River steamers
Port Costa and Way Stations.... f7:45p
4:00 p Martinez, San Ramon, Vallejo,
Napa, Calistoga, El Verano and
Vallejo
Niles, San Jose and Livermore...

Santa Rosa
4:00p Benicia,
Knight's

9 :15

Esparto,

Woodland,

Landing,

Marysville,

Oroville, and Sacramento
4:30 p Niles, San Jose, Livermore

10:45

foal, or

and

And

7 :15 P
Stockton
p Merced, Berenda, Raymond (tor
11:45 a
Yosemite) and Fresno
Express, Fresno,
5:00p New Orleans
Bakersfleld, Santa Barbara, Los
Angeles, Deming, El Paso, New
10:15a
Orleans, and East
5:00p Santa Fe Route, Atlantic Express,

SUNDAYS—7:35,

Leave

purr for folks in town.

journal.

When

the skirtless ynung woman
Takes the mustacheless young man
For a drive in her horseless carriage.

-She slipped upon the ice one day,
And, what is most sad to tell,
She showed the whole of her stocking,

And

the hole in her stocking as well.
—Town Topics.

Santa Cruz Division (Narrow Gauge).
-"Farewell! Farewell! "he cries in pain,
His arms enfold her tight;
His kisses fall like autumn rain
Upon her forehead white;
He knows he'll see her not again—
Until tc-morrow night.

A SantaCruz Excursion, Santa Cruz
and principal way stations
t8:05p
8:15 A Newark, Centerville, San Jose,
Felton, HoulderCreek, SantaCruz
and way stations
5:50 p
*3:15p Newark, Centerville, San Jose,

New Almaden, Felton, Boulder
Creek, Santa Cruz, and principal
*il :20 A
way stations
9 :50 A
P Newark, San Jose, Los Gatos

1 :45

P

cipal

way

stations

7 :05

P

P San Jose and Way Stations
P San Jose and way stations
6:30p San Jose and way stations
111:45p San Jose and way stations

*4 :30
5 :30

*8 :06
*8 :48
6:35

Here lies a weary tailor who
Committed suicide.
His thread of life grew short and so
He bit it off and died.
— Milwaukee Sentinel.

i«6:00 A)
8:00 a
9:00 a
10:00 a
tll.OO A
2:00 P
3:00 p
4:00 P
5:00 p
5:30 P
7:00 p
8:00 p
9:00 p
-tll:15

San Leandro,
and

Haywards.
Runs through

t

From Niles

5:45
6:15
7:45
8:45
9:45
10:50
,1+12:00

to Niles.

PJ

From San Francisco— Foot of Market
*7:15, 9:00, and 11:00 A. M.,
*4:00, $5:00 and *6:00p. m.

J 1:00.

Morning.

Sundays
tt

excepted.

San Francisco Window Gleaning
COMPANY, L FERRARI,
Windows

cleaned, floors scrubbed, stores,
and general house cleaning at very
reasonable prices. Contracts made for
cleaning by the week or month.

p
p
p

street

*2:00. 13:00,

p for Afternoon.
tSaturdays only.

The Pacific Transfer Company will call for
and check baggage from hotels and residences.
Enquire of Ticket Agents for Time Cards and

Manager.

ofiaoes,

P

tSundays only. ^Tuesdays only,
Monday, Thursday, and Saturday nights only.

other information.

Novato,
Petaluma,
Santa Rosa.

Days.

7:30am

Windsor,
Healdsburg,

am
6:05 pm
7:30 pm

8:40 am

10:40

10:10am
6:15pm

7:30am
7:30 AMI

.

IIiIOpmI

A

Ml

I

"

1

-

7:Mam

Guerneville] 7:30pm
j

7:30am| 7:30am
5:10pm| 5:00pm
7:30

6:15pm

Pieta.Hop-

-.-,„„
|iand, Ukiah.l 7 30p

30am
"

7 -il,A

1

10:10am

7:30pm

Geyserville,
Cloverdale.

3:30pm

7:30am

3:30pm! 5:00pm

6:15pm
10 10AM

6:15pm

Sonoma, 110:40am 8:40ah
Glen Ellen. 6:05pm 6:15pm

1

|

I

<,„
h „ Qt „. nl 110:40am
Sebastopol.

1

10:10am

6:05pM 6:15pm

|
|

Stages connect at Cloverdale for the Geysers.
Stages connect at Pieta for Highland Springs
Kelseyville, and Lakeport.
Stages connect at Ukiah for Vichy Springs,
Blue Lakes, Laurel Del, Upper Lake, Booneville,
Greenwood, Mendocino City, Fort Bragg Usal
Westport, Willitts, Capella, Porno, Potter Valley, John Day's, Lierley's, Scotia, and Eureka.
Saturday-to-Monday Round Trip Tickets at reduced rates.
On Sundays, Round TripTickets to all points
beyond San Rafael at half rates.

H.C. WHITING,
Gen. Manager.

St.,

PACIFIC

Chronicle

R.X.RYAN,
Gen. Passenger Agent.

COAST STEAMSHIP CO.
14,

29;

May

14

29

C. and Puget Sound ports, April 4 9,
29 and every 5th day thereafter.
For Eureka (Humboldt Bay), Steamer "Pomona," at 2p.m. April 3, 7, 11, 15, 19, 23, 27, and
every fourth day thereafter.
For Newport, Los Angeles and all way ports
at 9 A. M. April 1, 5, 9, 13, 17, 21, 25, 29 and every
fourth day thereafter.
For San Diego, stopping only at Port Harford,
Santa Barbara, Port Los Angeles, Redondo, (Los
Angeles) and Newport, April 3, 7, 11 15,19 23 27
and every fourth day thereafter, at 11 a. m.
For Ensenada, San Jose del Cabo, Mazatlan,
La Paz. Altata, and Guaymas (Mexico), steamer
;

Clay St. and 28 Commercial St., S. F.
Branches at Bay Districc, Ingleside, and Third
St. Hay Wharf.
Telephone No. 35.

p

*6:00, 8:00, 10:00 A. M.; $12:00, *1:00, 12:00,
*3:00, 14:00 *5:00p. m.

for

AND GRAIN

Commission Merchants.

P
P

From Oakland— Foot of Broadway.

a

7:30am 7:30am
3:30 pmI 9:30AM
5:10pm! 5:00pm

14. 19, 24,

39

8).

Week

j

ForB.

Co.,

1854.)

tlftY

a

CREEK ROUTE FERRY.
(Slip

(Established

&

A

7:15 a
«l:45 A
10:45 A
11:45 a
12:45 p
(1:45 p
4:45 p

Seminary Park,
Fitchburg,

i

George Morrow

f7:45p

Melrose,

in S. F.

-

Dispatch steamers from San Francisco for

A

San Leandro and Haywards Local.

Arrive

In Effect
April 2, 1896

s. f.

Sunaa 5' s DESTI'TION. Sundays

ports in Alaska, 9 a.m.. April

Santa Cruz, Salinas, Monterey,
Pacific Grove
*10 :40 A
way stations
9 :47 A

—

ek
Day s

TICKET OFFICE-650 Market

5:00 p
3:30 P

*3:30p San Jose and principal

1:40,3:40,5:00,

Building.

CONTEMPORARY HUMOR.

Luis Obispo, Guadalupe and prin-

a San Jose and way stations
A Palo Alto and way stations
3:30 p San Jose, Gilroy, Tres Pinos,
10:40
11:45

12:45,
1 :55

—Tit-Bits.

streets).

A San Jose and way stations (New
Almaden Wednesdays only
a San Jose, Tres Pinos, Santa Cruz,
Pacific Grove, Paso Robles, San

AM:

9:35, 11:10

PM.

6:25

AM;

7:50, 9:10, 11:10

Between San Francisco and Schuetzen Park,
same schedule as above.

Oh, will it lead, I wonder and ponder,
To a speedy and happy marriage

$7:45

8:15

1:30. 3:30, 5:00,

Fulton,

.

6:45

a m;

Saturdays— Extra trips at

3 :40, 5 :10 p M.
and 6:35 p M.

shoat?

DEFICIENTS.— Indianapolis

10:15a
for Mojave and East
11:45a
5:00pVallejo
9 :45 A
6 :00 p European mail, Opden and East.
6:00 p Haywards, Niles and San Jose... 7:45 A
ft :45 P
17 :00 P Vallejo
Express,
Sacramento,
7:00 p Oregon
Marysville, Redding, Portland,
10:45 A
Puget Sound and East
H10:05p "Sunset Limited," Fresno, Los
Angeles, El Paso, New Orleans
and East
:
1 12:45 p

Coast division (Third and Townsend

11:00

SAN RAFAEL TO SAN FRANCISCO.

4 :30

4 :15

PM.

PM.

WEEK DAYS—8:15,

Oh, you can have a calfskin dress,
Or wear a lambs' wool gown,
But 1 will wear a pussy's fur,

a

11:30

6:20

you might have four feet, dear,
And wear a furry coat,
Now would you be a rabbit,

A calf, or

5:10, 6:30 p M.
Thursdays— Extra trip at
11:30 p M. Saturdays— Extra trips at 1:50

and

If

A

Street.

SAN FRANCISCO TO SAN RAFAEL.
WEEK DAYS—7:30, 9:00, 11:00 A M; 12:35,3:30

SUNDAYS—7:30, 9:30,

bird, dear,

Or wear the swallow's wings?
Ob, you may be a nightingale,
Or skylark on the down,
But I will be the sparrow,
And chirp for folks in town.

Red

Sundays excepted Oroville. 4:15 p
*7:15P
•8:30 A Peters and Milton
9:00a Los Angeles Express, Fresno,
Santa Barbara and Los Angeles. 4:45 p
10:15 a
9:00 a Martinez and Stockton
Bluff,

9:00A
1:00 p
1:00 p
tl:30p

Tiburon Ferry— Foot of Market

the birds in town.

you might be a

A bird that builds and sings,
Now would you be a blackbird,

lone,

Marysville,

a flower, dear,
flower that buds and blows,

Now

SAN FRANCISCO!
Leave.

April 18,1896.

SAN FRANCISCO AND NORTH PACIFIC
RAILWAY CO.

you might be

A
to

LETTER'.

IF.— PALL MALL GAZETTE.

Telephone

5113.

328 Sutter St.

OCCIDENTAL AND ORIENTAL

S. S.

CO.

Fob Japan and China.
Steamers leave wharf at FIRST and

BRANNAN STREETS, at 3 P M, for YOKOHAMA
and

HONGKONG,
steamers

for

connecting at

SHANGHAI.

Gaelic
Doric (via Honolulu)

Yokohama with

Belgic
Coptic

Saturday, April 25, 1896
Tuesday, May 12, 1896
Thursday, May 28, 1896
Monday, June 15, 1896

Round Trip Tickets at Reduced Rates.
For freight or passage apply at Company's
No. 425 Market street, corner First.

office,

D. D.

STUBBS, Seoretarv.

"Orizaba,"

10 A. M.

April 5th.

Ticket Office— Palace Hotel, No.
Montgomery street.

GOODALL, PERKINS & CO.,
No.

10

New

4

Gen'l Agents,

Market street, San Francisco.

OCEANIC STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
Cjolgardie gold-fields,
(Freemantle)
Australia,
$220 first class, 8110 steerage. Lowest rates to Capetown, S. Africa.
O. S. S. Co.'s steamers
sail:

For

HONOLULU,

S. S'

"AUSTRALIA,"
April 28 th.

HONOLULU, APIA,
AUCKLAND, and SYDFor

NEY,

S.

S MARIPOSA,

April 30th.

REDUCED SPECIAL RATES

for

parties

March 10th and April 7th, 1886.
For passage apply to 114 Montgomery street.
For freight apply to 327 Market street.
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UNLESS

rales.

the officials

their lethargy, our

in

new

Washington are aroused from
Postoffice building will not be

Number

25, 1896.

MOVEMENT is on fool

to

amend the

pilot laws, im-

ft

prove the harbor generally, and to considerably reduce the high port charges collected in this city. Anything that will tend to stimulate shipping should meet with
the hearty concurrence of press and people and we trust
that the Chamber of Commerce and its associate organizations will be able to bring about the reforms they desire.

Cubans owe President Cleveland a debt
gratiTHE
tude
the willingness Spain
evincing to grant
of

for

started during this century.

17.

is

them,
Hospital should be erected without delay
SN Emergency
Golden Gate Park. Accidents there are
of

in

occurrence, and cases have to be taken
Receiving Hospit al for treatment.

all

the

way

daily
to the

FRANCISCO wants to get the Christian Endeavor
SAX
before
the matter
and,
Convention
in 1897,

is

if

laid

the railroad people in the proper light, the desired reductions in rates will doubtless be granted.

SECRETARY of the

Treasury Carlisle has acted with
commendable promptness in suspending Chinese In-

spector Williams pending a proper investigation
charges against him of bribe-taking and extortion.

of the

if not political autonomy, at least
greater freedom
the local administration of the affairs of the island.
Had this country been precipitated in a war with Spain,
brought about by jingo Congressmen, it is safe to say that
the island would only have been subjected to greater hardships and the Cubans themselves finally driven to seek refuge elsewhere.

in

presence
THE
street was not

women on Morton
dangerous to the community as
is that of the Examiner on Mission street.
The former
sinned only from necessity and they plied their terrible
trade under the cover of the night and away from the eyes
of

the unfortunate

half as

—

of respectable people.
The Examiner a journalistic pervert sins from choice; it flaunts its obscenity in our faces

—

and its columns can apparently be bought by the
very creatures it affects to despise.

machines
remain
the
THE
cigar stands, tempting
saloons and on the counters

daily

people to gamble their small change for the benefit of
Oakland has taken salutary
unprincipled proprietors.
action in this matter and San Francisco could well afford
to follow her exa mple.

SUTRO has been granted leave absence for
MAYOR
sixty days to enable him to go to Washington to get

nickel-in-the-slot

still

in

of

is

to be regretted that the continued cold spell has so

ITseriously

injured the vineyards and fruit orchards in
Fresno County. The reports that have come to hand so
far are bad indeed; but it is to be hoped that a more careful investigation will show that the damage has been considerably over estimated.

has been placarded for the
THE
signs reading: " Will She Guess It

few days with
A sphinx reading the Mill of Silence and surrounded with bags of coin
The Examiner knows more
serves for the riddle picture.
about the price of silence than any man or woman in this
ity and will, doubtless, solve it first.
city

last
? "

,

Alaskan boom has turned out as we prophesied
THE
the men who went
would several weeks ago. Many
it

of

Congress and make himself otherwise objectionable.
His absence will not be noticed in this city,
except by a few of his personal admirers and some of the
storekeepers to whom he may owe money. The city's
highest official, however, should stay at home to attend to
local evils, and not go gadding about the country advertising his dotage and our misfortune.
in the

way

of

WHENEVER

an accident occurs through the railroad
has become customary to lay the blame at the door
of the Southern Pacific.
This is merely an outcome of the
policy laid down by certain daily papers which ever attempt to create animosity between the people and a corporation.
A little healthy advice to adults through the
press and some admonition from parents to their children
would result in a greater saving of life than all this foolish
vituperation for the mere love of scolding.
it

of

up there are starving and all of them would gladly come
home could they do so. There are enough opportunities to
say nothing and saw wood in California without men going
elsewhere in search of congenial and profitable employment.

hoped that the endeavors of the Merchants
ITAssociation to have the cobbles removed from down
town blocks and noiseless pavement laid down instead will
meet with the concurrence of the Board of Supervisors.
The streets of San Francisco are a disgrace at present
and any improvement that can be obtained in this direction will be heartily welcomed by every one.
is

to be

that the Grand Jury has expressed
NOW the
which the Alms House
way

at
ducted,

have opened up exwith the Orient.

Chicago is now about to step in and show us the way to
act in such a case. In a few years, when the entire trade
is controlled by Eastern houses, our local firms will be complaining about hard times and the lack of modesty exhibited by the Easterner in taking away what rightly belongs to us.

it

Weaver by
will cease.

is

satisfaction
being con-

is to be hoped that the persecution of Mr.
irresponsible persons having political influence
visit was paid the institution without notice

A

having been given beforehand, and everything was found
to be in first-class condition and above reproach.
This
should be enough to give the lie to the scurrilous attacks
have
been
for
upon
which
made
some time past
Mr. Weaver
and his management.

TO

question the veto power of the President is to attack
the one safeguard of the country. Especially of late
when demagogy is apparently become the
watchword of the hour and applies to citizens and
legislators alike.
Iniquitous or injudicious measures are
more likely to be vetoed than not by one individual, although they might possibly be passed by a body of men.
By taking away from the President the final power to decide on all questions, the welfare of the nation will be in
continual jeopardy by being ever subject to the whims of
short-sighted and truckling representatives.
is

FRANCISCO should long ago
SAN
relations
tensive commercial

in

this true,

SAN FRANCISCO NEWS LETTER.
MR.

HEARST HAS THE FLOOR.

the courts ? Nobody will suspect him in his present
state of mind of being willing to make a present of $8000
The claim, if for advertising simto the Southern Pacific.
ply, and consequently legitimate, is not outlawed.
He can
recover it. Why does he not bring an action? Unless he
is submissive to fate, reconciled to having the Examiner
known forever as a squalid boodler and himself as a dishonored man, he will insist upon all the facts in his favor, if
any exist, being blazoned in a court of justice.
Mr. Hearst has the floor.
in

HEARST,
WR.turned
San

proprietor of the Examiner, has reFrancisco, and the public is waiting
to
from
him.
It
is more than a month now since an
to hear
exposure was made which deprived his paper of character.
The facts of that exposure are these The Examiner barsained with the Southern Pacific Railroad Company to
" treat it fairly" in consideration of $30,000, payable in
monthly installments. The terms of the bargain are set
forth in the following memorandum, which has been repeat,

:

edly published

As

:

"

The company [is to enjoy immunity from hostility in the columns of the Examiner and] is not to be the victim of malicious
attack or criticism or of misrepresentation; that the Examiner will
not seek to create hostile sentiment in the minds of the community
against the Southern Pacific Company, or any of the interests it
represents, and that while not stipulating as against all criticism, it
agrees that criticism shall not proceed from any motive of malice or
malignity, and that such criticism as may be found necessary to keep
and maintain the confidence of the public, to the extent that any
public sentiment may have been created from other sources,
avoided as much as possible."

is

to be

A

"A

few days ago, while talking with Irving M. Scott, he informed
Examiner was in receipt of a subsidy from the Southern
sum of $1000 per month, paid monthly for thirty
months, and he stated that the time was arranged to cover two sessions of the Legislature. He had the most intimate knowledge of
the matter under discussion, down to the smallest details, which he
could only have received from some one high in the counsels of the
Southern Pacific."
that the

Pacific, to wit. the

ively against such political miscegenation.
The Democracy of California had one experience of this

Examiner to this exposure has been
to abuse everybody who had a hand in revealing its corruption or who was so unkind as to comment upon it. It

kind when the party became merged with Kearney's Workingmen, and that experience is not to be looked back on
with pride. Neither does the profit of the transaction invite
to repetition. The Democratic party exists because it
stands for certain definite and well understood principles
and policies. Any disloyalty to these would be a far worse
disaster than a defeat at the polls.
Democracy is not Populism, and Populism is not Democ-

of the

has cherished the hope, apparently, that by blackening
other people it could somehow make itself seem white.
Mr. Hearst is here.
What has he to say ? If that
$22,000 was received for legitimate advertising, why has
he not been able to produce the contract ? No newspaper
ever agrees to do such an amount of advertising without a
written guaranty of payment. And if it was a legitimate
business transaction, why did not Mr. Hearst sue the
Southern Pacific Railroad Company for the remainiug
$8000 which it declined to pay on the declared ground that
the Examiner had broken its agreement by ceasing to be
subservient ? Why does not Mr. Hearst sue now ? The
Southern Pacific is solvent and Mr. Hearst a millionaire,
and therefore amply able to bear the cost of litigation.
What, moreover, has he ever done to show his disapproval
of the act of his agents who agreed for him to make of the
Examiner the Southern Pacific's humble servant for a
bribe of $30,000 ? He has retained all the money obtained
under the engagement entered into by them, and if they
have received any rebuke from him the public has not been
informed of it.
Mr. Hearst will be foolish if he permits himself to remain
under any illusion as to the plight his San Francisco paper
is in.
There is not a soul in California who does not believe that the Examiner was of the same mind as the
Southern Pacific when the latter consented to give up
$30,000. The corporation considered itself blackmailed, as
the published memorandum demonstrates.
Mr. Hearst may trust that people will believe that he
personally was innocent in the premises that the crime
was committed in his absence. But why should they ? Has
the Examiner ever given any signs of being above making
a dollar in any way? Witness its "massage" and •'medical" advertisements. Aud is not Mr. Hearst the beneficiary of the $30,000 blackmailing foray ?
Has he not
hung on to the loot? If he is innocent, why has he not
dealt sternly with his guilty agents and sought vindication
.

—

The proposition is made that the Democrats
and Populists unite to elect the Congressmen.

In California the Republican party is in the
minority, but is stronger than any single wing of the majority.
It is obvious that if the opposition could be united
the Republicans would be outnumbered.
The proposal of
fusion, therefore, has a strong attraction for politicians,
whose highest aim is immediate success.
But Democrats who are Democrats from principle will
have none of this alliance with Populism.
And the same
thing, in reverse, is true of Populists who are more in
earnest for their tenets than they are for the spoils of
office. Such combinations are, in their essence, a surrender
of all that gives intelligent reason for party organization
and party action.
If the things for which Democrats
strive are worth achieving, it is better to be beaten as
Democrats than to win as something else, for such a victory would be really a defeat.
Men who know what they
want in politics, and believe that their triumph is necessary for the public good, will stand by their guns and make
their fight openly and resolutely.
Making allies of men
who have different convictions is an unworthy business.
cross between a Democrat and a Populist gives us a political mulatto.
Moreover, however enticing the fusion scheme may seem
to statesmen of the calibre of Mr. Max Popper, it is more
than doubtful if the rank and file of either the Democratic
or People's party could be marched to the polls to confirm
All that is earnest in both parties will revolt instinctit.

:

The answer

to

Fusion,

Under this engagement, by which the Examiner surrendered itself to the corporation, the paper drew $22,000.
"When the railroad strike of 1894 came on, the Examiner
could not afford to offend the workingmen by siding against
the strikers, and the company refused longer to pay the
$1000 a month. The subsidy was disguised as a piece of
advertising business, but the Examiner in its communications with the Southern Pacific did not go to the trouble
The business manager of
of keeping up false pretenses.
the paper, writing in Mr. Hearst's name, addressed, on
March 21, 1894, to the Vice-President of the corporation,
a letter which contained this ingenuous complaint
me
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,

racy.

An

attempt

to

mix them

will fail,

and ought

to

fail.

We confess to a liking for Judge Maguire,
although we have seldom the pleasure to
Come Again.
agree with his opinions. We like him
because of his avoidance of indirection.
It is pleasant to deal with a politician who can be depended
upon for a frank and manly statement of his purposes.
It has always been impossible to pin the Sutro-Hearst
combination down to the formulation of any plan they
favored in substitution of the Railroad Refunding Bill.
They stolidly opposed without saying what they wanted.
They had no plan, no alternative policy and nothing that
they dared submit to public criticism. Abuse of C. P.
Maguire Wants

Chaos To

Huntington was their sole stock in trade. That sort of
thing may be all very well to tickle the groundlings with,
who take delight in witnessing the bull-bating of a rich and
prominent man, but it is no answer to the great question
as to what i:, to be the future of our railroad system.
That system is so inter-laced with every interest in the
State that it is impossible to cripple the operations of the
C. P.
railroad without bringing disaster upon California.
Huntington is of comparatively little consequence in this
connection, because the railroads are here, and will remain here, whilst he must soon pass away. What is of
paramount importance is that the continuity of the railroads shall be assured under capable and economical
management. Judge Maguire, the ablest opponent of the
Refunding Bill, has just had himself interviewed in Washington as to how he proposed to compass that end. He
tells us that he favors no affirmative legislation, but desires
that the Government's lien shall be foreclosed and the
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property sold to the highest bidder
That has the merit
one can understand and deal with. It
can be go\ at and handled and made to appear the wildly
absurd lbin>; it is
Adopt it and then chaos will have
come again. The railroad s operations will be impeded bj
the end of which no man can for.
In the first place, it is very ipicstionable whether the
anything worth foreclosing. Its lien,
in any event, does not come into effect until after the Brat
have all been paid off. The holders of those bonds
can always intervene to prevent any use or disposition beof beit

5

ing

made

of the Central Pacific that may interfere with
Any
•gulor and profitable conduct of its business.
owner of a bond can institute a suit to that end,

That there would be such a suit, or suits, goes without
saying. Again the Government's lien, such as it is. covets
nothing but the roadbed from Ogden by way of Niles to
San Jose. It has no claim upon the most essential adjuncts to the road's business
At a forced sale what
would a second mortgage on such a property realize.'
Has any experienced business man a doubt upon the sub-

We

ject
all know how such forced sales go, especially
of Government property.
Furthermore if a sale were
effected what would it benefit California? The Stanfords,
'.'

and Crockers, and Huntingtons we know and can reach,
but what do we know of the Goulds or the Vanderbilts, or
of any other possible buyers outside of the present
Managers? It is very doubtful whether a forced transfer
of the property could be made at all, and, if it could, it is
clear that nobody hereabouts would be advantaged.
Is it
not better, safer, more just and more statesmanlike to
adopt such a well considered refunding scheme as that is
which a Congressional committee has formulated and
approved?
The adoption of that scheme assures the
permanent operations of our railroads, securely provides
for the ultimate payment of the Government, and endangers no interest, whilst safeguarding California's
right to railroad facilities for all time.
Can any thoughtful, or conservative man hesitate to choose such a settlement in preference to the chaos into which Judge Maguire
and his friends would launch us ? We think not.

NEWS

LETTER.

man arises to thwart them, he is. with perhaps the
concurrence of the County Judge, liable to be called out of
his bed at midnight and shot down 01, his mvi
as was Editor McWhirter ol Fresno.
A combination of
these rings succeeded in smuggling into a bill that passed
the last Legislature a little section that extended the
period for which they had been elected to four years.
clearly unconstitutional and void, it would have been
' knocked OUt " could it have reached the Supremo Court
on its merits.
But they had anticipated that and had
prepared for it. The thing to do. and that has been dime,
was to make Up B test ease before a friendly judge, and to
control both sides of the litigation, so that there should be
no appeal. They knew that in Judge Buckles of Solano
they had a serviceable and tried friend.
Elected by the
soldier element of Benicia and Vallejo, he was picked up
when a lumber dealer at Dixon and thrust upon a Bench
that he does not adorn by either his knowledge of law or
respect for Supreme Court decisions. So marked was this
in a recent case in which he kept a man out of office for
twelve months after he was elected to it, that the
Supreme Court handed down an opinion in which it felt
called upon to deliver the extraordinary announcement
that if Superior Judges did not better respect its decisions
it would find a way to make them.
It would have spared
the administration of public justice much further scandal
had it acted instead of threatened. For, laughing that
warning to scorn, he promptly proceeded to out-Herod
Herod and to even exceed himself. He delivered a deci" the act
sion in writing which closed with these words:
of the Legislature is hereby amended and made to read
as follows: " Then words were supplied which in effect
1

raised the official salaries of most of the County officers
from forty to sixty per cent. No wonder that the combined Court House rings of the State saw in this man the
judge they needed to pass upon their unconstitutional law
and give them, without re-election by the people, a second
term. Their case was made up to enjoin the Supervisors
from buying ballot paper. An injunction was granted and
as those Supervisors are benefited by the decision there
will, of course, be no appeal.
Much is said about official

wrong doing
The Verdict
Of The
Conf erenoe.

The action taken by the Bay Conference
whereby the Bev. C. O. Brown is suspended indefinitely will meet with the hearty

all people.
By the almost
a pastor high in the standing
of the Church, the members of the Conference have shown
that Congregationalism is more to them than is the individual welfare of one of its servauts.
They have proved
themselves to be not merely ministers but even men, and
men with discernment enough to distinguish between right
and wrong even when the sinner is clothed in the sheltering mantle of the Lord. From now on Congregationalists
will be able to hold up their heads when in the company of
respectable people. The fact that Dr. Brown was once
one of them is not their fault and no man will have the
heartlessness to throw it in their faces. It remains with
them, by charitable works and good conduct, to slowly regain that position in the religious community occupied by
them before the unveiling of the past disgusting scandal.
As for Doctor Brown it is to be hoped that he will betake
himself to foreign parts and gradually regain for himself
the respect he must long ago have lost.
For ourselves,
we are glad that the affair is likely to come to a timely
close, as the names of the men and women who have been
before the public in so undesirable a light and for so long
are not fit to appear in any respectable family journal.
They will only create less loathing when they are granted
their merited oblivion.

approval
unanimous condemnation

Four Years For County
Off icers
By Judical Decree.

in large cities, but we hardly think this record can be beaten anywhere. Solano County papers will
either please copy, or point out, if they can, wherein there
is error.
They will do neither.

of

The Insanity
Dodge Again,

of

Of all the pestiferous cliques, because the most active and mendacious, to which politics have ac-

customed the American people,
the worst are made up of the little Court House rings
that rule our counties. Besides being veritable tax
eaters, they pervert the law and administer justice (?) to
suit themselves.
Seldom can any man go to the Legislature without their consent, and they usually either own
the local newspaper, or control it by means of official
patronage; so that there is no one to say them nay. If an

The insanity plea should either be refused
recognition in murder trials or means

should be taken to secure the certain incarceration of the person setting up such a defense for the
term of his or her natural life.
Simon Eaten, a
Sacramento murderer who killed two Japanese, has
been adjudged insane and is to be sent to the Stockton
he
will
probably
Asylum,
whence
be liberated
after a
few years; Mrs. Martin, who shot her
husband in the City Hall, has been exonerated of all blame
for the same reason and is now free to kill some one else
should her reason or her temper ever get the better of
her feeble judgment. We emphatically protest against
this method of procedure, which is rapidly undermining
the pillars of society and which enables people with the
most brutal instincts, by the aid of an unprincipled
attorney, to escape the punishment they richly deserve.
person whose mind is so diseased as to permit him or
her to commit murder has as little right to mix with other
people as has a dog subject to rabies. The safety of the
community lies in a strict enforcement of capital punishment for capital offenses. The insanity plea is merely a
hindrance to justice and should be done away with as
soon as legislative action can be taken in the matter.

A

The Treasurer of the United Society of Christian Endeavor and the World's Society of
Friends.
Christian Endeavor is at present in Oakland
on a tour of the Pacific Coast. One of the objects he has in view is to secure San Francisco as the
meeting place for the convention to be held by these
It is estimated that the number of peosocieties in 1897.
ple who will come here will be about 20,000 and Mr. Shaw
states that the whole matter lies in the hands of the
Southern Pacific Company as to whether the visitors
come westward or not. Lower rates and other favors in
Fighting

Their
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way of accommodations are to be asked for and will,
we venture to assert, be finally complied with as far as
the Company can afford. While we would be glad to see
these people come to California, knowing well that many
the

of them would be induced to reside with us in preference to the less-favored Eastern states, we nevertheless
think that the demand is somewhat exorbitant, considering the way in which the Southern Pacific has been subjected to attacks from the press and public as long as it
has been in existence. It would really appear that when
the people are not reviling its management they are
snivelling for favors that they may save a few dollars
wherewith to patronize a demagogic and unprincipled
daily press.
The Southern Pacific is no higher in its rates,
the good service and difficulties to be overcome considered,
than is any other reputable railroad company. It has
helped to develop the State and is still doing its best to
open up the country and bring desirable settlers here. The
best advertising California has ever received has been
from its literary bureau, which has done more in that line
than the combined efforts of the California press put together.
In return for this it has been continually subjected to malicious and petty attacks from all sides except,
as in the present case, when the people wish to get something for nothing.
This is surely not right. If the people would stand by the railroad and help it to achieve the
policy it has mapped out, rates would have been lowered

long ago through increased population and greater traffic;
but by their continual abuse of it, people have been kept
away, and those who are here have to bear a heavier
burden proportionally. We think, however, that as the
daily papers and their methods are gradually being shown
up to the light of day, a better and more intelligent spirit
When that comes,
will become apparent in all classes.
and the Railroad is hailed as the people's best friend, we
feel sure that all charges will rapidly be decreased and a
general era of prosperity will set in from one end of the
State to another.

It will be a fine thing for the people of California when they learn to turn around.
Intellectually, politically, and commercially they
still have their faces toward their past and their backs
toward their future. Californians in the mass continue to
be Eastern men. They are incapable of understanding this
new environment and its enormous original possibilities.
Their point of view in all important things is essentially
that proper to the Atlantic side of the continent. Mexico,

Neglected
Japan.

Australasia, China, and Japan are to most of us as foreign
and far away as to any New Yorker.
are colonial, in
fact, which is to say that we import our sentiments,
opinions, and prejudices instead of growing them.
In politics we merely echo the sounds that come to us from the
Witness the contemporaneous enthusiasm among
East.
Californian Republicans for Major McKinley, of Ohio.
This
enthusiasm is purely imitative, as is also the clamor here
for a high tariff, than which no commercial policy could be
worse for our interests.
But a great shout for McKinley
and more protection has gone up beyond the Rockies, and
sounding-board
the Californian
responds.
Our trade is
marked by the same simian disposition to mimic.
The
Pacific at our doors invites to enterprise, but the business
man who accepts the invitation is a rarity. The eyes of
the merchant are glued on Chicago and New York.
Even
in our pleasures we are slaves of the copying instinct.
In
the old steamer days, when a month separated us from the
East, California, thrown upon herself, developed a society

We
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travel from San Francisco to Japan, for example, but
Californians are there among the tourists ?

how

many

Consider Japan. It is the most interesting country in
the world to-day.
metamorphosis in manners is in progress, a parallel to which can scarcely be found in history.
An old, characteristic civilization is passing away, and a
new civilization being deliberately assumed by an intelligent population. That is a social and political miracle
that ought to interest any educated man or woman. The
process has gone far, but as yet mostly in intention and
the court, the army, the navy, the civil
official externals
service. The life of Japan remains in the mass as it always
has been, and possesses for the Westerner all the strange
charm of the Orient. We neglect this marvelous drama
of change, and this spectacle of a life so different from
ours in its quaint picturesqueness, its occupations, its domestic customs. Many thousands of Californians take
their holiday every year, people with money to go where
they will, and all but a fraction trot to New York or idle
about Europe, where life in its essential aspects is so
like our own that the dissimilarity is only in details.
These pleasure-seekers pass the caravans coming this way
from the East and the Old World, bound for the Orient,
which by its nearness to us has grown familiar to our
minds, though we have not seen it and really know nothing
about it. It is the sort of familiarity which breeds contempt in the ignorant.

A

—

This indifference should be broken down.
And some
will arise and do it, bj' organizing excursions.
Japan
in due time will be overrun by consignments of cheap
tourists from California, "personally conducted."
Then
the rich will complain that the country has been made intolerable by these clattering intruders.
Yet the rich will
go, just as they now crowd the crowded tourist-paths in
Europe. The rich, who happen also to have taste and an
intelligent eye to comfort, will "take in" Japan before the
invasion in force begins; indeed, before it becomes the
Californian fashion to make
the empire a
holiday
ground. That so few go now would be a baffling puzzle
were the disposition of human nature to neglect the near
not so well known. With luxurious steamships running
regularly and every convenience of travel afforded, it is
little short of grotesque that the leisure class of a great
city like San Francisco should abstain as they do from a
tour of so attractive, so wonderful a country as Japan.

Cook

The

insensibility

thus betrayed

is

to influences from

one's

environment

not only colonial but positively village-

like.

The sack

The
McKinley

is obviously on the side
of Major
McKinley. Its golden trail is plainly visible
on the pages of manyof the "great" dailies

Californians, in relation to their opportunities for business and pleasure, are like the peasants who dwell on the
slopes of famous mountains.
Visitors come and climb the
summits and see the beautiful views, and go away to tell
with pride of their achievements; the peasants never exert
themselves to reach the summits, in which they feel a sort
of complacent proprietory interest, and smile superior on

Boom.
Democratic as well as Republican.
The
protected industries are probably again having the fat
fried out of them.
The claiming some of the dailies are
doing has a close imitation of an auction at which each
successive bidder sees his predecessor and goes him one
better.
One authority gives the Major a number of delegates not yet chosen and says that these " are pretty
sure to be for McKinley and might as well be counted
now." That is right. If you are going into the claiming
race there is nothing like making the run for all it is
worth. Once started, distance your opponents, or know
the reason why. Succeed and you will be deemed worthy
of the highest place in the Kingdom established by the
unveracious section of the press. So far as heard from,
the New York World is ahead.
The Tribune and Herald
supply tables which leave McKinley some seventy or
eighty votes short of a nomination. The World, however,
gives a very precise calculation by States which allots
McKinley 464 votes on the first ballot, or 9 more than
enough to Dominate. "You pays your money and you
takes your choice." We suspect, however, that, with the
field united against him, the Major has yet a hard road to
travel and that peradventure an experience like unto that
of a greater man, J. 6. Blaine, in 1876 awaits him.
Still
the chances are good that we shall all soon be called upon
"
McKinley, protection, and silver;" in which
to shout for
case the newspapers will be likely to give us the liveliest

the enthusiasm of the strangers.

campaign

of

her

own and had

individuality.

The

railroad, reducing

the month of travel between seaboard and seaboard to five
days, changed all that.
The rich go East to dance and
feast, and come back to recuperate, pecuniarily and physically.

There

is

a good deal of

in years.

April
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fear his opinion
muss; and common that
This summer, on some
down the Save) to Pots
dam on Mr Johnston's yacht, and return by moonlight. It
will be an ideal trip, and one
will give you full particu
lars of.
A Ml sua Sri DBNT.
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On Thursday,

cry lazy.

Potsilo the

of us received a Bevere shook.
beautiful day, we hope to glide
I

i

through, ami the carriages were
filled with Ami
Bdakers.
We
in the train till the station after the central one in
md then walked to the New Palace to leave our
Ine van .'iily Bee it when he is away,
and ho very fortunately "'as "n the Mediterranean when
w all but the private apartments of
the Roya. Family very comfortably.
The whole palace
in the horrid taste of the Germans, the rooms
of marble mostly, but in each one there will be
or that manages to clash with everything, and that
if tawdryness.
There is a beautiful little
theatre in the palace—the theatre in which the Kaiser
It seats live hundred persons,
entertains his
and is so cozv and comfortable that we all felt we should
like to be on intimate terms with the Crown Prince, so as
to be invited to a Christmas house party there.
The most
curious room, and the most ugly, that I have ever seen, is
ell room.
The four walls are entirely lined with
shells and precious stones, and even gems, all of which
have been gathered from different parts of the world since
the time of William I. Unfortunately the shells and stones
are arranged in such methodical ways of bunches of flowers, hearts, etc.. that one cannot help thinking they
ought to be torn off and put under a glass case in a dressmaker's parlor. In this room all the Christmas trees of
the royal family are given.
You know, each one of them
has a separate tree, with the lights of the candles shining
on the brilliant stones.
The old castellan said it made a
.mil

i

i
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SENATOR

Squires of Washington is apparently the
in Congress,
He had the hardihood to
ridicule the war talk indulged in by Congress and showed
that our Coast defenses were incapable of withstanding an
attack from even a third rate power.

one sane

man

1

When
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you are selecting a wedding present, go to S. & G. Gump's,
Geary street. They have a magnificent variety to choose from.

.
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A Sovereign Remedy— Dr.
cough
214

It

Kearny

never

Try

fails.

Parker's Cough Cure. Ono dose will stop a
Price 25c. George Dahlbondcr & Co ,

it.

street.

Drink Jackson's Napa Soda before

breakfast.

Stubborn
on the part of some
people to insist on believing that no highclass

A

beautiful sight.

the Xew Palace we wandered to Sans Souci, the
favorite palace of Frederick the Great, and we could almost feel the spirits of Voltaire and Frederick, and all the
gay court, hovering over us angrily as we gazed curiously
on their treasures. It is very interesting to see the washbasin of Voltaire.
It is so small that a child would be
ashamed to have it for her doll, and we all speculated on
whether Voltaire really could have been as attractive as
ODe generally thinks.
Then we went to the mausoleum of William I, but it is
such a cold, deathly place that we did not enjoy looking at
the wonderful statue of the sleeping monarchs.
Then we
took our lunch baskets to a cafe, and ordered coffee, lemonade, etc., and ate till we were ready to start off to see the
rest of the sights.
The lemonade they give you is most
curious a sort of pink stuff already bottled that one ought
only to drink with peanuts and chewing candy at the circus.
After much persuasion the kellner can be prevailed
upon to bring a lemon and a bottle of seltzer, so you can
mix your drink yourself, but he is always very much hurt
when we scorn the pink stuff.
After lunch we went to the old palace of Frederick the
Great. This is perfectly fine, because it looks comfortable

From

—

and habitable, and

is

really in

good

taste.

The most

to

kill.

After doing this palace, it was about five o'clock, and
we had to be getting home to dinner a thing we were
looking forward to, as we were horribly tired and dirty.
It takes ouly about half an hour to Berlin from Potsdam,
and the ride is a charming one, through all the pretty
suburbs of Berlin. We were with a young Swede named
Bernhardt, who decidedly scorned to ride third class, and

—

are sold

five-story building,

filled to

the brim with

modern furniture from
the world's best makers, is what we offer you at prices
that will astonish those of you who have been buying
the " Big Street" stores.
are showing this spring the most elegant and
extensive line of Novelties unique patterns and
quaint conceits— ever shown in the Furniture World.
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Importers of
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teresting spot is a little room with double doors and padded
walls where Frederick once held his private conferences.
There is a round table in the room with a press-the-button
attachment, which lets the middle of it down into the
kitchen.
There the servants would lay the covers for
two, put on the roast, and send it up again to the
King, who could then eat without being disturbed in any
way. One of the halls of this palace is covered with trophies of the hunts of the Kaiser.
The walls are lined with
antlers of all shapes and sizes, and at one end is an enormous buffalo head and a huge eagle. One cannot admire
the royal sportsman, though, very thoroughly, when one
thinks that all his hunting is done in private parks, where
the animals are fed by hand and kept in good condition for

him

goods

south of Marketstreet.

121

POST STREET,
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Second Floor

F.

All kinds of complicated lenses ground to order.

Glasses scientifically adjusted

and defective sight

properly corrected.
Oculists' prescriptions carefully attended to.

Head Golds,
Catarrh, dry

treatment of

mucous membranes, soon yield to the
the famous DR. MCKENZIE'S CA-

TARRH CURE.

BE CONVINCED FREE.
To show that Dr. McKenzie's Catarrh Cure gives instant relief and continues to drive away the cold or
catarrh, 7 free trials per week will be allowed you if
you call at the

Baldwin Pharmacy,
(Edwin W.Joy),
Market and Powell

Sts.

Call for free treatment of Dr.
McKenzie's Catarrh Cure.
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was quite thirty years ago. The date doesn't really
Karel
the same thing might happen to-day.
Pienaar and Andreas Van der Walt were stout young

ITmatter;

Boers and fast friends. Karel had married Andreas's
They had
and Andreas had married Karel's.
settled down on neighboring farms on the Rhenosterberg
Karel at Vetfontein and Andreas at Donkerhoek. You
could not see one homestead from the other; they were
several miles apart, and a ridge of hills intervened. The
road from the <h>i[> ran out on the gradually rising open
ground for three hours, until it came to the Donker river,
where there was a somewhat dangerous drift to cross. On
the further bank the road divided. Straight forward ran
the track to Vetfontein; that to Donkerhoek climbed into
the hills on the right alongside the deepening river
channel; while the main road to the next and far distant
sister,

—

ditrp inclined

away

to the

left.

There
of summer.
had been a big springbok hunt at Dwaarsvlei, and both
Karel and Andreas had been there. They set out on their
long ride home in anything but good tempers, for had not
It

was one evening towards the end

that 1,-eri'l, Herman de Buys, laid low more springboks
than they two together? Herman was the son of the new
landlord of the hotel in the dorp, and was half a rooinek,
too.
Until he came to the district, which was quite re
cently, Karel and Andreas had been acknowledged the
However, they had to pass through
best shots therein.
the dorp, and Herman, who had overtaken them, genially
asked them into the bar for a soupje. Their gruff acceptance of his invitation contrasted strangely with the prolonged affectionate manner of their leave-taking, when,
after many soupjes, they were helped on to their horses by

Herman aud

others.

There was no light but
that of the distant lightning over the hills, towards which
their horses cantered at a good home-going space, for the
animals knew the road well.
When they got out on to the veld, the friends presented
a somewhat curious appearance. *Karel had become hopelessly drowsy; his chin sank upon his chest, and his reins
hung loosely in one hand; but he kept his seat surprisingly
well.
Andreas, on the other hand, grew more and more
loquacious, addressing his sleepy comrade in affectionate
terms, and endeavoring to reach him for a brotherly embrace.
This, however, was resented and prevented by the
steeds, which refused to be brought close.
Then he fell to
singing snatches of English songs he had heard a commercial traveller troll in the hotel, rising in his stirrups in
his exuberance.
Having regard to the condition of his
leathers this was a somewhat perilous thing for Andreas
to do.
Presently, in crossing a little si nil Karel's centre
of gravity became quite upset, and he was suddenly deposited on his face and knees.
Luckily his slung rifle did
no more than administer him a severe bump as he landed.
This little accident brought the friends more to their
senses.
After a rest and a smoke they accomplished a remount with comparative ease.
Karel was thoroughly
awakened, and Andreas was much less boisterous, but
still somewhat loquacious.
He gabbled gutturally on
about his deeds in the hunting and battle fields. His companion offered no comment, unless his frequent and somewhat unnecessarily vigorous expectorations were expressive of contempt.
As they approached the drift, Karel suddenly pulled up;
Andreas imitated him. They sat silently for a few moments looking towards the river bank opposite.
brightly
It

was a dark, cloudy evening.

A

burning fire and two black figures crouching on their
haunches at either side of it, indicated that some colored
trekkers were outspanning there. Andreas shaded his
eyes from the firelight and peered keenly into the darkness all around. The lightning flashes in the hills above
them were growing more frequent and vivid; the thunder
sounded in short sharp rolls.
"What do you say, Andreas?" said Karel. " In the
last Kaffir War, you aimed at a man's eye at 300 yards,
"
and killed him there?
"That is true, Karel," came the answer.
The first speaker once more looked earnestly at the outspanned folks; then he quickly and quietly dismounted.
" Look here," he said, " dismount."

Andreas also slipped out of his saddle. The two horses
stood stolidly, the reins hanging on to the ground in front
Karel approached his companion, and spoke in
of them.
slow, quiet tones.
"Now, Andreas, see you that?" He pointed to the
brightly burning fire.
"Ja, Karel; I see."
"It is two hundred yards. Shoot the man in the right
eye."
The night was too dark for them to be seen; the lightning too distant as yet to show their figures to the couple
squatting beside their bright fire, watching their meal being prepared.

"How, Karel

?

"

" It matters not

— one jackal more or less."

"It must be
Karel; I shoot the man if you
shoot the woman." His confidence in being able to shoot
in the eye at the distance found no expression now.
"Very good," answered Karel. "Come on."
They were still flushed with drink, but in jheir most
sober moments never reckoned, nor had they ever been
taught to reckon, a black man's life worth more than a
jackal's.
The two men deliberately lay down, chose easy
positions, and took their sights.
" Art thou ready, Dries ? "
"Ja, ready, Kareltje."
The woman bent forward and lifted the lid from the
boiling pot, but replaced it again.
" Een twee drie now!
Two bullets sped together, two black bodies quivered,
were convulsed a few moments, and then rolled heavily
There was a pause; then the reply came:

two

jackals.

—

Then,

—

my

—

over.

The Dutchmen sat up and carefully reloaded.
" Maagtig, Andreas, that was good!
Where was
"

yours?
" We shall go and see; are there no more jackals ? "
"No more; I have looked. There are goats and one
horse, that is all."
They rose, leisurely mounted, and cantered through the
drift up to the fire; their victims were both quite dead,
and the men calmly examined their shots and discussed
them.
Suddenly Karel raised his head and listened intently

as

he knelt beside the

fire

and the bodies; then

he walked quickly back to the river. It was running
more swiftly than when they crossed a few minutes before.
The thunder sounded nearer, the lightning was almost
ceaseless all around the horizon.
"Andreas," he called, as he ran back, "the water comes
down from the mouutains. Kick out the fire! Make
haste!

Andreas obeyed, and the two men dragged the bodies
to the bed of the river.
Then they mounted their
patient horses, aud by the light of the flashes from the
skies watched the rising stream.
The bodies began to

down

rock, then floated slowly at first, but soon rapidly round
At last the river came down with a roar, and
they shot swiftly away in the very van of a raging torrent
to be battered and broken in unrecognizable shape.

and round.

,

.
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wind,

and a cloud of dust swept
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They had to rai.se their
be hoard above the
roar of the torrent and the how] of the wind.
"
••
Thai w,i~ "-"!
"
" V
Karel
Then there was a pause: the rain fell somewhat, and the
avv drops of rain descended.
"
to Naekhnaal (the Sacrament) on Sunday?
shouted Karel.
"Ja, Karel! The rain comes, good night."
H)-ni>.'ht. Andreas."
They shook their bridles, and each galloped off to the
wife of his bosom.
When they had been gone some minutes into the storm,
a man rose from the shelter of an overhanging part of the
river bank and ran in mighty haste to where the scattered
remains of the tire lay. now being quenched by the pouring
thunder shower. He stood a moment, stretched out his
arms with lists clenched, and fell prone. The thunder
cracked over his head, the rain hissed, the river roared,
and drowned the sound of his passionate sobs.
•

•

1

i.
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Some days

later a horse and a herd of goats were found
the pound.
They were supposed to have belonged to some colored people, who had evidently been
drowned in crossing the Donker drift. In due time they
were sold by auction.
On the Sunday following the day of the springbok hunt,

and put

in

Pienaar and Andreas Van der Walt went to
Nachtmaal. Karel and his vromc drove over to Donkerhoek on the Saturday, and early on the Sunday morning
Andreas with his vrouw drove them into the dorp.
In the evening, as they were returning and drew near
the drift, Karel took his pipe from his mouth, and, nudging his companion, said:
"Andreas, that was a fine
springbok you shot in the right eye the other day."
Andreas chuckled as he got his horses well in hand to
descend the steep bank.
" Ja! Ja! Karel."
As they crossed the now almost empty river bed, he
stood up, the better to urge his horses up the opposite
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If you wish to put in a delightful Sunday, take the steamer and
make a trip to the new El Campo pleasure resort. The grounds are

absolutely perfect in every respect and are fitted up for all sorts of
amusements, such as dancing, bowling and picknicking generally.
Boating and fishing can also be indulged in and a first-class band is
always in attendance. Refreshments served on the grounds.

1

27th.

Lessees and Managers.
Every evening, including

Sunday. Two matinees, Saturday and Sunday.
Prof. D. M. Bristol's EQUES-CURRIGULUM,
The finest school of educated horses in the world. A most astonishing and wonderful exhibition; amazing animal actors.
Horse arranging school furniture; mule as monitor; horses in
mathematical problems; horse distinguishing colors; horses in
a swing; horses leaping over their fellows; horse churning;
horses teetering; horses rolling barrels; horses fishing with
rod and line; mule valet; mule clown; horses rocking; horses
as guests; horses as waiters; horse postmaster; horse mail
carrier; horse ball catcher; horse actors; horse leaping from
flying swing to trapeze. Reserved seats 15c, 35c, and 50c.
Children at matinees 10 cents.

fontein,

De Pachman, the great Russian pianist, once said that the Russian
Bath, which includes the celebrated Needle Shower, was the most
invigorating thing he knew of. The Lurline Baths, at the corner of
Bush and Lirkin streets, have lately added this specialty to their
perfect service. Physicians recommend it and the price, 50 cents,
also entitles the bather to a swim in the tank afterwards.

GO., 107 Front St.

^Corner of Eddy and Jones streets.
A.,J!i«L-!.,,
U Q 1,0 riUm. Friedlander, Gottlob & Co,

Commencing Monday, April

The four bodies were found in a heap next morning.
The cart and harness, stained with blood, lay at the roadside above the river.
The spoor of the horses was traced
for twelve hours over the veld; when found, they bore
every evidence of having been ridden hard.
But the
murderers were never caught, and no one ever knew the
reason for the dreadful act.
Karel Pienaar's young family was brought up at Verand Andreas Van der Walt's at Donkerhoek.
Five years ago Karel's second son took a wife, and built
himself a home close to the fatal drift. To perpetuate the
memory of the dreadful and cold-blooded murder of his
parents, he called his farmstead Moordenaarspoort. And
there he lives to this day.

AXLE GREASE.

G.&S.

side.

" And, Karel, that was a fine bok you shot in the left
eye!"
Then came a sudden flash from the side of the bank close
in front of them, and Andreas fell forward on to his horses.
One black figure darted to the horse's heads, while another
sprang to the side of the cart. A second report followed
quickly, and Karel, too, sank dead.
The wretched women
crouched down in their seats, to frightened too scream. In
a few moments more they also were lifeless.

334 Sutter St.

Golden Gate Hall,
Thursday, April

m sutter street.

30th, at 8:15 P. M., a concert will

be given to

MRS. GARMIGHAEL-GARR,
prior to her departure for England. Miss Newland, Mr. W. E.
Bacheller, the San Francisco Quartette, a double quartette from
the Iioring Club, Messrs Beel, Josephs, and Jaulus will assist
Tickets, including reserved seat, 50c; are now to be had at

Sherman, Clay

El

GampO,
Now open

& Co.'s.

The Popu ar Bay Resort.

every Sunday during the season. Music, dancing,
bowling, boating, fishing, and other amusements,
Refreshments at city prices. Fare, round trip, 25c; children, 15c, including admission to the grounds.
The steamer TJKIAH will leave Tiburon Ferry at 10:30 a. m.,
12:10, 2:00, and4:00p.M. Returning, leave El Campo 11:15 A. M.,
1:00. 3:00, and 5:00 P. M.
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"We

Obev No Wand but Pleasure's."— Tom Moore

RICHARD Mansfield

gave us a new play,
The Story of Rodion, the Shu/nit, at the
Baldwin on Monday night, for which we are
not at all much obliged. I err in terming
it a play; it is a series of five expeditious
scenes depicting a young Russian student
in the various befores and afters of pickaxing to death an
old devil of a pawnbroker a literary Welsh rarebit which
Mr. Meltzer has composed of a sodden, cheesy Russian
murder problem, to be served tepid, with green calcium,
by Mr. Mansfield.
Rodiou is a student with ideas that means a bad man
in Russia.
He has written an essay on the gentle fad of
manslaughter for a St. Petersburg magazine, and he is
very poor and very pale, and very much more tragic in
voice, gait, and garment than young Hamlet ever dreamed
of being.
Izaak Ivanhoff is a pawnbroker on the one per
cent, a minute line, and also a small jobber in the bodies
and souls of young maids. He wears Shylock whiskers,
and is altogether as slimy a piece of humanity as ever suggested a crawling reptile and a bad smell. Soma is young,
pallid and wan, and she has undergone the vague process
known as "being ruined." She also has a drunken father,
who howls piteously for drink, and falls down on his chin
many times during the first act. This does not satisfy
Mr. Meltzer, for after Act I the poor old wreck does not
appear. His jag was so acrobatic and interesting that I
yearned for more of it, and peered into the scenery and
around every property lamp post with my glass, but he
came not. And there was the harrowing inference that
he spent the subsequent four acts in sobering up.
Besides these there is a plump, genial magistrate, with
a nose for detective work and a mouth to tell of it. He
seems to be a sort of an advance sheet of the play, foretelling accurately and volubly what is about to happen, and
making himself generally useful and comfortable, unraveling
mysteries that are not mysterious and getting in bravely
and unnecessarily at the death.
When the play opens, Rodion is in a state deeply sympathetic to crime.
He is downcast, brooding, haggard, and
poorly clad, and hungry, too, for a man cannot live on
green calcium and one paper in a Russian periodical. So
when Uncle Izaak appears and acts his crawliest and
nastiest, Rodion decides to kill him.
All of which I learned
some minutes before from the faithful mouth of the detective magistrate.
Rodion goes to the abode of the pawnbroker and overhears that thriftyjold villain proposing to
Sonia that she sell her pale, wan charms to one of his customers. Sonia won't; she'll do plain sewing or take in
manicuring, but not that! not that! ah God, not that!
This settles Rodion, and, taking the trusty pickaxe, which
he discovered on the landing below, he goes into Uncle's
room and kills him in two sickening, shuddering thuds.

—

—

* # *

so three more acts
Mr. Meltzer's programme states,
"The Motive," " The Devil's Hour," and " The Victory.
The " motive " is vaguely explained by Rodion giving Sonia
a portion of the spoils, for he robbed as well as murdered
the old procurer. The " The Devil's Hour " is more green
lights, staggers, and a delirium, during which Rodion
shows in graphic pantomime what took place behind the
closed door of Uncle Izaak 's room.
Again his knees seek
the floor in prayer; his hands, uplifted, supplicating
Heaven, slowly, quiveringly descend, grasping for the
handle of the axe. The viridescent calcium gleams cold and
ghastly; Rodion's tense arms raise the phantom weapon;
twice he brings it down hard and true I've seen beef
slaughtered the same way then he kneels aud pillages
the dead.
And the curtain drops in front of twenty tons
of shivering goose flesh.
The last act finds Rodion confessing all to Sonia and imploring her to fly with him to America.
But Sonia sees it
not that way; she's a good girl, is Sonia, despite her damaged ehastity, and she advises him to confess and turn

Every murder has

follow to

develop,

its

indigestion,

as

—

—
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over the booty. He complies then and there. The ubiquitous detective gentleman beamingly enters; Rodion stabs
himself violently, and this great country of ours loses a
valuable citizen.
This is Mr. Meltzer's Story of Rodion,
the Student, told with few words, much hard acting, a pickaxe, and two hours of green nimbus.
That Mr. Mansfield is an actor of tremendous power,
even his Rodion testifies, but five nauseous acts of dissecting the fee faw fungus that lines the skull of a Russian
fanatic is it for such an uncanny psychological debauch
that the public goes to the theatre ? After Rodion, I can
find entertainment, education, and sedative in a visit to
the morgue.

—

* * *

Gunter's Prime Karl is not a great comedy, but after
Meltzer's starvation and murder orgie its evanescent frivolity comes like the gladdening sunshine. Moreover, it enables
Beatrice Cameron, Johnstone Bennett, and Mrs. Gayler to
show of what excellent stuff the women of the Garrick
Theatre Company are made. The breadth of Mansfield's versatility could not be marked stronger than does this flight
from Rodion to Karl. It is an exceptional bit of eccentric
character, and so admirably acted that one forgets its
fantastic improbability.
Mansfield's little monologue and
imitations at the piano are ineffably clever.
O that our
variety artists would employ such effortless methods!

The Politician, pruned of the cheap, gag work that
breaks out now and then, would be a truly enjoyable
comedy. As it is, there has not been a better attraction
at the California in many weeks.
It is not a particularly
new scheme to wheedle an unsophisticated angel into running for office, but David Lloyd and Sydney Rosenfeld have
written it up with such sparkle, ginger and action that
the story compels interest from start to finish. Roland
Reed has never played a part better fitted to him. The
twang of his voice, the gesticular, oratorical style of delivering the absurd, yet convincing, arguments of the wily

make General Limber an extravagant figure,
a most amusing realization of the political worker of
to-day.
"I may be colloquial," he says, "but I'm sincere."
And a more earnest, cheerful liar never trod the stage.
I never realized how hopelessly dead the new woman has
become until Isadore Rush entered as Cleopatra Sturgess.
No fault is to be found with her handling of the role, and
her "advanced" costume is far from the song and dance
affair that usually clothes this female on the stage; but
how old, worn and exploded it all is! The new woman,
like "White Wings" and "McGinty," has found a deep,
silent tomb.
politician,
still

* * *

was at the Auditorium last Thursday week just long
enough to hear Miss Carrie Bowes play Chopin's E minor
Concerto. Her performance was moderately intelligent,
I

plausible in technic, and thoroughly unexciting. Evidently
she has studied hard her resolute touch is of the sort
that bespeaks vigorous application but in the concerto
she showed little feeling or imagination, and no individuality.
The orchestral accompaniment was wild and scattering, and, no doubt, added much to the colorless monotony
of the pianist's work.
* # *

—

—

In the expressive eloquence of a theatrical man, whom I
hi the foyer of the Columbia, "A Pair of Kids is so
rotten that it's good. " "An inflammation of the imagintion in three acts " Ezra Kendall programmes it, together
with the announcement that for eleven years he has sucWith such analysis
cessfully suffered from the affliction.
and history as this at hand, I don't see where my humble
pen can serve the army of Pleasures Wanderers.
* * *

met

If Mrs. Auzerais-Hoyte ever becomes a great actress
she will have the satisfaction of surprising the world. No
one will predict it from her Janet in The Setting of the Sun,
which I saw on Tuesday evening at the Alcazar. But who
can foretell the future 1
In the meantime Mrs. Hoyte is
just as flimsy, weak, and commonplace stagey as any other
or
small
succeeded
in being at her debut.
great
actress
* # *

The Galley Slave next week at the Alcazar, with Mrs.
Auzerais Hoyte as the heroine.

—"

.
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Ttttro is plenty of comedy work in Sptcinl Mirny, which
has run the week at
ami Iforosco'B big oomecms to enjoy the frequent laughs, songs, and dances
I

&

San Francisco

North Pacific

-

iterrupt the melrxlrania proper.
Miss Leigh's act-h! |>oints which the big audiences have aling I1.1
•d upon in establishing her a prime favorite.

Railway Company.

• • •

after eight o'clock on Monday night the police
(I further admission to the Orpheum.
Such is the
iwer f Hopkins' Trans-oceanic Company. The
programme teems with good turns.
(tie

Santa Rosa

1

• •

•

Well, then, he has a very pretty talent of his own
fluent, feline, Latin, with a delicacy which is both sensuous
and feminine. He has the boudoir attitude. He has ex
qubrite clearness of tone. His bowing is nervous and fluent,
and his technical command of his instrument is very great.
So says the critic of the New York Commercial Advertiser

Rose

carnival,

Thursday, April 29th.

May

Friday,

writing of Rivarde, the violinist, who, with Lachaume,
the pianist, and Win. H. Keith, the barytone, and an
orchestra of forty selected musicians under H. J. Stewart's baton, will participate in six concerts at the Columbia next week on Monday. Tuesday. Thursday, Friday and
Sunday evenings, and Saturday matinee. At Thursday's
concert Donald de V. Graham will be the vocalist. Rivarde
will play fourteen concertos during the concerts.
It is expected to be the biggest musical event since Paderewski.

1st,

May

Saturday,

2d.

in

Monday begins the

week of Richard Mansfield at the
Tuesday, and Saturday nights, A
Parisian Romance; Wednesday, Rodion; Beau Brummell for
the last time Thursday; Friday, The Scarlet Letter, said to
afford wonderful opportunities for Mr. Mansfield and Miss
Cameron, and Prince Karl at the Saturday matinee.

limit Sunday.

3d

lo

Round

for the

Saturday.

Trio.

May 2d

Ou Friday. May

iuclusive.
Return
1st, the day of the grand

Moral parade, only $1 for Hie round trip.
2d, Bicycle Day. only $1 for the round trip.
Children between five and twelve years, half the above rates.
On Friday and Saturday there will be two trains each way,
leaving Tiburon Ferry, San Francisco, at 7:3Uaud a. m. and on
return, will leave Santa Rosa at 8:85 and 8 p. m
For further information, apply at fl50 Market street (Chronicle
Building), or General Office, Cor. Sansome and California Sts.
Si

t

H. C.
R. X.

WHITING, General Manager.
RYAN, General Passenger Agent.

Gi
OlUmDia TLneaXre1

'

-L

I

A

Professor Bristols and his school of thirty educated
horses will exhibit at the Auditorium next week.
The
show will be unique, instructive, and of interest to all
lovers of novelty and horse-flesh.

The "Gem" Theatre of the Coast.
Friedlander, Gottlob&Co., Lessees
and Managers.

GRAND PERFORMANCES.

SIX

testimonial concert will be given Mrs. CarmichaelCarr, at Golden Gate Hall, on Thursday night. Many colleagues of this estimable pianist have volunteered, including Sigmund Beel, Willis E. Bacheller, and the double
quartette of the Loring Club.

Eddie Foy

May

On Saturday, May

last

On Monday,

Baldwin.

$2

Tickets on sale at
Wednesday, April SUh

Beginning Monday Evening, April 27th,
Introducing here for tho

said to have achieved pronounced success
in the role of Captain Courtenay in The Strange Adventures
of Miss Brown, which comes to the Baldwin Monday week.
is

time

first

RIVARDE,

M

the great Spanish violinis r, assisted by
Aime Lachaume, the
pianist. Mr. William H. Keith, baritone, and a grand orchestra
of forty selected musicians.
Mr. H. J. Stewart, conductor.
John Marouardt. concert master. Prices. 50c 75c, $1, $1 50 and
At the Thursday evening concert, by request, Donald
$2
deV. Graham will be the vocal soloist.

The Macdonough Theatre, Oakland, announces for next
week: Monday and Tuesday, The Night Cleric; Thursday,

.

,

Note—

Captain Impudence; Friday, Friends,

Lady
first

Lil, an Austrian militai-y drama, will receive its
production in this city, at the Grand, on Monday

Baldwin

Theatre-

Monday

At.

Hayman &

Co., (Incorporated)

Proprietors

next, third and last

week

of

RICHARD MANSFIELD,

night.

Next Saturday evening Congreve's Love

for Love will be
given at the Columbia by the Berkeley students.

Roland Reed plays The Politician another week at the

.

California.

Blue Beard, in
at the Tivoli.

its

second edition,

will

continue next

and his New York Gajrick Theatre STock Company.
Monday, Tuesday, and Saturday evenings, A Parisian Romance; Wednesday, The Story of Rodion, the Student;
Thursday, Beau Rrummell; Friday (only performance) The
Scarlet Letter; Saturday matinee. Prince Karl.
Monday, May 4th, EDDIE FOY, in "The Strange Adventures
of Miss Brown."

week

Tl
_L
Gl'-C
alitornia
heatre.

Al.

'

Hayman &

Co., (Incorporated)

proprietors

I

Y. M. G. A. Auditorium
Wednesday evening, April29th,

at8:15.

Corner of Mason

Next week, Monday, April 27th, a great big
last week of ROLAND REED, in

and

Ellis streets.

THE

First recital given by

PEARL LADD,

Monday,

The wonderful child pianist.
Admission, 5Uc. and $1. No reserved seats.
Tickets on sale at the principal music stores and at the Auditorium on the eveoiog of the concert.

rpnCUm.
To-night.

LADY

Every evening during the week,

LIL.

Sumptuously mounted with superb accessories.
Matinees Saturdays and Sundays.

STAR SPECIALTY COMPANY.
seats, 50c.

POLITICIAN,

May 4th, PRIMROSE & WEST'S MINSTRELS.

Last performances of " Special Delivery."
Monday evening, April 27th, first production here of the Austrian
military story,

HOPKINS' TRANSOCEANIC
Matinees Saturday and Sunday.
Reserved Seats, 25c; Balcony, 10c; Opera chairs and box

Second and

Morosco's Grand Opera House.

O'Farrell
San Francisco's Greatest Music Hall.
street, between Stockton and Powell streets.

1

hit.

Tivoli

Opera House.
A rip-roaring success.

Mrs. Ernestine Kreling.
Proprietor and Manager

Second edition

of the brilliant spectacu-

lar extravaganza.

ThePalais Royal

GrOVfifS
Monday
Mrs

/Alcazar
THE GALLEY SLAUE.

BLUE BEARD.

America.

next, April 27th. Bartley Campbell's masterpiece,

Auzerais Hoyte as the heroine.
RDserved orchestra. 25c.
10, 15, 25c.

Prices:

of

New

The "Chevalier"
songs; new ballets; new specialties.
of coster songs. "Rays of Light"— an Arabian Nights
Dream of Loveliness.
25c and 50o
Popular Prices
medley
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breast, and in this elegant posture she slowly revolved once and came down
again to terra firma very gently.
As for Nagle he had at the first premonition flung his
arms about the mare's neck in an agony of desperation.
The cold sweat stood out on his brow as the huge
animal slowly rose and circled about.
What have I struck?" he gasped as he
"Holy Moses

fore-legs gracefully pressed to her

AeoA&Af

<@j^:-

!

was an amusing contretemps, a Saturday or two
THERE
ago, at an Oakland riding party. Eight or ten young
people, "of the best society," started out for an afterAll went
noon's tour of Piedmont and its adjacent hills.
merry as a marriage- bell, save for one perplexing and

very annoying circumstance. One of the young ladies
she is considered a great belle in Jackson street was
mounted on a horse that was most vexatiously obstinate.
The animal positively refused to ride side by side with any
other steed in the party. It would veer off and shy the
moment any of the gentlemen sought to approach its rider.
In fact it evidently wanted to go it alone. At last a
gallant young preux chevalier from Alice street solved the
problem by changing the young lady's saddle to his own
horse and mounting ber's himself. After that there was
perfect bliss, for you may be sure that " Young Alice
Street" is too excellent a horseman not to have spurred
the obstinate brute into the most passive submission.

—

* * *

But the Oakland incident reminds one of a far more
humorous episode which occurred a couple of years or so
ago when somebody's great World's Hippodrome Circus,
It
Menagerie, etc., was running at Central Park.
happened that a riding party had been proposed for
Sunday morning, in which were included such choice spirits
as George Kagle, Jimmy Hamilton, Elmer De Pue, Harry
Brady and four or five others. Hamilton and De Pue
were to secure the horses, which they did, early Saturday
morning; that is for all, with but one exception George
Crossing
They sought otherwheres.
Nagle's mount.
Market street to the circus grounds they looked up the
manager.
"Good morning sir," said the suave Mr. Hamilton, "I
wish to ask about that beautiful trick mare that performs

—

"

many wonderful feats
" Oh you just go inside, geDtlemen, and talk to her
owner. He's Signor Bonfetti and she's his private property.
She don't belong to the outfit."
Off they went to find Signor Bonfetti, a short little chap
who was lounging about near the menagerie with several
so

idlers.

They explained to him that a young gentleman from the
East who was a very expert horseman would accompany
them on a riding jaunt to the Cliff House and back, and
that he was very anxious to show off the feats of horsemanship he had learned in Paris. If the signor would rent
them his mare for three hours Sunday morning they would
pay him twenty dollars and guarantee the safety of the
animal.

" But w'y carn't the bloomin' gent come doawn 'ere,
an' try 'er just as well?"
" Because," replied DePue severely, " We others would
lose all the pleasure of our ride."
" Well," answered the Signor philosophically, "twenty
dollars is twenty dollars and it ayn't lyin' round everywhere. Where '11 I fetch 'er? "
"We'll come here for her ourselves."
And the bargain was concluded. Next morning quite
early the entire party gathered at the stables and mounted
their steeds.
" This beautiful black mare is your's, dear boy," said
Hamilton sweetly to George Nagle.
"By jovel but isn't she a beauty!" exclaimed George
mounting to the saddle.
"Yes," said De Pue, "she's gentle as a little sheep,
and if you want to increase her pace at any time just tip
her on the right flank a couple of times, and its plenty."'
According to a preconcerted arrangement of the conspirators they ambled along slowly and majestically till the

beach was reached. Then Brady suggested a smarter
pace along the sands.
They all followed his example, and
Kagle gently tapped his mare twice. The result was
extraordinary.
The animal slowly began to rise on

its

hind legs with her

regained his equilibrium.
"Glorious! Magnificent! Superb!" the others ex"Why, George, old boy, we had no
claimed in chorus.

Why didn't you tell us! We
idea you were so wonderful.
never saw anything like it before, and so gracefully done,
too!

—

"

Poor Nagle looked the picture of bewilderment. He
wanted to get right off that mare and walk home, but
vanity forbade.
He joined the others laughing very
nervously as they congratulated him on his feat. They
took a quick canter along the hard beach, and then broke
Again Nagle tapped the steed, this
into a slow gallop.
time once, and very lightly.
Another catastrophe ensued. Immediately the mare
stopped short and with a graceful motion begain to execute a beautiful circus waltz to the measure of:
" So we go round and round and round."
Pale with alarm Nagle sat in the saddle afraid to check
the terpsichorean display, for fear a still greater calamity
might occur. When the gyrations had ceased the mare
trotted proudly up to the admiring group.
" Marvel upon marvels! " they cried admiringly.
" You are as great as Alexander on Bucephalus! " exclaimed Hamilton.
"The drinks are on us! " was De Pue's tribute, "come
right up to the Cliff House and have them."
With a sigh of relief Nagle hurried along with the party,
only too glad to have deliverance from this she flyingdragon that he was astride of.
They had one drink and not a few more. Nagle stuck
to brandy and absinthe to steady his shattered nerves.
When they were ready to leave, George was very reluctant.
He " wanted to watch the seals for half an hour."
As
But they were inexorable, and all remounted.
George timorously adjusted himself in the saddle he leaned
forward and patted the mare on the neck affectionately,
"You won't try any
murmuring in winning tones:
more such tricks, will you? "
Instantly the mare rose in the air until her fore-legs
were within a foot of the ground. Then she came down
with both legs wide apart, and stretched out so far in
front that her head, which she wagged three times, was
lower than her tail.
When she had resumed her normal position, Nagle with
terror and frenzied haste dismounted.
"Jimmy! " he murmured in hoarse tones: "Jimmy! I'm
going to walk home! I wouldn't ride this infernal hell-cat

for five-thousand dollars!
They all protested in vain; he

Jimmy Hamilton, who

was

hysterically firm.

So

a famous equestrian, traded
animals, and with relief in every lineament Nagle watched
her cavort and plunge and rear and dance with somebody
else than he on her back.
To be sure, Jimmy did scare the wits out of a lot of
buggies and teams by making the animal dance stiff legged,
but in Nagle's mind the most awful spectacle was when on
the way home Hamilton gracefully took a flying leap over
a fence into a vacant lot, and then, twirling around,
jumped the mare back again as artistically.
" Oh Heavens! " shuddered Nagle, "just suppose I bad
"
remained on that fiend's back one moment longer!
is

* * *

" Pud<Snhead Wilson

— Mr.

Frank Mayo."

Prank Mayo! What pleasant recollections of things
theatrical in the "good old days before the railroad" come
trooping forth, were conjured by seeing that name on the
Recollections of the little Opera House on Washposters.
ington street, north side, above Montgomery; of the
"Snug "saloon next door, and Barry & Patten's on the
corner, of the self-denial practiced by us youngsters to
save dimes enough (no nickels in those days) to take us to
the Saturday matinees. How we stood on the sidewalk in
front of the theatre as long as possible to see the "actors"

"
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and bow we waited nftor the play to see them come
how we would foi
Mge divinity to timlout
mbled other
dwelling in the neighborhood
Not long ago 1 was telling
|fo in,

>nd

company who used to live
was when
_'hted
I

-he really resided, and

How

what

in
I

the
dis-

a hearty laugh

ittie troupe
or weep.
JoUj
son, the husband of Sophie Edwin, the leaded at the box office, took our four-bit pieces
and doubtless thought us very fresh kids.
Down we rush into the orchi Btra, always the orchestra.
where in the evening the critics sat. you know, and
patiently gaze at the green baize curtain, the old time
painted, tin footlight reflectors (how odd they would
look now) and the crimson upholstered stage boxes. Then
when the prompter's bell tinkled and the curtain rose how
we forgot everything, but the scene before us. Well do I
remember my first matinee in San Francisco.
Bast
I
was the play. Julia Dean Hayne, Isabel; Frank

few of the

ago

Mayo. Archibald Carlisle Charley Thorne Jr., Sir Francis
Levison: Lulu Sweet, Barbara Hare; and Louise Mowbray
(a beautiful Englishwoman) Mrs. Corney.
After seeing
this last mentioned lady in more congenial characters she
became one of my 'goddesses.
When, at the bedside of the dying William, Mrs. Hayne
tore off the disguising glasses, and shook down her wealth
of genuine golden hair, I would have challenged the man
who dared suggest a better actress ever trod the stage,
and really I don't believe I should be so very wide of the
:

all stories and articles in such a manner as shall
bring tears to the eyes of a servant girl the New York
All the reporters
Journal's constituency, by the way.
must become young gents" of sensibility and with a gushing grief always on tap.
Fred Lawrence's Dygert letters
are excellent specimens of this new school.
When this
ever enterprising correspondent went down to the little
town of Guinea, where Dygert is confined in jail, he softened
the magistrate's heart through the " mellow influence of
the rAvv wines whirl] my interpreter scoured the town for."
Fancy "rare wines" in a Cuban village! But, here are
Other gems:
" Poor Dygert, his ryes fllled with tears when
clasped
his hand. I had to wait until he had gulped down the choking feeling in his throat."
"Again tears trickled down Dygert's cheeks. He knelt

to write

1

and moved his lips prayerfully! * * *
weakness, he said when he arose.
* * * I thought of all the good old ministers back in Illinois, and my mother's teaching came back to my mind constantly. * * * Dygert fell on his knees and prayed."
But this one is the "boss " " You don't know what an
angel of mercy you have been to me, my friend
Your's
is the sweetest face I have ever seen except my mother's

down, closed

You must

his eyes,

my

not mind

;

I

!

Wow!
* * *

'

mark

Duke's Motto with J. H. Allen as the
Duke, Papa Leman as iEsop, Frank Mayo as Caniekfergus, Sophie Edwin as Blanche de Neven, and the
divine Emily Thorne Jordan as Zillah the Gipsy girl.
How we roared at poor Dan Setchell, as Mme. Vanderpants and dear Mrs. Saunders as Angelica Todd, in
Wanted: 1000 Milliners.
How funny we thought Charles
Wheatleigh in A Bull in a China Shop, with Dave
Anderson as Tipthorpe and Barry as the piano tuner.
Poor Barry who literally died of a broken heart, because
his great part of First Gravedigger in Hamlet was
given to another.
Then our sympathies were aroused at Matilda Heron's
Gamille, and Gamea, and again our risibilities were tickled
by Harry Jackson as Barneby Cobb in Rosedale ; and then
Helene Tracy's debut in The Hueguenot Captain, and the
Keans, and Forrest, supported by the company, sweet

then

The Voorsanger doth
Before the

Schoeffel,

and her

sister,

Belle Land, being of the number, and Mrs. Harry Jackson
who made us shudder as Lady Macbeth.
Willie Edouin too, and Sallie Hinckley, Harry Edwards,
the Corcoran girls, Mrs. Leighton, Woodhuli, Louis Aldrich, and Graves, so long stage manager, Helen and
Lucille Western, George Paunceforte, and the dearly beloved Mrs. Judah. Well! well! most of them have made
their last exit and left the little stage of "Life's Theatre,"
for the broad plains of the hereafter. Let those of us who
remain behind, remember them lovingly for the happy
hours passed in their company, when youth was at the
prow and pleasure at the helm.

pity us poor wretched mates,

For Susan B. hath said
woman's vote avails
She never will be dead

Until a

I

* # *

The Santa Rosa Rose Carnival, from April 29th to May
promises to be a tip-top affair. Connoisseurs of
female beauty say that the girls there will be fairer than
those of Los Angeles. Knowing the fine climate of the
At
little city, there is no reason why they should not be.
any rate, there will be a large San Francisco contingent,
and we shall be able to judge for ourselves. Special trains
are going to be run so as to take people to and from the
city without any waste of time, and as the rains will all be
over by then, a very enjoyable trip can be looked forward
to.
The people up there will do their fair share of entertaining, so it only remains for the boys to don their spring
suits and trip up there for an enjoyable time.
2nd,

Rome and

See
-,;.

,

v.

,

.

die; drink Jackson's

Mr. Hearst records another triumph. He has discovered a new style of newspaper writing. It is not named
yet, but if one should be asked to characterize it he might
call it the

Mopsy-Wopsy

School.

One

of its chief points is

Napa Soda and
:;•'••

._,.,;•;...-

.'.-

live.

:•>„•:.:.

Good Appetite^
Is restored and the disordered
Stomach and Liver invigorated by taking a

small wineglassful, before meals, of the celebrated

Peruvian
Bitters
.......

..;.;.

AUSTRALIAN SALT BUSH, **»- *»«•*».>
The Forage

Plant for Alkali Soils.

The

tens of thousands of acres of alkali lands in California
productive and profitable by planting Salt Bush.
For further information, address

n ..».!
nrrnr
TRUMBULL & BEEBE,
T>

* * *

You

After dinner try Adams' Pepsin Tutti-Frutti Chewing Gum.
admirable. Indigestion fades before it.

will find it

* * #

Apropos of W. C. Dudley, who is "wanted" for having
embezzled moneys belonging to the Golden Gate Lodge,
B. P. O. E., a story comes to mind after hearing which one
is willing to believe almost anything of him.
Some iifteen
years he was employed in the California Theatre, in this
city.
One evening so relate the eye witnesses, a thinlyclad woman, shivering with cold and holding a wan little
babe at her breast, asked for him at the stage door and
pleaded with him to give her some money for herself and
hungry child. He roughly told her to get away, saying
that she and the child could starve for all he cared.
The
woman looked at him sorrowfully, and crept away into the
night.
The child was his own!

woman

"Will sell

God

the

Agnes Perry, now Mrs. Byron

one hundred years,
hold,
suffrage dears
their votes for gold.

'Twill take at least

either.

And

"

i

.

w

r.

-

liberty for

Churoh Choir.

he

Seedsmen and Nurserymen.
419 and 421 Sansome street,

MRS. EUNICE WESTWftTER,
At

may

engagement

made

S.

F

Contralto.
in Oratorio, Concert,

Address, No. 1826

Eddy

St.

Opera, or
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It is somewhat amusing to note the virtuous indignation
of the Baldwin Hotel proprietor over the questionable itcident that occurred in that most chaste edifice late on

A watchman took umbrage at the atnight.
tentions a male guest was showering on one of the more
attractive sex, and has been dismissed for his efforts in the
cause of decency.
It is well-known that the prerogatives
of guests at the Baldwin include such dealings, and that
couples will not be too closely enquired after when taking
Wednesday

S Living Pictures seem
destined to become the
swim before the summer hegira sets iu,
,

reigning fad

of

the

our special artist has been busy designing a few for the

rooms there.

yclept the swagger set. The
not complete, but one or two taken up haphazard
will convince our readers that a great treat is in store for
those who will witness the tableaux.
"Love Lies Bleeding." Lieutenant Wilcox, with a sprig
of the flower so entitled, between his fingers, offered to the

with sporting men, touts, low politicians, and, it is whispered, men of an even worse variety, that almost anything
is expected of, and permitted,
the people who patronize

use of that fashionable body,

list is

—

audience.

" I'm o'er young to marry yet."
less attire.

" Castles
in

in

the Air."

"A

near view

the

new Army

"Two of

of

—W.

in fault-

— Two brothers at an open window.
— Smedburg and Winston

Twin Peaks."

caps.
a Kind." Two

—

widowed

sisters

prominent

in

—

be with either." A pretty belle of
several seasons, with money bags on one side and a man on
the other.
" Painting the Lily."
By Willis Polk and Miss O'Connor.
" The Heavenly Twins." Misses Moody.
" One morn a Peri at the gate of Eden stood disconsolate."
A Palace Hotel young lady of the founder's name
looking wistfully through the pages of Greenway's list:
And so on ad lib.

happy could

I

—

—

—

* # #

The baseball game which is to take place to-day between
the University Club and the Berkeley Club (Univers'ty
team) promises to be one of the swellest events in society.
Tickets have been selling like wild-fire all the week, and
the man who does not take it in will be considered a back
number. All the buds of the season are going to be there,
and that alone ought to be sufficient inducement to draw
the " dear boys."
Mrs. Darling's many friends are trying to persuade her
to form golf parties out at the Presidio, and if she can be
induced to do so this newly introduced game is sure to become a fashionable recreation for the swim.
* * *

Miss Laura McKinstry is likealost pleiad in the absence
of her devoted friend, Mrs. Henry Scott, and rumor says is
more than likely to make another Eastern trip ere long.

A

—

—

powers.
* * *

a

murmur

fashionable circles that the Will
Tevis's are contemplating a grand rural fete to inaugurate
their new home at Bakersfield.
Their many friends are
eagerly awaiting the decision, and hope it may be in the
affirmative.
Of course there would be a "house party" in
addition for the intimate friends, and special trains with
Pullmans for the majority of the guests (cars, of course,
not the Chicago family).
is

in

—

* # *

Those people who give the matter a thought at all, are
wondering why Ed Greenway, iu his "Coaching" treatise
for society's edification, did not lay stress upon the necesreplying to notes of invitation, etc. An Avenue
belle^who is supposed to know, says she guesses Ed was
afraid of an avalanche should he advocate epistolary efforts

sity of

among

become sooverrun

the place.

* * *

Californians are congratulating themselves that at last
the State will be favorably known through the East, in the
fact that our own Barnes General W. H. L. Barnes is
poing to stump the entire country from Maine to Florida
in behalf of his political party.
Even those who do not
agree with the General in his political creed are fain to
acknowledge his peculiar ability for influencing his hearers,
and predict a vast result from his brilliant oratorical

There

has, of late,

* * *

society.

"How

S. Jones,

The Baldwin

DIRECT

IMPOSITION.

SOME

months ago G. Leipnitz & Co., who conducted the
well-known Snake Drug Store, moved from their
premises at 236 Sutter street to more commodious quarters at the corner of Sutter street and Grant avenue.
Shortly afterwards another firm, in the same line of business, moved into their old premises, and have set up the
Snake Drug Store sign as their own. and are using it to
draw business from the rightful owners. Such conduct is
unprincipled in the highest degree, as the firm of G. Leipnitz & Co., by their standing of over forty-five years, have
the sole right thereto, and its use by other parties is an
infringement which should be punishable by law. If this
sort of business is allowed to continue unrebuked there is
no saying what merchants may not be the next ones to
suffer.
A man may come here like the "Snake Doctor,"
build up a paying business after long years of hard work
and the expenditure of an enormous amount of capital, and
then may see some interloper step in to reap the benefits
of what he has sown.
The name a man gives to a wellknown store is a trade-mark, and belongs to him alone.
On it is dependent his future success in his business, and
its acquirement by other parties, by any means other than
by actual agreement and purchase, is a theft pure and
simple, and the deception should be discountenanced by all
purchasers of goods.

his fair friends!

* # *

Smedburg and Davis seem

to be running in couples of
late, say the girls, and Wilcox is back at his old-time post,
on Sutter street. Lieut. Benjamin is credited with a
tendresse for Miss McKee of the Western Addition, and

Lissac is still the bane of the jealous husband.
gossip of the hour.

Such

is

the

* * *

Mrs. Hager's pretty niece from St. Louis bids fair to be
a great addition to the manifold attractions of the Hager
vi Snage, which is certainly one of the
most popular resorts

From
game of

of society.

the

the

flirtation

little

little

catered to and gratified

in

game

draw

for the old, to
the young, all tastes are
this most hospitable abode.
of

for

An Englishman's Opinion.
Mr. Randolph Payne, a London wine merchant, whose comments
on American wines and spirits abroad appeared in one of the daily
papers some weeks ago, emphatically pronounced "Old Saratoga"
pure Rye Whiskey the favorite, and in many cases the only
American Whiskey in demand at the London clubs. Its delightful
and absolute purity have won it the warmest recognition

flavor

among

the critical connoisseurs of that big metropolis.

Gomel)

Oolong.
The

oldest

and most

reliable

brand on the

market. Sold only in 1-3 pound papers at
20 cents per paper. All grocers keep it.

* * *

Miss Ethel Cohen is once more among us, and
it gees without saying is the center of attraction
wherever
she happens to be. Her lively sallies and quick repartee
make her a delightful neighbor whether at tea, luncheon,
or dinner, while the Brownies are in raptures over her
notice of her "dear boys."
Distingue.

Strozynski's.

<k- Popular
ing.

prices, equal to others; no imitatAll original styles, varied to suit tbe

Competent artists employed; no
apprentices, "Bernhardt" wavers, to wave
h £frwUn0 ut burning; "EauBroux," to restore
Latest styles in modern Bangs,
features.

I pailinn
Hair WCbbCr.
Drft^fir
ndir
leading

grey or bleached hair to natural color.
particularly Louis de Lavelliere style.

Open Sundays.

Corner Ellis and Leavenworth streets

WILL REMOVE May

1st to

24 GEARY ST.

;

I

;
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ABSINTHINE.

THE

>,••:••-.

HASTEN

again to your arm),
my ijuren.
Your •»un-«o(t arms ibai an templing and wbita

I

I

am

HOTEL RAFAEL,

.

weary and worn

And my

heartstrings are torn
By the wrack of the ilny. and the (ears of tin- night.
And the thunders that silence vain prayers, my Queen.

Clasp

me close

to your passionate breast.
of hell have re-oonquered
fain would abide
a while by your side

The demons

And

SAN RAFAEL. CAL.

my tjneen
my heart,

me and

Of the virulent wounds thai ne'er heal.

<

'

tighten the

my

The

I'ntil
I

M

b<

ol

CAPT.

smart

C.

JOHNSON.

B.

WniiMiow

and rooms.

tor rates

'•:..'

written in tears,
my Queen;
book it is closed and none ever will learn
How a dream-tortured gloom

Tavern

of

6a»

Crag.

•:•

QUEEN OF ALL

is

,

Kobbed

And

i

Quean.

In the tremulous light of your eyes.
my >Jaeen,
There is terrible madness— twin sister lo love;
In the curve of your hips
And the glow of your lips
There is that which might tempt the best angel above
To barter his pleasure for mine, my Queen.

legend

season, under

i:

I

For
That your glances may soothe

My

iti.'

l-'.-r

Now Open,

reason

is

my
my

youth

of its

bloom.

brain with ihe fancies that burn
burled from its throne,
my Queen.

blighted

The Tavern of Castle Crag, the most beautiful, attractive
and accessible of all mountain resorts, will open for there,
cepLion of guests June 1st, and will close October 1, 1896.

have loved, I have lost. Now 1 come,
my Queen,
To your welcoming arms that have clasped me before
To breathe in your breath
Till the gray hands of Death
Shall lead me away from the heat and the roar

Of the farce

men

call Life.

O my

THE SKETCH

George SGhonewald, Manager,

love, Absinthine!

Howard

CLUB

MOUNTAIN RESORTS.

Room

V. Sutherland.

r> —^
1,1 .^
BrOOr^Iyi}

EXHIBIT.

,-.

THE

black-and-white exhibit at the Sketch Club well
repaid a visit. The illustrative work signed Albertine
Randall Wheelan is worthy of first mention. Originality
of thought, daintiness in execution, and a general finish to
each figure help to make each of her illustrations pleasing
to the eye and able to withstand a careful and minute
criticism.
Miss Helen Hyde contributes some clever
nigger children sketches, treated in a broad aud able manner, which prove clearly her powers with pen and ink.
Blanche Letcher shows something in the same line which
will not bear comparison with the work of the former
artist.
Her sketch entitled "A Friend of Mine" is, however, first-class, showing ability and finish not apparent in
the other studies. The work signed Eva Withrow, especially that in red crayon, is to be commended; the
"Sketch of RuthWhite," a simple outline delicately shaded,
being strong and full of suggestion.
The pen and ink work of M. C. Hutchinson is good, detail being carefully attended to and perspective being exHer "Fishwife" wash, however,
cellent throughout.
has no place in the exhibit, and detracts from her finer
Helen Hyde's "An Ingie Nook," is a clean
pictures.
piece of lining, and proves her power to handle an interior as well as a figure.
The Calendar Tailpieces, signed Lillian Vesaria, are all
good the lines are strong, yet possess a delicacy not often
found in such large work, and originality is apparent in
each one of them.
The charcoal sketch entitled " Wood Interior," by Marie
Rey Saunder, is one of the best things we have seen in this
Light and distance are well atline for some time past.
tended to, and the picture suggests much of the calmness

59,

Union Trust Building, San Francisco,

Cal.

Conducted on both the

*

European and
American plan
Rvlcl ® ® Bush street, bet. Sansome and Montgomery, S. F.
This favorite hotel is under the management of
Charles Montgomery, and is as good, it not the best, Family and Business Men's Hotel in San Francisco. Home comforts, cuisine unexcelled,

M n L-i

and the highest standard of respectability guaranteed.
Our rooms cannot be surpassed for neatness and comfort.
Board and room: Per day, $1.25, $1.50, $1.75 and $3; per week, $7 to $12;

first-class service

per month, $27.50 to $40; single room, 50 cents to $1.
J8®"Free coach to and from the Hotel.

RIGGS HOUSE
The

flotel

Washington, D. C.
" Far

Excellence

"-

of the National Capital. First-class in
O. G. STAPLES,
all appointments.

President; G.

American plan,

$3

DeWITT,

WASHINGTON,

£bbitt

Treas.

per dau and upward.

j-lousi?,

D. O.

H. C. BTJRCH. Manager.

POPULAR PRICES— Regular rates, $4 per day up. Fifty rooms
on the sixth floor with steam heat and electric light, reduced to
$2 50 and $3 per day. Fifty rooms on other floors reduced from
84 to $3 SO per day. Parlors and alcove parlors at equally low
rates. Special rates for the Army and Navy Officers and the
Clergy.

;

and softness of forest life.
The Turkish and Armenian wash studies, by Caroline
Cook, are good in conception and figure, but the expressions are fixed, and could have been improved on.
A little statuette called "Lotus Eater," by Estelle J. I.
Rumbold, is very good, and bespeaks a promising future
Altogether, the work exfor a young and patient artist.
hibited is good, and speaks well for the diligence of the
respective

The

members

Occidental Hotel,
A quiet home, oentrally located, for
those who appreciate comfort and
attention.

Wm.

HAZELTON
HEMME & LONG
BROWN & SIMPSON

had

of Chas.

M. Leopold,

PIANOS
Pianos to Kent and sold onlnstallmets.

735 Market

St.

ERNST

of the club.

very finest cut flowers are to be

H.

LUDWIG X

Napa Soda.

CO..

The Model

39
in

Post street. Mr. Leopold has attended to the decorations needed
many of our leading weddings and dinners and as an artist in this
line is acknowledged the peer of all others.
All sensible people drink Jackson's

San Francisco.

B. Hooper, manager.

American
Caterers.
1206 Sutter

St., S. F.

Telephone 3388.
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The news from London

is not encourthe line of promotion of
California mining enterprises. Speculators are inclined to be very cautious, on the principle, doubtless, of once bitten, twice shy.
Good mines are believed to be scarce, and very rightly so.

aging

in

Mr. McDermott for one, has just returned without succeeding in disposing of the Idlewild, after using every effort
not only in London, but also in Paris. Other operators report a rather cool reception when money is asked for mining enterprises, and the first success has yet to be recorded.
Of course the Alaska mine was sold, but its purchasers cannot be classed with the professional promoters,
It
who have done so much to wreck business in the past.
is not difficult to divine the reason for the frigid tone of
London operators toward schemes emanating from this
quarter. A person has only to turn over pages of the
history of enterprises here since the days of the Sierra
Buttes, Ruby, and Dunderberg bonanzas created a demand
for California mines.
Following on their wake came a host
of swindles which beggared every one connected with them,
not even enough being cleaned up in the long run to repay
their promoters for a smirch upon their reputations which
will last for a lifetime upon that sideof the Atlantic. Within
the past fortnight a prominent business man of this city,
whose standing and reputation abroad makes his advice
eagerly sought for upon schemes of this kind which may be
presented to prominent people in Great Britain, has refused to present properties for personal friends here, owing to the condition of affairs in London. He and one or
two other men of prominence here, in direct correspondence with the leading financial houses in the British metropolis, seem to be in a position to act as censors upon all
propositions emanating from here, and they have it in
their power to check, in a large measure, any attempts to
injure the reputation of the State by unscrupulous operators.
They know where to apply for information on mining values, and the reputation of the men who present the
schemes. England has paid for experience in the line
of mining promotion.
The Eastern States have evidently
yet to receive a lesson in sifting the wheat from the chaff.
It is a wonder that some one has
Timely Suggestions
never looked up the old Blue Jacket
To Mine Promoters, mine as a possible bait for some
Eastern tenderfoot.
This is the
mine that a sapient judgment awarded over $100,000 from
the Blythe estate as a commission upon a sale which never
went through in London many years ago, although it is
doubtful if the property was ever worth as many cents,
unless as a sink hole for the old millionaire's surplus funds.
If this man of many relations had lived to see his daughter
married, and had continued to work the Blue Jacket,
there are good reasons for believing that the Luning
estate would have owned the big Market-street gore lot,
and somebody else the slice of land along the Colorado.
With the reputation of this judgment behind it, however,
the Blue Jacket should make a good catch-penny for some
of the gudgeons now being angled for in the East; for the
men who are looking for a mine with a "history" for use
when the fall boomlet arrives in accord with predictions
from the gentlemen with their weather eyes cocked well to
windward.

Among the valuable
Revamping an

for

(?)

properties bonded

London by the Poniatowski syndicate

that wretched wild cat, the Unionwhich has been used already to
bleed the unfortunate mining speculators of Great Britain
under many aliases. It was last known as the Cordova.
The revamping of this infamous and impudent swindle is
enough to blight the prospects of the whole deal. It is
both bad taste, as well as poor judgment, to attempt to
foist this wildcat upon the English again.
It was hoped
that it had been buried in oblivion, but, unfortunately,
it may become necessary to again uncover the seething
mass of corruption, to the disgust of every decent and honorable man engaged in the mining business.
Old Fraud,

is

Gold,

Brunswick mine seems destined to pull
speculative market on Pine street

the

out of the rut in which it has been strugWhen the
gling along for months past.
first strike was made upon the 650-level some time ago,
the suggestion was made in this column to run in from an
old drift below on the 750-level and test the question,
whether or not the ore extended to that depth. That the
management concluded to do so proves two things, first,
that they have every confidence in the future possibilities
of the property; secondly, that there is no desire upon the
part of the market to milk the street on a mere sharerigging proposition. Every one has had a fair, square
deal in this stock from the start, and any unfriendly
criticisms upon the management are unwarranted and
very unfair. It is a matter for congratulation that the
very straightforward and daring policy of the Directors,
who are all more or less largely interested in the stock, in
starting this drift, with the knowledge that failure meant
ruin, that they have met with success beyond the most
sanguine expectations. Rich gold ore has been cut during
the week, three feet of the vein running as high as $100
per ton. Since then the ore has widened out to eight feet,
with an average value of $30 per ton. This shows the
length of the ledge at this point 150 feet on an angle, sufficient to have caused quite an excitement in the market
before the present dry-rot set in. There are prospects
now, however, for a revulsion of opinion, which may liven
trading up before long. Prices elsewhere on the Comstock
show few changes for the better, but the market closes
the week with a healthier tone.
In

Private Information
to offset Schemers.

Strike

April 25, 1896.

Occidental,

James M. Brazell, the sucpromotor of the valuable Pioneer mine on the Boston market, has
Colonel

The Pioneer Mine
and

its

Promotor.

cessful

just left for the East.

It is said that

he is now about to close another extensive deal, the propShould it turn out
erty being located in Plumas County.
to be as profitable a venture as the Pioneer has to its fortunate purchasers, Colonel Brazell will rank as the most
successful operator that the Pacific Coast can boast of for
years past. He has made no failures so far, and his long
record of years in connection with the Comstock mines is
clean.
Speaking of the Pioneer, the financial statement
for the six months ending March 31st, has just been issued,
showing an output of bullion valued at $64,883.00. The
expenses for the same period were $27,057.99, leaving a
This makes the returns average
net profit of $37,825.61.
$6,304.27, a long way in excess of the figures guaranteed
It is very
by the original prospectus of the Company.
pleasant to be able to note a fact of this character in connection with a California mine floated abroad, more especially as it corroborates all that has been previously said
of the value and prospects of this property in the News
Letter.
Whenever any one wants to say
The Misleading Glamour something nice about Cripple
Creek now, it is proper to speak
Of Cripple Creek.
of it in connection with its "possible rivals"
the Transvaal and Westralia, short for West
Australia.
Like every other good thing, Cripple Creek
has been overdone. Some good mines have been found
Like
there, and energetic capitalists have done the rest.
the Comstock, every foot of ground off the main ledge has
been staked off with "for sale" notices prominent to the
foreground.
In time these locations will serve, like old
Phil Sheridan, as pasturage for the browsing billy goat,
accustomed to fatten upon empty oil cans and the accumuThere are
lated debris of a once populous mining camp.
better prospects within sixty miles of this city, and yet
developcannot
dollar
for
the
many investors who
find a
ment of a mine in California, do not hesitate to put up their
thousands for a "blanket ledge" in this far-off region
where the boom is on. This shows of itself which is the
most popular with the majority of our people, legitimate
mining or speculation.

—

The New

The long foretold combination between
Gas and Electric Companies has been

made, and the proposition of cheap
prices for consumers will now be demonthe negative if human nature has not changed

Light Combine,

strated in
considerably

in this section of

the world.
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NOW

that the Western P
cided to reduce rates to the

Conventions,

It Is

Vssoolatlon

has de-

Republican and
to be hoped

that

Demo
many

our local politicians will sec tit to journey Eastwards.
might pay to get op a public purse and help along such
men as Buckley, Burns, Popper, Maboney, McNab. Martin
y, and all the others whose names we
are heartily
weary Of. They might rob one another on the train, but
as none of them have any virtue left no si IB
Id pos-

of
dcrtl art tlou 1
r.

G.re

'

wtih ton."

we to have no rest from the bretb
ami Colhurn ought to be enough to glut the
ne would think, but the newspapers give
us da
ird of the whole country.
A pastor bolts
with a lady from Riverside, another levants with a lady
from Brooklyu. bound for
-. and in a fond partends his wife to the care of the Lord:
rom Nebraska, accused of embezzlement
and the usual thing with the sisters, is dodging about
.report. Conn., to escape arrest; another pastor is in
ilc at Newark. N. .!.. for
the usual thing, and there
een a church trial. All this in oue issue of a local
The press is becoming intolerable, unfit for the
home. The line must lie drawn somewhere, and decency
n

i

should be drawn at the clergy.
If they
must keep this thing up, let them, but there is no need
that the press should keep a record. Give us something
new. The '"clerical scandal" excites only yawns when it
does not overcome with disgust.
requires that

it

THERE

a deal of noise just now,

and Republican
statesmen and Democratic statesmen whirl about in
a cloud of dust of their own making.
The shouts of the
combatants inform us that undying principles are at stake,
and that if this or that set of delegates shall go to this or
that convention, the most tremendous consequences will
ensue. One advantage of not being a politician, under the
momentous circumstances, is that you can smoke in calmness, and enjoy the pleasures of placid curiosity in mildly
wondering what it is all about.
Really, a dog-fight has
superior merits as a spectacle, and the country has as little to hope or fear from one sort of scrimmage as the other.
The politician's capacity for growing red in the face is
equaled by his ability to take himself seriously. He's usually an ass.
daily press is essentially trivial, even in its most
energetic enterprise.
Though the newspapers give
pages to the skirmishes preliminary to the approaching
Republican State Convention, no attention whatever is
paid to the platform.
The public, as yet, are in the dark
as to the policies favored by the party leaders.
What do
we know of the views on the financial question, the tariff,
our relations with Spain as to Cuba, or our relations with
Great Britain as to Venezuela, entertained by Senator
Jerry Mahoney, Mr. Martin Kelly, or Colonel Phil. Crimmins ? This is shameful, and not only shameful, but dangerous. What is to become of the country if politics shall
be permitted by a careless press to degenerate into a mere
is

THE

struggle for spoils

?

BECAUSE

a wayside house in Pruitvale offends the
moral sensibilities of the pastor of the contiguous
Higgins Methodist Church, the good man has called on the
Salvation Army to make such a pious clamor before the
tavern's doors that business shall be spoiled. This is an
excellent idea and worthy of extension.
If the saloon
keepers who have families and do business in the neighborhood of the First Congregational Church, San Francisco,
were to turn out each Sabbath with drum, fife, tambourine
and voice, serenading the sacred edifice, the scandal of
Dr. Brown's preaching might haply be abated.
Reverend Mr. Hatch, looking over this sin-sick
world in search of a specialty of Satan worthy of assault, selects unregenerate church choirs, and the Reverend
Mr. Scudder, of Alameda, gives his energies to the invention of a hundred- tap communion barrel, with one-worshipper mugs in proportion.
While the clergy retain so vivid
a sense of moral proportion there is no danger that the
Evil One will win out in his contest with the Lord, long
and splendidly sustained as it has been up to this writing.
whoop for McKinley is a stone added to the
tariff dam that, when raised high enough, will completely close the Golden Gate.
This is a reflection which,
apparently, has not penetrated the giant brain of the
His specialty is not
average Californian Republican.
thinking, but whooping just simply whooping.

THE

EVERY

—

It

sibly

ei

State would certainly be the gainer could
THK
testing Democratic delegations be

the

instiga!

death with

to the

bowie knives before going to Sacracitizens of that city might help us by offering
them sonic of their famous water, but who ever heard of
McNab or Popper having any use for such a liquid— except,
perhaps, for street cleaning purposes.

The

mento.

T.
the genial solicitor who
JOHN
charged with having
a newly born
1'lyiin.

at present
babe, which

is

left

subsequently died,

a vacant lot, is too inuocent for this
with the lady during the evening of
the denouement, yet never discovered she was enceinte/ Such
innocence is indeed refreshing iu these sultry days of nineteenth century research.
in

He was

entirely.

life

GENERAL Bidwell, the Prohibitionist,

is

to deliver

an

address before the State Board of Trade, and it is
stated that wine will be served with the lunch.
If the
General keeps on at this rate and takes a cigar or so occasionally, there is more chance of his becoming President
than by his sticking to the milk-and-water party.

Davidson admits that she has been
silenced in
MRS.
civil court and ecclesiastical council."
Modesty like
'

'

unheard of in mortal woman, and we suggest that
she be donated to the Park Museum or placed on exhibition along with the State exhibits.
No other State can
this is

boast of such a prodigy.

COLONEL

Bob lngersoll preaching agnosticism and
optimism from the pulpit of The Church Militant at
Chicago, appears as an angel of light when compared with
Dr. C. O. Brown hypocritically teaching religion and
morality from the desecrated pulpit of the First Congregational Church.

FASTOR Jewett

is registering a kick because so many
are refusing to travel heavenwards by the
Congregational route. He should go over the list of the
shepherds, many of whom are rams in sheep's clothing,
and are too fond of the ewes for the good of the general

of the flock

fold.

FROVIDENCE occasionally puts

a finger in the human
Chief of Police Lloyd, of Oakland, was locked
up last week on a charge of perjury. It is stated that the
other men behind the bars took umbrage at his presence
and demanded in a body to be liberated.
pie.

the Blairmore investigation was £18 7s
cost
THE
The boat was probably valued at the pounds, Captain
of

9d.

Caw's loss of confidence in himself may be compensated for
by the shillings, and the six poor sailors were valued at
three ha'pence apiece

BENEATH

1

poor Parson Brown,
sometimes do;
naught less could keep him down

this slab there lies

Who lived and loved as men will

It

weighs ten tons

From

rising

;

up and making love

to you.

ftRRANGEMENTS

have ]ust been completed at the
Sutro Baths whereby the Mayor can be seen performing his weekly ablutions. The small charge for admittance
will go toward the purchase of disinfectants.

QW. WILDERMAN,

of the World's Christian Co-operThe fools
ative Society, is said to have gone wrong.
who sunk their money in such sanctimonious concerns deserve to be robbed, anyway.
"Many Inquirers" labor under a mistake. "Young
Hearst of the Examiner" is not so very young. He is
past thirty, quite old enough to know better.
,

NO,

should not be so difficult to find a heavy-weight mouth
to match against Jim Corbett. There is Judge

ITfighter
Hayne,

>HIS
1

T

for instance.
city

was evidently too hot

for Hearst.
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mannerism.

A Book

As

a rule,

the autobiographies of actors

and actresses are not pleasant reading.
The Week.* There is too much self-consciousness about
them, and the glow of the footlights brings
out the irrepressible "I" with wearisome monotony. By
the nature of their calling actors and actresses cannot easily practice that self-effacement which adds so much to the
charm of self-history, and which tempers the ego in nicely
balanced minds. Mine, de Navarro is, however, an exception to the rule, and the successes she achieved never destroyed those singular charms of beauty, modesty, and retirement which won for her universal respect, and those
charms are all in evidence in ''A Pew Memoirs," written
by her and published by Harpers. There is an unconscious
attraction about this book which every American will
recognize as being a part of those characteristics which
contributed so much to Miss Mary Anderson's success
characteristics which will be remembered when her acting
will cease to be the most distant of memories.
If, indeed,
we were critically inclined we might find much fault with
the style and manner of expression in many of the sentences
used by the author, but here again is where Mme. de
Navarro exercises her unconscious power, for even to her
failings as a writer we acknowledge ourselves disarmed,
and the respect she commands turns the hypercritically
inclined into gallantry and admiration.
But, if there is an
absence of purity of style, there is a naturalness in "A
Pew Memoirs " which is one of its chief attractions, as
when, for instance, she describes her early trials and tribof

ulations as follows:

"

and

Prom my

first appearance my work had been difficult
Without any training, I was gaining expernot hidden in a small part under the shadow of some

uphill.

ience;

great 'star,' but in the bright light of leading characters, filled with memoirs of Charlotte Cushman, Julia Bean,
and Fanny Kemble, and with the critical eye of the public
full upon me.
Still I toiled on, hoped on, prayed on, and
felt the work slowly growing in ease and finish.
But it
was painfullydisheartening to find myself stranded for laek
of technical knowledge whenever the usual enthusiasm in
the great scenes refused, through weariness or discouragement, to glow.
Indeed, I would not wish my dearest
enemy to pass through the uncertainties and desponden'

'

cies of these early years."

the world knows, success soon came to the
gifted actress, and yet that success, she tells us, was often
accompanied by tribulations, as, for instance, the tragedy
with which her name was associated, and to which she refers as follows:

But, as

all

"I allude to the mournful event which created so much
sensation at the time, when a young and attractive girl,
imagining her lover attached to me, wounded him and
killed herself, after having sought in vain to take my life.
Many of those early days were as fraught with danger and
excitement as with discomfort and weariness. I have often
smiled at the general beiief that my path has been one of
roses."

And indeed the fact that her path had not been one of
roses becomes painfully apparent in her autobiography.
Mary Anderson had severe trials, but then she had great
triumphs. How few actresses in the history of the stage
can point to such a record as hers, or let us be frank and
ask, how many great actresses have tried to win fame
through moral goodness, and that uprighteousness which,
in her, left on the public imagery a belief that she belongs,
among actresses, to the hierarchy of virtue? But in this
book of hers we find little or nothing that is self-laudatory,
while the most interesting "memoirs" in its pages are
those which remind us of her friendship with Tennyson.
The world knows so little about the home life of the late
poet laureate, and that little not flattering, that it will
hear with pleasure some of the good qualities Mme. de
Navarro found in him, for she enjoyed his friendship, if
indeed she did unconsciously exercise an influence over his
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We

were, of course, prepared to bear of the
poetic interest he took in "the cliffs, the sky, the sea, and
shrubs, the very lumps of chalk under his foot, he had a
word for them all, " this only being another illustration of
the "lesson in each tree and flower," but we were not prepared to hear that "he was not a faddist in any sense of
the word." And yet this is what Mme. de Navarro tells
us, and we must, of course, accept her view of Tennyson
as that of one who knew him fairly well.
all know
that he cared nothing for the rain, and that he loved to
defy the elements, but if he had "broad sympathies," as
Mme. de Navarro says he had, then he had at times a
rough way of showing them. Until now those who knew
Tennyson best had reason to believe that he was too often
uncouth and coarse, and he lacked the refinement in manners and language which necessarily belonged to his station as an English gentleman.
No doubt the fact that
Miss Anderson was to interpret Tennyson's Maid Marian
on the stage had a good deal to do with his friendship for
the young actress, and the charm she exercised over all
with whom she came in contact found in him no exception.
Who could be uncouth or rough in the presence of Mary
Anderson, as we all remember her a few years ago, and
the fact that Tennyson could be courteous to her is no
proof that he was courteous or even civil to those who
were always near him. That he could tell a good story is

We

nothing new, and this Mme. de Navarro confirms when she
says: "I have never met any one more perfect with whom
to exchange anecdotes than Tennyson.
At one time I
made it a practice to put down and remember the many
good ones I heard, for the selfish pleasure of repeating
them to him." All this helps to lift a little of the cloud
that hangs e'er the home life of the late poet laureate,
and if Mme. de Navarro had done nothing but help in lifting
a little of this cloud, "A Few Memoirs" will not have been
written without accomplishing something all lovers of
Tennyson wish to know.
* "A Few Memoirs
By Mme. de Navarro (Miss Mary Anderson}!
Harper & Bros.

On Sunday

Examiner inflicted on its readers the
the late "Bill Nye's Comic History of
England." Whoever induced the Examiner to give this
vulgar, tasteless, witless, and universally condemned
"comic " history once more to the public, had very bad
taste and very poor judgment.
The publication of such
trash is an insult to the people who patronize the Examiner, and we shall be very much surprised if that journal
does not discover that the intelligence of its readers is of a
higher standard than it apparently believes. To compare
this "comic " history of England with Gilbert A. Becket's
work is equal to comparing Thackeray with Rider Haggard, or an old master with a daub. Such works as "Bill
Nye's Comic History of England" are, in letterpress and
pictures, degeneracy with a vengeance.
last the

first installment of

"Stanford University and Thereabouts" is a handsomely
printed and finely illustrated brochure, which gives an interesting account of the founders of the famous institution,
as well as its surroundings Palo Alto, Mayfield, the foothills, the mountains, and the places within a short spin on
the wheel.
And after reading this little book even
strangers to the institution will begin to understand the
causes which have produced the great results that Stanford has achieved in the intellectual world.
California can
never, at least should never, forget how much it owes to
Leland Stanford. William Doxey, San Francisco.

I
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The following books will appear in the near future fron
the press of Charles H. Kerr & Company, Chicago: "The
Primary School," "A History of the American Tariff,"
"The Mercantile Agencies Against Commerce," "Man or
Dollar," "Hypnotism Up to Date."

A woman

has been sentenced in Oxfordshire, England,
what " Bessie Costrell " did, as told by Mrs.
Humphrey Ward. The facts as published in the paper and
as told by Mrs. Ward are said to be almost identical.

for doing just

Bayard Taylor's new book,
is to appear some time
The Dial calls Hall Caine a

see,"

" Spring Notes from Tennesthis

month.

literary burglar.

Jackson's Napa Soda leaves a good taste

in the

mouth.
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to

my

Come

to

my

sheltering inu, Irene,
pillow your head on my yearning breastPillow it there ami at list Bud rest.
Like a tired bird in its little nc
My beautiful fallen n,ueen—
My wayward, wami'ring Irene.

And

eager arm?, Irene;

Fly from the tinsel and glitter and glare
Thai dazzle the soul, u they hide the snare

Spread

for

My
My

innocence everywhere.

beautiful fallen (jneen
faded and jaded Irene.

DM to my open uran. Irene;
Spurned and despised, as you are, by all
K'en by the wretch who caused your fall
And settled upon you this dreadful pall.

My
My

^MLE /M.IXTURE

beautiful fallen ijueen

^mumA^

saddened, maddened Irene.

Come

.5nor\r;.but
fr^qrance pleases the ladies,
maKes a
tobacco
A box of this

my

outstretched arms, Irene;
Wearied you must be of sinful sights
Tired and sick of the false delights

its

most welcome BIRTHDAY

J FT

That

to Husband, brother or

'

till

My
My

to

up your days and delirious nights,
beautiful fallen queen
hunted and haunted Irene.

*"—

,m

Come to my hungry arms, Irene;
Oh I am longing and longing to prove
To yoo, and the world, and the angels above,
The infinite reach of a spiritual love,

My

beautiful fallen queen

trampled and tarnished Irene.

AT LCADINC,
MARDUR&
An.niCAn tobacco

DALTIMOWft-

Paraffine Paint Co.

May

2d.

It

M^g^gST-

Gray Bros.,

THE

and

is

stated

that the exhibition this year will surpass any ever held in
the history of the society. Quality, not quantity, is to be
the ruling motto, and only the choicest flowers will be
allowed to take part in the competition.
The committee
of arrangements are: Prof. Emory Smith, manager; Mrs.
W. S. Chandler, Mrs. M. Grothweil, Mrs. B. E. Henriksen,
Mrs. L. O. Hodgkins; Mrs. Orville D. Baldwin, Secretary.

PREPARATIONS

are actively on foot for the polo
match at Burlingame, to be played between the Riversides and the Burlingames on Saturday afternoon, May
9th.
The field will be in magnificent condition, as pipes
are now being laid to have it well irrigated and in perfect
condition for an exciting contest.
The arrangements regarding trains, etc., will be similar to last year, a special
train leaving Third and Townsend streets at ,1:45 and returning about 5:30.

316

Montgomery Street, S- F.
New High St.. Los Angeles.

t

George

of

-FOREIGN WINES.
MUTUAL LIFE

j

BUILDING,

222

Sansome St

SULLIVAN,

D.

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW
Rooms 34-38, 3d

Floor Chronicle Building, San Francisco.

W. UindborQ, Dentist,

Club at the Mechanics' Pavilion, beginning May 6th. Many
Eastern fanciers have promised to loan their prizewinners, and it is safe to say that such specimens of mastiffs,
St. Bernards, collies, terriers, and other fine breeds, will
never have been seen on this coast before. Local fanciers
have also entered some first-class animals.

Telephone

fl.

336

of

POST STREET, Rooms

2-3.

PAGUE,
Dentist.

Rooms

THE

4

and

5,

Academy

ARTHUR

409V4 Post

St.,

ot Sciences Building,

T.

—Jackson's Napa Soda gets there.

«9 Market

REGENSBURGER,

street

Dentist,

San Francisco.

PILLS.—Buy noneibut the gennriD
nlv^UKU O RESTORATIVE
UK, Dlr^riRrYQ
ine—A specific tor Exhausted Vitality, Physical
Medicine, Paris,
Debility, Wasted Forces. Approved by the Academy oJ

celebrities. Agents tor California and the Pacific States.
CO., 635 Market street (Palace Hotel), San Francisco.
„.
ot 50 pills, $1 25; ot 100 pills, J2; o( 200 pills,
PRICES
oircular.
»3 50; ot 400 pills, »6; Preparatory Pills. (2. Send for

and the medical

d. G.

STEELE &

Sent by mail or express anywhere.

REDUCED-Boi

The very latest thing in linen goods and underwear are to be
Ladies' shirtings
found at John W. Carmauy's, 25 Kearny Street.
a specialty.
Sir Edwin Arnold said that George T. Marsh, 625 Market street,
had the best collection of Japanese Art goods in this city.

(Opposite Union Square

San Franoisco.

2275,

Dr. F. G.

f2)R.
Pacific Union Club election took place last Tuesday,
and resulted in the election of the popular George A.
Newhall as one of the Directors. Another meeting will
have to take place in the near future for the election of
eight other Directors. It is expected that great changes
are about to take place in the club, as many of the members are desirous of occupying quarters of their own instead of paying rent for leased premises.

Hall,

Agent and importer

J.

will

Concrete Artificial
Stone Work.

No. 205

of the most famous dogs of America
be exSOME
hibited at the coming bench show
the Pacific Kennel

Other waters try

~*

„
M.r,^

Repair?

Need

Root

thirteenth semi-annual flower show of the California State Floral Society will be held at the Palace
1st,

^O

examine it without cost, and give
estimate for putting in good order, and
keeping it so for a term of years

Then come to my lonesome arms, Irene,
pillow your head on my waiting breast
Pillow it there, and at last find rest,
Like a tired bird in its old-home nest,
My beautiful fallen queen
My pitiful little Irene.

May

BBOi "
to. JutccsoO"

We will

And

Hotel on April 30th,

TOBA£COI.I.St3

Does your

!

My

^=—

London
Tailor.
Business Suits from $15.50
Fine Dress Suits from $19,50

1212-1218 Market street
302 Kearny street
908 Market St., S. F.
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men— Colonel Wetherington
Crocker

C=5R?5^»B»=i*sS!

St.

in

Louis Schmidt gave the last of
Tuesday night to a large audience.

New

N

New York

1

Ignatius and George

Bartholomew's.
his

recitals on

violin

Passe-Pabtout.

York, April 17, 1896.

PICTURESQUE SAN

Francisco as the city of sudden climatic
has the palm now.
Last week we
had a snow storm; yesterday the mercury stood at eightythree, and there were two deaths from the intense heat.
The ice companies have sent out their usual summer
notices so dear to the hearts of householders, that the price
A sure sign, this, of warm weather. In
of ice has risen.
the parks the trees are budding and birds are singing, the
window gardens have made their appearance, and the
shops have put out their awnings. Straw hats and shirt
waists are the popular attire, and the summer girl begins
to prepare herself for conquests of her especial season.
The heat has affected the theatres, and even Carmen, with
Calve the superb, did not attract a large house on Tuesday, and possibly only the presentation to Nordica saved
the receipts on Wednesday night, when, a beautiful Elsa,
she sang herself anew into the affections of the New York
public.
The gift, by the way, was a diamond tiara, given
by a number of her friends and opera subscribers, the individual contributions being limited to ten dollars.
As the
tiara is said to have cost rive thousand dollars, it shows
that Madame Nordica's friends are numerous.
I do not know whether I wrote you last week of the
projected change at the Metropolitan Opera House. I had
inside information, but the matter is now made public. The
floor is to be covered and arranged for a bicycle rink.
Wheels are to be on sale and on hire, instructors will be
present, Seidl's orchestra will play afternoon and evening,
and refreshments are to be served in the boxes. It looks
feasible, and I dare say the place may become a popular
changes.

in St.

FRANCISCO.

OUR

illustration this week gives a superb view of the
city from the Hopkins Art Institute building looking
south.
The large building to the left is the Mills; that

towards the right is the Crocker, separated by Market
The building with the clock
street from the Palace Hotel.
tower is the Chronicle Building. The district shown consists of dwellings in the near foreground and business
houses in the middle and background. Kearny street runs
clear through the center of the picture.
We again call the. attention of our readers to the necessity of saving their pictures, as this series, when completed,
will constitute one of the finest albums ever gotten up of
San Francisco. Back numbers of the News Letter can

always be had

of

news dealers or at the office.

dates
the remaining lectures given by Father
THE
Yorke at the Metropolitan Temple on
P.
for

Civil

C.

and Religious Liberty are as
8th and May 12th.

The art of Japan
Marsh, 625 Market

is

April 27th,

follows:

May

sought for all over the world. George T.
has the best specimens thereof in this

street,

city.

"

Throat Diseases commence with

a Cough, Cold or Sore Throat.
Srowtl's Bronchial Troches" give immediate and sure relief.

Mothers, be sure and use "Mrs. Winslow's Soothing
children while teething
Indigestion dies where Jackson's

Napa Soda

Syrup"

for

your

lives.

resort.

Another continuous amusement place is about to be
established.
Durland's Riding Academy on the Grand
Circle at the Eighth avenue entrance to the Park is to be
transformed and arrangements made for a permanent
circus, bowling alley, billiard and pool rooms, and cafe,
with daily concerts. This will be something a cut nearer
than the continuous variety show, and will appeal to a
tremendous class of pleasure seekers on the West side.
Most of the bicycle stores are centered in this neighborhood, which has become a busy centre.
This hot weather

have any

is

hard on the

cyclists,

Best

i

Bottled

Brown Stout

who cannot

throats unless tbey resort
to iced milk and sticky sarsaparilla.
This I mean on Sunday, when no one has any legal right to thirst unless he
lives in a hotel. We are a crude community.
By the way,
some men who meant to get the best of the Raines' bill
(how suggestive and cooling that name is) took a flask to
a resort on the Riverside Drive last Sunday, ordered guileless bottles of ginger beer, and with many a jovial wink
and chuckle, diluted it with the innocent contents of the
flask.
Their joy was short-lived, for they were promptly
arrested and fined for drinking in a public place on Sunday. The proprietor was warned, I believe, against future
chances of the sort, and the waiters likewise. People are
daily expecting restrictions to be placed upon their use of
their private cellars.
The talk of the week, outside of politics and the ever
present Raines, has been the pantomime, Orange Blossoms,
wherein Madame Pilar-Morris, a bride, calmly disrobes on
the stage, goes to bed, and calls out to her new-made lord,
"Entrez!" It is outrageously suggestive, and has been
modified by order of the law.
Mrs. Woolworth has been at the Holland House for several days, and sails for England on Saturday.
The Aparicios leave on the same day for France.
Lieutenant Commander Richaidson Clover and Mrs. Clover have been at
the Muenchinger King Cottage at Newport for a week,
looking about for a cottage for the summer.
Mrs. Bella
Nichols has cards out for a reception on the twenty-second,
from four until seven. Several of the opera company will
sing, and Madame d'Hardelot will play.
The vestry elections in the Episcopal churches have just
been held, and in two of them, St. Bartholomew's and St.
Ignatius, two former Californians have been made vestryrelief for their thirsty

5
I

Evans

|

Brews.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Hutchinson Sugar Plantation Company.
Dividend No. 30, of 15 cents per share, of the Hutchinson Sugar Plantation Company, will be payable at the office of the company, 3i7 Market St.,
on and after Monday, April 20, 1896. Transfer books will close on Tuesday,
April 14, 1896, at 3 o'clock p M.
E H. SHELDON, Secretary-

Perrier-Jouet

& Co

EPERNAY CHAMPAGNE,
For sale by all first-class Wine
Merchants and Grocers

W.

B.

CHAPMAN,

Sole Agent for Pacific Coast.

123 California St
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New

Yd^

Spring
KI'lTH— The cold
DEAR
wraps of
descriptions

and

Styles

days are bringing out fur
Some of the Paris
effects art' exceedingly handsome, and show a pretty race
off to good advantage.
Aatrachan is also a {Treat favorite.
but if
ed in getting the real genuine article you
may consider yourself indeed fortunate. There is so much
of the spurious article manufactured in England and
France, and it is so well imitated, that it is next to impossible to get the real tiling.
The best way to tell Astracban is to pull the little curls out straight, and. if not imitation goods, they will go back to their natural position.
There was a very pretty dinner gown on exhibition at
one of our leading modiste's this week. It had a sweepingly full skirt, measuring yards and yards at the foot,
and was filled in with rows of dust ruffles underneath, until one would think it covered a dozen lace edged petticoats.
The fullness of the skirt was drawn smoothly over the
front and sides, and flared out in a number of godets at
the back.
There was a tiny bit of a train sweeping out
behind. The bodice was seamless and slightly pointed
both at the back and front, and the trimmings were all of
turquoise blue velvet. There was also a charming cape
made of rich black velvet, with front pieces of a fancyfigured purple and green silk. These come from under the
shoulders in the shape of sash ends.
They fold tightly
over the figure, are carried about the waist, pass through
a big fancy buckle in the back, and fall down on the back
of the skirt.
The ends are finished by ruffles of cream
lace.
The cape proper does not reach much below the
elbows, and is lined with green silk.
It hangs over the
arms in a heavy fold that suggests the idea of a sleeve, and
the sides of the cape are finished by jabots of lace. This
gives to the silk front the appearance of a folded vest.
The collars on cloth gowns are all of grass linen, and are
much more elaborate than they were last year. One I
saw on an imported serge gown was trimmed with a narrow band of white embroidery beading.
Through the
beading scarlet baby ribbon was run, and the effect was
all

again.

exceedingly pretty.
Another grass linen collar in the natural linen shade
was trimmed with an insertion of black lace, and finished
with a deep frill of the lace. The shops are now selling
gauntlet cuffs of grass linen to match the sailor collars.
Styles in coiffures seem to be undecided.
I think that
every girl should know what best becomes her, and should
adhere to it though the whole world flout her for so doing.
Stand in front of your mirror, by the aid of which you can
see the front, back, and both sides of the head try first
one and then the other style low, high, wide, narrow,
smooth bands, crinkles, temple locks, middle part, pompa-

Novelties

Now on MiDltion.
An

Early

Inspection

—

dour, figure eights, flat braids, etc.
and when you have
hit upon the one that makes the head and face conform
most nearly to a graceful ideal, adopt that for your distinctive style and cling to it, though empires fall.
The
forehead, I may add, should either be entirely exposed or
completely covered.
As for hats, they appear in all variety, and hues, and
and Louis XVI are
shapes. Some known as the Louis
turned up at the back and trimmed with flowers and high
standing bows of ribbon.
shape that seems to find much
favor, has a flat brim and a very low crown.
The Marie
Stuart bonnet is having quite a run nowadays, and when
made of lace with wide strings is very becoming, especially
to middle-aged women.
The most novel and elegant dress trimmings on exhibition in the large stores are Venetian, Eenaissauce, and
Honiton applique edgings and insertions laid over velvet
bands.
Belinda.
"Seavey's" have an immense stock of hats, flowers, feathers, ribbons, etc. and are selling everything in millinery lower than any
other house in this city, 1382 Market street.

papers

Invited.

MURPHY

BUILDING, Market and Jones

203 to 207 N Spring St. bet. Temple and

Sts.,

San Francisco.

First St.,

Los Angeles, Cal.

Harm's
Headwear beats them

all.

Headquarters for Native
Sons.

237

KEARNY

ST.

Phone Red 361.
The Latest Spring and Summer Goods
have arrived.

BRIDGE &

H. S.

CO.

MERCHANT TAILORS. Many novelImported Wear. Shirts to order
a Specialty

ties in

622 Market

BEST SUITS ON EARTH
Made

$15

to order at

H.

J.
26

Montgomery

San Francisco

St., (upstairs, opposite Palace Hotel

XV

A

daily

for Special Offerings.

;

—

See

Cordially

is

street,

and upwards.

HAWES,

Room 6

Formerly in Crocker Building.

J. R.
cw.

SMITH &

hall,

BUSH
60.,

to

HOWLAND.

Rotunda,

order at great reduction for cash.
J.

C. A.

7,

MERCHANT TAILORS

successor).

Will make garments

ST., and Room
Mills Building.

(Established

R.

SMITH, Manager.

1875.)

Geo. M. lonergan.

,

Jackson's Napa Soda Lemonade

is

a luxury.

Use Richardson & Bobbins canned and
1

Try

Imperial PhotooraptiiG Studio,

it.

potted meats for picnics.

Carbon Plates a Specialty.

734. 726 and 728 MARKET ST. (1st Floor),
Bet Kearny street and Grant ave., S. F.
Lightning plates for taking Children.
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BARGAINS
PIANOS
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TO-MORROW WE

DIE.— robert

LET us live while the heart

tengue, in cap and gown.

c.

is

LOW

lightest,

Let us love while the heart is strong,
And laugh while the day is brightest,
And quicken the morn with song;
Let us mourn for no joy untasted,
Let us envy no bliss gone by
The pleasure ungrasped is wasted.

To-morrow we

die,

we

KOHLER & CHASE,

To-day
With

is for
life

and

love

GILES OTIS PEARCE,

Mineralogist and Jletallurgist,
708 Colorado avenue, Colorado City, Colo.
Will examine Mines, Ore Bodies, Mineral Belts or Zones
and make written Mineralist Reports, fees for which made

we

known upon application for services. I make my own
assays and select my own samples when examining mines.
Eighteen years' experience.
Gold assay of water a specialty.

die!

kisses

at its golden

prime

A century's wealth of blisses
We reap in a moment's time,
The heart keeps time

to

die,

Fine Mercantile Lunch.
Imported Pilsener, Franciscaner,
and Extra Pale Lager on draught.

Dave Samson,

the measure,

PROGRESS

While the harp of love rings high;
To-day is for love and pleasure,

To-morrow we

we

die!

ASUNDER.— HUGH

327

RESTAURANT.

" Tell me," you said, "how great your love for me."
Darker and darker grew the sea before us
Turning, I saw a shadow at your side
Mist filled the sky and hid the pale stars o'er us;
As those who speak in dreams my lips replied—
" Some measure love by gold,
By endless time, by soundless sea
But I— I love you well enough
if

and
Unsurpassed

Hid in the misty sky, the dark sea under,
Hid in the words I spoke, and knew not why
sea;
love you well enough
leave you, Love, if needs must be."

J.

&

D. Spreckels

face,

which sank that day

The sun shines down, the moon slants over it,
The stars look in and are reflected not;
Only your face unchanged and not forgot,

My

till

all

the waves are

lit.

I

in its

EPITOME. —annie

e.

p.

searing.- in harper's bazar.

A burst of light and song and

story,

Of hopes and dreams, of sometimes glory
Day's begun.

A little praise, a little blame,
A little floating breath of fame,
A little sitting in the sun— a little sigh— and
Day

is

done.

in Price.

more,)

EIGHTY

(50 bbls. or

Howard and

Foot

First Streets.

of

Second Street.

CUNNINGHAM, CURTIS5 & WELCH,
Wholesale
Stationers and
Booksellers.

Than any shine

LIFE'S

Fuel
REDUCTION

San Francisco Gaslight Co.

327, 329, 331

gave you as a well to drink,
depth your face is clearer far
of sun or moon or starSince then you pause by. many a greener brink.
soul

And

Company,

317 riARKET ST., Corner Fremont, S. F.

Into the magic waters of the well,
Still haunts their clearness, still remains to tell
Of one who looked and drank and could not stay.

Shines through the deeps,

Bros.

CO.,
Rochester, N. Y.

OCEANIC STEAMSHIP COMPANY,
GILLINGHAM CEMENT.

DARMESTETER.

My
A

your

KIMBALL &

SHIPPING AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS

Wholesale

in the desert waste, athirst;
soul I gave you as a well to drink
little while you lingered at the brink,
And then you went, nor either blessed nor cursed.
of

S.

Cents per bbl. Retail (any quantity
under 50 bbls.), NINETY Cents per
bbl. At the works of the

You wandered

The image

;

General Agents

But 1— I

AN OASIS.— MADAME

CIGARETTES

in quality

COKE—Cheapest

Some measure love by gold,
By endless time, by soundless

SATIN STRAIGHT-CUT

Wm.

I

!

To

St.

used by people of refined taste.
16 FIRST PRIZE MEDALS.
Our Vanity Fair and various smoking mixtures are the finest for the pipe.

needs must be."

Words, thoughtless words but breathing doubt forbidden
Fears, foolish fears that love must lull to restNot you or I knew then the meaning hidden,
Veiled in those words you deemed an idle jest;
Now, Love, with paths divided, hands asunder,
Now we have learnt the meaning, you and I,
"

329 Bush

Kimball's Fragrant Vanity Fair

;

leave you, Love,

and

CONWAY.

Once, when the sun, in slowly dying splendor,
Sank, sending crimson smiles across the sea;
When, in the twilight, eyes looked true and tender

To

San Francisco

die!

;

die,

CALL EARLY

28 and 30 O'Farrell Street

Let us quaff from the crystal showing
The wine on the beaded rim
Let us gather the fruitage glowing
Full ripe on the bending limb.
To-morrow the bowl is shattered
Ere ever the shreds be dry
The fruit is withered and scattered

To-morrow we

EASY TERMS.

PRICES.

Sansome

St.

San Francisco

—

Tiut
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i
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to begin B

round

serves
undertaking.
We can think of
avert Western voters to the
lian the wild barbaric yawp of the
-man booming for free coinage.- New

WALTER BAKER

the

1

umi-1,.

p..,,

.1

ii.
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HK

CO.,

mo.

-1.1, Uaas.,

Breakfast Cocoa;

and Expr
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iich declared that an English physician
should pay (60,000 damages for talking of what he learned
illy while treating a female patient was on all
•Mth common sense.
A man who doesn't know howto bold his tongue isn't tit for a doctor.
Amador Record.

—

Payable in gold" is now and always has been the
language of contracts in California.
The pretense of
certain Californians that they favor free silver for them"

-

is

the grossest instance of political

forty-live States.

— St.

The Republican

humbug

in the

Louis Globe-Democrat.

Army

and Navy League

of

San Fran-

resolved in favor of McKinley for President, but
diplomatically adds that it will support the Republican
nominee whoever he may be. Such partisan servitude encourages bossism. Oroville Mercury.
:ias

—

The charge that Secretary Smith was once a free silver
man is nothing to bis discredit. The man who hasn't the
courage to reverse himself when he discovers his error is
rather too obstinate to make a good citizen. Woodland
Democrat.
It requires no Roentgen ray to discover the fraud

—

proposed by tne Republican party, to pass a protective
tariff act, when Republican senators declare a protective
tariff bill shall not pass the Senate for the next ten years.
Oroville Mercury.

—

coming when we shall be able
The necessity for more talk is
not urgent, but any improvement in the quality will be

Scientists say the time
to talk with the p'anets.

thankfully received.

is

—Colusa Herald.

RESTAURANTS.
Academy Building, 332-334 Pine street. Rooms for
ladies and families, private entrance. John Bergez, Proprietor.

Bergez's Restaurant,

Bay State Oyster House. 15 Stockton & 109 O'Farrell. N. M. Adler, Prop.
Montgomery-St. Coffee and Lunch House. Good coffee and fresh eggs
a specialty. Cream waffles. 426 Monigomery St. H. H. HJUL, Prop.
Malson Tortoni, French Rotisserie, 111 O'Farrell street. Private dining
rooms and banquet hall. S. Constantini, Proprietor.
Nevada Restaurant, 417 Pine st. Private rooms; meals 50c, LoupyBros
Poodle Dog Restaurant, S. E. cor. Grant ave. and Bush st. Private
dining and banquet rooms,
Tel. 429.
A. B Blanco & B. Brum.

Dr.

—

The highwayman who relieved Senator Teller, the silver
champion, of $100, probably coincided with that states
man's views that silver should be free. Merced Evening

—

Sun.

Judging from late dispatches, the opening season for
shooting Republicans throughout the country is now at
hand. Fresno Expositor.

—

Office hours

:

Building, southwest cor. Seventh and Market
9 a. m. to 5 p. m.
Consultation Hours 4 to 5.
:

Dr. R. Outlar, 818 Sutter street.

MEDICAL.
Dr. R. Elmer Bunker has removed to 630 Sutter street.
Office Hours 1 to 3 and 6:30 to 7:3U P. M.
:

Dr. Hall, 14 McAllister St., near Jones.

Diseases of

The W.

H. Hollls

Mrs.
take the stump for the Republican Party.

is

Stamp

Co., (Incorporated),

105 O'Farrell St., S. F.

Koch & Harney, (Jas. H. Harney, Geo. T. Koch), Job Printers, 648 Sacramento St. Fine printing and embossing, seals, rubber stamps, stencils, etc.

MERCHANT TAILORS.
& Co., 115 Kearny, up-stairs. Suits to order $12 50.
coats, $10. Pants $4 and upwards. Samples by mail.
J8£g~A perfect fit guaranteed.

Neuhaus

Paderewski knew the value
Cutter Bourbon

is,

The famous J. F.
know, one of the
on the market. The agents for
Market Street, and they supply

of good whiskey.
in the opinion of those who

finest liquids in this line ever placed
this Coast are B. Martin <fe Co., 411

our leading houses with this delightful brand.

Jackson's Napa Soda

a gentle aperient.

Hours,

1

to

3,

2416

Clay

CANDIES.

CANDIES.— Don't

leave the city without a dox of

L3 GF3IH16 L3UnClry 60.

ROBERTS' Best.

Principal office: 23~Powell street,
opposite Baldwin Hotel.

Branch— 11 Taylor street, near Golden Gate avenue. Laundry—Twelfth
All ordinary mendstreet, bet. Folsom and Howard. San Francisco. Cal.
ing,

sewing on buttons,

charge. Orders left at office will recalled for and delivered to any part of the

etc., free of

ceive prompt attention.
city free of charge.

Work

United States Laundry,
Office: 1004

Market

Tonicnn r\oono
pital.

bt.,

near Baldwin.

U H

Telephone, South 4-3-0.

Residence 1003 Sutter.
Paris Building. No. 14
ill. U.
Ex-surgeon U. S. Army; Ex-surgeon S. F. Receiving HosHours, lll.il. to 2:30 p. M.; 5 to 5:30 p.m.

ICllldUll

Grant avenue.
is

Ov

VOCAL. CULTURE.

all.

There are very few places in San Francisco where a lady can step
in and get a good lunch after shopping. Swain's Bakery, 213 Sutter
street, is an exception to the rule as the cooking there is absolutely
excellent. It is the one place in town where the delicious English
muffins can be obtained, besides other fine and light pastries. The
Swain Brothers furnish dinners at all the leading functions in town
and their efforts in this direction are unsurpassed.

children.

PRINTING AND RUBBER STAMPS.

Miss Caroline Shlndler, Soprano. Vocal Culture.

much hope for the Democracy after
THERE
Lease may

women and

POSTAGE STAMP DEALERS.
Hawaiian Stamps a specialty. MAKINS & CO 506 Market street.
Selections on approval: any place in world. W. F. GREANY, 827 Brannan

THE

Soudan campaign is becoming more serious every
day.
Fresh troops are being ordered to the front
from England and when the struggle really commences it
will probably be the greatest that country has ever
witnessed, and the last.

DENTISTS.

Thomas L. HIM,
OFFICE: Odd Fellows'
streets.

The Examiner speaks of a man who is the father of
twenty-four children.
Trot us out a man who is the
mother of twenty-four children. That would be a "big
scoop." Star.

AND PURCHASER'S GUIDE

CITY INDEX

UGdllO,

Tel., East-33.
Office, City ot
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No lamp
without

ber to get
part in politics here ? " said the
"Well," he answered, thoughtstranger in Kentucky.
But I'm looking to j'ine in most any
fully, "not as yet.
minute."
"What's your business?" "Undertaker."

—

Tommy — Paw, what does it mean where Caesar wanted
men about him who were fat? Mn. Fin — I guess he was

Post Street, below Kearny, Mechanics' Institute Building.
Guaranteed Capital,

JAMES

D.

—
—

to-Date.
"

Paid-Up Capital,
OFFICERS

$1,000,000.

PHELAN, President. S. G. MURPHY,
JOHN A. HOOPER, Vice-President.
I

Directors— James
Hooker, James Mofflt,

$300,000.

Vice-President.

John A. Hooper, C. G.
Sullivan, Robert McElroy,

D. Phelan, L. P. Drexler,

S. G. Murphy, Frank J.
and Joseph D. Grant.
Interest paid on Term and Ordinary Deposits.

Loans on approved seGEO. A. STORY, Cashier.
Deposits may be sent by postal order, Well, Fargo, & Co., or Exchange
on City Banks. When opening accounts send signature.
curities.

WELLS FARGO &

—

—

Macbeth Co

MUTUAL SAVINGS BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO.
33

getting a little scared and wanted a few extra policemen.
Cleveland World.
Parson to youngster fishing on Sunday
My boy, I'm
surprised to find you here. Youngster innocently
Do
you know some other place where they bite better? Up-

A

BANKING.

—

—

" pearl

or

Pa

Pittsburgh

—

—
—
—
—

free.

top "

Geo

herself of leap year's
privilege, so she wrote this message on a postal card and
" Knot? " But what
the
man
of
her
choice:
mailed it to
was her mortification when the return mail brought this
comprehensive reply: "Nit." Harper's Bazar.

—

what Num-

glass."

She had determined to avail

She Did you tell Fibs of our engagement? He Yes.
(aggrieved) You promised that you would say nothing about it. He It's perfectly safe with Fibs; no one
ever believes him. Washington Times.
First Bell Boy
I've yelled fire till I am hoarse and the
man in No. 163 won't wake. Second Bell Boy I guess
you'll have to yell something else.
He looked to me like
an orthodox deacon. Detroit Tribune.

tells

sent

;

" Pearl

Washington Star.

She

one

particular chimney.

its

The Index
" Do you take an active

a good

is

N. E. Corner Sansome

CO.'S BANK.
& Sutter Streets.

Cash Capital and Surplus
John J. Valentine
H. Wadsworth

86,250,000

President
Cashier

Homer S.King
F. L. Lipman

I

|

Manager
Assistant Cashier

BRANCHES.
N. Y. City, H. B. Parsons, Cashier. Salt Lake City. J. E. Dooly, Cashier
Directors— John J. Valentine, Benj. P. Cheney, Oliver Eld ridge, Henry
E. Huntington, Homer S. King, George E. Gray, John J. McCook, Charles
F. Crocker, Dudley Evans.
|

have cured Bliggins of his horrible superstition at
last," the philanthropist exclaimed.
did you
manage it?" " I offered to lend him $13." Washington
Star.
I

"How

—

THE 8ATHER BANKING COMPANY.
CAPITAL

" Don't you think, Harry, you could induce one or two
" I could bring one," he
boys to come to Sunday School?"
replied. " De udder fellers in our alley kin lick me."
Life.

—
— My mission in
to make men better.
The Bachelor — Indeed!
thought
ministers performed the marriage ceremony! — Yonkers Statesman.
Foreigner —What do those people in the gallery
mean by yelling "rats?" Second Foreigner — Those
must be the cat-calls of which we read. — Detroit Tribune.
The

Minister

life

is

I

all

First

—

Mother Are you sure that he loves you? Daughter
Of course I am. Can't I see how he stares at me whenever I am not looking at him. Fliegende Blatter.

—

—

—Did Miss
beak — Well,

Howell's voice fill the hall? Crimsonit filled the lobby.
Nearly everybody went
out there when she sang. Yonkers Statesman.
Yeast

—

" Anything interesting in the New
to have a spring exhibition
old mistresses."
Chicago Record.

we are

—

—

Woman
of

Club?"

I.

Allen Knight,

Cowgill, Cashier.

Secretary.

:

THE GERMAN SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.
No. 526 California St., S. F.
Capital actually paid up in Cash, $1,000,000.
Reserve Fund
$ 715,000
Deposits, Dec. 31, 1895,
Guaranteed Capital. .$1,200,000
$30,727,586 59.
OFFICERS— President, B. A. Becker; Vice-President, Edward Kruse;
Second Vice-President, George H. Eggers; Cashier, A. H. R. Schmidt; Assistant Cashier, Wm. Herrmann; Secretary, George Tourny AssistanS
Secretary, A. H. Muller.
Board of Directors Edward Kruse, George H. Eggers, O. Shoemann,
A. C. Heineken, H. Horstmann, B. A. Becker, H. L. Simon, Ign. Steinbart,
Daniel Meyer. Attorney, W. S. Goodfellow.

—

"Yes,

SECURITY SAVINGS BANK.
Montgomery St.. Mills Building.
INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS. LOANS MADE.
222

—

—

Lady Customer in china shop Do you break these sets?
the purchaser's servants usually
attends to that. Tit-Bits.

Dealer — No, madam,

L.

Directors— C. S. Benedict, E. A. Bruguiere, F. W.Sumner, Albert Mil
Wm.P. Johnson, V. H. Metcalf. James K. Wilson.
Agents New York— J. P. Morgan & Co. Boston— National Bank of the
Commonwealth. Philadelphia— Drexel & Co. Chicago—Continental National Bank. St. Louis— The Mechanics' Bank. Kansas City— First National Bank. London— Brown, Shipley & Co. Paris— Morgan, Harjes & Co
ler,

paintings clone by

Watts So you don't look on young Sharpe as a coming
man, don't you? Potts I would if I was in charge of the
penitentiary.
Washington Star.

—

$1,000,000

Successor to Sather & Co., Established 1851, San Francisoo.
Albert Miller, Vice-President
James K. Wilson President.

—
"
Poet to editor — send you a poem, "Why Do Live?
Please answer. Editor — Because you send your poem by
mail. — Texas Sittings.
"Do you like French restaurants? "
Yes; only I hate
restaurant French." — Chicago Record.
I

DIRECTORS.

Wm. Alvord
Wm. Babcock
Adam Grant

S. L. Abbot. Jr.
O. D. Baldwin

H. H. Hewlett
A. K. P. Harmon

W.

J. B.

S.

Jones

Lincoln.

HUMBOLDT SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.
No.
Incorporated

I

18

Geary Street.
November

24 1869.
,

ADOLPH C. WEBER
ERNST BRAND

President
Secretary

11

Mr. Depew

exceedingly fond of oysters. Moraghan, Stalls
68-70 California Market, has the best Eastern and Californian in t'lis
is

city.

The Press Clipping bureau,

510

Montgomery

street, S. P. reads all
all topics, business

papers on the Pacific Coast, and supplies clippings on

and personal.

Use Richardson & Kobbins' canned and potted meats
"When playing poker drink Jackson's Napa Soda.

for picnics.

NEVADA WAREHOUSE AND DOCK COMPANY.
PORT COSTA, California.
WAREHOUSES AND DOCKS
Storage Capacity, 100,000 tons. Regular warehouse for San Francisoo
Produce Exchange Call Board.
These warehouses are the largest on the Pacific Coast, and are furnished
with the latest improvements for the rapid handling and storing of Grain.
A mill attached, supplied with the best and newest machinery for cleaning
foul and smutty wheat.
Money advanced at lowest rates of interest on grain stored in warehouses.
Insurance effected at lowest rates In first-class companies, or grain sold,
If

desired, at current rates.

OFFICE— 202 Sansome St., over the Anglo-Califor nl a Bank.
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BANKING.
BANK OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.
In corpora 1 cd

Qi.KS

VICTORIA

takes a li^ht breakfast, a heart;
At a quarter to
a substantial tea.
when dinner is served, her Majesty eats very sparll the
tightest and most nutritious food.
midway between breakfast and luncheon, when
;etinjij business (all the heavy work of the day being
and done with at 1:30) she takes a refresher in the
ipe of either a eup of beef tea a> strong as it can be
ade or an egg beaten up with a little milk or sherry.
.ind

A

few days a^'o there died at Ravenna, Lorenzo
who saved Garibaldi's life in 1S4!' by hiding him
in the swamps near that city. Garibaldi and he from their
hiding place saw the Austrian soldiers march by with Ugo
and the other patriots they had captured, who were
soon after tried by court martial and shot.
A woman. Mrs. Fleming, of the Harvard Observatory, lias discovered four of the fourteen new stars discovThey are One in
ered in the last three hundred j-ears.
the constellation of Perseus, in 1887; one in Norma in 1893;
and one each in Carina and Centaurus during the present
Faifinoll,

year.
of the victories won by the JapChina, the Buddhists of Kioto, Japan, will
It
erect a gigantic bronze statue of Buddha in that city.
will be 120 feet in height, and the cannOD captured by the
Japanese duriug the war are to be used in making the

commemoration

anese troops

in

image.

The appointment of Lord Dunraven as Lord-Lieutenant of Limerick has given great satisfaction to the Irish.
He lives for several months of the year at Adare Manor,
bis place in Limerick county, and he is said to be very
hospitable and is on good terms with his tenants.
The Director-General of the Paris Universal Exposition of 1900 is M. Delauny-Belleville, a man of about fifty
years of age. He is the chairman of the Paris Chamber of
Commerce, an eminent engineer, and took an active part
in many French industrial undertakings.
A French pedestrian is about to leave France on a
walking tour around the world, going by way of Turkey,
Palestine, India, China, and across the United States. He
has already traveled 10,000 miles on foot through Europe
and the East.
Enough subscriptions have been received to erect
and maintain the beacon which is to be erected on Freshwater Down,

Isle of

Wight, as a memorial to Lord Tenny-

$1250 of the amount received was sent from this
country.
son.

The real name of Salvationist Booth-Tucker is
F. de la Tour Tucker, but when he married Emma Booth,
the second daughter of the old General, in 1888, he was
persuaded to add the name of her family to his own.
The oldest Royal Academician is Mr. Thomas Sidney
Cooper, who is in his ninety-third year, yet is able to paint
vigorously without the aid of glasses, and finds ready purchasers for his works.
It is stated that the gold table service of the Sultan
One of the soup tureens is
of Turkey is worth $1,000,000.
of eighteen carat fineness and is studded with emeralds

and turquoises.

The stone covering Dr. Johnson's grave in Westminster Abbey, which was partially destroyed by neglect, has
been repaired.
The inscription has been re-cut and
whitened.

ment

Plans have been submitted to the Japanese Governfor over 2000 miles of new

for private companies
railroads.

the Transvaal. WhisLiquors are a costly luxury
key fetches $15 50 a bottle, champagne $12 50, and beer
$1 a bottle.
in

the "New Man" comes
WHEN
bring new drinks with him.
old ones.

it

hoped he will
are weary of the

to be

is

We

1803.

Rosurvi- Fund, $500,000.

Southeast OoB BUSH and Sv

HEADOFFICE

oo Lombard Stkeet. London
Branched— Vittorla. Vancouver, New Westminster, Kamloops, Nan
Portland, Oregon; Seattle and Ta

lamo, and Nelson, llrttisb Columbia;

coma, Washington.
Tbls Bank transacts i General Hanking Business.

Accounts opened sub-

ject to Check, and spec hi Deposits received. Commercial Credits granted
available in all parts of the world. Approved Bills discounted and advances made on good oollftteral security. Draws direct at current rates
upon Its Head Otllee uud Branches, and upon its Agents, as follows:
Merchants' Bank of Canada; Chicago— First National Bank;
i

New York—

Liverpool— North and South Wales Bank; Scotland— British Linen
Company; Irjcland— Bank of Ireland; Mexico— London Bank of Mexico;
South America— London Bank of Mexico and South America; China and
Japan— Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China; Australia and
New Zealand — Bank of Australasia and Commercial Banking Company of
Sydney, Ld Demerara and Trinidad (West Indies)— Colonial Bank.
;

BANK OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital
Surplus and Undivided Profits (Ootober

WILLIAM ALVORD
ALLEN M. CLAY
Prentiss Smith

S.

President-!

Secretary
Ass't Cashier

:

In

by Royal Charter.

Capital Paid l'p, W.000,000.

New York— Messrs.

1

$3,000,000 00
1,

1894).. 3.158,129 70

CHARLES R. BISHOP.. Vice-Pres't
THOMAS BROWN
Cashier
1.

F.

Moulton

2d Ass't Cashier

CORRESPONDENTS.

Laidlaw & Co.; the Bank of New York, N. B. A.
Boston— Tremont National Bank; London— Messrs. N. M. Rothschild &
Sons; Paris— Messrs. de Rothschild Freres; Virginia City (Nev.)—
Agency of The Bank of California; Chicago— Union National Bank, and
Illinois Trust and Savings Bank; Australia and New Zealand—Bank of
New Zealand; China, Japan, and India Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China; St. Louis— Boatman's Bank.

—

Letters of Credit issued available in all parts of the world.
Draws Direct on New York, Boston, Chicago, St. Louis, Salt Lake
Denver, Kansas City, New Orleans. Portland, Or., Los Angeles, and on
London, Paris, Berlin, Bremen, Hamburg, Frankfort-on-Main, Copenhagen,
Stockholm, Chris tiania, Melbourne, Sydney, Auckland, Hongkong, Shanghai, Yokohama, Genoa, and all cities in Italy.

SAN FRANCISCO SAVINGS UNION.
Corner California and Webb Streets.
Deposits, Dec. 31, 1895
Guarantee Capital and Surplus

$34,202,327
1,575,631

ALBERT MILLER, President E. B. POND, Vice-President
Directors—Thomas Magee, G. W. Beaver, Philip Barth, Daniel E. Martin, W. C. B. De Fremery, George C. Boardman, Robert Watt; Lovell
|

White, Cashier.
Receives Deposits, and Loans only on real estate security. Country
remittances may be sent by Wells, Fargo & Co., or by check of reliable
parties, payable in San Francisco, but the responsibility of this Savings
Bank commences only with the actual receipt of the money. The signature
of the depositor should accompany the first deposit. No charge is made for
pass-book or entrance fee. Office hours—9. A. m. to 3 p. m. Saturday evenings, 6:30 to

8.

LONDON AND SAN FRANCISCO BANK, LIMITED.
Authorized Capital

$3,500,000

Capital Paid-up

|

Reserve

82,450,000

(375,000

San Francisco Office—424 California St. London Office—73 Lombard St.
Portland Branch— Chamber of Commerce Building.
Tacoma Branch— 1156 Pacific Ave.
Manager, ARTHUR SCRIVENER Ass't Manager, WILLIAM STEEL
|

Cashier, GUSTAV PRIEDERICH.
LONDON BANKERS—Bank of England and London Joint Stock Bank.
NEW YORK—Messrs. J. P. Morgan & Co. Boston—Third National Bank.

This Bank is prepared to transact all kinds of General Banking and Exchange Business in London and San Francisco, and between said cities
all parts of the world.

LONDON, PARIS AND AMERICAN BANK, LIMITED.
N. W. Cor. Sansome and Sutter Sts.
Subscribed Capital
$2,500,000 Paid UpCapital
$2,000,000
Reserve Fund
$850,000
58 Old Broad Street, London
Head Office
AGENTS— New York— Agency of the London, Paris, and American
Bank Limited, No. 10 Wall Street, N. Y. Paris— Messrs. Lazard, Freres
& Cie, 17 Boulevard Poissoniere. Draw direct on the prinoipal cities of the
world. Commercial and Travelers Credits issued.
SIG.
OKOM1 D
Man
|

1

GREENEBAUMU

C.

ALTSCHUL

/

.
agers.

CROCKER-WOOLWORTH NATIONAL BANK of san francisco.
Cor. Market, Montgomery, and Post Sts.
Paid- Up Capital

WM.

H.

$1,000,000.

CROCKER

W. E. BROWN
GEO. W.KLINE
Directors—Chas.

F. Crocker, E. B. Pond,

Hy.

J.

President
Vice-President
Cashier
Crocker, Geo. W. Scott

THE ANGL0-CALIF0RNIAN BANK, LIMITED.
N. E. Cor. Pine and Sansome Sts.
$6,000,000 Paid Up
$1,500,000
3,000,000 Reserve Fund
700,000
Head Office— 18 Austin Friars, London, E. C.
Agents at New York— J. & W. Seligman & Co., 21 Broad street.
The Bank transacts a General Banking Business, sells drafts, makes
telegraphic transfers, and issues letters of credit available throughout the
world. Sends bills for collection, loans money, buys and sells exchange
IGN. STEINHART ) Mana
and bullion.
ManaffprR
g ers
P. N. LILIENTHAL J

Capital authorized
Subscribed

I

f
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NEWHALL &

H. M.

CO.,

SHIPPING AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS
and Marine Insurance Agents,

Fire

309 and 311 Sansome

SLEEP
while

a person should stretch himself out for a rest in
the horizontal decubitus after a hearty meal, he should resist the tempting Morpheus, especially if there be present
a dilated state of the stomach or if its juices be hyperacid.

Ok Use

to Writers.

— Insert

two pens

of the

same

into a penholder, allowing the inner one to project a

CORRESPONDENTS:
PINDLAY, DURHAM & BRODIE
SIMPSON, MACKIRDY & CO

FIRE, MARINE,

AND INLAND INSURANCE.

INSURANCE COMPANY, OP SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Capital, $1,000,000.

Assets,

—A

Quinine for Malaria.
writer in the Medical Record
states that while traveling in Africa he was repeatedly
forced to make long journeys with an empty stomach,
through drenching rains. He took daily five-grain doses
of quinine and never experienced severe malarial fever.

— Turquoise

mines exist in several
localities in Arizona, New Mexico, and Texas.
The output from a mine near Phoenix, Arizona, after examination,
has proved to be a hard compact chrysocolla and not
genuine turquoise.
A Nuisance Prohibited. The Health Commissioner of
Brooklyn warns pastors of churches not to allow the ringing of bells before 7 a. si., and, if invalids are in the
neighborhood, to restrict the bell-ringing to as few strokes

INSURANCE COMPANY

(Limited),

SOLID SECURITY.
CHAS.

OP MANCHESTER, ENGLAND.

LATON, Manager

A.

i

OVER $9,000,000.00 RESOURCES
439 California St., S. P.

Fire Insurance.
Founded A.

D, 1792

Company

Insurance

as possible.

Norm

of

America

OP PHILADELPHIA, PENN.

—

Bottom has lately been found in
waters, at 5155 fathoms. The greatest depth
ever ascertained heretofore was 4,655 fathoms by the.
American warship Tuscarora, off the northeast coast of
Japan.

—

The Nearest Yet. The Yerkes telescope in the
Chicago University has a magnifying power of 4,000 times,
which will bring the moon's surface to within sixty miles.
On clear days the lunar mountains will easily be discernible.

—

A

$3,000,000.

PALATINE

—

Sea Soundings.

Threadneedle St., London
South Castle St.. Liverpool

46

29

Fireman's Fund

—

Def.i'

and

INSURANCE.

size

Squeaky Shoes. To remove the unpleasant noise of a
squeaking shoe, pour a small quantity of linseed or sweet
oil in a plate and allow the soles of the shoes to stand in
the oil over night.
By this means they will not only lose
their squeak but will also become impervious to dampness.

New Zealand

43

little.

The writing is done with the inner pen, but the ink
collected between the two is sufficient to last through
several pages of a letter, and yet it will not flow more
The pens must be continually cleaned
freely than needed.
so as not to allow any dirt to settle on them.

Turquoise Mines.

San Francisco, Cal

St.

—The Medical Record states that

After Meals.

Paper Shirt. A Pennsylvania man intends starting
a paper shirt manufactory.
These garments are to be
worn between the linen shirt and the under garment on
cold days, thus keeping the body at an even temperature.

—

A Cure fur Nausea. Many women suffer from nausea
when riding in the cars. This may be prevented by taking morning and evening 30 drops of the valerianated tine
ture of ammonia in a teaspoonful of water.
Artificial Eyes.— A glass eye will last from six to
twelve months. The glass is corroded by the humors of
the eye and becomes rough, which irritates the membrane
and makes a new false eye necessary.
The Most Useful Drugs. The following drugs have
been pronounced the most useful in medicine Iodide of

—

Paid-up Capital
Surplus to Policy Holders

JAMES

5,0-^,016

BAILEY, General

D.

CONNECTICUT
Capital Paid

$3,000,000

FIRE

Agent, 412 California

F.

St., S.

INSURANCE CO. OF HARTFORD.

Up

JI.OOO.OOO

Assets
Surplus to Policy Holders

3.102.001 69
1,506,409 41
.

ROBERT DICKSON,

BOYD & DICKSON,

S. F.

Manager

Montgomery

401

Agents, 501 Montgomery

St.

St.

AACHEN AND MUNICH FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
OF AIX LA CHAPELLE, GERMANY'.
Established
Capital.

UNITED STATE

12.250.00C.

1825

Total Assets, 16,854,653 65

EPARTMENT: 204 Sansome St., S. P.
VOSS, CONRAD & CO., General

PHOENIX ASSURANCE CO. OF LONDON

Managers.

Established^.

PROVIDENCE-WASHINGTON NSURANCE CO. incorporated
BUTLER & HALDAN, General Agents,

1799

:

413 California St., S. F.

potassium, antipyrin, liquor arsenicalis, tincture digitalis,
and liquor strychnin*.

Defective Eyesight.— In Germany there are 37,800
who have only" one eye each.
The Taste Nerves.— The taste nerves are 2000 times
more sensitive to quinine than they are to sugar.
blind people and 20,200

BRITISH

AND FOREIGN MARINE INSURANCE

CO.,

LIMITED,

OF LIVERPOOL.
Capital

16,700,000

BALFOUR, 3UTHRIE &

CO., Agents.

No. 316 California st

BALFOUR,

the Chief Secretary for Ireland, may prove
Ireland's best friend after all. The new Irish land bill
introduced by him in the Commons facilitates the purchase
of holdings and also greatly reduces rent, that on improvements being done away with entirely.

""TMS
1

a bad outlook for the Republican party
upon a Reed.
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it
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For barbers, bakers, bootblacks, bath-houses, bllliard tables, brewers, book-binders, candy-makers,

canners, dyers, flour-mills, foundries, laundries,
paper-hangers, printers, painters, shoe factories,
stablemen, tar-roofers, tanners, tailors, etc.

BUCHANAN
BRUSH MANUFACTURERS,

BROS.,

609 Sacramento

St., S.

F

Tel. 5610.
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a good reform by recommending the
Oi«outti«ig.
City Council to make it a misdemeanor for
car or in any
any person to expectorate in
uspidurs are to
where many people
be provided in all conveyances and public places, and any
them will be subject to arrest by the
10 not using
police.
We hope that this reform will lie taken \i j» out
here, where the evil is so excessive that it is scarcely possible for a lady to walk .1 few paces on our largesl
thoroughfares without trailing her skirts through the same
Ti
chewing habit is one of the
kind of lilthiness.
The judge
most disgusting vices our men are guilty of.
upon our Supreme Court bench (inds as much pleasure
By
humbler brother carrying the hod.
in it ..
his indulgence in the vice the Senator lowers himself for
the time being to the level of the jail-bird doing time in the
penitentiary and surreptitiously indulging in his favorite
And people of cleanly manners are the sufferers
pleasure.
in both rases.
The evils resulting from this vice are terLetting alone the inconvenience to
rible to contemplate.
ladies, promiscuous expectoration is to blame for the dissemination of more diseases than we can enumerate.
Nearly two-thirds of our people suffer from tuberculosis or
luug troubles in some form or other, and the rapidity with
which the germs of such diseases are spread by expectoraMany reforms have been taken up in
tion is appalling.
this city of late months, and we hope that this one will also
The aid of the pre=s willmost
be agitated immediately.
assuredly be added to the endeavors of those who will demand the suppression of a habit as menacing to public
health as it is obnoxious to good taste.
celebrated
London
Playfair,
a
physician, has been ordered to pay Mrs.
Kitson $60,000 damages for betraying
knowledge gained while acting in the capacity of her
medical adviser. Commenting thereon the Times says:
•'Our only satisfaction in the case is that it teaches a
lesson, not, we feel sure, generally needed by the medical
profession, that if a medical man reveals a professionally
gained secret he does so at his peril. An exceptional conHis consulting-room is in the
fidence is reposed in him.
nature of a confessional, and the disclosures made in it are
hardly less sacred than those made to the confessor priest.
Occasionally, in the interest of justice, he may feel bound
to break silence and to answer questions put to him in a
Court of law, but he must himself be judge as to this, and
be will choose rather to offend by silence than to expose
himself to the shadow of a charge of indiscreet and unOn no other terms can he claim the
called-for babbling.
full confidence which he now constantly enjoys."
Several cases of such breaches of confidence by doctors
practicing in this city have of late come to our knowledge
and we think a trial case would have a very stimulating
still hold, as we
effect upon the profession generally.
have ever done, that for a physician to divulge such
secrets is a criminal offense which should be punishable
hope the Engwith the heaviest penalty the law permits.
lish decision will have its effect upon American practitioners,
Professional
Secrecy.

Dr.
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The usual amount

Labor's

of frothy

vaporing and an-

may lie expected in
European centers 00 May day Labor's

Hohday.

arcbistfc small talk

be remembered that there was some trouble over
the office of attorney for the Board of
Health, Mr. George A. Knight refusing to recognize the
legality of the appointment by Governor Budd of the late
Dennis Spencer. The affair has been a subject for litigation for over twelve months, but Mr. Knight has now
turned over to the deceased attorney's wife the sum of
$2,250, being the amount of money that would have been
due her husband had he been attorney for the Board. The
act was most generous and gentlemanly, and will only help
to increase Mr. Knight's great popularity.
will

ITthe

title to

remains to be seen whether the German Emperor will
duelling among his citizens or not.
While in no
manner advocating self-destruction, we consider that the
introduction of the code duello in this country might prove
beneficial in more ways than one.
The standard of honor
among people is not a particularly high one to-day, and it
might be materially raised did they know that any malicious
attack upon the honor of men or women would have to be
upheld against a defender's weapon.

ITforbid

Jackson's Napa Soda

Glias.

E>.

kills

malaria.

Anderson,.
1616 Polk St.
Near Clay
Tel

Jobbing
Fine Sanitary

Goods.
Estimates.

We

ANNUAL MEETING

for it certainly proves that the

Populists have received a severe castigation at the
THE
who denounced them as
Senator
hands
of

blackmailers and fit
We concur
York, but are afraid
until the free silver
parties.

political

Hill,

only to be exterminated by the old
entirely with the Senator from New
that annihilation will be postponed

wing of the Democratic party has
bought their saleable services and used them against the
general welfare.

Justice Mining
Tfce regular annual

meeting

Mining
Block,

at the hour of 1 o'clock p. m., for the purpose of electing a Board of Directors to serve for the ensuing year, and the transaction of such other business as may come before the meeting. Transfer hooks will close on FriE.
Secretary.
day, May 1. at 3 o'clock p M.
Office— Room 23, Nevada Bit ck, 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco,
California.

R

KELLY,

Johctnnid.
As

of

a table water

left

willing to leave us.

Company.

of the stockholders of the Justice

Company will he held at the office of the company, room 33, Nevada
309 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal., on
MONDAY, THE 4th DAY OF MAY, 1896,

regaining
Italian Government appears desirous
THE
Italy
several thousand pauper emmigrants who

and were not permitted to land upon their arrival at New
York. There are thousands of others in this State and
elsewhere the Italian Government may have for the mere
asking. We doubt, however, whether the latter would be

No
Sutter 391

We

men composing a jury have
very pronounced views on the question and are determined
to stop all such irregular conduct whenever they get an
opportunity so to do.

the
holi-

day,
The police will probably be railed upon to exercise
their annua! activity in maintaining the public peace, the
jails will be full for the perl
days Following
decent citizens will be sub ected to ridicule and opprobrium
for twenty-four hours,
As a general rule, however, the
gatherings will be far better behaved than in former years,
as the son of toil is slowly being educated and is not so willing to be led astray by unscrupulous and illiterate leaders
us he has been in the past. Civilization follows closely upon
the application of soap, and the cheapness of the latter
article has had much to do in elevating the general condition of the lower classes of Europe.
It is to be. hoped that
by degrees our own workingmen may learn the same lesson
by the same methods, and that they will cease to retard
their own progress and that of the general community by
systematically attacking the people upon whom they are
dependent for their daily bread.

it is

— London

unsurpassed.

" Hospital Gazette."

and Women S^t£"g£tfE£S,i.E£:
Weak Hen
MarSexual
Depot
health and strength

edy

It gives
ket street. San Francisco.

to the

(Send for circular.)

rgans.
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remarkably unseasonable weather we have been
THE
has rather reconciled fashionable
having
folk

of late

remain

to

in

town a

bit longer, for, cold

and unpleasant as

when surrounded by all the comforts
what would it be in many of the places

of city abodes,
called "summer
Still, the first of May will, undoubtedly, find a
resorts?
goodly number on the wing, but as yet there does not seem
to have been any one place selected by fashion for its chief
it is

and Castle Crags and San Rafael are likely
run neck and neck for a while. In the meantime, it is
as well to have as pleasant a time as one can while in
town, and dinners and luncheons mostly have been the rule
of late, and, while none of them have been of an extra
elaborate character, they have all been pleasant affairs.
Mrs. A. G. Booth's dinner, on Monday evening, had as
chief guest Professor D. P. Todd, of Amherst College, and
Mrs. Todd, who are here at present era route to Japan. On
Wednesday Mrs. Todd was entertained by the Century
Club at their rooms on Sutter street, and Miss Jennie Blahwas a dinner hostess on Thursday evening.
headquarters,
to

Theatre-goers had a wide range to choose from for
Monday evening, and the initial
appearance of Mrs. Auzerais-Hoyte was the motif for several at the Alcazar, some of that lady's acquaintances being curious to see how she would deport herself before the
public at large, something different to an amateur performance, with friends only for an audience.
The Sketch
Club was also "at home" that evening in their rooms on
their theatre parties on

and the work exhibited was much adevening the hop at the Presidio had a
guests from town, in spite of the cold rain which

Montgomery
mired.

street,

On Tuesday

number of
was falling.

Living Pictures were the attraction at Golden Gate
Hall on Thursday evening.
The tableaux which were arranged by Miss Mollie Hutchinson were given iu the cause
of charity, some of our well-known beaux and belles appearing therein.
Last evening the Monthly Illustrated Lecture of the Camera Club was given at Metropolitan Hall,
Joaquin Miller discoursing upon the Sierras. The Corinthian Yacht Club will hold their opening festivities, at their
Tiburon club house this afternoon, and to-night there will
be a jinks for the " stags."

The Crocker residence on Sutter street was charmingly
decorated on Saturday evening last for the wedding of Miss
Fanny Crocker and Robert McCreery, which was solemnized by the Reverend Robert McKenzie, the bridal party
standing in a bower of pink blossoms and green foliage during the ceremony.
Snowballs, pink and white roses, pink
ribbons, and tulle were used in beautifying the other rooms
of the mansion, and the general effect was extremely
pretty.
The bridal robe was of white satin trimmed with
Duchesse lace, and Miss Julia Crocker, who arrived from
the East in time to officiate as her sister's maid of honor,
was gowned in pink silk, with a hand bouquet of duchess
roses.
W. W. Douglas, of Sacramento, supported the
groom as best man.
Relatives and Ultimate friends only
were bidden to the wedding, but the assemblage was quite
a large one, and, after the ceremony had taken place,
there was dancing, followed by supper. This is one of the
weddings which robs San Francisco of the bride, as the
future home of Mr. and Mrs. McCreery will be in Sacramento.
In Jewish circles the event of the week was the wedding
Miss Carrie Schweitzer and Moses Hirsch, which was
grandly celebrated at the Concordia Club on Tuesday
evening.
The cerhmony was performed beneath a large
wedding bell suspended from the center of a bower of Lady
Banksia roses and snowballs, the Rev. Rabbi Voorsanger
tying the nuptial knot in the presence of a large assemblage of guests. The bridal procession, on entering, was
led by two little children in white, followed by the maid-of-

of
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honor, Miss Edna Schweitzer, in a pretty gown of pink
organdie, and finally the bride and her father, the bridal
robe being of heavy white satin profusely trimmed with
point lace, acid the hand bouquet was of lilies of the valley.
The groom was attended by Charles Hirsch as best man.
After the ceremony the guests sat down to an elaborate
banquet, and after feasting and speech-making for several
hours, dancing followed until far on towards morning. Los
Angeles is the scene of the honeymoon trip, enabling Mr.
and Mrs. Hirsch to take in the beauties of the Fiesta.

On Tuesday morning, April 14, Miss Alicia G. Cullen was
married to Dr. Louis P. Oviedo, at St. Mary's Cathedral,
which was magnificently decorated for the occasion.
The
charming bride was attired in ivory Duchesse satin, en
train, with ornaments of pearl and old point lace, and
wore a handsome pearl necklace, the gift of the groom.
The service over, the bridal party adjourned to the Oviedo
residence, where a sumptuous wedding breakfast was
served, followed by a reception, at which the many friends
of the bridal pair tendered their hearty congratulations.
The happy couple then left for the Del Monte, where they
will spend the honeymoon.
On Tuesday Miss Josephine Mansfield, of Berkeley, and
Darville Libby, Jr., were the bride and groom, the Rev.
Dr. Stebbins making them man and wife.
On Wednesday of next week Miss Belle Cohen and
Ernest Brandt will be wedded at the de Young residence,
on California street, at the hour of noon; and on Thursday
evening the'marriage of Miss Hat tie Samuel and I. Despres
will take place at the home of the bride on O'Farrell
street.

On Friday evening

there will be a rhetorical recital at

under the direction of Mrs. Leila Ellis, in
which seven young ladies will take part. On Friday evenMills College,

ing of last week there was a reception at the College for
the Rev. Dr. and Mrs. Hallock, with the usual addenda of
music and refreshments.

The largest tea

recent date was that of Mrs. A. N.
last Saturday, their rooms
being crowded with guests during the entire afternoon.
Miss Wethered's tea was in honor of the bride, Mrs.
Burke Holladay, who is being most hospitably welcomed as
a fixture in San Francisco.
of

Drown and Miss Bernie Drown

Mrs. O. D. Baldwin's progressive euchre party last Friday evening was one of the largest of the season. The
Whitney card party on Saturday, which was in compliment to Mrs. Edwards, was a particularly pleasant affair.
The guests were seated at numerous small tables amid
lovely floral surroundings, and after the games had been
played and the handsome prizes won, delicious refreshments were served.

The University Glee Club were handsomely entertained
by Mrs. Henry Wetherbee at her Fruitvale home last
Thursday evening. Music and dramatic recitations were
the programme, aud the affair was a complete success.
The operetta of Thr Rival Queens, as performed at the
Linderman Opera House on Saturday evening, for the
benefit of a charity, was very successful, artistically,
financially, and socially.
The Encinal Yacht Club gave its
opening reception in the afternoon at their club house, and
in the evening there was a large crowd present.
Music
and dancing were indulged in until a late hour.
The Hobart mansion has been fairly overrun with visitors
the past week, welcoming home Mr. and Mrs. Lester from
Europe, and Miss Ella from her visit East, whither she
went to meet her sister upon arrival from abroad. Mrs.
and Miss Requa are also at home again, after a winter
and early spring spent the other side of the continent.
D. O. Mills is paying one of his periodical visits to his
possessions in California, and will presently be joined at
Milbrae by Mr. and Mrs. Whitelaw Reid, where they will
all remain for a brief period.
General Forsythe and party have returned from their
Santa Barbara, etc. Colonel and
Mrs. Blunt are the guests of their son, Lieutenant Blunt,
at Fort Mason.
Mrs. Frank McCoppin's numerous friends
will be glad to hear that she is much better.
It was at
one time feared that her recent serious illness would terminate fatally.

visit to the floral fete at

:

'
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The " Afternoon Among the Roses," given by tlie young
ladies of Sausalito for sweet charity, was voted a great
who wore lucky enough to participate.
The rooms were artistically decorated in roses.
Mrs.
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nan, and Mrs. Alston's beautiful voices greatly

Among

it

the

noticeably

pretty girls

Martha ButC.1
-hool>ert. and V
who presided over the
punch room. Miss Miller. Miss FHndley, Miss Grace Martin, Miss Ida Bell Palmer, and Miss Currie Merry also

When

you

Buy

Wheel

a

-

I'ny 006 with a BBP1
1 1 u in—one
that won't
break down when you're
It'll miles from hone.
Don't lean 10 "fads";
iti- \ are not
substantial.

;.

1

looked their best.

hoped the weather will be all that can be
by the time the Fabiola fete is due.
The ladies of
id. and. in fact, generally the other side of the bay,
enthusiasm,
are full of
and working night and day to make
it a success, and May Pay promises to see their efforts
thus crowned.

THK STERLING

to be

-

'••

!

who sailed for Europe from
Wednesday.
Mrs. Woolworth and Miss
Helen
from New York on Thursday next.
Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Oxnard expect to leave next week for a
trip abroad, and will be absent some time.
The Entre Nous Cotillion Club will give its final germanof
the present season on next Tuesday evening. April 28tb, at
the Palace Hotel. Several new and pretty figures will be
introduced, and the affair promises to be a most successful
and brilliant gathering.

has

been oo the market live
years
We guarantee It
for one year,
and also

8TBBLISQ ROADSTER

on Mt \ntkk our tihks for the same period. Replacements made at ouu
offici in san Francisco. The sterling costs fc'uo. if you want to
know more aboui it. send for our art catalogue, mailed free to any address,
and yon will buy the

Joe Grant was one of those

New York

last

will sail

A VYATChH

"BUILT LIKE

STERLING CYCLE WORKS. 314 Post St., S, F„ Cal.
Wm. V. Bhyan, Manager Pacific Coast Branch.

Address

So Easy

San Mateo is to be the objective point for the Encinal
Yacht Club's first cruise of the season. The Club has made
arrangements with the Hotel Mateo for accommodations
on May 16th next, on which night there will be a dance

to ride

with

given by the Hotel.

Miss Julia Bacon, a well-known belle of Alameda,

left on
Sunday. Miss
Bacon will visit with Miss Alice Winston, and expects to
be gone for two or three months.

the steamer Santa

Rom

for

Los Angeles

last

Wm.

H. Keith, the popular barytone, has returned
after a series of successful studies in Europe, and
brings a reputation with him for having one of the finest
voices a man can be blessed with.
The young singer will
stay with us for a time, singing at the Rivarde concerts,
and may then go East.

home

" Rail = Bearing "

Bicycle Shoes,

The Press Club Quartette, composed of Prank Coffin, R.
Fletcher Tilton, D. M. Warde, and S. E. Tucker, will give

Monday evening

a concert

by the ablest

at Native Sons' Hall,

Many Styles—high or low cut. Men's;
'adies.
Pritt fasteners secure luces without
Ladies
Fricp, black. $3; tau $3.50.
tying.
covert cloth knee boots, $4.50 to $8. Sold by all
shoe and sporting goods dealers; sent prepaid
Look
if your dealer hasn't them.
for trade mark on heel. De3crip-

assisted

local talent.

Miss Selina Dannenbaum left for the East last week, and
expects to be gone several months.

*ive booklet free.

Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Peigenbaum, nee Naphthaly, have
returned from their honevmoon in New York.
is

well

6.

&

H. Fargo
(

MAKERS

Go.,

)

worth while to pay a visit to Morris & KenPost street, at present.

IT nedy's art gallery, on
Among the many fine pictures

on exhibition are: "In the
Winter," by Thad Welch, showing Tamalpais. Rain clouds
are approaching, and the light effects are wonderful; a
marine water color by George Howell Gay; " Morning in
the Redwoods," by L. P. Latimer; " A Woman Sewing,"
by J. Caraud, also a cattle picture by A. Bezant, attract
much attention. A water color by A. Wieland called "The
Lesson," " Haddon Hall," by H. S. Kinnaird, a marine by
W. C. Bauer are splendidly executed. Mrs. Grace Hudson's " Indian Studies " are great favorites to-day, as is
likewise the work of a Chicago man, E. A. Burbank.
One
of the windows is devoted to lovely photographs of Corot's
masterpieces.

PRESIDENT KKUGER

doubtless imagined that the
troubles in Egypt would cause the British Government to forget him entirely. Public opinion in England,
however, is rapidly coming to demand that the invitation
extended him to visit the country be changed to an order.
If this feeling continues, it is more than likely that a new
war will break out before the year is very much older.
Blackheads permanently cured by using "Cream
soms." In

jars, 60c.

Druggists or by mail.

Orange BlosPacific Perfumery Co., S. F.
of

Glub's

Kennel

Pacific
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Mi
echames
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R ENCH S HOW,
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d
raVihon,
'

I

May

Admission
r

Co.,

Art Stationers and Heraldic Engravers,

746

Market

St.

9th, 1896

50 cents; Children 25 cents

NOTICE TO CREDITORS.

Estate of William J. Gray, Deceased.
hereby given by the undersigned, A. C. Freese, administrator
William J. Gray, deceased, to the Creditors of, and all
persons having claims against the said deceased, to exhibit them with, the
necessary vouchers, within four months after the first publication of this
notice, to the said A. C. Freese, administrator of said estate, at his office,
room No. 35, third floor Chronicle Building, San Francisco, Cal., ttie same
being his place for the transaction of the business of the said estate in the
A. C. FREESE,
City and County of San Francisco, State of California.
Administrator of the Estate of William J. Gray, deceased.
Dated at San Francisco, April 23, 1896.
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The modern oxygen cure
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Trains Leave and are Due

Where are now the quiet girls—
The girls of long ago—

Arrive at

to

With rosy cheeks and nut-brown

SAN FRANCISCO:
Leave.

From March

\

28, 1896,
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ramento, and Redding, via Davis

A Martinez, San Ramon, Napa, Calistoga, and Santa Rosa
8:30 a Niles, San Jose, Stockton, lone,
Marysville,
Red
Sacramento,

7:15

P

6:15

P

7:00

New

In bloomers, collar, tie and shirt,
With cigarette and cane,
The maidens eye the men and flirt,
And flirt, and flirt in vain.

SUNDAYS— 7:35,
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Kiss sought

way
4:15

stations
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p Newark San Jose, Los Gatos
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Learn a lesson from the bees:
Ever seek the fairest flowersOnes that catch the eye and please,
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'Cuitars, Guitar Music

Market street

*7:15.9:00, and 11:00 A. m„ Jl :00, *2:00, 13:00,
*4:00, 15:00 and *6:0Op. m.
From
Foot of Broadway.
*6:00, 8:00, 10:00 A. m.; 112:00, *1:00, 12:00,
'
*3:00,t4:00 *5:00P. M.

C-

Flutes, Flute Music
Cornets, Cornet Music, Harmonicas.
C. STORY, 26 Central Street, Boston, Mass.

Oakland—

CEANIC
HAWAII,

S.S. CO.

SAMOA,

DAYS TO

HONOLULU

NEW ZEALAND,

tt

p

for Afternoon.

tSaturdays only.

JSundays only. ^Tuesdays only,
Monday, Thursday, and Saturday nights only.

The Pacific Transfer Company will call for
and check baggage from hotels and residences
Enquire of Ticket Agents for Time Cards and

other information.

AUSTRALIA.
#S.S. AUSTRALIA.
"Mariposa." sails via Honolulu and Auckland, for Sydney. Thursday, April 30. at 2 P >r.
S. S. "Australia, for Honolulu only. Tuesday,
April 23, at 10 a.m. Special party rates
Line to Coolgurdie, Australia, and Capetown,
South Africa. .7. D SPRECKELS & BROS CO..
Agents, 114 Montgomery St. Freight office, 327
Market St.. San Francisco
S. S.

10:10am

6:05pm 6:15pm

TICKET OFFICE-650 Market
H.C.

WHITING,

St.,

Chronicle

R.X.RYAN,

Gen. Manager.

Gen. Passenger Agent.

COAST STEAMSHIP CO.

PACIFIC

Dispatch steamers from San Francisco for

May

14,

29.

and Puget Sound ports, April 4, 9,
and every 5th day thereafter.
For Eureka (Humboldt Bay), Steamer "Pomona," at 2p.m. April 3, 7, 11, 15, 19, 23, 27, and
every fourth day thereafter.
For Newport, Los Angeles and all way ports
at 9 a. M. April 1. 5, 9, 13, 17, 21, 25, 29 and every
fourth day thereafter.
For San Diego, stopping only at Port Harford,
Santa Barbara, Port Los Angeles, Redondo, (Los
Angeles) and Newport, April 3, 7, 11 15,19,23,27,
and every fourth day thereafter, at 11 a. m.
For Ensenada, San Jose del Cabo, Mazatlan,
La Paz, Altata, and Guaymas (Mexico), steamer
"Orizaba," 10 A. M. April 5th.
Ticket Office— Palace Hotel, No. 4 New
C.
29

;

street.

GOODALL, PERKINS & CO.,
No.

Mandolins. Violins, Violin Music,
Violin Cases, Violin Bows
Banjos, Banjo Music

8).

A for Morning.
Sundays excepted.

Sebastopol. 110:40am

Building.

Montgomery

WHICH CATALOGUE SSftVou,

CREEK ROUTE PERRY.
From San Francisco— Foot
(Slip

ripe.

" Laura," said the fond mother, " what
are the intentions of that young man you
are permitting to call on you so often ? "
" Never mind that, mother,'" answered the
maiden. " I know what my intentions are! "

p

45 p
to Niles.

song, a joke,
glass, a pipe
heart of oak

And death when

San Leandro and Haywards Local.
:00

15pm

Sonoma,
10:40am 8:40am
Glen Ellen. 6:05pm 6:15pm

Greenwood, Mendocino City, Fort Bragg, Usal,
Westport, WillittSjCapella, Porno, Potter Valley, John Day's, Lierley's, Scotia, and Eureka.
Saturday-to-Monday Round Trip Tickets at reduced rates.
On Sundays, Round Trip Tickets to all points
beyond San Rafael at half rates.

14, 19, 24,

A

t?:45p

6:15pm

Stages connect at Cloverdale for the Geysers.
Stages connect at Pieta for Highland Springs
Kelseyville, and Lakeport.
Stages connect at Ukiah for Vichy Springs,
Blue Lakes, Laurel Del, Upper Lake, Booneville,

ForB.

A TOAST.

sta9:47 A
*8:06 A
*8:48 a
6:35 A

pm

7:30pm 10:10AM

Guerneville

ports in Alaska. 9 A.M.. April 14,29;
*10:40

tions

a Ml 7:30am
5:10pmI 5:00pm
7:30am| 7:30am
3:30pm| 5:00pm

the hours.

Santa Cruz, Salinas, Monterey,
Pacific Grove

*3:30pSan Jose and principal way

6
7:30

honey from each one,

Let no single drop remain

p
p

Dam

3:30pm|
7 :30

But when she woo'd with love so kind
He then pronounced it woo-man.
But now with folly and with pride,
Their husbands' pockets brimming,
The ladies are so full of whims
That people call them whim-men.

a Santa Cruz Excursion, Sauta Cruz-

and way stations
2:15 P Newark, Centerville, San Jose,
New Almaden, Felton, Boulder
Creek, Santa Cruz, and principal

smile?

When Eve brought woe to all mankind,
Old Adam callt d her woe-man

p

10:40

I

7:30a Ml

TAMAQUA RECORDER.

Santa Cruz Division (Narrow Gauge).

Days.

am 8:40 am
05 pm 10:10am

Novato,
Petaluma,
Santa Rosa.

Geyserville,
Cloverdale.
Pieta. Hoplland, Ukiah.l

THE WORD "WOMAN.

ORIGIN OF

Week

Windsor,
Healdsburg,

"

Not— nit!

Fresno, Los
Angeles, El Paso, New Orleans

and principal way stations

in S. F.

Fulton,

caught

Man

H10:05p "Sunset Limited,"

J? :45

Arrive

In Effect
April 2, 1896

7:30AM 7:30am
3:30pm 9:30am
5:10pm 5:00pm

Cash— hit

.

8:15A Newark, Centerville, San Jose,
Felton, HoulderCreek, Santa Cruz

S. F.

Court— trial-

,

1 13 :45

Leave

Ha— hal

10:15a

and East

Ma — ma!

Man
10:15a

5:00p Santa Fe Route, Atlantic Express,

a

york recorder.

,

P

10:45

1:40,3:40,5:00,

light

A

"

Puget Sound and East

AM;

12:45,

trips at 1:55

Days. Sundays. DBSTI TI0H Sundays

7 15

Orleans

forMojave and East

9:35, 11:10

pm.

AM;

11:10

7:50, 9:10,

pm.

"^qqJj

11:45

5:00p Vallejo
11:45a
9:45 a
6:00 p European mail, Ogdenand East.
6 :00 P Hay wards Niles and San Jose ... 7 :45 a
ft :45 p
17 :00 P Vallejo
Sacramento,
7:00p Oregon Express,
Marysville, Redding, Portland,

6:25

6:35

Between San Francisco and Sehuetzen Park,
same schedule as above.

— chair-

Dim

(for

Orleans, and East

and

Saturdays— Extra

5:10pm.

3:40,

'

Express, Fresno,
Baltersfleld, Santa Barbara, Los
Angeles, Deming, El Paso, New

5:00p

1:30. 3:30, 5:00,

SAN RAFAEL TO SAN FRANCISCO.

charms;

Man there
Good— night!

:

a m;

11:00

PM.

6:20

WEEK DAYS—«:15,

and

Stockton

p Merced, Bsrenda, Raymond
Yosemite) and Fresno

4 :30

SUNDAYS— 7:30, 9:30,

rustling gowns we hear,
Their sighs, their sweet alarms.

a

10:45

DAYS-7:30, 9:00, 11:00 A M; 12:35,3:30
p M. Thursdays— Extra trip at
11:30 p M. Saturdays— Extra trips at 1:50
and 11:30 PM.
5:10, 6:30

times are changed, the world seems

BREACH OF PROMISE.— *av

Street.

SAN FRANCISCO TO SAN RAFAEL.

I

lost their

Market

of

WEEK

lace-edged chemisette,
dainty garters at the knee?
could I but forget).

The girls have
No more their

Sundays excepted Oroville. 4:15 p
*7:15p
•8:30 a Peters and Milton
Fresno,
9:00a Los Angeles Express,
Santa Barbara and Los Angeles. 4:45 P
10:15 a
9:00 a Martinez and Stockton

Oroville, and Sacramento
4:30p Niles. San Jose, Livermore

Tiboron Perry— Foot

drear,

Bluff,

6:15p
9:00a Vallejo
1:00 p Niles, San Jose and Livermore... 8:45a
*1 :00 p Sacramento River steamers
*9:00p
tl:30P Port Costa and Way Stations.... t7:45P
4:00 p Martinez, San Ramon, Vallejo,
Napa, Calistoga, El Verano and
9:15 A
Santa Rosa
Woodland,
Esparto,
4:00p Benicia,
Knight's Landing, Marysville,

SAN FRANCISCO AND NORTH PACIFIC
RAILWAY CO.

curls,

And bosoms white as snow?
Where now the perfumed lingerie,

Arrive

a Atlantic Express, Ogden and East
a Benicia, Vacaville, Rumsey, Sac-

7:00
7:00

TO-MOnnOW. -anonyhous.

A LYRIC OF

System.)

April 25, 1896.

10

Market

street,

Gen'l Agents,

San Francisco,

OCCIDENTAL AND ORIENTAL

S. S.

CO.

For Japan and China.
Steamers leave wharf at FIRST AND BRANNAN STREETS, at 3 p m, for YOKOHAMA and

HONGKONG,
steamers

for

connecting at

SHANGHAI.

Gaelic
Doric (via Honolulu)
Beloic
Copt ig

Yokohama with

Saturday, April
Tuesday, May
Thursday, May

Monday, June

25, 1896
12,

1896

88, 1896
15,

1896

Round Trip Tickets at Reddced Rates.
For freight or passage apply at Company's
No. 425 Market street, corner First.

office,

D. D.

STUBBS, Secretary.
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Prr (bpp. JO

Cnl:

Annual Suhtcription, Si. 00.
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UNHEALTHY

bread is as dangerous as impure milk
and the bakeries should be subject to the same rigid
investigation that the dairies are at present.

THE
shape.

free

market proposition

is

at last assuming definite

Fruit growers all over the State should lend
their hearty cooperation, as its establishment

the

move

will

prove of benefit to producer and buyer

down town streets
THE
with asphalt or wood

alike.

should be paved
Cobbles are all very
well along the water front and in the South of Market
street districts but elsewhere they are a disgrace.
of this
blocks.

city

revenues
port are certainly large enough to
THE
warrant a reasonable outlay by the Government on
of this

necessary improvements. When these have been completed the charges should be reduced and every inducement offered foreign shipping to unload here.

WE

regret to see the Chronicle marring its pages with
pictures of sporting characters in the nude.
The
male figure is seen to best advantage when it is covered
up and people of refinement find little pleasure in having
it served up to them along with the nauseous news of the
day.

2, 1896.

system of electric lighting has long been
a necessity in the Park. Wheelmen and others have
suffered much inconvenience from the dark condition of
thoroughfares there and the next tax levy should include
an appropriation large enough to remedy the evil.

A

BY

sentencing Sternberg to imprisonment for three
years, with the possibility of another incarceration
for a like period when the first term has expired, Judge
Wallace has done more to effect " pure politics " in this
city than all the efforts of the reform organizations put
together.
refusal
the Supervisors to grant a franchise to
THE
the People's Mutual Telephone Company
give
of

will

except the parties concerned.
The News Letter cautioned people against this concern
in the beginning and it is satisfactory to see that our
words were not without effect.
satisfaction to everyone

THANKS to the untiring

efforts of the Cycle

Board

of

Trade there is a chance that Market street will in
the near future evolve into a modern and respectable
thoroughfare. It is a disgrace that the city's chief street
should be paved with cobbles and they should be done
away with before the year is out.

State, or
diseased
cons in the various dairies.
Much of the sickness prevalent to-day can In' traced to impure milk, and all attempts to guarantee the placing of only the good article
on the market will be heartily appreciated by the public.
in lliis

other,

in

that instituted

way
arouse a Supervisor
THE
Supervisor Dimond deposited
to

to tap his pocket.
at a nickeliu-the-slot telephone and now proposes to tax them as
gambling machines, because the party he desired to speak
with did not answer. Suppose he had sent a messenger
boy with a message, would he refuse to pay if the party
addressed was not at home ?

Eliot's arraignment of President Cleveland's foreign policy was as injudicious as it was in-

accurate. Certain Congressmen and Senators alone can
be charged with the jingoism so properly denounced by the
head of Harvard University. Mr. Cleveland has ever exhibited masterly control over himself and deserves the
greatest credit for having acted with judgment when the
press and the public of the nation had apparently thrown
reason to the winds.

is

five cents

S COMPANY

consisting of English and Eastern capitalists has been formed in Philadelphia to acquire and
develop California mining properties.
Eight millions of
capital is said to be behind the concern and it is safe to
say that the realizations of the promoters will exceed their
most sanguiue expectations.
South Africa is about
played out, but California is still the gold man's Eldorado.

A TOUGH

who was arrested by the police for having
burglar tools in his possession was discharged by Judge
Troutt who held that the mere possession of such implements was not enough to convict of intended burglary.
Is his Honor
addicted to carrying such playthings
around with him when he goes to church socials and ice
cream parties? We believe him capable of anything after
rendering such a decision.
on Golden Gate avenue
such bad conTHE bitumen
as to render
absolutely dangerous
caris in

to

it

riages and bicyles alike.
If this street is really to be considered a boulevard, a little money expended in putting it
into first-class order would not be thrown away.
At present there are plenty of other thoroughfares in the same
neighborhood which are better entitled to be considered
boulevards than is the Avenue.
the Grand Jury
indicting Mrs. Martin
THE action
the murder
her husband
the City Hall on
of

for

in

of

March 20th

in

highly commendable. There is unfortunately
too little hope of her receiving the punishment she deserves, but the indictment can be taken as a sign that reputable citizens look askance upon the ever increasing
tendency to murder and are determined to do the utmost
in their power to stop it.
is

children are being crowded out of the
public schools by Japanese pupils who usually leave
the country as soon as they have acquired an education
sufficient to
procure them positions in their own
Universities.
This is not just, and laws should be passed
giving white children the preference over such aliens unless they are willing to pay extra tuition fees towards the
maintenance of the public schools.

ftMERICAN

establishment
a naval
THE
Island
a proof that San

training school on Goat
Francisco is not entirely
overlooked by the authorities in Washington.
Judge
Morrow started this same measure many years ago in Congress so that he is chiefly to be thanked for the passage of
a Bill which will give us an institution of which there are
only three others in the country.
The unused island has
long been an eyesore to many people but that will now be
overlooked in anticipation of the many good results that
are to accrue from it in the future.
of

PRESIDENT

18.

reform has ever been urged
NO better
any
than
against

dition

COMPLETE

Number

is
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FAITH'S

WORST

Congregational clergy

ENEMIES.

of this city,

at their meet-

on Monday last, made the customary complaint of lack of public interest in themselves and
They laid the responsibility this time
their preaching.
on Brother Brown and the scandal of which he
has been the center. Doubtless, this diagnosis is not
altogether erroneous, but the brethren mistake surBrown, if painface symptoms for profound causes.
transitory, whereas the motives which induce
ful,
is
abstention from church-going year in and year out are deep
and permanent. They apply everywhere else, as well as
The disinclination of the clergy to conin San Francisco.
fess these causes and manfully face them is a sad sign of
the times, and lessens hope that the causes will diminish in
force.

The principal reason why the pew is so often empty is
Now and again
that faith has departed from the pulpit.
a preacher speaks out his doubts. And then what hapDo his brethren rise en masse to rebuke him as a
pens
No.
Silence entraitor and confute him as a heretic ?
sues a silence that is construed as unwilling as«ent by the
There are scores of clergymen in San Francisco,
godless.
each preaching two sermons every Sunday, yet not one of
them has drawn the sword in defense of the faith against
two of its most dangerous enemies who have recently appeared.
Dr. Lyman Abbott is a Congregationalist of national
He occupies Henry Ward Beecher's old pulpit in
repute.
Brooklyn. Two weeks ago the dispatches in the daily
papers gave the news that Dr. Abbott, in a sermon, declared himself an evolutionist, rejected the miracles of the
Old Testament, and even offered a rationalistic explanation
of the resurrection of Jesus, holding his apparent death on
the cross to have been a case of suspended animation. The
parting of the Red Sea to let the escaping Israelites cross,
and the subsequent closing of the waters upon the pursuing
Egyptians, this Christian clergyman attributed to strictly
falling tide and concurrent wind made
natural causes.
an easy passageway for the Jews, while a rising tide and
'I

—

"A

Natural
concurrent wind overwhelmed Pharaoh's army.
law was not violated."
He went on to compare the passage of the Red Sea with Washington's retreat from
" If a fog had
Brooklyn after the battle of Long Island.
not come up to blind the British advance," said Dr. Abbott,
" the entire American army might have been captured.
That fog to the Hebrew poet would have been a miraculous manifestation of God's power."
What San Francisco clergyman has ventured to cry out
against this destructive preaching by one of the most
prominent Congregational ministers in the whole United
States ? No German biblical critic, casting aside reverent
tradition, scorning the miraculous in history, and seeking
only the bald truth, could go further in contempt for the
received opinions of the faithful as they have accepted
them from the credulous fathers.
On the same day that Dr. Abbott thus delivered himself
in Brooklyn, the Reverend John P. D. John, ex-President
of Depauw University, a Methodist divine, made in Chicago
a reply to Colonel Ingersoll's notable address at the Militant Church.
It would have been better for orthodoxy
had Dr. John refrained, for in his reply he said: "There is
no hell, here or hereafter, other than that whose fires are
kindled by the law of sowing and reaping."
On the disagreement between revelation and science this astonishingly candid Methodist doctor of divinity said: " Does the
Bible conflict with any known fact of modern science ?
If
so, that much of the Bible is not inspired."
That is equivalent to giving up of the creation of man in the Garden of
Eden for creation by evolution.
It is the giving up of the
Fall of man, and, therefore, the need for redemption. Consequently, Dr. John abandons the vicarious atonement of
Jesus, the plan of salvation the essence of that form of
Christianity on which all our orthodox churches are founded.
If the clergy of San Francisco believe in their creeds, is
it not bewilderingly strange that they permit such utterances as those of Drs. Abbott and John to pass unchalIf they do not believe in their creeds sufficiently
lenged
to do argumentative battle for them, is it at all strange
that the pews have no attraction for intelligent men and
women who feel respect for sincerity ?

—
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The Bogus
MoKinley Boom,

May
California

men, and
too.

2,

1896.

rich in Republican statesopulent in Republican voters,
is

The wealth

of the

State

is

on the

side of the party, and wealth ordinarily connotes intelligence.
But this rule is suspended in California, if intelligence finds expression in originality. There does not seem
to be a trace of that quality in the local Republican mind.
universal roar goes up for McKinley.
It is more than
doubtful if any respectable number of the leaders hereabout care anything whatever for that distinctively Ohio
product.
Republicans of judgment know perfectly well
that he is not over-supplied with brains. They know that
he is an entirely commonplace person, much the inferior
intellectually of scores of men who sat with him in Congress
and remained obscure. They know that his fame is due
solely to the almost accidental association of his name with
a tariff bill which was the reverse of beneficial either to
the industries of the country or the interests of his party.

A

But hard times having come, and unpopularity descended
upon the Democracy, the Republican war-cry inventors
have manufactured a whoop which is designed to be the
expression of a supposed desire of the masses for more
protection which demand is not believed at all to rest on

—

a clear notion of the effects of tariff legislation, but simply
on an ignorant presumption that a low tariff having failed
to bring prosperity the thing to fetch it is a high tariff.
Intelligent Republicans, therefore, shout for McKinley, not
because they admire him, believe in him, or think his specific of enormous duties will cure the national ills, but t because they suppose the ignorant masses, who do the votIn other words, an epidemic of deming, feel that way.
agogy is running its course among intelligent Republicans.
The word has gone out in the East that McKinley is the
man for the occasion because the masses are under certain
delusions as to him and the virtues of a towering tariff,
and the leaders here echo the bogus yell that rises on the
other side of the mountains.
The intelligent Republicans of California ought to be
ashamed of themselves. They require no one to tell them
how ordinary an individual William McKinley really is, no
one to tell them that a high tariff is the last thing which
California needs to help her trade and commerce.
They
are aware that every dollar of taxation laid on commerce
is disadvantageous to a seaport,
and a discouragement to
industry in a new State like this.
The McKinley boom is large, and imposing, and resounding, but, whatever may be the case elsewhere, it cannot
be questioned that here in California it is strictly imitative
and nearly altogether counterfeit.

The newspapers of the State are giving a
good deal of attention to a recent decision of
Assailed,
the Supreme Court which bears directly
In Auupon the freedom of the press.
gust, 1892, a merchant of Sacramento named Gilman
was arrested on a charge of rape preferred by Mrs.
Truitt, a servant in his household.
The Bee, in the customary way, had the woman interviewed. Her statement
given to its reporter differed in no important particular
from the allegations of her formal complaint. The paper
Indid not manifest any disposition to persecute Gilman.
deed, the Bee published his statement as well as the
woman's. All the matter printed as bearing on the affair
shows nothing more than a newspaper's wish to get at the
truth and publish the news. Gilman, however, brought
The

Press'

Freedom

suit for libel, laying his damages at $50,000.
The Bee,
conscious of no offense, regarded the suit lightly, waived
a jury trial, and left the case to the judgment of Superior
Judge Catlin, who found the paper guilty as charged, and

awarded Gilman $500, not $50,000 damages, the woman's
charge against him having been dismissed. On an appeal
being taken to the Supreme Court, Justices Henshaw,
Temple and McFarland, in department, affirmed the deFrom this judgment a further apcision of Judge Catlin.
peal was taken to the Supreme Court 111 bank, which has
refused a rehearing, and the Bee must stand convicted
and pay the $500.
The newspapers have, very naturally, taken alarm. If
the law has been correctly delivered in this Gilman case
and the decisions of the Supreme Court make the laws until the Legislature chooses to alter them
there is not a

—
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I,

.»per published in San Francisco any day of the year
that is not guilt; of libel.
l'.<r the Bee in what it did only

and. w.>

reason to

feel

may

grateful

I

add,

praiseworthy custom.
aed ..f crime he baa
ipaper that opens its

In
cerned.
the most ardent
Had
to have the whole truth told.
to make out a case agalnsl Oilman and deto
print
his
explanations,
have
cause
would
had
clined
be
in equity to demand damages, and the courts in gratifying
him would have rebuked the license of the press without
infringing its liberty.
it is to be feared that the Supreme Court has made a
serious mistake— one that will lead to an increase of the
very evil at which its punishing blow has been aimed.

the truth is

made known, and

Reck.
anderous newspapers are a
nuisance and a curse, and every judicious citizen rejoices
when the law gi
rip upon one of them.
But the
Sacramento Bee is not a print of that order. It is a reputable newspaper, of a standing not inferior to that of any
journal in California.
To inflict upon the Bee penalties for
simply publishing the news is not to frighten scandalous
papers and check libelous sensationalism. On the contrary, the Supreme Court has made it reasonably certain
that the Legislature, acting in behalf of legitimate journalism, thus oppressed, will so amend the laws as to give
greater shelter, through the laws' abuse, to the kind of
newspapers that disgrace the profession and torment the
•

community.

One thing

is

certain:

The Supreme Court has rendered

imperatively necessary for the Legislature to come to
the defense of the press.
It is intolerable that an honest
newspaper in the honorable pursuit of its business as a
publisher of the news, should be placed at the mercy of
any scoundrel who is able to employ an attorney. To the
press must be secured the privilege of printing the news,
all the news.
So long as willful misrepresentation, malice,
or gross carelessness cannot be shown, no newspaper
which is ready on demand to correct errors should be held
responsible under the law against libel.
The press of the State is making the Bee's cause its
own. and in so doing it is performing a high public service.
A free press is indispensable to a free people. Free courts
are not more essential to the welfare of a republic.
it
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The tendency to crime and the rapidly increasing expense (ailing upon tax-payers,
owing to the number of criminals in our city

prisons and jails, makes it absolutely necessary to devise
some scheme whereby the community may gel a return for
the money expended in their maintenance,
There are
numerous ways whereby the latent energies of these worthless beings can be put in account,
Our streets, for instance, are in constant need of sweeping and cleaning, and
the graveled walks of the Park are ever in need of repair.

Why

not make these men, organized into gangs, each under
the supervision of an official, attend to such work, and allow
them seine small wage which might even go towards their
maintenance whilst in confinement
Many of the men in
our jails at present are hardened criminals, who seek
therein rest during a period of inactivity; only the prospect of the chain gang and enforced labor has for them any
terrors, and we feel sure that many of the ruffians would
prefer to leave the city than stand the chance of an arrest
with good hard work attached to it.
The same suggestion applies to our county roads, which,
as every one knows, are in a very deplorable condition.
system of traveling gangs could be instituted whereby the
men would be kept contiuually employed in the work of
fixing them up, thus enabling pedestrians or wheelmen to
travel over them at pleasure without inconvenience or danger.
There is no reason whatever why a set of worthless
creatures should be allowed to eat the bread of idleness
while thousands of honest men, unable to perform manual
labor, go starving because they cannot obtain work. Convict labor should not be allowed to enter into competition
with that of other men, and would not necessarily do so in
this case.
should merely be putting the men to some
use, and inculcating in them a desire to earn their living
by honest and less laborious methods a charitable undertaking which no labor leader, however obstinate and narrow-minded, could consistently decry.
To people who are interested in taxation and criminal
evils, the agitation of this reform is suggested.
feel
sure that its adoption would not only secure for us good
roads and cleaner streets, but, after awhile, it would so depopulate the ranks of habitual criminals as to result in a
material reduction in city and county taxation.
'!

A

We

—

We

That the Lord tempers the wind to the
shorn lamb is now made clearly manifest by
the fact that the Rev. Doctor Brown has been
allowed to resign from the position he has outrageously
The Brown
Fiasco.

Mr. Hearst has gone back to New York
without saying anything. The inference
that he has nothing to say in his defense
is, therefore, irresistible.
He knows that everybody acquainted with the published facts believes the Examiner
blackmailed the Southern Pacific Railroad Company into
agreeing to give the paper $30,000, ostensibly for advertising in a single issue. He knows that everybody is aware
how the railroad company, when it had paid $22,000 under
that agreement, refused to pay more because the Examiner had broken its part of the bargain, which was that it
should be editorially friendly to the corporation and all its
interests.
The Examiner was to be permitted to do
enough in the way of anti-monopoly pretense to "keep
public confidence," but the great railroad strike came on,
and the paper had to take sides. It chose to go with the
popular tide, and the monthly payment of $1,000 by the
railroad company was stopped.
There remained due on
the $30,000 the sum of $8,000. If that had been a legitimate obligation the Examiner would have sued for it, but
as it was the fag end of a blackmail debt the Examiner
was forced to let the company keep it.
These facts are in everybody's possession. Mr. Hearst
has no explanation to give of them that can cleanse the
blackened character of his newspaper. He is under the
hard necessity of allowing the Examiner to stand convicted
as a boodler and as the meanest kind of a boodler, for as
Mr. Hearst is a millionaire he cannot 'plead even the poor
excuse of poverty. No newspaper was ever more completely disgraced than the Examiner, and no publisher
ever more utterly dishonored than its proprietor. It is
not surprising that Mr. Hearst's stay in California covered only a few days. The wonder is that, being without
a defense, he had the effrontery to return to the State

A Disgraced
Man.

1

—

at

all.

disgraced.

Had

the

members

of the First

Congregational

Church had any decency in them whatever, the man would
have been literally kicked out of the pulpit months ago.
It appears, however, that religious fervor is blinding in its
results and keeps presumably honest people from recognizing rogues whenever they crop up before them arrayed
The resignation of a
in the demure robes of sanctity.

man

like Brown has its attendant evils because it shows the
apathy with which people view his sins; moreover, it allows
him to pose in the light of a martyr, whereas a healthy and
vehement expulsion would have branded him forever as a
moral criminal, unfit for the society of decent men and
women. It is not to be believed for one moment that the
resignation was brought about by any consciousness of
He has long shown himself to
guilt on Dr. Brown's part.
be impervious to any such feeling and had there been the
slightest chance of dodging issues and coming out victorious he would have retained his position until death.
He
fought like a rat in a trap and only proved submissive
when the tongs of fate closed about him with clutch too
powerful to be evaded. The reputable people of the community will be glad to see the reverend gentleman's name
gradually disappear from the columns of the daily papers,

and, should they ever be anxious about his actions, will be
tempted to look for it in the space devoted to the doings
For the few who refused to be
of the criminal classes.
cajoled by his wily overtures and who have helped to tear the
garment of hypocrisy from off his back, we express our
admiration; but for the many misguided persons who belie ve in him and s till attempt to reclothe him and aet him
up as a whitewashed idol in God's most sacred sanctuary,
we continue to have nothing but unbounded and merited

contempt.

SAN FRANCISCO NEWS LETTER.
Seldom does there fall to the lot of a young
man so splendid an opportunity to distinExaminer. guish himself as has lately been accorded
Mr. H. W. Hawley, the new censor of the
Examiner. In a few months the Democrats of this State
and respectable people generally will know whether in
politics the paper is to drop its tone of buffoonery and
hypocrisy and whether indecency and sensationalism are
On these
to give place to clean and authentic news.
issues will Mr. Hawley either make or mar himself as far
as this coast is concerned, and it is to be hoped, for all
parties concerned, that his mind has not been so warped
by counsels and instructions from Mr. Hearst as to preclude the possibility of his giving the people something thev
have long demanded. Califoruians have ever been known
for their generosity and the wealth of charity in their
hearts which impels them to forgive all those who have
sinned, no matter how low they may have fallen, whenever
they make suitable reparation for their misdemeanors.
And this same generosity will be extended the Examiner,
shown up as it has been in all its hideous nakedness to the
gaze of the ridiculing masses, if it will only decide to leave
the gilded track and will openly and honestly advocate the
It may be
principles of true Democracy and of decency.
impossible for respectable people to forget the past career
of the paper, but they will be induced to forgive by the
The News Letter
first sign of contrition it may exhibit.
sincerely trusts that Mr. Hawley will see things in their
proper light and will make the organ he represents an
object worthy of commendation rather than the scornful
A Chance
For The

2,
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wraps whiie

their Eastern sisters must still take refuge in
and while our morning air is sharp and crisp it is
only enough so to be invigorating and healthy and give one
a good appetite for meals. It is not necessary for us to
brag about California, its virtues are too self-apparent for
us to do that; but as in a week or so hundreds of people
will return East after their short but pleasurable trip here
and will talk about what they have seen, we wish to attract the attention of those who were unable to visit us
and who may be induced some day to come here and reside.
There is probably no State in the Union where so many
wealthy people finally come and make their homes as in
California.
Everybody can be satisfied the pleasure
furs,

—

seeker, the invalid, the capitalist and the man who is willing to better his condition by good hard work.
We are a
generous people and we want all four classes. Southern
California occasionally growls against the invalid, but as
he usually gets well in a few months or so the growl is
apparently made merely for the sake of appearances.
The business outlook here is improving rapidly and
steadily.
Money has been pouring into the State from all
quarters of the globe and where money goes, people
usually follow.
We predict unusual prosperity for California during the coming year.
Mr. Depew is not a
man likely to be deceived in such things and he has pronounced the possibilities of this State as illimitable.
are willing to abide by his decision and know that its immediate effects will be to hasten the movements of
many people who have long contemplated coming here.

We

The

finger.

May

We

regret to see that our esteemed contemporary, the Stockton Mail,
still
continues to push the claims of that city
for the Wilmerding School.
The matter has been aired so
thoroughly in the columns of the daily press, and such conclusive reasons have been given why the institution should
be established in San Francisco, that it grieves us to see so
live and up-to-date a journal as the Mail still making idle
clamor for that which it can never acquire. In spite of
the accusations of our contemporary, the people of this
city are not mean and narrow-spirited, neither do they
"seek to exclude the boys iu the country towns from any
share whatever in the benefactions provided for all the
boys'in the State." To so falsely accuse us is ungenerous
and unworthy the Mail, which is usually clear-visioned and
honest enough to advocate the right side of a proposition
against the wrong. It is true that this city has six
places where boys may receive an education fitting them
to become artisans.
The schools were founded here because of the superior facilities we possess for affording the
boys practical information in the respective trades they
may wish to adopt. From all over the State boys come
and benefit by the instruction offered and it is safe to say
that with the Wilmerding School established here the
parents of the lads will be assured that they will receive a
more thorough education than could be given tbem in any
other city in the State, even in Stockton. Another reason why large institutions should be established here in
preference to other cities is that it is necessary for the
welfare of California to make San Francisco a city of the
first magnitude.
When once that is accomplished the
other cities in the State will soon develop and general
progress will be assured everywhere. The Regents of the
University of California will doubtless see things in this
light; they will surely not listen to the arguments of men
who speak from purely personal motives but will act in
the manner they think will be of most benefit to everyone
concerned. The Mail, moreover, should not forget that
Stockton has an institution as unique in its way as it is
perfect, and one which San Francisco has not yet been
able to acquire.
We speak of the Insane Asylum, the
possession of which should allay all jealousy that might
over
arise
the acquirement of a simple industrial school.
Industrial

School,

There is a simple and safe way to get
the Government's uncomfortably large
stock of silver into circulation that
would have been adopted long ere this were not the debtor
They want "free and
class intent upon another purpose.
unlimited " coinage in order to pay their debts with fifty
cents on the dollar, and are not, therefore, in favor of getting silver into circulation in a way that would maintain
More honest people there are who
its parity with gold.
desire to extend to the white metal, as an American proall
the
help
it
needs,
and they see a way to do it. It
duct,
is not a new way, but has the merit of being old and tried.
It merely is to have no money issued by the Government
under, say, ten dollars, but silver money or silver certificates issued in small denominations as against the silver
bullion actually in stock in the treasury vaults. Were that
done the majority of our people would seldom see any
other than silver money, or its equivalent in paper.
The
six hundred millions ($600,(100,1100) now in stock, which so
alarms the money centers, would soon be in such wide circulation that there would be no danger of its being returned to the treasury in demand for gold, or of its proving an embarrassment to the Government in any way. On
the contrary, by lessening the demand for gold, it would
tend to lessen the pressure upon the reserve fund and to
render the issuing of bonds unnecessary.
Above all, it
would maintain the silver coin so issued at its face value,
and thereby avoid the calamities of a depreciated currency.
Great Britain is denounced as a "gold bug," yet
as a matter of fact there is more silver money in circulation throughout her Empire than gold, and all because she
knows no other kind of money under five dollars.
Here,
as there, silver can be made essentially the people's money.
A Way to
Circulate Silver,

California's
Specialty.

During the
nia has

last fortnight the air of Califor-

been absolutely redolent with the
perfume of flowers. Eastern visitors have
expressed greater wonder and satisfaction at our beautiful festivals than they did at any sight the great World's
Fair Exhibition contained.
The vast floral wealth
scattered so lavishly over this great State gave them just
cause for wonderment and it is safe to predict that they
will carry home with them memories which will beautify
many a month in their own less favored States. The East
is still in the clutches of the rougher elements.
The daily
papers there speak exultingly of the appearance of a few
wild flowers and violets.
In California the hills are
covered with juicy and tender grasses; golden poppies and
thousands of other wild flowers spring up everywhere and
laugh at the breath of the winds. Our girls wear light

The

stew is beginning to simmer, and
once more hatching into life the
join either party merely for what
they can get out of it.
The outlook is getting better
every year, and it is more than possible that the day
of delivery from the bosses is not far off. In the meanwhile more consideration must be given to men than to measures; only by so doing can corruption finally be overcome.
Clean

Politics,

political

warmth
rogues who
the

is

Ay
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CHINA.

of

China was.

In

century,

y only visible to the
This seclusion did not bo
mm).
i\ ersion of the Chinese to expose
'II of their
ruler to the profane eves of
barbarians, but rati er from the fear that the reprcsenta
•f the foreign powers
would uot coudescend to the
~.irv ceremonies, requiring a great amount of humility
and subnii-the "kotau," a ceremony
used in greeting persons of higher rank, which consisted
in falling on one's knees and bowing one's head several
times to the ground, was done away with some time ago;
but the opinion that the " Heavenly Empire'' holds a most
prominent position among all the other nations of this
earth, and that all these nations ought to be subject to it,
is still prevalent.
And the Chinese ceremonies have tried
to express this feeling, by receiving, until quite lately, the
ambassadors of the different nations represented at
Peking in the same hall in which the Emperor received
the dependent Mongolian princes. But this also has been
changed, and whereas formerly only a few distinguished
ambassadors were received on rare occasions in private
audiences, during the last two years a regular New Year's
reception has been inaugurated, in which all representatives are permitted to offer their congratulations in an

eyes

-

i

•

.

official

i

<

Emperor

the

an historical event,
person was surrounded with a halo conceived by the spirit of submission
thi-

simple paper of white ground, Borae Chinese landscapes
>l on paper panels hung from the
filings, the Boor
"itli a red carpet of camel's wool, <ni l«i
stand some benches without backs, and In the middle of
the room two earthen vessels, filled with red hot coals,
which give a pleasant warmth.
The artificial beat is

way.

New Year, which, owing to their time
division in moon months, began this year a month and a
half later than ours, is celebrated with great eclat and
lasts about fourteen days.
To be sure, it is nearly the
only holiday time the Chinese have, as a day of rest corresponding with our Sunday is entirely unknown to them.
During this time the Chinese call on each other, offering
their good wishes, and in these calls their strong liking for
ceremonial finds full expression.
During this time the
Emperor condescends to accept the congratulations of the
representatives of foreign powers in Peking.
It was decided that the reception this year should take place on the
third of March.
The ministers dress in their uniforms, as
far as they possess any, and try to make their cortege as
splendid as possible by inviting the naval officers stationed
The sedan chairs, which double
at Tientsien to join them.
their price that day. are of importance, inasmuch that they
can only be used by Chinese of high rank, and are, besides
a two-wheel cart, the only means of locomotion in Peking.
The Chinese

The way to the Emperor's palace leads through the inner town, which forms the center of the Mandschurian
part of Peking, and both palace and inner town are surrounded by high walls.
In the midst of this center lies
the so-called "Forbidden Town," containing the Emperor's
palaces, with their reception halls, outhouses, etc.
As
soon as the inner town is reached, the usual street feature

Peking changes. On both sides of the road the imperial
lifeguards are lined up, in whom, to be sure, one can hardly
recognize the soldier.
light, loose, yellow garment covof

A

ered with Chinese letters, and hanging over chest and
back, is their only attempt at uniform, their only weapon
being a crooked sabre.
The crowd gathered behind these soldiers behaves very
much like any other crowd, trying to satisfy its curiosity by
peeking into each crack of the sedan chairs, but otherwise
being quiet and well-behaved. Before the walls of the forbidden town we leave our sedan chairs and carts and enter,
through the " Tung hua meng" (the Eastern flower gate),
into the former.
This gate leads into a large, irregular
paved court, surrounded by walls and low buildings. This
court, with the exception of its size, can lay no claim to
Eastern splendor or beauty.
Opposite, behind a high
wall, project the yellow-tiled roofs of several large buildings containing the living rooms of the Emperor.
The
court is lined on two sides with some hundred soldiers and
a number of officials of different ranks in elegant silk embroidered gowns. The way leads then to a large waiting
room, which, as a marble slab over the entrance tells us,
is dedicated to " The Tradition of Confucius." Two simplyfurnished, middle-sized rooms lead from the waiting room
into a hall.
The walls of these rooms are covered with a

great:

for the weather is bitterly cold outside.
These rooms are gradually filled with European and Chi
dignitaries, the latter unal
tiise a certain nervoustor they will be held responsible tor any fault in etiquette committed by the foreigners,
For refreshments,
tea of a most delicious Savor is served, after which the
party starts, and presently stops again at some
tents, in which they are arranged according to rank. After
a little more waiting we finally proceed on our way to the
reception hall.
A broad staircase leads to a large round
gate, behind which the hall is visible.
There, also, is nothing to remind one of imperial splendor; on the contrary,
the high wooden columns which form part of the gate have
lost some of their stucco, and are greatly in need of paint.
The same impression one receives from the exterior of the
reception hall itself, but now all interest is concentrated in
the person of the Emperor, who appears in the rear part
thereof.
A few steps and we stand before the ruler of
an empire half as large as this continent, and one who has
absolute power over four hundred millions of human beings.
It is hard to realize this when one looks at the boyish
young man, before whom the representatives of ten great
nations bow respectfully on entering the hall, and again,
according to court law, as they approach the throne.
The young Emperor (he is twenty-six years old, but
looks much younger), is seated opposite the open side of
the hall, on an elevated dais, and has before him a table on
which are placed some vessels ornamented with peacock
feathers.
He is dressed in a wide yellow gown, covered
with embroidery. At both sides a number of princes stand
watch, holding in their hands lances embellished with tigertails.
The Emperor is evidently very cold, for it is nearly
freezing in this open hall.
His features look quite frozen,
and show hardly any expression.
His dark large eyes
wander once or twice, half curiously, half shyly, over the
assembled crowd his lips are parted, which adds to his
expression of boyishness but lends sweetness and sympathy
to his face.
His expression does not even change during
the speech of Mr. Denby, the American minister, who, as
the oldest representative, has that privilege.
And Mr.
Denby is not only the oldest, but without doubt the worthiest speaker of all assembled.
His high, imposing figure,
towers over all the others, and even his simple black dress
suit distinguishes him advantageously from all the other
men, uniformed as they are. Nobody envies him his preference, for owing to his charming personality he is liked by
every one. The speech of Mr. Denby is then translated
into Chinese by the Russian interpreter, who being the
oldest, has that privilege. The speech itself is one of those
official ones in which the devotion of the speaker, with his
fondest wishes for a long life and happy Government, are
After the
expressed in more or less flowery language.
speech the Emperor turns to his uncle, Prince Kung, who
has been kneeling at his left side, and says something in
Prince Kung de
Mandschurian, the court language.
scends the throne steps and gives the answer of the Emperor in Chinese, which is then again translated into
French by the same interpreter. With that the ceremony,
which lasted about five minutes, is finished, the foreigners
bow deeply, and depart through the Eastern gate, leaving
the Emperor in bis cold hall alone with his courtiers. For
any one who expected a great show of Oriental splendor,
the reception was a great disappointment. Even a certain feeling of awe and respect, which generally seizes the
common mortal when he is brought in contact with one of
the mighty ones of this earth, did not lay hold of us. On
the contrary, the young Emperor inspired us more with
a feeling of pity, knowing that, after all, with all his pomp,
he is a mere slave to unchangeable and antiquated custom.
An Eye Witness.
;
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kangaroo. And next to a new play,
and a good play, what more novel could happen to him or
like a colic-stricken

to us

'We Obey No Wand

but Pleasure's. '— Tom Moore.
1

fT has taken me three weeks to discover
what a treasury of actorial skill Mr.
Mansfield had tucked away in his Garrick
In Beau Brummel I
Theatre Company.
suspected several players of possessing

what

is

expansively

known

as

"marked

and even the monoglare of bilious green in
Rodion and Jehyll tnttl Hyde could not entirely soil the
white lights of several ''temperaments," a "dramatic
" artistic presentations,"
intelligence,"
sundry
and
and "excellent characterizations," flitting and side
I even imagined I detected
staged though they were.
a "convincing rendition" in one of the rare interstepped
aside and gave the
vals when Mr. Mansfield
perspective a show.
But these were inferential, rather
than proven, attainments, and it is only after diligently
piecing the impressions of a three weeks' season that I am
able to congratulate myself on having seen a first-class
band of actors in truth, the best aggregation of worthy
players that ever has been railroaded across the country
on plump salaries to wear rich garments and patiently
watch a star eat green fire and die twisted deaths.
Though Mr. Mansfield insists on a demise in five out of the six
plays given in San Francisco, and under the slighest provocation wears a hellish halo of green calcium, I am firm
in my opinion that he is an exceptional actor.
Not " the
greatest American actor," as several unbiased critics and
press agents have accused him of being, but an actor who,
if in Beau Brummel
alone, has drawn a character that
will live in the annals of our stage; and, in a role so stamped
with what is best and most alluring in the player's personality, work so artistic, so purely porcelain, who has a more
legitimate claim to recognition, even fame ?
talent,"

—

* # #

Richard Mansfield is versatile, perhaps more so than his
esteemed contemporary, Sir Henry; and like that titled
Thespian his mannerisms are ever unfailingly prominent.
He has versatility and sameness paradoxical as this may
sound, it is the simplest of truths and one may see the
extremes of his repertory, where atmosphere, incident and
character are widely diverse, and despite the power of the
creation there is the unmistakable Mansfield in every word
and action. I believe in individuality; who does not? But
the unfailing recurrence of certain mannerisms that are
neither artistic nor timely cannot avoid giving a cookedover flavor to the actor's work. The pictoriloquial "um
eh heh!" that interrupts so many of Mansfield's lines, the
frequent repetitions of half the sentence he is speaking;
the bored drawl of his legs, the abrupt energy of lusty
lungs when he becomes particularly intense all of these
might consistently belong to one character, but it takes a
sweeter trustfulness than mine to reconcile itself to the
phenomenon of six men of assorted nationalities, ages, and
conditions, each suffering from the same complaints.

—

—

—

* # *

The phonographic ravings of John McCullough, the pickaxe solo in Rodion, and Mr. Hyde making faces at himself
iu Jehyll and Hyde, I cherish as three of the most flabbergasting bursts of hilarity that a fun-loving Providence
ever turned loose upon the ears and eyes of man.
My enjoyment of Mr. Mansfield's Hyde was marred only by the
unsympathetic attitude of the Baldwin audience, which
smiled rarely, shuddered much, and applauded largely and
solemnly during that enlivening episode. Rather a sober
return, I thought, for a Saturday night's carnival of visage
manipulation, stage darkness, and firecrackers.
Jekyll
and Hyde should be hammered into one act and done at the
Orpheum. It belongs to the variety. Think of Mansfield
in a lightning change from Hamstrung Hyde to Prince
Karl, introducing that dainty little turn at the piano
where would the great Chevalier or the naughty Guilbert
be? At all events, Hyde gives Mr. Mansfield a"change of
legs he can't do the Beau's indolent gait, with the interference above the knees, and at the same time double up
;

;

—

?

A Parisian Romance. How usual, how commonplace
wicked, how provincial has become the senile roue, the erring wife, and the weepy husband!
Mansfield's Baron
Chevrial, an excellent bit of character in its day, remains
unchanged.
Too new for the charm of antiquity, too old
for the life of to-day, it is like exhuming a pair of spring
bottomed trowsers.
It is some satisfaction to see Mansfield die prior to the last curtain, and gratifying to see
Jennie Eustace, Eleanor Carey, Johnnie Bennet, and Orrin
Johnson in possession of a little of the stage.
But it is
pathetic that the Baron should die all alone at the top of
the stairs; his death would be just as glorious and just as
much applauded if the pretty aanseuse did not leave him.
But it would not be Mansfield. My regret of the season is
that there was not at least one play in which Mr. Mansfield would die all through the first act, and leave the remainder of the evening devoted to his company.
* * *

Rivarde, the young Spanish-American violinist of the
concerts at the Columbia Theatre this week, has many
qualifications which go toward making a great artist.
First and most important is his youth youth free as the
air, enthusiastic, pulsating
the most beautiful thing in
music or poetry, for its very immaturity and shortcomings
are the openings to individuality and distinction. Rivarde's
youth is full, buoyant, and active all the rythmic optimism of warm, ambitious blood is in his hands. He flits from
Mendelssohn to Bruch, from Wieniawski to Saint Saens,
with the valor that belongs only to the daring self-confidence of the young, the cheery ego that feeds genius, and,
properly lived up to, achieves.
He is poetic, this slim,
dark, graceful. Romeo-like youth, and there is the true
spirit of song in the note he bows. Of course his technique
is flawy
one does not expect the truth of a machine in a
truce of Menyoungster, and he cannot play the allegro
delssohn's Concerto with an approach to the authority of
But he brings a story, tender, ardent,
a master hand.
and appealing, out of the andante.
From the andante of
the Brucb concerto, too, he draws a heart-touching tone.

—

;

;

;

1

is magnetic from the tips of his ebony mop to the
points of his lean patent leathers, and the world will take
off its tile to him one of these days.
In the meantime I
shall enrich my memory with the art of bis youth.
* * *

Rivarde

Lachaume we knew for a good pianist when he came
last year with Ysaye, and a painstaking student of his
calling
a fellow willing to take wisdom even out of the
mouths of babes I knew him to be when he followed

—

—

my

advice and dispensed with those Savioresque whiskers. He
looks his part now and plays with no end of cunning discrimination.
William H. Keith, a Californian who attracted some attention abroad last season, is somewhat of
a disappointment.
He has a robust barytone tinged with
tenor quality, which I expected to find developed round
and compact. Instead, it has grown even mushier than
when he sang at Metropolitan Hall a couple of years ago,
and there is a bad vibrato in his tone, which is entirely a
new acquisition.
Mr. Stewart's abbreviated orchestra,
though composed of the best local musicians obtainable,
was woefully at sea on the opening night, lacking in every
way unanimity and resolution. But I must say it was
under better discipline at the subsequent concerts up to
the time of writing.
* * #

Donald de V. Graham took Mr. Keith's place on the programme of the fourth Rivarde concert. It is unnecessary
As I listened with
to add that Mr. Keith was not missed.
keen delight to Mr. Graham's exquisite rendering of

Adam's passionate "Noel," the flower-like delicacy of his
tones in the dainty Helmund song, and found myself even
accepting with some degree of pleasure Cowen's clumsy
and absurd "Forever and Forever" because Mr. Graham
it some of his own vocal grace, I wondered at the
fatuous persistence of a management which dragged Mr.
Keith across the continent, when Mr. Graham was near at
lent to

hand.

--.
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FAUST,
with

«

I.il, handsomely staged, has done a good
week at
Next week, with Edmund K. Collier as the
the Grand.
star. Mr. Morosco will forego melodrama and presenl
Knowle's great tragedy. Virginiut, supported by the full
company, augmented by E. J. Holden. It is some time
now since the Grand Opera House sheltered the tragic
muse, and the innovation will doubtless be as successful as
Morosco's other ventures have been.
* * #

its wonderful socnio, eleotrlo and oololum effects. The
marvelous
Broeken" Boene, with genuine flashes ol lightning
ami the magic rain ol Are. Produced bore In Us entirety.
Reserved Beats, Sbo., MM ?.'>c.

,

Miss Pearl Ladd. a twelve-year-old pianist, gave an interesting recital at Y. M. C. A. Hall on Wednesday. Considering her years, Miss Ladd plays astonishingly well.
The Liszt RigoUtto Fantasia, two of Brahms' dances, Mendelssohn's Rondo Capricioso, a Mozart sonata, and other
works of the same character comprised the programme.
Ambitious stuff for one so young to handle with intelligence and appreciation.
* * *
people who can laugh over My
Son-in-Law has been evidenced by the mirth of the Alcazar
audiences this week.
Our Boys is the attraction for Mon-

That there are

Hatha* &

A 1.

I

All next w.-.-k

•'

* •

TL„.1„
heatre-

J,,,'

Iran

-

tin

mild have boon riven than the
(Hence that
filled Golden Gate Hall on Thursday evening.
Mrs Carr is
an excellent pianist, and the work she has done with Mr.
Heel during the man.
pop. concerts has allied
her closely with the In'st that we have heard in true
mime was rendered. Mr.
a perfect form, and played Wieniawski s "Airs
rinj.'> by
Dvorak, numbers by the
double quartette of the lairing CUib. songs by Miss Newlands and Mr. Hacheller. and a sonata movement by Mrs.
Carr and Mr. Beel made a delightful evening of melody.

still

,

Two

weeks, beginning Monday,

&

Primrose

HAYHAN * Co "

AI"

California Theatre.

May

,,B

K3SK28

4th,

West's BIG

MINSTRELS.

40 whites; 30 blacks; TO In all: 3 military hands.

H_
llOUSe.

T!,,_|;
VOl 0~.
UPera
I

Last times

Mas. Ebnkstink Krkling.
Proprietor and Manager

„

I

BLUE

of the brilliant spectacular extravaganza,
evening next week, careful production of Plan-

BEARD. Every

quette's romantic comic opera,

•

CHIMES OF NORMANDY.
In preparation,

LORRAINE,

TOM'si CABIN,

Bellinger's lovely opera

UNCLE

in operatic setting.

Popular Prices

25c

Orpheum.

street,

and 50o

between Stockton and Powell streets

To-night; matinees Saturday and Sunday
Last appearance of
the minature Sandows and Liliputian Pugilists,

day night.
* * *

THE ROSSOW BROTHERS.

Strange Adventures of Miss Brown, one of the latest
Eastern comedy successes, will be given at the Baldwin
next week. It is said to be an amusing transposition of
sex, such as Byron wrote of. Eddie Poy plays the Don Juan
in the role of the Captain, who afterward becomes Miss
Brown. The cheerful Eddie's name is sufficient in itself to
insure merriment.
The Foy genius for being funny has
gone down into history, and, aided and abetted by what
the East has accepted as a first-class company, in a really
good play, we may expect laughter without limitations at
the Baldwin.

A great new company Sunday, May 3d.
Reserved Seats, 25c: Balcony, iuc. Opera chairs and box

Tin

It will please the many friends of Mrs. Eunice Westwater
to hear that in the near future and before the summer holidays, she intends giving a song recital.
The date and
place we hope to announce in our next issue. Mrs. Westwater has a contralto voice of great range and fine quality, and as an artist, compares favorably with any of the
professional singers we have had here in years.
She will
be remembered by hundreds who have enjoyed her singing
at Grace Church for several years past, where she was the
contralto soloist, and her friends will be glad to hear her
again in concert.
Nextweek, for the first time in nearly three years, Planquette's favorite opera, The Chimes of Normandy, sometimes
known under the title of The Bells of Corneville, will be sung
at the Tivoli Opera House with a strong cast, picturesque
scenery and costumes, and appropriate accessories.
An attraction of which much has been heard is MorriThis will be seen at the Columson's production of Faust.
The presentation
bia Theatre Monday evening, May 4th.
is notable, aside from the excellence of the company, for
its employment of a series of stage effects.
High art minstrels, with all the paraphernalia known
to the business, will be at the California next week Primrose & West's. Besides all sorts of comedians, dancers
and songsters, there will be three bands, one a pickaninny
gathering, to make the music.

—

The Hopkins Transoceanic Company has had another
big week at the Orpheum. Next week the variety people
will be of Mr. Walter's, not Hopkins', selection, and that
means a first-class vaudeville entertainment through and
through.
Ellen Beach Yaw, whose notes are higher than the City
Hall dome,

is

enroute for California.

seats. 50c

n""L
I

fie

A

Corner of Eddy and Jones streets.
Friedlander, Gottlob & Co..
Lessees and Managers.
Commencing Monday, May 4th.
Every evening, including
Sunday. Two matinees, Saturday and Sunday.
Prof. D. M. Bristol's EQUES-GURRIGULUM,
The finest school of educated horses in the world. A most astonishing and wonderful exhibition: amazing animal actors.
Horse arranging school furniture; mule as monitor; horses iu
mathematical problems; horse distinguishing colors; horses in
a swing; horses leaping over their fellows; horse churning;
horses teetering; horses rolling barrels; horses fishing with
rod and line; mule valet; mule clown; horses rooking; horses
as guests; horses as waiters; horse postmaster; horse mail
carrier; horse ball catcher; horse actors: horse leaping from

J'l

'

rAUdl "COri Um.

flying

swing

Reserved seats 15c, 25c, and 50c

to trapeze.

Children atmatinees

10

cents.

Morosco's Grand Opera Mouse.
Last week

of "

Lady

Lil."

evening, May 4th, limited engagement of America's
popular tragedian, EBMTJNB K. COLLIER, presenting Sheridan Knowles tragedy,

Monday

1

UIRGINIUS.
Matinees Saturdays and Sundays.

Qrnx/Pr's
Monday

M IcaZar
next,

May 4 th,

ThePalais Royal

of

America.

the great comedy,

OUR BOYS.
Four years' continuous run in London.
Prices: 10, 15, 25c. Reserved orchestra. 25c.

El

CampO,

The Popular Bay Resort.

Now

open every Sunday during the season. Music, dancing,
bowling, boating, fishing, and other amusements. Refreshments at city prices. Fare, round trip, 25c. children, 15c, including admission to the grounds.
The steamer UKIAH will leave Tiburon Ferry at 10:30 A. M.,
12:10, 2:00, and4:U0p.M. Returning, leave El Campo 11:15 A. M.,
1:00. 3:00, and 5:00 P. M.
;

Kennel

Pacific

Glub's
ANNUAL

FIFTH

Ml
ecnanics
'

R ENCH
'

D
ravilion,
'I

May

1

i^

6th. 7th, 8th

HOW,
and

9th, 1896

.

Admission

50 cents: Children 25 cents
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that demi-blonde color, which in the eyes of
Crowning his head is
as a sort of Apollo.
a broad-brimmed drab-colored hat of the finest material,
and, on the whole, one who sees him gets the impression
that he is a man about whom there is no pretense, that
he is just what he seems.
The Count left hi? native land about a dozen years ago,
and came to the mountains of the West. He was a skilled
metalurgist, and he went at once into the mines.
It is at
Cripple Creek that his labors have been at last hand-

beard

is

of

many mark him

a young married man (a member of the UniTHERE
family of three
versity Club) who has installed his
is

little

a snug little house out beyond Pacific Heights, and
above the beautiful Presidio. His nearest neighbor, whom
we'll call McCarthy, is an Irish contractor, who has also
The two men
built himself a pleasant home thereabouts.
first became acquainted on the homeward-bound cars, and
the clubman quickly discovered that McCarthy was a very
exceptional man in many ways, and also a delightful person to converse with on the greater political questions of
All the
the day, as well as on the business situation.
But
schooling he had had was when a lad in New York.
a year in a carpenter shop, and then promotion to the
office of an architect who had accidentally taken a fancy
to the young fellow's diligence, served to push him forward
Finally, after much experience in his work, he
greatly.
So far,
drifted to San Francisco, where he's doing well.
so good. The clubman and he became great "pals." Now,
it happened that last Sunday morning they went out fishing, and on the same boat which carried them was a wellHe
known attorney, who is also eminent as a historian.
in

daughter and two young ladies from
the University on a quiet picnic. Happening to espy the
fishermen, he beckoned to the clubman to bring his friend
across to where they were seated. Introductions followed,
in which the clubman was "my learned scientific friend,"
and the little old man then scuttled below and left the

was chaperoning

his

others to entertain themselves.
McCarthy took a seat beside one of the two young girls,
avid addressed her amiably, explaining where they would
When he had finished, she brightened up at
fish, etp.
once and exclaimed in earnest tones
"
"Mr. McCarthy, are you fond of Physics ?
Rather taken aback at so odd a query from so young a
maiden, McCarthy hesitated, and then replied:
"I don't know, Miss, I never was sick a day in my life."
The wise young virgin looked extremely puzzled, and
after a few seconds renewed the attack.
"But what I wished to ask you was if you think that absolute negation of gravity could be secured by certain
"
processes the electro-magnetic, for instance?
" I couldn't say, Miss.
You see, when I am putting up
a building, I contract with the electric company for the
lighting of the house, and they attend to it entirely, so
you see I never looked the matter up," was McCarthy's
answer.
A shade of utter disgust swept across the girl's face,
and she shrugged her shoulders impatiently, and relapsed
:

—

Whereupon McCarthy began to talk to her
into silence.
of architecture, a subject which he makes of great interBut the maid would only pout and
est to his listener.
listen peevishly.
Meantime, the clubman, who was close
by between the other girls, was getting his dose of science,
but at the same time he overheard the McCarthy episode,
and was nearly bursting with laughter.
"William " exclaimed McCarthy, vigorously, when they
were once in their row-boat.
"What is it, Mat ? " said the clubman.
" If that young lady that was making game of me just
!

now was my daughter,

I'd take her out and spank her till
she swore she'd stay at home and learn to cook and help
her mother out
She'll come to a bad end, that wench;
mark my words. She's too speedy "
!

!

* * *

The most distinguished looking personage who came to
town during the past week is the Count James Portales,
formerly of Germany, now a resident of Colorado Springs,
and one of the millionaires of Cripple Creek. The Count is
at the Palace Hotel, and when he walks through the coris the observed of all observers.
He is a man to
attract attention anywhere. He stands over six feet
high, and must weigh some two hundred and forty pounds.
His features are clean cut and pleasing, and his hair and

ridors he

somely rewarded. He is in California now to complete
some experiment begun some time since on California ores.
To-day the Count does not seem a Count in the sense that
the globe-trotting Count is one.
He has none of the foreign marks, but is in his manner in all respects an American.
He has already become interested in mining in California, and no one need be surprised if he is instrumental
in developing some large mines.
"I have found the California ores that I have experienced with easily treated," said the Count, "and I am
satisfied that within the next two or three years you will
see great developments here in that way. I have some
plans, but they are not fully matured yet, and I cannot speak about them in detail, but I can say that much."
Four or five Colorado men came with the Count. They
are all interested in mining in California, and will be here
for

some weeks

in all probability.

The Barry Wall of Stanford University is a young man
named Cris Henne of Los Angeles. It is said by the boys
down at Stanford, and their stories are corroborated here,
that he is a regular Beau Brummel. The young gentle-

man has

His people
and good solid lockers full of bonds, and
other possessions to gladden the soul. There is none like
unto him at Stanford. All his expenses are paid, and he
has many hundreds of dollars each month to throw around.
The result is that he gives dinners to the boys, and the
boys eat them and enjoy them. He frequently provides
The Maison Riche, the Poodle
these dinners in this city.
Dog, Delmonico's and other restaurants all know him.
Mr. Henne registers at the Palace nearly every Saturday
and oftentimes he is a sight to behold. Yellow trousers,
a red necktie and other articles of apparel of striking
hue, as well as of a novel design, frequently adorn his
person. To say that he dresses elaborately does not desBut Mr. Henne, despite his idiosyncrasies of
cribe it.
dress and the disposition to scatter his gold abroad, has
pluck.
He makes a business of spending all his vacations
in travelling, and he usually selects a new and oftentimes a
rough country, but invariable one of interest. Last summer
he went clear up the Yukon to Forty Mile and Circle City,
and took a large party with him. The summer before he
spent in China and Japan. Mr. Henne is the President of
the Junior Class of Stanford University.
been born right for an easy time.

have loads

of gold

# * *

Among

the bogus noblemen who have lately struck the
town is a youth with raven black hair, known as the
He is Capdevilo all right
Count Salvador Capdevilo.
enough apparently, but as to the count, that is quite
another matter.
At least the Spanish Consul in San
The youth
Francisco says so, and he ought to know.
Capdevilo is no more or less than a cigar drummer
He has managed to get himself interof Havana, Cuba.
viewed in papers of the coast in which he alleged he was a
count, but there is no record of his blue blooded family unfortunately in the books, so the Spanish Consul says.
Salvador is rather handsome, and he is aware of it, and not
infrequently creates havoc among hearts.
The more
hearts he creates havoc among, however, the better he is
Selling cigars is another favorite diversion of
pleased.
the young man.
It appears that on account of his desire
to sell cigars he was tempted to parade himself as a count.
Capdevilo has been travelling over the country to this
coast for the last three or four years. He has claimed to
have mansions in Spain stretching from Seville to Salamanca. He has also had a great deal to say about a
brother of his who he alleges is one of the greatest
painters of the earth. The more people have heard the
young gentleman's count story, the less stock they have
taken in the others.

-'.
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And now the season has come when the genial olergyman is casting about for a good place for his vacation
the watenn^' places

in

tl.<

aware

of

liam Doolnn. tneproprie-

•

ful Yicby Springs near I'kiah, wasshakhead mournfully the other day.
"<vo more of them, and this makes twenty- three
I wonder how preachers reason.
in all.
In every
letters are requests that I give the writer iwho almost always has a family) half rates for a month or so
during the summer. Why. these preachers don't want the
earth they only want Paradise
Suppose I should grant
every request here. why. I'd have my place filled with
nothing but twenty-three parsons and their families at half
price! Think of it
Twenty-throe parsons of almost as
many different creeds What a Tower of Babel and conI always do
have a clergyman or two
fasioa of tongues

—

Chicago or Boston, who was seen eating patedefoi Bras
with a spoon and remarking to her neighbor that
the
Well, we can
pudding was excruciatingly delicious I
overlook thai little episode if the genial hotelmen will only
prove grateful for our efforts in their behalf and will kindly
stem the tide ol American travel Curopewards, and
•

it

to California instead.

Next to a trip to Japan the possession of line bronzes and vases
affords most enjoy meat, QoorgeT. Marsh, 828 Market street, has
the best specimens tn this city.

'

Alter dinner try Adams' Pepsin Tutti-Krutti Chewing
admirable. Indigestion fades before it.

Gum. You

will find it

!

!

with their families, but then they are old patrons.
half the time I haven't room for my regular patrons from

But
Sau

Francisco and elsewhere, so the twenty-three parsons
have to languish again.''

will

Indigestion dies where Jackson's

... ..... ...

.

Napa Soda

lives.

.

Good Appetite^
Is restored and the disordered
Stomach and Liver invigorated by taking a

* * #

very curious to read a parson's letter when he
wants the favor "real bad." Like this, for instance
It is

small wineglassful, before meals, of the celebrated

:

Orangeade, April 4tb.
J/y Dear Sir : On May 10th next, which begins my vacation,
Brother Poddy and myself, with our wives and families, intend visiting your delectable springs. I was there once to take a bath, and
it was like the Pool of Bethesda, of which we read in the Holy Scrip-

Peruvian

preside over the Hock of the Baptist church of this thriving
Deacon Toddy is one of oar most eminent public citizens in
the county and a pillar of the church. Also he owns the mill here,
and lendeth to the Lord liberally. There will be nine children along,
so we shall need two cottages say next to each other, and not too
far away from the main house. Of course we shall expect the usual
tures.

I

town.

—

half rate redaction always granted to those who labor in the vineyard of the Lord.
Yours truly,
Rev. Asa Sarsaparilla.

ON WHEELS.

* * *
Dr. P. E. Wolff, a singular scientist, who arrived here
over a month ago and essayed to do some lecturing, has
got disgusted and gone away. The Doctor had been exploring in Samoa and the Solomon Islands and Fiji and
the Lord knows where else. Probably he knew something
about science too, for he had good backers apparently.
He had been collecting specimens for different governments of Europe as well as the Smithsonian Institution at
Washington. The doctor had loads of bones and weapons
of different kinds and could reel off stories by the yard as
to what he had seen in those far away Islands of the
Pacific.
They were good stories, too. Among others was
one to the effect that he had found in the solitudes of in-

Samoa the ruins of some ancient secret temples,
the same being from all that he could gather the temples
of barbarian Masons.
They seemed to have the same
secrets and practically the same customs of initiation.
The discovery was regarded by the doctor, and no doubt
was, in fact, a very strange one. The doctor had expected
On arriving he made
to be greeted here with full houses.
haste to get out his advertisements. He engaged a manager and with some anxiety awaited the arrival of half a
boat load of the dusky Islanders among whom he had
made, his researches. But as time passed it grew to be a
conviction with the scientist that the San Francisco
public did not care for lecturing; somehow they seemed to
him to have had enough of it. The doctor packed his
effects on Thursday and again sailed for the tropical Islands.
He expects to return in about a year.
* # *

HOME PRODUCTION.
GOBURN, TEVIS &

old,

A

AGRICULTURAL

Desirable Stocks

and OIL

Splendid opportunities for investors.
Gall or correspond.
or small lots

Large

.

STOCKS.
W. H. BAILEY

& SON,
415*4

Montgomery

St.,

San Francisco, Cal

Stocks and bonds negotiated.
Agents: Olinda Ranch Co.; Bailey Oil Co.

Johanntd.
exceptional purity and excellence.
London " Lancet,"

Of

have

—

after an

enjoyable and extended visit. Needless to say, the good
things of California were showered upon them in profusion,
and it is said that many of them have so increased in girth
as to render certain necessary parts of their wearing apparel absolutely useless. That is not to be wondered at,
for they were everywhere banqueted in a manner that
would have brought tears to the eyes of the most sybaritic
The best of viands and the most select
of epicures.
wines were supplied them.
Terrapin, turtle, truffles,
and Pommery Sec, the finest of game and fish, and
the choicest of meats graced the board when they
sat down to dine.
story came to the writer's ears
the wife of a large hotelman in either
of a lady,

GO., 107 Front St.

MINING,

terior

The visiting hotelmen, 'ike the wise men of
come from the East, and have returned thither

GREASE.

ftXLE

G.&S.

AUSTRALIAN SALT BUSH, cW«- *»««*.>
The Forage

Plant for Alkali Soils.

tens of thousands of acres of alkali lands in California
productive and profitable by planting Salt Bush.
For further information, address

The

...

may

be

made

Seedsmen and Nurserymen.
419 and 431 Sansome street, S. F
California Safe Deposit and Trust
Company's Building, S. E. corner California and Montgomery streets.
and gas lights, heat; also janitor's services

~ ~..~«..

TRUMB ULL & BE5BE,
nFPIPPQ
UrnOtJO

Tf\
I

\J

RFN1T1 •
l\L»n

Two electric elevators, electric
free.

Apply to
ft.

E. BUGkillQtiam,

Room 2, Safe Deposit Building
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Stubborn
[T is rumored that a
young lady of society,
l
whose experience is only equalled by her cleverness and
wit, is about to publish a social guide for young men. Any
one who has ever been in the swim will acknowledge the
advantage such a book will be; even the jovial Ed, whose
literary efforts were directed mainly to addresses and card
directions, can find many a hint for future guidance stored
away in this little book. The young lady's friends claim
that the frequent visits to New York paid by her of late
have been of great service, as her entree to the best set

there

is

unquestioned.
* * #

Interest in the swim regarding the Hobart-Williams
nuptials is approaching fever heat.
The latest item said
to be authentic goes that the groom and his fair bride
have restricted themselves to two friends each as guests
at the bridal, and that those selected by young Hobart are
Harry Stetson and Harry Tevis; while the bride's choice
has been Miss Edith McBean and Miss Alice Hoffman.
Ante-nuptial dinners for the happy groom and luncheons,
to the charming bride will soon be in order, as after the
wedding the newly-tied pair will take an immediate depart-

on the part of some
people to insist on believing that no highclass goods are sold
south of Market street.

A

five-story building,

filled to

the brim with

modern furniture from
the world's best makers, is whattwe offer you at prices
that will astonish those of you who have been buying
at the "

Big Street"

We

showing

stores.
this spring the

most elegant and
extensive line of Novelties unique patterns and
quaint conceits— ever shown in the Furniture World.
are

—

Indianapolis
750

Furniture

Go.,

Mission St.

ure Eastward.
* * *

The military hop at Fort Mason was a thing of beauty
and a joy forever, say the girls.
The spacious grounds
were most inviting for a stroll by moonlight between the
dances, and there were none of those horrid high hedges
which make the other Post so dangerous a place for lovers'
walks.
Then, too, those lively young matrons, whose attractions are as great as those of the latest "bud," being
in charge of the affair, how could it be other than charming

*

*

j

Auction.

{

Tuesdau,

I

?

* * *

The recent visit of the Bonifaces of the East and West
to our Coast had one comical incident at least in relation
to their view of the Fiesta at Los Angeles.
It seems a
lady who has been posing as a distinguished Easterner
sojourning at a Southern resort, was recognized by her ci
devant landlord, much to her disgust, as the day following
the recognition she had betaken herself to other scenes,
and the hotel man explained that she was one of his exchambermaids who had gone off with a drummer!
* * *
Pacific avenue

a flutter owing to a rumor that the
likely to continue his quest for an American heiress to this coast, after passing upon the merits of

King

of

Servia

! May I2tti.
* J4aiicd and

We will sell that most desirable piece of property situated at

*

between JONES and LEAVENWORTH, at
Auction on Tuesday, May 12th, at 12 o'clock
noon. There is a good house of eight rooms,
bath, and modern improvements, large yard
and garden Lot, 45x120 feet, running through
to Lincoln street. The marine view is unsurpassed, sun all day, and is altogether a most
desirable investment.
$4500 can remain on
mortgage. Key at our office.

This is a serious mistake on the part of his impecunious majesty; for while we have plenty of rich girls to
be captured, there are none with the great wealth of the
East behind them.
etc.

* * *
a subject for

the moralist why, as a rule, the Coast
gets only the impecunious Poles and shoddy British titles
as baits for California gold.
No wonder that, in so many
instances, such marriages turn out the most lamentable
failures.
Mexican gold has secured the latest ducal prize,
the man being a Russian.
is

* * *

si-

'Tis said that Mrs. George Boardman is about to issue
cards for a large and elaborate luncheon party in honor of
Mrs. Mclvor, nee charming Nellie Smedburg.

Now that

*
I
^

Easton

Auctioneers,

Napa Soda.

^

The

oldest and most reliable brand on the
market. Sold only in 1-3 pound papers at
20 cents per paper. All grocers keep it.
"S^.

Strozunskl's.

If

playing poker drink Jackson's

Street.

Oolong.

Gomel)

the Marie Antoinette costumes are revived, the
good old-fashioned custom of the gentlemen rising to toast the ladies
at the end of a dinner has come back again. Just as they used to
toast the lovely French Queen in Moet & Chandon Champagne a
century ago.

When

i

Eidrldoe,

638 Market

J

4*4*4*4*4* 4*4* 4*4*4*4* 4*4*4. 4*4*4* 4* ^

all

you want the finest things in spring goods go to John W. Carrnany's, 25 Kearny street. He keeps the latest styles only.

&

^L
*

1016 Green Street,

Gotham's golden-dowered daughters, thus giving the second
place in his esteem to San Francisco before trying Chicago,

It

At

House and Lot.

is in

is

I

j
!
*

Popular prices, equal to others; no imitating.

All original styles, varied to suit the

features.

Competent artists employed; no

apprentices. "Bernhardt" wavers, to wave
h rwithoul Durnin g «EauBroux," to restore
grey or bleached hair to natural color. Latest styles in modern Bangs,
particularly Louis de Lavelliere style. Open Sundays.
parilnn flair
u;aamg
nair
I

nrp^ftr
uresscr.

^

;

Corner Ellis and Leavenworth streets

Use Richardson & Robbins' canned and

potted meats for picnics, u

ill

REMOVE May

1st

to

24 GEARY ST.

May
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The Indians are clamoring
and thank (!od that they

for
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of vet.

Give

blacking.
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Denis

St.

beta frown to the end of

feared lhal
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EUROPEAN PLAN,
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HOTEL
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SAN RAFAEL, CAL.
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Now Open.

I

For the season, under the management of

Congressmen Hall and Money got into a scrap at Washington last week and threw ink-pots at one another. We
always knew money could talk, but never heard of it fighting before.

Seattle

make

>

and mi

it:*

the Cathode ray.
That is nothing;
through the whole Republican party, and we only use our
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corpse tip
few days ago. The deceased doubtless thought thai such
conduct was adding Insult to Injury.
Harry Furniss. the cartoonist of Punch, is going to lecture in this country soon.
He may probably be able to
throw some light upon the subject of English bumor.
The sem'-annual plot to blow up the Czar has been discovered. There may be something in it. however, as the daily
papers have dismissed the matter with a simple four-line
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Much is to be said in extenuation of the Piute Indians
who buried a live child in the squaw's grave. They killed
their doctor who attended the woman, and should there-

Tavern

go scot free.
The scientists of Sacramento are trying to learn something about murderer Raten's brain. If they would only
hang him first they would have a much better opportunity
of examining it afterwards.
Emperor William Is said to be very anxious about the
state of the Italian army.
Whether he has worried over
the state of the exchequer is not said. We suppose that
Great Britain attends to that department.
A dispatch states that a thief in Visalia got away with
twenty dollars and a typewriter. Probably he needed the
coin to pay the marriage fee with.
He should not be
prosecuted, as retribution will follow in due time.
When Mrs. Lease had her baggage seized for debt, various feminine articles such as rouge, face powder, curling
irons, and the like, were found among her effects.
Since
learning thereof she has risen fifty per cent, in our imagi-

Castle Grao.

fore

nation.

A

Chicago clergyman invites his parishioners to bring
their wheels to church, and takes charge of them during
the service. He is probably aware that on a wheel one
can travel the "narrow road" better than on two healthy
Chicago feet.
The Rev. Mr. Scudder of Alameda is desirous of keeping
the Lord's table clean, and uses separate communion cups
in his church.
This is a step in the right direction, but if
some of the parsons were only prohibited from entering the
churches they desecrate, the Lord's tables would stand
less chance of being soiled than at present.
Oakland has always been considered a moral town. Sins
are never committed there except when absolutely safe
and convenient, and scandals are hushed up before they
get to the ears of the reporters. In bad language, however, the city officials seem to be entitled to the bun. Both
Mayor Davie and Chief of Police Lloyd have registered
themselves as past masters in the art of subtle blasphemy.

THE

Pabst Brewing Company is about to erect a magnificent building on the corner of Powell and Ellis
streets.
This speaks well for the enterprise of this wellknown company, and it is not likely ever to rue its under-

ot

QUEEN OF ALL
MOUNTAIN RESORTS.

The Tavern

most beautiful, attractive
mountain resorts, will open for there,
ception of guests June 1st, and will close October 1, 1896.
of Castle Crag, the

and accessibleof

all

George Schonewald, Manager,
Room
r%„ _

_, |,|

.

59,

Union Trust Building, San Francisco,

Cal.

Conducted on both the

twm

_

BrOOKlyi)

European and
American plan
® ®
Bush street, bet. Sansome and Montgomery, S. F.
This favorite hotel is under the management of
Charles Montgomery, and is as good, if not the best, Family and Business Men's Hotel in San Francisco. Home comforts, cuisine unexcelled,

Unf-ol
nU\(&l

and the highest standard of respectability guaranteed.
Our rooms cannot be surpassed for neatness and comfort.
Board and room: Per day, $1.25, $1.50, $1. 75 and $2; per week, $7 to $12;

first-class service

per month, $27.50 to $40; single room, 50 cents to
-flSfFree

Fbbitt

$1.

coach

to

and from the Hotel.

WASHINGTON, D. C
H. C. BURCH. Manager.

Jtous^,

POPULAR PRICES— Regular rates, $4 per day up.

Fifty rooma
on the sixth floor with steam heat and electrio lignt, reduced to
rooms on other floors reduced from
and alcove parlors at equally low
Army and Navy Officers and the

$2 50 and $3 per day. Fifty
$4 to $3 50 per day. Parlors
rates. Special rates for the

Clergy.

Occidental Hotel,
A

quiet home, centrally located, for
those who appreciate comfort and
attention.

Wm.

San Francisco.

B. Hooper, Hanager.

HAZELTON
HEMME & LONG
BROWN &. SIMPSON

PIANOS
Pianos to Rent and sold onlnstallmets.

735 Market

St.

taking.

Whfn
113

yon are selecting a wedding present, go to S. & G. Gamp's,
Geary street. They have a magnificent variety to choose from.

Use Richardson & Robbins' canned and
Jackson's Napa Soda

potted meats for picnics.

California Milk

PURE G0UNTRY MILK
Special Rates Made.

Telephone East
kills

malaria.

Producers' Association.

IU2

Depot: 42S-430 Turk

ROBERT

and

CREAM.

S.F

St.,

P.

KAVANATJGH,

Manager.
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A. Nevills, of the celebrated

Rawhide mine, inspected the new

de-

velopment in the Occidental mine on
the Brunswick lode at the request of
the management.
He was highly pleased with the prospect for a large and valuable deposit of ore on the 750level, which he says is bound to be opened up unless all
natural indications fail. This opinion from one who is reputed the best practical gold miner in California will go a
long way toward convincing shareholders of the great
value of their property. Captain Nevills advised the immediate opening up of the mine at depth, and the suspension of all work above the 650-level, and it is said that his
views will be adopted by the Directors. Accompanying
Captain Nevills for the purpose of making a more thorough and critical investigation of the property was Professor Price, the prominent expert, who will report in
Messrs. George R. Wells, President of the comtime.
pany, and Herman Zadig, a Director, both ardent believers for years past in the future of the mine, made up
the party, both returning from the property more convinced than ever regarding its merit. The result of recent
operations in Occidental will do much to attract attention
to the Brunswick lode, and the strike just reported in the
Chollar portion of the newly acquired ground comes at a
most opportune moment for all who are interested in this
section of the market.
There are many who hope that the
"big bonanza" history will repeat itself on the Brunswick,
and there is no reason in the world why it should not. A
few more discoveries like that in the Occidental will kindle
a blaze on the street that will set prices booming again in
something like the old style and bring as much money into
the market as ever before. The nonsensical idea which
kept investors from trading in a stock because it did not
happen to represent a holding on the Comstock, has been
the curse of the stock business, and it is about time that it
For Occidental,

was dropped. One thing is certain, if the Occidental
mine was owned by a private corporation, it could not be
bought to-day at any figure below half a million

of dollars.

The general markel closed the week firm with much more
activity in business.

A Representative
African Gold Mine.

The Robinson gold mine, in Krugerland, managed by the well-known
Calil'ornian mining man, Captain
Mein,

a representative property
of the Johannesburg district.
During the past twelve
months 140,655 tons of ore were mined and milled, at an
expense of a little over $4 per ton, yielding £493,389, or an
average of £3 10s. 4d. per ton. The net profit was £31,000
a month, which enabled a dividend of 14 per cent, to be
paid.
Taking into account the returns from tailings
worked by the cyanide process, the returns will run up to
£5135.943, or £4 0s. 5d. per ton.
Captain Mein hoped, if
he is allowed to continue within the Boer domain, to run
the profit for the current year up to £38,000 per month.
This is a fair sample of what the South African mines are
doing, and an indication of what may be expected in the
way of an increase in the world's' annual production of
is

gold.

A

Policy

Injures

Which
Mining,

Prominent mining men in this city have
been asked during the week to pass
upon a report upon a copper property
located in Mariposa County, which an

attempt has been made to float in Boston, after a failure
had been made in New York. The flowing style of this report was in itself sufficient to suggest an enquiry, which
soon led to the discovery that,

as usual,

the statements

had been exaggerated.
Two experts, at least, were'
tempted to cover the ground in person, with the result
that neither of them wanted the mine, to put their opinion
mildly.
This is only one of a number of instances where
capitalists have recently been put to the expense of what
in the long run proved to be little more than a wild-goose
chase.
The Bostouese will, possibly, get their eye teeth
cut eventually.
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A number of the old-time clients of S. P.
Warren, late of these parts, have re-

The Negro in
The Woodpile,

The Outlook

May

cently received a gorgeously gotten-up
circular purporting to come from a
brokerage firm in New York, sailing under the style and
title of George M. Wood.
The circular contains much interesting matter for a granger community with money to
throw to the birds, although of course the sage words of
counsel are rather thrown away upon the ladies and gentlemen who have already been passed through the Warren
mill.
Sagacious members of the victimized fraternity were
not slow to recognize between the lines the fine Italian
hand of their old enemy, the up-to-date representative of
the historical Magsman, whose name he bears.
The news
has spread like wildfire that Warren is at work again,
with his nets spread all over the continent to trap the unsophisticated class, forgetful of the biblical hint to those in
haste to grow rich. Much curiosity is evinced upon the
present position of the Mountain Queen Company's affairs,
the most recent swathe cut in the ranks of the guEible
money seekers. Candelaria, the site of Warren's operations in this direction, proved too hot a climate for the
unscrupulous operator, while the bar of bullion which accompanied him on his trip, for a part of the way at least,
was the first and last output from the mine under his management. His new enterprise in New York seems destined
to fade into insignificance the minute that his connection

with

it

becomes apparent.

Advance sheets
Mineral Output

of "

The Mineral Indus-

try," the statistical supplement

to the

"Engineering and Mining Journal" of
New York, supplies the following information: The total value of the mineral and metal production
of the United States in 1895 amounted to the enormous sum
of $673,689,505, which compares with a similar total of
$578,463,1)02 for 1894, showing a total increase of $95,226,503 for the year. Of the whole amount last year $240,615,of

America.

120 represented the value of the metals; $433,074,385 that
of the non-metallic products, including $5,000,000 for various unspecified products.
From these totals, however, it
is necessary to make some deductions for articles which
have been necessarily duplicated.
careful estimate of the
proper amount of these deductions would give about $45,000,000 in 1895, against $34,000,000 in 1894. Making these
deductions, we have a total net value for 1895 of $628,689,505, as against $544,463,002 for 1894, the increase amounting to $84,226,503, or 15.5 per cent.

A

Local Stocks

in

Brokers on the
change report

local

Stock

& Bond

business livelier

Exthan

ever before, with an immense amount of
money coming in for investment.
The
prospects for a lower rate of interest on deposits is what
has worked the oracle in this case, and nothing could be
better for all parties concerned.
It is also so said, although of course the statement is difficult of proof, that
some of the more prominent banks have given the heavier
class of depositors a quiet hint to draw out their funds.
If
they really have done so they must be congratulated upon
their good sense and prudence.
A law, if passed, which
would prohibit deposits in savings banks exceeding $5,000
on a single account would be beneficial both to the banks
and their clients. Forcing the formtr to take all the risks
of investing immense sums of private capital at a profit is
a little too much of a good thing for selfishly disposed individuals of the non-progressive type.

Demand.

A Well Recommended
California

Mine.

Another important Californian
gold mine is about to pass into
the hands of foreigners.
A
syndicate has been formed in

London to buy the Diadem and Edman mines in Plumas
County. Although classed as a low-grade mine, its history
and records show it to hold bodies of very rich "specimen"
quartz.
But as the main lode is of great width not under
fifty feet
and as the ore will be mined by tunnels and the
gold extracted by water power, this Californian mine should
be a good stand-off in the eyes of investors already saturated
and satiated with South African projects, which do not
improve with time. The extensive property was examined recently by William B. Murdock, a reputable and
capable mining expert of this city, and his report is now
before the London syndicate.

—

—
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THINGS

'3

pretty pass when a man like
attempts to
engine notoriety
iroiof local Republican politics.
It must not
!»• thought for one moment that the respectable
members
of the party u
instant his assumed
leadet
contrary, they are more likely to
Ite him to the tanks where he rightly belongs,
the nauseating medieevallsm belched forth by our
local divines last Sunday, that of the Rev. Mr, Col
burn was not reported. Can it be that the teachings of
this most holy man met with the disapproval of our great
moral engines, or did his sermons so glaringly allude to the
Park police and modern vice that it had to be suppressed
for the community's welfare
I

Martin K.

OVB

Wflde has served half the term for which he was
As the time for his release ap
to what this depraved ami disgraced
^^Hks
talent will do with himself when he regains his freeIon] revives. The literary world of London will not receive
fan. and men of the pen everywhere will avoid him with
No publishing house would dare to offer the pubook of his authorship, nor a theatre to accept a new
from
him.
He is too old and flabby to turn to manual
day
ibor for a livelihood, and workingmen would be as

c

to his company as litterateurs are.
It is a black
•irely. but a ray of light laces the gloom. Wilde
be just the man for associate pastor of Grace M. E.

San Francisco, over which the Reverend Col burn
Reverend Colburn. who was arrested in
Gate Park for an unnamable offense, and yet still

,

ea

— the

Solden
etains the respect

and

affection of his

fastidious congre-

gation.

B. ANTHONY addressed the Women's Pacific
Coast Press Association the other night, and talked
.bout female workers on the newspapers.
She could not
lave chosen a more fascinating theme, for the Women's
"acific Coast Press Association feels a perennial and an
icute curiosity concerning women who actually write for a
iving.
None who do that have time or inclination to bejng to the Women's Pacific Coast Press Association, so
he members have no opportunity to gratify their curiosity
It was a
>y personal contact with feminine journalists.
ailure in courtesy that the proprietor of some one of the
lailies did not invite Miss Anthony's audience to visit a
lewspaper office after the lecture. That would have been
treat to be appreciated by the Women's Pacific Coast

SUSAN

,

'ress Association.

tougher the
THE The
more be

life of

"A

a preacher

liked by the girls;
man wbo can sin is a teacher,"
They say with a shake of their curls.
is

So Brown, whose indecent behavior
Has merited feathers and tar,
Talks smugly of love and the Savior,
While Satan just grins. There you are

1

apparently doing his best to draw "de
push away from their legal lodestone, Judge Campell.
''The mere possession of burglar tools does not
rove intent to commit burglary," says this wise judge,
leither does the possession of a wise countenance and a pull
ntitle a man to be considered a judge, your Honor.
Examiner's efforts to rescue the bodies of the
sailors entombed in the capsized Blairmore are an
vidence of noteworthy enterprise.
But while it is in
earch of corpses and an advertisement, why not explore
he mud of the past for the remains of its own lost repuis

rHE

open up next Monday, and
People desiring a close view

will

representative misguided women are invited to attend,
Supervisors have agreed to deck the city in sackcloth
nd ashes for seven consecutive days.
|WT R. SUTRO'S anxiety about the site for the Pesthouse
1 being located during his absence is uncalled for. See)g that he will eventually become its inmate, the Superiors would not think of taking any steps in the matter
'ithout first consulting his tastes.
reporters who were unable to get any news out of
Minister Willis should have turned their attention to
is. wife.
While a man may keep silence for diplomacy, a
'oman, oftener than not, has resource to speech.
'he

.

rHE

GENTLEMEN

who are addicted to the pleasurable
pastime of intoxication will be pleased to learn that
all persons arrested for drunkenness on Saturday night
will be released from custody at 10 o'clock on Sunday morning.
Newspapermen especially will be glad of this new
law, as it will enable
services.

them

to participate at early divine

A LECTURE

was given a few days ago on "Artistic
Dress, and the Vulgarisms we see in Society."
The
fair lecturer, however, forgot to say anything about the
women one occasionally meets there. Another lecturer
spoke on " Man's Inhumanity to Man," forgetting entirely
to say a few words about woman's treatment of him.

F ARSON
Sunday

Gibson, of belfry fame, earned his salary last
by preaching to his flock about Jonah and the
whale, holding that the story as related in the Bible is
absolutely true and worthy of belief.
The congregation
can swallow Gibson, so it ought to have no difficulty in
getting away with so small a thing as the yarn.

Jordan surpassed himself in
"Degeneration." Teachers of the young,
supposed to know much, and of Professors even less is expected.
Mr. Jordan, however, owing
to the superior advantages he enjoys, was peculiarly fitted
to handle the subject.

DEACONS

Dexter and Morse and Attorney Nagle have

established themselves as a trinity of rogues by their
continued defense of Dr. C. Overman Brown.
Should the
Congregationalists ever go back on them they could probably become Supervisors to their own advantage, if not to
that of the public.

JUDGE Coffey did a kind

thing when he jailed James
Gibson for refusing to tell what he knew of some lost
moneys belonging to his deceased brother. No man should
be compelled to send himself to prison, and the Judge's
courtesy will doubtless be more than appreciated by the
recipient.

DOCTORS

are almost as bad as the lawyers when it
theft.
Dr. Campbell is accused
by a lady of chloroforming her to obtain possession of her
earrings.
It is hard to see, however, how he came to be
satisfied with so little.
Was there nothing else worth
taking?

comes to downright

MARTIN KELLY

ation?

f

a long-haired escape from some
Eastern asylum, is raising the unmentionable in this
City by saying that our rabbis cannot read the Kabbala or
translate a line from the Talmud.
This statement has
taken much of the wind out of the Yoorsanger paunch,
whose iguorance of plain English has long afforded much
pain to his congregation.

his lecture on
as a rule, are not

police are inquisitive about a light that was burning in Brother Colburn's church at three o'clock the
1.
ther morning.
It is said that a young man was seen to
link away from the sacred edifice.
The janitor takes the
esponsibility of averring that he left the gas aflame. Let
i go at that.
Curiosity, under the circumstances, is not
nly impious, but indecent.

Women's Congress
rHE
will last for one week.

.

PROFESSOR Imber,

PROFESSOR Three Star

T^HE

JUDGE" Troutt

OF

Did he hide

No one asked

it?

stole an engine, tire engine new and bright;
Did he soak it? Anyway, it's out of sight.

my

opinion, but the truth I gladly tell:
Martin Kelly keeps that engine for his future use in
for

whether the Republicans send pledged
delegates to the National Convention at
St. Louis.
We never heard yet of a political pledge that
was not made only to be broken.
matters

little

ITor unpledged

earthquake shock put
end
Judge Hayne's
^Nwordy
Judge McKenna
argument
Tuesday.
a timely

to

before

Look

out, Judge; old
ready for you.

Nick may be getting

last
his frying

pan

said that Forecast Official Hammond knows so little
he has to be taken in off the roof of the Mills Building at night.
is

ITthat

1
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There is no living writer in our language
who can word paint in colors like Lafcadio
The Week.* Hearn. His descriptions of sky, clouds,
water, flowers, and natural scenery, as
given in his tour through the West Indies, has, we believe,
never been surpassed in English, and not often, if ever, in
other tongues. Indeed, when writing on his favorite
theme his language is like an epic in prose and the spell he
casts over the reader is as enduring as it is delightful.
Who of us who have read that tour but remember his wonderful description of how the water changes in color as we
near the tropics, until at last it became "blue, ridiculously
blue."
And then he neared the land and "the mountains
began to unfold their wrinkles" while the clouds had "their
bathed
in foams of gold."
feet
Other writers can word
paint a little, and just as well, for that little, as Lafcadio
Hearn, but Hearn continues his word painting over chapters and presents bis coloring in so many changing hues
that some of his work impresses the reader as the transformation scene at a Christmas pantomime impresses a
child.
And yet no one who ever saw the scenes he depicted in the West Indies can say he exaggerated even to
the extent of a letter. Think of the description he gives
of a fight between a cat and a poisonous snake, and if you
have read it, ask yourself the question when or where did
you ever read anything better of its kind? And since Mr.
Hearn has been in Japan the intellectual spell he has cast
over his readers has in no way diminished, and he gives us,
from the Orient, the same beauty of touch which he left
on so much of his writings about the Occident. And yet
no one must read him, or think of him, as a novelist, for his
efforts in that direction have not been successful, but any
one who wishes to know the Japauese, instead of merely
reading about Japan, should read Mr. Hearn's works in
which the Japanese character and tendencies are developed, while over all is thrown a mystic grace and romanticism wholly foreign, yet marvelously fascinating to the
intelligence of Occidental culture.
It has indeed been said
that "To know Hearn is to know Japan; to know Japan
one must know Hearn," and the force of this remark must
be evident to all who have read his "Stray Leaves Prom
Stray Literature," "Glimpses of Unfamiliar Japan," or
his "Out of the East," in each of which he has opened to
us, with irresistible charm and the invitation of unquestioned authority, literary paths leading to beauties and
A Book
of

—

of the Orient hitherto overlooked for or unappreciated. But with all his power never has he, iu his
happiest moods, surpassed his last book, "Kokora; Hints
and Echoes of Japanese Inner Life," which is now before
us.
Indeed, we are inclined to believe that "Kokora" is
Hearn's masterpiece, for in it he has given us the inner life
of the Japanese as they have never been given to the Occidental mind before, and for Hearn to have mastered this
inner life demanded an alliance of intellectual penetration
and national sympathy as rare as it is fascinating. And
this is what Lafcadio Hearn does, and the result is little
short of a philosophical triumph. And it is for this reason
that we say the author has, in this work, surpassed him-

nrysteries

self.

Where else in the English language do we find the magnetic force of Buddhism so vividly presented as we do in
" Kokora," or where else are we able to discover the,
hitherto, hidden explanation of Japanese achievements,
or who has, before this, given us such logical deductions from the failures and the successes of this wonderful
people, as Lafcadio Hearn has in this book of his ?
If the
reader wants to understand why it is that the Japanese
have lately humbled an empire so much greater in natural resources and strength than their own, or if he wants
to find out the causes which enabled them to meet European diplomacy and skill with creditable tact, or if he is
anxious to understand the reason why the Japanese are
to-day able to enter the industrial markets of the world in
successful competition with the leaders, then he should read
"Kokora." And, stranger than all, he will be made to

May
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understand why the Japanese have accomplished all this
and still remain practically as they were a thousand
years ago! No one has ever attempted to do this but Lafcadio Hearn, and the fact that he has done it well evinces
quick appreciation and intense sympathy which only long
residence and familiar relations with the people could enable him to do. There is a woof of romance even in the pictures of social and business life in which "Kokora"
abounds, and which surrounds it in a web of fact and philosophy, and fiction, as it chains us to the Oriental idea,
and, as long as we are under its spell, we are half disposed
to doubt whether, after all, Western civilization is wholly
justified in condemning that of the East.
Each of the fifteen chapters, of which the book is made up, presents us
with some new phase of Japanese character, and unfolds
new tendencies of the people, and we have the broader andl
more comprehensive significance of the mind, in the emo-

j

tional sense, as well as courage, spirit, sentiment, resolve,!
affection, and the very genius of Oriental being is laid before us from the beginning of this book to its close.
That]
the book will have a great sale is certain.
The name on

Lafcadio Hearn is, indeed, advertisement enough, bud
when it is seen he explains what appears inexplicable, andl
rolls back the curtain from and exposes what we did not!
before see nor understand, we can no longer wonder atl
this writer's power, particularly when we experience his]
charm in combining the living life of to-day with the dead]
past, and giving to it all the value of history and philosophy)
and the charm of romance.
* " Kokora,
by Lafcaflio Hearn. Houghton, Mifflin, & Co.
1

'

There are five complete short stories in the May Scrib-|
ners.
Gertrude Hall tells an amusing and sentimental
love story under the titleof "Chloe, Chloris, and Cytherea.'l
Brander Matthews, in "A Letter of Farewell," narrates*
an episode in the life
on his luck." There

of

a political worker

who was "dowrj

a ghost story by W. J. Henderson
entitled "A Mystery of the Sea," a farcical comedy by,
J. West Roosevelt entitled "Rather Too Much Energy,']
and an allegorical tale by Octave Thanet entitled "AS
Nightmare Page." This installment of Barrie's serial re-*
veals Tommy as the inspirer of the last Jacobite rising iri
Thrums a bit of boyish imagination that is done with 'm\
imitable humor.
is

—

"Campaigning in South Africa and Egypt" comes ini
and yet as a piece of history the work is somewhat!

time,

obscure.
We find it hard to follow the author even with)
the aid of the sketch maps he publishes, and it is too overloaded with technical details. The book shows the Zulus
to be not only a brave, but a chivalrous people, and their
wonderful discipline is brought out with pleasing clearness.The author's account of the Egyptian campaign is less in-i
teresting than his account of South Africa, and contains
less that is new.
" Me an' Methuselar and other Episodes " is a collection

some good and some bad; some displaying 9
knowledge of human nature, and others proving that th<
writer knows little about the scenes he undertakes to d&
scribe.
"Me an' Methuselar" is not overstrained, but
" An American Girl at an English Dinner Party" is ab
surd.
Peter Paul Book Company. For sale by Johnson
Emigh, San Francisco.
The fourth volume of "The Mineral Industry" wil
shortly appear from the press of the Scientific Publishing
Company, New York. The advance sheets show that thi
mineral and metal production of the United States in 181
was the largest ever known in the history of this or an;
other country.
The figures from this publication ar
accepted by the European Governments in their officia
of stories,

iS

publications.

"With an Ambulance During the Franco-German

War

interesting, but there is nothing in its pages that ha
not been told many times. The author, Dr. Ryan, serve
with the Anglo-American ambulance during the great cot
flict, but for people who have read "La Debacle" th
description of Dr. Ryan looks tame and halting.
is

The Lotus is a little magazine "arranged with a fe'
picturings and embellishments, cribbed from varioi
sources."
And the selections thus " cribbed " often ej
hibit the good taste of the editor, even if his magazine
"devoted to the appreciation of the modern poster."

-'.
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Forum

will contain a valuable article by Mr.
a leading international banker of Now
entitled
Salutary Mandate to the National
Also the first of two papers OH ".Modern
Literature' by Bjorastierne Bjornson, the
L'ian poet, novelist, and dramatist.
rst paper
a very brilliant one concludes with an
estimate of Ibsen's work-its Influence ami significance.

Wm

Solomon,

"A

—

—

Speaking and Debate" should commend

itself to

some of our politicians: but if the author had put a little
more system into his work it would have been all the bel ter.
We n
matic analysis of the modes and figures of
speech, and yet the work .
valuable advice not

YALE

to be found elsewhere.

«_>M1XTURE

Godey's Magazine for May contains, besides much other
interesting matter, articles on
The Fair Women of Austria." "Three Ladies of the Camelias," "Talks by SueWomen,'' "The Masterpieces of German Sculpture."

after a long run on the

'

Fiction

The

is

wheel
Li

also well represented.

travel,

POSTPAID FOR. 25 CTS.
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FRANCISCO.

illustration this week jjives a delightful view of the
city from Broadway and Devisadero streets, looking

Ol"R

towards the northeast. Plate 3 of this series was taken
from the same position used for this picture, which, however, gives an unobstructed view of the Western Addition
up to the Russian Hill district. The laud in the foreground
is being rapidly built upon, and is a very choice residence
location.

TO

tourists making a trip to the Yosemite Valley the
old reliable Stoneman House is most heartily recommended by those who are in a position to know. The rooms
are all newly furnished, the beds are unsurpassed (an important item to the weary traveler), and the cooking is
excellent. From the verandas of the hotel all the interest-

ing features of the Valley can be taken in at a glance it
is equipped with all conveniences, such as post, telegraph,
and express offices, also the stage office where tourists are
booked for return trip to Raymond.
The rates of the
hotel are from $2 to $4 per day, according to room or European plan, and the management is perfect in every detail.
No combine has been effected with inferior hotels and none
is intended.
;

MR.
l'l

A. K. P.

HARMON, the prominent and

well-known

Oakland last Thursday morning. The deceased was born in Maine in 1821.
and came to California in 1849. He was very successful in
early mining speculations, and devoted himself thereafter
to large commercial enterprises, still taking an interest,
however, in his first work. At the time of his death Mr.
Harmon was a director of the Bank of California and of the
Security Savings Bank, and was also prominently inter-

Asylum

RESTAURANTS.
Academy Building, 333-334 Pine street. Rooms for
ladies and families, private entrance. John Bergez, Proprietor.

Bergez's Restaurant,

Bay State Oyster House. 15Stockton& 109O'Farrell. N. M. Adler.Prop.
Montgomery-St. Coffee and Lunch House. Good coffee and fresh eggs
a specialty. Cream waffles. 426 Montgomery St. H. H. HJUL, Prop.
Malson Tortoni, French Rotisserie, 111 O'Farrell street. Private dining
rooms and banquet hall. S. Constantini, Proprietor.
Nevada Restaurant, 417 Pine st. Private rooms: meals 50c. LotjpyBros
Poodle Dog Restaurant, S. E. cor. Grant ave. and Bush st. Private
dining and banquet rooms,
Tel. 429.
A. B Blanco & B. Brtjn.
Dr.

the Hopkins' popular parties to Stockton.
The first excursion of
this season starts this evening, when a first-class steamer,
fitted up with all conveniences, will leave Washington
street wharf at 5 p. m., arriving at Stockton to-morrow
at 6 a. m. After a visit to all the places of interest in the
city, the same boat brings the party back, landing them
in San Francisco Monday morning early.
Tickets for the
round trip, including all expenses, can be had of George
W. Hopkins, 30 Montgomery street, for $4.
in

Everybody will recommend you to take a trip to El Campo if you
wish to spend a delightful Sunday. Boats leave at regular intervals
and you can get back and forth without inconvenience. Dancing,
bowling and picknicking can be endulged in, also boating and fishing.
Pine bands are in attendance and the refreshments are first-class.

streets.

Office

Sovereign Remedy— Dr. Parker's Cough Cure.

It never rails.
214 Kearny street.

Japanese

Try

it.

Price 25c.

art is all the rage to-day.
collection at 625 Market street.

One dose

will stop a

George Dahlbender

&

Co

,

George T. Marsh has a superb

Other waters try— Jackson's Napa Soda gets there.

hours

:

Building, southwest cor. Seventh and Market
9 a. m. to 5 p. m. Consultation Hours 4 to 5.
:

Dr. R. Cutlar, 818 Sutter street.

MEDICAL.
Dr. R. Elmer Bunker has removed to 630 Sutter street.
Office Hours 1 to 3 and 6 :30 to 7 :30 p. M.
:

Dr. Hall, 14 McAllister St., near Jones.

Diseases of

women and children.

POSTAGE STAMP DEALERS.
Hawaiian Stamps a specialty. MAKINS & CO 506 Market street.
Selections on approval: any place in world. W. F. GREANY, 827 Brannan
The W.

Stamp

H. Hollls

Co., (Incorporated),

105 O'Farrell St., S. F.

PRINTING AND RUBBER STAMPS.
Koch & Harney, (Jas. H. Harney, Geo. T. Koch), Job Printers, 648 Sacramento St. Fine printing and embossing, seals, rubber stamps, stencils, etc.

MERCHANT
Neuhaus

TAILORS.

&

Co., 115 Kearny, up-stairs.
Suits to order $12 50.
coats, $10. Pants $4 and upwards. Samples by mail.
8S- perfect fit guaranteed.

Ov

A

VOCAL CULTURE.
Hours,

1

to

3,

2416

Clay

CANDIES.

qANDIES.— Don't

leave the city without a box of

La Grande Laundru Go.

ROBERTS' Best.

Telephone: Bush 12
Principal office: 23 Powell street,
opposite Baldwin Hotel.

Branch— 11 Taylor street, near Golden Gate avenue. Laundry— Twelfth
All ordinary mendstreet, bet. Folsom and Howard, San Francisco. Cal.
sewing on buttons, etc., free of charge. Orders left at office will receive prompt attention. Work called for and delivered to any part of the
city free of charge.
ing,

Pacific

Towel Gompanu.

No.

9

Lick Place

Furnishes clean Towels at the following low rates: Clean hand
towels each week, $1 per month; 12 clean hand towels each week;
$1 50 per month; 4 clean roller towels eaoh week, $1, 6 months
6 olean roller towels each week, $1 25 per month.

United States Laundru,
Office: 1004

A

DENTISTS.

Thomas L. Hill,
OFFICE: Odd Fellows'

Miss Caroline Shlndler, Soprano. Vocal Culture.

at Oakland.

pleasant excursion, lasting from Saturday to
AVERY
Monday, can be enjoyed by participating

cough.

AND PURCHASER'S GUIDE

CITY INDEX

financier, died at his residence in

ested in the affairs of the Blind

most refreshThe blend is

deliqhtful.^i—
./I20Z TRIAL PACKAGE

Mall Magazine combines romance, history,
and speculative philosophy in its pages, and it succeeds in getting a good deal of what is best in them all.
Pall

PICTURESQUE SAN

is

ing.

§

«

HR

Market

St.,

near Baldwin.

Telephone, South 4-2-0.

PILLS.—Buy none but the gennRirTlRn'Q
niuunu
o RESTORATIVE
—
Physical

vr\.
i ne
specific tor Exhausted Vitality,
Debility, Wasted Forces. Approved by the Academy of Medicine, Paris,
and the medical celebrities. Agents for California and the Paciflo States.
J. G. STEELE
CO., 635 Market street (Palace Hotel), San Francisco.
Sent by mail or express anywhere.
PRICES
Box of 50 pills, Jl 25; of 100 pills, «2; of 200 pills,
83 50; of 400 pills, $6; Preparatory Pills, $2. Send for ciroular.

a

&
REDUCED—
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FOR

ALERT INVESTORS
AND SPECULATORS.
IN A SOLID, GILT-EDGED STOCK—
A SMALL INVESTOR WITH $15 CAN BUY ON THE
SAME TERMS AS A CAPITALIST WITH $15,000.

A GREAT RISE COMING

Many Prominent

Capitalists,

Bankers,

Brokers

Officials Predict that this Stock will

Soon

and Railway
Sell

at $50,

and Eventually Rise Above Par.
following extract from an
THE
York newspaper

article in a leading

will give. full

new

;

New

information about this

stock:

" Of course," Mr. Dunn remarked, "it is all very well
for people who can afford to wait a lifetime for profits to
put their money in real estate that may be more valuable
in the dim distance of the future, but in my judgment there
are quicker and betteropportunities to make money in buying low-priced stocks of new companies that have solid
merit and world-wide demand for the inventions they conFor instance, look at the quick profits made by the
trol.
buyers of Bell Telephone Stock, which rose from about $10
a share up to over $200 Pullman Palace Car Stock going
up to 180— Elevated Railway Stock from 20 to 170— the
original Edison Electric Stock rising from 45 to 3,000
dollars a share in about a year and the many other
stocks of companies owning useful inventions which have
paid substantial dividends to alert buyers while rapidly
increasing in value.
"Then, again, look at the great rise in the stocks of
banks, trust companies, etc., mostly all having a par
value of $100 a share, which is also the par value of Railway and Dock Construction Stock.
"These stocks are selling now at from $200 to $500 a
share, and some much higher; for instance, Central Trust
at $1,000; U. S. Trust, at $1,050; Fifth Avenue Bank, at
$3,200, and Chemical Bank stock at $4,200.
"I believe that Railway and Dock Construction Stock,
now selling at a very low price, will prove as good an investment as any of the stocks named, because the Railway
and Dock Construction Company own the absolute monopoly of the new Indestructible Pile, that does away altogether with the millions of wooden piles heretofore used
everywhere.
We have invested in Railway and Dock Construction
stock and advise others to invest because
" Nothing can compete with the Indestructible Pile in
the construction of piers, docks, bulkheads, sea-walls,
foundations for bridges, lighthouses, jetties, breakwaters
or other improvements in rivers, harbors or on the sea

—

—

coast.

We have invested in Railway and Dock Construction
stock and advise others to invest because
" This Pile is an absolute necessity in railway trestlework, as it guarantees safety, and it will last forever, and
there is an enormous demand for it. The company has no
indebtedness of any kind is in solid financial condition
the officials serve without salary until cash dividends commence, and, as there are no bonds nor mortgages all the
earnings go to the stockholders.
We have invested in Railway and Dock Construction
stock and advise others to invest because
" The many applications from engineers, contractors,
railway officials and others now coming into the Railway
and Dock Construction Company convince me to a certainty that this stock is about to have an immense rise
the shares in the company's treasury will soon be sold,
and intending investors will have to buy the stock in open
market at whatever price the lucky holders may be willing to part with it.
We have invested in Railway and Dock Construction
stock and advise others to invest because
" The city of New York is spending $3,000,000 a year
improving the city water front, and the Dock Department
intend to apply to the Legislature to raise the limit from
three millions to five millions a year.
We have invested in Railway and Dock Construction
stock and advise others to invest because
"Private owners of Dock property as well as Dock

—

May
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the numerous cities are becoming aware of the
great advantage of using the Railway and Dock Construction Company's system of building indestructible piers to
make a solid foundation, upon which large buildings can be
erected, from which they can get big revenue for rentals,
etc.
Look at the enormous increase of taxable property
this new system of dock construction is certain to cause
everywhere.
We have invested in Railway and Dock Construction
stock and advise others to invest because
" Over fifty million dollars will be spent in improving
navigation in rivers, bays, etc., throughout the country on
jetties, breakwaters, and other work in which the Indestructible Pile is a necessity.
We have invested in Railway and Dock Construction
stock and advise others to invest because
"Another era of railway building has begun in repairs,
renewals, and extensions 373 steam railway companies will
build about 20,000 miles of new line, according to our latest

officials in

—

reports.

We

have invested in Railway and Dock Construction
stock and advise others to invest because
" Contracts are likely to be closed any day now that
will make R. & D. C. stock worth its par value.
We have invested in Railway and Dock Construction
stock and advise others to invest because
''
In addition to all this, the U. S. Senate Committee
have reported in favor of an appropriation of eighty
million dollars for the protection of our sea coast.
" These facts may give you some idea of the future value
of Railway and Dock Construction stock, as compared
with any slow real estate investment."
"Where can this stock be boughtnow, and at what price?"
" Any one can obtain it at the offices of the company at
$15 a share. They can remit to the Railway and Dock
Construction Company, 2 Wall street, New York, by
check, draft, money order, registered letter, or by express, or have the stock sent by express C. O. D.
I advise my personal friends to buy this stock and put it away
small investor
and hold it for a great rise in value.
with $15 secures the stock on the same terms as a capitalist with $15,000.
The par value of Railway and Dock
Construction stock is $100 per share, fully paid and unassessable.
stockholder has no individual liability whatever.
The directors are well-known men of sterling integrity and business ability.
No one can buy their stock at
any price. They know how valuable it will be. You will
see lively times in this stock when it is listed on the Stock

A

A

Exchange."
The officials and large stockholders are well-known
practical financiers and business men, whose names are at
once a synonym for trustworthy, capable management and
a guarantee that any stock in which they invest is safe,
solid and very profitable.
Among them are Geo. W.
Dunn, Esq., president of the company,' head of the banking house of Geo. W. Dunn & Co., New York, and president, director and trustee of other corporations; he has
been prominent in Wall street for 25 years as a careful,
level-headed financier; Hon. Thomas Murphy, vice-president, ex-Senator the famous Collector of the Port of New

—

York under President U.

S. Grant; the eminent lawyer,
Dayton, Esq., counsel of the company. 322
Broadway, New York; Eugene Harvey, Esq., second vicepresident, banker, Drexel Building, Philadelphia, Pa.; R.
M. Stanbrough, Esq., capitalist, West Hurley, N. Y.;
George D. Hilyard, Esq., contractor, New York; W. A.
Childs, Esq., of the Calumet and Hecla Copper Company,
Calumet, Mich.; Edward A. Wilson, Esq., secretary; M.
Hoff, assistant secretary; George B. Shelhorn, Esq., Receiver, Montgomery, Tuscaloosa and Memphis Railway Co.,
Montgomery, Ala.; Y. Carryer, Esq., of the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company, Field, B. C, Canada; Howard
Swiuford, Esq., of Howard Swinford& Co., Richmond, Va.;
W. M. Shipp, Esq., cashierof Deposit Bank, Midway, Ky.
Jacob Deyo, cashier Huguenot Bank, New Paltz, N. Y.;
C. E. Harwood, Esq., cashier Rockville National Bank,
Rockville, Conn., and other prominent gentlemen.
The Railway and Dock Construction Company has an
absolute monopoly and its earnings will increase with the
steady growth of commerce and of railroads.
The secret of making money is in the old Greek proverb

R.

A.

B.

"KAIRON GNOTHI" (KNOW YOUR OPPORTUNITY).
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New
Spring

KHITH — have just n
DEAR Ue
a fancy hlue and preen

3t

I

in

taffeta

charming

silk,

made
way so

plice bodice, trimmed in the one-sided
Ti
fashionable nowadays.
a shot peacock blue.
particularly becoming.
The back of the choker is
of the silk, arranged in high points, stiffened to roll over,
the points almost touching the bodioe.
On the right side
of the choker a scarf of yellow lace and a blue ribbon
streamer are attached.
The scarf is carried over the
front of the choker and caught on the left side of the neck,
where it forms a jabot, which falls down on the blouse.
The ribbon crosses the bodice, and makes a bow at the
waist line under the left arm.
A row of blue bows trims
the right side of the skirt.
One thing you should always bear in mind in ordering
new gowns, and that is that they are almost invariably to
be much betrimmed with lace, mousselinede soie, and jewels.
Buttons are very much in evidence, and tucks are
made both deep and small, in all sorts of odd places on
bodices and skirts. Ribbons of all kinds and designs are
greatly in vogue, and some of the new varieties are exquisitely lovely, and when made into great, crisp bows,
dress up a gown in a most fetching manner.
The sleeve,
of course, is one of the most important things to be considered in the dress to-da\T
Numerous frills, Vandyke
caps and epaulettes are rampant about the very top of
the arm, with a decided tendency toward extra tightness
of the sleeve above as well as below the elbow.
Often a
parting is made in the center of the puff, revealing the
close coat sleeve from the shoulder down.
The newest
sleeves, it is officially asserted, have been copied from the
pictures by old masters.

and

Styles

Novelties

•

now on
An

Exhibition.

Early

Inspection
See

Cordially

is

daily

papers

for Special Offerings.

Invited.

.

The elbow cape is still with us, and comes in charming
varieties.
They seem to have been fashioned by the thousands, and of such divers materials that one doesn't feel a
depressing amount of sameness. One I saw of black satin
was entirely covered with renaissance lace, with the pattern of the lace so arranged as to form a border to the
cape. Around the edge of the cape was a full frill of black
chiffon over a frill of deep cream lace. The tour-de-cou was
a tall puff of black chiffon, finished with a narrow cream
lace edging, and at the back was a bow of broad cerise

MURPHY

BUILDING, Market and Jones

203 to 207 N Spring St. bet. Temple and

running riot, and seem to grow gayer as
Purple in all its endless variations,
from royal to the palest mauve, is one of the chief of them.
Then come geranium pink, cerise, burnt orange, and vivid
green, colors that are used only in small quantities, to
lend a dash to dark toilets.
The girls are glad to hear that jeweled and embroidered
slippers fashioned in the customary dainty shape with Louis
Quinze heels, will be in style again; unquestionably they
add greatly to the chic of the ball or evening toilet. Slippers of satin or fine undressed kid are frequently embroidered with seed pearls or infinitesimal rhinestones, and their
tiny glittering tips are extremely pretty and effective;
is

Sons.

237

Belinda.

The Lurline Baths have a a new bath called the Russian which includes the famous Needle Shower, so beneficial to the system. This
bath has been endorsed by leading physicians the world over and
cures much incipient weakness. The price for the same is only
fifty cents which entitles the bather to a swim in the tank afterwards
If

you have not

tried this

BRIDGE &

H. S.

CO.

MERCHANT TAILORS. Many novelties in

Imported Wear. Shirts to order

a Specialty

622 Market

.

Made

$15

to order at

die: drink Jackson's

Napa Soda and live.

H.

J.
26

Montgomery

.

.

.

San Francisco

St., (Upstairs, opposite Palace Hotel

BEST SUITS ON EARTH

street,

and upwards.

HAWES,

Room 6.

Formerly in Crocker Building.

JPK.
.

(W.

C

II

ITU C

O/Illin

HALL,

(X

m

830

to

BUSH

OU.,

7,

Rotunda,

TAILORS.

order at great reduction for oash.
J.

HOWLAND.

ST., and Room
Mills Building.

MERCHANT

Successor).

Will make garments

C. A.

See Borne and

ST.

The Latest Spring and Summer Goods
have arrived.

you have missed something.

"Seavey's" have an immense stock of hats, flowers, feathers, ribbons, etc., and are selling everything in millinery lower than any
other house in this city, 1382 Market street.

KEARNY

Phone Red 361.

used.

soft deep waves on the crown of the head and around the
forehead, parted on the left side, carried to the back and
coiled or braided around a bunch of short curls.

all.

Headquarters for Native

still

As for coiffures, the prettiest style I have seen for young
women with evening toilets shows the hair arranged in

Los Angeles, Cal.

Headwear beats them

summer advances.

oftener jet

First St.,

Harm's

satin ribbon.

Colors are

San Francisco.

Sts.,

(Established

R.

SMITH, Manager.

1875.)

Geo. M. Lonergan.

Imperial PnotograpniG Studio,
and 728 MARKET ST. (1st Floor),
Bet Kearny street and Grant ave., S. F.
Lightning plates for taking Children.
724. 726

Carbon Plates a Specialty.

—
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BANKING.
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BANK OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.
Incorporated by Royal Charter,

THE

Japanese Emperor, Mitu-Hito, will visit Europe
during the course of the year. He will travel in his
own yacht, accompanied by a Japanese fleet. He will be
the first mikado who has ever traveled outside of his own
country, and there have been mibados of the present
dynasty for over 2,500 years.
The total population of the earth is estimated at
about 1,200,000,000 souls, of whom 32,214,000 die annually
i. e., an average of 98,848 a day, 4,020
an hour and 67 a
minute. The annual number of births, on the other hand, is
estimated at 36,792,000— i. e., an average of 100,800 a day
4,200 an hour and 70 a minute.

—

There are 483 newspapers published

in

The telephone and the telegraph are rapidly making
inroads into the arid portions of the Desert of Sahara.
Engineer Bayolle is now on the way from Biskra to
Tuggurth with a working force of 100 men for the purpose
of laying telegraph wires between the two places.

The Czar of Russia has ordered the free distribution
hundreds of thousands of small bottles of brandy, each
ornamented with the imperial arms and containing enough
liquor for a single drink, throughout the empire on the
day of his coronation.
Parliamentary returns for the 1895 elections show
that in Scotland out of 447,591 voters only 4,062 were
illiterate.
In England out of 3,858,923, there were 72,940,
and in Ireland the voters numbered 220,506 and the
of

illiterates

galleries:

The

National Gallery, New Gallery, Spanish Art on View,
Grafton Galleries, Institute of Painters in Water Colors,
Old Masters at the Royal Academy and the Society of
Painter Etchers.

Sarah Grand has recovered her health, and is to be
met with frequently at London evening parties, where she
is always introduced as "Mine.
Sarah Grand," although
her real name, Mrs. Haldane McFall, is now well known.
Melbourne, Australia, has lost 43,435 inhabitants in
four years,

1862.

Reserve Fund,

and Sansome

head office

60

$500,000.

Sts.

lombard street, london

Branches—Victoria^ Vancouver, New Westminster, Kamloops, Nan
iamo, and Nelson, British Columbia; Portland, Oregon; Seattle and Ta
coma, Washington.
This Bank transacts a General Banking Business. Accounts opened suband Special Deposits received. Commercial Credits granted
available in all parts of the world. Approved Bills discounted and advances made on good collateral security. Draws direct at current rates
upon its Head Office and Branches, and upon its Agents, as follows
New York— Merchants Bank of Canada; Chicago—First National Bank;
Liverpool— North and South Wales Bank; Scotland— British Linen
Company; Ireland— Bank of Ireland; Mexico— London Bank of Mexico;
South America— London Bank of Mexico and South America; China and
Japan— Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China; Australia and
New Zealand Bank of Australasia and Commercial Banking Company of
Sydney, Ld; Demerara and Trinidad (West Indies)—Colonial Bank.
ject to Check,

1

—

London and

1,357 in the rest of England.
Wales has 100. Scotland
The magazines
226, Ireland 169 and the British Isles 20.
number 2,097. In London alone $20,000,000 annually is
spent in advertising and the total number of papers sold
averages 1,500,000,000 copies.

were 40,357.
London rejoices in the following art

Capital Paid Up, $3,000,000.
Southeast Cob. Bush

BANK OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital
$3,000,000 00
Surplus and Undivided Profits (October 1, 1894).. 3.158,129 70
President CHARLES R. BISHOP. .Vice-Pres't
WILLIAM ALVORD
ALLEN M. CLAY
Secretary THOMAS
Cashier
Ass't Cashier 1. F. Moulton
2d Ass't Cashier
S. Prentiss Smith
I

BROWN

1

CORRESPONDENTS.
New York—Messrs. Laidlaw & Co.; the Bank of New York, N. B. A.
Boston— Tremont National Bank; London— Messrs. N. M. Rothschild &
Sons;

Agency
Illinois

New

Paris— Messrs. de Rothschild Freres; Virginia City (Nev.)—
of The Bank of California; Chicago— Union National Bank, and
Trust and Savings Bank; Australia and New Zealand— Bank of

Zealand; China. Japan, and India—Chartered Bank of India, Austraand China; St. Louis— Boatman's Bank.
Letters of Credit issued available in all parts of the world.
Draws Direct on New York, Boston, Chicago, St. Louis, Salt Lake
Denver, Kansas City, New Orleans. Portland, Or., Los Angeles, and on
London, Paris, Berlin, Bremen, Hamburg, Frankfort-on-Main, Copenhagen,
Stockholm, Christiania, Melbourne, Sydney. Auokland, Hongkong, Shanghai, Yokohama, Genoa, and all cities in Italy.
lia

SAN FRANCISCO SAVINGS UNION.
Corner California akd Webb Streets.
Deposits. Dec. 31, 1895
Guarantee Capital and Surplus
ALBERT MILLER, President

$24,202,327
1,575,631

E. B. POND, Vice-President
Directors— Thomas Magee.G. W. Beaver, Philip Barth, Daniel E. Martin, W. C. B. De Fremery, George C. Boardman, Robert Watt; Lovell
|

White, Cashier.
Receives Deposits, and Loans only on real estate security. Country
remittances may be sent by Wells, Fargo & Co., or by check of reliable
parties, payable in San Francisco, but the responsibility of this Savings
Bank commences only with the actual receipt of the money. The signature
of the depositor should accompany the first deposit. No charge is made for
fiass-book or entrance fee. Office hours—9. a. m. to 3 p. M. Saturday evenDgs,6:30 to

8.

LONDON AND SAN FRANCISCO BANK,
Authorized Capital

$3,500,000

LIMITED.

Capital Paid-up

|

Reserve

$2,450,000

$375,000

—

San Francisco Office 124 California St. London Office—73 Lombard
Portland Branch — Chamber of Commerce Building.

St.

the census of 1895 giving a population of
The population of the seven Australian colonies
447,461.
at the end of 1895 was 4,238,000.

Manager,

The statue of Lord Byron, which has just been unKing George at Athens, represents the poet advancing with outstretched arms to meet Greece, who holds

This Bank is prepared to transact all kinds of General Banking and Exchange Business in London and San Francisco, and between said cities

veiled by

out to him a laurel crown.
A copy of the gospels written on purple vellum, in
silver, was recently found in Asia Minor.
It dates backto the sixth century.
The precious manuscript has been
secured by Russia.

According to Sir Samuel Montagu of London there
are 6,000,000 Hebrews in the world, many of whom would
go to Palestine and live there if they could get control of
the country.

Tacoma Branch— 1156

Pacific Ave.

ARTHUR SCRIVENER Ass't Manager. WILLIAM STEEL
Cashier, GUSTAV FRIEDERICH.
LONDON BANKERS— Bank of England and London Joint Stock Bank.
NEW YORK—Messrs. J. P. Morgan & Co. Boston—Third National Bank.
I

all parts of the world.

LONDON, PARIS AND AMERICAN BANK, LIMITED.
N. W. Cor. Sansome and Sutter Sts.
Subscribed Capital
$2,500,000 Paid UpCapital
$2,000,000
Reserve Fund
$850,000
Head Office
58 Old Broad Street, London
AGENTS New York— Agency of the London, Paris, and American
Bank Limited, No. 10 Wall Street, N. Y. Paris— Messrs. Lazard, Freres
& Cie, 17 Boulevard Poissoniere. Draw direct on the principal cities of the
world. Commercial and Travelers Credits issued.
SIG. GREENEBAUM 1 Mftnftffflr<l
Managers.
C. ALTSCHUL
|

1

j-

One hundred and forty-two thousand three hundred
and seven dollars and sixty cents worth of dimes were
coined at the San Francisco mint in 1890; that is 1,423,760

CROCKER-WOOLWORTH NATIONAL BANK of san francisco.

pieces.

WM.

The Overland Limited.
BAYS TO CHICAGO. i]4 DAYB TO NEW YORK.
The Union Pacific is the only line running vestibuled Pullman
Double Drawing-room Sleepers and Dining Cars daily. San Francisco to Chicago without change.
Vestibuled buffet smoking and
library cars between Ogden and Chicago.
Upholstered Pullman
Sleepers, San Francisco to Chicago, without change, daily.
Steamship tickets on sale to and from all points in Europe.
For tickets
and sleeping car reservations apply to D. W. Hitchcock, General
Agent, No. 1 Montgomery street. San Francisco.

Cor. Market, Montgomery, and Post Sts.
Paid-Up Capital
»1,000,000.
H.

CROCKER

W. E. BROWN
GEO. W. KLINE
Directors— Chas.

President
Vice-President
Cashier
F. Crocker, E. B. Pond, Hy. J.Crocker, Geo. W. Scott

UNI.Y 3Va

Drink Jackson's Napa Soda before breakfast.

THE ANGLO-CALIFORNIAN BANK, LIMITED.
N. E. Cor. Pine

and Sansome

Sts.

Paid Up
$1,500,000
Reserve Fund
700,000
Head Office— 18 Austin Friars, London, E. C.
Agents at New York— J. & W. Seligman & Co.. 21 Broad street.
The Bank transacts a General Banking Business, sells drafts, makes
telegraphic transfers, and issues letters of credit available throughout the
world. Sends bills for collection, loans money, buys and sells exchange
IGN. STEINHART
and bullion.
Manft „ pr<,
Managers
P. N. LILIENTHAL }

Capital authorized

Subscribed

$6,000,000
3,000,000

J
f

1
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Gtias.

'9

Anderson,
1616 Polk St.

Km Clay
So

Tol

sin

IN

BOHEMIA.— utwui »r»o«. m nil rnttumi or
K.WVN blinds and tUring gu within.
And wine, and women, and cigars;

mm.

Jobbing

D

Fine Sanltaru

Wlthonta the city's hte«il*'-- din
Above, the white, unheeding stars.

Goods.

;

Estimates.

And

we. alike from each remott.
thai work-*, the heaven that waits.
Con our brief pleasures o'er by rote.
The favorite pastimes of the fates.

The world

Hike, to fancy that

MUTUAL SAVINGS BANK OF SAN "FRANCISCO.""

And drink, a moment's joy to prove,
And fain would love, and only seem

33

To love because we cannot love.
Draw back the blinds, put out the light:

how

let the daylight come.
the women's cheeks are white.
the sunlight strikes us dumb!J

And how

THE

A SONG FOR

A

GIRL

song for the

LOVE.— Frederick

t

Post Street, below Kearny, Mechanics' Institute Builoinq.
Guaranteed Capital.

morning,

*Tis

tiod!

lanqbridge.

love
God love her!
song for the eyes that tender shine,
And the fragrant mouth that melts on mine,
The shimmering tresses uncontrolled.
That clasp her neck with tendrils gold.
And the blossom moulh and the dainty chin,
And the little dimples out and io
God love her!
girl I

JAMES

song for the

A

song for the eyes of faded

loved—

girl I

God loved her!

Good-night?

b. shelley.

"

No, love, the night is ill
Which severs those it should unite;
Let us remain together still
Then it will be good night.

How

were the night without thee good,
Though thy sweet wishes wiDg its flight?
Be it not said, thought, understood—
Then it will be good night.

The hearts

that on each other beat

From evening close
Have nights as good as

to

morning light,

N. Y. City, H. B. Parsons, Cashier. Salt Lake City, J. E. Dooly, Cashier
Directors— John J. Valentine, Benj. P. Cheney, Oliver Eldridge, Henry
E. Huntington, Homer S. King, George E. Gray, John J. McCook, Charles
F. Crocker, Dudley Evans.
|

THE SATHER BANKING COMPANY.
Capital

moment

lingers,

AT DAWN.-mv
of

levy.

you;

All the place was filled
With your presence in my heart
;

strife

was

stilled

All night I have dreamed of you,
Now the morn is grayHow shall I arise and face

Tne empty day ?

Established

1851,

San Francisco.

President.

Wm

P. Johnson, V. H. Metcalf, James K. Wilson.
Agents: New York— J. P. Morgan & Co. Boston— National Bank of the
Commonwealth. Philadelphia—Drexel & Co. Chicago— Continental National Bank. St. Louis— The Mechanics' Bank. Kansas City— First National Bank. London— Brown, Shipley & Co. Paris— Morgan, Harjes & Co

THE GERMAN SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.
No. 526 California St., S. F.
Reserve Fund
Capital actually paid up in Cash, $1,000,000.
$ 715,000
$30,727,586 59.
Guaranteed Capital. .$1,200,000
Deposits, Dec. 31, 1895,
OFFICERS—President, B. A. Becker; Vice-President, Edward Kruse;
Second Vice-President, George H. Eggers Cashier, A. H. R. Schmidt Assistant Cashier, Wm. Herrmann; Secretary, George Tourny Assistant
Secretary, A. H. Muller.
Board of Directors— Edward Kruse, George H. Eggers, O. Shoemann,
A. C. Heiueken, H. Horstmann, B. A. Becker, H. L. Simon, Ign. Steinhart,
Daniel Meyer. Attorney. W. S. Goodfellow.
;

;

DIRECTORS.
Wm.Alvord

S. L.

Wm. Babcock
Adam Grant

H.H.Hewlett
A. K. P. Harmon

Abbot. Jr.

O. D. Baldwin
W. S, Jones

J. B.

HUMBOLDT SAVINGS AND LOAN

1

!

dreamed

& Co.,

Albert Miller, Vice-President
L. I. Cowgill, Cashier,
Allen Knight, Secretary.
Directors— C S. Benedict, E. A. Bruguiere. F. W. Sumner, Albert Mil

CAMPBELL,

gaze upon thy sweetness,
Flies like a courser nigh the goal
To-morrow where shall be his fleetness,
When thou art parted from my soul?
Our hearts shall beat, our tears shall flow,
But not together— no, no, no!

The

$1,000,000

Successor to Sather

James K. Wilson

No.

I

I

Manager
Assistant Cashier

SECURITY SAVINGS BANK.
Montgomery St.. Mills Building.
INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS. LOANS MADE.

death seems in the word— Farewell.
The hour that bids us part and go,
It sounds not yet,— oh
no, no, no

In the night

|

223

And

Time, whilst

Homer S. King
F. L. Llpman

I

they are sweet,

"Withdraw not yet those lips and fingers
Whose touch to mine is rapture's spell;
Life's joy for us a

16,250,000

President
Cashier

BRANCHES.

But never say 'Good-night.

SONG.— THOMAS

CO.'S BANK.
& Sutter Streets.

Cash Capital and Surplus
John J. Valentine
H. Wadsworth

ler,

GOOD-NIGHT—percy
'

WELLS FARGO &
N. E. Corner Sansome

—

loved
loved her!

girl I

God

$300,000.

I

light,

And the cheek whose rose red waned to white,
And the quiet brow with its shadow and gleam,
And the dark lashes drooped in a long, long dream,
And the small hands crossed for their churchyard rest,
And the lilies sweet on her dear dead breast,
The

Paid-Up Capital,
OFFICERS

$1,000,000.

PHELAN,
JOHN

President. S. G. MURPHY, Vice-President.
A. HOOPER. Vice-President.
Directors— James D. Pbelan, L. P. Drexler. John A. Hooper, C. G.
Hooker, James Mofflt, S. G. Murphy. Frank J. Sullivan, Robert McElroy,
and Joseph D. Grant.
Interest paid on Term and Ordinary Deposits. Loans on approved securities.
GEO. A. STORY. Cashier.
Deposits may be sent by postal order, Well, Fargo. & Co., or Exchange
on City Banks. When openine accounts send signature.
D.

A

A

BANKING.

_

we dream,

Incorporated

18

Lincoln.

SOCIETY.

Geaby Street.
November

24, 1869.

ADOLPH C. WEBER
ERNST BRAND

President
Secretary

NEVADA WAREHOUSE AND DOCK COMPANY.
PORT COSTA, California.
WAREHOUSES AND DOCKS
Storage Capaoity, 100,000 tons. Regular warehouse for San Francisco
Produce Exchange Call Board.
These warehouses are the largest on the Pacific Coast, and are furnished
with the latest improvements for the rapid handling and storing of Grain.
A mill attached, supplied with the best and newest machinery for cleaning
foul and smutty wheat.
Money advanced at lowest rates of interest on grain stored in warehouses.
Insurance effected at lowest rates In flrst-class companies, or grain sold,
if

desired, at current rates.

OFFICE—202 Sansome St., over the Anglo-California Bank.

—

1
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CO.,

SHIPPING AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS
and Marine Insurance Agents,

Fire

309 and 311 Sansome

"

shows the inconsistency of a man," said the abnormally new ''new woman." "What does?" "The course
They object
the authorities are taking about bloomers.
"Yes, and properly."
to a woman's wearing tbem."

"And
it."

San Francisco, Ca

St.

It

them the more they object

the less she wears of

—Washington Star.

CORRESPONDENTS
FINDLAY, DURHAM & BRODIE
SIMPSON, MACKIRDY & CO

PIRE, MARINE,

AND INLAND INSURANCE.

gave me the marble heart last night," said the
single one.
"Your woe is naught to mine," said the mar"It has not been two hours since my wife gave
ried one.
me the marble cake, of her own making." Indianapolis
Journal.

Fireman's Fund

girl

INSURANCE COMPANY, OF SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

—

—

—

Lawyer What is your gross income? Witness I have
no gross income. Lawyer No income at all? Witness
No gross income; I have a net income. I'm in the fish
business.
New York Herald.

—

—

Capital, $1,000,000.

Assets,

girl.

is

I

it

$3,000,0001

PALATINE

—

She
—That Miss Slimson a very sensitive
didn't like
because called on her last night without being shaved. Stone — What did she say? "She said she
felt
very much." — Life.
Customer — Is
customary to fee the waiter here?
Waiter —Yes,
Customer —Then hand over your fee.
I've
waited for you nearly an hour. — Philadelphia
Cobble

Threadneedle St., London
South Castle St.. Liverpool

46

29

INSURANCE.

—

My

and

to

"What two beautiful children! Are they twins?" said an
" O,
old bachelor to an Austin lady with two children.
"Excuse my
yes, they are twins," replied the lady.
curiosity, madame; but are you the mother of both of
them?" Texas Sittings.
"

43

INSURANCE COMPANY

OF MANCHESTER, ENGLAND!

(Limited),

OVER

SOLID SECURITY.

RESOURCES

$9,000,000.00

it

CHAS.

it

A. L.ATON, Manager, 439 California St., S. F.

sir.

Fire Insurance.

American.

"Do you think that it is ladylike for a woman to ride a
bicycle?" she inquired.
"Yes," he replied; "unless she inWashington Star.
sists on riding like a gentleman."

—

— You must be

an india-rubber man, Mr. Suitor.
Mr. S. Why so? Willie Because I heard pa say that
bounced
about
twice a week. N. Y. World.
you were
Willie

—

—

—

—

Deacon Hopeful An honest man is the noblest work of
God. Elder Sourview Possibly; but very few except
the Lord seem to appreciate the fact. Truth.
She (fishing)— I know, Alfred, I have my faults. He
Oh, certainly. She (angrily) Indeed?
Perhaps you'll
tell me what they are ?
The Amusing Journal.

—

—

—

—

—

Helen I hate Mr. Hadleigh, even
tends to be so good. Fond Mamma
dear, the good die young.
Vanity.

—

"

I

don't see

—

Jimpson any more."

if

—

he is rich; he preYes, but think, my

"You

for some time.
He's got a new camera
his house."
Cincinnati Enquirer.

—

are not likely to

and a new baby at

Al —

—

Hal
Clara Belle is such a little bit of a thing.
Yes, the most expensive things come in the smallest
packages. Texas Sittings.

—
— Charlie tickled with his new moustache, isn't
he? Marie — Yes, but (with a shy blush) not half as much
as
am. — Clairmont Eagle.
Mistress — And, Bridget, are
a good cook? Bridget
—A good cook,
Faith, 1 go to two masses ivery day
Lint. — Texas Sittings.
Agatha

is

I

Founded A. D.

Company,

Insurance

1792.

North

of

America:

OP PHILADELPHIA, PENN.
Paid-up Capital
Surplus to Policy Holders

JAMES

33,000,00(4
6,022,01(1'

BAILEY, General

D.

CONNECTICUT

FIRE

Agent, 412 California

(1,000,000
3,192,001
1,606,409 41

.m
.

ROBERT DICKSON,
S. F.

Manager

401

Montgomery

Agents, 501 Montgomery

St. 1

St.
|

AACHEN AND MUNICH

FIRE

INSURANCE COMPANY

OF AIX LA CHAPELLE, GERMANY.

Established 189B

Total Assets,

Capital, 12,250.000

UNITED STATE

(6,864,653 66

APARTMENT: 204 Sansome St., S. F.
VOSS, CONRAD & CO., General

PHOENIX ASSURANCE CO. OF LONDON

Managers.

Established

NSURANCE CO.
BUTLER & HALDAN, General Agents,

is it ?

I

m

incorporated

PROVIDENCE-WASHINGTON

}'ou

I

INSURANCE CO. OF HARTFORD.

Capital Paid Up
Assets
Surplus to Polloy Holders

BOYD & DICKSON,

F.

St., S.

1799

413 California St., S. F.

in

"Say, Wilkins, that $5 bill you loaned me last night was
a counterfeit."
"Well, you said you wanted it bad."
New York Herald.
"What would you like to have the glee club play?" "A
couple of rounds with a good football team." Chicago
Record.

—

After a woman's smile comes a glass of good whiskey. It makes
forget the troubles of life and puts you on a good footing with
the world generally. The celebrated J. F. Cutter Bourbon is one
of the finest liquids in this line in the city. E. Martin & Co., 411
Market street, are the sole agents for this coast and they are
patronized by our leading private houses.

you

All sensible people drink Jackson's

Napa Soda.

BRITISH

AND FOREIGN MARINE INSURANCE

CO.,

LIMITED;

OF LIVERPOOL.
Capital

(6,700,000

BALFOUR, GUTHRIE &

CO., Agents.

No. 316 California

St., S.

For barbers, bakers, bootblacks, bath-bouses,

F

bil-

liard tables, brewers, book-binders, candy-makers,?
canners, dyers, Sour-mills, foundries, laundries,
paper-hangers, printers, painters, shoe factories,
stable men, tar-roofers, tanners, tailors, etc.

5RUSHES

BUCHANAN
BRUSH MANUFACTURERS,

BROS.,

609 Sacramento

St., S.

F

Tel. 5610,

May
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most charming souvenir*
was the math of tbe banquet tendered the

of the

city

by

In

-il

Two ways

tliis

j\

visiting

One

oiationat the P
Hotc
11
ough to excite the
envy of in;
dosing the ilo!;
is.
in execution and design, the work of an
printed pages
open door with the latch down, bus
re of much hospitality, and was the idea of John ('.
Kirkpatrick. the manager of tbe I'alace.
:,en

tin-

California

have opened
Porter, Bi
Hoi Montgomery street, between California and Sacramento streets, ami will deal in large mining
They will examine and report on mines and
properties.
offices

.ike general supervision of operating the same for
owners who may be absent or unable to take charge themselves.
The gentlemen composing the firm are all so well
known that their names are a sufficient guaranty for

References, however, will gladly be given

responsibility.

Bank

bv the

of California.

THE

flower show conducted by the State Floral Society
and on exhibit at Maple and Marble Halls in tbe Palace Hotel, surpasses any the society has previously held.
The quality of the exhibits is most remarked.
To-day is
to be devoted to wild flowers, and owing to the recent
rains quite a goodly variety is anticipated.

of washing.

way your grandmother washed— there wasn't anyrub soap into
thing better, then
the clothes
rub them up and
down on aboard till you get the
dirt worn off; hard work and
The other
/ wear out the clothes.

•

M-SRS. atBailey.

21

die

is

sunn-

—

*

way is Pearline's. ,—-*\
put the clothes into Pearline
and water then you wait. Pearline gets the dirt all out. A littl

You

—

makes them perfectly
Pearline does the work,

rinsing
clean.

There's nothing so easy, so
economical, or that keeps your
clothes so absolutely safe from

harm and wear and

tear

_so

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
Mexican Mining Company.
of principal place of business — San Francisco, Cal.
—"Virginia
City, Storey County, Nevada.

Location

Tbe Press Clippiso Bureau,
papers on the Pacific Coast, and

Montgomery

street, S. P. reads all
supplies clippings on all topics, business
510

and personal.

For Cocghs. Asthma and Throat Disorders -'Brown's
T '•rh.s " are an effectual remedy. Sold only in boxes.

Bronchial

of

works

is

cisco, Cal.

Any stock upon whioh this assessment
Mothers, be sure and use "Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup"

Location

hereby given that at a meeting of the Board of Directors, held
on the 23d day of April, 1896, an assessment. No. 54, of 20 cents
per share was levied upon the capital stock of the corporation, payable
immediately, in United States gold coin, to the Secretary, at the office of
the company, room 79, Nevada Block, 309 Montgomery street, San FranNotice

for

your

children while teething

28th

shall remain unpaid on the

DAY OF MAY,

1896,

will be delinquent, and advertised for sale at public auction *nd unless
payment is made before, will be sold on THURSDAY, the 18th day of June,
1896, to pay the delinquent assessment, together with costs of advertising and expenses of sale. By order of the Board of Directors.

Jackson's Xapa Soda leaves a good taste in the mouth.

CHAS.

Office— Room

79.

Nevada

E.

Montgomery

Block, 309

ELLIOT,
street,

Secretary.

San Francisco,

California.

ANNUAL MEETING.
Hutchinson Sugar Plantation Company.
The regular annual meeting of the stockholders of the Hutchinson Sugar
Plantation Company will be held at the office of the company, 327 Market
street, San Francisco, Cal., on

TUESDAY,

the 12th

DAY OF MAY,

1896,

at the hour of 11 o'clock a. m., for the election of a Board of Directors to serve
for the ensuing year and the transaction of such other business as may

come before the meeting. Transfer books will close on Friday, May
E. H.

at 3 o'clock P. M.
Office— 327 Market street,

1896,

San Francisco,

SHELDON,

1,

Secretary.

Cal.

ANNUAL MEETING
Central Eureka Mining Company.
Location of principal place of business. San Francisco, Cal. Location
of mine, Sutter Creek, Amador county, Cal
The annual meeting of the stockholders of the Central Eureka Mining
Company will be held at the office of the company, room 7, second floor Mills
building, on Saturday, the

DAY

OF MAY. 1896,
9th
at the hour of 2 o'clock p, m, for the purpose of electing a Board of Directors to serve for the ensuing year and the transaction of such other busi,

ness as

may come before

the meeting.
WM. A.

M.

VAN BOKKELEN,

Secretary.

ANNUAL MEETING

J

SULLIVAN,

D.

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW

North Star Mining Company.
The regular annual meeting of the stockholders of the North Star
Mining Company will be held at the office of the company, room 14, 401
California street, San Francisco, Cal., on
WEDNESDAY, THE 13th DAY OF MAY, 1896,
at the hour of 2 o'clock m.. lor the purpose of electing a Board of Directors
to set ve for the ensuing year, and for the transaction of such other business
DAVID A. JENNINGS. Secretary.
as may come before the meeting.
i

Rooms 34-38, 3d

Floor Chronicle Building, San Francisco.

GEORGE MORROW &

GO.,

(e^nis** »).
HAY AND GRAIN
Commission Merchants.

Clay St. and 28 Commercial St., S. F.
Branches at. Bay District, Ingleside, and Third
Telephone No. 38.

39

J.

St.

Hay Wharf.

W. Lundbora, Dentist,

ft.

336

POST STREET, Rooms

________

Telephone

2275,

2-3.

(Opposite Union Square

San Francisco.

[)R.

4

and 5, Academy

ARTHUR

409^ Post

St.,

of Sciences Building,

T.

Dated at San Francisco, April

Root
819

Market street

REGENSBURGER,

San Francisco.

,

23, 1896.

Does your

Dentist.
Booms

NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Estate of William d. Gray, Deceased.
hereby given by the undersigned, A. C. Freese, administrator
Notice
oil the estate of William J. Gray, deceased, to the Creditors of and all
persons having claims against the said deceased, to exhibit them with the
necessary vouchers, within four months after the first publication of this
notice, to the said A. C. Freese, administrator of said estate, at his office,
room No. 35, third floor Chronicle Building, San Francisco, Cal., the same
being his place for the transaction of the business of the said estate in the
A. C. FREESE,
City and County of San Francisco, State of California.
Administrator of the Estate of William J. Gray, deceased.
is

Dentist.

We will

Need

examine

Repair?

without cost, and give
estimate for putting in good order, and
keeping it so for a term of years
it

Paraffine Paint Co.

SS_oS?_r*
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Nash and Portland G. Hunt were united by the
Rev. Father Flood. The bride looked charming in a costume of Persian green silk, and wore diamond ornaments.
Her hand bouquet was of Marshal Neil roses. Miss Lizzie
Pohley, who was maid of honor, was gowned in pearl gray
George Dillon was best man to
silk trimmed with lace.
Luncheon was served in the private dining
the groom.
room, and later in the day Mr. and Mrs. Hunt departed
for Los Angeles.
Isabel

waning rapidly, and what enterEaster season
THE
be almost entirely
tainments are given continue
is

to

of

a gastronomic character, theatre suppers, club dinners
and luncheons, and those at private residences. Among
the prettiest of the latter was the luncheon Miss Cora
Smedburg gave to thirty-five of her young lady friends
Mrs. George Whittell's guests at her
last Tuesday.
luncheon the same say were all married people, and the
decorations were chiefly of roses, shaded from pale pink
to

dark

red.

Music has taken quite a leading place in the pleasures
present week. Concert parties were many at the
first appearance of Rivarde at the Columbia on Monday
night, and on Thursday evening the testimonial concert
given as an adieu to Mrs. Carmichael Carr at Golden Gate
Hall was quite a fashiouable event. Next on the list comes
the concert of the Loring Club, which will be given at Odd
Fellows' Hall next Monday evening.

of the

The dancing season in town is almost at an end. Club
after club have given their final meetings, and carpet
dances at private houses are becoming decidedly rare. To
the Entre Nous Club belongs the distinction of having
given one of the prettiest as well as one of the pleasantest
of their cotillions at the close of their season of six, on
Tuesday evening. Four figures were danced, led by Mr.
Lewald and Miss Maud Haas, and
the next season of the club will

has been decided that
begin early in the autumn.
it

Weddings have been quite prolific across the bay of late,
and from Alameda to Berkeley wedding festivities have
been the rule, several every week, for some time past.
Tuesday last saw two weddings in Oakland, Miss Abbie L.
Grant and the Rev. Dr. Wendte having been united in marriage at the home of the bride's parents, on Third avenue,
on Tuesday afternoon, amid lovely floral decorations.
There were neither bridesmaids nor groomsmen, and Dr.
William Bartlett tied the nuptial knot in the presence of
a limited number of friends and relatives.
Miss Ida Lee Thompson and Robert Edgar were the
groom of the ceremony which took place at the
Boardman residence on Fourteenth street, in Oakland,
also on Tuesday, the Rev. Dr. Coyle officiating.

bride and

On Thursday evening

the Samuel residence on O'Farrell
town was the scene of the nuptial festivities
of Miss Hattie Samuel and I. Despres.
The interior of the Church of the Advent in Oakland on
Thursday evening of last week was a mass of decoration,
in which bamboo poles, ferns, and smilax, pink and white
The occasion was
roses and lilies were used without stint.
the wedding of Miss May Pope and Augustine Rossier;

street here

in

the service was choral, the full vested choir of forty voices
Miss
beading the procession as it entered the church.
Caroline Hawxhurst, who officiated as maid of honor, and
Miss Virginia White as bridesmaid, wore pink and white
gowns, and the bride was robed in white satin, trimmed
with point lace, a diamond star holding her tulle vail in
place, and in her hand she carried a white ivory prayer
book. The groom was attended by George B. Cramer of
Philadelphia as best man, and during the ceremony, which
was performed by Bishop Nichols, assisted by the Rev.
Marshall Law, Sigmund Beel and Mrs. Law played a duet
upon the violin and organ. Mention must not be omitted
of the ushers, Lieutenant Bent and Messrs. Armstrong
and Pollok, who with the utmost grace fulfilled the arduous duties which fell to them. Following the church service, a reception was held at Hilicrest, the home of the
bride's family, and then an elaborate banquet.
The decorations were extremely handsome, and the wedding presents were numerous and very valuable.

Thursday's wedding on this side of the bay took place in
the afternoon in the parlors of the Occidental, when Miss

Apropos of weddings much interest has been felt in
society circles in hearing the details of the wedding in
Chicago last week of Miss Ida Irwin and Daniel L. Barnes,
at the residence of Colonel Irwin, TJ. S. A., on Cedar street,
which was a particularly brilliant affair. Miss Irwin spent
some time in San Francisco last year as the guest of the
Misses Dimond, and became very popular in the swim,
much regret being felt when the time came for her departure for home.
Mr. and Mrs. Barnes have gone to
Europe for their honeymoon.

week in Jewish circles was the announceMiss Sadie Hecht's engagement to William L.
Gerstle; and the prospect of two brilliant weddings in the
near future is a source of both pleasure and congratulation, the other couple being Miss Alice Gerstle and J. B.
The
ment

topic of the

of

.

Levison, whose engagement

One

was only recently made

public.

week's pleasant affairs was the luncheon
party given by the bride-elect, Miss Belle Cohn, at the de
Young residence on Thursday afternoon.
Miss Ida Callahan was guest of honor, and the others were all young
people.
Miss Callahan was maid-of-honor at Miss Belle
Cohn's wedding with Ernest Brandt, which was solemnized
at the de Youngs, on Wednesday, at noon.
of last

The Daughters of the American Revolution entertained
their friends at the Century Club, last Saturday afternoon,
with vocal and instrumental music, patriotic essays and
refreshments, and the attendance of guests was quite
large.

—

Indoor festivities being ended at least those on an elaborate scale out-of-door pleasures are now in order, and
Burhngame promises to be among the first in the field
with the polo match, which is to take place there next
Saturday between the Burlingame and Riverside teams.
Meantime, the club appeared at the Fabiola fete yesterday
in hurdle races, but in this issue it will not be possible to
do them the justice they no doubt deserve.
The Floral
fetes are creeping up the Coast, and, while the two at
Santa Barbara and Los Angeles were, owing to the
weather, hardly so successful as those of other years, their
glories it will be difficult to equal, or, indeed, say some, to
even approach. However that may be, a strong effort
was made by those in charge of the Fabiola Fete to make
it a brilliant success, but, as it took place yesterday, comment must be postponed until next week.

—

The Corinthian Yacht Club had a gala time last Saturday, and, notwithstanding the disagreeable nature of the
weather, the dance at the club house was a lively one, participated in by a large assemblage of guests.
To-day the
San Francisco Yacht Club will open their season with a
dance at Sausalito, and next Saturday the Pacifies will
show what they can do in charmingly entertaining their
friends.

The McCutcheons have been entertaining Captain and
Mrs. Collier and Miss Collier at their Ross 'Valley Villa
this week.
Castle Crags is to be the abiding place of Mrs.
Clark Crocker and Miss Julia this summer.
Mrs. Stanford left for the East on Wednesday last.
Mrs. George
Loomis is visiting her niece, Mrs. Elkins, in Philadelphia.
The Whitelaw Reids are among our recent acquisitions,
and are staying with D. O. Mills at Milbra?.
The Colliers
will spend some time at the Bowie residence, on Jackson
street, as the guests of Allen St. John and his sister, Mrs.
Detrick, before leaving town for Clear Lake. Louis Sloss,
Jr. has gone to Alaska for the summer.
" Old Friends "

May

1st,

at 8

p.

will

m. sharp.

Jackson's Napa Soda

is

"

of the " Sons and Daughters
take place at the Commercial Hotel,

The inauguration banquet
of

a gentle aperient.

May
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Odd

Fellows" Hall,
in the
the Lortnjj Club will rive the fourth concert of their prestheir nineteen years
ent season, whiel
I'luof musical work in San Fr.,programme prepared for this concert well sustain.-, the best traditions of
ub.
Mrs Carmichnel-Cari" is the pianist of the
club, and the concert will be directed by Mr. D. P. Hughes.
niop.

-ttli.

he annual exhibition of horses at the Riding Club in
Tfork on April 17th. the usual Dumber of handsome
The California
id hunters were shown.
l'ic-k Lounsberry, a park hack, and Foxie
exhibit
hunter.
Neither took prises. Several ladies
rode their hunters over the hurdles. Miss Pomcroy taking
t'rize with her gray, Mr.
P. Collier second with

lirn.r i.iki: a
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watch

ladies

were

in

Wheel

lADaTBu

.

guarantee; our riRES i'i»r he same period
Replacements made at ouk
orricB in San Francisco. The sterling costs *?uo. ifyouwautto
know more about it. send for our art catalogue, mailed free to any address,
and you will buy the
i

.

"BUILT LIKE

AWATCrH

STERLING CYCLE WORKS. 314 Post St., S. F., Cal.
Wm. V. Bryan, Manager Pacitlo Coast Branch.

ERNST

H.

LUDWIG &

CO..

The Model
American
Caterers.
1206 Sutter

Telephone 2388.

St., S. F.

Use the Celebrated

G, D.
Corsets and Waists.

Memorial services were held at Temple Emanu-El yes-

All

terday evening in honor of the late Baron Maurice de
Hirsch. A large and fashionable audience participated in
the ceremonies, which were most impressive.
The fifth annual Bench Show of the Pacific Kennel Club
takes place at the Mechanics' Pavilion, commencing
Wednesday, May 6th, and continuing for three days there-

first-class

them.

Schweitzer

&

Co., S. F.

Sole agents for the
Pacific Coast.

annual
THE
resulted as

election of officers of the Pacific Yacht Club
follows: President, John H. Dickinson; VicePresident, Hugo D. Keil; Commodore, John D, Spreckels;

MRS. EUNIGE WESTWflTER,
At

liberty tor

Church Choir.

engagement

Contralto.
in Oratorio, Concert,

Address, No. 1826

Eddy

Opera, or

St.

The modern oxygen cure

for

disease.

Watson
Pacific Coast
124

Send

will
its Santa Cruz and
to-morrow.
The
and Townsend streets at 7:30 A. M,,
arrives at Del Monte at 11:03 A. ir., and arrives in this
city again at 8:35 p. m., allowing passengers over five
hours' pleasurable recreation at that popular resort.
A
Sunday accommodation train to Palo Alto will also be run,
leaving the city at 9:47 a. m. and returning in the after-

keep

dealers

after.

train leaves Third

i

I

Mrs. Frances B. Edgerton will lecture on "Portia, the
Perfect Woman," at the Century Club Auditorium, 1215
Sutter street, next Wednesday evening. According to
the number of tickets sold a large audience will be in attendance. Carriages may be ordered at 9 p. jr.

Southern Pacific
commence
THE
Monterey Sunday excursion trains

a

i

Address

Vice-Commodore, Martin B. Roberts; Measurer, Alec.
Svenson.
Directors:
John H. Dickinson, Charles H.
Crocker, Hugo D. Keil, Will A. Powning, John T.
Dare, F.
Hohweisner,
and J. D. Maxwell.
The
Club Outing will be
held
at
the Clubhouse and
Grounds, Sausalito, on May 9th. Visitors are requested
to go in the afternoon, but, for the convenience of those
who cannot go at any early hour, a tug will leave Mission
Tickets can be had upon applistreet wharf at 6:30 p. St.
cation to any of the Directors.

Buy
)

the tribune.

The Auditorium has been packed to the doors at every
performance the past week, and thousands have been unable to secure seats, so great has been the demand to see
Bristol's Eques-Curriculum, of ninety educated horses,
mules, and ponies. It is only necessary to say that the exhihibition given is a wonderful one.
The animals respond to
what is said to them with an almost human intelligence.
In fact, for the general excellence of their training and the
novelty of their feats, Professor Bristol's educated horses
are a revelation. The entertainment will be seen for one
more week, and matinees will be given Tuesday, Thursday,
Saturday, and Sunday afternoons.

you

Buy dc " tii a KKpr\
one ttaul won't
break down when you're
ie,
ten miles ri on
'i
Lean to "fads";
they ar<' nt>! substantial.
TEE STERLING has
been on Hie market five
years
We cnuraniee It
for ouc
year, and also

New

Punch, the twenty-four year old champion, and Miss
Know! ton third with a very handsome light gray. The
judges were Mr Frank Sturges, Mr. E. C. La Montague,
and Mr. K. C. Potter. Miss Knowlton is the fiancee of
young Garland, an immensely wealthy young sportsman.
Potter. Mis. J. Borden Harriman, Mrs. La Montague. Mrs. Dodie Havemeyer, and a number of other

When

Perrier-Jouet

&

Co.

Agents

MARKET

ST.

(or circulars.

& Co

noon.

Removal Notice.— Mr.
dresser, has
prices.

removed

Telephone

S.

to 24

Strozynski, the leading

Geary

ssreet,

Still further reductions in

Diamonds, Watches and Silverware at

street, to expedite his closing

Blackheads permanently cured by using "Cream
jars, 60c.

Cooper &

Popular

5697.

Hirschman's, 113 Sutter

soms." In

ladies' hair

near Kearny.

Druggists or by mail.

Co., Art Stationers

out

sale.

EPERNAY CHAMPAGNE,
For sale by all first-class Wine
Merchants and Grocers

Orange BlosPacific Perfumery Co., S. F.

and Heraldic Engravers,

of

746

Market

St.

W.

B,

CHAPMAN,

Sole Agent for Pacific Coast.

123 California St

————
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A CURE FOR CUPID'S WOUNDS.

COMPANY.

PACIFIC

BOSTON TRAVELLER.

(Pacific

System.)

Trains Leave and are Due

to

Take a thimbleful of heartsease,
That his faded long ago,

Arrive at

7:00
7:00

From March

\

Arrive

[

a Atlantic Express, Ogden and East
A Benicia, Vacaville, Rumsey, Sac-

8:45

P

ramento, and Redding, via Davis 7:15 p
7:00 A Martinez, San Ramon, Napa, Cal6:15 p
istoga, and Santa Rosa
8:30A Niles, San Jose, Stockton, lone,
Red
Marysville,
Sacramento,
Bluff, Sundays excepted Oroville. 4:15P
*7:15P
*8:30 a Peters and Milton
Fresno,
9:00a Los Angeles Express,
Santa Barbara and Los Angeles. 4:45P
10:15 A
9 :00 a Martinez and Stockton
6:15P
9:00 A Vallejo
1:00 p Niles, San Jose and Livermore... 8:45 A
*9:00p
*1 :00p Sacramento River steamers
tl :30 P Port Costa and Way Stations .... t7:45p
4:00 P Martinez, San Ramon, Vallejo,
Napa, Calistoga, El Verano and

Santa Rosa
4:00P Benicia,
Knight's

9:15

Esparto,
Landing,

Marysville,

Orleans, and East
p Santa Fe Route, Atlantic Express
lorMojave and East

P
P
P
p
7:00p

5:00
6:00
6:00
J7 :00

10:45

a

7:15

P

11 :45

A

and

Stockton
4:30p Merced, B;renda, Raymond (for
Yosemite) and Fresno
5:00p New Orleans Express, Fresno,
Bakersfleld. Santa Barbara, Los
Angeles, Deming. El Paso, New
5 :00

a

Woodland,

Oroville, and Sacramento
4:30p Niles, San Jose, Livermore

10:15

Vallejo

European mail, Ogdenand East.,
Haywards, Niles and San Jose...

A

10:15
11:45

A

9:45
7:45

A

Sacramento,
Express,
Redding, Portland,

Santa Cruz Division (Narrow Gauge).

8:15

A Santa Cruz Excursion, Santa Cruz
}8:05p
and principal way stations
Centerville, San Jose,

way stations
p Newark, San Jose, Los Gatos

4:15

1

6:45
8 :15

Leave

a long misunderstanding

cipal way stations
A San Jose and way stations

7 :05

P

5 :00 P

A Palo Alto and way

stations
3:30 P
*2:30p San Jose, Gilroy, Tres Pinos,
Santa Cruz, Salinas, Monterey,
Pacific Grove
*10:40
*3:30p San Jose and principal way sta9 :47 A
tions
*4 :30 p San Jose and Way Stations
*8 :06 a
*8 :48 A
6 :30 p San Jose and way stations
6 :35 A
6 :30 P San Jose and way stations
fl:4bv
|U:45p San Jose and way stations

~ San Leandr6~and~H ay wards
9:00

a

Melrose,

10:00

a

Seminary Park,

ill. 00

a

Fitchburg,

A
11:45 A
13:45 P

2:00
3:00
4:00
5:00
5:30
7:00
8:00
9:00

P

San Leandro,

n

P

and

P
P
P

Haywards.

P

i

P

t

Runs through
From Niles

to Niles.

P

:45

10:50
ft 12:00

tHl:15 Pj

Geyserville,
Cloverdale.
I

We

sat

7:30A Ml

IN LIFE.

stairs —

out upon the

it

The

the brisk

"Mikado"

airs,

with her fan.

fateful

words were hard

to say

I'm not a fluent man
would begin with something gay,
A pun, about a fan.

It

would not come, that little joke
;

I

figured on that fan.
over,

7:30

Sonoma,
Glen Ellen.

10:40

10:10am
pm 6:15PM

AM 8:40am
6:05pm 6:15pm

110:40am 10:10am
Sebastopol.

6:05pm 6:15pm

I

Stages connect at Cloverdale for the Geysers.
Stages connect at Pieta for Highland Springs,
Kelseyville, and Lakeport.
Stages connect at Ukiah for Vichy Springs,
Blue Lakes, Laurel Del, Upper Lake, Booneville,
Greenwood, Mendocino City, Fort Bragg, Usal,
Westport, WillittSj Capella, Pomo, Potter Valley, John Day's, Lierley's, Scotia, and Eureka.
S a turday-to- Monday Round Trip Tiokets at reduced rates.
On Sundays, Round TrlpTickets to all points
beyond San Rafael at half rates.

TICKET OFFICE—650 Market

St.,

Chronicle

R. X. RYAN,
Gen. Passenger Agent.

COAST STEAMSHIP CO.

Dispatch steamers from San Francisco
May 14, 29; June 3,

for

ports in Alaska, 9 a.m..

13,

18, 28.

" Did

you read about the tramp who had

a woman arrested for throwing kisses at
him?" "Yes; and it served her right.
What are endearments to a gentleman in

need of butter cakes

and Puget Sound ports, May 4, 9,
and every 5th day thereafter.
14, 19,
For Eureka (Humboldt Bay), Steamer "Pomona," at 2 p.m. May 1, 5, 9, 13, 17, 21, 25, 29, and
every fourth day thereafter.
For Newport, Los Angeles and all way ports,
at 9 A. M. May 3, 7, 11, 15, 19, 23, 27, 31 and every
fourth day thereafter.
For San Diego.s topping only at Port Harford
Santa Barbara, Port Los Angeles, Redondo, (Los
Angeles) and Newport, May 1, 5, 9, 13. 17, 21, 25, 29,
and every fourth day thereafter, at 11 a. m.
ForEnsenada, San Jose del Cabo, Mazatlan,
La Paz. Altata, and Guaymas (Mexico), steamer
" Orizaba," 10 A. M. May 5; steamer " Coos Bay"

"—Chicago News.

?

C.
24, 29

;

San Francisco Window Gleaning
COMPANY,
Windows
offices,

L.

FERRARI, Manager.

Telephone

5113.

328 Sutter St.

P
P
P

& HERZ0G,

KftHN

(Successors to A.

Agents

Hamburg American

Line

line to London, Paris, Hamburg. Overland
ticket office, 401 California St., corner Sansome,
opposite BaDk of California. Tel. Main 1144.

From Oakland—Foot of Broadway.

iCEANIC
c
HAWAII,

S.S. CO.

SAMOA,

NEW ZEALAND,
AUSTRALIA.
S. S. "Australia, for

May 23,

TO
/\ H DAYS
°N0LULU
>»
Tl
V»S.S. AUSTRALIA.

f~t

Honolulu only, Saturday,

at 10 a.m.
,,

"Monowai, sails via Honolulu and Auckland, for Sydney. Thursday, May 28th, at 2 p m.
Line to Coolgardle, Australia, and Capetown,
South Africa. J. D
& BROS. CO..
S. S.

SPRECKELS

Agents, 114 Montgomery St.
MarketSt.. San Francisco.

10 A. M..

Freight

May

10.

Ticket Office—Palace Hotel, No.
Montgomery street.
No.

W. Myer.)

Fast

*6:00, 8:00, 10:00 a. m.; 112:00, *1:00, 12:00,
*3:00, 14:00 *5:00P. M.

,

GOODALL. PERKINS & CO.,

P

CREEK ROUTE FERRY.

other information.

Guerneville

For B.

P

The Pacific Transfer Company will call for
and check baggage from hotels and residences.
Enquire of Ticket Agents for Time Cards and

0am
7:30am
5:00pm
7:30am
5:00pm

PACIFIC

thought it out upon the stairs;
She— took some other man—
And I have with me for repairs,
A broken heart and fan.
I

P

a for Morning.
p for Afternoon.
•Sundays excepted.
fSaturdays only.
ISundays only. ^Tuesdays only,
ft Monday, Thursday, and Saturday nights only.

3:30pm|
7:30am[
5:10pm|
7:30am]
3:30pm|

H. C. WHITING,
Gen. Manager.

I'm not a ready man
But seized the moment to proposeThat I should mend her fan.

P

*7:15, 9:00, and 11:00 A. M. t J1:00, *2:00, 13:00,
*4:00, 15:00 and *6:00p. m.

I

Building.

and she rose—

cleaned, floors scrubbed, stores,
and general house cleaning at very
reasonable prices. Contracts made for
cleaning by the week or month.

8).

Pleta, Hop-

lland, Ukiah.l

ON A DANCE PROGRAMME.
ARTHUR W. GUNDRY,

AM 8:40 am
PM 10 :10am
pm 6:15pm

Windsor,
Healdsburg,

another girl."

•

10:40
6:05
7:30

S. F.

Week

Fulton,

Watch it well with earnest longing,
Stirring with an auburn curl,
Cook it o'er the glowing hearth-fire,

P
p

From San Francisco—Foot of Market street
(Slip

ARRIVE IN

In Effect
April 2, 1896

Novato,
Petaluma,
Santa Rosa.

10:-!5

4:45
5:45
6:15
7:45
8:45
9:45

I

l^S^ys.;

Season with—

12:45,
1 :55

1:40,3:40,5:00,

7:30AM 7:30am
3:30 PM 9:30am
5:10PM 5:00pm

7:15 A
88:45 A

Al
8:00A

S. F.

I

Local.

i*6:00

AM;

Mingle with a cigarette,
And a box of Huyler's candy
Won last summer on a bet.

The dance was

Luis Obispo, Guadalupe and prin10 :40
11:45

11:10

9:35,

DESTI'TION. Sundays.

streets).

P

AM;

7:60, 9:10, 11:10

Saturdays— Extra trips at

5 :10 p M.
6:35 p M.

Makes the compound awfully nice.
Pepper it with sauce and sadness,

"The cost of it?" I thought, dismayed—
I'm not a moneyed man
The band the final figure played

1 :45

1:30. 3:30, 5:00,

same schedule as above.

Take a measure full of temper,
And some sharp, sarcastic spice,

*11 :20 A
9:50 a

a San Jose and way stations (New
Almaden Wednesdays only
A San Jose, Tres Pinos, Santa Cruz,
Pacific Grove, Paso Robles, San

A M;

6:2SPM.
Between San Francisco and Schuetzen Park,

;

Coast Ditision (Third and Townsend

:40.

SUNDAYS—7:35,

I'm not a punning man
The moments flew I clutched, and broke
Her dainty feathered fan.

5:50

3

and

p

Felton, Houlder Creek, Santa Cruz
and way stations
•2:15 p Newark, Centerville, San Jose,
New Almaden, Felton, Boulder
Creek, Santa Cruz, and principal

11:00

SAN RAFAEL TO SAN FRANCISCO.

WEEK DAYS—6:15,

tear or two for sorrow,
And a smile or two for foam,
And a glance that's full of meaning,
With a dart to send it home.

I

a Newark,

12:85,3:80
trip at

PM.

6:20

Throw a

I trifled

U2:45P

A m;

9:00, 11:00

SUNDAYS—7:30,9:30,

Take no moment to reflect,
But to strengthen— brace the tonicAdd a month of cold neglect.

They played

Puget Sound and East

J 7 :45

—

I'm not a dancing man

H10:05p "Sunset Limited," Fresno, Los
Angeles, El Paso, New Orleans

Street.

11:30 p M. Saturdays— Extra trips at 1:50
and 11:30 p M.

Let no time pass in the mixing,

And

Market

of

Thursdays— Extra

P M.

5:10, 6:30

that healing herb of Egypt,
Called " Nepenthe" to forget.

A

Marysville,

and East

And

1896.

SAN FRANCISCO TO SAN RAFAEL.

WEEK DAYS—7:3J,

Take the essence of the flower,
That ia meaning h regret,

a

f7:45P

Vallejo

Oregon

Tiburon Ferry— Foot

the ashes of the roses,
That you u*ei t> treasure so.

18!W.

'is,

2,

SAN FRANCISCO AND NORTH PACIFIC
RAILWAY CO.

And

SAN FRANCISCO:
Leave.

May

office, 327

10

Mar ket

street,

4

New

Gen'l Agents,

San Francisoo.

OCCIDENTAL AND ORIENTAL

S. S.

CO.

For Japan and China.
Steamers leave wharf at FIRST and BRANSTREETS,
at 3 P M, for YOKOHAMA and
NAN

HONGKONG,
steamers

for

connecting at

SHANGHAI.

Doric (via Honolulu)
Belqic
Coptic
Gaelic (via Honolulu)

Yokohama with

Tuesday, May 12,
Thursday, May 28.
Monday, June 15,
Thursday, July 2,

—

1896
1896
1896
1896

Roitnd Trip Tickets at Reduced Rates.
For freight or passage apply at Company's
No. 425 Market street, corner First.

office,

D. D.

STUBBS, Secretary.

Pric* Frr

Copy.

AmMmI

10 Cmt$.
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NICKI.E-in-the-slot machines should be taxed out of existence.
Open gambling can hardly be considered an
incentive to virtue in the young people of this city.
that
NOW
amiss

the Populists are again active, it may not be
to revive Senator Carpenter's epigram, that
Populism is "a cross between lunacy and grand larceny."

the many people
Persia is too full of
for the throne to be long unoccupied by

one
Highness the late Sbah
HISwho
will never more be missed.
is

such ruffians

of

THE practice

1896.

Number

19.

" instructing" delegates is one of the
It
tends to the packing of State
conventions in the interests of bosses and wire-pullers,
and is destructive of that independence of action and
thoughtful consideration of candidates which should govern
nominations for the Presidency. The voter has practically no voice in the selection of the man whose name
heads the party ticket.
of

evils of politics.

of our able editors
SOME
over what they term the

have gone into rhapsodies
successful transmission of

"power" across the continent, because a current
generated at Niagara Falls was used to fire a cannon in
this city.
It was a striking proof of perfect insulation in
electric

a great telegraphic circuit, but able editors should know
that a spark sufficient to ignite gun cotton is a long way
short of being electric "power."

ANsence

menace is offered to the city by the presuch extra hazardous risks as paint and oil
works within the city's limits. The late fire on Beale
street might have resulted in the total destruction of San
Francisco.
It is to the interest of underwriters and the
people themselves to see that in future such establishments be maintained only where they will be of least
danger to the property of the community.
incalculable

one.

" /""^OD

never intended,'' the Reverend Anna Howard
v"T Shaw declared the other day, "that man and woman should travel tandem." No reflection, let us hope,
on "the bicycle built for two."

NO

better

man can

be found in this city to

fill

the office

Mayor than James D. Phelan. He is an energetic,
honest and capable Democrat and would be, if put in
of

nomination, heartily supported by the respectable portion
of the party.

" XLRTHUR

of Pasadena" is the latest political surUntil he was slated for Chairman of the
Sacramento convention he was known to nobody in this
part of the State. By the way, it was Pasadena that
furnished the mis-fit known as Markham.

J\

prise.

A Cent For

Trade.

the great Republican defeat of 1892, "Whitelaw
ftPTER
Reid attributed the disaster to an over-dose of "
pro-

tection."

Now

that his party

is

preparing to put to the

front the McKinley whose tariff policy was so signally repudiated by the people four years ago, the faithful partisan
editor has already swallowed his medicine with a good
grace.

has been shown to the world that leniency is not
to the Boer temperament, phlegmatic and unpolished as it has generally been pronounced to be. As
this is one of the base principles requisite for a nation's
advancement it is more than possible that a great surprise awaits the world in the future development of the
Transvaal.

ITforeign

SENATOR Tillman continues to make himself

obnoxious

to all self-respecting people in this country.
Pander
ing to the desires of the demagogic element he represents,
he utilizes every opportunity to heap personal abuse upon
the President and those who are associated with him. It

might have been supposed that the unanimous censure
passed upon Mr. Tillman by the press of the country,
Republican and Democratic alike, would have had a deterrent influence upon his spleen. It appears, however, that
"the "gentleman" is still the exception rather than the
rule in the Senate as in the House of Representatives.

of

CARNIVALS

have been epidemic in California this
of our able statesmen have solemnly
bewailed these harmless vanities, with their mockery of
royal courts, as un-American imitations of diversions born
in the effete monarchies of Europe.
But there is much
more thrifty method than mad merry-making in these
California frivolities.
True democracy may be appeased
by the assurance that our carnival-promoters have a keen
eye to the main chance, and take their fun with the air of

Some

spring.

a

fjf M. ESTEE says the Republican shibboleth in the
J 1, coming campaign will be "protection." Should the
party want something fresh to "inscribe upon its banners,"
Millions For Tribute, But
it might try the effect of this:

Not

9,

man who

is

counting the cost.

SINCE

the policy of restricting foreign trade, miscalled
protection, is now the only remaining " principle" of
Republicanism, it seems fitting that McKinley should be
His brain
the choice of his party for the Presidency.
never evolved a new idea, but the accident of a chairmanship in Congress made his name identified with the most
barbarous and piratical tariff this country has ever known.
The reason for his part}' prominence is the strongest of
reasons for his defeat by the people at the polls.

Oakland young woman, who has been studying
ANhard,"
announces
her head
grand and

"real
that
is full of
profound ideas respecting statesmanship and things, and
that she will stump the East to promote the principles of
the Populists. After "making her reputation, " she will
return to Oakland to practice law. It may be suggested
that the best way for patriotic young women to multiply
the followers of Populism is to take unto themselves husbands, and follow the Biblican injunction about replenishIt's a little slow, but it's sure.
ing the earth.
1UI TJCH disappointment is felt by the Directors of the
J 1 Art Association at the meagre demand for pictures

on exhibition at the Hopkins Institute. The reason why
there is no market for them is simply because the greater
part of the paintings are inferior daubs unworthy of a
place is any gallery. It is ridiculous to expect art lovers
to patronize second rate talent merely because it happens
to be local. Were the standard of excellence only raised
and fewer pictures admitted to the annual exhibition, the
really good work might be seen to greater advantage and
would stand a greater chance of finding a purchaser.
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The prominence which the A. P. A. assumed in the Republican State Convention raises the American gorge.
This
secret order made its preferences and dislikes known with
An Un-American
Society.

heard
high soprano
THE
now. The New Woman

the political choir just
piping for her rights. She
At
wants to vote, and is praying tyrant man to let her.
the polls the coming fall the citizens of California will be
required to pass upon a proposed Constitutional amendment which, if adopted, will extend the suffrage to women.
That it will be adopted there is no great danger. Its defeat is pretty well assured by the sort of advocacy it is receiving.
The New Woman is out in force haranguing in
Since the New Woman presents herself as a
its favor.
representative of what the whole sex ought to be, and will
be when they have achieved political equality, it is not conceivable that any formidable number of men will give their
Man is so constituted
voices for such a transformation.
that women of the marriageable kind will always seem to
him more desirable than women who are devoid of the atThe most conspicuous characteristic of
traction of sex.
Regard
the New Woman is her want of that attraction.
the leaders of the suffrage movement who are at present
among us. A few possess meek and subjugated husbands,
who are tolerated as a concession to society and nature,
but the great majority of the speech-making ladies are
either old maids, mannish women, or widows past the age of
The excitement which publicity
reasonable expectation.
affords is to their arid temperaments a substitute for the
interests that are dearest to normal women love, children,
home. The Californian who wants to see his mother, and
sister, and sweetheart marching to the polls in procession with these angular, atrophied, and epicene persons,
deserves to have that kind of female for a mother, sister,
and sweetheart.
Yet the New Woman, though minus the attraction of
sex, remains distinctively female in every unpleasant respect. Her appetite for notice and admiration is as strong
She cannot ask adas that of any actress in pink tights.
miration on physical account, so she demands that the masculine world shall stand off and revere her Mind. And that
mind has ever the essential narrowness of the possessor's sex.
It is permeated with vanity. No one is so egocentric as the
New Woman. Her devotion to the Cause is due mainly to the
The
opportunities it furnishes her for personal display.
stares of an audience have become to her what the glances
young
and
capable
of
were
she
love.
of a lover would be
She is a misfit, a failure, an apple that has withered and
Vanity is the fire that sustains
not ripened on the tree.
If men have passed her by and left her unmated, she
her.
persuades herself that they have been scared off by her
She has cultivated a scorn for women
superior intellect.
who draw men as a flower does bees. She., at least, owes
none of her charm to beauty, which is but skin deep. The
New Woman, in fine, is a hen without chickens who flatters
herself that, if not a rooster, she is as good as one, and
crows accordingly.
We speak of the fully developed, the extreme type of
The extreme is the ideal.
the New Woman. And justly.
Many women of generous natures, wishing to do something
for their sex, have been drawn into this suffrage movement, not because they understand it, but because it makes
loud and large promises. Suffrage really means more New
Women, of whom the supply already far exceeds the masWhatever tends to unsex woman should
culine demand.
Therefore, the proposed
receive the condemnation of men.
And it should be
amendment ought to be voted down.
voted down for other reasons. The electorate is not now so
rich in knowledge and intelligence that the State can afford
to inject into it a mass of inexperience, ignorance, pettiIf the voting lists could be revised by
ness and emotion.
crossing off all the dull and vicious men and replacing them
with women of sense and good character, that would be a
great gain, but no process has been discovered by which this
can be done. The New Woman, as we see and hear- her on
the platform and read her in the press, is just the sort of
She has perfect male
citizen there is no need to multiply.
representation in the political parson the brother who
regards the world as a Sunday school, billiards as the criminal counterpart of burglary, and the inaocent social pleasIf Calures of the people as the master vices of the age.
ifornia hankers for a plague of Dr. Dilles in petticoats, it
will adopt the Woman Suffrage amendment.
is

in

is

—

—

the perfect openness that betokens consciousness of
strength. The Rev. Hudelson, one of the bosses of the
society, had his headquarters at a hotel like the other
statesmen, and a Republican so eminent as George A.
Knight did not disdain to visit him there and humbly put
questions as to the truth of rumors that he, Mr. Knight,
had been placed on the blacklist. Hereabout a man who
is an A. P. A. is sufficiently conscious of the discreditableness of the fact to conceal it, but south of Tehachapi, it
seems, one can be an A. P. A. without shame. Eastern
culture and Eastern piety have made heavy inroads there
A sense of moral superiority always goes
of late years.
with the combination, and renders the victim certain that
whatever he does is sure to be right and admirable.
The A. P. A. has within itself the poison of which it will
die.
So long as it pretended only to negative activity to
the useful function of opposing those who made political
merchandise of their religion the public was disposed to
tolerate it as an unpleasant cure for an unpleasant ailment. That Irish Catholics everywhere sought recognition from both parties because they were Irish and Catholic nobody could deny.
It was impudently un-American
and provoked the creation of this A. P. A. as a punish-

—

—

But to every man of intelligence and modern spirit
anti-Catholic bigotry is fully as offensive as Catholic
bigotry.
By ceasing to be merely a negative and corrective force and taking the aggressive, the A. P. A. has
simply supplanted the political Irish in public disesteem.
The organization whose avowed reason for existence was
to protest againt the intrusion of religion into politics
gives signs of being determined to make of our politics a
matter of religion solely. The Irish Catholic place-hunter
was intolerable, and the A. P. A. place-hunter is
equally repulsive.
Civilized citizens will use the ballot
as a club wherewith to break the heads of both.
The opposition of the order in Ohio to the nomination of
McKinley demonstrates how far it has strayed from its
original purpose.
McKinley is not an Irishman but an
American, not a Catholic but a Methodist, yet the A. P. A.
antagonizes him because he would not make of himself its
servant in the distribution of offices while he was Governor
The effrontery of the A. P. A. in taking such a
of Ohio.
position as this tells plainly of the need there is for crushing it.
have no high opinion of Major McKinley. He is a
commonplace man, an ordinary Ohio politician, and the
representative of a single idea that is opposed to all that
science has to say on the subject of the laws of trade. But
if the A. P. A. shall make
him the representative of the
American doctrine of no religion in politics he will get the
votes of multitudes of men who have no liking for him personally, no respect for his abilities and no faith in his

ment.

We

mediaeval political economy.
The A. P. A. is a sheep dog that has taken to killing
The fate of a collie which does that is sealed.
the sheep.
There is too much sense, too much manhood in California
to permit an association to flourish which stands for religious proscription in politics.
The more prominent the
A. P. A. becomes as an aggressive element, the shorter
will be its life.

Two

Some weeks ago

the Rev. Dr. Morgan, a
fashionable preacher of New York, delivered
a sermon which he did not compose, but
The Rev. Dr. Lee wrote to the newspapers and exstole.
posed the thief. Thereupon a number of clergymen also
wrote to the newspapers, vigorously denouncing whom?
Not the thief but Dr. Lee, who had been so little regardful of the interests of the church of God as to bring one of
its ministers into public contempt.
The New York Sun
has been moved by this peculiar manifestation of holy
wrath to inquire editorially whether clergymen are morally
accountable.
Clergymen are
The answer is simple.
morally accountable. But the morals of the churches
differ greatly from the morals which obtain outside of
them.
Conduct which in a worldling would be considered
infamous is held to be venial in a clergyman. On the other
hand, the worldling may do things without reproach from

Kinds
Of Morals,

—

H

.

:oi»»
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that would instantly cost a clergyman his pul-

9an Francisco
given a striking illustra-

church morals from ordinary
The Rev
>r
Brown, Con gregation alls t, was.
newspaper pressure, reluctantly removed from liis
'

1

pulpit for adultery, perjury, subornation of perjury, bribwitnesses, the intimidation of women, and the harI
boring under the same roof with his wife of a woman
notoriously unchaste, who confessed to betas in love with
f.
Mr. Goodwin was so incensed at the punishment
inflicted upon Dr. Brown that he at once did him the
to invite him to occupy the Goodwin pulpit for a

Sunday

la>t.

however. Mr. Goodwin proved

that he has a high regard for the sort of morals patronized by the churches. He denounced all forms of gambling,
including cards in the house and even raffles at church
festivals.
He also sternly condemned theatre-going, and
is doubtless wide-awake to the unspeakable wickedness of

Sabbath-breaking, profane swearing and dancing.
The Congregational clergy of Iowa have, like Mr. Goodwin, been shocked by the action of the Congregational
clergy of California in expelling Dr. Brown from the ministry.
They have taken the persecuted brother into their
own fold, and he will doubtless find a pulpit in Iowa. It is
intimated, too, that the attention of the Congregational
clergy of the whole of the United States will be called to
the case of the ill-used ex-pastor of the First Congregational Church.
Two months ago the Rev. Colburn, pastor of the Grace
M. E. Church, San Francisco, was arrested in Golden Gate
Park for a crime too horrible to be specified. The Park
Commissioners thought it better to refrain from prosecuting him than to inflict upon the public the loathsome scandal that a trial would mean. The Rev. Colburn has sought no
vindication in court, and has made no complaint against
the policeman who took him to jail in the patrol wagon.
He continues to preach, and his congregation is satisfied.
Now, had either Dr. Brown or the Rev. Colburn been
convicted of playing a game of billiards, or of attending a
Sunday picnic, or of uttering the word damn in a moment
of irritation, he would have been unfrocked with the hearty
approval of the clergy and laity of his sect everywhere.
There would have been no sympathetic invitation to preach
from Brother Goodwin's pulpit, no resolutions of condolence and confidence from the Iowa brethren, no ladies to
sigh out their unimpaired trust in beloved Pastor Colburn
and to lay flowers at his dear feet.
The attention of the secular press of the American continent is being attracted to the queer standard of morals
to which the churches hold the clergy accountable.
And
it is timely to say that unless the churches shall rediscover
the Ten Commandments men and women who desire to be
of clean repute will sedulously avoid the sanctuary.

averse to allenlattag the silver maniacs, which a failure to
put forward again the Burns plank would have done.
The demand for woman suffrage is another heritage
from the Burns convention, a perfectly needless folly, for
there is no large Dumber of Californian males, or married
females, or females in expectation of getting married, who
hanker to sec the ballot in the band that nature intended
should rock the cradle,
The supplementary resolution against the Funding bill
was not adopted 1. realise the convention liked it. hut because the convention feared its rejection would places
weapon in the grasp of the anti-railroad Democracy.
For the rest, the platform, barring the advocacy of
bounties to exporting farmers, is pretty straight Republican doctrine.
The whoop for protection was, of course,
obligatory.
The convention did well to give John D. Spreckels the
victory over the Kelly-Mahoney faction.
That was a
triumph for decency. It also did well in selecting Mr.
Spreckels as one of the delegates-at-large. He is entitled
to every honor that the party, for which he has done so
much, can bestow.
But the Republican State Convention of California has
issued a challenge which the Democratic party must accept
or stand convicted of cowardice.
The American Protective Association ran things at Sacramento, ran things
openly, rioted in the undisguised exercise of its power.
It
has formally taken possession of the Republican party of
this State, and whatever is opposed to the vile proscriptive
feeling which the A. P. A. represents ought at once to be
rallied against the party that, without a protest in the
convention, has thus surrendered itself to the direction of
a secret order. The Democracy, at its forthcoming convention, should take frank and aggressive ground against
religion in politics, call on all who are hostile to the application of the religious test to American citizenship to unite
with it, and give fierce battle to this ugly monster of
bigotry which, grown fat in Southern California, has come
up impudently to the capital of the State and swallowed
the unresisting Republican party. Neither Catholic nor
Protestant should be known in American politics, and
when either forces himself in, his head becomes a fair mark
for every American ballot.
If the danger of too much
Catholicism excused the creation of the A. P. A. the A.
P. A. has made of itself a greater danger of the same
sort, and brought over against it whatever respectable
public sentiment there was originally behind it.
The suppression of the A. P. A., which has become the
proprietor of the Republican party in California, ought to
be made the leading local issue in this State. If the Democratic party is not craven, is not stupid, the call for battle
will be sounded without a moment's faltering.
,

The Republican

In most things the Republican State
Convention which met this week at Sacramento did what was expected of it.
It was a nearly unanimous McKinley body, at least on the
surface.
To be for McKinley is the national Republican
fashion of the moment.
The party hope is that a roaring
cheer of forced enthusiasm for the Ohio man and bis one
idea will divert attention from what ought to be the real
Convention.

—

issue of the Presidential campaign the financial question.
is a straddler on that it does not worry him
that Eastern conventions, declaring for the single gold
standard, and Western conventions declaring for unlimited
silver coinage, alike pledge their delegates to him.
The
party is hopelessly divided, and the private prayer which
it sends up is that McKinley 's straddle may be wide enough
to bridge the chasm and furnish a bridge over which the
Republicans may march to a dishonest victory in Novem-

As McKinley

ber.

The Sacramento convention pronounced

for free coinage

of silver at the 16 to 1 ratio, as the Republican
of two years ago, owned by Colonel Dan Burns,

Colonel

knew nothing about

convention
did.

The

finance, but he possessed silver
mines in Mexico.
Consistency required a renewed declaration, which is far from expressing real Republican opinion
in California.
venture to say that three-quarters of
the party are against free coinage, but the managers are

We

We

are glad to see that Mr. Weaver is
about to make a legal fight over his continued persecution in the matter of the
Almshouse. The whole affair, from beginning to end, has
been disgraceful and we are surprised that the State's
chief Executive should lend himself in any way to an affair
It is time that an
so deserving of general opprobrium.
end should be put to the political " spoils " system. If it
continues, and men who have served the city honestly and
capably are to be removed from public office merely to
provide a place for other politicians or their friends, the
city is going to travel the road to ruin pretty quickly.
The Grand Jury paid an unexpected visit to the Almshouse and found everything as it should be; the people
there were well satisfied with the treatment they received under the supervision of Mr. Weaver and his able
assistant, Mrs. Weaver, and no complaints were made to
them whatever. This of itself should be enough to make
the Governor think twice before taking a step the consequences of which may be more serious than he imagines.
The people of this city are with Mr. Weaver, and the day
The
is about gone when they can be easily overlooked.
press also unanimously upholds the Superintendent in his
management of the institution, and the appointment of
any one else to the position for purely personal motives,
will bring about the Governor's ears a storm of indignation which will only be accentuated by the airing of the
Unjust
Persecution,

matter

in the Courts.
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Propose To Talk
The Funding

now conceded that

the Railroad
favored by a large
majority in both houses of Congress
Bill To Death.
and that nothing can prevent its passing into law, except parliamentary fillibustering for the remainder of the session. In the House that reprehensible
method of abusing the right of free discussion no longer
works, but in the Senate it is still possible to talk a bill to
death.
That is what our Senators are now being asked
to do with the funding bill.
The Examiner is furiously
laying the lash upon their backs with the intent to whip
them into making that sort of runniog. It is evident,
however, that no great hopes are entertained of Senator
Perkins in that connection, and that Senator Steve "White,
aided by Morgan of Alabama, is relied upon to do herculean duty for the occasion.
There can be no doubt. of the
burly Senator's capacity for such an undertaking, but
that he will exercise it in the unparliamentary and revolutionary manner expected of him is not to be believed for a
moment. He is credited with a laudable desire to stand
well with his associates in the Senate, and may therefore,
we think, be sure to refrain from an abuse that would
briDg him a host of enemies for the remainder of his term.
Moreover, he is ambitious and will hardly be likely to
throw away future chances at an unfriendly newspaper's
behest, and certainly not when his doing so would plainly
be the result of the whip, now being laid on in the sight of
all men.
Of course it is a Senator's right and duty to use
his voice and cast his vote in favor of, or against a particular measure, as his conscience and judgment may dictate,
but there both his right and his duty end. When he
throws himself into a fillibustering fight he abuses his
position, prevents, as far as he can,
the will of the
majority from prevailing, raises vindictive and personal
issues and naturally begets antagonisms calculated to
destroy his usefulness to his constituents and his chances
of advancement at the same time.
Stephen M. White is
hardly the man to make any such mistake.
What
Senator Morgan may happen to do is another question. If
he is himself, he will naturally yield to the proprieties of
debate, for which he is a stickler, but if he be not himself, nobody can tell in advance what he may do, and in
that case, nobody need care.
Under excitement he pretty
soon subsides. The Examiner claims to control talking
Senators enough to kill the bill, but who they are does not
"
yet appear. Our contemporary is good at " claimiug
and probably in this instance, as in many others, it is pretending to more than it owns.
In all seriousness, we ask where is the sense or public
good in attempting to defeat this important measure in
such a way ? The most that the opponents of the bill
claim is that it does not provide for sufficiently large
anuual payments on account of that part of its funded indebtedness guaranteed by the Government. But if that
were true, where would the interest of California come in
if those payments were increased to
any figures that the
cranky dotage of a Sutro or the insatiable fury of a Hearst
might dictate? The smaller the payments that are exacted from the railroad, and the longer the time given it
to liquidate the whole the better it will be for California,
whatever it may be for the balance of the country. And
therein consists the utter mockery and humbug of the
local opposition.
Senators and representatives from all
over the country are satisfied that the railroad cannot
reasonably collect more from the Pacific Coast than is
provided for in the bill. The Sutro-Hearst combination
say in one and the same breath that fares aud freights
are too high, and yet that they ought to be made higher
in order that the Government may be paid more.
Their
position is so absurd that it seems like an insult to the intelligence of the reader to attempt to argue it.
The
obvious fact is too often being lost sight of that whatever the railroad pays it must collect from its patrons.
To cinch it in the pretended interests of the Government is
really to cinch ourselves, and yet, marvelous to say, that
is the very thing our representatives are being coerced into voting for.
No wonder that Eastern Congressmen are
lost in surprise and wonder at our incomprehensible attitude and that they are heard exclaiming: "What i/u you
Californian's want? "
As California, in point of population, is only about a fiftieth part of the whole nation, why
should we object to what the other forty-nine parts are
It

is
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ready and willing to do for us

ment were

?
If, indeed,
the Governwilling to release the whole claim, and the rest

country acquiesced, what cause would Californians
have for objecting ?
Pares and freights could then be
greatly lowered, and that, we had supposed, all our hearts
had been set upon. With the longest haul in the world
over high grades, the Central Pacific cannot at one and
the same time lower its charges and increase its payments.
Whatever it pays it must collect. That much is obvious. The
discussion of this subject would have made better progress
if, from the first, it had been rightly understood
that the
railroad's cause was its patrons' cause.
That being true
beyond a peradventure, it follows that the men who are
clamoring for severer impositions upon the railroad are, in
truth and fact, enemies of the State and of its producers.
of the

The Fabiola foolery is a thing of the past, not
for this year only but for all time.
The
farcical nature of the show came to a glaring
culmination last week and the good people of Oakland became aware of the imposition being practiced on them, and
Fabiola
Foolery,

bursting iuto righteous denunciation, determined to stop
it forever.
Under proper management these Fabiola
fetes would be well enough.
People are always willing to
put their hands into their pockets when a deserving
charity is involved and are not likely to worry much over
wind and weather so long as somebody is going to benefit by
the inconvenience.
But when a lot of money is collected
together and only a fourth rate show given, the contestants themselves not receiving proper consideration, people are liable to conceive a big disgust for the whole proceeding and prefer to look elsewhere for their amusement.
This year, after over-much patient waiting, a few coaches
(half the number advertised on the program) paraded
once with hearse-like gravity past the stand and were
then removed to a remote place, probably to allow the
horses to cool after undue exertion. Finally they were
dragged through the performance again and that was all!
We do not blame the contestants, who certainly did their
best to make the frte a success and many of whom stayed
away in sheer disgust, but rather the Committee who had
the affair in hand.
Moreover, there appears to have been
a reckless expenditure on the part of those having charge
of the financial end.
The Treasurer's report shows that
over $4700 was netted for gate receipts and programs; expenses, however, amounted to $3000, so that only $1700
will be turned over to the Hospital. Where did that money

and why was it so lavishly expended when it was
needed for a charitable purpose? The people who helped
the fete along have a right "to know these things and we
trust the Treasurer will make his side of the question public.
go,

They Can

At

Bear
Watching,

much account and

the best Supervisors are not of very
the present gentlemen
serving in that capacity are about the worst
the city has been saddled with for many a
long year. The tax levy for the fiscal year of 1895-1896
was raised to the enormous figure of $2.25 to meet certain
necessary expenses, amongst which was an appropriation
of $300,000 for a municipal offices building onithesiteof
the old City Hall and $30,000 for a Pest House and a
Home for inebriates. The people have put their hands into their pockets and have paid the money, hoping at least
to get something in return therefor; but after causing
dissension about the site of the Pest House, the Supervisors have juggled the money laid aside for its construction into the general fund and thus it has disappeared.
It
remains now for the people to see that the $300,000
appropriated for the down town building is not treated
the same way, thus making it necessary for the same sum
to be taken out of our pockets again next year.
The Supervisors should, moreover, be held accountable for
goods ordered when there is no money in the respective
funds to pay for them. To expect of the printer, the gasman, the stationer or the plumber that he first go aud
overhaul the books and see whether the City is in a condition to pay its just debts upon receipt of the goods is
ridiculous.
The Supervisors are supposed to attend to
such matters and by overlooking them they become
morally liable for the debts. The sooner this fact becomes
recognized the sooner will city affairs be properly administered and honest people be less liable to be imposed upon.
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The history

.lane Stanford.
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in

memory

of tin-

ol a befrom his

ne had reached his manhood
to be commented upon here.
The death of tbi
fresh in our memories
S
and it is safe to say that there is not a man or a woman in
irnia who does not still grieve with the wife and the
mother who is left alone in the world whence her cherished
have been taken. Kindliness and sympathy are of
themselves lasting qualities, hut when gratitude is added
.veil

known

to them they become stronger yet, and this it is which accounts for the bond between .Mrs
Stanford and her
California!! people.

Men who were

politically

opposed to

her husband have met

together with those of his own
party and have spoken only words of kindness for one
whose interest in the welfare of the .State enabled him to
do so much for its advancement. And as the younger
generation grows up and other children come to benefit
by the institution he founded and endowed, it can surely be
said that he and his family will come to be looked upon, if
not as the State's founders, at least as mighty pillars
thereof.
By the payment of this vast sum the future of
the University is now assured, the institution which continued to thrive even in adversitj when shortsighted and
bitterly prejudiced people were attempting to defraud its
patroness of her rightful heritage, will now be enabled to
branch out in many different ways and will help to win for
California the name of a State, not only mighty in natural
resources, but also unexcelled in her educational facilities.
This of itself may help to lighten the sorrow of her whom
we feel justified in calling "the mother of the State;" since
the death of her husband her main interest has been that
the University should receive its portion and having received it, through her unabated efforts and after much
hard struggle she will surely experience a satisfaction
somewhat akin to consolation. The daily papers have
unanimously attempted to voice the gratitude of the people to the dead testator and their love to her who has
carried out his wishes.
She has been faithful to California
and California will be faithful to her. We can safely assert
there
is
that
not a man, woman or child in the whole State
who does not hope to-day that she may long be spared to
us, and that she may see the results of the great work
whose future is now so gloriously assured.

We

are glad to see that the Republican ConA New
vention has inserted a plank extending the
Departure,
benefits of protection to the cultivators of the
soil, and we are especially glad to know that
the method by which that is to be accomplished was first explained through the columns of the News Letter. The
Government is to pay part of the cost of "transporting
agricultural products from American seaports to foreign
seaports."
That means subsidized steam lines and cheap
ocean transit, which the News Letter has long advocated.
But the convention has committed itself to dear inland
transportation for our fruit growers, by demanding the
immediate payment of the railroad's indebtedness to the
second bondholders. That, of course, was intended for
buncombe, but it seriously mars the work of the convention,
and will yet be regretted.

PICTURESQUE

SAN

most certainly bo be congratD. Sprockets for a dele
gate to the National Convention to be held at St. Louis,
ami also upon the selection making him the representative
from this State on the Republican National ('mini
His victory over a great and corrupt pari of the Republican party show- that honorabli
en are
apprei
ctors, and thai in the long run
right will ever triumph over mere might when that might
represents the Criminal anil corrupt element ill polities.
Mr. Spreckels had a hard light on his hands, and for Some
time it appeared doubtful whether he would be able to
ime the legions againsl him.
He did it, however,
and the representative element of the Republican party is
to be sincerely congratulated upon its victory.
The completeness of this victory is almost unprecedented in the
annals of political history. Out of a total vote of 635, Mr.
Spreckels received 565.
Martin Kelly can now be considered dead.
Mr. Spreckels has killed him, and the entire
State, Republicans as well as Democrats, extend him the
hand for having accomplished one more victory toward
the goal of pure politics. For even men of a different
political complexion to the Republican representative will
rejoice at seeing the downfall of a corrupt "boss"
accomplished.
We wish Mr. Spreckels the reward he merits. He is interested in California, is not afraid of spending his money
here, and is a financial giant in every sense of the word.
As President of the Oceanic Steamship Company, and
Vice-President of the California Sugar Refinery and Western Beet Sugar Company, he has a standing among commercial men in this community which will prove of enormous advantage to him.
Business men like to be represented by one of their kind, and in this case they will be
more than satisfied. Besides that, a man with such multiform interests in this city and State as he has, has double
reason to be interested in good government, and it is a
pity that the sons of rich men do not oftener enter the

Til

if

for the State's advancement and
the country's good.
have ever advocated this, and we
rejoice to see Mr. Spreckels lead the way. That he will draw
friends around himself is a foregone conclusion.
He is of a
firm, 'yet kindly, disposition, andisgenerous to an extreme.
His numerous friends all testify to the manner in which he
ever looks after them, and we feel sure that the same
faithfulness will be displayed to the party which has so
unanimously reposed its confidence in him.

We
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A Slight Cold,
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week we present our readers with a delightful
marine view, showing a portion of the great Bay of
San Francisco, looking out of the Golden Gate. The fortified island of Alcatraz appears on the left of the picture;
to the right are the stately hills of Marin County.
Bronchial Troches" give immediate and effectual relief.
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NEVER see

Eddie Poy without longing for
the big, three-ring circus. That's where
he belongs, along with theeduoated donkey,
the terra cotta lemonade, the fairy with
the iron jaw, and the hoop-la! perfume of
saw-dust and animals.
With white-washed
Eace and the spacious maternal pantaloons of the old time
clown, the name of Foy, like Castoria and Mellin's food.
would voice the cry of infants, grealj and small, all over
But Eddie Foy in The Strange
this broad land of ours.
Adventures of Miss Brown is as tame as decanted beer; he
doesn't belong there, and he knows it. and he looks uncomfortable, at outs with himself and sadly bored.
can hear the Chestertieldiau Brady
In my mind's ear
1

gave Koy the engagement: "Now. see here. Eddy,
you've been a sure case of cbillblains in Crusoe, Henderson's had an over-dose of you, but I'm going to give you a
chance at a straight part- no ouspidoring the [footlights,
no gaggy songs, no sloppy business, no hully gee's, but a
try at the real comedy, and maybe you'll land up with Joe
Jefferson, Corbett, Goodwin, and the rest of the big 'uns.
I've got a great piece: An officer of the Queen marries a
ward in Chancery she's snatched away from him and put
back in a seminary he dons feminine togs, enters the
school, and has a corker of a time before he gets her out.
you'll be the officer, and all through the first act you'll
have to act like a gentleman. I know it will go hard,
Eddy— you're such a slob, and it's against your nature to
groom iip but try it on, anyway; pattern after Jim and
me, and one of these days you'll find yourself billed Edwin,
New York won't call you a Western favorite, and Meltzer
as

lie

—

—

—

be writing vou a play.''

'11

* * *

He was measured for

a fatigue uniform
and a black frock coat, and some kind colored lady gave
him a clamorous gown, a red sunshade, and a picnic hat.
lie cultivated a martial stride, he studied the intricacies
of reposing one's hands, he learned to drink his brandy
Rut. oh, what a change it has worked on
from a glass.
the once most joyful vulgarian who trod the stage! Even
the ecstasy of snuggling with the sweet girls at Miss
Romney's academy, the delirium of uplifted skirt and a
yard of Foy legs poulticed in inflammatory wool even
these do not bring the glad, warm sunshine iuto Eddie's
life.
He has tried to be funnv without being vulgar, and

Foy consented.

—

failed.

* # *

A

learned -New York critic has written that The Strange
Adventures of Miss Brown is abetter play than Charlie's
Aunt.
And it is; so is The Scarlet Letter and The Crime oj
u Century; but that is no reason why Miss Brown should
She would do well
visit herself upon the Baldwin Theatre.
enough at the California only the minstrels happen to be
there with one of the best diversions we have had in moons
But the Columbia has troubles of its
or the Columbia.
own this week, so we must receive Miss Brown in our
swi'llcst play house, or else not have her at all.
Though the farce is an ordinary one, and Eddie Poy a
most disheartening comedian, there is one character that
is immense
Herr von Hosier, teacher of music in the
Yon Mosier is an exaggeration; nothing half so
academy.
funny could live not even Uncle Sutro taking his Sabbath
He looks like one of Zim's illustrations, and he
bath.
talks a dialect that would convulse a death mask.
James
E, Sullivan has the role, and to him belongs whatever success Miss Brown is making.

—
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drums patter and boom, and the country for
knows that Primrose and West's minstrels

are sounding the prelude to their evening's performance.
If you go into the theatre,
as I did on Tuesday night, you
will find it packed to the last row and a fringe of ablelegged citizens clustering their heads through the foyer
curtains.
And incidentally, if you observe the stage and

have the faculty of comparing values, you will find before
you the best, show in town in truth, the only approach to
a tirst-class performance of which this proud city can

—

boast.
To us of the far West, who, in days past, used to enjoy
the cream of burnt, cork attractions, it has seemed that
inins: relsy was a lost art.
Our old favorites, one by one,
left us for the variety or the farce comedy; itinerant organizations came and went, the intervals growing longer and
longer between their visits, until the once ubiquitous Bones
and Tambo lived in memory as dusky traditions of a byegone age.
When presto! the show boards glow with apt
adjective harbingers of the troubadour's return; the bands
play anew with skittish rythm, the boues rattle, the tambourine beats its brisk staccato on calloused knuckle and
hardened pate; the curtain winds aloft, and our old idols

are returned.
* * *

The stage looks small and crowded to the front: there is
a rush through the opening overture by the homely go-asyou-please band; there are no jokes, and though the songs
are brimful of the true Virginia essence, the end men
These are the niggers,
seem neither glad nor frolicsome.
the real ebony article
"minstrelsy in the past " the programme labels them. The stage is darkened; a patriotic
melody floods from a host of invisible instruments then
the electricity is on, and tier after tier, loaded with musicmaking minstrels, is revealed in the dazzling light. The
end men are blackened, and in claw hammers of blue and
gold satin; the singers are clothed as Beau Brummel
might have been on some gala night; the musicians, too,
wear princely raiment, and both have faces unsoiled by
cork,
In the topmost, tiers the colored men are stationed,
making a striking background for the glittering scene
It is a picture, a song, a story,
that rises from the front.
a something to be remembered a trick in staging, you of
the practical turn will say but the audience feels its animate power, and, for an instant, everything is drowned in
the tumult of applause.
Would that my cheerful young pen could find columns
long or broad enough to tell of all that follows.
With what
modest elegance of prose would I embalm the blithe songs
and scintillating feet of Mr. Jirnmy Wall, the expeditious
jokes of Mr. George Primrose, the startling voice of the
little pickaninny who made the cornet blush with envy, the
marvelous musicianship of the eccentric instrumental trio,
the intricate evolutions of Mr. W. H. West's Vanishing
G renadiers, and the exquisite deportment and address of
the interlocutor.
It is all very wonderful, very beautiful,
and very modern, even if, in he picturesque grammar of
"
it don't seem like the same old smile,"
the tenor's song,
and I would give my watch to see dear, middle-aged Billy
song
and
dance.
Emerson do a

—

—

—

—

t

—

—

—

* * *

At

eight o'clock the little pickaninivy band begins to toot
at the corner of Grant avenue and Bush street.
As the
last "11111 pa" blares and dies, another band stationed in
front of the California Theatre strikes up a gingery quickstep, to be immediately followed by a feet-inspiring hoedown from the army of brass at the Kearny street corTwo score of black and white niggers pump their
ner.
lungs into as many noisy-throated instruments; the sym-

Like several other estimable townsfolk, I went to the
Columbia expecting to see Louis Morrison in Faust somehow the announcement of " Morrison's Faust " associated
itself, iu my mind, with the veteran Mephisto.
Mr. Morrison was nowhere in sight; instead, William L. Roberts
played the devil with moderate plausibility; Miss Olive
Martin played, or rather sang, Marguerite, and Mr.
Ulysses Davis chanted Faust. There was an adequate accompaniment of variegated electric lights and, between
one of the acts, a trio of players on the Guatemalian
marimba appeared. These marimba players are a novelty, and decidedly interesting, and there is a combination
of wooden staccato and wheezy reed to their sultry, Central
American music that fascinates one.
But Faust is a sad,
sorry little parody on a dramatic performance.

—

Brown continues at the
Beginning Monday night Foy will

The Strange Adventures of Miss

Baldwin another week.
sing two new songs.

May
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Young Srover makes a capital
more than acceptable aIn fact,

it

Primrose

* # *

Chimet of Normandy, bright, tuneful, and refreshing
as ever, has been adequately mounted and sung at the
Tivoli this week.
Hartman's (^aspard is really a cleverly
acted character: Carrie Roma's Germaine, and Raffael's
Corneville are prominently excellent.
Commencing Monday Fra Diacoto will be given for one week, to be followed
by an operatic version of Unch Tom's Cabin.

Golumbia Theatre•

is

* * *

The coming

of

Ada Rehan and

Daly's

company

to the

Baldwin after the Foy engagement promises the biggest
theatrical event

San Francisco has witnessed

this season.
Besides two new plays, The Countess Gucki and The Tiro
Etcutclieons, all the old favorites of Daly's brilliant repertory
will be given.
Ed. Stevens, dear to the memory of all Californians, comes with the company.

The song recital of Mrs. Eunice Westwater will take
place Tuesday evening, May 19th, at the Native Sons'
Hall, where her many friends and admirers will enjoy
listening to her splendid contralto in an interesting selection of musical gems.
Miss Charlotte Gruenhagen and
Professor Martinez will assist and add to the artistic
merit of an unique programme.
The Minstrels have caught the town. Next week there
will be an entire change of bill and a cake walk, in which
many of our colored Four Hundred will participate. Besides the cake various prizes are offered, including banjos
and razors. No white folk are permitted to enter the.

Macdonougb Theatre, Oakland, the Zanzics, the
White Mahatmas, are filling an engagement of six perthe

formances, the last performance to be giveu next

Monday

N

tint tint)

of the Count.
Co., Lessees

A

and Managers

MORRISON'S Famous

<u ol

bc

I

FAUST,
.

Baldwin

TheatreSunday

To-night.

Al.

Hayman &

Co., (Incorporated)
Proprietors.

night, and all next week,

last times of the

comedian,

EDDIE FOY,
in.

THE STRANGE ADVENTURES OP MISS BROWN,
May 17th.
18th: ADA REHAN, accompanied by Augustin

Last time. Sunday night.

Monday. May

Daly's company.

r\

I

T* VOl
I

I

Mrs. Ernestine Kreling.
Proprietor and Manager
The Chimes of Nor-

i_i

Upera riO USe.
Last two nights

tuneful opera,

of the

mandy'.

Next week, Auber's

favorite opera.

DIMUOLO.

FRfl

In preparation, the beautiful story, UNCLE TOM'S CABIN.
The first time in this city in an operatic setting. A regal.scenic
production; all the lovely Southern airs and characteristic
negro dances.
Popular Prices
25c and 50c
O'Farrell
San Francisco's Greatest Music Hall.
between Stockton and Powell streets.

1

rpneUm.

street,

Coming attractions. Monday, May 11th,
The Original WOOD &SHEPARD, instrumental comedians.

FIELDS

&.

LEWIS, famous

Dialogue Comedians.

HAYES & POST.

Grotesque Song and Dance Comedians.
Matinees Saturday and Sunday.
Reserved Seats, 25c. Balcony, 10c. Opera chairs and box
;

seats. 50c.

Morosco's Grand Opera House.
of " Virginius."
evening. May 11th, sepond

Last week

Monday

lar tragedian,

EDMUND

K.

week

COLLIER,

of America's popuin the modern drama,

THE GROSS ROADS OF

LIFE.

Matinees Saturdays and Sundays.

GrO\/er 's

walk.

rroe

with its wonderful soenio, electric and calcium effects. The
marvelous ' Broohen" Boene, with genuine Bashes or lightning
and the magic rain ol fire. Reserved seats, S6o., 50o 75c.
Nexi Attraction: amy LEE and PRANK doane,

.

not a great one, but it
has good points, and the excellent support given by
Morosco's company has made the performance of Knowle's
tragedy a success at the Grand. Next week Collier will
present a modern drama, The Cross Roads of Life, with
the full strength of the stock company.
Collier's Virginiiu

Fried lutiiliT.

be

will

natlo production

* * #
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bright, particular >tars on the Orpheum
week, t.i say nothing of half a dozen other
that are well worth sitting through: Charlotte
Parry, the American mimic, who takes off such celebrities
rnhardt, Rehan, Guilbert ami Cbevelier, and Kan
som. who makes up like Boss Croker, and has an inexhaustible fund of stories that are pat and appropriate to
politics of the moment, or anything accessible to humor.
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Hoyt is not in the cast, which, howoot mar the performance to any great extent.
has t
sful enough to warrant another
•
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Monday

ThePalais Royal

Alcazar
next,

May

of America.

one week more of the great comedy,

11th,

OUR BOYS.
Four years' continuous run in London.
Prices: 10, 15, 25c. Reserved orchestra. 25c.

night.

Andrew Bogart has a benefit concert at Metropolitan
Hall on the evening of May 14th.
Many favorably known
singers are on the programme.
Faust has another week to run at the Columbia. Pawn
Ticket Number 210, a comedy, follows.

tl UaiTipO,

open every Sunday during the season. Music, dancing,
howling, boating, fishing, and other amusements. Refreshments at city prices. Fare, round trip, 25c. children, 15c, including admission to the grounds.
The steamer UKIAH will leave Tiburon Ferry at 10:30 A. M.,
12:10, 2:U0, and 4:00 p.m. Returning, leave El Campo 11:15 a. m.,
;

1:00. 3:00,

new quarters
THE
Trade at 16 Post

the California State Board of
street will be opened Thursday,
May 14th. Short addresses will be given by Governor
James H. Budd arid other distinguished citizens. The
ceremony will take place at 12:30 p. m.

A
S.

and

5:00 P. M.

of

People have been flocking to the popular El Campo pleasure resort on Sundays in crowds. All sorts of pleasures can be indulged
in there, such as boating, fishing, picnicking and jollifications
generally. The refreshments served on the grounds are first-class
and reasonable and the finest music is ever in attendance.
Just imported.
banquet lamps at

The Popular Bay Resort.

Now

fine selection of baccarat globes for
Q. Gump's, 113 Geary St.

piano and

&

Moore's Poison Oak Remedy
Cures Poison Oak and all Skin Diseases. Sold by all druggists.

Vicny Springs..
3 Miles from Ukiah.

The Terminus

Mendocino Gountu, Gal.

S.

F.

The only place

&

N.

P.

of

the

Railway.

in the world of this class of waters, where the
bath tubs are supplied with a continuous flow of Natural "Warm
Water, direct from the springs. Situation, location, and scenery not surpassed
The only place in the United States where
Vichy Water is abundant. The only

Natural Electric Waters,

Champagne Baths,

Springs Numerous, Baths Unequaled.
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manner
which the proceedings
the
ReTHE
publican Convention at Sacramento were reported by
in

of

late

the daily papers of this city was certainly a great triumph
and the public marveled.
Every move,
every combination, and every bit of manoeuvring, was
not only predicted with wonderful accuracy, but reported
with the strictest fidelity when it occurred.
Such work
was only possible through the untiring energy of an army
of writers and newsgatherers thoroughly familiar with the
persoimel of the convention, the political affiliations of its
delegates, and the deep underlying current of popular sentiment.
But all of the achievements of the Examiner's forces,
of the Chronicle's staff of political writers, headed by City
Editor Simpson, and the Call's army of reporters, the
efforts of the Associated and United Press, and the best
of special writers for the evening papers, are tinctured
with the bitter consciousness of defeat.
All were ignominiously " scooped " by an uuassuming little minister from
the South.
It happened in this way
The Rev. Mr. Pitman of Los Angeles chanced to be a
member of the committee on platform and resolutions, and
as such deemed it highly inexpedient that the declaration
of party principles be made public before it was formally
reported to the convention. So insistent was he that the
committee finally adopted a resolution to the effect that
the platform should remain a deep and dark secret until
it echoed through the convention hall.
Of course, detachments from the different armies of
newspaper workers lay in ambush and pounced upon the
members of the committee, and demanded the secret or
their political lives.
But so zealously was the secret
guarded that not a word of it leaked from any authentic
source.
In the meantime the unobtrusive little minister disappeared with a copy of the coveted document in the
pocket of his ministerial coat, and the next morning one
of the Los Angeles papers published it in full.
San Francisco was "scooped," and the South scored
of journalism,

:

another

brilliant victory.
#

* *

While the eyes of impecunious Britishers and "sich"
are directed lovingly towards the golden charms of our
California girls, it is strange that some of the wise
virgins who, 'tis said, abound in the East, have not advanced upon the ranks of marriageable prizes to be found
in San Francisco alone, to say nothing of California.
Just
look at this list, oh, damsels of Gotham, the Hub, or the
national capital, and see if it does not contain material
worth making a " try " for. The gilded youth of Gotham
wed with wealthy, old-time families or multi-millionaires
the Hub goes in for "culchaw," while in Washington city
girls must be content with flirtatious with army and navy
chaps, whose marital intentions are vague.
But in our
dear old San Francisco the bachelors can indulge themselves in taking a wife for >ove alone. Again, we sav, look
at this list Colonel Fred Crocker, Jim Phelan, Joe Grant,
;

:

Harry

Tevis,

Hugh

Tevis,

Harry

Stetson,

Dick Tobin,

Allan St. John Bowie. W. Whittier, George Newhall,
Charlie Baldwin, Claude Terry Hamilton all rich, or sons
of millionaires.
Then men who are well off in years and
coin George T. Marye, W. S. Jones, Jerome Hart, Horace
Piatt, J. W. Byrne
all or any of these would be indeed a
matrimonial prize.

—

:

—

* * #

Colonel

Henry

Kowalsky was taking one

of his weightreducing walks the other morning, and chance led him
across the Fourth-street bridge and well on the way toward Butchertown. Suddenly a shout and shower of mud
went up in the road ahead, and a frenzied steer, with a
vaquero in close pursuit, dashed toward him. At first the
animal swerved a little, then lowered its head and, with a
bellow, rushed straight at the Colonel.
He barely had
time to dodge around a coal car, with the infuriated
I.

May
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1896.

animal at his heels, and in another moment he was
clambering up the coal, regardless of his fawn-colored top
coat aud lemon-colored gloves.
The baffled brute bellowed and pawed up great showers
of mud, as it glared at the Colonel lying breathless and exhausted on the pile of coal. The vaquero sat on his horse,
with one leg thrown carelessly over the pummel of the saddle, and watched the proceedings with no little interest.
"Hey! You, sir!" shouted the Colonel, as soon as he
had recovered his breath and taken in the situation. " That
beast of your's tried to gore me. I will have you arrested
for permitting a dangerous animal to run at large."
" What's the matter with you?" calmly inquired the
vaquero.
" I tell you, sir, that brute attempted to gore me. and I
barely escaped with my life."
"
"Well, you are not hurt, are you ?
" No, but I might have been killed."
" Then if you are not hurt what are you kicking about? "
" Look out, sir! Do you know who I am ? " gasped the

thoroughly angered attorney.

"Nop."
" I am Henry I. Kowalsky, the attorney."
"Well, why didn't you tell that to the steer.
Get out

of here,"
the street.

and the vaquero drove

Hep! Hi!
down

his beef off

* * *

Occasionally a startling rumor is whispered in the public ear.
With the next breath it is denounced as absurd,
and it dies away only to spring to life again. It is affirmed
and denied, re-affirmed and disproven, but still springing
to life again, gathers details ever-increasing in particular-

and interest.
Such was the rumor that City Attorney Creswell had

ity

been taken into the custody of the officers of the law for
some great public offense, and it all came from his failure
to furnish diagrams, plans, and specifications of one of his
little jokes.
is an enthusiatic wheelman and delights
morning spins to the Cliff. One morning this week
he was unfortunate enough to puncture a new tire away
out beyond Strawberry Hill.
Being full of resources he
managed to repair it with a piece of chewing gum and one
of his suspenders, and resumed the ride..
He had hardly
gone a quarter of a mile when his chain broke. That was
something that gum and elastic would not repair, so he

Mr. Creswell

in early

started to trudge home, leading his disabled machine.
About that time a mounted policeman appeared and offered to tow him.
His lariat was made fast to the neck of
the wheel, Mr. Creswell mounted, and away went the horse
at a gallop. He was skimming along toward the city, enjoying the bracing air of the early morn without the trouble
of working for it, when an acquaintance hailed him.
" Hey! what's the matter ? " he shouted.
"I am just being pulled in," thoughtlessly replied the
city's counselor.

# * *

Every dog has

his

day and lady dogs occasionally have

theirs too. If you do not believe it, step out this afternoon
to the Pavilion and see the fifth annual bench show of the
Pacific Kennel Club.
The dogs are really the best ever
exhibited in this city and Jimmy Mortimer had a hard time

awarding judgment upon them. Much sorrow was caused
to the heart of Judge Lawlor whose foxhound Tasso
wandered away in search of some frivolous fair at the
time he ought to have been seated upon his bench. All of
which goes to show that dogs are merely human. The
Great Danes made a goodly showing as did the St. Bernards.
Albee Lawrence's collies attracted much attention.
One good thing about the present show is that the
floor has been profusely sprinkled with sawdust which
allows the dogs to get a good foothold and show off their
respective qualities to advantage.
One thing is noticeable, though, and that is that the Bedlington terrier seldom
makes an appearance on this coast. In England the
little animal is a great favorite and being a hardy dog and

capable of making a

good

appearance

always

elicits

favorable comment at the shows. Are there any of this
breed in the city? It would certainly pay a fancier to import one or two even if only for show purposes.

A fine

assortment of dinner sets at S.

&

G. Gump's, 113 Geary St.
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know

Samuel M.
remarked a well-

to ridicule

"but
little incident on a
train a few days aj»o that ••mpelled me to admire
and respect htm. It was .1 trifling matter, to bo sure, but
ed most coocluj
t he is possessed of the true
nan.
'Mi S
dJ D. sp:
oupied a seal in
ill
front of me
After a time
|MM
eft their o'
mping over the back of the seat
and retired to ttie smoker
At BOme little way station a
roughly clad foreigner entered the far. and finding all the
x-cupied except the one recently vacated by Messrs.
Shortridge and Spreckels, moved their coats to one side
I

1

id

1

-

-it down.
'After a short time Mr. Shortridge returned, and finding his seat occupied, commenced gathering up the over-

" 'Is this your seat?' inquired the laborer, rising to give
way.
No. sir,' replied Mr. Shortridge, with a courteous
bow. it was my seat, but it is yours now. I will find one

ment, and the clubman (wl
withheld) so far
is to buret into an oath
How the matter
ble had not a Boston man
remarked thai such an explosion could only !» due t" the
exhilarating quality of the Masson wine, and Immediately
ordered more
The new bottle came, and with it thi
formation that half a million bottles wen- consumed annually.
Only the very iicsi grade is manufactured, and it
has become so popular that all the officers on the large
steamship lines will have no other on board.
Of course,
facts changed the flood of opinion, and many of the
hotel managers ordered oases of the wine to be sent to
them in the Kast
Coupe .v Tippy, who are the agents,
and who have just moved into their new quarters under
the Palace, say that this will do more to advertise California wines in the Kast than anything yet attempted.

Whenever a stranger of importance comes to San Francisco and
his friends wish to give him a thorouchly first-class dinner he is always taken to the Maison Riche. The chef there is a past grand
master, so to speak, and the dishes he creates are worthy the gods
and their friends, the epicures. The lunch served there is by far the
most perfect of any in this city.

'

somewhere else.'
'"It was a most refreshing

genuine courtesy and
good breeding, and well calculated to inspire admiration
in those who too frequently come in contact with the railroad hog."
bit of

After dinner try Adams' Pepsin Tutti-Frutti Chewing
admirable. Indigestion fades before it.

The
625

* * *
last Sunday.

Dr.

bell nor an organ note was heard
In the Doctor's church last Sunday;
choir sang like a wounded "burrd,"
The doors were locked till Monday.

[

The Doctor

And he

The missus whispered adown
But that is another story
filled his

And

left

Peruvian

bums

Bitters

his ear

mm

glass with another beer,
in bis glory.

Second California* Republican

—Hurrah

for

•.••.•-

Hopkins'

—

Stockton

—

Excursions.

—

bet.

Hang

California

The popular weekly steamer excursions to Stockton inaugurated
last summer by George W. Hopkins, will be resumed for the season on Saturday next. Excursionists take the California Navigation and Improvement Company's elegant steamer, T. C.
WALKER, at 5 p. M Saturday, from Washington-street wharf,
arriving in Stockton Sunday at 5 a. jr. Returning, leave Stockton at 5 p. m. SUNDAY, arriving in San Francisco at 6 o'clock
Monday morning. The most enjoyable trip out of San Francisco and cheaper than staying at home.
Round trip tickets,
including transportation, meals, rooms, carriage drives, baths,
view of the country from the Court House dome, etc., etc., only
$4. Tickets can be had only upon application to GEO. W. HOPKINS, General Manager, 3U Montgomery St.
.

and hurrah for

McKinley!

R.—Hurrah for McKinley!
Both Together Hurrah for McKinley!

F. C.

•

McKin-

F. C. R.
But say, old man, do you really think more
protection would be good for us out here ?
S. C. R.— No, I don't.
F. C. R.
Then why are you for McKinley?
S. C. R.
Oh, they're just howling for him back East,
and we can elect him.
F. C. R.— But that will be bad for our State, eh?
S. C. R.
Of course, but we can't think of that in a
Presidential year, can we?
F. C. R.
Certainly not. Let a Democrat be elected ?
S.

•..

him alone

# * *

—
—
Good Lord!
C. R. — You

malaria.

small wineglassful, before meals, of the celebrated

First California* Republican— Hurrah for McKinley!
ley!

kills

Good Appetite^^

sat and he crossed his thumbs,
said to his missus slowly:

my dear,

that those quaint old
Won't think me quite unholy!"

She

in Japanese art come to Geo. T. Marsh,
His store is patronized by all art lovers.

Is restored and the disordered
Stomach and Liver invigorated by taking a

The ladies came and the ladies went,
They missed their dear old sinner;
They fumed a bit o'er the carfares spent
As they rode, unblessed, to dinner.

" I hope,

things
street.

Brown

Not a

No

best

Market

Jackson's Napa Soda

The First Gn](,'rfganoDal Cnurcti was closed
was confined lo his house— Morning Paper.

Gum. Yon

will find it

—

* * *

When

the visiting hotelmen were in this city the conversation turned one evening to a discussion of California
wines, and more particularly the champagnes.
Many of
the gentlemen were of the opinion that France alone could
produce a brand of a really superior quality, but one of
our best known clubmen, who felt a bit piqued at the slight
cast on California, ordered the waiter to bring a bottle of

JoiWnia.

Paul Masson's "Special Dry" and one of his "Extra
Dry," and then left it to the judgment of the visitors to
decide whether their former statements were not erroneous.
The men sampled the wines and looked at one another as connoisseurs do when they find a good thing.
When told that it was a California wine, Santa Clara
County at that, they were inclined to disbelieve the state-

AUSTRALIAN SALT BUSH,

was used exclusively at the Marlborough-Vanderbilt wedding breakfast. Owing to its excellence it is the pr eferre
table water at the best resorts, hotels clubs, etc,
;

The Forage

c***«- *«*««<*».>

Plant for Alkali Soils.

tens of thousands of acres of alkali lands in California
productive and profitable by planting Salt Bush.
For further information, address

The

* n .,.. n ...

.

.-

TRUMBULL &

may

be

n r-r< nr Seedsmen and Nurserymen.
street,
BEE.BE,

419

and

121

Sansome

made

S.

F
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" I say, girls, it pays to be chums with army chaps, and
don't you forget it," was the very gushing outburst of a
pretty bud on the Alameda boat last Satm-day.
"Just
think of having the Presidio band and so many button
beaux. Yum, yum " Truth to tell, the belles and beaux
alike had a good time at Miss Ethel Cohen's picnic, which
was a charming affair, and Lieutenant Davis bringing the
military band was not the least factor in its success.
* * *
1

a matter much to
JTbeis regretted
that every

time an American girl weds a foreigner, the daily press
should herald forth the fact as though a most notable event
had taken place. Why is not the same interest taken in a
good healthy American bridegroom ?
Because the tendency of fashion is towards Anglomania, and to be even
remotely related to the wearer of a title is considered of
more moment than aught beside. Our girls, whose hearts
beat in craving for such conquest, should reflect on several
things First, foreigners, whether of title themselves or
connected with nobility, do not, as a rule, marry unless
there is "money" in sight. To be sure, every girl hailing
from America especially California is credited with being a Yankee heiress, but in nine cases out of ten the
young man (or his relatives for him) ascertains the fact.
Then again, the "family estates " so frequently alluded to
in newspaper articles descriptive of these international
matches if any estates there are belong to the head of
the house, the wearer of the family title. The estate (!) of
a younger son in Ireland is quite apt to be on a par with a
villa at Colma station on the San Jose railroad. The ignorance displayed by newsgatherers is often pitiable, as, for
instance, last week the Examiner wrote of Mrs. YardeBuller as being married to the Hon., etc., etc., eldest

Rumor

says that Charlie Baldwin will astonish his friends
by an importation of a thoroughbred filly of
great beauty, in the near future. Let us hope she may
not be renowned for speed as well, if, as the rumor hints,
it is a bride the handsome Charley is to introduce to his
in California

friends in California.

:

—

Of all the whiskies kept on hand,
The one pronounced the best,
Is called the Keystone Monogram,

—

—

Superior to the rest.

Before a

man

goes out to dine

A glass of this will give
A better taste to all the wine,
And make

—

When
113

you are
Geary street.

When

it

good

to live.

weddiDg present, go to S. & G. Gump's,
They have a magnificent variety to choose from.

selecting a

playing poker drink Jackson's

Use Richardson

<fc

Napa Soda.

Robbing' canned and potted meats for picnics.

brother of Lord Churston when most people know it is
the elder brother who possesses the title. Of course, it is
absurd for our free and enlightened people to care for such
things, but it is imperative for those who write for the
reading public to be accurate and reliable in tbeir knowledge of whereof they write.
!

Stubborn

* # *

The poor paters

San Francisco are to be condoled with,
for assuredly a wail will go up from the family circles, and
girls of seasons (more or less in number) will clamor for a
trip to Europe right away, where relations of titled people
are lying round loose for some enterprising American to
capture. All this worry to the paternal heart is the result
of Miss Josephine Delmas' recently announced engagement
to a young Irishman scarce two years her senior, whose
chief merit
according to the daily papers lies in the fact
of

—

on the part of some
people to insist on believing that no highclass goods are sold
south of Market street.

A

—

of his cousin being a nobleman.
mania worship of titles cease in

When

Angloour own free country, and
when will our pretty native daughters learn that a good
true-hearted American is the peer of any foreign duke,
marquis, or earl ?
will this silly

no cloud without a silver lining, goes the
proverb, and surely the popular Collier family has proved
the truth of it, as since the dreadful calamity in Lake
County they have been showered with affectionate attentions by friends on all sides.
Every one likes the Colliers
—the sweet charm of Mrs. Collier, the stately grace of
Miss Sara, the bubbling wit of Miss Dottie. and the pretty
winning ways of Miss Quita, all combine to render them
favorite guests wherever they go.
is

* * *

at the "

Big Street"

We

showing

.

-

stores.

spring the most elegant and
Novelties— unique patterns and
— ever shown in the Furniture World.
this

of

Indianapolis
750

Furniture

The

oldest and most reliable brand on the
market. Sold only in 1-3 pound papers at
20 cents per paper. All grocers keep it.
-s^.

Strozynski's.

Popular prices, equal to others; no imitating.

All original styles, varied to suit the

features.

* * *

The many friends of a most popular belle and equally
favorite beau of the swim, are fearing that the recent
disastrous fire may somehow delay the "announcement,"
which every one has been predicting and anxiously waiting for.
* # *
already heading for the country and seaside
resorts.
Del Monte appears to be the favorite, and no one
is surprised to hear it.
One is always so well looked after
down there that one almost hates to come back to the city.
is

GO.,

Mission St.

Gomel Oolong.

out as a professional. Certainly Graham far outshines the
would-be "artists" who have of late been posing as something extraordinary, and would do credit to any concert

The swim

are

extensive line
quaint conceits

The success of our own Donald de V. was so great in the
Rivarde concert that his friends are urging him to come

programme.

the brim with

modern furniture from
the world's best makers, is what we offer you at prices
that will astonish those of you who have been buying
„,,

* * *

There

"m

five-story building,

filled to

Competent artists employed; no

apprentices, '"Bernhardt" wavers, to wave
nffr without burning; " Eau Broux," to restore
grey or bleached hair to natural color. Latest styles in modern Bangs,
particularly Louis de Lavelliere style. Open Sundays.
pariinn Hair
IrfaUMQ
Tldir Hpp^^rp
L>rC55tjr.
I

Corner Ellis and Leavenworth streets

WILL REMOVE May

1st

to

24 GEARY ST.

MOVED.^
COOPE &

PIPPY,

Agents for Paul Massoa Champagne. Ben Lomond Mountain
Wines, Schramsberger Wines. Vino del Rey Sweet Wines and
Brandies. California Olives, also selected brands of Imported
Wines and Brandies, have moved to

623 Market

St.

(underpay Hoten.

Gall and

See Us.

May
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1

grandfather, James Rich Steers, who was celebrated
the yachting world for having built the yacbl America,
and sailing her to victory, bringing over the cup which
English yachtsmen have in vain essayed to recover.
He
was a nian of prominence in the community and an inventor of no mean reputation,
He died suddenly at the
advanced age of eighty-eight years.
mander and Mrs. Clover are again In town at the
Kifth Avenue.
They are faithful to the Old hotel, where
Mrs. Clo'cr. with her father and mother, lived so long as

of his
in

551
^

m

N the spring the umbrella owner

tries 10 find uul
wln.-h i« hi-;
In the.pnuic Ibe soda fountain lightly (urns to thoughts of flu;
In the spring the wailing feline howl- with more discurrliint cry
In the spring Ibe housewife's faney lurus to thoughts of rhubarb pie.
In the snrinc
I

1

;

the correel thinir. I suppose, but
>oe can not avoid bur.-t oi SODg.
The
the small parks arc plowing with tulips,
is
very
Central
Park
u
bower of young green foliage.
and
The Riverside drive is more than crowded on these lovely
•

-itiir

'

ing girl.

met and Mrs

i>

summer home

however, and most of them
doing a rushing business.
I was breakfasting there the other day. and the place was
Billy Littauer rode up on a rattling little polo
crowded.
Hermann Oelrichs had a parly of men at a table
pony.
near by. Jimtnie Winslow, the yachtsman, in bicycle togs,
was near a window overlooking the river, and the ever
lovely Lilian Russell, with her young brother, both in
cycling clothes, were not faraway. It was all very cheerful.
The European exodus continues. Mr. and Mrs. William
Oothout were among the outgoing voyagers on the Transatlantique line last Saturday, and Jlr. and Mrs. Claus
Spreckels and Miss Spreckels sailed yesterday on the
Teutonic. The great Paderewski has also left us for his
beloved France, and does not intend returning until 1899.
His generous gift to aspiring composers in this country
caused a burst of gratitude both great and sincere, and
lent an especial interest to his departure.
Mr. William
Steinway, one of the trustees of the gift of ten thousand
dollars, the interest upon which is to be used for three
annual prizes for three composers, is so interested and
enthusiastic that he proposes to suggest immediate competition, advancing himself the necessary funds until all
formalities connected with the deed of gift are finally settled.
Paderewski's admirers must hold themselves responsible for many an attack of mal ile mer, since they
simply filled the saloon and the artist's own cabin with
most beautiful, and (at sea) painfully fragrant blossoms.
Mr. J. L. Hanson, the well-known banker of Los Angeles,
is here at the Holland, and Senator Stewart has been in
town for a few days, full of silver and eloquence.
Mrs. Ruth Abbey had an audition at the opera yesterday, and I understand that every one, from the artists to
the managers, were enthusiastic over her superb voice
and its admirable training. As both Mrs. Abbey and her
teacher, Mrs. Bella Thomas Nichols, are ex-Californians,
this news will be of interest in San Francisco. Mrs. Abbey
is unusually dowered by nature, as she has youth, beauty,
presence, dramatic force, and a voice which is said to be
phenomenal. I understand that she will make her debut
in London.
Madame Calve is one of her most ardent
tnorninjrs. chiefly by bicyclists,
make for Claremont. which is

Best leave

in

few weeks for their

a

Newport,

Passe Partout.

Fork, April SO, 1896.
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The bronzes and vases

Japanese
sought everywhere.
had of GeoT. Marsh, 625 Market St., are the
art Is

finest that

Napa Soda

Indigestion dies where .larkson's

to be

can be procured

lives.

THE

HOTEL RAFAEL,
SAN RAFAEL, CAL.

Now Open.

For the season, under the management

£5

CAPT.
Write now

-

.
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•
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and rooms.
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Peremptory
Auction Sale,

Wednesday, May

27th,

At 12 O'clock M.

SAN FRANCISCO

Pioneer Woolen Factory,

Without limit or reserve. Seven 50-vara
at the head of Van Ness avenue,

lots

opposite the Black Point Reservation.
Three brick and one frame building.
One four- story brick factory building; 64x383 feet.

Send or

call for circular,

with

all details

and descriptions.

1

admirers.
By the way, the Paderewski craze is equaled by the
Calve frenzy. Two entertainments have been given during
The mere
the week at which Madame Calve has received.
announcement of her presence has been sufficient to attract crowds, who were ready and willing to part with
their dollar and a half or two dollars for the mere pleasure
In
of looking at her or touching the hem of her garment.
Miss Ely's school on the Riverside drive, Calve, enthroned
in a chair of state, sat for two hours yesterday, and smiled
She did not
upon the hundreds who thronged the place.
In
sing, nor did she give one of her inimitable recitations.
fact, she did nothing, but Mount Holyoke Seminary is the
Madame Calve sails on
richer to-day by many a dollar.
the sixth, accompanied by Madame d'Hardelot, and I understand that Mrs. Abbey will go on the same steamer.
Captain Dillenbeck gave a dinner and card party to the
Among the
officers of Fort Hamilton a few nights ago.
guests known in San Francisco were Lieutenant Clermont
Best and Lieutenant Charles Justin Bailey, and Captain

Cotton from Governor's Island.
Mrs. J. W. Brown, with her son and daughter, has returned from Asheville, North Carolina, and has reopened
her house in Madison avenue.
Mr. J. R. Lake has met with a bereavement in the death

218-220

Stiainwald. Buckbee
Montgomery St., Mills Building.

&

Go., Auctioneers.

COAST-

PACIFIC

Business Directory

For
Now

ready

1896

for distribution.

Published by

Price, $5.00.
Merchants'
632 Market

St.,

S.

Publishing Co.,

F.

HAZELTON

HEMME &. LONG
BROWN k SIMPSON

PIANOS
Pianos to Rent and sold onlnstallmets.

735 Market

St.
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Mining men along the mother lode will
breathe easier now that the Prince Poniatowski has sailed for London. He has left
a few properties for the diversion of less
ordinary mortals, and for this there is cause to be thankful.
Most men would find their hands full with the management of one property of sufficient importance to warrant
the investment of capital, but nothing short of the earth
seems to satisfy this budding genius in the line of mining
promotion.
Fancy the capital which will be necessary to
It cost Colonel
open up fifteen miles of the mother lode.
Hayward nearly a million of dollars to make a mine out of
thrown
down the
the Utica. Nearly the same amount was
New London (now Lucille) to prove that it was not worth
anything.
Hundreds of thousands have been spent upon
the Rawhide, Kennedy, and a dozen other productive and
valuable mines, and yet we have a veritable tyro in the
business snipping off a few miles of territory as though
there was nothing to do but kick the crust off, and begin
Grant thought he
shoveling out bullion by the car load.
had a walk-over when he tackled the chief iniquity of a life
time of fiascos in the notorious Union-Gold, but it wound
him up, and a few more besides, after half a million in gold
had been tumbled down the shaft.
The crop of suckers in
London is just short enough at present to warrant the belief that this bonanza lay-out will meet with a pretty chilly
reception, as it ought.
The leading financiers in that burg
have little to learn now about California, as most of them
have confidential agents here, and, besides, the glamour of
the tittle will not prove so overpowering as perhaps some
people may imagine.
With a single good prospect, this
adventurous promoter might have stood a fair chance of
success, which cannot be looked for in the task he now
undertakes. It could scarcely be more Herculean had he
effected a bond upon the entire stretch of the famed belt
belt of mineral, extending for over one hundred miles.
Mining Gold
By the Mile,

The

fact that the Golden Butterfly
mine, of Butte County, has beenclosed
for reasons best known to the management has afforded an opportunity
to wreckers who happen unfortunately to have the privilege of airing their jaundiced opinions in the press, to take
a malicious fling at Major McLaughlin, who has been
mainly instrumental in letting the world know that such a
property was in existence.
The tone of the original
article, which has been bandied about from one malcontent
to another, is suggestive of failure, with the sneering complaint embodied in it. that many thousands of dollars in
This is the
British coin have been disbursed in Butte.
usual return which a public spirited and enterprising miningrates,
who are
ing man may expect from a class of
always ready to ignore any material benefits which may
accrue to the community at large, unless they directly and
If there is any man
personally profit by the transaction.
in Butte County who should be recognized as a promoter
of its best interests at home and abroad, it is Major
McLaughlin. The money spent there under his direction
Ingrates Who
Injure the State,

will

aggregate many thousands

of dollars,

running up into

the hundreds of thousands, if the truth were told.
He has
opened mines, planted orange groves, built irrigation
ditches, and given the county a place in history as the site
of one of the great engineering feats of the century, and
all for what?
to have a set of pariahs snarling at his heels
in a hungry rage of jealousy.
But in this respect he is no
more the victim of base ingratitude than Captain Nevills,
to whose efforts Tuolumne owes so much.
Travelers
through that section come back surprised and disgusted
at the unfriendly disposition evinced toward a man who
has proved himself ready to foster and back financially
any project favoring the development of that section of
the State. The State at large can thank the Rawhide and
its manager for initiating the boom in gold mining, from
which so many people are now reaping beneficial results.
The respectable element in both counties should, for their
own sake, if nothing else, see to it that a stop is put to the
present condition of affairs, which reflects seriously upon
their respective communities.
If they do not desire
to check the inflow of capital altogether, the practice of
abusing people liberally inclined that way, and of throwing
every obstacle in their way, must be stopped. The hungry
rush made at every monied man who appears on the horizon can be accounted for by the period of starvation just
ended, but it is an ill-advised method of sustaining confidence, which it has taken so long to work up to the point
of investment.
There will be a chance for all to make
money in the mining business if the hogs do not cut too
much of a figure in the programme. As for the Golden
Butterfly mine, the News Letter is in a position to inform those who are so maliciously disposed toward it and
its management, that the close down is only temporary,
and, furthermore, that it was not occasioned by any default in the property itself, it still being estimated of
sufficient merit to continue the investment of more coin,
which, like the last, will be provided in London.
There is every reason to believe that
A Boom in
the wave of speculation which for some
Mining Stocks, time past has been sweeping westward
from Europe, has at last struck San
Francisco.
During the week an excitement broke out
suddenly on Pine street, which has been gradually increasing with the steady inflow of coin to the market.
The
advance was due in the first instance to a strike
the
Chollar portion of the Brunswick lode, following upon the
important development of ore in the Occidental. Chollar
has been the king-pin of the 'market, and its strong and
steady strides to the front have brought other stocks up at
a rate which has surprised the bear element as much as
any one else in the business. It is now said that work will
again be taken up in the lower levels of Con. Cal. -Virginia,
where there is considerable ore available for extraction.
There is every indication of lively times ahead on the street
in the near future.

—

m

A Complimentary Notice
For Mining Promoters.

The miners of California seem at
awakening to the fact
that the professional promoter
what
he cracks himself up
is not
last to be

The State has been cursed in years past by these carpetbaggers, who have the science down to a fine point of
The State
talking very large upon an empty stomach.
Mining Journal pays its compliments to the class this week
in a few timely words which we are pleased to reproduce
for the benefit of our readers, as follows:
to be.

" The Pestilential Promoter is denounced by the press all over the
mining districts of the State, as the persistent enenry of the pureminded prospector. And it is with good reason that he is so denounced. When the prospector with much toil and labor, and after
many weary trampings, has found a mine, and desires either to sell
it or to engage capital for its development, the promoter comes to
the front, and threatens to blacken the character of the property if
He is like the traditional dog in the
be cannot get control of it.
manger; he cannot eat the hay himself, and will not, if he can help
miners would unite in refusing to
it.
If
it, let any one else have
treat with such as cannot be well vouched for. the professional promoter, who seeks to rob both sides, would soon pass out of existence.

The Land Where
Truth

is

Libelous,

The London Capitalist, in commenting
upon a criticism in the News Letter,
of the weak stand taken by the press

of the British metropolis in exposing
the swindling schemes operating here and elsewhere, gives
a rather startling reason for silence which has so often
been misconstrued. It says:
"

The London papers would be

willing

enough

to ventilate the sub-

could be done without risk of penalties under the law of
would be excellent copy.
But facts are too difficult to be
got at. The victims and their friends prefer a discreet reticence
rather than submit themselves to the withering scorn of superior intelligence. The rogues kuow all this well enough, and so with them
sped time and harvest come round in regular rotation, while the
silent sufferers put up with the canker which feeds upon tbeir vitals
like the worm i' the bud.

ject

if it

libel.

It

No wonder
This is a beautiful state of affairs certainly.
that high-handed robbery flourishes in a land where, not
so many years ago, it was a hanging matter to steal a
sheep. The law which will allow a thief to snap his fingers
in the face of his victim, because it would be libelous to
expose his nefarious acts, is only fit for the flames.
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" heights) up my movement*"
Thp simple angels dirt stir
Yon bel Pete made >m bnstle.
1
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And

WHEN

men thai they can
sand at the Capital, it is not to be
my newspaper of the metropolis of that
mything al-out anything in less than four
pageby forty correspondents specially oommisspace
But whal a restful thing it
be to live for a while in a State >o poor in great men
that the newspapers of its metropolis would feel justified in
uttering themselves in columns merely. The man who has
read half of what any one of the San Francisco morning
dailies has printed about the Republican Convention should
have a cinch on the Superintendence of the Home for the
Feeble-Minded, or. failing that, an engagement as a freak
'm'. Midway.

IFESSl
FRlassumed

>R Putzker. of Berkeley behind Oakland, has
a modesty somewhat strange in a thickskinned, hairy Teuton. He promised some admiring ladies
to expose a professional witch by the light of Hegel and
Schopenhauer, but at the last moment was forced to crawl
out of his bargain, fearing that he might lose his dignity.
May his beery blood boil within him
Does he not know
that intelligent people in this country have more respect
for the clown in the circus who earns his living honestly
than for the man who must hide his ignorance, even from
the young, by bidding them watch a book instead of his
face?
Dignity
Even Diogenes knew better than to expect that of a Professor.
!

!

S

A

t

I

FRENCHMAN

is

proverbially crazy, but the doctor

who rejoices in the mellifluous name of Bourgougnon,
at the French Hospital, is possessed of assininity enough
to satisfy ten relays of Government mules.
This genial
killer of healthy men caught his wife reading a telegram
which contained "a thousand kisses," and slapped the
lady's face, probably to remind her of his own way of administering them.
divorce is the result, and the doctor is
free to loose his vengeance on his patients in the good, oldfashioned way.

A

M RS.

Tunnell informs the public that she is all right
J I herself, assured of a support and in good spirits, but
that
poor Mattie will never be the same light-hearted
girl again."
Yes, to be thirty-one or two years old, to
have had one divorce, one liaison with a clergyman, and to
be rolled around by the newspapers for six months or so,
must have a tendency to deprive a lady of her virginal
bloom, even in Congregational circles.
;

'

N

>

^SA

Fisk, the usurer, offered a teamster two-bits for
saving his life in a runaway a few days ago. Had the
teamster only allowed the old Shylock to go to perdition,
instead of saving him to bleed honest folk, he would have
been entitled to a pension for life.

esteemed Call having put on bloomers, and drawn
THE
the
support
the great cause
fan
editorial
in
of
of
suffrage, we trust that hereafter no he newspaper
will be so rude as to smoke or use bad language in her

woman

presence.
is

Happy

the land whose politics are little, and as
empty of serious meaning as the interior of a bass drum
is of solid matter.
local Hungarians are displeased because their consul, Mr. Korbel, chose to absent himself from the Magyar festival for political reasons. Had he been forced to absent himself immediately afterwards, it is to be presumed
that they would have been overjoyed.

THE

is

1

members

of his church for the above offenses yel has now
been recommended by them to some innocent Eastern Hock.
For the sake of Christianity local longregationatists should
have refused to have anything to do with him, thus making him earn his bread by other methods than by preach1

ing.

XL

NENT

the divorce suit pending between Supervisor
his wife, the papers regretfully inform
us that it is to be entirely of an amicable nature, and that
the charge of desertion offered by him will not even be contested by the fair defendant. This simplifying of divorce
proceedings would result in a premium being placed on
Hebrew Supervisors in the matrimonial market were it
not for the fact that the average lady prefers to have a
little newspaper notoriety along with hers.

/l

Benjamin and

" /COLONEL"

Stetson is to the front again with her
wretched sex questions at the Congress of UndeWomen. The ''Colonel" is apparently mad upon
this one subject, only her unreasoning sisters cannot appreciate the fact amid the general lunacy prevalent.
In a
V*_/

sirable

this, one absolutely craves the return of Ambrose
Bierce, whose ability to deal with her case is universally
recognized.

case like

" 1-JTOMAN

and Government" was the subject discussed

l/V by the emancipated ladies at the Woman's
gress last Monday. The remarks made about the one

Con-

were
as uncomplimentary as those made about the other, and
the brute men who were present went away vowing to
keep the reins in their own hands for a few years more,
at least.

Methodist clergy
THE
the
verse

of this city have
of their hymn, 769, be

suggested that
tacked up over
The
the. door of the new First Congregational Church.
words, which are as follows, will be considered very appropriate, especially by the ungodly:
first

"

How lovely are thy dwellings,

Lord,

From

noise and trouble free
How beautiful the sweet accord
Of souls that pray to thee! "

O'DONNELL

is

about to run for Coroner

Not content with mutilating the living, this
If the
buffoon now wishes to lay his hands upon the dead.
" Doctor " persists in his purpose it might be well to ap-

ply a coating of tar and feathers to his skin to prove if its
thickness is natural.
must be pretty bad to incur the enmity of
a fellow thief. Lawyer Monteith refuses to associate
with Lawyer Kowalsky, yet these gentlemen do not refuse
Love makes the lawyer apto associate with themselves.
parently as blind as it does the mother.
Examiner has been devoting so much of its valuable space to McKinley that it is to be presumed it
has been subsidized. There are 30,000 reasons for believing this of our moral contemporary.

^ LAWYER

THE

DOCTOR Williams,

of Plymouth Congregational Church,
preached a sermon last Sunday on the folly of despising small things. It was probably a covert plea for a better treatment of the clergy.
Examiner presented its readers last Sunday with
a picture of twelve lusty baboons probably a fancy
picture of the different heads of departments.
First Congregational Church was closed last Sunday, and as a result the Devil is said to have hanged
himself from sheer ennui.
1WT AYOR Sutro and Parson Brown were alike in one rei'\_ spect they were both interested in a questionable

such a roar can be raised for such a man as McWHEN
Kinley, there
no need to be worried about the counTHE
try.

patent .m-iio

man would

business

C. C.

there is usually very little of the party's goods and chattels left behind when Southern California departs.
The
citrus belt has a large appetite, knows what it wants, and
left modesty, as well as its other lung, in the East.
The
State is about the only thing that Southern California is
willing to divide.

tittle

:

blOOghl to bel

give an employee letters of
recommendation had he born dismissed tor Incompetence, blackguardism and general immoral conduct.
Dr.
C Overman Brown has been ostracized by the respectable
1

California comes up to Sacramento, as
DR.again.
WHENdoesSouthern
occasionally, to meet the Republican party,
it

linally they

—

THE

—

Tunnel.
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This book professes to "aim at rescuing
hypnotism from the clutches of the charlathe Week.*
tan, and of presenting it in its natural form
to the world" to which "it properly belongs."
This claim is strengthened by the admission that the conclusions drawn from the experiments, supposed to have
been made Dy the author, are based on the works of such
men as Herbert A. Parkyn, M. D., Lecturer on PsychoTherapeutics in the Illinois Medical College of Chicago, and
we are assured that " the human being of ordinary intelligence who reads the explatives here given will see that
there will no longer be anything miraculous in the efIn fact the book aims at
fects produced " by hypnotism.

A Book
of

'

'

disrobing this therapeutic saporific of the " wonderful,"
and it tries to put it before us as a simple, harmless, and valuable addition to medical science, and one that is not as
dangerous in the hands of designing people as is generally
supposed. And entering at once into his subject, the author tells us that, " barring idiots, almost every man and
woman is a hypnotist." The fact that few people know this
is, he explains, because they have "not been educated up
to it." Then he asks, for instance, how many of us pause
in life and enquire the meaning of the " subjective and objective " as applied to the mind, and, in order to understand the book, it is necessary that we should explain
what this is. The objective mind, then, is one's everyday
working mind; the subjective is the mind of the soul, which
is working when we are asleep.
Hypnosis, he explains,
"is the state in which the subjective consciousness is
uppermost, and the objective consciousness has gone to
sleep." From this it will be seen that it is the unreasoning, uncritical attitude of the mind of the hypnotized
person that leads him to accept as truth anything
which the hypnotist tells him.
The subject operated on
knows that water is not wine, that potatoes are not
swords, and that he is not a frog, as he may declare himself to be, but he says, and does, as the operator desires,
knowing all the time the difference between right and
wrong, and retaining a clouded assurance that what he is
doing, or saying, is not true or right.
So long as the subject never loses the moral sense, " no

matter how often he may be hypnotized, or what he may
be told to do," must, if true, rob hypnotism of half its tertors; and there is no good reason to believe that this is not
true, and that beliefs to the contrary are popular fallacies. In
fact you can, says the author, no more "make the hypnotic
think wrong when in the trance state than you can when
awake, and the more repulsive the suggestion the stronger
is the resistance."
And all this is illustrated by numerous
instance which came under the notice of distinguished
physicians, which the author recounts with clearness, and
sustains by scientific detail.
This is, to some extent, comforting, particularly the assurance that the subject knows
difference
the
between right and wrong, but it is still more
comforting to be told that people who are hypnotized do
not commit crimes at the bidding of the hypnotist when
the spell is broken.
If we accepted the reports of crimes
which were supposed to have been traced to hypnotic influences we would here discredit Mr. Flower's statement,
but when we are reminded that many of those crimes
which were said to be " traced to hypnotism " were ultimately found out to have nad no connection with hypnotism
at all, and that, on the shallowest of evidence, the reporters built a theory which made theirreports more interesting,
as it gave them an air of witchcraft, we are willing to accept Mr. Flower's statement with less hesitation. " Newspapers understand that to connect the mysterious name
of hypnotism with a murder is to give it an interest which
lifts it above the level of an ordinary crime and makes the
details eagerly sought after by a credulous public," the
author tells us, and this fact, no doubt, accounts for some,
if not all,
the instances in which hypnotism was supposed
to be the primary factor in the perpetration of crime.
But if hypnotism cannot make the subject think wrong,
neither can it help in the detection of crime. It cannot make
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a man tell the truth, and the subject will lie as fluently in the
hypnotic state as in ordinary life. In fact, according to Mr.
Flower, hypnotism is nothiug but "self-delusion, and yet
the laws which govern it are as fixed and unalterable as
the laws which govern the motion in the wakiug state."
On the whole this book is reassuring. It appears to bring
hypnotism out of the fog in which such follies as Trilby are
There is an analytical sense percalculated to keep it.
vading the book that will commend it to thoughtful minds,
while its general tendency will be towards good.
It hits
the "professors" and "charlatans" hard, and it ridicules
the idea of mediums being able to tell one's physical condition by the telepathic process.
The author does not explain all there is said to be in telepathy, and when he tells
us that mind-reading is simple "muscle-reading," we can
only guess, as he does; and yet this book appeals to our
common sense, and puts the results of scientific inquiry
more clearly before us than anything we have read on the
subject before. If he can succeed in making the criminally
inclined understand that they cannot use hypnotism for
their evil ends, he will do good, and as he has promised us
another book on the subject, we hope he will, in his next
work, clear up some points which to us appear somewhat
doubtful in the work before us.
However, this book will
do good, and if its conclusions can be scientifically proved,
the world will be relieved of what, at one time, promised to
be a danger to society. That hypnotized persons can be
made to do wrong has been proved by the great French
scientist Charcott who made his subject steal, but if
the moral consciousness always remains uppermost it is
evident that the pilfering is nothing but the obedience of
the physical to a stronger will.
This, if true, will be a
welcome addition to our knowledge of therapeutics, and
this book has set us thinking in that direction.
* "Hypnotism Up to Date,
By Sydney Flower. Charles H. Kerr pub-

—

—

lisher. Chicago.

"

whom we could recommend to
brilliancy does not atone for her lack of
that moral obligation which we believe writers owe to society.
But in her last work, "Those Good Normans," we
are glad to see that " Gyp " does not surrender herself to
Gyp "

young

is

girls.

not a writer

Her

that abandon which characterizes so many of her works.
yet, in " Those Good Normans," there is as much
pungent persiflage as ever fell from her pen. Her banter
is pre-eminently jolly, and the way she describes lee nouveau
riches who, having made their millions, retire to Normandy,
and there cultivate the noblesse, is dexterous, and, at
times, it becomes high art from the most critical of literary standpoints. She stings the vulgar and the coarse,
but she does it with a light-hearted irony, although in some
passages she slaps the painted and rouged face of society
with a " smack " that makes one feel as if they heard the
noise of a claqueur.
Rand, McNally, &_Co., Publishers.

And

Chicago and

We

New

York.

& Brothers lending the name of
their house to such a book as "Venezuela, a Land Where
It Is Always Summer."
From beginning to end this book
is full of errors, while the writing is mediocre,
and altogether unworthy of the imprimatur of so great a firm.
How can Harper Brothers explain away the fact that they
publish a book about Venezuela in which the Spanish
phrases display an ignorance of the Spanish language, and
in which the alleged facts are at variance with truth. For
instance, " El Diario de Caracas " is not the leading paper
in Venezuela; on the contrary, it is scarcely known, for
"ElTiempo" is, by far, the most important paper in the
country.
This is only a sample of many misleading statements in the book, and, beyond some descriptions of the
valley of the Orinoco, and some others of Caracas, the
book contains nothing of merit.
wonder at Harper

The May Traveler is one of the most entertaining numbers of this widely circulated monthly we have ever received.
The illustrative work especially is to be commented upon, equalling in point of finish the best that the
East can produce. The cover picture, "A Summer
Reverie," is most charming.
The May Forum contains interesting articles on the
Cuban Question by Senator Lodge and John Bassett
Moore. Another interesting subject is "The Attitude of
the West Towards the East," by E. L. Godkin, which is a
brilliant analysis of the present political situation.

May
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No i!"iil>t the old
workmen and ingenious storyaccept tl>i> writer'.- view of it. we

we are to
to the conclusion that Shakespeare simply
clothed their creations in the flesh and blood of perennial
humanity.
Who will be the next to throw some light on
tellers, and,

if

come

uiu>t

this BUbji

The Whitaker 4 Hay Company,

of San Francisco, and
will issue Joaquin Miller's
of the Soul " shortly. This vol-

London,

new book

ume

c.f

poems, " Songs

the result of the poet's ten years' herrnit-like meditation on the "Heights."
The cover is from a design
suggested by the poet himself the Sierra snow-plant on a
dove-colored background.
is
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ART STUDIO.

CHRIS. JOR6ENSEN, the well-known artist, has
MI!moved
into new quarters at 131 Post street.
His
studio is now one of the most commodious aud well-lighted
and although not entirely "fixed up" yet to
tastes, is nevertheless as comfortable as mortal

J.

W. bundbora. Dentist,

fl.

336

Telephone

POST STREET. Rooms

3-3.

(Opposite Union Square

San Francisco.

2275,

in this city,

suit his

man
will

could wish.

In

a

have been given to

while the finishing touches
a weapon here, a palm there, a

dainty piece of color in this corner, and a delicately molded
statuette in that, and then the studio will be ready for the
reception of visitors. Not all of Mr. Jorgensen's canvases
are at present oc their easels; the ones exhibited, however, are well worth a visit.
One of the best is called
"True Christian Charity." a large oil commenced when
the artist was in Italy. The picture depicts an old priest
dispensing food to the poor of the village after the schoolchildren have finished their little feast.
The whole thing
is a wonderful study and shows great skill.
The studio is
rich in water colors.
Many of these are Italian studies,
and every one of them exhibits a mastery of technique we
have seldom seen displayed by any other artist in this city.
Atmosphere especially is well treated, and perspective,
in which so many water-colorists are wanting, is perfect.
Mr. Jorgensen has at present four portraits on hand,
which, however, are not yet far advanced enough to be
criticised.
Some of his work will be exhibited at the Arts
and Crafts Exhibition which opens to-day. Mr. Jorgensen's out-door classes meet Mondays and Thursdays, and
he proposes to provide models twice weekly for his indoor
pupils.

annual
THE
Society resulted

election of officersof the British Benevolent
in the affairs of the association being
placed in the hands of the following well known gentlemen:

President. W. Doxey; Vice President, J. H. Wallace;
Second Vice President, Stanhope Dickenson; Honorary
Secretary, Eev. W. Bolton. Nearly three thousand people

received aid last year; the organization is rapidly increasing in membership, and the outlook for the coming year is
everything that can be desired.

A. Stanly, E. W. McKinstry,
JOHN
and H. W. Bradley have entered

C.

McKinstry

name

Bradley &
Their
at No. 4
Sutter street. Judge McKinstry and his son have taken
the place in the firm left vacant by the death of the late
E. B. Hayes.

McKinstry.

When

a lady

is

PAGUE,

F. G.

Dentist,
Rooms

[)R.

4

and

5,

Academy

ARTHUR

409H Post

St.,

of Sciences Building,

819

of Stanly, McKinstry,
offices will continue to ' be

through with her shopping, she naturally wishes

to know of a place where she can enjoy a nice light meal or a Srstclass dinner without any inconveniences such as abound in many
restaurants. Swain's Bakery, 213 Sutter street, is universally known
to be the best place in this city. The cookery is excellent and the
attendance perfect.
All the leading functions in this city are
catered to by this well known bouse.

REGENSBURGER,

T,

Dentist.

San Francisco.

United States Laundry.,
Office: 1004

Market

no
RIPORn'Q
ur\. niuunu
O
Debility,

near Baldwin.

Telephone, South

4-2-0.

_

j ne
A speciflo for Exhausted Vitality, Physloal
Forces. Approved by the Academy of Medicine, Paris,
celebrities. Agents for California and the Pacific States.
CO., 635 Market street (Palace Hotel), San Francisco.

Wasted

and the medical
J. G.

bt.,

RESTORATIVE PILLS—Buy none but the genn-

STEELE &

Sent by mail or express anywhere.

PRICES REDUCED—Box

83 50; of 400 pills, 86;

of 50 pills, 81 35; of 100 pills, $2; of 200 pills,
82.
Send for circular.

Preparatory Pills.

AND PURCHASER'S GUIDE

CITY INDEX

RESTAURANTS.
Academy Building, 332-334 Pine street. Rooms for
ladies and families, private entrance. John Bergez, Proprietor.

Bergez's Restaurant,

15 Stockton & 109O'Farrell. N. M. Adler, Prop.
Montgomery -St. Coffee and Lunch House. Good coffee and fresh eggs
a specialty. Cream waffles. 426 Montgomery St. H. H. HJUL, Prop.

Bay State Oyster House.

Malson Tortont, French Rotisserie, 111 O'Parrell street. Private dining
rooms and banquet hall. S. Constantini, Proprietor.
Nevada Restaurant, 417 Pine st. Private rooms; meals 50c. Loupy Bros
Poodle Dog Restaurant, S. E. cor. Grant ave. and Bush st. Private
Tel. 429.
A. B BLANCO & B. BBUN.
dining aDd banquet rooms,

DENTISTS.
Dr.

Thomas L. Hill,
OFFICE: Odd Fellows*
streets.

Office hours

:

Building, southwest cor. Seventh and Market
Consultation Hours 4 to 5.
9 a. m. to 5 p. m
:

.

Dr. R. Cutlar, 818 Sutter street.

Dr. Hall, 14 McAllister St., near Jones.

Diseases of

women and

children.

POSTAGE STAMP DEALERS.
Hawaiian Stamps a specialty. MAKINS & CO 506 Market street.
Selections on approval: any place in world. W. F. GREANY, 827 Brannan
The W.

H. Hollls

Stamp

Co., (Incorporated),

105O'Farrell St., S. F.

PRINTING AND RUBBER STAMPS.
Koch & Harney, (Jas. H. Harney, Geo. T. Koch), Job Printers, 648 Sacramento St. Fine printing and embossing, seals, rubber stamps, stencils, etc.

MERCHANT TAILORS.
Neuhaus

&

Co., 115 Kearny, up-stairs.
Suits to order $12 50.
coats, $10. Pants $4 and upwards. Samples by mail.
«®"A perfect fit guaranteed.

Hours,

1

to

3,

2416

breakfast.

CANDIES.

Use Richardson & Eobbins' canned and potted meats

for picnics.

Over-

VOCAL CULTURE.
Miss Caroline Shlndler, Soprano. Vocal Culture.

Drink Jackson's Napa Soda before

Market street

MEDICAL.
J.

into a law partner-

ship under the

Dr.

little
it.

CANDIES.— Don't

leave the city without a box of

ROBERTS

1

Best.

Clay

—

;
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Evans'

f

Ale
is

EUGENE FIELD.—sarah k. bolton, in literary
LISTENED last night with moistened eyes

most wholesome,

most healthful
Drink

No sediment.
it

Rich as Cream,

out,

No

false ferments.
Bottled at the brewery by

most improved methods.

$$411$^ 4. 4^4.4*^4. 4*
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ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
Overman

But what

What

in the

of the

SOCIETY.

its

;

wind and

its

do with you,

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.

rain

Savage Mining Companybusiness— San Francisco, Cal. Location
District, Storey County, Nevada.
Notice is hereby given that at a meeting of the Board of Directors, held
on Friday, the First (1st) day of May, 1896, an assessment, No. 89,
of Twenty Cents (20c) per share was levied upon the capital stock of the
corporation, payable immediately, in United States gold coin, to the Secretary, at the office of the company, room 50, Nevada block, 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco. Cal.
Any stock upon which this assessment shall remain unpaid on the
3d DAY OF JUNE. 1896,
will be delinquent, and advertised for sale at public auction, and unless
payment is made before will be sold on Tuesday, the 23d day of June, 1896,
to pay the delinquent assessment, together with costs of advertising and
expenses of sale. By order of the Board of Directors.

?

Location

of

fair little flower?

Spare you or pluck you, leave you or stay?
Take you with me to be glad— for an hour?
Or leave you alone to be sad— for a day ?

THE OPMJM-SMOKER

-arthur symons.

am

engulfed, and drown deliciously,
Soft music like a perfume, and sweet light
Golden with audible odorous exquisite,
Swathe me with cerements for eternity.
Time is no more. I pause and yet I flee.
A million ages wrap me round with night.
I drain a million ages of delight.
I hold the future in my memory,
Also I have this garret which I rent,
This bed of straw, and this that was a chair,
This worn-out body like a tattered tent,
This crust of which the rats have eaten part,
This pipe of opium; rage, remorse, despair;
This soul at pawn and this delirous heart.
1

WHEN THE

SINGER

Bright

IS

DEAD

-robert

1896,

—

love's lesson?— the shiver, the glow,
of rapture, aeon of pain.

shall I

DAY OF JUNE,

5TH

will be delinquent and advertised for sale at public auction, and unless
payment is made before, will be sold on THURSDAY, the 25th day of
June, 1896, to pay the delinquent assessment, together with costs of advertising and expenses of sale. By order of the Board of Directors.
GEO. D EDWARDS, Secretary.
Office 414 California street, San Francisco. Cal.

summer, you know.

winter

Mining Company;

do with your love-lighted eyes,

Lovers are kind

Silver

Location of principal place of business— San Francisco, Cal. location of
works. Gold Hill, Storey County, Nevada.
Notice is hereby given that at a meeting of the Board of Directors, held
on the .'d day of May, 1896, an assessment, No. 75, of ten cents (10c.)
per share was levied" upon the capital stock of the corporation, payable immediately in United States gold coin to the Secretary, at the
office of the company, 414 California street, San Francisco, Cal.
Any stock upon which this assessment shall remain unpaid on the

Eyes that are looking and longing for me?
Red, rosy mouth that laughs and then sighs
Sighing for kisses, and laughing for glee.
Know you not aught of the pleasure that stings?
Why do you tempt me to dally and play?
Have you not heard that the Love-god has wings,
Folding them only a week, or a day ?

Know you
Moment

SHRRWOOD & SHERWOOD,
San Francisco. Los Angeles, Portland

words go on and on,
And move us to smiles and tears;
Thrice blessed he who can take his rest,
Yet live through the coming years.

I

C. H. EVANS 4. SONS,
Hudson, New York.

*

has left, not his toys, but his pen,
the songs he would have sung;
He has left a country of mourning hearts
That he died while life was young.
too,

And

What shall

be found.

Never flat.
Bright and Sparkling,

Lay cold and mute in a narrow grave,
In a sleep that is lone and long.

Not died— for

to

Full of Life.

;

And I thought how the hand that wrote
And the heart that sung the song,

He,

the best,

the purest,

world.

a story old, yet new
lady sang to a crowded house
The song of "Little Boy Blue."

To

A

<%

works— Virginia Mining

HOLMES,

E. B.
Office— Room

Nevada

50.

Block, 309

Montgomery

St.,

Secretary.

San Francisco.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
Alta Silver Mining CompanyLocation of principal place of business— San Francisco, California. Location of works— Gold Hill, Gold Hill Mining District, Storey Co Nevada.
Notice is hereby given that at a meeting of the Board of Directors, held
on the 4th day of May. 1896, an assessment (No. 52), of Ten cents (10c.)
per share was levied upon the capital stock of the corporation, payable
immediately in United States gold coin to the Secretary, at the office of
the company, room 33, Nevada Block, 309 Montgomery St., San Francisco,
,

California.

Any stock upon which

Stevenson.

l.

of principal place of

the ring of words
When the right man rings them;
Fair the fall of songs
When the singer sings them.
Still they are caroled and said,
On wings they are carried,
After the singer is dead
And the maker buried.
is

this

assessment shall remain unpaid on the

9th

DAY OF JUNE,

1896,

will be delinquent, and advertised for sale at public auction, and unless
is made before will be sold on Tuesday, the 30th day of June,
1896, to pay the delinquent assessment, together with costs of advertising
and expenses of sale. By order of the Board of Directors.
J. E. JACOBUS, Secretary.

payment

Office— Room

33,

Nevada Block,

Montgomery

309

St.,

San Francisco,

Cal.

D.

J

SULLIVAN.

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW

Low

as the singer lies,
In the field of heather.
Songs of his fashion bring
The swains together,
And, when the west is red

Rooms 34-36, 3d
Jno. A. Stanly.

With the sunset embers
The lover lingers and sings.
And the maid remembers.

E.

Floor Chronicle Building, San Francisco.

W. McKinstry.

J.

C McKiustry.

STANLY. McKINSJRY, BRADLEY

0°

H. W. Bradley.

McKINSJRY,

Attorneys-at-Law,

HOPE.—JOHN

KEATS, TO HOPE.

When by my solitary hearth I sit,
And hateful thoughts enwrap my

soul in

No. 4 Sutter St., S.

gloom

When no fair dreams before my "mind's eye" flit,
And the bare hearth of life presents no bloom
Sweet Hope! ethereal balm upon me shed,
And wave thy silver pinions o*er my head.

;

HFFIP.F
^
IUL>0
Ul
I

TO
llbll
IU RFNT
I

.

Two electric elevators, electric and gas
tree.

Apply

F.

California Safe Deposit and Trust
company's Building, S E. corner California and Montgomery streets.
lights, beat; also janitor's services

to

fl.

E.

BUCkinQliaiTI, Room

a,

Safe Deposit Building

.
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New
Spring

DEAR

EDITH: T

very much in favor at
way they blend with
uses so much,
other popular combination of >li"t silks,
with a surah which shows one shade of the changeable fabFor example, a
the other tint.
and old-rose *ln>t silk is combined with a rich lus-ur;ili ot a soft mignonette shade thickly do! t<
old-roM-; and another gown of velvet and green ch
able surali is made up with ;i stem-green taffeta sprinkled
with silk dots of a lovely heliotrope shade a trifle less rosy
in tint than the violet in the surah.
The round-waisted
bodiee has spreading revers of green velvet lined with viorah and bordered with an edge of heliotrope, amber,
gold, green, and pale mauve bead passementerie, with
stoek collar and sleeve trimmings to correspond.
r in Paris the latest thing is the loose jacket, which
has been seized on as a relief from the monotonous cape,
and promises to be one of the principal expressions of chic
for the summer.
It is a little longer than the waist and
quite loose all round, and is plain or plated according to
the material or the taste. It will be seen oftenest as part
of serge and flannel gowns, since these have always a
jacket, but it is made also in taffeta and lace as part of
elaborate afternoon dress with delicious effect.
Stripes still continue to be the favorite design in both
silk and cotton goods, and they also form the ground of
many flowered patterns. They are of all widths, beginning with hair lines. Also in great favor are checks, which
run from pinhead size to inch blocks, aud to grounds barred
with lines much farther apart.
A similarity exists in the
designs of cottons and silks, and, with some reserves, they
are made up in much the same manner. The skirts of all
striped and checked material are cut in a particular way.
High collars have given place to ruches, of which one
sees all ''sorts and conditions" in the shops.
Some are
made of alternate double stripes of black and white tulle
several inches broad, and plaited very full in the center.
Bows of black satin ribbon are added at the back or sides

Styles and

ibly to the

:

Novelties

.1

and fasten

now on
An

Early

Inspection
See

Cordially

is

MURPHY

BUILDING, Market and Jones

203 to 207 N Spring St. bet.

Temple and

237

Removal

Notice.

— Mr.

KEARNY

ST.

Phone Red 361.
The Latest Spring and Summer Goods
have arrived.

BRIDGE &

H. S.

CO.

MERCHANT TAILORS. Many novelties in

Imported Wear. Shirts to order

a Specialty

622 Market

BEST SUITS ON EARTH
Made

$15

to order at

H.

J.
26

Montgomery

San Francisco

St., (Upstairs, opposite Palace Hotel

street,

and upwards.

HAWES,

Room 6.

Formerly in Crocker Building.

J. R.
(w,

SMITH &

hall,

BUSH
60.,

Will make garments

to

C. A.

HOWLAND.

ST., and Room
Mills Building.

MERCHANT

successor).

7,

Rotunda,

TAILORS,

order at great reduction for cash.
J.

,

all.

Sons.

I

"Seavey's" have an immense stock of hats, flowers, feathers, ribbons, etc. and are selling everything in millinery lower than any
other house in this city, 1382 Market street.

Los Angeles, Cal.

Headwear beats them

these.

The old-fashioned garter is really going gradually. It is
rather a pity, because with its chic bows, dainty knots of
lace and jeweled buckles, it gave a pretty finish to the
stocking.
The new suspender garter can be ornamented
just as easily, as the buckle is about the same, and therein
the ornamentation lies. I saw a very pretty pair belonging to a friend of mine last week which had plain yellow
gold buckles engraved with sprays of eglantine.
The
elastic was covered with bright yellow ribbon for luck, and
the edges finished with two full frills of very narrow black
lace.
Another pair was made of the shade of purple so
much used now, and finished at the edges with a quilling
of green baby ribbon and green bows.
The buckles were
plain silver hearts, with the monogram on them. Of course,
the suspender garter is healthier, but one misses the less
complicated one of the past, all the same.
Belinda.

San Francisco.

Headquarters for Native

Black and colored net, embroidered
very stylish ruches are
made
edge gathered to a ribbon band, and wide enough to fall fully ten inches on the
shoulders. Black satin bows or bunches of violets decorate

some.

Sts,,

First St.,

Harm's

also used; and
of black chiffon with a satin

have seen lately were made of
black net, effectively decorated with applique designs of
ecru grass lawn embroidered with white.
One also sees
grass lawn gowns with a little coat bodice of green silk,
with a flowered stripe, which is very effective and hand-

papers

Invited.

is

Some pretty waists

daily

tor Special Offerings.

in front.

with cream lace,

txiiiDiiiion.

(Established

R.

SMITH, Manager.

1875.)

Geo. M. lonehgan.

Imperial Pnotooraphic Studio,
S. Strozynski, the leading ladies' hair
Geary street, near Kearny. Popular

dresser, has removed to 24
prices. Telephone 5697.

Carbon Plates a Specialty.

724. 726 and 728 MARKET ST. (1st Floor),
Bet Kearny street and Grant ave., S. F.
Lightning plates for taking Children.

—
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BANKING.
BANK OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.

•

Incorporated by Royal Charter,

Capital Paid Up,

1862.

Reserve Fund,

$8,000,000.

Southeast Cor. Bush and Sansomk

my

wife does not love me," said the young man,
" Last week, when
had such a cold, she didn't
,:
Young man," said the
offer todo a thing for me."
elderly one with the camphorodorous flannel around his
neck, "youdon'1 appreciate what a treasure you have
won." Cincinnati Enquirer.
"

I

fear

moodily.

I

—

Do you think they will get along nicely when they are
took 'are to And out
married?" "lam sure of it.
"How?" "I gave
shortly after they were engaged."
Beveral whist parties and arranged that they should play
They never quarreled once."— Answers.
as partners.
"

I

Philosophical

Widow — Yes

;

1

am

fully

reconciled

W

—

—

could settle all this woman's suffrage agitation in two minutes.
Mrs, WALLACE—Oh, could you,
indeed? How would your giant intellect set to work? Wallace—I'd make voting compulsory. Then they wouldn't
want to. —Cincinnati Enquirer.
"Could you spare me a little money this morning, dear?"
" Really," the brutal husband replied, with a
said she.
harsh, dyspeptic laugh, "judging from the biscuits I
thought you had more dough to burn." Cincinnati En-

Wallace

1

—
— Ah,

quirer.

this is a
Gent (inspecting a suite of rooms to let)
roomy cupboard; intended for the wardrobe, I suppose? LANDLADY (indignantly)— Sir. that isn't a cupboard;
Tid Bits.
it's the drawing-room!

60

coma, Washington.
This Bank transacts si ieneral Banking Business. Accounts opened subject to Check, and Special Deposits received. Commercial Credits granted
available in all parts of the world. Approved Bills discounted and advances made on good collateral security. Draws direct at current rates
pi in its Bead Office and Branches, and upon its Agents, as follows;
acjo— First National Bank;
Nkw York Meronam b Bank of Canada
(

ii

—

1

;

—

—
—

—

You are the only physician of all I've conhasn't advised me to go to Europe.
DOCTOB
They can afford it.
They've got more patients than I
have.
Eliegende Blaetter.
Fair Patient

who

sulted

—

Maude— I saw you at the opera last night!
You don't say? Where on earth did you sit?

BANK OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital
$3,000,000 00
Surplus and Undivided Profits (October 1, 1894).. 3.158,139 70
WILLIAM ALVORD
President CHARLES H. BISHOP. .Vioe-Pres't
ALLEN M. CLAY
Secretary THOMAS
Cashlor
S. Prentiss Smith
Ass't Cashier 1. F. Moulton
2d Ass't Cashlor
I

—

—

front of you?"

—

—

—

—

—

—

Paris— Messrs. de Rothschild Freres; Virginia City (Nev.)—
of The Bank of California; Chicago— Union National Bank, and
Trust and Savings Bank; Australia and New Zealand— Bank of
New Zealand; China, Japan, and India— Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China; St. Louis— Boatman's Bank.

Sons;

Agenoy
Illinois

Letters of Credit issued available in all parts of the world.
Draws Direct on New York. Boston, Chicago, St. Louis, Salt Lake
Denver, Kansas City, New Orleans. Portland, Or., Los Angeles, and on
London, Paris, Berlin, Bremen, Hamburg, Frankfort-on-Main, Copenhagen,
Stockholm, Christiania, Melbourne, Sydney. Auckland, Hongkong, Shanghai, Yokohama, Genoa, and all cities In Italy.

SAN FRANCISCO SAVINGS UNION.

"Scrlbbs, why do they always give a dead poet a marble
bust?" " That is to match the marble heart they give
him while he's alive." Chicago Record.

—

The Overland Limited.
ONLY 3)4 DAYS TO CHICAGO. 4>^ HAYS Tn NEW YORK.
Pacific is the only line running vestibuled Pullnian
Double Drawing-room Sleepers and Dining Cars daily. San Francisco to Chicago without change.
Vestibuled butt'et smoking and
library cars between Ogden and Chicago.
Upholstered Pullman
Sleepers, San Francisco to Chicago, without change, daily.
Steamship tickets on sale to and from all points in Europe.
For tickets
and sleeping car reservations apply to D. W. Hitchcock, General
Agent, No. 1 Montgomery street, San Francisco.
The Union

See

Rome and

die: drink Jackson's

Corner California and Webb Streets.
Deposits. Dec.

31

,

1895

191,200,887

Guarantee Capital and Surplus

ALBERT MILLER,

1,575>,631

President

Napa Soda and

live.

E.

|

B POND,

Vice-President

Directors— Thomas Mageo, G. W. Beaver, Philip Barth, Daniel E. Martin, W. C. B. De Fremery, George C. Boardman, Robert Watt; Lovell
White, Cashier.
Receives Deposits, and Loans only on real estate security. Country
remittances may be sent by Wells, Fargo & Co., or by check of reliable
parties, payable in San Franoisoo, but the responsibility of this Savings
Bank commences only with the actual receipt of the money. The signature
of the depositor should accompany the first deposit. No charge is made for
f>ass-book or entrance fee. Olrice hours— 9. a. m. to 3 p. m. Saturday evenngs, 6:80 to

8.

THE SATHER BANKING COMPANY.
CAPITA!
Successor

$1 ,000,000

Sathcr

to

James K. Wilson

& Co.,

Established

1851,

San Franoisoo.

Albert Miller, Vice-President
L. I. Cowoill, Cashier.
Allen Knight, Secretary.
Directors— C. S. Benedict, E. A. Bruguiere. F. W.Sumner, Albert Mil
President.

Wm

P. Johnson, V. H. Metcalt. James K. Wilson.
New York— J. P. Morgan & Co. Boston— National Bank of the
Philadelphia— Drexel & Co. Chicago— Continental National Bank. St. Louis—The Mechanics' Bank. Kansas City First National Bank. London— Brown. Shipley & Co. Paris— Morgan, Harjes & Co
ler,

Agents:

Common wealth.

—

LONDON, PARIS AND AMERICAN BANK, LIMITED.
N. W. Cob.

Subscribed Capital
Reserve Fund

Sansome and Sutter
K,500,000

|

Paid

Sts.

Up Capital

»2,000,000

»«50,000

Head Office

Old Broad Street, London
AGENTS— New York— Agency of tbe London, Paris, and American
Bank Limited, No. 10 Wall Street, N. Y. Paris— Messrs. Lazard, Freres
& Cie, 17 Boulevard Polssonlere. Draw dlreot on the principal cities of the
world.

58

Commercial and Travelors' Credits Issued.

GREEN EBAUM1
EBAUMlw
M»hae«s.
ALTSCHUL
I

SIG.
1G.

—

Sifter.

BROWN

1

CORRESPONDENTS.
New York— Messrs. Laidlaw & Co.; the Bank of New York, N. B. A.
Boston— Tremont National Bank; London— Messrs. N. M. Rothschild &

MABEL

"Directly
" indeed! 1 didn't recognize your voice."
Yonkers Statesman.
"Are those bells ringing for lire?" asked Uncle Joe, as
the tire alarm sounded.
"No, dcy's rinyin' fer water,"
replied Roadside Jim, with a complacent smile.
Washington Times.
First Chicago Citizen
Second
Is Pluggins very tough?
Chicauo Citizen Tough? Well, I should say so. He expects to be elected alderman of the ward next year.
Buffalo Express.
"What do you play over at Mr. Badger's, dear?" "Just
poker, my love." " Well, that's all right.
I never feel
uneasy unless I think you're playing cards." Chicago
Record.
Gus De Smith —I hear that your mother-in-law is dangerously ill.
Colonel YerQEB She is a very sick woman,
but she is not as dangerous as when she was well. Texas
in

due

Liverpool— North and South Wales Bank; SCOTLAND—British Linen
Company; Ireland— Bank of Ireland; Mexico— London Bank of Mexico;
South America — London Bank of Mexico and South America; China and
Japan— Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China; Australia and
Nkw Zealand— Bank of Australasia and Commercial Banking Company of
Sydney, Ld; Demkrara and Trinidad [West Endles)— Colonial Bank.

nice,

Mk. Yeast— I remember, in the olden days, when we
went to church the women would be put in one place and
the men in another.
Mrs. Ykast I guess the next world
will be conducted on that plan, too.
Yonkers Statesman.

Lombard Street, London

Branches— Victoria, Vancouver, New Westminster, Kamloops, Nan
lamo, and Nelson, British Columbia; Portland, Oregon; Seattle and Ta

to

In fact, I am happier than formerly.
Harry's death now.
ff - Why, they say
Friend Oh, how can you say it?
the dead we have always with us; and that's more than I
had when Harry was alive. Philadelphia Ledger.

—

HEAD OFFICE

$500,000.

Sts.

C.

CROCKER-WOOLWORTH NATIONAL BANK of san francisco.
Cor. Market, Montgomery, and Post Sts.

Pald-Up Capital

»l,0O0,0O0.

WM. H.CROCKER
w. E. BROWN
GEO. W. KLINE

Directors— Chas.

F. Crocker, E. B. Pond. Hy. J.

President
Vice-President
Cashier
Crocker, Geo. W. Scott

THE ANGLO-CALIFORNIAN BANK, LIMITED.
N. E. Cob. Pine

and Sansome

Sts.

Paid Up
81,500,000
700,000
Reserve Fund
Head Office— 18 Austin Friars, London, E. C.
Agents at New York— J. & W. Seligman & Co., 21 Broad street.
The Bank transacts a General Banking Business, sells drafts, makes
telegraphic transfers, and Issues letters of credit available throughout the
world. Sends bills for collection, loans money, buys and sells exchange
IGN. STEINHART \ Mana
and bullion.
. ftra
ManR(««
rs

Capital authorized
Subscribed

$6,000,000
3,000,000

I

f

P. N.

LILIENTHAL

|

May
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Breakfast Cocoa;
LIGHTNING PLASHES

-M. Piltschikoff,

in

describ-

photographs of lightning, names three
and lightning, tube lightning, and waterspout lightning. The flrsl two he Found to occur in all
storms, the third he met with onee only.
From the
iridth of the band lightning on photographs, and the
computed distance, he estimates the actual widths to be
about fifteen to eighty yards
Tiir. H an\ Kit of Cortes.—The standard which theSpanish conquerer of Mexico, Hernando Cortes, used in his
mareh from Vera Cruz to the City of Mexico, almost four
centu:
preserved at a little church in the capital
of the State of Tlaxeala.
It will shortly be removed to the
City of Mexico, to be placed in the Museum of Artillery,
along with other historical relics.
ing

rocont

bears their

It

T rati
"

Mark

g

La Belle

hocolatiere"

i

tin

every can.

Absolutely
Pure.

No Chemicals.

-

BEWARE OF

—

Am English Invention. An Englishman has invented
an apparatus called the "Theatrograph," which throws
enlarged kinetoscope pictures upon a screen.
The long
film is passed in front of a light, with an instant's pause
at each picture, the light being' cut off during the interval
of motion.
The scene is thus presented continuously in

IMITATIONS.

Walter Baker

Always ask for

Brea.lrfa.ss-t
Made

&

Co.'s

||

Cocoa,

at

DORCHESTER, MASS.

life-size.

—

Hydrophobia in Paris. At the Pasteur Institute in
Paris. 1320. persons were treated last year, of whom but
two died, the smallest proportion yet attained.
In ten
years 17.337 persons have been inoculated, 85 of whom
died.
Nearly a third of the patients last year came from
Paris and

neighborhood.
A Cure for a Cold. As an inhalation, turpentine has
proved of great service in bronchitis, pneumonia, pleurisy,
and other throat and lung affections. If you have a cough
sprinkle a little on a handkerchief and hold it to your
mouth and nose for a few minutes, breathing the vapor,
and note the relief.

BANKING.
MUTUAL SAVINGS BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO.
33

its

—

Some Cigarette Figures.— Government figures show
that nearly 4,000,000,000 cigarettes were manufactured
last year, which was 436,000,000 more than was made in
1894.
The production of cigars fell off over 25,000,000,
but 4,181,000,000 were made last year.
A Useful Life Preserver. Should you ever fall into
the water you can save yourself by using your felt hat as a
life preserver.
Place the hat upon the water, rim down,
with your arm around it press it slightly to the chest,
aDd it will hold you up for hours.

Guaranteed Capital,

JAMES

—

A red object is not nearly so
one of white. A red globe a foot in
diameter can be perceived clearly only a distance of 8000
feet, and a blue globe a little further.
A New Cure for Consumption. Many of the German
hospitals treat consumptive patients by an exposure to
cold air, which is said to quiet the cough, and otherwise
proves beneficial to the system.
Colors at a Distance.

To Utilize the Sun.— Sir Robert

Ball,

the eminent

English scientist, thinks the time is near at hand when
people will construct machinery that will be worked
directly by the heat of the sun.

Nothing
Maharajah

New Under

the Sun.

—The electrician

the
of Dolphur, Dinshar Pestonjee
Ghadially,
claims that the
ray was known to Hindoo theosophists
hundreds of years ago.

WELLS FARGO &

A

Cure for Headache. —A London

physician prescribes
a hair cut as a cure for headaches.
He claims to have
met with great success in his treatment of nervous head-

aches bv this method.
Nothing can surpass a good whiskey. The hotel men who visited
unanimously said that the J. F. Cutter Bourbon sold by
E. Martin & Co., 411 Market street, was the best they had ever
tasted. Their opinion is worth much, for they have probably samthis coast

pled

all

the different varieties. Connoisseurs approve of this brand,
it before all others.

and ask for

—Jackson's Napa Soda gets there.

CO.'S BANK.
& Sutter Streets.

President
Cashier

$6,250,000

Homer S. King
F. L. Lipman

I

|

Manager
Assistant Cashier

BRANCHES.
N. Y. City, H. B. Parsons, Cashier. Salt Lake City, J. E. Dooly, Cashier
Directors— John J. Valentine, Benj. P. Cheney, Oliver Eldridge, Henry
E. Huntington, Homer S. King, George E. Gray, John J. McCook, Charles
F. Crocker, Dudley Evans.
|

THE GERMAN SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.
No. 526 California St., S. F.
Capital actually paid up in Cash, $1,000,000.
Reserve Fund
$ 715,000
Deposits, Dec. 31,1895,
$30,727,586 59.
Guaranteed Capital. .$1,200,000
OFFICERS—President, B. A. Becker; Vice-President, Edward Kruse;
Second Vice-President, George H. Eggers; Cashier, A. H. R. Schmidt; Assistant Cashier, Wm. Herrmann; Secretary, George Tourny Assistant
Secretary, A. H. Muller.

Board or Directors— Edward Kruse, George H.

Eggers, O. Shoemann,

A. C. Heineken, H. Horstmann, B. A. Becker, H. L. Simon, Ign. Steinhart,
Daniel Meyer. Attorney, W. S. Goodfellow.

SECURITY SAVINGS BANK.
Montgomery St.. Mills Building.
INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS. LOANS MADE.
222

DIRECTORS.

Wm. Alvord
Wm. Babcock
Adam Grant

S. L. Abbot. Jr.
O. D. Baldwin
W. S, Jones

H. H. Hewlett
A. K. P. Harmon
J.

B. Lincoln.

NEVADA WAREHOUSE AND DOCK COMPANY.
WAREHOUSES AND DOCKS
PORT COSTA, California.
Storage Capacity, 100,000 tons. Regular warehouse for San Francisco
Produce Exchange Call Board.
These warehouses are the largest on the Pacific Coast, and are furnished
with the latest improvements for the rapid handling and storing of Grain
A mill attached, supplied with the best and newest machinery for cleaning
foul and smutty wheat.
Money advanced at lowest rates of interest on grain stored in warehouses.
Insurance effected at lowest rates in first-class companies, or grain sold,
if

Other waters try

$300,000.

Vice-President.

Cash Capital and Surplus
John J. Valentine
H. Wadsworth

of

X

Paid-Up Capital,
OFFICERS

$1,000,000.

PHELAN, President. IS. G. MURPHY,
JOHN A. HOOPER, Vice-President.

N. E. Corner Sansome

visible at a distance as

—

D.

Directors—James D. Phelan, L. P. Drexler, John A. Hooper, C. G.
Hooker, James Mofflt, S. G. Murphy, Frank J. Sullivan, Robert McElroy,
and Joseph D. Grant.
Interest paid on Term and Ordinary Deposits. Loans on approved securities.
GEO. A. STORY, Cashier.
Deposits may be sent by postal order, Well, Fargo, & Co., or Exchange
on City Banks. When opening accounts send signature.

—

;

Post Street, below Kearny, Mechanics' Institute building.

desired, at current rates.

OFFICE—202 Sansome St., over the

Anglo-California Bank.

:
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for the celebrated

men born

tany. Subscriptions have been started, and a

list of

iu Brit-

According to the latest statistics the public debts
European nations aggregate $23, 320, 000, 000, or
about $64 per capita for the whole population. The heaviest per capita indebtedness, $100, is in Portugal.
France
comes next with $135.
England's rate is about $106.
of the

the smallest

— $5.

Yellowstone National Park contains several
"bottomless holes," which are, according to geological
authorities, dry geysers.
Into one of these, known as
" Hell's Back Door," 10,000 feet of fine, with a weight attached, has been lowered without touching the bottom.
Gerald Massey, at one time one of the most popular
of English poets, is seriously ill.
He has recently suffered
great domestic sorrow by the death of his only son, a
young man of great promise, who recently went out from
England to an appointment in Nova Scotia.

The

Lewis

Carroll, the authorof "Alice in

and

Fire

309 and 311 Sansome

CO.,

Marine Insurance Agents,
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St.

San Francisco, Cal

CORRESPONDENTS
FINDLAY, DURHAM & BRODIE
SIMPSON, MACKIRDY & CO
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and

Threadneedle St., London
South Castle St.. Liverpool
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INSURANCE.
FIRE, MARINE,

AND INLAND INSURANCE.

Fireman's Fund
INSURANCE COMPANY, OP SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Capital, $1,000,000.

Assets,

$3,000,000.

PALATINE
INSURANCE COMPANY

(Limited),

CHAS.

OF MANCHESTER, ENGLAND.

OVER $9,000,000.00 RESOURCES

SOLID SECURITY.

LATON, Manager

A.

i

California St., S. F.

Fire Insurance.
Founded A. D.

Gompanu

Insurance

1792.

America

North

of

OF PHILADELPBIA, PENN.
Paid-up Capital
Surplus to Policy Holders

JAMES

*3,000,000

5,022,016

BAILEY, General

D.

CONNECTICUT

FIRE

Agent, 412 California

INSURANCE CO. OF HARTFORD.
11,000,000
3,192,001 69
1,506,409 41
.

.

ROBERT DICKSON,

BOYD & DICKSON,

F.

St., S.

Capital Paid Up
Assets
Surplus to Policy Holders

S. F.

Manager

401

Montgomery

Agents, 501 Montgomery

St.

St.

AACHEN AND MUNICH FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
OF AIX LA CHAPELLE, GERMANY.
Established
UNITED STATE

1825

Total Assets, 16,854,653 65

Capital. }2,850,0X

Wonderland,"

Oxford, and is a deacon of Christ Cathedral.
He
stammers, and that is why he never became a clergyman.
His real name is Dodgson, and his chambers in Tom Quad
are said to be the finest in Oxford.
Charlotte Corday's skull is believed to be in the possession of Prince Roland Bonaparte. It was probably procured from Sanson, the executioner, and was originally
sold with documents establishing its authenticity.

1896.

9,

SHIPPING AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS

ninety-six

Breton celebrities has been made out. Among them are
Abelard, Descartes, Alexander Dumas, Paul Ferval, Freron, the pamphleteer; Lamennais. the preacher; Lesage,
Ernest Renan, Jules Simon, Emiie Souvostre and Jules
Verne.
Edwin A. Abbey, who has been made an associate of
the Royal Academy, is now about i?> years old.
He is of
medium stature and muscular physique, and his hair, mustache, and eyes are brown, the latter looking through gold
rimmed spectacles. His jaw is broad, his nose large, and
Although he gained his first
his forehead rather low.
great repute as a draughtsman, he excels not only in pen
and ink, but in water color, oil, etching, and pastel.
The British Consul at Ispahan states that next to
the cultivation and weaving of silk, the most important industry in Persia is the production of henna and reng, two
dyes used from ancient times all over the East m the
adornment of the person. They are applied to the nails,
hands, feet, and hair, and in Persia the venerable gray
beard is a rarity, for it is dyed bright red or black. The
leaves are pulverized in mills worked by camels.
Tarolaro, a little island in the Mediterranean, is the
smallest republic in the world.
It is situated about seven
and one-half miles from Sardinia, is only one and one-half
miles across, and has only fifty-five inhabitants. The President is elected for six years; no public official receives any
salary, and women have the same voting rights as men.
The surface of the sea is estimated at 15(1,(100,(111(1
square miles, taking the whole surface of the globe at
197,000,000, and its greatest depth supposed to be equal
to that of the highest mountain, or four miles.
The
Pacific Ocean covers 78,000.00(1 square miles, the Atlantic
25,000,000, the Mediterranean 1,000,000.

is

NEWHALL &

Bretons contemplate the erection at

said that the

ITNantes of a Pantheon

Switzerland's

H. M.

May

EPARTMENT: 204 Sansome St., S. F.
VOSS, CONRAD & CO., General

Managers.

lives in

The South Africa Company, controlled by Cecil
Rhodes and his associates, owns a territory larger than
Prance, Germany, Austria, and Italy combined, or five
times the area of California.

PHOENIX ASSURANCE CO. OF LONDON

A

PROVIDENCE-WASHINGTON NSURANCE CO.
BUTLER & HALDAN, General

214

It

Kearny

never

(ails.

Try

it.

Prloe 25c.

One dose will stop a
George Dahlbender & Co

street.

The Pbess Clipping Bureau,

BRITISH

AND FOREIGN MARINE INSURANCE

510

Montgomery

street, S. F. reads all
all topics, business

and personal.

Jackson's Napa Soda Lemonade

is

a luxury.

Try

it.

CO.,

LIMITED,

OF LIVERPOOL.
Capital

M,70O,0O0

CO., Agents.

No. 316 California

BRUSHES

St.,

S.

F

For barbers, bakers, bootblacks, bath-houses, billiard tables, brewers, book-binders, candy -makers,
canners, dyers, flour-mills, foundries, laundries,
paper-hangers, printers, painters, shoe factories,

stablemen, tar-roofers, tanners

papers on the Pacific Coast, and supplies clippings on

™

Agents,

413 California St., S. F.

BALFOUR, 3UTHRIE &

Sovereign Remedy— Dr. Parker's Cough Cure.

i«.

incorporated

The finest quality of ladies and gents outing goods are to be had a
John W. Carmany's 25 Kearny Street. Shirtings a specialty.
cough.

Established

tailors, etc.

BUCHANAN
BRUSH MANUFACTURERS,

BROS.,

609 Sacramento

St., S.

F

Tel. 5610.
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EDITORIAUSMS.

A WOMAN

LYRIC.

A >iclim t.> Mini
Tlinl mooka the dootor'i art;
No ganlla fancies Book to please
A melancholy heart.
I

able of bearing anything

Suffra

save children.

the next thing
being
THE Greekseptod defeat
gentlemen
greatly
the metric system
THE adoption
owing to
simplicity and convenience

victorious,

to

did

like

of

is

-ired

Tlir Ires will slum till' blossoms raped
By truant winds or rain
Shall l.ovc abide in shrines dark-draped,
And sing his songs in vain/

to be

:

its

should be made a capital offense. The whole
community is endangered by the actions of one man.
do not wonder at the Buckleyites denouncing CleveSuch men would denounce themselves for a
land.

SI^SON

young. doI patient he;
blind he loves the light.
He fears the place where grief may be
As sunflowers fear the night.
Howard v. Sctbebland.
For l.ove

WK
drink.

to be hoped that the City Hall Directory will prove
service to the innocent in search of an honest man.
fear though, that the designer entertains the oldfashioned prejudice against the people in the city tanks.

is

Though

is

ITof

We

thirty-eight new attorneys were
SOME
practice last week. There would be

admitted to
no show for

men at all if divine Providence did not balance
matters with an ever increasing number of young doctors.
honest

NEARLY

all

the pictures of the politicians in Sacra-

be a chance for someone
THERE
money on May 27th when Shainwald,
will

to be giving us as much trouble
Chinese are
THE the
near future over the suffrage question as are the
liable

in

make some

& Co.
the land and property of the San Francisco Pioneer Woolen Factory at auction. The location of the
property makes it very desirable and in the hands of a
live man it could be made to pay good returns.
have
often wondered why the place has not been turned into a
large pleasure resort before now. It is to be hoped that
somebody will grasp the present opportunity and do so.
will sell

We

mento depict these gentlemen taking a little something
How is it the ladies were not invited to
at the bar.
participate in the jollifications?
A Woman Suffragist
should not mind taking a drink occasionally for the good of
the cause.

to

Buckbee

The Kootenay aud Cariboo mining synwith a capital of £5,000, and
the Summit Flat Gold Mines, Limited,
with a capital of £150,000, are two of
the latest Western American enterprises to appear in the
Mining Flotation
In London.

dicate,

London market.

negroes to the Southerners. Whether born in this country
or not, a Chinaman can never understand American ideas
and for that reason alone he should be refused recognition
at the polls.

JURORS are entitled

So Easy

to fees for their services while at-

Under

the present system, men whose business may be endangered by their absence, are called away at a moment's notice and some
compensation is certainly due them for acting in a capacity as foreign to their inclinations as it is to their inter-

tending on criminal cases.

to ride

with

ests.

THE
London,

appear to be having a cold time
where they are even unable to pay

Socialists

of it in
for the

hire of their hall.
If such people would only get in and
work occasionally and earn an honest penny, they might
do more good than by sitting on their thumbs and waiting
for the millennium to come.

Wallace
once more entitled to the thanks of
JUDGEcommunity
for imposing a five years sentence on a
is

the
convicted of forging a cheque for $125. Forgery
must be stopped and severe punishment is the only way
Whether his Honor is a capable lawyer or not is
to do it.
immaterial; he is a good judge to have and for that we
are duly thankful.

man

pennies on
coast may help
introduction
THE
our merchants a proper understanding
arouse
this

of

in

of

all

felt

Mothers, be sure and use ''Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup"

for trade

Napa Soda.

&

Farao

6. H.
{

Makers

Go.,

)

C5ICAG0

>©•••••••••••••:
ON WHEELS.
G,

&S.

AXLE GREASE.

HOME PRODUCTION.

your

GOBURN, TEVIS &

children while teething

All sensible people drink Jackson's

your dealer hasn't them. Look
mark on heel. Descrip-

tive booklet free

among

tor

Many Styles—high or low cut. Men's;
Pratt fasteners secure laces without
Ladies
Price, black, $3; tan $3.50.
tying.
covert cloth knee boots, $4,50 to $8. Sold by all
shoe and sporting goods dealers: sent prepaid
ladies.

if

arbitration for
as proposed by
theoretically an

in time their influence may make itself
other and less spiritually advanced people.

Bicycle Shoes,

of

the New York State Bar Association, is
exceedingly good thing. Practically, however, it is not
worth much, as where vital issues are at stake no selfrespecting country "will submit to the judgment or dictation of another.
The undertaking should nevertheless be
attempted as it shows that intelligent men are averse to

war and

BaIN Bearing "

to

the present business situation.
The days of '49 are no
longer with us, and profits of ten per cent, on small inWhen business men
vestments can seldom be realized.
come to accept these facts and do business as it is transacted in the East, being content with small returns on
their money, the Pacific Coast will witness a healthy arid
The pennies may help it along.
lasting boom.
international
proposed plan
THE
settling
disputes between nations,

"

GO., 107 Front St.
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amusements of the present week have been
quite varied in character; minstrel parties were quite
a fad, and it is so long since a really good company of
darkies has visited us they have been much enjoyed.
On Tuesday evening the Lecture Club met at Mrs.
At
Selden Wright's to listen to a lecture on music.
the Century Club, on Wednesday evening, Mrs. Frances
Edgerton was the chief star of a large assemblage, her
paper on "Portia, the Perfect Woman." being received
Thursday was the popular one of
with much applause.
Miss Hilda Newman gave a concert with the
the week.
assistance of Dr. Gilbert Graham and Miss Evelyn Henry.
The Baroness Meyerinck was "at home," the guest of
honor being Herr Anton Schott, the Wagnerian artist;
and Bishop and Mrs. Nichols held a reception at the Occidental Hotel between the hours of eight and eleven p. m.,
at which the new Bishop of Los Angeles and the visiting
clergy of the diocese, here on convention duty, were chief
There was a large attendance of members of the
guests.
different city churches, and the occasion was an extremely

SOCIETY

"Aunt Jerusha's Tea Table" was
enjoyable one to all.
the title of an entertainment which took place yesterday
at Mrs. Ahearn's, under the auspices of the Francis Willard Temperance Union.
There have been many prayers offered up that the
weather shall be pleasant to-day for the opening festivities of the Pacific Yacht Club, at Sausalito, which will include dancing and feasting among the pleasures of the occasion, and a very jolly time is anticipated.
Prominent among recent dinners was the one given by
Mrs. Darling at her pretty cottage in the Presidio grounds,
which was in the light of a farewell to Colonel Young, who
has gone with the cavalry under his command to Yosemite.
Yellow and red were the colors used in decorating
the table, and the affair was a most pleasant one.
Another charming dinner will be the one to be given at
the Cosmos Club to-day, in honor of Mr. John Cuningham,
who, with his family, is on the eve of departure for Europe,
and his fellow members take this means of wishing him ton
Mrs. Watson's tea last Saturday was
voyage et bon retour.
one of the pleasantest of the season; the floral decorations
were extremely pretty and the rooms crowded with guests
all

afternoon.

The Army and Navy have been participating in several
pleasant gatherings of late. The dance at Fort Mason,
which was confined strictly to "the service," was a charming party, and at Mare Island there was a tea and dance
on board the Monadnock last Saturday, which was greatly
enjoyed by a large number of guests, many of the officers
and ladies from Benicia barracks being among them. Life
Several
at the Navy Yard is very pleasant just now.
ships are there, including the Philadelphia, and others are
expected every day. Button beaux are always favorites,
and the loss of them is greatly felt in social life, and while
the return of the Philadelphia will in a degree, for a while
at least, compensate for the loss of the boys in blue from
the Presidio, at that delightful post their departure is
sadly felt, while among the belles of the city there is great
bewailing.
There was a large exodus of the button beaux
for the Yosemite last Monday, where they will camp during the summer months, and it is said a number of society
folk will also try camp life iu the same vicinity during that
period.
To be sure the Philadelphia is at Mare Island,
but that is not like being down the coast, for her officers
can easily reach the city from the Yard whenever required
for any special occasion.
In spite of the weather, which was far from being what
was expected and hoped for, the Fabiola fete in Oakland
The crowd was
last Saturday was fairly well attended.
good humored, the display of flower-decked vehicles most
beautiful, while the

tators

grand stand

was indeed a sight

full of

to behold.

gaily dressed spec-

The hurdle races by

May
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the B'linghamites, of whom only three put in an appearance, was not one of the least attractions of the day, and
the bicycle parade was very pretty and much admired;
and the booths, which were attended by lovely maidens in
charming costumes, did a rushing business. Mrs. George
Fairchild took a prize in the two-horse vehicle class with a
very pretty conception in pink and white. The carriage
was completely blanketed with pink rose geraniums, and
was drawn by two handsome white horses harnessed in
pink satin.
It was occupied by a party of young ladies
and gentlemen in white outing suits, and they triumphantly
carried off the red silk banner presented them.

There have recently been several pretty home weddings.
of Miss Annie Woodworth and Louis W.
Lovey, which took place last week at the home of the
bride's mother, where the rooms, under the artistic fingers

One was that
of

Miss

The

Mary

Bates, presented a beautiful appearance.

bridal bower, placed in the

bow window, was composed

foliage, and here Dr. Stebbins tied the
nuptial knot. The bride, who was given away by her
brother, Marshall Woodworth, wore a robe of white corded

of snowballs

and

silk trimmed with lace and orange blossoms; Miss Lita
Woodworth, as bridesmaid, was gowned in light blue brocaded silk. Clarence Musto supported the groom as best
man. A handsome supper was served later in the evening, and Coronado has been the scene of the honeymoon.
The Samuel-Despres wedding was another pretty home
ceremony. The bridal canopy underneath which it was
performed by the Reverend Jacob Nieto was of lilies,
snowballs and orange blossoms, with a large wedding bell
hanging in the centre. Miss Leila Samuel was maid of
honor, and Samuel Despres his brother's best man.
Another pretty wedding took place at 2126 Vallejo
street last Tuesday evening when Miss Emma Moore was
married to D. Paul Elder amid a large gathering of
relatives and friends.
The ceremony was performed by
the Revereud Horatio Stebbins, Miss Alice Moore being
maid of honor and R. B. Elder the groom's best man.
The Church of Notre Dame des Victoires was the scene of
one of last week's weddings, when Miss Marie Louise
Schweitzer was the bride and Frank S. Kelley the groom,
and the Rev. Father Doran the officiating priest. The

bride looked beautiful in her robe of white brocaded silk
trimmed with rich lace; a diamond star gleaming in the
folds of her tulle vail confined it to her coiffeur.
Miss
Albertine Schweitzer, who was maid of honor, wore a gown
of pale Nile silk and carried a bouquet of red roses.
Thomas Kelley was best man. After the church service
a wedding breakfast was served at the residence of the
bride's parents, and later the happy pair left town for

Del Monte.
Recently announced engagements include those of Miss
Kate Landers and John J. Kendricks, with the wedding to
take place next month; of Miss Lyda Thompson and
William L. Dudley Jr. with June 9th set as the date for
their marriage, and of Miss Edith May McLelland of Oakland to Dr. George E. Bushnell, which was formally announced last Monday.
Miss Harriet B. Tayler, also of
Oakland, is another prospective bride, and the groom elect
is J.

Alexander Young.

Miss Bessie Younger is expected to arrive about the
middle of June to officiate as bridesTnaid to her friend, Miss
Claire Tucker, and it is quite on the cards that her own
marriage with Burns McDonald will take place before her
return to Europe, where Mrs. Younger purposes remaining another year.
Mr. Horace Fletcher, who has been the guest of the
Kruttschnitts during his stay, has been muchly entertained since his arrival by his old friends in San Francisco.
Mrs. C. L. Ashe has gone East on a visit to her daughter Millie Mrs. Sewell and will be absent a greater part
of the summer.
Horace Piatt is also among recent
Eastern departures, called suddenly to New York by the
death of his brother-in-law, Andrew Wesley Hunt. Mr.
and Mrs. George Pope and Miss Carrie Taylor sailed from
New York for Europe on Wednesday last.
The following San Franciscans are registered at the St.
Denis Hotel, New York; C. Gerhart, W. B. Glidden, J.
G. Wooley, H. Ward, Mrs. W. L. Pierce and daughter,

—

R. B. Hewes.

—
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The members of tbe Younp Ladies' Auxiliary gave a
charming entertainment at Harnionie Hall in Alameda a
few nights ago. The programme o^ned with a series of
livini:
entitled "The Magic Mirror,'' wherein
beauty

another for supremacy.
ibleaux was a poem written by Miss
Helen Wij»j;in and read with much feeling by Mrs. Langstroth.
Delightful musical numbers were rendered and
;gbly appreciated by the
audience.
Miss Maud
Kitty Winks
anil Miss Mamie Gibbons as
*'
The Little Rebel " captured the hearts of all present
and the entertainment came to a pleasant conclusion about
the witching hour of midnight.
A polo match between the Riverside and Burlingame
Teams will be played at the Burlingame Club Grounds this
afternoon
A special train, direct to the grounds, will
leave Third and Townsend streets at 1:45 p. m., returning
about 5:30 p. m. A large attendance is expected as
"society " is going down in a block.
an>:

:

with

0110

THE

1

:i

H'l.K. are already beginning to leave for the resorts,
Fl'.<
and Vichy Springs is coming in for its fair share of
them. The scenery of the surrounding country is unexcelled, and the warm and cold springs are so beneficial as
to have long been world famous.
The springs are still in
charge of old Wm. Doolan, which of itself is a guarantee of
good treatment.

1000's
Store, 400

THE
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weekly Saturday
to Stockton, instituted by George W. Hopkins, are proving so popular
thai the demand lor tickets is often beyond the supply,
Aproof of the popularity of this gentleman, we can state
that last year, at one of the excursions he «;is conducting, his treatment of the excursionists was so well appreciated that they presented him with a written testimonial
which contained the signatures of some of the most pi m
inent people in this city.
If you wish to Bee Stockton, join
one of his parties and you will not miss any of the sights

of "cigar

ribbons" in endless varieties at Gerona Cigar

Montgomery

street.

CARNIVAL.
Blackheads permanently cured by using "Cream

WE have

beard much about the wonderful flower

soms." In
fest-

ivals of the South, but that of San Jose easily extinguishes the light of all the others.
Probably we are prejudiced in favor of the latter city it being easier of access
and nearer to our hearts.
And yet so many Southerners
visited the San Jose festival and pronounced it so perfect
that we are inclined to think our praise is brought forth
by the appreciation of its incomparable beauties, and not
through any mere feeling of neighborliness.
For the past
two days San Jose has been a paradise, redolent with the
perfume of beautiful flowers, and its streets have been
thronged with a galaxy of girls and women unsurpassable
in feminine beauty. Love and Laughter
twin gods ever attendant upon Beauty have sparkled in the eyes of every
one, and it is safe to say that the soft song of Sorrow has
for a while been still, and will not be heard again until the

—

end to-night.

is not to be wondered at.
Live men
and intelligent women can work wonders when they start
in to do it; and when their efforts are so ably seconded by
numberless little children as the San Jose children have
done their success is doubly assured. The Carnival will
end to-night in a blaze of glory, and the people who witness
it will feel all the more assured of the fact that California
is the only place in the world wherein to live one's life and
await the beck of the mighty-winged Angel of Death.

San Jose's success

—

1

Co.,

of Orange BlosPacific Perfumery Co., S. F.

Druggists or by mail.

Art Stationers and Heraldic Engravers,

BUILT LIKE A WATCH

—

746

Market

St.

"

Wtien

you

Buy

Wheel

a

Buy one with a reputation— one that won't
break down when you're

—

—

festivities

Cooper &

jars, 60c.

ten miles from home.
Don't lean to "fads";
they are not substantial.

THE STERLING has
been on the market five
We guarantee it
year, and also
guarantee our tires for the same period. Replacements made at our
office in San Francisco. The STERLING costs 8700. If you want to
know more about it, send for our art catalogue, mailed free to any address,
and you will buy the
STERLING MOADSTER.

'96

years
for one

AWATChH

"BUILT LIKE
Address

STERLING CYCLE WORKS, 314

Wm.

V.

Post

Bryan, Manager

St.,

Cal.

S. F.,

Pacific Coast Branch.

ON

Tuesday, May 12th, Easton, Eldridge & Co., the
auctioneers, will sell some very choice residence property situated in various portions of the city. One most
desirable residence to be disposed of is situated at No. 1016
Green street, near Jones, and consists of a charming eight
roomed, bay-windowed house, with a handsome garden and
outbuildings.
The residence is in first-class condition, and
is just the place wherein to establish a comfortable home.
The other property is distributed over Pacific Heights, Oak
street, Haight street, Precita Heights, Mission District,

Golden Gate avenue, Ashbury Heights, and Cortland
avenue. All of the property is most desirable, and it is
expected the figures in each case will run up to quite a
substantial amount.

Dealers

Photo
of

There is nothing so invigorating to the system as the Russian
Bath, which includes the famous "Needle Shower." This can be enjoyed at the Lurline Baths, corner of Bash and Larkin streets and is
recommended by the leading physicians of this city. The cost of
the same is only fifty cents, which sum allows the bather to enjoy
the privileges ot the

swimming tank

afterwards.

Mounts,

Cards

Descriptions,

Edging,

Etc.

ARTISTIC^^
Souvenirs,

Menus,

Show

president, Mrs. Joseph L. Moody; third vice-president,
Mrs. H. E. Huntington; fourth vice-president, Mrs. J. C.
Stubbs; recording secretary, Mrs. W. R. Eckart; corresponding secretary, Mrs. J. M. Chretien; treasurer, Mrs.
W. Manning; directors, Mrs. D. J. Murphy, Mrs. M. J.
McDonald, Mrs. F. G. Sanborn, Mrs. I. S. Belcher, Mrs.
Irving M. Scott, Mrs. M. R. Higgins and Mrs. Richard
Rising.

all

Embossing, Ragged

new
THE
ago, are as

officers of the Sorosis club, elected a few days
follows: President, Mrs. William B. Carr;
first vice-president, Mrs. George J. Bucknall; second vice-

Card Board,

in
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The modern oxygen cure
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Pacific Coast
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SOUTHERN PACIFIC COMPANY.

THE

(Pacific System.)
Trains Leave and are Due to Arrive at

Leave.

From May

|

a Niles,

S;in Jose,

.v,

1896.

\

To get a note so soon— the first
Bridal edition, unrevised—
And scribbled at ray very worst.

Arrive

A

a

Sacramento,

and way stations K:iu

Oroville,

And

Landing, Marysville,
and Sacramento

4:15 p

*7:15P

8:45a
*9:00p
t7:45p

A

10:45

A

a

little bit

Most

4:30p Niles, San Jose, Livermore and
7 :15 P
Stockton
4 :30 P Merced, Berenda, Raymond (for
11:45 a
Yosemite) and Fresno
5:00p New Orleans Express, Fresno,
Bakersfleld, Santa Barbara, Los
Angeles, Deming, El Paso, New
10:15a
Orleans, and East
SantaFe Route, Atlantic Express,
10:15a
forMojave and East
11:45a
5:00p Vallejo
9:45 A
6:00 p European mail, Ogden and East.
7:45 A
6:00 p Hay wards, Niles and San Jose.
17:00 p Vallejo
ft :45 p

my

of

forlorn.

6:20

and

for

here—

7:00

Sacramento,
Express,
Marysville, Redding, Portland,
Puget Sound and East

tiny thorns one's wreath

LEAVE

a

Santa Cruz Division (Narrow Gauge).
J7:45

a Santa Cruz Excursion, Santa Cruz
and principal way stations
t8:05P

—

5:10

and way stations
2:15 p Newark, Centerville, San Jose,
New Almaden, Felton, Boulder
Creek, Santa Cruz, and principal

way stations
4 :15

p

5 :50

Coast Division (Third and Townsend

streets).

way stations (New
Almaden Wednesdays only

Amid

her clustering curls.

rebel ringlet close yon hold
Behind her rose leaf ears,
And hear the flattering story told

The fringed lids bide her eyes from
Her face is turned away;
Ah, jewels cold with mocking light,
Is

P

it

in vain

J7:30a Sunday Excursion for San Jose.
Santa Cruz, Pacific Grove and
Principal Way Stations
\8 :35 P
8 :15 a San Jose, Tres Pinos, Santa Cruz,
Pacific Grove, Paso Robles, San
Luis Obispo, Guadalupe and principal way stations
7 :05 p
19 :47 A Palo Alto and Way Stations
fl :45 ,p
10 :40 a San Jose and way stations
5 :00 p
11:45 a Palo Alto and way stations
3:30 p
*2:30pSan Jose, Gilroy, Tres Pinos,
Santa Cruz, Salinas, Monterey,
Pacific Grove
*10:40 a
*3:30pSan Jose and principal way stations

9:47
*8 :06

p San Jose and Way Stations
5:30p San Jose and way stations
6 :30 p San Jose and way stations
111:45p San Jose and way stations
*4 :30

San Leandro and Haywards Local.
1*6:00
8:00
9:00
10:00
t'll

.00

Al
A
a
a
a
p
P
p
p
P
P
P
P

2:00
3:00
4:00
5:00
5:30
7:00
8:00
9:00
ttll:15 P

Seminary Park,
Fitchburg,
San Leandro,
and

45 P
45 p

i

Runs through

From Niles

to Niles.

p
p

(Slip

of

7:15,9:00, and 11:00 A. m., Jl
*4:00, 15:00 and «6:00p. m.

:00,

*6:00, 8:00,

WHICH CATALOGUE

a

for

tt

i^U

KflHN
Agents

1

10AM

6:15pm
Sonoma, 110:40am 8:40am
Glen Ellen. 6:05PM 6:15pm
|

=„,.„_,„_„, 110:40AM
Sebastopol.

|
|

10:10am

6;05PM 6:15pm

Stages connect at Cloverdale for the Geysers.
Stages connect at Pieta for Highland Springs,
Kelseyville, andLakeport.
Stages connect at Ukiah for Vichy Springs,
Blue Lakes, Laurel Del, Upper Lake, Booneville,

Greenwood, Mendocino City, Fort Bragg, Usal,
Westport, WillittSjCapella, Pomo, Potter Valley, John Day's, Lierley's, Scotia, and Eureka.
Saturday-to-Monday Round Trip Tickets at reduced rates.
On Sundays, Round Trip Tickets to all points
beyond San Rafael at half rates.
St.,

Chronicle

R. X. RYAN,
Gen. Passenger Agent.

STEAMSHIP CO.
for
13

For B. C. and Puget Sound ports, May 4, 9,
14, 19, 24, 29 and every 5th day thereafter.
For Eureka (Humboldt Bay), Steamer "Pomona, "at 2p.m. May 1,5,9, 13, 17, 21,25, 29, and
every fourth day thereafter.
For Newport, Los Angeles and all way ports,
at 9 A. M. May 3. 7, 11, 15, 19, 23, 27, 31 and every
fourth day thereafter.
For San Diego, stopping only at Port Harford
Santa Barbara, Port Los Angeles Redondo, (Los
Angeles) and Newport, May 1,5,9, 13 17,21,25, 29,
and every fourth day thereafter, at 11 a. m.
For Ensenada, San Jose del Cabo, Mazatlan,
La Paz. Altata, and Guaymas (Mexico), steamer
" Orizaba," 10 A. M. May 5; steamer " Coos Bay"

Hamburg American
,

HAWAII,

DAYS TO

S.S. CO.

HONOLULU

SAMOA,

AUSTRALIA.

FS.S. AUSTRALIA.

S. S. "Australia, for Honolulu only, Saturday,
23. at 10 a.m.
S. S. "Monowai," sails via Honolulu and Auckland, for Sydney. Thursday,
28th, at 2 p m.
Line to Coolgardie, Australia, and Capetown.

May

May

South Africa
Agents,

114
I-Iarket St.,

J.

D SPRECKELS &BROS.

Montgomery St. Freight
San Francisco
.

10 A. M..

May

13

Ticket Office— Palace Hotel, No.
Montgomery street.
No.

10

Market

street,

4

New

Gen'l Agents,

San Francisco.

Line

line to London, Paris, Hamburg. Overland
ticket office, 401 California St corner Sansome,
opposite Bank of California. Tel. Main 1144.

CEANIC

,

W. Myeb.)

Fast

p for Afternoon.

The Pacific Transfer Company will call for
and check baggage from hotels and residences.
Enquire of Ticket Agents for Time Cards and

|

10

7:30pm

|

GOODALL, PERKINS & CO.,

& HERZ0G,

(Successors to A.

NEW ZEALAND,

fSaturdays only.
JSundays only.
Monday, Thursday, and Saturday nights only

other information.

tea.

*2:00, 13:00,

excepted.

1

6:15pm

_

Guerneville
1

18, 38.

)Cuitars,Cuitar Music
Flutes, Flute Music
Cornets, Cornet Music, Harmonicas.
C. C. STORY, 26 Central Street, Boston, Mass.

of Broadway.
10:00 A. m.; 112:00, *1:00, 12:00,

Morning.

»

7:30am
5:00pm
7:30am
5:00pm

6:15pm

Dispatch steamers from San Francisco
May 14, 29; June 3,

Mandolins. Violins, Violin Music,
Violin Cases, Violin Bows
.Banjos, Banjo Music

*3:00,t4:00 *5:00p. M.

Sundays

7:30a

Geyserville, 7:30pm
Cloverdale.
Pieta, Hop- -.„,„„
lana ulllan .| 7.30PM
1

|

;

From Oakland— Foot

.

7:30am

pm

PACIFIC COAST

SCIENCE.

Miss Muffet
She sat on a tuffet
And finished her biscuits and
Then picked up a spider
That sat down beside her
And counted his an-tenn-ae.

P
p

8).

am 8:40am
pm 10:10am
pm 6:15pm

Windsor,
Healdsburg,

H. C. WHITING,
Gen. Manager.

Little

P
P

Market street

10:40
6:05
7:30

TICKET OFFICE—650 Market

p

CREEK ROUTE FERRY.
From San Francisco— Foot

Novato,
Petaluma,
Santa Rosa.

am

ports in Alaska, 9 a.m..

A

p

Am

of pearls.

p

a
A

IN S. F.

Building.

CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALER.

a

A

:45
:45
:15
:45
:45
:45
:50
:00

gleam

~~

:45
:45

Haywards.

chilling

THE ADVANCE OF

a
a

:15
:45

f

Melrose,

t

The

ARRIVE

pray?

Upturned to mine are her dear eyes,
All rumpled are her curls,
While on the floor, unheeded, lies,

*8:48a
6 :35
f7:45

I

sight,

1:40,3:40,5:00,

Week
Desti'tion. Sundays. Days.

|

VON DER SMITH.

*3:45a San Jose and

*1 :45

9:30

3:30pm|
7:30am|
5:10pm]
7:30AM|
3:30pm|

That, with bent head she hears.
*11 :20 a
9 :50 A

P Newark, San Jose, Los Gatos

7 :30

TO MY

With amber's warm translucent gleam,
With moonlight chill of pearls,
ifmall, dainty combs how bright you beam

AM;

Fulton,

3:30

LADY'S SIDE COMBS.

9:35, 11:10

In Effect
April 2, 1896

PM 5:00pm

may

The

8:15a Newark, Centerville, San Jose,
Felton, HoulderCreek, Santa Cruz

S. F.

Week
Days. Sundays.

7:30 AMI j.oo. „
7.3UAM

p Oregon

10:45

P m.

PM.
Between San Francisco and Schuetzen Park,
same schedule as above.
6:25

I'm sitting quite alone, my dear,
And he is in the smoking-car.

—

.

6 :35

SUNDAYS—7:35,

.

.

DAYS-«:15, 7:50, 9:10, 11:10 AM; 12:45,
P m. Saturdays— Extra trips at 1 :55

3 :40, 5 :10

7:30AM

am,

1:30. 3:30, 5:00,

SAN RAFAEL TO SAN FRANCISCO.

And yet
What

I

11:00A m;

PM.

WEEK

7:30am
3:30pm

marl

5 :00 P

SUNDAYS-7:! 0,9:30,

dreams seem disarranged,

know

Street.

9:00, 11:00 A M; 12:35,3:30
5:10, 6:30 p M.
Thursdays— Extra trip at
11:30 p M. Saturdays— Extra trips at 1:50
and 11:30 pm.

Of course I 'm happy— only life
Looks altered now— the world is changed
I can't believe I'm Harry's wife.
I

Market

of

WEEK DAYS—7:30,

Three days ago— time quickly flies
And yet it somehow seems like years—
Since all the kisses and good-byes,
And all the trembling hopes and fears.
Of course he likea to smoke, but then
You always used to say, you know,
Women were different from men,
Ah, yes, indeed! I find it so.

4:45 p
10:15 a
6:15 p

9:15

feel

9,1896.

SAN FRANCISCO TO SAN RAFAEL.

see,

leaf

We're on the train still. I'm alone;
Harry is in the smoking-car
These last two hours. My time's my own
But Helen dear, how strange men are

P

6:15

Red

Marysville,

Sundays excepted Oroville.
•8:30 a Peters and Milton
Fresno,
9:00a Los Angeles Express,
Santa Barbara and Los Angeles.
9:00 a Martinez and Stockton
9:00 a Vallejo
1:00 p Niles, San Jose and Livermore...
*1:0Op Sacramento River steamers
tl:30P Port Costa and Way Stations....
4:00 P Martinez, San Ramon, Vallejo,
Napa, Calistoga, El Verano and
Santa Rosa
4:00 p Benicia,
Vacaville, Woodland,
Bluff,

Knight's

you

Tibubon Ferry—Foot

from Harry's diary torn,
And then I'm writing on my knee

7:UUa Atlantic Express, Ogden and East 8:45P
7:00 A Benicia, Vacaville, Rumsey, Sacramento, and Redding, via Davis 6:45 p
7:00 A Martinez, San Ramon, Napa, Cal8:30

will be surprised

I've but a pencil, as

istoga, and Santa Rosa
Niles, San Jose, Stockton, lone,

May

SAN FRANCISCO AND NORTH PACIFIC
RAILWAY CO.

BRIDE'S LETTER.-jt/oef.

Dear Helen, you

SAN FRANCISCO:

*6:00

;!

CO.,

offlce, 327

OCCIDENTAL AND ORIENTAL

S. S.

CO.

For Japan and China.
Steamers leave wharf at FIRST and BRANNAN STREETS, at 3 P M, for YOKOHAMA and

HONGKONG,
steamers

for

connecting at

SHANGHAI.

Yokohama with

Doric (via Honolulu)
Tuesday, May 12,
Bklgic
Thursday, May 28,
Coptic
Monday, June 15,
Gaelic (via Honolulu).... Thursday, July 2,

1896
1896
1896
1896

Round Trip Tickets at Reduced Rates.
For freight or passage apply at Company's
No. 425 Market street, corner First.

office,

D. D.

STUBBS, Secretary.

o
o
CO
o
a:
IL

a:

CO
LU

o>
CO
UJ
a:

V-

o

/Wr

Annual Subtcription, t\.00.

Per Copy, JO Crnlt.

SETTER
S,4tf

KoJ. £//.

FRANCISCO, SATURDAY, MAY

PrimaJ and PuNUIud ererp Saturday if tne proprietor. FRED HARRIOTT.
*m-dB-41S Mertnant ttrrtl. San FraneUeo. Entered at San FraneUco
Pottofiee at Second-elatt Hotter.

7»«

•TTER in Sow York City to at Tempi.
of
Morriton. Eattern.
at Ckiedao. »i Bopet Itmlding. (Front A"
Repreeentatire).vhere information maybe obtained regarding nubtcrip-

off

and

;

rate*.

16,
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to the credit of the Sacramento daily and evening
thai they all refrained from mentioning in their
columns the late unfortunate scandal in that city. Journalistic decency in California is apparently confined to the
interior press, and the proprietors of our local dailies could
well afford to retire to the country and strive to regain
is

ITjournals

the honor they long have been strangers

to.

most important wedding the society reporter
THEalways
hundred dollars
FIVE
the one that has the most money
nish accommodations
of

"

in

is

measure

steadily becoming the
that society holds most dear.

Money

is

Commissioner Fitzgerald
LABOR
workingmen. Labor ever bites

of

it.

every thing

trouble with the
the hand that feeds
a way that affects

is in

and antagonizes its best friends
no stomach but its own.

it,

in

THE

rumored that the Examiner has ready for publicaITtion a new story, entitled "Fair Treatment." by the
author of "The Mill of Silence," and that a prize of $30,is

000 will be offered for the best
mystery.

interpretation of the

argued that a party candidate for U. S. Senator
be named in State convention, as a means of preventing legislators from selling their votes. The delegates to a convention, as a matter of course, are above

fire alarm whistle on Stevenson street is the cause
of much complaint among business men and others in
the city. The nuisance can only be abated by the appropriation of enough money to provide for a fully paid fire
department, and this, judging by the manner in which
Supervisors juggle away the public funds, is an expense
the people are not willing to incur.

ITshould

contemporary, the Sacramento
OUR
ing sued by a merchant
that

suspicion.

000 from the owners for publishing a news item about him
some years ago. Seeing that the man himself considers
so large a sum necessary to patch up his reputation, we
think it would be better for him to get out of the city, as
the community would benefit greatly by his absence.

is

Highway
State Board
THE
be making good progress

Commissioners seems to
the agitation it has excited for the employment of jail prisoners in county roadwork. It is better for all concerned that these offenders
should not eat the bread of idleness.
of

in

Clunie, posing as a champion of purity and
ANDY
a spectacle for gods and men. It
political reform,
is

noticeable that the youthful statesman's efforts are all
turned in a certain direction, but it would be uncharitable
to suppose that he has any desire to be placated.

is

S CABLE

binding America with Hawaii. Japan, and
Both Japan and
Siberia has long been a necessity.
Asiatic Russia are places of importance to-day, and telemay
be
the
means
of opening
graphic communication
them up to important commercial enterprises.
the
ONE
Brooklyn
of

effects of the consolidation of
will probably be to enlarge

New York

and

the powers of
York has be-

Now that New
the world, both in area and
population, the opportunities there for political plunder
are more dazzling than ever.
the

Tammany

organization.

come the second

city

of

city

Bee,

is

again be-

who claims

$50,-

need not be much doubt as to McKinley's
THERE
"managers" having promised that California

should

have a Cabinet office, in case the delegation from this
State to the Republican National Convention should help
to nominate the Ohio man.
It may turn out that they
promised two Cabinet offices for California's support.
such
office,
What is one
where there are so many aspirants
to political distinction?

PROFESSOR Powers
tell

the

of

Stanford had the boldness to

Woman's Suffrage convention that he saw

"nothing to gain from woman's possession of the franchise, and quite as little to fear."
If this be the correct
view of the matter, by all means let the dear creature
have the ballot, providing she wants it. It's a small price
Otherwise, woman may not
to pay for peace with honor.
rest satisfied until she not only gets the ballot but also

takes

it

away from tyrant man.

in

T T was hush money Dr. Brown was paying," declared
1 Mrs. Davidson, in the lecture that failed to draw.
" And through it all I preserved my silence.
I waited
God's command to speak." No one can doubt the word of
this truly excellent woman, but it is an odd coincidence
that she did not hear the voice of the Lord so long as the
hush money held out.
'

'

SUPERVISOR Hirsch of this

.

not sufficient to fit up and furfor the insane in the prison hospital.
It is little less than shameful that a city of the
size of San Francisco should not have a suitable building
for this purpose. Tax payers would willingly grant money
for that purpose if they knew that their earnings would
be applied to the purpose in hand.
is

city declares himself op-

posed to the granting of franchises for electric roads
over county highways. He thinks the electric lines should
be required to buy their own rights of way, as the steam
This policy would prevent the construction
railroads do.
of electric roads, even where such lines are now earnestly
desired by the public.

ID" Thompson, who

is to be hanged next week at
enjoys the distinction of being the
to death under the provisions of the
first
new State law making train robbery, or attempt at train
robbery, a capital offence. Thompson narrowly missed a
new trial, the Supreme Court standing four to three
against him on appeal. This new law is a wet blanket on
a once promising industry.

_ San Quentin,
"K"
man sentenced

VERY
session

attention has been paid in Congress this
the Nicaragua canal matter. But now
that the House Committee on Interstate and Foreign
Commerce has ordered a favorable report on the amended
Mahon bill, it is to be hoped that the measure will be
pushed through without further delay. It calls for construction under the supervision of the corps of engineers
of the U. S. Army, and in accordance with plans to be
drawn by that body.
little

to

SAN FRANCISCO NEWS LETTER.
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TRUE

DEMOCRATIC

POLICY.

disease

— and this sort
—

of citizen outside of

it

16, 1896.

was

its real

strength now perceives that having driven the officehunting Roman Catholic Irishman from the field the A. P.
A. has stepped into his vacated place. And a Protestant
A. P. A. "doing politics" because he is a Protestant, is
no more agreeable to the American mind than is an Irishman "doing politics" because he is an Irishman and a

THE

Democratic party of California has a special duty
The Republican party has
to perform this year.
made the local issue by marching en masse into the encampment of the American Protective Association. The bosses
of the order were on open view at Sacramento, the commands of the order were obeyed by the Republican State
Convention, and without any apparent reluctance that
body passed into the possession of the A. P. A.
Thus the question of a religious test in California politics
has been boldly raised. There was no public necessity for
The only Republican excuse is that the
the raising of it.
A. P. A. is an organization strong in numbers, and that
The party has sought and
alliance with it means votes.
will obtain all the advantage that is to be derived from the
Therefore justice, as well as
friendship of the A. P. A.
political policy, requires that the Republican party should
be made to bear all the disadvantage of the connection.
Hence the Democracy, if it have competent leadership,
principle and common sense, will at its State Convention
declare war upon the Republican party as the partner of
the A. P. A., and willingly accept battle with that society,
which stands for bigotry and proscription.
The A. P. A. is a good deal more than the enemy of
Roman Catholics. Its original purpose was to antagonize
the Irish who sought office on the ground of race and religion, but the A. P. A. has passed far beyond that single
primary object. It now takes the position that whoever
Opposition to it by citizens of
is not for it is against it.
the Protestant religion, and of no religion, is even more
offensive to its sensibilities than the opposition of CathoA sense of power has made it insolent, and greedy,
lics.
Besides turning bully, it is grabbing for the offices.
too.
In both its exclusive religious ideas and its enlarged political activity it is about equally objectionable.
There
should be as little room in our politics for self-seeking
In all its assecret societies as for the religious bigot.
pects the American Protective Association has become as
thoroughly un-American as any association of voters
could be.
By declaring war upon the A. P. A. the Democratic
party would, of course, call to its side every Catholic ?n
the State. The Democratic party has as good a right to
bid for Catholic votes as the Republican party has to bid
But that is a subordinate considerafor A. P. A. votes.
strong, aggressive and unconditional repudiation
tion.
of the religious test in politics would earn for the Democracy the approval of every man of genuine American instincts.
And such men compose the great majority of
the people of this State, as of every State in the Union.
In fighting for the constitutional rights of the Catholic the
fight will be made for the constitutional rights of everybody else. It is simply a case of hoisting the stars and
stripes and marching against the un-American band of
bigots who have run up an orange banner of their own,
and attempted to substitute it for our national flag.
The Catholics of California are suffering terribly under
the persecution of the A. P. A. But nobody who is not a
Catholic feels particularly sorry for them.
There can be
no effect without a cause, and our brethren of Rome have
brought this thing on themselves. They are merely undergoing the unpleasant, but salutary, experience of being
forced to swallow their own medicine.
The good that the
experience is doing them is apparent to everybody. There
never yet was a religious sect which felt the hand of oppression that didn't awaken to the virtue and beauty of
toleration and learn the language of liberty.
So we see
that our Catholic neighbors have become intensely patriotic and the most fervent pleaders for the right of every
man to worship God in his own way. Religious persecution has become in the mind of the chastened Roman Catholic of California a hateful and a shameful thing.
And to
the apprehension of the contemporaneous Catholic the
person who asks for office on the score of his birth-place or
his faith is a disgrace to mankind, who should be drummed
out of the camp of modern civilization. The A. P. A. has
not lived in vain.
But it is time the A. P. A. should die. It has served its
legitimate end, and transformed itself into the very thing
it was born to abate
the religionist in politics. * Every
intelligent citizen who regarded it as a vile cure for a vile

May

Catholic.

The Democratic party

will have to enter upon this ugly
The Republicans
to do so or not.
have taken the un-American side, and nothing is left for
the Democracy but to espouse the cause of the persecuted.
Real Democrats will not ask for a better cause, since the
principles involved go to the foundations of the republic.
No religion in politics, entire separation of Church and
State, equal rights for every citizen that, surely, is a
platform as soundly Democratic as the party could have
were Thomas Jefferson alive to draw it up.
War upon the A. P. A., which is now the Republican
party in California; war, open and without quarter such
is the logical Democratic policy as forced by the situation.

war whether

it

likes

—

—

The McKinley
Boom

Months ago the News Letter predicted
that Major McKinley would be without

competitors for the Republicpn Presidential nomination by the time the
National Convention met. We turned prophet because we
Its dread
saw the state of the Republican party clearly.
of the monetary issue moved it to cast about for a pretext
to shelve it for another four years. The one thing on which
the masses of Republicans are agreed is protection. McTherefore, it was
Kinley's name stands for high duties.
inevitable that he would be taken up and presented as the
country's savior, the Moses to lead it out of hard times by
raising custom house taxes and increasing the cost of the
Will Shrink.

necessaries of

life.

The scheme has worked well up

In the prelimto date.
inary skirmishing the country has been swept by McKinley.
But McKinley as a candidate before the Republican
party for the nomination is one thing, and McKinley as a
candidate for the Presidency another. The campaign in
Hurrahhis interest will, of necessity, be a shouting one.
ing, brass-banding, and the avoidance of rational argument are to be relied on to carry him through with a rush.
That would be good tactics if the election were to take
But a
place early in July instead of early in November.
campaign lasting five months cannot be conducted on the
hurrah plan. The human lung and the human brain are
not to be kept for that long space at the mass-meeting
tension.
Blaine was a bigger man, a better man, a more
magnetic man than McKinley, and the enthusiasm for him
was all real, and not two-thirds simulated, yet Cleveland
beat Blaine.
There are a discouraging number of grown men in the
United States who feel happy when politicians, with the
help of drums and bonfires, do their thinking for them;
but, on the other hand, there are hosts of citizens who do
not disdain to use their heads, as well as their ears and
larynxes, in politics. So, in our opinion, the McKinley
boom is a squab boom that is larger now when just out of
the shell than it will be at any other period of its existence.
The good sense of the thoughtful among the American people is against him and his preposterous doctrine
that high taxes are the egg which, when sat on by the
Republican hen, will give us the chicken of prosperity.
Wait and see what will become of the McKinley boom.

A

bogus and must shrink.
Wait and see what it will
months from now. The better-class Republican has a brain as well as a voice, a fact that the managers of the party have chosen to overlook.

It

is

look like three

A Mercenary

—

I

The Democratic party

of California

would

not be the loosely organized, often divided,
and frequently defeated thing it is if it enjoyed the guidance and support of a first-class daily newspaper in the metropolis of the State.
Of the six dailies
printed in San Francisco not one is Democratic. One occasionally pretends to be, but that pretense is never made
for the benefit of the partj.
The Examiner goes into the
Democratic paddock whenever it sees anything to be made
there, and leaves it the instant the prospect for profit on
the outside is more promising.
It is a strictly business
Fraud.

SAN FRANCISCO NEWS

iSq6.

concern
Had young Mr. Hearst, ambitious of distinction.
-paper, and conducted the
bought a saloon
saloon on the same principles which he has applied to the
management of the Examiner, that saloon would haw
would have imported no more
for the moral welfare of the community than the suci
the Examiner imports for the political" welfare of the Democratic party
By keeping the truth in mind— the truth that the Examiner is run altogether for its proprietor's benelit. and not
at all for the Democracy's -Democrats will spare themselves the pain of those rages they fall into when the Examiner declines to forego Republican favor by being DemIt is out for circulation, advertisements, and inocratic.
Everybody is now aware that, while it was lifting
come.
up its gentle anti-railroad voice to charm the anti-monopoly
subscriber, it was drawing down a monthly subsidy of $100(1
Similarly,
from the Southern Pacific Railroad Company.
it lagged behind its party in the assault of eight and four
years ago on the trusts and other rich fruit of the protective system.
And to this day no man knows how it stands
on the monetary question whether it is for gold or silver.
The Republican State Convention met at Sacramento the
other day, and formally enlisted in the army of the A. P. A.
The Examiner has refrained from saying one word as to
that proceeding, about which every Democrat in the State

—

Protectionists have nickels as well as free
thinking.
traders, silver men as well as gold men, Republicans as
Democrats,
A. P. A.'s as well as Catholics, and the
well as
thing for which the Examiner lives is nickels. Where they
come from doesn't matter so long as they reach its till.
The paper is as devoid of public spirit and of enthusiasm
for Democratic principles as any rounder who lives off the
party by hanging on to it for his own sake, and selling it
It finds it profitable to preout when he gets a chance.
tend to be Democratic, for so it can please the Republicans
by betraying the Democracy. Whatever it possesses, including its editorial columns and its party connection, is
on sale, at wholesale and retail.
is

—

Were there a good Democratic newspaper here not an
organ, but a newspaper as faithful to Democracy as the
Republican newspapers are to Republicanism it would be
a power for cohesion and a formidable weapon of political
war.
Suppose the party had in San Francisco a paper
like the New York Sun, for instance; does any one imagine
the Republican party could desert to the A. P. A. intrenchments and have nothing said about it ? That silence of
the Examiner's gives the measure of its concern for Democratic interests, and, in all ways, it is equally destitute of
solicitude for everything save its receipts.
One of these days a real Democratic newspaper will appear in San Francisco, and when it does the Democrats of
California will be pleased to send the remains of the Examiner on ice to its thrifty owner in New York.
It is the
heaviest load, among the many heavy loads, that the Democratic party of this State has to stagger under, for it is
a fraud, and the lowest kind of a mercenary fraud at that.
The sell-out to the Southern Pacific was thoroughly characteristic; that was the Examiner all over.

—

Sordid Cruelty
of the

A citizen of Sacramento,

a

man of

wealth,

good repute, useful to the community, and
Newspapers,
apparently happy in his domestic relations, made the discovery the other day
that his wife was unfaithful. He behaved with equal discretion and mercy. Instead of killing the woman and her
paramour and making a great public scandal, he remembered the feelings and welfare of his children, some of them
daughters and nearly grown. So he gave the unchaste
wife money and sent her to her people in a distant city,
and prepared to depart with his boys and girls to Europe,
where, he hoped, they would be safe from learning of their
mother's shame. To seek a divorce was a duty, and he
sought to do it with as little publicity as possible.
Surely no matter could be more strictly personal than
this.
In no way did the wreck of the man's home, his private grief, possess any legitimate interest for strangers.
Yet while the unhappy husband and careful father was
finishing his preparations to go away with his motherless
children, the newspapers of this city blazed out in many
columns, topped with shouting headlines, proclaiming to
all the world what the man was endeavoring to conceal for

I.I'.TTKR.

tke of his boys and girls.
If their hearts have nol
been broken and their young souls wounded and poisoned
by the knowledge thai their mother is s wanton, it is not
because the press of San Francisco has not done its enter
prising best to force the knowledge upon them
Custom is the warrant of the newspapers for doing this
sort of thing.
That an event has ocourred and that the
curiosity of the multitude would be gratified by being told
of it— that is the whole gospel of the news merchant,
Be
respects no rights of privacy, considers nol at all the pain
that may be caused or tbe harm done by publication. The
bleeding pride of men. the reputations of women, the future
of children, these count for nothing.
The public is ready
to buy news, and the news merchant therefore triumphs
over everything in order to get it to sell.
Custom cannot even excuse, let alone justify, this cruel,

unmanly intrusion upon personal griefs, this heartless trading in happenings that should be respected as family
secrets.
It is custom, but it is none the less outrage. The
press has no right to deal in such wares. The fact that it
does deal in them habitually, and that the practice is so
well established that it is accepted as inevitable, proves
only that the press has successfully usurped the privilege
of doing wrong for gain.
The Sacramento instance is exceptional solely in the accident of the conspicuousness of
the persons involved.
Every day tragedies of the home
with which the public has no more concern than with any
other event in a citizen's household, are exploited by the
press.
No home, conspicuous or obscure, is safe. The
press licenses itself to poke itself in, note-book in hand,
wherever there is strife or sorrow that arises from sin.
And the press is wholly sordid in the performance of this
double function of Paul Pry and village gossip.
Its one
No wonder the press is neither remotive is nickels.
spected nor liked by people who are themselves worthy of
being liked and respected.

There are so few preachers of broad calibre in this State that the News Letter
gladly points the finger of commendation
The Rev.
to one whenever and wherever he appears.
Edward Davis of Oakland, by his defense and Christianlike treatment of Robert Ingersoll, proves himself to be a
different man to the average minister we have with us.
After comparing his utterances with the idiotic and fanatiA Progressive
Preaoher.

—

the cheap-john of American
cal teachings of Talmage
pulpit oratory one feels refreshed and invigorated as
after a bath in a clear, cool stream on an over-warm day.
There are few clergymen to-day willing to join hands with
Mr. Davis in his treatment of the atheist, for which he
should be duly glad, as the hand of the average parson
know of few divines willing to preach
contaminates.
from their pulpits that "disbelief, because of some abnormality of spiritual senselessness, will not be punished by
damnation;" even if there are a few who recognize the
justness of the creed they know that the desire of their
congregation is for hell's fire for the infidel with a mighty
Mr. Davis will probably be
small chance of forgiveness.
censured by many of his own people for his broadmindedness, but the few who read of him and his utterances in
the daily papers will have a good word to say for him.

—

We

Better Roads

Much

inconvenience

is

being

caused to

wheelmen and other pleasure seekers on
foot and in carriages by the dust from
Golden Gate Park. It is of such an adhesive

for the Park,

the roads in
kind as to destroy one's clothes after a few "baptisms,"
and is so penetrative as to cause continual annoyance to
These impedipersons delighting in cleanliness of body.
ments -to thorough enjoyment of healthy recreation could
be done away with by discarding the material used at
present and substituting in lieu thereof the crushed granite
manufactured at Folsom. This article could be delivered
right at the entrance of the Park, and would prove its
The presserviceability after a very few months of trial.
ent roads would form a first-class foundation for this new
say
that
its
adoption
would
and
it
is
safe
to
elicit
material,
the thanks of thousands of people because greatly adding
The Commissioners
to the general beauty of the Park.
have been so untiring in their efforts to bring about beneficial changes that it is to be hoped they will also interest
themselves in this matter.

SAN FRANCISCO NEWS LETTER.
Owing

to political exigencies it begins to look as if Congress will bring
the present session to an early close
Out of Pontics.
and that, in consequence, the railroad funding bill will be put over until December next.
Although it is desirable that the vexed question should be
disposed of at as early a date as possible, it perhaps is as
well, all things considered, that it should go over to the
calmer season that always follows a Presidential election.
At this particular time demagogic clamor feeds upon the
excitement of the impending political struggle and finds,
or thinks it finds, its advantage in assailing large material
No large question ever has been, or probably
interests.
ever will be, settled at a session immediately preceding a
Presidential election. The political barometer is then too
sensitive, and Congressmen too anxious as to the way the
cat may jump, to permit of any decided action being taken
that might afford an unscrupulous opponent, an occasion
out of which to make unfair political capital. When the
great issues of the Campaign are settled and danger of
immediate misrepresentation over Congressmen, as well
as the public in general, will be in a better frame of mind
to deal with a sober, serious question like that of prolonging the life and usefulness of our great trancontinental

When The

Railroad

Went

railroad.
It is to be hoped,

and we think

when Congress meets

again,

it

may

the

be believed, that

terms

upon

which

California's railroad facilities are to be continued will be
considerably modified. This coast is a producing region
and needs to have transportation charges fixed at the
lowest possible point. This can never be done if the
capital cost of the railroad to its managers is enhanced to
the highest figures they are willing to stand rather than
The road must be made to pay or it
lose their property.

Whatever it pays it must earn. Obviously
the less the exactions imposed upon it in its settlement
with the Government, the less it will require to demand
from its patrons. The railroad managers stand towards
the Government in the position of toll gatherers. They
are hereafter to collect the tolls, and, less the cost of
management, are to pay them over to the Government.
There are very strong and special reasons why the
patrons of the road should not be called upon to pay
road may have cost the Government.
all that the
It was undertaken as a war measure and rushed through
without regard to cost. It unified the country, put an
end to Indian wars and conferred upon the Union other
advantages for which the Union ought to pay. To exact
the last pound of flesh from local patrons is to force a hard
settlement upon our people that is unworthy of the Nation.
We believe that better terms can and will be had.
Much was at one time said about " taking the railroad
out of politics." It was said that if only that were done
the politicians would keep their hands off, and treat the
road fairly. C. P. Huntington was taken with these promises and one of his first official acts as President of the
road was to issue instructions to give the politicians a free
The result, which this journal predicted at the
hand.
California's Senators and representatime, we now see.
tives for the first time on record are almost a unit in favor
of "anything to beat Huntington" and that whilst they are
beating California at the same time. In the end they will
beat themselves.

cannot be run.

The Trades
Unions And
The Railroad,

The Railroad

is the largest employer of
The Southern Pacific
labor in this State.
gives steady work all the year round and
the best wages going to an average of

about fifteen thousand men, which means something more
than bread and butter to perhaps seventy-five thousand
men, women and children; to say nothing of the butchers,
bakers, dry goods men and others who live by supplying
Cripple the
the wants of that seventy-five thousand.
railroad as an employer of labor and distress throughout
would
follow.
Yet,
marvelous
to say, the
borders
our
Trades Unions of the Coast have just been busy passing
They
resolutions tending to accomplish that very thing.
favor tying the railroad up with foreclosure proceedings
and interminable litigation. In the presumed interests of
labor the railroad is to be maimed and crippled and a
The men who
condition of industrial chaos instituted.
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built the Central Pacific and who, first and last, have
spent hundreds of millions for labor are to be ousted from
control, even though nothing better come of it than the
deluge.
It must be confessed that this is all very disheartening to the true friends of the working man who
believe in his education upwards into harmony and concert of action with that capital which gives direction and
productive power to his labor.
If he is
unwise enough
to strive to pull down the house in which he lives about his
ears what good is to be expected of him? It should be
noticed, however, that it is not the railroad employees
themselves who are joining in this crusade. They do not
appear to be dissatisfied. It is the demagogues who run
the politics of the Trades Unions who are posing as
enemies of the railroad. That is at once the weakness and
mischief of Trades Unionism.
It falls into the hands of
designing knaves. It is senseless for labor to make an
enemy of its largest employer.

True it is that not all great reforms come
accompanied by sounding of anvils and
firing of cannon, else there would be
jubilation all over the United States just now at the
successful accomplishment of one of the greatest political
revolutions our country has ever experienced.
By a
A Revolution

Without Fuss,

scratch of the pen, as it were, the civil service has been
emancipated from the thralldom of politics and the spoils
system overthrown. No fewer than 85,000 offices have been
placed upon the classified list and hereafter their occupants will be removable only upon cause assigned and
proven.
This virtually includes the whole civil service,
only a few special offices being omitted from the classification.
Henceforth officers of the Government will be
servants of the public in fact as well as in name. Owing
nothing to political wire-pulling they will be free to give
their whole time and ability to the public service.
Their
tenure of office depending alone upon good conduct and
efficiency they will have the highest possible incentive to
do well. No corrupt boss or trickey politician will hereafter own the public service to its undoing, and henceforth a man may hold an office without being a rascal.
Party Conventions, and National Congresses will no longer
be swayed by the greed of patronage, but will be free to
bring an honest judgment to bear upon the conduct
of
public affairs.
The National Capital will be
spared the humiliating spectacle of every four years
being made the feeding trough for hungry animals from all
over the country.
The inciting cause being largely removed, there ought to be no more Conkling episodes or
Garfield murders.
For this beneficent reform Grover
Cleveland and the Mugwumps are entitled to all praise.

The die is cast and the federation of
Great Britain with her self-governing colonies is making such progress
that its final accomplishment is no longer in doubt. Ere
long an already existing Empire will take on a new form
The United States
Of

Great

Britain.

and thenceforward be known as the United States of
Great Britain. The long maturing but now almost ripe
condition of public opinion throughout the Mother country
and her dependencies, justifies the conclusion that imperial federation is not far off.
George III. and Lord
North lie moldering in their graves, but the warning of
their experience goes marching on.
There will be, in
consequence, no provocation for revolt in the Colonies and
no cause for sundering kindred ties in these more happy
days.
So shrewd a statesman as Joseph Chamberlain sees
that the time for action is approaching and he accordingly
hastens to lead what he sees is a swelling procession.
Speaking at a dinner given by the Canadian Club, in
London, the other day he said among other things " that
the response which England's recent peril bad evoked
from all parts of the Empire imposed upon Statesmen the
duty of utilizing so loyal and imperial a sentiment. How
could that be done? The first step he thought was the
establishment of a customs Zollverein. What was wanted
was to secure for colonial producers the benefit of the
home market, and this he thought could best be done in the
manner provided by the United States precedent which
secures free trade within the limits of the Union."
English Statesmen will have to come to it. A large and
growing party already favors it.

May
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beautiful face instead of a spick-and-span but somewhat
erratic mind.
The vices of men have been most righteousdemned, the virtues of women have been loudly extintolled, and
Sisters ol '"ncharity have returned to their
respective homes fully determined to assail the masculine
indigestible
stomach by
pies and bad cooking after having
failed to conquer him by rhetoric and reason.
The Conhas nevertheless been of service. Some few women,
whose exteriors are not yet hardened and in whose interiors there still remains a slight idea of the meaning of
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GENtRRUiitTioNFtRS

1

true womanliness, crept from out the hall with heads downcast and the resolution to go and sin no more.
It is safe
to say that by next November these wise virgins will
either be in love or will have entered the holy state of
matrimony, and so will naturally forget all about the inFor the others the
discretions of the past few days.
pachydermatous and barren females whose veins are filled
with vinegar instead of with rich human blood we must
with due Christian resignation prepare ourselves to see
them stalking across the bosom of this beautiful and fruitful land for a few months more.
By degrees, an all-wise
Providence will remove them from our midst and in the
peace which will ensue we shall forget that the State has
ever been desecrated by their presence, or that a few
women ever reverted so far from the original and natural
type to such vulgar and pity-inspiring monstrosities.

—

—
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The

Almshouse affair is not ended yet.
Superintendent Weaver has been ousted
Again.
from his position bv the Board of Health but
is now proving that the appointees made by
the Board are thoroughly incompetent and should be removed as well. Mr. Weaver was unaware of his legal
power to remove these men, thinking that it lay entirely
with the Board. The appointments, however, give one a
fair insight into the way things are conducted by this
select body who think more of their own interests and
those of their friends than of the interests of the people
who employ them. In the course of the next few weeks some
interesting disclosures will doubtless be brought to light
which may make it necessary for us to request the Grand
Jury to look into the matter. Mr. Weaver can be assured
of the sympathy of all respectable people in his present
persecution and it is to be hoped he will carry his dismissal to the highest Courts before giving in. The Almshouse should be removed from politics. Only by so doing
will the public be assured of efficient service by the men
elected to fulfill the important duties attached to it.
The Aims
House

fa

BUSINESS

LOTS
Fronting on First, Fremont, Beale,

Howard and Natoma

Sts.

Business and Mechanical Industries

Surround

this

Property.

THE

weekly Saturday excursions to Stockton, under
the able management of George W. Hopkins, are
proving most popular. If you wish to see Stockton and
the sights of that charming and enterprising city you cannot do better than join Mr. Hopkins and go along with the
The excursions will get you back
party under his care.
in the city early on Monday, so that no time will be lost
from business.
he much interested
the
San Franciscans
OLD
sale
the San Francisco Pioneer Woolen Factory
of

property, which takes place by auction on the 27th inst.
The land could be made to pay a fine income if it fell into
the right hands, and we trust it will. The view is splendid
from thereabouts, and it is possible that a recreation
grounds may be started there. Shainwald, Buckbee & Co.
will conduct the auction.

The very latest things in ladies' and gents' spring goods
John W. Carmany, furnisher at 25 Kearny St.

^

A Sovereign Remedy—Dr. Parker's Cough Cure.
cough.
214

It never fails.
street.

Kearny

Try

it.

Price 25o.

One dose

to be

floe.

Napa Soda

lives.

had

B—

The California Title Insurance and Trust Company will issue
N.
policy of inburance to each purchaser for the amount of the purchase price
for the sum of $25 for each 25-foot lot.

This property is located in the present growing portion of our city, and
certainly has the brightest outlook for investors of any section. Business
men, capitalists, investors, and speculators should examine this property,
for it certainly presents an elegant opportunity for one and all to obtain a
large percentum on the capital they may invest.

will stop a

George Dahlbender

Use Richardson & Bobbins' canned and potted meats
Indigestion dies where Jackson's
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in his ensembles, but he has missed an opportunity of
being dazzlingly up to date in Fra Diavolo. He should
have taught Zerlina something new in the way of disrobing
herself.
For more years than any of us can remember
Zerlina has unhooked her little skirt, kicked off her slippers, tenderly extracted her maidenly legs from their
silken stockings, and in the coy confines of an elaborate
chemise, piled into bed.
All of which a lady of extensive
family, experience and respectability tells me is by no
means holding the mirror up to nature. Zerlina, she says,
can take off her skirt in the same old way if she so chooses,
she can kick off her little number fives, but she must sit on
the floor to pull off her socks, and any hygiene-respecting
maiden could not go to her dreams in the same chemise
that has clasped her fair form during the day. I can
appreciate bachelor Lask's delicacy in not attempting to
coach Miss Marchi in all the realisms attendant upon a
convincing performance of the little every night details in
a young lady's life, but in these days of Orange Blossom*
and Pilar-Morin the public has learned to look for naturalism, even in comic opera.
Notwithstanding these little irregularities Fra Diavolo
has run a deservedly good week at the Tivoli.

form

'We Obey No Wand

but Pleasure's."— Tom Moore.

K

Y

friend, the dramatic epicurean, invited himself to do the play with me on
Monday night. There was nothing new at
the sweller theatres, so we pillaged the
office boy of his regular first night seats
^ and drifted across the tropical side of
Market street to the Grand Opera House. There is
nothing so restful and needful to the confirmed theatregoer as an occasional blast of out-and-out melodrama of
course, providing he sees it fired off before an audience
tried and practiced in the sport.
So it was that to better
key ourselves up to the tension of the piece to become a
part of the cheers, jeers, laughs, hisses and whistles that
pronounce judgment on play, player and scenery to
enjoy, as it were, a touch of the hig /if at Morosco's,
we deserted the office boy's cherished orchestra chairs
and clambered up the thousand and one stairs that
And in very fact it was a sight
lead to the gallery.
The gallery benches, piled one on top of
for the gods.
the other, it almost seemed, so precipitous was the decline from the rearmost seat to the front rail, were black
and creaking with their burden of critical, intent masculinity.
Below, the family circle projected enough for us to
=ee in the crowded intermingling of men, women, youths
and infants the application of its title. The dress circle,
hanging directly beneath, did not so well live up to its
name; but it, too, so far as we could see, was packed like
And away below, vast, vague and
the proverbial sardine.
distant, was the ground floor, the aisles cutting clean, thin
Facing
lines between the solid blocks of minute humanity.
the depths below us was the stage, and the players fatbeaded, thick-shouldered little people, they appeared,
with no legs to speak of, and voices so near and articulate

—

—

—

—

that every word they uttered might have been spoken in
our ears, with such clarity and distinctness was the sound

* * *

There are a few good things and a lot of vulgarity at
the Orpheum this week.
Ransone's song about the little
piece of string should be quarantined, and Wood and Shepard's musical act is old enough and dead enough to be
interred, notwithstanding they are two of the cleverest
fun-makers in the country. But the crowd goes just the
same, and the '' Petaluma Band " plays on.
* * *

Scarcely a week passes that I do not find in the European exchanges flattering accounts of Californian singers
abroad. Young O'Sullivan's success in Shamus O'Brien is
now famous the musical world over. The latest news is of
Percy Jackson, son of Colonel J. P. Jackson, of this city,
whose basso is reputed phenomenal by critical Paris.
Young Jackson is now studying the operas under Bouhy,
and has already achieved no little distinction for his
Mephisto.
* * *

carried.

he'd "drag her through the mire;" the
gallery hissed like the steam escapement from twenty
boilers; the "kid herder," as the gods call their ticket taker,
custodian and "chucker out," yelled for order, beating
with his bamboo club resonant blows on the back of a
"There's nothing like
bench. Then all was silent again.
a bit of a noise to keep 'em quiet," said the herder, approvingly.

The

villain said

* # *

neither a very good one nor a very
bad one, but just an ordinary melodrama, with the scheming villain who thinks aloud and takes the whole broad
world into his confidence, and the brave hero who feeds
the hungry, heals the sick, defends the attacked, slogs the
villain, kisses the heroine, and performs all the sterling
Of
feats that tradition and public trustfulness permit.
course there were others the old salt with the briny, deep
voice; the aristocratic heroine with an impediment in her
birth tight; the frock-coated old gentleman, good and true;
the soubrette ambitious to be an actress;- the light-hearted
lover of the soubrette, who bursts into song and dance;
the tramp who has seen better days; the character man's
assistant villain, and a host of eloquent and animated
Yet to look
scenery. Such is The Cross Roads of Lift:
down on perhaps three thousand people thrilling to the
worn, old heroic speeches, and huzzaing the canvas train
as it comes just a second too late to be derailed, and to
think that these people see fifty-two melodramas of this
sort every year does it not prove the ever youthf ulness of
the melodrama ? And, after all, from melodrama to the
romantic is not such a big jump, and the over-educated,
unhealthily-fed patron of the " problem" will have many a
refined modification of The ('ess Shads of Life in his menu
of the season to come.
It

was a melodrama

;

:

—

* * #

George Lask, of the Tivoli, is as clever a fellow as ever
staged an opera, thoroughly modern in his methods, quick
to save the faltering and finely perceptive of color and

Besides the School For Scandal on Saturday night, Ada
Rehan and Daly's players are to give us two new plays
on their opening week, which begins Monday night at the
Baldwin.
The I 'unities* Gucki, billed for Monday, Tuesday
and Wednesday, and the Saturday matinee, is a new
comedy by Von Schonthan, dedicated to Miss Rehan and
adapted by Mr. Daly. The Two Escutcheons is also a new
It will be given on Thursday and Friday.
Followplay.
ing is a partial list of Daly's company: Ada Rehan,
James Lewis, Edwin Stevens, Edwin Varrey, Hobart Bosworth, Frederick Truesdell, George Clarke, Herbert
Gresham, William Sampson, Henry Gunson, Sidney Herbert, Charles Richman, John Craig, William Hazeltine,
George Wharnock, Robert Shepard; Mrs. G. H. Gilbert,
Miss Maude Winter, Miss Sybil Carlisle, Miss Marie St.
John, Miss Helma Nelson, Miss May Young.
The new Frawley Company will begin its season at the
Columbia Theatre, on Monday evening, June 1st.
For
their opening week William H. Crane's success, Brother
John, will be presented here for the first time.
The company this year includes Daniel Frawley, Maclyn Arbuckle,
Harry Corcon Clarke, George W. Leslie, Wilson Enos,
Walter Clarke Bellows, M. C. Thompson, George Bosworth, H. S. Duffield, Thomas Philips, Frank Worthing, and Tyrone Power.
Among the women are Blanche
L. Bates, Margaret Craven, Hope Ross, Phosa McAllister, Mrs. F. M. Bates, Lansing Rowan, and Gertrude
Elliott and Maxime Elliott, late of the Daly Company.

Amy Lee and Frank Doane come
Monday night in Hamm Scarum, a

to the Columbia on
farcical comedy said

to be replete with cues for laughter

from the audience.

Miss Lee is the soubrette, and brings, it is said, many new
songs and dances with her role. Doane's work is an eccen-

comedy character.
The recital to be given by Mrs. Eunice Westwater, the
contralto, takes place on Tuesday night at Native Sons'
Hall.
Mrs. Westwater will be assisted by Miss Gruenhagen, violinist, and Signor Martinez, pianist.
tric
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rfctw has bcuii operatized,
and will have .1
big production at tho Tivoli nest week,
There are to be
cake walk, a banjo seance on the
end of "way down South" entertainment. It will be
the first time ti
Tom" bos been done with a
,»1 setting in San Francisco.
Gilbert and Goldie and
Josephine Gassman are specially engaged in addition to the
full strength of the Tivoli company.

Columbia Theatre- RS
Krlrdland-r. Qottlob
ami Mannk'cr^
-ih
iri

A new

town.

111

Baldwin

same excellent support that
characterized Virginia*.
"in- American Cousin, the play that gave Sothern's Lord
Dundreary to the world, will be the Alcazar's attraction
next week.
Clyde Hess is to play Dundreary, and
Leonard Grover, Jr. and the snug little company there
are sure to give the old comedy a seeable performance.
Mrs. Xoah Brandt and her pupils, assisted by Miss Lotta
Musto. soprano, and Noah Brandt, violinist, will give a
recital this evening at National Guard Hall, Ellis street,
near Van Ness avenue.

The pupils

Madame

Yaw

MISS REMAN.
First week, three nights,
nesday, and Saturday niutinec. the u«

will

be here June 5th.

SAN

Last week

of "

of Life "
18th, third week of

The Cross Roads

Monday evening.
tragedian,
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COLLIER,

America's popular
urama,

in tbe historical

cJAGK GADE.
Matinees Saturdays and Sundays.
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Proprietor and

Manager

An Innovation

into the realms of opera. .Regal
operatic production of the famous story of life among the lowly,

UMGLE TOM'S

GABIN.

iirt
Splendid cast; beautiful scenery; the lovely music of the south;
characteristic negro dances; correct dresses; the levee banjo
strummers; olever specialties; novel effects.
" Mark,s, the
donkey, and the bloodhounds."
Popular Prices
25c andSOo
1

San Francisco's Greatest Music Hall,
O'Farrell
between Stockton and Powell streets.

Orph cUm

street,

Tc-night and during the weefe, magnificent

by Mrs. Mary A. Forbes; Mrs.
George W. Bowers; Mrs. Augusta K. Gibbs, relict of
George W. Gibbs; James Haber Wm. H. Talbot, and
occupied respectively

NEW

ATTRACTIONS.

A marvelous bill throughout. WOOD & SHEFARD, FIELD
& LEWIS, JOHN W. RANSONE, and 14 celebrated artists.

;

Albert Gallatin.

Matinees Saturday and Sunday.
Reserved Seats, 25c
Balcony, 10c;

guests who patronize the Hotel Vendome
THE many
be pleased to hear that the premises have

;

Opera chairs and box

seats, 50c.

lately

undergone thorough renovation, so that now the building
is as good as new without losing any of its old-time charm.
Manager Snell is kept pretty busy attending to his mail

GrOVer

*>a, l a * s

Royal of America.

the comedy,

25c.

Reserved orchestra.

May

19tn,

25c.

between Post and
Geary

son street,

SONG RECITAL

by

MRS. EUNICE WESTWATER,

(contralto)

Assisted by Miss Charlotte Grtjenhagen, Violinist; Signor

Martinez, Pianist.
Tickets, including reserved seat, 50c. Now on sale at Sherman,
& Co. 's. corner Sutter and Kearny streets.

Clay

iZl

GampO,

The Popular Bay Resort.

Now

open every Sunday during the season. Music, dancing,
bowling, boating, fishing, and other amusements. Refreshments at city prices. Fare, round trip, 25c; children, 15c, including admission to the grounds.
The steamer TJKIAH willleave Tiburon Ferry at 10:30 A. m.
12:10, 2:(j0, and 4:ii0 p. m. Returning, leave El Campo 11:15 A. m.,
1:00. 3:00, and 5:00 p. m.

my

malaria.

10, 15,

Tuesday evening,

'

kills

18t,

Native Sons' Hall,

tried the latest bath?" said a prominent doctor the
ether day. "I speak of the celebrated Russian bath which includes
the Needle ' Shower. It is very beneficial to the system aud I recommend it to all
patients." Tbe Lurline Baihs, corner Bush
and Larkin have added this uew bath to their perfect accommodations.
The price is only fifty cents which entitles the bather to the use of
the swimming tank as well.

Jackson's Napa Soda

May

OUR AMERICAN COUSINS.
Prices:

Have you

Of course you have heard about El Campo. Nearly everybody
goes there on a Sunday to spend an enjoyable time picnicking and
indulging in pleasant games. Rowing, fishing, bowling, in fact all
sorts of recreations are there. The refreshments are of the best, and
a delightful band furnishes sweet music all day.

"^ ne

r\lcaZar

S

Monday,

A

containing enquiries for quarters.
first-class orchestra
has been engaged to furnish delightful music during the
season, and as Saturday dances are to be a new feature at
the Hotel, guests there will surely have a delightful
time,
it is stated that there will be a larger number of
the elite staying at the Vendome this season than ever before and a glance at the accommodations of the hotel incline
one to give credence to the statement. Already a large
party of society folk have been there over the Fiesta
period and a great number have remained there, while
many more are booked for the near future.
"

for the Australian tour.

Morosco's Grand Opera House.

Every evening

cisco lays claim to.
In the first house on the right of our
picture resides Mrs. James N. Brown, relict of the son of
Thomas Brown, of the Bank of California. Mrs. Brown
is a daughter of Irving M. Scott.
The other houses are

week, including Sunday,
H0iT'6 merriest skit,"
all the

A TRIP TO CHINATOWN.

TJ./«I
IVOll

week shows seven beautiful resbetween Scott and Pierce
streets, facing on Alta Plaza. Most of these residences are
the homes of some of the most charming widows San Fran-

Co., (Incorporated)

proprietors

18th,

Harry Conor and the company selected

illustration this

will

May

night.

and
and only matinee Saturday

FRANCISCO.

street,

Hayman &

Al.

I

Monday

.

OUR
idences on Jackson

Tk«^i-«
neatre.

J" »-«;-,
G-J!
aiiTornia

!

PICTURESQUE

Monday, Tuesday, Wedmpanv's latest success,

Thk LOUNTB98 urn Ki
Thursday and Friday. 'IBB Two EsCUTrnK. »» Saturday i-'venintr, classic revival of Shakespeare's
comedy. The School for S<":anda[„

Julie

and her sky-high note

"SKSHEffi

Uir.'O wcrlcs.

Repertoire:

Rosewald will give a vocal
recital at Y. M. C. A. Auditorium to-day at 3:30 p. m.
Primrose and West's great show is billed at the Macdonough, in Oakland, for Monday and Tuesday nights.
of

Co "

taoompanied by Augustus Daly's Oo

week

give him the

doubtless,

For

18lh.

""**"

**•

Theatre-

Honda;, May

n ho
on the

;v

AMY
and FRANK DOANB
FRAWLEY COMPANY

.

"

will,

Tho

•

tins .'MH-n.'nis ol c
an stage, tn.iu.llni;
l.Kl.
Reserved seats, Bo, Buc too,
.lunr 1st: The new grenl

at the Grand, which commences Monday, will be devoted to the historical tragedy
rail. ./!/,- Cade.
Collier is said to do good work
with the " Bondman of Kent. and Morosco's big company
Collier's third

Lessees

Including Sanda;
dramatic con
>'vrntiur.

MISS HARUM SCARUM.

lite

Edmund

ihe Coast.

Co.,

Comedy, son Hmeni melody. Brighl and ntciiv muali
bora
wew and novel effect*, Interpret**] in- oomedlana

Another Hoyt success and an

old friend. .1 Trip to ChinaCalifornia next week.
Hoyt is said to
have an exceptional company for his bright little musical
comedy this year.
Harry Conor, the original Welland
Strontr: OeraJdine McCann, George Bean, Patrice. Madeline Lack. Aid rich Libby, Arthur Facie, and the inimitable Frank Lawton are among the prominents.

Kvorr

il

ft

(

HAZELTON
HEMME & LONG
BROWN &. SIMPSON

PIANOS
Pianos to Rent and sold on Installments

735

Market St.
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One of the on ilits of the swim goes that Fred Webster
going to try very hard to send back an "announcement"
He went over to Europe on
to his friends in California.
the same steamer with the young lady whom gossip
assigns to him in future, and so we may hear of a match being arranged for the fall.

is

engagement
THE
Miss Belle McKenna

* * *

of

and Peter Martin

will

rob our garden of girls of one of

its

choicest blossoms.
It is a noteworthy fact that three of
the handsomest girls in society are those who have been
chosen as brides by the corresponding number of well
known society men this season. This illustrates forcibly
the fitness of things where youth, beauty, wealth and
social position are mated and not, as is too often seen in
the world of fashion, money allied to vulgarity and youth
to age.
Mr. Martin is to be congratulated upon winning
charming Miss McKenna, who will make a most graceful
young mati-on and preside with tact over his home.
* * *

The

girls are all buzzing over the delights of marrying a
millionaire, and not only a multi-millionaire but young,

good-looking and amiable.
"Lucky Hannah," say they.
"Lucky Walter," say the men; so for once in our social
history everyone is pleased and nothing but kind comment
on the Hobart- Williams wedding is to be heard on all sides.
The lovely bride and her lovely gifts are still the topic of
the hour.
Apropos of weddings if rumor prove correct it
will. be on the cards for a young B'lingamile of Hibernian
ancestry to reverse the order of things (as they happen in
general) and instead of a scion of a titled family marrying
one of our 'Frisco girls, in this instance rumor says it will
be a titled bride imported by the young Milisian. Talk
about way up sensations! Would not that be a top knot
for Burlingame?
Society awaits the materializing of the
rumor with impatience.

that another great matrimonial alliance is on the
This time Charles Baldwin is said to be the lucky
man, and the young lady is well, a little expectation will do
you no harm, and so her name for the present will remain
concealed.
It is wonderful, though, how large weddings
often bring these affairs to a climax, even in dreamy San
Rafael.

On

dit,

tapis.

—

The Keystone Monogram Whiskey has

long been considered one

of the very finest brands on the market. It can be taken at allhours
of the day, and will have a marked tonic effect upon the system.
The leading physicians endorse its qualities, and the oldest connoisSo many whiskies are sold to-day of
seurs pronounce it perfect.
inferior quality that recommendations like these will certainly have

a

marked

influence

upon the

sales.

Instead of making a trip to Japan, visit Geo. T. Marsh's store at
Market street. He has the finest assortment of art goods in the

625

city.

When
113

you are selecting a weddiDg present, go to S. & G. Gump's,
Geary street. They have a magnificent variety to choose from.

Moore's Poison Oak
Cures Poison Oak and all Skin Diseases.

Remedy
Sold by

all

druggists.

* * *

Stubborn

worshippers among our wealthy set should
utilize the recent announcement of the impecunious state
of the Marquis of Donegal, as he may literally be called
another Irish peer going begging. What a chance for
some of our rich widows and millionaire girls to buy
nobility, for although the Marquis himself is married, no
doubt he has cousins by the score who would jump at a
rich American.
All

title

on the part of some
people to insist on believing that no highclass goods are sold
south of Marketstreet.

* * *

A

Gossiping tongues began to wag afresh of late, when
Jim Phelan went to the San Jose Fiesta and Miss Laura
was already there. Everyone says " what a good match
it would be," and yet it sort of hangs fire.
The young
lady who is always May, (even if the month changes) had a
devoted attendant in Tara McGrew, and her turnout won
a prize; the vivid red of its floral adornment was a striking feature of the parade.
* * *

The polo field at Burlingame on Saturday last
was alive with the "new woman." Three of them on the
box seat of as many coaches held the ribbons and tooled
four-in-hand teams as well as any man could have done.
Mrs. Tobin in particular won many expressions of admiration, her long sinewy arm and strong grasp being
of
great use to her in her skillful management of the horses.
* * *
is

* * *

Going to a swagger rural fete is very charmino- no
doubt, and the affair itself delightful; but the young
people

who enjoyed

it all

should

remember that

have been kept within the bounds
etc.

at the "

Big Street"

We

showing

stores.
this spring the

most elegant and
extensive line of Novelties— unique patterns and
quaint conceits— ever shown in the Furniture Worldare

Indianapolis
750
r

Strozynski's.

Furniture

GO.

Mission St.

Popular prices, equal to others; no Imitating.

All original styles, varied to suit the

Competent artists employed; no

apprentices, "Bernhardt" wavers, to wave
Leading flair Dresser.
hair without burning; " EauBroux," to restore
grey or bleached hair to natural color. Latest styles in modern Bangs,
particularly Louis de Lavelliere style. Open Sundays.
Telephone No., Main5697.
24
ST. (Near Kearny.)

GEARY

Gomel;

Oolong.
The

oldest and most reliable brand on the
market. Sold only in 1-3 pound papers at
20 cents per paper. All grocers keep it.

their fun ou<*ht to

of the beautiful

orounds

'

* * *

A

the brim with

modern furniture from
the world's best makers, is what we offer you at prices
that will astonish those of you who have been buying

features.

a shame for so eligible apcurti as Dr. Tevis to be so
insensible to the charms of the pretty buds," said a guest
at the recent wedding, and the remark was an apt one.
Handsome Harry, as the girls call him, is a favorite with
all, but seems as difficult of capture
as a humming bird.
In fact his taste appears to be for married women's society,
as already he is assuming the pose of a veteran beau.
"It

five-story building,

filled to

ferry boat is scarcely the place for screams
of
laughter, loud talking, excursions to pilot houses,
etc.
For where the public are on-lookers young girls cannot be
too much within the bounds of conventional propriety.

M0VED.^>
COOPE &

PIPPY,

Agents Tor Paul Masson Champagne. Ben Lomond Mountain
Wines, Schramsberger Wines, Vino del Rey Sweet Wines and
Brandies, California Olives, also selected brands of Imported
Wines and Brandies, have moved to

623 Market

St.

<

Dn *« paiaceHoten.

Gall

and See Us.
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BERLIN

C^ ASTER
L/

ai

! -prim'

have

LETTER.
just
9,

gay as the windows of the

come, and with thorn

nil

making the churches

Hut the styles the
Everything they wear
thai it can be
worn both in the daytime and the evening, m the country
or the city. An American girl can be toUl on the street
from
Of, even though slir may lie wear>lie has a style ami independence
ing her |HX>rest clothes
of her on n that puts every German yir! very much in the
shade, and this is really not prejidice.
A woman's
has been added to our Eencmg Club, though so
far only a few have joined.
Hrt
de Kay is the
most enthusiastic member, Ixith she and her husband being
lovers of all s|x>rls
in fact, she was one of the first women
to ride the bicycle in Berlin.
Mr. de Kay is the President
of the Fencing Club.
On the House Committee are Earl
Granville, of the British Legation, Herr von Brand, the
floor manager of the Kaiser's court balls, and Mr. Jackson,
:ary of the American Legation.
About a week ago
a very private exhibition was given, chiefly to show the
ladies how easy and attractive the sport is.
After the
entertainment ices and coffee were served to the guests,
among whom were Mr. and Mrs. Jackson and Miss Rutter,
their neice, Mr. and Mrs. Zimmerman and Miss Dooly, of
San Francisco. Mrs. Willard and her son, who writes such
charming tramp stories for the Century Magazine, Miss
Lampray. a promising young violiniste from St. Paul,
and others.
Miss Dooly is quite the belle of our colony.
No one entertains so delightfully here or so hospitably as
her mother, and they have lived here for so long that their
friends extend far into the very best German society, as
well as in the American.
Just now the court life is very quiet, on account of the
absence of the Royal Family, who are coasting around the
shores of the Mediterranean.
The German people are
very much irritated when their Kaiser travels so much,
for as they have higher taxes now than they did during
either his father's or grandfather's reign, and no war is
being carried on, they feel that they are merely paying bis
traveling expenses.
The Kaiserin is very much loved by
every one, as she endeavors to set a shining example to
the German hausfrau, rising at six in the morning, then
taking a walk with her husband for an hour in the lovely
Thiergarten, coming home to breakfast, and spending the
rest of the day superintending the meals even the cooking of them and attending to her children and to her
household, as if she were unable to afford any other housekeeper.
Very rarely will the citizen of Berlin take off his
hat to the Emperor, unless the Empress or the children
are with him.
The lack of freedom here is very much
chafed against, for at the slightest disrespectful word
about the Government or even a whistle of the song "Du
bist verruckt, mein Kind," the Polezei is there, ever ready
to drag you away to dungeons dark and deep.
The Empress Frederick is very much disliked first, because she is English, and secondly, because she has had all
the shops closed on Sunday. She, in spite of her reputation for stinginess, some years ago gave the English people
a lovely piece of land in the garden of the Mont-Bijou Palace whereon to build an Episcopal church, to which she
There is an American
now goes regularly every week.
church here, but only the Presbyterian service is held, and
so the little English church is always crowded with our
countrymen. The most enthusiastic worshiper is a Chinaman, Tuen Ha Tee, who though wearing a queue and
dressed in many colored robes, is a most devout Christian.
He married an Englishwoman, and is now, but for his dress,
Every month or so,
like a perfectly civilized white man.
little "conversaziones," as they are called, are given by
the church committees, at which there is a little dancing,
The Chinaman is quite
little music, and even less supper.
the beau of these evenings, dancing and flirting always
picking out the prettiest girls to his heart's content.
Another beau of the "functions" that are given here is
He is a most charming
the little Japanese ambassador.
man, and his wife is one of the daintiest, prettiest little
women I have ever seen. She is more attractive than her
husband, for one cannot help thinking, as he is serving a
plate of ice cream, that he really would make a magnias

florists.

nro so ngjyl

rls nfTect

.

:

..; ii
you would rather have him in that
Capacity than in any other.
terda> Mr- jack son gave a beautiful breakfast to
the Misses I'hl. daughter! of the new ambassador.
It
Beemed be
the girls were gathered from all over America
Mis> Dooly and the Misses Ames from San Francisco;
Miss Montague, Oakland; Miss Borrowe, Portland, Or.;
Miss Mann. Miss Kate Gordon, and the Misses Lamprey,
from St. Paul; the Misses I'M. Washington; the Misses
.oid Miss Rutter from Now fork.
After the delicioualy served breakfast. Miss Uhl, who is an accomplished
pianist, played a little melodic of 1'aderewslii. and Miss
Gordon, whose marvelous voice has fascinated all Berlin,
sang till she was hoarse.
This week Mr. and Mrs. Schmieden, ni\ McCutcheon,
who have been traveling in the south with Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Wood, are expected to arrive and to make a short
stay here. Very soon the great fair will be open, and then
Berlin will be full.
Berlin, April 1 4, 1896.
A Musical Student.
il

The Maison Fiche

has Ihe best equipped banquet hall in this
All the large functions are held there and the accommodations
for guests are perfect in every respect.
city.

Cther waters try— Jackson's Napa Soda gets

For

tine

French cabinets go

&

to S.

Broadway &

St. Denis
Rooms
In

ii

NEW

.

St.

1th St.,

YORK.

Opposite Grace Church

EUROPEAN PLAN,

Day and Upwards.
modest and unohlrusive way there are few better
$1 .00 per

conducted hotels in the metropolis than the St, Denis.
The great popularity it has acquired can readily
be traced to its unique location, its home-like atmosphere, the peculiar excellence of

and

its

its

cuisine and service,

very moderate prices.

WILLI AH TAYLOR & SON.
THE

.-..•'•

•

•

•..-.•

•

,•

HOTEL RAFAEL,
SAN RAFAEL, CAL

Now Open.

—

—

there.

G. Gump's, 113 Geary

1

For the season, under the management

1

CAPT.

H

Write now

for rates

C. B.

of

JOHNSON.

and rooms.

—

—

—

VIgHu Sprinox
3 Miles from

The Terminus
Mendocino Gountu, Gal.

S.

F.

&

N.

P.

Ukiah.
of the

Railway.

in the world of this class of waters, where the
bath tubs are supplied with a continuous flow of Natural Warm
Water, direct from the springs. Situation, location, and scenThe only place in the United States where
ery not surpassed
Vichy Water is abundant. The only

The only place

Natural Electric Waters, Champagne Baths,

Springs Numerous, Baths Unequaled.

Occidental Hotel,
A

quiet home, centrally located, for
those who appreciate comfort and
attention.

Wm.

B. Hooper, flanager.

EVANS' ALE

San Francisco.
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The hog

in mining is, if anything, more destructive and more obnoxious in every parMining
ticular than the four-footed invader of a
It takes a time like the
Scheme.
potato patch.
present to develop the species, and before
their miserable, selfish career is run they mauage to blast
the prospects of the entire district which they infest, and
work themselves out at the short eud of the horn in the
long run.
The attempt to grab fifteen miles of the
" mother lode " is a hogging game.
made a few remarks about the scheme last week, and the following extract from a letter written by a gentleman located within
the boundaries of this effort to establish a nickel-plated
principality on the Pacific coast, will show how the matter
stands along the line of this carpet- bagging raid

A

Farcical

We

:

" The last issue of your valuable journal has been the means of
causing a number of residents here, who perhaps have never perused
its columns before, to read it.
Many of them here, who are desirous
of disposing of some hole in the ground at ridiculous figures, are the
ones who cry the loudest. Let me say in conclusion that the condition of mining in this county at present does not justify this great
hue and cry, and I am glad to see that one journal on the coast has
the moral courage to come out and brand all attempts to foister
upon an over-confiding public worthless properties."

to use the writer's name in this
we withhold it, simply saying that his word carries
weight in many a community in this State besides San Andreas, from which he now writes.

Not having permission

instance

Barnato is Now
in the Shade.

In regard to this fifteen mile grab proposition of the Potiiatowski syndicate,
no one can afford to take the matter
seriously.
It is so utterly ridiculous

that no one but a ''tenderfoot" could even contemplate
the proposition.
It out-Herods Herod in this part of the
world, and even the biggest schemes ever hatched on this
continent cannot conceal a mischievous twinkle of the eye
when the subject crops up in course of conversation. Barney Barnato himself could not begin to handle more than a
mile of this lode, with all the immense capital with which he
is accredited.
Does the stranger, who is only known here by
his marriage into a wealthy and highly respected family
in this city, think that any local engineer of repute, recognized as such by the mining magnates of the Pacific Coast,
can be found to pass favorably upon such a ridiculous proposition ?
Is he aware that to prove every one-eighth of
a mile of this territory, supposing for an instant that a
ledge ran through it from end to end, as undoubtedly an
attempt will be made to prove the mother lode is held
responsible for many brilliant promises it will take at
least $500,000.
Practical experience of successful miners
has proven this to be a fact, and one-half the failures are
due to lack of capital.
In short, the new Napoleon of

—

—

must be prepared to put up about $60,000,000. He
be able to do this, but we doubt it, and will continue
to doubt it until satisfied that he has the Bank of England,
the Rothschilds, Barnato, and a few more financial notables in the old world at his feet, prepared to bow down
to the new star in the far West, rising now with a magnitude that would have knocked the old Magi silly had
the astral phenomenon over Bethlehem assumed similar
finance

may

proportions.

The respectable individuals who take
exceptions to the News Letter's
distrust in Princes, founded, as it
is, on Biblical writ,
must be under
the titular influence which has a strange effect at times
upon loyal Americans of the flunkey and snob despising
class.
As for those who are in on the deal with his "nibs"
they can rest assured that the rather empty honor of a connection beginning and ending with the union of names upon a
mining bond, is about all they will make in the transaction.
Warnings Which
Have Saved Gold.

The News Letter came in for a fair share of abuse in
the same quarter some years ago, when the Union-Gold
rascality was in full blast, but the result in that instance,
as well as in fifty others since then, which can be called up
in witness to show that this paper was right and its de-
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famers wrong, carries considerable weight among people
abroad, who have learned by experience that for the past
fifteen years no one can point to an error of judgment
upon any scheme criticised in this column. In every case
an opinion has been expressed without fear or favor, and
when investors have been warned to keep out of any enterprise, those who followed the tip were the ones to save
We say now that the Poniatowski propositheir money.
Here it would not be worth powder and
tion is a farce.
shot, but of course abroad there may be some one to whom
the advice to keep their hands off will prove timely, at
least until they investigate the matter through some unbiased person in this city, free-born, and unlikely to be
swayed by the "titular influence."
It is with regret that we announce the
The Alaska
loss of the fine mill belonging to the Alaska
Mill Burned.
Company, of Pike City, Sierra County,
which was destroyed by fire a few days
ago. It is a most unfortunate thing at this particular
time, the ore developed being of such a quality that the
Luckily there
success of the undertaking was assured.
was some insurance on the plant, although the $15,000 will
not go far to replace the works, which were worth at a
conservative estimate $50,000. It is the universal opinion
in the neighborhood, from what we can learn, that the fire
was the work of some incendiary, and every endeavor is
now being made to trace the crime home to the perpetrator and the instigators. The mill is a total loss. As
the people now backing the Alaska are possessed of means,
it is not likely that a loss of this kind will prove more than
It is not pleasant, however,
a temporary inconvenience.
to labor under the disagreeable suspicion that there are
incendiaries at work in the neighborhood. For this reason
it will be hoped that the criminals will be run down in the
present instance, and punished severely enough to make
them an example to other evil-doers of this dangerous
class.
A long rope and a short shrift is the best way to
stop crimes of this kind, and the community which takes
this sure and speedy method of getting rid of a "fire-bug"
will find

many

willing

to condone

any technical offense

against the majesty of the law.

With every new verdict issued in the
Hale & Norcross case, the more it becomes apparent that the Honorable
for New Trial.
Judge of the Superior Court is just
badly enough mixed up on that question of milling returns,
sluices, tailings, discounts on bullion, and all the other
matters which go to swell the science of ore reduction.
The reason is quite patent to disinterested people, who
followed enough of the. evidence on the subject on both
Another Chance

sides to discover that,

without exception, the witnesses

were woefully ignorant of data essential to the business of
millman. They might know how to run a mill, but it was
Besides snowing an in[ ertain they could not explain it.
decision as to the basis for a verdict which would have justified a« refusal to render any, a mistake is made in the present decision regarding the fineness of Comstock bullion,
little over 800 fine is more
which is placed at 1000 fine.
correct.
However, it matters not; a few years more will
possibly wind up the litigation by the judgment dwindling
out of sight entirely, at the rate the damages are being
cut now on reference to the lower court.

A

People who followed the News Letter
for weeks past must have made money.
Market Booming.
On top of the advance in Occidental
came a general movement in the
market predicated in an important strike on the 200-leveI
No work has been done
of the Chollar-Brunswick ground.
for some days past in this drift which shows fine ore, but
when it begins again, next week, lively times may be
looked for on the street.
Affairs on the street and in fire insurance
Fire Insurance
circles are beginning to take a brighter
Affairs.
aspect for the companies. The various
managers seem to be gaining wisdom
through the rough experiences of the past eighteen
months, and there is every possibility that a new combine will be effected in the near future.
A meeting was
held a few days ago which resulted in the different representatives of large companies, with one exception, coming
to some sort of an understanding.

The Comstock
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" ll«r tb« Crier!"
What IDe derll »rt Iboo!"
ih»< will plar iho derll. air. with jron."
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and talked until the fair members wore, to put it
jagged with their own loquacity. Yet of
all those voices that talked for an entire week about
woman, not one was raised to say what should be done
about the female and she really does exist, though it may
-who is not chaste. There was not
be impolite
a voice to tell girls that when virtue is gone nothing
worth having is left. Since consideration of politics has
the effect of diverting the female mind from appreciation
of the paramount importance of maintaining the sex's
point of honor, perhaps it would be just as well to keep
the too exciting and engrossing ballot out of feminine
talked,

just truthfully,

—

hands.

HIE BE

Couzins' voice has been heard from. It comes
from somewhere in the South, and its splintered
end is aimed at the Severance person, who said something
unpleasant about Miss Phoebe at the Woman's Congress.
Just what the Couzins understands herself as meaning to
say is not easily ascertained by reading her yell in the
newspapers, but it is obviously as revengeful in intention
as a militant hen.
Viewing Miss Couzins' talent for bad
rhetoric and capacity for eloquent incoherence, it is astonishing that she has lost her place among the suffragists.
Perhaps her coy confession that she loved the late Senator
Fair with a pure and unmerceDary tenderness the revelation that, though nearly a hundred, she still possesses a
heart that can throb accounts for her having been read

F up

—

—

out of the party.
" '"pHE Republican platform," says the Call, "is broad
1 enough for all to stand on Republicans, Democrats, and Populists."
That being so, the duty of the
situation is perfectly clear.
Let us, brethren of the opposition, disperse and go quietly to our respective homes.
But before doing that let not any of us neglect to step up
to Major Shortridge, give him a dollar, and tell him to
send the Call, which, as we have heard, speaks for all.
When it comes to solving a complicated political puzzle
that worries the whole great American republic, the
Major is the man for the hour. Subscribe for the Call, and
the country will be safe.

—

doctors have been holding their
THE homeopathic
at the Palace Hotel during the
few days.

seslast
of the fraternity congregated in
night, armed with scalpels, hoping

sion

The allopathic members

force last Wednesday
to waylay their rivals on their way home.
Chief Crowley,
however, got wind of the movement and had the news
spread that the City Hall had caved in, and that fifty
people were buried in the ruins. The allopaths, scenting
blood from afar, made a rush for their supposed prey, and
the homeopaths were saved.
live policeman is to be imported from Ireland and presented to the Chief as a testimonial.

A

McNab, the Menelek of the local Democracy, who
NEGUS
routed the

Italian forces under Signor Buckley, has his
Junta is ahard thing to keep
in order, and unless you grab it by the throat, throw it
down on its back, get your knees on its breast, and bite
pieces out of its countenance between your yells for the
police, it is liable to make trouble for you.
But the
chances of escape for the Junta this time are not good.

hands

full

with the Junta.

Negus McNab

is

A

Scotch, and

when he gets

his

grip on any-

apt to remain his.
the female suffrage amendment to the constitution carry at the next election, the great and immediate need of California will be more saloons. We draw
this inference from the fact that nothing ever sprung on
San Francisco has had so powerful an influence in driving
men to drink as the Woman's Congress.
Town Crier does not set up to be a statesman, so
he throws it out only 3s an individual and amateur
opinion that this McKinley boom is a large bluff on a Jack
high, indulged in by jackasses.
thing

it is

SHOULD

THE

-ii<irt.

n

11
J

final

rli/fc-*:

the youthful nuclei—

Prime

01 l'riRgs.

I'lMwdod the knave may find
Amongst that noisy crew,
And so may lead a bettor lift

"Om

Woman's Congress sat a whole week, and listened
THE
to papers enough
an ash-barrel, and talked, and

kills

ADd

a wife

learn of something " new."

hearing that Chinese passengers arriving at this
UPON
city were to be treated to a bath before landing,

Mayor Sut ro immediately applied for the contract, offering to use the patent "Sutro Serviceable Soap" only, and
to personally superintend the ablutions.
This may be all
very well for the Mayor's private interests, but we hold
that some consideration is due the city whose servant he
has the pleasure to be. His Honor should be satisfied
with cleansing the City Hall until he retires from office.
Reverend gentlemen
THE
Association (Limited) who

of

the California Sabbath

are so interested in the
moral welfare of this city and State could achieve much
good by ordering every minister to close his church on a
Sunday and go out upon the hill tops and there indulge in
picnics with his parishioners.
Our divines are getting
musty and until they clean out their own lungs instead of
the pockets of the people they will never be drawing cards
in California.

some talk among
THERE
the First

Catholics about buying up
Congregational Church and turning it into
a Catholic place of worship.
It would take the energy of
twenty such able and honest men as Father Yorke to'
purge the walls of their stains and the atmosphere of its
tainted smell. If this project goes through we shall be
forced to sever our connection with the Church.
is

Sea well's
JUDGE
officers are

decision that our city and county
only elected for two years and not four,
may have been well meant, but it was nevertheless unfortunate.
Men who have only two years to devote to theft
are liable to be greedier than those who can leisurely settle
down to a four years' enjoyment of such privileges.

F ARSON Brown waspew

a drawing card at the California
Street Methodist Episcopal Church last Sunday. He
modestly sat in a back
but the church was full of the
godly.
It is suggested that the Brown troupe be hired
out by churches with impoverished coffers as a means of
bringing shekels to the offertory.
is stated that Dr. C. Overman Brown is undecided as
ITto his future movements. He is probably waiting for
the Lord to provide him with a fat living, an easy going
congregation and a new Mattie Overman to initiate into
the mysteries of the Sunday School.

F ARSON
Dakota

C. Overman Brown should settle in South
and attend to the spiritual welfare of his own
family, many members of which, it is said, are growing up
with very vague notions of man's duty towards his

neighbor.

PROFESSOR Powers states

that

women need pockets

more than they do political rights. We object. They
get away with our small change quickly enough as it is
and pockets would only be an incentive to further

theft.

SENATOR Mahoney's failure
the dog show

to obtain recognition at
should not cause him more than tempor.;

ary uneasiness. Every dog has his day and the Senator
will doubtless have his in the near future.
that the Spaniards have expelled an "Examiner"
NOW
correspondent from Cuba
be hoped that the
it is

local authorities

will

to

take the hint and close up Black

Mail Hall on Mission street.
Davidson states that through ail her tribulations
God made her sing in prison. After beiug let into
this little secret one is apt to question the theory of divine

MRS.

mercy

after

THE

all.

Rev. Barton W. Perry is about to travel through
Europe on a wheel. It is refreshing to find one
minister who is willing to exercise other muscles than
those of his mouth.
are still being treated to pictures of Durrant.
Memorial services would be more to our taste.
TALBOT Clifton will not be missed in this city. His
creditors were paid in full.

¥E
J
,
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A Book

Some years ago William

T.

Hornaday,

the naturalist, wrote a very interesting
The Week.* and instructive book, in which he described
his experiences among the forests of India,
Ceylon, Borneo, and other remote parts of the East. Our
recollection of that book is that it attracted a good deal of
attention at the time, and the impression left on us, after
reading it, was that it was a well written aDd scientific
work, blending descriptive powers with the details of the
naturalist's study in such a way as to heighten the interThe
est iu the one and lighten the study of the other.
book was, too, we believe, a great success, and the world
on
author
a
man
who
could
of letters came to look
the
as
tell a story well, and at the same time give us the results
of those scientific researches which would enable us to read
the lessons "written in each flower" in the wilds of Eastern solitudes. The name of this book was, if we remember
rightly, "Two Years in the Jungle," a title which prepares
the reader for the character of the work nature in its
wildest moods, associated with science and adventure.
Since then we have always remembered William T. Hornaday as a naturalist-hunter, and when we saw his name to
another book, we naturally expected that he had continued
to write on a subject with which he was familiar, and
through which he had made a good reputation. But here
came our first disappointment, for we now find that
William T. Hornaday has blossomed into a novelist. To
be sure the naturalist breaks out here and there in this
new work of his, but it is not obtruded, and the little there
Indeed,
is of it is not overloaded with scientific detail.
the book before us is a sociological study, and its title,
"The Man Who Became a Savage," gives Mr. Hornaday
an opportunity of taking his civilized man to the old
haunts in Borneo, and there allowing him to gradually
lapse into the wild and untutored state which we call
of

—

"savagery," but which Mr. Hornaday's book would have
The subject,
is a condition superior to our own.
however, is not new. It has been written thread-bare,
and man is never tired of telling man how happier, indeed,
how superior, the savage is to he who weighs the earth,
harnesses the lightning, finds the X-ray, and surrounds
himself with the refined customs and usages which "tone"
society, and, by upward heavings, raise the cultured few
above the vulgar many.
"The Man Who Became a Savage" is, then, a novel with a purpose, and like many other
novels of its kind, it contains just that atom of truth on
which some people are so fond of building monuments of
fiction.
We have no wish to expose the plot of Mr. Horn
aday's work in all its details, and thus deprive him of the
result of his constructive genius, such as it is, but in order
that our readers may have an intelligent idea of the character of the book, it is necessary to say something about
its plot as well as its purpose.
It was very easy for Mr.
Hornaday to find a hero who was disappointed in life, and,
more, or less, disgusted with our civilization. The Life of
Carlyle would have furnished him with ample material
under this head, and Leckey's book on democracy, just
published, would have added many of the dissatisfied to
the list. Mr. Hornaday's hero does not, however, remain
content among the civilized ones at all, and so he hies himself to the Dyaks of Borneo for comfort and consolation.
There are men, no doubt, who would cheerfully give up the
pleasures of table napkins and the use of knives and forks
for the customs of our savage English ancestry, and they,
rightly, perhaps, believe that bare feet are more conducive
to comfort than razor-toed shoes, but we find it difficult to
believe that any sane woman living would give up her
dream of an Easter bonnet or her bicycle for the society
of
savages in the land of head hunters.
And yet
Mr. Hornaday makes his civilized hero and his wife
abandon the good things of the world about them
in the United States and hie them to Borneo, where they
lead the life of savages among the savages. And here we are
presented with a picture of the "honesty" and "chivalry"
us believe

May

16, 1896.

among the Dyaks that reminds us of Cooper's Indians,
The picLongfellow's Hiawathas, or similar fairy tales.
ture is well drawn, but oh, how unreal. It shows us the
Dyak of fiction, the ideal savage, the model man, while in
reality, those who know the Dyak best know him to be a
In fact, does not
treacherous, dirty, murderous ruffian.
Mr. Hornaday, in his "Two Years In The Jungle," picture
We cannot, indeed,
the Dyak as a low order of man ?
write positively on this point, but our recollection of his
book is that he does. It is all very well to tell us of the
advantages of simplicity of life, and how, as we approach
nature and life in the natural state, man becomes happier.
This is, no doubt, to some extent, true. The less we know
the less we want, and so, reasoning by analogy, the dog
No doubt civilizashould then be happier than the man.
tion has its disadvantages, but Mr. Hornaday must remember that the savage does not enjoy the delights of
that solitude which the author pictures, for that enjoyment is the result of the intelligence developed in the civilized state.
That Mr. Hornaday understands the Dyak
better than we, does not warrant him in attempting to
make us believe that the Dyak is our superior in honesty
or fair dealing, or that civilization, when weighed against
savagery, is found wanting in all that is calculated to
make men happy. The living Christian world gives the
" purpose " of this book a triumphant denial.
,
*" The Man Who Became a Savage," by William T, Hornaday. Peter
Paul

Co.. Buitalo.

In one of our recent issues we quoted the Dial as having
Our
said that Mr. Hall Caine was a literary "burglar."
contemporary now reminds us that we made a mistake,
and that the word used by it was " bunglar " and not
" burglar." Or in other words, the Dial wishes to be

understood as believing Hall Caine to be more of a literary
botch than a literary thief.
We publish our contemporary's opinion, but we cannot agree with its conclusion:
Hall Caine has a weakness for melodrama, and he exaggerates sentiment, while his primitive characters are too
emotional, and yet he has a fine poetic imagination, and
much constructive ability. Where in modern fiction do we
find a more touching episode than the heroic devotion of
Danny Fayle in "She's All The World to Me?" His
"Manxman" has, no doubt, many faults. Its characters
are, in places, tiresome, noisy, and primitive, but then the
interest is well sustained even to the painful but illogical
finish.
We fear the Dial has been too severe.
" The White Virgin, " by George Manville Fenn, is a
It is caloptic in its brilnovel of the intermittent kind.
liancy and in its dullness. Here and there we are attracted
by flashes of good dialogue and well written descriptive
scenes, and then again we are wearied by uninteresting
tittle-tattle.
It is an English story in which some of the
characters are strained and some are natural, and, take
it all in all, it does not give us a fair insiffht into true English character.
The " Major " is indeed a somewhat typical English officer, a man who knows nothing of business,
and whose dealings are punctilious in their high sense of
honor, but, after reading the book, we are not particularly
impressed for good or evil, and we put the book down with
a feeling that we have read a story nothing more.

—

" Pretty Michal," by "Maurus Jokai," is marred by being
The supercilious vein in which it is written
too pedagogic.
might, indeed, be overlooked were it not that the author
parades the dictionaries of the languages with startling
frequency. That the book is brilliant, in places, is undeniable, but there is more of the dashing reportorial style in
some of its pages than the finish of the cultured writer.
"Maurus Jokai" can write well; so well, indeed, that we
hope some day to read something from his pen that will
attract more attention than " Pretty Michal," although
this book is sure to find many admirers with all its faults
of pedagogery and hysteria.

The
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ALWAYS ENDS.

lr»mt>co>r»w»ll
nianlrn. fair and
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I.

S.

VAN WINKLE 4 CO.'S

NEW QUARTZ

MILL.

tall,

Pressed in bloomer*, shirt and II*;
t'liic Ihe m nt.1t n was. you bet.
Id ber band a cigarette
Wbirb »he pulTed in Ooptd'l eye.
" M!!y boy." the maiden said.
Ne'er shall 1 so lose my head
To become a slave to thee;
Should a lover seek my hand
He must clearly understand

•'

Love bas naught

to

do with me.'

1

" Silly maid.'' said Cupid then.
" Dost thou think that decent men
E'er will care for thee like this ?
Thou must quickly change thy ways

Or

a

maid thou 'It end thy days
Ponder well on that, my miss."

" Faith, 1 won't sir." said the maid.
" Thinkest thou 1 am alraid
All alone to go through life ?
I am of the chosen few
Who are known as sisters new—
I shall ne'er

" But, a

moment

Interior of a Four Kinkhead Quarli Mill Plant final (,, toetamps, supplying four 0-foot concentrators in operation «i Virginia ''it;/. Nevada.
Capacity, 40 ic :>> to,,.*
ry twenty-four hours through io-mesh screen.

become a wife."
since,

,

So the maiden (whom I know)
Waited for a month or so
Then like other women dressed.
Finally there came a man
Who did love her, and she ran
?

No, towards his breast!
Howard V. Sutherland.

THE GUILD OF ARTS AND CRAFTS

shown of late among mining
and
exhibition of the Kinkead
Quartz Mill given by I. S. Van Winkle & Co. at their iron
warehouse, 4l3 Market street. This mill has been called
"The Poor Man's Mill," seeing that the cost of the plant
is only about one-fourth that of stamps and the working
expenses fifty per cent. less. The mill has been crushing
waste rock at the Con. Virginia mine for the past two
years and has proved its serviceability in every respect.
The lowest grade ores can be utilized, and the hardest rock
is ground to pulp without any trouble.
It is conceded that
this mill will revolutionize mining, as it will enable every
miner at an outlay of only $1000 for the mill to open up
operations.

EXHIBITION.

THE

pictures exhibited by members of the Guild of Arts
and Crafts are interesting and, in many eases, charming specimens of oil and water color work. Chris. Jorgensen has some delicate Venetian sketches and one large oil,
all of

,

interest has been
milling men in the

Of a sweetheart! Faitb, I choke! "
Chuckled Cupid all asiuile.
" How your rosy lios now pout.
For ycu've left the secret out.
O my maiden, wait awhile! "

From bim

,

Much

you spoke

which are well handled and speak well for

his

mas-

tery of technique and color. Amadee Joullin's few sketches
are all clever and unique; Jules Pages' "Nude Study,"
although somewhat scraggy and tender, is also worthy
of mention.
The same artist exhibits a head of a man
apparently sleeping off the effects of a fit of intoxication,
which is not a cheerful subject, but which is well handled.
The erratic Willis Polk has two sketches, which fortunately
are hidden behind the door, and as few people have the
energy or the desire to move it, the sketches are consigned
to a fortunate oblivion.
The figure studies exhibited

Peremptory
Auction Sale,

Wednesday, May

27th,

M„

At 12 O'clock

SAN FRANCISCO

Pioneer Woolen Factory,

good examples of such work.
The quality lacking in Mr. Gamble's work is more than
made up for by its quantity and the lavish use of color.
C. D. Robinson has attained high excellence in purple and
blue-grey effects his landscapes all being tempered to
these hues. J. Reed Dickinson exhibits a good portrait
study and "A Dream," which consists of numerous ladies
and gentlemen in various styles of neglige and underwear,
reclining in lazy attitudes in some unfrequented spot of the
Yosemite Valley. Ernest Peixotto contributes some of
his delicate sketches in black and white
too few, in fact,
to be properly appreciated. The water colors of Mr. Pissis

Without limit or reserve. Seven 50-vara lots
at the head of Van Ness avenue,
opposite the Black Point Reservation.
Three brick and one frame "building.
One four story brick factory buiMing; 64x383 feet.
Send or call for circular, with all details and descriptions.

Charles Rollo Peters, who lives in
Monterey and who swings his brush as Corbett swings his
right arm, is too much addicted to the use of crimson paint
to do more than attract the attention of the uninitiated.
His sketches exhibited are rich in the grimyness of the
works of the old masters, but there the comparison ends.
Joseph D. Strong has some good Samoan sketches and
some original wash drawings of Joaquin Miller and his
mother, all of which are worthy of recommendation.
Mr.
Strong is now illustrating for the Call, and is endeavoring
to elevate the art department of that esteemed journal
from the kindergarten stage into the realm of real art.

BOSTON, will make good any loss by burglary of household or personal
and damage to property resulting directly from a felonious entry
during occupancy or absence. The company not only indemnifies for LOSS
and DAMAGK, but its methodical, untiring pursuit of burglars, rendering
capture almost certain, tends to keep those criminals away from insured
premises, through feur of consequences, thus exempting the home from
molestation and the person from consequent physical danger. Arrests for
burglary in San Francisco for the past nve years as compared with the
number of fire alarms for the same period:

by A. F. Mathews are

all

—

Shainwald, Buckbee
218-220

When you

—

are also first-class.

A fine

assortment of dinner sets at

Drink Jackson's Napa Soda before

S.

&

G. Gump's, 113 Geary St.

breakfast.

Montgomery

St.,

&

Go., Auctioneers.

Mills Building.

go to the mountain or seashore, the burglar remains in town

I

TheNewEnaw Burglary Insurance 60.
Of

effects,

BURGLARY ARRESTS— 1891,
Fire Alarms—

"

333
414

1892, 4 3

"34

1893, 376

"

497

1894, 43t

"

471

1895, 420.
" 445.

Rates and any additional information that may be desired will be

fur-

nished on application to

OKELL. DONNELL- &
411 California street,

CO., General Agents Pacific Coast.

San Francisco.
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Mixture!
Smokin^lobacco^

effort being made to sedecent roads in this city for wheelmen. The San
Francisco Cycle Board of Trade has mapped out a plan to
bring about the above desirable condition, and the officers
have the good wishes of both wheelmen and pedestrians
alike.
In every city of the Union some street improvements have taken place, brought about by just such action;
but here in San Francisco we still suffer from our wretched
old cobble roads, left in their present disgraceful state,
presumably so as not to hurt the feelings of numerous
teamsters and beer wagon drivers. The teamsters and
the drivers of beer wagons are good enough persons in
their way, but if they persist in driving over cobbles then
they should be relegated to certain South of Market street
roads and should not be allowed to stand in the way of uptown progress. In all the larger cities of Europe heavy
teams are forbidden in large thoroughfares and the same
law should apply here. The wheelman, it appears, is the
one who will bring about the change.
is

good to see an organized

ITcure

Now that

the season for traveling is commencing many
doubtless wish to take their machines with them on
their excursions abroad.
To ensure them against damage
by salt water and the moist sea air the wheels should be
covered with vaseline before crating. The steamer charge
for taking each wheel across the Atlantic is $2.50.
That
tourist will be happiest who has the least luggage on his
wheel.
All necessary baggage can be packed in a large
sized dress suit case and sent ahead by rail, week by week,
during the trip. Beside his bicycle suit he will need a
business or traveling suit and, if he has many friends
abroad, also a black cutaway, or, better yet, a dress suit.
If he is a stranger in a strange laud dress suits are a useless incumbrance, for they will be seldom needed, and even
then can be hired.
change of flannels and golf stockings and several neglige shirts, with the usual linen and
toilet articles, complete his outfit.
small waterproof
bag will hold all articles needed between stations when
separated from one's baggage.

A delightful blend of St. James Parish, Louisiana, Perique.Genuine Imported Turkish, Extra
Pright Plug Cut, Extra Bright Long Cut, and
Marburg Bros.' Celebrated Brand "Pickings."

MARBURG BROS.

ME AMERICAN TOBACCO CO. SUCCESSOR.

BALTIMORE. MO.

AND PURCHASER'S GUIDE

CITY INDEX

will

A

A

Women

riders are considered excellent risks in accident
insurance. All the insurance people are strong advocates
of bloomers, holding that when women are dressed properly for the wheel, there is comparatively little danger of
their being injured, as they are much more cautious than
men. The amount of money paid to women during recent
years, is much less in proportion to the number insured
than that paid to men.

There has lately been organized in Westfield, Mass.,
an insurance company which will insure bicycle riders
against all manner of accidents which may be met with
while riding their machines.
The idea is a good one and
should be patronized by every rider, as accidents are liable
to occur at any moment and to the most experienced of

RESTAURANTS.
Academy

Building, 333-334 Pine street.
Rooms for
ladies and families, private entrance. John Bergez, Proprietor.
Bay State Oyster House. 15 Stockton & 109 0'Farrell. N. M. Adler, Prop.
Montgomery-St. Coffee and. Lunch House. Good coffee and fresh eggs
a specialty. Cream waffles. 426 Montgomery St. H. H. HJUL, Prop.
Malson Tortoni, French Rotisserie, 111 O'Farrell street. Private dining
rooms and banquet hall. S. Constantini, Proprietor.
Nevada Restaurant, 417 Pine St. Private rooms; meals 50c. Loupy Bros
Poodle Dog Restaurant, S. E. cor. Grant ave. and Bush st. Private
dining and banquet rooms.
Tel. 429.
A. B Blanco & B. Brun

Bergez's Restaurant,

.

Dr.

DENTISTS.

Thomas L. HIM,
OFFICE: Odd Fellows*
streets.

Office

hours

:

Building, southwest cor. Seventh and Market
9 a. m. to 5 p. m.
Consultation Hours 4 to 6.
:

Dr. R. Cutlar, 818 Sutter street.

MEDICAL.
Dr. Hall, 14 McAllister St.

,

The twenty-five mile relay race between the cyclists of
Alameda High School and those of the University
Academy, on Sunday, was won by the Academy men by
the

two minutes.

The W.

Stamp

H. Mollis

children.

Co., (Incorporated),

105O'Farrell St., S. F.

PRINTING AND RUBBER STAMPS.
Koch & Harney, (Jas. H. Harney, Geo. T. Koch), Job Printers, 648 Sacramento St. Fine printing and embossing, seals, rubber stamps, stencils, etc.

MERCHANT TAILORS.
Neuhaus

&

Co., 115 Kearny, up-stairs.
Suits to order $12 50.
coats, $10. Pants $4 and upwards. Samples by mail.
<K5"A perfect fit guaranteed.

Over-

VOCAL CULTURE.
Miss Caroline Shlndler, Soprano. Vocal Culture.

Time

:

1

hour 18 minutes.

CANDIES.— Don't

Hours,

1

to

3,

2416

Clay

W.

Leopold, of 39 Post Street, is the most fashionable
and attends to the necessary decorations for the
swellest functions. He has ever the choicest cut flowers in stock
and can provide the roost beautiful pot plants on very short notice.
His windows, alone, speak of his possibilities in the floral line.
florist in this city

Japanese bronzes and vases are
Francisco a tourist can take away
Market St., has the best.

the best mementos of San
wilh him. Geo. T. Marsh, (125

playing poker drink Jackson's Napa Soda.

leave the city without a uox of

ROBERTS' Best.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Hutchinson Sugar Plantation Company.
Dividend No.

cents per share, of the Hutchinson Sugar Plantation Company, will be payable at the office of the company, 327 Market St.,
on and after Wednesdav, May 20, 1896. Transfer books will close on Thursday, May 14, 1896. at 3 o'olock P. M.
E H. SHELDON, Secretary.

nR
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RESTORATIVE PILLS.— Buy none but the genn-

ine— A specific for Exhausted Vitality, Physical
of Medicine, Paris,
celebrities. Agents for California and the Pacific States.
CO., 635 Market street (Palace Hotel), San Francisco.

Wasted Forces. Approved by the Academy

and the medical

When

women and

CANDIES.

The annual relay race between the Sacramento and
Stockton wheelmen was won by the former last Sunday.
The course lay between the two cities, the start being
made from Sacramento and the doubling up occurring at
Stockton. Official time: 5 hours and 28 seconds.

Chas.

Diseases of

POSTAGE STAMP DEALERS.
Hawaiian Stamps a specialty. MAKINS & CO 506 Market street.
Selections on approval: any place in world. W. F. GREANY, 827 Brannan

riders.

just

near Jones.

STEELE &

Sent by mail or express anywhere.

PRICES REDUCED— Box

88 50; of 400 pills, 86;

of 50 pills, $1 25; of 100 pills. $2; of 200 pills,
$2.
Send for circular.

Preparatory Pills.

Should use DAMIANA BITTERS, the great Mexican remedy; It gives health and strength to the Sexual Organs. Depot at 323 Market street. San Francisco.
(Send for circular.)

Weak Hen and Women

EVANS' ALE
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Spring

EDITH: — have seen some very
DBAS
of tea gowns this week.
One which
I

is

pretty styles
simplicity itto expose the

cut rather low in the neck, so as
throat to full advantage, and falls straight from the neck
band to the floor. It is fluted so as to give a series of
straight vertical lines from neck to the hem of the skirt.
It hardly touches the floor in front, but behind is cut so as
It is
to form a train of about two and one-half feet long.
brought id so as to fit rather loosely at the waist. The
sleces are very large Bishop patterns, brought in at the
upper wrist and trimmed with a heavy fall of lace, which
reaches almost to the knuckles. Around the neck is a
very large and deep lace collar, which in front reaches the
bust and on the shoulders descends almost to the elbow.
The gown is light, cool and sensible. In its best form it is
made of crepon, but tine silk crepe produces equal, if not
better results.
The veils are being worn much shorter than they were,
only just reaching to the chin, and are tied up on the hat,
not at the back of the hair. This is much more becoming,
as it prevents the folds that are too apt to occur, and
which are so unbecoming. With the broad-brimmed hats
it is comparatively easy to arrange the veils, but with a
small hat or bonnet it is always necessary to put in a
double pleat in front, a little fullness, to prevent too much
Very few colored
strain across the nose and eyelashes.
that is, in chiffon are
veils are worn; when solid colors
worn, there is a small dot of the same color woven in the
Occasionally there are to be seen veils, black
material.
with fancy dots, trimmed with white Valenciennes lace.
This is a becoming fashion, but it is not considered so
smart as the all black.
The present styles of skirts are not entirely without
godets, but are quite as often gathered as plaited. They
are made somewhat less flaring, without losing anything
of their cachet, and are much less cumbersome than the
skirts of the past season.
The gathers or plaits are, as
formerly, carried to the sides and back, the front describing a tablier that is frequently trimmed down each side.
As regards throat and shoulder decorations, fashion is
in extremes.
For evening wear the Medici collar is often
of very pronounced type, and elegantly elaborated with
mock jewels and sequins, rich lace, points and handwrought embroideries. Capes, berthas and fichus are all
made with an excessive amount of trimmings around the
neck and shoulders, and huge lace and chiffon boas supply
in many cases the something-and-nothing that is needed to
distinguish outdoor from indoor dress.
The latest display
of shoulder capes shows models challenging the powers of
the best descriptive writers. Every possible elaboration
is bestowed upon them, and frequently as many as six
different materials and half as many colors go to the completion of a single small cape the new models being very
much abbreviated, very frilly from throat to lower edge,
and formed of velvet, lace, chiffon, silk passementerie,
embroidered gauze, insertion and ribbon.
It is said that the present season will see the end of the
bloomer costume for women who ride a wheel. The leading dressmakers of London, Paris and New York have set
the seal of their disapproval on the bloomer costume, and,
Already the effect of
therefore, its days are numbered.
the condemnation is noticeable.
Society women have
ordered costumes in which the bloomer has no part, and
the women of lesser note will not be slow in following their
example. Whether the girls here will live up to the decree or not, it is hard to tell. I for one most certainly
self is

—

and

Styles

Novelties

now on
An

Exhibition.

Early

Inspection
See

Cordially

is

papers

dailu

tor Special Offerings.

Invited.

—

MURPHY

BUILDING, Market and Jones

203 to 207 N Spring St. bet. Temple and

Sts.,

San Francisco.

First St.,

Los Angeles, Cal.

Harm's
Head wear beats them

all.

Headquarters for Native
Sons.

237

KEARNY

ST.

Phone Red 361.
The Latest Spring and Summer Goods
have arrived.

BRIDGE &

H. S.

CO.

MERCHANT TAILORS. Many novelImported Wear. Shirts to ordei
a Specialty
ties In

622 Market

St., (up stairs, opposite Palace Hotel

San Francisco

—

BEST SUITS ON EARTH
Made

"Seavey's" have an immense stock of hats, flowers, feathers, ribbons, etc. and are selling everything in millinery lower than any
other house in this city, 1382 Market street.

H.

J.
Montgomery

26

street,

and upwards.

HAWES,

Room 6.

Formerly in Crocker Building.

JP
.

(W,

IV.

CUITU
III

C.

0C

t> /III

HALL,

ilfi

830

to

HOWLAND.

TAILORS.

order at great reduotion lor cash.
J.

0. A.

ST., and Room 7, Rotunda,
Mills Building.

MERCHANT

Successor).

Will make garments

BUSH

OU.,

Belinda.

shall.

$15

to order

(Established

R.

SMITH, Manager.

1875.)

Geo. m. Lonebgan.

,

Removal
dresser, has
prices.

Notice.

— Mr.

removed

Telephone

S.

to 24

5697.

Strozynski, the leading

Geary

street,

Imperial PnotoarapniG Studio,
and 728 MARKET ST. (1st Floor),
Bet Kearny street and Grant ave., S. F.

ladies' hair

near Kearny.

724. 726

Popular
Carbon Plates a Specialty.

Lightning plates for taking Children.

—

—

;
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BANKING.
BANK OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.
Incorporated by Royal Charter.

Capital Paid Up,

1862.

Reserve Fund,

$3,000,000.

Southeast Cor. Bush and Sansome

A very high-toned club man recently entered a restaurant, and, thinking the waiter's hands showed evidences of
uncleanliness, abruptly said to him: "Waiter, do you know
what water is? " "Savin yer prisince," instantly returned
the waiter, "but ye're the third gentleman this day that's
shown his ignorance of that same biverage." Boston
Courier.
" Prisoner," said the judge to the convicted bigamist,
Have you anything to say why sentence
"stand up.
"I throw myself upon the
should not be passed on you'.' "
indulgence of the court," exclaimed the prisoner, nervous"Is a life sentence possible?
Both ladies have
ly.
mothers." Town Topics.

—

—

City Lady (in the

country)

—

I

The mails
news out here.
fashioned qua ndmother— La

Ye

days.

!

get so impatient for the
are so irregular.
Old
So they was in my young

'em

couldn't trust

at

all.

— Milwaukee
—

Philadelphia Record.

—How did your daughter

pass her examination for a
teacher? B. Pass! She didn't pass at all.
Maybe you won't believe it, but they asked the poor girl
things that happened before she was born.
Tit-Bits.
A.

—

position as

coma, Washington.
This Bank transacts a General Banking Business.

—
Boarder — Wonder why we have such tough steak
the time? Second Boarder — We have tough steak beFirst

all

cause our landlady is so tender-hearted that she cannot
bear to pound it. Boston Transcript.

—

" That fellow Danvers, at the head of the table, is a deep
one."
"Nonsense! What makes you think so?" "Why,
he has already drank his sixth bottle, and is apparently
not half full yet." Detroit Free Press.

—

—

He (admiring a vase of flowers) Are they not beautiful?
Do you know they remind me of you? She (softly) But
they are

artificial.

He —Ah,

—

yes; but you'd never

—Washington Town Talk.
Milson — Haven't you gone to housekeeping

married man — No; we are waiting

1

;

BANK OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital
$3,000,000 00
Surplus and Undivided Profits (October 1, 1894). 3.158,129 70
WILLIAM ALVORD
President CHARLES R. BISHOP. Vice-Pres't
ALLEN M.CLAY
Secretary THOMAS
Cashier
S. Prentiss Smith
Ass't Cashier 1. F. Moulton
2d Ass't Cashier
.

keeping with the style of
Philadelphia North American.

live in

know

Newly

up enough to
the wedding presents.
to save

BROWN

CORRESPONDENTS.

New York— Messrs. Laidlaw & Co.; the Bank of New York, N. B. A.
Boston— Tremont National Bank; London— Messrs. N. M. Rothschild &
Sons; Paris— Messrs. de Rothschild Freres; Virginia City (Nev.)—
Agency of The Bank of California; Chicago— Union National Bank, and

—

Trust and Savings Bank; Australia and New Zealand Bank of
Zealand China, Japan, and India— Chartered Bank of India, Austraand China; St. Louis Boatman's Bank.

Illinois

New
lia

;

SAN FRANCISCO SAVINGS UNION.
Corner California and Webb Streets.
Deposits, Dec. 31, 1895
$24,202,327
Guarantee Capital and Surplus
1,575,631
ALBERT MILLER, President E. B POND, Vice-President
Directors— Thomas Magee, G. W. Beaver, Philip Barth, Daniel E. Martin, W. C. B. De Fremery, George
Boardman, Robert Watt; Lovell
White, Cashier.
Receives Deposits, and Loans only on real estate security. Country
remittances may be sent by Wells, Fargo & Co., or by check of reliable
parties, payable in San Francisco, but the responsibility of this Savings
Bank commences only with the actual receipt of the money. The signature
of the depositor should accompany the first deposit. No charge is made for
ftass-book or entrance fee. Office hours— 9. a. m. to 3 p. m. Saturday evenngs,6:30 to 8.
|

C

THE 8ATHER BANKING COMPANY.
Capital

$1 ,000,000

Successor to Sather & Co., Established 1851, San Francisco.
James K. Wilson President.
Albert Miller, Vice-President
L.

I.

Allen Knight,

Cowgill. Cashier.

Secretary.

Directors— C. S. Benedict, E. A. Bruguiere. F. W.Sumner, Albert Mil
P. Johnson, V. H. Metcalf. James K. Wilson.
Agents New York—J. P. Morgan & Co. Boston— National Bank of the
Commonwealth. Philadelphia— Drexel & Co. Chicago Continental National Bank. St. Louis— The Mechanics" Bank. Kansas City— First National Bank. London— Brown, Shipley & Co. Paris— Morgan, Harjes & Co

Wm

:

—

LONDON, PARIS AND AMERICAN BANK, LIMITED.

—

—

Sifter.

—

He Is that your daughter in the parlor, singing? She
Yes; she's only killing time.
"Well, she ought to have
no trouble doing it with that voice." Yonkers Statesman.

—

" Here,

—

Letters of Credit issued available in all parts of the world.
Draws Direct on New York. Boston, Chicago, St. Louis, Salt Lake
Denver, Kansas City, New Orleans. Portland, Or., Los Angeles, and on
London, Paris, Berlin, Bremen, Hamburg, Frankfort-on-Main, Copenhagen,
Stockholm, Christiania, Melbourne, Sydney. Auckland, Hongkong, Shanghai, Yokohama, Genoa, and all cities in Italy.

—

Lady (who has a sick husband) Don't you think, doctor,
that you ought to bleed my husband? Doctor (absent
minded) No, madam. Not until he gets well. Texas

—

.

I

ler,

yet?

Accounts opened subgranted
and ad-

vances made on good collateral security. Draws direct at current rates
upon its Head Office and Branches, and upon its Agents, as follows:
New York— Merchants Bank of Canada Chicago— First National Bank
Liverpool— North and South Wales Bank; Scotland— British Linen
Company; Ireland — Bank of Ireland; Mexico — London Bank of Mexico;
South America — London Bank of Mexico and South America; China and
Japan— Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China; Australia and
New Zealand— Bank of Australasia and Commercial Banking Company of
Sydney, Ld; Demerara and Trinidad (West Indies)— Colonial Bank.

—

" Major Bluffton does a great deal of talking about himself and his experiences. He is a very commonplace man."
"Still, his stories have the merit of being true."
"Yes.
They are too true to be good." Washington Star.

it.

Lombard Street, London

ject to Check, and Special Deposits received. Commercial Credits
available in all parts of the world. Approved Bills discounted

Illus-

Biobbs I was at a spiritualist's seance last night and
Slobhs Weren't you
had a talk with my dead wife.
skeptical? Blobbs 1 was at first, but when she asked
me if her halo was on straight I was fully convinced.

—

60

Branches— Victoria, Vancouver, New Westminster, Kamloops, Nan
iamo, and Nelson, British Columbia; Portland, Oregon; Seattle and Ta

1

trated News.

—

HEAD OFFICE

$500,000.

Sts.

N. W. Cor. Sansome and Sutter Sts.
Subscribed Capital
Reserve Fund

$2,500,000

|

Paid UpCapital

$2,000,000

$850,000

Head Office

Old Broad Street, London
AGENTS New York— Agency of the London, Paris, and American
Bank Limited, No. 10 Wall Street, N. Y. Paris— Messrs. Lazard, Freres
& Cie, 17 Boulevard Poissoniere. Draw direct on the principal cities of the
world. Commercial and Travelers' Credits issued.
IG a R E
E BAPM }"^ers.
g. A L T S
L
58

C^

take away these oysters.
They are
bad." "I know, sir; but we have given you two more
oysters than you called for to make up for it. Tit Bits.

CROCKER-WOOLWORTH NATIONAL BANK <» SAN francisco.

—Didn't you have an
Sibyl — No.
found out
an affair de cur. — N. Y. World.

WM.

waiter,

Tippie

affaire de coewr

Cadley?

I

If you wish to prolong

your

with young

what he was.

It

was

indulge in a glass of first-class
whiskey regularly before meals. It heightens the appetite and fixes
up the system. Of all the brands in this city, the celebrated Argonaut
brand is the leader. E. Martin & Co.. 411 Market St. are the sole
agents for this Coast and supply everybody with it.
life

,

Just imported.
banquet lamps at

See

Rome and

A fine
S. & G.

selection of baccarat globes for piano
Gump's, 113 Geary St.

die: drink Jackson's

Cor. Market, Montgomery, and Post Sts.
Paid-Up Capital
11,000,000.

—

Napa Soda and

live.

and

H.

CROCKER.

W. E. BROWN
GEO. W.KLINE
Directors— Chas.

F. Crocker, E. B. Pond, Hy. J.

President
Vice-President
Cashier
Crocker, Geo. W. Scott

THE ANGLO-CAUFORNIAN BANK, LIMITED.
N. E. Cor. Pine

and Sansome

Sts.

Paid Up
$1,500,000
Reserve Fund.
700,000
Head Office— 18 Austin Friars, London, E.
Agents at New York— J. & W. Seligman & Co.. 21 Broad street.
The Bank transacts a General Banking Business, sells drafts, makes
telegraphic transfers, and issues letters of credit available throughout the
world. Sends bills for collection, loans money, buys and sells exchange
IGN. STEINHART I mana
and bullion.
„ Rrs
Mftna g
prs
P. N. LILIENTHAL /

Capital authorized

Subscribed

$6,000,000
3,000,000

I

f

C
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Special accommodations for ladies.

fir

<^uale ol

Kansas

is

to

In-

commended

for

the Christian Endeavor
by offeriog a concerted
The pious
r for the redemption of Bob IogeraoU.
enterprise certainly failed to demonstrate the efficacy of
supplication in such
bis

/.ntiou

declaration

made

that

Women's
THK
begun
well.

Political Equality
It

Club of Alameda has

has resolved that no bonnets shall be

worn

at eluh meetings, in the hope that this reform will
induce gentlemen to attend, and thus make the sessions of
Let the good work go on.
the club more interesting.
Down with the high hat.

MB

H. C. Bunner, the editor of Puck, who died a few
days ago. will long be remembered. The world loves
the humorist as it loves the lover and the poet. All three
endeavor to lift the shadows from the world's sad face,
and to add one sweet note to music that is ever becoming
harsher and more discordant.
are glad to hear that the convicts in the State Penitentiary at San Quentin are to be deprived of their
opium. That they ever had it speaks badly for the management of the institution; that they will not have it in
future shows that the authorities are by degrees learning
how the ruffians under them should be treated.

WE

the daily papers would only cease filling their columns
the nonsense written by unhealthy suicides the
mania for suicide would soon die out.
A suicide desires
notoriety as a healthy woman does affection, and by refusing it to him in his live state there would be less chance
of our having to bear the burden of his subsequent burial.

(may his kind increase!) is being
victimized by a correspondent who wishes to know
whether "anthrax" is confined to unbelievers in the Single
Tax and Senator Tillman. So far as we know, the disease makes a specialty of fool correspondents who imagine
that a weekly journal exists merely for the dissemination
of their own driveling communications.
Give us your
fool's name, Jim, that we may laugh over him when work
is done.

GOVERNOR Budd

an upright man, and an excellent
one as Governors go. His mouth may be larger than
his hands, in that he often promises more than he can
properly fulfill, but otherwise he is kind of heart and
easily influenced, especially by corrupt politicians.
It is a
matter of general wonder how his Excellency in all that is
Inestimable came to give Martin Kelly his way about the
Almshouse after giving over to him the patronage of the
Harbor Commission. With his spacious mouth the Governor should find no difficulty in answering this question.
is

OAKLAND

fares well in the river and harbor bill,
receiving an appropriation of $741,000, under the
continuous contract system. Of this sum $75,000 is made
available this year, and the remainder is assured.
The
Sacramento and Feather rivers get a quarter of a million
for debris barriers, but trouble is likely to arise between
the miners and farmers over the objects of this appropriation.
San Pedro secures $392,000 for her "inner
harbor," and the much vexed question of a deep-water
harbor for Los Angeles is turned over to a new commission,
which is to finally determine the matter.

The Overland Limited,
ONLY 3i4 DAYS TO CHICAGO. i\& DAYS TO HEW YOKK.
Pacific is the only line running vestibuted Pullman
Double Drawing-room Sleepers and Dining Cars daily. San Francisco to Chicago without change.
Vestibuled buffet smoking and
library cars between Ogden and Chicago.
Upholstered Pullman
Sleepers, San Francisco to Chicago, without change, daily.
Steamship tickets on sale to and from all points in Europe.
For tickets
and sleeping car reservations apply to D. W. Hitchcock, General
Agent, No. 1 Montgomery street, San Francisco.
The Union

is

a luxury.

Try

it.

more

these

other

thing in

makes the

sell

it,

or

tilings

must be somePearline which

avoid it.
I
the Pearline
packages are clean and fresh.
All the others are fly-specked " This is a true
Everything is true that we print about
story.
Pearline. The thing in Pearline that keeps
flies off is its popularity.
It doesn't stay on the
shelves long enough to become soiled. When
flies

notice that

all

!

women want washing made
risk of harm, they

Pacific

easy, without

must have Pearline.
No

Towel Company.

any

va

-\^v^

Furnishes clean Towels tit the following low rates: Clean hand
towels each week, $1 per month; 12 clean hand towels each week;
$1 50 per month; 4 clean roller towels each week, 81, 6 months
6 clean roller towels each week, 81 25 per month

BANKING.
MUTUAL SAVINGS BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO.
33

Post Street, below Kearny, Mechanics' Institute Building.
Guaranteed Capital,

JAMES

D.

Patd-Up Capital,
officers

81,000,000.

PHELAN, President. S. G. MURPHY,
JOHN A. HOOPER, Vice-President.
I

Directors— James
Hooker, James Mofflt,

$300,000.

Vice-President.

D. Phelan, L. P. Drexler, John A. Hooper, C. G.
S. G. Murphy, Frank J. Sullivan, Robert McElroy,

and Joseph D. Grant.
Interest paid on Term and Ordinary Deposits.

Loans on approved seGEO. A. STORY, Cashier.
Deposits may be sent by postal order, "Well, Fargo, & Co., or Exchange
on City Banks. When opening accounts send signature.
curities.

WELLS FARGO &
N. E. Corner Sansome

CO.'S BANK.
& Sutter Streets.

Cash Capital and Surplus
John J. Valentine
H. Wadsworth

President
Cashier

.86,250,000

Homer S.King
F. L. Llpman

I

|

Manager
Assistant Cashier

BRANCHES.
N. Y. City, H. B. Parsons, Cashier. Salt Lake City, J. E. Dooly, Cashier
Directors— John J. Valentine, Benj. P. Cheney, Oliver Eldrldge, Henry
E. Huntington, Homer S. King, George E. Gray, John J. McCook, Charles
F. Crocker, Dudley Evans.
|

THE GERMAN SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.
No. 526 California St., S. F.
Reserve Fund
Capital actually paid up In Cash, 81,000,000.
8 715,000
$30,727,586 59.
Guaranteed Capital. .81,200,000
Deposits, Dec. 31, 1895
OFFICERS—President, B. A. Becker; Vice-President, Edward Kruse;
Second Vice-President, George H. Eggers; Cashier, A. H. R. Schmidt; Assistant Cashier, Wm. Herrmann; Secretary, George Tourny Assistant
Secretary, A. H. Muller.
Board of Directors— Edward Kruse, George H. Eggers, O. Shoemann,
A. C. Heineken, H. Horstmann, B. A. Becker, H. L. Simon, Ign. Steinhart,
Daniel Meyer. Attorney, W. S. Goodfellow.

SECURITY SAVINGS BANK.
Montgomery St.. Mills Building.
INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS. LOANS MADE.
232

DIRECTORS.

Wm. Alvord
Wm. Babcoeli
Adam Grant

S. L. Abbot. Jr.
O. D. Baldwin
W. S. Jones

H. H. Hewlett
E. J. McCutchen.
J. B. Lincoln.

NEVADA WAREHOUSE AND DOCK COMPANY.
WAREHOUSES AND DOCKS
PORT COSTA, California.
Storage Capacity, 100,000 tons. Regular warehouse for San Francisco
Produce Exchange Call Board.
These warehouses are the largest on the Pacific Coast, and are furnished
with the latest improvements for the rapid handling and storing of Grain
A mill attached, supplied with the best and newest machinery for cleaning
foul and smutty wheat.
Money advanced at lowest rates of interest on grain stored in warehouses.
Insurance effected at lowest rates In first-class companies, or grain sold,
if

Jackson's Napa Soda Lemonade
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not, diere

IFwith

GEXIAL Jim Barry

her sunn- imitation

"whether you do
of

itself ridiculous

1

woman who

had asked for Pearline. to
the grocer who wanted to sell

desired, at current rates.

OFFICE—202 Sansome St., over the Anglo-California Bank.
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SHIPPING AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS
and Marine Insurance Agents,

Fire

309 and 311 Sansome

THE CRADLE

SHIP.— laoies' home

CORRESPONDENTS

and the breeze fresh and
baby goes
WHEN
that ever
just the queerest
His ship
a-sailing

is

free,

sailed to sea!

craft

is

San Francisco, Cal

St.

journal.

Ten fingers true make up the crew that watch on deck must keep,
While all a-row ten toes below are passengers asleep
And mother is the pilot dear— ah, none so true as she
When baby goes a sailing and the breeze is fresh and free
When mother rocks the cradle ship, the walls- for shores— slip past;
The breezes from the garden blow when baby boy sails fasti
So fast he flies that Dolly cries she fears we'll run her down,
So hard a-port, we're not the sort to see a dolly drown
And then, you know, we've got the whole wide carpet for a sea
When baby goes a sailing, and the wind is fresh and free!

FINDLAY, DURHAM & BRODIE
SIMPSON, MACKIRDY & CO

48

and 46 Threadneedle St., London
29 South Castle St., Liverpool

I

INSURANCE.

I

becalmed in sleep, and

the crew

Fireman's Fund

When baby lies
When that wee ship 's in port at last, all safe from storm and ill—
Two eyes of love shall shine above, two lips shall kiss bis face,
all

is still,

Until in deep and tranquil sleep he'll smile at that embrace!
Voi mother watches, too, at night; while through his slumbers creep

Dream memories

AND INLAND INSURANCE.

FIRE, MARINE,

INSURANCE COMPANY, OF SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Assets, $3,000,000.

Capital, $1,000,000.

of sailing ere the breezes fell asleep.

PILGRIMAGE.— thomas

PALATINE

kydd, in olasoow weekly citizen.

count not life by length of years—
A harping drone of weary notes—
But by this rosary of tears
And glowing hours and greater thoughts,
And crystal truths in silence sought

I

By alchemy of common things.
And in this rosary inwrought,
Which at my pilgrim girdle swings
By every gentle air that blows
With music from some tender
As pioneering Fancy goes
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string,
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Company

Insurance

all my other days
pass to time's abysmal void.

To

forever its soft fall and swell,
forever in a sweet unrest,
Still, still to hear her tender taken breath,
And so live ever— or else swoon to death.

Awake

Do you wish me, then, away?
You should rather bid me stay

I

CONNECTICUT

Though

I

move with leaden

Life itself is not so fleet;
And before you know me
Eternity and I are one.
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Times shall come and times
But no other time like me.
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Though I seem so dull and stow,
Think before you let me go
Whether you entreat or spurn
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Bright star! would I were steadfast as thou art—
Not in lone splendor hung aloft the night,
And watching, with eternal lids apart
Like Nature's patient, sleepless eremite.
The moving waters at their priest-like task
Of pure ablution round earth's human shoresOr gazing on the new soft fallen mask
Of snow upon the mountains and the moors
No— yet still steadfast, still unchangeable,
Pillowed upon my fair love's ripening breast,
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Two

peasants, homeward from the field of toil,
Hear holy music in their hasty quest;
Their longings leave the sorrows of the soil,
And sweetly wander in the vales of rest.

The Banjo.
flshton P. Stevens.

Not

theirs the Knowledge that is Guilt and Grief;
Not theirs the Doubt that drives their God away
Behold
In trustfulness of fond Belief,
They bow their heads and lift their hearts to pray.

STUDIO: 26 Montgomery
Room 8. Pupils prepared for
Concert, or Drawing Room.

!

A

street,

Stage,
Special

Class tor
teachers

who wish to

perfect themselves in the Banjo's

harmony and technic
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the greatest auctions ever held in this city will
next Tuesday. May l'.Hli. at noon, 'when
Boston, Eldridge A Oo. will' sell at their salesroom, 688
Market street, the
property ol the San Francisco Gas
Light Company, consisting of forty-one lots fronting on
First, Fremont, Beale, Howard, and Natoma streets. This
property is situate in the very heart of the growing portion of the city, and will double in value in a few years.
It
is a thoroughly safe investment and one which some of our
leading capitalists or business men should jump at.

.

Too many. many, many

«

I

'!•») in Ihe lane, the fence was high
There was no room to pas* blm by
He held my wing*, I could not Bj
Not any, any, any.

;

;

BOW many sweethearts have '"
you, pray,
8weet Jennie, Jennie, Jennie
The rogue within me bade tne say—
" Not many, many, many!"
Hut when I found it grieved the youth,
I

tif

tiikc place

sweetest laa In all the land
Is Jennie. Jennie. Jen
R >bin >i be held each band,
I

*1

» 1

San Mateo Leader, a bright and
THE
has entered upon
eighth volume.

breezy journal,

its

could no longer hide the truth,
said, not many was, forsooth,
Not any, any, any
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like

Let others think whate'er they
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where you can get
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that

Although I never said he could
Take any. any, any.
He did just what I thought he would

read,

to
is

still

all

NEW

the

STANDARDS

as well as the
will not find elsewhere.

Successors to

ENGINEERS'

MINING,

has lately been favored with many visits
by prominent bodies of Eastern business men and
individuals, all of whom have returned to their homes willing to speak well of the glories and hospitalities of this
State and so advertise us in an honorable manner and in
the way we most desire. Mr. Depew had only good things
to say of us; the hotelmen were sincerely sorry to exchange our glorious climate for that of their own less genial
States, and other travellers from near and far have come
and departed, regretting only that their stay could not
have been of longer duration. One of the most important
visits to this State, however, is still in prospect, and it behooves the press and the people of California to see that
the gentlemen who will shortly be our guests, and who
will be gathered from all over the country, do not go away
with other than the kindest feelings for us. On June 29th
the Civil Engineers' Annual Convention will be held in
Academy of Sciences Hall, this city having been honored
as the meeting place for the first time in the history of the
association.
The Society is one of the largest in the
world, embracing in its membership all branches of

At

the convention to be held here, business
matters will, of course, be talked over but the chief object
in view is to show the visiting gentlemen as many of the
beauties of the State as possible in the five days allowed
them. They will arrive by the Central line, will travel
north by the Shasta Route and will then return East by
way of the Canadian Pacific. It will thus be seen that
Northern California will receive more attention than the
Southern portion of the State. It is to be regretted that
the time at the disposal of the visitors is not longer, as we
would gladly have had them take in the various cities in the
South as well. It is to be hoped, however, that after
partaking of the hospitality which will be showered upon
them everywhere, they will find it desirable to favor us
with a visit next year again and will then be able to make
The
a more extensive visit through the entire State.
daughters of resident members of the Society have made
preparations to ensure them a pleasant social visit and
we feel sure the public will do its best to welcome them as
well.
The local Committee of Arrangements consists of
Col. George E. Gray, Chairman, an honorary member of
the Society; George H. Mendel, W. C. Curtis, James D.
Schuyler of Los Angeles, and W. B. Story, Chief Engineer
of the Valley Road.
;
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crowd on the ferry-boat,
Hobart drove his beautiful
San Mateo, where, at his villa, the

escape the gaze of the curious
and, upon arrival in town, Mr.

young wife down to
honeymoon will be spent.

Next Thursday, the 21st, will be the wedding day of
Miss Josephine Delmas, whose marriage to Mr. Lionel
Kenny will be very quietly solemnized in London that day.
Mrs. Whittell, who recently gave such an elaborate
luncheon party at her handsome new residence on Nob
Hill, supplemented it with an equally elaborate dinner
party on Monday last, though the guests were confined to
Among other notable
half a dozen of her intimate friends.
dinners of late were those of Mrs. Carroll Cook; of Mrs.
Martin Regensberger, which was a pink dinner in honor
of Mrs. Yerkes, of Chicago; of Mrs. Homer King, at which
Colonel and Mrs. Spicer were chief guests, and of Mesdames
Martin and Donahue in honor of Monsignor Nugent, at

THE

Hobart- Williams wedding, about which society has
been more or less exercised ever since the engagement was announced, has come and gone, and, for the past
week, the talk of drawing-rooms, boudoirs, and clubs has
been what a lovely wedding it was in every respect. Surely
the fair bride must have been born under a lucky star, for
even the weather paid homage to her charm. After days
of threatening skies and blustering winds, the wedding
morn dawned bright and clear, and all nature seemed to
The picturesque
unite in gladness over the happy event.
cottage home in San Rafael, where the bride has lived from
childhood, was chosen as the locale for the nuptial ceremony, owing to the extremely delicate health of her
mother, Mrs. Williams, which cause also necessitated limiting the number of guests, which were narrowed down to
near relatives and most intimate personal friends of the
Inside the house was a wealth of floral
bride and groom.
adornment, pink being the dominating hue; but it was in
the library, where the marriage ceremony took place, that
The large square window
all decorations were focussed.
was draped with fish net thickly studded with locust bloom,
which was carried to the ceiling in a canopy effect. Large
masses of ferns and La France roses formed a background,
while clusters of pink hydrangea were arranged at the sides.
Amid all this bloom and fragrance a white satin prie dieu
was placed for the happy pair to kneel upon while receivPromptly at the hour of noon
ing the nuptial blessing.
the strains of the wedding march, from the musicians
stationed upon the balcony, proclaimed the approach of
the bridal cortege; the sliding doors into the hall were
thrown open, and enter the pretty bridesmaids, sisters of
the bride and groom respectively. Miss Juliet Williams and
Miss Ella Hobart, who led the way, followed by the beautiful bride, leaning on her grandfather's arm, to the bridal
bower, where the groom and his best man, Harry Stetson,
stood awaiting them with the officiating clergy, Bishop
Nichols and the Reverend Mr. Hartman.
It did not take
long to tie the knot, and the first act of the newly married
pair was to kneel beside the invalid mother's couch and
receive the maternal blessing.
Then general congratulations and good wishes from the guests followed.
The
bridal robe was of white satin, trimmed with tulle and
duchesse lace, the fleecy tulle being confined to the coiffure
by a sunburst of diamonds, the gift of the groom's sister,
Miss Ella Hobart.
The maids were costumed alike in
white mousseline dc soie, trimmed with Valenciennes lace
over slips of pink silk. The wedding breakfast was served
in the dining room, the decorations of which were also in
pink, with foliage of palms and ferns.
Roses and satin ribbon were used to divide the space assigned the bride and
groom at one end of the bride's table, where orange blossoms were in evidence, with the large wedding cake in the
Here were seated the bridal party, the youthful
center.
friends of bride and groom, and General Forsythe.
At the
other table, which was decked with roses, ferns, and pink
satin ribbons, sat Bishop Nichols and Mr. Hartman, the
grandparents of the bride, Mr. and Mrs. Neil, and the
dames de compagnie of Miss Hobart and the Misses Williams, Miss Vassault and Miss Pinley.
There was much
merriment mingled with the feasting, especially when the
bride's cake was cut, and Miss Jessie Hobart was found to
possess the lucky piece containing the ring.
To Miss
Juliet Williams fell the bride's bouquet when it was tossed
in the air as the bride went up stairs to change her dress
for leaving her old home.
Soon she reappeared, attired in
a jaunty blue suit and sailor hat, looking the picture of
happiness. The young couple departed in a dog cart amid
a perfect shower of rice and a pink satin slipper thrown
by Dr. Tevis. The guests viewed the presents, which were
displayed in the drawing-room, and were numerous and
costly, and at half-past three a special train carried them
citywards, the newly married pair having taken a tug to

which Archbishop Riordan was also present.
dinner given by these ladies was the

Another

medium chosen

for

announcing the engagement of charming Miss Belle
McKenna and Peter Martin, son of one of the hostesses.

Among other recent pleasant gatherings were Miss
Gertrude Van Wyke's tea, at which all the guests were
the buds of the younger set; and Mrs. Dennigan's card
party last Tuesday evening, eighty guests participating
in the games.
The engagement is announced of Miss Edith Osborne
Coohey and Dr. Robert Willis Smith. The wedding will
take place in the fall. Another announcement is that
Miss Carolyn Boyan is engaged to Mr. Armand Solomon.
Both parties are well known in musical circles here.

Among society pleasures announced for to-day are the
reception at the University Club, which will last from four
o'clock until midnight, and the annual Skull and Keys play
at Shattuck Hall in Berkeley this evening. There will
also be a "merry-go-round" party to-day at the residence
of Mrs. Columbus Waterhouse, 2213 Howard street, for
the benefit of the Second Unitarian Church; there will be
a handsome luncheon in the afternoon, and the evening
will be devoted to dancing.
It goes without saying that society will flock to the
Baldwin next week, and for Monday evening especially
theatre parties will be numerous to welcome back Ada
Rehan and the Daly Company, after its two years' absence
from San Francisco. A number have been arranged for

that night, when the pretty little theatre will truly bloslike a rose, as it is whispered that roses are to be the
conspicuous flowers of the occasion.

som

And now the sweet girl graduate is coming on the tapis,
and school commencements and graduating exercises are
soon to be heard in the land. Next Tuesday evening the
Van Ness Seminary will hold its commencement exercises
at Golden Gate Hall; and on Thursday evening those of
the Irving Institute will be held at Trinity Presbyterian
Church, on Capp and Twenty-third streets.
At

the old rooms of the Young Men's Christian Associaon Sutter street, the Lady Managers of the Nursery
for Homeless Children will give luncheons on Thursday and
Friday next, between the hours of 11 and 2, and it is
hoped that all who can attend will do so, and thusly help
along that very deserving charity. On Saturday evening
the ladies of the Forum Club will give a reception in the
Maple Room of the Palace Hotel.
tion,

Entertainments across the bay have been increasing in
of late, and run the gamut of everything enjoyable
that line.
In Oakland there has been Miss Hattie Kittridge's pink luncheon of twenty guests; Mrs. Prentiss
Selby's young people's dinner for Miss Edith Selby, at
which thirty guests were seated, and the Schilling juvenile
party.
At Berkeley Mrs. Palmer's dancing party had
two hundred guests; Mrs. Garber's yellow dinner had fourteen; the Misses Ardley's dance was entirely composed of
young people, and Mrs". K. Y. Easton's tea was in honor
of Miss Cullen.
To-day the Encinal Yacht Club will cruise
to San Mateo, where there will be a dance to-night, the
return trip to be made to-morrow, and on Thursday evening next will give a dance at their club house in Oakland.

number
in

.

May

1
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ty wag drawn in opposite directions last Saturday.
Blingham claimed the ultra-fashionables to Bee the polo
which was won by the home team, dancing finishAt Sausnl'to the dance
in 1: up the pleasures of the day.
Clubhouse, to inaugurate theopenbrilliant affair and
mis
v enjoyed by a large number of guests from town.
San Jose attracted a large contingent of San Francisco's
sable folk to the li.-sta. which was such a brilliant
A large party
98 in the Garden City last week.
iown from Burlingame. and some of our best known
belles and beaux were among those who enjoyed the
.11 lit

Ibelr

Yachting

i>

pleasures of the Carnival.

The members

of

23

the San Francisco Boys' Club are
praise for their untiring efforts in

entitled to much
behalf of the boys of this city.
Much good work baa been
done in a quiet, unostentatious way, and as the affairs of
the dub are in a prosperous condition, the continuance of
Its usefulness is. assured.
From May L'1-.t to May 23d inclusive, a bazar is to be held in the hall, 74(1 Bryant street,
at which will be sold useful articles made by the Mothers'
annex to the club, and also many things produced by the
boys themselves. It is to be hoped that everybody will

take an interest
the

in

managers and

the bazar, so as to further encourage
their able assistants in their good work.

On May

A

good woman gone to her rest, and another of our
popular "old set'' hostesses anions the missing in society's
ranks, were two of the remarks heard when the death of
Mr-. William T. Coleman became known last Tuesday.
Though not an early day resident, Mrs. Coleman might be
said to have been linked with some of the most stirring
events of San Francisco's history, as the widow first of one
of the members of the early day banking firm of Page,
Bacon & Co.. and secondly of that foremost man of the
times, whether as Presideut of the Vigilance Committee
or as millionaire, merchant and popular club man, William
Mrs. Coleman was a charming hostess, and
T. Coleman.
her house was a delightful one to visit; and while always
hospitable to a degree, since the death of Mr. Coleman she
led a very retired life, her last public appearance being at
the marriage of her son Robert to Miss Alice Simpkins a

25th the Literary Association of St. Matthew's
San Mateo, will give its sixth annual reception.
Dancing will be indulged in, and a very enjoyable time is
School,

anticipated.

"Seavey's"

Mammoth
stock and

Sale of Millinery is worth your while to attend. See their
prices.
1382 Market street.

Tbe Press Clipping Bureau,
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Montgomery
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papers on the Pacific Coast, and supplies clippings on

and personal.

1000's
Store, 400
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Montgomery

street.

Sunburn and Freckles removed by "Cream ol Orai ge Blossoms."
Pacific Perfumery Co., San Francisco.

In

jars, 60c.

couple of years ago.
1

The many friends

of

Mrs.

Antouia Florencia Rothwell

BUILT LIKE A WATCH

"

be grieved to hear of her death, which occurred Tuesday last. She was the only daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
In her
Julius Bandman and wife of J. Percy Rothwell.
death the community loses an accomplished woman and
her relatives a beloved daughter and wife.

When

The southern counties are to be the gainers by the loss
San Francisco is to sustain of two of its popular young
Miss Mamie Burling's sweet face and gentle perladies.

Buy one with a refutation— one that won't
break down when you're

will

sonality will be greatly missed at all the gatherings of the
swim, in which she is so great a favorite, but it has been
decided that Coronado is to be the future locale of Mrs.
Burling and her family. Miss Lily Lawler is the other
young lady who will soon be among the missing, with her
future home at Bakersfield.

Recent Eastern departures include Miss Eleanor Wood,
Colonel
to return about the 1st of July.
Fred Crocker, en route to Paris for the purpose of bringing home his children, who have been there at school for a
year past. Mr. and Mrs. Frank Johnson, whose absence
will last until the middle of July at least; Mr. and Mrs.
Henry L. Dodge, and Miss Clarke, who leave to-day. Dr.
and Mrs. Middleton left last week for Salt Lake, where

Buy

you

a Wheel

ten miles from home.
Don't lean to "fads";
they are not substantial.

m STERLING

THE STERLING has
been on the market five
We guarantee it
and also
for one year,

ROADSTER.

years.

--

guarantee our TiRER for the same period. Replacements made at ouk
office in San Francisco. The STERLING costs $100 if you want to
know more about it, send for our art catalogue, mailed free to any address
and you will buy the

who expects

will make a brief visit.
Summer resorts have already

awatchk

"built like
Address

STERLING CYCLE WORKS, 314 Post St., S. F„ Cal,
Wm. V. Bryan, Manager Pacific Coast Branch.

they

number

of

our city

folk, and,

been selected by quite a
ere long, the hegira will be-

Among the first who go to San Rafael will be Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas and Miss Mollie, who leave next week;
the Von Schroeders have named the first of June for their
flitting thither, and the J. J. Crooks went over to the
Hotel Rafael yesterday, where they will remain all summer.
Blythedale will claim Lieutenant and Mrs. Lyman and the
A. B. Moulders; the Joe Tobins will occupy the cottage of
Mrs. A. Page Brown, at Burlingame.
Mrs. J. R. Jarboe
will spend the summer at Concha del Mar, her lovely home
at Santa Cruz.
Mrs. Flood and Miss Jennie Flood, who
are at present in New York, may decide to remain away
all summer.
Miss Helen Boss and Miss Crockett have also
arrived in New York.

gin.

i
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People have been leaving for the Del Monte
will

make

that

resort

its

favorite

is

in

great

that Society,

headquarters

this

season.

Senator Frank McGowan came down from Eureka a few
days ago and has been staying at the Lick House.
Mrs. and Miss Flood left for New York in their private
car yesterday, and will stay at the Albemarle.
Cooper & Co., Art
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And say in the readiest way
And whether you write on rural
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" There was a girl behind me at the theater last night," she said, indignantly, 'who
must be a dreadfully selfish, disagreeable
creature." "What makes you thin,

asked her mother. "She had on a hat (bat
was simply a monster in siz<\" "Well—
your own hat was not small. You insisted
on wearing your new one, you know." "YeaBat nobody who sat behind that girl got a

9:47 A
*8 :06 a
*8 :48

f

a

COMPANY, L FERRARI,

Kl
2:00
3:00
4:00
5:00
5:30
7:00
8:00
9:00

A

Fitchburg,

p

San Lkandro,

ttll :15

p

I'll

p

and

P

Hatwards

11

Windows cleaned, floors scrubbed, stores
3nd general house cleaning at very
reasonable prices. Contracts made for
cleaning by the week or month
Telephone 5113.
328

p
1

1

Rons through
From Nile*

offices.

a

15 A

12:15 p
(1:45 p

p

P
p

7:15

to Niles

P

5:45
6.1S
7:45
8:45
9:45

p
p

ro
(Slip B

San FnAircisco— Foot

?

of

BUSWELL

Bookbinder. Paper-Ruler, Printer

Commercial

St.. S. P.

p

Market street

.

•7:15. 9:00. and 11 :00 A. m., II :00, *2:00.
13-00
w.io.uu,
•4:00, 15*0 and -«:0fJP. u

KftHN &

of Broadway
•8:00,8:00, 10:00 a. m.: 112:00, »i;00. 12 00
*
*3:00, 14:00 »5:00p.m.

I

o ppoelte

Bank

HERZ0G,

s"

Nova to,

7:30AM
3:30pm 9:30am
5:10PM 5:00pm
;

7:30am

pm

AM

JJ-*
1

6:05pm
7:30

Fulton,

7:30am
3:30

10:40

Petaluma,
Santa Rosa.

!

pm

8:40AM
10:10AM
6:15pm

.

Windsor,
Healdsburg,

i

Geyserville,
Cloverdale.

7:30pm
9:15PM

I

am 7.JIAM PIW. Hop- ,.„
n :ioam
3:31pm 730am
lam^ Ukl ^b 7.30PM 6:15pm
7:30

,

:

M

7:3UA

3:30pm
7:30

Bam

Guerneville

m

Sonoma,
Glen Ellen.

am, 7:30a
5:00

7:30pm J°,!0a»
6:15pm
10:40am 8:40am
6:05PM 6:15pm
Sebastonol 10:40am 10:I0aM
^"astopol.
6:05pM 8:15p>

pm

AM

7:3 AM
S
5
3:30pm
5:00pm
:

Stages connect at Santa Rosa for Mark West
Springs; at Geyserville for Skaggs 'Sprio
Cloverdale for the Geysers; at Pieta for Highland Springs. KeKeyville. Soda Bav and Lakeport;

Hopland

at

Lakeport and Hartlett

for

Springs; at Ukiab. for Vichv Springs. Saratoga
Springs. Blue Lakes, Laurel Del Lake. Upper
Lake. Pomo. Potter Valley, John Day's Lierley's. Gravelly Valley. Booneville, Greenwood,
Orr s Hot Springs. Mendocino City. Fort Bragg,
Westport. Usal, Willitts, Canto, Covclo, Laytonville, Harris, Scotia, and Eureka.
Saturday-to-Monday Round Trip Tickets at re-

duced rates.
On Sundays. Round Trip Tickets
beyond San Rafael at half rates.

TICKET OFFICE—650 Market
H.C.

WHITING,

R. X.

Gen. Manager.

PACIFIC

to all points

St., Chronicle

Building.

RYAN,

Gen. Passenger Agent.

COAST STEAMSHIP

CO.

Dispatch steamers from San Francisco
ports in Alaska. 9 A.M.. Mav It. 29; June 3,

for
13,

and Puget Sound ports. May 4, t,
14, 19,
and every 5th day thereafter.
For Eureka (Humboldt Bay), Steamer •'Pom-

ona," at 2p.m. May 1,5,9, 13,
every fourth day thereafter.

17,

21,

25,

For Newport, Los Angeles and

all

way

at 9 A. M.

Main

May

3. 7.

S.S. CO:

SAMOA,
NEW ZEALAND,
AUSTRALIA.

Ma?

AU
ffl

a

'.'

U0 A" M

" Orizaba,"
10 A. M..

m.

10 a.
13

May

AUSTRALIA
Saturday.

m1 *-

"Monowai."' sails via Honolulu and Auck3
^.' /« r SydD^v Thursdaj:. May 48th,

B. S.
T

May 5;

Ticket Office— Palace
Montgomery street.
No.

10

ports,

and every

steamer " Coos
Hotel. No.

.tj,»

Market

street.

4

Bay'"

New

San Francisco.

OCCIDENTAL AND ORIENTAL
FOR

S. S.

CO.

ASD CBINA.
wharf at FTRST axd BRAN-

JAPAJ8

1144

/\ days to
L^ HONOLULU
.,
ft
VJs.S.

0r Honolulu

15, 19, 23, 27, 31

1 1 .

and

Angeles) and Newport, May 1.5,9. 13 17,21,25,29.
and every fourth day thereafter, at 11 A. M.
For Ensenada, San Jose del Cabo. Mazatlan.
La Paz Altata. and Guaymas (Mexico). steamer

,

Tel

:

29,

fourth day thereafter.
For San Diego, stopplug only at Port Harford
Santa Barbara. Port Los Angeles, Redondo. (Los

W. Myer.)

of California.

1 HAWAII.

*

The PACiric Transfer Company win call for
.
tend check baggage from hotels and residences
Enquire of Ticket Agents for Time Cards and

F.

|

am

7:30

Steamers leave

kCEANIC
€

AforMoralDg.
p for Afternoon.
•Sundays excepted.
tSaturdays only
ISundays only.
tt Monday, Thursday, and Saturday nights only.

D^TrrTo^r

-,

Sundays.

GOODALL. PERKINS & CO., Gen'l Agents,

Ageata tlamburcj American Line
Fast line to London, Paris, Hamburg. Overland
ticket office, 401 California St corner
Sansome

From Oakuasd— Foot

other Information.

CO.,
and Blank Book Manufacturer.

516

p
p
10:50 p
ttl2:00 p

CREEK ROUTE FERRY.
,JF,

Manager.

Su „ er St

Melrose.
Seminary Park,

Day's*

ARRIVE tsS.

In Effect
April 2, 1896

1

ForB

San Francisco Window Gleaning

a

6:35 a
f?:45 p
~~

i«e«i a

trips at 1:55

1:40,3:40 5:00

C.
24, 29

San Leandbo and Hatwards Local.
8:00

to see it."

sta-

tions

San Jose and Way Stations
San Jose and way stations
6:30 p San Jose and way stations
111 :45p San Jose and way stations

S. F.

Sunda y s

5:10pm

down.

*10:40 A

•4 :30 p
5 :30 p

9:00a

friend-

thrubble roightthin an' there."

chance

am;

9:35, 11:10

P M.

Leave

'

Santa Cruz Ditision (Narrow Gauge).

'<5:45

it

my

"Oi seen Finnerty, the day," remarked
Mr. Dolan, as he came home. "Did yez,
though?" responded bis wife. "An' phwat
did he say?" "He sbpoke av me chances
fur gittin' inty office. 'Oi notice,' he says,
'that ye're doin' wondhers in the loine av a
political boom.' " "Phwat did ye answer?"
"Oi told 'im »y thpell thot lastworrud."
"Why?" 'Because oi couldn't tell anythin' be ihe way lie pronounced it.
An' if
he hod sphelled it 'b-u-m' there'd hov bff n

J7:45a SantaCruz Excursion, Santa Cruz
and principal way stations
[8:05 F
8:15a Newark, Centervllle, San Jose,
Felton, HoulderCreek, SantaCruz
way
and
stations
5:50 p
•3:15 p Newark, Centervllle, San Jose,
New Aimaden, Felton, Boulder
Creek, Santa Cruz, and principal
way stations
*1 1 :20 a
4:15 p New ar k, San Jo s e, Los Gatos
9:50 a

Coast Division (Third and Townsend

every time you write,

Boil

Express,
Sacramento,
Marysville, Redding, Portland,
Puget Sound an d East
10:45 a

Saturdays— Extra

P M.
and 6:35 pm.

3:40, 5:10

SUNDAYS—7:35,

'

1

Oregon

5«

1:30. 3:30.

SAN RAFAEL TO SAN FRANCISCO.
WEEK DAYS—8:15, 7:50, 9:10, 11:10 AM: 12-45

........

the general reader does not care
For a couple of yards of song;
So gather your wits in he smallest space
If you'd win the author's crown,

And

11:00a m:

pm.

6:20

like to print

article lazily long,

And

Orleans, and East
10:15a
5:00p Santa Fe Route, Atlantic Express,
for Mojave and East
10:15a
11:45 a
5:00 P Vallejo....
0:00 P European malt, Ogden and East .. 9 :45 a
8:00 p Hay wards, Niles and San Jose. .. 7:45 a
t7:45p
I7:00p Vallejo

SUNDAYS-7 :30, 9:30,

1

is

An

and

the fewest words,

done exactly brown,
Ja9t look it over again, and thenBoil it down.

4:30 p

DAYS-7:30, 8:00, 11:00 A M; 12:35 3 JO
p M. Thursdays— Extra trip at
11:30 p M. Saturdays— Extra trips at 130
11:30 pm.

5:10, 6:30

verse, just try

And let it be crisp and dry
And when it is finished, and you suppose
It

Street.

SAN FRANCISCO TO SAN RAFAEL.

writing an article for the press,

To utter your thoughts in

10:45a
OrovHle.and Sacramento
4:30p Niles, San Jose, Livennore and

Market

WEEK

6:25

Whether prose or
9:15a

of

PACIFIC

Between San Francisco and Schuetzen Park
same schedule as above.

down.

it

TiBDROH Firry—Foot

aliairs,

Or particular things in town.
Jast a word of friendly adviceBoil it down.
For if you go spIurtJDg over a page
When a couple of lines would do.
Your butter is spread so much, you see.
That the bread look plainly through.
So when you have a story to tell,
And would like a little renown.
To make quite sure of your wish, my

16,1896.

SAN FRANCISCO AND NORTH
RAILWAY CO.

Whatever you have to say, my friend.
Whether witty, or grave, or gay,
Condense as much as ever you can.

(Pacific System.)
Trains Leave and are Due to Arrive at

Leave.

May

ADVICE TO AUTHORS.

SOUTHERN PACIFIC COMPANY.

7:00 P

;

NAN STREETS, at 3 P M,

HONGKONG,
steamers

Belgic
Coptic
Gaelic
Doric

for

for YOKOHAMA and
connecting at Yokohama with

SHANGHAI.

(via Honolulu)
(via Honolulu)

.

.

.

Thursday, May 2*. 1896
Monday, June 15. 1896
.Thursday. July 2, 1866
Tuesday, July 21, 1*6

Trip Tickets at Reduced Rates.
For freight or passage apply at Company's
fflce, No. 425 Market street, corner First.
D. D. STUBBS.Seoretarr.
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TAt ofiee of the

E

is
"out for free silver."
that.
But, incidentally, it
In
is also out for free gold.
fact, in the language of " de push," Buck, as of yore, is
"out for the stuff," and it is 16 to 1 he gets it.

is

announced that Buckley

ITThere can be no doubt
may be remarked that he

" T INTERNATIONAL

of

bimetallism"

a convenient re-

is

1 fuge for the gold monometallists who are afraid to
show their colors. It is perfectly safe to advocate what
nobody believes can be brought about. This idea has no
terrors for the gold men, and serves to soothe the
silverites.

published correspondence between Gregory
THE
widow
Red Bluff indicates
Sacramento and the

of

fair

of

that he made love with a view to business, and that she
It seems to have
did the business with an eye to love.
been another case of a confiding woman duped by a
plausible schemer.

Number

23, 1896.

21.

SHAKESPEARE'S

ideal woman had a "soft, low
voice," not well suited for the platform.
But he was
very far from being up to the woman suffragist ideal of
the perfect man. He certainly gave no heed to the subjection of woman, and it is a matter of record that when
he died he left his wife his "second-best bed."

THE
most pernicious

nickel-in-the-slot

machines constitute one

of the

They awaken in
the young mind the gambling instinct and are profitable
only to their proprietors. The best way to get rid of them
is to tax them out of existence.
Not until this is done
should parents feel that their children are beyond temptation to acquire a habit which may prove most disastrous
to them in later years.
evils

of

the hour.

farmers
THE get
out

of California should make a better effort
to
of the wheat rut.
Sticking to this one
crop, year after year, has been the ruin of thousands.
Land values must continue to decline unless a better system of agriculture be followed in this State. The soil and
the climate are suited to better things than growing wheat
at the prices that have of late years prevailed, and there
is small chance for an improvement in these rates.

the Mission depopulous part of
the city is entitled to more recognition than it has received from our Boards of Supervisors. We cannot have
too many parks. The effort to secure a High School for
the Mission is likewise commendable.

a great mistake of the advocates of woman sufto assume, as they commonly do, that the time
required to cast a ballot is all that is called for by the
responsibility of the voter.
To vote intelligently demands
much patient study of public questions. Pew men do their
duty in this respect, but this is no reason why women
should have another grave responsibility added to those
they already bear. The suffrage is not a boon but a
burden.

DILLE was entertained by the officials in Hawaii,
DB.and
since his return he has proclaimed his belief that

much talk of a divided Democracy in the
THERE
coming Presidential campaign, because of the

movement for a public park
THE
serves every encouragement. That

in

the Hawaiian Government is the best on earth. It is, indeed, doubtful whether any other Government would have
discerned so much merit in the reverend doctor, a consideration which is entitled to great weight.

Mrs.
by the murderer
bloody finger-marks
THE
Langfeldt may serve an important purpose as a means
of

left

It is to be hoped that the police are
of identification.
alive to the fact that no better clue to the criminal can be

had. Galton's elaborate work on finger
small is the chance of error where such
cation are employed.

marks shows how
means of identifi-

Democrats are diligently working up a presidenOHIO
tial boom for ex-Governor James E. Campbell, as the

man that can beat McKinley. That is like Ohio.
Perhaps the Buckeye State would like to name the candi-

only

dates for second place as well as for

first.

It

is

is

silver

and it is freely predicted that there will be two
Democratic tickets in the national contest, But in spite
of all the wrangling, the probability is that the two factions will unite against the Republicans,
Democratic
dissensions have been likened by an old campaigner to the
midnight squabbles among the cat tribe the result being
issue,

—

more

kittens.

GORGEOUS

spectacles, and an imposing display of
pomp, have marked the coronation ceremonies of the
But through all the glitter and parade stands out
Czar.
the cold fact that this proud emperor is the personal
representative of a most odious and hateful despotism.
There is much blind loyalty among the ignorant millions of
his subjects, but the Russian press is gagged and fettered,
and there is no freedom of speech anywhere in the Czar's

dominions,

among

either the high or the low.

to be

hoped that no false modesty will prevent Ohio statesmen
from seeking nominations for Vice-President.

CALIFORNIA

is

ITfrage

has scored a point in the rejection of the

Oregon " graystone " as building material for the
ferry depot. The Colusa sandstone, accepted for this purpose by the Harbor Commissioners, has been shown by
It does not fuse
careful tests to have superior merits.
under intense heat, nor crack when suddenly cooled by immersion in water. Its fgrains are small and of uniform
This State has abundsize, making a very compact rock.
ance of excellent building stone, including marble and
granite, so that there is no occasion to go beyond her borders for such material.

THE

movement being made

to bring

about speedier

young boys before the Superior Court Judges,
thus taking them away from the demoralizing surroundings of the County Jail, is worthy of meeting with a full
measure of success. No boy is so callous as to be absotrials for

proper correction if taken charge of in
time; but if he remains in the company of older and hardened criminals, who take delight in bringing others down
to their own level, there is little chance of starting him
anew upon the right road. If immediate trials cannot be
brought about, then a separate department of the jail
should be maintained for youthful offenders alone.
To let
them wait for months under present conditions is merely
another way of educating them for the gallows.

lutely impervious to

SAN FRANCISCO NEWS LETTER.
McKINLEY

AND

THE

A.

P.

it

is

to
its

earned punishment. In California the capture of the State
Convention by the organization has made it certain that
the Democrats will take the other side and accept the
foolish invitation to a battle on the issue of religion or no
The Republicans will lose on that
religion in politics.
The suffering which the public
issue, and deserve to lose.
men are undergoing who have bowed to the A. P. A.
moves no hearts, whether these men are near us or far

away.
Witness the plight of Major McKinley of Ohio, who
wants the Republican nomination for the Presidency, and
in order to get it is willing to endorse or reject any opinions on any subject, from free silver to transubstantiation.
A committee of the A. P. A., which had as its chairman
our own Hudleson of California, waited on the Major on
May 14th and cross-examined him as to his view of the
The committee reported to the Supreme
loathly Catholic.
Council, in session at Washington, that "the interview was
satisfactory." Thereupon the ban of the order was removed from McKinley. This was gratifying to the Major,
so far as it went, but while he had a large appetite for
A. P. A. votes, he desired also to retain Catholic support.
This double appetite led the Majoi into conduct which is
likely to have the beneficent result of producing a schism
in the A. P. A., for a wing of the Supreme Council has
hoisted the banner of rebellion, and dissents violently from
the approval bestowed on McKinley by the main body.
The rebels give their reasons, which in part are these:
Whereas, Major McKinley did on May 14, 1896, to a committee of
the National Advisory Board, in the city of Canton, 0., state that he
heartily approved the principles of the A. P. A., and on the following day gave an interview to the press denying that he had met such
a committee, thus giving the lie to ihe report of the committee,
which was composed of honorable and truthful gentlemen.

the Major, especially as everybody
will believe it, the dodging is so eminently characteristic
of the statesman who has been on both sides of the monetary issue at the same time, and remains astride of it now.
More unlikely things have happened than the defeat of
McKinley in the convention would be. He is a trimmer,
and a successful trimmer has to be an exceedingly clever
man, which the Major is not. He has fawned sufficiently
on the A. P. A. to excite the ill-will of the Catholics, and
now he has exasperated the A. P. A. by his double-dealing,
intended to placate the A. P. A.'s enemies. Thinking himself astute enough to deceive both, he has deceived
And should he be nominated he will not have the
neither.
courage to come out and take the consequences of a deConsequently he will be in danger of getcided attitude.
ting a Catholic knife driven into his right side, and an A.
plunged
into his left side on election day.
P. A. dagger
Worse than that, the great body of Americans, who detest the bringing of religion into politics and have only
contempt for a coward, will be apt to give vent to their
feelings at the ballot-box.
The only safe ground for a public man to take respecting this question of religion is the manly ground.
He has
but to do his American duty in order to practice the most
sagacious policy. Every real American feels only loathing for bigots, no matter what the sectarian badge they
disgrace themselves by pinning on.
Frank repudiation of
the A. P. A. and all its works is the right stand, and the
prudent stand, too.
The squirming of McKinley, the agonies he is undergoing
in the sight of the nation because of his shifty dealings
with the brainless proscriptionists of the A. P. A., ought
to be a warning to all politicians, big and little, of whatever party. The Major is an abject figure, and if the Republican convention were not so near, his chances for the
nomination would diminish as rapidly as has respect for
him.
He is the tight-rope dancer of American politics,
and he has not brought the art of balancing to perfection.

That looks bad

An Innovation

for

at

The Christians, or Campbellites, have

raised a fund of $60,0(10 for the establishment of a divinity school in connecState
University. The students will be drawn
with
the
tion
from among the undergraduates of that institution.
No
Berkeley.

23, 1896.

A

is to be spent- on buildings.
Professor will be installed as a tenant of one of the State's
truth, as it is according to the
and
the
spare class-rooms,
This is an excellent idea, far better than
sect, inculcated.
the ordinary practice of thundering from the pulpit at the
" infidel teachings " of the University.
Every denomination is at liberty to open a seminary at Berkeley.
The
churches could surround the great school where history
and science are given some chance, and administer each
its special theological antidote for the poison of secular
knowledge.
But why ihe churches should be afraid of the
State University, as it is now conducted, it is difficult to
understand. Professor Le Conte, who has the department of biology, is a Presbyterian, and draws his evolution
as mild as he can and still retain any standing in the scienProfessor Howison, the holder of the chair of
tific world.
philosophy, was formerly a Congregational preacher and
last week stood up before a gathering of orthodox clergymen in this city, and made a confession of faith that satisfied them.
President Kellogg also spent his youth in
the pulpit, and would not willingly offend respectable senNevertheless the clergy are forsibilities for the world.
ever inveighing against the University as a concern that
takes youths and transforms them from devout Christians
into politely sneering Agnostics.
Since the desire of the
faculty, or holy synod, is all against such results, the blame
must belaid on what the students learn in the way of facts
and use their own minds to think about, in spite of their
conservative instructors, who, doubtless, prudently keep
their private opinions to themselves.
The example of the Christian church will, it is to be
hoped, prove contagious. And when the State University
shall be environed with Campbellite, Presbyterian, Episcopal, Methodist, Baptist, Congregational, Catholic, Mormon,
Theosophical, and Spiritualistic seminaries, perhaps the
people will insist that in the University itself a chair of
theology shall be set up a chair occupied by a man qualified to tell the truth to the students who may be confused
by so many outside and inspired teachers.
Such a man,
informed in biblical criticism, familar with the researches
of Reuss, Renan, Huxley, and others who have studied the
Scriptures to learn all that may be actually known about
them, and not merely to support doctrine, would be of immense service, though perhaps not exactly in the way the
supporters of the seminary annexes might desire.
However, it will not do to let the theological seminaries bluff
the people's University altogether from doing its duty,
which is to teach what is known, and not what good people
would prefer to be true, without having means of really
knowing whether it squares with truth or not. A keen interest in the basis of religious belief would be stimulated
by the seminaries, and a more useful study for the young
who are receiving a liberal education is not to be named.
It has the valuable effect of settling their minds early
about matters which worry the half-instructed all their

money, for the present,

A.

has descended
Republican party, wherever
THE
already receiving
coquette with the A. P. A.,

May

—

lives long.

The News Letter has before remarked
that the American Protective AssociaMediaeval Bats,
tion contains within itself the poison that
will kill it, and the past ten days have
gone a long way toward confirming that opinion. The
Supreme Council has been in session at Washington, and
has there said and done things which cause the intelligent
to wonder what manner of men these are who set themselves up as authorized to catechise candidates for the
Presidency of the United States on the head of their
religious beliefs and church connection, and to warn the
great political parties of the republic that the favor of the
order is necessary to their success at the polls. The managers of the organization seem to be fools as well as bigots.
They actually were guilty of the folly of giving to the newspapers the address of their President, a hold-over from the
sixteenth century, named Traynor.
In his address this
intellectual contemporary of Torquemada calmly said
A Society
of

:

"

Some go

so far as to take the position that a member of the order
possesses the right to determine for himself the question of the loyalty or disloyalty of any Papist postnlant for office, and to reserve
for himself the rigbt to persuade others to vote for said Papist."

Such presumption as that

in an American citizen cannot,
appears, be tolerated in a member of the A. P. A.,
which makes a specialty of upholding the sacred cause of
it

—
13,

American

s\N FRANCISCO NEWS LETTER.
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liberty.

doctrine thus

Troglodyte Traynor sets forth the true

h * contention is not only absolutely untenable but highly
dangerous. The candidate for admission to the A. P. A. voluntarily
renounces the right of private judgment in tins essentia] when he

becomes a member

of the or«l- u

And the A. P. Aist. we
There's freedom for you.
understand, conceives it his foremost duty to be at deadly
enmity with any man who renounces the right of private
judgment in religious matters and avows allegiance to the
Pope of Rome. The freemen of the A. P. A. may believe
what they please in theology, this side of being Catholics.
but in politics, we learn, they are bound to have no minds
of their own and to vote as they are bid.
The attitude of this grotesque association toward citizens of the Catholic faith is thus authoritatively dcSued by
Traynor

languishing for want of a higher tariff, whereas thousands
people are complaining that the cost of living is
rendered too great by reason of the excessive charges of
protected trusts.
Protection to establish an industry is
one thing, whilst a tariff to enable it to extort largess
from a too generous people is quite another. It is hard to
see how higher taxes, and dearer living will leave more
money in the peoples pockets. Then, as to the general
acceptance of the "ill cents silver dollar, it is true to say
that if the people of the United States find this a better
way to pay debts, old as well as new, they will have made
a discovery hidden from the experts of all nations and have
of

:

:

" The keystone of Ihe A. P. A. is the fact that a Papist, no matter bow liberal nominally, is not a consistent citizen of the United
States. P'nlire renunciation of tbe Papist must precede the applicant's acceptance by our association as a candidate worthy of its
support."

This sounds like a burlesque, but it is serious, official.
order capable of holding such principles in secret
would be amazing enough, but that there should be in the
United States, in the year 1896, an order of large membership capable of avowing such principles, proves how
Rome at
great a work the schoolmaster .yet has to do.
her mediaeval worst was never more intolerant, more
stupidly hostile to the right of the individual to the use
of his own mind.
Publicity is the agent that will cause the poison in the
A. P. A. to become active and lethal. American good
sense will revolt against an order so strangely out of harmony with the genius of republicanism. And, besides, men
with brains of the size and quality of those leading and
composing the A. P. A. cannot possibly continue to act in
Such rancorous imbeciles, such narrow and vioconcert.
The
lent bigots, are bound to fight among themselves.
A. P. A. will split into parts whose quarrels one with the
others will consume their malign energies and destroy the

An

whole un-American

The Populist

outfit.

The Almighty made the Democrats, the

made

the Republicans, but nobody
can be found willing to claim responsibility
for the Populists.
These gentlemen, who are neither fish,
fowl, nor good red herring, have been airing their mouths
in Sacramento to the general discomfort of the citizens
and the amusement of intelligent men in general. What
they have accomplished we fail to see what they wanted
to accomplish it is questionable whether they themselves
raid on the United States Treasury and
ever knew.
the confiscation of private property was apparently the
This, combined with
one tangible idea owned in common.
the universal wish that an extra allowance of hands had been
vouchsafed them to accomplish their purpose the quicker,
Country editors who are afconstituted their platform.
flicted with Populism as children are with measles, and
growing pains, or whose subscribers are farmers and others
still in the kindergarten stage of political experience, will
probably take umbrage at our remarks. We shall attempt,
Devil

Convention.

;

A

however, to live down their displeasure, and in the meantime
will continue to pray that light come to them, and that
they be penitently gathered back to the folds of the old
parties wherein all respectable citizens are enrolled
occasionally twice over.

As

the time approaches for the assembling of the National Conventions,
momentuous considerations at once
before the thoughtful mind.
flash
Probably never before were graver issues awaiting
In the midst of financial and
popular determination.
commercial depression such as our people are unaccustomed to and unprepared for and that has harrassed
their minds and disturbed their judgments, they are
about to apply such remedies as they deem likely to prove
effective.
The outlook at present is that McKinley, a
higher tariff and silver, will be linked together as the antidote for all our ills.
think it a barren prospect. It is

Mandate Of The
National
Conventions.

We

not claimed by anybody that there

is

a single industry

demonstrated, to their own satisfaction, if to nobody else's,
that the virtue of honesty is not always its own reward.
As to McKinley's personal qualifications for the high
office to which he hopes to be elected, it is safe to say that
no man of his limited caliber has ever yet been elected
President of these United States. Of this, bis speeches
supply abundant evidence. All this whilst the country
never had greater need of a financial leader like unto
Alexander Hamilton or Albert Gallatin. Although California Republicans, like those of most Western States,
have declared in favor of silver and the cheap dollar in
payment of all debts public and private, we cannot see
how that can be made the policy of the party as a whole.
A split would seem to be inevitable. It would be, if
politicians were not what they are.
A platform that can
be read both ways may be constructed to bridge the
chasm that separates the two wings. Meanwhile, the
Democrats appear to be hiding in the woods chewing the
cud of reflection. Their present trouble is that they have
neither a man nor a policy. It is on the cards for them
to

change that before November.
Dr. Dille

On The

Hawaiian
Government.

Dille has been all the way to
Honolulu and had a good time. On
Sunday evening he told his congregation all about it and among other things

Dr.

"The Government

there is a missionary regime.
a descendant of the pioneers in
religion.
I think it is the purest, best administered
Government on the face of the earth. It is honestly and
The natives cannot call a worse name
wisely handled.
now than missionary and to them everybody who wears
That is what Dr.
a boiled shirt and washes is such."
Dille thinks it right to say after rubbing shoulders a few
days with his missionary brethren of the islands. Had his
stay been long enough and his opportunities good enough,
he would have found it impossible, without consciously
falsifying, to make any such statements about either the
Hawaiian natives, or their missionaries. As a matter of
fact, there does not exist a cleanlier or better washed
race than the Hawaiian. They love the water and almost
live in it.
The spotless whiteness of their linen attracts
the attention of visitors at first sight, so that either Dr.
Dille did not reach Honolulu, or he says the thing which
he knows is not. Then again, it is not true that either
the missionary pioneers, or their descendants, have been
pure or honest in their public or private treatment of the
On the contrary they, as a rule to which there
natives.
have been too few exceptions, have been false, fraudulent,
and ungrateful robbers of a too confiding people. Tbe
whole history of Hawaii proves that. Nay, more; the conOriginally
dition of the people to-day demonstrates it.
the natives owned everything. To-day they have neither
lands nor government, nor even taro patches for subsistThe missionaries, who came
ence, nor huts for shelter.
without purse or scrip, now own everything. Rich, and
fat, and sleek they lie by day, and lie by night, and lie from
the very lust of lying, and, perhaps, because they have
He is no true friend of missionaries who
little else to do.
invites attention to their Hawaiian history.
said:

Every one

in

office

is

'

'

To sneer at the fiestas which have become an annual feature of Californian life,
to hint that there is more real estate
It is quite true that
than poetry in them that is easy.
the festivals have their business side, but what of it ? This
and to make money honestly is an
is a commercial age,
The advertising of a State's rehonorable occupation.
The

Californian

Fiesta.

—

sources is quite as legitimate as the advertising of a merchant's wares, and the tasteful dressing of show windows

SAN FRANCISCO NEWS LETTER.
is one of the recognized forms of calling attention to the
goods in the store. The fiestas stimulate local patriotism, and do the further good service of creating community sentiment, a form of sentiment which has been conspicuously lacking in California, and from the want of which
The festivals are
the State has suffered in many ways.
new things now, and betray some of the signs of manufacture, but they are true grafts, nevertheless, and will
grow.
In the next generation custom will have incorporated them into the life of the State, to which they will
San Frangive a characteristic quality and distinction.
cisco is preparing to inaugurate an annual festival of her
own. It will, naturally, differ in most external aspects
from the flower shows of the interior, but in essentials it
will be the same.
At last are we realizing how blessed a
possession the climate of California is, and are assimilating
Under our mild skies we have remained
ourselves to it.
It is time we
Eastern men and Europeans far too long.

became

The

fashion is indigenous,
which is its transcendant merit.
It is a sign of a real
State development of the very best kind.
What San Francisco's fete is to be like nobody as yet
can say, but the aim should be to make it original, thorhave the old
oughly Californian, and San Franciscan.
Spanish life for a starting point, and there were color and
The artists
action enough iu that to supply a fine basis.
should be called into consultation.
They are the men better qualified than any others to give direction to the plans.
And everybody else should stand ready to do his individual
best to help.
Californians.

fiesta

We

The politicians, one and all, are as busy as bees
in organizing opposition to the proposed new
charter. Meetings are being held in the suburbs that are generally well attended and ably
addressed, and undoubtedly the propaganda that is on
Heretofore the fights against
foot is making converts.
the many charters that have been abortively proposed
have not been of this aggressive character. Ward managing and wire pulling in the corner groceries have hitherto
proved sufficiently effective. It is something new for the
Fighting
the
Charter,

taxeaters to show themselves and make an open fight.
They evidently think it necessary or they would not do it.
Unquestionably they ought to be encountered on such a
free and fair field, and put to flight.
That can be done,
and badly needs doing.
The proposed new charter will
bear public examination and discussion, whereas the thing
of shreds and patches, called the Consolidated act, under
which we are now living.* and under which we must continue
to live if the new charter be defeated, is so utterly unsuited
to the present wants of this great city that not one good
word can be said for it.
It ought to be wiped off the
statute book, with its thousand amendments, without delay.
The politicians have doctored it, and tinkered it, and
made it what it is. It is such a puzzle as it stands that
even the Supreme Court is often at a loss to say what it
means. Each session of the Legislature adds to it and
makes it worse, and we hear of still more disastrous amendments in contemplation. There ought to be a new charter,
if only to
take away from the Legislature this baneful
power of interfering with our city's affairs. The taxpayers should take the matter iu hand, organize and agitate
until the city has a government worthy of the name.
California's

Chances.

The Secretary

of

ling Morton, said
about this State

Agriculture, Mr.

J.

Ster-

some mighty good things

and its possibilities in his
speech last week. He pronounced it one of the natural
purveyors of luxuries to all the civilized world, and advised
our reaching out for new markets the world over.
That
should not be a difficult matter if we only start about it in
the right way.
Every county in this State has its own
specialty, producing something excellent, the like of which
in quality and quantity cannot be equaled by producers
Xo soil is as productive as ours, and the clielsewhere.
mate is good enough to ripen anything, from a heart to a
pippin.
But foreign markets are not" likely to be opened
to us if we keep up our foolish shouting for protection and
continue our demands for the closing of the gates against
foreign raw materials.
By so doing we merely antagonize the people

whom we

should

make

friends

of.

What

May
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California wants is free trade, and a powerful lot of it, too;
that alone will start up business and will cause a healthy
demand for all sorts and conditions of men to come here
and look after it. Instead of a million and a half of people
we ought to have ten millions, and it is safe to say that
with proper markets for our products we should soon have
are moving slowly, however, in the right directhem.
tion.
State must rise
The days of booms are over.
or fall on its own merits, and our merits are lasting ones.
Some day, when near-sighted people and self-interested
politicians are relegated to the back seats, and other men
with the interests of California at heart take the helm, we
shall begin to achieve all the things our well wishers pro-

We

A

nounce us capable of. It may take a little time but in
the meanwhile we have the country, a number of capitalists willing to invest their money with us, and a race of
men known for their indomitable energy and perseverance
;

The outlook for the future is, therefore, not
a depressing one, and we can well afford to wait until
circumstances are favorable for us to get in and go clean
to the top of the world's ladder.
in all things.

How

It

The panting eagerness and consuming

thirst

with which the i-efined and cultured contingent
of the female sex is longing for, and reaching
out after, the privilege of suffrage, is well illustrated by
the tally sheets of the recent election for trustees of the
Mechanics' Institute. The names of seven hundred women
appear upon the membership roll.
Of these seven hundred manumitted slaves, every one of whom was entitled
to a vote, just sixty-one availed themselves of the longsought privilege of the elective franchise. The remaining
six hundred and thirty-nine were content to leave the
selection of trustees to the "tyrant man."
It cannot be
alleged that fear of contaminating associations acted with
deterrent effect upon the " stay at homes," as the election
was held amid the storied archives of the Institute, in the
Works,

very chambers to whose scholastic hush and intellectual
atmosphere they were accustomed by daily visitations.
The plain, unvarnished truth of the matter is that the

women whose names appear upon

the membership rolls of

our libraries, who love to frequent their quiet nooks and
corners and hold sacred converse with the master minds
of all times, are not of the class of women who organize
the annual earthquakes known as "women's congresses,"
but belong rather to that gentle sisterhood to which we
look for the preservation of the sweet traditions of the
home circle and the apotheosis of true womanhood. Should
the suffrage amendment be adopted, the Colonel Stetsons,
the Reverend Pshaws, and the Amazonian Brigade generally, will be very much in evidence at the polls; election day
will be exhibition day par excellence with the demimonde, and
" sowt o' Market street" may be depended upon to double
the vote of Martin Kelly's hoodlums. But womanly woman
will, as in the extreme case of the library election, where
embarrassment and publicity were reduced to a modicum,
be conspicuous chiefly by reason of her absence.
Better

We call the attention of people interested in better

roads to the fact that our jails and prisons are at
present overloaded with useless scoundrels who
could well be made to labor in return for their bread and
butter.
Whereas the county roads are all in fair condition, those leading out of the city are wretched affairs,
dangerous to wheel, vehicle, and pedestrian alike.
This
could all be done away with by organizing the prisoners
into gangs, each under the supervision of two or three
armed guards, and keeping them steadily employed on the
roads in proper succession from six in the morning till six
in the evening.
Property owners would be saved much
expense, as would also the city, and the unfortunate men
themselves would be taught to seek their living by honest
measures instead of by becoming a burden upon our shoulders.
Folsom is turning out crushed granite in sufficient
quantities to fix up every road or street in this State; and
if the Supervisors would only pass an ordiuance whereb}'
the services of prisoners could be utilized, and the Judges
in convicting would sentence the men to labor on whatever
roads needed most attention, San Francisco would soon
have the most beautiful and well-kept outlets of any city
in the Union.
Roads,

May
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behooves .\rrv man, woman, and
to do their utmost
to make
a success of the Fiesta to be held
San Francisco is known the world
shortly in this city.
over as a centre of giddiness, gaiety, and girls, and it is
our duty to see that our reputation suffers not in any respect, but rather that it is added to by the festivities. The
sombre grayness 90 apparent in this city when evening fog
or skies hang over us must for the time being be dispelled,
and the day's bright color must be extended far iuto the
night.
That it will be a success is a foregone conclusion.
We have done our best to help aloug the beautiful Fiestas
of our sister cities, and they will extend the glad hand of
friendship to us, and will send expectant sightseers by hundreds to participate in the proceedings. The different Fiestas have done more good in introducing the different cities
This is
to one another than anything ever devised before.
all as it should be. and we are glad to see San Francisco
fall in line so as to play hostess to visitors from the State
over.
Setting aside the social aspect of the question, the
business view presents itself, and here again one sees that
Our business
only good can accrue from the movement.
men are hard workers who enjoy to the full whatever
pleasure the gods may throw in their way.
And when
that pleasure is combined with a fair amount of profit they
enjoy it all the more. In this case the gentlemen who are
the backbone of this city, from the largest wholesale merchant down to the smallest storekeeper, will be able to
thoroughly enjoy themselves, knowing also that money is
coming into their coffers as well. As for the festivities and
attractions themselves, we feel safe in asserting that no
city has as many and varied opportunities of giving visitors full value for their money as has San Francisco. It
would even pay Easterners to come here and see a sight
such as they will never have seen before and which will
doubtless be the crowning event of the year. In the hands
of competent gentlemen, with the co-operation of our
charming and beautiful women and the hearty support of
everybody else, the San Francisco Carnival will be something to be remembered for a lifetime, and which will be
spoken favorably of in the most distant quarters of the
S»n Francisco's
Fcesu.

globe.

A

It

child

Get your armor ready.

Western
Victory,

will

rejoice at

California gen-

the splendid

the battleship Oregon on her trial
trip.
The Union Iron Works has once more surpassed
itself and every Californian has a right to feel proud over
the fact. Some of the finest warships in our navy were
constructed on this coast, to wit: the Charleston, the San
Francisco, the Olympia, the Monterey, and now the Oregon. All of these ships have received laudatory notice
from naval authorities the world over, and all of them
speak highly for the shipbuilding industry of the "West.
Taking all this into consideration we do not think it likely
that California will ever be overlooked when it comes to
letting out contracts for such boats.
The success of the
Oregon, moreover, will prove a good advertisement for us
with the Chinese and Japanese Governments, both of which
may build ships at any moment, and will now be more
By its fine
likely to give us a chance than ever before.
shipbuilding the Union Iron Works has done more to boom
California than anything we know of, and is deserving of
great credit and the universal wish that it will be most
extensively patronized when good work is necessary.

Recklessness,

more than probable that in the near
future England will find it necessary to
It is

administer a severe rebuke to Germany
for her interference in South African affairs, and to put an
end to the many covered attacks being made upon British
supremacy in that country. There is but little good feeling
between the two nations, and a war would be undertaken
as eagerly by the one as by the other, and a greater
bitterness would prevail than does between Germany and
her natural enemy, France. France has only Alsace-Lorraine to regain; Great Britain, on the other hand, sees
Germany year after year making greater inroads into her
commerce and ever seeking to wrest from her the position
of purveyor to the world generally, and barbaric nations
in particular.
That this will ever be accomplished cannot
for one moment be entertained Germany, nevertheless,
;

GREAT

PARADE.

future.

New Model Typewriter, sold by the Pacific IntroTHE
duction Company, 119 Bush
a
beauty.
street,

is

little

only $10, and the large number in use in this
city goes far to prove its superiority over the other
machines on the market.
is

record

made by

German

A

not often that a street parade is so perfect in its
ITevery detail as was that of the butchers last Wednesday. Its success was doubtless due to the masterly management of Grand Marshall Henry Miller, who came up
from Gilroy to take charge of it. Over twenty-five hundred men took part in the great procession, but Mr. Miller
handled them like a regiment of soldiers, and everything
went as merry as a marriage bell.
Much attention was
given to the beautiful silver-mounted saddle belonging to
Mr. Miller. This and the bridle were chastely entwined
with flowers. His horse also attracted very much attention.
This animal was one of the finest in his stables, and
is of very good blood. After achieving such a success here,
it will readily be understood why Gilroy is so proud of its
townsman and why the thousands of people who spent an
enjoyable time on Wednesday should wish that he might
take charge of every procession to be held here in the
is

The cost

Not only San Francisco, but
erally,

has done England much damage in this way, and is cordially hated in return for it.
Where, in the event of a
war, Germany would get sufficient means for the maintenance of an army of over one million men, besides a thirdrate navy, is an interesting question, and one which few
financiers or diplomats have proved capable of solving.
Few of the European powers today, except France, are
in a good financial condition, and that country is said to
be hoarding for a possible war herself, so that neither she
nor Russia could be looked to for aid in that line against
their mutual enemy.
It is for this reason that Great
Britain is to-day so immeasurably superior to the other
nations opposed to her, and why, in any war with Germany, she would have no difficulty in more than holding
her own. We expect to hear of a severe rebuke being
administered to Berlin from Downing street during the
next few weeks, and unless the caution is heeded, Germany
may possibly be partitioned up as was Poland before her.
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live.
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the seductive

We

T

Obev No

Wand

but Pleasure's."— 7'om Moore.

^O take The

Countess Gfucki as a literary
irrespective of its graceful
performance by the Daly Company, would
reveal only a stein of mild, blonde German
mirth,
frothing
wholesome, Vaterland
frolicsomeness, and offering copious cheer
Played as Daly's people
to lovers of honest family fun.
play it, with all the contour and finish of a splendidly
organized ensemble, staged with beautiful unostentation,
and costumed like a dream, the weakly little comedy becomes an ai-imate picture, of such dexterous distances and
potent tones that one realizes the humbleness of the subThen it is to reflect
ject only when the curtain is down.
on the cleverness of players who can make such an entertaining much of nothing.
Though Ada Rehan has aged a dimple or two since last
I saw her (and she was not a two-year-old then), she is
still a big remove from the estate of "old lady" roles which
critic Alan Cohen Dale thinks nature is so well ripening
her for. All her old elasticity and swing are there; her
dear, familiar arms droop with the same subtle expression;
her neck and shoulders incline chummily towards the
audience when she walks down to the centre of the lights,
and her songful voice skips merrily from octave to octave
to the accompaniment of her dancing eyes just as in the
old days when there was no star in the Daly company.
And so it should be. Gucki is a trifling part to play, and
who can give it the delightful evanescence of the superb
Rehan? Who else can so tactfully trifle with the blended
volatility and endearing womanhood of a woman like
Countess Gucki, aged say, well anywhere between forty
and thirty?

product,

—

# * #

To the crisp American mind, von Schonthan's comedy is
not witty not even orchestrated into Daly English. But
the "von" knew what Daly's players would do with his work.

—

He knew

Rehan's springy gait just as he knew Daly's sure
head for staging and for all the intricate " business " that
keeps action in a play. So he drew a Rehan lady; an impudent, fascinating young devil for her to quarrel with
deliciously; an old General whose heart is true through
ten years separation, and when he meets his idol of a decade
past with a love still fond and burning, it is only to be
routed by his handsome devil of a nephew. Besides these,
Schonthan sketched in some comedy relatives. Daly did
the rest.

Ada Rehan, of course, wraps Guckiin her warm magnetism and, no matter what she says or does, it is real comedy
exquisite comedy with little bursts of tenderness bejeweling it. Rehan has studied reams of such roles and she
stands alone in making them palpitatingly dear and human to the playgoer.
Charles Richman is the impertinent lover, and in the
brief months since we saw him unsung and unhonored at
the Columbia Theatre he has become fairly Dalyized. He
is a fine fellow for inches and looks; excellently sized to
woo Rehan, and he graces his handsome costumes as no
leading man of Daly's ever did before. But his acting does
not ring clear and true. There are method and effort
visible in his work that must be surfaced over ere he fully
earns his spurs.

—

—

# * *

am

not going to reminisce on old Tivoli days, or
The Major's Appointment, or in anyway review the brilliant
career of Edwin Stevens. It is enough to say that he is a
credit to us, Mr. Daly and himself, and that he plays the
General (not much of a part, by the way), with the effortless art that marks an actor tried and finished.
So it is
with James Lewis, a comedian to the very marrow of his
quaint little bones as the Court Councillor: an unobtrusive role, but oh, how ineffably artistic is the acting!
And Mrs. Gilbert, she has even less to do as the councillor's
wife; but you may be sure she does that little well.
I shall not go further with the excellent cast, but I must
chronicle that Augustin Daly, the original moulder of the
I

—
—

'
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fashioner of leading men with
the renovator, burnisher and immortahzer of Shakespeare, the missionary of American
actorial art in Britain, the discoverer of Dutch fun and the
manager of the most famous band of players in America,
appeared on the stage of our Baldwin Theatre on Monday
night.
Mr. Daly's appearance was characteristically
brief; deftly dignified and at the special request, as it were,
of fashionable and expensive San Erancisco, who lured him
into view with a glad, resonant hand and did not, God be
praised! call upon the good man for an oration.
Daly is a
refiner of plays and players, a stage general illustrious the
world over, and he does not have to trot out before the
footlights with a mouth full of smile and a hat full of talk to
draw the selected multitude to his performances. Whatever he has to say, or look, is expressed by his disciples.
I grieve that my pen has been so sorely pushed in the
more immediate offices of Pleasure's Wand; I could not
employ it more cheerfully than in echoing the cry of the
critic throughout the land in a three column exegesis on
the horrible things which might have happened to stageart
without its Saviour Daly.

concave actress, the

1

May
first

blink,

# # *

There are no new faults to be found in The Last Word.
is just as commonplace a comedy as ever,
and only
the mustered efforts of the Daly company can hold
It

an audience until the last curtain.
To be sure, it is
not quite so savory of the Teutonic malt and cheese as
Gucki, for its motif is serious, and Germany is never so
German as when it bursts into vast, obvious mirth. The
seriousness of von Schonthan's earlier work was profoundly impressed on the Baldwin audience on Thursday
night.

Laughter was not at

all,

smiles were rare,

and

applause reluctant, except when Rehan threw herself into
a solo passage and lifted the gloom by sheer force of her

Vera was the pulse of the play;
when she was on the stage it breathed some life. When
she was absent, all the smooth ladies and all the smooth
gentlemen of Mr. Daly's company could not induce a single spark of real animation.
Even Lewis acted bored
and perfunctory as Alexander Airey.
Richman's Harry
Rutherell was the old-fashioned, conventional leading man,
with the usual mournful accompaniment of slow music to
accentuate him.
The Secretary was in cold storage in
fact, frozen rigid, as George Clark acted him, and not even
remarkable personality.

—

the warm brotherly affection of the Professor, nor that
pathetic story of Vera's about papa and the sick child,
could thaw his marble heart so that one could imagine it
beating under his ribs.
Maybe he was sulking because
Vera directed her little Sunday School story to the audience, instead of at the back of his cold, grey head.
It
wasn't just the thing to do. Miss Nelson and Miss Carlisle
evidently have opinions of their own about clays and parts;
so who will blame them for not enthusing over Winny and
Faith Rutherell? Rehan alone was blithe and happy her
part was not such a bad one and she was sure of doing it
well.
But, like the company and the audience, I sighed
for what was to have been
The Two Escutcheons.

—

Uncle Tom's Cabin has been done into almost every tongue
and form, from Scandinavian to Sanscrit, from Ethiopian
tragedy to Bowery farce, until there seemed to be no
further possibilities for Mrs. Stowe's abolitionistic epic.
But if you go to the Tivoli you will find Tom, Eva, Topsy,
Marks, and all the familiar characters doing opera, and
very acceptable opera at that, with a bright book by the
erudite George Lask, and appropriate music by all the
master composers of the land, from Harrison Millard to
the man who wrote "Ta-ra-ra boom-de-ay." There is a
wealth of sunny Southern atmosphere throughout the performance, an old-fashioned cake walk, and a drove of joyful banjo strummers, who, considering they are mostly
from the Tivoli chorus, deserve a cake each for the skillful
manner in which they plunk their merry instruments. It
takes a big cast to give Uncle Tom in its new form, and in
both the straight characters and the specialty parts it is

Josephine Gassman does one of the best
ever seen, and she sings a coon song better
than any one we have had since May Irwin. The Tivoli
needs badly a clever soubrette. I hope Miss Gassman will
remain.
fittingly filled.
Topsies I have

—
May
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Scanun, at the Columbia,

is

a

hybrid of

melodrama, farce, and song and dance, loosely put together
10 frame the specialties of Amy Lee and Frank Doane.
r a morbid way of having a good time, it seems to
me. and trying to the company, which, though not of
exactly the A.ugustin Daly standard, is good enough to
have a fling at a better play. Miss Lee would do a charming ten minute turn in the variety, but her voice grows
shrill and her hard work wearies one in a three-hour play.
Frank Doane wears better: he knows the trick of not
overdoing his exhilaration. If Miss Harum Scarum must
be played, it should be scissored enough to give the players
In its present shape there is a continual rush
a chance.
on the stage that leaves no opportunity for even the mere
business of entrances and exits.

Miss Harum S
ontinues another week at the
Columbia, after which the new Frawley Company opens a
long season.
The Too Etcutdieons has been selected for the
opening week, and the entire town will turn out to see
the much discussed play, the old favorites and the new
celebrities.

Another

historical melodrama at the Grand next week.
Collier will present John Stone's American Indian

Edmund

play, Metamora.

Uncle Tom's Cabin has taken so well with the Tivoli
audiences that it will be continued until further notice.
Little

Lord Faunileroy will be put on at the Alcazar next
little Gus Levick in the name part.

week with

After Sunday night's performance of

* * *

Hoyt's brisk little musical farce, A Trip to Chinatown, is
being exceptionally weli done at the California. Frank
Lawton, the human flute, and one of the most absorbing
convolutionists who ever did eccentric dance, is back in the
cast, whistling and jigging away with all his old-time zeal.
Harry Conor plays Welland Strong, as only he can play
him, and Miss Geraldine McCann, though she sings badly,
makes a gingery, dashing widow. It is a snug little organization throughout, and I hope the antipodean reception
will be as cordial as that extended by the large audiences
at the California Theatre.

heard two of Mrs. Westwater's songs, "Oh, For a
of Spring," by Leo Stern, and a polka song by Arditi,
The first was
on Tuesday night, at Native Sons' Hall.
sung monotonously; the upper notes were choked cruelly,
and the lower tones, which when full and true so beautifully
celloize the contralto voice, were vague and unconvincing.
The polka was destitute of life and imagination, and exeIt may have been that I struck Mrs.
cuted laboriously.
Westwater's most unfortunate numbers, or perhaps the
listeners
dotting
of
in the big auditorium took the
scant
At all events it was a cold,
spirit out of her singing.
dreary performance.

A

Trip

to

Chinatown

the California will be closed for three weeks.
Moore's Poison Oak Remedy
Cures Poison Oak and all Skin Diseases. Sold by all druggists.

Napa Soda

Indigestion dies where Jackson's

Bald wi n

Theatre-

Monday, May

25th,

lives.

AL HAYMAN & Co
"

%SS)

second week of

MISS ADA REMAN.
under the management of Mr. Augustin Daly. Five nights and
Saturday matinee, sumptuous production of Shakespeare's
A Midsummer Night's Dream. Saturday night, Love on

I

Crutches.

Day

Third week, Twelfth Night, School for Scandal, London Assur-

The

ance,
of the

Siratagem and The Honeymoon, The Taming

Belle's

Shrew,

etc.

TLneat.reX
Gi
OlUITlDia
'

I

I

Monday, May

25th,

The "Gem" Theatre of the Coast.
Friedlander, GoLtlob&Co., Lessees

and Managers.
one more week, every evening including

Sunday,

MISS HARUM SCARUM
Comedy, sentiment, melody. Bright and catchy musical numbers. New and novel effects. Interpreted by comedians who
are known as the leading exponents of polished comedy on the
American stage, including AMY LEE and FRANK DOANE.
Reserved seats, 25c, 50c, and 75c
June 1
The new, great FRAWLEY COMPANY.

* * *

:

Jack Cade was once one of the greatest lung developers
on the stage. It is so long since we have had it played
here that Collier's revival of the old classic melodrama at
the Grand has been almost in the nature of a novelty.
Collier plays the part in true heroic fashion, and Morosco's
company support him in sympathetic spirit.
* #

.*

The old, old story of crowded, but happy, humanity at
the Orpheum. Le Clair, the female impersonator, seems
to be the new favorite, though some of the held-over people
give him close competition.
* * *

You want

UNGLE TOM'S

Morosco's Grand Opera House.
of " Jaok Cade "
evening. May 25th, last week of America's popular
tragedian,
K. COLLIER, in the historical drama,

Last week

Monday

EDMUND

METAMORA.
Matinees Saturdays and Sundays

* * *

A Midsummer Nights Dream, with all the original scenery
and musical effects that made such a triumph in London
and New York, will be presented by AdaEehan and Daly's

Ol
rpneUm

San Francisco's Greatest Music Hall.
street,

.

will

repeat

its

concert

For sweet charity again, of course
of two months ago.
this time the Little Jim ward of the Children's Hospital.
All society is expected at Golden Gate Hall on Thursday
night.
Mrs. Oliver Perry Evans will be the vocalist, and
violin soloist.

attractions.

PAPINTA,

at

Mrs. Charles Woolrich sailed from New York during the
week, en route for Paris, where Miss Woolrich is seriously
ill with typhoid fever.
Latest information is to the effect
that Miss Woolrich's condition is improved, which will
alleviate the anxiety of her many friends in this city. Miss
Woolrich was making a tour of Europe with Mrs. Bradbury when attacked with the fever.

O'Farrell

between Stockton and Powell streets.

Next Monday — more noted international

the Baldwin, where it will
play the Saturday matinee and every night excepting
Thursday (which will be given to another performance of
Gucki), and Saturday (the only time of Love on Crutches).

Miss Gruenhagen the

CABIN.

the lovely music of the south; characteristic negro dances and
cake walks; the levee banjo strummers ; beautiful scenery;
splendid cast.
Next opera, Dellinger's lovely opera, LORRAINE. Look out
for our midsummer spectacle, A TRIP TO THE MOON.
Popular Prices
25c and50o

role.

The Saturday Morning Orchestra

Mrs. Ernestine Kreling.
Proprietor and Manager

to see the regal operatic production of the favorite

story,

Leonard Grover Jr. gives a really good characterization
of Asa Trenchard in Our American Consin at the Alcazar,
and Clyde Hess makes a fair try at the famous Dundreary

company on Monday night

Opera House.

Tivoli

the sensation of the East; LE CLAIR and LESLIE, MLLE.
CARRIE, and a magnificent company.
Matinees Saturday and Sunday.
Reserved Seats, 25c; Balcony, 10c; Opera chairs and box
seats, 50c.

GrOVer's

AlcaZar.

Monday,
Prices:

10, 15, 25c.

HAZELTON

HEMME
BROWN

TbePalais Royal

May 25th, for one week,
LITTLE LORD

&.

LONG

&.

SIMPSON

of America.

FAUNTLEROY

Roserved. orchestra. 25c.

PIANOS
Pianos to Rent and sold on Installments

735 Market

St.

;
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man
S HANDSOME,

fashionably attired, self-possessed young
was before Judge Hebbard a few days ago upon
an accusation of insanity. Several relatives and acquaintances testified that the young man was a dangerous lunatic and imagined that every one but himself was demented.
During the whole proceeding the subject of the examination sat listening with evident interest, his face wreathed
in smiles of confidence in his ability to disprove what his
accusers were saying, and occasionally sneering at some
particularly exasperating bit of testimony.
"Do you comprehend the purpose of this proceeding ? "
asked the Judge when all of the witnesses had testified.
" I would certainly be insane if I did not," replied the
"This is a legal examination as to my sanity,
accused.
and your Honor is listening to the testimony in order to
arrive at a just and judicial conclusion."
" Yes, that is true.
But what do you think a just conclusion would be after listening to this evidence."
" Insane, of course, if you intend to hear but one side of
it. I would suggest, if I may, thatyour Honor withhold your
decision until you have inquired into the motives that
prompt the evidence. If they cannot be questioned, then
in justice to me, the accused, hear my evidence."
"Certainly; but do you believe this to be a conspiracy
agahist you?"
"No; I believe the witnesses are honest and truthful,
but mistake my condition."
" Don't you think that at times you are subject to delu"
sions or hallucinations ?

" Does your Honor believe
diseases

?

I

"

" No, no

am an expert

in

mental

of course not."
" Then my opinion would have no weight with you."
" This young man appears as sane as I am," declared
" He is discharged from custody."
the Judge.
"Thanks, your Honor," replied the young man with a
courteous bow, " for my discharge not for your ultimate
conclusion for if I were not saner than you I would not be
permitted to be at large. You're as crazy as a bed bug,
else you would have seen at a glance that all these people
here are lunatics. I have studied this question for eight
centuries, and I cannot be mistaken.
I am an expert, but
you are so crazy you could not see it."
;

—

;

The young man

'

'

with yours.'

Smith, the attorney, was playing in a
sociable game of cards at the Press Club the other evening.
None of the players mentioned the name of the game,
but it was certainly a game in which much depended upon
the physical condition of the players, for one was commended for being flushed at least when he said he had a
flush another remarked: "That's good," though it might
have been a hectic flush. Another player remarked something about Pat being full, and a third concerning some
one who was straight.
Another peculiar feature of the game was that they
used little celluloid discs of various colors as counters, or
token money, or something or another. Upon these
counters was the head of a very ugly but very intelligent
looking bull dog. The Major suddenly stopped, dropped
his cards on the table, picked up one of the little discs, and
gazed at it so long and earnestly that the other players
stared at him in surprise. Then he rubbed his bald head
"Well,

I'll

be hornicaboobered!"

"What's the matter, Jim?" inquired one

of

the players,

solicitously.

"I would like to know what confounded scoundrel has
been taking liberties with my photograph," ejaculated the
bewildered Major.
* # #

The ladies are now all perplexed for a plan
To find without error the ideal man
Of course he must eschew hot drinks and late hours,
But go in for weak tea, and music, and flowers;
On Sundays, church over, parade in the Park;

And

never remain at his club after dark
at all times to carry a shawl,

Be ready

And come at some dowager's beckon and call.
This may be all right for the ladies' ideal,
But we own to preferring the man wto is real.

able coincidence at least.

* * *

F.

and ejaculated:

* * *

Captain L. H. Turner was entertaining several of his
fresh water friends on salt water yarns the other day.
About the best story of the lot is the one upon which he
has bestowed the title of "The Ship with Two Ends."
"You know," commenced the Captain, though he would
have been offended if any one of his listeners had admitted
that he did know, "the Gulf of California, near its northern
extremity, is full of shoals, covered by the deposits from
the Colorado river. The channels are narrow and crooked,

J.

—

Ex-Judge Levy does not believe in dream books, he has
no confidence in "signs," and he has never professed any
abiding faith in fortune-tellers; but he had a little experience a few days ago that he likes to relate as a remark-

true."

"

* * #

Major

wonders why he was led away by
the authorities after he had been discharged.

A

'

shouted.
" 'Look a-here, young .man,' replied the captain, 'you
'tend to your end of the ship, will you, and I'll 'tend to
mine.'
"A minute later the captain heard the clatter and rattle
of the anchor chains and the vessel came to with a crash.
"'What in the devil are you doing?' demanded the
captain, as he rushed up to the mate.
" Well, captain, I saw a shoal ahead, so I anchored my
end of the vessel. You can do what you blamed please

still

For some weeks he has been worrying considerably over
a large estate that is involved in litigation.
The annoyance was due to the fact that he has something more than
an attorney's interest in it. The other day he walked into
a Market-street business house, and dropped a nickel in
the slot of a machine that delivers a ready made fortune
and grinds out some music.
The drop of his nickel was
followed by a musical jingle and a small card, on which his
fortune was printed. He picked it up and read:
"
mystery is about to be solved. Large estates are
to be divided.
You are interested."
The Judge is anxiously waiting to see if it will "come

23, 1896.

and a skipper has got to be pretty tolerable careful or
hang up to dry on a sandbar.
"Well, an old sea captain a gouty old fellow named
named oh, never mind his name. Anyway, he was the
captain and gouty. He thought he knew every channel
that a ship ever sailed through, and nobody could tell him
anything. As a matter of fact his mate knew a whole lot
more about the Gulf than he did.
" Well, on this particular day the captain was at the
wheel and the mate was forward watching out for shoals.
He saw one and the ship was sailing straight for it.
" I think you'd better ease her off a little, captain," he

he'll

Zqojr&i &/&•

—

;

* * *

A

strange tale in connection with Mr. Daggett, of the
Mint, has come to light, or rather is told as a verity. The
Superintendent has done more political beheading than
any man who was ever in authority under Uncle Sam. The
legend goes that be had an ingenious mechanic construct
him a miniature guillotine, and that when he had determined that a batch of objectionables should go, he wrote
their names on a number of paper dolls, drew them
from a hat, and the one
that
came up was
put under the toy, and off came his head.
This
was Mr. Daggett's evening amusement, and the next
morning the fellow who had been executed in effigy received his notice to quit.
Furthermore, they say that
some of Mr. Daggett's intimate friends used to make of this
pastime a sort of banking game, and bet on the next victim, giving Mr. Daggett, the banker, the odds.
* * *

Amid

the orange groves just

The heavy weight

now our Christopher doth
from

rest,

honest breast;
But still, alas, the truth remains, while Buckley doth exist
He'll plot to hold the party in the hollow of his fist.
of politics ta'en

off his

;

May

;
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Henry Heyman, violinist to the defunct monarchy
Hawaii. |g ;i lover ami connoisseur of Burgundy.
His wine is always brought on the table in a basket so the
must will not be disturbed, and is pushed as carefully
around as if it were some royal Hawaiian baby entrusted
to the care of the titled fiddler.
They played a joke on
Sir Henry at the Bohemian Club at the Tuesday lunch.
He ordered his Burgundy, but when it came on the table
he was called to the reception room by a prearranged
scheme. Meantime some changes had taken place in the
cradle.
The bottles had been exchanged and a plebeian
red ink bottle introduced instead of the true juice, and
turned label down. Sir Henry passed the bottle, sinped
his own wine and smacked his lips.
"That does not seem to me quite as good as usual," remarked one of the sharers of the violinist's hospitality.
"Nonsense, man, your palate is off," rejoined the host;
"that Burgundy has the true bouquet," and he drained
Sir

of

his glass.

Then a cruel brother, Edgar Mizner by name, displayed
the label, and the distinguished violinist bowed his head
and wept at the depravity and ingratitude of man.

Good Appetite^^
>

Is restored and the
lie disordered
Stomach and Liver invigorated by taking a

'

small wineglassful, before meals, of the celebrated

Peruvian
Bitters
•

•

•

•

-

•

Hopkins'

Moonlight

Stockton

Trip.

* * *

Mrs. Isabella Martin, who will go on the stage, has
struck an article of landlord in New York quite different
from the San Francisco breed. Here this fearless Boadicea
ruled her creditors with an iron hand, dared them to single combat, " sported her oak " when they besieged her
castle, and had her supplies taken in at the rear windows.
Mrs. Martin's house on Van Ness avenue was a regular
fortress.
A stout chain held the front door, and the visitor had to hold parley with the sentinel before gaining entrance. It was a case of "your name and purpose Saxon
stand." But her confinement in a dark room in a New
York flat indicates that the fiery spirit of this heretofore
dauntless lady has been somewhat tamed, and that, like
the blind poet, she has "fallen upon dark and evil days."
She possesses a fair amount of dramatic talent, and might
play Clytemnestra as well as Lady Macbeth.

Excursions.
Everybody says

" It's

the finest

trip

in

the

State for the money."
The popular weekly excursions to Stockton by steamer have been
resumed for the season under the management of George W.
Hopkins, and are unquestionably the most delightful trip out of
the city. Leave Washington-street wharf at 5 p. m. Saturday,
Returning to San Francisco 6 A. M. Monday. Round trip, including meals, fare, rooms, carriages, baths, etc., only %i.
Tickets can only be had of GEO. W. HOPKINS, General Manager, 30

Montgomery

St.

ON WHEELS.

SONG.

MEN

wish that they were older but I would younger be,
Aye, younger by a dozen years or so
Because there is a maiden who has placed her trust in me

G.

&S.

ftXLE.

GREASE,.

As

the ladies did in knights of long ago.
The maid is of the fairest
And her beauty of the rarest
And the love within her bosom is the love the angels know.
I would be younger, in my hopes and in my years,
Just to linger for a moment by her side
Just to see a sweetheart's glances, just to kiss' away her tears
As they slowly ebbed and flowed with Sorrow's tide.
For the dust is softly falling
O'er my lips grown faint with calling
In the night-time and the daytime all unanswered for their bride.

HOME PRODUCTION.

God knows

When

the maid is somewhat wiser will her thoughts revert to one
she loved as might a rosebud love its thorn?
When she finds my light is fading e'er my task is half-way done
Will she dwell upon my bosom as the Dawn?
When she learns that fame and glory
Come to poets but in story
I fear that she will leave me and will think of me with scorn.
Howard V. Sutherland.

Whom

THE SALA

MEMORIAL
in

of

and distinguished career.

The proceeds will be devoted to
the erection of a monument over Mr. Sala's grave, and to
aiding his widow.
Friends and admirers of the distinguished journalist are invited to aid the movement with
subscriptions.
Cheques should be made payable to the

Duke

of

Abercorn, London, and

will

As

a table water

held there

and the

service

is

perfect in every respect.

If you wish perfect specimens of Japanese bronzes go and see
Geo. T. Marsh's collection at 625 Market Street.

Other waters try— Jackson's Napa Soda gets there.

unsurpassed.

" Hospital Gazette."
c****.

*»«•*..)

Plant for Alkali Soils.

The tens of thousands of acres of alkali lands in California may be made
productive and profitable by planting Salt Bush.
For further information, address
.....
„ „„„„. Seedsmen and Nurserymen.
TRUMBULL & BEE>BE, 419 and 421 Sansome street, S. F

J

D.

SULLIVAN,

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW

be acknowledged by

Maison Kiche is one of the very
most fashionable functions can be

GO., 107 Front St.

AUSTRALIAN SALT BUSH,

the Honorable Secretary.

The banquet hall of the famous
finest in this city. The largest and

it is

— London

The Forage

in

TEV1S &

Johannid.

FUND.

to be raised
London for a memorial to the
SPUND
late George Augustus Sala
recognition
his long
is

GOBURN,

Rooms 34-38, 3d

HFFIfiF^
T(\
I \J
1 1ULO
\J\

Floor Chronicle Building, San Francisco.

RFNT
IVUM

1 •

California Safe Deposit and Trust
Company's Building, S E. corner California and Montgomery streets.

Two electric elevators, electric and gas
free.

Apply

lights, heat; also janitor's services

to

ft.

E. BUGkinQhaiTl, Rooms, Safe Deposit Building

!
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It was somewhat amusing to note the different dailies in
their efforts to outvie each others' reports of the HobartWilliams wedding.
For instance, one account said the
groom's traveling costume consisted of a sack coat and low-

cut patent leather ties

!

* * *
.

JJf

ATRIMONIAL

possi-

± \_ bilities are forming
kinds in the atmosphere of the swim.
Those
who profess to know say that yet another of the swagger
set will make an announcement at an early date, the gentleman being the one to do so this time, and that the name
of the bride to be will take away society's very breath
with astonishment. Apropos of rumors regarding Cupid's
work, one is heard in musical circles anent the robust German tenor and the teacher of the vocal art who dwells on
a hill. What a harmonious combination that would be

items of

all

* * *

The capture

Oriental-eyed Charlie Baldwin in the
matrimonial net has been the topic of the past week, and
society at large has talked itself hoarse over the engagement. Every one supposed the fair lady in the case would
make friends with her old adorer and friendly ties between
the two families be still further drawn.
But we are truly
told it is always the unexpected that happens.
of

* * #

devoutly to be hoped that those of our fashionables
who are deeply dyed in with Anglomania will not follow the
fad started by the American Duchess of Marlborough and
go in for snake charming. That our fair dames and demoiselles are alike adept in the art of charming snakes in the
grass is an established fact, but to have these slimy creatures lying around loose, ready for a soft hand's petting,
is quite another thing.
It

The women are saying it is more than likely that Walter
Dean will make it up with the queenly Emily, and a match
may yet result in that quarter. However, others again
declare that Walter does not hanker after a mother-in-law.
* * *

The jewelers of our city are in great glee over another
wedding in the Hobart family, which will call for more
costly presents.
It will be "a time to try," not "men's
souls," but friends' purses.

The greatest curse a man can suffer from in this life is a weak
appetite and loss of desire to cultivate one.
glass of the Keystone Monogram Whiskey will soon bring you to your senses, and
teach you that life is worth living after all. There is hardly a private house in the East where this brand is not kept, and it is recommended by physicians and sporting men alike. If you suffer
from lack of appetite or dyspepsia, give it one trial and you will

A

never repent

it.

After dinner try Adams' Pepsin Tutti-Frutti Chewing Gum.
admirable. Indigestion fades before it.

Yon

will find it

is

The Golden Eagle Hotel
to the

will be the headquarters of the delegates
Democratic State Convention, which meets at Sacramento

Monday, June

15ih.

"When playing poker drink Jackeon's Napa Soda.

* * *

Very

The young folks are unanimous in declaring that if all
marriages turned out as happily as the Harry Babcock's
there would be no occasion to pronounce tbem failures,
which goes to prove that it doesn't make a bit of difference
which has the advantage in years the man or the woman
if they are both sensible, well educated,
and fond of each

Stubborn

—

on the part of some
people to insist on believing that no highclass goods are sold

other.
* # *

note how the bicycle craze of last
not quite dead, among our society
people. The danger of a broken limb, sprains, or battered
noses, is not an alluring one, and so many well-known
people have been more or less injured by their wheeling,
the fad has grown faint with our swell set.
It is interesting to

year

dying out,

is

if

* * *

"It

is all

very well to rave of your buds," said a

New

Yorker at a recent dinner party on Nob Hill, "but from
my observation I should say the most charming girls you
have are those of more seasons than one, to whom experience has given an added grace of manner and mind;" and
he was what Bertha calls "dead right."

south of Marketstreet.

A

five-story building,

filled to

the brim with

modern furniture from
the world's best makers, is what we offer you at prices
that will astonish those of you who have been buying
at the "

Big Street"

We

showing

stores.
this spring the

most elegant and
extensive line of Novelties— unique patterns and
quaint conceits— ever shown in the Furniture Worldare

* * #

What

a lively winter

it

will

be next season

!— so many

young matrons in society. It is safe to predict that Mrs.
Walter Hobart will take the lead, and society may be sure
a brilliant social season
the fresh crop of buds
of dancing.

!

will result.

Even

What

a good time for

Indianapolis
750

the older girls will have lots

Strozynski's.

* * *

Jennie Blair going to marry Ed. Greenway?" asked
witty Ethel at the University Club reception, "and do
you believe that the other Ed. will carry off the beautiful
bride's sister?" As the questions were asked off-hand, any
one is privileged to answer them. Who can ?

man,

113 Sutter street.

Oolong.
The

oldest and most reliable brand on the
market. Sold only in 1-3 pound papers at
20 cents per paper. All grocers keep it.

* * *

Society gossip goes that a matronly bride is in high
dudgeon at being threatened with retirement from the
glitter and rank of military life.

Competent artists employed; no

GEARY

Miss Julia Crocker has a big fit of disgust on, say her
girl friends, and can't be happy in San Francisco, so she
is off again, this time for a tour through Europe.

Importation orders for Split Second Watches, placed
arriving, and will be sold at cost of importation.

All original styles, varied to suit the

apprentices, "Bernhardt" wavers, to wave
h £| rwitnoilt burning; "EauBroux," to restore
grey or bleached hair to natural color. Latest styles in modern Bangs,
particularly Louis de Lavelliere style. Open Sundays.
Telephone No., Main 569".
24
ST. (Near Kearny.)
I parllnn
Hair urCb&Cr.
nrp<;<;pr
Tiair
beading

Gomel;

* * *

Go.,

Popular prices, equal to others; no imitating.

features.

_" Is

now

*^

Furniture
Mission St.

School

For Bous and Girls
1012

Grand

street, near

San Jose

avenue,

last fall, are

A. Hirsch-

Alameda, Gal.
For particulars, address

W. de JUNG,

Principal.
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cently ;is unusually congenial, anil the divorce rumor has
startled their circle of friends.
Still another story of
divorce COmes from London, in which all those eoncerned

the week
mosl interesting event
THE
was the opening
the promenade conof

of

1

and cafe in the Metropolitan Opera
The directors having rebelled against the use of
bicycles in the theatre, it required a certain amount of
prudence on the part of the managers to cater to the popuvaudeville,

le.

lar crate without exciting the

ire of

the capitalists

who

govern the Opera House. The concert, with seventy-five
men under Seidl, was a great success. Some of the music
was popular, but I know nothing which more sustains
Seidl's reputation as a humorist than the fact that at a
popular concert (smoking allowed, which means a lot) he
played the Bach-Gounod Meditation ("Ave Maria.") A
very stirring number of the programme was a vocal waltz,
" La Calve." sung by the Young American Chorus Girls,
who made themselves so prominent during the season.
They were dressed in Spanish costume and sang with great
spirit and n Tte.
Another feature was the waltz song,
'•
Wheeling and Wooing," when the electric lights being
turned on, all other lights out, thirty-two young women
on wheels made their entree, dressed in gray and rose
color as shepherds and shepherdesses.
They rode the
Racycles, the wheels which are the latest fad of cyclists.
Each wheel was decorated with colored electric lights,
while above the handle bar rose a May-pole adorned with
flowers and an electric light concealed amongst them. The
manoeuvres were exceedingly graceful and pretty, and the
tumult in the audience showed the popular enthusiasm for
wheels.
In fact, it made such an impression that the continuous performance shows have made a bid for a duplicate
bicycle ballet in its summer garden performances.
So

much

for wheels.

Mrs. Gertrude Atherton and her sister, Mrs. Van Bergen,
are in London, after Mrs. Atherton's several months stay
in Nottinghamshire.
As she is not writing at present she
has an opportunity of seeing and being seen by her numerous friends, and is apparently enjoying herself extremely.
Mrs. Brooke has returned from her visit to her sister in
Demerara, and is again at her London home, where she
expects to entertain her brother and his wife, Mr. and
Mrs. Burke Holladay, during the season.
Mr. and Mrs.
Livingston Gilson are in Paris at the Continental, where
are also Mr. and Mrs. J. N. Neustadter and Gilbert Luce.
Madame Vincente Dominguez (Helene Murphy) sailed
with her husband on Saturday for their new home in Paris,
Senor Dominguez's diplomatic services having been transferred to the gay capital. They spent a few days in New
York at the Waldorf before sailing, and were entertained
by Mrs. Jordan Mott at dinner on the eve of their departure. Harry Gillig left on the same steamer, and will
meet "Mrs. Harry" in Paris, returning early in June in
company with his charming wife. Colonel and Mrs. James
Elverson Jr. (Mrs. Elverson was Miss Eleanor Mayo) were
also among the departures last week.
Miss Prances Joiiiffe and Miss Eugene Ferrer will both
have reached you before this letter.
Mrs. John Sime
leaves town in a few days for her country house at Waterford, near New London.
Mrs. E. B. Crocker opens her
Larchmont home this week.
Frank Unger is now at
Larchmont. Willard Barton is in town.
Mrs. Hearst is
at the Waldorf.
Mrs. Leland Stanford is at the Fifth
Avenue.
daily paper announces that she is accompanied
" by her daughter" (?)
Preparations are being made for the intercollegiate
lawn tennis match for the championship.
Many men are
fixing their hopes on young Driscoll of San Francisco, a
student at Georgetown.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Payot, Miss Carlisle, Mr. and Mrs.
Julius Liebes, Miss Tzncbowsky, Mr. and Mrs. Tuckerman,
and Mr. Grace, all of San Francisco, are in Paris.
There is a rumor current in New York that a very sensational divorce suit is about being brought. Both parties
to it have lived in San Francisco, and their marriage was
said to be the result of a passionate attachment of many
years standing, during which time the lady had been married and widowed.
They have been looked upon until re-

are Californians.
The marriage caused something of a
sensation, owing to the general impression that the bride
was not in the hast susceptible to masculine charms, being
so absorbed in music that nothing, aside from her art, appealed to her. The most sympathetic pianist, if not the
most brilliant in San Francisco, she married a man who
cared little for music— which is often the case. He is a
charming fellow, witty and cultivated, and well known in
the literary world on both sides of the water. It is to be
hoped that rumor has told false tales of this pair, and of
the other, too, for that matter; but I refer especially to
the second, as a child blesses that union.
Miss Grace Cole, who has been spending the winter with

her sister, Mrs. Gregory McLaughlin, at Larchmont, has
gone to Washington on a visit, and will return to Larchmont for the season. Mr. and Mrs. Goodsell have gone to
Bensonhurst for the summer.

New

York,

May

Passe-Partout.
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PICTURESQUE

SAN

FRANCISCO.

OUR

illustration this week gives a superb view of a portion of the Bay of San Francisco.
In the foreground,
beneath imposing cliffs covered with delightful and ever

verdant shrubbery, can be seen Baker's Beach, dear to
the heart of picknicker and fisherman alike. Fort Point
can be seen in the distance and behind it the mighty slopes
of Angel Island.
A railroad along the top of the cliffs in
the direct foreground runs to the Cliff House, which is
situated a few miles to the extreme left of our cut. The
city lies over towards the right.

THE PRETTIEST PLACE

IN

MILL VALLEY.

S LARGE,

well-furnished house to rent in Mill Valley
for four or six months, with stable accommodations if
desired.
Address, G. T. Marsh, 625 Market street.

X-Ray Hams,

Hams was obtained from the German
Gotjen, by McEnnis & Co., of St. Louis, who are amongst
the oldest and most progressive pork-packers in the world. The
cure of these Hams imparts a peculiar and fascinating taste, the
flavor of which hovers around the palate, thus creating an appetite
with people who cannot relish ordinary food. Ask your grocer for
them and if he cannot flit your order send to Thomas Loughran,
Agent, 221-223 Clay street, San Francisco.
The

recipe for curing these

scientist,

Geo. T. Marsh, 625 Market
Japanese art goods in this city.

street,

has the best assortment of

When through with her shopping a lady cannot do better than
step into the Maison Riche for a light luncheon.
THE
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•
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•
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HOTEL RAFAEL,
SAN RAFAEL, CAL.

*.

Now Open.

For the season, under the management

of

1

CAPT.

C.

B.

JOHNSON.

A

•

Write now

for rates

and rooms

MINING,

AGRICULTURAL

Desirable Stocks
Splendid opportunities for investors.
Large or small lots Call or correspond.

and OIL

.

STOCKS.
W. H. BAILEY & SON,
41514

Montgomery

Stocks and bonds negotiated.
Agents: Olinda Ranch Co.; Bailey Oil Co.

St.,

San Francisco, Cal
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An Active
Mining Market,

Times have changed for the better on
Pine street, and an opportunity again
offers
tion.

money making in that direcThe best feature of the market is

for

that there is merit behind it, which insures a continuance
Prices have adof the activity for r long time to come.
vanced sharply upon discoveries on the Brunswick lode,
following the important ore development in Occidental, to
which is due in a large measure the changed situation in
the stock business. Some people are inclined to belittle
the Occidental mine now that Chollar, Curry, and Norcross are beginning to loom up, but in this they make a
mistake; for the character of the ore is identically the
same in all cases, with the quantity to show for the time
being in the ore, as well as the quality, which recommends
itself in the others. It matters little where the ore may be
found, so long as it is in evidence. That is what tells in the
long run, and the bears will find it hard to depress values
when forced to play against merit. The action of the market so far has been limited to the North and Middle mines,
and the fluctuations have been wide enough to enable
dealers to turn in a few dollars to the credit of their bank
accounts. The indications are, however, that the movement is, so far, only in its infancy, and lively times may be
anticipated for some time to come, with rising prices all
along the line. This is a fitting subject for congratulation
among all classes of this community.
The stock market
alone can put money in circulation and keep it moving. By
shaking out the dollars concealed for years in old stockings and the other secret hoards of the thrifty misers with
whom the town is gorged, a benefit is derived by dealers in
all lines of goods, and commerce beams prosperous once
more. So far the work done in Chollar on the Brunswick
lode is immaterial on the 200-level South drift.
most
important and interesting strike has been made, and that
is all that can be said.
But it corroborates the statements that the Brunswick lode is prolific in mineral, based
on the find in Occidental, and that in itself is sufficient to
interest all the financial aid required to make an old-time

A

market.

The Rawhide

23, 1896.

original expert reports on the property, and to give information as to the disposition of the $666,667 cash which
was paid into the company. The News Letter protested
against the inflation of the shares of this company some
months ago, and against the outrageous attempts made to
S> far as any
bull the stock by certain Boston papers.
remarks at this end were concerned, the intention was
simply to protect other California interests which were
likely to suffer from the collapse which was inevitable.
If
the Boston people feel disposed to father such a scheme
they can pay the piper for aught any one c ires on this
They were cautioned in due form to
side of the Rockies.
protect themselves; uow they can accept the situation as
gracefully as possible. California will only have another
channel closed in the future for mine propositions, which
perhaps is just as well if the State and the industry is to
be scandalized by such exhibitions as that made in this
New York paper in its issue of the 16th inst. It is only
the old, old story, however, in mining promotion, and as
such those who are likely to be the most affected by the
results are those with other properties which they might

be desirous of presenting before the Boston and New York
public as an investment.
will await the outcome of
the charges made by our Eastern contemporary, which
may force an enquiry of some sort where the blame will be
saddled on the responsible parties.

We

Sacramento

is about to enter the arena
competition with the mining counties
effort
to
fall in line for the loaves
an
and fishes which are now going around
among those engaged in an industry which has been well
nigh ruined by the efforts of people residing in this swamp
hole on the Sacramento.
In this hot-bed of the anti-debris
malcontent, it is now proposed to inaugurate an exploration company for the experting of mines.
It is safe to say
that it won't number among its experts the individuals
who for years past have been working so bard against the
mining interests of this State. In any event the auspices
under which this concern starts out are not favorable for
its success, and little confidence will be placed in opinions
emanating from such a quarter. Can any good come out

Valley

Men

Turning Miners,

of

in
in

Nazareth?
It

Hawaiian Planters

may seem

nevertheless,

strange, but it is true,
that the Hawaiian

Commercial and Sugar Company
has been forced to seek a loan of
$750,000 on the London market. A subscription list has
just closed there, with most favorable results, for £150,000 of first mortgage five-and-a-half per cent, twentyyear sterling debentures of .£ 100 each, with half yearly interest coupons attached. One would think that this was a city
of paupers, from the difficulty experienced in raising such
a paltry sum as this on such unquestionable security, and
yet the stock of the Commercial is well held here by people
who would not have to piuch themselves very much to
raise the amount among themselves.
It is true, indeed,
that some very funny things happen in the world in this
part of it especially.
All the more prominent experts in
Prominent Experts town, and there are not many included
After English Gold.

Latest news from Sonora

is

to the ef-

Rawhide vein is running
from the 900-level down, and
richer than ever on the 1000-level,
which is now being opened up. As usual, the ledge carries
the rich streak in it which has made the mine famous the
world over for its extensive and continuous development of
a character of ore which beggars description, without run-ning the risk of being charged with Munchausenism.
The
App mine is turning out even bigger than the Rawhide,
and, as the plant there will soon be complete, the property
will be heard from before long.
The Whiskey Hill Mine,
purchased recently conditionally by Boston people, is apt
to develop into a good mine with the expenditure of money
enough to take a shaft down 1000 feet. This is more than
can be said of the Santa Ysabel, owned by the same parties, which has never yet given any indications of being
worth the powder spent in opening it up.
The statement
that the mill will start up on this gem of the promoter's
art may be correct some time after it is built. Up to date
the contract for this has not been let, a rather surprising
condition of affairs, in view of statements appearing from
time to time in Boston papers.
The Engineering and Mining Journal, of
The Merced
New York, is exposing the inwardness
Mining Scandal, of the scheme by which the old Cook
properties at Coulterville, in Mariposa
County, floated for something a little over $150,000, were
boomed to a figure which placed a valuation on the property of from $6,000,000 to $6,500,000. The Journal goes
very fully into figures to show that from a two months' run
of the mill the average yield of the ore is only some $3.49
per ton, allowing 90 per cent, for the sulphurets. It is
also charged that a Captain Palmer, Captain Couch, and
a Mr. Coram, said to be promoters of the company, and
Richer Than Ever.

May

fect that the
solid

directors, sold out their stock while
share.
These gentlemen are invited

it

was about" $47 a

to

make

public the

—

in this category by the News Letter,
have been kept busy of late. Among
recent arrivals from the interior is Colonel J. B. Low, who
reports matters lively around Butte County.
Professor
Thomas Price just returned from Nevada County to start
on another trip to Calaveras County. So it goes, showing,
however, that the people abroad are not inclined to put up
money on the word of every one who claims the right to
place M. E. after his name.
The acetylene "gas" process is giving the
New York
New Yorkers no end of an opportunity for
Rather Mixed gossip, particularly in regard to the alon Gas.
leged payment of the Equitable Gas Com-

Kept Busy.

pany of $500,000 for the privilege of using
the process, and the sudden drop of the Electro-Gas Company's stock to $300 per share. The Daily Financial News
goes the length of publishing an interview with a shrewd
gas man, in which he brands the payment of this big sum
as practically a theft of the money.
It is suggested that
a suit be brought to set aside the transaction on the ground
of f.-aud.
They evidently do not like the new gas in that
part of the country.

May
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satisfactory to know that a divinity school is to be
at the University of California and that the
eminent Professor Jefferson of Virginia is to fill the freshly
upholstered chair. The Bible has been sadly neglected in
California,
Newspaper men and the lights of the legal
profession find pleasure in its pages, but other intelligent people have long given it up. The University needs
something to liven it up and if Professor Jefferson is only
half as pugnacious as the average divine the smoke of
battle will soon hang over classic Berkeley.
is

ITopened

" Heir the Crier:" "Wtj»t the devil «rt thou!"
will pl»y the devil, sir, with you."

"One th»t

noble horror which the Examiner has expressed at
THE
the outrage
having the stone
the pedestal
of

for

rant bust cut by convict
strict discipline in

of

workmen shows

our penitentiaries.

if

San Quentin and Folsom were allowed by

the value of

the inmates of
their keepers to

ADOLPH

SUTRO, Mayor of San Francisco by the
srace of God and the help of "de push," was extremely annoyed when General Barillas was unable to
visit him at his residence.
A large gathering of notables
had been invited to meet him, including Gavin McNab, Andy
Clunie, President Murphy and the Rev. C. Overman Brown,
all disguised as gentlemen.
The statuary had been discreetly draped and a magnificent spread ordered from

subscribe for the daily newspapers, we should have been
denied the priceless boon of the Examiner's lofty eloquence
concerning the leaaer of the victorious armies of the Union,
and the kind of workmen that should be allowed to chisel
the rocks of his monuments. On the other hand, the trades
unions are at liberty to subscribe.
It is to be regretted
that this cheap and nasty kind of demagogy, the nickelDlated sort, can't be made a penitentiary offense.

will finally pay.

Examiner
a slave
THE
cumstances can
be made

S TESTIMONIAL

to

is

it

principle.
Under no cirto say one word about

anything involving the public interest if thereby it would
the loss of a single subscriber.
Should Brother
Hudleson and Father Yorke some dark night simultaneously fall upon the editor and punch him for the glory of
God and the good of their respective causes, the Examiner (after sending him home in a back) would publish an
impartial and calm report of the incident, with illustrations, and have an editorial on the cowardice of the British
in South Africa.
risk

PRESIDENT Murphy,

of the First National Bank, has
a love for the nickels which is absolutely unbecoming
in a gentleman of thick Hibernian ancestry.
Together
with Asa Fisk, rumor has it that he will start a pawnshop
in connention with the First National Bank.
The sight of
this worthy couple haggling with
their impecunious
relatives over an overcoat or a pair of patched pants will
be more natural than elevating. The one good thing about
it all is that Asa will soon be on his uppers himself.

SHOULD

Professor Griggs, of Stanford, resign his
position, take to drink, riot and general evil courses,
winding up in violent crime, the judicious would comprehend and forgive. At the very outset of a bright career

Anna Shaw as the Ideal Man, fit
mate with the New Woman, is a fate equally singular
and dreadful. But we urge Professor Griggs to be strong,
strong and patient, and fervent in prayer. He is young
to be claimed by the Rev.
to

and

may hope

to live

it

down.

should see a young man in faultless attire going
IFupyou
Pacific avenue, preceded by a full brass band and
followed by a regiment of reporters and artists recruited
from the daily newspaper offices of the city, you need have
no doubt about his identity and business. He is a member
of the Four Hundred on his way to propose marriage to a
young lady, the figures of whose dowry are painted in red,
white and blue on the large flag which waves from the
staff surmounting the family mansion.

THE

brethren are rousing themselves again in behalf of
a Sunday law which shall insure the misery on the
Sabbath of all who do not enjoy going to church. That's

True piety before everything. But the movement
not excite popular enthusiasm till Dr. Brown and
Brother Colburn are in the forefront of the battle.

right.
will

has sinned.
THE
fact by maintaining a
Call

It may try to conceal the sad
sullen silence, but in the end it

the necessity of doing the only thing which can
assure to it happiness below and salvation hereafter. The
Call must go to confession, receive absolution from Father
Yorke and club with the Monitor.
is refreshing
know that at least one Judge is not
ITsusceptible to toflattery, viz: Judge Wallace.
In this
case, however, we imagine it is largely due to the fact
that His Honor knows little about the ways of lawyers
and less about the law he administers in large doses as
does a drug clerk patent medicine.
to our lack of intelligent detectives the Almighty
has seen fit to favor the city with an extra allowance
of murderers and their confreres
the policemen.
will see

OWING

—

a restaurant,

—for

all

of

which,

we

suppose, the

city

was tendered to the Rev. J. George
Gibson at the Emmanuel Baptist Church on Monday
evening. After appropriate exercises the Reverend Jay
was presented with a miniature belfry and a photograph
of his friend Durrant.
Owing to the extreme modesty of
the young divine the ladies present were requested not to
remove their gloves and the bare walls of the room were
hidden by magnificent draperies.
whisker CDvereth a multitude of sins and since the
literary Rabbi Voorsanger has seen fit to dispense
with his hirsute appendages we shall probably become as well
acquainted with his chin as we have with his cheek. The
Lord tempers the wind to the shorn lamb; it remains to
be seen whether Providence is also interested in the wel-

THE

fare of the

human

goat.

many women gain
SOmud
that we

notoriety by going through the
fear Leila Adair (pronounced by the

to be "a remarkable woman") will hardly
achieve lasting fame by her diving excursion last Saturday.
Had the woman waded through the records of the
Examiner's private history she would have found much
more of interest to the public.

Examiner

or nothing" committee should wait on F. F.
S'^ECK
Young, the steward of the Lord, and give him an op"

portunity to attend to the affairs in the spiritual world instead of fleecing people on this terrestrial globe.
good
cowhiding by the husband, were he present, might be of
some service; in his absence, however, the committee
would be just as good.

A

VIRGINITY

appears to be a necessary qualification for
honorary membership in the Woman's Congress. An
exception has, however, been made in the case of "Colonel " Stetson of Chicago, about whose sex there seems to
be no little doubt, and in whose favor a point has been
stretched based upon the precedent of the Immaculate
Conception.

messenger boy happened
be walking
HOW
an elevator
enough
over the edge
to

a

to

shaft

of

fall

fast
is

a

matter passing human understanding. The boy must have
been asleep. No earthly inducement we know of could
make one commit so rash a deed.
Bamett did open his lettre de cachet
"HEN
1
Which fixed his career at the Mint;
He worked with his mouth in a vigorous way,

W

But

it

did

him no good,

so

he wint.

DILLE has returned to San
DR.hinges
The fellow
to his mouth.

We

of vermin.
of him.

Francisco with new
as bad as a plague
have to scratch ourselves at the very
is

thought

McNAB proposes to be a Moses to the DemoGAVIN
cracy. Look out, gentlemen; he may set up the sign
of

the three gold balls and

sell

you out for what he can

get.

WOMAN

may

manly idealwell-rounded shins;
the
she loves best is the one with the " real,"
For dollars will cover all sins.
is
said to be out of
Like a thief's hand in another
politics once more.
talk of the

A But Goodman
manners and

CHRISTOPHER BUCKLEY
man's pocket, he

is

no sooner out than he

is in

again.

!

—
!
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It would not be fair to Joaquin Miller to tell the story
into which this description is woven like the interlacing of
Aliments, but we can, at least, add that it is weird and
characteristic.
For national poetic inspiration, however,

short poem, "Columbus," will attract the most attenIt has only five verses, but each verse is a gem in
itself.
It depicts the trembling mate dwelling on the difficulties and the dangers of the unknown seas they are going
through as he appealingly asks Columbus what he shall
say to the men who are mutinous, and Columbus answers
each difficulty by replying "Sail on! Sail on! Sail on! and
on " when at last
" Then, pale and worn, be kept his deck,
And peered through darkness. Ah, that night
Of all dark nights
And then a speck—
his

tion.

A Book

We

of

last

do not like the title of Joaquin Miller's
There is something
book of poems.
the Week.*
about the four words: " Songs of the Soul,"
that displeases us. Of course, there is more
of the moral and emotional of man's nature in poetry than
there is in prose, and, on that ground, we should not object to the soul singing to us in sentiment and feeling, and
yet we cling to our objection.
Technically we are afraid
that Joaquin Miller could pull our objection to shreds, but
even then the remnants would cryout our opposition. We
do not, of course, object to the word "soul" being used
either in poetry or prose.
Shakespeare, Milton, Scott,
Wordsworth, and all our great poets have used it.
And
yet withal that it appears to us that the words " Songs of
the Soul " sound more like the frothing of a poetaster
than the melody of a poet such as we know the song-bird
of the Sierras to be.
Joaquin Miller is not a poeticule. He
is neither immature nor inexperienced.
There is no pitiful
rhyming to be found in his works, and he does not need the
hysterical title page to tell the world of the good things
within.
Nor does it require an expert of poetics, that
branch of criticism which deals with the nature and laws
of poetry, to point out the beauties of the "Songs of the
Sundown Seas " or the " Shadows of Shasta," and it is for

that very reason that we would prefer a plainer title for
the book before us. But here the critic's duty almost ends.
We could carp and cavil, perhaps; we could be captious
and over-exacting, too, but there is so much in this book
of poems that pleases us that we prefer to leave the rancorous criticaster to pick out the faults, if he can, while
we enjoy its beauties. Poetry may be denned as that one
of the fine arts which has for its object the creation of intellectual pleasure by the use of imaginative and passionate language, which is generally, though not necessarily,
formed in regular measure. Accepting this definition as
true, then surely Joaquin Miller gives us poetry in this
book, and such poetry as, we believe, has never been surpassed by his pen. Fancy the thought and illusions produced by looking over the Pacific Ocean and upltothe
heavens, as we read in his " Sappho and Phaon":
Such room of sea
Such room of sky
Such room to draw a soul-full breath
Such room to live
Such room to die
Such room to roam in after death

*****
!

1

1

1

Where

kings of thought play chess with stars
Across their board of blue."

Or

in his closing verse, as
"

Yon

he says:

star-strewn skies be but a town,

With angels passing up and down.
leave my peace with you.' Lo! these,
His seven wounds, the Pleiades
Pierce Heaven's porch. But resting there
'

I

The new moon rocks the Child Christ
Her silver rocking-chair."

in

Here we have true poetic ideas and imagery, in every
which we find something possessing the qualities or
beauties of poetry, allied with the spirit, grandeur, and
noble manifestations which are inseparable from belief in
the living God. Indeed Joaquin Miller owes a great deal
of his best, and certainly his loftiest, inspiration to his
strong belief in the God-commissioned Christ, and no scoffing atheist need look to the poet of the Sierras for sympathy. With him, God is Love, and the measure' of His
praises pervades the poet's works like "incense kindled at
the muse's flame." And as "Sappho and Phaon" closes
with a religious text, so does "Sunset and Dawn in San
Diego " open with a prayer, and there we find this piece
of description
line of

:

"

A

hermit's path, a mountain's perch,

A

far-off,

A

sandaled monk, a dying man
low, adobe church,
So fur, its spire seems but a span

Below the hermit's orange-trees
That cap the clouds above the seas."

:

!

:

I

Alight!

Alight!

Alight!

It grew, a starlit flag unfurled!
It grew to be Time's burst of

He

A light

I

dawn.

gained a world he gave that world
Its grandest lesson
"On! Sail on 1"
:

:

It may be " a bold thing," as the author tells us in a
foot note, " to sing by one's own great seabank instead of
abroad," but, after all, does not California supply a theme

at once romantic, marvelous, fanciful, and extravagant?
With few exceptions, " The Songs of the Soul " are associated with this wondrous land of ours, and yet who will
tell us that familiarity with the theme has bred indifference, or that Joaquin Miller has not succeeded in clothing
the every-day world around us with beauties which lend it
additional charm, interspersed, here and there, with a
poetic philosophy about which we can fancy we could almost hear the rustle of an angel's wing.

"Songs

of the Soul," by

Joaquin Miller.

Bret Harte's new story and Jerome K. Jerome's latest
piece of fiction have both been secured by The Ladies'
Home Journal for immediate publication. Jerome's story
is
called "Reginald Blake, Financier and Cad," and
sketches an incident in fashionable London society. Bret
Harte calls his story "The Indiscretion of Elsbeth," and
pictures the romance of a young American who falls in
love with a German princess, masquerading as a dairy
maid.

London Truth wonders why

it is that the best books
the worst dramas. It answers the question itself by
saying that the art of the novelist is to delay his secret;
the art of the dramatist is to betray it. Truth should,
however, remember that time is a factor on that point, for
the dramatist is obliged to reveal in an hour what it may
take a day to read.
"Against Human Nature" is one of the most delightful
love stories we have read for some time.
It is a story of
marriage for duty, and not for love, but the way it turns
and proves that duty is the foundation of love, and then
well, then the story is too good to be told in detail, and
there we must leave it.
We are indebted to Mr. George T. Marsh for a charming little monthly entitled "The Far East," published at
Tokyo. The book, which is full of interesting articles on
Japanese topics, is entirely gotten up by natives and speaks

make

—

volumes for their intelligence and knowledge of book craft.
Max Nordau says that "Alfred Austin is, perhaps, the
most perfect incarnation of Anglo-Saxonism in literature."
And so once more Max Nordau places himself in opposition
to the great majority of the world of letters.

The London Publishers' Circular tells us that five novels
are issued every twenty-four hours, six histories or
biographies each week, and two educational books and one
volume of sermons each morning.
The New Bohemian comes to us with all the evidences of
prosperity. We look on this magazine as no longer an experiment, for with journalistic instinct, we see "success"
marked on every page of it.
The "Red Badge of Courage" is being severely handled
by critics in the East for its bad English. This is the
same exception that we took to the book when we reviewed
it

some weeks ago.
Godey's Magazine for June

is as full of good things as
ever.
The subscription price is only $1 a year, which is
certainly little enough for the amount and quality of matter given.

.

Hay

.
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DOWN.

King Menelek's fondness for journalists proves that he
had many dealings with San Francisco newspapert

So Easy

men.

The New York "new women

"

are attempting to get on
olice force.
We always understood women to have a
Btrong antipathy against the club.

An Eastern

artist spent

to ride

with

two years and $5000 painting-

a picture of Hades. He probably wished to get somewhat
used to the place before going there.

The German Emperor is said to have had twelve minAmbassador TJhl last week. We
can borrow a quarter in as many seconds when we are so
utes' conversation with

inclined.

In Oakland a piano will be the means of bringing about
a divorce in the near future. Matrimony may be one grand,
sweet song, but it does not always do to have an accom-

"

paniment to it.
The Honorable Much Mentioned Estee has not yet decided on what office he will run for in the coming campaign.
Seeing that the matter will end with the running it really
does not matter much, either.
The erratic Sacramento Bee, the Catholic organ of
Northern California, for some reason best known to itself,

Bicycle Shoes,
—

Many Styles high or low cut. Men's;
ladies
Pratt fasteners secure laces without
tying.
Ladies
Price, black. $3; tan $3.50.
covert cloth knee boots, $4.50 to $8. Sold by all
shoe and sporting goods dealers: sent prepaid
Look
if your dealer hasn't them.
for trade mark on heel. Descriptive booklet free.

does not wish to be classed among the decent journals of
that city. Granted willingly.

Although we are greatly incensed at Sacramento for
not having killed off a few Republicans last week, the good
people of that city are now entitled to our sincere sympathy.
The State Populists have met there.
It is stated that arrests have been very frequent in San
Jose of late owing to the presence of our Supervisors in
that delightful city. Needless to say, crime has considerably fallen off in this city during the same period.
According to latest reports the army of Chile is said to
number four hundred thousand men. Three hundred and
ninety-nine thousand, nine hundred and ninety-nine of these
are officers, and the remaining man is presumably a cook.

Dr. Ambrosewfzyk, of Oakland, had a misunderstanding
with a reporter a few days ago, and indulged in a torrent
of Russian abuse.
His teeth were blown out of his mouth
into the newsgatherer's face, causing his death. No arrest

and no flowers.
The Canadian House

A Boston maid lately bestowed a chaste and classic kiss
upon a young man's lips and they were immediately frozen
together.
The case is attracting much curiosity among
medical men, and it is intended to ship the patient to San
Francisco to see if one of our fair charmers cannot remedy
the

6. H. Farao
MAKERS
(

Go.,

)

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
Central Eureka Mining Company.
Location of principal place of business San Francisco, California. Location of works— Sutter Creek, Amador County, California.
Notice is hereby given that at a meeting of the Board of Directors, held
the 16th day of May, 1896, an assessment (No. 1) of Three cts. per share, was
levied upon the capital stock of the corporation, payable immediately in
United States gold coin to the Secretary, at the office of the company, room
9, 320 Sansome street, San Francisco, California, or at the First National
BaDkof Oakland.
Any stock upon which this assessment shall remain unpaid on the

—

DAV

22d
OF JUNE, 1896,
will be delinquent, and advertised for sale at public auction, and unless
payment is made before will be sold on SATURDAY, the 18th day of July,
1896, to pay the delinquent assessment, together with costs of advertising
and expenses of sale. By order of the Board of Directors.
BOKKELLEN, Secretary.
W. A. M.
Office—Room 9, 320 Sansome street. San Francisco, Cal.

VAN

ANNUAL MEETING
Point Gold and Silver Mining Company.
The regular annual meeting of the stockholders of the Crown Point
Gold and Silver Mining Company will be held at the office of the company,
rooms 35 and 36, third floor Mills Building, corner Bush and Montgomery
streets, San Francisco, Cal., on
MONDAY, THE 1ST DAY OF JUNE, 1896,
at the hour of 1 o'clock p. m., for the purpose of electing a Board of Directors to serve for the ensuing year, and the transaction of such other business as may come before the meeting. Transfer books will close on Wednesday, the 27th day of May, 1896 at 3 o'clock p M.
JAMES NEWLANDS, Secretary.
Office—Rooms 35 and 36, third floor Mills building, corner Bush and Montgomery streets, San Francisco, Cal.

Crown

__

evil.

A wild

Irishman in Chicago, yclept O'Connor, has organized a band of twelve hundred imbeciles to fight for the
cause of Cuban freedom. If such men would only devote
their superfluous energy to bettering affairs at home they
might be of some service in the world.
We are heartily
weary of this everlasting braggadocio.
The irregularities of the East are beyond human understanding.
A lady in Indiana lately presented her husband
with six healthy heirs at one hatching, and now another
lady in Lexington, Ky., adds to the world's misery with a
boy blessed with a heavy shock of hair and two rows' of
teeth
Californians would be inclined to doubt the latter
story were it not remembered that Lexington is responsible for Colonel Breckenridge.
!

The Lurline Baths, corner of Bush and Larkin streets, have lately
added the Russian Bath with the celebrated " Needle " Snower to
their already perfect service. This latest bath is recommended by
all physicians.
The price for the same is only half a dollar which
entitles the bather to a swim in the tank afterwards as well.

When
113

&

you are selecting a wedding present, go to S. & G. Gump's,
Geary street. They have a magnificent variety to choose from

SPECIAL MEETING.
Alaska Commercial Company.
The annual meeting of the stockholders of the Alaska Commercial Company, for the election of trustees and for the transaction of such other business as may be brought before the meeting, will he held at the office of the
company, No 310 Sansome steeet, San Francisco. Cal., on
WEDNESDAY, the 10th DAY OF JUNE, 1896
HEILBRONNER, Secretary.
at 1 o'clock p. m.
Office— 310 Sansome street, San Francisco, Cal.

MAX

P IpHR l"V Q
HD
ur\. RlOV^rvu
O
Debility,
J. G.

RESTORATIVE PILLS.—Buy none but the gennine— A specific for Exhausted Vitality, Physical

Approved by the Academy of Medicine, Paris,
celebrities. Agents for California and the Pacific States.
CO., 635 Market street {Palace Hotel), San Francisco.

Wasted

and the medical

:

Forces.

STEELE &

Sent by mail or express anywhere.

PRICES REDUCED— Box

$3 50; of 400 pills, $6;

of 50 pills, $1 25; of 100 pills, $2; of 200 pills,
Send for circular.
$2.

Preparatory Pills.

American
$10
Typewriter.
Work

as good as any
done on a $100 machine.

Over 10,000 references
Agents wanted
Pacific

The
!6

best styles in spring goods to be

Kearny

#

CHICAGO

Commons during

the debate on
the schools question, sat for 129 hours, and with the exception of a brief intermission allowed each evening for
dinner, the talk was ceaseless.
We doubt whether the
women will ever be able to break this record.
of

BalN Bearing "

St.

had

at

John W. Carmany's,

Introduction

Company*
119

Bush

St.,

Room 6.
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A COMMITTEE

has been formed in Liverpool to raise
funds for the erection of a memorial to Mrs. Felicia
Hemans, who was born in that city in 1793. Her tomb in
St. Ann's Church, Dublin, is marked with a small stone,
and a tablet erected by her brother in St. Asaph's
Cathedral is inscribed:
'To the memory of Felicia
Hemans, whose character is best portrayed in her writ-

Mixture
Smoking

ings."

By the death of George Richmond the English
Royal Academy loses one of its oldest members, though
his decease will create no vacancy among the forty, as he

Tobacco

had been for some years on the list of honorary retired
academicians. In early youth he saw the life guards return from Waterloo, he had met Beau Brummell, sketched
"the brave old Duke of York" and had known William

The finest Leaf

,

sumptuous and seductive
Tobacco that can
be found in any part
of the"World."

.

the quality N

/

the price"
PacKagei

->
!

A

2oz.Trial
.

.Post

Paidfor

250^

AND PURCHASER'S GUIDE

CITY INDEX

000 francs for them.

could not

paid double

if

Pipe

M. Piet de la Fauderie, a well-known French stamp
collector, has just sold two Mauritius stamps of the "postoffice " variety for the sum of 38,000 francs to Mr. Morse,
the well-known English electrician, who, between his hours
of scientific labor, is a stamp collector.
The day after the
purchase of these two stamps Mr. Morse was offered 44-

'"We

improve

" Tobacco grown is used 1
p in Yale, making it the most/

Blake.

The floating theatre, a large steamboat containing
a stage, auditorium and ample apartments for actors, will
soon begin its annual tour down the Mississippi, playing at
all the river towns.
A Chicago man has successfully managed this unique playhouse for many years, and a steam
organ is a newly added attraction to lure the workers on
the levee.

23, 1896.

RESTAURANTS.
Academy Building, 332-334 Pine street. Rooms for
ladies and families, private entrance. John Bergez, Proprietor.

Bergez's Restaurant,

Bay State Oyster House. 15 Stockton& 109 O'Farrell. N. M. Adler, Prop.
Montgomery-St. Coffee and Lunch House. Good coffee and fresh eggs
a specialty. Cream waffles. 426 Montgomery St. H. H. HJUL, Prop.
Malson Tortoni, French Rotisserie, 111 O'Farrell street. Private dining
rooms and banquet hall. S. Constantini, Proprietor.
Nevada Restaurant, 417 Pine st. Private rooms meals 50o. Lofpy Bros
Poodle Dog Restaurant, S. E. cor. Grant ave. and Bush st. Private
dining and banquet rooms.
Tel. 429.
A. B Blanco & B. Brun.
;

"There are two things the world will probably
remember about Gladstone," says the St. James's Gazette,
"when his oratory and his personality are forgotten.
One is his extraordinary power of concentration upon the
subject in hand,

the other

the fact that he

is

Dr.

takes

thirty- two bites to every mouthful of food."

Tolstoi's

hands are large and rough,

Building, southwest cor. Seventh and Market
Office hours: 9 A. M. to 5 p.m.
Consultation Hours 4 to 5.

streets.

Mr. Swinburne is about to make a new departure,
having put into rhyme the story of Balen in Sir Thomas
Mallory's "Morte d' Arthur, " the source of Tennyson's
"Idyls of the King." He is said to have clung as closely to
the original as Tennyson did, so that the comparison of
their work will be interesting.
like those of a

laborer, and do not look as if they were ever used for
writing.
recent visitor from Vienna found him living

A

and working in a room provided with only the most
necessary furniture and without anything to adorn the
walls.

:

Dr. R. Cutlar, 818 Sutter street.

MEDICAL
Dr. Hall, 14 McAllister St.

.

near Jones.

:

Diseases

of

women and

children.

k:

POSTAGE STAMP DEALERS.
Hawaiian Stamps a specialty. MAKINS & CO 506 Market street.
Selections on approval: any place in world. W. F. GREANY, 827 Brannan

The W.

H. Hollls

Stamp

Co., (Incorporated),

105

O'Farrell St., S. F.

PRINTING AND RUBBER STAMPS.
Koch & Harney, (Jas. H. Harney, Geo. T. Koch), Job Printers, 648 Sacramento St. Fine printing and embossing, seals, rubber stamps, stencils, eto.

t

MERCHANT TAILORS.
&

Neuhaus

The eight European universities which have the
largest number of students are Berlin, Vienna, Madrid.
Naples, Moscow, Budapest, Munich and Athens.
The rare china owned by Queen Victoria is said to
be worth $2,000,000, and forms one of the most complete

DENTISTS.

Thomas L. HIM,
OFFICE: Odd Fellows'

Co., 115 Kearny, up-stalrs.
Suits to order $12 50.
coats, $10. Pants $4 and upwards. Samples by mail.
fl®"A perfect fit guaranteed.

Overt
E

VOCAL CULTURE.
Miss Caroline Shlndler, Soprano. Vocal Culture.

h

Hours,

1

to

3,

2416

Clay

re

i

CANDIES.
•:

CANDIES.— Don't

collections in the world.

leave the city without a uox of

ROBERTS' Best.

According to a musical journal, there are 244,000

women
sale

London learning music.
Sir Arthur Sullivan realized over $50,000 from the
of the "Lost Chord " alone.
England has three-hundred large deer parks, the
in

largest of which

is

Windsor.

ft

J.

W. LundDoro. Dentist,

fl.

336

Telephone

Df.

2275,

POST STREET, Rooms

b

2-3.

(Opposite Union Square
ii

San Francisco.

pague,

f. g.

ft

Dentist.
The Overland Limited,
DAYS TO CHICAGO. \ /2 DAYS TO NEW YORK.
running vestibuled Pullman
Double Drawing-room Sleepers and Dining Cars daiij-. San Francisco to Chicago without change.
Vestibuled bullet smoking and
library cars between Ogden and Chicago.
Upholstered Pullman
Sleepers, San Francisco to Chicago, without change, daily.
Steamship tickets on sale to and from all points in Europe.
For tickets
and sleeping car reservations apply to D. W. Hitchcock, General
Agent, No. 1 Montgomery street, San Francisco.
ONLY

The Union

Z%

Rooms

4

and 5, Academy

of Sciences Building,

819

Market street

x

Pacific is the only line

Jackson's Napa Soda leaves a good taste in the mouth.

;

[}R.

ARTHUR

409V4

Post

St.,

T.

REGEISSBURGER,

San Francisco.

Dentist.

United States Laundry,
Office: 1004

Market

St.,

near Baldwin.

Telephone, South

4-2-0.

TERS, the great Mexican remit gives health and strength to the Sexual Organs. Depot at 323 Market street, San Francisco.
(Send for circular.)
edy

;
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EDITH:— hear that many dressmakers are
DEAR
using their influence against the coming gowns to be
made with panniers — a style we hear considerable of and
I

one among a few of the advance Parisian styles for
autumn. The pannier is really an improvement to at
least two types of women
the extremely slim, straight,
up-and-down women lacking hips, and those overblessed
with them. The first are greatly improved in appearance
by panniers, and the very broad woman can cover this defect with these draperies, modifying the fashion to suit
her own individual requirements. If we wish an example
to predispose in favor of pannier effects, we have only to
study the dainty figures on Dresden china and the Watteau
devices charmingly painted on costly fans, and what
modern mode in gowning shows us anything half so
attractive? Panniers are decidedly more becoming than
the now popular short, hobby, frilly basque bodice, which
looks ridiculously abbreviated on a tall woman, and is disfiguring and absurd on a short, stout one.
Grenadines appear this year in more attractive patterns
and qualities than ever before. Many have their black or
dark grounds strewn with gay Dresden designs; others
are satin barred in rich Jacque red colors, with bits of
bright blossoms woven between the bars. Others, again,
are striped with velvet, watered silk, or empire garlands,
or there are stripes of black satin or velvet, alternating
with pink, old rose or mauve chine stripes. These goods
are very diaphanous as to texture, and are made up over
black satin, black moire or plain gay colored taffeta, to

and

Styles

Novelties

—

Now on
An

Exhibition.

Early

Inspection
See

Cordially

is

papers

dailu

for Special Offerings.

Invited.

suit individual tastes.

Dainty waists are made of dimity woven in Persian
patterns of pink and green and lavender tints beautifully
blendid. The correct stiff collar is white linen for all kinds
of waists, but if this is not becoming to the wearer, a
choker of Dresden ribbon or any pretty shade of silk may
be substituted.
Night dresses and white skirts are the most elaborately
trimmed articles of underwear to-day. The trimmings
are fine Valenciennes, Maltese and Cluny lace. Point de
Paris lace is much used, and torchon is always in order,
only it must be very fine to be fashionable this summer.
Wide collars, either pointed to the waist in front or cape
shape, appear on the edge, or deep sailor shape, appear
on the nightgowns, and yards of lace and insertion are
used to trim them.
Pine lawn is the material, except
when white or colored wash silk is used, and then the
gowns look like wrappers. Bishop sleeves are the favorite shape, but puffed elbow sleeves with a frill of lace
falling below are also popular for summer use.
Gowns
shirred in at the waist line and tied with ribbon are very
pretty, especially in silk, when they are worn for bed-room
breakfast gowns. Chiffonette, which is a thin material
made of raw silk, is very desirable for nightgowns, to be
worn in very warm weather, as it is cooler than any other
material.
Something more than a nightgown and quite as
comfortable is the matinee gown.
It is made of
fine white lawn with a fitted sacque bodice, deep cape,
and wide flounces on the skirt, trimmed generously with
lace insertion, edging, and blue ribbon bows.
Among the useful and pretty materials to be used for
entire waists, insertions,
fronts, etc., are the new

that are

variously

made

sleevepuffs, plastrons, blousepuffings by the yard,

Huguenot

of mousseline

grass-linen, Brussels net, Swiss muslin,
in plain

effects,

and

in

de

soie,

organdie,

linen lawn, chiffon

combination with lace and em-

Belinda.

broidery.

MURPHY

BUILDING, Market and Jones

ERNST

Los Angeles, Cal.

CO..

The Model
American
Caterers.
1206 Sutter

Telephone 2388.

St., S. F.

The Latest Spring and Summer Goods
have arrived.

BRIDGE & CO.

H. S.

MERCHANT TAILORS.
ties In

Many;novelImported Wear. Shirts to order

a Speoialty

622 Market

BEST SUITS ON EARTH
Made

$15

to order

H.

J.
26

Montgomery

.

,

St., (upstairs, opposite Palace Hotel

street,

San Francisco

and upwards.

HAWES,

Room 6.

Formerly in Crocker Building.

J. R.
(w,

SMITH &

haLLi

BUSH
60.,

Will make garments

to

C. A.

HOWLA2JD.

ST., and Room
Mills Building.

7,

Rotunda,

MERCHANT TAILORS

successor).

order at great reduction for cash.
J.

"Seavey's" have an immense stock of hats, flowers, feathers, ribbons, etc., and are selling everything in millinery lower than any
Other house in this city, 13S2 Market street.

First St.,

LUDWIG X

H.

San Francisco.

Sts.,

203 to 207 N Spring St. bet. Temple and

(Established

R.

SMITH, Manager.

1873.)

GEO. M. IiONERGAK.

Imperial PHotoarapHic Studio,
Removal Notice.— Mr.

S. Strozynski,

dresser, has removed to 24
prices. Telephone 5697.

Geary

street,

the leading

ladies' hair

near Kearny.

and 728 MARKET ST. (1st Floor),
Bet Kearny street and Grant ave., S. F.
Lightning plates for taking Children.
724. 726

Popular
Carbon Plates a Specialty.

:
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BANKING.
BANK OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.
Incorporated by Royal Charter,
Capital Paid Up,

1862.

Reserve Fund,

$3,000,000.

$500,000.

Southeast Cob. bush and Sansome Sts.

" There are a

great many incongruities

in

the world,"

"That's so," assented the Major;
remarked the Judge.
"but what particular incongruity were you thinking
about?" " I had in mind the excessive mortality among
the French Immortals." Pittsburg Chronicle-Telegraph.
Magistrate — You're charged with stealing some diamond
Have you anything to say ? Prisoner Well, yer
studs.
worship, the card on which was the studs was marked

—

—

as an invitation an' did collar

"collar studs," so I took it
'em.
London Pun.

—

"Harold, dear, why were you so very noisy this morning?
with shouting. I don't like to be roused
I wish to sleep until I wake naturally."
so.
"Yes, but,
mamma, isn't it natural to wake up when you hear a

HEAD OFFICE

60 Lombard Street, London
Branches— Victoria, Vancouver, New Westminster, Kamloops, Nan

iamo, and Nelson, British Columbia; Portland, Oregon; Seattle and Ta

coma, Washington.
This Bank transacts a General Banking Business. Accounts opened suband Special Deposits received. Commercial Credits granted
available in all parts of the world. Approved Bills discounted and advances made on good collateral security. Draws direct at current rates
upon its Head Office and Branches, and upon its Agents, as follows
New York— Merchants' Bank of Canada; Chicago— First National Bank;
Liverpool— North and South Wales Bank; Scotland— British Linen
Company; Ireland— Bank of Ireland; Mexico— London Bank of Mexico;
South America— London Bank of Mexico and South America; China and
Japan— Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China; Australia and
New Zealand— Bank of Australasia and Commercial Banking Company of
Sydney, Ld Demerara and Trinidad (West Indies)—Colonial Bank.
ject to Check,

;

You waked me

noise

?

"
— Life.
— What's the legal fare,

—

—

"One

my

of

fiance's letters

when you have got

so

many

is
? "

"How

lost."

"Why,

I

do you know,
have kept count

has sent me, and there should be 2,000,000,
but there are 1000 missing." Fliegende Blaetter.
The doctor had presented his bill, and it was large.
"Humph " said Skinflint. "This is a pretty big charge."
" No doubt, " retorted the doctor, "considering the value
of the life I saved
but it goes." Harper's Bazar.
Magistrate
Is the prisoner known, constable?
Constable Yes, he's well known to the police, your worship.

of the ki=ses he

—

!

—

—

Prisoner (savagely) Garn
I ain't on speakin' terms
with none o' yer
London Fun.
Weary Walker Say, were you ever tarred and feathered?
Johnny Restful
Yes, once.
Weary Walker—How
did you feel? Johnny Restful Like a bird.
Harvard
Lampoon.

—
—
—

!

!

—

—

— Has the count asked you

for any money
Mrs. Millyuns— That looks
You don't suppose he's bogus, do you ? Pitts-

Mrs. Millyuns

Mr. Millyuns— No.

yet?

—

strange.
burg Dispatch.

She

BROWN

1

CORRESPONDENTS.

New York— Messrs. Laidiaw & Co.; the Bank of New York, N. B. A.
Boston— Tremont National Bank; London— Messrs. N. M. Rothschild &
Sons; Paris— Messrs. de Rothschild Freres; Virginia City (Nev.)—
Agency of The Bank of California; Chicago— Union National Bank, and
Illinois Trust and Savings Bank; Australia and New Zealand— Bank of
New Zealand China, Japan, and India— Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China; St. Louis— Boatman's Bank.
;

Letters of Credit issued available in all parts of the world.
Draws Direct on New York, Boston, Chicago, St. Louis, Salt Lake
Denver, Kansas City, New Orleans. Portland, Or., Los Angeles, and on
London, Paris, Berlin, Bremen, Hamburg, Frankfort-on-Main, Copenhagen,
Stockholm, Christiania, Melbourne, Sydney. Auckland, Hongkong, Shanghai, Yokohama, Genoa, and all cities in Italy.

—

;

—

SAN FRANCISCO SAVINGS UNION.
Corner California and Webb Streets.
Deposits, Dec.

great deal of my sister
who is in Australia. He She reminds me a great deal of
her first husband, who is Lord knows where. Pick-Me-Up.
" The duke's marriage to the American was a bitter pill
for his family to swallow."
"That is the way with medicine for impoverished blood."
Detroit Tribune.

—

—

— Well, boys, how did the game go to-day
Boys— We
Stranger—What have you got in that
bundle
Boys — The umpire. — Buffalo Times.
Clara— Is he bashful?
Maude— Dreadfully
may
have to urge him to kiss me.
Clara —Aren't you afraid
you will scare him away — Truth.
Mistress — Mary, I don't approve of your entertaining
Stranger

?

lost.

President E. B. POND, Vice-President
Directors— Thomas Magee, G. W. Beaver, Philip Barth, Daniel E. Martin, W. C. B. De Fremery, George C. Boardman, Robert Watt; Lovell
White, Cashier.
Receives Deposits, and Loans only on real estate security. Country
remittances may be sent by Wells, Fargo & Co., or by check of reliable
parties, payable in San Francisco, but the responsibility of this Savings
Bank commences only with the actual receipt of the money. The signature
of the depositor should accompany the first deposit. No charge is made for
fiass-book or entrance fee. Office hours— 9. a. m. to 3 p. m. Saturday evenngs,6:30to8.

your young man in the kitchen.
Mary—Well, mum, he's
too shy to come into the parlor.
Life.
"But you certainly ought to consider the wishes of your

—

parents."
arents."
"
!

"

Why

They

should I?

— Harlem Life.

didn't

Bikes— Her nose turns up awfully.
noes turned four

men down

last week.

marry

to please

Democrat.
Bacon— Those birds filled me with delight. Egbert
Were they on toast or in a cage?— Yonkers Statesman.

—

"

I

tell

" Dear

The

you,

me

!

I

am

in

the habit of saying just what I think."
Indianapolis Journal.

Is that all ? "

—

Vin Pasteur,
greatest nerve tonic— Coca and Noix de Cola.

Drug Company, Alameda,

Prosser

Bew

Cal.

Jackson's Napa Soda Lemonade

is

a luxury.

Use Kichardson & Robbins' canned and

Try

it.

potted meats

$l ,000,000

Successor to Sather & Co., Established 1851, San Francisco.
James K. Wilson President.
Albert Miller, Vice-President
L.

Allen Knight,

Cowgill, Cashier.

I,

Secretary.

Directors— C S. Benedict, E. A. Bruguiere, F. W.Sumner, Albert Mil
Wm. P. Johnson, V. H. Metcalf, James K. Wilson.
Agents: New York— J. P. Morgan & Co. Boston— National Bank of the
Commonwealth. Philadelphia— Drexel & Co. Chicago— Continental National Bank. St. Louis— The Mechanics' Bank. Kansas City— First National Bank. London— Brown, Shipley & Co. Paris— Morgan, Harjes & Co
ler.

LONDON, PARIS AND AMERICAN BANK, LIMITED.
N.

W. Cor. Sansome and Sutter

Subscribed Capital
Reserve Fund

»2,500,000

|

Sts.

Paid UpCapltal

12,000,000

S850.000

Head Office

Old Broad Street, London
AGENTS— New York— Agency of the London, PariB, and American
Bank Limited, No. 10 Wall Street, N. Y. Paris— Messrs. Lazard, Freres
& Cie, 17 Boulevard Poissoniere. Draw direct on the principal olties of the
world. Commercial and Travelers' Credits issued.
SIG. GREENEBATJM 1
Managers.
C. ALTSCHUL
68

„„.„_

J

CROCKER-WOOLWORTH NATIONAL BANK of san francisco.

—

Sikes Well, her
St. Louis Globe-

—

|

CAPITAL

I

?

me

$24,202,327
i 57s 631

ALBERT MILLER,

?

so.

31, 1895

Guarantee Capital and Surplus

THE SATHER BANKING COMPANY.

— Your wife reminds me a

—

.

I

cabby? Cabby The legal
miser's fare is a shillin', the mean man's fare is one-an'three, an' the genelman's fare is one-an'-six.
(Aggressively).
Now, which are you, guv'nor? London Fun.
Fare

BANK OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital
$3,000,000 00
Surplus and Undivided Profits (October 1, 1894).. 3.158,129 70
WILLIAM ALVORD
President CHARLES R. BISHOP. Vice-Pres't
ALLEN M. CLAY
Secretary THOMAS
Cashier
S.Prentiss Smith.... Ass't Cashier 1. F. Moulton
2d Ass't Cashier

for picnics.

Cor. Market, Montgomery, and Post Sts.
Paid-Dp Capital
81,000,000.

WM.

H.

CROCKER

W. E. BROWN
GEO. W. KLINE
Directors— Chas.

President
Vice-President
Cashier
F. Crocker, E. B. Pond, Hy. J. Crocker, Geo. W. Soott

THE ANGLO-CALIFORNIAN BANK, LIMITED.
N. E. Cor. Pine and Sansome Sts.
$6,000,000 Paid Up
$1,500,000
3,000,000 Reserve Fund.
700,000
Head Office— 18 Austin Friars, London, E. C.
Agents at New York— J. & W. Seligman & Co., 21 Broad street.
The Bank transacts a General Banking Business, sells drafts, makes
telegraphic transfers, and Issues letters of credit available throughout the
world. Sends bills for collection, loans money, buys and sells exchange
and bullion.
IGN. STEINHART 1 Mana
Manft „
flrs
8 ers
P. N. LILIBNTHAL /

Capital authorized
Subscribed

I

|
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EDITORIALISMS.
best way
stop leaks
THE
abolish the Supervisors
to

the city funds

in

to

entirely.

NOW that a doctor
some hope
men are opposed
FEW
average
is

local politicians there

intelligent

tin<r

in

is

says you

deadly work on

liis

for the

to
Suffragist herself

It is the

movement

<_ret

Democracy.

Woman
who

way

The old
is

must

Suffrage.
give the

vans

" handle

will

its quietus.

may consider Eugene
LABOR
candidate for the Presidency.

V. Debs a desirable
Respectable people,

however, would prefer to see him on the gallows.
their search for the ideal man, the woman suffragists
INseem
to have overlooked JIayor Sutro and his wonderful whiskers.
Take him for all in all, we shall not look upon his like again, for anything short of a dime.
services
Parsons Brown and Colburn
THE
secured for the Carnival
be held
of

to

Monday next
OKseventy-seventh

Queen Victoria
anniversary

will

celebrate

of her birthday.
will breathe their

shake v the

upside

M0VED._^>
COOPE &
Agents

for

agitating reform in the Assessor's office.
The ways and
the reformer, like those of the Chinee, are, indeed,

St.

o God.
These are excellent suggestions.
The agencies
f the devil have long had a keen appreciation of the adantages of advertising, and the preachers should not hestate to compete with them in the same way.
In the
ourse of time, free lemonade and ice-cream in the churches
aay help to beguile sinners unto salvation and the contribition box.

Marquis Yamagata once sa id that of all the liquids he had ever
asted the Argonaut brand of whiskey was the best. In fact the
larquis considered it to be immeasurably beyond all others and
ecommended it to his officers. The agents for this Coast, E.
£artin & Co., 411 Market street state that the sale of this special
rand grows larger each year.
The Press Clipping Bureau, 510 Montgomery street, S. F. reads all
apers on the Pacific Coast, and supplies dippings on all topics, business
ad personal.

JAMES

Napa Soda.

moved

to

(unaer p»iace Hotel).

Gall

and See Us.

D.

and Joseph D.

Paid-Up Capital,
OFFICERS

81,000,000.

PHELAN, President. S. G. MURPHY,
JOHN A. HOOPER, Vice-President.
I

$300,000.

Vice-President.

D. Phelan, L. P. Drexler, John A. Hooper, C. G.
S. G. Murphy, Frank J. Sullivan, Robert McElroy,

Grant,.

Term and Ordinary Deposits. Loans on approved seGEO. A. STORY, Cashier.
_
Deposits may be sent by postal order, Well, Fargo, & Co., or Exchange
on City Banks. When opening accounts send signature.
Interest paid on

curities.

WELLS FARGO &
N. E. Corner Sansome

CO.'S BANK.
& Sutter Streets.

Cash Capital and Surplus
John J. Valentine
H. Wadsworth

96,250,000

President
Cashier

Homer S.King
F. L. Lipman

I

|

Manager
Assistant Cashier

BRANCHES.
N. Y. City, H. B. Parsons, Cashier. Salt Lake City, J. E. Dooly, Cashier
Directors— John J. Valentine, Benj. P. Cheney, Oliver Eldridge, Henry
E. Huntington, Homer S. King, George E. Gray, John J. McCook, Charles
F, Crocker, Dudley Evans.
|

THE GERMAN SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.
No. 526 California St., S. F.
Reserve Fund
Capital actually paid up in Cash, $1,000,000.
8 715,000
Guaranteed Capital. .$1,200,000
Deposits, Dec. 31, 1895,
$30,727,586 59.
OFFICERS—President, B. A. Becker; Vice-President, Edward Kruse;
Second Vice-President, George H. Eggers; Cashier, A. H. R. Schmidt; Assistant Cashier, Wm. Herrmann; Secretary, George Tourny Assistant
Secretary, A. H. Muller.
Board of Directors— Edward Kruse, George H. Eggers, O. Shoemann,
A. C. Heineken, H. Horstmann, B. A. Becker, H. L. Simon, Ign. Steinhart,
Daniel Meyer. Attorney, W. S. Goodfellow.

222

SECURITY SAVINGS BANK.
Montgomery St.. Mills Building.

INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS. LOANS MADE.
DIRECTORS.

Wm. Alvord
Wm. Babcock
Adam Grant

S. L.

Abbot. Jr.

H. H. Hewlett

O.D.Baldwin

E.J. McCutchen.

W.

J. B.

S»

Jones

Lincoln.

NEVADA WAREHOUSE AND DOCK COMPANY.
WAREHOUSES AND DOCKS
PORT COSTA, California.
Storage Capacity, 100,000 tons. Regular warehouse for San Francisco
Produce Exchange Call Board.
These warehouses are the largest on the Pacific Coast, and are furnished
with the latest improvements for the rapid handling and storing of Grain
A mill attached, supplied with the best and newest machinery for cleaning
foul and smutty wheat.
Money advanced at lowest rates of interest on grain stored in warehouses.
Insurance effect ed at lowest rates in first-class companies, or grain sold,
if

All sensible people drink Jackson's

PIPPY,

Post Street, below Kearny, Mechanics' Institute Building.

Directors— James
Hooker, James Mofflt,

T^vR.

Ministerial Union some points on church matters, he delared his faith in the virtues of advertising.
It would
Day, he said, to insert church advertisements in the amusenent columns of the papers.
He also advocated popular
nusic in the churches as a means of drawing the unsaved

ii«i

Paul Masson Champagne. Ben Lomond Mountain

Guaranteed Capital,

ipeculiar.

"T^HE Reverend Dr. Pattison, of Chicago, is a preacher
1 of the "progressive type. " In giving our Presbyterian

is

MUTUAL SAVINGS BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO.
33

iwiles of

T. J. Barnardo, who may properly be called "the
father of London's waifs," seeing that he has some five
thousand little ones under his care, is making an earnest
appeal for more funds to help him carry out his charitable
work. Besides Englishmen, there are many Americans in
this city who will remember this institution in their past
visits to London, and who will doubtless be willing to help it
along to the best of their ability.
Address, 18 to 26 Stepley Causeway, London, E.

there

BANKING.

ANDY

\J

all.

il

Sediment.

"Wines and Brandies, have

623 Market

Clunie, who is said to have experienced a strange
tickling in his palms of late, wished to draw attention
from the fact that he was on the delinquent tax list by

the newspapers have to inform us that the man was a
deserter and a fraud. It might be well in future to remember that an aristocrat, however poor, will always prefer to remain in his own country, and that when he leaves
it there is sure to be some good reason for his doing so.
We are too much given to hero and title worship in California, and the sooner a halt is called to it the better.

down

"Wines, Schramsberger "Wines, Vino del Rey Sweet Wines and
Brandies, California Olives, also selected brands of Imported

whole world over, men and women
good
wishes and prayers for the lady whose virtue, kindliness
iand wisdom entitle her to the love and respect of all.

AFTER deluging us with accounts of Blanther's nobility,

it

Because

Why

the

The

Turn

drink

spectacle of these two creatures yoked together, with a
good stout partition between them, would beat anything
Chinatown could ever produce.

THE

and don't

bottle."

The

indications are that the next Mechanics' Fair will
be unusually attractive and complete. Although the
exposition is yet a long way off, many applications for
space have been received. These are gratifying signs of
a healthful activity in trade and manufacturing.

for

and

should be

in this city.

you can

with care,

desired, at current rates.

OFFICE—302 Sansome St., over the Anglo-California Bank.

—

—

!

;

:
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SHIPPING AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS
and Marine Insurance Agents,

Fire

309 and 311 Sansome

IT

MIGHT HAVE BEEN.— london
k

H, well-a-day the years are sped,
Nor youth, nor hope, nor love remain,
!

T.

....

St.

public opinion.

San Francisco, Cal

CORRESPONDENTS
FINDLAY, DURHAM & BRODIE
SIMPSON, MACKIRDY & CO

43

and

Threadneedle St., London
South Castle St., Liverpool

46

29

And

opportunity has fled
will occur again.
The saddest of all thoughts, 1 ween—
It might have been, it might have been!

That never

When

FIRE, MARINE,

youthful passion fired the blood
With high ambition's bright desire,
seized not fortune at the Hood,

I

And

tended not the sacred

INSURANCE.
AND INLAND INSURANCE.

Fireman's Fund

fire

Nor made an

What now

effort to retain
I'd give the world to gain.

INSURANCE COMPANY, OF SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Oh, present joys, how passing sweet
Oh, pleasure's cup, so rich and rare!
When time speeds by on flying feet,
How fell, how dangerous ye are
For we are prone to drink too deep,
And lull our hearts and minds to sleep.
!

Capital, $1,000,000.

Assets, $3,000,000.

1

For youth is short and quickly sped,
Ambition is a tender flower,

PALATINE
INSURANCE COMPANY

And happiness, once lost, is dead,
And love may perish in an hour.
But long the retrospect, I ween
might have been, it might have been

CHAS.

It

REST.— FATHER

I desire,

what

I

'Tis

are tired,

have long desired-

— only rest.

'Tis

have prayed, but vain has been
For rest— sweet rest.
to plant in spring

my

'Tis

hard to

till

JAMES
prayer,

O'er fruitless

And
And

And

rest.

was wound across the desert years,

And

I

am

restless still; 'twill

!

11,000,000
3,192,001 .69
1,506,409 41
.

ROBERT DICKSON, Manager

BOYD & DICKSON,

S. F.

501

Montgomery

Agents, 501 Montgomery

AACHEN AND MUNICH FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
OF AIX LA CHAPELLE, GERMANY.
Established
UNITED STATE

April

is

St.

St.

1826

Total Assets, 16,854,653 65

EPARTME.'NT: 204 Sansome St., S. F.
VOSS, CONRAD & CO., General Managers.

soon be o'er,
Established 17®.

PHOENIX ASSURANCE CO. OF LONDON

I shall rest.

APRIL.— MARY

Oh

«

INSURANCE CO. OF HARTFORD.

Capital. 12,250,00.

For down the west
sun is setting, and I see the shore

Where

5,022,018

412 California St., S. F.

Assets
Surplus to Policy Holders

cares infest

path, and through the flowing of hot tears
I pine for rest.

Life's

MITCHEL, IN N.

Y.

LEDGER.

PROVIDENCE-WASHINGTON NSURANCE CO. incorporated
BUTLER & HALDAN, General Agents,

itm

413 California St., S. F.

a dainty dame,

''M

She wears the sweetest dresses!

Her eyes

are like the still blue flame,
And sun gold are her tresses.
Her wee, wee feet are soft and fleet,
Her form one barely guesses.
Oh April is a dainty dame,
And wears the softest dresses!

He

BRITISH

AND FOREIGN MARINE INSURANCE

April is a dainty dame,
Of all the year-child faces,
Hers never stays an hour the same,
She has so many graces
Her smile or sigh, it is so shy,
Half hidden in budding mazes,
For April is a dainty dame.
And wears the finest laces.

CO.,

LIMITED,

OF LIVERPOOL.
Capital

16,700,000

BALFOUR, GUTHRIE &

!

Oh

(3

J3,000,000

FIRE

field.

I

My way

America

Up

weep

cry a weak and human cry,
So heart-oppressed;
so I sigh a weak and human sigh,
so

For rest— for

My

to

North

of

BAILEY, General Agent,

D.

CONNECTICUT
Capital Paid

and never reap

'tis tilled

Gompanu

1793.

Paid-up Capital
Surplus to Policy Holders

The autumn

yield;
and" when

439 California St., S. F.

OP PHILADELPHIA, PENN.

to bear,

I

hard

Founded A. D.

Insurance

hard to toil when toil is almost vain,
In barren ways;
hard to sow and never garner grain
In harvest days.

The burden of my days is hard
But God knows best;

And

LATON, Manager.

A.

RESOURCES

$9,000,000.00

RYAN.

Rest
'Tis

OVER

Fire Insurance.

My feet are weary and my hands
My soul oppressed
And

OF MANCHESTER, ENGLAND.

(Limited),

SOLID SECURITY.

CO., Agents.

No. 316 California

St.,

S

F

I

The Banjo.
Ashton P. Stevens.
STUDIO:

26

Montgomery

street,

Room 8. Pupils prepared for Stage,
Concert, or Drawing Room. A Special
Class for
teaohers who wish to perfect themselves in the Banjo's harmony and tecbnlo

May
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A

IV BIGELOW, who expired
HENRY
Hospital last Tuesday after a

at St. Luke's
lingering sickness, had
at one time the best opportunity of becoming one of the
leading newspapermen of the Pacific Coast. That he did
not achieve this distinction was only due to the fact that it
was his nature to help others before helping himself. Had
he been of a less genial disposition, less prone to linger by
the wayside in the enjoyment of the moment's pleasures, less
willing to listen to the sorrow of every unfortunate who
might be in need, and less willing to give his last nickel towards alleviating the distress of others, he would have been
a success. He understood too well the hardships of life and
preferred to dodge the blows by the easiest method and
help others to do the same.
For many years and up to
the time of his death, he had been a favorite member of
the News Letter's staff, and his contributions, many of
which were signed, were much appreciated for their
delicacy of touch, clever portraiture and unoffending
satire.
He had travelled the world over and, at one time
or another, had been empkryed on the leading journals of
America and Great Britain. His memory was remarkable, his stock of anecdotes and personal reminiscences
absolutely inexhaustible and his style of relating them
Amongst high and
deliciously simple and comprehensive.
low, the men in broadcloth and the men in rags, he
counted his friends, and those who will miss him will be
many. In certain respects he resembled the late Robert
Louis Stevenson, possessing his childlike simplicity of
character and geniality of disposition combined with an
old man's; knowledge of the sad ways of the world.
If
there be a heaven, it will be peopled with just such as he
—men in whose wearied hearts dwelt Pity and Charity;
whose hands were ever ready to clasp those of an unfortunate on the road, and whose lips were ever kind. And if
there be no heaven, and the quiet grave is the little lodging place wherein we may rest eternally after the long
and fruitless battle, he will not be forgotten. For he will
still live in the hearts of many men.

:

:

would be impossible to say too much for the new
ITbicycle track at Central Park. Wheelmen from all
over the State who have visited it have pronounced it to
be without an equal anywhere. The management is all
that can be desired, minute attention being given to the
The races held here last Saturday came
smallest details.
off very successfully and those to be held to-day will
San Francisco should be proud
doubtless be as fortunate.
of possessing so perfect a track and should help the
managers along by patronizing it whenever possible.

NUMBER of

VIEW OF THE

FINE

SMC-ST

desirable eight-room residence, handsomely
furnished, and with all modern improvements, is for
rent by Baldwin & Hammond, 10 Montgomery street. The
house is surrounded by a lovely garden, and the location is
choice in every respect.

would be a great convenience to bicyclists and others
take their early morning ride through the Park, if
the Japanese tea garden there were opened at an early
hour, say at 7 a. m.
At present there is no place where
refreshments of any kind can be obtained, and we feel sure
that the patrouage would be sufficient to amply repay the
proprietors for any extra trouble they might be put to.

ITwho

a possibility that
THERE
the Russian coronation

the coming festivities of

is

may

be attended with disaster

to the personage chiefly interested.
The grave can properly be called the Russian monarch's only resting place.

Commencement Exercises
the
THE
held
Trinity Presbyterian Church

Thursday were
most charming. The recitations and musical numbers were
ably rendered, and the attendance was fashionable and
last

large.

Downieville Mountain
THE
est Republican journals

Messenger

is one of the oldthe State, being forty-two
years old.
It has lately started upon its forty-third
volume and has our best wishes for future success.

in

Tuolumne Independent
THE
and business management

now under

is

formerly of the Call staff.
cerest wishes for success.

you

wish
IFdie, make

the lawyers to get your property
a will in favor of your heirs.

The only place for a lady to get a good luncheon when through
with her shopping is at Swain's Bakery, 213 Sutter street. English
muffins a specialty. Mr. Swain furnishes dinners at many of our
His pastries
largest functions, and cannot be excelled as a caterer.
and confectionaries equal those of the most celebrated establishments in Paris, and rind especial favor with the fair sex.
For Coughs, Asthma and Throat Disorders,
chial Troches "

Sold only in boxes.

Jackson's Napa Soda

is

second bench show
the Alameda County SportsTHE
Oakland, has
men's Association, at the Tabernacle
of

in

of the

satisfaction

to

fanciers

and

visitors alike.

dogs exhibited were past prize winners and
well merited the praise bestowed upon them.
The attendance was large and the outlook for future shows is bright
in the extreme.

A Sovereign Remedy—Dr.
cough.
814

It

Kearny

never

tails.

use " Brown's Bron-

Avoid imitations.

a gentb; aperient.

WALTER BAKER &

Parker's Cough Cure. One dose will stop a
Try it. Price 35c. George Dahlbender & Co.,
'

Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup"

tor

your

MLa

Breakfast Cocoa;

^^^' "^^

It

bears their

Trade Mark
"

La Belle

Chocolatiere''

oa every

11
IP

r^

vk
JH

':

can.

Kg
«^

Absolutely
Pure.

No Chemicals.

W^S-

^S^SSiiSi^i

BEWARE OF
IMITATIONS,

Always ask for

Walter Baker

&

Co.'s

Breakfast Coooa,
Made

at

DORCHESTER, MASS.

street.

Mothers, be sure and use
children while teething

CO.,

Established Dorchester, Mass., 1780.

,

Many

when you

.

inst. one of the most interesting auctions
held in this city will be conducted by Shainwald,
Buck bee & Co. when the property of the San Francisco
Pioneer Woolen Factory will await the fall of the hammer.
This property is one of the most desirable in the city, and
in the hands of some energetic capitalist with an eye to
business could be made to bring in handsome returns.

much

the editorial

Mr. G. A. Helmore,
The new editor has our sinof

[SNS©^t&ses&se^ii^si&s&sm

the 27th
ONever

given

Irving Institute

of

in

prominent people who wish to spend

ft an enjoyable time on a short pleasure trip join the
Hopkins' Stockton excursion parties, which leave this city
every Saturday evening. The trip by moonlight is most
omantic, and Mr. Hopkins sees that no excursionist ever
wants for anything.
The most interesting features of
Stockton are taken in, and San Francisco is reached again
on Monday morning in good time for business.

t

BAY.

^

'

-:
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whom

Mr.

Schwerin

still lingers in town, and, while here, it follows that it must amuse itself, which it does in various
ways, though luncheons and dinners are apparently the
most in favor. Among those of recent date were the dinners given by Mrs. Huntington, Mrs. Willis, Mrs. Crocker,
and Mrs. Hager; and the luncheons at which Mrs. Darling,
Mrs. Henry Coffin, and Mrs. Montford Wiison have presided, to which may be added the stag breakfast, given at
the University Club by Warren Olney, on Friday last,
Among other gatherwhich was a very elaborate affair.
ings, not quite of a gastronomic character, were the musicale at Mrs. Goewey's on Friday evening, at which Herr
Anton Schott was the honored guest of the evening; and the
dance given by the Misses Stern, on Monday evening, in
their pretty floral-adorned rooms on Van Ness avenue,
supper in both instances being served about midnight.
The Baldwin has been the scene of innumerable theatre
parties, followed by suppers, this week, with the prospect
of that most pleasant little form of entertaining one's
friends continuing during the entire engagement of the
Daly Company. Those on Monday evening were both numerous and large, and the suppers which were given by
Mrs. Hager and Mrs. Harvey would have done credit to a

ball.

The first ladies' reception, at the University Club last
Saturday afternoon and evening, was a very pleasant affair, its very informality making it the more enjoyable,
and all who could in any way gain admittance to the pretty
rooms were present. There was music and refreshments,
chit-chat, and a pleasant time for all, and the next annual
reception will be one of the events of the year to look forward to. Another of last Saturday's successes was the garden party in Oakland, given at the residence of Mrs. Webb
Howard, in aid of the North Oakland Kindergarten. Miss
Maud Howard, who was the "head and front of the affair,"
was ably assisted by the lady patrons of the school,
and a most delightful affair it proved to be, and very
largely attended.
On Thursday next Mrs. Rivers gives a
garden party and tea, at her handsome home on Haves
street, for the benefit of the new church building of the
Sweet charity being on the tapis
Sacred Heart parish.
at present, Golden Gate Hall will, no doubt, hold a good
audience next Thursday evening, when that favorite organization, the Saturday Morning Orchestra, will give a concert in aid of that popular charity, the Little Jim Ward of
the Children's Hospital,
vocalist of the occasion.

when Mrs.

O. P.

Evans

will

be the

Of course the sensation of the week has been the announcement by Miss Ella Hobart of her engagement to
Charley Baldwin, being almost totally unexpected, at least
by the majority of ber friends. There are too few charming people in San Francisco society already, and the
chances of losing even one of them is always regarded with
positive dread; so that a great source of congratulation to
Miss Hobart's friends is the fact that she has made choice
of a Californian for her fn/it>; and thereby the probability
of keeping her hereabouts is looked upon as a certainty,
whereas, had she wedded one from the East or Europe, the
reverse might have been feared.
Among other recently
announced engagements is that of Miss Jennie Wheaton, of
Oakland, and Dr. B. N. Childs.

The Drinkhouse-Rossi wedding will be celebrated on
Wednesday evening next; and Tuesday, June 2nd, and
Grace Church are the time and place named for the marriage of Miss Emma Huntsman and W. G. Dutton.

Summer society weddings are rather exceptional in San
Francisco, and therefore the summer of '96 will be one to
date from, as among those already certain to take place
during the next few weeks are the nuptials of Miss Ella
Hobart and Charles Baldwin; Miss Belle McKenna and
Peter Martin; Miss

Emma

Butler and Lieutenant Lopez

is

to

be

best man.

23, 1896.
It

is,

there-

but few will make any of the
their permanent headquarters this year,
as the coming weddings will necessitate the being in town
San Rafael appears to
of those who rank as fashionables.
be coming to the front as a locale for society weddings,
the Hobart-Williams, Ely-Koenig, and Dean-Winston
nuptials all having been solemnized there within the last two
weeks; and now preparations are being made for the wedding of Miss Alice Gerstle and J. B. Levinson, which is
take place at the Gerstle's San Rafael villa next mont

more than
summer resorts

fore,

SOCIETY

May

likely that

Miss Jennie Catherwood has returned from her Southern
and is with her mother, Mrs. Darling, at the Presidio, where she gave a pink tea last week, nearly all her
guests being of the military persuasion.

,

visit,

Miss Claire Ralston is also once more at home after a
long visit East, and was the guest of honor at a luncheon
given by Miss Amy McKee, in Oakland, as a welcome

home to this most charming young lady.
The tea which Mrs. George Howard was

__

ifc
1

I

to have given
to-day has, greatly to the regret of her friends, been given
up, owing to the recent family affliction.
Mrs. Stafford,
who was such a favorite in San Francisco young society
Miss Nellie Gibbs some years ago, has been on a visit to
her mother, Mrs. C. V. S. Gibbs, and will remain somei
time longer at her old home.
'j

1

s

I

Our belles
their button

have not only been deprived of a number of
beaux already by their departure to Yosemite
and Sequoia Park, but the probabilities are that many of
those who have been so popular in our society for seasons
past will soon be but a memory merely, that is, should
there be a change in quarters of the First Infantry, as at
present talked of. One thing is sure, however, and that
is that Lieutenant Smedburg will not only be absent in
camp all summer, but early in the autumn goes East,
where he has been ordered to report at West Point in
August, and hence many lamentations are heard among
the fair sex. The presence in the harbor of so many of
Uncle Sam's war ships has been much appreciated,
and the boys in blue have been very welcome guests
ashore.

jk.

nl

11

;:

;

>

lllbi

|

Ml,

Those who have country homes are commencing to seek
them in spite of the backwardness of the season. The
Eyres are again in residence at Menlo Park, the Parrott
family at their several cottages at San Mateo; the R. D.
Fry's have gone to their Napa ranch, and the Henry
Crockers to their villa at Cloverdale. Mrs. A. B. Butler
has decided upon Berkeiev as her summer quarters.

The Eastern and European hegira continues, and this
week we have lost Miss Julia Crocker, who accompanied
her sister, Mrs. Fred Greene, abroad; and Mrs. Phil
Lilientbal, who will, however, not go beyond New York,
where she will vibit the Seligmans this summer. Mrs.
McLane Martin will soon be on the wing to Paris, where
she purposes remaining several months. The Keeneys and
Blakemans will desert Santa Cruz this summer in favor of
resorts further down the coast, first Santa Monica and

:ij

;

!'

!; '

- ""
1

,|

hi;

then Coronado, between which places the summer months
will be spent. Del Monte has been selected by Mr. and Mrs.
Jerome, Miss Marie Lane, and Miss Jennie Catherwood
among others as their summer locale.

The Graduating Exercises

of the pupils of

Miss Lake's

school, held at the Y. M. C. A. Auditorium last night, were
most satisfactory.
very large and fashionable audience
listened to the proceedings with much interest.

A

who went

to Central America a year
a reputation for herself in Guatemala.
She is a plucky woman, and her many friends will
be glad to hear of her success.

Dr. Luella Cool,

ago, has

made

quite

A

reception was given to Miss Clara McChesney last
of the Sketch Club at their
quarters on Montgomery street.

Thursday by the members

The Del Monte

is rapidly filling up with society folks. In
seems to be the favorite resort this season, and one
scarcely wonders at it.
Mrs. Chas. E. Trevathan will leave for New York on the
1st of June to join her husband, and will make that city
her future home.

fact, it

i!!„

:

May
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WHAT OTHERS

^ HEN the people

23

May number the Santa Clara
THE
as bright and breezy as ever.
the

SAY.

of

is

that fully one

reflect

half of the capital now invested in our mines comes
us through the suspension of silver mining, they may
h that there is such a thing as carrying sympathy for
While we believe that the free
;hers a little too far.
Inage of silver would be better for the country as a
hole, we know that it is much better for this country to
ive it restricted.
We have not lost any silver mines,
It is
at we have found a heap of gold bearing ledges.
dfish to reap the benefits of others' misfortune, but it is
jman nature to be selfish. Calaveras Prospect.
A careful study of Senator Tillman's oratorical
Forts creates the suspicion that if there had never been
Sam Jones in religion there never would have been a
enator Tillman in politics. Tillman is very much Sam
with a great deal of water. St. Louis
>nes and water
1

—

—

—

lobe Democrat.

Declarations in favor of international bimetallism
the expression of a wish that is genbut practically speaking, they mean
)thing, because international bimetallism under present
editions is simply an iridescent dream. Colusa Herald.
Some one has evolved the theory that as the jackass
;ems to be the apotheosis of foolishness he must have
jen the first animal to learn to work.
Maybe.
It
>unds plausible.— Los Angeles Herald.
" Mines will not be taken in exchange for meals or
dging in this hotel," is a familiar notice at Cripple
reek.
Bodie Mining Index.
Tillman is rapidly pitchforking himself back into
jat obscurity from which he recently emerged.
San
re all very well as
•ally entertained;

live

in

The Record
his neck,

is probably unaware that the string is around
and that he will shortly be suspended by it.

VIEW

FINEST

FOR
Green

THE

IN

CITY.

SALE.— Eight room house and lot, 45x120 feet.

—

Just imported.
banquet lamps at

A
S.

Jackson's Napa Soda

Cooper &
'

kills

malaria.

Co., Art Stationers and Heraldic Engravers, 746

BUILT LIKE A WATCH

When
Buy

'96

ten miles from home.
Don't lean to "fads";
they are not substantial.
THE STERLING has
been on the market five
years
We guarantee it
and also
for one year,

STERLING ROADSTER.

"BUILT
Address

\

!

LIKE

AWATChH

STERLING CYCLE WORKS. 314 Post St., S. F., Cal.
Wm. V. Bryan, Manager Pacific Coast Branch.

PHOTO MOUNT and
6flRD M'PG CO.,

-.-

©©©xxasgrxx

•

in

Card Board,

Manufacturers of

of

all

Cards

Mounts,

Photo

W. Gor. Glau and Sansome Sts.

Descriptions,

Embossing, Ragged

is at last completed
opened to-day for the inspection of visitors,

on Monday for the transaction of business.
San
rancisco is rich in imposing buildings but not one of them
in compare with this enormous pile, a World's Fair in it:lf, where everything will be on sale, from a paper of pins
the latest and most complicated electrical machinery,
ae illuminations in the building are alone worthy an
spection, everything is up-to-date and nearly every
10m is already taken. The great business venture
ill
be watched with interest, as its success will be an
ducement to other people to invest much money in like
mcerns with us.

:

Dealers

Emporium on Market Street
to be

a Wheel

and you will buy the

N.

is

you

guarantee our tires for the same period. Replacements made at our
office in San Francisco. The STERLING costs $?00. If you want to
know more about it, send for our art catalogue, mailed free to any address,

A

and

St.

Buy one with a reputation—one that won't
break down when you're

endome

^HE

Market

"

folk

new feature in life at the
a veritable Paradise.
is that every night during the season music is
iayed by a first-class orchestra, specially engaged for
purpose. The management thinks that with all this
jests should certainly be able to enjoy themselves, and we
ost heartily concur.
Another attraction to guests is the
ct that the genial Dan Murphy, who has been clerk at
le hotel for so many years, still fills this responsible posion.
So many former guests have been made comfortable
I his attentions, that this fact in itself is aninducement to
;hers to make the Vendome the hotel of their choice.

and

fine selection of baccarat globes for piano
G. Gump's, 113 Geary St.

&

—

itel is

1016

between Jones and Leavenworth.
At
a bargain $2,500 cash, balance on mortgage.
Address
owner, 606 Merchant street.
street,

Mercury.

have been flocking down to the
is said to have been unprecedented in
Word comes to us
le history of this charming resort.
lat the entire institution has been renovated from the
ip of the tallest turret reaching into the dreamy blue sky
awn to the very basement. There are very few rooms
leant, and those already taken are occupied by some of
le leaders in the San Francisco haute monde.
The beautiweather of the last few weeks has helped to bring
>rth flowers innumerable, and the neighborhood of the

is

this

in

Stockton Record, as
a journal as any
the
THE
State, states that there are no strings on McKinley.

—

way society
rHE
Hotel Vendome

women

State who waste their energies howling for the suffrage
had only one-half the brains Carrie Stevens-Walter possesses, we should be more inclined to graut them political equality.
In the meantime they had better read the
Santa Clara and acquire knowledge from one who combines
wisdom with true womanliness.

—

ose

and

to hand,

If

of Calaveras

id

J

ARTISTIC

-

Edging,

^

Etc.

Souvenirs, Programmes,

Menus, Labels, and

Show

1

9(9(9

HARTWELL, MITCHELL

&.

•

Cards, Etc.
•

•

•

.-..CXXSSHHXiSQS!

WILLIS,
Successors to

Dodge Bros.,

Cards and Wedding Invitations.
Fine Stationery.
Finely Engraved.

Visiting

"Seavey's"
arumoth Sale of Millinery is worth your while
3ck and prices. 1382 Market street.

to attend. See their

The Old Store,

225 Post

St., near Stockto n.

The modern oxygen cure
10'00's of "cigar ribbons" in endless varieties at

oree, 400

Montgomery

Gerona Cigar

street.

Watson

Sunburn and Freckles removed by "Cream of Orange Blossoms.'
rs, 60c.
Pacific Perfumery Co., San Francisco.

Pacific Coast

Drink Jackson's Napa Soda before

Send

134

breakfast.

for

disease.

&

Co.

Agents

MARKET

lor circulars.

ST.

A

—

.
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SOUTHERN

Trains Leave and are Due

Hemu9tnot walk

to Arrive at

From

Mini

:,'.

18S«.

I

Arrive

I

A Niles. San Jose, an* way stations 8:to A
:4o p
7 :U0 A Atlantic Express, Ogden and East 8
7:00 a Beniola, Vacaville. Rumsey, Sacramento, and Redding, via Davis 6:45 p
7:00 A Martinez. San Ramon, Napa, Cal6:15P
istoga, and Santa Rosa
8:30 a Niles, San Jose, Stockton, lone,
Red
Marysville,
Sacramento,
4 :15 P
Bluff, Sundays excepted Oroville
*7:15P
•8:30 A Peters and Milton
Fresno,
Express,
Angeles
9:0OA Los
Santa Barbara and Los Angeles. 4:45 P
10 15 A
9 :00 A Martinez and Stockton
*6:00

:

6:15p
9:00A Vallejo
8 :45 A
1 :00 P Niles San Jose and Livermore ...
*9 :00 p
«1 :00 p Sacramento River steamers
tl:30P PortOosta and Way Stations.... fT:45P
4:00 p Martinez, San Ramon, Vallejo,
Napa, Oallstoga, El Verano and
9 :15 A
Santa Rosa
4:00P Benicia, Vacaville, Woodland,
Knight's Landing, Marysville,

rounds

his

fear his

for

Should he

upon

call

Doctor's bill;"

he

them

visits

frequently

less

and Sacramento

Oroville,

10:45

a

7:15p
11:45

a

.

t7:45p
J7:00P Vallejo
Sacramento,
Express,
7 :00 P Oregon
Marysville, Redding, Portland,
10:45 A
P uget Sound and East

Santa Crdz Division (Narrow Gauge).
a SantaCruz Excursion, Santa Cruz
and principal way stations
8:15A Newark, Centerville, San Jose,
Felton, HoulderOreek, SantaCruz
and way stations
*2:15p Newark, Centerville, San Jose,

J.8:05P

5 :50 P

9:50A

streets).

way stations (New
*1:45p
Almaden Wednesdays only
Sunday Excursion for San Jose.

*6:45a SanJose and
J7 :30a

and

Santa Cruz. Pacific Grove
Principal

8 :15A

Way

Stations

t8 :35

San Jose, Tres Pinos, Santa Cruz,
Pacific Grove, Paso Robles, San
Luis Obispo, Guadalupe and principal way stations

A Palo Alto and

Way

Stations

A SanJose and way stations
11 :45 A Palo Alto and way stations
•2:30 p San Jose, Gllroy, Tres Pinos,
10:40

*3 :30

p

7 :05 p
tl :45 p

5:00 p
3 :30

p

Santa Cruz, Salinas, Monterey,
*10:40
Pacific Grove
p San Jose and principal way sta-

9:47 a
tions
*8 :06 a
p San Jose and Way Stations
*8 :48 A
p San Jose and way stations
6 :35 A
p San Jose and way stations
t7:45P
111:45P San Jose and way stations
SAN LEANDRO AND" HAYWARDS LOCAL.

*4 :30
5 :30
6 :30

7:15

Al
A
9:00 A
10:00 A

t»6:00
8:00

ill .00

3:00
3:00
4:00
5:00
5:30
7:00
8:00
9:00

P
p
P
P
p
P

P
P

H:45 P
4:45 p
5:45 p

Haywards.
i

Runs through

t

From Niles

A

/9:4S A
10:45 A
11:45 A
12:45 P

Melrose,
Seminary Park,
Fitchburg,
San Leandro,
and *

A

to Niles.

tt!l:U p

6:15 p
7:45 P
8:45 P
0:45 p
10:50 P
L ft 12:00 p

CREEK ROUTE FERRY.
From San Francisco— Foot
(Slip

of

Market street

7:15,9:00, and 11:00 A. M., J1:00, *2:00, J3:00,
*4 :00, J5 :00
*6:00, 8:00,

*6 :00 P. M.
of Broadway.
10:00 A. M.; 112:00, *1:00, J2:00,

3:00,14:00 5:00 P.M.
for

ft

to be,
And folks will think

Morning.
excepted.

philanthropy;
When we hear about him boasting of the
guineas that he earns,
We wonder if they all appear in his income
tax returns.

About

his

own

afflictions

he must nevensay

a word;
The notion of a doctor being

so absurd
he's

ill is

laid

upon the

shelf,
:

"Physician,

heal thyself."

THE NEW LULLABY.-tww

roptcs.

Hushaby, babykin, hushaby, dear,
Mamma is absent, but papa is here;
Mamma is busy downtown in the shop,
Working for baby, and working for pop.
Pull at your bottle a counterfeit boon—
But ma will be home with the genuine soon.
Close for daddy each pretty blue eye;
Hushaby, babykin, hush-a-by.;

—

Hushaby, babykin. hushaby dear;
Ma— and her appetite— soon will be here;
Pa has a custard and omelet to make,
The chicken to draw, the biscuits to bake
If they be tardy, she'll quarrel with me,
And maybe go off on a terrible spree.
So close for daddy each pretty blue eye;
Hushaby, babykin, hush-a-by.
Reciprocity.— "Hubby, dear, I can't wait
to tell what I am going to buy you!"
"Darling wife, what is it? " "Well, I'm going to get you a silver card tray, a bronze
Hercules for the mantelpiece and a new
Persian rug to put in front of my dressing
table.
What are you going to do forme,
Tootsy ? " " I've been thinking, Jane, and
have about concluded to get you a new
shaving brush."— Boston Post.

KflHN
Agents

W.

for Atternoon.

fSaturdays only.

tSundays only.
Monday, Thursday, and Saturday nights only

The Pacific Transfer Company will call for
and check baggage from hotels and residences.
Enquire of Ticket Agents for Time Cards and
other information.

SAN RAFAEL TO SAN FRANCISCO.

WEEK DAYS—6:15,
3 :40, 5 :10

and

Hamburg American

SAMOA,

AUSTRALIA.

f\
!
\J

Line

DAYS TO

HONOLULU

§**.

S.S.

AUSTRALIA.

S. S. "Australia, for Honolulu only, Saturday,
May 38, at HI a m.
S. S. "Mooowai." sails via Honolulu and Auckland, for Sydney. Thursday,
28th, at 2 p u.
Line to Ooolgardle, Australia, and Capetown,

May

South Africa.

J.

D SPRECKELS &BROS.

Agents, 114 Montgomery St.
I-XarketSt., San Francisco

Freight

7:50, 9:10, 11:10

AM;

Saturdays— Extra trips

p M.

12:45,
1 :55

at

6:35 p m.
9:35, 11:10

AM;

1:40,3:40,5:00,

6:25 P M.

Between San Francisco and Schuetzen Park,
same schedule as above.

Leave

S. F.

In Effect
April 2, 1891

|

I

Say?

Arrive

]

in S. P.

g^ek

Sundays.^^^ Sundays,

iam 7:30am
30am

Novato,
Petaluma,
Santa Rosa.

5:!0pm 5:00pm

am
pm
pm

10:40
6 -05

7:30

8:40 AM

10:10AM

6:15pm

Fulton,

Windsor,
Healdsburg,
Geyserville,
Cloverdale.

6:15PM

Pieta, Hop-

10:
6:

I

lland, Ukiah.l

Dam
ami 7:30am
5:10pm| 5:00pm
? :30a Ml 7:30AM
3:30 pm| 5:00pm

10

10am
15PM
!0am

7:30pm
6:15PM
Sonoma,
10:40am 8:40 AM
Glen Ellen. 6:05pm 6:15pm

Guernevtlle

7:30

I

Sebastopol. 110:40am
I

6:05

pm

10.10AM

6:15PM

Stages connect at Santa Rosa for Mark West
Springs; at Geyserville for Skaggs' Springs: at
Cloverdale for the Geysers; at Pieta for Highland Springs, Kelseyville, Soda Bay and Lakeport; at Hopland for Lakeport and Harriett
Springs; at Ukiah, for Vichy Springs, Saratoga
Springs. Blue Lakes, Laurel Del Lake, Upper
Lake, Porno, Potter Valley, John Day's, Lierley's. Gravelly Valley, Booneville, Greenwood,
Orr's Hot Springs. Mendocino City, Port Bragg,
Westport. Usal, Willitts, Canto, Covelo, Laytonville. Harris. Scotia, and Eureka.
Saturday-to-Monday Round Trip Tickets at reduced rates.
On Sundays, Round Trip Tickets to all points
beyond San Rafael at half rates.

TICKET OFFICE—650 Market

St.,

Chronicle

Building.

H.

WHITING,

C.

R. X. RYAN,
Gen. Passenger Agent.

Gen. Manager.

PACIFIC COAST

STEAMSHIP

CO.

Dispatch steamers from San Francisco
ports in Alaska, 9 a.m.. May 14, 29; June 3,

for
13,

18, 38.

and Puget Sound ports, May 4, 9,
and every 5th day thereafter.
14, 19,
For Eureka (Humboldt Bay), Steamer "PomFor B.

C.
24, 29

ona," at 2 p.m. May 1, 5, 9, 13,
every fourth day thereafter.

17,

For Newport, Los Angeles and

and

21, 25, 29,

all

way

portsi

at 9 a. m. May 3. 7, 11, 15, 19, 23, 27, 31 and every
fourth day thereafter.
For San Diego, stopping only at Port Harford
Santa Barbara, Port Los Angeles, Redondo, (Los
;

i

Angeles) and Newport, May 1,5,9, 13 17, 21, SB, ft
and every fourth day thereafter, at 11 a. m.
For Ensenada, San Jose del Cabo, Mazatlan,
La Paz. Altata, and Guaymas (Mexico), steamer
"Orizaba," 10 A. m., June 127, and 25th of eao|

month thereafter.
Ticket Office— Palace Hotel, No.
Montgomery street.
No.

line. to London, Paris, Hamburg. Overland
ticket office, 401 California St corner Sansome,
pppslte BaDk of California. Tel. Main 1141.

S.S. CO.

1:30. 3:30, 5:00,

M-,

10

4

New

Gen'l Agents,

Market street, San Francisco.

MvElt.)

Fast

OCEANIC
HAWAII.

a

GOODALL, PERKINS & CO.,

& HERZOG,

(Successors to A.

,11:00

PM.

I

NEW ZEALAND,
P

6:20

he practices from pure

and

From Oakland— Foot
A

servant hired,
And should he take a holiday, he'll find,
when he comes back,
Some patients have resented it by giving
him '• the sack."

.

8).

Sundays

all day and half the night,
and never say he's tired,
For the public look upon him simply as a

His sympathizing patients say

New Almaden, Felton, Boulder
Creek, Santa Cruz, and principal
*11:20A
way stations

4:15P Newark, San Jose, Los Gatos

He must work

And when, perhaps from overwork,

17 :45

COAST Division (Third and Townsend

—

SUNDAYS—7:30, 9:1

Concerning money, he must seem indifferent

10:15a
Orleans, and East
5 :00 p Santa Fe Route, Atlantic Express,
10:15 A
forMojave and East
11:45 A
5:00p Vallejo
9 :45 A
6 :00 p European mail, Ogden and East
6:00 P Haywards, Niles and San Jose... 7:45 A
.

9:00, 11:00 A M; 12:35,3:30
Thursdays— Extra trip at
5:10, 6:30 P M.
11:30 p m. Saturdays Extra trips at 1:50
and 11:30 ph.

SUNDAYS-7:35,

be accused of willful

he'll

negligence.

,

4:30p Niles, San Jose, Livermore and
Stockton
4:30p Merced, Berenda, Raymond (for
Yosemite) and Fresno
5:00p New Orleans Express, Fresno,
BakersBeld, Santa Barbara, Los
Angeles, Deming, El Paso, New

Street.

SAN FRANCISCO TO SAN RAFAEL.

— thus

less'ning their expense

The chances are

Market

of

WEEK DAYS—7:30,

everyday

his patients

when they are ill,
His motive plainly is, "To make a great big
If

Tibubon Fbrky— Foot

him

poor,
And dearly do they love to see a carriage at
their door;
And if his horse is fat, "He must have little
wort to do,"
And if he's lean the reason is, "He starves
the poor old screw."
patients think

SAN FRANCISCO:
Leave.

JOHNSON, IN LANCET.

J.

System.)

23,1896.

SAN FRANCISCO AND NORTH PACIFIC
RAILWAY CO.

THE GENERAL PRACTITIONER.

COMPANY.

PACIFIC

(Pacific

19 :47

May

SAN FRANCISCO NEWS LETTER.

24

CO.,

office, 327

OCCIDENTAL AND ORIENTAL

S. S.

CO.

For Japan and China.
Steamers leave wharf at FIRST and BRANNAN STREETS, at 3 P M, for YOKOHAMA and

HONGKONG,
steamers

for

connecting at

SHANGHAI.

B2LOIC
Coptic (via Honolulu)
Gaelic (via Honolulu)
Doric

Yokohama

Thursday,

—

May

witb

28. 1896

Monday, June 15.
Thursday. July 2,
Tuesday, July 21,

1896
1806
1806

Round Trip tickets at Reduced Rates.
For freight or passage apply at Company's
No. 425 Market street, corner First.

fflce

,

D. D.

STUBBS, Secretary.

Price Per

10 Cent:

Copy,

Annual Subscription, ti-OO.

«an «!**ei**o

tolifxrruia Abbtxtxxzx*
SAN FRANCISCO, SATURDAY, MAY

Vol. 111.

Printed and Published every Saturday by the proprietor, FBED MARRIOTT,
606-609-613 Merchant street, San Francisco. Entered at San Francisco
Postoffice as Second-class Matter.

The

NBWB LETTER

of the
in Xew York City is at Temple Court;
at Chicago. SOS Boyce Building. (Frank
Morrison, Eastern.
Bepresentatire). where information maybe obtained regarding subscription and adrertising rates.

office

E

and

organization
a Chinese parlor
Native Sons
THE
not hailed with enthusiasm by the Caucasian members
of

There

of the order.

organization in this

of

something of a satire on the entire
new development
is

is

of

of

ation, but its anxiety for full valuations has not yet been
extended to fast printing presses and other equipments.

newspaper establishments.

WHAT

to see how disease germs
exist in the milk we give our infants.

still

continue to

REPRESENTATIVE Johnson

deserves much praise for
to our forests.
Unless
something is done to stop the wholesale destruction of
young timber, within the next twenty-five years we shall
have to import our wood from the East.
his bill

demanding protection

victims
a pretty good record for a beginner.
SIX
It only remains for twelve intelligent citizens to adis

judge the

man

insane,

make away with a

full

strength in numbers

—

and thus give him an opportunity to
dozen next time.
Verily, there is
especially from a murderer's stand-

point.

gold-seekers returning from Alaska
it is no place for a poor man.
The prospector who goes to that inhospitable region
should be sure of money enough to enable him to get back.
But with such resources, the wonder is that he should go
there at all, when California affords so much better opportunities for his toil and energy.

renew the warning that

A RECENT

decree prohibits German officials from
petitioning the Government, unless the petitioners
take the same view as the Government. This is a curious
illustration of the arbitrary
tendencies of Emperor
William's rule. But, as the order applies to the officeholders only, it will excite little concern among the
people.

attempt at a boycott
THE latest
disgust among sensible people.

this city

must ex-

cite
It seems to have
no basis whatever in reason. Trade unionism makes itself ridiculous and contemptible when it is used in this way
as the vehicle for petty spite.
If there is anything that
the logic of experience should have taught the American
workingman, it is the folly of strikes and boycotts.

decision
the United States Supreme Court, that
THE
the sugar bounty
not
violation
the federal
of

is

in

of

con-

probably encourage the erection of more
beet sugar factories in the State. California has been
proved to be exceptionally favored in the conditions suited
to profitable production of the sugar beet, and our
farmers are sorely in need of more remunerative uses for
their lands than the growing of wheat and barley.
stitution, will

FRANCISCANS during the week have experiSAN
enced something
the heat that prevails
summer
of

all

Sacramento, Fresco, Los Angeles and the interior
generally.
These rare visitations of high temperature
should serve to make our people the more grateful for the
regular sea breezes that distinguish San Francisco as the
coolest city in the United States during the summer
in

terrible
THE
Mississippi

tornadoes of the present month, in the
strong incentives to migration
from that storm-cursed region. No doubt thousands of
longing eyes are turned towards California, where cyclones
are unknown. Sympathize as we must with the afflicted,
we cannot forget the proverb regarding the " ill wind."

was

DISAPPOINTED

in

with Inspector Dockery, who strengthens the
cows with tuberculin, and the well-meaning milkmen
who weaken their delectable fluid with invigorating water,,
it is difficult

Number 22.

is

Examiner
terribly shocked by alleged underTHE
valuations
street railroads for the purposes
taxof daily

SO, 1896.

valley, are

to be expected the charges

made by

German

SSheirs against Jesse Sheldon Potter that he was
Henry

the

in con-

and demanding his removal as
Executor of the Charles Lux estate, have fallen through.
The matter has been amicably settled, and Mr. Potter is
to be reinstated just as if no proceedings for his removal
had ever been had.
spiracy with

Miller,

season.

LAKE has a sensation
SALT
details as was that of the

shade more horrifying than the atrocities committed by
the Sunday school Superintendent Durrant. Howeve",
preachers at best are but men, and some of them are
scarcely that.

Prohibitionists
THE
another over the

AN

see what connection can possibly exist between rum and
free silver, and a man cannot well be two different sorts
If the Prohibitionists
of crank at one and the same time.
are to maintain their party organization, they must be
careful to stick to their one idea.

for the operation of street cars,

have been falling out with one
silver question.
It is not easy to

not impossible that the free silver delegates in the
national convention will be sufficiently
numerous and foolish to get a free coinage plank into the
platform, "by an overwhelming majority." Some of them
say that such action will ensure the nomination of a
Presidential candidate in sympathy with their views.
It
is certain, however, that such a candidate, on such a platform, would be overwhelmingly defeated next November.
The East, which has the votes, cannot be induced to accept a free silver man for President.

as hideous in its ghastly

Emmanuel Church murders

in this city.
And in this later case the crime is attributed to a preacher, which to many minds makes it a

interesting report comes from

effect that a

New

York,

to the

new motive power has been discovered
and that

soon be
put in use on Broadway and other streets of that city.
If it be true that electricity and traction cables are both
to be superseded, by compressed air or some other novel
application of force, it will prove a remarkable illustration of the wonderful progress of invention in these days.
it

will

is

ITDemocratic

said that the Chinese army is to be reorganized, and
big guns for Chinese fortifications are to be immediately ordered. This indicates that the Government
of China has learned something from the late war with
Japan. But it is to be feared that the Chinese mind and
character will have to undergo some sort of revolution, or
renaissance, before any high degree of military or naval
effectiveness shall be reached.
There is no reason, however, why we cannot put
bids for the armament.
is

ITthat

m
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DEVOTION

to principle

is

LUNACY.

a fine thing, but bigoted ad-

herence to prejudice is not, yet both produce phenomena in politics that are hardly to be distinguished from
each other. If the dispatches may be believed, the Democratic party is on the eve of a grand split on the money
question, the like of which has not been seen since the
We read that the gold men, if
ruinous break up of 1860.
they get control of the National Convention by ever so narrow a margin, will enforce the two-thirds rule as to all the
proceedings, and that the silver men will, thereupon, bolt.
We read that, if the silver men preponderate, they will
have none of the two-thirds rule, but adopt a 16 to 1 platform by majority vote, and that the gold men will bolt.
We read, also that the National Committee is controlled
by the gold men, and that it will prevent the seating of
silver delegations appointed by State Conventions which
have instructed them to leave the National Convention
should a gold platform be adopted and a gold candidate
nominated. In short the situation, as pictured by the
newspapers, presents two fierce factions, each of which is
determined to have everything it wishes or else abandon
the party.

We

when we have to, and not before.
take more than the testimony of a row-loving daily
press to convince us that the Democrats of the United
States have lost their political senses. Among the leaders
there is, unquestionably, a wide divergence of opinion on
the monetary issue, but it is to be presumed that these
leaders, for the most part, have convictions, and not
•'
If that be so, they will not be imsentiments " merely.
pervious to reason, and out of mere chagrin at being overborne in a convention fling out of the hall shouting that
the Democracy and the country may go to the deuce. The
financiers who are minded that way are of the variety who
know nothing about finance except what has come to them
in newspaper scraps, and who think with their tempers
shall believe this

It will

instead of their heads.
The business of a national convention of a great party is
not to fight battles and win crushing victories within its
own limits, but to ascertain the mind of the party as a
whole on current questions, and then frame a platform
It needs must be that in a country so vast
accordingly.
territorially as this that there should be antagonistic
interests, and disagreeing prejudices with which geography
has more to do than anything else. It is inevitable that a
party platform should be a compromise. And the lesson
of history is that sane, fruitful politics consists of compromise. Though the Democratic party is at outs with
itself on the subject of gold and silver, there are plenty of
important matters on which it is at one. These points of
agreement should be set forth with the boldness that unity
warrants, and then on points of disagreement there should
be give and take. The despised, but always practiced
"straddle" is justified by experience. It is, in effect, a
truce of God, during which each side is free to exercise its
American privilege of trying to bring over its opponents
to its way of thinking.
Parties that fly to pieces when
variety of opinion arises are the ephemera of politics, and
the Democratic party has lasted along while.
It is better
that the financial question should wait rather than that
the Democratic party should be disrupted.
There is no
sacrifice of principle involved in this view.
When one has
real devotion to a principle he, for the sake of the triumph
of that principle, is willing to wait as well as to fight.
The News Letter regards the popularity of the demand for free coinage of silver at the ratio of 16 to 1 as a
craze which has been bred by hard times. The multitude
do not know what is hurting them, and they are ready to
believe that anything pointed out to them is the sole cause.
More cranks and demagogues have recently declaimed
against sound money as this prime source of evil than
against any other established institution. The attention
of the multitude has been caught, and hence the uproar.
The craze will pass away, and when it has done so we expect to sec the Democratic party standing its ground in
unimpaired vitality. The men of brains and common sense
who have a voice in the direction of the party's affairs at
this moment will, we believe, have the practical wisdom of
good politicians, and throw a tub of compromise to the
free silver whale.
Only time is needed to cure this epi-
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demic of lunacy, this devotion to finance by countless
thousands of nobodies who know no more about finance
than they do about the precession of the equinoxes.
It

Has Ceased
Be

to
a Joke.

The Democratic State Convention, which
to assemble at Sacramento on June
will have several important duties
to perform, and one of them that ought
is

16th,

pleasure will bo to put its foot down on this
suffrage nonsense.
The Populist and Prohibition
conventions were probably sincere in approving the proposed amendment, but nobody acquainted with the
leaders, or in touch with the rank and file, will give the
Republican party that credit.
It was in their case a bit
of buncombe, perpetrated half jestingly, on the theory
that, while no votes were to be lost by it, some might be
gained. The Republicans are now realizing their mistake.
Their endorsement has been taken seriously by large numbers of people.
The Germans in particular are zealous in
the protection of their American right to amuse themselves socially as they please, aud to them woman suffrage
implies interference with the private life of the citizen.
The Germans, of course, are not alone in this view. Women
are the strength of the churches, and the clergy are their
shepherds. With respect to the manners and morals of
other people, the pulpit is of an iron sternness. Give
women the ballot, and we should see them flocking to the
polls under the lead of the brethren to vote for prohibition,
Sunday laws, and other legislation based on the hypothesis
that the world's greatest need is that it should be formed
on the model of a Puritan village. That is the clerical ideal.
The incorporation of a suffrage plank in the platforms of
three parties removes the thing from the domain of humor.
The Democratic party, by a declaration against the
amendment, can do two good things insure the amendment's defeat and win many votes for the party out of
gratitude.
The proportion of women who wish to vote is small, but
those who do desire the ballot have a capacity for making
a noise that bears no just relation to their numbers. Though
they are in oue way amusing, in another they are a pest,
for they spread discontent among women and unfit them
for the cheerful discharge of their duties as wives and
mothers.
For the sake of women themselves, leaving
other considerations aside, the Democratic party of California should give its great influence against these voluble
female agitators and their unsexing amendment.
to give

it

woman

—

The end

of the National Conventions is
sight yet.
No, not by a great
deal!
He would be a wise man who at
this time could foretell what that end is
to be.
Two things are plain. First, that silver is to be
the real issue, and that both of the old parties are hopelessly divided over it. The only money there will be in this
campaign will come from the mine owners and the protected trusts, and as they have pooled their issues there
will be one fund.
In Republican districts they will help
Republicans, in Democratic strongholds they will subscribe
money to the Democrats, and where the Populist has a
chance they will befriend him, but everywhere and always
they will be for the silver dollar and a higher tariff. But
what the conventions will do is another thing. It looks as
if there must necessarily be a bolt in both the old parties.
In the Republican Convention there is a decided majority
for retaining gold as the standard money of final redemption, but there are about one-third of the convention who
declare they will bolt any such platform or any candidate
who will not pledge himself to sign a free coinage silver
bill.
Fifteen States have so far been heard from as having
elected delegates to the Democratic Convention, and
the gold men have but a very slight majority, which, however, it is believed will be enlarged when New England,
Altgeld,
Pennsylvania, and New York are heard from.
Boise, and other leaders declare that they will bolt if the
coinage of the white dollar is not made free and unlimited
at the old ratio. Thus we reach the conclusion that two
bolts are inevitable.
What will happen then ? Naturally
That would seem to
the silverites will come together.
necessitate the union of what would be left of both the old
parties.
Well, worse things than that have happened in
Will there be a
Bolt from
Both Parties?

politics.

not

in
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Father Yorke. the editor

of the Monitor, is a
as well as a wry clever one, and it
is only natural that he should feel strongly on
the subject of the American Protective Association, which
is committed to the detectable policy of ostracising Catholics
from politics and boycotting them in business. It is also
natural that he should be indignant at the daily newspapers of the city, which, with the single exception of the
Bulletin, will not say a word in condemnation of this unAmerican secret order lest they lose some A. P. A. subBut it seems to us that Father Yorke in selectscribers.
ing the Call for his special animadversion, as if it were a
peculiar siuner, does not deal justly. By denouncing it in

Catholic

Injustice,

devout

man

the Catholic organ he brings up against it the hostility of
church for conduct which is no more blameworthy than
that of its contemporaries.
Indeed, the Call can plead
necessities which do not exist in the case of the Examiner,
for instance. The Call is a Republican paper, Mr. Spreckels
is a Republican leader, and the Republican party has been
captured by the A. P. A. To require the Call to denounce
that order is to ask the paper to abandon its party and
Mr. Spreckels to retire from leadership. For were Mr.
Spreckels to do as the Monitor demands, what would become of his influence in Southern California, where a Republican and an A. P. A. are one and the same thing?
Suppose the Call were to invite Father Yorke to denounce
his church and its members for their activity in politics,
and call on him to devote the Monitor to the excoriation
of Catholics who have made use of their religion in politics,
his

what would Father Yorke do?
The Examiner is profiting largely at the moment by the
Monitor's attacks on the Call. Yet the Examiner is the
meanest enemy the Catholic Church has. Being Democratic, it would be doing merely its party duty were it to
arraign the Republicans for their surrender to the A. P. A.
In not doing this it is a traitor to the Democracy and false

an American newspaper. Mr.
Mr. Spreckels, engaged personally in
He has none but a sordid motive for maintaining
politics.
silence on a vital question of the day
a silence that disgraces him as a journalist and a man. Nevertheless the
Examiner, with Father Yorke's help, is gaining subscribers and nickels at the Call's cost.
This is not fair.
Neither is it wise. When the Monitor has smoked out the
Examiner and compelled it to say whether or not it is a
lackey of the American Protective Association and a foe
to religious equality, it will be time enough to bait the Call
for standing by its party, and to torment Mr. Spreckels
because he is not disposed as a leader to commit political
to its responsibility as

Hearst

is

not, like

—

suicide.

Have at the Examiner, Father Yorke. There is your
true quarry. Threaten it with the loss of five or six
thousand Catholic subscribers, and it will fall on its knees,
cross itself, and beg absolution with chattering teeth.
Make the Examiner do its Democratic duty, and then with
some grace the Call may be castigated for being steadfast
in its

regard for what

A Proposed

it

deems Republican

The small sum

of

$30,000

is

interests.

wanted to

in-

duce the Society of Christian Endeavor to
Investment,
hold its next international conference in San
Francisco. A portion of this money has
been already raised, and we trust the remainder will soon
Spiritual

be contributed.

It

is

not known just

how many

abhorrence. He likewise disapproves of the theatre.
avoids the restaurant, not because he has conscientious scruples against the restaurant, but for the
reason that he classes economy among the highest of
Christian virtues. The street car lines will gain by the
conference, but not the hack companies, and only those
stores which deal in the necessaries rather than the luxuries of life, will get increased custom.
And during the
stay of the Endeavorers these establishments will do well
to mark down the prices of the necessaries.
In subscribing the $30,000 San Francisco need expect
to get little or none of it back, but that should not withhold the contributing hand.
The moral influence of the
conference will be great, not only directly but indirectly.
To have with us, if only for a week, thousands of young men
who, besides being chaste and pious, neither drink, swear,
smoke, play cards, go to the theatre, dance, keep late
hours, or needlessly spend a dime, cannot but improve the
tone of the community. More than that, it may be anticipated that when this powerful order has been informed
that Christianity has sunk to such a point among us that
persons like Dr. Brown, an adulterer and perjurer, and
the Rev. Colburn, arrested in the Park for an unnatural
crime, can get pulpits and congregations, it will lift its
official voice in horror, and do something toward repairing the battered moral standard of the local churches.
By all means let us have the conference of the Christian
Endeavorers. The town won't make money by it, but for
its soul's good San Francisco couldn't make a better investment.
his

And he

A comfortable

and speedy car ride of nine miles
can be had for 5 cents in San Francisco. That
Ferries
to Ingleside.
Again, a ride
Fares,
is from the
from the Ferries to the Cliff, six miles, can be
had for the same sum. We believe this to be the very
cheapest transportation, all things considered, that can
be found anywhere. Yet the cry is for cheaper fares and
agitation is on foot to promote that end. Whilst we do
not see how rides to the Park and beyond can be made
cheaper, we think the present uniform charge for all distances very inequitable. Why should the working men
Cheap
Car

who crowd the south side of Market street pay as much
for a ride of one or two miles, as pleasure seekers' do for a
ride of nine miles to the race track? The former are
daily customers of the roads, whilst the latter are only
occasional ones. Then again, why should the business
men, clerks and others occupied East of, say, Montgomery
street, pay daily as much to catch the Oakland boat as is
paid for a ride all the way to the Cliff? The inter-State
commerce act makes it a crime to charge as much for a
is not the principle as
short haul as for a long one.
applicable in the one case as in the other? Should not pay

Why

regulated by the amount of service
all cases be
rendered? It is a simple question of arithmetic. If a
comparatively small business between the city and the
race track or the Cliff be worth but five cents a head,
what is the enormous business between Montgomery street
and the bay, or between the Mission and the down town
workshops, worth? On a basis of that kind this matter
The present plan was
will have to be settled some day.
adopted when a nickel was not much esteemed, but times
have changed since then.
in

Christian

Endeavorers will attend the conference, but the number
must reach up into the thousands. On several accounts it
is extremely desirable that California should have the advantage of the presence of these good young men and
women. Of course no great and immediate material benefits are to be expected from the selection of San Francisco
as the scene of their collective singing, praying, and
preaching. Were it an international assemblage, equal
in numbers, of Masons, Odd Fellows, Grand Army men,
brewers, hatters, politicians, commercial drummers, or
other secular persons, our contribution of $30,000 would be
in the nature of bait to catch ten or twenty times that
sum. Such persons, when they take a holiday, are disposed to forget thrift and go in for an expansive time.
The Christian Endeavorer, on the other hand, travels
about to set an example, not to waste his substance. He
does not put up at a hotel, for a resident brother takes
him in. The saloons profit nothing by him, for saloons are

The Chance
of

Owing to the depleted condition of the
German treasury the present Emperor

has never had the pleasure of a coronation.
It is said that he has been casting envious
eyes at the Moscow celebrations and that if the jewels
and property belongings can be hired at anything like a
reasonable figure, Berlin will in the near future be the
scene of a pageant never before witnessed in that highly
moral metropolis. It seems to us that some enterprising
city in the United States could well afford to put in a bid
for the ceremony, thus offering an attraction which would
draw thousands of people from all quarters of the globe
and would do more to legitimately advertise our enterTo begin
prise than anything ever attempted before.
with, a good round sum would be promised the Emperor
A
free
passage
for his participation in the scheme.
across the Atlantic, and free transportation and hotel
inducements
to
him,
and,
accommodation would be great

A

Lifetime,

SAN FRANCISCO NEWS LETTER.
with the addition of a little sack of good American dollars
thrown in, would most certainly bring him to time. In
case the Russian jewels were not obtainable, we could
certainly find enterprising jewelers enough ready and able
to

manufacture

them and loan

them

for

some

slight

Many of our wealthy people, in fact,
remuneration.
would willingly lend theirs in consideration of seeing their
names in the society columns of the daily papers and for
the further oleasure of knowing that they had contributed
Coronation robes
towards the adornment of Royalty.
could also be made to order and the Emperor would have
the satisfaction of knowing that they were real goods and
not old garments used on countless prior occasions. We
certainly have men enough to perform the ceremony.
Even if it were necessary to import the real article a
little additional expense would not tell in the long run and
the returns would certainly justify the outlay. San
Francisco would be as good a place as any for so imposing
a ceremony as the coronation would be. We have plenty
of rich merchants who would willingly contribute a few
thousand dollars when they saw what large returns they
would get for their money. Our Carnival time is moreover approaching and a coronation would really be a fitThe Moscow festivities were graced
ting annex thereto.
by the presence of Li Hung Chang, but we have Chinatown behind us and an imposing and highly ornamental
When it is remembered
police force to throw in as well.
that the Emperor has $250,000 worth of orders and
usually wears $150,000 upon his shirt-bosom at a time it
will readily be seen that we should have something to
show the people for their money. There is not one man
in this city (except President Murphy of the First National
Bank) who would not willingly pay four bits for a seat on
a Grand Stand during the ceremony and two bits extra
for a private hand shake with the monarch afterwards.
The festivities would have to be extended over a fortnight,
but what of that? Every man in the country would be
here and most of them would never want to go back afterwards. It behooves California to act quickly in this
matter. Chicago or St. Louis will grab at the idea and
then the game will be up as far as the Pacific Coast is concerned.
It is to be hoped the press will help us advocate
the measure and that proper advances will be made by
the responsible parties to the ambitious young monarch, so
that he may see fit to sign a contract at a very early date.
Considering the enormous amount of money
spent on the City Hall, and the time taken
in completing it, the sanitary condition of
The corridors are badly ventilthe place is disgraceful.
ated, dark, and dirty; the wretched little court-rooms,
wherein a certain kind of justice is doled out with hungry
fingers, are little better; and the prison in the basement is
not fit for the housing of wild beasts, let alone unfortunate
human beings. The atmosphere in this lower portion of
the building is poisonous in the extreme, and the plumbing
everywhere is so much in need of repair as to be absolutely
useless. As far as the judges and their parasites, the
lawyers, are concerned, the present state of affairs matters little; but it behooves us as Christians to think of the
prisoners, and to attempt to do everything in our power
to mitigate the punishment they have brought upon themselves.
A City Hall should be a city's most imposing building, and one which would attract the attention and admiration of all visitors.
Ours, until we devise means to improve upon the system under which it is run, is merely a
sty on a somewhat magnificent scale.
This should surely
be changed, even if it causes discomfort to the pigs inhabiting it.

A Disgrace

to

the City.

For more years than we care to recall the
has earnestly advocated the
cultivation of closer commercial relations
with all the great countries bordering on the Pacific, and
especially with China and Japan.
In that direction lies
the surest hope for San Francisco's future.
It is there, if
anywhere, that we may expect to create markets for just
such things as we can produce. And with due cultivation
what illimitable markets they would be! There are
located in the countries just across the ocean from the
Golden Gate about one half the entire human family. Unacquainted with the greatest developments of civilization,
Trade With

The

Orient.

News Letter
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they are nevertheless rapidly acquiring civilized tastes

and wants. They have only to become familiarized with
the many good things that California produces in order to
need them very badly. Australia found that out less than
three years ago. She sent an agent to open a free exhibition of her products and with results so satisfactory
that the Japanese have established a direct line of steamers
connecting Yokohama with Melbourne, and already the
Australasian colonies look upon Japan as one of their foremost customers. The same thing ismeasurably true in regard to the commerce they have succeeded in opening up
with Hong-Kong, Calcutta and Cape Town. To-day we
are killing fine fat horses for their flesh, whereas Australia
is selling hers in India at from $150 to $300 each.
We
should look to the East, rather than to the West, (if we
may thus vary the points of the compass) for our best
future customers. There are no Rocky Mountain ascents,
nor Cape Horn storms to impede the crossing of the mild
Pacific.
Cold storage steamers, such as are in use in
other parts of the world, would quickly deliver our perishable goods in Yokohama and Hong-Kong, and at very low
rates.
The recent utterances of Ministers Denby and

Dunn

in this connection are interesting; not that they reanything that is new, but that they stamp with
official authority much that is old to readers of the NEWS
Letteh.

veal

The Czar Of
AH The

Amid

the most impressive ceremonies
Nicholas II has been proclaimed Czar of
Russias.
all the Russias.
Visitors from ail over the
globe paid homage to him and his beautiful
spouse, and the world has the satisfaction of knowing that
the greater part of the one hundred million people composing his subjects are apparently satisfied with their
ruler, as they did not attempt to spoil the proceedings by
the occasional exploding of a bomb or a well delivered
dagger thrust. Things are changing rapidly for the better
in Russia.
The people are becoming enlightened and the
ruling classes less oppressive in their dealings with those
beneath them. The present Czar is able to walk about
the streets of his capital without guards, and nihilism
exists chiefly in the minds of young students, among the
uneducated lower classes, and the dissatisfied Poles. It is
however, still in existence and like smoldering fire may
burst forth into fiery blossom from its hiding place at any
minute.
For a Russian monarch to die in his bed is indeed
a privilege.
Whether Nicholas II will do so remains yet
to be seen.
Owing to his leniency towards political
offenders and the reforms he has instituted which will
materially reduce the burden of taxation upon the poor,
there is some small chance of his doing so. Religious or
political fanaticism can, however, accomplish much evil at
very short notice; and until the barbaric savagery, so apparent in every Russian beneath his exterior polish, becomes extinct, we shall not cease to look upon the Czar as
a doomed man whose removal from the scene of action is
only postponed pending a proper opportunity to safely
do so.

As To Medical

Police Judge Conlan takes a different
view of the sanctity of medical confidences from that which has just been
settled by the English Courts.
There it was held the
other day that knowledge that came to a doctor in his
medical capacity was sacred. For ignoring or forgetting
that fact an eminent physician, Dr. Playfair, was mulcted
in heavy damages.
Indeed, our own Supreme Court in the
case of Dr. West held as did the English Court. Yet
Confidences,

Coroner Hawkins and Judge Conlan appear determined to
over-rule these two higher authorities. Coroner Hawkins
the other day asked a medical witness "what he had
treated a patient for." To which the doctor replied that
he "must respectfully refuse to answer any question pertaining to anything that happened between my client and
myself as physician." The Coroner abused and threatened
imprisonment but to no purpose. Finally the doctor was
taken before Judge Conlan on a charge of contempt, and
the hearing fixed for Monday next. The information the
Coroner sought was not needed to promote public justice,
and he will likely have to pay for his unwarranted action.
Judge Conlan ought to have dismissed the case without a
continuance.
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Mixed Loc»i

Never before

the history of this municitor the spoils been so
mixed ami uncertain as now. At the coming election there will be at least five tickets in the field,
which, under the Australian ballot law. is not in itself an
pality has

Poiitics.

unmixed

evil.

There

is

good

in

having worthy names on

the ballot, no matter by whom placed there. In that case,
a well-informed and a well-intentioned voter (a combination, by the way, not too often found in one man) need not
throw his vote away or cast it for a candidate accustomed
to ways that are dark and tricks that are vain.
But it is,
unfortunately, true that a very great many of our people
have failed to become educated up to the true intent and
spirit of the existing ballot law.
Under it the ballot is intended to be exercised as a sacred trust.
In perfect
secrecy the voter is given an opportunity to make an absolutely independent choice, and. if he has a proper regard
for all that the electoral franchise in a Government like
ours means, he will be duly independent, and, therefore,
patriotic.
But one trouble with many a voter is that he,
or his relative, or his friend is a taxeater, or is bent upon
becoming one, and casts his vote for his Boss 1. e., for
himself and not for the public good.
Such voters carry
primaries and make Bosses.
Then there is another class
of voters
very numerous, very earnest, but, unhappily,
very mistaken who make of a party name in local politics
a sort of fetish worship, and vote for their idol, right oxwrong.
The greatest rascals that have ever attained to
office in this city have been branded with the "regular"
brand. The present " solid eight " in the Board of Supervisors contains about as many Democrats as Republicans.
Yet all too many voters take a list of party nominees into
the polling booth, and stamp their crosses as it directs.
Thus party nominations become unduly important, and need
to be reckoned with.
The sheep who follow a bell-wether
may be foolish, but they are numerous, and must be
counted.
Hence the Junta men, the Buckleyites, the
A. P. A.'s, the Populists, and the Spreckels and antiSpreckels Republicans are one and all-important in their
way. They vote as sheep herd in flocks. Yet we are constrained to believe, as we hope, that the education of the
past few years has given us a numerous class of thoughtful, independent voters, who will hold the balance of power
and profit by the divisions in the camps of the wire-pullers,
tax-eaters, and ringsters generally.

—
—

—

—

Congressman Howard should not be held accountable for his ridiculous arraignment of the
President.
His being a Populist places him
beyond the pale of reason.
No surprise would be evinced
were he to demand the annexation of the moon, the distribution of all moneys in the Treasury, or the painting of
the Liberty statue a brilliant red.
Were it not for such
asinine leaders, whose discordant brays resound the country
over, and whose heels are ever kicking at the shins of indulgent masters, the Populist party would attract no more
attention among intelligent people than does the Prohibitionist.
Populism may justly be termed one of our seven
plagues, and we must patiently await the time until it
shall please Providence to remove the curse and its attendant vermin from amongst us.
Only a
Populist.

.

PICTURESQUE

SAN
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OUR

illustration this week gives
ful view of Telegraph Hill and
borhood, inhabited chiefly by the
Spanish residents of the city. In

our readers a delightthe surrounding neigh-

Mexican, Italian, and
the old Plaza, seen in
the foreground, congregate on a summer's evening hundreds of black-eyed and dark-skinned men and women
and enjoy the dulcet strains of mandolin and guitar,
accompanying the song of some deep-voiced singer. It is
one of the most historical portions of the city as well as
the most interesting.
Ill

are not desirable in

Tempered Babies

any home.

Insufficient

nourishment produces

Guard against fretful children by feeding nutritious
and digestible food. The Gail Borden Eagle Brand Condensed Milk

ill

is

temper.

the most successful of

all

infant foods.

Instead of making a trip to Japan, visit Geo. T. Marsh's store at
625 Market street. He has the finest assortment of art goods in the
city.

AN

in

OUTING

IN

PLACER

COUNTY.
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the pleasantest trips for a summer's vacation,
either camping or otherwise, is up in the Sierra
Nevada Mountains above the little town of Forest Hill.
The stage ride from Colfax to Forest Hill is one of the
finest in the State, especially over the line run by P. K.
Powell & Co., who represent the Forest House at Forest
Hill.
The new four-horse stage built by this company is
most comfortable, and is driven by Mr. F. K. Powell,
a jolly and most experienced driver. The road is in firstclass condition and the scenery along the American River
is grand.
The view from Cape Horn shows what imposing
scenery there is in this portion of Placer County. On
arriving at Forest Hill, the passengers are well taken
care of at the Forest House, which is well kept and under
the management of Kavanaugh & Thomas.
Besides the wealth of scenery in Placer County there
are numerous mines all of which are noted for the enormous amount of gold taken therefrom annually. Among
those which the sight seer can visit are the Mayflower,
the Orono, the Eureka and others. At the Mayflower,
Mr. A. D. Gassaway, the Superintendent, is always very
glad to take visitors through the mine and will explain its
e^ery detail to them. The Mayflower is a well paying
property. One hundred men are at present employed
there and the outlook is in every way favorable. It is the
largest drift mine in the State and is also the best equipped
in machinery of any.
There are several gravel channels
on the property, two of which, the Mayflower and the
Orono, have been extensively worked, the former for a distance of two miles. The gravel contains much blue cement and is in places remarkably rich. Overlying this
and about 150 feet above is a second stratum which was
found to be very rich in adjoining claims. The company is
running a new tunnel the object being to open up the
upper stratum. There remains yet about 6000 feet to be
worked of the Orono, only 2000 feet having so far been
touched. This channel has just been opened from a point
from which it can be worked very economically. The
mine has a twenty-stamp mill, steam being used in the
summer and water in the winter.
Further up in the mountains will be found the noted
Eureka Drift Gravel Mine which is under the management of Mr. F. Chappeliet Jr. This property lies adjacent to the famous Hidden Treasure mine at Sunny
South, from which upwards of $1,500,000 has been extracted from the ancient river bed at that point. The
Company working the mine formerly owned 2,600 acres,
but more land was ultimately acquired so as to enable
rich channels to be worked so that at present 3,600 acres
are controlled.
At the point of present operations
on the Clara ground, it is estimated that it will be necessary
to drive ahead at least 1800 feet before cutting through
the south rim and tapping the channel beyond. The
Clara tunnel site possesses excellent advantages. It is
located in El Dorado Canyon, through which flows a steady
stream during the dryest part of the year, while the distance from the tunnel level to the river affords a magnificent dumpage. A feature of this property and one of
considerable importance, is the fact of there being a large
amount of splendid timber on the company's land and
Upon the property dwellclose to the present workings.
ings have been erected, and whatever roadways were
necessary have been constructed.
On the road between these mines will be found a number of road-houses, but the camper and the traveller will
always find it to his advantage to stop at the Main Top
Hotel, where excellent refreshments and a comfortable
room for the night can be obtained at a very reasonable
figure.
Mr. T. F. Haney, the proprietor, is a very
of

—

and accommodating personage and is known to
The
be one of the best raconteurs in the mountains.
scenery from Main Top is superb and campers who go by
this route to Lake Tahoe will make one of the most deBesides that they will have the
lightful trips in California.
opportunity of inspecting some of the most famous gold
mines of the State.
A smooth individual named Howell has been canvassing
the mining districts for the Mining Journal. Many complaints are heard from people who have paid their money
(demanded in advance) yet have not received the paper.
delightful

—
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METHODIST Hades

would have been
_ a refrigerator compared with the
Baldwin auditorium on Monday night. It
was a night to wilt paper flowers, to lure
perspiration from a marble statue; a night
"'
for a long, thin glass with ]ingling ice and
virescent mint a night on which, had dear, chummy,
May Irwin been on the stage, with a syphon in oue hand
and a loaded tumbler in the other, concocting one of her

—

care-dispelling interior decorations, the 1.074 heavily
clad gentlemen in the orchestra seats would have uplifted
to a man and hung as many parched mouths and thirsting
throats over the footlights.
* * *

my

co-laborers of the morning journals, I had, so
and the stately tread of Mr. Daly's
Midsummer Night's Dream, with its cool, gurgling music,
dewy sylvan scenes, and soothing, low temperature gave
me an occasional fifteen winks, delicious and dreamful,
which added no little to my midsummer night's enjoyment.
For a hot evening it was just the play. Only my horror
of provincial vanity keeps me from believing that the im-

Unlike

to speak, time to burn,

—

mortal bard presaged a San Francisco springtime and
Augustin Daly when he wrote it. Mr. Daly knows our
far West just as he knows the East, the South, the
North; the high heaveus above (where the Daly company
will spend its final vacation) and the depths below (where
bad actors get their last roasts). Moreover, he knows
So, on
the thermometer and its relations to the theatre.
Monday night he pressed the soft pedal, he turned low the
lights, he lulled the tempi into dreamy, rythmic indolence
that kept apoplexy from his players and conflagration
from his audience. He even turned on a little Grecian
moon of bluish palor which made the stage appear as realistically chili and comfortable as did the wind machine
blowing through the window in Canutes* Gucki. From a
The press agent's
scenic standpoint it was marvelous.
eloquent adjectives were pale and puny to herald such a
garniture.
I doubt me if the combined
carnival of stage
efforts of Henry Irving and David Henderson could prostage
pictures.
duce better

—

—

* * *

The acting was regulated, to a large extent, by the
weather — excepting, of course, the Helena of Ada Rehan,
who could, I soulfully believe, make a go of Lady Macbeth
Helena was
in the hottest sands of the Sahara Desert.
everything that is grace and music. Never have the
Rehan arms been fuller of life and exquisite expression
than were Helena's. Never have the Rehan shoulders
shrugged more superbly, nor the Rehan head graced its
staunch pillar more regally than did Helena's. And her
rich, downy voice, so potent with melody and meaning
every breath of it was true to the poetic fancy of the
lines.

* * *

wish I might say half as much for the other ladies.
Gallantry and a susceptible heart must not'for the moment
be mine, while I say that Miss Carlisle's Hermine, and Miss
Winter's Titania, and Miss Nelson's Oberon will need tuning before they convince an audience of normal temperature.
A little less of the heavenly choir style of reading,
and their songs will be sweeter, better understood, and
worthier of Mr. Daly.
Richman went to the other extreme, laughing the same
robust laugh that follows him through all plays with the
tenacity of Mary's little lamb or John Drew's blink, and in
every way deporting himself in too candid and worldly a
manner for the child of a poet's fancy.
Operatizing is a
bail thing in the drama, but Richman needs just a bit of
glad songfulness to place Demetrius in key with Daly's
imaginative scoring.
Theseus was quite tragic as Clarke
presented him, but coldly tragic, and without much flexCraig's Lysander 1 have forgotten absolutely so
ibility.
it could not have been very bad.
I

—
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It is, I understand, Mr. Daly's wish that the play scene
be treated from the modern comedian standpoint, where
every humorous character acts with obvious consciousness of how funny be is. The Athenian amateurs, so far
as I can make out from a plain, un-Dalyized volume of
Shakespeare, were in deadliest earnest and therein lay
the fun of their performance.
Bottom, Quince, Flute in
in Daly's profact, all six of the stage-struck artisans
duction were widely awake to their own comicality, but I
must confess that they brought no end of mirth out of their
scenes.
Bottom, as Lewis plays the role, is unutterably
comical even more so than were the two score of Bohemian Club men who fell in a swoon at "Weaving Spider's
Come Not Here," set to the music of a composer who is
not even an honorary member of the Club.

—

—

—

—

Every time I see The School for Scandal I fairly throb to
burst into glittering eulogy over the sublime Sheridan, to
take his comedy line by line and wax extatic and
voluminous over the precious satire, the pungent wit, and
the fascinating brutality with which he mirrored the hig.
But, alas, scores of abler pens than mine
lif of his day.
have embalmed the wonderful comedy, and all that is left
me is to take Mr. Daly by the hand, thank him for his expeditious scissorings and transpositions, and confess that
last Saturday night's performance was a delight and an
education, and the best thing that he has given us, thus
far, this season.
Rehan's Lady Teazle is diet for dreams.
Restless, volatile, enthralliugly weak and fragrantly human, it marks a standard for the role in the long memory
of famous characterizations that I am cultivating against
the time when I become, encyclopedic, erudite and vast
with comparison like Brother Meltzer, William Winter and
our own Peter Robertson.
Charles Richman, who is emerging from the big boy
soubrette stage in Mr. Daly's aetorial incubator, gives a
rattling good performance of Charles Surface.
His laugh,
the laugh of rude health and exuberant youth, is timely
and fit in this instance, and he wears his fine wardrobe
bravely.
I dare say in another season we shall be able to
forget that Richman ever beheld the acting of that overposed namesake of a cheap smoke, Robert Mantell.
* * #

Papinta, with scarfs, skirts, mirrors, and calcium,
dances away at the Orpheum in beautiful defiance of our
sultry, summer weather.
She is a wonder, and I hope for
Mr. Walter's sake that the thermometer may take a drop
in time for him to realize a profit on the stupendous sum
he pays for her dances. Even the inducement of cool beer
was not strong enough to draw the usual immense audiences to the Orpheum during the first half of the week.
* * *

Lord Fauntleroy, in the hands of Master Gus
Levick, has been such a winniug little fellow so manly,
direct and artless
that the play will continue another
Little

—

—

week at the Alcazar.
* * *

On Monday

night the Frawley opening will witness, perhaps, the largest and most fashionable audience that the
Columbia has known since the opening night.
It heralds
the return of old favorites and four new players of note:

Maxime Elliott, Frank Worthing, Tyrone Powers, and
Harry Corson Clark.
Sydney Rosenfeld's adaptation,
It
The Two Escutcheons, is the play for the opening week.
comes with the stamp of New York approval, and Miss
Elliott is said to be the handsomest woman on the stage as
the American Widow so it looks in every way like a brilliant opening.
New scenery, lavish costuming, and everything that goes to make up a bright atmosphere in a

—

theatrical production are promised.

The outlook for the stock season to be inaugurated at
the California Theatre on Monday, June 15th, is most brilThe organization will include the cream of stock
liant.
company players, and the management have secured for
presentation a series of the strongest successes of this and
For the opening week we are to have
past seasons.
Arthur Wing Pinero's comedy drama, The Home Secretary.
Miss Margaret Craven w'ill be tendered a benefit shortly
at the Auditorium, by her legion of friends, when she will
present Frou Frov with excellent support.

.
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August in Daly has certainly arranged a strong ami enrepertoire for the third ami last week of Miss Rehan's
vment at the Baldwin Theatre, commencing next
ay niyht.
Tin- week will open with a grand revival
'/1I1
Sight, in which we will once again see
Rehan as Viola. It will be repeated on Wednesday night.
Tin School Jor Scandal is announced for Tuesday night, and
for the special matinee on Wednesday afternoon.
The
great double bill of Tkt /.'.//'.- Stratagem and Tin Honeymoon
will bring out an immense audience on Thursday night.
The Tumi mi nt' tin Shnir Friday and Saturday nights and
at the Saturday matinee.
Uneh

ends its brief run at the Tivoli toJosephine Gassman has been retained,
and
make her debut in legitimate comic opera in the
name part of Olivette, which is announced for one week, to
be followed by Dellinger's romantic opera, Lorraine, introducing Marie Millard to Tivolians. Miss Millard is the
daughter of the late Harrison Millard, the composer.

LYRIC.

w

at shadow-lide
dear love often lingers;
She lays my pipe and pen aside
With, oh, such dainty fingers.

My

watch the lights within her eyes,

I

stroke her fragrant tresses;

I

She gently soothes my weary sighs
With kisses and caresses.
is mine; and yet I
So lonely, oh, so lonely

Yes, she

Away

night.

each

Howard

will

Roma e^ids her engagement at the Tivoli with
night's performance.
Her work has Been admirably artistic and thorough during her brief season at the
Carrie

Sunday
Tivoli,

and

regret that the greater glory of the East

I

summons her away.
Encouraged by the warm reception given Mrs. Eunice
Westwater by her friends at her song recital on Tuesday

May 19th, she contemplates giving a series of renext musical season.
La Loie, her billowy skirts, her myriad of calcium lights,
and her army of stage assistants will be at the Baldwin

feel
;

moment

she must stealShe's mine in fancy only.

Tom's Cabin

morrow

ITIUN my room

"Palmetto,"
THE
322

V. Sutherland.

which has just been opened at No.
destined to be one of the most
fashionable establishments in the city.
The house, which
has just been finished, is complete with every improvement for comfort and sanitation. The large and commodious apartments are elegantly furnished, and available
single or en suite.
The proprietress, Mrs. A. J. Calhoun,
has a large acquaintance among the best people of the
State, with whom she is deservedly a favorite.
Ellis street,

is

Use Kicnardsou & Robbins' canned and

potted meats for picnics.

evening,
citals

early in July.

Indigestion dies where Jackson's Napa Soda

Baldwin
Monday

number
THE
ing the

who have left the city durfew days for the Hotel Vendome is unprecedented. As soon as the news got abroad that the
Hotel had been renovated from top to bottom people began to storm Manager Snell with letters requesting him
to set aside suites for them.
The Hotel looks absolutely
new to-day and a new attraction has been added for the
pleasure of guests in the shape of a delightful orchestra
which furnishes music every evening. The Vendome is just
the place for a man to go from Saturday till Monday. It is
easy of access and guests are so well looked after there
that they always regret when the time comes for them
to take their departure.

A series of bri

Hayman &

Co., (Incorporated)

Proprietors

next, June 1st, third

of society folks

last

Al.

Theatre-

lives.

and last week

of

MISS ADA REHAN.

liant revivals. Monday and Wednesday evenings, Twelfth Night; Tuesday evening and Wednesday matinee. The School for Scandal; Thursday evenii g. only time,

double bil', The Belle's Stratagem and The Honeymoon;
Friday and Saturday evenings and Saturday matinee, Taming

of the Shrew.
Monday. June 8th: MR.

NATO GOODWIN, in

" In

Mizzoura."

The " Gem" Theatre of the Coast.
& Co., Lessees
and Managers.
Commencing Monday, June 1st, Every evening, including Sunday; matinees Saturday. Return uf the popular favorites, the

Columbia Theatre-

Friedlander, Gottlob

FRAWLEY COMPANY.
For the

first

time here,

THE TWO ESCUTCHEONS,

a rare,

comedy from the German. First appearance of
Maxime Elliott, Frank Worthing, Gertrude Elliott,
Harry Corson Clarke, and the leading members of the great
Frawley Company. Magnificent stage mountings, elegant cosdelightful

annual dinner
THE
Society
honor

given by the British Benevolent

of the Queen's birthday was a sucsense of the word. Consul-General Warbur-

in

Reserved seats, 35c, 50c. 75c,
Monday, June 8th: Brother John.
tumes.

cess in every
ton, presided, and

was ably assisted by William Doxey,
Vice-Consul Moore, R. B. Forman, and W. B. Chapman.
The guests present numbered some fifty. The Rev. W.
to the toast, "The British Benevolent Society," and with combined wit and wisdom showed
the society to be in good financial condition and steadily

One week

W. Bolton responded

increasing in membership.
1WT OSCOW was ablaze with illuminations during the
]" festivities attendant upon the coronation of the Czar.
A great number of the people visiting at the time were
foreigners, which probably accounts for the statement that
never before has so much champagne been drunk in the
great city as during the last few days. The orders for

Pommery Sec

could hardly be filled,
even the Russians know a good thing

A

FINE

VIEW OF THE

which shows that
when they taste it.

all

& Hammond,

is

10

Montgomery

street.

The

surrounded by a lovely garden, and the location
choice in every respect.

house

is

is

Moore's Poison Oak Remedy
Cures Poison Oak and all Skin Diseases. Sold by all druggists.

Removal Notice.— Mr.
dresser, has
prices.

removed

Telephone

S.

to 24
5697.

Strozynski,

Geary

street,

the leading

ladies' hair

near Kearny.

Audran's favorite opera comique,

ing.

OLIVETTE.
The success of two continents.
Nextopera: Dellinger's romantic work, Lorraine. First appearance of Miss Marie Millard, prima donna soprano; reappearance of Miss Louise Royce, the favorite soubrette.
Look out for A TRIP TO THE MOON.
25o and 50c
Popular Prices

rpneUm

O'Farrell
San Francisco's Greatest Music Hall.
street, between Stockton and Powell streets.

1

.

Coming

Edison's marvel,

!

THE

I/ITASGOPE.

The sensation of ihe city: Papinta. McAvoy & May. Lizzie B.
Raymond, Golden, Chalfant, and others.
seats, 50c.

GrOVer's

AlcaZar.

One more week

of the

The P^ts Hoyal

of America.

popular

LITTLE LORD FAUNTLEROY
Prices:

10, 15.

HAZELTON

HEMME &. LONG
BROWN & SIMPSON

2oc.

Reserved orchestra.

26l

p

.

PIANOS

Popular
Pianos to Rent and sold on Installments

735 Market
Other waters try— Jackson's Napa Soda gets there.

Commencing Monday, June

only.

Matinees Saturday and Sunday.
Reserved Seats, 35c: Balcony, 10c; Opera chairs and box

BAY.

desirable eight-room residence, handsomely
SMOST
furnished, and with
modern improvements,
for

rent by Baldwin

Mrs. Ernestine Kreling.
Proprietor and Manager
1st.
Every even-

Opera Mouse.

Tivoli

$1.

St.

—
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day, found the Consul earnestly contemplating a colored
photograph. Seeing Mr. Cowles, Mr. Hall hurriedly set
the picture aside.
"George," said Mr. Cowles, earnestly, "there is something on your mind. Can't you confide in your old friend

and brother diplomat
that W. R. Hearst
soon return
THE announcement
city from New York has again caused a comwill

to this

motion in the Examiner office. Mr. Hearst's appearance
is always fraught with forebodings and fears of a general
"shake up around the shop," but this time it is not so
much what Mr. Hearst will do and how he will do it that
is responsible for the anxiety and general feeling of unrest
that pervades the office, but rather what he will look like.
Will Mr. Hearst appear smooth shaven? Will he wear
a mustache or will he have a Boulanger beard? Those
are the burning questions of the hour, and to be on the
safe side every employee, from the apprentice reporter up,
is turning out a full beard and carefully hoarding three
nickels for a lightning change at a second's notice.
Some weeks ago it was announced that Mr. Hearst
would be in San Francisco within a week, and those who
had seen or heard of the reproduction of his latest photograph in an Eastern publication hastened to the barbers.
A census taken by the office boy showed that exactly
eighteen men who had worn varying styles of hirsute
adornment for years appeared clean-shaven. When Mr.
Hearst arrived horrors! he was growing a new mustache,
and eighteen men hurriedly applied vaseline and other hair
restoratives to their smooth faces.
The next week they
came out from their hiding places with stubby mustaches
and met Mr. Hearst clean-shaven again.
But they have profited by their experience and are not
to be caught uapping again.

—

—

in the costume with which the Midwinter Pair has
us famiiiar.
"Ha!" said Mr. Cowles, " is she the Sultan's ? I see
it all. You were admitted to the seraglio and mashed her."
"No, Northrope," rejoined Mr. Hall, with tears in his
voice, "she belongs to the Grand Vizier.
She is positively the only woman I ever loved or ever can love.
But
the Grand Vizier would not part with her for her weight
in pearls, and so our paths must lie apart."
Such is the sympathy in the Bohemian Club for Mr.
Hall's unfortunate attachment that no one talks of love

arrayed

made

when he

near.

is

* * *

The night before Mayor Sutro left for the East "The
Banjo-Eyed Kid " went to the telephone and rang up Sutro
Heights.
" Is

Mayor Sutro there ? " he asked.
is in bed," came the answer.
" Tell him I want to see him."
" Who are you ? " inquired the voice at the other end of
the wire; rather hoarsely.
"Tell Mr. Sutro that Mr. H. E. Huntington would like
to speak to him on important business before he. goes East."
"All right, sir; certainly, sir; I'll tell him, sir."
The hoarseness had left the voice and it was very defer" Yes, but he

ential.

Willie Kittle of the Country Club, who is one of the best
shots and keenest sportsmen of that organization, is fond
of shooting black brant.
Now, Tomales bay is the only
place on this coast where the brant are found, and the
hunters get off at a little station called Hamlet, some ten
miles beyond Point Reyes.
Shortly before the close of the
season Mr. Kittle was out in his boat and made a good
bag of brant. He had a waggish companion with him,
who, failing to bring down the lofty-flying brant, turned
his attention to bagging shag.
The brant is black, with
the exception of a white patch near the tail, and is not
unlike the shag in appearance.
The joker put his shag in
a bag, and when Mr. Kittle hung up his string on the
steamer San Rafael homeward bound, cunningly substituted the shag for the game birds.
" What sport did you have, Will?" asked Mr. Wood-

ward

of his brother sportsman.
" they were not
"Oh, a few brant," replied Mr. Kittle
flying well," and they walked aft to inspect the string.
Mr. Kittle's astonishment at seeing a bundle of vile shag
hanging where he had left his royal brant almost lifted his
hat from his head.
"Why, those are shag, Will," said Mr. Woodward, won;

deringly.

"By heavens, this is some diabolical miracle !" gasped
Mr. Kittle. " I left brant, and how the transformation occurred only the Evil One can explain."
He walked forward to make some inquiries, and when he
returned the brant were there and the shag had disappeared. Then the truth dawned upon him, and the bold,
bad joker was dragged to the bar and there made a full
confession of his offense.

* * *

Since that accomplished diplomat, Consul George Hall,
returned from Constantinople, his friends have noticed a
change in his demeanor.
A sort of tender melancholy
seems to pervade Mr. Hall— a gentle air of sentimental
retrospection. Considering that Consul Hall's visit to the
Sublime Porte was eminently satisfactory, and that he is
shortly to be elevated to the highest rank that a foreigner
may aspire to, and wear a crescent glittering with diamonds and pigeon blood rubies, this sadness was incomprehensible.
At last the truth leaked out. Mr. Northrope
Cowles, who is himself a knight of the Ottoman Empire,
dropping hastily into Mr. Hall's apartments the other

— er —
— and the

" Take a seat

your pardon

* * #

"

?

The Consul looked sadly at his friend and passed him the
It was that of a rarely beautiful Oriental maiden,
photo.

I

—

mean hold the wire, sir begging
Mayor says he will be here in a

moment, sir.
He won't keep you waiting a minute sir,"
was the next message "the kid" received.
It was less
than thirty seconds till he heard:
"Ah, hem! How are you, Mr. Huntington.
I'm glad
Don't you t'ink
to see er hem to speak to you, sir.
you had better come out to de heights und see me ?
I
t'ink ve can adjust our little differences gvicker und safer

— —

—

dot vay."
"Oh, no," replied the pretended Mr. Huntington, "I
just wanted to know how you would like a couple of hardboiled eggs."
It is really too bad that there was no phonograph to
catch the Mayor's reply.
* * *

"
"
"

"
"
"

Like the little birdie, singing on the tree,
Coos the hotel syren, " come, oh come, to me,
We have shady pathlets, hammocks in the shade,
Shady little nooklets just for lover's made.
Daily from the city very nice young men
Come to take the ladies strolling through the gleD,
All the season's dainties from the tree and ground,
Cherries, peaches, berries, on our board are found."
To his voice they hearken, to the gay " resort "
Flock and plunge intensely into all the sport,
And are passing merry, full of fun until
Comes that ghastly parchment the summer boarder's
* * *

—

bill.

Police Judge Joachimsen returned from the country
Saturday night, and brought with him a beautiful walking
stick he had cut up in the mountains.
It had a very curious natural crook, and the peculiar ashy-green color of the
bark glistened aud gleamed through a light coat of shellac.

attracted a great deal of attention when the
afternoon promenade on Market street. It
is doubtful which his friends saw first,
the Judge or the
stick, but they got hold of both at about the same time.
" Hello, Judge, what's this " they all asked.
"A stick I cut up in the mountains," replied the Judge
to all inquiries.
"I don't know what kind of wood it is
just a shrub that seems very plentiful."
The Judge and scores of his friends have since learned
what kind of a stick that was. It was poison oak.

Naturally

it

Judge took

his

!

After dinner try

Adams

will find it admirable.

Pepsin Tutti-Frutti Chewing
Indigestion fades before it.
'

Drink Jackson's Napa Soda before

breakfast.
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DECORATION DAY.
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their graves lie

The
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•

•/_

•

•

'

Good Appetite^*

summer blooms.

fragrant rose,

•

*

tin* lily fair,

Are placed upon the warrior's tombs
Bj tends! hands with loving care.

Is restored and the disordered
sordered
Stomach and Liver invigorated by taking a

But better than the perfumed wreath—

small wineglassful, before meals, of the celebrated

well won wreath, the soldier's bays,
Shall be to those who sleep beneath,
The glory of their country's praise.

The

No more

Peruvian

beard from Baal to North,
arms throughout the land,
As every hamlet musters forth

The

i
«

is

call to

Its portion of that patriot

Bitters

band.

The mother

fair her nrst-born kissed,
bade him hasten to the fight;
bride her soldier boy caressed,
Nor spared him from the cause of right.

-•

y/.iz

•

And
The

Those were heroic days, indeed,
One mighty purpose spurring all;
No factious thought, no clash of creed
Between men and their country's call.

The student laid aside his book,
The lawyer marched from court and
The farmer's lad his musket took,
And left unbound the harvest sheaf.

brief,

Hopkins'

Everybody says

they fought, and how they died,
How gallantly they met the foe,
How charged and conquered, side by side,
In forest depths, and river's flow,

tells

To

live

And now

trip

in

the

The popular weekly excursions to Stockton by steamer have been
resumed for the season under the management of George W.
Hopkins, and are unquestionably the most delightful trip out of
the city. Leave Washington-street -wharf at 5 p.m. Saturday,
Returning to San Francisco 6 a.m. Monday. Round trip, including meals, fare, rooms, carriages, baths, etc., only $4.
Tickets can only be had of GEO. W. HOPKINS, General Mana-

a brilliaut page,

A page illumed

by glory's rays,
through every future

the finest

"It's

State for the money."

gloomy days,

of those

That story

Trip.

Excursions.

And how

The history

Moonlight

Stockton

age.

ger, 30

Montgomery

St.

their comrades, battle-scarred,

Who stood with them, the flag beneath,
Their valor and their truth reward,
As they those honored graves enwreath.
What is the lesson, then, they
By those sweet offerings?

ON WHEELS.

teach
Is

it

not

In act more eloquent than speech

That loyalty

is

That those who love of country hold
Beyond all things, shall ever find
Their names in honor's list enrolled,
Their memory green in every mind?

HOME PRODUCTION.

And though the war drum throbs no more,
And battle-fields with wheat are sown,
Though healed

AXLE, GREASE,.

G.&S.

ne'er forgot?

GOBURN, TEV1S &

CO., 107 Front St.

for years the nation's sore,

And liberty

enjoys her

own

This stern, strong purpose lives as then,

By blood baptized, in those grim
From veins of true, undaunted men,

wars,

This truth eternal as the stars:

Joftannta.

That never, when the land demands
Its sons to leave the home and hearth,
Shall there be tack of patriot bands

To

What is that worth ? A sacred trust
From father handed down to son,
And sanctified by soldiers' dust,
Since liberty's

And meet it is

to

first

exceptional purity and excellence.

— London

The Forage

Those memories that we may say
Be yours the task to fight and strive

tens of thousands of acres of alkali lands in California
productive and profitable by planting Salt Bush.
For further information, address

n ...
o nr
nr
TRUMBULL & BCbBE,

TM-,....

To-day, as those of yesterday."

To-day the land with peace is filled,
No cannon rends the summer air,
To-day the bugle call is stilled
Prosperity rules everywhere.

But yet again may rage war's tide,
The trumpet shrill may sound again,
And youth andlveteran, side by side,

Be summoned

Plant for A.kali Soils.

The

keep alive

"Lancet."

AUSTRALIAN SALT BUSH, (***«««*»*..)

reign begun.

;

'

Of

battle for the nation's worth.

D.

J

-r-

.

-

may be made

Seedsmen and Nurserymen.
419 and 421 Sansome street,

S.

F

SIMIVAN.

ATTORN EY-AT-LAW
Rooms 34-33, 3d

Floor Chronicle Building, San Francisco.

to the mustering.

And

we, who stand beside those graves,
Have only but a common thought,

They'll die if needs, the flag to save,
They'll fight as their brave fathers fought.

Daniel O'Connell.
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California Safe Deposit and Trust
Company's Building, S E corner California and Montgomery streets.

Two electric elevators, electric and gas
free.

Apply

.

lights, heat

;

also janitor's services

to
fl.

E. BUGkinQliani, Room?. PnfeDepoj.t Building
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THE SUMMER

USLIN

and

mus-

taches are much in
evidence at the popular Del Monte these warm days. The
male heart is always captivated by summer dresses, probably because a girl thus attired resembles an angel more
than at other times. Flirtations galore are going on, and
not a few engagements may be the result.
* # *

Those exemplary maidens who have undertaken the care
one hundred and fifty youngsters, are surely doing a
better work than constant tea and cotillion devoirs.
Miss
Betty Ashe and her sister spirit, Miss Griffeth, have
always been known as the intellectual type, "the woman
who exalts, etc," but who ever dreamed that charming
Miss May Hoffman had leanings towards instructing youth
into the mysteries of "pies and things."

of

* # *

"It is always a feast or a famine with the Crocker
family," said a member of society yesterday.
"Sometimes
there are but one or two of the large connection here, and
then again all its galaxy of stars are with us." This would
seem to be correct, as not only the George Crockers and
Alexanders, but Colonel Fred and his family will be part of

our social world this summer. Mrs. George Crocker's
daughter, Miss Rutherford, will be one of the belles of Del
Monte.
* * #
'Tis said Miss Ella Hobartis going to make her wedding
a brilliant function; but society fears it will not be a church
affair, thereby limiting the guests at the ceremony to the

GIRL,

She's out in all her fleecy stuffs, straw hat and dainty curl,
To storm the hearts of plastic youth, the charming summer girl;
She'll wander on the yellow sands, defiant of the heat,
She'll trip across the brawling brook, and show her ankles neat,
She'll sit on the veranda despite the matron's frown,
Iu quick and strong flirtation with the last new man from town,
She'll tell him all the gossip, chatting far iDto the night,
Who's a prig, and who's a darling, who's a stick, and who's a fright.
There is no mistake about her, she's a gem, a priceless pearl
For a fortnight's sharp flirtation, the giddy summer girl.

demand
THE
pelled

of the newspapers that all witnesses be comto testify, though they criminate themselves,
shows ignorance of the policy of the law. Such a requirement would often defeat justice by preventing witnesses
from coming forward who might otherwise freely testify.
It would also directly promote perjury, and to no good

purpose.

VIEW

FINEST

FOR

IN

THE

—

might
JAPAN
wood some
if

prove a desirable market for our redenterprising shipper would only go to

the trouble of introducing

it

there.

&

Messrs. Sherwood
Sherwood are the agents for the Keystone
Monogram Whiskey, one of ihe most celebrated of our whiskies.
Its effect is electrifying and beneficial, as it helps a jaded appetite
and soothes the nerves irritated by a hard day's work. Professional
men especially partake of it, and derive much benefit from a small
glass taken just before meals. No table is complete without it, as it
is in use every where.

Jackson's Napa Soda
'

a gentl* aperient.

is

BUILT LIKE A WATCH

'

* * *

Gossip declares it to be the intention of D. O. Mills to
give an elaborate fete cliampStre at his beautiful villa at
Millbrae, during the time of his residence there this summer, with his daughter, Mrs. Whitelaw Reid, to matronize
the affair. As may be imagined, society is hoping such
may be the case.
* * *

Newhalls captured! George is the
only one left single now, and what a strife the girls will
have in feeling, if not in action to win this popular

—

—

coming winter.
* * #

Mr. W.

Jones has re-entered the ranks of social entertainers, his preference of late being dinners for young
folks.
The old gentleman is very kind to young people,
and delights in surrounding himself with them.
S.

Wti6n

you

Buy

WH661

a

Buy one with a reputation— one that won't
break down when you're
ten miles from home.
Don't lean to "fads";
thev are not substantial.
THE STERLING has
been on tbe market five
We guarantee it
years
and also
for one year,

of the rich

society beau's favor the

CITY.

SALE.— Eight room house and lot, 45x120 feet.

1016
Green street, between Jones and Leavenworth.
At
a bargain $2,500 cash, balance on mortgage.
Address
owner, 606 Merchant street.

intimate few of relatives and personal friends.
However,
if it be an evening wedding the guests can wind up the reception with dancing, and that would be a godsend indeed
to gaiety lovers in this woefully stupid time of the year.

Another

30, 1896.
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STERLING HiiADSTER

guarantee oun tires for the same period. Replacements made at ouk
OFFICE in San Francisco. The STERLING costs $'00. If you want to
know more about it, send for our art catalogue, mailed free to any address,
and you will buy the

* * *

"BUILT LIKE

"There's many a slip 'twixt the cup and the lip," says
the old proverb; which saying seems likely to be illustrated in an international marriage arranged to take
place recently.

Address

Wm

* * *

,

Rumor says Tarie McGrew has changed

from the dark eyed girl to the graceful blonde. Can it be
that possible perspective thousands has any weight in the
change?
* * *

A

rumor

Strozpski's.

his allegiance

afloat that Mrs. Hattie Crocker-Alexander,
who is due at Del Monte in the late summer, will bring a
bewildering array of toilettes from the land of the White

A WATCrP

STERLING CYCLE WORKS. 314
V.

Post

Bryan, Manager

S, F.,

Cal.

to others; no imitatAll original styles, varied to suit the

I

Competent artists employed; no
apprentices, ''Bernhardt" wavers, to wave
hB&withoutburning;'*BauBroux," to restore

I

Popular prices, equal
ing.

Features.

pafllnn Hair
nrp<;<;pr
Hdll uie&bCi.
WSdUmiJ
I

grey or bleached hair to natural color.
particularly Louis de Lavelliere style.
24- GEARY ST. (Near Kearny.)

Latest styles in modem Bangs,
Open Sundays.
Telephone No.. Main5697.

I

I

I
I

I

is

Gomel)

Czar.

Oolong.
The

* * *

pulling there would be if the Examiner should
start our men into sketching their ideal woman!
many would designate Susan B. or Sister Shaw?

How

Use Kicbardson & Robbins' canned and potted meats for
Jackson's Napa Soda leaves a good taste in the mouth.

picnics.

oldest

and most

reliable

School

of the throat, than "

/.'/v./-,,

at

For Bous and Girls
1012

Grand

street, near

San Jose
f

avenue,

No Safkb or mobe Efficacious Remedy

can be had (or Coughs, or
Bronchial Troches "

brand on the

market. Sold only in 1-3 pound papers
20 cents per paper. All grocers keep it.

What hair

any trouble

St.,

Pacific Coast Branch.

Alameda, Gal.
For particulars, address

W. de JUNG,

Principal.
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M

US. John M;\rtin. of San Francisco, has
"
boon having "troubles of her own
She lias been Living at "The
Baring the last few days.
Mystic," a private hotel in Thirty-ninth street, a house
much affected by Californians. Two days ago an opposite
neighbor saw a bottle thrown from a window of this house,
and, running out. picked up the broken glass and found a
note within signed "Isabella Martin," and imploring police
protection, saying that the writer was detained a prisoner
in her apartment.
The finder summoned Mr. JLiederer, of
the Casino, and they called a policeman.
Parker, the proprietor of the hotel, denied the statement, but it was subsequently said to be true.
He asserted that Mrs. Martin
had not paid her bill, while she retorted that she was
ready, willing, and, in fact, anxious to pay, if he would but
state the amount and release her.
Parker's language was
so extravagant that the unfortunate Californian widow became hysterical. She was advised to send for a lawyer
aDd to remain where she was until the following morning.
So she had the comfort of sleeping upon bare springs, even
the mattresses having been removed from her bed.
Yesterday morning she went out to attend to some business,
and on returning, accompanied by Mr. Lederer, again tendered the amount of her bill, to which nine dollars had been
added since the previous evening.
She meekly inquired
why, and was seized by the excitable proprietor and hurled
down the six stone steps of the building, falling full-length
upon the stone pavement.
A suit for fifty thousand dollars damages will be entered to-day by Howe and Hummel,
and Mr. Parker may find life far from pleasant for a time.
Since the interesting will proceedings in San Francisco,
Mrs. Martin has been studying for the stage, and expects
to make her debut as a comedienne in Elmira, her birthplace, on the 17th of June.
She has been working hard
under George Lederer's direction for some time, and is encouraged by his judgment and advice.
Her object in attempting a dramatic career is to obtain funds to continue
the fight for her son's inheritance.
Yesterday I met Alfred Seligman in Broadway, looking
the picture of health and prosperity, a condition of things
conspicuous in that very successful family.
Mr. and Mrs. Hamilton, with Miss Carlisle, are in Paris,
where are also Mr. and Mrs. Charles Seeley and Fred
Webster. Mrs. Bradley, of San Francisco, is at the Hotel
Gerlach. Mr. and Mrs. George Crocker have closed the'r
house in Fifty-fourth street, and have taken a villa at
Southampton for the season. Mr. and Mrs. "Chimmie
Fadden" Townsend are at Averne-on-the-Sea, a very
pretty resort, neither too quiet nor too gay.
Miss Helen McDowell, who was always very prominent
for her works of charity as well as socially in San Francisco, has taken up a new interest in life, and was appointed yesterday by the Mayor one of the School
Inspectors for the coming year. Mrs. Louis Tiffany, Miss
Callender, and several other society women, are iu the
newly appointed list. An effort is being made to induce
Professor Daniel CoitGilman, President of the Johns Hopkins College, of Baltimore, and formerly President of the
University of California, to accept a prominent position in
the Public School system of New York, it being proposed
to create for him a chair of pedagogy.
There is an animated discussion going on on this subject.
The sudden and tragic death of Clifford Schmidt shocked
his wide circle of friends and admirers.
With his wife and
child he had left home for a day or two in the country.
On the trol'ey car his satchel slipped from his grasp, and
as he leaned over the side of the car to capture it, his head
struck a telegraph pole. Concussion of the brain caused
his death a few hours later.
Although he has lived so
long in the East, I am sure he was warmly remembered in
San Francisco, where by many he was considered the most
talented of his gifted family. He was very popular here,
both as musician and instructor, while his genial person-

II

ality

won

for

him many sincere

William Gordon-Cumming and Lady (iordon-Cumming.
Her ladyship was Miss earner, of New York, and she is
connected with many prominent New York families.
Sir
William is sufficiently well known through his record for
bravery and other things in India, and through his unfortunate experience in baccarat a few years ago in London.
They were married very shortly after the happy conclusion
of the baccarat investigation.
The marriage of Miss Augusta Brown, the beautiful and
clever daughter of the late J. W. Brown, is announced for
the seventeenth of June.
The happy man is Hugh Fleming young, handsome and rich a Yale man, with a fine
social position, and belonging to a distinguished family.
And what more can one ask ?
Passe-Paktout.
New York, May 21, 1890.

—

—

interest
being taken
MUCH
Perbandt, entitled "Sunset

a picture by Carl von
at the Golden Gate" on
exhibit in the studio of Rupert Schmid.
By some special
process a wonderful luminosity has been given to the light
effects in the picture and it is this new color treatment
which is causing much talk among connoisseurs. Only the
artist and Mr. Schmid know the secret of this discovery
which may some day revolutionize painting by enabling the
artist to accomplish that which has hitherto been impossible the portrayal of sunlight.
is

in

—

Avery medal
the best
painting
the Art
THE
year to Miss
Students' Exhibition, was awarded
for

in

oil

this
perfect in

Marian Holden. The picture was
every detail,
and much satisfaction has been expressed at the way the
award went. Miss Holden is a talented young artist, and
it is to be hoped she will persevere and make a name for
herself.
If you wish to prolong your life indulge in a glass of first-class
whiskey regularly before meals. It heightens the appetite and fixes

up the system.

Of all the brands the celebrated J. F. Cutter
the leader. E. Martin & Co., 411 Market St., are the sole
agents for this Coast and supply everybody with it.

brand

is

The Maison Kiche

has the best equipped banquet hall in this
All the large functions are held there and the accommodations
for guests are perfect in every respect.
city.

Jackson's Napa Soda Lemonade

is

a luxury.

Try

it.

Broadway & i 1th St.,

St. Denis
Rooms

$1 .00 per

NEW

YORK.

Opposite Grace Church

EUROPEAN PLAN,

Day and Upwards.

In a modest and unobtrusive way there are few better
conducted hotels in the metropolis than the St. Denis.
The great popularity it ltas acquired can readily
be traced to its unique location, its home-like atmosphere, the peculiar excellence of its cuisine and service,
and its very moderate prices.

WlLLIAfl TAYLOR

&

SON.

THE

HOTEL RnFfM,
SAN RAFAEL, CAL.

Now Open.

For the season, under the management

CAPT.
>;

Write now

for rales

C.

B.

1

of

JOHNSON.

and rooms.

bex:

ERNST

H.

LUDWIG X

CO..

The Model
American

friends.

J. J. Valentine is at the Holland House on one of his
periodical business trips.
That Hostelry shelters also Sir

Caterers.
1206 Sutter

St., S. F.

Telephone 2388.
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There is trouble in the camp of the
Pioneer Mining Company in Boston, over
People at Outs. the disposition of stock issued for promotion purposes.
The firm of Cox, Bickford&Co., representing the syndicate which originally
floated the property upon the market, is asked to turn
over to the plaintiff, representing Pierre Hambert, the
engineer who reported upon the mine, 10,000 shares of the
capital stock or its value, estimated at $80,000,
The firm
charges fraud as its reason for not turning over the
stock, claiming that the stock was not used supplementary
to the cash paid to the owners for their property.
On the
other hand, the plaintiff wants either the shares or that a
receiver be placed in charge of the property.
It would be
rather disagreeable for the present shareholders of this
company to have their interests jeopardized by proceedings in court, with which they are in no way connected.
They hold the mine under a clear title, free from responsibility of any kind in the way of commission notes on the
sale.
That would seem to be an extraneous matter, beyond their control, and for which it would appear strange
were they held responsible. The mine at last accounts
was doing well, and making a good return upon a fair
capitalization.
At millions, of course, it is a very different
thing viewed from the standpoint of a legitimate mining
The Pioneer

The croaking element on Pine street

is

getting rapidly thinned out. New blood
Pine Street.
is pouring in with the revival in business, and speculation promises to be
The Brunswick lode has
active for many months to come.
fulfilled all the hopes of its promotors, and now the very
men who were the most forcible in condemning the purchase of the ground are its firmest supporters. The Hale
& Norcross company for one, which signalized the advent
of its new management by a rather curt withdrawal notice
from the combination, has just concluded a new treaty
with the other companies at work there, preparatory to
the resumption of mining in the shaft, which is sunk on
the dividing line of the ground with Chollar.
Had it continued on the lines of the old management, the credit might
have been due to it for the new find. As it is, Chollar has
a rightful claim to the honor of a discovery which may be
fraught with more significance in the future than anybody
now may imagine. With the settlement of a fair division
of expense between the Chollar, Potosi, Savage, and Norcross, comes a change in the control of the several Brunswick locations which have been hitherto under the direction of Superintendent Kerwin.
In the future the gentleman will continue in charge of the two incline shafts, and
the mines at the North End, while Superintendent Graham
will take Chollar, and Mr. Cronan Hale & Norcross.
Lively

Times On

The " cold feet
The Magalia Mine

m

"

gentry who indulged

sorts of uncomplimentary rein Bonanza.
marks about the Magalia mine, near
Oroville, at the time when the project was offered upon the market, in an effort to raise the
capital necessary to open up the property at depth, are in
bonanza. This will be very unsatisfactory news to the
crop of soreheads who have cursed this city with their
Silurian principles and actions for the past quarter of a
century.
Any enterprise, no matter what its merit might
be, has been subjected to the malign influences of the harpies, and either obstructed or killed entirely out of the most
selfish motives.
Had they been personally interested in
the Magalia scheme on a basis which would not cost them
a cent, other people putting up the money to make the
mine a success, a different tale would have remained to be
told of the effort at that time.
However, the required financial aid was forthcoming,
and the outcome proves that every word in the original prospectus was not only true, but free from any attempt
at exaggeration.
In speaking of the Oroville mines,
we might add that the Golden Butterfly mine will
start up again at once, the little hitch in the title having
been satisfactorily disposed of.
So much for another
attempt to injure the mining industry.
all

Superintendent Treadwell, of the Red
Hill miue, near Nevada City, was in
Mining Property,
the city during the week visiting some
friends.
He had with him for their
special inspection a number of samples of the gold taken
out at different points in the mine. The exhibit is something wonderful, and any one favored with a glimpse
at it,
will wonder why people talk about
Cripple Creek and
other localities when chances for such fine discoveries are
to be found at home.
When Messrs. Vanderbilt and
Depew were here Mr. Treadwell, who is an old friend of
the latter, gave him a sight of treasure, and opened
the
eyes of both gentlemen to the fact that gold mining in
California was as yet in its infancy.
This property belongs to a Scotch company, and it is not for sale,
so no one
can claim that the samples are selected for advertising
purposes.
Mr. Treadwell shouid be prevailed upon to

A Showy

place this exhibit

somewhere

in

town available

for

public

It would attract a erowdany day on
a leading
thoroughfare. The best of it is that this bonanza
cornel
from a property which at one time under another management, it was thought would not pay.

inspection.

enterprise.
of the managers of the
Phoenix, of Brooklyn, in re-insuring
entire Coast business in the Pennsylvania Fire Insurance Company, of
Philadelphia, does not augur well for the successful result
of the negotiations now going on for the purpose of forming
a new local combine. At least this is the opinion of the more
conservative business men, cognizant of the fact that the
general manager of this big concern has been on the Coast
for some weeks past, and an interested attendant at all
the recent meetings of the local agents. It is believed that
had he seen any prospect for the ultimate bridging over of
existing difficulties, so that some agreement could have
been reached, that the Phoenix would have continued in
business at the old stand.
The loss of the Phoenix will be
felt on the Coast, where its reputation has always been of
the very highest.
Following the retirement of the company from the field comes the dissolution of the agency of
Brown, Craig & Co., the announcement of which was made
in the News Letter some weeks ago.
Homer Craig will
go over to the Pennsylvania, the new general manager of
which is Thomas Edward Pope, formerly assistant general
agent of the yEtna.

The action

The Withdrawal

of

the Phoenix.

A Mining Exchange
At Los Angeles.

its

The interest in the development of
California mines has grown to such
an extent in Los Angeles, that dur-

ing the week an Exchange was
opened, under the name of the Los Angeles Mining and
Stock Exchange, to facilitate business. The opening was
attended with much enthusiasm, and it is safe to say that
like every other enterprise of magnitude undertaken by
the wide-awake people of this progressive city, it will be a
pronounced success from the start. The Exchange announces that its policy will be such as to in every way encourage legitimate properties. It also proposes to maintain a complete bureau of information of mining in the
southwest portion of the State, and a fine collection of
minerals from this section is now on exhibition in the rooms
of the Exchange.
The leading spirits of the New
The Mining Exchange York Mining Exchange have deA Failure.
cided to abandon the enterprise.
There may be a new body of men
who will take a hold and endeavor to build it up again, but
at present it is found impossible to get enough support
from the old body of members to raise $4,000, or $100 from
each of the forty members, to run the Exchange on close
economical lines.

A Mexican
Mine Abroad,

The new Mexicau Rosario Company has
just been brought out in London for the
purpose

of acquiring the mines and assets
of the old Rosario Company.
This prop-

erty is in Zacatecas, near Nieves. The mine has been reported upon by Mr. John Nevin.
The capital is fixed at
£50,000, in 200,000 shares.
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SETER

the Democratic State Convention has jumped
on the A. P. A., and the A. P. A. gets the Republicans to hire brass bands for "American" processions,
and the Y.
I. turns out on parade with
the stars and
stripes overhead, and the little red school-house on a float,
there will arise a loud demand from ordinary citizens for a
doubling of the police force of San Francisco until after
the election. Free fights and riots may redound to the
glory of God and the triumph of the true religion, whatever it may be, but the public peace is of some value, too.
you see a man with his hat on the back of his head, his
IFface
very red, and his vest uubuttoned, sawing the air
with both hands and bespattering his auditors with saliva,
you don't need to listen in order to feel pretty sure that
he's a student of the science of finance, who is confident
that his calm judgment is adequate to the reform and management of the monetary system of his country.
It's a
sixteen to one bet that you'll make no mistake if you act
on that assumption, and cross to the other side of the

M

"

Hear the Crier:" "What the devil

art thou!"

" One that will play the devil, sir. with you."

the camattention
the
who are leading
THE
Woman
respectfully
paign for the emancipation
ladies

of

in

of

is

A

called to a case of gross oppression in Los Angeles.
rich widow in Brooklyn. New York, exercised her Godgiven right to do as she pleased, and it pleased her to bestow her affections on a handsome Evangelist, whom she
at once appropriated and brought out to California with
her. paying all the expenses like a lady.
She was overseeing the building of a nest for herself and mate at Los

Angeles, the other day.

when another woman appeared,

and by force and violence robbed the widow of her Evangelist.
Such is the state of our laws, their cowardly discrimination against the physically weaker sex,

widow

is

barred from

all

legal redress.

Such

is

that the

man-made

It is true that the female robber is the Evangelist's
wife, who followed him all the way from Brooklyn, but that
does not alter the fact that an intolerable invasion of personal liberty has been committed a crime of the sort that
the ballot in the hands of Woman would make an end of.

law.

—

new church which that good and injured man, Dr.
THE
languish, being without the
Brown, has started,
will

moral support

unless novel attractions can be
judicious step would be to
devised to draw the public.
commission Miss Overman and Mrs. Tunnell as deaconesses.
And Deacon Morse is not too old to learn a few jig steps,
nor Deacon Dexter to acquire skill on the banjo and with
the bones.
An introductory performance each Sunday before service, with a skirt dance, perhaps, a comic effort at
forensic oratory by Advocate General Woodhams, some
jests of the right Congregational flavor by the end-men to
make the ladies blush and giggle a few little things of this
sort on the Sabbath programme would enable Brother
Brown to hold the boards, and get a salary for a few
months anyway. Otherwise he will be a dreary failure,
for Brother Brown suffers under the disadvantage of having no brains.
of

anybody,

A

—

you a leg that you can
a true lover's knot?
HAVE
Have you an eye that turns red, white and blue after
tie in

dark? Have you a skull fixed on hinges that can be lifted
and show the brain alive and well? Have you a lady
acquaintance weighing ninety-five pounds attached to a
tumor weighing 125? Have you a dog that barks through
his nose and wears a food-seizing hook at the end of his
tail?
Do you know anybody whose heart is located under
his right arm, whose toes are talons, whose beard is three
yards long, whose sex is doubtful, and whocan lift a loaded
freight car and run a mile with it in three minutes? If
you are so fortunate as to be able to answer these queries
in the affirmative, you will hear of something to your advantage by communicating with the editor of the Sunday
Examiner.
" f~VOUNTESS " Wachtmeister, upon whose brawny
\_/ shoulders has fallen the shroud of the unmentionable
Blavatsky, is one of the latest she-cranks we have been
burdened with. The newspapers, the newsboys, and the
excessive use of beer and beef are responsible, in her mind,
Is there a "Count" attached to
for the evils of to-day.
If so, we request him to fetch her home before
this lady ?
it rains.

ONandWednesday
prayed

night Dr. Brown held a prayer meeting,
that this city might come to be known as
a city of righteousness where it had formerly been known
The Archangel Gabriel, to whom
as one of wickedness.
the message was entrusted, is said to have died of laughter
before reaching his destination,, and Parson Brown is still
in the dark as to the Almighty's intentions.
Mr. John Elliott, of New York, delivered his
address at the Y. M. C. A. Auditorium on "The
Hiding Places of Men," the hall was absolutely packed by
leading women in the suffrage movement, thus showing
that Brute Man is somewhat in demand after all.
the excitement over Bianther let us not forget the
INfeast
bird in the jail is better
we possess in Durrant.
than two in Mexico.

WHEN

A

street.

voice
THE honeyed
cast their

the Call invites young men who
Presidential vote this year to join
a Republican League Club so that they may properly
study the campaign from start to finish. Better would it
be for the young men to join a Democratic club, where
they will certainly learn the first principles of politics.
They should not forget the song of the Walrus and the
will

of

first

Carpenter.

CORONER Hawkins,
is

not

man enough

who

sits

on dead

men because he

to sit on live ones, has cohabited

with cadavers for so long that he forgets his duty towards
gentlemen. For his attempt to bully a doctor into betraying professional confidences, this ghoul in broadcloth
should be flayed by both press and public. It is to be
hoped that Judge Conlan will start the ball rolling.
Salt Lake clergyman who has gone from his
THAT
of usefulness, leaving behind him the bones of a woman
field

or two in the furnace of the church, is being harshly spoken
Resolutions of sympathy are in
of by the secular press.
order, and likewise an offer from the Reverend Mr. Goodwin to the afflicted brother to occupy the Goodwin pulpit
for a Sabbath.
Rev. Mr. Waresawink is of the belief that the condition of the Jews would be bettered were they converted to Christianity. After the reverend gentleman has
become acquainted with Christianity as it is taught and
practiced by the divines of the Pacific Coast he may see
fit to alter his views of the question.

THE

the grace of God and the assistance of the ProsWITH
ecuting Attorney, the eight strikers accused of mur-

dering C. A. Mars last March will be swung into eternity
in a bunch.
After a chain, there is nothing like a good
stout rope to bring such fellows to their senses.

CASE, whose particular sheep belong to the MethoDR.dist
of the opinion that the
Episcopal denomination,
is

and entirely unnecessary. The
same remarks, more often than not, apply to the brethren, but we have to put up with them, Doctor.
SMOOTH Jew, who borrowed $200 of a forty-two year
old widow, was compelled by Judge Campbell to marry
the woman on the spot. God's teeth! The Judge will lose
all his friends among "depush" if he continues to inflict
use of tobacco

is

filthy

S

many more

such sentences.

we choose between leprosy and Dr. Dille, we
COULD
should undoubtedly take the former. We should certainly get rid of it after death, but
nately, we shall ever have with us.

F ARSONS

C.

the doctor,

Overman-Brown and

;

'

unfortu-

Nigger " Colburn

The
are to start revival meetings out at the Park.
Park police will be on hand to see that the revivals are
conducted according to law.
the Almighty deprived Buckley of his eyesight,
He endowed his fingers with the power of vision inThey reach out for the sack with the pertinacity
stead.
of bloodhounds.
We
Examiner has been somewhat clean of late.
fear, though, that its purity is merely that of the
fallen woman deprived temporarily of the power to be indecent.

WHEN
THE
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baneful and poisonous demagogues who would subvert liberal institutions to the rule of the ignorant and the irresponsible.
Those people may go thus far and no further.
Already the indication of alarm is abroad in this country.

The respectable element of Americans cannot much longer
remain idle, once the demagogue becomes too powerful.
The people are sound at heart, and if they are aroused by
a good deal
thoughtful minds the
the Week.*
It will find many bitter opponents and many hearty supporters. The
subject of "Democracy" is of course a very old one.
De
Tocqueville, Laveleye, Seherer, Mill, Maine, and many
others have attempted to analyze its ingredients, forecast
its results, and forewarn mankind of its dangers.
But it
is well to remember that all, or nearly all, the perils predicted to follow in the train of "Democracy" have vanished
as "Democracy" has become an established fact among
the peoples of Europe and America.
The calamities predicted by De Tocqueville, in particular, have not come to
pass, and Mr. Lecky has, we are glad to see, profited by
the experience of others, and his danger signals, while
many, are not as numerous as those of his mistaken predecessors. But the range of enquiry in Ihis book is im-

A Book
of

mense.

All
contribution

Mr.

Lecky's book

attention
world over.

of

will attract,

among

human

is

about to "shoot Niagara," then

see the result of the education of the masses in the purification of the political atmosphere about us. That democracy is the perfection of
government we do not believe, but rather that perfection
is
more likely to be approached through democracy
will, in all

likelihood,

than through class rule.
We admit to some apprehension
mob, but that apprehension is more or less speculative, while the experience of the world proves that we
have no reason to look back with satisfaction to the cer-

of the

tain t}' of the evils of class legislation.
Society, education,
the love of liberty, law and order will, we believe, protect
us from the mob, and for that reason, we do not fear democratic institutions, which secure the greatest happiness
to the greatest number, although we confess that even
democracy wants to be carefully, very carefully, watched.
* "Democracy and Liberty," byW.H. Lecky.

modern forms

of Democracy are laid under
illustrate theories.
European Catholegislation, gambling, intoxicating drinks,

to

Sunday
marriage laws, divorce, education, the military systems

licism,

the fear that the Republic

we

of

the continent, socialism, trades unions, the laborer question, women's rights, and nearly the whole range of
modern legislation are considered with philosophical care
and fulness. And after reading all Mr. Lecky has to say
on these subjects, we notice that his book is not an indictment against Democracy as a political institution, but that
he merely criticises its shortcomings, and gives us a frank
proclamation of the disillusion of its apostles. And one of
those "disillusions" is that as popular government is not
always representative government, the lowering of the
franchise causes the deterioration of Parliament, Assemblies, and Congresses.
This fact is undeniable. The British House of Commons, for instance, is no longer the "first
club iu London." It has lost its "tone," since it has
become more representative of the many and less like the
few.
All this we graut, but does Mr. Lecky mean to tell
us that because the "tone" of Parliament is' lower than it
was that that fact furnishes an argument for the failure
of democratic institutions?
Do not the Reform bills
of '32, the abolition of the Corn Laws, a free press, the
many Education Acts, the many good Land Acts, Jewish
Emancipation, Non-Conformist Emancipation, and all the
uplifting measures that have followed the extension of the
franchise, more than compensate for a lowering of the
"tone" in the House of Commons or a deterioration in the
manner of the people's representatives? As for our part
we think Mr. Lecky is, on that count, all wrong. The
history of the British House of Commons before, and since,
the Reform Bill of '32 gives Mr. Lecky an answer <m this
point, and one that will dismiss his conclusions to the
nursery.
We admit, however, that there is a danger in manhood
suffrage, as .Mi-. Lecky points out.
There is the danger of
that •' longing of the ignorant and improvident to rob the
thrifty, to undermine the security of contract and propand, wherever law and liberty stands in the way of
them, to blot them out." We admit, too. and with shame.
that the .spoils system, boss rule, a questionable judiciary,
legislative corruption, and municipal rottenness have all
followed in the train of manhood suffrage in this land of
ours.
No doubt the demagogue is abroad in this Republic,
and that the logical end of his vaporing about "millionaires
would be anarchy and ruin.
Very well, all that is
granted, but let Mr. Lecky look backward for one hundred
years, and let him tell us how the aristocracies then- ruled
the nations, not even for the alleged benefit of the million
but for the privilege of the few; and, if he does, will he tel
us whether the people were better oft' under the rule of the
Georges than they are to-day ?
And if there is a change
for the better, what has caused this change but the rule'of
the "common people," the triumph of Democracy over
aristocracy and privilege? There is, and always will be
we believe, enough of educated propertv holders in this
and other democratic countries, to stem' the rush of the

" The Incubated Girl " is one of the most original, and
revolting, stories we have read for some time.
It is uncanny and disgusting. It is the life history of a girl who is
hatched from an egg, after a scientist had discovered, in
an old tomb in Egypt, a papyrus containing the directions
how to evolve the organic from the inorganic how, in fact,
to chemically construct a child.
There is some genuine
fun in the book, alternating with the terrible, and the book
is, as a whole, an artistic success, but the book makes one's
flesh creep, and one recoils from the heroine, who at last

—

is

destroyed.

Ex-President Harrison's articles have proved such an
enormous success with The Ladies' Home Journal, adding
over 100,000 to the circulation of the magazine, that the
series will be extended beyond the original limit.
The exPresident has now reached the treatment of "The President's Official Family" in his series, describing the relation which each Cabinet member holds to the President.
Then he will show "How the Senate Works," and "How
Congress Legislates," each in a separate article.

—

An

great contemporary interest

in Scribner's
June is Henry Normau's vivid picture of the present
condition of affairs in the most crucial point in all European politics the Balkan Peninsula, where a half-dozen
little Principalities are the
buffer between the great

article of

for

—

A

Powers

of Europe.
few months ago Mr. Norman made
a visit to this region, and this article is the first presentation of the impressions then gathered of Roumania, Servia,

Bosnia, Herzegovina, Bulgaria and Montenegro.

Mr. Richard Harding Davis is, without doubt, one of our
best American writers of short stories.
His characteristics of the dude and the street arab are capital, and now
in his " Cinderella and Other Stories " we have a good
story called "The Reporter Who Became King."
He
does not, indeed, in this or in any of his novels add to our
stock of wisdom, but this story is full of movement, imag-

and humor.
"Misther O'Ryan

ination,

" is an Irish story of the anti-Nationrecognize many of the characters as being
essentially Irish, but its political faith is too biased to
please any one except the lovers of anti-Home Rule opinions and their kindred spirits.
alist type.

We

The Boer's side of the controversy, now being waged
about the South African Republic, is well given in " Boer
and Uitlander," just published in London. It is a plainly
written narrative, but it puts the arguments for the Boers
forcibly and well.
After a careful study of Julian Hawthorne's $10,000 prize
story the reader will see that the merits of the work are
its suspense finely drawn out to the end, abundant and
varied incident, and briskness.
These are the qualities
young authors should cultivate in order to succeed.

The Life and Letters of Dr. Oliver Wendall Holmes
favorably reviewed by the Dial.

is

.

May
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Ev'ry .Mont), f,, r May is out, ami the announcement of
utents bills it " Better than the Best." This is true
of it in almost every feature, and its bid for popular suc- an admitted
fact if the improvement in each sue
ceeding number counts for anything. The feature of the
number is a waltz arrangement of Paul Dresser's " Just
Tell Them That You Saw Me" undoubtedly the most
popular sonp of the present day.
In the June Forum BjSrnstjerne Bjornson— the distinguished Norwegian author— concludes the review of
•Modern Norwegian Literature " in an article even more
brilliant and interesting than his previous one, and Professor Wm. G. SumneKof Yale, has written a very timely
and important article entitled ''The Fallacy of Territorial
Extension."

The June Ladies' Home Journal is exceptionally interesting and attractive both in its literary and pictorial
features.
The front cover, in perfect harmony with the
fragrant sentiment of the month of roses, is a Salon painting by M. Albert Aublet, a celebrated French artist, in a
decorative frame of striking beauty.

—

FOR

New
THE
following

WOMEN WHO WHEEL.

York

Sartorial Art Journal contains the
interesting
remarks
anent
bicycle

costumes for women:
In
taking
up cycling attire for women we
wish first of all to launch a protest against those
abominable modern cycling garments, the bloomers.
Don't wear them! Don't make them! Don't have anything to do with them! for of all the monstrosities of this
day a woman with a tightly laced waist and with limbs encased in baggy bloomers is the worst.
Skirts are made nowadays of such design and length as
not to hinder the free movements of the rider's limbs, so
on that score there is no reason for complaint. It is
much better, from an artistic point of view, for a woman
to wear knickerbockers than the hideous bulging bloomers,
which no woman who has good taste will wear.
The short skirts of last season would blow up when the
wearer pedaled fast or coasted down hill,
even
though knickerbockers and leggings were worn underneath, which exposed the rider to some mortification. This,
however, is done away with by the increased length worn
to-day.

Regarding accessories to women's cycling attire there
not much in the way of novelty to chronicle. The
fourteen-button tan kid boots remain very popular, with
now and then a high lace boot and a high French kid boot
is

in evidence.

Some women wear knickerbockers and golf stockings
underneath their skirts, and some, in hot weather, wear
low Oxford ties, the high lace button boot being rather
warm.
Shirt waists

course, be in vogue as soon as the
warm weather strikes us, and the high banded turneddown collar, worn with a club tie, will be popular.
new
thing for women's use in cycling furnishings will be the
riding stock, which will be used either with shirt waist or
jacket.
It will fold twice around the neck, like a man's
riding stock, though it will tie in the form of a bow in-

Spring Valley Water Worts,
516 California St.,

San Francisco.
office of the Spring Valley
516 California street, Tip to 12 m., on the first day of June,
next, for any part of five thousand (5,U00) shares of the stock of the company, in lots of not less than ten (10) -shares.
All stock allotted on said bids will be ready for delivery on the 11th day
of June following, and must be taken and paid for on or before the 15th of

Sealed bids will be received at the Secretary's

Waterworks,

said month.
All bids must be accompanied by a deposit of five ($5) dollars per share,
in gold coin or certified check.
No bids will be entertained at less than ninety-nine ($99) dollars per
share.
By order of the Board of Trustees,
W. AMES, Secretary.
San Francisco, May 21, 1896

PELHAM

MINING,

AGRICULTURAL

Desirable Stocks
.

STOCKS.
W. H. BftlLEY

& SON,
415V£

Montgomery

stead of an Ascot. The tie proper in both the women's
and men's articles will be of a material to match the shirt
or shirt waist.
In mentioning women's cycling hats we
can only say that there is such a variety of headgear for
cycling that it would be an impossible task to enumerate
and describe all of them.
It is enough to say that the Tam-o'-Shanter and the
Tourist form of hats, neatly trimmed, and of a color to
match the suits worn, and a black straw sailor, will be

St.,

San Francisco, Cal

Stocks and bonds negotiated.
Agents: Olinda Ranch Co.; Bailey Oil Co.

GEORGE MORROW &

GO.,

(Established

1854).

HAY and grain

will, of

A

and OIL

Splendid opportunities for investors.
Call or correspond.
or small lots

Large

Commission Merchants.
Clay St. and 28 Commercial St S. F.
Branches at Bay District, Ingleside, and Third
Telephone No. 38.
39

,

St.

Hay Wnarf

np
nl^vnU O
UT\. RIPORrVQ

RESTORATIVE PILLS.— Buy none but the gennine—A specific for Exhausted Vitality, Physical
Approved by the Academy of Medicine, Paris,
and the medical celebrities. Agents for California and the Pacific States.
J. G. STEELE & CO., 635 Market street (Palace Hotel), San Francisco.
Debility,

Wasted

Forces.

Sent by mail or express anywhere.
Box of 50 pills, $1 25; of 100 pills, $2; of 200 pills,
PRICES
83 50; of 400 pills, $6; Preparatory Pills. $2. Send for circular.

REDUCED—

Pacific

Towel Company.

No

-Wpuc.

Furnishes clean Towels at the following low rates: Clean hand
towels each week, $1 per month; 12 clean hand towels each week;
$1 50 per month; 4 clean roller towels each week, $1, 6 months
6 clean roller towels each week. $1 25 per month

proper and most effective.
Almost any kind of a stout glove goes well for cycling,
although there are various special designs of cycling
gloves on the market.

American
$10

Japanese bronzes and vases are the best mementos of San
Francisco a tourist can take away with him. Geo. T. Marsh, G25
Market St., has the best.

Work

Ladies cannot do better, when through with their shopping, than
Maison Riehe for luncheon.

to step into the

See

Rome and

die: drink Jackson's

Napa Soda and

live.

Typewriter.
as good as any
done on a $100 machine.
Over 10.000 references.
Agents wanted
PacifiG

Introduction

Company.
110

Bush

St.,

Room6.

—

——
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Her Appearance
speaks

PLIGHTED.— DINAH

MARIA MULOCH~CRAIH, IN LOVERS' YEAR BOOH.

MINE to the core of the heart, My Beauty

woman who

Mine, all mine; and for Love, not dutyLove given willingly, full and free,
Love for Love's sake, as mine to thee.
Duty's a slave that keeps the keys;

But Love, the master, goes in and out
Of his goodly chambers with song and shout,
Just as he please,— just as he please.

Mine, from the dear head's crown, brown-golden,
To the silken foot that's scarce beholden
Give to a few friends hand or smile,
Like a generous Lady, now and awhile,
But the sanctuary heart, that none dare win,
Keep holiest of holiest evermore;
The crowd in the aisles may watch the door,
The high-priest only enters in.
1

Mine,

Beware of

without doubts or terrors,
thy goodnesses, all thy errors,

to me alone revealed
spring shut up, a fountain sealed."
Many may praise thee— praise mine as thine;
Many may love thee I'll love them, too;
But thy heart of hearts, pure, faithful, and true,
Must be mine, mine wholly, and only mine.

Mine! God, I thank Thee that Thou bast given
Something all mine on this side of Heaven
Something as much myself to be
As this my soul which I lift to Thee,
Flesh of my Hesh, bone of my bone,

AND PURCHASER'S GUIDE

CITY INDEX

my

whom

Life of
life,
Thou dost make
to the world for the world's work's sake
But each unto each, as in Thy sight, One.

RESTAURANTS.
Academy Building, 332-334 Pine street. Rooms for
ladies and families, private entrance. John Bergez, Proprietor.

Bergez's Restaurant,

Bay State Oyster House. 15Stockton& 109O'Farrell. N. M. Adler, Prop.
Montgomery-St. Coffee and Lunch House. Good coffee and fresh eggs
a specialty. Cream waffles. 426 Montgomery St. H. H. HJUL, Prop.
Malson Tortoni, French Rotlsserie, ill O'Farrell street. Private dining
rooms and banquet hall. S. Constantini, Proprietor.
Nevada Restaurant, 417 Pine st. Private rooms; meals 50c. Loupy Bros
Poodle Dog Restaurant, S. E. cor. Grant ave. and Bush st. Private
dining and banquet rooms.
Tel. 429.
A. B Blanco & B. Bbdn

Two

Dr.

the Sleepy

Man comes

my

(0, weary,
shuts up the earth,

incentury.

Building, southwest cor. Seventh and Market
Office hours: 9 a. m. to 5 p.m. Consultation Hours 4 to 5.

and he opens the

(So hush-a-by, weary

skies,

my dearie!)

smiles through his fingers, and shuts up the sun;
(0, weary, my dearie, so weary!)
The stars that he loves he lets out one by one,
(So hush-a-by, weary my dearie!)
conies from the castles of Drowsy-Boy town;
(0, weary, my dearie, so weary 1)
the touch of his hand the tired eyelids fall down,
(So hush-a-by, weary my dearie!)

Dr. Hall,

with a murmur of dream in his wings,
(0, weary, my dearie, so weary 1)
whispers ot mermaids and wonderful things,
(So hush-a-by, weary my dearie!)

Then the top

When
When

a burden, the bugle a bane,
(O, weary, my dearie, so weary 1)
one would be faring down Dream-a-way lane,
(So hush-a-by, weary my dearie!)

14

McAllister St. near Jones.
,

The W.

H. Hollls

THE CAMPER.—
Nought but the
Of

£.

pauline johnson.

Stamp

Co., (Incorporated),

and grim:
heaven and him.

105 O'Farrell St., S.

F.

MERCHANT

TAILORS.

Neuhaus & Co

115 Kearny, up-stairs.
Suits to order $12 50.
coats, $10. Pants $4 and tipwa'rds
Samples by mail.
J85TA perfect fit guaranteed.

VOCAL CULTURE.
Miss Caroline Shlndler, Soprano. Vocal Culture.

Hours,

1

to 3, 2416

Clay

CANDIES.

CANDIES.— Don't

J.

ROBERTS' Best.

W. Lundborrj, Dentist,

ft.

336

Telephone

Dr.

leave the city without a uox of

2275.

POST STREET, Rooms

2-3.

(Opposite Union Square

San Francisco.

PAGUE,

F. G.

Dentist.

skies, lone, black,

starlight lies 'twixt

children.

Koch & Harney, (Jas. H. Harney, Geo. T. Koch), Job Printers, 648 Sacramento St. Fine printing and embossing, seals, rubber stamps, stencils, etc.

To Sleepy Man's

Night 'neath the northern

women and

PRINTING AND RUBBER STAMPS.

is

one would be wending in Lullaby wherry
(O, weary, my dearie, so weary!)
Castle by Comforting ferry,
(So hush-a-by, weary my dearie!)

Diseases of

POSTAGE STAMP DEALERS.
Hawaiian Stamps a specialty. MAKINS & CO 506 Market street.
Selections on approval: any place in world. W. F. GREANY, 827 Brannan

He comes
And

:

Dr. R. Cutlar, 818 Sutter street.

MEDICAL.
with the dust on his eyes,

dearie, so weary!)

He

At

DENTISTS.

Thomas L. HIM,
OFFICE: Odd Fellows'
streets.

WHEN THE SLEEPY MAN COMES -Charles c. d. Roberts,

He

JAMES PYLE, New York.

488

imitations.

My Own,

—

He

going the

is

as well as the highest. In every sort of washing and cleaning, let Pearline help you.

A

When

than words.

same way. Now these are
days when such things
needn't be, for most women. Labor savers are
all around you, and, for woman's work, Pearline
heads the list. Take advantage of the hints
of science.
They are broad enough to the
bright, and they help the lowest kind of work

With all
Unto me and

"

louder

She doesn't use Pearline.
She's worn out with hard
work. Household drudgery,
you can see, has told upon
her.
Possibly you are a

Rooms

4

and

5,

Academy

of Sciences Building,

819

Market

street

man no

He

need has he, of God, no prayer;
and his Deity are brothers there,

Above his bivouac the firs fling down
Through branches gaunt and black, their needles brown.
Afar some mountain streams, rock-bound and fleet,
Sing themselves through his dreams in cadence sweet,
The pine tree whispering, the heron's cry,
The plover's passing wing, his lullaby.

And

blinking overhead the white stars keep

Watch o

:

er his

hemlock bed -his

QR. ARTHUR
409>4

St.,

T.

REGENSBURGER,
Dentist.

San Francisco.

United States Laundry,
Office: 1004

Market

St.,

near Baldwin.

Telephone, South 4-2-0

TERS,

Mexican remDepot at 323 Mar-

the great

edy it gives health and strength to the Sexual Organs.
ket street, San Francisco.
(Send for circular.)
;

sinless sleep.

Post

3o,
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EDITH: How
DEAR
ami stockings compared

attention is given to shoes
to the balance of one's dress.
And yet. they constitute very important additions to one's
me and should be carefully attended to. For evening
wear it is now the style to have the slippers made of the
same material as the gown itself, a piece being sent to the
shoemaker for that purpose. High heels are only used on
slippers, and then the exaggeratedly high ones are not
permitted. The toes of these slippers are not so pointed
as they were, the vamp is short, and tiny buckles or embroidery in steel or pearls are the only ornamentation.
Open-work silk stockings the same shade as the gown are
worn with these slippers.
Patent leather slippers and
black silk stockings, and bronze slippers with bronze silk
stockings, are in fashion, but are not considered dressy
enough to wear with light brocades and satin, and are instead relegated to semi-toilette.
To wear with summer
dresses the low shoes or ties of Suede are to be worn,
while black patent leather and tan and russet ties will
again be seen. These are made with long vamps, and, excerpting in the Suede, with common sense heels.
The care
of the boots and shoes is made quite a point of now. There
are lasts for every pair, and as a rule the boots and shoes
are made to order. In fact, much more attention is paid
to being well shod these days than was formerly the case,
in the days when women did not walk so much as they do
at present.
The plaid golf stockings seem a little loud,
but it is considered quite smart to wear them with tan
shoes when bic3 cling.
By the way, what stockings or
shoes to wear bicycling is a question that puzzles many
women. With the light costumes the tan shoes and the
canvas leggings look very smart with the dark costumes
black shoes and black leggings are the best.
As for gloves, the four-button glace kid and the mousquetaire are preferred for summer ordinary every-day
use.
The Suede mousquetaire in the different tan shades
are for rather more dressy use.
For evening wear the
light shades of tan, white, and black glace are very much
the fashion. The Biarritz glove, which has no buttons at
all, and which is worn a size larger than other gloves, is a
comfortable one for hot weather, as it pulls on, and there
are no buttons to give an uncomfortable tightness around
the wrist. For bicycling there is a heavy dogskin glove,
which also must be a size larger than the ordinary walking glove. The all-white stitched glove with four buttons
is still in fashion for wear with silk gowns in the afternoon,
and bids fair to continue for some time.
French cashmere, soft as silk and lending itself to most
graceful, classic lines, is much favored for teagowns and
all kinds of dressy house toilettes.
Fayetta and silk-warp
Henrietta cloths are likewise favored, and the garnitures
are guipure and Renaissance laces, narrow gimps, satin
ribbons and swansdown.
Hats and bonnets made of zephyr straw coarsely plaited
and in many colors, are very much in evidence.
The selfcolored straws are less vivid in tone than they were last
year.
Indeed, few self-colors are seen save those in black,
the majority of the fancy plaits being composed of straws
dyed in various dainty colors, and the effect of such plaiting
in mingled tones is bright and pretty without being the
least aggressive.
Belinda.

«*•

OUR GREAT

gi

MIDSUMMER

little

* CLEARANCE

SALE

sib

Beoins Monday, June

$

1st.

EVERYTHING AT A

J

TREMENDOUS
JJJ

SACRIFICE

J
^

*k

See Dailu Papers for Particulars.

r

;

"

MURPHY

BUILDING, Market and Jones Sts„ San

203 to 207 N Spring St. bet.

Temple and

The Latest Spring and Summer Goods
have arrived.

BRIDGE &

H. S.

'

ManyinovelImported Wear. Shirts to order

ties in

a Specialty

622 Market

St., (up stairs, opposite Palace Hotel

BEST SUITS ON EARTH
Made

it

Montgomery

street,

price

and upwards.

HAWES,

H.

J.
26

San Francisco

Room 6.

Formerly in Crocker Building.

J. R.
(W,

SMITH &

HALL,

60.,

to

?£„s^zr'"

MERCHANT

Successor).

Will make garments

M0BUSE

a

'

TAILORS.

order at great reduction for cash.
J.

R.

SMITH, Manager.

You Must Look Neat.

AA

Suits Cleaned

ffl

and Pressed

tPl.UU

'

to all

and Larkin have added

The

$15

to order

tried the latest bath?" said a prominent doctor the
"I speak of the celebrated Russian bath which includes
Shower. It is very beneficial to the system and I re-

my patients." The Lurline Baths, corner Bush
this new bath to their perfect accommodations.
only fifty cents which entitles the bather to the use of
the swimming tank as well.

commend

CO.

MERCHANT TAILORS.

Have you

other day.
the Needle

Francisco.

Los Angeles, Cal.

First St.,

Bau Gitu Glothing Renovatory,
20-24

is

"Seavey's" have an immense stock of hats, flowers, feathers, ribbons, etc. and are selling everything in millinery lower than any
other house in this city, 1382 Market street.

Suits called for and delivered.
C. A.

HOWLAND.

Geary

Rooms

(Established

St., Easterbrook B'ld'g,

19-20-21.

1875.)

'Phone Main

5859.

GEO. M. LONEBGAN.

,

of

The very latest things in ladies' and gents' spring goods
John W. Carmany, furnisher at 25 Kearny St.

to

Imperial PnotOQrapni6 Studio.

be had

Carbon Plates a Specialty.

724. 726 and 728 MARKET ST. (1st Floor),
Bet Kearny street and Grant ave., S. F.
Lightning plates for taking Children.

—

"

;
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BANKING.
BANK OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.
Incorporated by Royal Charter,

Capital Paid Up,

1862.

Reserve Fund,

$3,000,000.

Southeast Cor. Bosh and Sansome

hen flew from her nest and cackled loud and
are 9 cents a dozen," said the old
rooster, eyeing the performance with languid disapproval,

The

old

"When eggs

long.

a ridiculous exhibition of vanity to
over one egg." Chicago Tribune.
"it

is

—

make

all

that fuss

— Among my dearest treasures the watch my father
when he was a young man. B — Would you mind
temporarily
A — Certainly not; but
letting me see
in the possession of my — er — father's brother. — Odds and
A

is

carried

it?

it is

Ends.

—

Leighior
I suppose by this time that baby of yours is a
Proud Father (enthusiastically) You bet!
wonder.
Why, he says so many bright things we don't have to use
any gas in our house. Philadelphia American.

—What's

Lombard Street, London

coma, Washington.
This Bank transacts a General Banking Business.

—

—You get that afterwards. —Judy.

—

—

Grace
Why do you start so? Frank Did I understand you to say that your father is failing? Grace
Physically, I mean. Prank
Oh, all right! I was afraid it
was something serious. Odds and Ends.
Mills
I tell you, Bagley's wife was his saving, after all.
If it had not been for her, he would have filled a drunkard's
grave.
Bills How so? Mills She had him cremated.
—New York World.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

She You said I had a face that would stop a trolley
car in the middle of the block. He I did. It takes a
mighty good-looking woman to get a conductor to do that.

—

Indianapolis Journal.

—

He You should not worry so much about dress. Set
your mind on higher things. She I had set my mind on
higher things than you seem willing to buy for me.

—

Indianapolis Journal.

—

Mr. Bacon
That Mr. Crossley, who called last evening,
a self-made man.
Mrs. Bacon Too bad he couldn't
have made himself a little more agreeable.
Yonkers

—

is

its Head Office and Branches, and upon its Agents, as follows:
New York— Merchants' Bank of Canada Chic ago—First National Bank
Liverpool— North and South Wales Bank; Scotland— British Linen
Company; Ireland— Bank of Ireland; Mexico— London Bank of Mexico;
South America— London Bank of Mexico and South America; China and
Japan— Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China; Australia and
New Zealand— Bank of Australasia and Commercial Banking Company of
Sydney, Ld; Demerara and Trinidad (West Indies)—Colonial Bank.

upon

;

BANK OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital
$3,000,000 00
Surplus and Undivided Profits (October 1, 1894).. 3.158,129 70
WILLIAM ALVORD
President CHARLES R. BISHOP. Vice-Pres't
ALLEN M. CLAY
Secretary THOMAS
Cashier
S. Prentiss Smith
Ass't Cashier 1. F. Moulton..
Ass't Cashier

—

.

BROWN

I

1

CORRESPONDENTS.

New York— Messrs. Laidlaw & Co.; the Bank of New York.N. B. A.
Boston— Tremont National Bank; London— Messrs. N. M. Rothschild &
Sons; Paris— Messrs. de Rothschild Freres; Virginia City (Nev.)—
Agency of The Bank of California; Chicago— Union National Bank, and

—

Trust and Savings Bank; Australia and New Zealand Bank of
Zealand China, Japan, and India—Chartered Bank of India, Austraand China; St. Louis— Boatman's Bank.
Letters of Credit issued available in all parts of the world.
Draws Direct on New York. Boston, Chicago, St. Louis, Salt Lake
Denver, Kansas City, New Orleans. Portland, Or., Los Angeles, and on
London, Paris, Berlin, Bremen, Hamburg, Frankfort-on-Main, Copenhagen,
Stockholm, Christianla, Melbourne, Sydney. Auckland, Hongkong, ShangIllinois

New

;

lia

hai,

Yokohama, Genoa, and

all cities in Italy.

SAN FRANCISCO SAVINGS UNION.
Corner California and Webb Streets.
Deposits. Dec. 31, 1895
Guarantee Capital and Surplus
ALBERT MILLER, President

824,202,327
1,575,631

B POND,

Vice-President
Directors— Thomas Magee.G. W. Beaver, Philip Barth, Daniel E. Martin, W. C. B. De Fremery, George C. Boardman, Robert Watt; Lovell
White, Cashier.
Receives Deposits, and Loans only on real estate security. Country
remittances may be sent by Wells, Fargo & Co., or by check of reliable
parties, payable in San Francisco, but the responsibility of this Savings
Bank commences only with the actual receipt of the money. The signature
of the depositor should accompany the first deposit. No charge is made for
pass-book or entrance fee. Office hours— 9. A. M. to 3 P. M. Saturday evenings, 6:30 to

—

Statesman.

Accounts opened sub-

ject to Check, and Special Deposits received. Commercial Credits granted
available in all parts of the world. Approved Bills discounted and advances made on good collateral security. Draws direct at current rates

I

the difference between idealism and
realism? 'Varsity Girl Idealism is when you contemProfessor— Yes, and realism. Girl
plate matrimony.

"

60

Branches— Victoria, Vancouver, New Westminster, Kamloops, Nan
lamo, and Nelson, British Columbia; Portland, Oregon; Seattle and Ta

—

—

Professor

HEAD OFFICE

$500,000.

Sts.

E.

|

8.

THE SATHER BANKING COMPANY.
Capital

wish," said the inoffensive man behind the woman
with a big hat, "that creature's bonnet was somewhere
else."
"In your mouth, for instance," answered the
I

assailed.

L. I. Cowgill, Cashier.
Allen Knight, Secretary.
Directors— C. S. Benedict, E. A. Bruguiere, F. W.Sumner, Albert Mil
P. Johnson, V. H. Metcalf, James K. Wilson.
Agents: New York—J. P. Morgan & Co. Boston— National Bank of tbe
Commonwealth. Philadelphia— Drexel & Co. Chicago— Continental National Bank. St. Louis— The Mechanics" Bank. Kansas City— First National Bank. London— Brown. Shipley & Co. Paris— Morgan, Harjes & Co
ler,

"And did my predecessor not find a place in your
hearts?" asked the new missionary.
"Well, the next
thing to it," answered the savage* guardedly.— Detroit

$1,000,000

Successor to Sather & Co., Established 1851, San Francisco.
James K. Wilson President.
Albert Miller, Vice-President

Wm

Tribune.
"Little Johnny opened his drum yesterday to find where
the noise came from. "
"Did he find out? " "Yes. When
his father came home the noise came from little Johnny.

—Life.

LONDON, PARIS AND AMERICAN BANK, LIMITED.
N. W. Cor. Sansome and Sutter Sts.
Subscribed Capital
Reserve Fund

$2,500,000

|

Paid

—

Scholar There are a few things I would like to have you
run over with me, professor. Musical Professor— All
right.
I'll go and get out my
tandem.— Yonkers Statesman.

Up Capital

$2,000,000

$850,000

Head Office

Old Broad Street, London
AGENTS— New York— Agency of the London, Paris, and American
Bank Limited, No. 10 Wall Street, N. Y. Paris— Messrs. Lazard, Freres
& Cie, 17 Boulevard Poissoniere. Draw direct on the principal cities of the
world. Commercial and Travelers' Credits issued.
SIG. GREENEBAUM) Mono „a „ D
Managers.
j
C. ALTSCHUL
58

"Anything good in new plays this season?"
"Yes;
'Uncle Tom's Cabin,' with Uncle Tom caught in a foldingbed and Eliza getting away on a wheel." Chicago Record.

CROCKER-WOOLWORTH NATIONAL BANK of san francisco.

Marie— Why does Miss Passionquill call her book of
poems " Meadow Grass? " Estelle—I suppose she had a

WM.

Cor. Market, Montgomery, and Post Sts.

—

presentiment that

it

would remain uncut.

A Sovereion Remedy— Dr.
cough.
214

It

Kearny

never

tails.

Try

street.

— Town Topics.

Parker's Cough Cure. One dose will stop a
Price 35c. George Dahluender & Co

it.

Paid-CJp Capital

»1,000,000.

CROCKER
W. E. BROWN
GEO. W. KLINE
H.

President
Vice-President
Cashier
Directors— Chas. F. Crocker, E. B. Pond, Hy. J.Crocker, Geo. W. Scott

THE ANGLO-CALIFORNIAN BANK, LIMITED.
N. E. Cor. Pine

and Sansome
Paid Up

Sts.

Clipping! Boread, 510 Montgomery street, S. P. reads all
papers on the Pacific Coast, and supplies clippings on all topios, business
and personal.

Capital authorized

Mothers, be sure and use
children while teething

The Bank transacts a General Banking Business, sells drafts, makes
telegraphic transfers, and issues letters of credit available throughout the
world. Sends bills for collection, loans money, buys and sells exchange
IGN. STEINHART 1 Mana
and bullion.
ManaES, ers
flf(i

The Press

Jackson's Napa Soda

Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup " for your

kills

malaria.

Subscribed

$6,000,000
3,000,000

J
f

$1,500,000
700,000

Reserve Fund

Head Office— 18 Austin Friars, London, E, C
Agents at New York— J. & W. Seligman & Co.. 21 Broad

P.N.

LILIENTHAL

\

street.

May
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EDITORIAUSMS.

Many

one respect the Women Suffragists are superior to
INtheir
more attractive Bisters. No man has ever yet

thai

quarrelled about one of them.

alike

K rotund Miss Shaw claims to be in
Tilver.
It remains for the suffragists,
to produce a

woman who

is

favor of free silor any one else,

A

man

Ales are

— they are

Evans'

of

is

persons think
all

except

not.

DGING by some the advertisements the
JOpapers,
we should not be surprised to learn that
tematic infant murder

9

local daily

in

sys-

The

not entirely restricted to London.

difference

POLICEMAN

named Johnson, feeling a necessity for
action, belabored his mother-in-law with a club.
This
should be promoted, if only for the sake of appear-

strik-

ances.

CALIFORNIA

material should be used whenever possible in the construction of Californian buildings and the
State institutions should be ordered to draw their supplies
from the same local sources.

acquainted with.
ftSSESSOR Siebe has ever been considered an honest
and capable man in the administering of his duties.
Mr. Clunie's attack upon him appears to have been made
from purely personal motives.
who are interested in bencb shows should
pay an occasional visit to our police courts.
They
will there behold more judicial terriers than respectable
citizens care to pay the salaries of.
stricter the laws against the exclusion of Chinese,
the more we shall love those we have among us. It is
for this reason that we believe in keeping as many of these
gentry out of the country as possible.
SOUND whipping administered by an able-bodied
policeman would soon put a stop to the crimes being
committed by youthful offenders. It is hardly just to imprison them, as in most cases they know not what they do.
Board of Health is to be congratulated upon having acquired the services of Garrett McEnerney as
attorney.
It is to be hoped that the first thing Mr.
McEnerney will do will be to advise the Board to disband.
It is worse than useless.
Secretary of Agriculture made the remark that
California is not very far from Paradise.
We have
an idea that could Mahomet visit us and see oar beautiful
Californian girls, he would go the Secretary one farther,
and assert that this is Paradise itself.

SPORTSMEN

COOPE &
Agents

for

Wines and Brandies, have moved

623 Market

St.

Meyers, instead of simply
In such cases a bunch of thistles could
appropriately be presented to each man before he retires
to let the wind blow down his hairy ears.
hairy women and the hairless men have been
THE
ing their
pow-wow at Golden Gate
spiritualistic

hold-

Hall

The mediums of the city received a litadvertising, and a few fools had their pictures in

during the week.
tle free

Otherwise no harm ensued.

the papers.

Anna Shaw of the opinion that the Noisy Sisters
MISS
should study for the ministry.
The
is

to

ronaerPaiaoeHoteu.

Gall and

See Us.

BANKING.
MUTUAL SAVINGS BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO.
33

Post Street, below Kearny, Mechanics' Institute Building.
Guaranteed Capital,

JAMES

D.

Paid-Up Capital,
officers

$1,000,000.

PHELAN, President. S. G. MURPHY,
JOHN A. HOOPER, Vice-President.
|

Directors—James
Hooker, James Mofflt,

$300,000,

Vice-President.

D. Phelan, L. P. Drexler, John A. Hooper, C. G.
S. G. Murphy, Frank J. Sullivan, Robert McElroy,

and Joseph D. Grant.
Interest paid on Term and Ordinary Deposits.

Loans on approved seGEO. A. STORY, Cashier.
Deposits may be sent by postal order, Well, Pargo, & Co., or Exchange
on City Banks. When opening accounts send signature.
curities.

WELLS FARGO &

THE

asses
lecturing them.

PIPPY,

Paul Masson Champagne. Ben Lomond Mountain

"Wines, Schramsberger "Wines, Vino del Rey Sweet Wines and
Brandies, California Olives, also selected brands of Imported

S

Bahrs should have clubbed the twelve immortal
JUDGEwho
acquitted Leon

there

MOVED.^

THE

THE

will

wonder why
are any others.

It 's Evans' method of bottling as well 35
brewing that makes the distinction.

AN

Oakland lady was baptized in a bath-tub the other
Nothing short of a swimming tank would take
day.
away the sins of some of the San Francisco fair we are

ing you

N. E. Corner Sansome
Cash Capital and Surplus

John J. Valentine
H. Wadsworth

President
Cashier

CO.'S BANK.
& Sutter Streets.

Homer S. King
P. L. Lipman

I

|

86,250,000

Manager
Assistant Cashier

BRANCHES.
N. Y. City, H. B. Parsons, Cashier. Salt Lake City, J. E. Dooly, Cashier
Directors— John J. Valentine, Benj. P. Cheney, Oliver Eldridge, Henry
E. Huntington, Homer S. King, George E. Gray, John J. McCook, Charles
P. Crocker, Dudley Evans.
|

THE GERMAN SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.
No. 526 California St., S. F.
Capital actually paid up in Cash, $1,000,000.
Reserve Fund
$ 715,000
Deposits, Dec. 31, 1895,
$30,727,586 59.
Guaranteed Capital. .$1,200,000
OFFICERS—President, B. A. Becker; Vice-President, Edward Kruse;
Second Vice-President, George H. Eggers; Cashier, A. H. R. Schmidt; Assistant Cashier, Wm. Herrmann; Secretary, George Tourny Assistant
Secretary, A. H. Muller.
Board of Directors— Ed ward Kruse, George H. Eggers, O. Shoemann,
A. C. Heineken, H. Horstmann, B. A. Becker, H. L. Simon, Ign. Steinhart,
Daniel Meyer. Attorney. W. S. Goodfellow.

average male

SECURITY SAVINGS BANK.
Montgomery St.. Mills Building.
INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS. LOANS MADE.

is enough to fill us with a supreme disgust, but
when emotional women are admitted to the pulpit it will
be time to close the churches or turn them into sectarian

parson

222

"Turkish tea" resorts.

DIRECTORS.

CRANZ, who got into an altercation with another
DR.doctor
on the Oakland ferry last week, made a remark which has occasioned no
friends.

A

little

surprise

among

The Golden Eagle Hotel

"No,

sir,"

be the headquarters of the delegates
to the Democratic State Convention, which meets at Sacramento

Monday, June

will

15th.

Just imported.
banquet lamps at

A
S.

fine selection of baccarat globes for
G. Gump's, 113 Geary Sc.

&

L. Abbot. Jr.

H.H.Hewlett
E. J. McCutchen.
J. B. Lincoln.

piano and

NEVADA WAREHOUSE AND DOCK COMPANY.
WAREHOUSES AND DOCKS
PORT COSTA, California.
Storage Capacity, 100.000 tons. Regular warehouse for San Francisco
Produoe Exchange Call Board.
These warehouses are the largest on the Pacific Coast, and are furnished
with the latest improvements for the rapid handling and storing of Grain
A mill attached, Applied with the best and newest machinery for cleaning
foul and smutty wheat.
Money advanced at lowest rates of interest on grain stored in warehouses.
Insurance effected at lowest rates in first-class companies, or grain sold,
if

"When playing poker drink Jackson's Napa Soda.

S.

O. D. Baldwin
W. S. Jones

his

reporter approached him after the battle with

the remark, "A woman, as usual, Doctor?"
replied the saw-bones, hotly; "only my wife."

Wm. Alvord
Wm. Babcock
Adam Grant

desired, at current rates.

OFFICE—202 Sansome St., over the Anglo-California Bank.

:

SAN FRANCISCO NEWS LETTER.
H. M.
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NEWHALL & CO.
SHIPPING AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS

1/se^ji...^

^ POWERFUL GUN.—

The great 100-ton gun, used
navy, with a 550-pound charge of powder throws a projectile weighing 2020 pounds at an initial
It communicates to it,
velocity of 175. 15 feet per second.
therefore, a live power or kinetic force of 02,597,000 foot
pounds. The thrust exerted by the gases due to the ignition of the powder lasts less than a hundredth of a second.
The force produced is seventeen million horse-power.

309 and 311 Sansome

—

Suit for Damages. A French store keeper lately
premises painted red. He was immediately prosecuted by three tradesmen whose stores were opposite his,
a milliner, a jeweler, and a silk merchant, who claimed
that the reflection of color from the premises across the
street made it impossible for their customers to properly
tell the hues of the articles they wished to buy.
The Trans-Siberian Railway. There will be an immense field for scientific investigation when the great
The
Trans-Siberian Railway is opened next summer.
traveler and explorer can then proceed by rail to the
banks of the Yanesei, at a distance of 3057 miles from St.
Petersburg, and will have facilities for navigating the
great rivers running northward.
The English Fleet. An expert in England states that
if Great Britain were to put all her warships in commission there would be necessary to man them 40,000 of the
52,(1(10 petty officers and seamen of the navy, leaving but
12,000 to man the 300 and more remaining vessels of all
classes in the navy.
This would leave 200 vessels unhis

CORRESPONDENTS
PINDLAY, DURHAM & BRODIE
SIMPSON, MACK1RDY & OO

manned.

The German Torpedo Service. — The German navy

FIRE, MARINE,

—

It is more than possible that
near future substitute horseless carriages to carry the mail instead of the wagons at present
in use. The postal authorities are said to be much in favor
with the idea.
A Substitute fob Glass. A Vienna exchange announces a new and wonderful substitute for common brittle
glass.
This substitute is said to have all the properties of
common glass, except that it is flexible. It is made largely

Horseless Carriages.

Brooklyn

may

Fireman's Fund
INSURANCE COMPANY, OP SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

of cullodian wool.

Where

Ivor?

is

Found.

— Africa

of the world, 75,000

—

—

A

Assets, $3,000,000.

PALATINE
INSURANCE COMPANY

(Limited),

CHAS.

OF MANCHESTER, ENGLAND.

OVER $9,000,000.00 RESOURCES

SOLID SECURITY.

LATON, Manager

A.

439 California St., S. F.

Fibb Insurance.
Founded A.

Company

Insurance

D. 1792.

North

of

Paid-up Capital
Surplus to Policy Holders

JAMES

J3,000,000

5,022,016

BAILEY, General Agent,

D.

CONNECTICUT

FIRE

ship recently discovered
estimated to be 1000 years old, and appears to be of the same type as those that carried the
Normans to England.

412 California St., S. F.

INSURANCE CO. OF HARTFORD.

Capital Paid Up
Assets
Surplus to Polioy Holders

11,000,000
3,192,001 .69
1,606,409 .41

ROBERT DICKSON,

Manager

501

Montgomery

Agents, 501 Montgomery

S. F.

Total Assets,

Capital. 12,250,000

UNITED STATE

St.

St.

AACHEN AND MUNICH FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
OF AIX LA CHAPELLE, GERMANY.
Established

1825

$6,854,653 65

EPARTME.'NT: 204 Sansome St., S. F.
VOSS, CONRAD & CO., General Managers.

*»"*-»

PHOENIX ASSURANCE CO. OF LONDON

PROVIDENCE-WASHINGTON

NSURANCE
BUTLER & HALDAN,

Strange Find.— A "viking"

East Prussia

America

OF PHILADELPHIA, PENN.

BOYD & DICKSON,

is the great ivory proelephants being slaughtered annually therein.
In the great Congo basin there
are still supposed to be some 200,000 elephants, but the
number is rapidly decreasing.
Longevity op the Race. Married people live longer
than single, and those who have to work for their living
will usually outlast those who do not.
People of middle
size live longer than those of large or small physique.
Hygiene OP the Feet. Grave diseases of the throat
and lungs often are caused by inattention to the covering
of the feet.
Warm socks and dry, easily fitting boots will
save many an expensive doctor's bill.

ducing country

in

Capital, $1,000,000.

in the

—

and 46 Threadneedle St., London
29 South Castle St., Liverpool

AND INLAND INSURANCE.

is

said to be superior to the British in its torpedo service.
In order to get on an actual equality with Great Britain,
Germany must first secure 19 battleships, 30 first-class
cruisers, 50 second-class cruisers, and 170 third-class
cruisers.
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in tlie Italian

A

Marine Insurance Agents,

and

Fire
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CO.

incorporated 1799

General Agents,
413 California St., S. F.

is

The Overland Limited.
ONLY o' u DAYH TO 0H1CAGO. 4Jj( DAYS To N lew YORK.
The Union Pacific is the only line running vestibuled Pullman
Double Drawing-room Sleepers and Dining Cars daily. San Francisco to Chicago without change.
Vestibuled buffet smoking and
library cars between Ogden and Chicago.
Upholstered Pullman
Sleepers, San Francisco to Chicago, without change, daily.
Steamship tickets on sale to and from all points in Europe.
For tickets
and sleeping car reservations apply to D. W. Hitchcock, General
Agent, No. 1 Montgomery street, San Francisco.

BRITISH

AND FOREIGN MARINE INSURANCE

Napa Soda.

LIMITED,

Capital

»6,7OO,O00

BALFOUR, GUTHRIE &

"

All sensible people drink Jackson's

CO.,

OF LIVERPOOL.
CO., Agents.

No. 316 California

St., S.

F

Hie Banjo.
Ashton P. Stevens.
STUDIO

:

28

Montgomery

street,

Room 8. Pupils prepared for Stage,
Concert, or Drawing Room. A Special
Class for
teachers who wish to perfect themselves in the Banjo's harmony and technio

-
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THE EASTERBROOK

BUILDING, 20-24 Geary Street.
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THE EASTERBROOK BUILDING.
rapidly acquiring imposing and
FRANCISCO
SAN
the business quarter. The
modern new buildings
is

in

rbrook Building, situate 20-24 Geary street, and
running through to Morton street, is a good example.
Although by 110 means an old building, it lias undergone a
thorough overhauling in every respect, and can now boast
the same modernity as the Emporium, just opened.To bring all these ehanges about,
The Builders' Art. W. T. veitch & Bro., the Oakland
contractors and builders, were appealed to. Their oflice is at 1164-1166 Webster street.
After looking at the Geary street premises they soon saw
how they could best be remodeled. As a result of their
efforts the stores below and the oflice rooms on the above
stories have been entirely renovated, new fronts have
been put in the stores, the skylights enlarged, enabling a
flood of light and warmth to penetrate every corner of the
building, and new floors have been laid on the lower story.
New sidewalks have been laid on Geary and Morton streets,
improved cement floors make a dry and useful basement,
the entrances to the stores are handsomely tiled, and the
wainscoting and flooring of the building up to the first floor
The ground effect can
is of the most beautiful marble.
therefore be better imagined than expressed we can only
say that it is as handsome as that of any building in the
The plumbing has been entirely overhauled, and is
city.
The locks to the different
now as sanitary as can be.
rooms are of the most approved pattern, and all hall doors
are furnished with the latest chipped glass, thus securing
privacy as well as beauty of effect.
The building is provided with one of Cahill &
A Modern Hall's direct electric elevators, ensuring
Its equipment is complete
Elevator,
safety and speed.
with all modern safety devices and runs
smoothly and noiselessly. The grillwork around the shaft
The building is also prois handsome in the extreme.
vided with hydraulic sidewalk elevators, which are convenient for the owners, but the passenger elevator is a
thing by itself, and we do not wonder at the fact that all
the larger buildings to-day are provided with this same
economical pattern.
All of the interiors of the rooms have been
Handsome entirely overhauled, cleaned, tinted, and in
some cases provided with handsome wall
Interiors,
paper. James Duffy & Co., who have removed from Market street to this building, No. 20, did
this work, and it speaks for itself in every particular.
The entire exterior and the interiors have
The Exterior been repainted, and now present an exand Interiors, tremely handsome appearance. The color
is white, matching harmoniously with the
marble finishings on the first floor and entrance, and is the
work of E. H. Black, 120 Eddy street, who has painted
The work is
some of the largest buildings in this city.
first class in every respect and is above criticism.
Dr. Victor G. Vecki, the well-known physician and surgeon, has his offices on the first floor.
Mr. Strozynski, the well-known ladies' hairArtistic
dresser, has moved from his Ellis street
Coiffures,
quarters to this building, where be has
opened a commodious and stylish establishment easy of
Mr. Strozynski is
access to ladies while down town.
recognized as an artist in his particular line of business
and can not be approached by any ladies' hairdresser in
He is patronized by every lady in society and
this city.
his creations for dinner or ball effects have made him
Moreover, he has the distinction of being
justly famous.
the only American coiffeur who was presented with a prize
at the great Paris Exposition, his work there causing
much comment even among the Parisians, who are considered the greatest connoisseurs of the art of beautifying
the person. It is hardly to be wondered at that after
capturing so great a place as Paris Mr. Strozynski should
have gained the confidence of so many ladies in our own city.
J. Alfred Kinghorn-Jones, who imports the

Bernard A Co., merchant tailors, will be
found on the third floor, rooms 19-20-21. This
firm lines so much of the tailoring work for
society and business men that they are. too well known to
need much praise. Their work always gives satisfaction,
:is lit and general
workmanship is always guaranteed.
Mr. J. E. Sundberg, a well-known and
S.

a Good

west of England cloth direct from
the mills, is located on the fourth floor. Mr.
Jones has paid as much as $3000 in duties alone during the
past eleven months, which will give one an idea of the
amount of goods he sells in this city, all of which are high

Fit.

popular merchant tailor, moved into this
building a short while ago.
His office
will be found in room 5, and he is said to have one of the
finest stocks of imported cloths in the city, and he guarantees a perfectly fitting suit to those who patronize him.
Imported Cloth,

In the list of California young business men
there are none who have gained a higher or
more respected position in the San Francisco advertising field than the members of
the firm of Wilder & Co. In close touch with many of
the leading business men of this city, and always up-todate and progressive in their ideas, they have developed a
field of usefulness that may be regarded as almost exclusively their own.
As planners, designers, and placers of
all kinds of advertising, they occupy a commanding posiTheir new quarters in the
tion in the business world.
Easterbrook building have been especially prepared to
meet the requirements of the increasing business they
have been of late called upon to direct, and they have unquestionably the largest and finest offices of any firm of
advertising specialists west of Chicago. Every facility for
handling a large business has been provided, and as they
have on file all of the Pacific coast journals, a comprehensive plan of advertising can be marked out for intending
advertisers at very short notice.
Lewis & Fowler, who will be found in
room 34, fourth floor, make a specialty of
Durable Goods,
a fine pair of trowsers for$4. Finest suits
and overcoats made to order, and a perfect fit is always
guaranteed.
Mr. E. S. Goldsmith, who was formerly at 26
Montgomery St. has removed to room 14, this
High Art
building, and is now better prepared to do
Engraving,

The Art of
Advertising,

;

Fine Cloths,

21

class in every respect.

,

ever.
As a card and
without an equal in this
The wedding, visiting, and business cards he turns
city.
out are works of art, and the prices charged are reasonable in every respect.
first-class

work than

seal engraver, Mr. Goldsmith

is

The R. T. Kennedy Company have moved
their stock of beautiful black dress goods
to this building, and are now prepared to
Black Goods,
show them off to greater advantage than
ever. The latest styles have just arrived from the East.
H. O. Deuss occupies room 13 on the second
He is a -practical and experienced
floor.
For Good
watchmaker and jeweler, his work being of
Work.
the highest order, while his prices are exceptionally moderate. He charges, for instance, only seventyfive cents for mainsprings and casesprings, which are fully
guaranteed. All his work is done at a correspondingly low
He has been a practical watchmaker for over
price.

Handsome

twenty-five years, has been connected with the leading
watch manufactories in this country, and has given many
important improvements to the trade.
The San Francisco Blue Print Company
has moved from the St. Ann's Building to
Blueprints,
room 33, fourth floor, in this building, and
is prepared to do all kinds of blue print work on paper and
cloth, black prints, draughting and tracing.
Mr. B. E. Henriksen, who is the oldAn Old Architect, est architect in San Francisco, having
been in business for twenty-nine years,
He has erected many of our
has his office in room -43.
and
is at the head of his profession.
largest buildings,
Brittain
has a fine assortment of
N.
J.
watches and jewelry on hand in front winFine Jewelry,
dow of store No. 20. His watch repairing
is guaranteed, and his charges are as moderate as any one
can desire. His stock of silver novelties is especially choice.
J. Edward Warren is Resident Agent for the building,
and has his office in room 38, fourth floor. The building
has only been opened three months, yet three-fourths of the
offices are already rented, and the others will soon be so,

finest

I

under

his efficient

and accommodating management.
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them. Tuesday, the 2nd, has been selected by Miss
Jennie Cheeseman and Lieutenant Schoemacher, whose nuptial knot will be tied at the home of the bride, and be a
very quiet ceremonial; and also by Miss Emma Huntsman
and W. Greyson Dutton, whose marriage vows will be exOn Wedchanged in Grace Church at the hour of noon.
nesday, the 3rd, a wedding will take place in Elmira, New
of

York, which may prove of interest to Californians, inasas the groom, Elwood Crocker, was formerly a resiThe bride-elect is Miss Elizabeth
dent of Sacramento.
The wedding of Douglas Tilden and Miss
Slee, of Elmira.
Bessie Cole will be solemnized in Oakland on Saturday
next, and Wednesday, the 10th of June, is to be the wedding day of Miss Mollie Hunter and Shafter Howard, the
ceremony to take place at Newport, R. I. the groom's
On June 24th,
mother and sister will be present thereat.
in Sacramento, will be wedded Miss Lucy Upson, who,
during the Crocker regime in San Francisco, was such

much
rather unexpected
THE
the year so
term"

advent of the hottest "hot
had rather a depressing
even the theatre party languished in
effect upon
the face of all there was to enjoy, and it was not until our
delicious breezes were again with us that our people felt
It is, however, late in the
like themselves once more.
season to look for much more entertaining to be done in
town except in the lunch and dinner line, and these will
of
society;

far

continue to be given more or less for several weeks yet.

Miss Jennie Blair's recent bud luncheon can claim the
distinction of having been the handsomest entertainment
the kind given in San Francisco this season. Miss
is visiting her aunt, Mrs. Hager, was guest of
honor, and to meet her eighteen of our fairest maidens
were bidden. Beauty roses were used in adorning the
rooms; pale green and white the dominating tints of the
lunch table, which was lavishly spread with silver, the souvenirs for the guests being also small silver slippers
placed beside each plate. Mrs. Joseph Austin's pink
luncheon was one of the pretty functions of last week.
Another was the luncheon given on Saturday by Mrs.
Eleanor Martin, complimentary to Miss Jennie Catherwood, after which the entire party took in the matinee at
the Baldwin. And yet another was the silver wedding
anniversary dinner of Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Splivalo on
of

Lucas, who

Sunday.
A very elaborate affair was the reception given by the
Forum Club in the Maple Booms of the Palace Hotel on
Saturday evening. All the rooms were used for the entertainment, and between music, dancing and feasting, the
elegantly gowned ladies and their male escorts had a most
pleasant time of it. The rooms were prettily decorated
with palms and flowers, and the programme of vocal
music was among the best rendered at any of the season's
gatherings, while the number of guests present more than
comfortably filled the rooms.

Banquets have been rather in order of late, as besides
the one given in honor of Queen Victoria by her loving subjects in San Francisco, one on a most elaborate scale
was given by the Directors of the Union Iron Works at
the Pacific-Union Club to commemorate the great success
Two visiting strangers of disof the battleship Oregon.
tinction who have been with us of late have also come in
for a share of the good things of the table Sir Henry

—

Deeriug, who reached here from Mexico in time to take
part in the "Queen's dinner" at the Palace on Saturday,
and General Barillas of Guatemala, who has been the
motif for several handsome dinners since his arrival.
The
latter was the guest of honor at a reception given by Mrs.
Isadore Schwartz, at her residence on Clay street last
Friday evening, and on Tuesday of this week was guest of
honor at a dinner given by Captain and Mrs. Johnson at
the Baldwin Hotel. General Bachelder, Chief Quartermaster, U. S. A., has also been paying San Francisco a
visit this week.

Among charitable affairs this week were the Rivers tea
on Thursday and the Saturday Morning Orchestra concert
at Golden Gate Hall on Thursday evening.
The annual
bazaar of the Lick Old Ladies' Home will be held at that
institution on Saturday next.
The great charity event of
the year so far, the other side of the bay, was the production of As You Like It in the Thompsons' beautiful-grounds
in Alameda on Thursday, for the benefit of the Woman's
Exchange and Relief Society of Alameda. Out of town
entertainments include Mrs. Bromwell's card party in
Oakland last Friday, in honor of Miss Luella Williams, at
which fifty charming young maidens were gathered; and
Mrs. John S. Dickenson's tea in Sausalito on Saturday,
which was a very pleasant affair.
The closing days of May have been well-filled with weddings, and the month of June promises to be very prolific

;

a frequent guest here, to Louis Hanchette, who is almost equally well-known in this city. July's chief ceremonial will be the nuptials of Miss Ella Hobart and Charles A.
Baldwin, and, if rumor may be relied upon, the festivities
will be of a very elaborate description.
Surprises appear to be the order of the day

in

the en-

gagement line, and the last one was when the announcement was made of Walter Newhall's engagement to Mrs.
Ainsworth, of Los Angeles, because it was generally supposed that one of San Francisco's fair maidens held first
place in that gentleman's fancy, if not in his affections.
News has reached San Francisco of the engagement of
charming Miss Minnie Casey, who, during the period of
her father, Colonel Casey's, station at Benicia, was a frequent visitor to and welcome guest at society's functions
The name of the lucky man is Lieutenant
in this city.
Davison, at present stationed in Texas, where the wedding
will take place in September.
Miss Alice Kinzie, late of
the Presidio,

One

is

to be maid-of-honor to the bride.

most delightful Anglo-phobiaisms which has
reached here is the " house party," and already many of
our swim who are lucky enough to own country homes are
making dates with their different friends, following the
English fashion of saying when to come and when to go.
The only rural settlements of rich people at Menlo and San
Mateo have, hitherto, been exclusive and selfish; but now
fashion (and Burlingame) has changed all that, homes are
to be opened to friends, and merry pastimes provided.
Mrs. Will Tevis, at Bakersfield, has opened the season already and following close upon it came the first house
party of the bride and groom, the Walter Hobarts, at San
Mateo last Saturday. To be sure, the guests comprised
only those who " assisted " at their wedding, but it was a
jolly crowd and thoroughly enjoyed itself, and gives delightful promise of what may be looked for at their hands
later on.
Mrs. Osgood Hooker, nee Goad, at Sausalito, is
another young matron who will entertain thusly during
the summer, and the fall season at B'lingham, when all the
of the

old habitues are in residence, will fairly blaze with beauty,
and fashion, and fun.

School affairs continue to form a leading feature in life
hereabouts at preseut. The closing concert of the term
was given at Mills' College on Tuesday evening, and drew
a large attendance from the city. Trinity school was busy
with its examinations, etc., during the earlier part of the
week, and on AVednesday evening the commencement exercises, distribution of prizes, medals, and so forth,
place in the school hall, which was prettily adorned

took
with
flowers and garlands of green.
The exercises proved very
interesting to a crowded assemblage, and on Thursday
evening the annual dance took place.
Mme. Ziska's reception for the class of 'fl(i will be held to-night at her residence on Van Ness avenue. The festivities at the closing

San Mateo last Saturday were of the
most varied character, occupying the greater part of the
day, and including musical and literary exercises, luncheon,
field sports, etc., and winding up with dancing in the evening amid pretty decorations of green and gold, the colors
of the school.
On Wednesday evening of this week the
Glee Club of the Girls' High School Alumna gave a concert
at Kohler & Chase's Hall, under the direction of Mme. Von

of Hoitt's school at

1

Meyerinck.

.

:

Kay
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Our butterflies of fashion are about to take wing for
their summer locales, and daily one hears of new selections
made, Cas
among others, Mrs.
1.
Poole, who is very fond of that mountain resort.
Monte go

Hagers, including Miss Lucas,
Crackers, Casserleys, Horace Hills. Adam
Topes, D. T. Murphy. Simpkins, Tubbs,
a Marina. Catherwood,
Harveys, Parsons, George
ids, and a host of others.
The Hotel Rafael visitors
will include the Rosenstocks. Tevises, Folgers, Rosenbaums,
Boardmans, Nuttalls. \"on Schroeders, Mrs. Schmieden,
The Louis Slosses are already occupyb'red Tallants. etc.
ing their cottage at San Rafael.
The W. H. Mills, Miss
May Pheian. A S. Baldwins, Bates, Hookers, and Hoopers,
Mrs. Page Brown has taken
are booked for San Mateo.
a cottage at Santa Cruz for the summer. The Will Tevises
expect to spend several weeks at Santa Monica, where
the Lesters will also be in residence.
Colonel and Mrs.
Kimball are among the guests at the Vendome.
Miss Minnie Houghton is on the eve of departure Eastward, where she will spend the summer with her sister,
Mrs. Morgan Bulkeley, at the different watering places.
The George Wbittells and Joe Cunninghams are already
gone and are at present in New York. Joe Grant has
been visiting Sir Thomas and Lady Hesketh at their
beautiful home in Northampshire, England.
Mr. and
Mrs. George Crocker and Miss Rutherford are to pass the
summer in California and will probably be here in about
ten days. The Alexanders will also be here later in the
season to spend some time at "Del Monte. Mrs. Low and
Miss Flora are expected to arrive within the next six
weeks. Mrs. S. J. Murphy and Miss Ethel are already
en route homeward after an extended absence abroad.
the

<>res,

1

i

rants, A.

.1

Captain and Mrs. J. J. O'Connell gave an informal reception in honor of Commander and Mrs. Howison of Mare
Island Navy Yard at their delightful Angel Island quarters
The house was decorated with the infantry
last Tuesday.
colors, whilst the stars and stripes floated from the vineCaptain and Mrs. O'Connell were
covered verandas.
assisted in doing the honors to their distinguished guests by
Miss O'Connell. Her guests were Miss Devereaux and the
following officers and ladies of Angel Island Dr. and Mrs.
Pope, Dr. Rosenan, U. S. M. H. S., Captain Mans, Captain
Starr, Lieutenant and Mrs. Rowdrez, Lieutenant and Mrs.
Commander Howison is to
Binns, and Lieutenant Wilcox.
take command of the new battleship Oregon, and the
O'Connell reception is but one of many charming affairs
being given in honor of the gallant officer and his accomplished wife.
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WHY ENGLAND

LODGE'S explanation
be depended upon,

I

lei

.

HATED.

IS

hatred of England cannot
because each politician of the

of the

Lodge school who feels it explains it in a different way. so
as to help his own hobby.
Some hate her because she is
"grabbing;" others because the upper classes "dress for
dinner " and have ''table manners," which only seven
senators are said to possess; others because Englishmen
have such a drawling accent; others because she is not on
a silver basis; others because she lends so much money to
the poor man and expects to be repaid; others because of
the regularity of the Cunard steamers; others because her
navy is bigger than ours; others because of Lord Dunraven, others because of the scarcity of ice in London and
the badness of the London water; others because there is
not more rumpus about the English finances; others because of her free trade villainy. There is a miscellaneous
assortment of reasons out of which each politician takes
his choice, and there is a small lot of politicians who hate
her peremptorily, and decline to give any reason. N. Y.
Post.

—

the
ONE
Baron La

remarked that
arrived from Paris,
"stopped a month in Colorado, while on his way here, to
study up the silver question." This would be much like
going to Grass Valley or Angels Camp to investigate the
merits of the gold standard. What unusual opportunities
Colorado affords for a study of bimetallism remain to be
of

made

city dailies has seriously

Grange, recently

plain.

UN EQUALED.-*//*.
There's many anew sensation found
In the popular sport of "wheeling."
But queerest of all, when far from home,
Is that "punctured tired feeling."

—

Fatal Cigarettes. Several cases of deaths arising
from smoking cigarettes made of tea leaves have occurred
The habit is said to be growing rapidly among
in London.
women.

—

:

Last Tuesday Miss Gertrude Sullivan was married to
William E. Bridge, the well-known proprietor of the St.
Lawrence Stables, lover of good horses generally, and a
prominent member of the local Commandery of Knights
Templar. The ceremony, which was a very pretty one,
took place at the residence of the bride's parents, 825 Polk
street, and was performed by the Rev. J. Meiler of Healdsburg.

(hearing the piano

in the next room)
Is that
She appears to be playing with only one
hand. Gentleman of the House Yes; her fellow is probably playing with the other.
Boston Transcript.

Visitor

your daughter?

—

—

—So she wouldn't have you?
—Wasn't her father on your

He (gloomily) —No.
He (more gloomily)

She

She

side.

—No—behind.— Pick-Me-Up.
She

He —I

—Is your wife's new cook Irish?
home ruler. — Globe Democrat.

presume so

She's a

Sunburn and Freckles removed by "Cream
jars, 60c.

Pacific Perfumery Co.,

Cooper &

of Orai ge

Blossoms

San Francisco.

Co., Art Stationers and Heraldic Engravers, 746

Market

St.

Some disappointment has been expressed that
Mills-Whitelaw Reed party should make such a

the D. O.
brief stay
in California after leading their acquaintances to expect a
longer visit from them. They leave to-day for the home
of their delight in New York, and it may be a long time
ere we see them this way again.
The commencement exercises of the young ladies attending the Dominican College, at San Rafael, took place last
Thursday. They consisted of many delightful vocal and
musical selections, and were much appreciated by a large
and fashionable audience.

Dealers

Photo
of

of in

Our glorious weather has just started in, our watering
and summer resorts are all in full swing, and preparations
are being made for the greatest carnival the State has
ever known.

THE PRETTIEST PLACE

LARGE,

IN

MILL VALLEY.

well-furnished house to rent in Mill Valley
for four or six months, with stable accommodations if
desired.
Address, G, T. Marsh, 625 Market street.
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SOUTHERN

COMPANY.

PACIFIC

(Pacific

NIGHT COMES SOFTLY.-i.

System.)

Trains Leave and are Due

to

From May

3, 1896.

|

Arrive

Tibueon Ferry— Foot of Market

A Niles, San Jose, and way stations 8:45A
a Atlantic Express, Ogden and East 8 :45 p
a Benicia, Vacaville, Rumsey, Sacramento, and Redding, via Davis 6:45 p
7 :00 A Martinez, San Ramon, Napa, Cal6:15 P
istoga, and Santa Rosa
8:30 a Niles, San Jose, Stockton, lone,
Marysville,

Sacramento,
Bluff,

•8:30

SAN FRANCISCO TO SAN RAFAEL.

4:15 p
*7:15p

4:45 P
10:15 a
6:15 p
Livermore... 8:45 a

a Vallejo

P Niles, San Jose and
*9:00p
P Sacramento River steamers
tl:30p Port Costa and Way Stations.... fT:45p
4:00p Martinez, San Ramon, Vallejo,
Napa, Calistoga, El Verano and

*1 :00

Santa Rosa

10 :45

a

7 15

P

11:45

a

:

The glance from her eyes

sweet,
prison man's soul iu their clasping.

To

Who can

shun her, though knowing that
death and doom yawn?
Who harks, when she smiles, to an

A

11:45

9:45 A
7 :45 A
f? :45 P

.

omen?—
There

is

naught that

is

stronger since the

world's primal dawn
subtle beauty of

A

10:45

a net for the

Her laugh is as wine, the sense grasping;
her arms are made solely so lily-like

10:15A

.

is

And

10:15a

and

6:35

As the weak,

1:30. 3:30, 5:0U,

woman

I

Santa Cruz Division (Narrow Gauge).

am;

7:50, 9:10, 11:10

Saturdays— Extra

p M.

12:45,

trips at

1

:55

PM.

SUNDAYS—7:35,

am;

9:35, 11:10

1:40,3:40,5:00,

6:25 PM.
Between San Francisco and Schuetzen Park,
same schedule as above.
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APPEAL.

feet

.
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SAN RAFAEL TO SAN FRANCISCO.
3:40, 5:10

g^jsundays.

WOMAN.— COMMERCIAL

Vacaville,

11:00

PM.

WEEK DAYS—6:15,

A

9:15

Woodland,
Landing, Marysville,
Oroville, and Sacramento
4:30p Niles, San Jose, Livermore and
Stockton
4 :30 p Merced, Berenda, Raymond (for
Yosemite) and Fresno
5:00p New Orleans
Express, Fresno,
Bakersfleld, Santa Barbara, Los
Angeles, Deming, El Paso, New
Orleans, and East
5 :0O p Santa Fe Route, Atlantic Express
forMojave and East
5:Q0p Vallejo
6:00 p European mail, Ogden and East.
6 :00 P Hay wards Niles and San Jose ...
J7 :00 p Vallejo
7:00 p Oregon
Express,
Sacramento,
Marysville, Redding, Portland,
Puget Sound and East
4:00p Benicia,
Knight's

6:20

Angels, stooping, whisper lowWhile the stars swing to and fro
And the skfes are bending
"Peace, dear hearts, and sweet good-night,
Happy dreams till dawn's new light—
With the night descending."

Angeles Express, Fresno,
Santa Barbara and Los Angeles.
9:00 a Martinez and Stockton
1:00

SUNDAYS—7:30, 9:30,

To the day that's sleeping;
Roses' breath, just like a prayer,
Floats upon the slumb'rousair,
Love's sweet silence keeping.

9:00A Los

9:00

9:00, 11:00 A M; 12:36,3:30
5:10, 6:30 p m.
Thursdays— Extra trip at
11:30 p m. Saturdays— Extra trips at 1:50
and 11:30 pm.

Softest breeze goes loitering by,
Crickets chant a lullaby

Red

Sundays excepted Oroville.

A Peters and Milton

Street.

WEEK DAYS—7:30,

In the early gloaming.
*6:00
7 :00
7:00

30, 1896.

SAN FRANCISCO AND NORTH PACIFIC
RAILWAY CO.

c. o.

Night comes slowly, softly down,
Touches lightly field and town
Where the wind is roaming.
Poppies smile and nod their heads,
While the hush of evening spreads

Arrive at

SAN FRANCISCO:

May

7:30AM 7:30am
3:30pm 9:30am
5:10 pmI 5:00pm

Novato,
Petaluma,
Santa Rosa.

7:30AM

Windsor,
Healdsburg,

10:40
6:05
7:30

AM 8:40am
pm 10:10am
pm 6:15pm

Fulton,

7:30AM

pm
7:30 am
'*'-'*
3:30 pm
7:30AM|
3:30pm|
7:30am|
5:10pm|
7:30AM|
3:30pm|

10:10am

7:30pm

Geyserville,
Cloverdale.

3:30

6:15pm

iigytss.!

m

!10:iriAM
1

6:15PM

7:30pm 10 1510am
FM
Sonoma,
10:40AM |8:40AM
Glen Ellen. 6:05pm i6:15PM
10AM
q.ha.tnnnl |W:40AM 110.
Sevastopol.
6:05pM l„ ., 5pM
Stages connect at Santa Rosa for Mark West
Springs; at Geyserville for Skaggs Springs: at

Oam

Guerneville

i'6

7:30am
5:00pm
7:30AM
5:00pm

:

I

|

I

1
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J7:45A Santa Cruz Excursion, Santa Cruz
and principal way stations
I8:05p
8:15A Newark, Centerville, San Jose,
Felton, HoulderCreek, Santa Cruz
and way stations
5 :50 P
*2:15p Newark, Centerville, San Jose,
New Almaden, Felton, Boulder
Creek, Santa Cruz, and principal
way stations
*11 :20a
4:15

p Newark, San Jose, Los Gatos

9:50

Coast Division (Third and Townsend

You

If

9 :47

*8 :06
*8:48
6:35

A
A
a

a

t7:45p

San Leandro and Haywards Local.
z»6:00
8:00
il:00

10:00
ill .00

Al
a
a
A

Melrose,

Seminary Park,

A

2:00 P
3:00 P
4:00 p
5:00 p
5:30 p
7:00 p
8:00 p
9:00 p
ttll:15 P

FlTCHBURr.,

San Leandro,
and

Haywards.
i

Runs through

/

From Niles

7:15
'9:45
10:45
11:45
12:45
(1:45
4:45
5:45

A
A
A

to Niles.

10:50

Lttl2:00

and

CEANIC
HAWAII,

SAMOA,

TICKET OFFICE-650 Market

DAYS TO

HONOLULU

"Monowai," sails via Honolulu and Auckland, for Sydney. Thursday, May 28th, at 2 p M
S. S. "Australia, for Honolulu only, Tuesday
June 16, at 10 A. M.
Line to Coolgardie, Australia, and Capetown
South Africa. J. D
CO

SPRECKELS &BROS
Freight

office, 327

KftHN & ri&RZOG,
(Successors to A. W. Myer.)
Agents

Hamburg American

Line

Fast

line to London, Paris, Hamburg. Overland
ticUetoflice, 401 California St., corner Sansome
opposite Bank of California. Tel. Main 1144.

San FrancisGO Window Gleaning
COMPANY, L FERRARI, Manager.
Windows cleaned, floors scrubbed, stores,
and general house cleaning at very
reasonable prices. Contracts made for
cleaning by the week or month
Telephone 5113.
328 Sutter St.
offices,

'

tSaturdays only

BUSWELL

CO.,

R. X.

St.,

Chronicle

RYAN,

Gen. Passenger Agent.

COAST STEAMSHIP CO.
for
13.
'

18, 28.

1 ,

;

month thereafter.
Ticket Office—Palace Hotel, No.
Montgomery street.

GOODALL. PERKINS & CO.,
10

Market

street,

4

New

Gen'l Agents,

San Francisco.

OCCIDENTAL AND ORIENTAL

S. S.

CO

For Japan and China.
Steamers leave wharf at FIRST and BRANNAN STREETS, at 3 p M, for YOKOHAMA and

HONGKONG,
steamers for

connecting at

SHANGHAI.

Yokohama

with

Coptic (via Honolulu)
Monday, June 15. 1896
Gaelic (via Honolulu).... Thursday, July 2, 1W6
Doric
Tuesday, July 21, 1896
Belgic (via Honolulu!. Saturday, August 8, 1896

Round Trip Tickets at Reduced Rates.

The Pacific Transfer Company will call for
and check baggage from hotels and residences
Enquire of Ticket Agents for Time Cards and

Bookbinder, Paper-Ruler, Printer

and Blank Book Manufacturer.
516

Commercial

St., S. F.

'

For B. C. and Puget Sound ports, May 4 9,
14, 19, 24, 29 and every 5th day thereafter.
For Eureka (Humboldt Bay), Steamer "Pomona," at 2p.m. May 1, 8. 9, 13, 17, 21, 25, 29, and
every fourth day thereafter.
For Newport, Los Angeles and all way ports,
at 9 a. M. May 3. 7. 1
15, 19, 23, 27, 31 and every
fourth day thereafter.
For San Diego, stopping only at Port Harford
Santa Barbara, Port Los Angeles, Redondo, (Los
Angeles) and Newport, May 1,5,9, 13 17,21,25,29,
and every fourth day thereafter, at 11 a. m.
For Ensenada, San Jose del Cabo, Mazatlan,
La Paz. Altata, and Guaymas (Mexico), steamer
"Orizaba." 10 A. M., June 1-27, and 25th of eaol

No.

P f0r Atternoon.

to all points

Dispatch steamers from San Francisco
ports in Alaska, 9 A.M.. May 14, 29; June 3

p
p

street

Lakeport and Hartlett

H.C. WHITING,
Gen. Manager.

'S.S. AUSTRALIA.

Agents, 114 Montgomery St.
Market St., San Francisco.

for

Building.

S. S.

p

JSundays only.
Monday, Thursday, and Sat urday nights only.

other information.

S.S. CO.

AUSTRALIA.

p
p
p

*

Hopland

at

duced rates.
On Sundays, Round Trip Tickets
beyond San Rafael at half rates.

NEW ZEALAND,

Oakland—

ft

it.

port;

Springs; at Ukiah, for Vichy Springs, Saratoga
Springs. Blue Lakes, Laurel Del Lake. Upper
Lake, Porno, Potter Valley, John Day's, Lierley's. Gravelly Valley. Booneville, Greenwood,
Orr's Hot Spriugs. Mendocino City. Fort Bragg
Westport. Usal, Willitts, Cahto, Covelo, Laytonville. Harris, Scotia, and Eureka.
Saturday-to-Monday Round Trip Tickets at re-

PACIFIC

11 :00

3:00,14:00 *5:00p.m.

had missed

it

would have been a blighted bud,
her fair lips had missed it
But it is filled with my heart's blood
Because my lady kissed it.

A. m., II :00, *2:00, 13-00
*4:00,t5:00and *6:0Op. m.
From
Foot of Broadway
*6:00, 8:00, 10:00 A. M.; 112:00, *1:00. 12-00

A for Morning.
Sundays excepted.

have been

If

8).

*7:15, 9:00,

'twould

It

CREEK ROUTE PERRY.
Prom San Francisco—Foot of Market
(Slip

fair lips

A

6:15 P
7:45 p
8:45 p
9:45 p

fate

on her snowy breast—
A red heart to my seeming.
That fills my slumber with unrest—
The vision of my dreaming.

Way

tions

her

She wears

streets).

P San Jose and Way Stations
P San Jose and way stations
6:30p San Jose and way stations
111:45p San Jose and waystations

bloomed?

doomed,

San Jose and way stations (New
Almaden Wednesdays only
*I:45p
J7:30a Sunday Excursion for San Jose,
Santa Cruz, Pacific Grove and

*4 :30
5:30

me why this rose has
my lady kissed it.

To what sad

a

Stations
J8 :35 P
8:15 A San Jose, Tres Pinos, Santa Cruz,
Pacific Grove, Paso Robles, San
Luis Obispo, Guadalupe and principal way stations
7 :05 P
19:47 A Palo Alto and Way Stations
fl:45 p
San
1U :40 A
Jose and way stations
5 :00 p
11:45 A Palo Alto and way stations
3:30 p
*3:30pSan Jose, Gilroy, Tres Pinos,
Santa Cruz, Salinas, Monterey,
Pacific Grove
*10:40a
*3:30p San Jose and principal way sta-

Cloverdale for the Geysers: at Pieta for Highland Springs, Kelseyville, Soda Bay and Lake-

dispatch.

Because

*6:45a

Principal

ask

y,

For fralght or passage apply at Company's
No. 425 Market street, corner First.

race,

D. D.

STUBBS, Secretary.
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office

defence
THE the
case
in

E

of insanity would scarcely deceive anybody
For such a coldof murderer Dunham.

blooded wretch the only appropriate treatment
shrift and a long halter."

past

IXbythe
two
lation of
steadily,

five

is

"a short

years the population of London increased

—

hundred thousand about two-thirds the popuSan Francisco. The vast city keeps growing
and her trade is as steadily expanding.

Bernhardt has been telling the Parisians that
SARAH
woman makes law in America, as well as giving tone
to society

case the agitation for
wholly superfluous.

THE

In this view of the
suffrage would appear to be

and setting the fashions.

woman

operation of the State Rock Crushing Plant
take place at Folsom State Prison to-day.
Governor Budd, the State Board of Prison Directors and
the Commissioners of the Bureau of Highways will be present besides many of our leading citizens.
initial

will

experiments encourage the hope that man
some day be able to safely navigate the air. The
machine is no longer a mere emblem of folly. But

RECENT
will

flying
the indications are that the cost of

serial

under the most favorable circumstances,
proportion to the results achieved.

MCKINLEY'S silence on

transportation,
be large in

will

the financial question

is

per-

haps a token of his obedience to the behests of his
But it is far from the course that
political "managers."
a man of brains and force of character would adopt under
Keeping mum may help to secure the
like circumstances.
Republican nomination, but it will not win votes at the
polls.

has been suggested that a good and durable pavement
street could be had by bedding small basalt
blocks in concrete, and filling the interstices with melted
bituminous rock or asphalt, poured in hot. This, it is
urged, would combine the advantages of durability and
It is certain that a change of some sort is
noiselessness.
greatly needed on that thoroughfare.

ITfor Market

familiar Edison incandescent lamp throws out
THE
comparison with a kerosene lamp
heat
but
little

in

of

equal illuminating power, and yet the inventor says that
95 per cent, of the electric energy used by the former is
dissipated in heat, leaving only five per cent for utilizaIf his new lamp, as is claimed, converts the
tion in light.
entire electric energy into light, it must effect a great
economy.

Washington dispatches which connect the name
THE
our Senator Perkins with the Republican nomination

of

for the Vice-Presidency are flattering to that favorite
But, with several of our other distinguished citizens
son.
slated for Cabinet positions under McKinley, it might
look greedy were California also to be represented on the
Besides, Senator White is talked of as a
national ticket.
possible candidate for the Presidency.
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EDITOR McClatchy of the Sacramento Bee

is in

trouble

because of his published attack on Superior Judge
Catlin of that city, anent certain judicial proceedings.
The newspaper man referred editorially to the Judge as a
"czar, "and plainly declared that his Honor had lied from
the bench. This indulgence in "contempt" may have unpleasant consequences, but the editor has enjoyed the
satisfaction of speaking his mind on the subject.
people are wondering how much the Supervisors
MANY
got
allowing the disgraceful exhibition

for
of prizefighting at the Pavilion.
It was seemingly a clear case
of favoritism, as had it occurred in any saloon the police
would immediately have interfered and arrested the parPugilists should either be forbidden to fight in
ticipants.
the city, or else they should be allowed perfect liberty to
disgrace us when and where they please.

irrepressible pulpit
THE
the country, "who was

idiot

has been asking

all

over

responsible" for the tornado
that took hundreds of lives at St. Louis, and whether God
did not design the "visitation" as a "warning" or a
"punishment" to the wicked. But sensible people have
ceased to pay heed to this sort of drivel. And our State
Board of Trade has pointed out the obvious lesson of the
It is,
terrible wind storms in the Mississippi valley.
"Come to California," where such calamity-makers are

unknown.
Senatorial debate on the bill to prohibit the issubonds of the United States, without further
authority of Congress, Allison manfully declared his opposition to the free coinage of silver. His straightforward
declarations on this topic, despite his Presidential aspiraAllison, however,
tions, entitle him to respect and honor.
He was one of the ablest and
is a consistent bimetallist.
best informed of the delegates sent by the United States
to the last International Conference on the money ques-

the
INance
of

tion.

the high Sierras
charms and wonders
THE
known. The great range
nia are but
of

of Califor-

has
several tremendous chasms equal to the Yosemite, and
scores of glaciers, with snow-clad peaks almost innumerable.
It is only about twenty years since John Muir discovered the Black Mountain glacier, in the Merced or
Tuolumne region, and others of like interest and beauty,
on
Mt.
Shasta.
When will Calithose
including
fornians learn to appreciate the unsurpassed majesty of
their mighty mountain scenery, and to make themselves
acquainted with its marvels before going to Europe in
search of the sublime and the beautiful in nature?
little

sincerely to be hoped that Congress will be able to
the Mineral Land bill before it adjourns, as,
with its amendments, it is not likely to meet with any opMining people all over the State are anxious to
position.
have it settled, as the question of mineral or agricultural
Senator Tirey L.
land has long been an annoying one.
Ford, who for the last four months has been in Washington
attending to the interests of the miners, and to whom their
thanks is justly due, expresses surprise at the delay occurring, and is doing his best to interest influential people on
the ground to get the bill through before adjournment.
The hydraulic mining clause in the River and Harbor bill
was also the work of the Senator, and the appropriation
gained by him to be spent in the construction of dams, has
done much to win for him a larger share of popularity
than usually falls to the lot of man.
is

ITconsider
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MoKINLEY,

THE REPUBLICAN JONAH.

M AJOR McKINLEY

will be nominated at St. Louis.
not one chance in a thousand against that.
But if the convention were to be held at the end of July instead of in the middle of June, the Major would have no
chance at all. Thoughtful Republicans already see that a
mistake has been made, but the party is so fully committed
to McKinley that there is not time between now and the
16th inst. to abandon him and concentrate on anybody
else.
The impetus of the late boom will carry the Major
through the convention but after ?
That is what causes thoughtful Republicans to feel
anxious.
McKinley is not a richly various personage. He
is a man of one idea, and stands in the public mind only
Unless the country can be roused for another
for that.
fight on the tariff, the Major will be bereft of his ewe
lamb, and represent nothing save his own and his party's
Since the shouting for McKinley filled the
desire to win.
air and sent back thunderous echoes from the quaking
firmament, signs have appeared that shake confidence in
It was to avoid facing
the tariff issue as a vote-winner.
the financial question that the Republicans put forwai'd
the Major. The masses were to be carried off their feet
with a concerted yell for "protection, prosperity, and
patriotism," but even with alliteration's artful aid that

1^1 There

is

—

whoop seems to have no great lifting power. The masses
have got it into their heads that they want free coinage of
silver, and, whether the politicians like it or not, the financial issue will be the dominating one of this Presidential
campaigo.
Should the Democrats adopt a silver platform and nominate a silver candidate as seems extremely likely what
will the Republicans do ?
McKinley is a tariff candidate
only, and with the money question being forced by the

—

—

opposition, he will be as inappropriate, as incongruous, as
burdensome as a mulatto presiding over a conference of
the Methodist Episcopal Church, South. The sound-money

Republicans of the East regard the Major with aversion
and distrust as a silverite, while the silver-maniacs of the
West and South abhor him as a gold-bug who is on terms
of criminal intimacy with Wall street. Sound-money Democrats, if sufficiently in earnest to bolt their party should
it pronounce for free coinage, would certainly be too much
in earnest to go over to the Republicans and vote for such
a straddler as McKinley.
As things are shaping themselves, large desertions from
both parties will occur this year. The blood of the voter
is up. and not up on the tariff, but silver.
Had the Republicans a sound-money candidate about whose opinions
there could be no doubt they would, in the event of a bolt
of the gold-men at Chicago, win the support of great bodies
But rather than give their ballots for
of Democrats.
a Republican dodger, such Democrats will prefer an outand-out silver-man of their own political household.
At
the most they will stay away from the polls.
And ardent
silver Republicans, as well as ardent gold Republicans,
will enjoy driving the knife into the Major.
A month ago the News Letter predicted that the
McKinley boom would diminish with time.
The process
has begun and is going on rapidly. By the end of August
judicious Republicans who do not use their heads for drums
and beat them with the stick of blind party enthusiasm,
will wish that McKinley had been caught in a cyclone at or
about the beginning of March, 189fi,
It is too early, of
course, to put on the robes of the authoritative prophet,
but we should say that the defeat of McKinley in November is well within the limits of the possible. He is a small
man and a shifty one, who is incapable of inspiring real
enthusiasm. His dubious position as to silver, his stubborn refusal to open his lips on the subject, displays the
Major as he is— a politician who desires to hold only such
views as will lose him no votes. Show him a large group
of voters, and he will try by cooing to win their favor
without forfeiting that of those who are hostile to them.
Witness his coquetting with the American Protective AsPart of the order is for him and part against,
sociation.
and each part quotes the Major in support of the claim
that he is a friend or an enemy of the A. P. A.
Such a
man is not suited to meet the exigencies of a campaign hke
that which is opening. It is a time when candidates cannot count on having solid parties behind them, and when
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they must depend for success upon their straightforwardness, their willingness to stand or fall with their convictions.
It is bad weather for trimmers, and Major McKinThe Republicans,
ley is a trimmer through and through.
who can't now avoid nominating him, are in all likelihood
destined to find him a Jonah, and a Jonah that they will not
be at liberty to throw overboard when the storm of party
strife rages.

We

notice that most of the independent journals of the East are of opinion
with the News Letter that a bolt from
both the old parties on the silver question is almost in-

The Agonv Point
Of The Campaign,

The Ohio straddle, which really means gold,
probably be adopted at St. Louis, unless, indeed, the
gold men insist upon a stronger declaration in their favor.
The course of Senator Teller and those acting with him,
He is pledged to a
will then be in no manner of doubt.
bolt unless the Convention goes for free coinage of the
white metal at the ratio of 16 to 1. As he goes so go the
delegates of at least six States. The Democrats are in
even a worse plight, because more evenly divided.
Whichever wing is in a majority the other must bolt.
The days of compromise on this burning issue are over.
There can be but one standard with which to measure
Every sane
values and that must be determined now.
man knows that free coinage at the ratio of 16 to 1, in
payment of all debts public and private, means silver
monometallism. Under the law discovered by Gresham it
is established that the cheap dollar will always drive the
dearer one out of the country. No man will pay a debt
with 100 cents when he can pay it with fifty. Now that
this issue has been so squarely raised there cannot be a
If it
business revival or prosperity until it is settled.
were conceivable that the cheap dollar men could win, we
should look for the greatest panic followed by the longest
business depression this country has ever experienced.
But they cannot win. It is not possible that any party
can succeed when all the stable interests of the country
are arrayed against it. But if the silver Democrats and
silver Republicans join forces whilst the gold Republicans
and gold Democrats each put up separate tickets of their
own, the situation would be dangerous. There should be
but one gold party as there would be but one silver one.
If this should lead to the permanent disintegration of both
parties, so much the better.
They have long since outlived the purposes for which they began to be.
New
times and new issues have arisen which demand new
party combinations. That is the condition which will presently confront the country and it is a most serious one.
It should be remarked in this connection that there can be
no enactment of any new tariff, unless there be a union
of Republican and Democratic forces in the Senate; and
this whilst the revenue is falling short of the expenditures
by something like $100,000,000 a year. It is a desperate
plight, brought about by the Silver Senators banding
themselves together to vote for no tariff until a free coinage bill is passed. Desperate gamblers from the mining
camps, they are playing high, with the interests of the
country as a stake. The patriotic men of both the old
parties will have to get together.
evitable.
will

An Outrage

A most

painful incident occurred recently
on a ranch near Folsom, where the Rev. Mr.
the Cloth.
Meek had taken refuge. The Rev. Mr. Meek,
in the course of a sermon delivered from the
pulpit of the Methodist church of which he was pastor, referred to one of the ladies of his flock as a "painted
woman," and otherwise gave verbal evidence of his pious
disesteem for her. Then he departed for the ranch of a
brother. Thence he was followed by the husband of the
painted lady, who got him into the barn and punched the
clerical countenance till it was ensanguined and shreddy,
the constable looking on and saying it did him good to see
it.
Brother Meek has testified his disapproval of this response to the spoken word by shaking the dust of Folsom
from his feet and seeking a wider and less exigent field of
on

usefulness.

Nothing but condemnation, severe and unqualified, can
be expressed for the action of this Folsom husband. It was
hasty and ill-judged.
Under no circumstances can the
individual citizen be encouraged to resort to violence in re-

June
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prisal for injury.
This is a Government of law. Besides,
the person of an ecclesiastic should be inviolate.
If a
preacher is to be thumped like a common man when he
deserves it. the sacred profession cannot but lose in digThoughtful persons will ever be ready to make alnity.
lowances for the clergy. They are accustomed to an irresponsibility of speech which deprives their language of
ordinary weight, and few take seriously what comes from
the pulpit in these days, when a man of God must be sensational in order to be heard.
Were the Folsom beating
to be justified by the press, it might be erected into a
precedent and make the preachers' calling ODe of great
danger. The brethren of late, especially on the Pacific
Coast, have, to employ the phraseology of the secular, been
going it. If, when a brother falls into sin by pulpit denunciation of a sister, or, as much more frequently happens, by inducing her to share his contempt for an important commandment the husband, father, or other male
relative, is to be allowed to wound, maltreat, and disfigure
the pastor, what is to become of the peace of congregations ? "What chance will the gospel have to spread if the

—
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spreaders thereof are (again in secular phrase) done up ?
We of the laity should ever remember that the shepherds
set over us are subject to peculiar temptations. They are
men like unto ourselves, yet are privileged to an intimacy
with the other sex which seems often to destroy in the
shepherd's mind respect for the fairer, and softer, and
more reverent half of the race. This failure in respect is,
unhappily, not reciprocal, for the less the dear pastor
thinks of the sisters, the more, apparently, they think of
him. It is in their nature to worship, and their pastor is
nearer and more real, somehow, than their Heavenly
Father. Not our blows, but our prayers, are due the
harassed saint who in an idle moment forgets that the AllSeeing Eye is on watch.
It is true that the Folsom husband could not, in the
present incomplete state of the law, look to it for adequate
vengeance. But if the courts have no fit penalties for
gross insults and other wrongs to women, there is a happy
medium between an appeal to a jury and a ruffianly assault
on one in holy orders. The Lord provides for all things,
and, in his infinite mercy, he has furnished man with neighbors and an ample, cheap, and easily accessible supply of
tar.

The conference of Christian collegians
at Cazadero closed with an extraordinary discourse delivered by the Reverend
Sherwood Eddy from the summit of Pole
Mountain, the youthful brethren sitting around on the
rocks and drinking the words of wisdom in with the Sabbath air. The discourse was extraordinary in that, while
its purpose was to fire zeal and make missionaries of the
collegians, it presented a most discouraging picture of the
state of the world.
Brother Eddy passed the nations of
the earth in review, and sized up their spiritual condition.
" Within Mexico's borders," he said, "dwell ten million
human beings, eight million of whom have never seen the
inside of a Bible."
Venezuela has the population of Michigan and only one missionary. Ecuador possesses as many
inhabitants as Kansas, and has no missionary at all. Central and South America contain 36,000,000 souls, of whom
Africa has three
30,000,000 "are yet unevangelized."
people to this country's one, and "fewer missionaries than
are among the 7,000,000 negroes of our own South." There
are more missionaries in the city of New York than in all
India.
In China 1400 babies are born every hour, the population is five times that of the United States, and only
"I will
one in every 400 has heard the gospel preached.
sum up in a few words," said the surveyor of Pole Mountain.
"One-half the people of the world never heard of
Christ, and there are more heathens on the globe to-day
than ever before."
The lesson drawn from these astonishing facts by
Brother Eddy is that more money should be added to the
countless millions that have been spent in efforts to spread
the gospel, that other armies of preachers should be sent
to reinforce those who, during many generations, have
gone into dark lands with Christ's offer of salvation. But
is this the true lesson, the lesson which God-fearing, reverent souls should derive from these appalling facts ?
Were it Heaven's will that all the world should be of one
The Impiety

of

the
Missionary Idea,

faith would it not have been Christianized long ago ?
It
lacks but four years of two thousand since Jesus was born
at Nazareth.
Two thousand years is a mighty stretch.
Providence itself, if minded to accomplish any purpose in
human affairs, could not ask for more time than that. If
Christ's command to go into the world and preach the gospel to every creature has not been completely obeyed, it
has not been the fault of his followers, for they have shown
a fervor in the work that has brought upon them the
charge of folly and worse, for it is written that he who
provideth not for his own household is no better than the infidel.
Christ himself expected success, and success within
a brief space, for he predicted the coming of the millenium
before the generation of which he was one had passed
away. Heaven has ordained otherwise.
If,
as Brother
Eddy states, there are more heathens now in the world
than ever before, the conclusion forces itself upon the unregenerate intelligence that the Almighty prefers variety
to sameness, and is as well satisfied with Buddhists, Mahommedans, Jews, Pagans, and agnostics as He is with
evangelical Christians, and has set His face against the
conversion of mankind to one system of theology. This being so, Brother Eddy's advice to the collegians to hie them
abroad with tidings of great joy, that give the heathen no
joy to hear, is nothing short of impious.
They can employ
their spiritual strength and intellectual force more profitably at home.
If the heathens of their own land
the savages of civilization, the slaves of poverty aud vice do not
attract them and hold out the prospect of maintenance,
there is always plenty of wood to saw.

—

—
—

To
The Canning

Interesting

Industry.

The canning industry of the State is already very large and is bound to assume really vast proportions.
The

question of obtaining the material with
is therefore of great interest.
now send away all too much money for foreign
tin.
Congress tried to prevent this by high protection to
the native product, but with only limited success. Now,
however, it appears that we are about to dispense with
the tin altogether.
cheap, plentiful, and efficient home
substitute for it has been found. Wood pulp is said to be
the coming material for the manufacture of all sorts of
utensils required in the canner's business.
Its use will do
away with the danger of occasional poisoning which now
results from the employment of metal.
It is claimed that
it can be made so perfectly air tight that the present
large percentage of loss to the canner through taint
occasioned by the admission of air, will be avoided. Wood
pulp vessels can be painted in imitation of oak, walnut,
maple, cherry, or any other desired color, and are susceptible of all sorts of ornamentation.
They are oil, and
water proof, will not expand or contract, and will stand
much rough usage. Best of all, when they have served
their purpose they may be burned, and that is the last of
them. Our people will be glad to bid a happy adieu
to the Cornish tin monopoly.

which to manufacture the cans

We

A

The Rev. J. Q. A. Henry, who leads his sheep
to heaven by the Baptist route, and who was
the original of the famous novel, "God's Fool,''
has returned to San Francisco from Chicago there probably being enough hogs in that city to more than fill the demand. Mr. Henry is the man who became desperate in
his merited oblivion some years ago, and achieved notoA

Baptist

Minister,

—

riety by lending his jaws to the popular cause of indecency.

They were powerful factors and achieved far more than
the divine's arms, unaccustomed to labor of any kind save
that of supplying said jaws with food, could ever have
accomplished. In one respect this community is to be congratulated upon having acquired bis services again. Along
with the Rev. C. Overman-Brown and the Rev. "Nigger"
Colburn, he will constitute such a trinity of sanctity that
no other city in the world will be able to produce its equal.
There may be a few people here whose shoulders are not
decked with the mantle of grace and who would prefer his
absence to his company. To them we would suggest that
they exercise good Pagan forbearance, remembering that
even as he was led to leave his fellow animals in Chicago,
something may yet occur to attract him to a larger and
more profitable trough elsewhere.

—
;

SAN FRANCISCO NEWS LETTER.
It is time for law abiding citizens to rise en
masse and demand that an end be put to the
terrible epidemic of murder at present prevaNo man, woman, or
lent in every quarter of our country.
He may
child is safe from the hand of the murderer.
strike anywhere with full immunity, or at least with enormous odds in his favor of cheating the gallows by the aid
of an unprincipled attorney and a judge who allows himself, for political reasons chiefly, to be badgered by his inEvery week we are shocked by
feriors into subjection.
the recital of some awful crime which would better befit
the Dark Ages than these days of supposed enlightenment
and progress. There is hardly a street in one of our cities
that has not received a bloody baptism or witnessed some
ghastly deed, the perpetrator of which is still at large.
The prisons already are overloaded with fiends, in human
shape and with a devil's ingenuity, who have managed to
keep the rope from coiling around their necks, and who
are still permitted to desecrate with their breath the fragrant air of God. Unless something is done to stop all
this, assassination and murder will become things of daily
occurrence in every community. If, with all our boasted
advancement and superiority to older countries, we cannot protect our citizens, and if our judges and lawyers are
to remain mere tools necessary for the absolution of criminals, then our civilization is a wretched farce, and we shall
continue to merit the contempt freely bestowed upon us by
citizens of other lands whose lives, at least, are secure.
Mere talk will not help us to change the present disgraceful state of affairs.
The times demand strong measures,
and if the laws, as they are understood at present, cannot
help us, then the laws must be reconstructed so that they
may be serviceably administered. As a first step, we
recommend that the arguments of criminal attorneys
attorneys as crimiual in their methods as they are in their
instincts
be done away with and that we return to the
healthy old Mosaic law of "An eye for an eye, and a tooth
for a tooth."
Only by ensuring capital punishment to the
murderer can we keep him from staining his hand with the
blood of his fellows.
It must be made clear to him that
the plea of insanity, like that of hypnotism, has no standing before the law, and that under any and all circumstances a life mit.it be paid for hi/ u life.
Only by so doing
will the murderer gradually be rooted out from among us
only by so doing will we be able to live without the constant fear that a member of our own family may not be the
next victim to the awful carnival of blood.

members

The Gory
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he belonged, inspired,
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the face of the earth through no fault of his own, but because he happened to be a more expert workman than his
fellows.
Yet a judge, reckoned honest as times go,
decided this to be just. We are all supposed to be haters
of tyranny in this country, yet we fall down before and
make obeisance to countless Trades Unions, which, as
tyrants, have no equals outside of Russia and Turkey.

The Railroad And

We

are told by the veracious correspondents of the Examiner that
At Washington.
they have beaten Huntington out of
everything this session at Washington.
And by the way, it is singular journalism for the
participants in a fray to be themselves the reporters of
it.
It is hardly the way to supply the first essential of a
good newspaper, namely reliable news. In this particular
instance it may be that the Examiner's readers may be
deceived thereby, but it is plain that the Examiner's
editorial writer is not; for when we turn to his column we
find him bitterly lamenting that Huntington has obtained
pretty nearly all he asked for. He is right. The HearstSutro combination really helped the railroad by demonstrating the unreasonableness and bad motives of their
Its

i

Enemies

Unable to answer practical questions and unprepared with any alternative proposals of their own,
they were a weariness to members whom they tried to
influence, until at last the chairman of the committee on
railroads asked in disgust:
"What Jo you Californians
want?" Of course they couldn't tell him. They knew
they were there to beat Huntington, but it did not do to
say that right out in meeting, but Congressmen understood it all the same. As a consequence Mr. Huntington
gained support that he had not previously received. An

opposition.

;

appropriation was made for the long standing claim of
$1,750,000 for the carriage by the Southern Pacific of war
material and mails. A contract was made with the Navy
Department to do its carrying business for a period of
years.
Over three millions of dollars were voted for the
construction of a harbor for Southern California at Mr.
Huntington's instance, which was a larger appropriation
than all those combined which were obtained by our Congressmen and although the location of the harbor has been
left to an independent Board, there is no doubt but that
in the end right will be done.
The funding bill received a
favorable report and will be passed early next session.
All this is well, because it inures to the benefit of

A

judicial decree based upon common
law principles, which are as applicTerrorism.
able in this country as in England,
has recently emanated from a noted
English judge, which strikes sore discomfiture at the
Trades Unions and their evil practice of boycotting. The
Federated Trades had "blacklisted" the names of several
non-union men in the employ of the Messrs. Trollope, a
large building firm in London, and thereupon a boycott
against the firm and its non-Union men was instituted.
Suit was brought to restrain the boycott and to obtain
damages for what it had already done. Mr. Justice
Hawkins held that it was a clearly illegal proceeding
amounting to a conspiracy to unlawfully interfere with the
right of another to earn his bread and that it therefore
struck at his very life. He granted a restraining order,
and left a jury to assess the value of the damage already
done, which, after trial, it fixed at $2,500.
It was a
righteous decision all round, the law of which cannot too
soon be applied in this country and in our own city. The
right that most needs affirmation in these United States
at present is that of the free man to sell his labor when,
where, and upon what terms he pleases without let or
hindrance from any one, and, in so doing, to .receive
adequate protection from the law. He has not always received it from our popularly elected courts, which have
often demonstrated that they feared the Trades Unions
and cared more for vote getting than the equal protection
of all before the law.
Judge Maguire owes much, if not
all, of his popularity to-day with the Trades Unions to his
bold deliverance whilst on the Bench that bovcott'mg was
entirely moral, defensible, right and legal. " The case in
which he so held was one of the worst of its kind. A
highly skilled mechanic had had a quarrel with certain

A Blow At Trade's

the union to which

6,

was believed, by his capacity to do more work than they.
He was expelled, blacklisted, and driven from one position to another until it became impossible for him to obtain
work. Had he moved elsewhere he would doubtless have
been followed and persecuted in the same way. So that
that he was to be driven off
practically it came to this:

Hand.

—
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Whatever the Examiner can do

in its

news

to create dissensions among the
Democracy it does sedulously, and in its editorial columns it has never a word in behalf of the party.
It is silent on the silver question, silent as to the indorsement or non-indorsement of the National and State administrations, silent as to the A. P. A., silent as to everything
in which Democrats are interested and need leadership.
The Examiner occupies in politics the place held in business
by the nickel-in-the-slot machine.
It works only in the
interest of its owner's pocket, and its one principle is to
get coin coin from anybody and everybody, from anyof Silence,

columns

—

The dime of the workingman and
the bribe of the corporation are equally acceptable to the
Examiner, which is the Buckley of the dailies.
where aud everywhere.

Privileged

Communications.

The News Letter has ever held that
all communications between a patient

and his physician should be confidential.
Without the assurance that his case will be so treated, a
patient is likely to withold important information concerning his disease and the results would be bad both to society
and himself. We have also advocated that a physician
who divulges such matters should be liable to heavy penalties in the way of fine and imprisonment, and that laws
should be passed enabling the Courts to have jurisdiction
in the matter.
A case has, however, lately come to our
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attention where a physician. Dr. Kuhlman, in the course of
a coroner's inquest, was asked a certain question relating
to his treatment of deceased whose death certificate he
had signed. The answer to this question, which was
absolutely necessary to the Coroner's proceedings, and
which would have entailed no breach of confidence on the
physician's part, was nevertheless refused by Doctor
Kuhlman. who held it to be " privileged information." We
have no hesitancy in condemning such conduct. When the
interests of justice are at stake a doctor should be compelled to answer the questions put to him by the Judge or
officer conducting the preliminary inquiry.
Should he
deem it necessary, the information could be imparted only
to the presiding official, but in all cases it should be readily
given whenever desired. We are inclined to think that

WALTER BAKER

Breakfast Cocoa;
It bears their

Trade Mark
"

on every can.

Absolutely-

Pure.

No Chemicals.

a like position.

The disgusting, disgraceful, and disorderly
conduct indulged in by members of Company L, First Regiment, N. G. C, last

while in camp at the foot of Mount Tamalpais,
should be brought to the attention of the Governor, who
should disband the riotous crew composing it. During one
whole night these gentlemanly blackguaids amused themselves by shooting at a house occupied by ladies, and otherwise intimidating them by drunken yells and disorderly
conduct. Other ladies complained of the insulting language
to which they were subjected, and one man received severe
injuries by the firing off of a rifle near his face. The press
has not given sufficient publicity to these disgraceful proceedings, which make the National Guard worthy the
finger of contempt.
For our part, we shall continue to
protest until some action is taken by the officials in command, or until a proper apology is tendered through the
medium of the papers to the unprotected persons who

BEWARE OF
IMITATIONS.

week,

were

insulted.

Taxing the
Telephones,

A tax upon the nickel-in-the-slot

telephone
boxes would be nothing less than an outright imposition and a weight around the
neck of honest enterprise. All over the city people benefit by
this improvement, saving themselves numerous nickels and
getting efficient service at a less cost than is charged in
any other city in the world. The nickel-in-the-slot telephone is not a gambling device. The Telephone Company already pays its just proportion of taxes, and to class it along
with illegitimate concerns is outrageous. It looks very
much as if the action of the members of the License and
Order Committee, who decided to recommend that a tax of
$3 per quarter be levied on each box, was brought about
merely for the purpose of bleeding the Company unless
it saw fit to cross some itching palms with silver.

CHALLENGE

TO

To the Congregation of ilic Grace Methodist Episcopal
Church : Are you devoid of moral sense, of rudimentary regard for human decency, that you continue to listen to the
preaching of Colburn while he stands with dumb lips under
an accusation so foul that it cannot be named ?
Geo. T. Marsh, 625 Market street, has a new stock of Japanese
bronzes and vases which will well repay a visit.
Jackson's

Napa Soda Lemonade

is

Always ask for

Walter Baker

up to the queen's

taste.

&
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Hopkins'

Moonlight

Stockton

Trip.

Excursions.
" It's

Everybody says

the finest trip

in

the

State for the money."
The popular weekly excursions to Stockton by steamer have been
resumed for the season under the management o! George W.
Hopkins, and are unquestionably the most delightful trip out of
the city- Leave Washington-street wharf at 5 p. m. Saturday,
Returning to San Francisco 6 A. M. Monday. Round trip, includirg meals, fare, rooms, carriages, baths, etc., only $4.
Tickets can only be had of GEO. W. HOPKINS, General Manager, 30

Montgomery

St.

ON WHEELS.

COLBURN.

To the Rev. Colburn, pastor of the Grace Methodist Episcopal Church, San Francisco : It is months since you were
arrested in Golden Gate Park for an unprintable crime
and taken to jail in the patrol wagon through the public
The charge against you
streets like any other criminal.
was dismissed because the Park Commissioners thought
morals would be better served by letting you go than by
permitting the scandal of a prosecution and trial. You
have not sought to prove your innocence. You have made
no charge against the arresting officer, and he is still on
duty. What have you to say for yourself, Colburn ? Are
you content to be known as a sexual psychopath? If you
can clear your name, or even raise a doubt of your guilt,
why are you silent ?

La Belle

Chocolatiere"

Doctor Kuhlman has brought his punishment upon himself by lack of judgment, and we trust the example made
of him will prove of benefit to others who may be placed in

Disgraceful
Proceedings,

yaom

CO.,
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Established Dorchester, Mass., 1780.
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Two more dissimilar fathers-in-law than Thomas Foster
and the Baron Von Wettengen were never seen in stageland.
The Baron has ancestors. Their noble Germanic
eyes ever gaze upon him, their brave Teutonic voices are
always in his ears. When he sees the father of the girl
his son is to wed aud discovers that this breezy Westerner
daily responsible for the slaughter of thousands of
greasy pigs, he suffers anguish, humiliation, degradation
unspeakable. The marriage ceremony is over ere he rises
Then his misery is a thousand-fold keener
to prevent it.
than before. The eyes of his ancestors glower upon him
from dim old canvasses by day. At night, armed with a gory
cleaver and necklaced with a string of clammy sausages,
the original Von Wettengen appears to make fantastic torture of his dreams. Oh, how he suffers! It is Pork versus
Pedigree. And at last both Pork and Pedigree weary of
the battle, and each concludes to steal away in the night
and leave love's young dream unbroken. They meet in the
darkened drawing-room. Need I tell the immensity of the
comedy situation, dilate on the artful way in which it is
worked up, or relate the entrance of the bride and groom,
who were also bent on stealthy departure? No. It is not
my province to novelize the play, and besides, I commenced
this paragraph solely to say what a tremendous characterization Tyrone Power makes of the Baron.
It is the best
study in character that I have seen since Frank Mayo's
Pudd'nhead.
What need either to dwell upon the saccharine bliss of
the lovers, the fascination, tact, and lovableness of the
American widow, or the charm of the devil-may-care
officer with his debts, reformation, and eventually his love
for the widowed fair.
Will it not suffice even him who
has not seen the comedy to know that they play the old,
sweet game with all the ardor and spirit of originators?
I purposely avoid delving
Maxine Elliott is a beauty.
into mythology for a simile of her type
and she will thank
me, I know, for not saying that she resembles a lady friend
who lived on Olympus, just as she will forgive my conviction thas no woman has sufficient histrionic ability to
keep pace with her looks. Her Mrs. Stevenson is well
balanced, femininely companionable, and beautifully unobIt does not telegraph
trusive, but it is not magnetic.
is

^VEN
1

the audience was a success at the
Columbia on Monday night.
It overflowed with sympathetic encouragement; it

E

new company an
have made a king's
crown lighten, and it seized upon every
cleverness of The Tico Escutcheons, and all the agreeable
art with which it was acted. At the close of the third act
Mr. Prawley toed the lights and extended a reciprocal
glad hand. In oratory simple and earnest, he approved of
Incithe people who approved the new play and players.
dentally, he said that in the future his aim would be to produce new plays in San Francisco, and afterward take them
to New York and show that august metropolis how we
put on such things in the far west. And, think I, if the
new plays equal The Tun Escutcheons, aud the acting is up
to the mark of that of Monday night, New York will throw
its golden nnose over the Frawley head, and poor littleSan
Francisco will have to be content with an annual summer
visit.
It is an old trick of New York's to make success
out of successes; and she permits her fads to do the country
towns only when she has a surfeit, or when the dog days
Look at London and Paris.
drive her to the roofs.
Already New York has numbered them among the provinces.
We also know a good thing now and then when we see it,
even when it is our own; and we have a wonderful climate.
But managers and actors are not always engaged in the
pursuit of health, and I'll wager the folding opera glass
that Augustin Daly gave me last week, against Samuel
Friedlander's diamond stud, that Frawley's new organization winters in New York.
gave Frawley and

his

ovation that would

* * *

The Two Escutcheons comes from the German, but it has
been filtered through the pen of Sydney Rosenfeld, who is
a master in the idiom of our tongue, and no end of a stage
tactician.
So there is vivid action, conceivable fun, not
entirely of the obvious sort, and a vein of sportive satire in
this diverting little comedy.
The satire, however, is not
pronounced enough to have been the motive of the play.
Rather, it is the natural result of a humorous view of the
conditions that create themselves when a blood-proud family
is allied by marriage to the lineageless millions of self-made
America.
The lines are bright and to the point.
They
are not scintillant, and I do not remember an epigram
happening in the entire play.
What impressed me most
was the crisp tone of flippancy, the smooth harmony of
effortless wit.
It attested better than anything else the
extent of Rosenfeld's Americanizing.
* * *

The marriage of a Chicago pork packer's daughter to
the son of a long-lined German baron is the means of transporting the Chicago parent to Berlin. He has the traditional little bunch on his chin, he talks through bis nose, he
glories in the statistics of his business enterprises in fact,
he is as accurate a misrepresentation of the self-made
American hustler as you will see on the stage. He finds
wide expression of the mirth that fills the Chicago soul in
intricate convulsions of his legs, elaborate caresses of his
chin whisker and that expansive familiarity so dear to the
heart of him who caricatures the pork princes of America.
This is the one character in the play that is stupidly conventional.
And this, I think, is largely due to Harry Corson Clarke's interpretation. Clarke is a good character
comedian— even the mistake of Thomas Foster cannot 'conceal that.
But it is from the porcine effigy which he holds
aloft at the end of the third act that he takes his inspiration.
Only once does he realize the rough dignity, the
strong humanity that belongs to the character, and that
is when he feels how much happier everything would be
had he not come to Berlin; and with a touch of ineffable
pathos, the pathos that is inseparable from true comedy,
he decides to go back to the country that sees in him
something to honor and respect. This scene was a bit of
real art the rest was misapplied buffoonery.

—

—

;

adown my vertebra;.
Frank Worthing is a revelation in naturalism.

tingling tidings

It

would

be hard to find au actor better posed, freer from conventional tactics, or more charmingly authoritative than is he
in Captain Von Vinck.
If you, too, Pleasure's Wanderer,
have learned to loathe the sprightly leading gent, with his
beaming assininity, his aggressive joyfulness, and his epicene gush of goo, see Worthing. He will give you a new
interest in the theatre, for he is an artist from the top of
his hat down.
And such actors are as rare as green
violets.

Gertrude Elliott has not the fortissimo beauty of sister
Maxine, but she is remarkably sympathetic I nearly
stumbled upon that gorgeous expression, temperamental
and her Mary Foster is ingenued with grace and color.
And Daniel Frawley, the man who brought us this array
of brilliants, plays Rudolph, the Baron's son; not so badly
either, considering that nature intended Mr. Frawley for
an easier and less laborious life than that of an actor.
However, the new Frawley people are a big success, and
with the wealth that the season will bring him, T. Daniel
can afford any number of bright young men to do his stage
work while he counts up dividends, smokes the shapely
perfecto of Havana, and reads the contemporaneous
records of dramatic achievement in which, I predict, his

—

—

company

will

attain high rank.
* * *

Who

does not love Twelfth Night? I, for one, can read
it and tune myself to its dainty measures when all other
melody has for the moment lost its charm when brooding
Hamlet, bloody Macbeth, and love-sick Romeo are too intense, too exacting, too meaningful to soothe the smart of
commonplace, mundane friction. I can even smile happily
over the bard's little jokes with which he took such frightful pains
and Shakespeare, you know, is not half so funny
as Sheridan, or even Mr. Hoyt. And as for Twelfth Night on
the stage, I would even go to Morosco's to enjoy it. In
spite of my adoration of the poem and my willingness to be
content with it under any circumstances, I have a griev-

—

—

—
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ance: Never have I beheld a young Viola.
Rose Coghlan
gave us a spacious, maternal Viola last year at the Columbia; and now Return, with all her warm art, her voice of
sweetest reed and her poetic intelligence, she far from
satisfies my hunger for the Viola of lissome youth.
I
wonder if, like Juliets. Violas have to double their advertised age before they bring out all that is in the part?
Daly's production was as admirable in scenic taste and detail as was .1 Midsummer Night's Dream.
Lewis's Sir Toby
was ideal, and the glacial Clarke became quite an animate
Malvolio. but I pined for Stevens in the role.
It is said to
be one of his best, and 1 should have found pleasure in
with
comparing it
Dixey. who plays the most artistic
Malvolio I have ever seen.

Love ..« Orutchet is the cleverest Dutch fun Daly ever
naturalized.
How well it has lived in the memory of San
Francisco theatre-goers was patent by the crush in the
Baldwin last Saturday night. But it is disenchanting to
see the Rehan of to-day in the trying garb of modern
youth. And it is absolute cruelty to set handsome young
Eichman at making love to her. One does not notice the
discrepancy so much in the costumes of a byegone age
Rehan is still a matchless Lady Teazle but clad in the relentless fashion of the day, and side by side with fresh,
Mr. Daly is.
peachy youth it is a spectacle pathetic.
kinder to his scenery. Not for a heavenly crown would he
put a wrinkled, faded drop against bright, new wings.
Ada Rehan is a great actress, and if the dramatic literature extant does not afford roles compatible with her
years, Daly should turn the play-makers loose on plays
that would not jar chronologically with his star. Or else

—

he should

insist

on Richman in gray whiskers.

WHERE

is

—

people,

ladies especially, one sees about the corner of
Market, Jones and McAllister streets, where J. J. O'Brien

&

Co. are

ticipate iu a cut in prices
city.

to have a testimonial at the Auditorium on Friday night. Frou-Frou has been selected for
the play. Miss Craven, supported by the best available
talent in the city, should give an entertaining performance
of the famous play.

which

is not often seen in this
of are of the very finest,
to the heart of every woman,

Connoisseurs

in

California.

The Paris Figaro a short time ago complimented Californians on
their discrimination of taste and their preference for fine wines, and
refers to the large importations of Pommery Sec into California.
According to recent importations Messrs. William Wolfl & Co. , the
A geuts for Pommery Sec, are again heading the list, as in previous

years by a large majority. This is so much more surprising as it is
an accepted fact that Pommery Sec has its largest custom among
the refined and aristocratic classes of Europe, and is by no means
shipped in large quantities to the United States regardless of quality.
The management of the Pommery establishment never catered to
masses by the adoption of the so frequently applied system of
sacrificing quality, to price, but in their aim to produce a high
grade and pure champagne of unexcelled properties succeeded in
securing that recognition for Pommery Sec which this brand now
receives on (he part of the really fastidious all over the globe.
Pacific Wine and Spirit Review.
fashionable florist in this city is Chas. W.Leopold, 39
street, whose choice stock of flowers attracts the attention of
passers. The season's flowers will ever be found in his store and
lie will also obtain the most select pot plants for yon at the shortest
notice and at a reasonable price.
all
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"Town Talk."

Again,

The "Gem" Theatre of the Coast.
Friedlander, Gottlob&Co., Lessees
and Managers

FRAWLEY COMPANY.
perfect dramatic organization in America. And now
comes another delightful comedy, BROTHER JOHN.
William H. Crane's greatest success. For one week only commencing Monday June 8th
Reserved seats, 25c, 50c, 75c, $1.
Monday, June 15th: The Charity Ball

Baldwin

Theatre-

Next Monday, June

Al Hayman &

Co., (Incorporated)

Proprietors

appearance for a limited engagement
only, of the distinguished comeaian,
8th,

NAT

G.

GOODWIN,

Assisted by a capable company, presenting Augustus Thomas'
(author of "Alabama") masterpiece, IN MIZZOURA.
A genuine comedy-drama, bright, breezy, brilliant.

Orph Q\J m

.

San Francisco's Greatest Music Hall.
O'Farrell
between Stockton and Powell streets.

street,

Week commencing Monday, June 8th

A BILL OF

WORLD WONDERS.

Edison's latest marvel, the VITASCOPE: lifeiess pictures beHERZOG, from the Concome things of lifea> d action.
servatory of Music. Dresden, Germany. HAYES & POST, acroTHE
batic comedians and world's champion high kickers.
MARIMBA PLAYERS, from the ancient city of Antigna, Guatemala. And all the favorites oi last week.

ALMA

Matinees Saturday and Sunday.
Reserved Seats, 25c; Balcony, 10c; Opera chairs and box
seats. 50c.

Tivoli

Opera House.

Mrs. Ernestine Kreling.
Proprietor and Manager

First presentation in this city of Dellinger's
melodious romantic comic opera,

Every evening.

LORRAINE,
a story of court and camp. Stirring fiDitl.s; eautiful numbers;
superb ensembles; first appearance vf Miss Marie Millard,
prima donna soprano; reappea ani-e o f Miss Louise Rojce, the
i

too.

Augustin Daly has always been partial to Californians.
Miss Dora Duncan, a San Francisco girl, leaves us to become a member of his company.
Moore's Poison Oak Remedy
Cures Poison Oak and all Skin Diseases. Sold by all druggists.

you are
Geary street.

favorite soubrette.
Look out for

A

p°rf- ct p-oiluction in

THE TRiP TO TUc

25c

HAZELTON
HEMME & LONG
BROWN & SIMPSON

weddiDg present, go to S. & G. Gump's,
They have a magnificent variety to choose from.

Pianos to

Napa Soda counteracts

Malaria.

St.

and 50c

PIANOS

selecting a

cures sick Headache.

every detail.

M^U.V.

Popular Prices

735 Market
Napa Soda

sale.

and beautiful bargains, dear
can be found in every department.

is

Brother John, an American comedy-drama written by
Martha Morton for Wm. H. Crane, will be the Frawley
Leslie,
Company's bill at the Columbia next week.
Arbuckle, and several members of last season's company
are in the cast, together with the new people.
The Columbia will by no means have the stock popularity
Herbert Kelcey and a strong
all to itself this summer.
company open the California on Monday week. Cut rates,

113

summer clearance

The goods being disposed

—

the East.

When

holding their annual

The sale came somewhat earlier this year than is usual,
and many ladies have expressed their approval of this
house for so doing. They are now enabled to make their
purchases before leaving town for the season, and can par-

The most

at whose name every American feels a
and pride comes to the Baldwin on Monday
night with one of his most successful plays, In Mizzoura, by
Augustus Thomas, who wrote Alabama. Goodwin has a
serious role in this new play, and one that has added
greatly to his fame wherever he has presented it.
The big attraction at the Orpheum next week will be
Edison's vitascope, for which Gustav Walter has secured
the exclusive show rights for California. The pictures
shown by this amazing machine are similar to kinetoscopic
It has been an immense card in
views, but full life size.

Margaret Craven

to the calamity croakers, who
off in this city, and that
us, by the enormous crowd of

falling

hard times are over with

* * *
of love

is

FLOURISHES.

Post

Josephine Gassman has not done well with Olivette. She
has had no education in the legitimate comic opera, and
her methods and singing find a happier field in the less
exacting work of musical comedy. Her Topsy was excepHer Olivette is crude and misconceived.
tional.
Next week the Tivoli company sings Lorraine, a romantic
comic opera by Dellinger, with a cast augmented by Marie
Millard and Louise Royce.

Nat Goodwin

BUSINESS

given daily
THE
assert that trade
lie

The most

* * *

glow
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and sold on Installments
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and at that time the Indians were not as gentle as
they are now. Aside from the small arms carr'ed by the
company they had a cannon. One day, while resting on
the prairie in Western Nebraska, they saw a storm coming from the south and they began to prepare for it. As
it came closer they saw a dark funnel-shaped cloud moving steadily toward them. Cyclones were not common in
those days, but the Judge knew that whatever it was it
meant mischief, and he concluded to destroy the force of
the whirlwind if possible. So he wheeled' the loaded
cannon and pointed it directly toward the strangelyshaped cloud, which was now at pretty close range, and
touched it off. The ball perforated the cloud and instantly
he saw a lot of chairs, a lounge, several dogs, cats,
chickens, violins and bird-cages drop to the ground. It
broke the force of the storm, saved the camp outfit, and
provided enough furniture to fit up a small cottage, with
chickens, cats, dogs and a variety of bric-a-brac for
ornamentation. It is understood that the Judge is an
aspirant for a seat on the Superior Court bench.

plains,

EX-SENATOR Patrick

Reddy never tires of detailing
the manifold beauties of the country around IndepenTo be sure that little village is so far
dence, Inyo County.
out of the world that it is generally considered inaccessible
to any living creature having less stamina than a Rocky
Mountain packmule, and its very existence is sometimes
questioned, but there is where Mr. Reddy spent the best
years of his life.
" Yes, sir," says be, " you can stand in the streets of
Independence, almost baking with the intense heat, and
A
look up 10,000 feet into the regions of perpetual snow.
day's climb and you are in a freezing climate."
It makes no difference that the ordinary mortal does not
care to bake or freeze. The Senator will not permit that
fact to detract an iota from the enthusiasm with which he
describes

"

it.

they have the most wonderful hot mineral spring
"It
there that I ever heard of," continues Mr. Reddy.
I have seen men so
is an infallible cure for rheumatism.
crippled up that their limbs were tied in bow knots and
they had to be carried to the spring in a blanket, and after
wallowing in the hot mud for a week go away turning
somersaults up the road.
"One man came in there on an old gray horse, and it

And

was hard to tell which was in the
man had rheumatism and the horse
wind galls, and was knee sprung.
near the spring, and snoozed away

The
worse condition.
had spavin, ring bone,
The

old

man camped

the days in the warm
mud like a hog, while the old horse waded around and
nipped the grass. Two weeks later the man was cured,
and when he started home the horse ran away with him.
The brute had waded around in the mud till he had cured
all of his ailments, and thought he was a three-year-old
again.
Fact."
* # *

strange what trifling cause will change the whole
course of a man's life," remarked Judge W. P. Lawlor.
" If any one had told me a few years ago that I would ever
be practicing law in San Francisco I think I would have
As it is, I
placed an accusation of insanity against him.
am indebted to a stubborn old horse for the change in my

"It

is

conditions.

—

—

"A

few years ago it won't do to be too exact I was
Lake County, doing little or nothing of anything
except living. One very hot, sweltering day in midsummer, I decided to take a swim in a creek near the little
town in which I resided. My old horse appeared to be uncomfortably warm, for he had left the fresh green grass
for what little shade a manzanita bush offered, and was
fighting off flies and looking as miserable as only a dejected
old horse can.
" I threw a bridle on the. brute, mounted, and rode down
living in

to the creek.
his ribs

with

He was so lazy that I had to keep thumping
my heels to keep him on a walk, and then he

grunted and groaned at every step. I tried to ride him
into the water, but he refused to budge after he reached
the bank of the creek. I whipped and kicked him till I
grew tired. Then a novel idea occurred to me.
I would
strip, cut a whip, and steer him in where he would have
to swim, and we would get a bath together.
" It worked beautifully. A good willow stick forced the
old fellow, grunting and complaining, into the water.
He
swam across once and back again. Then without a
moment's warning he bolted, and away he went with me
on a run down through the main street, like Lady Godiva
without her hair. I left town that night, and haven't
been back since."
* * #

John McFadden is responsible for the following story
which Hon. J. J. Coffee relates as his experience with a
cyclone on the plains of Nebraska. Since the St. Louis
and other disasters in the East of late this experience will
not come amiss.

The Judge came to California by mule team across the

* * *

Mr. Lloyd Tevis is justly indignant at the description in
last Sunday's Examiner of his res domi, and has been raked
fore and aft by the joshers of the Pacific-Union Club.
"Here comes Tevis to luncheon, "says Mr. Alvord. "Say,
Tevis, will nothing less expensive than an English mutton
chop, at $1.50 the chop, satisfy your luxurious appetite?"
"Nay, nay," says Joseph Quay, "Tevis wants fish to-day.
Let him have some pompano at $2.50 per pound."
"Nonsense," interpolates Mr. Brugiere, "this is the
Tevis day for beef. Hey, there, steward! a filet for Mr.
Tevis at $4 a cut."
To these things, showing his brilliant teeth, doth the
much aggrieved capitalist angrily respond:
"If," he says, wrathfully, "the writer of these d
d
lies had crept under my table to feed upon the. crumbs
thereof, I would freely have forgiven him.
But to represent me, a philanthropist and economist, as devouring
mutton chops at $1.50 each, pompano at $2.50 a pound,
and Montruchet at $7 a bottle, is a vile and most cursed
slander.
The ruffian that wrote that article," continued
Mr. Tevis, hotly, "is some browsing starveling ou the unsavory fare of a cheap restaurant, who has chosen to excite his gastronomic imagination at my expense."
Nevertheless the "chaff" continues, and the steam beer
scribe who has written of white burgundy will be massacred if he ever comes within the orbit of Mr. Tevis'
wrath.
* * *

Oh

yellow sands of Monterey, the days are close at hand,
When many a fond flirtatious pair upon your breast shall stand,

When under summer

parasols, gay lovers shall recline,

Where "heart"

rhyme with "never part" and "mine" with

shall

"only thine."

Upon those broad and yellow sands shall many a waist be pressed,
And niany a pretty vow of love by faltering lips confessed.
Then comes the day

And

fancies,

once

of parting, a cold

shake

realities, as shifting as

of the hand,
the sand.

* * *

The midsummer jinks of the Bohemian Club are set for
August 22nd. Albert Gerberding will be the sire of the
serious part of the performance, and Tony Hellman takes
charge of the low jinks. Under the new management the
club is swinging back into its old genial groove, and the
owl beams upon many old members who absented themselves from the rooms during the last regime.
Dr. Chismore, the President, is the best type of the true Bohemian,
there is a good Directory, and a feeling of general contentment all along the line. William Greer Harrison has
again come into the fold, and it is needless to say that his
reception was most enthusiastic. All things considered,
the Bohemian Club, financially and socially, was never in a
better condition than it is at present.
* * *

Superior Judge Sanderson had just finished his work of
examining the insane, and was on his way to luncheon, when
he sighted Judge Murphy.
"Hey! you criminal Judge!" he called. "Come, go to
luncheon."
"If you were a civil Judge I might go with you," retorted Judge Murphy. "Besides, you are the insane Judge
this week."

""
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Some men are born to be lucky.
there recklessly, mostly knocking
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Fate strikes here and

men down, but

occagives

she
approving
one an
pat on the back and
sets him above his
This time
fellows.
the fortunate indisionally

vidual

a

is

member

of the Italian colony

and

here,

there

is

much rejoicing
among the sons of
the
Dr.

sunny South.
Joseph Pescia,

who

known

is

jovial

as a

good fellow as

well as a brilliant
physician, has as-

sumed the onerous
duties
of

Italian

of

Consul

in

the

the place
Chevalier

Bruni

Francesco
Dr. Joseph Peseta.

Grimaldi,

back

gone
patria.

The doctor has more than once refused

honors, which

who has
to
la
political

a great point in his favor, although one
prove "the noblest Koman of them
Legislature or Congress. He did
once act as Supervisor, and did his duty well. After marrying one of the fairest damsels in thematrimonial market,
one of Miles D. Sweeney's daughters, who brought to him a
dot which was as big as his own fortune, he became recognized as "solid," and is to-day one of the most prominent
member of the colony on the Pacific Coast. One thing is
certain, and that is that the Italians have an able man to
look after their interests for them.
great banquet was
given in his honor at the Commercial Hotel last Wednesday, at which all the most prominent Italians in the city
were present.
is

feels assured he would
all" if he went to the

A

James Alva Watt, the attorney and

politician,

ing." said Mr. Powers, " and becoming tired and heated,
refreshed myself with a salt water bath. To prevent stiffness and soreuess from my exertion I decided to take a
rub down with some alcohol and witch hazel I had in my
tool bag."

Powers stopped,

sighed, thoughtlessly tried to remove
cap, and winced as his scalp raised with it.
" Well ? " said the Judge, inquiringly.
"Well, I got hold of the pneumatic tire cement bottle
by mistake, and every rag is cemented on me as tight as
my skin. I had business in court and I had to attend to it,
his

Judge."

The

off

An old-timer wandered in from the mountains during
the early part of the week, who had been staying at the
Mountain View Hotel, up in Colfax. He happened to find
an old paper containing an account of the row at the Baldwin Hotel some weeks ago, and sniffed with supreme contempt.
"Bah!" he ejaculated, "talk of your midnight
escapades, they ain't in it with the ones old Stoakes heads
up yonder. In broad daylight, too, mind you. I guess the
Baldwin's roughs go up there to recuperate, because the
people who stop there are all so tough that when Stoakes
gets hard up for food and fries one, you can't tell the difference from his ordinary steaks. Yes," continued the old
man, slapping his trowsers dejectedly, "a close acquaintance with him proves more beneficial to his till than to
your pocket, and I'd advise you to stay away."
Ladies,

when through with

Maison Riche
If

625

their shopping, should step into the
for a delicious lunch.

you wish to see the
Market street.

finest

Japanese goods

on Geo. T. Marsh,

—
Good Appetite^^
TJ'SSgX
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-•

Is restored and the disordered
Stomach and Liver invigorated by taking a

small wineglassful, before meals, of the celebrated

Peruvian
Bitters
nmmtssxsogssam

Belting

Packing

Hose

"Gold Seal"

Home from

the stream with Dever a prize,
angler lies, the angler lies;
Of the basking trout, its pranks and its size,
The angler lies, the angler lies.
His good wife opens her wondering eyes,
While the angler lies, the angler lies.
His babe in the cradle fretfully cries
At the angler's lies, the angler's lies.
Those who know the temptation are loth to despise
The angler's lies, the angler's lies.

The

"Pioneer

Brand,

Badger

"

Brand,
Medium

The Best Made.

Quality.

"

Brand,
Excellent Quality.

Obelisk

"Gonquerer" i
created a
sensation by appearing in Judge Slack's court one morning
Worse still, he walked into
last week in a bicycle suit.
court with his cap on and all of the raps of the bailiff could
not make him remove it.
Judge Slack was nonplussed at such conduct on the part
of Mr. Powers, who had never been disposed to be contumacious, but on the contrary always excelled in the courtesy and respect due the courts of justice so instead of
taking summary proceedings for contempt, he sought a
personal explanation in chambers.
" I took a spin out to the Cliff on my wheel this morn-

call

After a night with the hoys, for a clear head, drink Napa Soda.

all

Frank Powers, the attorney and

his

with a rasp.
* # *

has lost

faith in the elasticity of his nether limbs.
He fancied
he had had his leg pulled during the last two years till it
had become as flexible as rubber and less vulnerable than
a copper-covered pile, but he made a mistake, and the result is that he is limping painfully about on a cane.
It was in this wise that Mr. Watt was undeceived concerning the character of his limbs: He was out enjoying
a sail on the bay off Sausalito last Monday evening. When
he attempted to dock his naphtha launch he found he was
going into the railroad company's wharf with a speed that
threatened damage to the launch or the piling, so he threw
out his leg as a fender. The bow of the little craft was
splintered, but the fender was not.
Still, it was damaged
enough to put Alva in the dry dock for repairs.

were that Mr. Powers was taking

last reports

clothes

litterateur,

Brand.

Brand,

Excellent Quality.

Pine Quality.

Neptune

"Elk" Brand,

Brand,

Good Quality.

;

Rubber-Lined

COTTON

Medium Brand
Hose

GOODYEAR RUBBER
577

and

579

MARKET

ST., S. P.

"Eureka" Brand, Best Quality

CO., R

H.

PEASE.
Vice Pres. and Manager.
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THE PARK LODGE.
Park Lodge, situate at the Stanyan and Fell street entrance to the Golden

la the

The Building

Gate Park, Mr. Edward R. Swain, of the
Crocker Building, has given us a piece of

and
Its

Designer.

architecture beautiful in conception, original in design, and one well worthy of gracing so maguificent a place as the park par excellence of the world. Mr.
Swain was determined to construct a building such as the
people of the city might be proud of and which would last
And he has given it to us in the Lodge you will
forever.
see the next time you ride out on your wheel or go to hear
the music rendered by the Park Band on a Sunday.
It
would be hard to find a name covering the style of architecture resorted to in the building. The early Califoruian
covers it about as nearly as can any, although the lavish
use of solid stone, with the trimmings of heavy Redding
sandstone, would make it more modern in style than is
usually understood by the above term.
The projecting
eaves and big brackets, however, belong to that especial
school, and are so prominent a feature as to entitle it to be
classified as such.
The floors of the porches are substantially covered with red fire tiling, the roof is of terra cotta
tiles, and the graceful entrances are of Lespe stone.
The

stone throughout

is

laid

in

broken ashlar with pitched
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tendent, Mr. McLaren, and also has capacious store rooms
where tools, implements, seeds, and all such Park belongThis part of the building
ings are kept when not in use.
is one story, with a large attic on top, and the different
furnished
and
finished in oak, mahogrooms are elegantly
The other part of the buildany, ash, and curly redwood.
ing, consisting of two stories, with attic and basement, is
to be occupied by the Park Superintendent as a residence,
and is an absolute dream of beauty. The rooms are -airy
and well supplied with light, and as comfortable as the art
of man can make them.
Mr. McLaren has been Superintendent of the Park for
so many years that he is a part of it. He has always acted
in harmonious concert with the Commissioners and has
ever done his best to keep it up to the top notch of perfection in every respect.

Joseph Austin is one of the gentlemen
entrusted with the safe keeping of the
Commissioners.
Park. He is as well known in business
circles in this city as he is in society,
having occupied for many years one of the most responsible positions in the gift of the Pacific Mail Steamship Company. About six years ago Mr. Austin was appointed
Park Commissioner, and from that day to this he has been
untiring in his efforts to have such improvements made in

The Park

the grounds as shall keep them continually in the lead of

THE PARK COMMISSIONERS.
John Rotenfeld,

Joseph Austin.

The stairways leading to the two areas are surrounded with handsome bronze railings, which gives to the
rear view as finished an appearance as pertains to the
front; and by means of bronze gratings, wrought in unique
faces.

pattern,

not

the

imitation,
either,
perfect light and
ventilation
is
as-

sured in all parts of
the spacious basement. Our illustration gives a good
front view of the
structure,

nestling

among great

trees,
as

and altogether

beautiful a structure architecturally
as has ever been de-

signed in San Francisco.

The Lodge consists,

properly,

of

two

buildings adjoining and communicating.
The one
Supi rintendent
contains the comMcLari u.
modious room occupied by the Park Commissioners for the
transactions of their weekly business meetings; the office of
the Secretary, Miss Bloch; the office of the Surveyor, Mr.
Harrison; the office of the well-known and genial Superin-

Irving M. Scott.

such places all over the country.
The additions to the
conservatory are due to his advocacy, as well as many
other features which are enjoyed by the people who find
their daily pleasure in the Park.
To indulge in a little
piece of personal gossip, it is stated that Mr. Austin is so
painstaking in his endeavors to properly fulfill his duties
that every morning, before going down town, he drives
through the Park on a tour of inspection, and never allows
any irregularity to escape his attention or go unnoticed.
In this he is ably seconded by Mr. McLaren, the Superintendent, to whom the Park has become merely a large
garden and who knows every inch of its driveways and
beautiful walks.
Mr. Irving M. Scott is another Commissioner who has
proved his devotion to the Park, and whose first consideration is how it may be improved.
When the question came
up to build a new Lodge he saw the desirability of having
it constructed of lasting material, which would only become beautified by age, and which would not have to be
renewed every twenty years or so at an additional expense to the people. There were some persons who would
have erected a cheap structure at a small expense, which
would, however, have proved pretty costly in the end; but
Mr. Scott advocated the erection of a substantial building
at once, and we are glad that he did.
We have now a
building worthy of its surroundings, and which will be admired by our Eastern visitors as they ride through the
Park. It is not only a Lodge, but rather a monument to
the city, that we behold in this structure, and in future
years people will be very glad that a parsimonious policy
did not prevail when it was constructed.
As President of

June
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the I'nion Iron Works, and being interested in nearly
every undertaking started in the interest of California,
Mr. Scott is one of the most prominent men on the Coast;
but although he has dure mueh to win the gratitude of the
people of this city, we cannot think of anything that entities him more to it than the magnificent structure we are
here writing of. the erection of which is due to him and his
fellow Commissioners.
Mr. John Rosenfeld. the third Commissioner, is a wellknown wheat dealer, shipowner, and merchant, and is considered one of the most brilliant grain operators in the
country.
He has engineered some of the biggest wheat
deals on the Coast, and was among the first to establish
the local wheat board. Through his enterprise California
grain first came to be shipped in quantities, and his name is
now known from Liverpool to Yokohama. Mr. Rosenfeld
is as much interested in the Park as in business, however,
and lets no opportunity go by for doing some good in the
position he fills.
He is a man of conservative tendencies,
but he always sees things with the eye of an artist and
acts quickly whenever he wishes to make some alteration
or improvement likely to meet with the approval of the
people.
The Commissioners act in perfect harmony; there
is no rivalry between them, and their only thought is that
the people shall be properly represented and that the
money expended shall go on works of a monumental character rather than mere temporary edifices.
A'

Handsome

Appearance,

New Montgomery

street,

who

is

the

manager

for the

Com-

pany, says that the demand for the stone keeps all hands
busy at the quarry.The elegant and finished appearance
Modern Brick And of the porches and other back outlets
Terra Cotta.
appeals to one's artistic sense immediately. The flooring of the same,
which will last for ages, of such fine quality is it, was
furnished by the firm of John D. McGilvray & Co., whose
large establishment is on King street, between Second and
Third streets, and who have attended to such work upon
our largest buildings. They also did the brick and terra
cotta work upon the mantels, and it has been worthily
pronounced without an equal.
Neat

COMMISSIONERS- BOOM.

The tintings in the different rooms are a
Blue, green, olive,
A Dream In dream of fairyland.
Tintings.
crimson, cream and other colors vie with
one another for supremacy. The work was
done by Thomas Downing, 615 Mission street, who also did
the fine leather work in the Commissioners' room and the
studded burlap
Sanitary

in

other parts of the building.

The plumbing and gasfitting is perfect in
every detail and as modern as James E.

Britt, of 7 Eighth street, could make it. Mr.
Britt, besides having done many large buildings in this city, also attended to the Mendocino Asylum,
and many other large buildings in the interior, and such
work should be recommendation enough to keep him busy.

Plumbing.

The Golden Eagle Hotel
to the

will be the headquarters of the delegates
Democratic State Convention, which meets at Sacramento

Monday, June

The neat appearance of the paths around
the Lodge is due to the fact that they were

with the finest asphalt, thereby
gaining grace and durability. Gravel walks
soon take on a soiled look, besides being damp under foot in
wet weather; but a good asphalt sidewalk does away with
The sidewalks were put down
all these inconveniences.
by J. S. Jackson, whose office is in room 215, Crocker
Building, and whose Aleatraz Asphalt is in use in many
of the large basements of our houses and in the garden
walks around them. In this case they add greatly to the
general finish of the entire structure.

For sickness

15th.
of

stomach drink Jackson's Napa Soda.

finished

The
Elegant

Taste is apparent everywhere, down to the
smallest detail.
The work around "the hallway, and the
plain and ornamental plastering, could not be excelled in
this city.
This plastering is all patent fireproof, is extensively used in all larger dwellings and buildings, and is
a specialty of Mr. Tobin's.
The building can be heated throughout by
Comfortable
the direct and indirect system of hot
Temperature,
water with Bundy radiators, thus ensuring a comfortable and equable temperature in every room. Messrs. W. W. Montague & Co., of
309-317 Market street, did this work, and it is needless to
say that it is perfect in every detail. The system is in
use in all the larger buildings to-day as well as in many
residences.
The handsome tile floors and wainscoting in
the lavatories and bath-rooms, and the delicate fire-place
work, was also put in by this firm and is above criticism.
All the interior woodwork and general
Dainty Woodwork,
carpentering work was done by J. F.
Logan, 621 Mission street, and attracts the attention of ail visitors.
criticism.

The handsome appearance of the exterior
of the Lodge is mainly due to the prolific
use of basalt stone in the building. This is
the first time that stone quarried in San
been used in any large structure.
The

Francisco has
quarry is at Twenty-sixth and Douglas streets, and belongs
to Gray Bros., whose office is at 316 Montgomery street.
This basalt stone is harder than granite and stands more
compression. It looks better and is rapidly becoming a
most popular material in stone work.
Its use is recommended for all structures where durability as well as
beauty is desired, and coming from San Francisco it should
be extensively patronized.
The sandstone used comes from the CaliforDurable
nia Sandstone and Contracting Company's
Sandstone, quarry, near Redding, Shasta Co.
This
stone was recommended and selected by
Colonel Lee for the handsome Presidio gate-way and admits of the most delicate carving. According to Professor
Hilgard's analysis, it is hard and compact and very lasting.
Many tests have proved that it cannot be destroyed
by the strongest acids and is altogether one of the finest
stones known. J. C. Moffat, Builders' Exchange, 40

Sidewalks,

this delicate and responsible work.
The finishings of the
dwelling, dining and sleeping rooms, as well as those of
the kitchen and less conspicuous apartments, are beyond

interior of the building

that of

is

any we have seen

as
in

handsome as
this city and

speaks highly for the capabilities of J. R.
Tobin, whose office is in the Builders' Exchange, 40 New Montgomery Street, and who undertook

AUSTRALIAN SALT BUSH.
The Forage

(Atriplex Semibaccatum.)

Plant for Alkali Soils.

tens of thousands of acres of alktili lands in California may be made
productive and profitable by planting Suit Bush.
For further information, address
_ Seedsmen and Nurserymen.
„ . „

The

„

TRUMBULL, k BEEBE,

C.

A. Holland.

(Established

410

1875

and «1 Sansome street, S.
)

F

Geo. M. Lonergan.

Imperial PhotooraphiG Studio,

Interiors,

7-34. T26 and 7iS MARKET ST. (1st Floor),
Bet Kearny street and Grant are S. F.
Lightning plates for taking Children.
,

Carbon Plates a Specialty.
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A
The Pine

Street
Mining Market,

The Union-Democrat,

of

Sonora, one of

the brightest mining papers published
Mining Scandal, along the mother lode, in commenting
upon the article recently published in
the News Letter upon the Merced mining scandal, says
that the general opinion prevails among the most prominent operators and promoters that the policy of the Mer-

The Merced

ced

Company has done more

to

injui'e

mining and cause

suspicion in the minds of investors than all the other wildcat schemes promulgated here in a generation.
The unscrupulous manipulators, according to our contemporary,
'•
had the advantage through the success of their Montana
properties, of a strong position before the Boston public,
It
and they did not fail to work it for all it was worth.
seems about time that Tom Couch would consider the proposition of going to South Africa. There are lots of Americans at Coulterville who wish he was going further south,
and to a warmer climate than Africa."

Judging from

this nice send-off from a
respected representative of a neighShould Intervene, boring community, just close enough
to keep in touch with affairs at Coulterville, this Mr. Couch, the Merced Company's manager,
must have won the hearts of the people during his stay
there.
He was evidently a choice selection, on the principle of " like master like man". Whatever he may have
been before, he has now earned a reputation which
will stay with him for life; and it is questionable whether
the money he made by dropping out at the top notch of
the inflation of the stock will be all profit in the long run
in other words, if the game was worth the candle.
As for
his superiors, it is not mere newspaper criticism which will
suit their case.
If there is no law in America which can
reach them, and, while forcing them to disgorge their illgotten gains, consign them to safe keeping behind the
walls of a penitentiary, where they can never again rob
confiding investors, the sooner the courts of justice are
closed and the country turned over to bandits the better.
Decent people will then recognize the necessity of protecting themselves, with the result that thieves of this class
will be suppressed in short order, and effectually at that.

The Law Courts

We

are now informed that Mr. Bigelow,
one of the principal owners of the Merof the Mine.
ced stock, has expressed in an interview
reported in the Boston Transcript his
thorough disgust at what he terms " the manner in which
the legitimate business of the company has been constituted to conserve the interest of the greedy speculators,
whose position on the inside enabled them to fleece the
public and depreciate the value of the property."
It is
about time he has been forced to recognize these facts.
The News Letter over a year ago drew the attention of
Mr. Bigelow and his fellow shareholders to the unwarranted
inflation of the stock and the dangers which threatened in
the way of an inevitable collapse.
Invariably no heed is
paid to such warnings until too late, when it is found that
the trusted manager, promoter, or expert has got in his
work, and succeeded in feathering his own nest at the expense of the silly-billies who require to have sense punched
into their thick skulls with a club.
Mr. Bigelow and his
friends have been thrown down hard, but their bids for

A Clean Sweep

sympathy

will fall upon deaf ears.
They were entirely to
blame for the misconduct of the enterprise, and while they
pay the penalty, it may be cousolatiou to know that Couch,
Palmer, and Coram are in clover. This precious trio are
now to be removed, and a new Board of Directors will be
elected, with an experienced mining engineer at the head
of affairs, who will make a clean sweep at the mine.
For
all of which let Coulterville rejoice.
It speaks volumes for
the patience and forbearance of its law-abiding people that
the last regime did not wind up with bloodshed and the
torch.
In a less orderly community the high-handed
methods of the company's representatives would have resulted in a breach of the peace, which few people acquainted with the true situation would condemn.
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strong undertone characterizes the

market on Pine

street,

owing to the

general revival taking place in mining,
caused by the new developments of ore
on the Brunswick lode, following the discoveries in Occidental.
As might naturally be expected, Chollar has been
the center of attraction ever since, with great activity in
Norcross, which owns the adjoining ground, with indicaOwing to
tions that the ore is leading in that direction.
the lack of air the facilities for working have been rather
hampered, occasioning some delay of late, but by to-day
the work of exploring the Chollar find, and cross-cutting
in Norcross fifty feet south of the Savage, on the 200-level,
should be well under way. The success of these operations
Occiwill be reflected from time to time in the market.
dental should soon strengthen up, owing to the fine appearance of the formation now being encountered in extending
a southerly drift on the 750-level to encounter the downward extension of the ore cut above on the 650-level. The
North End stocks have been fuming up of late, both Con.
Virginia and Ophir being in good demand at higher prices.
The Savage mine is looking well, and the time is coming
when Gould & Curry will respond to the possibilities resulting from cross-cuts which will be run on the Brunswick
as soon as ventilation can be effected. The South End
stocks are still quiet, but they will likely join the procession in

due time.

all that can be said of the new
Chollar development is that it is of
vast importance, equally as much as
that which first heralded the existence
It indiof the Comstock to the early locators of Ophir.
cates, beyond peradventure of a doubt, that another
lines
of
Brunshighly mineralized belt is located within the
wick locations, and the future alone can demonstrate
This is enough to justify the investits extent and value.
ment of capital, and to create a new feeling of interest in
The history of
this wonderful mining section of the West.
the Comstock is still fresh in the minds of the people here,
who cannot but remember that the bulk of the wealth
represented in the representative buildings of this city
came from this source. In addition, activity in the market
leads to a general revival in all other kinds of business,
putting money into circulation and stimulating the demand
In this respect too much cannot be said
for real estate.
for the new find, which was the most fortunate thing
that could have happened at this particular time. It
can only be hoped that it will develop in magnitude as
depth is attained, and that it may prove another Com-

So far

The New

Chollar
Ore Discovery.

stock.

A Covert Attack

The demand made this week upon all
banks working under the jurisdiction

of the State Bank Commission, for a
report of their condition on March 2nd,
has caused no end of caustic comment in financial
circles of this city.
The Commission in this case obeys the
mandate of Governor Budd, and very properly inserts in
its notice to the banks a copy of the official instructions to
themselves, and the authority quoted by the Governor for
this very strange and unusual exercise of his functions as
Chief Executive.
Taking into consideration that the date
fixed for the statement is the same as that on which the
Assessor receives the sworn bill of particulars, upon which
he levies an assessment for taxation purposes, the proceeding of the Governor seems most peculiar, to say the
least.
It is only reasonable to presume that his action is
instigated by some designing party or parties, with an
ulterior object in view which can be more readily surmised
than discussed. Mr. Budd should consider for a moment
that banks are public institutions, which are not to be
trifled with lightly, and that in harassing them he is
harassing the commercial element in the community,
which will not take very kindly to such unwarranted interference upon his part with affairs which do not concern
It is rather early yet to decide accurately at what
him.
the Governor is driving, but his action does not look right
If
in a person holding such a high and honorable position.
acting under advice, all that can be said is that in the
very
quarter from which it emanates they must hold a
strange idea of a Governor's duty.

On Our

Bankers,

June
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Adolphus" Siebert of Chicago, who curls
DR.his"Gustavus
hair with an iron, and who wishes to be parted
'Hear the Crier:" "What the devil
•

One that

art thou?"
will play the devil, sir, with you."

Father Yorke gets through with the daily newsWHEX
papers
town the Town Crikr would not give
of this
irette for the chances of salvation of

any one of the
rietors.
They are a hard and sinful lot, your reverand you are quite right in using your influence with
Satan to open a new and particularly hot Journalists'
Addition for their reception. But let there be some mercy
shown. They are, after all, friends of the Devil, and if he
I

permitted to follow his own kindly instincts he will supply the Addition with fences for them to sit on, so that
homesickness may not be joined to their other tortures.

,is

dear,
DEAR,
ocrat

but the combination of being at once a Demand a resident of Oakland does seem to produce
an effervescing temper. If Governor Budd had the courage
to do his duty he would summon the Hon. Billy Foote, the
Hon. Bill English, the Hon. John Daggett, the Hon. Frank
Moffatt, the Hon. Bob Fitzgerald, and the Hon. John P.
Irish to the executive presence, uptilt the gubernatorial
eye, and say, "Brethren, we shall open these harmony
proceedings with prayer," and then pull a gun to keep
them from fighting one another for the privilege of being
first to address the Throne of Grace.

anybody
IFwoman
or

in

San Francisco

is

minded to strangle a

cut her throat, he has only the penalty of his
own disapproval to fear. Bianther and the unknown
murderer of Miss Harrington, and the fiend who left a
path of death behind him in Morton street, are apparently as safe from the police as if they had presented the
women with bouquets instead of coffins.
San Francisco
detective who should detect anything of importance would
probably lose his place under charges of being a disturber
of harmony in the force.
Coxey, late commander of the vanished Industrial Army, is here.
So is Louis Gronlund, the
Socialist, so is the Rev. J. Q. A. Henry, the personal
enemy of the Pope of Rome. And they are all talking,
God help us. San Francisco is not in the cyclone belt, so
in order to be up with the St. Louis procession we generate our own wind storms. The tide of emigration sets to-

A

GENERAL

ward

WESLEY Lewis

is said to have been discharged for intemperance from his position as sexton of Grace M.
E. Church, of which the Rev. Colburn is pastor.
There
are those who suspect that Mr. Lewis' arrest on a charge
of outraging a girl is a scheme to recover the good-will of
Brother Colburn's congregation, and procure reinstatement, in his job of looking after the study and belfry, and

things.

Fitzsimmons

is

open to receive contributions to

Overman-Brown's salary until
the Lord shall see fit to send him a solid cheque.
Not being connected with any church we are not inclined to debauchery and riotous living. Contributors can therefore
rest assured that the money will be handed over (at the
end of a pole) to the needy parson.
C.

COMMONWEAL

Coxey intends spending several days
the city so as to give his jaws a rest.
The Populists are falling over one another in their attempts to welcome their leader, and many presents are being made him.
One gift, however, which is a very necessary one good
carbolic soap is painfully conspicuous by its absence.
in

—

—

is to be hoped that the six young divinity students, who
IThave
decided to preach in heathen lands, are healthy

specimens of Californian manhood and do not run to grizzle
and bone.
Epicureanism is a feature among savages
to-day, and if the young men suit their taste it will be a
good advertisement for the State.
Rev. John Quincy Adams Jefferson Davis Abraham
THE
Lincoln Henry
a few nights at the Metro-

is billed for
politan Temple.
The reverend buffoon acquired a new
mouth while in Chicago, and will open it in this city for
the first time. People in the front row are recommended
to go provided with disinfectants.

poor dead
THE
above them

listened wearily to the services preached

Saturday; but when Dr. Dille opened
mouth one of them was heard to remark "It's lucky we ain't up there, Bill they fight with
different weapons nowadays."
SIGNOR Foli, who travels upon his past reputation,
The statesays that San Franciscans are savages.
ment was probably brought forth by the fact that he was
last

his well-ventilated

;

:

not here to make money. In London,
butt of all musical critics.

the Signor

the

is

Post
Wednesday had a sensational account
THE
a champagne
the expulsion from the Olympic Club

of

of

agent. Is it possible that Roederer has the effect of hardening the tongue and softening the brain?

PRESIDENT MURPHY,

of the First

National Bank,

said to be so mean a man that he will never allow
his doors to remain open lest a draught might pass through
is

them without

his

making something on

it.

out, gentlemen
The apothecaries' convention
LOOK
Unless you
over and the poisoners are in unity.
!

Corbett

would

is

only

is with us again, and Professor
somewhere on the other side of the

may

be Californian partiality, but we are disposed to believe our champion's denial that it was remarks
of his hustling Eastward in search of the Australian that
inadvertently struck St. Louis.
It

' ^JOW," says Gavin McNab, addressing Congressman
Maguire, "I've renominated you, and you don't
but what are you going to do about it? The
'ecord's made, confound you, and you cannot afford to go
jack on a friend." McNab is a statesman with a large
lead and a long smile.
fpHERE was much profane swearing, dancing, and SabI bath breaking in St. Louis before the cyclone, yet the
iccasion has not been improved by the pulpit, as was the
jhicago fire of 1871.
Orthodoxy has lost its grip and
frown cowardly.
1^ AYOR Sutro— our "Wandering Jew has delivered
II himself of his monthly quantum of nonsense anent the
Bunding Bill. We are afraid the old Sutro Tunnel iniquities
•est heavily upon his breast, and that his conscience keeps
lim in a continual state of nightmare.
1\|.

it,

—

hard to see why a man elects to die by the suicide
route when, by the payment of a small fee, he can
L
ccomplish his object legally with the aid of a doctor.

fT

Town Cuier
THE
help pay the Rev.

is

PROFESSOR

ike

We

of

Missouri.

earth.

from his better quarter because she can put away ten
cocktails at a sitting, did a wise thing by coming here for
the divorce.
have not many women whose staying
abilities equal those of the fair Christine, and we shall be
glad to help release her if she will only stay and make life
bearable for us.

sudden death, stand
you by inches.

die a

kill

in

with the doctors

informs us that an insane man
THE Examiner
considers himself a locomotive.
N.
ford,

in

J.,

who

RutherThis

is

almost as humorous as the Examiner's assertion that it is
a moral engine.
Bronkes, who are seeking a divorce at the large
hands of Judge Campbell, have finally come to the
conclusion that they were Broncos.

THE

ACCORDING to the Call the Holy Ghost

had a feast at
Oakland last week. It probably consisted more of
spirits than anything else.
"/"VOLONEL " Watkinson, presumably of the U. S. A.,
V> was thrown twice from his horse in one day. Com-

ment

is

unnecessary.

Wallace has of late years been unable to look at
JUDGE
himself in a mirror for fear he might fine himself for
contempt.

BENEATH

HEN

this stone lies Corbett. strong of

jaw;

and so he fights no more.
will cards be issued for Durrant's hanging?

God

closed his mouth,

is

URDER will out.

Look out

for Durrant.
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time, a devout Wagnerian, and yet here we see him as a
virulent, bitter, frothy, and extravagant critic.
But,
fierce as all this abuse is, there is, at least, an analytical
spirit in the following:

The name of Friedricb Mietzche is
knowu among the literati of Europe.

A Book
of

well-

He

the Week.*

ranks as a philosopher of the lighter kind,
and his theories were very much in evidence
during the discussion on Nordau's "Degeneration." Asa
philosopher, however, Mietzche does not interest the world
at large.
In all he ever wrote we do not remember one
idea of his that had not been thrashed out by other minds
long before he came upon the scene. He tells us that civilization is decadent, but others have been telling us that
for centuries.
He says the psychological standard of
Spencer and the English school is all wrong in its application of the Darwinian philosophy of the survival of the
fittest, when applied to the evolution of the human race,
but that, too, has been told us over and over again by
others.
It may be wrong, as he contends, for man to be
running after moral and intellectual perfection, and that
our true, and happiest, destiny is in getting closer to nature descending to the savage state, and developing our
natural instincts for fighting aud stealing.
All this may
be so, but then it may not, and there we leave it, because
we do not wish to challenge this " greatest of modern philosophers," as his admirers call him.
Such is not our purpose in this review. What we wish now is to call attention
to what Mietzche says on another theme, and that is his
opinion of Wagner.
And our object in reading what this
"great philosopher " said about Wagner was to ascertain
how the great composer stood in the estimation of the philosopher, and, to our surprise, we find that Mietzche regards Wagner as the most decadent of all villanies and
immoralities, and that he calls the great composer's orchestrations "brutal and artificial."
He prefers Carmen to
anything Wagner ever composed, and, when we read this
view of the case, we felt like pitching the book out of the
window. Think of a " philosopher " in his senses writing
such stuff as this:

—

" The artist of the decadence— that is the word.
And it is here
that my seriousness commences.
I am not at all inclined to be a
quiet spectator, while this decadent ruins our health and music along
with it. Is Wagner a man at all?
Is he not rather a disease?
Everything he touches he makes morbid. He has made music morbid.
typical decadent who feels himself necessary with his corrupt tastes, who claims that it is a higher taste, who knows how to
make his depravity be regarded as a law. as a progress, as fulfillment. And nobody defends himself. Wagner's power of seduction
becomes prodigious, the smoke of incense steams around him, the
misunderstanding about him calls itself gospel it is by no means the
poor in spirit alone whom he has convinced."

A

;

—

Does not this look like envy hate
Does not its excess
defeat the object the writer has in view.
Here we have
spleen, wrath, denunciation, but not analysis.
What will
the thousands of Wagner's admirers, the people who have
sat for hours listening to the beauties' of Wagnerian music,
say to this "philosopher's" view of the great German
who has thrilled the musical world with the weird beauty
of his compositions ?
As for our poet, we feel like recommending Mietzche to take the Keeley cure or some other
supposed, or real, specific for nervous debility. But if
Mietzche does not please us in one respect, he does in
another.
Differing from him as we do, we cannot but admire the boldness of some of his passages, absurd as they
may seem. Here for instance:
"

Wagner and Beethoven— that

!

a blasphemy,

and

end an
only what he
became a musician, he became a poet, behim, his stage-play genius, comDelled him to it.

injustice even to Wagner.
was in other respects. He

is

He was

in the

also, as a musician,

cause the tyrant in
Wagner was not a musician by instinct. He proved" that hi mself by
abandoning all lawfulness, and— to speak more definitely— all style
in music, in order to make out of it what he required— a theatrical
rhetoric, a means for expression, for strengthening attitudes, and for
suggestion. * * * Wagner never calculates as a musician from
any kind of musical conscience; he wants effect, he wants nothing
but effect."

" Some one always wants to be saved in Wagner's works; at one
time it is some little man, and anothersome little woman, that is the
problem. And with what opulence he varies his leading motive!
What rare, what profound sallies
Who was it but Wagner taught
us that innocence has a preference for saving interesting sinners (the
case in Tannhauser)t Or that even the Wandering Jew will be saved,
will become settled if he marries (the case of The Flying Dutchman)?
Or that corrupt old women prefer to be saved by chaste youths (the
1

Kundry in Parsifal) ? Or that young hysterics like best to be
saved by their doctor (the case of Lohengrin) ? Or that even married
women are willingly saved by a cavalier (the case of Isolde) ? Or lhat
the old god, after he had compromised himself morally in every respect, is finally saved by a free-thinker and immoral'st (the case in The
Nibelung's Ring) ?
Admire especially this last profundity. Do you
understand it ? I take core not to understand it.

case of

And so our philosopher goes on slashing at Wagnerian
morality and melody page after page.
But, good reader,
there is a pathetic sequel to add to all this, and one that
gives Mietzche's work a peculiar interest, and it is this.
His opinion of Wagner was written before the author was
sent to an insane asylum, from which, however, he was
happily released, and so he is again in the world, but, we
believe, although now at liberty, he writes no more.
* " Friedricb Mietzche.

1

'

Macmillan & Co.

The June Arena opens

its 16th volume, appearing in a
an unusally strong number, opening with
a paper by Rev. Samuel Barrows, D. D., on "The First
Pagan Critic of Christian Faith and His Anticipation of
Modern Thought." Justice Walter Clark, LL. D. of the
Supreme Bench of North Carolina, contributes an instructive and delightful paper on Mexico.
Another paper of
special merit, on "Bimetallism," appears in this number
by A. J. Utley. Mr. B. O. Flower, the editor of The
Arena, writes in a most captivating manner of Whittier,
considering him in the aspect of a "Poet of Freedom," and

new

dress.

It is

giving many of Whittier's most stirring lines. A fine
portrait of the Quaker Poet forms a frontispiece of this
number. Students of the higher metaphysical thought of
our time will be deeply interested in Horatio W. Dresser's
paper entitled "The Mental Cure in its Relation to Modern
Thought." These are by no means the full quota of the
strong attractions of this brilliant number of America's
great progressive, reformative and liberal review.

"A History
Christendom"

Warfare of Science With Theology in
a revival of an oft-told tale. It is an upto-date book, and the author holds to the belief that
science has not to conform to religion, but religion must
conform to science. Man did not "fall," the author says,
but he "ascended." Christians will close the book with no
less confidence in the God-Man than they had before opening it.
God is a mystery; the finite can understand the
infinite.

of the

is

That answers

all.

"The Courtships of Queen Elizabeth." The world has
always been prepared to listen to anything, no matter how

And
vivid, about the courtships of the "Virgin Queen. "
this book shows up the immodest flirtations of Queen
Elizabeth

in

a

way

that will not surprise the student of

Of course she proclaimed her innocence of immoral acts on her death bed, but it would have been better
for her memory if her general conduct through life supported her assertion as she was tottering to her grave.
"Subscriber." Last week we gave a short review of
"The Incubated Girl," recently published in England.
Now a "Subscriber" asks us if it is not all "a joke."
"Subscriber" had better answer the question himself by
reading the book, which he can order through any respect-

history.

—

able bookstore.

"The Diary of a Japanese Convert" is a record covering
period of eleven years from 1877 to 1888. It is a book
that will interest the missionary, and being written by 6
Japanese it has the aroma of the Orient imbedded in the
belief of the Occidental world.
a

Jackson's Napa Soda gives a refined complexion.

There
that

is

is,

that

however, one thing we cannot account for, and
all this was written by a man who was, at one

Use Richardson & Robbins' canned and

potted meats

for picnics.
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NfEW YORK

given over to a frenzy
Xot content with na\ ;U
parades, militia parades, coaching, bicycle, and tandem
we
parades,
have been treated to the "White "Wings"
parade no less than the procession of street cleaners,
with their brushes and spades, their push carts and department wagons, and the great Colonel Warring at their
head. The men were all attired in white duck, and the
gallant Street Superintendent scorned not a similar attire.
With all the jeering and derision flung at Colonel Warring,
it cannot be denied that his methods have transformed
New York from a very filthy to a very clean city. He
does not, contrary to general opinion, bestow his attention upon the fashionable quarters alone, but Pell, Mott,
Doyer. and Division streets are now as clean as Fifth
avenue. The city's mortality has therefore been greatly
reduced.
recent ordinance of the Board of Health will
also aid in keeping down illness.
It is now a crime for any
one to expectorate in any public conveyance or vehicle,
and most excellent is the law.

IS

is

for parades.

Mm^

—

"AllXTORE
fTHE MOST REFRE5HIM4
SMOKE AFTER. A HARD
.DAYS HUMTING
-73*1 TOBACCO FULL
,
IfOF SATI5FACTI0^U^,

•

2oz Trial

of the terrible tornado in the West had scarcely
in the morning papers before a Cimmerian dark-

been read
fell upon New York. A fierce storm of wind and rain,
thunder and lightning, had raged for the greater part of
the day, and it was feared that we were to be victims of a
similar awful experience as the one that has turned St.
Louis into a place of mourning.
But now, at twilight,
there is a beautiful clear sky and no suggestion of atmosness

pheric disturbance.
Mrs. and Miss Mood are in New York, and the latter
was the guest of honor at a recent luncheon given by Miss
McAllister, daughter of the late Ward. On one of the few
fine nights we have had I saw the George Crockers dining
at Claremont. They have changed their minds about going
at once to Southampton, and intend leaving for California
the first of June. I fancy a summer there among all their
old friends will be more diverting than the quiet life of
Southampton. Tom Williams and Jack Follansbee were
dining not far away with DeWolf Hopper and his pretty
little wife, nee Edna Wallace, and were a very jolly party,
while Louis Stern and Joe Silverman were near by, dining
with a large party of friends.
Young Willie Brown expects to leave for Texas immediately after his sister's marriage, intending to try a ranching life. Mrs. Brown thinks
seriously of making a trip to California.
Mr. W. W. Belvin has been lying ill at the Gerlach for the past week, but
thanks to his charming wife's devoted nursing, he is on
the road to recovery. J, see the great J. B. Haggin every
now and then in the Park. He looks lonely driving about
in a very beautifully appointed Victoria, but perhaps he
likes solitude.
Livingston G-ilson is reported from Paris,
where are also Maurice Casey and his sister, Miss Katherine Dillon, and Miss Cosgiove.
Rafael Joseffy, the great
pianist, and his family, sailed on the North German steamer
a few days ago, the first time the celebrated Hungarian
has left these shores since his arrival in America twelve or
thirteen years ago. The divine Sarah sailed on Saturday,
and took with her one Miss Ray Brockman, a Californian
girl of dramatic aspirations, to whom the tragedienne has
taken a marked fancy. Theodore Wores is giving a tea
at his art studio in the Carnegie Building this afternoon
in honor of some friends from Japan.
Mr. and Mrs. James
Lake have left town for a visit to friends at Larchmont.

'

The best equipped banquet hall in this city is doubtless that of the
Maison Riche. The largest functions are held there, the service is
all that can be desired and the accommodations perfect.

—

THE AMERICAtl TOBACCO COMPAOY. SUCCESSOR.

ANNUAL MEETING
Bodie Cons. Mining Company.
The regular annual meeting of the stockholders of the Bcdie Ccns.
Mining Company will be held at the office of the company, room 62, Nevada Block, 309 ATouttromt-ry street, San Francisco, Cal., on
MONDAY, the 15th DAY OF JUNE, 1896,
at the hour of 1 o'clock p.m., for the purpose of electing a Board of Directors
to serve for the ensuing year, and for the transaction of such other business
as may come before the meeting. Transfer books will close on Thursday,
June 11, 1896, at 3 o'clock P. M.
M. E WILLIS. Secretary.
Office— Room 62, Nevada Block, 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco,
California.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
Mono Gold Mining Company.

No

Assessment

37
10 cents
2, 1896
July 6, 1896
July 27, 1896

Amount

per Share
Levied
Delinquent in office
Day of sale of Delinquent Stock
Office— Room

62,

Nevada

.

June

Block, 309

M. E. WILLIS, Secretary.
Montgomery street, San Francisco,

California.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
Company

Occidental Consolidated Mining

Assessment

Amount

.No. 23
cents

per Share

15

June 2,

Levied
Delinquent in

Day

Office
of Sale of Delinquent

Stock
A. K.

Office— Room

69,

DURBROW,

1896

July 7, 1896
July 28, 1896
Secretary.

NevadaBlock, 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco, Cal.

GEORGE GOODMAN
Patentee and
Manufacturer

of

Artificial
Schilllnger's Patent

Walk

Side

1

The opening of the Larchmont Club will be on Saturday,
when the ceremony of going into commission will be celebrated with the eclat dear to the hearts of yachtsmen. The
absence of the Commodore, Harry Gillig, is a grief to the
members, but his other self, Frank linger, will be there.
Willard Barton is a recently elected member of the club.
New York, May '27, 1896.
Passe-Partout.

•

^"Postpaid for 252?
!H/>IARB(JR<5 BR05.,BAiTinoRE.rio,
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The news

Parkay

•

and

street,

(Nevada

block)

San Francisco

SULLIVAN.

D.

J

a specialty.

Montgomery

307

Office:

Stone

In all its branches

]

Garden Walk

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW
Rooms 34-38, 3d

W. kindbora, Dentist,

J. A.

336

Telephone

Dr.

Floor Chronicle Building, San Francisco.

2275,

POST STREET, Rooms

2-3.

(Opposite Union Square

San Francisco.

PAGUE,

F. C.

Dentist.
Rooms

[)R.

4

and 5, Academy

ARTHUR

of Sciences Building,

T.

819

Market street

REGENSBURGER,
Dentist.

409^ Post

St.,

San Francisco.

ni^unu O

UK.

ine— A specific for Exhausted Vitality, Physical
Wasted Forces. Approved by the Academy of Medicine, Paris,
medical celebrities. Agents for California and the Pacific States.

Debility,

and

the*

J. G.

STEELE &

CO., 63d Market street (Palace Hotel), San Francisco.

Sent by mail or express anywhere.

Drink Jackson's Napa Soda with your

claret.

PRICES REDUCED— Box

of 50 pills, $1 85; of 100 pills, S3; ofSOOplUs,
S3 50; of 400 pills, $6; Preparatory Pills, 92. Send for circular.
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Fixing the date and details of the Hobart-Baldwin nuphas proved as great a tangle to the Examiner as solutions of prize stories, evidently; for the variety of times
and places, and so forth, which the dailies have given out,
indicate a bewilderment of mind on the subject.
tials

* # *

^HE way

our buds are
being captured by the
beaux argues well for society.
Certainly that fashionable
element does not consider marriage a failure from the oftrecurring announcement of engagements in the swim of
The recent one made public of Chauncey Boardman
late.
and Miss Mary Mercardo is a most pleasing one to chronicle, both of the young people being extremely popular in
their set; and, as neither wealth nor advancement in
worldly position is in question on either side, it may be
claimed to be purely a love match, ensuring a charming,
modest, ladylike wife to the young man, and a steady, well-

Gossip is rife over a possible engagement, the declaring
of which will be a sensation in society.
It is not fair to
the young lady to give her name until she elects to make it
public herself, but Dr. Harry Tevis is the happy man
whom gossip assigns as being captured.

mannered, good business man for a husband to the young
And what surer basis for happiness can a young
lady.
couple start with in life than the respect and esteem of
their friends ? So the happy pair are receiving the hearty
congratulations of their numerous friends, and deserve

Sausalito is meditating a water fete which will rival Belvedere's Venetian Night. The idea is said to be an all day
affair, with dancing and fireworks for the evening.
A regatta, in fact, with a swagger tbjmner, etc.

them.

The Presidio will likely furnish a candidate for holy not
orders matrimony in the near future.
It has been
talked about for more than a year, but this time it looks
as though it were going to materialize.

-T"

* * *

causing a good deal of comment to their intimates
to hear the surprise expressed by the outsiders, who all,
more or less, anticipated that Mr. Boardman's choice
would fall on a popular blonde of distingui appearance who
is an inseparable friend of Miss Mercardo.
However, the
insiders know that this very lovely young lady will, in all
probability, make another fellow happy ere long.
A gallant son of Mars (with a godlike cognomen), is credited
with being the lucky winner of this real prize in the matrimonial lottery.
It

is

* * *

any doubt existed as to the deep interest felt by one
our society men in a young lady who has been a great

If

of

favorite in fashionable circles for several seasons past, it
was dissipated when the news of the St. Louis disaster
reached here. The young lady in question is at present in
that city, and 'tis said his nervous anxiety in regard to her
welfare was pitiable, and successfully " let the cat out of
the bag."
* # *

Society tongues have been wagging furiously of late
over the minage maintained in the Western Addition by a
prominent disciple of Blackstone. But what can be expected? If a woman goes thousands of miles away from
her husband and stays there, it is but a natural sequence
that, in the words of Tom Moore, he will "make love to the
lips that are near."
History repeats itself.
* # #

* * #
girls are all intent on summer pastimes, and the
ripple of their chat is of tennis, golf, and coaching.
This,
of course, pertains to Del Monte and Burlingame.
Sausa-

The

lito is

and San Jose for trips to Mt.

the place for boating,

Hamilton.
* * *

* * *

—

—

* * *

"Poor Harry Stetson" is what the girls say; but those
who know that young man declare he will give society a
surprise ere long, for a heart is most easily caught in the
rebound, as

the world knows.

all

* * *

Can

be true that Allan Bowie is going to pluck the
lily from its parental stem?
Rumor says so, with great
insistency; but what will the matronly friend have to say

about

it

it?

* * *

Del Monte is filling up with the swagger set, and a lot
of people have changed their plans, and intend making
that delightful resort their headquarters for the season.
General Weyler, the Spanish leader, was sarcastic, to say the
other day when the Government corvette captured the
blockade runners from Florida. "The ouly excellent thing about
crew or cargo," he remarked, "is that beautiful consignment of
twenty cases of Keystone Monogram Whiskey, which by a horrible
mischance might have reached the Rebels! "
least, the

After dinner try Adams' Pepsin Tutti-Frntti Chewing Gnm.
admirable. Indigestion fades before it.

Yon

will find it

Do you

Then mis Jackson's Napa Soda with your

drink?

Speaking of California beauty, a well-known club man
remarked the other day: "Nowhere could you find two

tipple.

THE

—

girls— direct contrasts as they are than Miss Ida
Gibbons and Miss Ethel Cohen.
Any city would be proud
to claim these native daughters, for their beauty, breeding,
aud brightness is undeniable."
And there was a murmur
of assent from the luncheon table guests.
lovelier

HOTEL RAFAEL,
SAN RAFAEL, CAL.

Now Open.

* * #
It is quite probable that San Francisco will have a visit
from Miss Edith Newlands, the eldest of the late Senator
Sharon's granddaughters, and co-heiress with her two
sisters of her mother's share of his estate.
Although born
here, the young lady has been educated in the East, and
recently made her debut into society in Washington, D. C.
* # *

The Brownies

CAPT.
H
•

have to look out for their laurels as
Jack Barnes, having graduated, will now enter society as
a full fledged member of the young beaux; and, 'as the
girls say, "Jack is such a darling; a perfect chip of the
old block. "
Everyone who knows the General understands
language can no further go.

Write now

for rates

C.

B.

ot

JOHNSON.

and rooms.
:;•'>

•

..-;;..

-x.

will

*

# #

Everyone who has been fortunate enough to be among
those who have enjoyed the newly-married Hobarts' hospitality is saying what a very delightful host and hostess
this happy young couple make.
The San Mateo villa is
the abode of ideal marital
its circle.

For the season, under the management

bliss,

which radiates on

all

within

*

Strozunski's.

Popular prices, equal to others; no imitating.

All original styles, varied to suit the

features.

Competent artists employed; no

apprentices, "Bernhardt" wavers, to wave
hair without burning; " Eau Broux, 1 to restore
grey or bleached hair to natural color. Latest styles in modern Bangs,
particularly Louis de Lavelliere style. Open Sundays.
Telephone No., Main 5697.
24ST. (Near Kearny.)

Leading flair Dresser.

'

GEARY

Comet.

OolonQ.
The

oldest and most reliable brand on the
market. Sold only in 1-3 pound papers at
20 cents per paper. All grocers keep it.
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OUR GREAT
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EDITH:— Chief among the hues
DEAR
combination with others this season

most used

ub

& MIDSUMMER

ifr

*

in

are pink with

<fe

green and heliotrope, green with purple, deep purple with
sailor blue, fawn
with red, pale reseda and yellow.
Fashionable as such color Mendings are, they prove anything but becoming or attractive to behold, especially on
women of sallow complexion, and these seem most apt

!*f

to select them, or else it is the disastrous effect of the trying mixture on the majority of faces. Many "neutral"
women can wear most becoming cream serge or soft white
flannel: neither need they eschew pale tints of fawn, silver
blue, brown, beige, reseda, and the like, but they must
choose with discretion. The depth of tone that is favorable to one woman may prove unbecoming to a sister between whose complexion and her own the difference is but
slight.
good-sized piece of material and its trimmings
placed near the face is a better method of deciding than
the advice of a friend.
Some lovely waists I have seen lately are made of
blurred chine. One I liked most was made of silk with a
cream white ground, plaided with strips of deep blue, with
a blurred blossom in the center of each square in pinks
and greens. This is made with a bertha of lace, the soft
stock and the crushed belt being of light sage green
velvet.
The combination of blue, green and pink is quite
chic.
Of later fashion, but no prettier, is a silk waist
made of foulard silk handkerchiefs having a dark green
ground and small scattered palm leaves in different colors.
This is made with a yoke back and front of plain green
silk draped with butter colored guipure, the bright border of the handkerchief square forming a ruchelike heading round the yoke. The double border shows on the outside of each sleeve.
Belt and collar are of the border.
Many of the new summer waists are made so that they
charmcan have an added basque or not, as is desired.
ing waist of cream-colored silk batiste dotted with cerise
is made up over cerise silk, the full taffeta puffs of the
sleeves holding out well, the soft drapery above them of
the dotted batiste. Below the cherry-satin belt is an adjustable basque formed of deep oval medallions of lace
edged with narrow guipure laid over knife plaitings of
cerise silk.
This can be taken off at pleasure.
neck
trimming of the lace and silk matches this basque.
Ribbons of all widths, flowered, striped, and plain, are
a conspicuous feature of trimming on thin gowns this
season.
Bands of ribbon extend over the shoulders and
down either side of the front of the skirt, with bows at the
end.
Wider ribbons are used to face revers and form
pointed epaulets over the sleeves. Bows of ribbon are on
the shoulders, at the waist, and neck, and fasten down
the center of the shirt-sleeve puffs with great effect.
Especially new, too, are the wide gauze sash ribbons,
satin edged and patterned all over with soft flowers.

A

CLEARANCE SALE
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I
J
J
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PROGRESS.

J

EVERYTHING AT A

4j

TREMENDOUS

$

SACRIFICE

J

See Daily Papers tor Particulars.

MURPHY

BUILDING, Market and Jones

203 to 207 N Spring St. bet.

Temple and

Sts.,

2jj

San Francisco.

First St.,

Los Angeles, Cal.

A

A

are band-painted. They are made of
ribbon belting and fasten with beautiful buckles. One I
saw in a Sutter street jeweler's window is of white ribbon belting, painted in a careless design of buttercups.
hand-painted miniature framed in gold forms the buckle.
Another, equally pretty, has festoons of tiny pink rosebuds painted on white ribbon belting, and is fastened with
a wonderfully beautiful buckle representing a full blown
rose made of varying shades of pink enamel. The style is
very becoming to a graceful girl and it is to be hoped will
long continue the fashion.

The newest

belts

A

Belinda.
"Seavey's" have an immense stock of hats, flowers, feathers, ribbons, etc. and are selling everything in millinery lower than any
other house in this city, 1382 Market street.
,

AND PURCHASER'S GUIDE

CITY INDEX

RESTAURANTS.
Academy Building, 333-334 Pine street. Rooms for
and families, private entrance. John Bergez, Proprietor.
Bay State Oyster House. 15Stockton& 109O'Farrell. N. M. Adler.Prop.
Montgomery-St. Coffee and Lunch House. Good coffee and fresh eggs
a specialty. Cream waffles. 426 Montgomery St. H. H. HJUL, Prop.
Malson Tortoni, French Rotisserie, 111 O'Parrell street. Private dining
rooms and banquet hall. S. Constantini, Proprietor.
Nevada Restaurant, 417 Pine St. Private rooms; meals 50c. LoupyBros
Poodle Dog Restaurant, S. E. cor. Grant ave. and Bush St. Private
dining and banquet rooms.
Tel. 429.
A, B. Blahco & B. Britn.
Bergez's Restaurant,
ladies

Dr.

Thomas L. Hill,
OFFICE: Odd Fellows'
streets.

Office

hours

:

DENTISTS.

Building, southwest cor. Seventh and Market
Consultation Hours 4 to 5.
9 A. M. to 5 p. M.
:

Dr. R. Cutlar, 818 Sutter street.

MEDICAL.
Dr. Hall, 14 McAllister St., near Jones.

Diseases of

women and children.

POSTAGE STAMP DEALERS.
Hawaiian Stamps a specialty. MA KINS & CO 506 Market street.
Selections on approval; any place in world. W. F. GREANY, 827 Brannan
The W.

H. Hollls

Stamp

Co., (Incorporated),

O'Farrell St., S. F.

105

PRINTING AND RUBBER STAMPS.
Koch & Harney, (Jas. H. Harney, Geo. T. Koch), Job Printers, 648 Sacramento St. Fine printing and embossing, seals, rubber stamps, stencils, etc.

MERCHANT TAILORS.
Neuhaus

&

Co., 115 Kearny, up-stairs.
Suits to order $12 50.
coats, $10. Pants $4 and upwards. Samples by mail.
J*®"
perfect fit guaranteed.

Over-

A

VOCAL CULTURE.
Miss Caroline Shindler, Soprano. Vocal Culture.

Hours,

1

to 3, 2416

Clay

CANDIES.

Removal
dresser, has
prices.

Notice.

— Mr.

removed

Telephone

S.

to 24

Strozynski, the leading

Geary

street,

ladies' hair

near Kearny.

CANDIES. -Don't leave

Weak Hen and Women

5697.
all

mineral waters.

ROBERTS' Best.

^.j^T^SE

edy it gives health and strength to the Sexual Organs.
ket street. San Francisco.
(Send for circular.)
;

For 35 years Jackson's Napa Soda has led

the city without a oox of

Popular

Depot at 323 Mar-

:
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BANKING.
BANK OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.
Incorporated by Royal Charter,

Paris the manager of a clipping bureau whose agency
INreads
all the papers of the world, recently made a calto who is oftenest mentioned as a public
Napoleon I stands first, although this is procharacter.
bably in consequence of the passing fashion of things
Napoleon that set in some time ago. Then comes the Emperor of Germany, then Prince Bismarck and in the fourth
place Mr. Gladstone.

culation as

Capital Paid Up,

1862.

Reserve Fund,

$3,000,000.

Southeast Cor. Bdsh and Sansome

HEAD OFFICE

60

$500,000.

Sts.

Lombard Street, London

Branches—Victoria, Vancouver, New Westminster, Kamloops, Nan
lamo, and Nelson, British Columbia; Portland, Oregon; Seattle and Ta
coma, Washington.
This Bank transac ts a General Banking Business. Accounts opened subject to Check, and Special Deposits received. Commercial Credits granted
available in all parts of the world. Approved Bills discounted and advances made on good collateral security. Draws direct at current rates
upon its Head Office and Branches, and upon its Agents, as follows
New York— Merchants' Bank of Canada Chicago— First National Bank
;

of the most remarkable botanical curiosities in
is in the possession of Mrs. Le Clerc, of Quebec.

One

the world
It is a potted

American Beauty rose bush, whose flowers
have perfume only from midnight until daylight. During
the rest of the twenty-four hours they are perfectly odorThe fragrance begins to exhale precisely on the
stroke of twelve.

Liverpool— North and South Wales Bank; Scotland— British Linen
Company; Ireland — Bank of Ireland; Mexico — London Bank of Mexico;
South America— London Bank of Mexico and South America; China and
Japan— Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China; Australia and
New Zealand— Bank of Australasia and Commercial Banking Company of
Sydney, Ld; Demerara and Trinidad (West Indies)— Colonial Bank.

less.

Every American President has had from three to
thirty-two towns named for him. Thirty cities and towns
were named after Alexander Hamilton, and there are
thirty Clintons, twenty-four Websters, twenty Bentons,
thirteen Calhouns, seven Clays, nineteen Quincys, twentyone Douglasses, and twenty Blaines.
The Empress Frederick of Germany will spend a
large part of the next two years in England. She will become, it is said, the tenant of Ditton Park, the late Duke
of Buccleugh's beautiful old place near Windsor, now belonging to Lord Montagu of Beaulieu. Ditton is a beautiful house, surrounded by magnificent grounds.
Antonio de Navarro, husband of Mary Anderson,
has an interesting collection of photographs of his wife in a
room in their home at Tunbridge Wells. They represent
her in all the parts she has played, and Mr. de Navarro
has arranged them to make a frieze around the entire
room.
President Kruger, some years ago, accepted an invitation to open a new synagogue at Johannesburg. After
a few preliminaries, he announced, in his loudest voice, to
" In the name of the Lord
the amazement of all present:
Jesus Christ I declare this building opened."

John Rusk in is evidently near the end of his life.
His memory is gone completely, and he imagines that he
is in danger of starvation.
He has given away enormous
sums during his long life, and it is a fact that his generosity has left him comparatively poor.

The ex-Empress Eugenie, who is still engaged on
her memoirs, uses a pen-holder that is set with diamonds.
This' was employed by the fourteen representatives in
signing the treaty of peace of Paris in 1856, and was presented to the ex-Empress as a memento.

The royal family have never given up the custom of
wearing crape. Queen Victoria has always worn it, and
when her majesty and any of the princesses have attended
the funeral of relatives they have worn crape veils almost
to the ground.

was

.

I

—

New York— Messrs.

born, will follow suit.

.

BROWN

1

CORRESPONDENTS.

Laidlaw & Co.; the Bank of New York, N. B. A.
Boston— Tremont National Bank; London— Messrs. N. M. Rothschild &
Sons; Paris— Messrs. de Rothschild Freres; Virginia City (Nev.)—
Agency of The Bank of California; Chicago— Union National Bank, and
Illinois Trust and Savings Bank; Australia and New Zealand Bank of
New Zealand China, Japan, and India Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China; St. Louis Boatman's Bank.
;

—

—

—

Letters of Credit issued available in all parts of the world.
Draws Direct on New York, Boston, Chicago, St. Louis, Salt Lake
Denver, Kansas City, New Orleans. Portland, Or., Los Angeles, and on
London, Paris, Berlin, Bremen, Hamburg, Frankfort-on-Main, Copenhagen,
Stockholm, Christiania, Melbourne, Sydney. Auckland, Hongkong, Shanghai, Yokohama, Genoa, and all cities in Italy.

SAN FRANCISCO SAVINGS UNION.
Corner California and Webb Streets.
Deposits, Dec.

31, 1895

$24,202,327

Guarantee Capital and Surplus

1,575,631

ALBERT MILLER,

President E. B. POND, Vice-President
Directors—Thomas Magee.G. W. Beaver, Philip Barth, Daniel E. Martin, W. C. B. De Fremery, George
Boardman, Robert Watt: Lovell
White, Cashier.
Receives Deposits, and Loans only on real estate security. Country
remittances may be sent by Wells, Fargo & Co., or by check of reliable
parties, payable in San Francisco, but the responsibility of this Savings
Bank commences only with the actual receipt of the money. The signature
of the depositor should accompany the tirst deposit. No charge is made for
pass-book or entrance fee. Office hours— 9. a. m. to 3 p. m. Saturday even|

C

ings, 6:30 to

8.

THE 8ATHER BANKING COMPANY.
Capital

$1,000,000

Successor to Sather & Co., Established 1851, San Francisco.
James K. Wilson President.
Albert Miller, Vice-President
L. I. Cowgill. Cashier.
Allen Knight, Secretary.
Directors— C. S. Benedict, E. A. Bruguiere, F. W.Sumner, Albert Mil
P. Johnson, V. H. Metcalf. James K. Wilson.
Agents: New York— J. P. Morgan & Co. Boston— National Bank of the
Commonwealth. Philadelphia— Drexel & Co. Chicago— Continental National Bank. St. Louis— The Mechanics' Bank. Kansas City— First National Bank. London— Brown, Shipley & Co. Paris— Morgan, Harjes & Co
ler,

Wm

LONDON, PARIS AND AMERICAN BANK, LIMITED.
N.

W. Cor. Sansome and Sutter

Subscribed Capital
Reserve Fund

$2,500,000

|

Sts.

Paid UpCapttal

12,000,000

$850,000

Head Office

Paul Verlaine, in addition to a bust in the "Poet's
Corner," of Luxembourg Gardens, is to have a similar
honor paid to him at Nancy. Possibly Metz, where Valentine

BANK OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital
$3,000,000 00
Surplus and Undivided Profits (October 1, 1894)
3.158,129 70
WILLIAM ALVORD
President CHARLES R. BISHOP. .Vice-Pres't
ALLEN M. CLAY
Secretary THOMAS
Cashier
Ass't Cashier 1. F. Moulton
S. Prentiss Smith
2d Ass't Cashier

Old Broad Street, London
AGENTS— New York— Agency of the London, Paris, and American
Bank Limited, No. 10 Wall Street, N. Y. Paris— Messrs. Lazard, Freres
& Cie, 17 Boulevard Poissoniere. Draw direct on the principal cities of the
world. Commercial and Travelers' Credits issued.
SIG. GREENEBAUM Ma „ OMM
Managers.
j
C. ALTSCHUL
58

1

CROCKER-WOOLWORTH NATIONAL BANK °F san francisco.
The Overland Limited,

Cor. Market, Montgomery, and Post Sts.

ONLY Z% DAYS TO CHICAGO. 4% DAYS TO DEW YORK.
The Union Pacific is the only line running vestibuled Pullman
Double Drawing-room Sleepers and Dining Cars daily. San Francisco to Chicago without change.
Vestibuled burl'et smoking and
library cars between Ogden and Chicago.
Upholstered Pullman
Sleepers, San Francisco to Chicago, without change, daily.
Steamship tickets on sale to and from all points in Europe.
For tickets
and sleeping car reservations apply to D. W. Hitchcock, General
Agent, No. 1 Montgomery street, San Francisco.

Tea Pbess Clipping Bdrbao,

510

Montgomery

street, S. P. reads all
all topics, business

papers on the Paolflc Coast, and supplies clippings on

and personal.
Jackson's

Napa Soda

is

an antidote to Heartburn.

Paid- Up Capital

WM.

H.

$1,000,000.

CROCKER.

W. E. BROWN
GEO. W. KLINE
Directors— Chas.

President
Vice-President
Cashier
W. Scott

P. Crocker, E. B. Pond, Hy. J. Crocker, Geo.

THE ANGLO-CALIFORNIAN BANK, LIMITED.
N. E. Cor. Pine and Sansome Sts.
»6,000,000 Paid Up
11,500,000
3,000,000 Reserve Fund..
700,000
Head Office— 18 Austin Friars, London, E. C.
Agents at New York— J. & W. Seligman & Co., 21 Broad street.
The Bank transacts a General Banking Business, sells drafts, makes
telegraphic transfers, and issues letters of credit available throughout the
world. Sends bills for collection, loans money, buys and sells exchange
and bullion.
IGN. STEINHART 1 Manft
-. rfi
Ma °agers
P. N. LILIENTHAL

Capital authorized
Subscribed

I

f

f

—
June
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" Evans*
There

Is

first

—

no second.

When You
See This
Label,

"Why." thundered the magistrate, "did you beat your
"

rocking chair, breaking three of her ribs?
'T.i amuse the baby." faltered the culprit.
However, he
"t able to prove beyond a reasonable doubt that
such was his purpose, and sentence was accordingly proDetroit Tribune.
•nounced.
Workman Mr. Brigffs. I should like to ask you for a
small raise in my wages: I have just been married.
Eui'i.oyek
Very sorry, my good man, but I can't help
you.
For accidents which happen to our workmen outside the factory the company is not responsible.
London
wife with a

—
—
—

You 7/

know you
Cl,J§fjSF have-the best

—

^W Ale or

Tit-Bits.

The lawyer

laid aside the story of Edison's life and looked
lazily out of the club wiudow.
"What a lot of money there
The inventor looked up in
is in patents," he said at last.
"
surprise.
Sure," he replied.
"The trouble is to get it

put."

—Chicago Post.

ERNST

H.

LUDWIG X

Mr. Binn

little

Caterers.
Telephone 2388.

St., S. F.

a brother, do
Well,
papa,
if

sister to

—

Maidie ?
Little
Daughter
the same to you, I think I'd like to have a
little white rabbit with pink eyes better than either.
Vanity.
"How can you say that Japson is not a bright, capable
man? Why all of his friends say that he is one in a thousand." "Yes, but the trouble with Japson's friends is
that they belong to the same thousand." Brooklyn Life.
"Why does she call her bonnet a poem? " "I don't know,
unless it be in order to take advantage of the poetic
license."
Charity, in the meanwhile, was covering sins up
to and including its full capacity.
Detroit News.
Miss Peachblossom (to her brother) What do you think
is the most stylish color for the bride?
Brother Jim
Well, I don't know much about style, Sis, but for myself I
should prefer a white one.
Vanity.

you,
it's

American
1206 Sutter

— So you p.-efer a

CO..

The Model

" Consider the humble porous plaster," said the Cumminsville sage, after his heart had been warmed by a good
five-cent cigar.
"Everybody turns his back on it, yet
look what success it achieves by close application."

Cincinnati Enquirer.

*

Stout.

BANKING.

just

MUTUAL SAVINGS BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO.
33

Guaranteed Capital,

JAMES

—

—

—

—

— You say you love me, but cannot be my wife. Is
because I am poor?
There are better things in this
world than money. She — Quite true, but
takes money
to buy them. — Texas Siftings.
Louise — Harry, I bate to ask you, but
me, do you
snore in your sleep? Harry — Sometimes, darling; you
know an active business man doesn't get time to snore
when he's awake. — Tit-Bits.

D.

I

$300,000.

Vice-President.

D. Phelan, L. P. Drexler, John A. Hooper, C. G.
S. G. Murphy, Frank J. Sullivan, Robert McElroy,

and Joseph D. Grant.
Interest paid on Term and Ordinary Deposits.

Loans on approved seGEO. A. STORY, Cashier.
Deposits may be sent by postal order, "Well, Pargo, & Co., or Exchange
on City Banks. When opening accounts send signature.
curities.

WELLS FARGO &
N. E. Corner Sansome
Cash Capital and Surplus

CO.'S BANK.
& Sutter Streets.

*

$8,350,000

it

John J. Valentine
H. "Wadsworth

President
Cashier

tell

Wanter flip pennies, you four-eyed kid?" asked the
rude little boy. "With pleasure," answered the Bostonian infant.
"Will you choose the obverse or reverse? "
Indianapolis Journal.

'How on earth can Bardy stand the strain of nursing
that old uncle of his as he does? He must have a wonderful will power mustn't he?"
"His uncle has that."

THE GERMAN SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.
No. 526 California St., S. F.
Reserve Fund
Capital actually paid up in Cash, $1,000,000.
$ 715,000
$30,727,586 59.
Guaranteed Capital.. $1,200,000
Deposits, Dec. 31, 1895,
OFFICERS—President, B. A. Becker; Vice-President, Edward Kruse;
Second Vice-President, George H. Eggers; Cashier, A. H. R. Schmidt; Assistant Cashier, "Wm. Herrmann; Secretary, George Tourny Assistant
Secretary, A. H. Muller.
Board of Directors— Edward Kruse, George H. Eggers, O. Shoemann,
A. C. Heineken, H. Horstmann, B. A. Becker, H. L. Simon, Ign. Steinhart,
Daniel Meyer. Attorney, W. S. Goodfellow.

SECURITY SAVINGS BANK.
Montgomery St.. Mills Building.
interest paid on deposits. loans made.

—

—

232

—

would be safe for me to
approach your pa on the subject? Miss Fairlady Oh,
(perfectly; he has the gout again.
Texas Sifter.
'is the young man to whom Miss Songster is engaged
musical?" "Oh, yes, indeed. You ought to hear him
chant her praises! " Detroit Free Press.
it

—

—

Storage For Valuables.

During the summer months the CALIFORNIA SAFE DEPOSIT
AND TRUST COMPANY receives on storage at low rates in its fire
and burglar-proof vaults silverware, furs and valuable property of
every description. It also rents steel boxes at from $5 to $150 per
annum. Conveniences for its patrons are unsurpassed. Office
hours, 8 to G daily. Corner Montgomery and California Streets.

Manager
Assistant Cashier

|

Life.

— Do you think

|

N. Y. City, H. B. Parsons, Cashier. Salt Lake City, J. E. Dooly, Cashier
Directors— John J. Valentine, Benj. P. Cheney, Oliver Eldridge, Henry
E. Huntington, Homer S. King, George E. Gray, John J. McCook, Charles
F. Crooker, Dudley Evans.

Johnnie," said a neighbor, "is your father at home?"
"Yes," said Johnnie, "he's out in the pigpen you'll
know him 'cause he's got his hat on. Chicago Tribune.
Mr. Faintheart

Homer S.King
F. L. LIpman

I

BRANCHES.

it

Harlem

Pald-Up Capital,
OFFICERS

$1,000,000.

PHELAN, President. S. G. MURPHY,
JOHN A. HOOPER, Vice-President.

Directors— James
Hooker, James Mofflt,

—

He

Post Street, below Kearny, Mechanics' Institute Building.

DIRECTORS.
Wm.Alvord

Wm. Babcock
Adam Grant

S. L.

Abbot. Jr.

O.D.Baldwin

W.

S» Jones

H.H.Hewlett
E. J. McCutchen.
J. B. Lincoln.

NEVADA WAREHOUSE AND DOCK COMPANY.
PORT COSTA, California.
WAREHOUSES AND DOCKS
Storage Capacity, 100,000 tons. Regular warehouse for San Francisco
Produoe Exchange Call Board.
These warehouses are the largest on the Pacific Coast, and are furnished
with the latest improvements for the rapid handling and storing of Grain
A mill attaohed, supplied with the best and newest machinery for cleaning
foul and smutty wheat.
Money advanced at lowest rates of interest on grain stored in warehouses.
Insuranoe effected at lowest rates In first-class companies, or grain sold,
if

desired, at current rates.

OFFICE—202 Sansome St., over the Anglo-California Bank.

;

;

;

——

!

;

;

:
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NEWHALL &

H. M.

VER the same old

road, sweetheart, that

we

strolled in the long

was wandering once again, alone, where the sweet wild-roses glow
And I pause by the hedge to whisper, dear, to the blossoms so pink
and fair,
A poor little faded sorrow, love, there's nobody else to share.
X

joy, sweetheart, is out on the old highway,
But the breezes sigh as they pass me by and unto the forest stray;
Wistfully sigh the breezes, love, as they pass me standing there
By the old hedgerow where the roses glow, and nobody seems to
care.

with

San Francisco, Cal

St.

bowen, in Chicago inter-ocean.

ago,

Summer

CO.,

Marine Insurance Agents,

and

Fire

e.

1896.

6,

SHIPPING AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS

309 and 311 Sansome

BY THE HEDGE.— george

June

CORRESPONDENTS
FINDLAY, DURHAM & BRODIE
SIMPSON, MACKIRDY & CO

43

ana 46 Threadneedle St., London
29 South Castle St., Liverpool

INSURANCE.

all its

Fireman's Fund

Standing alone by the hedge, my love, I am lost in a pensive dream.
I am Moating away through the summer day where the old-time
roses gleam;
The roses that shared our secret, love, the roses that smiled as fair
As the promise true we were glad to view, with nobody else to care

Over the dear old road, sweetheart, in the shadowy cool of day
Come the echoes low of the long ago, the tenderest things to say;
And I smile again as the twilight glows, and banish my long despair
With a thought of you that is sweet and true, and wonder if you

AND INLAND INSURANCE.

PIRE, MARINE,

INSURANCE COMPANY, OP SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Capital, $1,000,000.

Assets,

$3,000,000.

PALATINE

will care.

Something of other days, sweetheart, the breezes are singing low.
Something that thrills the roses, love, and lends them a brighter
glow
Something that soothes the restless pain I have patiently learned to

INSURANCE COMPANY

(Limited),

bear

CHAS.

OP MANCHESTER, ENGLAND.

OVER $9,000,000.00 RESOURCES

SOLID SECURITY.

LATON, Manager.

A.

439 California St., S. P.

Through the endless days on the old highways, where nobody seems
to care.

Fire Insubamcb.

THE SANDMAN'S COMING

-uzfir*

w. reese, in independent.

Pounded A.
as the yellow sun is down
And the bolts are fast on the door.
With his sack of sand he rides into town
With his sack of sand before.

D. 1792.

As soon

He fills a hand with the shining
And over the dusky ground,

thing,

a sower scatters the seed in spring,
He scatters the grains around.

JAMES

Past he rides to the wharf and the ships,
Past to the foot of the hill
a finger

is

on

his lips,

And his horse's hoofs are still.
He gallops up through the old York lanes
And down through Rosemary street;
Like seed he scatters the glistening grains,
And they leap up tall and sweet.

and sweet

swaying rows,
Straight into bloom they leap
Behind him, behind him, wherever he goes—
The violet blossoms of sleep.

Tall

America

North

of

OF PHILADELPHIA, PENN.
Paid-up Capital
Surplus to Policy Holders

As

Ever

Company

Insurance

5,022,016

BAILEY, General

D.

CONNECTICUT
Capital Paid

t3,0O0,000

Agent, 412 California

St., S.

P.

INSURANCE CO. OF HARTFORD.

FIRE

Up

11,000,000

Assets
Surplus to Policy Holders

3,192,001 69
1,506,409 41
.

.

ROBERT DICKSON,

BOYD & DICKSON,

Manager

501

Montgomery

Agents, 501 Montgomery

S. F.

St.

St.

in

AACHEN AND MUNICH FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
Established
OF AIX LA CHAPELLE, GERMANY.
Total Assets,

Capital. }2,250,00C

AT DAWN.— SYLVIA

LAWSON COVEY.

THE HIDDEN LUTE.—ada iddinqs-gale, in
My heart's a lute deep hidden,
And winds of memory
Across it blow unbidden;
It answers tremblingly.

And little

songs, awaking,
Go floating on the air,
While all the strings are shaking
With longing and despair.

EPARTM&NT: 204 Sansome St., S. F.
VOSS, CONRAD & CO., General

UNITED STATE

Night shadows fly. The air is crisp and sweet
With orange fragrance. Golden apples gird
The waxen whiteness of new buds just stirred
By zephyr's finger. See him, winging fleet
To where the roses at the house-roof meet
That feathered joy, the jocund mocking-bird!
Such songs ecstatic day hath never heard,
Rippling across wide fields of springing wheat.
And still she lingers, loth to rise and fold
The curtaining mist from off the mountain snows
Flushing with pink the granite gray and old.
Ere long she stoops to paint yon opening rose.
Now from the pale clouds the pearl tints fade away,
The garden lies in morning's garish ray

1825

16,854,653 65

Managers.

Established 17®.

PHOENIX ASSURANCE CO. OF LONDON

PROVIDENCE-WASHINGTON NSURANCE CO. incorporated
BUTLER & HALDAN, General Agents,

i7

w

413 California St., S. F.

BRITISH

AND FOREIGN MARINE INSURANCE

CO.,

LIMITED,

OF LIVERPOOL.
Capital

16,700,000

BALFOUR, 3UTHRIE &
the lotus.

CO., Agents.

No. 316 California

St.,

S.

Fv

Tne Banjo.
Ashton P. Stevens.
STUDIO
Room 8.

:

26

Montgomery

street,

Pupils prepared for Stage,
A Special

Concert, or Drawing Room.

Class for
teachers

who wish to

perfect themselves in the Banjo's

haimony and technio

I

;

June

6,
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WITH APOLOGIES TO ELLA WHEEUft WILCOX.
Me and God fn space above,
And nobody near to see;
O I till my lun^s with the wind's
strong breath,
"The earth below and the sky o'er- ADd call aloud to my old frieud
head—
Death.
And the dead whom once I knew;"
"You never will conquer Me.

'That was a dream," God smiled
and said:
"A dream that seemed to be true.
There were no people 11 ring or dead.
There was no earth and no sUy
o'erhead—
There was only Myself and you "

But what care IV I care not a curse,
For life is a misty dream.

"Why

'They don'texist, though they think

For Me
know.

We

the

Judgment Day?"

no you—you never have
nothing at

all

my

passion-

arei

but

'tis

only

Me—

been—
is

at

Me, Mine, Myself and My.
Poor God looks on, but is mighty
dumb;
For I've shattered the yarn of king-

sin;
is

you

one,

.

"Thev think they

those were but dreams,'' the
great God said;
'•Dreams that have ceased to be.
There are no such things as fear, or

There

are

they do
'Tis I alone who am.
Just I and God, and I come first
(He'd get ahead if He only durst)
And so I don't care a

Nay:

There

He

tandem team;

ate verse,

bell,
is this

and

run in a

And men may laugh

do I feel no fear," I aslied.
Meeting YOU here this way*
"For I have sinned, I know full well:
And is there heaven and is there

And

THE

EXAMINER'S

News

Letted — Sir:

DELUSION.

ILLUSION.
ELLA WHEELEft WILCOX.
God and I In aptoe alone,
And ooliotly else in vii-w.
And "When- are Hie p*v>pli\
Lord." I said,

dom come,
And nothing is left— but//
The Moralist.

but me!"
Book.

—The Chap

Lookek-On came
as we were
THE
press and demanded that we hold back
in

just

going to

until he furnished just "one more story." It is to the effect that Mr.
R. H. Pease, the Vice President and Manager of the
Goodyear Rubber Company, has been appointed sole agent
for the Pacific Coast of the United States Rubber Com-

pany. Mr. Pease is well known to society and clubdom
in the city, and we feel sure that they will all congratulate
him upon this extensive addition to his fold.

WE

regret to hear that ex-Mayor L. R. Ellert has
tendered his resignation as Manager of the California
Title Insurance and Trust Company.
Mr. Ellert may
justly be considered one of the most popular business men
in the city, and he has ever been most obliging in fulfilling
the duties which devolved upon him. He will still continue
bis connection with the company, however, being one of the
principal stockholders in it.
pleased
Sacramento Bee
THE
champion
religious
is

EDITOR

[The only advice we can give our correspondent is to let
the Examiner's money-making schemes severely alone in
future, just as he would any other "sure thing" game.
The Examiner has been held up to the ridicule of respectable people so often, and has shown itself to be so indecent,
so unreliable in its very indecency, and so unscrupulous in
the very unreliability of its indecency in all things, that
people who patronize it in any way are in reality as culpaEditor News Letter.]
ble as is the sheet itself.

—

Kearny

Street, has the finest
John W- Carmany,
est things in gents' furnishing goods.

25

and very

to consider itself the

prayers of all sorts and conditions of men to keep
being consigned to its original owner— the Devil.

it

So Easy
to ride

with

from

S TIGHT

check and a strong curb may make your horse
hold up his head, but, depend upon it, it should make
you lower yours!

WE

are glad to see that the pay of letter carriers is
The men work hard and
likely to be increased.
faithfully and are entitled to proper remuneration.

THE

" Rail = Bearing "

the Press Club rooms to-night
Judge Hunt
will be one of the events of the season.
will be Sire, and a first-class entertainment is promised.
jinks to be held in

THE PRETTIEST PLACE

IN

MILL VALLEY.

S LARGE,

well-furnished house to rent in Mill Valley
for four or six months, with stable accommodations if
desired.
Address, G. T. Marsh, 625 Market street.
Don't Worry Yourself
and don't worry the baby; avoid both unpleasant conditions by

Bicycle Shoes,
Many Styles—high or low cut. Men's;
Pratt fasteners secure laces without
\ladies
Ladies
Price, black. $3; tan $3.50.
tvin"
cuvert cloth knee boots. $4 50 to $8. Sold by all
shoe and sporting goods dealers; sent prepaid
Look
if your dealer hasn't them
for trade mark on heel. Descrip\ five booklet free.
1

.

—

A Sovereign Remedy—Dr.
cough.

It never fails.
street.

Try

&

Fargo

6. ft.

giving the child pure, digestible food. Don't use solid preparations.
Infant Health is a valuable pamphlet tor mothers. Send your address to the New York Condensed Milk Company, New York.

214

(

Makers

Go.,

)

CHICAGO

#©##©©©•••,

Parker's Cough Cure. One dose will stop a
Prioe 35c. George Dahlbender & Co.,

it.

Kearny

Mothers, be sure and use "Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup " for your
children while teething

in-

in

ways to the Praise God
Sacramento is only two stations removed from Hades;
Fresno, if we remember rightly, holding first place of
honor.
The Bee may some day staud in need of the
this
be.

Your readers may be

the following item concerning the Examinw, iu which it is plainly shown how fraud is perpetrated
by that paper without possible redress to the defrauded:
The Examiner word contest was inaugurated on the 1st of October, 1895.
In the opening announcement of it, a prize of one thousand dollars ($1000) was offered to the person making the nearest
guess at the exact number of words contained in the issue of the
Examiner for Sunday, October 20, 1895. All guesses were to be in
the latter's office by midnight of Friday, October 18, 1895. After a
great deal of careful and painstaking work on my part— counting alt
the words in pages of various previous papers— I formulated ray
guess as 213.104, and mailed the same to the paper's office.
Two
persons saw me do this, and also saw the address and contents of
the same. On November 2, 1895, announcement was made that the
exact number of words in the contest was 213,165, and that Miss Lois
Hatch, of Yuba City, had won the prize with a guess of 213,167. I
immediately wrote to the Examiner, claiming the prize, and sending
my proofs. Having received no reply by the following Friday—
was at thattime living in Stockton, Cal.— I came to the city and
called upon the Contest Editor of the Examiner, who denied having
received any communications from me whatever.
I immediately
had a post-office tracer put on the letter, and in about two or three
weeks a report was made that the letter must have been delivered.
I wrote to Miss Hatch to ascertain if she was in any way connected
with the Examiner, and received the reply that it did not make any
difference if she were or weren't. I again went to the paper's office
and asked for my rights in the matter which were refused, whereupon
I asked for the proofs I had sent them, which was also refused.
If
you think it desirable, it would be a good idea to somewhat spoil the
present "Will She Guess It" affair. You have probably noticed
the fact that the paper has refused to receive any registered or
special delivery letters. Anything you can do in the matter for
Very truly,
Oni Lomax.
me will be greatly esteemed.

terested

sects, from the Praise God
thats. This is just as it should

of all

METHODS.

United States Laundry,
OfBoe: 1001 Market

i>t..

near Baldwin.

Telephone, South t-2-0.

lat-
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Burtchaell departed for Lake Tahoe for their honeymoon.
Another bride and groom were Miss Leah Gerst and
Ignatz Lowengraft, which ceremony was, owing to the illness of the bride, very quietly performed by Rabbi
Voorsanger at the home of the Gersts on McAllister
street.
The wedding robe was of white satin and point

besides being the month of roses, promises
JUNE,month
of weddings this year, and as such

to be

the
it was
Tuesday seemed to be the
certainly opened auspiciously.
day specially set apart for them this week, and from noon
until late at night the sound of wedding festivities was to
First on the list comes the quiet home cerebe heard.
monial which united Miss Jennie Cheeseman and Lieutenant
Schoemacher, and which took place at noon at the residence
of the bride's mother, Mrs. Morton Cheeseman, on Pacific
avenue, the Rev. Dr. Foute officiating.
There were
neither bridesmaids nor groomsmen, and relatives and a
few intimate friends only were present in the prettily
decorated rooms to hear the vows exchanged, and then
the party adjourned to the dining-room where a handsome
breakfast was served, the newly-wedded pair departing
later in the day for Del Monte, where their honeymoon
will be passed.

one of the most cheerful in the
remarkably attractive
on Tuesday morning, when it was the scene of the marriage
of Miss Emma Huntsman and Greyson Dutton.
Pink and
white has been so much the fad for weddings during the
past year or more, it was quite refreshing to see the
change back again to white, which, with green, were the
dominating tints on this occasion, from the church decorations to the bridesmaids' gowns.
Palms and white roses
were used in profusion in dressing the chancel, altar, etc.,
amid which gleamed innumerable lights. The four ushers,
Messrs. Gardner, Mendel, Dutton and Smith, headed the
bridal cortege as it entered the church at noon to the
strains of the Lohengrin Chorus, the groom and his best
man, Harry Dutton, awaiting them in the chancel, where
the Rev. Mr. Walk performed the ceremony. The fair
bride looked charmingly in her beautiful robe of moire en
irn in/; her fleecy vail quite enveloped her tall figure, and
she carried a bouquet of bride's roses. She was given
away by her mother, Mrs. Huntsman, who wore an elegant gown of purple silk trimmed with black lace. Miss
Genevieve Dutton, as maid-of-honor, and the four bridesmaids, Gertrude and Mollie Dutton, Louise Young and
Lulu Huntsman, were gowned alike in white organdie over
white silk, with green ribbons at throat and waist. They
wore Leghorn hats trimmed with white tulle, roses and
green leaves, and carried bouquets of white roses and
maiden-hair ferns. After the church service, which was
very largely attended, the relatives on both sides were entertained by Mrs. Huntsman at breakfast at her residence
on Sutter street. The northern portion of the State was
selected by Mr. and Mrs. Dutton for their honeymoon trip.

Grace Church, which

is

city for daylight weddings, looked

Probably the most elaborate of Tuesday's weddings was
that of Miss May Harley and Livingstone Jinks which was
also a home service. Miss Mary Bates had transformed the
Harley residence on Scott street into a bower of bloom
with palms, sweet peas, roses and other flowers and it was
in these lovely surroundings at half-past eight v. u. that
Dr. Hemphill performed the marriage ceremony.
There
were no attendants to either bride or groom, but a large
assemblage of guests were present and after congratulations had been offered there was dancing and then an
elaborate supper. White satin, trimmed with Valenciennes
lace, was the robe of the bride, and the tulle vail was held
in place by pearl pins, the bride also wearing a pearl necklace, the gift of the groom.

There were several weddings on Tuesday afternoon. At
one of them the bride and groom were Miss Alice Creanor
and James Tunstead Bertchaell, and their nuptial knot was
tied by Judge John Hunt beneath an umbrella of pink and
white sweet peas suspended in the front parlor of the
Creanor residence on Harrison street. The bride wore a
gown of white brocaded silk trimmed with duchesse lace,
and some very handsome diamond ornaments, and after
the dejeuner which followed the ceremony Mr. and Mrs.

lace, a spray of orange blossoms confining the tulle vail to
her hair. A third of the afternoon weddings was that of
Miss Gussie Jacobs and Julius Heyman, who were united in

marriage by Rabbi Voorsanger beneath a canopy of smilax
aud white roses in the parlors of the bride's parents on
Van Ness avenue. The bride, who was attended by Miss
Tiliie Whitman as maid of honor, was costumed in white
satin trimmed with lace and orange blossoms.
A banquet
was served to over one hundred guests after the ceremony,
and then there was dancing until a late hour.
And still another society engagement is announced, and
the young people are being made the recipients of warm
congratulations.

In this instance the bride elect

is

Miss

Mary Mercardo, and her fntnr Chauncey Boardman, one of
the well known beaux of the younger set, and while the
date for the wedding has not been decided upon
probably take place in the early winter.

it will

This has, aside from weddings, been rather a quiet week
Both the Baldwin and the Columbia were the
locales of numerous theatre parties on Monday evening,
possibly the latter house having the lion's share of them to
welcome back the Frawley Company. There have been
some dinners, one given by Mrs. Willis being spoken of as
charming; several luncheons, one of which was at Burlingame; a euchre party at E. B. Pond's, and another at the
Gwins; and a small tea.
socially.

The great event of last week was the reception and
dance given at Mare Island by the residents of the Navy
Yard as an adieu to Captain and Mrs. Howison, quite a
number going up from the city to participate. The sail
loft was beautifully draped with the flags of all nations,
inter-mingled with a profusion of the flowers for which the
Navy Yard is famed, and brilliant with electric lights and
Japanese lanterns, the effect of the ensemble being extremely pretty. Dancing was the order of the evening,
followed by supper; then more dancing until daylight was
close at hand.
Another pleasing button affair was the
banquet of the U. S. Naval Academy graduates given at
the University Club, at which Admiral Beardsley presided.

A

remarkably enjoyable out-of-town musicale was given
Friday last, by the

at Casa Madrone, in Sausalito, on
ladies of the First Unitarian Church.

It was, in a degree,
an out-of-doors affair, and the music was good, the refreshments greatly enjoyed, and the weather pleasantly
cool.
Music seems to have filled a large space in recent
entertainments, and HerrSchott, as chief guest, continues
to be in great demand.
The recent musicale at Mrs. H.
E. Huntington's was one of the pleasantest of the month,
and Herr Schott was most obliging in the number of selections which he sang.

A

very pleasant gathering of last week was the "at
" given by Madame Ziska, at which she entertained
a large number of guests with a musical programme, interspersed with recitations by her pupils, the graduates of
the occasion being the Misses Alice Cohen and LillieSchwabacher.
The young ladies of Miss West's school gave a w
dance as a finale to the school term at the Institute, on
Friday evening, which was a very delightful little party.

home

|

There has been another depletion in the ranks of Army
beaux at the Presidio, through the departure on Monday
last of those who are to do guard duty in the Yosemite
Valley this summer.
Their first camp* was made lively by
a visit from those they left behind them; a number of ladies
were of the party who came to give them a pleasant sendoff on their march.

Santa Monica appears to be a chosen haven by many of
the elders of our swim as a resting place for the summer,
and during July quite a number of San Franciscans will be
found there. Mrs. Lloyd Tevis and family purpose spending several weeks there, and will be joined by the Will
Tevis's during their stay.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvord will go
there direct upon their return from "doing Alaska," and
others are making preparations for an early flit thither.

:

June
The
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Alameda, one of the few really deghtful cities 011 the Pacific Const, was a success from
start to finish.
The weather was a bit cloudy, but that
only helped to keep the Bowers as fresh and beautiful as
the <rirls who graced the proceedings with their presence.
The out-of-door performance of As F<m Lib It. given on
the grounds of Captain Thompson, was one of the events
of the season. About three thousand people were present,
and not a murmur was heard anywhere. The members of
the Shakespearean Club were in the cast, and helped make
the performance a success. Especially to be commended
were the efforts of Mr. Abe Leach. Maud Russell, and the
charming Miss Elliot, of whom we prophesy the world will
some day surely hear. When we hold our Carnival, we
hope the Alamedans will come over in a bunch, so that we
floral f.'te.

over

in

may

give them some slight return for the pleasure tEeir

own

fete afforded us.

San Francisco at the St. Denis
E.
Perry Slosson, Mrs. J.
Alexander, Miss R. Alexander, Robert Alexander, H. T.
Raymond, L. Grace.
latest arrivals from
Hotel, New York, are:

A reception will be given at the Mechanics' Pavilion tonight in honor of the Union Iron Works.
Mr. and Mrs. C. O. Windels have gone to Alameda for
the summer.
When you are a victim to that "tired" feeling and feel at outs
with everyone, the best thing to cure you is a glass of first-class
whiskey. The Argonaut brand is the best of any in this city and the
sales, according to E. Martin & Co., Ihe agents, at 411 Market street,
speak well for its popularity. The leading pbyticians in the city also
are

Mrs. Joe Eastland is occupying her quaint villa in Mill
and will remain there all summer.
Dr. and Mrs.
Middleton have returned from their visit to Salt Lake.
The new commandant, Kirkland, has arrived to take
charge at Mare Island. Captain and Mrs. Howison are at
the Occidental, where they will remain until the Oregon is
ready for commission.

A

most

delightful

affair

in

recommending

'

was given last Wednesday by Mademoiselle Delacarte, a pupil of Dupont Vernon,

it

to their patients.

Oral ge Blossoms."

In

BUILT LIKE A WATCH

you

Wii6n

Buy

a Wheel

Fuy one with a reputation — one tbat won't
break down when you're

'96

ten miles from home.
-Don't lean to "fads";
they are not substantial.
THE STERLING has
"been on the market five
years.
We guarantee It
for one year, and also

STEELING JtOADSTEE.

guarantee our tires for the same period. Replacements made at our
office in San Francisco. The STERLING costs $300. If you want to
know more about it, send for our art catalogue, mailed free to any address,
and you will buy the

was the Childrens' Dancing

Party, given by the popular O. A. Lunt, at Harmonie
Hall, Alameda, on Tuesday afternoon.
The dances consisted of the Trilby dance, the Highland Fling, the Tamborine dance, the Cachucha, and various waltzes, plain
dances, and a well-executed germ an.
Mr. Lunt certainly
has the faculty of adding grace to the children under his
tuition.
Their deportment is in every way bettered, and
they gain an easiness of carriage and style that will be of
great service to them some day. The entertainment was
enjoyed-by quite a large and fashionable audience.

A

unanimous

Sunburn and Freckles removed by "Cream of
jars, 60c. Paoiflc Perfumery Co., San Francisco.

Mrs. Carmiehael Carr's friends in San Francisco, who
parted from her with so much regret, are charmed that
her adieu was not a final one.
She expects to return to
California within three months from now, and resume the
musical treats which the "Pops'' have proved to be, and
which our music lovers have come to regard as necessities.
Apropos of music, one of the returns of the week from the
East is Mrs. Martin Scbultz, who has been warmly welcomed by her hosts of friends here, after a year's absence
in New York.
Mr. and Mrs. William Babcock are among
recent arrivals from abroad, this being the lady's first appearance in California.
Valley,
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The

"BUILT LIKE
Address

A WATChH

STERLING CYCLE WORKS, 314

Wm.

Post

St.,

S. F.,

Cal.

V. Bryan, Manager Pacific Coast Branch.

NOW ISA CHANGE
TO BUYTHE BEST
BICYCLE MADE X

lor

$59.

delightful dramatic reading

Professor of the Paris Conservatory.
Society folk will be glad to hear that Miss Lucy May
Jackson, daughter of Colonel John P. Jackson, has just returned home after an absence of three years, during which
time she graduated from Ogontz school for young ladies,
an institution in the vicinity of Philadelphia. She has made
the tour of Europe, and spent the last year in Boston
under the best musical instructors.

A

most delightful entertainment was given last week
by the Balfe-Moore Club in honor of Tom Moore's
birthday.
Besides a delightful musical programme, many
interesting papers were read, chief of which was one on
Longfellow by a fellow scholar and poet, Mr. John McNaught of the Morning Call. The audience was large and
much appreciated the intellectual feast provided by President Bannerman.
Cards have been issued for the marriage of Mr. ShafterHoward and Miss Mary Francis Hunter, which will take
place at Newport shortly.
The young couple were engaged some years ago, but the engagement was broken
off.
Now everything is all right again, and the bells will
ring.

Reduced to $59. New
and guaranteed for one
THE TWO
RIDINQ ACADEMIES.

year.

Thos. H. B. Varneu Rambler Bidorama,

1

•

|
Q

Market, Tenth, & Stevenson Sts., S. P.
]
Agency: The " Wheelery," corner Page and Staayan Sts.
4 Park

sac

HARTWELL,

AND

:•

cos

':•'•

•:':•"••:.•:/:

MITCHELL

WILLIS.

225 POST STREET,

S. F.

Successors to

DODGE BROS.
225 POST
Still at

the old store.

Books of

all

ST.,

Near Stockton.

ENGRAVING

and

kinds at our Book Store,

FINE STATIONERY.
107 Montgomery

St.,

formerly Beach's.

HARTWELL, MITCHELL & WILLIS

A musicale

was given by the blind pupils of the Deaf
and Blind Institution at Assembly Hall last night and the
anniversary exercises will be held at the same location
next Tuesday afternoon.
Cooper &

i»25 Ramblers
^
y
P

Co.,

Art Stationers and Heraldic Engravers, 746 Market

St.

The modern oxygen cure

Watson
Pacific Coast
124

Jackson's

Napa Soda

is

a tonic— builds up the system.

for

disease.

Send

&

Co.

Agents

MARKET

for circulars.

ST.

—

A

,
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THE MONK.— CLAUDE F. BRAODON, IN THE FLY LEAF.
We were #ay fellows, all of us,

System.)

Trains Leave and are Due to Arrive at

And

him "the Monk."
us silently,
His wine was never drunk.
He heard the music passionate,
But did not join the dance,
Unmoved, he saw white arms and throats,
Unloving, caught Love's glance.
I asked him why he cared to live,
'*
Because," responded he,
" J like to watch these pictures
Of the things inside of me."

SAN FRANCISCO:
Learn.

From May

\

.?,

He

1896.

j

Arrive

A Niles. San Jose, and way stations 8:45A
8 :45 P
7:00 a Benicia, Vaeaville, Rumsey, Sacramento, and Redding, via Davis 6:45 P
7:00 A Martinez, San Ramon, Napa, Cal6:15 P
istoga, and Santa Rosa
8:30 a Niles, San Jose, Stockton, lone,
Marys ville, Red
Sacramento,
4:15 P
Bluff, Sundays excepted Oroville.
*7:15P
•8:30 A Peters and Milton
Fresno,
9:00a Los Angele3 Express,
4:45
p
Santa Barbara and Los Angeles.
10 15 A
9 :00 A Martinez and Stockton
•6:00
7 :U0

a Atlantic Express, Ogden and East

:

9:

00

A

p
*1:00p
fl:30p
4:0Op
1:00

Vallejo
Niles, San Jose and Livermore..

6 15

P

8:45

a

:

.

*9:00p
SacrameDto River steamers
Port Costa and Way Stations
f7:45P
Martinez, San Ramon, Vallejo,
Napa, Calistoga, El Verano and
9 :15 A
Santa Rosa
Vaeaville, Woodland,
4:00 p Benicia,
Knight's Landing, Marysville,
10 :45 a
Oroville, and Sacramento
4:30p Niles, San Jose, Livennore and
7:15 P
Stockton
4 :30 p Merced, Berenda, Raymond (for
11:45 A
Yosemite) and Fresno
5:00p New Orleans Express, FresDO,
Bakersfield, Santa Barbara, Los
Angeles, Deming, El Paso, New

Sacramento,
P Oregon Express,
Marysville, Redding, Portland,
Puget Sound and East
•••••

'

The

J8 :05

Felton, HoulderCreek, Santa Cruz
and way stations
*2:15p Newark, Centerville, San Jose,

The sickle-moon and one gold
Look down upon the sea.

SUNDAY OBSERVANCE.-iMos

streets).

a San Jose and way stations (New
Almaden Wednesdays only .......
:30 a Sunday Excursion for San Jose.
:45

*1 :45

P

Stations
18:35
:15 A San Jose, Tres Pinos, Santa Cruz,
Pacific Grove, Paso Robles, San
Luis Obispo, Guadalupe and principal way stations
7 :05
:47 A Palo Alto and Way Stations
f' :45
40 a San Jose and way stations
5:00
45 a Palo Alto and way stations
3:30
30 P San Jose, Gilroy, Tres Pinos,
Santa Cruz, Salinas, Monterey,

p

Santa Cruz, Pacific Grove
Principal

Way

space in heaven
star

mercury.

5:50 P

New Almaden Felton, Boulder
Creek, Santa Cruz, and principal
way stations
*11:20a
p Newark, San Jose, Los Gatos
9:50 A

Coast Division (Third and Townsend

little

Of delicate ivory,

,

4:15

SYMONS.

grape's faint purple b!u-h.

from a

Pale,

P

and

p
p

p

Scene— Scotch farmhouse.

Time, Sunday

morning.

Tourist (to farmer's wife)-Can
a glass of milk, please?
(Milk is produced and consumed.) Tourist
(taking some coppers from his pocket)—
penny, I suppose? Farmer's Wife— Man,
dae ye no think shame 0' yersel' tae be buyin good; 01 theSawbath? Tourist (repocketing the coppers)— Ob, well, there's no harm
done. I'm sure I'm much obliged. Bnt
won't you have the money for it? Farmer's
Wife— Na, na; I'll no tak' less than saxpenre
for breakin' the Sawbath.

you

let

me have

6 :35

a

f?:4fi

p

Mince pies are first mentioned in 1590
in common use at Christmas times.
Culinary authorities declared that they
might be eaten as early as December 14ih.
They were made of mutton, mixed with
raisins, cloves, allspice, nuts
and any
other indigestible stuff that happened to occur to the mind of the manufacturer.

San Leandro and Haywards Local.
i*6:00 A
:15 A

——It has taken the ingenuity of a London
woman to transcend all previous efforts of

Grove
San Jose and principal way

Pacific
30 p

*I0:40

San Jose and Way Stations
San Jose and way stations
San Jose and way stations
Hi :45p San Jose and way stations
30 P
30 P
30 p

A
A
a

Melrose,

£U.0D

A

Fitchburg,

3:00
3:00
4:00
5:00
5:30
7:00
8:00
9:00

P
P

San Leandro,

nn -15

Seminary Park,
and

P
P
P
P
P

i

Runs through

t

From Niles

9 :47

to Niles.

:45

a

:45

a
A

:45
:45
:45
:45
:15
:45
:45
:45
:50
:00

p

A
A

*8 :06
*8 :48 A

:45

Haywards

P

as

sta-

tions

8:00
9:00
10:00

P

P

either sex to crystalize the intangible and
turn the emotions into a source of revenue.
She has consolation for sale, sympathy
packages, so to speak, at so much a pound.

p

Her

p
p

P

p
P
p
P

From San Francisco— Foot
(Slip

of

advertisement

reads:
"Sympathy
offered to those who are in trouble and have
no one to whom they can tell their sorrows.

Interviews by appointment."

p

CREEK ROUTE FERRY.
Market street

8).

LOV E.—JOHN
Love

of Broadway.
*6:00, 8:00, 10:00 A. M.; 112:00, *1:00, 12-00
'*•«'•
*3:00, 14:00 *5:0OP. M.

A

in a hut, with

Is— Love,

HEATS.

water and a crust,

forgive us! cinders, ashes, dust.

tt

OCEANIC
HAWAII,

excepted.

The Pacific Transfer Company will call for
and check baggage from hotels and residences
Enquire of Ticket Agents for Time Cards and

other Information.

S.S. CO.

SAMOA,

NEW ZEALAND
AUSTRALIA.

Morning.

P for Afternoon.
tSaturdays only
JSundays only,
Monday, Thursday, and Saturday nights only.

for

Sundays

/\
L*t
||
\J

DAYS TO

South Africa.

Market

114
St.,

J.

S.S.

AUSTRALIA.

D SPRECKELS &BROS.

Montgomery St.
San Francisco.

SAN FRANCISCO TO SAN RAFAEL.

WEEK DAYS—7:30,
P M.

5:10, 6:30

8:00, 11:00 A m; 12:35,3:30
Thursdays— Extra trip at

11:30 p m. Saturdays— Extra trips at 1:50
11:30 p m.

and

SUNDAYS—7:30, 9:30,
6:20

11:00

A m;

1:30. 3:30, 5:00,

PM.

SAN RAFAEL TO SAN FRANCISCO.

WEEK DAYS—6:15,
SUNDAYS—7:5
6:25

AM;

7:50, 9:10, 11:10

12:45,
1 :55

Saturdays— Extra trips at
9:35, 11:10

am;

1:40,3:40,5:00,

pm.

Between San Francisco and SchuetzenPark,
same schedule as above.

Leave

S. F.

Arrive in

In Effect
April 2, 1896

S. P.

DBSTI TIOH 8nBd W- Dayf

Days. Sundays

.

.

7:80am 7:30am
3:30pm 9:30AM
5:10PM 5:00pm

Novato,
Petaluma,
Santa Rosa.

10:40

6:05
7:30

am
pm
pm

8:40am
10:10am

6:15pm

Pulton,

I

Windsor,
Healdsburg,
3:30

PM

7:30am
I

7:30AM|
3:30pm|
7:30 AMI
5:10pm|
7:30am|
3:30pm|

0am

I

Geyserville,
Cloverdale.
Pieta, Hop-

lland,

10:10am

I

UkiahJ

6:15pm

10am

10

7:30am

Guerneville

7:30AM
5:00pm
7:30am
5:O0pm

Sonoma,
10:40am 8:40 am
Glen Ellen. 6:05pm 6:15pm

7:30pm

Sebastopol. 110:40AM

6:15pm

10:10am

6:05pm 6:15pm

I

Stages connect at Santa Rosa for Mark West
Springs; at Geyserville tor Skaggs' Springs: at
Cloverdale for the Geysers: at Pieta for Highland Springs, Kelseyville, Soda Bay aDd Lakeport; at Hopland for Lakeport and Bartlett
Springs; at Ukiah, for Vichy Springs, Saratoga
Springs. Blue Lakes, Laurel Del Lake. Upper
Lake, Porno, Potter Valley, John Day's, Lierley's. Gravelly Valley. Booneville, Greenwood,
Orr'sHot Springs. Mendooino City. Fort Bragg,
Westport. Usal, Willitts, Cahto, Covelo, Laytonville. Harris, Scotia, and Eureka.
Saturday-to-Monday Round Trip Tickets at reduced rates.
On Sundays, Round Trip Tickets to all points
beyond San Rafael at half rates.

TICKET OFFICE—850 Market

St.,

Chronicle

Building.

H.C.

WHITING,
Gen. Manager.

R. X. RYAN,
Gen. Passenger Agent.

OCCIDENTAL AND ORIENTAL

CO

S. S.

For Japan and China.
Steamers leave wharf at FIRST and BRANNAN STREETS, at 3 p m, for YOKOHAMA and

HONGKONG,
steamers for

Yokohama with

connecting at

SHANGHAI.

Coptic (via Honolulu)
Monday, June 20.
Gaelic (via Honolulu)
Thursday, July 2,
DORIC
Tuesday, July 21
Belgic (via Honolulu), Saturday, August 8,
,

1896
1896
1896
1898

Round Trip Tickets at Reduced Rates.
For freight or passage apply at Company's
No. 425 Market street, corner First.

fflce,

D. D.

PACIFIC

STUBBS, Secretary.

COAST STEAMSHIP CO.

Dispatch steamers from San Francisco for
ports in Alaska, 9 A.M., June 3, 13, 18, 28; July
3,

13. 18, 28.

For B. C. and Puget Sound ports, June 3, 8,
28 and every 5th day thereafter.
For Eureka (Humboldt Bay), Steamer "Pomona," at 2 p.m. June 2, 6. 10, 14, 18, 22, 26, 30, and
every fourth day thereafter.
For Newport, Los Angeles and all way ports,
at 9 A. m. Juno 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28, and every
fourth day thereafter.
For San Diego, stoppiug only at Port Harford
Santa Barbara, Port Los Angeles Redondo, (Los
Angeles) and Newport, June 2. 6. 10, 14. 18, 22, 26,
30, and every fourth day thereafter, at 11 a. m.
For Ensenada, San Jose del Cabo, Mazatlan,
La Paz. Altata, and Guaymas (Mexico), steamer
"Orizaba," 10 A. M June 2-27, and 25th of each

Freight

;

,

HONOLULU

S. S. "Australia, for Honolulu only, Tuesdav.
June 16, at 10 a, m.
S. S. "Alameda," sails via Honolulu and Auckland, for Sydney. Thursday, June 25th, at 2 p. m.
Line to Coolgardie, Australia, and Capetown,

Agents,

Street.

13, 18, 23,

*7:15, 9:00, and 11:00 A. m., 11:00, *2:00, 13:00
'*
'
*4:00, 15:00 and *6:00p. m.

From Oakland— Foot

Tiburon Ferry—Foot of Market

7:30 AMI
3:30 PM

That leaves upon the heaped gray clouds

Santa Cruz Division (Narrow Gauge).
A Santa Cruz Excursion, Santa Cruz
and principal way stations
8:15a Newark, Centerville, San Jose,

'

The sea lies quieted beneath
The after-sunset flush

J7:45

1896.

SAN FRANCISCO AND NORTH PACIFIC
RAILWAY CO.

3:40, 5:10 p m.
and 6 :35 p m.

AFTER SUNSET. -ARTHUR

10 ; ^ 5A

6,

among

'*
It's humiliating," said the man with the
long hair and the far-away look. ''Mighty
humiliating. But I've done it before, and I
suppose my pride can stand another jolt."
"What do you mean?" asked the policeman in whom he was confiding. "You see,
I'm a poet. I write real poetry, I never
stop this side of six pages, and my epics are
so much like
Paradise Lost that a whole
lot of people can't tell the difference. I cling
to art for art's sake, I do." "Well, what's
your humiliation?" "I've got to go around
to a fellow that scribbles doggerel and sells
it and borrow another dollar."

.

June

christened

sat

HUMILIATING.

10:15A
Orleans, and East
5 :00 p Santa Fe Route, Atlantic Express
for Mojave and East
10:15A
11:45 a
5:00p Vallejo
6:00 P European mail, O^denand East,
9:45 A
6:00 p Hay wards, Niles and San Jose. .. 7:45 a
tf :45 P
J7 :00 P Vallejo
7:00

A

CO.,

,

month thereafter.
Ticket Office— Palace Hotel, No.
Montgomery street!

GOODALL, PERKINS & CO.,

office, 327

No.

10

Market stree
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NO

true lover of horseflesh will inflict agony upon his
steed by the use of a mouth-wracking check and curb.
The war being waged upon this barbarity by Life should
be taken up by journals all over the country.

ACCORDING to census expert Potter,

the manufacturing industries of this country are in a fair way to be
ruined by the competition of Japan in our own markets.
As yet, however, England seems to be getting along well
enough, though admitting all manufactures free of duty.

popularity
THE
seems to be due

of the Prince of Wales in England
less to moral considerations than to
his charming affability of manner and other social qualities.
Millionaires, especially, find him approachable.

His Royal Highness
money.

is

a good borrower, and always short

of

to continued ill-health, General Dimond has
OWING
again tendered his resignation as virtual head of the

National Guard of California. This action, although absolutely necessary, will be looked upon with regret, as no
officer has worked harder to promote the efficiency of that
organization than has he.
successful operation
THE
Polsom gives promise

of the rock-crushing plant at
of material improvement in
to be hoped that the good work

roads and highways. It is
be steadily continued. The next step in the movement for better roads should be the utilization of jail labor,
in all the counties of the State.
will

ONE
further

effect of the free silver agitation is to prevent
investment of British capital in American
enterprises.
Very naturally, Englishmen are shy of put-

ting in good money where they may eventually be compelled to realize on a silver basis, thus suffering a depreciation of something like fifty per cent.

S GENTLEMAN

from Australia says that a corps

of

bushmen or "black trackers," as he calls them, would
speedily run down a murderer such as Dunham, by following his trail where even bloodhounds might be at fault.
A better suggestion would be that of employing Apache
scouts from Arizona the best trailers in the world.

—

THE

Free Press Defense Association, organized in 1890,
and which remained in existence until the Legislature
passed a law ensuring the right of private citizens and the
press to criticise and comment upon the actions of the
should immediately be called together again.
The press is the mouthpiece of the people, and we have yet
to learn of an American mouth that will wear a gag.
judiciary,

merit in the suggestion that the State should
THERE
maintain some sort of police or detective organization
is

In the absence of
for the capture of fugitive criminals.
such a constabulary, murderers readily escape pursuit.
Merely local effort," such as that of a Sheriff's posse, is in

many cases insufficient. And though every sheriff and
chief of police be notified, there is lack of unity and harmony of action, such as is needed to cover all avenues of
escape.
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British residents
THE
the manner
which
in

are justly incensed at
their deceased countrywoman,
hurried into her grave in a style

in this city

Miss Mayne Worrall, was
better befitting a pauper than a young lady of family and
means. The deceased was a stranger here, and is, therefore, more entitled to our pity.
We trust that the British
Consul will make enquiry into the matter, and will see that
some fitting mark of respect be paid her even at this late
hour.
decision
the Supreme Court,
THE
Treasurer Mulligan
Healdsburg,
of

the case of
that a public

in

of

money stolen from his
possession, has excited unfavorable criticism in some
quarters. It is true that the decision may encourage
some treasurers to rob themselves, but yet it would
scarcely be fair to hold an innocent man responsible for
the crime of others. There may have been grave doubts
in Mulligan's case, but nothing was proved against him.
officer is not responsible for public

that the vacation question
NOW
News Letter may be permitted

is

being discussed the

to remark that San
Francisco is America's best summer resort. The people
who are fortunate enough to have their homes here may
their
stars
that
in
thank
they
escape
heat
summer without travel and without cost. If the bracing coolness of our summer months were known as widely
as it should be, every day in July or August would bring
in hundreds of refugees from the sweltering heat of the

East.

"statesman"
THE
"obey the dictates

who professes

readiness to
or who
is "ever ready to subordinate his private judgment to the
"
voice of his party
may be set down as a thorough going
demagogue. The only reason for devotion to party is
organization
is
necessary to secure the triumph of
that
principles.
To subordinate principle to party is mere
political subserviency.
What this nation needs is more
independent voters more men who are free from the
slavery of blind partisanship.
of his

party

his

in all things,"

—

a means of remedying the undervaluation of property in this city, for purposes of taxation, the Call
suggests the organization of a "taxpayers' league, to
watch the coming assessment." Unfortunately, the taxpayers, as a body, are tax shirkers. Nobody who has
taxable property wants it assessed at its full value. It is
only unfair discrimination that gives cause for complaint.
But taking everything into consideration, assessments are
about as fairly distributed in this city and county as in
any other city or county in the State. Undervaluation
is everywhere the rule, the policy of each county being to
pay as little as possible into the State Treasury.

AS

S WASHINGTON

dispatch announced the other day
that the Secretary of Agriculture had received from
South Africa a number of seeds of the silver tree. And it
was remarked that an attempt would be made to "introduce " the tree in " Southern " California, although, so far
as is known, it had not been successfully cultivated in
Southern Europe. The Department of Agriculture may
be surprised to learn, what is the fact, that a fine speci-

men

of

this

tree flourishes in Golden

Gate Park, and

annually bears a heavy crop of seeds. The silver tree is
indigenous only to the table lands back of the Cape of
Good Hope. Its leaves have a satin-like texture and a
beautiful silvery hue.
They are so firm and imperishable
that pictures may be painted upon them.

:
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REV.

COLBURN.

THE

Bulletin, which among all the daily papers of the
city evinces the least fear of offending the prejudices
of the unintelligent, sent a reporter with last week's News
Letter among the members of the Rev. Colburn's congregation to ask them what they had to say respecting this
This challenge was
journal's challenge to their pastor.
one that it ought not to have been necessary to issue.

More than three months ago the Rev. Colburn was arrested
in Golden Gate Park for an offense too horrible for partieularization.
He was trundled to the City Prison in the
patrol wagon and locked up, but had what seemed the good
fortune to be discharged next morning by Police Judge
Low, not on the determination in the reverend prisoner's
favor of the question of his guilt or innocence of the hideous
accusation, but because the Park Commissioners refused
Their reason for mercy was the belief that
to prosecute.
it would be better to spare the public a degrading scandal than to send the man to trial. The News Letter asked
on Saturday last, as it had frequently asked before, why
the Rev. Colburn had not brought proceedings agaiust the
arresting officer, or taken the other steps to clear his
name which would suggest themselves to an innocent person.
We quote from the Bulletin's report

"A leading member of the Rev. Colburn's church was seen to-day.
He said the relations existing between the Rev. Colburn and the
people of his church were of the most pleasant description, and the
repeated slurs upon the pastor had 110 effect upon the people of the
church. They were convinced of his innocence of the charge as
made by the Park police, and nothing the newspapers could say or
do would cause a change of opinion."
This indifference to facts, which would be a shame to
respect their heads, appears to be a matter for
pride with church people.
We have seen how impervious
to evidence were, and are, many of the brethren and sisters of the Rev. Dr. Brown, who has been removed under
journalistic pressure from the Congregational pulpit for
adultery, perjury, subornation of perjury, and intimidation
of witnesses.
Those who are of the household of faith
seemingly claim for themselves the right to maintain a
private code of morals.
Under this code it is more sinful
to admit the force of the most damning facts when they
tell against a pastor than it is for the pastor to commit
offenses which are held by worldly men and women to be
infamous.
That such a code should be confessed by any
portion of a civilized community is a fact that would be
startling were it not familiar.
Experience, however,
accustoms mankind to most things, and it has inured the
unregenerate to the psychological phenomenon under
notice.
It is understood now that when a pastor falls into
sin, however gross that siu may be, his flock, instead of
bringing him under reprobation and correction, will rally
round him as if he were a victim of wanton and malignant
persecution.
In precise proportion as the proofs of his
turpitude become convincing are those who bring forward
the proofs hated and exclaimed against by the brethren.
One of the disadvantages of being in a state of grace is
seemingly to be bereft wholly of the power to reason. Another is a remarkable obfuscation of that sense of right
and wrong which is commonly held to be one of the marks
which distinguishes man from the lower animals.
We have had it demonstrated that it is useless to call on
the Rev. Colburn to take those measures for freeing himself from the shame of an accusation that any ordinary
man would rather die than remain under for one unnecessary day. We have also had it demonstrated that his congregation, like himself, is insensible to shame.
But the
history of the Brown case shows that a whole denomination is more pervious to public opinion than a single congregation. Grace M. E. Church may be willing to sit under the ministrations of a man who can exist comfortably
and draw a salary while he is regarded by the public as a
sexual psychopath of the sort for whom the laity have a
physiological abhorrence and the police kicks and clubs.
But are the Methodist Episcopal clergy of California satisfied to tolerate as a member of their body in good standing
the Rev. Colburn ? Are they willing to have their place
in the moral scale fixed at a point where mere masculinity
will not approach so near as to touch them with a ten foot
pole? We don't know, and wedon't particularly care, for
the News Letter gives thanks to its Heavenly Father

men who
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that it has no official part in the moral responsibilities of
But morals have claims
the Methodist Episcopal Church.
to which no journal, no normal man, can be indifferent, and
Brother Colburn is much too much. Though his brethren
of the Methodist Episcopal pulpit may think that the good
of the faith may require silence and inaction as to his
alleged offense, which would get him lynched in a smaller
and ruder community, the secular press is responsive to
public opinion, and ere long the other newspapers will be
compelled to do what the Bulletin has done and take notice
His protection hitherto has been the
of Brother Colburn:
exceeding vileuess of the charge against him. But that
cannot avail when so much attention has been given it.
Either his innocence must be established or he will have to
Were he out of the church he might have to go to
go.
jail, but as he is in holy orders, the most that can be hoped
for is that he will be made to quit the city.

For nearly forty years the News Letter
has waged battle against religious imposters, and has done its level best to rid the
city of many sham disciples of Christ by flaying their
backs and otherwise holding them up to the ridicule of the
community. While the daily papers have been silent as
to the dangers arising from the presence of such creatures
in the pulpits, we have ever sought to call the attention of
It
the people thereto, and in plain Anglo-Saxon at that.
is the News Letter's way never to mince matters.
The
hypocrite in the pulpit can do more harm than can the uneducated agitator on the street corner, for, being clothed
in the garments of the Lord, a certain amount of weight
is given to his words which, of themselves, would otherwise pass unnoticed. The average preacher to-day is a
man who has denied Christ, and who has presumably been
denied by his master in return.
Christianity has to him
become secondary to Churcbianity. A few there doubtless
are who follow in the footsteps of the gentle Nazarene, whose
lives are one continual sacrifice, who ever attempt to alleviate the sufferings of the needy around them, and who believe with an old-time faith in the God who thundered from
Sinai. For such men we have ever had the most unbounded
respect. By them, the work we have undertaken, and for
which unthinking people occasionally censure us, will ever be
understood and appreciated. For the others we still have,
as we ever have had, supreme contempt.
The world is as
much in need of religious teachers to-day as it ever was.
But, while everything else has apparently progressed, the
average parson has chosen to remain among the fogs of
medievalism, his only aptitude for progress being made
clear by his rapid acquirement of new vices.
This is not
as it should be, and it is for this reason that the clerical
shoulders have so often been subject to castigations from
our hands. The work has not been to our taste, but we
have been actuated by the desire to do right, and, as our
arm is a strong one, we hope yet to achieve ultimate success.
The day is not far off when a Dille, a Colburn, a
Brown, or a Henry, will be driven from the company of
respectable men and their places taken by others whose
example will inspire the ungodly with respect and the
godly with true piety. And when that day does come, we
shall point with pride to the active part we have taken in
the proceedings, and will joyfully lay our little club aside,
promising, however, to pick it up again and wield it as of
yore should occasion ever prompt us to do so.
Our Religious
Policy.

The Freedom
Of

The Legislature of
animous vote, and

by an almost unresponse to public

1891,
in

sentiment, passed what is known as the
Barry Contempt Law, limiting the power
judges to punish for contempt. That law reads as

The

Press.

of
follows:
" No speech, statement or publication reflecting upon or concerning any court, or any officer thereof, shall be treated or punished as a
contempt of such court, unless made in the immediate presence of
such court while in session, and in such a manner as to actually interfere with its proceedings."

James H. Barry, editor of the Star, had been summarily
convicted of contempt of court, for having, in an article
published in his paper, criticised the action of acoriupt
and contemptible Judge. He was not given an opportunity to prove his charge, and was denied his constitutional
right of trial by jury. The press, in thunder tones, de-

—
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nounced this judicial usurpation and defiance of a citizen's
rights, and the people, with one acclaim, in mass meeting
and everywhere, demanded that the Legislature should
pass such a law as that we have above cited. It seems,
however, that it will be necessary to pass a constitutioual

amendment to protect the right of citizens to freely criticise the acts of judges, who are elected as public servants,
but, in too many cases act as if they were responsible to
no one not even to God.
Judge Catlin, of Sacramento, has. with one stroke of his

—

pen wiped out the Barry law— or thinks he has. Editor
MeClatchy, of the Bee, published a report of certain proceedings in the Talmadge vs. Talmadge divorce case,
whkh report this wondrous Judge declared was false.
The Bee, replied, maintaining that what it said was true,
and expressing contempt for a judge who would utter or
sustain an unmitigated falsehood.
Thereupon, Editor McClatchy was dragged before the court for contempt. He
offered, by several witnesses, to prove the truth of the
matters contained in his publication, but was denied the
right.
After a farce of a trial, before bis accuser, he was
ordered to pay a fine of $500.
If the rule laid down by Judge Catlin should prevail
which it never can if the people are vigilant such a thing
as free speech and a free press will be impossible. Judges
will be above all criticism.
Even if known to be guilty of
malfeasance and bribe-taking, it would be dangerous to
make the charge, for the accused could drag his accuser
before him and fine and imprison him. That " no man
ought to be a judge in his own case " is a maxim of law,
and Catlin's course in acting as accuser, judge and executioner was a mockery of justice.
It was more.
It was
tyrannous, corrupt and infamous and a crime for which,
in our judgment, he should be impeached.
It was not intended that the powers of a court should touch upon the
liberty of speech or of the press.
Section 9 of Article 1,
provides that "Every citizen may freely speak, write,
and publish his sentiments on all subjects, being responsible for the abuse of that right; and no law shall be passed
to restrain and abridge the liberty of speech or of the
press."
The people, in adopting the Constitution, did not deem
it necessary for the maintenance or protection of the
courts to confer upon them or Judges the arbitrary power
to summarily punish a citizen for freely expressing his
opinion.
It was not designed to make a Judge an autocrat
and invest him with powers as absolute and despotic as
those of the "Czar of all the Eussias." When one step
in the direction of suppressing the freedom of the press is
allowed to be taken unchallenged, it will be much easier to
take another. Therefore, it is a solemn duty to make a
mighty protest against Judge Catlin's outrageous trampling upon constitutional rights.
This is not Editor McClatchy's fight, but the fight of all the people for the very
foundation principles upon which this Republic rests
without which there can be no such thing as free speech or
a free press without which so-called "liberty " would be
but a trembling, conservative and manacled slave. Let
the voice of the press be heard

—

—

I

A Conspiracy
That
Still

is

Working,

Verily, Uncle Sam's children are often
easily humbugged.
Here is this thing of
the so-called McKinley boom, for instance,
that has been so adroitly managed by

tricksters behind the scenes that it has deceived whole
hosts of our people. They imagine that it originated entirely with the masses and that it was quite a spontaneous
movement. Bahl It originated many months ago at a
meeting in Philadelphia of representatives of the protected
Trusts, and arrangements for its consummation were effected in Washington during the following week at sundry
conferences held between the men from Philadelphia and
some thirteen silver Senators. There was no great secresy
about what was going on at the time, but our people were
not thinking much about Presidential matters then, and so
the machinations then set on foot and since so successfully

launched upon a guileless public, attracted but little attention.
Yet it remains an historical truth that this
"wonderful outburst of public sentiment" this "marvelous boom " was conceived then and there, and is the result
of the tactics of a combination between protection and
silver.
A conspiracy was then set on foot that is still

—

working and that

continue to work until after the
next, when it hopes to
and enjoy the fruits of its labors.
The Trusts saw that they could not re-enact the McKinley
tariff, with or without enlargements and no matter what
the result of the election, unless they could secure the
votes of the Silver Senators.
That led" to the Washington
visit which the Manufacturer's Journal referred to at the
time in these words:
" A coniiuittee of ten, representing two hundred and twenty-five
manufacturers and eight hundred millions of dollars of capital invested, and having for some of its more imporlant members,
Thomas Dulan, James Dobson and Hamilton Disston of Philadelphia, were in Washington last week to consult with the silver
Republicans of the Senate with reference to a programme of comwill

ballots are counted in
enter into possession

November

bined action for revolutionizing the Republican party by uniting the
issues of bimetallism and protection. The movement is understood
to be hinged upon the McKinley candidacy for the Presidency; the
McKinley managers understanding that they are not o allow any
of the local conventions they can control to make any decisive utterances against silver so as to have all the business of the National
Convention well in hand when the time comes for the combination
I

;

to act.

1

'

There is a world of meaning in that paragraph. Read
between the lines it explains the McKinley boom, and lets
us into the secret of as grave a conspiracy as was ever
hatched against the well being of the State. Appearing
in an inspired and friendly organ, it was doubtless intended
at the time as a hint to the protected industries as to how
the cat was jumping. Innocent looking at that time, it has
a dastardly appearance now, and will call for a deal of explaining before the campaign is over. It is clear that a

combination of mine owners and protected Trusts have
paid for the music to which all too many humbugged people have been dancing.

The State
Convention.

Within a few days the Democrats of California will meet at Sacramento to formulate their beliefs and policies for the Presidential campaign. There is every indication that the party
will speak with judgment on most of the subjects which
interest and divide the people. It is safe to assume that
the platform will endorse in general the National Administration and commend in its entirety the energetic administration of Governor Budd. We are sure it will speak
for the intelligence of the State respecting the odious and
un-American combination made by the Republican party
with the American Protective Association. And we think
there is not the slightest danger of such a folly as the
approval of the woman suffrage amendment would be.
But there is, unhappily, the very greatest danger that the
party will be carried along by the popularity which the
movement for the free coinage of silver has attained.
Until recently there was ground for the expectation that
the good sense of the party would save it from committing
itself to the craze which has swept over so many States
within the past few weeks, but now the epidemic is here,
and it is to be seriously apprehended that the Democracy
of California, which is in reality composed for the most
part of men who have formed no fixed opinions as to the
merits of either the gold or silver monetary standard, will
be presented to the country as being on fire with enthusiasm for the silver cause.
If the Convention shall be so susceptible to outside pass-

whims as to yield to this silver
up vengeance for the party and ill
ing

hallucination, it will lay
for the State.
For the
craze is, like all such crazes, transitory. Knowledge and
sense must, in the nature of things, triumph ultimately in

the domain of finance over ignorance and emotion. California hitherto has had the credit of being intellectually
superior to the rural States of the Middle West, which are
the home of the cyclone in politics as well as in nature.

The Republican Convention misrepresented

its party when
committed it to the 16 to 1 heresy, but the Republican
party here is not likely to suffer much, for, being without
earnestness, it will, with a little creaking of its joints, turn
about and support McKinley, no matter what the St.
Louis platform may be. But the Democratic party of
California is of a different spirit and battles enthusiastically
for whatever it writes on its banners.
Its greater ardor
is owing to the circumstance of its being usually in the
minority, and self-seekers and feeble men feel no drawing
toward minorities. Hence, if there is to be a fight for
it
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free silver here it will be made by the Democracy, and
when the fight is over and lost, on the Democracy will rest
the discredit of the assault upon honest money.
The News Letter urges the Democratic Convention to

be other campaigns after this
of 1898.
In order to ride upon what seemed the popular
Convention of 1864 declared
National
Democratic
wave the
the war for the preservation of the Union to be a failure.
The battle of Gettysburg soon gave the lie to the declaration, and it was many years before the party paid in full
So the memory of this silver
for its demagogical blunder.
madness will plague the Democracy in the time to come.
The Democrats of California ought to have the foresight
Better that
to avoid taking a share of the responsibility.
there should be no financial plank at all in the Sacramento
platform than that it should cater to the Populists and the
silver miners, who want the monetary system of the country arranged with an eye single to the promotion of their
industry.
Better still that in California the historical
party of sound money should declare for sound money
again when so many other States are scudding away before a preposterous gale which will blow itself out within a
very few months. In that course is present safety and the
assurance of honor and trust of the people hereafter.

keep

in

mind that there

will

A Year For
Independence,

This is a year in which the independent
voter may be of incalculable service to his
country.
The independent voter is the
citizen who cares little for party names and a great deal
for what parties represent.
Whether he is a Republican
or a Democrat, he considers it his duty as such to vote
against his party when it departs from its principles. The
straight-outs denounce him as a deserter and traitor; he
takes the ground that it is not he who has left his party,
but his party that has left him.
For the straight-outs he
has that profound contempt which a man of sense can't
but bestow upon the brainless or the dishonest.
It is the
independent voter who will, in all probability, elect the
next President.
Signs may fail, but at this date everything justifies the
belief that the Republican National Convention will nominate McKinley on a gold platform, or a straddling one
which will practically amount to about the same thing.
On the other hand, it will be surprising if the Democrats
do not put forward a free-silver candidate on a 16 to 1
platform.
There is much loose prophesying of bolts on
either side, and no doubt they will occur, but just how formidable they will be caunot be told until they happen. The
average Republican and Democrat has a marvelous capacity for convincing himself of the wisdom of the party platform and the excellence of the candidate.
The partisan
mind is built that way.
Each side, after the nomination,
will set about the customary whoop-up, and the bulk of
either party will be carried along in the old way for the
ticket.

As the party of free silver, the Democrats will stand a
good chance of getting the support of the Populists, of the
more earnest silver Republicans, and of the discontented
elements of the country. With an undoubted gold man on
an undisguised gold platform, the Republican party would
draw to itself a multitude of sound money Democrats, and
receive the solid backing of the conservatism of the Union.
But with McKinley as the nominee, gold Democrats will be
in a painful quandary.
He is a straddler. He has spoken
for silver and spoken for gold, as he has thought it proper
to do either.
The prevailing sentiment of his party is now
for the gold standard, and he will lean that way.
But he
is an incurable trimmer, and, in order to keep a hold on
the silver States, it is not unlikely that his powerful influence will be used at St. Louis to procure a juggling
financial plank.
The gold wing will rely upon private
assurances that his silver leanings are for campaigu use
only, and that, once in the White House, he would have no
friendship for unsound money.
This will be so generally
believed that he will get many votes from gold men who
would withhold them did they credit his silver expressions
thrown out for Western consumption.
If sound money
Democrats go over to him, it will be on the principle that
he can be trusted as an unscrupulous politician to break
faith with the silver men.
It will not be plain sailing for the independent voter, but
before the campaign is very far advanced, things will clear
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up considerably. The instinct of conservative men will
guide them. Though nothing better offers than a choice of
evils, they will make their power felt, as they always do

when

'

the masses go crazy.
the Republican party generated at

Were

this time by
statesmen capable of perceiviDg and grasping a great opportunity, McKinley, late as it is, would be thrown overboard,
and a man of known sound-money principles and sterling
character nominated on a courageous gold platform, about
which there could be no misunderstanding. Then the Republicans, as against a silver-mad Democracy, would doserve to win.

The project of Australasian federation is
making progress on its way to final accomplishment. The Federal Enabling bill has

Australasian
Federation,

been approved by the four colonies of Victoria, New South
Wales. South Australia, and Tasmania, whilst Queensland
is expected to fall into line as soon as her new Parliament
assembles.
Western Australia and New Zealand will likely
remain out for the present.
The Enabling bill provides
for the popular election of ten delegates by each Colony.
These delegates are then to convene and frame a Federal
Constitution based on the conclusions of the Sydney Conference of 1892. When a constitution has thus been drafted
there is to be an adjournment for six months for the purpose of allowing the draft to be discussed by the press and
public and to permit of suggested amendments being sent
to the Convention.
The delegates are then to reassemble
and finally revise the proposed Constitution, which will
then be referred to a popular vote of the people of the different Colonies.
If accepted by the people of any three or
more Colonies, it will go to the Imperial Parliament in London for final ratification, which is assured in advance. The
people of the agreeing colonies will then enter into federation with each other upon much the same principle as the
union of our own States.
It will therefore be seen that
Australasian Federation is almost au fait accompli.
Ere
very long the larger question of Imperial Federation will
come up. It is forging into prominence every day
Circumstances often make men, and in this case they are
making an Empire. English statesmen are the principal obstacles in the way.
There must be either a give and take
policy or there will be colonial independence within the
next decade. The colonists are broader minded and less
selfish than the insular exclusives of Downing street, and
will not accept all
crow whilst England takes all
turkey.
Winning

Commerce.

There begin to be signs of life in the erstFront street is
while valley of dry bones.
rubbing its eyes, the Chamber of Com-

its resolutions up with accommercialdom is posing in an attitude of
readiness to do something. The splendid location of San
Francisco's harbor, and the marvelous trade possibilities
with the vast populations around the Pacific Ocean, are
considerations which are beginning to dawn upon the
commercial mind at last, with all the force of new discoveries.
The thoughts expressed by our business men at
the great banquet given in this city more than a quarter
of a century ago, when Anson Burlingame came with bis
Chinese treaties and offered us the trade of the Orient,
have had a slumber that has been long and deep. In all
that time if they have betrayed vitality anywhere outside
of the columns of the News Letter, we confess we know
not where it has been. It is idle now to inquire why this
should have been so. It is more agreeable, as well as profitable, to labor to hasten the great awakening that seems
almost upon us. Any work done in that direction is good
work; the very best that lies ready to the hand of our best

merce
tion,

is

thinking of following

and

all

time.
As has been pointed out in these
columns time and time again, California should look
around the mild Pacific and not across the Rocky Mountains for her future markets.
In the milder zones around
the commerce-inviting ocean that confronts us, dwell onecitizens at this

half the inhabitants of the entire globe, all or nearly all of
whom have use for just the kind of food products that
California yields with a certainty and abundance known
nowhere else in all the wide world. It is not too much to
say that with an intelligent cultivation of trade possibilities all of California's productions from the soil could with-

.
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years be profitably disposed of in markets bordering on the Indian and Pacilic Oceans. That would moan
busiuess and plenty of it.
It would mean the sale of the
tens of thousands of lots now awaiting purchasers on this
Peninsula, it would mean the crowding of our harbor with
ships, principally steam vessels built at our own yards.
and it would early render San Francisco in fact as well as
in name
the Queen City of the Pacific.

in ten

—

is all true.
California, moreover, is now ready for
such a building up process. She has mastered the
art of raising, manufacturing, and handling a vast variety
of commercial products.
She has, in many other things
beside wheat, reached an era of over-production, and of
cheap over-production at that. It is doubtful if anywhere
else outside of the rice fields of China and India, an equal
amount of muscle-creating, and brain-sustaining food can
be purchased for as little money. She has reached the stage
at which new markets are absolutely indispensable to her
future progress. We point the finger of unerring certainty in the direction in which those markets are to be
created.
The questions arise as to what we are doing and
propose to do in this connection. The Chamber of Commerce has a live man at its head and he is moving it to
take steps to send an agent to Japan to see what can be
done in that direction. That may prove a good thing to
do, if undertaken and carried out in the spirit in which
Australia made so great a success of a like effort. But
there are many and greater moves than that to be made
before a fair inroad into the markets of the Orient can be
said to have been accomplished.
The hopeful sign is that
local commercialdom is apparently undergoing an awakening to the importance of this subject, which wants taking
hold of in dead earnest and pushing for all it is worth.

That

just

The Chronicle's exposure of the way things
are being run in the City Hall by the thieves
People,
clothed with temporary authority is enough
to make honest c'tizens go there in a body and
whip the officials out as did Christ the money changers
from the Temple.
In every department expenses have
been steadily rising and there is nothing apparently to
show therefor except the swelling pockets of the dividers
of the spoils.
Every Board of Supervisors appears to be
worse than the preceeding one and the public must bleed
more profusely to pay for the maintenance of the city
under its direction. It remains to be seen whether the
tax payers are willing to allow this disgraceful state of
affairs to continue, or whether they will act upon the information laid before them by our watchful and enterprising contemporary and will demand the appointment of
a committee of live businessmen to investigate the charges
and bring the offenders to justice. Affairs here to-day
are as bad as they were in New York two years ago, but
people here are apparently so apathetic that the robbers
know they can steal with immunity and without fear of
prosecution.
The Chronicle has given the facts; we
trust there is manhood enough among the men of the city
to digest them and put a stop to the ways of the
plunderer forever.
Bleeding

The

As To Our

A full,

true, and particular account of the
inwardness of our many too many medical
schools would be an interesting document.
It is a fertile field that, singularly enough,
seems to have escaped the all-searching eye of the Daily
Sensational. We leave to it the abuses of the dissecting
rooms and the scandals arising from the co-education of
the sexes in this peculiar profession. What we are more
concerned about is to know whether the State is licensing
educated physicians or medical quacks which ? We have
something more than a suspicion that two of our medical
schools are unadulterated quack manufactories.
We
know that they were originally designed for that purpose
in order to get around the law, and the appearances are
that they are serving that purpose to this day. We know,
furthermore, that there is reason to believe that the two
remaining and more pretentious schools are sadly failing
to impart a sound and thorough medical education to the
young men and maidens to whom the State has empowered
them to grant a license to practise the most sacred as

Medical
Schools.

—

—

—

well as the noblest of the professions. The reasons to believe that are: (1) the incompetency of certain of the in-

(2) the obvious ignorance and lack of mental
equipment, of many of the recent graduates, and (3) the
persistent refusal of the respective faculties to agree to a
practice, common elsewhere, of submitting their candidates for graduation to the examination of an independent Board. They themselves insist upon passing upon the
thoroughness of their own handiwork; and, naturally
enough, it is declared to be all thorough. Diplomas issued
in that way can have no permanent standing in the
medical world. In Massachusetts the State conducts an
independent examination of all who present themselves
once a year, and it alone issues the necessary license.
That is precisely how the News Letter years ago endeavored to have the law framed in this State. But the
quack manufacturing industry was too strougly entrenched,
and at the appearance of a sack legislators weakened.
San Francisco last year graduated about 200 young
medicos without question.
In Massachusetts the total

structors,

number who presented themselves for examination was
The Springfield Republican is responsible for the
statement that 20 were unable to satisfactorily answer
the question "what is appendicitis?" and were not
Our medical schools need an overhauling.
passed.
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OUR
a good idea

illustration this week will give our Eastern readers
of the great cable car system for which
this city is justly famous, and which traverses the face of
San Francisco in all directions.
rear view of the residence of the late Senator Stanford will be seen at the top
of Powell street.
This is one of the most stately mansions
in the city, and is occupied by the widow of the deceased.
Next to the Stanford residence will be seen the turrets
and towers of the Hopkins Institute of Art Building.

A

SEEING that the police cannot

find the many murderers hiding in this large city of 300,000 inhabitants,
why not put them to work catching the tramps infesting
Buena Vista Park? Such men should be made to work on
our city and county roads.

is

An Ounce Of Prevention
cheaper than any quantity of cure. Don't give children narcotics
They are unnecessary when the infant is properly
it will be if brought up on the Gail Borden Eagle

or sedatives.
nourished, as
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TROCADERO WILL SURPRISE YOU.

Eat. Drink and be Merry at "THE TROCADERO."
A little Paradise: "THE TROCADERO." 300 yards from the
Ingleside, Corbett Road, near tbe new race track.
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•>HE greatest of American actors now
don't all speak at once, Messrs. Mansfield, Ward. Sothern, Drew and Lackaye;
me finish the greatest of American
let
actors. Nat C. Goodwin, is at the Baldwin
Theatre in a true little play by an American author, iu which he has the strongest part that he
Not so much to celehas ever played in San Francisco.
brate Nat Goodwin's supremacy do I publish this, but
rather to sooth my slumbering townsfolk. A tranquil mob
Rows of red plush chairs
avoids the Baldwin this week.
yawn eloquently. My mind's ear harks over the footlights.
Is that Blanche Walsh chirping "I told you so?"

—

—

adoration, the quiet bravery, the unostentatious sacrifice,
and, at last, the happy content of his life.
This is Goodwin's character of Radburn, and if, by a player's skill, it is
lifted to a flesh and blood creation, who so narrow as to
grudge the rank it takes in dramatic art

# # *

In classifying painters according to their greatness,
Buskin divides them into three orders, and ranks least of
all those who represent the passions and events of ordinary
life.
Even this third order is subdivided, and for him who
depicts brutalities and vices without the motive of high
moral there is no specified rank only a certain order in
the abyss.
I. a student, who see stage plays to study
life, haunt studio and gallery
to find nature and search
books for the human voice, turned to Ruskin's "True and
of Augustus
Beautiful'' for a graceful classification
Thomas's play. In Miasoura. It is not in the book. I
cannot reconcile it to the first degree of a third order any
more than I can view the Passion Play as of the highest,
or the Bible as the noblest work of fiction.
In Mixzoura is a simple tale of simple folk, uninvolved
and surely told. A story homelier, more unobtrusively
truthful than even its locale. Pike County. Mo., demands.
Written as it is. with one distinct character in the fore-

'.'

A drama of character. Thomas calls the play, and very
good character ppople Goodwin has surrounded himself
with.
Ethel Browning's "Lizabeth is particularly real,
and Joe Vernon and Mrs. Vernou are thoroughly in the
atmosphere of the play. Blanche Walsh makes an indifferent Kate: she seems to dislike the part as much as Kate
did her lowly surroundings.
I hope that Australia will not
take the negro quintette as representative of American
jubilee singers.
It is a libel on darkey melody.

—

ground

— that of Jim Radburn.

the sheriff

— there

is

* * #

Tiro Escutcheons,
of

taken a month

up to where

picture of Jim Radburn.

the red-haired sheriff of Pike

stands now.

first audience, it would have
to have boomed the company

The new Frawley company

is

Frawley. Clarke and Power sound like little tin whistles.
long distance I doubt not Arbuckle gives a fair performance of the lungful hatter, but from my station in
the orchestra it struck me as too Wagnerian for such a
commonplace little comedv.

At

'

/.mini

—

County.

it

met the
Mondays

too well balanced an organization to waste itself upon a
one-part play, particularly when that play is deadly dull
in plot and cheap and hackneyed in characters.
How
Crane ever made a go of Bra&i r John is a mystery, despite
his famous ability for heroizing middle-aged gentlemen
with yahoo voices.
Arbuckle plays Brother John, and for a man who has
the whole play to himself, I don't see the necessity of voicing the part so loud. Never in my life have I heard such
peals from Arbuckle's mighty organ.
Beside him Leslie.

—

A

am

beginning to believe in those little good luck stories
about the thirteens and the Fridays that were so
long a feature of the Frawley Company s advance notices.
Frawley's lucky star, it seems, is ever watchful, and never
did it serve him better than by indisposing Brother John for
the season's opening night. Had Brother John, instead of The
I

unique

identity to all the parts tributary to this, which, according
to the dramatic scheme, must, and does, dominate and
centralize the play.
They are of one type, these lesser
characters: the tired type of rural Missouri. People who
take their toil complainingly. yet reach moderate industry
and thrift to the accompaniment of lazy protest and seeming shiftlessness.
All of a type they are. but never
monotonous, for there is distribution of characteristics
through the ineffably clever blend of local color.
Under the roof of Joe Vernon, the wheelwright, most of
the play takes action. It isJoe's daughter Kate whom Radburn loves has loved for years— has. unknown to her.
paid her tuition at college, and for whose sake he sacrifices his sheriff's duty.
Joe is burly, lazy, grumbling and
hard working; just as are his wife and younger daughter,
Lizabeth (who did not seek a higher education). There
are vast differences in these kindred personalities.
Lizabeth lazies whenever she can. which necessitates on her
mother's part a continual vigilance amounting almost to
bustling tyranny.
Couuter irritants to one another, as it
were, they go through life, each responsible for the other's
activity
which at best is mild and fraught with much
tired dialect.
Joe. on the other hand, is of the largely
fatigued.
mau of many inches, drawling in gait.
speech and thought, lavishly whiskered and good-natured,
because it is the least laborious of all dispositions. He
takes a hard life easily, deceiving himself, no doubt, as
many a man will, with the little mannerisms of indolence,
so that a deep breathed interval is lazy content and a pipe
of plug-cut a prince's luxury.
Such toues as these make up the ground in Thomas's
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done since the last memorable visit of Edwin Booth.
We
do not all, with Ruskin, estimate the art of man by the
Radburn is a plain little man with
loftiness of his subject.
red hair.
He chews tobacco, wears his boot tops on the
outside, and wots little of the prescribed grammar of his
tongue. Moreover, he is a hero; not the hero of tragic
blank, nor the elaborate conqueror of melodrama, for he is
as untheatrical and sincerely ineloquent as the unconIn a word, a hero without heroics,
sciously brave can be.
who meets danger without a pose, endures renunciation
without the solace of heartbreaking speech.
Radburn's
environment is humble, bis lines beautiful only for their
simplicity, and often their absence, when an expression, a
gesture, will better tell the meaning.
It is never Nat
Goodwin, the comedian, whom we see: there is no manner
consciousness
of the actor, no
of the audience and its riveted gaze only Radburn, the sheriff, living out the homely

Pleasure's."— Tom Moore.

V

June

1

* * #

a decidedly musical opera.
It has not much
of book, and the dramatic action is often slow; but the
music is of excellent quality, and the orchestration is
gracefully treated.
Marie Millard, the new soprano, and
the return of an old Tivoli favorite. Louise Royce. give revived interest to the cast.
Miss Millard makes a winning
Madeline. Her voice, while not a powerful one, is fresh
and liquid, and there is a decided charm in her girlish
presence.
Miss Royce. in the costume of a young nobleman (which becomes her immensely) carries the role of
Ollivier with her old-time dash and spirit.
The remainder
of the company is well up to the mark.
Lorraine runs
another week at the Tivoli, where it should do well with its
new music and people.
is

# » *

* * *

the strongest actiug Goodwin
has ever given San Francisco.
It is only a memory of the
great dead that refrains me from pronouncing it the
Strongest acting ever given in San Francisco.
Dramatic
review at its best is but the impression of one man.
At
heart every one is more or less a critic only some are
favored to talk in type.
This work of Goodwin's impresses me as nothing has

Edison's wonderful vitascope. Papinta's dances, and the
many brisk specialties at the Orpheum have made a prosperous week at that popular music hall. Among the new
features for next week are the Mario-Dunham family, the
irreat arialists; Lawrence and Harrington. " Bowery

I

said before that this

is

—

the first team, it is said, to introduce Bowery
character on the vaudeville stage; and new vitascopic
Spielers.

views.

"

.

June

.
.
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De

Mille and Belasco's great success. The Charity Ball,
be played by the Frawley company next week at the
Columbia. The play has long been a favorite of the
m Company's, and with the exceptional body of
players at Prowler's disposal it should be given a stunning
Tin
performance.
Charity Boll has been such a suchroughout the length and breadth of this country,
that reference to its plot is unnecessary. It is one of the
most popular plays that has emanated from the united
pens of David Beiasco and the late Henry C. De Mille.
Another important theatrical event is the big star cast
dramatic stock company which opens its season at the
California Theatre next Monday night, with R. C. Carton's
great Lyceum Theatre success, The Il<>m<- Secretary.
The
cast will include Herbert Kelcey, William Beach, J. T.
Sullivan. Nick Long. Effie Shannon, Olive Oliver, Winona
Shannon, and others. It is promised that Carton's drama
will be staged sumptuously, and nothing spared to make a
brilliant production of the play that has been such a success in New York.
Since Edison's kinetoscope there have been innumerable
attempts at animated views.
The latest of the successful
experiments was a play read to an accompaniment of stereoptican views, on Monday night, at Metropolitan Temple.
Miss Carrie Louis Ray read the play (Miss Jerry, by Alexander Black), while two hundred and fifty pictures were
reflected on the canvas.
The unique entertainment was
quite a success.
will

Nat C. Goodwin will commence the second and last
week of his engagement at the Baldwin on Monday evening, once more presenting Henry Guy Carleton's brilliant
comedy success, A Gilded Fool, in which Mr. Goodwin appears in his famous and delightful portrayal of Chauncey

Hopkins'

Stockton
Excursions.
Everybody says

the

"It's

trip

-finest

in

the

State for the money."
The popular weekly excursions
resumed for the season under

to Stockton by steamer have been
the management of George W.
Hopkins, and are uuquesti^nably the most delightful trip out of
the city. Leave Washington-street wharf at 5 p. m. Saturday,
Returning to San Francisco 6 a. m. Monday. Round trip, including meals, fare, rotms, carriages, baths, etc., only $4.
Tickets can only be had of GEO. W. HOPKINS, General Manager, 30 Montgomery St

G^|,,„L
OlUmbia
'

n*L

The Gem " Theatre tof the Coast.
Friedlander,Gottlob& Co., Lessees
and Managers.
'

J.
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neatre-
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Third week, and the climax of them
Commencing Monday, June 15th,

all.

THE GMARITY BALL.
The great New York Lyceum Theatre success by San Francisco's

"Home

The most

THE FRaWLEY COMPANY

Organization."

perfect dramatic organization in America.
Beautiful costumes. Popular prices.
June 22d: HTS WIFE'S FATHER.

Magnifi-

cent scenery.

Monday,

Baldwin

Theatre-

Next week, Monday, June

NAT

Short.

ALH

™

&C °

(Incorporated)
Proprietors

second and last week of

15th,

GOODWIN,

G.

A GILDED
Dames"

and his company presenting Henry Guy Carleton's

A

FORTUNATE

FOOL,

PURCHASE.

Monday, June 22d: John Drew,

connection with J. J. O'Brien & Co.'s great sacrifice
INclearance
sale, mention of the phenomenal success of

which was made last week, that enterprising firm has just
placed on sale a gigantic special purchase of ladies' imported
capes which is attracting universal attention. This purchase
comprises a prominent importer's entire stock, which was
secured by Mr. O'Brien's New York representative for
spot cash at a tremendous discount from cost of importation.
It embraces all the newest and most stylish shapes
in lined and unlined garments, and includes many exquisitely
beautiful novelties in lace-trimmed and braided effects, all
of which are offered at just about half what they would
ordinarily sell for.
The crowds who daily attend the sale
will thus be enabled to secure a stylish, up-to-date outer
garment at actually less than the original cost of the material from which it is made.

TL/,^4-^
neatre.

G-.l!-F~-«!^
aliTornia
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The Squire

AL HaymanA
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Co., (Incorporated)
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Announcement extraordinary. Commencing Monday evening,
June 15th, special summer season at special summer prices.

a

good reserved seat on the lower fl >or for 50c
Star Cast Dramatic Stock Co ., under th« direction of L. R Stockwell
Opening play, exquisite production of the New York Lyceum Theatre
success,

THE HOME SECRETARY.

To be followed by

"

Prices, 15c to 75c

Orph eum

The Grey Mare," etc
Matinees a5c and 50c.

San Francisco's Greatest Music Hall,

O'Farrell

between Stockton and Powell streets.
Week commencing Monday, June 15th,
street,

MOTMBLE ADDITIONS

bill. The MARLO-DUNHAM FAMILY, the world's
greatest asrialists; LA.URENOE & HARRINGTON, the BowTHE VITASCOPE; 28 All Star
ery Speilers; MISERS BROS

To a strong

;

Artists.

Matinees Saturday and Sunday.
Balcony, 10c; Opera chairs and box
Reserved. Seats, 2oa
;

seats. 50c.

THE

performance of As Yon Like It given at Alameda
by Mrs. Melville Snyder was a great success. Miss
Georgia Elliot, who acted the part of Rosalind to perfection, is a pupil of Mrs. Snyder, which accounts for her
natural and graceful bearing and the capable way in which
she read the lines. Mrs. Snyder, who is at present at 514
Sutter Street, is making arrangements to occupy a larger
house which will enable her to take resident pupils in the
dramatic art. Her coaching is the most perfect in the

.

Opera House.

Tivoli

Last nights

of the

LORFaINE. The

Ernestine Kbeling.
Proprietor and Manager

musical triumph, Dellinger's romantic opera,
greatest success since the productions of
Lookout and see the brilliant oper-

" or '"Amorita."
atic spectacle,

"Nanon

A TRIP TO

THE MOON.

Our summer spectacle, nest week.
35cand50o

Popular Prices

city.

HAZELTON

BYHonolulu on
the death

of

Miss

May

Kate

Field,

who expired

at
robbed of the

the world is
services of an earnest, talented and broad-guage newspaper-woman. She will be as much missed by those who
knew her only through her work as by those who were
favored with her personal friendship.
19th,

If you want a really good Ihing for that " tired feeling " after the
day's work is over, try some of the famous Cutter Bourbon whiskey.
It is the best appetizer on the market, and has a place in every home.
E. Martin & Co. 411 Market street, who are the agents for this coast,
state that the sales during the warm weather have been unprecedented.
,

Moore's Poison Oak Remedy
Cures Poison Oak and all Skin Diseases. Sold by all druggists.

HEMME
BROWN

&.

LONG

&.

SIMPSON

PIANOS
Pianos to Rent and sold on Installments

735 Market

St.

American

$10
Typewriter.
Work

as good as any
done on a &1U0 machine.
Over 10.000 references
Agents wanted
Pacific

Introduction

Company.
For

35 years Jackson's

Napa Soda has

led all mineral waters.
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Bush

St.,

Room 6.
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S NICE-LOOKING,

neatly attired old gentleman with
snowy hair and beard, is as prominent a figure on the
Oakland ferry boats as he is in the insurance world.

Lately the old gentleman's health has evidently been failing him, for all winter, rain or shine, he always passed the
time on the boat by walking to and fro on the upper deck.
Though the weather has been very pleasant for the past
month, he has never once indulged in his morning constitutional, but is always seen sitting in a certain corner in the
cabin near a very pretty girl, who also has a liking for
that particular corner.

Another indication of ill-health is the cough the nice old
It is not a hoarse, rasping,
gentleman has developed.
bark-from-tbe-tomb cough, but is little more than a series
Still, it is calculated to attract attention.
The
pretty young woman has noticed it several times, and, when
her sympathetic eyes turned toward the sufferer, they in-

of sighs.

variably

met

his.

Morning after morning the old gentleman occupied the
same seat, and as often was the young lady to be found in
her favorite corner. The cough did not improve. In fact,
it became persistent.
One morning last week the young woman glanced up
from her novel when she heard the familiar cough, and the
old gentleman, though he has one foot in the grave, smiled
bravely. She smiled, too, then hastily wrote a note, thrust
it in a tiny package she carried, and, as she left her seat
and walked by the nice old man, dropped it in his hand.
He opened it eagerly and read:
"

think these drops will help grandpa's cough."
They must have done so, for he has resumed his morning
walks on the deck.
I

* * #

Jack Fanning, the champion wing shot, who breaks
more consecutive blue rocks than any sportsman on the
Coast, left for the East a few days ago, vowing that he
would never shoot on this Coast again.

At the last shoot of the Lincoln Club, at Alameda Point,
he broke almost every disc thrown into the air, and was
telling the envious sportsmen in attendance that it had become almost impossible for him to miss them.
" I'll wager a bottle of wine that you can't break one at
thirty yards, known trap and angle, and I'll give you
both barrels," offered Merton Allen, President of the
Inanimate Target Association.
"I'll take that," accepted Panning, promptly.
He threw a couple of shells into his gun, took his station,
and the trap was sprung.
Bang! went Fanning's first
barrel, but the disc sailed on. Bang! went the second, but
did not fall.
The crowd gave Fanning the laugh,
and he never suspected that the "bird" he had shot at
was made of plaster of paris, and almost indestructible.
"Well, I'll give you a chance to get even," said Allen.
" I'll bet a box of cigars you can't break a bird under the
still it

same conditions at sixteen yards."
That was the regulation distance, and Fanning jumped
at the offer. Allen wound up an automatic paper butterfly, and put it in the trap.
Away it went, and Fanning
banged away with both barrels. Still it did not drop, and,
throwing down his gun, he vowed he would never shoot in
California again.
* * *

When

Mr. Slater, the Connecticut millionaire of New
London, was here in his yacht, the "Eleanor," be got into
an unpleasant snarl at Menlo Park in regard to a hotel
bill.
It was finally settled under protest, and then Mr.
Slater sailed away for Alaska.
From that remote region
comes a tale which illustrates how extremely fond the
multi-millionaire is of the business eDd of a dollar.
One of
the sights of Sitka is the old Greek church.
It is stored
with paintings and antiquities of the most interesting
character. There is no fee charged for inspecting the
church, but it is customary with tourists to deposit a small
coin in the poor box.
Mr. Slater, with his party, took the

June
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church in among the other sights, and the millionaire
dropped a coin in the box.
Upon his return to the "Eleanor," Mr. Slater discovered
that he was short just ten dollars, and was horror stricken.
There could be no doubt but he had slipped in the gold
There was not a moment to
piece instead of half a dollar.
be lost. He at once dispatched his servant with the dismal tidings to the cicerone of the church and demanded
nine dollars and fifty cents change.
Mr. Kostromitinoff,
whose father used to be Russian Consul in this city, sent
back the ten dollars, with many thanks for Mr. Slater's
intended donation, assuring him that the poor of
Alaska could live without any portion of Mr. Slater's millions.

* # *

The members

Press Club are filled with indignation at the adventure of Miss Agnes White, who, disguised
as an insipid-looking young man, obtained admission to
their high jinks on Saturday.
May the Lord have mercy
on her soul if ever, through the accidents of life, she should
run athwart Judge Hunt's legal hawse. His Honor, though
one of the most gallant men on the coast, is most bitter in
his denunciation of this rash and intrusive female.
The
"clever comedian" who spent just one hour making her up,
had better keep dark. If his identity is ever divulged, he
will have to surrender the stage for the pulpit, for the
critics will keep on his trail. John Donnigan, of the Examiner, declares that he noticed something peculiar about this
young party the moment she entered, and that he invited
her to the punch bowl.
She sipped the mixture in a
mincing sort of way, quite unlike the good resonant swallow of a genuine Press Club habitue. Then her description
of the jinks, which might have been bright, was clumsy.
So on the whole she would have done better to have retained her skirts and stayed at home.
of the

* * *

When

the merry wedding bells are ringing, and the
blushing bride and gallant groom advance up the aisle to
take the solemn vows which are to make them one, the
heart of the reverend gentleman who ties the knot is not
always easy. Because, sad to say, there has grown up a
wicked and dishonest custom here of the "best man" pinching the fees which the groom hands him to bestow upon
the parson. Indeed, there have been peases among people,
in high places, too, where the entire sum has been confiscated.
Dr. Stebbins was handed an envelope one day
which, when opened, disclosed two tickets for the matinee.
"And to make the matter worse," said Dr. Stebbins,
" they were not for front seats, either.
However, the
conscience stricken defrauder of the church wrote on from
New York later, enclosing a fifty dollar bill, and declaring
that the matter was all a mistake." Another good man,
Dr. Foute, united a Swedish couple, and was informed by
the groom that the Swedes considered it unlucky to pay
the clergyman's honorarium on the marriage day. The
gallant swain carefully took the Doctor's address, and protested that he would forward it to him next day.
It is
hardly necessary to say that he never heard of the twain
again.
* # *
last Monday to view the
Julius Kahn
of Jack Parker, an old acquaintance of his who had
died very suddenly the evening before. Julius had a very
bad cold, and as he stood gazing down on the marble features of his old friend, he gave two or three hollow coughs
that made Coroner Hawkins start.
" Say, Julius, you want to do something for that," said
he.
"If you don't you will soon be where poor old Jack

visited the

Morgue

body

Parker

That's an awful cough."
replied Julius with a shake of his head,
"but don't you suppose poor old Jack would be d
d glad

"

I

is.

know

to have

it ?

it is,"

"

* * «

Len D. Owens, the advertising man, is one of the best
dressers in San Francisco, and for that reason, if for no
other, his friends were surprised to see him hurrying along
Market street the other day with his pantaloons, from the
knees down, slit into ribbons.
At first glance one would
have been undecided whether to lay the damage to a sixhorse street sweeper or a barbed wire fence.
"What's the matter, Len?" inquired Billy Golcher.

—
June

—
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You look
haw tree."

;

birds' nests in a red

Asyou drive through the Park along the AlmsHouse road,
down toward Ingleside, you will see a sign at the entrance

"Shall I kill him or not? shouted Owens, grimly
"Tell me about it first and kill him afterward. Who did
'

of a pretty driveway between long rows of eucalyptus
trees, which reads "Trocadero."
Far away from the
world, down in a lovely canon which one would scarcely believe could be found on this peninsula, is the most romantic

as

if

you had been hunting
"

it ?

"That confounded pup of mine.
You see, I have been
giving that pointer a little exercise mornings and evenings
This morning I had an important
by running with him.
business engagement, and was late getting dressed. When
I started on the run for the car that dog thought I wanted
to play, and took me by the trowsers' leg. I kicked at him
with one foot and then the other one, finally with both, but
he dodged all, and every time I started for the car he had
hold of my leg. Finally I had to take him along like an
Oregon boot, till I got on the car, and then I got rid of him
by slinging him as far towards home as I could. I'll break
him of that by putting red pepper in my trowsers next
time."
Len's friends are waiting for the time when he uses the
pepper.
* * #

'Now,

not a fact that you were intoxicated at
the time of this occurrence?" demanded Attorney George
Knight, by way of inaugurating the cross-examination of
the principal witness in a damage suit.
"No, sir, it is not," replied the witness angrily.
"You were perfectly sober?"
sir, is it

"Yes, sir, I was."
"That's strange.

How did it happen?"
"Because I don't drink."
"Do you mean to tell me, sir, that you do not indulge in
periodic debauches?"
"No, sir, I do not."
"Oh, you don't mean to tell me that, eh? Then you do
go on periodic sprees?"

and pretty place imaginable. Ponds containing ecrevisses
terrapin, and frogs, and surrounded with lilies, hundreds
of rose bushes in full bloom, numberless pretty walks winding among the shrubbery and flowers make the place a
veritable garden of Eden.
Every one who has in years
gone by visited the Pacific Yacht Club, knows Ernest. He
is a prince of caterers,
and is now the proprietor and
caterer of The Trocadero, where, with the assistance of a

—

capital chef, a breakfast, lunch, or dinner such as the old
gourmets of the Yacht Club can appreciate is readily
furnished.
Should you not care to drive out or make
the trip on your bicycle, the electric cars will land
you at the Ingleside, and a short walk of two hundred
yards will bring you to this ideal spot for a day's rest.
* # *

There is one man in this city who has kicked Jim Corand who still lives to tell the tale. It happened thus:
Many years ago, when the champion was a pupil at the old
St. Ignatius College on Market street, he stepped out of
line, and Professor Florence McAuliffe kicked him.
Yes;
the pedagogue brought his right foot in contact with the
yet undeveloped muscles of the champion in embryo. The
Professor shudders when he remembers this, and wonders
how large the reward should be to-day to induce him to repeat that kick.
bett,

* * *

Those nights in June, those nights

in June,
float beneath the moon
In Belvedere and Sansalito
They play the mandolin, and float
Far off from shore, and from the note
Of bull frog, toad, and starved mosquito.

Young lovers

"Well, I don't now. I used to."
"Is it not a fact that you were just recovering from the
effects of a prolonged debauch when this accident oc-

curred?"

A chunk of cheese, sardines, and beer,

"I had been drinking a few days before," the witness
admitted.
"Ah, did you ever have the jim-jams?"
"Ob, you know how that is yourself, Mr. Knight."
The attorney scowled fiercely, and demanded in savage

(For times are hard, and wine is dear),
And those are viands quite nutritious
A dozen kisses for desert,

Another hour to row and flirt,
Oh life has nothing so delicious.
* # #
,

tones:

"Did you ever see purple dogs with green tails and tin
caps hauling red wagons loaded with yellow lizzards?"
"No no, sir, I can't say as I ever did."
"Then you're not in it. That's all."

—

# * *

Frank

young tenor, took a car on Market street the other day and found it filled, with the exception of one seat, which he promptly occupied. He was so
busily engaged in humming over a new piece of music that
he did not observe the good looking young woman who
entered the car immediately behind him and stood near the
car door, clinging to a strap and swaying to and fro with
every jolt of the car. If he had seen her he would certainly have vacated the coveted seat with a smile.
The young lady, however, was not to be overlooked. She
handed the conductor ten cents, held up two fingers, and
pointed toward Coffin. As the conductor passed along,
the singer held up a nickel.
" The young lady standing up at the other end of the
car paid your fare," shouted the official loud enough to
Coffin, the clever

Eufas Way, who was Art Commissioner at the New OrA good specimen of his
is now located here.
work is now on exhibition at Morris & Kennedy's Art Gallery. The painting represents a Beach Forest in Autumn.
The sheep and autumn leaves are excellently executed.
Miss Bender has a painting of Poses at the same gallery
the best work this talented young lady has yet given us.

leans Fair,

When
113

you are
Geary street.

have to

selecting a

wedding present, go to

They have a magnificent variety

& G. Gump's,
to choose from.

S.

After dinner try Adams' Pepsin Tutti-Frutti Chewing
admirable. Indigestion fades before it.

Gum. Yon

will find it

=mmmmmmm§

Good Appetite
Is restored and the disordered
Stomach and Liver invigorated by taking a

small wineglassful, before meals, of the celebrated

attract the attention of every one in the car.
"Eh yes beg your pardon," stammered Mr. Coffin, as
he suddenly discovered that the car was so hot he would

—

—

—

Peruvian

sit outside.

* * *

A

picture just placed on exhibition in Gump's Art Gallery will be a delight to art lovers. It is by Carl Herpfer,
and was bought for Messrs. Gump by their agent in
Munich after seeing it in the Munich Exhibition. It is seldom one sees in a painting the various human emotions
pleading, sorrow, love, determination so accurately depicted, while all the detail, the drapery, rugs, furniture,
etc., of the Louis
room, are perfectly executed.
know of but three paintings in this city by Herpfer, and
they are owned by A. P. Hotaling, Claus Spreckels, and
Louis Parrott, all masterpieces. This new picture is well
worth a visit tp Gump's.

—
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AUSTRALIAN SALT BUSH, **»- *——•>
The Forage

We

Plant for Alkali Soils.

tens of thousands of acres of alkali lands in California
productive and profitable by planting Salt Busb.

The

may be made

For further information, address
....«.,.

.
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TRUMBULL & BEEBE,

Seedsmen and Nurserymen.
419 and 421 Sansome street,

S.
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to furnish a bride for the near
young lady's grandma not
reported as being charmed with Ethel's selec-

future, and the old

Rumor)

June

dame

is

—

(the

although "green wood," she regards the prospecas well-seasoned timber.

groom

tive

* * *

K

ARITAL
1

engage-

ments seem to be
epidemic in the social world at present, and revive the old
proverb about in the spring a young man's fancy turning
to love, so frequently are they announced.
Every one expected pretty Aileen's engagement, and Charlie is such a
popular chap congratulations are due on both sides. If
Dame Rumor speaks by the card several more of our
pretty maidens are on the brink of taking the matrimonial
plunge, prominent among them being charming May Belle
Gwin. They say, too, that Walter Dean has " returned
to his muttons," and that the queenly Emily is more plastic than of yore.
Gossip goes on to declare that Colonel
Fred Crocker is likely to import a bride, and the girls are
all on the anxious seat as to the truth of it, for no more
popular parti exists in our society than the gallant Colonel,
unless it be Jim Phelan.
* * *

The

say they are saving their energies for the
preparation of their swellest gowns for Del Monte, and
every one is anticipating a season of much brilliancy at
that queen of summer resorts. The Hagers are sure to
keep things lively, and they are to spend the entire summer there. Then the "shoot" will draw the usual brilliant crowd, added to which one is sure to meet delightful
people in the tourists from Europe and the East, who
flock to Del Monte the whole summer through.
The number of society folk who have taken up their quarters at
this hotel is phenomenal and speaks worlds for the good
management and attention shown guests there.
When
one has once stayed there, the chances are, to use a betting phrase, ten to one that no other resort will succeed
in winning you from its shady groves.
girls

"How quiet

Mrs. Rudolph Spreckels keeps " is the frequent remark heard in society. Certainly it proves that
a girl can be on the go from morning till night, then settle
down quietly when married, old bachelors' growls to the
contrary notwithstanding.
!

* * *

•

safe to assume that soft-eyed Helen Andross will
have one of the prettiest weddings of the year.
The bevy
of pretty girls to be in the bridal cortege alone ensures
It

is

that result.
* * *

On

Miss Romie Wallace has now undertaken the
study of Horace; but her friends say it is a dry subject
for the vacation davs.
Jit,

* * *

A

report has been current for some time that Messrs.
Jones, Bonny, and Marye are about to endow a home for
aged gentlemen.

A London Epicure.
De Grey

not only a statesman, but an epicure, and is on the
famous restaurant committe of the " Savoy," that famous hotel and
restaurant on the Thames embankment.
This nobleman emphatically endorses Old Saratoga, a pure Rye Whiskey, which has now
become famous in Europe. He claims that it is the gem of American Whiskies, and proves his appreciation by electing it his favorite
Earl

is

drink.

Removal Notice.— Mr.
dresser, has
prices.

removed

Telephone

Strozynski,

S.

to 24

Geary

street,

the leading

ladies' hair

near Kearny.

Popular

5697.

Of all the banquet halls in the city that of the Maison Riche is
undoubtedly the finest. The accommodations are perfect and the
service excellent, and the largest functions can be held there.

* * *

A

story is going the rounds among the girls to the effect
that a young man of the swim, who has always been looked
upon as a decidedly heavy fellow "in the upper story," as
Bertha says, astonished an avenue belle upon whom he
was calling the other evening by remarking (while chatting
about the morning wedding of that day) that the bride's
chances of happiness were greater than usual from the
choice she had made. " How's that ? " queried his hostess.
Why, don't you see," was the answer, " there's a lasting
quality in all with a Shoemaker?" The girls say they were
paralyzed.
* * *

Jackson's Napa Soda gives a refined complexion.

RUBBER HOSE AND BELTING.
"Gold Seal"

"Pioneer"

Brand,

'

Brand,
Medium

The Best Made.

"

Badger

"

can deny the oft-heard declaration that the hospitable sister widows, Mesdames Peter Donahue and
Eleanor Martin are proficient in detail as to the fitness of
things, after the elegant luncheon of last week in honor of
the future bride of young Martin, fair Miss Belle McKenna,
who with her prospective bridesmaids sat at a table where
the favors were spoons and gold spoons at that.

ftnvil

Brand,

Brand,

Who

Quality.

Excellent Quality.

Fair Quality.

&

"Obelisk"

Gonquerer" $

Brand.

Brand,

Cottoa Hose.

Fine Quality

!

* * *

What

the matter with the Presidio chaps that they
sort of hang fire ? In the beginning of the winter season
army officers were so pronounced in their attentions to our
pretty belles, every one felt sure that two or three military weddings would result. But with the spring time all
this seems changed
even the Angel Island heroes are
backward in coming forward— a true paradox.
* * #
;

That very

delightful young lady of society, Miss Laura,
credited with having classified the men of the swim as
prizes and blanks.
witty young matron who is her great
friend was curious as to Jim Phelan's position— whether
he
had been drawn as a winning number— but was not inis

A

formed as to that.

"Neptune"

Elk"

is

Brand,

Brand,

Cotton Hose

Good Quality.
Rubber-Lined

COTTON Hose

577

and

579

MARKET

Brand, Best Quality.

" Eureka

GOODYEAR RUBBER CO

PEASE,

R. H.

Vice-Pres. and Manager.

ST.. S. F.

Popular prices, equal to others; no imitating.
All original styles, varied to suit the
features.
Competent artists employed; no
apprentices,
"Bernhardt" wavers, to wave
Leadino flair Dresser.
hair without burning " Eau Broux," to restore
grey or bleached hair lo natural color. Latest styles in modern Bangs,
particularly Louis de Lavelliere style. Open Sundays.

Strozynski's.

k

;

24-

GEARY

ST.

(Near Kearny.)

Telephone No., Main

5697.

* # #

"What a difference one sees in families to be sure!" was
a remark made at a young ladies' luncheon the other
day
Just look at those cousins, for instance.
Chauncey has
made a big success with Sweet Marie, while Minthorne
can t get Swert Min; />'<» Unit, try as he will "

Gomel Oolong.
The

oldest and most reliable brand on the
market. Sold only in 1-3 pound papers at
20 cents per paper. All grocers keep it.
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GENERAL
arrived
THERK
whose name and

whom

it

may

quarters at his old birth-place of Quezaltenango. Some
time prior to all
achievements he fell in love with
Guatemala's richest and most beautiful heiress, who, it is
said, brought to him a further fortune of over four million
dollars in Mocks and lands.
Some years later the General
was elected Second Vice-President of the Republic, the
man ahead of him being Alexandro Sinibaldi. When
Dictator Barrios returned from hi« tour of the world of
which everyone has heard, he conceived the idea of consolidating the Central American States under one Government. To enforce his ideas he equipped an army of fifty
thousand men and started immediately. But, unfortunately, Salvador made resistance and at the battle of
Chalcuapa the Dictator received a bullet wound which removed him from the stage. Sinibaldi was the rightful
successor to the dictatorship but was entirely dominated
by the General of War, Barrundi, to whom he resigned his
pretensions.
Barillas, however, determined to stand up
for his rights, gathered together an army of six thousand men and descended upon Guatemala. Barrundi had
intended proclaiming himself in that city, -but Barillas
stated that he had an army of fifteen thousand men at his
beck and call and was thereupon proclaimed President.
Being of a generous disposition he retained Barrundi as
Minister of War. For seven years he held office and was
wise and honorable in his administration. He made few
enemies and his private fortune was ever at the disposal
of his friends, his enemies or the Republic.
He later went
into partnership with the manager of a large Guatemalan
Bank and nearly doubled his fortune. After resigning
office, the General went to live on one of his estates.
He
is accounted the largest coffee planter in Guatemala, and
his residence is a perfect palace and one of the best
equipped in Central America. He entertains in a princely
manner and San Francisco will miss him when he departs
1

short while ago :i man
actions are now a part of history and
be said that
in

of

BARILLAS.

M.

this oily a

" he smote fur liberty

When Hod

himself seemed

dumb."

This gentleman was General M. L. Barillas. ex-President
of Guatemala, who, with a select party of friends is indulging in a rest after a long and arduous political career.
We saw the General at the Palace Hotel, and could distinguish the soldier at a glance.
A short, powerful body,
graceful and erect as a pillar, a well formed head and a
look
determination
such were
grizzled face wearing a
of
the chief features which impressed themselves upon us as
we paid our respects to him> Where the soldier is, there
the gentleman will also be found and the General could not
have been more affable in receiving us in his own home
than he was in his apartments in our own city. He is a
man of about fifty-six years of age and there are few men
who have had such an eventful career as his. His birth-

—

for his

own more

tropic clime.

There is more art in hair dressing than man would dream of.
Ladies know this. That's why Goldstein & Cohn, under the Phelan
Building, are kept so busy whenever there is a special function at
which society wishes to shine.
Jackson's

Napa Soda

is

an antidote to Heartburn.

Use Richardson & Bobbins' canned and

potted meats for picnics.

Broadway & nth St.,

St. Denis
Rooms

$1 .00 per

NEW

YORK.

Opposite Grace Church

EUROPEAN PLAN,

Day and Upwards.

In a modest and unobtrusive way there are few belter
conducted hotels in the metropolis than the St. Denis.

The

it has acquired can readily
unique location, its home-like atmos-

great popularity

be traced to

its

phere, the peculiar excellence of

and

cuisine

its

WILLIAfl TAYLOR

M

service,

HOTEL

&

SON.
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THE

Gemral

and

very moderate prices.

its

RflFflEL,

L. Barillas,

place was the little city of Quezaltenango, and from his
earliest infancy he took pleasure in being in the free air,
riding dangerous horses and practising with pistol and
rifle.
All of this stood him in good stead; for when the
revolution of 1867 broke out, he and his father and
brothers joined the patriot Barrios who was determined
to overthrow President Cerna and the clerical influence
which dominated him and kept back the country's proBarillas was appointed to a captaincy in the army
gress.
and by his executive ability, clear-sightedness, good
judgment and bravery soon attained the rank of General.
Through all his life he has been known for his persistence
and has never yet swerved one inch from the path he laid
out for himself. Difficulties were mere incentives to attainment in his case. Barrios was at the head of affairs
in 1893 and considered General Barillas to be his righthand man in all things. He was therefore appointed commander of the Occidental division of the army with head-

SAN RAFAEL, CAL

Now Open.

For the season, under the management

CAPT.
•

Write now

ERNST

for rates

H.

C. B.

of

JOHNSON

and rooms.

LUDWIG &

CO..

The Model
American
Caterers.
1206 Sutter

St.. S. F.

Telephone 2388.
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The Candelaria Camp
Livening Up Again.

A

series of ups and downs on a large
scale has given dealers an opportunity
Mining Market,
to make money in the local mining market during the week. The fluctuations
have been rapid and wide enough to make it next to suicide
for small monied people who dabble on a small margin. The
most active stocks on the list have been Chollar, Potosi,
and Norcross, the prospects on the Brunswick locations
having directed the attention of the public to the chances
Of course there
for new and important ore developments.
are many who feel satisfied enough with their prophetic
ability to decry the possibilities for the existence of any-

The Pine Street

thing of value in the Brunswick, not a few of these irresponsible prognosticators having no definite knowledge of
Belonging to the class which never neglects
the mines.
an opportunity to block the path of progress, the revival
of business on Pine street permits them to pose in their
favorite role as obstructionists.
That the city might benefit somewhat by the freer circulation of money cuts no
figure with the Silurians, who seem to live up to the idea
that the world must either go in accordance with their say
Every town has a certain proso, or take a side track.
portion of these wreckers, but San Francisco can complain
of more than her share, to her cost.
The same people can
always be depended upon to fight every improvement, and
to throw cold water upon anything in which they can not
personally profit.
The extraordinary vitality of the market just now overcomes all puny efforts of the clique, and
it is only a matter of time until the strength and activity
in mining shares will put it out of their power altogether
to work any injury whatever.
After the delay, which was to be exProspects for Ore pected in getting into good working
on the Brunswick,
shape, an attempt has been made to
exploit the ore find in the 200-level,

south drift in Chollar-Brunswick.
Instead of attacking
the face where work had been stopped after the ore bad
been carried in for a few feet, the drift was swung off to
the west before striking south, with the intention of skirting the ore body, which finally would be sought at intervals with cross-cuts.
The results here are still in doubt,
as they might well be for an indefinite period should the ore
cut in the drift turn out to be the apex of an ore body. At
this writing a drift will be started from below, on the 300level, to penetrate the region where a downward extension
might be looked for, if the ore lives at that depth. This is
the most sensible way of proceeding for the safety of shareholders, as it gives a speculative value to the stock, which
will fluctuate lively while the drift is being carried in.
There was some talk about the Chollar ledge having been
cut in Norcross, but, so far, this is mythical.
It would
take time to prove the theory, with chances that, if ore
ever should be found, it would be something new.
In the
meantime the " reform " officials have taken steps to keep
conditions to themselves, and it is said that even Mr. Kerwin, the old superintendent, has had the door closed on him.
This is something that was not expected from the professions of the manager, who was, according to his official
organ, going to keep the stockholders posted on every
turn in the situation at the front, with the intention possibly of giving every one the same chance to get rich.
The
idea is such a novel one in the art of mine manipulation
that the world at large will eagerly await results, and the
development of a new Utopia, through the possible agency
of a Brunswick lode bonanza.
Summed up, the chances
for an ore development on this new mineral belt are good,
and the future development of the district will inaugurate
a new era of speculation, involving a freer circulation of
money and more general prosperity.
On the Comstock,
Savage, Con. -Virginia, and Crown Point are looking well.
At the same time light marginal trading should not be
undertaken if the safety of an open account is an object
with traders.

COLONEL

W. J. Sutherland, the well-known mining
man, is again able to get about, after his recent accident, which at one time threatened very serious results.

13, 1896.

The Candelaria Waterworks and
Company, Limited, com-

Milling

pleted the repairs on the pipe
line and the laying of new pipe on
May 1st. They are now building a new reservoir above
the town so as to have an increased supply of water for
the working of the low-grade ores in the Holmes mine and
the tailings at Bellville. The water line has been fully repaired and the water tanks cleaned out and enlarged, and
everything is being put in a condition to have the tailings
The Holmes mine and
of the company quickly worked.
the Georgene mine have secured a belt of new ground in
the district, carrying about $20 in gold to the ton. In old
days the ores were worked for silver only, and the fact is
established that all the tailings and the low-grade ores
carry about $2.50 per ton in gold. The fact that gold has
now been found in large quantities, assures Candelaria a
place in the leading gold camps of the coast.

Peck Brothers, who have been running
tailings from the Morgan and Mexican
Tailing Contract.
mills for some time past, have been
making money. The amount of bullion
produced has always been a matter of guess work, but
these are the figures: Out of 11,569 tons worked in three
months, from January 1,1896, $42,238.13 was netted.
Of
this amount they have paid into the county treasury a bulA Profitable

lion

tax amounting to $330.40.

While the combine among the insurance companies of the Pacific Coast
Insurance Compact,
can truthfully be said to exist, there
is no question about its
practical
inutility.
One defection follows another in the ranks
of the leading companies, and, strange to say, not a
few of the withdrawals were ranked at one time among
the most ardent supporters of the organization. The proposition is a most difficult one to handle to the satisfaction
of every one, owing to the suspicion which exists between
the fraternity as to the genuineness of the protestations of
loyalty to the provisions of the compact.
It must be admitted that an association of the kind is the only salvation
of the business, and without one the chances for moneymaking are very slim, and, as it is, complaints about dull
business are heard upon every side.
From all appearances, the difficulty of arriving at any kind of an amicable
agreement is greater than ever. This is to be deplored.
Local managers are pretty tired of hazardous risks at
next to nothing rates, and salaries are being cut down all
along the line. Agents in the country are also having a
hard time making a living, and growl whenever the companies they represent refuse to take a risk at a very inadequate rate. For the sake of all parties we hope things
will improve.
A

Short-lived

After months of haggling over side
and beating about the bush, the
Wounded Honor. Boer Government has succeeded at
last in working into a position where
it could bleed its victims pecuniarily to good advantage.
It will cost John Hays Hammond and his three companions
$125,000 each to claim the right to freedom. The penalty
is a heavy one, but the gentlemen can all afford to meet
the demand, as exorbitant as might be expected in the
demands of such a set of brigands. If Mr. Hammond
leaves the country to return to the haunts of civilization
again, he will be doing his captors the worst possible service to which they are entitled.
He can be congratulated,
however, upon his escape from the toils of these latter day
savages, with whom a life among the Zulus would be highly
A Salve

for

issues

preferable.

The banks

have restatements
which were demanded by Mr.
Budd, for the reason that they
did not care to be bothered with fighting the unusual proThis will, of course, be conceded the easiest
ceeding.
way out of the difficulty, although the attorneys of several
of the larger concerns were quite ready to knock the
underpinning from beneath the Stockton sage in short
order.
The order can now pass into history as one of the
innumerable vagaries which have signalized the present
A Checkmate for
The Worthy Governor,

reign.

solved

to

of

file

this city

the

—
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Tillions

ilr, Wendte claims thai there is room for milCalifornia and wonders why so few come.
If
the Doctor could only persuade a few of his clerical brethren to take to the woods for a few mouths, we think a
large number of truly pious people would venture out here.
At present, however, they fear our parsons almost as much
as they fear their own Eastern crooks, and one hardly
wonders at it, either.
virtuous old ladies who will again attempt to
cleanse the daily papers of filthy sensationalism can
count upon our aid should they ever find themselves in need
of it.
The Town Crier, who is also old, and therefore
passiug virtuous, has long viewed their degeneracy with
sorrow, and will willingly aid in protecting the virtue he
can, alas, no longer assail.

in

"Hear ihoCrlor:" "What the devil art thout"
One that will play the devil, sir. with you."
•

WILLIAM
[

PON

U'

his

T.

WALLACE.

THE

bencb this ponderous jurist sits
sheep upon a bag of wool;

A hungry

He suits each sentence to the prisoner's
And tears the law that roasters him to bits.

"pull"

With noisy

throat, and dull unpolished wits.
clawing hoofs that ne'er can be too full.
holds his court— a mirth-provoking bull
Within whose nose a ring of metal fits.

And

He

that the Fire Department
NOW
coming
Martin Kelly has
is

Things must have come to a most pretty pass
When one who is both sbeepand bull and ass
Can hide bis skin beneath judicial ermine.
God speed the day when men, not beasts, shall be

Carnival,

procession.

S.

Bahrs,
JUDGE
pensated for

whose lack of brains is partially comby his length of limb, and who, on ac-

count of his figure, occupies among the judiciary a position
equivalent to that of drum major to the Devil's Own
Guards, was severely reprimanded by the Cycle Board of
Trade for making too prominent a display of his ignorance
of the law he was elected to sell.
trust that his Honor
(or what remains of it) will read up and do better next

We

time.

Rev. V.
THE
Wild Ass

of

Marshall Law, commonly known as the
Oakland, thinks that one hundred and

thirty of the one hundred and forty Christian sects existing to-day are absolutely useless, and that the ten remaining are sufficient to cover all needs. We beg to
differ.
If Divine Providence would rid us of the wretched
preachers who cause so much dissension we could very
well get along with only one.
For all of which let us bray.

Isadore Foote was announced to dive seventy feet
MISS
at Sutro Baths last Saturday afternoon. The

idea of

making

so high a dive attracted a large crowd. The
in a bathing suit, such as women wear,
performed the feat, but the next day the discovery
The diver was Mr.
was made that it was a Sutro fake.
Roger B. Cornell, employed in the Baths.
Anything to
catch the nimble penny.

a girl
diver,

dressed

Henry,
FATHER Yorke, who killed
has now

from its hiding place and enter it in the
Chief Sullivan being hard up for horses, we
suggest that Dr. Kuhlmann be harnessed to it instead. The
difference between the Doctor and a mule is so slight that
few people will hardly notice it.
his old engine out

Elected judges; then, perhaps, we'll see
This Wallace " scratched," along with other vermin.

H. V.

to take part in our
promised to trot

the Baptist, in fair

fight some months ago,
breathed new life into
wretched carcass and enters once more into deadly
combat with him. For this we are forced to censure him,
for we would gladly stay rid of the creature.
Religious
controversies are not becoming in daily papers, either.
They lower the tone of the press God help it.

his

—

should not be so difficult to find appropriate patterns
the mosaic glasswork to adorn the inner dome of
the City Hall. Twelve pictures representing Mr. Sutro at
different stages of his career would be interesting as well
The twelfth would be a gallows, but what
as instructive.
of that? Absalom and Haman ended their lives that way,
and no one thinks any the less of them for it.

ITfor

Examiner, with
THE
things, treats us to

accustomed enterprise in small
a picture showing how Acting
Mayor Taylor signs official documents. For all of which
we are truly thankful as we had an idea that his Assistant
Honor wrote with his feet or with that larger and less
dignified instrument his mouth.
Woman Suffragists are about to descend upon Dr.
Fitch in a body because he proved them to be as lacking in intelligence as they are in interest. We regret the
predicament the Doctor has placed himself in, but will
promise to attend his funeral out of respect for his opinions.
its

—

THE

meeting of the Buckley General Committee,
Clunie delivered himself of an oration, fell
down the steps leading to the platform, and wrenched his
ankle.
The next time he so misbehaves himself it is to be
hoped the sorry knave will break his pate.
the
STAndrew

last

that a buxom young widow has entered
NOW
Death has been robbed
balming
rors.

the em-

of half its

field,

A widow usually has

her own

living, so we see no reason why
of us when we are dead as well.

ter-

way

with us while
she should not take charge

Rev. Dr.
THE
marched under Old

who boasts so often of having
Glory but is very careful not to
state in which direction, is still airing his ignorance about
Hawaii. Will some good Methodist oblige us by sitting
Dille,

upon

his

mouth?

THE
cumulate because

be allowed to acthere is no money in the Prison
fund to pay for it. That of our "best families" will, however, continue to be laundered through the columns of
the daily press.
soiled linen of the prisoners is to

—

Osborn boasted of having
FARMER
" Lillian Ashley in a cemetery.
"

Miss
fool know that even the dead

made

men made fun of

love to

Does not the
his

conquest?

SOME

patriotic poet will make fifty dollars out of the
Fourth of July this year. For the same figure the
News Letter offers to publish it and bear all the blame.

woman who
THE
at least human.

sweet communion with colored tonsorial artists, trying to
dodge the far-seeing eye of the omnipresent Policeman.

a baby on a doorstep last week is
There are thousands in this city
who dispose of them by other and less natural methods.
Commonweal Coxey partook of a bath last
Wednesday, the labor organizations have deserted him
The indiscretion has cost him dear.
in a body.

HONEST citizens

WHY not take

"

TJOW shall a man spend eternity
11

?

"

asked the Rev.

We

"Dr." Colburn

in his last Sunday's sermon.
suppose that the Doctor will put in a greater part of his
time wandering around the shady groves of Paradise in

are advised to look well after their
property during the next two weeks or so as no
lamps are to be lit on the streets after dark. The
Supervisors have many ways of juggling other people's belongings into their possession.

New

thing
ONE
penditure

Charter is that the exin favor of the
of public moneys will be subject to constant

This
Supervisors.

scrutiny.

will

be good news to everybody

—save

the

left

SINCE

SOME

still be up to his old games ?
The
has already cost us some $2,500.
authorities should now buy him a nice black suit and
then close the account forever.
much did the Examiner pay that New York female to play the spy at the Press Club jinks last

Overman-Brown

DURRANT

Chronicle speaks
a young woman who has passed
HOW
THE
woman mate."
a seaman's examination as "the
of

first

Nonsense.

We had one

years ago

—our wife.

A

the roof off the City Hall entirely?
fresh air would certainly do no harm and might
occasionally kill off a few of the Judges there.
crank has been writing threatening letters to
Secretary of Agriculture Morton. Can the Rev. C.
little

Saturday

?

_

!
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"I know you," says

'e.
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Sr<M->P JAIler?.

"You've been up afore me

often."

"An' I know you." says I, drawin' the knife; "an' I
knows where you keeps your money. An' I ain't a-goin'
to be up afore you again, not if I knows it."
An', with
I rushes up, an' just goes at him blind with it.
Well, he fought like a good 'un for his life, that he did.
You wouldn't 'a' thought the old fool had so much fight
left in him.
But Liz stuck to me like a brick, an' we got
him down at last, an' I gave him one or two about the
'ead as quieted him.
It was mostly kickin'
no blood to
speak of. Then we dragged him aside among the heather,
and covered him up a little bit, an' made all tidy on the
road where we'd struck him.
" Take his watch, Liz," says I.
Well, would you believe it. He was a magistrate for the
county, and lived in the 'All, an' was 'eld the richest
gentleman for ten mile about; but when Liz fished out his
watch, what sort do you think it was? I give you my

that,

XLH, he was a mean-spirited beggar, that fellow Sibl\ thorpe! As mean-spirited a beggar as ever I came
Yes, that's who I mean; that's him; the fellow
across.
I s'pose you'd call it murdered, now I
as was murdered.
come to think of it. But, Lord, he was such a meanspiiited cl ap, he wouldn't be enough to 'ang a dog for!
" Charitable," eh? "A distinguished philanthropist! "
Well, I can't say as I ever thought much of his philanthropy. He was always down on them as tries to earn a
Know how he
'onest livin', tramping about the country.
was murdered ? Well, yes, I should think I did! I'm just
about the fust livin' authority in England on that there
subjeck.
You're
Well, come to that, I don't mind if I do tell you.
You're one of these
a straight sort of a chap, you are.
You're not
'ere politicals.
I a'int afraid o' trustin' you.
one of them as 'ud peach on a pal to 'andle a reward o'
But
mind,
I tell
guineas.
And
it's
rum
story
too.
fifty
a
you what I tell you in confidence. There's not another
chap in all this prison I'd tell as much to.
I'd always knowed 'im, since I was no biggar nor that.
Old fool he was, too; down on public-'ouses an' races an'
such, an' always ready to subscribe to anything for the
elevation of the people.
People don't want to be elevated,
says I; silly pack o' modern new-fangled rubbish. I sticks
to the public-'ouses.
Well, we was dead-beat that day.
Liz' an me had
tramped along all the way from Aldershot. Last we come
to the black lane by the pine-trees after you've crossed
the heath.
Loneliest spot just there that I know in England.
The Gibbet 'Ill's to the right, where we 'ad that
little brush one time with the keepers.
Liz sat down on
the heather she was dead-beat, she was behind a clump
o' fuzz.
An' I lay down beside 'er.
She was a good 'un, Liz. She followed me down through
thick and thin like a good 'un.
No bloomin' nonsense
about Liz, I can tell you. I always liked 'er. And though
I did get into a row with her that mornin' afore she died,
an' kick 'er about the ribs a bit
but, there, I'm a-digressin', as the parson put it; and the jury brought in "Death
by misadventure." That was a narrow squeak that time.
I didn't think I'd swing for 'er, 'cause she 'it me fust; but
I did think they'd 'a brought it in somethin' like manslaughter.
However, as I say, I'm a-digressin' from the story. It
was like this with old Sibthorpe.
was a-lyin' under
the gorse bushes, wonderin' to ourselves 'ow we'd raise
the wind for a drink, for we was both of us just about as
dry as they make 'em, when suddenly round the corner,
with his 'at in his 'and, and his white 'air a-blowin' round
his 'ead, like an old fool as he was, who should come but
the doctor. Liz looks at me and I looks at Liz.
"It's that bloomin' old idjit, Dr. Sibthorpe," says she.
"He gave me a week once."
I 'ad my knife in my 'and.
I looks at it like this, then I
looks at Liz.
She laughs and nods at me. 'E couldn't
see neither of us behind the bush of fuzz.
"Arst 'im fust,"
says Liz, low; "an' then, if he don't fork out " An' she
drawed her finger so, right across her throat, an' smiles.
Oh, she was a good 'un
Well, up I goes an' begins, reglar asker's style.
"You
ain't got a copper about you, sir," says I, whinin' like, "as
you could give a pore man as has tramped, without a bit
or a sup, ail the way from Aldershot ? "
'E looks at me an' smiles the mean old hypocrite!
"I
never give to tramps," says 'e. Then 'e looks at me agin.

—

—

—

We

—

!

—

—

word

for

it,

a

common Waterbury!

"You

put that back, Liz," says I. "Put that back in
the old fool's pocket. Don't go carryin' it about to incriminate yourself, free, gratis, for nothing," says I; "it
ain't worth sixpence."
" 'Ave you his purse?" says she.
"Yes, I 'ave," says I. "An', when we gets round the
corner, we'll see what's in it."
Well, so

come

we

would you believe it, agin, when we
was two ha'penny stamps and a lock
and, s'elp me taters, that's all that was in

did; an',

to look, there

of child's 'air;
it!

"It

ain't right," says I, "for people to go about takin'
other people with regard to their wealth," says I.
'Ere's this blooming old fool 'as misled us into s'posing
he was the richest man in all the county, and not a penny
in his purse!
It's downright dishonest."
Liz snatches it from me, and turns it inside out. But it
worn't no good. Not another thing in it!
Well, she looks at me, and I looks at her.
"You fool,"
says she, "to get us both into a blindfold scrape like this,
without knowin' whether or not he'd got the money about
him.
I guess we'll both swing for it."
"You told me to," says I.
"That's a lie," says she. Liz was always free-spoken.
I took her by the throat.
"Young woman," says I,
"you keep a civil tongue in your 'ead," says I, "or, by
"
George, you'll follow him!
Then we looks a 1 one another again; and the humour of
it comes over us
I was always one as 'ad a sense of
humour an' we busts out laughin'.
"Sold!" says I.
"Sold!" say Liz, half cryin'.
An' we both sat down again, an' looked at one another
like a pair of born idjits.
Then it come over us gradjally what a pack o' fools that
there man had made of us. The longer I thought of it,
the angrier it made me. The mean-spirited old blackguard! To be walking around the roads without a penny

in

"

,

—

—

upon him
"

You go

I, an'
put that purse where
weskit pocket."
"I daren't," says she,
Liz looked at me an' crouched.
cowerin'.
She was beginning to get frightened.
"
I took her by the 'air.
By George! " says I, " if you
"
don't
An' she saw I meant it.
Well, back she crawled, rather than walked, all shiver
in'; an', as for me, I set there on the heather an' watched
"Done it?" says I.
her.
By-an'-by, she crawled back.
An' Liz, lookin' white as a sheet, says, "Yes, I done it."
"I wasn't goin' to carry that about with me," say I,
"for the coppers to cop me. Now they'll put in the papers,
'Deceased's watch and purse were found on him untouched,

we found

it,

back, Liz," says
in his
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robbery was clearly not the motive of the crime.'
up. Liz. vou fool, an' come along on with me."
Dp she L'ut. and come along. We crept down the
valley, all tired as we was. without a sup to drink; an we
reached the high road, all in among the bracken, an' we
walked together as far as Godalming. That was all. The
p'lice set it down to revenue ami suspected the farmers.
But. ever since then, every time I remember it. it makes
me 'ot with rage to think a man of property like him
should go walking the roads, taking other people in, without a farden in his pocket. It was the biggest disappointment ever I had in my life. To think I might a swung for
an old fool like that! A great philanthropist, indeed!
Why. he ought to a' been ashamed of himself. Not one
blessed farden! I tell you, it always makes me 'ot to think
of it. -Vanity.
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of the most wonderful inventions of the age is
doubtless the Hunt Loom Attachment, which will
shortly be used exclusively by every mill in the world.
The cloth turned out by the use of this loom is absolutely
free of faults; the usual great waste of filling thread is
done away with, ensuring an enormous saving in the cost
of weaving alone, and finally one person can tend twenty
or more looms with this invention attached. At present
one man is only able to attend to four or five looms. A
loom running steadily with the new attachment wiL be
able to weave 100 yards where it only wove 60 yards before.
And the loss of time which was so great an item
formerly will also be done away with. Experts all over the
country have carefully studied the invention and have
pronounced it faultless in every respect and guaranteed
to save an enormous amount, both in money and labor.
To manufacture and place the same on looms will not cost
to exceed $10 per loom, in many cases it will even run less
and it may be adjusted to any of the looms at present in
use.
The Hunt Loom and Fabric Company was organized
last July and a wel'-known business man, Mr. Samuel J.

Hendy, of the Hendy Machine Works, was elected President and D. M. Seaton vice-President. The object of the
Company was to promote this attachment so that every
loom running in the world should utilize them. This object is rapidly being realized.
To prove that it is a paying concern and that people cannot do better than invest
in it, we would state that the stock which stood at $2.50
in October last now sells at $4.00.
There is no doubt but
that the invention will revolutionize cloth making as it
will save the producer from 40 per cent, to 50 per cent, in
the cost of weaving. The attachments are to be sold at a
price which will net the Hunt Loom and Fabric Company
about $20 per loom. It will be seen therefore that the
profits of the Company will be as large as those of any
concern on the Coast. Only 20,000 shares will be sold as
working capital at a par value of $10 and we have no
hesitancy in stating that a handsome dividend is in prospect for investors.
People who are interested in
machinery and in the future of the State should call upon
the officers of the Company, who will be found at No. 24
Montgomery street, and who will show them two looms
running with the new attachment at 139 First street.
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A 2 OZ. TRIAL PACKAGE
POSTPAID FOP.25CENTS

BROS^'^KSr^S ^
1

"

MOVED.^
COOPE &

PIPPY,

Agents for Paul Masson Champagne, Ben Lomond Mountain
Wines, Schramsberger Wines, Vino del Key Sweet Wines and
Brandies, California Olives, also selected brands of imported
Wines and Brandies, have moved to

623 Market

<unaerp a iaceHotei).

St.

HOWLAND.

C. A.

(Established 1875

Gall

and See Us.

Geo. M. Lonergan.

)

Imperial Photographic studio,
Carbon Plates a Specialty.

734, 726 and 728 MARKET ST. (1st Floor),
Bet Kearny street and Grant ave., S. F.
Lightning plates for taking Children.

GEORGE GOODMAN
Patentee and
Manufacturer of

Stone

Artificial
Schilllnger's Patent

Walk

Side

Office:

Walk

a specialty.

Montgomery

307

street,

(Nevada block) San Francisco

SULLIVAN,

D.

J

In all its branches

]

and Garden

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW
Rooms 34-38, 3d

W. LundDorg, Dentist,

J. A.

336

Telephone

Dr.

Floor Chronicle Building, San Francisco.

2275,

POST STREET, Rooms

2-3.

(Opposite Union Square

San FranciBco.

F. C.

PAGUE,
Dentist.

—No woman worth looking at
Miss Elder — Nor worth listening to before.
are both right." — Life.
Miss Bud

is

after thirty

"Gad

!

Rooms

They

[JR.

During the summer months the

CALIFORNIA SAFE DEPOSIT

low rates in its fire
and burglar-proof vaults silverware, furs and valuable property of
every description. It also rents steel boxes at from $5 to $150 per
annum. Conveniences for its patrons are unsurpassed. Office
hours, 8 to 6 daily. Corner Montgomery and California Streets.

The Golden Eagle Hotel will be
to the

the headquarters of the delegates

Democratic State Convention, which meets at Sacramento

Monday, June

15th.

The Press Clipping Bureau,

510

Montgomery

street, S. F. reads all
all topics, business

papers on the Paoiflo Coast, and supplies clippings on

and personal.
Jackson's

and

5,

Academy

ARTHUR
Post

409!4

Storage For Valuables.

AND TRUST COMPANY receives on storage at

4

St.,

of Sciences Building,

T.

819

REGENSBURGER,
Dentist.

San Francisco.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Hutchinson Sugar Plantation Company.
Dividend No. 32, of 25 cents per share, of the Hutchinson Sugar Plantation Company, will be payable at the office of the company, 327 Market St.,
on and after Saturday, June 20, 1896. Transfer books will close on SaturE. H. SHELDON, Secretary.
day. June 13, 1896. at 12 o'clock M.
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and the medical celebrities. Agents for California and the Pacific States.
CO., 635 Market street (Palace Hotel), San Francisco.
J. G. STEELE
Sent by mail or express anywhere.
Box of 50 pills, $1 25; Of 100 pills, $2; of 200 pills,
PRICES
83 50; of 400 pills, 86; Preparatory Pills. 82. Send for circular.
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Richard Le Gallietme is a young English
poet of whom we hear a good deal these
He has written a few volumes in
prose and verse, and be has succeeded in
keeping his name before the reading public in magazines
and newspapers until it has become something of a household word.
He has been as persistent as a book agent, and
the result has been that the name of Richard Le Gallienne
is as familiar to the English-speaking literary world as a
very oft told tale. And while as an author he takes rank
among the amateurs, yet his ambition mounts high enough
to clip an eagle's wing, and one cannot read his works
without being impressed with the belief that he imagines
himself favored among the few favored authors of the day.
And in his last book, just published by Dodd, Mead & Co.,
all his weaknesses crop out with measured regularity. He
writes about "Retrospective Reviews," and he calls his
book "a literary log," a collection from his own critical
composition which has appeared from 1891 to 1895, and
from the beginning of the book to the end it is crowded
with insolent and arrogant stupidities. For instance, he
begins by telling us that "criticism is the art of praise,"
and that the "critic is a man whom God created to praise
greater men than himself, but who, by a curious blindness,
has never been able to find them." Richard Le Gallienne
no doubt thought this definition of the critic something
novel, but it is "as old as the hills," as they say in "the
sister isle"
Ireland.
In fact, we challenge the admirers
of the author to quote a single original idea, a new thought,
or a classic sentence from the book before us.
Even
when he leaves the literary gnats and flies after the literary eagles he fails to give us a single sentence worth remembering to tempt us to pause and enquire. He tells
us, indeed, that Mr. Swinburne's "Astrophel and Other
Poems" is poor in invention, a statement that was made
in a score of papers at the time the poem was published,
but which has never been accepted as true by our best
critics, the men to whom criticism is not "the art of
praise."^ But impertinent as Mr. Le Gallienne is in many
of his critiques, his platitudes cover pages and he appears
to see them not.
What, for instance, could be more insipid and illogical than the following:
" However great a poet's genius may be in other ways, his work
A Book
of

The Week.* days.

—

cannot but suffer by a lack

of invention, for thus it loses that infinite variety, that perpetual slight novelty which it is the business of
invention to impart."

Just fancy a poet without " inventive " faculties— that is
without imagination or fancy— for Mr. Le Gallienne admits that one is dependent on the other.
But listen to
what our author says about Byron:
" What is one really to think of Byron?
Probably the first step
towards answering that question would be to read him, for in the
truest sense, and with one or two exceptions, he seems never to have
* * *
been read at all.
From the first he had the women on his
side, and, as a rule, women are the makers of literary reputations.
* * * The fact is that Lord Byron's works were sold because all
the women in England were secretly in love with him. He was a
beautiful, passionate, interesting outlaw from society— in fact, the
beau ideal of a romantic stage hero. * » *
Plenty of women still
exist who, without having read a word of Byron's poetry, cherish a
sneaking regret that they were born so many years too late; just the
same way as a tradition of Lady Hamilton still haunts and teases the
masculine mind."

All this is old, very old, and not true.
Mr. Le Gallienne
should have qualified his language, and, instead of trying
to make us believe that there are, mentally, no chaste
women in England, he should have told us the truth, and
said that there were some, mentally, unchaste ones.
It
may be true, as the author says, that the difference between the sins of Shelley and the sins of Byron was that
one sinned " like a doctrinaire " and the other sinned "like
a gentleman," but Mr. Le Gallienne is too dogmatic to be
accepted when we are in doubt.
In fact, this undersized
poet knows too much for a man who gives the world so
little that is good.
He is too sweeping, and, when he
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attempts to cover so wide a range of literary criticism as
Shakespeare, Dante, William Morris, George Meredith,
Coventry Patmore, and many others, and does it all with
a sledge hammer and a whitewash brush, then we put the
book aside with a feeling that he " puts it on too thick,"
whether it be coated in censure or in praise. But Mr. Le
Gallienne is "smart," and he will deceive the public.
He
has acquired the knack of putting a book together in such
a way that people who are not familiar with the trick will
think him a man of much ability.
And that it is a knack,
or a trick, in such men, every newspaper worker knows.
It is a faculty men acquire, by long experience, of dressing
other people's views up so that they will be almost as good
as the original, and not easily distinguishable by the first
text.
It is here, and here only, that this much vaunted
writer excels. He is not a deep thinker; he cannot construct a good plot; he has never proved himself capable of
writing interesting dialogue; in fact, he only uses other
men's brains and dresses up the " ole clo' " of literary experts, and then puts them on the market as "better as
new." It is a trick, and, in his case, a more or less successful one.

*" Retrospective Reviews," by Richard Le Gallienne. Dodd. Mead &

Co.

After the Russians had occupied Siberia and passed
over to this continent, they kept on down the Coast, along
the Pacific Ocean, and finally occupied a part of California
until the promulgation of the Monroe Doctrine in 1823.
They succeeded in establishing themselves at Fort Ross,
" on a piece of table land about one hundred feet above the
ocean," situated in what is now Sonoma County, and remained there about eleven or twelve years. Their numbers were something less than two hundred all told, including some Aluet Indians.
An interesting account of this
Russian settlement is now published in a pamphlet which
comes to us from R. A. Thompson, Santa Rosa.
Stephen Crane is being severely handled by some recent
critics in the East.
Collier's Weekly says that his books
are written "in defiance of all the rules and principles of
style, construction, and even grammar," and that "he does
not know the difference between singular and plural, nominative and adjective." This is severe, but it is just what
we said when we reviewed "The Red Badge of Courage."
Yes, but after all Stephen Crane understands human
nature, and there is where his power lies. Mr. Howells
says that "Maggie, A Girl of the Streets," is the best
thing Mr. Crane ever wrote.
"Names and Their Histories" is a book that explains,
philologically and geographically, interesting names whose
origin or etymology has been ascertained, and then to
trace historically the changes which have taken place in
their forms of geographical significance.
Thus the names
of America, Austria, Scotland, Africa, Peru have different
meanings now from those which they originally possessed,
and the history of such extensions and transformations is
one of the author's objects. The book is interesting for
this and other reasons.

One of the last stories written by the late H. H. Boyesen will be published in Scribner's for July.
It is entitled
" In Collusion with Pate," and is a charming love-story,
the action of which takes place on an ocean steamer.
The frontispiece of this most interesting magazine is from
a painting by Walter Gay. The picture suggested a remarkable dramatic story, which appears in this number,
by Mr. Gay's cousin, the well-known author of " Dav and
Night Stories," T. R. Sullivan.
Mark Twain's "Joan of Arc" is brilliant and interesting, but it is not artistic.
The author puts words of yesterday, even newly coined words of to-day, into the mouths
of the people of Joan's time, and this spoils the book.
It
is thrilling, powerful, and full of description, but this putting of new words into the mouths of people who never
heard them is not worthy of the author of "The Innocents
Abroad."
People interested iu the development of " Mind Training " should read Catherine Aiken's book on that subject.
The results shown are remarkable, and the methods
adopted are well worth being studied.
The book is based
on the theory that the teacher needs descriptive psychology far more than metaphysical psychology, and she
makes a strong case in support of her theory.
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* OUR GREAT
*
DEAR

EDITH: —A

conspicuous garment this summer
will be the blouse and everyone will be wearing it.
often without any regard being paid to appropriateness.
It is well to suggest that women, both slender and not so
slender, look well in the cross-over variety, to fall low at
the left side: other women, particularly those who are
thin in figure, appear to better advantage in the very
blouse with flaring bretelle effects or elaborate
full
shoulder trimmings from front to back. As nearly all the
fancy waists and blouses this summer are tucked inside
the dress skirt, with some sort of belt above, great care
is necessary in order to make the waistbands fit snugly
and evenly; and to be so secured as to conceal all signs of
dissolution, pretly little clasp pins have been manufactured
in pure silver which hold the waist and skirt band securely
Evidences of this lack of care were not intogether.
frequently observable even on handsome street dresses before this useful and ornamental trifle was sent forth.
The
cross-over or serpentine bodice owes half its continued
popularity to the fact that it does away with possible
unsightly divisions about the waist, even without the aid
of the silver fastenings.
The dainty cape still holds its own against the innovations fashion would introduce.
The smartest shoulder
capes are formed of black Brussels net or mousselaine de
soie over silk or satin, with appliques of rich lace as a
finish, and the edges are completed by a pinked out frill of
glace silk or satin matching the foundation. A full ruche
of net or mousseline de soie edged with rows of tiny satin
ribbon is carried around the neck and very often down the
front.

The most serviceable hammock dresses and similar easy
gowns for sultry summer days are made of creponette,
batiste, dotted and flowered Swiss muslin, and soft undressed mulls. Most of the gowns have blouse fronts
neatly belted or ribbon bound, with Eton fronts beyond.
Some of the gowns are all in one like a Princesse dress,
but fastened up the left side, with yoke effect at the top
waist portion in front and a rather narrowly plaited
Queen Anne puff, with fullness dropping to a lace frill at the elbow, is used for these dresses.
On other gowns that fasten at the back picturesque
bretelles or capes extend over the shoulders, or there is
a simple but dainty Marie Antoinette fichu of the dress
fabric finished with a lace-edged frill of the same, with a
falling ruffle to match round the slightly open neck.
For cycling and utility costumes generally cravenette is
It is water-proof and at the
a very popular material.
same time devoid of the unpleasant rubber odor of most
of the

Watteau back.

A

waterproof fabrics.
Thin grenadines, etamines and canvas goods in silk and
wool made up over black, white or colored taffeta silk
form some of the most stylish dress-costumes of the coming season. Silk-warp etamines in sage green gray, pale
brown or reseda are much used for brides' traveling
dresses, and the most effective costumes are made up
with plain gored skirts and the bodice portion trimmed
with cream-white silk or satin, bordered with rows of
handsome gimp.
Any woman who contemplates going to Europe this
summer will be glad to know that the prettiest and best
It is
stuff for a steamer night wrap is French flannel.
soft and fine as satin, warm and washable, and very
The colors are delibeautiful in both colors and designs.
cate as are silk colors, and this spring the shops show a
number of very lovely Parisian patterns besides the usual
stock of stripes and spots. Some even have Dresden
bouquets and pompadour effects.
Belinda.
"Seavey's" have an immense stock of hats, flowers, feathers, riband are selling everything in millinery lower than any
other house in this city, 1382 Market street.
bons, etc.,
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SACRIFICE
See

MURPHY

Dailij

Papers for Particulars.

BUILDING, Market and Jones

203 to 207 N Spring St. bet.

Temple and

Sts.,

San Francisco.

First St.,

Los Angeles, Cal.

AND PURCHASER'S GUIDE

CITY INDEX

RESTAURANTS.
Academy Building, 333-334 Pine street. Rooms for
ladies and families, private entrance. John Bergez, Proprietor.

Bergez's Restaurant,

Bay State Oyster House. 15 Stockton & 109 O'Farrell. N. M. Adler, Prop.
Montgomery-St, Coffee and Lunch House. Good coffee and fresh eggs
a specialty. Cream waffles. 426 Montgomery St. H. H. HJUL, Prop.
Malson Tortoni, French Kotisserie, 111 O'Farrell street. Private dining
rooms and banquet hall. S. Constantini, Proprietor.
Nevada Restaurant, 417 Pine St. Private rooms; meals 50c. Loupy Bros
Poodle Dog Restaurant, S. E. cor. Grant ave. and Bush St. Private
Tel. 429.
A. B. Blanco & B. Brp n.
dining and banquet rooms.
Dr.

Thomas L. HM1,
OFFICE: Odd Fellows'
streets.

Office hours

:

DENTISTS.

Building, southwest oor. Seventh and Market
9 A. M. to 5 p. M.
Consultation Hours : 4 to 5.

Dr. R. Cutlar, 818 Sutter street.

MEDICAL
Dr. Hall, 14 McAllister St., near Jones.

Diseases of

women and

children.

POSTAGE STAMP DEALERS.
Hawaiian Stamps a specialty. MAKINS & CO 506 Market street.
Selections on approval: any place in world. W. F. GREANY, 827 Brannan
The W.

H. Hollls

Stamp

Co., (Incorporated),

105 O'Farrell St., S. F.

PRINTING AND RUBBER STAMPS.
Koch & Harney, (Jas. H. Harney, Geo. T. Koch), Job Printers, 648 Sacramento St. Fine printing and embossing, seals, rubber stamps, stencils etc.
,

MERCHANT TAILORS.
Neuhaus

&

Co., 115 Kearny, upstairs.

coats, $10. Pants $4 and upwards.
*5"A perfect fit guaranteed.

Suits to order 212 50.

Over-

Samples by mail.

VOCAL CULTURE.
Miss Caroline Shlndler, Soprano. Vocal Culture.

Hours,

1

to

3,

2416

Clay

CANDIES.

CANDIES.—Don't

leave the city without a oox of

ROBERTS' Best.

Safe, Reliable,

and Pleasant.

all druggists.
Daudet's Regulating Pills For sale by six
boxes for $5SI per bos;
H.B. SHAW & CO., Sole Agents, No. 3 Montgomery street, San Francisco.

County Agents wanted.

For sickness of stomach drink Jackson's Napa Soda..
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BANKING.
BANK OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.
Incorporated by Royal Charter,

Capital Paid Up,

—

You are troubled with headache aod you do
Dr. Sage
Evidently what you need is exercise.
not sleep well.
What is your occupation? Patient I'm a wood sawyer.
Dr. Sage Well er, suppose you do not grease your saw
for a week or two.
Boston Transcript.
"A child," said the oracular young person, "can ask
" There's one
questions that a wise man cannot answer."
"he can't ask very
satisfaction, " said the man of family
many of 'em without getting sent to bed." Cincinnati En-

—

—

—

—

;

—

quirer.

—

Sympathizing Neighbor The burglars seem to have carried off about everything of value in the house.
It's too
Householder Yes, but it might have been a great
bad.
deal worse. They didn't wake the baby.
Chicago Tribune.

—

—

by your advertisement that you want

Miss Oldgirl I see
girls for your ballet.

Yes,
to

—

Theatrical Manager (viciously)
mad^m; have you a granddaughter who would like

go on?

— Philadelphia North American.

—

"Ah, me," aspired the poet as he finished a sonnet to his
mistress's eyebrows, " what would be the condition of a
country without women?"
"Stag nation," softly responded the humorist. Boston Courier.

Dukane

—
— The Prince of Wales

is

said to have lost

—

of his interest in horse racing.
Gaswell I
has lost a great deal of his principal in that

HEAD OFFICE

'

!

— Minneapolis Times.
Mr. Pepper — don't believe there was a dry eye
the
house when the curtain went down on the third act. Mrs.
Pepper — No; but there seemed to be the usual number of
dry throats.— Tid Bits.
Britisher — What do they mean by "European plan" at
your hotels? American— You pay for everything you get?
Britisher — I don't see anything particularly European
about that. — Puck.
martyrs."

in

I

—

Father Johnny, come open the door for your poor, tired
father; your mother locked me out, and I want to get in.
Johnny Well, she's locked me in, and I want to get out.

—
— Harper's Weekly.

"Why does Major Pepper make such a noise when he
puts his contribution in the plate?"
"Oh, as a military
man he 's accustomed to the clatter of alms." Detroit

;

Liverpool— North and South Wales Bank; Scotland— British Linen
Company; Ireland— Bank of Ireland; Mexico— London Bank of Mexico;
South America — London Bank of Mexico and South America; China and
Japan— Chartered Bank of India, Australia and .China; Australia and
New Zealand— Bank of Australasia and Commercial Banking Company of
Sydney, Ld; Demerara and Trinidad (West Indies)—Colonial Bank.

BANK OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital
$3,000,000 00
Surplus and Undivided Profits (Ootober 1, 1894).. 3.158,129 70
WILLIAM ALVORD
President CHARLES R. BISHOP. Vice-Pres't
ALLEN M. CLAY
Secretary THOMAS
Cashier
S. Prentiss Smith
Ass't Cashier 1. F. Moulton
2d Ass't Cashier
I

—

—

—

It is the best thing I ever
Critic (sympathetically)— Oh, well, you musn't
let that discourage you.
Tid Bits.
did.

The

—

—

Hortense That Mr. Still never opened his
the time I was talking to him.
Hattie
once, eh? Yonkers Statesman.

—

mouth once

— Didn't

New Zealand;
lia

Letters of Credit issued available in all parts of the world.
Draws Direct on New York, Boston, Chicago, St. LouiB, Salt Lake
Denver, Kansas City, New Orleans. Portland, Or., Los Angeles, and on
London, Paris, Berlin, Bremen, Hamburg, Frankfort-on-Main, Copenhagen,
Stockholm, Christiania, Melbourne, Sydney. Auckland, Hongkong, Shanghai, Yokohama, Genoa, and all cities in Italy.

SAN FRANCISCO SAVINGS UNION.
Corner California and Webb Streets.
Deposits, Dec. 31, 1895
$24,202,327
Guarantee Capital and Surplus
1,575,631
ALBERT MILLER, President E. B. POND, Vice-President
Directors—Thomas Magee, G. W. Beaver, Philip Barth, Daniel E. Mar|

W.

De Fremery, George

Boardman, Robert Watt; Lovell
White, Cashier.
Receives Deposits, and Loans only on real estate security. Country
remittances may be sent by Wells, Fargo & Co., or by check of reliable
parties, payable in San Francisco, but the responsibility of this Savings
Bank commences only with the actual receipt of the money. The signature
of the depositor should accompany the first deposit. No charge is made for
fiass-book or entrance fee. Office hours—9. a. m. to 3 p. m. Saturday evenngs,6:30to8.
tin,

C. B.

C.

THE SATHER BANKING COMPANY.
Capital

$1,000,000

Successor to Sather & Co., Established 1851, San Francisco.
James K. Wilson President.
Albert Miller, Vice-President
L. I. Cowgill. Cashier.
Allen Knight, Secretary.
Directors— C. S. Benedict, E, A. Bruguiere, F. W.Sumner, Albert Mil
P. Johnson, V. H. Metcalf. James K. Wilson.
Agents: New York—J. P. Morgan & Co. Boston— National Bank of the
Commonwealth. Philadelphia— Drexel & Co. Chicago—Continental National Bank. St. Louis— The Mechanics' Bank. Kansas City— First National Bank. London— Brown, Shipley & Co. Paris— Morgan, Harjes & Co
ler,

Wm

LONDON, PARIS AND AMERICAN BANK, LIMITED.
W. Cor. Sansome and Sutter

Subscribed Capital
Reserve Fund

$2,500,000

|

Sts.

Paid UpCapital

$2,000,000

$850,000

Head Office

Old Broad Street, London
AGENTS— New York— Agency of the London, Paris, and American
Bank Limited, No. 10 Wall Street, N. Y. Paris— Messrs. Lazard, Freres
& Cle, 17 Boulevard Poissonlere. Draw direct on the principal cities of the
world. Commercial and Travelers Credits issued.
SIG. GREENEBAUM) Managers
Managers.
C. ALTSCHUL
|
58

1

all

yawn

"Are you sure the jurors are all strangers to one another?
"Oh, yes; we picked twelve men who live in the same row
of flats."

—

Trust and Savings Bank; Australia and New Zealand Bank of
China, Japan, and India—Chartered Bank of India, Austraand China; St. Louis— Boatman's Bank.

Illinois

N.

Yeast Which do you think is the luckiest day of the
week on which to be born? Crlmsonbeak I don't know.
I've only tried one.
Yonkers Statesman.
(exhibiting sketch)

1

New York— Messrs. Laidlaw & Co.; the Bank of New York, N. B. A.
Boston— Tremont National Bank; London— Messrs. N. M. Rothschild &
Sons; Paris— Messrs. de Rothschild Freres; Virginia City (Nev.)—
Agency of The Bank of California; Chicago— Union National Bank, and

—

Artist

.

BROWN

—

Free Press.

—

Lombard Street, London

much

"What is that disagreeable odor?" asked Nero; "holy
smoke "
Your highness has guessed it the first time,"
" They are burning a few early
said the court attendant.

The

60

8500,000.

Sts.

Branches— Victoria, Vancouver, New Westminster, Kamloops, Nan
lamo, and Nelson, British Columbia; Portland, Oregon; Seattle and Ta
coma, Washington.
This Bank transacts a General Banking Business. Accounts openedsubject to Check, and Special Deposits received. Commercial Credits granted
available in all parts of the world. Approved Bills discounted and advances made on good collateral security. Draws direct at current rates
upon its Head Office and Branches, and upon its Agents, as follows
New York— Merchants' Bank of Canada Chicago— First National Bank

hear that he
way, too.

Pittsburg Chronicle-Telegraph.
:

Southeast Cob. Bush and Sansome

CORRESPONDENTS.

—My

Mrs. Bondstook
husband says that we must economise; all his securities are dropping lower every day. Mrs.
Malaprop Mine are all right, I know. I keep them in a
safe deposit vault.
Pick Me Up.

—

1862.

Reserve Fund,

$3,000,000.

—Chicago Record.

The Overland Limited,
ONLY 3% DAYS TO CHICAGO. i% DAYS TO MEW YORK.
The Union Pacific is the only line running vestibuled Pullman
Double Drawing-room Sleepers and Dining Cars daily. San Francisco to Chicago without change.
Vestibuled bullet smoking and
library cars between Ogden and Chicago.
Upholstered Pullman
Sleepers, San Francisco to Chicago, without change, daily.
Steamship tickets on sale to and from all points in Europe.
For tickets
and sleeping car reservations apply to D. W. Hitchcock, General
Agent, No. 1 Montgomery street, San Francisco.

CROCKER-WO0LW0RTH NATIONAL BANK of san francisco.
Cor. Market, Montgomery, and Post Sts.
Pald-Up Capital
»1,<X»,000.

WM.

H.

CROCKER.

W. E. BROWN
GEO. W. KLINE
Directors—Chas.

President
Vice-President
Cashier
W. Scott

P. Crocker, E. B. Pond, Hy. J.Crocker, Geo.

THE ANGLO-CALIFORNIAN BANK, LIMITED.
N. E. Cor. Pine
Capital authorized

Subscribed

and Sansome

Sts.

Up

$6,000,000 Paid
$1,500,000
3,000,000 Reserve Fund
700,000
Office— 18 Austin Friars, London, E. C.
York— J. W. Sellgman Co., 21 Broad street.
I

|

HEAD
New

Agents at

&

&

The Bank transacts a General Banking Business, sells drafts, makes
telegraphic transfers, and issues letters of credit available throughout the
world. Sends bills for collection, loans money, buys and sells exchange
and oullion.
IGN. STEINHART \ Mflnfl
Mana „ firq
Rrs
P. N.

LILIENTHAL

f

S
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Happy

coming from

experience,

in full swing, and it is astonishing
differently the entertainment is regarded this year by
Many who would formerly have thought it beartists.
neath their dignity to appear at the vaudeville entertainments now look upon roof engagements as entirely desirable.
On the Casino roof such well-known artists as MarThe roof
ion Manola and Jack Mason are now appearing.
garden restaurant of the Hoffman House is very disappointing.
It is small and noisy, and the few palms here

The roof gardens are

how

and there look

lonely.

But the view

is fine,

excellent, the cuisine unexcelled, of course,

the orchestra

and

la vie is all

All of these
that can be desired in a spectacular way.
open air places interfere materially with the theatres,
which are resignedly contemplating the dull season.
Another aspirant for dramatic honors, by the way,
sailed for Paris a few days ago in company with Madame
Sarah Bernhardt. She is a Miss Ray Blockman, and hails
from San Francisco. She has been playing small parts in

Madame

Bernhardt's company.
Mrs. and Miss Woolworth, Miss Wolf, Mrs. Kauffman
and family, William Clark, and Mrs. Bernheimer are among
the Californians in Paris. Mrs. Charles Webb Howard is
at the Muenchinger King cottages in Newport, where she
has come for her son's marriage to Miss Mollie Hunter, the
celebration of which will take place on the tenth of
this month.
I saw Frank Johnson a few days ago.
He is stopping at
the Holland House, where Mr. and Mrs. Whittell registered last week.
Miss Muriel Atherton, Mrs. Gertrude Atherton's pretty
daughter, will leave for California on the seventeenth.
Mrs. Messer, formerly Miss Lou'se Holladay, has returned
to England from Demerara, and with her two children exMrs. Will
pects to go to California to visit her mother.
Dargie is still in New York, but expects to go to New
London for the season. I am told Mrs. James Lake has
gone to New London to visit Mrs. Sime at her charming
country house there.
New York, June 5, 1895.
Passe Partout.
Jackson's Napa Soda

Lemonade

is

up to the queen's

taste.

a
to clean-

liness, if

you want

the happy experience, take the hints
that Pearline gives.

ft

then.

As

kicks.

,LL

the '•wheelers." and they are legion,
are in a hubbub of excitement iu preparing for the bicycle parade, got up under the auspices
of the Evening Telegram, which to-morrow night will give
New York a carnival aspect. It is believed that thousands
will be in line and many startling costumes are promised.
It is intended to make it a gala night, and there is no doubt
It is astonthat the streets will be lined with spectators.
From every quarishing how universal is the bicycle fad.
ter of the globe come orders for wheels. Lillian Russell's is,
as you have of course heard, a gorgeous thing of gold, and
Tiffany has just sold to a Hindoo prince a silver wheel with
the handle bars encrusted with precious stones.
Still, the horse is not yet dead, and the lovers of racing
congregate at the different courses day after day, and
scorn bicycles and laud the equine, in which your correspondent is thoroughly in sympathy. The Brooklyn Handicap had the usual mixed throng of spectators, and from
the "swells" to the gamins, from the grandes dames to
the ladies of the petit monde, there was no lack of noisy
enthusiasm.
The recent cool and refreshing nights have been of immense benefit to the Park restaurateurs. The pretty little
Casino in the Park is the only place where one can dine
The terrace holds perhaps forty tables, and
out-of-doors.
with the colored lights sparkling from the grass and the
flower beds, the gay summer gowns of the women, the hum
of conversation and light laughter, one may almost imagine
The cool
himself in the Champs Elysees if he tries hard.
avenues of the park are thronged with bicyclists, and too
often the red light, meaning "keep off," is visible from
some especially dark and bosky nook, where sentimental
riders have betaken themselves for a romantic, if not
always conventional, interview. The park police are kept
busy seeing that there is not too long a linger now and

Which?
hints — or

Hints or Kicks?

Use Pearline

for

kinds of washing
and you have ease
and economy. Is there a hint
in the fact that hundreds of millions of packages of Pearline
have been used, and the sale increases? If you
want sad experience, take the old way with
soap, and rubbing and scrubbing.
That's hard
for you, and for the things that you wash.
It's
JAMES PYLE, New York.
429
all rub, rub, rub.
all

Pacific

No.

Towel Gompanu.

9

Lick Place
Furnishes clean Towels at the following low rates Clean hand
towels each week, $1 per month; 12 clean hand towels each week;
$1 50 per month; 4 clean roller towels each week, 81, 6 months
6 clean roller towels each week. $1 25 per month
:

BANKING.
MUTUAL SAVINGS BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO.
33

Post Street, below Kearny, Mechanics' Institute Building.
Guaranteed Capital,

JAMES

D.

Paid-Up Capital,
OFFICERS

$1,000,000.

PHELAN, President. S. G. MURPHY,
JOHN A. HOOPER, Vice-President.
|

Directors—James

$300,000.

Vice-President.

John A. Hooper, C. G.
Sullivan, Robert McElroy,

D. Phelan, L. P. Drexler,

Hooker, James Mofflt, S. G. Murphy, Frank J.
and Joseph D. Grant.
Interest paid on Term and Ordinary Deposits.

Loans on approved seGEO. A. STORY, Cashier.
Deposits may be sent by postal order, "Well, Fargo, & Co., or Exchange
on City Banks. When opening accounts send signature.
curities.

WELLS FARGO &
N. E. Corner Sansome
Cash Capital and Surplus

John J. Valentine
H. Wadsworth

President
Cashier

CO.'S BANK,
& Sutter Streets,

Homer S. King
F. L. Lipman

I

]

$6,250,000

Manager
Assistant Cashier

BRANCHES.
N. Y. City, H. B. Parsons, Cashier. Salt Lake City, J. E. Dooly, Cashier
Directors— John J. Valentine, Benj. P. Cheney, Oliver Eldridge, Henry
E. Huntington, Homer S. King, George E. Gray, John J. McCook, Charles
F, Crocker, Dudley Evans.
|

THE GERMAN SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.
No. 526 California St., S. F.
Reserve Fund
Capital actually paid up in Cash, $1,000,000.
$ 715,000
Guaranteed Capital. .$1,200,000
Deposits, Dec. 31,1895,
$30,727,586 59.
OFFICERS—President, B. A. Becker; Vice-President, Edward Kruse;
Second Vice-President, A. C. Heineken; Cashier, A. H. R. Schmidt; As
sistant Cashier, Wm. Herrmann; Secretary, George Tourny Assistant
Secretary, A. H. Muller.
Board of Directors— Edward Kruse, George H. Eggers, O. Shoemann,
A. C. Heineken. H. Horstmann, B. A. Becker, H. L. Simon. Ign. Steinhart,
Daniel Meyer, Nic. Van Bergen, Emil Rohte. Attorney, W. S. Goodfellow.

SECURITY SAVINGS BANK.
Montgomery St.. Mills Building.
INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS. LOANS MADE.
222

DIRECTORS.

Wm. Alvord
Wm. Babcock
Adam Grant

S. L. Abbot. Jr.
O. D. Baldwin
W. S, Jones

H. H. Hewlett
E. J. McCutchen.
J. B. Lincoln.

NEVADA WAREHOUSE AND DOCK COMPANY.
PORT COSTA, California.
WAREHOUSES AND DOCKS
Storage Capacity, 100,000 tons. Regular warehouse for San Francisco
Produce Exchange Call Board.
These warehouses are the largest on the Pacific Coast, and are furnished
with the latest improvements for the rapid handling and storing of Grain
A mill attached, supplied with the best and newest machinery for cleaning
foul and smutty wheat.
Money advanced at lowest rates of interest on grain stored in warehouses.
Insurance effected at lowest rates in first-class companies, or grain sold,
if

desired, at current rates.

OFFICE—202 Sansome

St.,

over the Anglo-California Bank.

—

;

;

;

:

!
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CO.

SHIPPING AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS
Fire

and Marine Insurance Agents,

309 and 311 Sansome St

COMEDY.— THOMAS

BAILEY ALDRICH.

''HEY parted with clasped hands

FINDLAY, DURHAM & BRODIE
SIMPSON, MACKIRDY & CO

And
They

kisse-tand burning tears.
met in a foreign land

After some twenty yearsMet as acquaintances meet:

43

and 46 Threadneedle St., London
29 South Castle St., Liverpool

INSURANCE.

Smiling, tranquil-eyed;
least little beat
Of the heart upon either side.

Not even ihe

They cbatted of this and that,
The nothings that make up

AND INLAND INSURANCE.

FIRE, MARINE,

life,

Fireman's Fund

She in a Gainsborough hat,
And he in black for his wife.

Ah, what a comedy thisl
Neither was hurt, it appears;
Yet once she bad leaned to his kiss,
And once he had known her tears.

LOVE'S HERITAGE.— wm.
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The whole world takes its melody.
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To tell one dream of what thou art
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Remember me when
Gone

far

away
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When you

can no more hold me by the hand
turn to go, yet, turning, stay.
Remember me when no more, day by day,
You tell me of our future that you planned:
Only remember me, you understand.

Nor
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CrGlN

friends
Captain
THE many
were exceedingly sorry

says the bicycle
doomed and that the
WH( dying
out
Let him read up and be wise.
is

'

is

?

"craze"
Instead

dying out the sport is ever becoming more popular, and
the project for the monster racing circuit to be held on
the Pacific Coast only comes off, the wheel will receive an

of
if

impetus sufficient to keep it going for years to come. Let
every wheelman talk wheeling, crack up his particular
wheel, and make non-riders wheel into line, and then all
will be •' vera weel."
Experientia

doctt.

A

with a bad tire

good wheel

somewhat worse than a buggy without a
think you can go but you can't. The Vim

J.

N".

to

Company.
June Forum contains a dozen
more than
THE
usual interest and timeliness by as many distinguished
articles of

is

horse.

You

tire is

one of

the kind best calculated to get a wheelman's dander

up

quicker than anything else. It is punctured by anything
harder than ordinary dust and when repaired looks like a
hose pipe defaced by warts. The company selling this
execrable tire supplies
an apparatus wherewith to
fix it up when it becomes damaged, but what of that?
If
you take our advice you will get a good tire in the first
place and will fight shy of the Vim.

Women

riders will be glad to hear of the great improvein skirt-guards of late and
which are so superior to those manufactured a few years
ago.
Instead of the heavy wire, in nearly all the machines
a fine cord has been introduced, of silk or linen, which is
fastened to eyelets in the rim of the wheel guard and then
drawn tightly to the axle, reaching over only a quarter of
the wheel. The cord was sometimes woven in hammock
meshes, fashioned in some bright color, and gave pleasing
suggestions of costumes which the rider might wear.

ments which have been made

The

following wise sayings appear in the Medical Record
Cycling is said to
of consideration
greatly mitigate the symptoms of hay fever, relieving the
eye irritation and keeping off the paroxysms of sneezing.
If one cannot ride with the mouth closed, the point
of the tongue should be pressed against the upper front
teeth, so as to break the force of the inspired air and
make it warm. Violent cycling tends to produce hypertrophy of the heart.
Over in Vienna, where the people live by rule and cannot go to bed without police permission, all bicycle riders
before being allowed to ride on the public streets, are required to pass an examination. They are required to ride
between boards laid on the floor without touching the sides
or edges of them. At the word of command they must be
able to dismount either right, left or backward. Until the
rider passes this examination satisfactorily a license to
ride on the public highway is refused him.

and are well worthy

Knowles, of Oakhear of his death,
which occurred last Wednesday afternoon. His illness was
but of short duration, ending finally in apoplexy. The end
came at his own residence, and while he was surrounded
by the loving members of his family. The Captain settled
in California about twenty years ago, being the agent for
several Boston ships.
His seafaring career was most
romantic, and he was known from one end of the globe to
the other.
Of late he was interested in whaling enterprises, and was identified with the Arctic Oil Works for
many years. He was also a trustee of Dr. Samuel Merritt's estate, and a Director of the Contra Costa Water
of

land,

:

writers.
The leading article is contributed by Senator
John H. Mitchell, of Oregon, who for many years has advocated the election of United States Senators by popular
vote and who has lately introduced a bill in the Senate to
that effect. In his Forum article he makes a powerful
and convincing argument in favor of the proposed change
in the present system of choosing Senators
which he considers unrepublican, undemocratic, and vicious in all respects and he contends that if the individual voter has any
interest in being represented by a United States Senator,
he should be permitted to vote for him directly and not

—

—

vicariously.

the Transvaal are the descendants
Boers
the
THE
Dutch or Holland
who
Europeans,
of

of

colonists

first, of all

made

a settlement at the Cape of Good Hope.
Their
colony was founded in 1650, and prospered until 1795,
when it was taken by the British during the war with
France. At the peace of Amiens, 1802, it was given back
to Holland, but was subsequently retaken, and in 1814 was
formally ceded to the English. The descendants of the
Hollanders knew no other home than South Africa, and
did not wish to go to Europe; but not liking the company
of the English, they moved, first to Natal, then to the
Transvaal, or country beyond the Biver Vaal, where they

now

are.

AN emergency
Park. Accidents

be erected right away in
are of daily occurrence there
an absolute necessity.

hospital should

the

and such an institution

is

THE PRETTIEST PLACE

«

IN

MILL VALLEY.

LARGE,

well-furnished house to rent in Mill Valley
for four or six months, with stable accommodations if
desired.
Address, G. T. Marsh, 625 Market street.

Napa Soda cures

sick

Us 3 Richanlpon &

Napa Soda counteracts

Headache.

Malaria.

Robbins' canned and potted meats for picnics.

An

expensive drop-frame wheel was manufactured recently that fetched $850. It was sold to an English gentleman, who wished it as a present for his wife. The frame
and forks are richly overlaid with silver open work; the
ivory handles are decorated with silver, and jade knobs at
the ends. .Parts of the equipment are a solid silver cyclometer, a silver watch and bell, and a solid silver lamp with
cut crystal side lights. The mud guard is silver mounted
and strung with finest silk.
There are at present on the market two devices by
which the rider can tell at what speed he is traveling at
any given moment. One of these keeps a little bell ringing while the speed is kept up to a certain point, which
may be pre-determined. The other shows constantly the
speed which is being traveled, anywhere between one and
three minutes to the mile.

Turn

It

bottom.

The

finest

T. Marsh,

we are wondrous

j,
It.

?$?

Drinkers of Evans'
know that and

do not

hesitate to drain
the bottle.
"When two years old it is properly
bottled by experts and will
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beepinany climate
Sold Everywhere.

Brewed and Bottled by
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but on this subject

Won't Hurt
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& SONS,
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infallible,

$

There are no dregs or sediment
at the

the New Woman, but cleave with
not your faith
FUT
body, heart, and soul unto one of the old variety. We

are not

it

Upside Down:

SHERWOOD
.fe'raneiscu, Los Angeles, Portland.
4

Sun

wise.

things in Japamse art goods are to be had of George

ii'25

Market

United States Laundry.,

street.

After a night with the boys, for a clear head, drink

Napa Soda.

Offlee: 1004

Market

St.,

near Baldwin.

Telephone, Skrath

4-2-0.
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does not seem to be much, apart from weddings
THERE
and engagement announcements, to occupy the attention of society this week.

The swim

is

commencing

to

de-

appreciable numbers, and soon festivin fact, at
ities at the different resorts will be in order
some of them they have already begun. Dinners, luncheons,
and theatre parties are about all one hears of as being indulged in by those members of the social world who are
And the arrival of Judge and Mrs. Field,
still in town.
accompanied b}' Mrs. Condit Smith gives promise of an unlimited number of gastronomic affairs while they are here,
as both ladies have numberless friends in San Francisco,
whose delight it is to lunch and dine them whenever they

part from town

in

—

June

13, 1896.

Rev. Mr. Miel tied the nuptial knot; Miss Stella Locan was
maid-of-honor, and Arthur Wallace best man to the groom;
of Miss Helen Nicholson and W. J. Parker, followed by a
reception at Mrs. Lee's on Geary street; of Miss Emily
May Coggswell and John Sammi at the residence of Dr.
Coggswell on Clay street. In the East, Shafter Howard
and Miss May Hunter were wedded at Newport, R. I., and
Karl Kellogg and his cousin, Miss Anita Lyon, at Oswego,
New York. While some interest is felt in San Francisco
regardiug this latter marriage, because the groom is not
quite unknown hereabouts, it may not be so generally
known that the bride's mother was in her girlhood a resident of San Francisco, and as Miss Annie Pardee, a popular belle in our early day society.

One of Thursday's weddings was that of Miss Frieda
Siebe and Werner Stauff, which was solemnized at the
home of the bride's father on Sacramento street. Among
next week's weddings will be that of Miss Alice Russ and
George N. Habernicht, which will take place at St. Paul's
Lutheran Church, on Eddy street, on Tuesday evening.
The 30th of June is the date set for the marriage of Miss
Helen Andross.

visit California.

One of the most charming of the brides-elect, pretty
Miss Belle McKenna, is being feted by her friends, in anticipation of the event which may result in depriving them
of her.
The Martin-Donahue lavender and pink luncheon
was a very elaborate and very delightful affair, and much
enjoyed by the twenty young ladies who were the guests
that afternoon. Another charming entertainment, given
in honor of Miss McKenna, was Jim Phelan's theatre party
There were a dozen guests, who after
at the Baldwin.
the play enjoyed a supper in the red room of the Bohemian
Club, Mrs. Osgood Hooker acting as the chaperone of the
party.

Miss Helen Wagner gave a pretty yellow luncheon to a
of her young friends at the residence of her sister,
Mrs. E. A. McCarthy last Saturday; Mrs. E. J. Coleman's
card party was in celebration of the natal day of her
mother, Mrs. Gwin, and Mrs. George Boardman's young
people's dinner was in compliment to her prospective
daughter-in-law, Miss Mary Mercado.
A very enjoyable
concert and ball was given at the Savoy on Tuesday evening by the Spanish residents of the city, whose guests of
honor were Admiral Monasterio and the officers of the
Mexican man-of-war Zaragoza.

number

Among prospective pleasures is the golden wedding anniversary celebration of Mr. and Mrs. C. V. S. Gibbs, which
will take place on Wednesday evening of next week at
their home on Post street.
Mrs. Stafford, who has been
spending part of the winter and spring with her mother,
has delayed her Eastern departure to assist her in the
duties of the pleasant occasion.
Reception Day at the Children's Hospital last Friday
well attended; there was an actual crowd
present to inspect and admire the " Little Jim " ward,
which was that day thrown open to them.
The cots, especially the memorial ones, were positively tempting in
their purity and beauty; and the whole building, particularly the play room on the upper floor, gives promise of
happiness to the little sufferers who are to be housed
therein.
There was music, and refreshments served by
attractively costumed young ladies of society, as well as
the young nurses under course of training at the hospital,
and the entire affair was a great success.

was more than

As

before stated in this column, the Hobart-Baldwin
is to be the society event of July, and being a
summer ceremony, it has been decided that it shall take
place in the country.
Therefore, pretty little St.
Matthew's Church, at San Mateo, has been selected for
the nuptial service on the seventh of July, and that it will
be made beautiful with Flora's choicest blossoms goes without saying. Intimate friends of the happy pair will be
conveyed thither by special train, and the breakfast afterwards will be given at the Hobart cottage at San Mateo.

wedding

While society is to be deprived of an autumn wedding, to
which it had been looking forward, by the breaking off of
the engagement between Miss Emma Butler and Lieutenant Lopez, the indications are that there will be plenty of
others to take its place about the time named for that
ceremony. Engagement announcements are now of almost
daily occurrence; they have ceased to cause more than a
ripple of surprise when made known to the friends of the
interested parties.
First in importance among those
announced this week is that of Miss Aileen Goad and
Charles Mcintosh, both being such well known and popular

members of our young society. Miss Maud Argues, of San
Jose, who is not quite unknown to San Francisco's elite, is
another of the Garden City's pet maidens who will soon become a matron, Dr. Irving Frasse having wooed and won
her.
From the East we hear that one of our beaux,
Horace Pillsbury, will ere long return with a bride in the
person

of

Miss Lizzie Taylor, of Boston.

Colonel Guenther of the Fifth Artillery, who has recently
been promoted and relieved from duty at Fort Alcatraz,
will, with his sister, Miss Guenther, spend his leave of
absence at the Sandwich Islands, sailing thence by the

next steamer.

The summer resorts are ready for their visitors, and
number have left town this week.
Del Monte is
already tilling up with its regular summer guests Mrs.
Taft, Mrs. Simpkins, and Mrs. de Santa Marina, who
always spend their summers there, arrived during the
week, and on Monday next the Hager party is expected,
among many others. The W. I. Kips and their daughters,
the Misses Clementina and Mary Kip, have gone to San
Rafael for the season, as well as Mrs. E. B. Coleman. The
Sabins are occupying their villa at Mountain View the
quite a

;

;

This has been another week of weddings, Wednesday being especially prolific of them.
On Tuesday the ColeDelano wedding, which took place at the home of the bride
on Webster street, in Oakland, was one of the events of
the week there.
Another Oakland wedding wasthat of
Miss M. L. Thompson and W. L. Dudley, of Stockton, also
a home ceremony; while in town Miss Anita Williams
Bannahan and John A. Stanton were united in marriage.

There was a pretty church wedding at St. Luke's Episcopal Church at noon on Wednesday, the contracting
parties being Miss Florence Hammond and Stanlev Acfderly.
Wednesday evening's weddings included those of
Miss Alice Bonner and Arthur Pawson, which was
solemnized at the Locan residence on Post street; the

Kruttschnits have taken the Crocker-Carolan cottage at
Burlingame. Mrs. Boggs and Miss Alice will pass some
time in Napa Valley. Miss Juliet Williams, who is to be
one of Miss Hobart's bridesmaids, is the guest of the Misses
Hooper in Napa. Mrs. C. P. Eagan will soon leave town
for Paso Robles, whence Mrs. John D. Spreckels has already gone for a few weeks, and where Mrs. Center has
also betaken herself for a short visit.
Mrs. William Burling and family have taken up their residence at Coronado.

Mr. and Mrs. Colin M. Boyd will pass the summer
months, and entertain largely, at " Casa Boyd" near
San Leandro.
Sunburn and Freckles removed by "Cream
jars, 60c.

Pacific Perfumery Co.,

of Oral ge

San Francisco.

Blossoms."

In

:
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times are ahead for the Hotel Rafael, which is ever
:uj; a more beautiful appearand
ity folk are
docking thither even as the swallows tloek southwards,
and by tho end of the month it will be pretty well crowded
with the fair and the fashionable. The weather is delightful
over there now and the evenings can be spent either upon
the verandas or in the surrounding grounds, and the sound
of music and laughter is heard everywhere.
No wonder
the place is called the gem of the summer resorts. Nature
helps to make it so. and there you are! There was a rumor
aHoat to the effect that the rates had been raised under
the new management, but it is denied by the manager,
Captain C. B. Johnson, who assures all enquirers that such
is not the case, and that parties wishing to engage rooms
by the month can still do so at very advantageous terms.
He also says that after August 15th rates will be reduced
twenty per cent, as an inducement to patrons to continue
their stay.
The hotel is going to remain open during the
winter, which will doubtless be much appreciated, as e'ven
in that season San Rafael is a most delightful place.

There was a regular hegira Eastward last week of well
known people. The Antoine Borels, who left rather hurriedly, will extend their travels to Europe, where they will
remain for the benefit of Mr. Borel's health for a lengthened
period.
General Dimond also goes abroad for his health,
and is accompanied by his son, Harry Dimond.
Besides
these were the M. H. de Youngs; Colonel and Mrs. Trumbo,
Sam Shortridge and Mrs. Foltz. Mr. and Mrs. Will Crocker
and the Princess Poniatowski have gone to New York to
meet the Prince upon his return from Europe. Mr. and
Mrs. E. J. McCutcheon sailed from New York on Tuesday,
and will join in Paris Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Schmieden, recently arrived from their trip round the globe.
Among recent arrivals are the S. J. Field party from
Washington City, Mrs. J. G. Kittle and Miss Kittle, and
the George Crocker party. Mrs. Flood and Miss Jennie
are looked for in about two weeks, and Mr. John Mackay
is also coming on one of his periodical visits to California.
Dr. W. J. Younger will be home again next week, and his
many friends here will no doubt be sorry to hear that there
is a strong probability of his transferring
from San Francisco to New York.

SENATOR Stephen

passed.

A Sovereign Remedy— Dr.
cough.

It

never

Kearny

214

fails.

Dr. Byron Haines and family and Mrs. A. Baker, of the
Hotel Pleasanton, are bound for Honolulu on the Peru, expecting to be gone for several weeks.

Cooper & Co.. Art

,
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When
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Buy

Wheel

a

Buy one with a reputation— one that won't
break down when you're
ten miles from home.
Don't lean to "fads";
they are not substantial-
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been on the market five
We guarantee it
and also
for one year,
guarantee our tires for the same period. Replacements made at our
office in San Francisco. The STERLING costs $100. If you want to
know more about it, send for our art catalogue, mailed free to any address,
and you will buy the
'.%'

STERLING ROADSTER.

years.
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Address
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STERLING CYCLE WORKS, 314
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NOW

•

V.

Post

Bryan, Manager

St.,

desirable eight-room residence, handsomely
furnished, and with all modern improvements, is for
rent by Baldwin & Hammond, 10 Montgomery street. The
house is surrounded by a lovely garden, and the location is
choice in every respect.
finest quality are to be seen at

Ladies will be able to partake of a delicious lunch at the Maison
Eiche, after their shopping is done.
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S|
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Park Agency: The " Wheelery," corner Page and Stanyan
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225 POST ST., Near Stockton.
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Books of
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ENGRAVING
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kinds at our Book Store,
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Pacific Coast
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Pacific Coast Branch.
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Q

BAY.
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Drink Jackson's Napa Soda with your

for your

BUILT LIKE A WATCH

'

Latest arrivals from San Francisco at the St. Denis
New York are: Chas. S. Greene, James P. Brown,
W. A. Concoley, Loyal L. Wirt.

Japanese bronzes and vases of the
George T. Marsh's, 625 Market street.

Parker's Cough Cure. One dose will stop a
Price 35c. George Dahlhender & Co

it.

Stationers and Heraldic Engravers, 746 Market St.

Hotel,

VIEW OF THE

Try

street.

Mothers, be sure and use "Mrs. Winslow's Soothing
children while teething

lor

Hamilton W. Gray, the well-known contractor and mining operator, leaves for St. Louis and Chicago. It is whispered by the knowing ones that he has made a big clean-up
on the market.
When Ada Rehan heard of the sad death of Miss Worrall
at the Palace Hotel, she was the first to send flowers to be
placed on the bier of the poor girl who had died far from
home and among strangers.
Mrs. Ketchum, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wm. C.
Little, of Alameda, arrived from New York on Friday
last, the 12tb, to spend the summer with her parents.

FINE

M. White's Presidential boom is the
however,

latest political surprise.
The discussion,
seems to be confined to Los Angeles.

his residence

The prettiest country place you will find anywhere is
George Marsh's lovely home in Mill Valley. On Sunday
last Mr. and Mrs. Marsh entertained Ada Rehan and
Augustin Daly at their abode, and a delightful day was

A

23

ftQUESTI( >\ seems to exist in the minds of the Supervisors as to whether insane patients are human or
not.
Some of these gentlemen are said to be in favor of
having the unfortunates handed over to thedogcatcher. to
away with on dark nights.
made
be

&

Co.

Agents

MARKET

for circulars.

ST.
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(Pacific System.)
Trains Leave and are Due to Arrive at

The Excavations At The Sphinx. — In

SAN FRANCISCO:
Leave.
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From June
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7,

reply to questions regarding my excavations
at the Sphinx and the finding of a portion of

1896.
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Santa Barbara and Los Angeles. 4:45p
Martinez and Stockton
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Vallejo
6 15 P
Niles, San Jose and Llvermore. .. 8:45 a
*9:00p
Sacramento River steamers
Port Costa and Way Stations.... f7:45P
Martinez, San Ramon, Vallejo,
Napa, Calistoga, El Verano and
Bluff
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9:00a Los Angeles Express,
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tl :30
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p
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Santa Rosa
4:00p Benlcia,
Knight's
Oroville,

a

9:15

Vacavllle,

the Sphinx's crown, I have merely to state
that the stone crown or cap of the Sphinx

was originally (in all probability) ten feet
broad and twenty high, with a stone Btem
seven feet long, which, fitted in the perpendicular hole in the head of the Sphinx
to keep it in place. On the portion found is
the disk of the sun (which was probably in
the centre of the crown), three lotus Mowers,
the horned serpent and other carvings, all
painted red.
The square perpendicular shaft inside the
Sphinx measures S]4 by 3% feet across and
40 feet deep, with passages running from it
north and south, used in ancient times by
the priests worshipping the solar god.

George

Woodland,

Landing, Marysville,
and Sacramento

Paris,

a

10 :45

p Niles, San Jose, Llvermore and
Stockton
7:15P
4 :30p Merced, Berenda, Raymond (for
Yosemite) and Fresno
11:45 a
5:00p New Orleans Express, Fresno,
Bakersfleld, Santa Barbara, Los
Angeles, Demlng, El Paso, New
4:30

Orleans, and East
5 :00

10;15A

p Santa Fe Route, Atlantic Express,

forMojave and East
5:00
6:00
6:00

10:15a

p Vallejo
P European mail, Ogdenand East.
p Haywards, Niles and San Jose.

.

.

.

11 :45

A

9:45
7:45

A

a

J7:00p Vallejo
t7:45p
7 :00p Oregon
Express,
Sacramento,
Marysville, Redding, Portland,

Puget Sound and East

A

10:45

Santa Cruz Division (Narrow Gauge).
__
J7 :45 A Santa Cruz Excursion, Santa Cruz
and principal way stations
18:05 P
8:15a Newark, Centervllle. San Jose,
Felton, KoulderCreek, Santa Cruz

and way stations
5 :50 P
*2:15p Newark, Centervllle, San Jose,
New Almaden, Felton, Boulder
Creek, Santa Cruz, and principal
way stations
*1 1 :20 A
g l:15P Newark, San Jose, Los Gatos
H>:50a
Coast Division (Third and Townsend streets).
6 :45A

17:33

San Jose and way stations (New
Almaden Wednesdays only

a Sunday Excursion for San Jose.
Santa Cruz. Pacific Grove and
Principal

8:15

Way

A San Jose, Tres

Pacific Grove,

Stations
^8:33 p
Pinos, Santa Cruz,
Paso Robles, San

cipal way stations
7:06 p
A Palo Alto and Wav Stations
fl:30 p
San Jose and way s tations
5 :00 p
a Palo Alto and way stations
3:30 P
*2:30p San Mateo, Menlo Park. San Jose,
10 :40 A

11:30

Gilroy, Tres Pinos. Santa Cruz,
Salinas. Monterey. Pacific Grove *10 :40 A
•3:30 p San Jose. Pacific Grove and way
stations
9:47A

P San Jose and Way Stations
p San Jose and principal
stations

6 :30

*8 :06

A

*8 :48
6 :35

A
a

way

p San Jose and way stations
San Jose and way stations

111:45p

f7:45P

San Leandro and Haywards Local!
**6:00
8:00
9:00
10:00

Al
A!

ill .00

A
P
P

Fitcbburg,

P
p

Haywards.

2:00
3:00
4:00
5:00
5:30
7:00
8:00
9:00

A
a

p
p
p
P

:15

r

:45
:45

MELROSE,

I

Seminary Park,

San Leandro,
and

i

Runs through

t

From Niles

to Niles.

tHl:15 p

:45
:45
;45
:45
:45
:15
:45
:45
:45
10 :50
Lt+12 :00

a
A

A
A
P
p

(Slip

P

•4 :00, 15 :00

and 11:00 A. m.,
and *6 :00 P. m.

most interesting objects were bought
for the Emperor of
Austria. The shirt worn by Louis XVI.
that the

the day before his execution realized 2,860f.
the napkin used by him at his last communion, 1.950E. a coat worn by the Dauphin in prison 2, 050f. his waistcoat l,025f.
a key made by him, 520 f.
Princess
Elisabeth's headdress, 980f.
Marie Antoinette's knife used at the Conciergerie,
857f. fragment of the beam of her cell, 105f.
locks of hair of Louis XVI.,
Marie
Antoinette, and the Dauphin, 750f., 910f.,
and 750f. and hair of the Princes^e de
Lamballe, g ven
to
Clery
by Marie
Antoinette, 200f.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

EUROPEAN POPULATIONS.
facts with regard to the growth of population in the various countries of Europe during the decennial period of 1885 95. The
aggregate increase was 29,922,800.
Some
States have advanced greatly. For example

Russia added 12,510,800 to her exisfirg
population; Germany, 4,522,600; AustroHungary, 3,502,200; Great Britain, 2,452,400; Turkey, 1,100,000; and France, 07.100.

By

the death of George

Richmond

the

English Royal academy loses one of its oldest members, though his decease will create
no vacancy among the forty, as he had been
for some years on the list of honorary retired academicians.
In early youth he saw
the Life guards return from Waterloo, he
had met Beau Brummell, sketched "the
brave old duke of York'* and had known

William Blake.

p

p
p
p
p
p

San FranoisGO Window Gleaning
COMPANY, L FERRARI,
Windows
offices,

street

8).

*7:15, 9:00,

A collection of historical relics, mostly
bequeathed by Glery, Louts XVI. 's valet, lo
his son and by him to his daughter, who
lately died, was sold last week at Rouen.
It is believed

J1:00, *2:00, 13:00

Manager.

of Broadway
10:00 A. M.; J12:00, *1

3:00,14:00 *5:00p. m.

A

for

Morning.

Sundays
ft

excepted.

:00,

'

tSundays only,
Monday, Thursday, and Saturday nights only
2 Saturdays and Sundays for Sauta Oruz.
Sundays
and
Mondays from Santa Cruz
%

The Pacific Transfer Company will call for
and check baggage from hotels and residences
Enquire of Ticket Agents for Time Cards and

reasonable prices. Contracts made for
cleaning by the week or month.
Telephone 5113.
328 Sutter St.

other information.

CEANIC

DAYS TO

S.S. CO.

HONOLULU

SAMOA,

HAWAII,

NEW ZEALAND,
AUSTRALIA.

'S.S.

AUSTRALIA

S. S. "Australia, for Honolulu only, Tuesday.
June 16, at 10 a. m.
S. S. "Alameda," sails via Honolulu and Auckland, for Sydney. Thursday, June 25th, at 2 p. M.
Line to Coolpardie, Australia, and Capetown,

South Africa.
Agents,
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SAN FRANCISCO TO SAN RAFAEL.

WEEK DAYS—7:80,

9:00, 11:00 A M; 12:35,3:30
5:10, 6:30 I" M.
Thursdays— Extra trip at
11:30 p M. Saturdays— Extra trips at 1:50

and ll:30p m.

SUNDAYS—7:31
6 :20

,11:00A m;

1:30. 3:30, 5:00,

p M.

SAN RAFAEL TO SAN FRANCISCO.

WEEK DAYS—6:15,
3 :40, 5 :10 p m.
and 6:35 p m.

AM;

7:50, 9:10, 11:10

12:45,

Saturdays— Extra trips at

SUNDAYS—7:35,

9:35, 11:10

AM;

1

:55

1:40,3:40,5:00,

6:25 PM.
Between San Francisco and Schuetzen Park,
same schedule as above.

Leave

S. F.

Arrive IN

In Effect
April 2, 1896

Week

5:10

pm

Novato,

7:30am
7:30

7:30 AMI
3:30 pm|

Geyserville,
1

Pieta, Hop-

Guernevllle
1

7:30am
5:00pm
7:30am
5:00pm

1

I

1

7:30

pm

6:15pm

Sonoma,
Glen Ellen.

1

pm

,.~,_„
30pM 10:10am

1

'•

UkiahJ

|iand,

7:30am

3:30pm|
7:30am|
5:10pm|
7:30am|
3:30pm|

am 8:40 AM
pm 10:10am

Windsor,
Healdsburg,

am

..»,.„
7.80am

10:40
6:05
7:30

Petaluma,
Santa Rosa.

,5:00pm

S. F.

Sundays. Week
Days.

Days. Sundays. DESTI'TION.

6:15pm

7:30pm

10am

I

S0bastoDol 110:40am
»eoastopoi.

10:10am

6:05pM 6:15pm

[

I

10

6:15pm
110:40am 8:40am
6:05pm 6:15pm

Stages connect at Santa Rosa for Mark West
Springs; at Geyserville for Skaggs' Springs: at
Cloverdale for the Geysers; at Pieta for Highland Springs, Kelseyville, Soda Bay and Lakeport; at flopland for Lakeport and Bartlett
Springs; at Ukiah, for Viohy Springs, Saratoga
Springs. Blue Lakes, Laurel Del Lake, Upper
Lake, Porno, Potter Valley, John Day's, Lier
ley's, Gravelly Valley. Booneville, Greenwood,
Orr's Hot Springs. Mendocino City. Fort Bragg,
Westport. Usal, Willitts, Canto, Covelo, Laytonville. Harris, Scotia, and Eureka.
Saturday-to-Monday Round Trip Tickets at reduced rates.
On Sundays, Round Trip Tickets to all points
beyond San Rafael at half rates.

TICKET OFFICE—650 Market

St.,

Chronicle

Building.

H.C.

WHITING,

R. X. RYAN,
Gen. Passenger Agent.

Gen. Manager.

PACIFIC COAST

STEAMSHIP CO.

Dispatch steamers from San Francisco
ports in Alaska, 9 a.m.. June

3,

13, 18, 28;

for

Juiv

3, 13, 18, 28.

ForB. C. and Puget Sound ports, June 3, 8,
28 and every 5th day thereafter.
For Eureka (Humboldt Bay), Steamer ''Pomona," at 2 P.M. June 2, 6. 10, 14, 18, 22, 2f>, 30, and
every fourth day thereafter.
For Newport, Los Angeles and all way portst
at 9 A. M. June 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28, and every
fourth day thereafter.
For San Diego, stopping only at Port Harford
Santa Barbara, Port Los Angeles, Redondo, (Los
Angeles) and Newport, June 2. 6, 10, 14. 18, 22, 26,
30, and every fourth day thereafter, at 11 a. m.
For Ensenada, San Jose del Cabo, Mazatlan,
La Paz. Altata, and Guaymas (Mexico), steamer
'"Orizaba," 10 A. m., June 2-27, and 25th of each
13, 18, 23,

;

month thereafter.
Ticket Office—Palace Hotel, No.
Montgomery street.

GOODALL, PERKINS & CO.,
No.

cleaned, floors scrubbed, stores,

12:00
*

p for Afternoon.
tSaturdays only.

Street.

10

Market

4

New

Gen'l Agents,

street,

San Francisco

and general house cleaning at very

From Oakland— Foot
*6:00, 8:00,

Tibhron Ferry— Foot of Market

7:30am 7:30am
3:30pm 9:30 am

p

CREEK ROUTE FERRY.

From San Francisco— Foot of Market

12, 189fi.

The European Economist publishes some

t9:47

5:30

Raum.

RELICS OF LOUIS XVI.

*1:30 p

Luis Obispa, Guadalupe and prin-

*4 :30

May

E.

June 13,1896.

SAN FRANCISCO AND NORTH PACIFIC
RAILWAY CO.

J.

D SPRECKELS&BROS.

Montgomery

LlarketSt., San

St.

Francisco.

Freight

CO.,

office, 327

OCCIDENTAL AND ORIENTAL

S. S.

CO

For Japan and China.
Steamers leave wharf at FIRST and BRANNAN STREETS, at 3 p M, for YOKOHAMA and

HONGKONG,
steamers

Coptic
Gaelic
Doric
Belgic

for

connecting at

SHANGHAI.

(via Honolulu)
(via Honolulu).

Yokohama with

Monday, June

20, 1896

..Thursday, July 2, 1896
Tuesday. July 21, 1896
(via Honolulu). Saturday, August 8, 1896
.

Round Trip Tickets at Reduced Rates.
For freight or passage apply at Company's
Omoe, No. 421 Market street, corner First.
D. D.

STUBBS, Secretary.

—

Price Per

Copy,

10

Annual Subscription, $4.00.
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AD

there been Supervisors in the days of the Creation
there might never have been any light.

ft

Carnival
be a good thing
THE coming
give us a few days
help business along and
for this city.

will

It will

of solid

will

amusement

as well.

California delegation to the
THE
seems to have distinguished

Louis Convention
by its bickerhas ably represented

St.

itself chiefly

In this respect, however, it
the prevailing tone of California politics.

ings.

be true that rich gold mines are to be opened in the
IPneighborhood
of Port Arthur, that part of China may
soon be overrun with "foreign devils." Chinese exclusiveness might receive, in that event, a fatal blow.
it

taxes make low dividends in the savings banks.
HIGH
feel the effects of the
The property-owners will
all

extravagance that prevails

in

municipal

look in vain for the benefits that should
creased revenue of the citv.

affairs,

flow

but they

from the

in-

M1 cKINLEY

with gold sauce is an unpalatable dish for
But nearly all of them will
free silver Republicans.
bow with submission to " the wisdom of the party," as
expressed in convention expecially those who hope for
_/'

—
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HERVEY

LINDLEY'S prominence as a Republican
leader is gall and wormwood to Harrison Gray Otis,
of the Los Angeles Times. The able editor has often vigorously denounced Lindley in print in relation to the Whittier
Reform School scandals, and now Lindley is chuckling in
glee because he has "knifed " Otis at St. Louis.
appears that when Governor Budd took

office there
$604,556 as a heritage of the MarkThis has been wiped out, and a reduction of State taxation to about 43 cents on the $100 is
promised for the fiscal year beginning July 1, 1896.
This
is an excellent showing, and will go far to commend Budd's
administration to the taxpayers.

ITwas a deficiency of
ham administration.

single-tax fad
being industriously worked
San
THE
Francisco at present.
advocates have arranged
in

is

Its

with one

of

the dailies for a certain quantity of space

—

presumably at less than "fair treatment rates" and in
these hired columns the gospel according to St. George is
zealously proclaimed.
For all this, the notion seems to be
making little progress. It will certainly cut no figure in
the approaching campaign, from any point of view.
strike
THE
productive

Columbia river fishermen has been
much lawlessness that a regiment of
Oregon militia has been called out to restore order and
preserve property. The usual intimidation of non-union
men has characterized this strike, and several fishermen
have been killed, presumably at the hands of union men.
Of course the fishermen who have remained idle for two
months, in the hope of compelling the canners to raise the
rates for salmon, have been the chief sufferers, and the
of the
of so

strike

is

a

fiat failure.

THE
examples

Merced was one of many
dangers attending the use of cheap
kerosene. A thoroughly good burning oil is not explosive
at ordinary temperatures, and may be regarded as perBut every night millions of
fectly safe in a good lamp.
dollars worth of property, not to speak of the danger to
life, is put in jeopardy through the reckless or ignorant
use of unsafe kerosene. Some system of inspection, or
regulation of sale, should be provided, to put a stop to
this great source of danger of fire in our towns and cities.
late destructive fire at

office.

safe to say that before Garrett A. Hobart of New
mentioned at St. Louis for the Vice-Presidential nomination, not a thousand persons on the Pacific
coast had ever heard of him. The political idea seems to
be that any sort of stick will do for the second place on the
is

ITJersey was

national ticket.

the bitterest grief has
EVEN
Texas, whence
Supreme Court

The
consolations.
come many curious
decisions, has just declared that a verdict of $2,000 was
not excessive in a case where a bereaved father sued an
express company for damages in delaying the transportaits

of the

of

tion of his son's remains.

SHOULD
Senate,

to run for the
think his prospects for winning would be
He stands well with the Republican Party,
very bright.
and can be considered a representative man all round. The
success that has always attended his efforts is not likely to
forsake him in his new undertaking.

Samuel M. Shortridge decide

we

the charge of
THAT
would be dismissed

perjury against Assessor Siebe
was expected by all intelligent
people. As a public officer, he acted according to the dictates of bis judgment, and that is all the law requires. The
Board of Equalization has the power to look into such
matters, and has the power to order assessments raised
Recent events go
or lowered when deemed necessary.
far to prove that the charges made against Mr. Siebe were
actuated purely from personal motives, and we are glad
that no further injustice has been done a faithful and
efficient official.

silver delusion, that which insists upof "every ounce of the white metal

the
some unexplained reason, our State conventions
OFon theforms
FOR
free coinage
are commonly held at Sacramento. The roasting that
all

the delegates received this week, one might suppose,
would make them swear never to attend another such
Sacramento is
gathering at the capital in midsummer.
well enough for winter sessions of the Legislature, but
San Francisco, of all places under the sun, is the place for
summer conventions. Some day a national convention
will be held here, and the delegates will be delighted with
our weather and with the treatment they will receive at
our hands.

produced
rational.

of

in the

United States" is perhaps the most irof a standard of values has nothing

The choice

whatever to do with the idea of protection. To discrimiin favor of American silver would be to confess at the
start that silver is not at a parity with gold, whatever
the ratio adopted. It should be plain enough .to the dullest comprehension that if silver be over-valued in this
country's coinage, the gold would naturally and inevitably
go abroad, where it could be used to better advantage.

nate

—
SAN FRANCISCO NEWS LETTER.
McKINLEY

AND

SILVER.

McKINLEY'S

record shows him to have always been a
pronounced silver man. It is the one subject on which
he has always maintained a consistent firmness. As long ago
as 1873 he backed up Blaud, the silver leader, and resisted
the pleadings of Garfield, Sherman and other Ohioan friends
to ''go slow on that question." One of the ablest and most
respected Republicans of the day, Ex-Senator Henderson of
Missouri, thinks it necessary at this late day to enter into
a long but strained defense of, or rather apology for McKinley's stray from the right path.
Mr. Henderson says
that McKinley's earlier aberrations on this subject were
joined in by Carlisle, Blaine, and other great men, and
ought not now to be counted against him. The only
necessary answer to that is that he is a present candidate
for the Presidency, and that the silver men hold the balance of power in the Senate, which makes the temptation
to go wrong in the same direction again exceedingly
powerful. We do not, or, at least, we ought not to elect
men Presidents who swerve from the right in order to
catch votes. But coming down to more recent years, Mr.
Henderson says that "all the foolish things Mr. McKinley
said about silver were not said for silver, but for the tariff
and to gain support for it." If that plea in extenuation
be accepted for all that it is worth, it amounts to this:
that whilst leader of the Republican party in Congress,
McKinley was willing to assist in debasing the currency, if
not in bringing on national bankruptcy, by agreement with
the silverites, in order to procure such a very high tariff
as would satisfy the protected trusts that had found the
campaign money then as they are doing now. Marvelous
to say, this is the plea which Mr. Henderson brings forward for electing Mr. McKinley President of the United
Statesl Any such combination was utterly disreputable.
It was the basest act a man could commit against the
Government, short of levying war against it. Furthermore, there is indubitable evidence that he would do it
again, if he had a chance, and that he means to do it again
the first chance he gets.
It is so agreed in the bond.
A
combination, of which McKinley is the figure-head, was
formed three months ago, and is at this moment running
the Republican Campaign.
One of the first acts of the
new Congress will be to pass a high tariff, with Mr. McKinley's hearty approval, and by such means as may then
be necessary and available.
Without the votes of the
combine such a bill cannot get through the Senate. The
combine knows this, McKinley knows it, and the party
leaders know it, yet they would bargain to bankrupt the
country, rather than join with a few Democrats to maintain the money of the Nation equal to the best.
It is not
the kind of outlook that the necessities of the times demand, but it is the political situation which, iu fact, now
confronts the country.
Major McKinley's
Chances.

As was

to have been expected, the
Protection bubble has been started
on its upward ^flight, and McKinley
has been placed in nomination for the Presidency by his
leather-lunged, brass-throated and bullet-headed followers
at St. Louis.
For many months his supporters have been
shouting themselves hoarse, and otherwise expending the
energy they would do well to store up for future occasions.
The first nails have probably been hammered into his coffin
by the dissatisfied silver men, and we doubt whether the
friends he may win over to his side will offset their loss.
We have ever held that McKinley enthusiasm was of a
short-lived variety; being a hollow drum himself, the sound
the Major emits is not calculated to inspire for longer than
the moment, and the enthusiasm he may awaken in the
breasts of rational citizens is of a very dampened nature,
and liable to give indigestion. It is for these reasons that
we have predicted thatMcKinleyism, under the most favorable aspects, would die a natural death after floating
about for its allotted time. Since Mr. Cleveland's last
powerful and patriotic message to the people a message
full of inspirational thunder, and warranted to awaken
confidence in the breast of every American citizen— the
chances of the Democratic party have been materially
strengthened. Along with the better class of people in
this country, the people who believe in working for the
nation's prosperity, and who are opposed to anything

—
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approaching jingoism, we have ever hoped that Mr.
Cleveland would allow himself to be put in nomination
again.
The chances for this appear to be small,
although his election would be assured. Seeing, however,
that he may not enter the fight, his action will have much
to do with helping along any other sound money candidate
the Democratic Party may put in the field.
As soon as
"
this is done the cry will be " So much for McKinley!
A New Issue
Between
The Parties,

In one important respect the Republican

National Convention

has proved a sur-

Instead of a straddle on the finanprise.
cial question, it has given the people a
positive condemnation of free silver and an unmistakable
declaration for the preservation of theexisting gold standard.
This action has sent protection to the rear, and has
challenged the Democracy to a new issue. McKinley is far
from being the logical candidate on a platform of this sort;
for, although he has not been a champion of free silver, he
is in no way identified with the opposition.
However, if
the Democracy accepts the challenge, as it doubtless will,
the silver issue will be sharply defined, and the success of
the Republican ticket would be, not a triumph for the outworn theory of protection, but for sound finance. The bolt
of Republican delegates from Colorado and other silver
States is an indication of the breaking-up of party lines
under the pressure of the silver question, a disintegration
which should be welcomed as the beginning of a new life in
our national politics.
The Sacramento Convention has this week squarely
pledged the California Democracy to free coinage of silver
at 16 to 1, has denounced the insufferable A. P. A., indorsed both Cleveland and Budd in a perfunctory fashion,
opposed refunding, and ignored woman suffrage.
As the
Republicans in State Convention declared for free silver,
they will doubtless endeavor to fight the local campaign on
the tariff issue as much as possible.
The Democratic Convention deserves credit for its open rebuke to religious
bigotry and intolerance, and for refusing to be talked into
a hollow declaration in favor of petticoats at the polls. The
snubbing administered to the Buckley faction is also praise-

worthy.

A

Declaration
Against
Free Coinage,

The speech of Chairman Fairbanks, before theSt. Louis convention, had at least
the merit of a straightforward and clearcut declaration of policy on the all-impor-

tant subject of the money standard. It was openly opposed
But in other respects the address did not
to free silver.
To say that the
rise above the ordinary partisan level.
tariff policy of the Democratic party was responsible for
the drain of gold from the Treasury and for the deficiency
in revenue, was an unworthy juggling with the facts.
Everybody knows that the deficiency has been mainly due
to the annulment of the Income Tax by the decision of the
United States Supreme Court. And it is equally undeniable that the drain of gold is a direct result of the silver
agitation, which has impaired confidence, both at home
and abroad, in the preservation of the present standard
Mr.
and of the parity of our gold and silver coinage.
Fairbank's wail over " reciprocity," which he declared had
been "stricken down " by the Wilson bill, is almost grotesque to those who have perceived in that policy a thinly
disguised approach to free trade with the neighborBut as a
ing countries of North and South America.
whole, the speech is redeemed by its strong and intelligent
In this, the Chairdeclaration on the subject of finance.
man but anticipated the declarations of the party platform.
In a multitude of counsellors there is said
to be wisdom.
If that be true the forthcoming Democratic Congress at Chicago
ought to go down to history for the profundity of its deliberations and the wisdom of its conclusions.
For certainly no conclave of men was ever before
so beset with such a multitude of advisers eager to tell it
what to do, and what to leave undone. About every
second man you meet is full of a programme for Chicago.
For ourselves, we prefer the man, who "speaking by the

The Outlook
For
Chicago.

card" can tell you what Chicago will do. Senator Brice
Ohio is a man of brains and experience, thoroughly

of
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as to the inside management of Democratic politics,
and knows every wire that is laid to control things.
Things are going to happen, he save, that are not to his
liking, but thinks them inevitable.
He says there will be
found to be a majority of Kill for the free coinage of silver,
but that this will not result in a boit. There will simply
be such an abstention of Democratic voters at the coming
election that the party will be crushed.
He thinks that a
silver plank will not even save the silver States to the
Democracy. The white metal men understand the bargain that has been made, and believing that the Republicans are going to win anyhow, propose to stand by it.
Chicago will proceed under the settled conviction that the
combine between McKiuiey, protection and silver will
prove too much for any possible opposition at this time.
Senator Brice says his party is simply paralyzed and is being allowed to drift under the leadership of the cranks, of
which Boise. Altgeld, Pennoyer, Bland and Tillman are
fair samples.
Several of the Southern States it is said,
will give their electoral votes to the "combine," as the
i

McKinley forces will come to be known as the campaign
proceeds. All this is bad, very bad, but the unexpected
often happens in politics.
If the Democrats should adopt
an honest money platform and place either Whitney of
New York, Pattison of Pennsylvania, or Russell of
Massachusetts upon it, they would have a fair chance to
win, and if they lost in such a square, honest fight, they
would render their party impregnable four years hence.
In such a contest they would be joined by hundreds of
thousands of Republicans, who would come to stay. The
silver craze is only a temporary one, and is bound to soon
pass away. Moreover, it is better to be right than to be
President.

The statement of President Cleveland's
views on the political situation, made for
the President,
publication in the New York Herald,
comes as an opportune warning to his
party. He points out the danger of pledging the party to
free coinage of silver, and expresses his belief that it
would bring the Democracy to defeat at the polls. This
is all set forth with admirable good temper and moderation, and the President disclaims any desire to control the policy of his party.
But will the warning serve
to restrain the Democracy from what appears to be the
inevitable declaration for silver ?
It is scarcely to be
hoped that any such restraint on the action of the Chicago
convention will result from the Presidential counsel. There
has been no doubt as to his position on the subject.
No
statement of his views was needed. Nor can any one regard this deliverance as in any sense a threat or predicA Warning
from

an offensive drain, and one often expects to
thrust mockingly into the judicial chock and
break forth into peals of derisive laughter.
should also be censured for permitting so

see a tongue
his voice
The judiciary
much and so
offensive cross-examination of witnesses after questions in
a certain line have once been ruled as out of order. Because the instincts of a lawyer naturally lead him to find
amusement in bear-baiting, it is no reason why he should
indulge his tastes at the expense of harmless men and
women.
judge may be of the people, but he should also
be above them, and the atmosphere of a courtroom should
be as sacred and impressive as that of a church.
At
present it is a mere place of recreation for the criminal
classes awaiting their own convictions, or a public theatre
where ladies and gentlemen (God save them!) can quench
their thirst for morbid and salacious details.
San Francisco has many lawyers of refinement and ability, standing
high in the legal community, who must feel acutely the
present disgraceful state of affairs, and it is to them that
we look for the change which must soon be brought about
if our courts are not to fall into disrepute entirely.
The
days of '49 have long passed away. If certain of our judges
are not aware of the fact the sooner they are taught it the
better. The dignity of the courts must be maintained, even if
we have to hurt the feelings and pockets of a few offenders
by doing so. And when such men, who apparently are more
worthy the clown's calico than the ermine, shall be removed
to make room for others better able to fill the positions
they disgrace, then the people will once more have confidence in the law and respect for the judges who propound it.

hear

A

The Reverend John Stephens, pastor
of Simpson Memorial Church, distinguished himself last Sunday evening by the intemperance of his address on " The Cup of Devils." To his bigoted mind any
use of wine constitutes a form of drunkenness, which is
perhaps the explanation of his preposterous assertion that
" the drunkards of San Francisco are to be found on Nob
Hill."
He denounced the wine industry of the State, and
the efforts made to extend it. About the only true thing
The intemperance
of a
Prohibitionist.

with a Republican platform straight-out for a gold standard, opposed to a Democratic declaration for free silver,
the tariff question being retired to the background, what
would Cleveland do 1 Should he bolt, it would be a tremendous blow to his party. At all events, the Democracy
will certainly receive no help from the President should it
make free silver an issue of the campaign.

that this preacher is credited with saying is that prohibition can never be brought about by the Prohibition party,
which, he believed, would poll fewer votes next November
than ever before. If fanaticism ever takes a more disagreeable form than this of prohibition, we would be
puzzled to find it. No wonder that the doctrine is losing
ground. Contrary to the dictum of the Reverend Stephens,
education does tend to keep men from drink; that is, from
drinking to excess. The great temperance reform of the
present century has been simply through the influences of
education and refinement, which have discouraged drunkenness. As a matter of fact, intoxication is rare among
gentlemen in these days, and is generally condemned as
disgraceful.
And it is undoubtedly true that the use of
light wines and of beer have tended to promote true temperance. Thus our California wine-makers are doing much
to make the nation more temperate, as well as furnishing
means for the better enjoyment of life.

It is time that the buffoonery displayed by
certain judges gracing, or rather disgracing,
the judicial bench, should be brought to an
end.
Because brilliant lights of the bar have in the past
allowed themselves to occasionally enliven the dreary proceedings of the Court, it is no reason why dull-witted jurists
elevated to their responsible positions either by
chance or illegal methods should seek to cover with wordy
horseplay their scant knowledge of the law. The judiciary
all over the civilized world, save apparently that in the
city of San Francisco, is made up of men able to command
respect and to add dignity and grace to a profession demanding the highest intellectual ability man is capable of.
True wit is akin to wisdom, and is therefore not out of
place in the halls of justice but the misfortune with our
judges is that their standard of humor is not a very high
one.
In England, upon entering a courtroom, one feels
that one passes into the very presence of Justice the personality of the judge is so overshadowed by that which he
represents that it is lost. But here it is different.
The
personality, usually an offensive one, of the judge, is painfully apparent
it forces itself upon you like the odor from

Will the members of the Grand Jury kindly
us what good they have accomplished
during the last six months ?
The columns
of the daily papers, as well as those of the News Letter,
have repeatedly been filled with articles which certainly
demand investigation but which have systematically been
ignored. Public officials have been charged with wastefully expending the city's money, and of having enriched
themselves thereby; creditors of the city have been defrauded of moneys due them without any notice having
been given to their just complaints, and private citizens
have been accused of most degrading and criminal offenses
without any investigation having been made into their conduct.
Of especial importance is it that the reckless expenditure of public moneys receive immediate attention.
The Supervisors are nearing the end of their term of office.
No one doubts their ability to disburse the funds in the
City Treasury, but it might be judicious for the Grand
Jury to somewhat look into their methods of doing so. For
such duties were the members impaneled, and by not doing
so they will lay themselves open to severe criticism, if not
to open censure.

tion of defection

from the Democratic ranks.

And

Judicial

Buffoonery,

—

—

;

—

;

yet,

Worse Than
Useless.

tell
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money be

raised that the
absolutely indispensable,
it is certain that San Francisco's taxrate for the incoming municipal year
will amount to $3.25 in every hundred of assessed value.
This is independent of license taxes and other sources of
Verily, San Francisco is beiug badly governed at
income.
a frightful cost. Such taxes amount to almost confiscaIf the pressure be not abated, taxpayers
tion of rents.
A great deal of income
will look around them for relief.
can be obtained from the control and employment of cerThere is mondy in many kinds of
tain public utilities.
franchises that have perhaps been too generously passed
over to the present use of not a few ungrateful people.
These can always be resumed, under certain conditions, by
the granting power. That very thing the most progresGlasgow, Birmingsive cities of Europe are now doing.
ham and Manchester have municipalized nearly all their
public utilities, giving better service at lower rates, and,
at the same time adding considerable profit on working to
the municipal rates.
The process has gone on with great
rapidity in Amsterdam, Holland, during the past year.
The Water and Telephone Companies have been forced to
sell out to the city, and the gas company has been notified
that its franchise will be withdrawn after another year.
The stoppage of the street railways, with a view to purchase, is threatened by the municipality, which, it is expected, will come into possession of them at about actual
cost price.
British and other capitalists are being
warned to go no deeper into enterprises that are sure ere
long to be condemned to public uses.
do not, for the
present at any rate, advocate this plan for San Francisco.
But there is a great deal in it that is suggestive. If certaiti people will shirk taxes and join forces with taxeaters, a way may be found to reach them.
to

Lower
The Tax Rate,

If

all

the

officials

say

is

We

One of the few things the expiring Congress
has done better than any of its predecessors
is the granting to the Spreekels Australian
steamship line a subsidy for carrying the
United States mails between San Francisco, Honolulu, Apia,
Auckland, and Sydney, of $80,000 per annum.
A daily
contemporary that, in this instance, permits its personal
feeling to override its sense of the value of foreign commerce, pronounces, in displayed head lines, that it is "A
Big Subsidy." Pshaw! It wouldn't pay for two out of
the twelve round trips which the steamers are required to
make annually. In point of fact, it is not an adequate
payment for the actual services rendered. To carry this
country's mails to the different places named twelve times
a year involves a steaming distance of 172,800 miles per
annum. So that the subsidy amounts to only about 45
cents a mile. We pay vastly more than that to many of
our stage mail routes. New Zealand and New South Wales,
until the times grew so hard, paid four times $80,000 per
annum to maintain the San Francisco service.
Although
tardily and not too liberally done, the right thing has been
initiated at last.
It will have an excellent effect in the
A Small

but Merited
Subsidy.

Colonies.

What

The petty courts are much inclined
to exaggerate their powers of punishing for alleged contempts of court,
and the pettier and the less worthy of respect they are,
the more inclined to tyranny they are in this direction.
The fact is, those courts have no power in the premises,
except such as is conferred upon them by statute law.
Tbey pretend to say otherwise, but they know better.
When the well-known Barry act was passed, Judge D. J.
Murphy was the first to lead off with the statement that
he would pay no attention to it, as the power to restrain
contempts was necessary to and inherent in all courts.
But our courts are the creation of a constitution which
strictly limits their powers in the premises.
It declares
that they shall have power to punish as contempts only
is

Contempt

Of Court?

such acts as the Legislature may define to be such. In
pursuance of that section of the fundamental law, the Legislature passed an act embracing quite a long list of contempts and subsequently added thereto the so-called Barry
statute, which, by the way, is a cotiy verbatim el literatum
of the existing United States statute upon the subject.
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Some years ago that court attempted to bring a newspaper correspondent before it for constructive contempt,
i.e., for contempt not committed in its presence, or obstructive of its business.
Congress quickly came to the
aid of the correspondent, passed an act identical with the
Barry law, and the court has ever since abided by it.
That is conclusive as to what the highest appellate court
in the land would do if a Murphy or a Catlin were appealed
from, as they ought to be. Should the opportunity occur,
the News Letter will not shrink from making the tight.
It never was intended, and is a monster usurpation of
power for courts to make their own laws and then act as
judges, jurors, and executioners in their own cause.
The
fact that judges do is the best evidence that they ought not
to be on the Bench.
There are some queer fellows there
and striving to remain, of whom it will be necessary to
speak without restraint before the next election is over.
We hear of two who are claiming the Republican nomination because, as they say, they are sure of election, having
bought the A. P. A. endorsement. More in good time.

A late

number of L'lllustration, published
Paris, contains a striking X-ray picInvisible,
ture.
The contents of a sealed letter are
revealed, the writing showing plainly
through the envelope. This application of the new method
of photography suggests a train of interesting possibilities.
It appears that the contents of any letter may in
this way be discovered without breaking the seal.
Some
centuries ago this would have been regarded as either
miraculous or the work of the devil; not long since science
would have declared it absolutely impossible. But impossibilities of the last generation are realities to-day.
The veil is being lifted from the mysterious, and one by
one the secrets of nature are being laid bare. Just as the
wonder-working cathode ray reveals in shadowgraphs the
form and outline of hidden things, so in the world of
thought and spirit the white light of truth is penetrating
the mists of superstition and ignorance, until even the
origin of life itself seems to be dimly bodied forth.
Each
living thing is to the eye of science an aggregation of protoplasmic cells, and now certain individualities in cell life,
formerly undreamed of, are being discovered and traced.
There may be mind in all matter, for all that we positively
know to the contrary, and each new development of
microscopy hints at stranger things yet to come. Even
among men of science there are those bold enough to say
there is no such thing as lifeless or inert matter. And
may there not be, all about us, a world of spirit to which
the key is almost in our hands, though as yet unsuspected
The Shadows
of the

and undiscerned

in

?

Where, Ohl Where

In Buckley's time no party could win,
and no man be elected to office unless
Dollar Limit?
pledged to the dollar limit. Now the
city and State tax amounts to $2.25
and the city's expenditures have gone from $4,500,000 to
If the "Blind White Devil " was
$6,500,000 per annum.
the sum of all the iniquities, the jobber of jobbers, and
robber of robbers, that we all believe him to have been,
what, in the face of those figures, must the ins of to-day
be? That we submit as a nut for the tax-payers to crack
at the coming election. It is demonstrable that the city
is to-day receiving less value for the taxes it pays than at
any previous time in its history. Then again, it is true
that the small property holders bear an undue share of
the burden of satisfying the present scrub lot of taxeaters.
This is suicidal policy for the city in more ways than one.
It renders houses tenantless, retards building operations,
and leaves outside lots almost unsalable. Through no fault,
probably, of his own, but because of a faulty system, the
Assessor is unable to accurately reach many assessable
values, but the small property owner, with his home and
his household goods, is always in sight and amenable to the
taxeater's cinch and the tax collector's sale. In November
next we are going to elect a Legislature and a new set of
officials and pass upon a new charter, all of which are
Yet
matters of practical and pressing consequence.
hosts of our people are preparing to waste their strength
upon A. P. Aism, Buckleyism, Juntaism and the like.
The spoilsmen will make no such mistake.
Is

The
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DEATH OF GENERAL

The Prospects

Since his return from Washington, Senator Perkins has expressed the opinion
Refunding.
that the bill to refund the obligations of
the Pacific railroads will be passed by
CoDgress at the next session that is. if it can be brought
But he says that a combination
to a vote in the Senate.
of ten Senators would be sufficient to prevent its reaching
a final vote in the upper house. And he seems to believe
that such a filibustering effort will be made to defeat the
popular will, which is indicated by the sentiment of the
majority in both branches of Congress. The people of the
East, so far as they are interested in the subject at all,
look upon the refunding question as a purely business matter.
They sensibly take the ground that the Government
should deal with the railroads in a way to ultimately recover both principal and interest, in preference to an extinguishment of the debt through foreclosure proceedings.
This is precisely what a second mortgage creditor would
be glad to do in a private business transaction were the
security not more than sufficient to satisfy the first mortgage. And such is the position in which the Government
Moreover, in this instance the Government
finds itself.
might find it necessary, for a time at least, to undertake
the operation of the roads, a contingency that the public
could scarcely regard with anything short of apprehension.
The other horn of the dilemma of allowing the roads, under a foreclosure sale, to pass into the hands of a Vanderbilt syndicate, is scarcely more pleasing to contemplate.
If the Central Pacific is to remain in private hands, it is
to be hoped that its management will be at all times Californian.
Under its present control the road is operated
with a sound knowledge of California interests, and rates
of freight are adjusted with an intelligent view to the highest possible development of the industries and resources

W.

DIMOND.

H.

tor

;

GENERAL W.
New

H. Dimond, who died on the 18th inst.
was one of our

in
York, after a prolonged illness,
most influential and conspicuous citizens.

Having long

been the virtual head of the National Guard of this State,
and having given that organization his continual attention, be had made himself so popular among Californians
that his name is known to every one. He was born in
He then beHonolulu, and came to California in 1867.
came connected with a largo mercantile house in this city,
doing banking, shipping, and general commercial business.

name was changed to Williams, Dimond & Co.,
and exists as such to-day. The deceased was a
prominent member of the Grand Army of the Republic,
and was at one time the Department Commander of the

The

firm's

in 1880,

—

of this State.
is said to be in contemplation to appeal to the next Legislature for a law to
The Churches, suppress bicycle riding during the customary hours of holding divine service
on Sundays. It is claimed that it disturbs the worshipers
in going to and returning from the sacred services of the
house of the Lord. Moreover, it appears to be true that
large numbers of the young men and women who attend
the Sunday schools at once take to the wheel instead of
going to hear the pastor's sermon. It is no doubt a very
shocking state of things from a pastor's point of view, and
The
one, by the way, that says little for his influence.
remedy he would apply says still less for his knowledge of
human nature. If churches want to put the bicycle into
the hands of pretty nearly every man, woman and child in
the city, they will go ahead and get the proposed law
passed; or sue out an injunction compelling the Board of
Health to stop its use at those hours as a disturber of the
peace or as a creator of nervous disorders or surround
the way of getting it with the greatest possible difficulties.
The manufacturers would no doubt join them in any one of
the movements suggested. It will be better for them to
In time its use will find its normal
let the bicycle alone.
growth and conform to such healthy public opinion as the
That will certainly be
clergy may succeed in creating.
better than forcing its use upon rebels against coercion,

The Bicycle

It

and

General W. M. Dimond.

;

which by nature we

all

are.

PICTURESQUE

SAN

FRANCISCO.

OUR

illustration this week gives a charming view of the
ocean beach in the vicinity of the Cliff House. Nowhere in the world is there a beach as beautiful as that of
San Francisco, and on Sundays it is literally covered with

children and pleasure seekers enjoying the ozone
The pier seen in the foreground holds
and the sunshine.
the pipe that carries fresh salt water to the tanks of the
Lurline Baths, the most perfect of their kind in the city.

happy

Saturday, the 27th instant, an excursion
NEXT
be run to Murphy Station, Santa Clara County, where

will

&

an auction sale will be conducted by Easton, Eldridge
Co. of the famous Murphy Estate. This estate consists of
350 acres of fine land, suitable for homes and fruit orchards,
The property
and will be disposed of in ten-acre tracts.
lies between San Jose and the Stanford University, and is
most desirable.

In 1886 he was a
military order of the Loyal Legion.
candidate for the gubernatorial nomination on the Republican ticket, and was chairman of the Republican

President Harrison appointed
State Central Committee.
of the Branch United States Mint,
in this city, and, in his official capacity, he made as
many friends as he did in his private and business life.
General Dimond resigned his position as Commander of the
National Guard when he left for the East. He was at one
time President of the local Chamber of Commerce and was
a Park Commissioner for the period of three years. He
will ever be remembered as an efficient officer, a courtly
gentleman, and a good citizen.

him Superintendent

Commissioner John Rosenfeld returned from an
FARK
extended tour of the East last Wednesday evening.

Mr. Rosenfeld

is

much improved

and expresses
extreme heat prevalent

in health,

gratification at escaping from the
in the States he visited.

" How did you like Bernhardt? " " Tremendously." "Do
you understand French? " "Not very well, but I can take
Harper's Bazar.
it in more easily that Irving's English."

—

Ladies can enjoy a most delightful lunch during shopping hours
at the Maison Riche. The cooking is of the very best and the attendance perfect.
Jackson's

Napa Soda

gives a refined complexion.

a
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TIMES.

As an American

writer lias recently said in a comparison of the Past
with the Present, not only are we disposed always to
look upon the Past as a somewhat Arcadian period
period in which life and manners were better and more
genuine than they now are, and as a sort of Golden Era
when compared with the Present, but there is usually a
Like
sense of reverence, of filial piety, connected with it.
Shem and Japhet, approaching with averted eyes, we are
with
nakedness
of
the
to
cover
up
a
garment
the
disposed
progenitors; and the searcher after truth, who wants to
have things appear as they were, and does not believe in
the suppression of evidence, is apt to be looked upon as a
personage of no discretion and doubtful utility.
A two and a half month's absence from the State has
prevented an earlier reference to Mr. Scott's rejoinder in
the May Overland, to A Layman's comments on the statements, inferences and conclusions in the "Hard Times"
The article, referred to abounds in
series of articles.
errors, but the minor ones will be passed over, because
the more important are all that A Layman has time to
deal with.
In the number of the Overland mentioned Mr. Scott

—

—

—

says:
"Charity suggests that Layman niav be 'mad.' If fcebeso.it
would, in view of his utterances as to ihe power of Government to
create value by statutory enactment, seem the acme of hyperbole to
say 'much learning doth make thee mad
!

'-

'

he otherwise disposes of A Layman's views with a
breezy assertion not unlike that displayed by Mark Twain
when he told an audience that he had selected for discussion a subject with which he was not familiar so that he
might treat it unrestrainedly. As who should say:
" I am Sir Oracle supreme and infallible—

And

And

As

the things

power

I

don't know, those things are not valable."

Government to create value by legal
enactment fiat A Layman's conception of which Mr.
Scott thinks so feeble — amongst economists of distinction
to the

—

—

of

accepted as an axiom that law cannot create value,
and no international bimetallists evefi, of repute, claim
that power for Government; they admit the contrary, but
contend that Government can set in motion economic forces
that will control value by controlling supply and demand.
Thus in regard to silver upon the theory of general concurrence by the powers of the world. Archbishop Walsh
in his book on International Bimetallism says: " While
legislation cannot directly give value to a thing, it can do
so indirectly it can set up a demand which is one of the
factors of value;" and Prof. Andrews, in his "Honest
Dollar" says that "while law cannot control value independently of supply and demand, it can set free an economic force which will largely control supply and demand
themselves." They distinctly declare that unlimited free
coinage by any one Government would be disastrous. I
have hitherto sufficiently shown that coinage does not
operate as demand in its economic sense which implies a
it is

—

—

destruction of the material involved, but is simply a hoarding of the metal. And it is certain that every attempt of
Government to confer upon money a value at variance with
the commercial value has proved futile through all time.
If my conception of this fact indicates lack of learning I am
nevertheless in noble
company Oresme, Copernicus,
Gresham, Locke, Newton, Liverpool, Franklin, Morris,
Hamilton, Jefferson, and for the views of a statesman of
the present generation, I will quote the Hon. Roscoe
Conkling, of New York. Said Mr. Conkling in discussing
the legal tender act of 1862:
" But passing from the constitutional objections to the bill, it
set-ius to me that its moral imperfections are equally serious.
It
will of course proclaim throughout the country a saturnalia of fraud,
a carnival for rogues. But surmounting every legal impediment

—

—

and every

dictate of conscience involved, viewing it as a mere
it seems too precarious and uncompromising
to deserve the slighest confidence. 1 do not believe that you can
legislate up the value of anything any more than I believe you can
make generals heroes by legislation. The continental congress tried
legislating values up by resort to penalties, but the inexorable laws
of trade, as independent as the law of gravitation, kept them down.
I do believe that you can legislate a value down and that you can do

pecuniary expedient,

it

by attempting
I

to legislate

it

up."

have no desire to commit Mr.- Scott to something he
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does not believe in. If he is not in favor of the independent, unlimited free coinage of silver by the United
States, i misconstrue his articles.
If he is I do not, and
am not alone. The construction placed upon them is
shared by others familiar with the subject. If he is for
free coinage and only objected to the ratio I named,
16
to 1,
what ratio does be favor? Within the century the
commercial ratio has varied from about 15 to 1 to 34 to 1.
Can a ratio be made which will measure all values and all
debts and all credits on the basis of a fluctuating value

—

—

like that.

As to the concurrent use of gold and silver in the United
States from 1687 to 1873, which Mr. Scott alleges, if
there was any appreciable current use in this country of
either gold or silver in the 17th century, I have not found
it recorded in history.
Wampum, ware-house receipts,
etc., were currency, beaver skins, corn, tobacco, rice, etc.,
were money of redemption, and pounds, shillings and pence
the money of account or book money,
and so continued
until well on into the 18th century.
Mr. Jefferson, in 1805,
discontinued the coinage of the silver dollar provided for
by law in 1792, because depreciated foreign coins expelled
the American coins, and for over thirty years not a dollar
was issued. Our currency was either the paper of State
banks, fractional coins, or depreciated foreign silver coins.
The ratio of silver to gold 1792-1805 drove gold out of circulation, and the depreciated foreign silver coins in turn
drove the United States silver coins out. Here we have
the Gresham law in duplex action. Hence Mr. Jefferson's
order of 1805 to discontinue the coinage of silver dollars.
For the baneful effects of depreciated money in the United
States see McMaster's History of the American people,
wages, and prices of commodities from 1770 to 1800. In
Great Britain by proclamation and mercantile concurrence
gold became the money of commerce in 1717, and has re-

—

—

mained so for 180 years.
Mr. Scott reiterates his error regarding gold and

silver

that:

A greater production of one or the other, did not affect the parity
established between them * * * and that from time immemorial gold
silver worked together harmoniously.
"

1

and

and

of

A Layman's

'

statement, that:

" Gold and silver never have circulated freely, concurrently and
indiscriminately as coins at fixed ratios under unrestricted coinage."

He asserts that
facts."
On page

it

"seems random and

in conflict

with the

526 Mr. Scott says:

" In 1834 on account of the greater cost attending the coinage of silver
than gold of equivalent value, Congress made ihe ratio of silver to
gold, 16 to 1."

What

Mr. Scott's authority for that statement? It
to circulate concurrently that caused the
The Congressional Committee appointed
The first
to investigate the subject reported as follows.
report of 1831 says:
is

was the failure
change to gold.

" That there are inherent and incurable defects in the system
which regulates the standard of value of both gold and silver; its
instability as a measure of contracts and mutability as the practical
currency of a particular nation are serious imperfections, while the
impossibility of maintaining both metals in concurrent, simultaneous, or promiscuous circulation appears to be as clearly ascertained.
" That the standard being fixed in one metal is the nearest approach to invariableness, and precludes the necessity of further
legislative interference.

The second report of 1832 says:
" If both metals are preferred, the like relative proportion of the
aggregate amount of metallic currency will be possessed, subject to
frequent changes from gold to silver and vice versa, according to the
variations in the relative value of these metals. The committee
think that the desideratum in the monetary system is the standard
of uniform value; they cannot ascertain that both metals have ever
circulated simultaneously, concurrently, and indiscriminately in any
country where there are banks or money dealers, and they entertain
the conviction that the nearest approach to an invariable standard
is its establishment in one metal, which metal shall compose exclusively the currency for large payments.
That

is

to say,

standard money, money

of

commerce.

This conclusion is impregnable.
Congress, in the acts of 1834-7, designed to make the
ratio such that gold would remain in this country, whether
under it we could keep silver or not. This is familiar history.
The object of this change was distinctly stated,
especially by Mr. Benton, who said
" To enable the friends of gold to go to work at the right place to
:

"
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the recovery o( thai precious meial which their fathers once
possessed; which the citizens of Kuropea-.i kings now possess; which
BOB of tiic youue republics feu the south all possess; which
erva the fiiM negroes of 8*n Domingo possess; but which the yeomanry of this America have been deprived for more than twenty
years, and will be deprived forever unless they discover the cause of
the evil and apply the remedy to its root.''
eilect

The official reports of French Government Committees
subsequently investigating the subject for France, were as
follows.
I extract from Professor Laughlin:
"An official document issued by the French Government in 1872,
says that in L809 the circulation in France was only about eight million francs of gold and two million of silver. In 1838 the whole of the
French circulation did not include over rive per cent, of gold out of
the total circulation of forty millions; that is silver had driven out
gold, because they were not at a parity.
The same document says that since the law of 1803 France has had
no gold monetary circulation during the period before 1850. Up to
that time silver was our sole monetary circulation, but after the gold
discoveries of California aud Australia gold took the place of silver
in the general monetary circulation of the country.
Again, in the report issued by the Minister of Finance in 1869 it is
stated that in 1S13 out of fifty-three million francs then possessed by
the banks, only one million francs were gold. This metal had disappeared from 1803 to 1848. because it had enjoyed a premium which
reached at that time 1% per cent."

There are numerous references of the same kind to show
that not in France was there a concurrent circulation of
gold and silver, for the reason that the two were not kept
at a parity.
Every student of our own monetary system
knows perfectly well that the same was true of the United
States.

Says General Francis A. Walker, the ablest international bimetallist in the United States
" We flatly deny that bimetallism necessarily involves the concurrent circulation of the two metals. There is some reason to believe
that the French statesmen of 1803 really expected that concurrent
circulation would result; but no bimetallist nowadays makes the
concurrent circulation of the two metals in the same country a
necessity of that system."
:

Says ex-Secretary of the Treasury John Sherman:
The two metals, as metals, never have been, are not now, and

"

never can be, kept at par with each other for any considerable time
at

any

fixed ratio.

As already

stated, even the bimetallists do not claim
that the two metals did or would circulate simultaneously,
Mr. Scott's quotation
concurrently, and indiscriminately.
of the law of 1792 fixing ratios only serves to make more
manifest the weakness of his position. Gold was driven out
from 1792 to 1834; standard silver was driven out in 1834,
until Government coinage began in 1878.
Not only was
the law of 1792, as others of like character passed in the
United States, futile, but those of Europe also; and in
Europe they had been issuing similar kingly decrees for
five hundred years, every one of which was as impotent
as every other.
Alongside of Government or legal ratios there is always
a commercial ratio that governs the purchasing power of

money.

San

A

Francisco, June 16, 1896.

Layman.

{To be continued).

Helena Electric Light
THE
was incorporated, on June

and Power Company

St.

11th, with a capital stock

The Directors are all well-known business
men, viz.: John T^eechman, capitalist, 508 California street;
A. E. Brooke Ridley, of the Seimens and Holske Electric Co.,
10 Front street; L. Grothwell, real estate, 2018 Van Ness
avenue; W. H. Bingham, Mayor of St. Helena; Geo. E.
Such names guarantee the reColwell, attorney, Napa.

of $50,000.

liability of

the concern.

He has

been recommended
Win. E. Gladstone
to try the famous Argonaut brand of whiskey which tones the system better than any other. Physicians all over the world know its
qualities and recommend it. E. Martin & Co., 411 Market street,
are the agents for this coast and furnish our leading homes with this
is

rapidly failing.

delectable liquid.

The Banquet

is undoubtedly the finest
for guests are perfect and the serNeedless to say, the cooking will appeal to all bon

Hall at the Maison Biche

in the city. The
vice is excellent.

accommodations

THISTLE
It

of

stomach drink Jackson's Napa Soda.

correctly

be

asserted

that

the

New Woman's

enlarged sphere applies to licr head.
The Maher-Slavin fight has been postponed for fifty years
so as to allow the pugs to get their second wind.
It is strange that a man should kill his aunt for his
We could understand it were his uncle the victim.
watch.
The Associated Press forgot to give us the name of the
crank who attempted to kill Corbett. The man is entitled
to a pension.

A man who died in St. Louis insisted upon having. his
umbrella buried with him. Probably he hoped that it
might rain

in hell.

A

telegraph dispatch from Santa Rosa is headed "From
Prison to a Courtroom." We hope the prisoner will not
suffer any by the change.
The Methodists of Cleveland, Ohio, are about to start a
Church Insurance Society. When divines go into business
the Devil orders fresh coals for the tire.
Salt Lake bids fair to outrival San Francisco in clerical
sensations.
Parsons Brown and Colburn must not let us
lose our reputation as easily as all that.

A

leading

woman

suffragist in

Denver was kicked

in the

jaw by a refractory horse a few days ago. The horse's
leg was broken and the lady is now being sued for damages
by the owner.
The Christian Endeavorers are planning to carry Christ's
message into the dark places of the National Capital. They
should have done so before our representative ruffians
disbanded.

Stockton is famous for its cranks. A farmer whose wife
eloped from him twice pursued the couple to this city hoping to effect a reconciliation. Are wives as scarce as all
that in the floury city?
It is said that Alfred Austin always has himself announced as the Poet Laureate whenever he attends a
function of any description. That is all right. He prob-

ably

knows

it

to be absolutely necessary.

There will doubtless be many people who will claim that
the murders at Campbells were instigated by the Pope of
Rome, seeing that the victims were members of the A. P.
A. and the murderer presumably a Catholic.
There is some consolation in knowing that a deputy
sheriff employed in hunting Dunham nearly succeeded in
shooting one of his own companions.
The killing of one
sheriff or two deputies would fully compensate the escape
of

a murderer.

Mark Twain

is said to have visited the imprisoned members of the Johannesburg Reform Committee and found
them in excellent spirits. Nothing is said regarding the
condition the alleged humorist left them in. We can draw
our own conclusions, however.
The ladies of San Jose have clubbed together to hire a
number of manhunters whose duty it will be to trace
Dunham. What is the matter with these fair women of
the Garden City ? We have ever accounted them the
most proficient hunters of male game in California.

The finest things in the way of Japanese bronzes and vases are to
he bad of Geo. T. Marsh at 625 Market street.

Do you

I
t
£
Ji.

*?

^fci

*,

For sickness

may

DOWN.

drink?

SEEN

Then mix Jackson's Napa Soda with your

—
Tic

IT IS

tipple.

UNIQUE.

I

Jrogadero?!

TROCADERO WILL SURPRISE YOU.

Eat. Drink and be Merry at "THE TROCADERO "
Alittle Paradise: "THE TROCADERO." 200 yards from the
iDgleside, Corbett Road, near the new race track.

ERNEST DOELTER,

Proprietor and Caterer.

#
#
*
*^
.a.
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He had a part of the same sort in The Wife,
and I know for a fact that every night, before he appeared in that servant girl's delirium, he placed a vial
aud made a fresh
of prussic acid in his waistcoat,
will,
and a last request, supplicating Dan Frohman
to fire every copy of the play into the crematory
with his remains. Kelcey is an artist.
But the hypnotic
Dan has Frohmanized him too often. He wearies of being
a high-bred, pure man, the idol of daughters, mothers, and
grandmothers. And, now that the Lyceum Company is a
thing of the past, I'll wager that Mr. Herbert Kelcey is
looking for a character part where he can bury his breeding and looks in whiskers and an old coat, and be a regular
devil.
In the meantime, under all that suave, restrained
acting of the Secretary, his sleek patent leathers are tingling for the coat-tails of the man who wrote the part.

Secretary.

'

We

Obev No

Wand

but Pleasure's."— Torn Moore.

Home Secretary could be played by
THE
forty
three people and a hired man
in

most playmakers with forty minutes' worth of enter-

Yet Mr. Carton,

minutes.

like

tainment to offer the public, strings it out
a three hours' drama. He does the
usual thing in the usual way, and gets the usual results.
He adds, and adds, and adds, and the public yawns, and
yawns, and yawns, and when the point of his play is finally
developed it falls on an audience benumbed and apathetic,
in the same sweet frame of mind as a dinner guest who at
six o'clock arrives on the prae prandiae bustlings of an eight
*'

into

o'clock feast.

One of these days some bright young dramatist will see
the weakness of addition (if I may be allowed the paradox).
Also he will discover the beautiful possibilities of subtraction, and out of his snug remainder fashion a play which
comfortable
will fulfill the present mission of the drama
The tedious hours of a human life are legion.
diversion.
We do not need the play to teach us patience.

—

* * #

Mr. Carton has a good story trailing the end of The
Home Secretary. Not infantilely new, the episode of the
pre-occupied husband, the self -annoin ted martyr-wife, the
sympathetic third person of opposite sex, the eventual
misunderstanding, explanation, and once more two hearts
that beat as one not much nearer than the Christian era,
but of oft-proven dramatic interest and excellent tear
provocation for mixed audiences.
This weepy, mossy bit of an old tale is all that Carton
had to tell. He told it with skillful despatch in Act IV.
Then, working backward, he proceeded to append a series
He evolved the ingenue
of conservative anti-climaxes.
and her soubrette young man, the fantastic character gentleman who makes funny faces at himself, the worldly
woman, who wears rich garments and converses with anybody about anything, the drawling idiot of the military
who is unerringly usual even to the point of being a Captain, and many others besides, who do and say more or
less that in no possible way connects itself with the story.
In truth, I believe that had not Mr. Carton been interrupted by the overture, he would have dragged the very
scene daubers from the paint frame and given them all fat
parts to speak.

—

—

* * *

For days previous to Monday night's performance at the
California I had no end of whisperings in my ear anent Tlie
Home Secretary: It was a play for expert audiences, it
would pass over the heads of a seventy-five cent house; it
bristled with artful modernity; it was set with sparkling
epigrams. So I went early quarter after eight (two hours
too early, in fact), and, after reading this touching appeal

—

—

on the programme: "In the final act the audience is respectfully requested to remain seated until the fall of the curtain,"
I remained seated until the last
until Mi«s Shannon turned
low the lamp, and Mr. Kelcey lifted his varnished head
from his immaculate cuffs, and happiness reigned in the
household of the Home Secretary. It took me some hours
I held my ears high and I wore an
to accomplish this.
opera glass.
But neither my ears nor my eyes perceived
the artful modernity or dazzling epigrams floating over the
heads of the six-bit Philistines (who, by the way, were
typically first night, and unmistakably swell, and moderately intelligent, I should say, judging from the way
they did not enthuse over Carton's play).
I heard tired
voices from the stage drawling: " There's nothing so certain as uncertainty," and other kindred scintillations. But
I did not need a muffler on my auditory nerve or a goggle
over my eye to save those valuable organs. Mr. Carton's

—

'

dialogue is as brilliant and intoxicating as cold soup.
I
don't believe he wrote Liberty Hall.
It must have been

Bacon.
# # *
I

can imagine with what joy Herbert Kelcey plays The

* * *

The Home Secretary is an unfortunate introduction for
Stockwell's players. How much of an injustice it is to them
I cannot say until I see them in something else.
Had the
Frawleys opened in Brother John, who could have prophesied their brilliant execution of The Two Escutcheons f It
is very hard to find the good points of an actor when he is
playing a tiresome, unnecessary part and as the playing
of tiresome and unnecessary parts has been the chief occupations of Stockwell's people this week, I will not expand
on the various characterizations.
Before I turn to the more hopeful theme of Nat Goodwin's Gilded Fool I want to applaud Effie Shannon for her
tactful, expressive work in the last act. I never suspected
this gleeful ingenue of well-balanced seriousness.
I want a
word, too, about William Beach, who, believe me, really
acts Lecaile worse than the exigencies of the third
person role demands. It is sad enough for a man to be an
anarchist without being a bad actor both of which misfortunes oppress Mr. Beach.
social outlaw less pectoriloquial, less of the farmer type, with a touch of savoir
faire, would be more in keeping with an environment
illumed by Mr. Kelcey.
I remember last year at the
Columbia, during^! Woman of No Importance, Maurice Barrymore saying to Mr. Beach: 'A well-tied tie is the first
important step in a man's career." Mr. Beach has yet to
take his first step.
;

A

—

* * *

to see Nat Goodwin play A (Hided Fool as I like a
man who, raised to fame, does not go back on his old friends.
Yet I know that Goodwin's art finds the completeness of
its expression in characters stronger, more intensely individual than is this gracious creation of Henry Guy Carleton's. In Mizzoura, I am afraid, has spoiled me somewhat for
the lighter vein of Goodwin. I still appreciate it at its full
value, and I know how unique is its position in the world of
comedy. But I have seen him play a serious character as
can no other actor of to-day, and if my admiration of his
Gilded Fool is tempered with impatience, it is only because
I feel what the future holds for such a man.
And there is
no reason why Nat Goodwin's future should not begin now.
Apart from the sentiments I hold regarding Goodwin's
rank as the foremost of American actors, and the work that
is before him ere he lights his generation with histrionic
achievement, I enjoyed immeasurably his part in Carleton's comedy.
It is a far cry from Missouri to New York,
from the homely surroundings of Jim Radburn to the
fashionable environment of A Gilded Fool; and, while
Goodwin's versatility spans the stretch lightly and easily,
the ability of his companion players is not so agile.
They
need acclimating. The Missouri dust is on their shoes; its
languid dialect haunts their speech; even the presence of
Blanche Walsh does not give them the pose of real society.
I like

* * *

In a few days Nat Goodwin will board the steamer that
is to carry him to far Australia.
There, to a land newer,
more undeveloped than our own, and at the farthest end
of the earth, he takes the highest dramatic art of America.
of California, the prodigals of purse and appreciation,
were to have sped him hopefully on his voyage.
Instead,
we have even barred the gates to his return.
* # #

We

The Charity Ball is as deft a play as Belasco and De
Mille ever made for a Frohman audience.
It has a story
dear to the tearful, Laura Jean Libby soul of the gallery.

;.
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and yet it is told with such discreet theatricalism, suoh
well-appointed exaggeration, that the tried play-goer

who knows all of its little tale, becomes absorbed in spite
of himself.
parlor melodrama. I should call it, rather
>h of invention, but typically American in its heroics
of the heart.
play for the people, that reached the

A

A

—

people, and a success always because it has never been
out of the hands of players keen to perceive the humorous,
cautious not to over-climax, and who moderate and dignify
its super-sentimental tendencies.
What interested me particularly in the Frawley Company's performance of this familiar drama was the originality of Worthing's John Van Buren, and the astonishing

sympathy and unaggressive strength with which Miss
Bates acted Phyllis. Worthing is an actor in a thousand.
Like Nat Goodwin, he seems to presage the art of a new
century, wherein (I devoutly pray) actors will foreswear
hugging the footlights and leering audienceward, together
with the accent and gait which is of neither christian,
pagan, nor man.
Miss Bates, who heretofore has displayed emotion only in the guise of hysteria, seems to
have been born again, so completely are her usual methods
obliterated in her work of this week.
Miss Elliott's most admirable quality, so far as the season
shows, is tact. In her Ann Cruger there is tact, delicate
and timely, and a gentle womanliness unassuming and unfeigned, that makes the character very real.
It seems
natural to see George Leslie bubbling" through the embryonic Alexander the Great, a part which fits him closer
than his snowy wes'cut. There is infinite gladness in Leslie's
soul, and his brisk, staccato tongue and his pert rotundity

^fckLE /FIXTURE.
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original

comedy

by George R. Sims and Cecil
;
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A BUNCH OF VIOLETS.

Monday, June 29 Eh:

Al.

Theatre-

Hayman &

Co., (Incorporated)

Proprietors

Next Monday, June 22d, limited engagement, one week

MR.

only, of

dOHN DREW

And

his American company, under the management of Charles
Frohman presenting his latest and most brilliant success, THE
,

SQUIRE OF DAMES, by R. C. Carton, author of "Liberty
Hall." Direct from engagement of seven consecutive months in
New York this season.

n~L

OlUmDia
G|
l

•

1

The" Gem" Theatre of the Coast.
Friedlander, Gottlob&Co., Lessees

J_

neatre"

and Managers.
San Francisco's home organization,

Fourth great week.

FRAWLEY COMPANY,

THE

the only perfect dramatic coterie of

Commencing Monday, June22d,

LORD GHUMLEY,

Mille & Belasco. Another Lyceum Theatre success.
New scenery and costumes.
Monday, June 29th: HIS WIFE'S FATHER.

By De

Opera House.

Tivoli

Mrs. Ernestine Kreling.
Proprietor and Manager

Every evening, commencing Monday, June

22d, scenic produc-

tion of the brilliant operatic spectacle,

A TRIP TO

THE MOON.

Filled with honest fun; lovely songs; graceful dances; magnificent costumes; gorgeous ballets startling effects; a pleas;

ant trip for young and old.

Popular Prices

Orph

25c

and 50c

O'Farrell
San Francisco's Greatest Music Hall.
eUlTl, street, between Stockton and Powell streets.
Week commencing Monday, June 22d,

MORE GREAT ATTRACTIONS.

the great minstrel; LILLIAN WESTERN, InBIMBO &TEHf. Burlesque Magic; the STEWART SISTERS, Dances and Original Songs.
NEW DEPARTURE. MATINEE WEDNESDAYS.

BILLY VAN,

strumentalist;

Beginning with next week, there will be three matinees each
week at the Orpheum, Wednesdays, Saturdays and Sundays.
Matinee Prices Parquet, any seat, 25c balcony any seat, 10c.
children, 10c, any part
Reserved Seats, 25c: Balcony, 10c; Opera chairs and box
seats, 50c

roles.

of Stockwell's players,

in three acts

Entire lower floor, all reserved, nothing
higher, 50c and 75c; Balcony, R 0c. and 35c
Gallery (reserved)
25c; Gallery, admission, 15c. Matinees, 25c and 50c; no higher.

be given, The Silent System, in which Miss Elliott

;

:

at the Califor-

devoted to The Gray Mare, a favorably known
comedy by Sims and Raleigh. Herbert Kelcey Effie Shannon, John T. Sullivan, William Beach, and Olive Oliver are
among those in the cast.

proprietors

NOTE THE PRICES:

Lord Chumtey is announced for next week at the ColumFrank Worthing will play Chumley. The entire
Frawley company appears in the cast. A curtain-raiser

The second week

Co., (Incorporated)

THE GREY MARE.
An

players in America.

and Mr. Frawley have the important

HAYMAN&

Raleigh.

bia.

will also

A.L.

-L

I

Next Monday, June 22d, second week of L. R. Stockwell's com
pany of players, including Mr. Herbert Kelcey, Effle Shannon,
and others. One week only,

# * *

Offenbach's melodious spectacle, A Trip to the Moon, will
have an elaborate preseutation at the Tivoli next week.
George Lask is said to have brightened up the book with
no end of timely quips, which, together with much new and
gingerful music and picturesque dances, should assure a
brilliant run for the popular spectacle.

„.

BALTII-VOH*-. rVP.

Baldwin

After a season of seven months in New York, John Drew
comes to the Baldwin for a week's engagement, commencing Monday night. The play will be Carton's The Squire of
Dames, in which comedy Drew made a big success in New
York. The company is an excellent one, numbering, besides Maude Adams, Annie Irish, Ethel Barrymore, Harry
Harwood, Arthur Byron, Gladys Willis, Louis Baker,
Frank Lamb, and Herbert Ayling.

BB04-

•MARBURCl

Despite the demand for high-class vaudeville in the
Eastern roof gardens, Manager Walter continues to bring
bright and novel attractions for each week's bill at the
Orpheum. The Mario-Dunham family are marvelous in
their serial horizontal bar act.
They continue next week,
when a number of new specialty people will grace the bill.

The Stewart sisters, parodists; Watson and Dupre in
comedy sketches; Bimbo and Tehi, burlesque magicians,
and Lillian Western in a musical act. Matinees will be
given on Wednesdays as well as Saturday and Sunday.

p\e.&$e$ the ladies,

A box of this totwao m&hes a
most vJtkomc SlRTMOAY $lfT
'
to husband, brother or
OCURCD i« flu jutj —*=^~
-^
LEADING TOBACCOMIiTJ

are faithful servants to proclaim it.
Clarke's characters
are improving each week.
He makes the Judge a most
plausible old remnant.
Frawley, too, comes up a good
pace with Dick, and Miss McAllister's Mamma almost
atones for the expose of last week.
* # #

fnaqrana

iti
\

nia, will be

,

The Columbia Dramatic School has a matinee at the
Columbia Theatre on Thursday. Two new one-act pieces
by Miss Ellis Yates Grant and W. Greer Harrison are to
be played by the students.

The Diorama

of Inferuo, an ingenious arrangement showwork in action, is on exhibition at 532

ing Dante's famous

Kearny

street,

and

is

well

worth a

visit.

HAZELTON

HEMME
BROWN

&.

LONG

&.

SIMPSON

PIANOS
Pianos to Rent and sold on Installments

735 Market

St.

United States Laundry,
Office: 1001

Market

bt.,

near Baldwin.

Telephone, South

4-2-0.
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ft'P~R,OV(y$> of the Fourth of July poems which are now
pouring into the Literary Committee, there was one
celebration "way back" when Arthur McEwen was chairman of that important body. George H. Jessop, the wellknown author and dramatist, was engaged by the committee to write the poem of the day. It was understood,
though not specified in the contract, that Mr. Jessop was
Times were hard, and paths
to receive $50 for his work.
were rough with Mr. Jessop at this period of his literary
career, so he drew from his friends against the anxiously
anticipated compensation.
The poem was a good one, and was received with great
commendation. Then came the question of the bard's reward.
member of the committee moved that Mr. Jessop
be paid $50 from the literary fund. Then did Mr. McEwen
assail the proposition that the poet was actuated by the

A

prospect of filthy lucre. His muse was free and untrammelled.
It would be an insult to Mr. Jessop to make this
ode to the bird of freedom a monetary transaction. And
the best of the joke was that Mr. McEwen was thoroughly
sincere, and honestly believed that Jessop's fine feeling
would be hurt by a tender of the coin.

When Jessop heard of McEwen's speech and its result,
he was simply furious. Jessop never forgave him, and
lamented for many moons the lost fee. Mr. McEwen,
however, still lives.
* * *

Mr. Buckley, the bad shepherd, got a knock down blow
in the election of Frank Gould as Chairman of the Democratic Convention:

There was great dissension in the late Convention
"When all of us lambs showed up in force,
There was Jim O'Brien, McNab defying,
And Horace Piatt, just a trifle hoarse.
Mr. Young, the lawyer, a tip-top sawyer,
And Andy Clunie were likewise there.

With blazing faggot

for the foes of Daggett,

And Sammy Braunhart much the worse
When Colonel O'Byrne rose to do his turn

for wear.

The whole Hock bleated, and looked out for fun.
Loud the Colonel bellowed, and was quickly followed
By that hand speaker, young Peter Dunn.
But not abaiting their connubiating,
By Foote and English we were badly fooled,
They stole our thunder, they pulled from under
Our plank of silver, and gave us Gould.
* * #

A

stranger walked into George W. Grayson's office a
few days ago, introduced himself as a mining man from
Mexico, produced some rich ore, and told of the fabulously
wealthy ledge he had discovered.
"I struck one little vein that is almost solid gold," said
he, "and all I need to get at it in good shape is about
"
$1,500.
Now, Mr. Grayson, couldn't you
"That vein reminds me of the rich strike I made once in
early days," said Grayson. "I had run a tunnel into the side
of a mountain about 3000 feet without striking anything, aDd
was still tunneling, when one day at a stroke of my pick I revealed a ledge of solid gold about eighteen inches wide, and
I don't know how deep.
I was standing there looking at it
in silent wonder when I suddenly heard a rumble, and I
knew the tunnel was caving in. T started to run, when an
immense boulder fell, struck my crowbar and drove it into
my left side. It was very sharp and its point struck my
heart, but my heart was so hard that it broke the crowbar."
"Didn't it hurt you?" asked the stranger, feebly.
"Yes; killed me dead, sir. I've had the marble heart
ever since. Good day, sir."
It is very refreshing in this age of deceptions to find
anything in business which bears the unmistakable
stamp of genuineness, honesty and fair dealing. One reads
the sign, "Two bags of peanuts for 5 cents," and when he
pays his nickel he gets two bags half filled. "Apricots 25
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cents a basket." reads the placard, but the purchaser
finds a wad of newspaper in the basket and a dozen apricots on top.
A man walks along beside a fruit-laden
wagon shouting: "Bananas, 10 cents a dozen." On inquiry
you learn that the little, half-decayed fruit under the seat
is sold at 10 cents a dozen, while the big, yellow bananas
piled up in sight are 25 cents a dozen.
Before the new potato season had fairly opened every
produce dealer in town had picked out the smallest in his
stock of last year's spuds, washed them up and placed
them on sale as "New potatoes, 2 cents a pound." One
dealer, on Sansome street, more honest than his fellows,
put a placard over the same kind of potatoes he exhibited,
which read: "Renovated potatoes, as good as new, \\
cents a pound."
An Oakland bootblack deserves special mention as an
honest man who would not deceive his patrons. When he
first went into business six years ago, he put up the sign:
"Joe Garibaldi, bootblack. Has two small children."
Each succeeding year found him deserving of more sympathy, for he kept amending the sign until it read eight
small children.
few days ago Joe's bootblack stand was
locked up for a whole day, and the next morning he confided to the butcher's boy that his baby had died.
His
first work was to amend the sign so that it might not mislead the public, and it read: "Joe Garibaldi, bootb.ack.
Has seven small children." Then, so as to avoid being
placed in a false position before the public, he added with
his finger and shoe blacking: "One he die."
* * *

A

Colonel O'Byrne, the attorney and politician, was once
appointed to defend a man charged with murder, and
against whom the evidence was most convincing. Two eye
witnesses to the tragedy testified that they saw two men
quarreling in the middle of the street, when one suddenly
drew a knife, stabbed the other, and fled. They positively
identified the accused as the murderer, enabled to do so by
the fact that, when he struck the fatal blow, the rays of a

moon were shining directly in his face. At the trial
they testified most positively, and conviction seemed absolutely certain.
The defendant swore he was not at the
scene of the murder, and knew nothing of it; but still he
could not establish an alibi. When Colonel O'Byrne introfull

duced in evidence an almanac which showed that there was
no moon on the night of the murder, the prosecution wilted
and the accused was speedily acquitted.

My fee will be $500," said the Colonel, after the trial.
" Isn't that pretty steep ? " argued the late defendant.
"No, not for saving a man's life, and when you take into
consideration the fact that I only get $100 out of that."
" Why, did you bribe that jury ? "
" No, sir, do you think I would trifle with justice in such
a manner? No, sir; I had to pay $400 to get that almanac
printed."
"

* * *

Colonel Merritt, the insurance man, is inclined to be
profane. He acquired the habit along with his military
Naturally the Colonel's
title, that is, he just picked it up.
four-year-old son picks up such oaths as are dropped
away for future use.
house
and
stows
them
around the
The result is that a display of his precocity usually results
Mrs. Merritt
in much mortification and embarrassment.
protests but the Colonel only laughs.
The other day the bov called down stairs to his father:
"Pa! Oh, pal"

"What

is it,

son?"

"You're a d
d old fool."
The next moment Mrs. Merritt had hold
ster, administering a

of the youngmild correction with the back of a

hair brush.

"Don't whip him, Mary," shouted the Colonel. "He
know any better."
"He knows too much," retorted Mrs. Merritt and the
Colonel is wondering if she isn't more than half right.
doesn't

* * *
Beware, beware, oh millionaires, of sweet and winsome syren,
Their glances have a fatal sting more deadly than cold iron
They'll dally with your tresses gray, they'll sip your sparkling
nectar.
You'll treat the dame, and wonder why the wine does not affect her;
then comes on the damage suit, detectives, scandal, may be;
To crown the job, and make you sick a charming little baby.

And

—
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Myfswncy"

for •guess,"

and

I

"rawiher think"

I've modeled myself on the Knglish plan
river I designate as "the drink,"

:

Good Appetite^^

Like every well-bred Knglisbman.
hounds," and I follow the hare
With a leash of greyhounds, I calf it "a course ;"
But of all my possessions, my choicest care
Is centered, I swear, in my dock-tailed horse.
I

ride "to

Is restored and the disordered
Liver invigorated by taking a
small wineglassful, before meals, of the celebrated

Stomach and

For others may course the hare with hounds,
And any intelligent parrot gang
May be Anglo-maniac, without any bounds
And revel in genuine Cockney slang;
But 1 depend on an English fad.
And I prate of "heather," and ''bum," and "gorse,"
And I mark mv fellow dudes grow mad,

When
Though

I

I boastfully talk of

my

"Peruvian
WIITM-— ^tTTiriMIMM

III

Bitters

dock-tailed horse.
••:•"

see the poor animal stand in the sun,

•

do not pause
To reflect that I have bereft him of one
Great source of defense made by nature's laws.
Pestered with

My

pride

rxxx

•

•

::-

flies, I

flattered

Are You

my

purse,
Which has bought me the right to this suffering beast;
And for vanity's sake 1 offer him up,
Helpless and dumb, to the insect's feast.
is

•

;

I feel

Fond of

FIREWORKS?

Wm.

M. Madden, the Prosecuting Attorney of Judge
Low's department of the Police Court, paid San Quent'n a
visit one day last week.
While passing through the main
yard of the prison, a convict suddenly confronted him and
commenced cursing him with most picturesque oaths.

"You are responsible for this," almost shrieked the
frenzied criminal, as he tore the striped shirt off his arm.
"Well, if I am responsible for your condition," drawled
Madden, " I must congratulate myself on having done a
blamed good job," and he walked

We put up assorted
etc., for$l, $2,

We make

boxes

for children, including Fire Crackers,

Torpedoes,

$3.

Lawn

displays; assortments for

$5,

$12, $20,

$8,

and upwards.

made to order.
and you can save money by buying

Special designs, portraits, aDd uggestive effects in fireworks
t

We

are the only makers on the coast,
direct from us. Descriptive catalogues and prices furnished on application.

on.
Salesroom, 219

* # #

and

a specialty of

Bet.

Galifornia Fireworks
FRONT ST., TJp stairs.

Sacramento and California

Go.,
Telephone No.
Front

St.

c

No man who

has not rested overnight in any of the valley towns, Fresno, Sacramento, and Merced preferred, can
form an idea of the vast intrinsic value of a San Francisco
fog. It covers over the sun-baked sufferer like a garment,
and steals with delicious coolness through his veins.
It
dissipates the intense weariness that arises from the broiling, baking atmosphere of the valleys, and makes him a

new

American
$10
Typewriter.
Work

as good as any
done on a $100 machine.
Over 10.000 references.
Agents wanted

individual.

Not

all the zephyrs from the soft west sighing,
Laden with perfumes of the fairest rose,

Can soothe the anguish
So

As

of the

Pacific

119

'Neath ardent suns, clogged eyes, perspiring nose;
he fain would wallow as the hog,
one delicious breath of ocean fog.

faint,

AN appeal

is

being

made

to business

men aud

Introduction

Company.

mortal frying

AUSTRALIAN SALT BUSH,

others of

some $24,500 to enable the International
Christian Endeavor Convention for 1897 to be held in
San Francisco. In 1895 the Convention met in Boston,
and the delegates numbered about 55,000. It will readily
be seen that the arrival of such a vast number of people
here will certainly do much to stimulate trade, and will
this city for

The Forage

Bush

St.,

u^^:^^

Plant for Alkali

Room 6.

c«

to):

The tens of thousands of acres of alkali lands in California may be made
productive and profitable by planting Salt Bush.
For further information, address
„,--,,.- Seedsmen and Nurserymen.
~. n .... n ... .
r.
TRUMBULL & BEtBE, 419 and 421 Sansome street, S. F

numberless visitors to make our State their
Seeing that
after once comparing it with the East.
$100,000 was readily secured for the National Republican
Convention, we think that so small a matter as $24,500
should be guaranteed without any effort being made to
secure it. Many of the most prominent and influential of
our citizens are endeavoring to have the Convention meet
here, and Mr. William H. Crocker, President of the
also cause

home

Crocker-Wool worth National Bank, hasconsented

"Gold Seal"

"Pioneer

Brand,

Brand,
Medium

The Best Made.

"Badger"

to serve

Brand,
Fair Quality.

Excellent Quality.

"Gonquerer" f

THE

Northern Assurance Company, of London and
Aberdeen, has been placed in the hands of Messrs.
This firm already represents some of
Boyd and Dickson.
the largest companies on the Coast, and may now be conBoth gentlemen
sidered one of the strongest in the city.
are well-known, and have an established reputation for
settling fire losses in a very expeditious manner.

"

Cotton Hose.

Neptune

"Elk"

"

Brand,

Brand,

Cotton Hose.

Yon
Rubber-Lined

will find

113

Obelisk

Brand,

Brand,
Fine Quality.

Good Quality.

When

Quality.

ftnvil

Brand,

This will ensure the money contributed beas treasurer.
ing placed to proper purpose, and will of itself help to interest many moneyed people in the movement.

After dinner try Adams' Pepsin Tutti-FrnttiChewmgGum.
it admirable.
Indigestion fades before it.

you are selecting a wedding present, go to S. & G. Gump's,
Geary street. They have a magnificent variety to choose from.

i

Soils.

COTTON

Hose

"Eureka" Brand, Best

GOODYEAR nUDDCn
RURRFR HO
UUULllCHn
OU.,
577

and

579

MARKET

ST.. S. F.

Quality.

r.h. pease,
Vice- Pres. and Manager.
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Pine street during the

week was not so active

as it might
have been, and dealers are disappointed
thereat, in view of the fact that conPrices
ditions at the mines favor more life in the market.
have, however, been strong in the middle shares, notwithstanding a decidedly weak feeling in the North End shares,
where Con. Virginia wilted for a time like a faded lily on
the old weatherworn announcement that gas had been encountered in the workings. The scare, however, did not
last long, and the stock quickly rallied under purchases of
people who religiously make a point of taking on this stock
on every break of the kind. The feeling on the street is
one of the utmost confidence in the situation at the front,
and a good trading market can be looked for after the
midsummer holidays have passed. In Chollar (Bruns-

The Pine

Street
Mining Market,

1

Pierre Humbert,

James

M. Brazell,

Hugh McDonnell

are mixed up
just now with one another over the detention of 20,(100 shares of stock by Cox,
Bickford & Co., the brokers who brought the company out
which purchased the old Pioneer Mine, formerly owned by
the Fair estate and A. E. Davis.
A suit has been brought
to recover this stock, and in the discussion Humbert
seems to have got over into the Cox, Bickford camp, leaving Brazell and McDonnell to settle the matter as best they
can.
On their side, McDonnell is quoted as follows, in a

The Pioneer
Mining Scandal

and

Boston contemporary:
"The whole thing in a nutshell

is simply this: The promoters of
mine agreed to give Pierre Humbert 20,000 shares of stock as
his commission for bringing out this mine. The promoters then
went and bid in the property direct, and claim Humbert has no
title to his commission.
The California courts will sustain the claim
that he is entitled to this commission, part of which I hold, and I

this

will see that this stock sells at 25 cents

within ten days.

"The Pioneer mine is no more located on the mother lode than I
am. The lode stops at the American river, and this property is
located ten miles north of the American river. They have exhausted
the pay ore in sight, and they will have to drill through 2,000 feet
of solid rock before they can again find the vein which will yield
them any gold at all. I have come here with
trunk and camped
down. Bostonians will know more about California mines before I
get through. Merced is on the mother lode and is all right. It is a
good property, and worked on a large scale will pay handsomely."
all

my

Some

Conflicting
Statements of Fact,

In regard to the receipts for the
stock now in controversy, Mr. Humbert says that the one which has

shown up in Mr. McDonnell's hands
one that he gave some time since to a California man
who is now dead, and he characterizes the whole business
as a piece of persecution.
Mr. Brazell gets back at Humbert in turn, and charges that the statement made by him
relative to the Pioneer receipts is an absolute falsehood,
and that he sold them to McDonnell.
Furthermore, that
the receipts for 20,000 shares were to cover the commission of Humbert and himself, and were delivered to him by
Mr. Humbert last September.
McDonnell offered to bet
that what he said about the ore was correct, and wagered
$1000 that the mine is not on the mother lode. Strange to
say, in view of all this talk and feeling on both sides, the
suit is brought in the name of Pierre Humbert.
McDonnell, it is said, offered to take $1 per share for the stock
which he demands, although it was quoted at $6 in open
market. Mr. Brazell, apparently, does not agree with his
partner, McDonnell, on the " mother lode " proposition, as a
letter is quoted from him written in April, 1895, wherein
hetellsMr. Humbert "that there is no doubt but that this
ledge is the mother lode, the same that passes through Amador, Calaveras, Tuolumne, and loses itself in the granitic
rock of Madera and Fresno counties. In this Western ledge
there is the infallible sign, viz: the existence of mariposite,
which, as you know, is found on the mother lode, and nowhere else in the known world, and then only where con-

is

tact exists."
Dredging for
Golden Sand,

The sand

will

A Mat-bottomed scow is anchored in the
Sacramento river for the purpose of recovering any gold contained in its sand
by a new application of the dredger idea.
be pumped up and washed, the pump being

so arranged that nothing larger than an 8-inch boulder can
be hoisted. The capacity of the pump is between 900 and
looo yards of sand per day, and gross returns are figured
up on a basis of §2 to the yard of sand handled. The enterprise is handled by private capital.

A big power and water company has just
been formed in Marysville, and the work
on the dam on the Yuba will begin at once.
The company will commence business with
the right to 70,000 inches of water, and, in addition, will
own over twelve miles of ditches already in use. with clear
title to her rights of way for sufficient ditches to supply a
large area east of Marysville. The capital stock of the
A Marysville
Power Plant,

company is

*2,000.000.

wick) south drift, on the 200-levei, there is a much better
showing of ore than might be understood from the official
letters, and the indications are that the section of a ledge
now being cut is somewhere pretty near its apex. This is
much better even than if the ore was working the other
way toward the surface, with only the chance for a couple
of hundred feet of country until the grass roots would come
in.
The drift on the 300-level is now being driven in
through Norcross ground as rapidly as possible, with the
chance of cutting into new matter at any time after the
region where the old ore above might make in its downward extension should it pitch in that direction. There
are many who favor the idea that the Potosi mine, in the
south of Chollar, will benefit eventually by the discovery,
and much of the stock has been bought recently on this
account. Still further north on, the Brunswick work is
progressing in ground owned by Con. Virginia, Curry, and
Savage, and some changes for the better are looked for in
a short time when cross-cutting begins at different points.
The South End shares have not moved much as yet, but
dealers who favor that end of the market are sanguine
that they will be heard from before all is over.
It is not the worst kind of a recommendation when an old-time enemy of a proposiLooming Up. tion flops over the fence and expresses an
error of judgment in a manner which
Marysville contemcarries conviction of sincerity.

The Magalia

A

porary, which sided with the malcontents who vented
their ill-tempered spleen in a spirit of selfish jealousy
on the attempt to float the Magalia property in
this city some time ago, now displays a more liberal
frame of mind iu quoting the latest report from
the Oroville Times, on the condition and prospects of
the mine, as follows: "The shaft in the Magalia mine in
the old Pershbecker works was emptied of its immense
body of water on Saturday without an accident. The
work of taking out some of the coarse gold from the
ancient channel will soon begin. This will give a new
impetus to matters on the ridge. Everybody connected
with the mine is well pleased, as the work of sinking the
The deposit in
shaft has been a long and arduous one.
this mine is known to be rich and extensive, and now that
it is in a condition to be worked there is no doubt that it
"All things come to those
will pay better than ever."
who wait," it is said, and events are gradually proving
that the statements of merit made at the time by Major
McLaughlin were substantially correct, while at the same
time they place the enemies of the scheme in a poor light.
The Jumper mine, a location of some
Another Quest
promise iu Tuolumne County, in the
For British Gold, vicinity of the Rawhide, is about to be
offered

in

Great Britain, where the

wealthy neighbor will doubtless be drawn
upon for all it is worth in aiding the new venture. While
the Jumper, of course, may be a remarkably fine prospect,
the fact that it lies within easy distance of a bonanza mine
should not be allowed to cut any figure in dealing with
the merits of the property as an investment. Nothing follows in mining from mere contiguity of location, and some
of the finest mines in the world have blossomed out in the
midst of as big a set of wild-cats as ever were set adrift
among a speculative community. Sensible people in buying a mine now-a-days pay for what is in sight, and take
into consideration the expenses of future development and
the chances for and against ore. The time for buying a
pig in a poke is gone by, and it is a good thing that it has.
prestige of

its

—
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owner
THE
ened

of a boarding house in this city has threatto kill a boarder for making love to his wife.

Does not the knave know that the landlady, if she be passing pretty, is always considered fair game, and that the

'Hear the Crier:" "What the devil art thour"
'

One

wily boarder fattens on her lips while his fellows
at her table? The fellow knows so little that he

that will play the devil, sir, with you."

sinewy Suffragists
receive
sympathy
THE
the snub that has been administered them by the genwill

for

little

tlemen representing the Democratic Party.
Democracy
has openly pronounced itself in favor of home cooking,

—

home comforts, and

old-fashioned motherhood for all of
which one should be truly thankful. There is nothing in
God's world so desirable as a good wife, and it is to be
hoped that all misguided women will now determine to mend
their ways, and will concentrate their attention upon the
capture of some lone and lovable male, wilting in the modest seclusion of bachelordom.
Town Crier is a bicyclist. In a misguided moment
he invested in a Vim tire a wretched thing placed
upon the market by the Boston Woven Hose Company. It
is so rotten that it leaks without a puncture, and a puncture is the easiest thing this tire can get. As a direct result of this imposition he is laid up with an enlarged head;
and, although his modesty bids him shrink from relating
his own experiences, he feels that it is his duty to do so in
the hopes that other wheelmen may read them and be

THE

—

warned thereby.

DOCTORS

J

E

pray Thee. Lord to send us light
Because we cannot see at night.
Our Supervisors are to blame
They rob the public without shame.
They love the dark, because to steal
'Tis necessary but to feel.
And so, dear Lord, please light our lamps
And save us from these thieving tramps.
1

,

grow thin
must be a

in disguise.

7W

KS. Sprague, the heiress of the Donahue fortune, objects to the expenditure of a paltry $25,000 on a fountain to be erected iu memory of Peter Donahue.
This parsimonious widow may some day find herself in a position
where she would gladly avail herself of a drop of water to
cool her tongue.
It is to be sincerely hoped that it will

1 L

not be forthcoming.
that
NOW
verted

New

Boss McKane of
York has been conto Christianity by the Salvation Army, it is to
the local organization will attempt to save our

be hoped

own Boss Buckley.

Heaven without the "Blind White
Devil" in it, would be as uninteresting as the New Testament with the Crucifixion left out.

ALTHOUGH

the report has been given out that Buckdone for, it will be well for honest people to keep
an eye upon him until the Devil comes to fetch his own.
Mr. Buckley is not so much a personage as an epidemic,
and, as such, may break out again at any moment and
without any warning.
ley

is

Rev. Gibson,
belfry fame,
THE
weeks
the East along with

will sojourn for some
his secretary.
Durrant

of

Sweeny, McNulty,

O'Donnell and several
others of the same variety doubtless find that it pays
to advertise their proficiency through the columns of the
daily press.
There are also numerous so-called "Medical
Institutes" that call attention to their quack nostrums by
the same means. One does not doubt the power of these
gentlemen to kill off their patients as rapidly as Providence may deem expedient.

W

professor

in

fill his pulpit until his return. Ladies may be accommodated with pews by addressing the Rev. C. Overman
Brown, who will satisfy all demands as expeditiously as

will

possible.

Rev. Olive
THE
Church
the

Miller, who is billed as the pastor of the
Most Holy Spirit, states that God's
of
ever in the cyclone. We are inclined to doubt it,
because this reverend ass is still among us. At any rate
we cheerfully suggest to the Almight}- that he try again.

hand

is

that the City Prison has been
NOW
keep away from
that the Supervisors

cleansed,

we

trust

Quite a
number of these ruffians could well be incarcerated there,
but, out of pity for the other prisoners, we trust they never
may be. What say you, Mister King?
will

it.

Los Angeles
pure
heart
the First Congregational Church
THE
THE
week should be
are planning to re-open the
church on Post and
in

of

old

Mason

streets.
The soiled in mind and body, however, are
determined upon having a new edifice in a better location.
The ungodly must not laugh at the mixed state of affairs
among these pious people. "For of such is the Kingdom
of Heaven."

A

SWARTHY Swede,

who preferred

honest,

life,

if

laborious,

suicide to living an
stated in his farewell letter

that Americans were a set of robbers and cutthroats and
that we would all go down to damnation. For all of which
this swarthy Swede expressed most holy joy.
It may be
of some consolation to know that the scoundrel is now paving the way thither for us.
that a chewing-gum girl has managed to get her
picture in the Examiner by ordering a piano-tuner
about at the point of a pistol, we suppose that numberless
young females will spring into notoriety by the same route.
Much as this is to be deplored, we shall look leniently upon them if they will only kill one of the scoundrels oc-

NOW

casionally.

charming
THE
coming

creatures who will preside over our
festivities should be neither queens nor empresses.
Seeing that they are to have absolute control
over us, we suggest that they be dubbed Supervisoresses.
The title will cover a multitude of sins.

WILL

Whelan inform us why the keep of a parrot while under his care should amount to $1.00 a
day? Probably it was a Buckley bird and entitled to as

much

Sheriff

consideration as a lamb would be.

Beulah Park Evangelists should be treated to a
THE
coating
tar and feathers. Such vermin cause more
of

annoyance to respectable people, and lead
children astray, than is generally known.
a woman wishes to prove
WHEN
she marries some other man.

more innocent

her love for a fellow

editors who fought with knives last
exhibited by Sutro out at the Cliff
is passing brave
himself; but
House.
locked.
door
is
then our office

The Town Crier

Assistant Mayor
THE
Mayor Sutro, who by the help
calls

mighty
from in

is

this city a "swindler."
of Buckley and the Al-

permitted to misrepresent

his

own

it,

will

now be heard

defence.

B

AA, baa, Buckley,
Have you any pull?"
Yep,

my

plug-ugly,

Two hands full."

GOVERNOR

Budd has. proved his wisdom by keeping
out of the Corbett-Sharkey embroglio. His Excellency
has enough fights of his own to attend to without worrying over ours.
use of all this information concerning
is the
Blanther's past? If the detectives and the police
will only inform us concerning his present, we will attend

WHAT

to his future.

jeweler committed suicide last Sunday night. He
SPOOR
the precious
the glowing accounts
was interested
of

in

stones in his Father's mansion and wanted to investigate
for himself.

Stephens states that
THE Rev. John
are
be found on Nob

the drunkards of

Hill.
Since when,
to
the ministerial wolves been located there ?

this city

pray, have

v

'HE Crier terms

political conventions
Expensive courts for personal contentions.

REGISTRAR Hinton awoke
of several

SOCIALISM is
employed.

last night after a slumber
Politicians please note.

months' duration.

said to be the only solution for the unis the matter with prussic acid ?

What

PAPER: "Clunie sees Fraud."
DAILY
looked at himself in the mirror.

Probably he
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The world
Macaulay

Confidences."*

of letters wants a new
to administer the lash to

the critics who write puffery. And
we would have been spared a good

A Book

No American

writer has been more faithful

American life than W.
The Week.* D. Howells. To properly understand him,
however, it is necessary to read all his
And, if
works, and not to judge him by a single volume.
of

to the delineation of

this, we shall find that his characters are more intelligent than emotional, more practical than passionate;
in fact, that they are typical Americans who move in the
world around them like every day, matter-of-fact people.
EngHe does not place before us the old " type " of
lander, the man with the "nasal twang" and the "goatee,"
but he brings us in contact with the American of to-day,
the man with an extended sphere of observation, more de-

we do

New

veloped reasoniug powers, and deeper sympathies than
Taken singly, his strongest
those who preceded him.
Modern
works are, perhaps, written under the title of
Instance," in which he mercilessly represents a conspicuous type of American and his subtle interpretation of this
type is clear and cold, with nothing extenuated or set
down in malice. It was, however, through " Their Wedding" Journey," that Howells first became widely known to
the public; although " A Traveler from Altruria " added
many warm admirers to his already extensively clientele.
Of his vivacity in portraiture, his humor and wit, it is unnecessary to speak, for his severest critics have never
questioned them; but, even at the risk of being considered
hypercritical, we think he would add somewhat to his fame
if he avoided such tattered and attenuated expressions as
" so to speak " and " as it were." Those terms belong to
the age of the shaky oratorical phrase: "If I may be allowed the expression," and Howells would come more up
to the ideal standard if he did not use them.
And yet we
fiud it hard to fall out with the great New Englander who
draws the flickering lights and shadows of New England
life as skillfully and as truly as an artist's pigments could
make them, and who chronicles the joys and sorrows of life
so accurately between his chapters.
In his last book, "A Parting and a Meeting, " Howells
gives us a book in which drollery and delicate tenderness
are mingled in a way which, to our mind, makes this book
one of the most captivating the author has written. The
story is one of love and Shakerism, a subject not new to
the author, a story in which a young man leaves the girl
he is engaged to marry and enters the "angelic" circle of
the Shakers.
Then the girl marries and passes her life
until she is sixty in the humdrum surroundings of her
home. Meanwhile, however, she became a widow, and
now, in her comparative old age, she determines to hunt
up the lover of her youth, and she hies her to the Shaker
settlement where she once more sees the lover of her teens.
And here we have an exquisite piece of character drawing
as the old man and the old woman wonder if the toothless,
wrinkled, shaky old bag-of-bones before them can be the
same gay and handsome beings who loved and wooed so
many years before! But with keen perception, Howells
pictures the old woman as still animated by the flickering
fires of a sentimental past, for her love had been "her
whole existence," but the man had become mummified in
the peaceful monotony of his life, and he failed to exhibit
even a dying spark of the old fire that had stirred his
blood in the long ago. He told her, indeed, that he was
Roger who loved Phoebe, but he told it in a way that
proved his heart to be as if of adamant, and to him the
past was a dead past in sentiment and feeling. And as
we draw near the end the pathetic tenderness of old
Phoebe's words, and her sorrowful meeting with the lover
of her youth, touch the well springs, and just as we were
about to feel the "lump rising in the throat," then this
master mind of a New Englander turns on the laughing
gas, and we close the book with a smile when a less brilliant writer would have us leave it with a sigh.
The book
reminds us that life is "something that oscillates like a
pendulum between a smile and a tear."
» "A Parting and a Meeting," by w. D. Howells.

"A
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if we had such a writer
deal of disappointment

and some nervous excitement as we read Mr. LockerLampson's much-lauded book, "My Confidences," for a
more extraordinary scrap-basket of senile prattling has
never been puffed and praised by the critics of the press.
The book has been lauded above the chimney tops, its commonplace account of the author's infancy, its ordinary
statements about his grandparents, its fourth-rate theological prattle, its valueless philosophy about life and
society, and its account of how the author spent his time
in the rather priggish public service of England, all have
been received by the English press as if possessing special
And why ?
notes of merit and entitled to special praise.
Well, we believe simply because Mr. Locker-Lampson, one
"
way or another, was considered
a nice fellow," and he
made himself popular with the critics, for on no other
Otherwise, why
ground can we account for this praise.
should this book, with its first 150 pages of frivolities, gossips, flabby dissertations on religion, and inane views of
other people's opinions, receive a welcome from the English critics of the hour ? We give it up, unless, indeed, the
author captured the critics by treating them well, and
they, good souls, acted on the too good theory of "Do not
speak ill of the dead." But what are we to think of a man
who makes an ili-advised jest about a great author's work,
and that, too, in the presence of the great author himself,
and is then surprised that the great one did not like it?
And yet this is what Mr. Locker-Lampson did with Thackeray, while the world of letters knows that the greatest
writers England has produced Dickens, Tennyson, and
Matthew Arnold among the rest were intensely sensitive
about the critiques on their books. And yet this book of
Mr. Locker-Lampson's has some merit. The first part of
it is, indeed, rubbish, and should be skipped over just as
one rushes past a mud heap. Whatever merit the book has
commences when the author tells us something about people
whom he met Landor, George Eliot, and many others of
And although he had the bad
the great ones of his day.
taste to offend Thackeray, yet his account of Thackeray's
character is really good, and some things he tells us about
Dickens appear to be new, but on the whole the book has
a great deal of valueless matter, and we put it away with
a belief that it was not worth the time spent in reading it.
But if any of our readers are tempted to look it over, we
advise them to skip the first 150 pages that is, if they
wish to escape tittle-tattle only fit for the nursery.

—
—

—

—

*

By Frederick Locker-Lampson.

The Atlantic monthly for June contains,
verses, the following lyric by Mr. Stoddard

among other
:

THE FLIGHT OF THE ARROW.

The

life

of

man

an arrow's
Out of darkness
Is

flight,

Into light
out of light
Into darkness again;

And

Perhaps to pleasure,
Perhaps to pain!

There must be Something,
Above, or below;
Somewhere unseen
A mighty Bow,

A Hand that tires not,
A sleepless Eye
That

sees the arrows
Fly, and fly;

One who knows
Why we live— and

"Poker

die.

Stories," by John F. B. Lillard, is an entertaining collection of good stories told by statesmen, soldiers,
lawyers, commercial travelers, bankers, actors, editors,
millionaires, members of the Ananias Club, and others.
Our only objection to the book is the " cuss" words it contains, and we opine that it is possible to play poker without swearing.
But on the other hand, all the stories are
supposed to be true, and some of them are good enough
to have survived many repetitions during the last decade,
Francis P. Harper, New York. 50 cents.
or before.

I
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The re-publication of Captain Mnrryafs works will be
a welcome addition to the revival of classical literature of
Bfty years ago.
Like Stephen Crane, Captain Marryat

f To

wrote bad English, and be could not construct a plot, but
then, think of his style, lucid, simple, and vigorous, breathing the spirit of the" sea. with all its genuine humor and
descriptive power as well. It almost makes one feel young
again to remember the gusto with which we read "Peter
Simple." "Jacob Faithful." or " Poor Jack." And yet we
doubt if Captain Marryat turned out better sea stories
than our owu Dana and Melville.
Indeed W. Clark

Ride Easy

"}

I "Ball-Bearing"
§
Bicycle Shoes
$
^
Fastmers Hold
Pratt

4|

Russeli. the English writer of sea tales, says that Dana
and Melville were the greatest writers of sea stories that
ever lived, and we rejoice to know that the works of the
latter are being extensively read again.

Here

15

®
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poem by a
writer named Cameron Rogers. It has been brought to
by Edgar Saltus, and it contains much real merit:
" The hours I spent with tbee, dear heart,
Are as a string of pearls to me;
I count them over, every one apart,
is

a beautiful, but not perfect, little

light

My
11

rosary.

Each hour a pearl, each pearl a prayer,
To still a heart in absence wrung;
I tell each bead unto the end and there

A cross

is

f

hung.

memories that bless — and burn!
Oh, barren gain— and bitter loss!
kiss each bead and strive at last to learn

To

is

^^
—
W)

'

To

kiss the cross."

far.

Mr. Rudyard Kipling is to get about twenty-four cents
a word for the magazine and syndicate rights of his new
story.
This will make $12,000 in all.
The book rights
have not yet been disposed of.
There are published in this country nearly two thousand
novels a year.
Of these a hundred live three months, fifty
six months, and two reach the ripe old age of one year.
$12,500 have been subscribed for the Burns' exhibition to
be held in Glasgow this summer. This is only half the
amount guaranteed.
T. S.
We are of opinion that, except Swinburne, there
is not to-day in the entire world of letters one great poet.

)

MOVED.^
COOPE &

Co.,

the Pacific Coast, has now been re-established by Ed.
Brown & Son, the agents for the Svea Insurance Company
of Gothenburg, and the American of Philadelphia.
Both
gentlemen are well known in insurance circles.

The Overland Limited,
ONLY 3J^ DATS TO CHICAGO. 4J^ DAYS TO NEW YORK.
The Union Pacific is the only line running vestibuled Pullman
Double Drawing-room Sleepers and Dining Cars daily. San FranVestibuled buffet smoking and
cisco to Chicago without change.
library cars between Ogden and Chicago.
Upholstered Pullman
Sleepers, San Francisco to Chicago, without change, daily.
SteamFor tickets
ship tickets on sale to and from all points in Europe.
and sleeping car reservations apply to D. W. Hitchcock, General
Agent, No. 1 Montgomery street, San Francisco.

623 Market

(PaaerPaiaoeHoten.

St.

ERNST

LUDWIG X

H.

Napa Soda cures

sick

Headache.

Napa Soda counteracts Malaria

and See Us.

Gall

CO..

The Model
American
Caterers.
1206 Sutter

Telephone 2388.

St., S. F.

GEORGE GOODMAN
Patentee and
Manufacturer

of

Artificial

Walk

Side

307

Stone

fn all its branches

]

and Garden

Office:

Walk

a specialty.

Montgomery

street,

(Nevada block) San Francisco

Johmuife.
Was

used exclusively at the Marlborough-Vanderbilt wedding breakfast Owing to its excellence it is the preferred
table water at the best resorts, hotels, clubs, etc.

Dr.

F. C.

PAGUE,
Dentist.

Rooms

£)R.

4

and

5,

Academy

ARTHUR
Post

4091-6

When

Paderewski was here he continually went to Swain's
Bakery, 213 Sutter street, to dine. Before leaving he pronounced
the cooking thereto be equal to that of the finest Parisian restaurants. For ladies who are out shopping this restaurant will be found
very handy. Catering for large functions a specialty.

PIPPY,

Agents for Paul Masson Champagne, Ben Lomond Mountain
Wines, Schramsberger Wines, Vino del Bey Sweet Wines and
Brandies, California Olives, also selected brands of imported
Wines and Brandies, have moved to

Schilllnger's Patent

of

™
#

:

:

,

—

firm
Brown, Craig &
which was dissolved
THE
when the Phoenix Insurance Company withdrew from

...

(M
"U
MM
JJ
(((•

;

:
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to nauseate its readers

by publishing the late " Bill Nye's Comic History of England."
There is a loathsomeness about this work which cannot but
disgust every one who has eyes to see its vulgarities and
coarseness, and the cultured readers of the Examiner must
wonder at that paper for publishing it at all.
" Yeki; a Tale of the New York Ghetto," is said to be
the most powerful description of the Russian Hebrew,
living in this country, that has ever been published.
It is
by a new writer and his work is said to be far superior to
Zangwill's.
Only the advance sheets have been seen so

—

#**

Sweetheart,
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C.ARFFltltY. INSIST ON GETTING
GFTTING BALLRAI NOTE IT CAREFULLY.
SEARING " SHOES. SOLD BY DEALERS.
SPECIAL RETAIL AGEN'S: San Francisco
S. P. Shoe House; E. T. Allen Co
B. Katchinski. Los Angeles
Stephens
&Hickok; E. E. Barden. San Diego: P.
P. Wright & Co. San Bernardino
H. I..
Peck & Co. Portland, Or E. C. Goddard& Co.

.

kiss the cross,

The Examiuer continues

^r

stamped on every Shoe. It
^) is a guarantee that you are buying
£g) the best bicycle shoe on the market.
"

" Oh,
I

•

This Trade-Mark

2^f

St.,

T.

I

Market

street

Dentist.

RESTORATIVE PILLS.— Buy none but the gennine—A speoiflc for Exhausted Vitality, Physical

the Academy of Medicine, Paris,
celebrities. Agents for California and the Pacific States.
CO., 635 Market street (Palace Hotel), San Francisoo.

Wasted Forces. Approved by

and the medical
J. Q.

819

REGENSBURGER,

San Francisco.

HD
OriRn'Q
LVR. R
niuunu
o
Debility,

of Sciences Building,

STEELE &

Sent by mail or express anywhere.
Box of 50 pills, $1 25; of 100 pills, $2; of 200 pills,
PRICES
$3 50; of 400 pills, $6; Preparatory Pills, $2. Send for circular.
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VERY ONE who reads
the

and their name
it is ever ready

is

—

Lord Alcash, "it is shocking, positively shocking," to
know of what is tolerated in polite circles. Where is the
breeding and refinement among young men and women
whose talk is suggestive, if not openly indelicate, ofttimes
trenching upon ground supposedly unknown territory to
the debutante bud? Yet how coolly the soft cheek remains
unmantled by the maiden blush, its place taken by "a perfect yell" when some witticism (save the mark!) is indulged
in by the daring Brownie of the period.
When will our
lovely maidens realize that a girl is never so attractive to
men of culture and intellect as when robed in the purity of
gentleness and modesty, which rebukes familiarity and
vulgarity of speech as well as action.
* * *

our

—

* * *

Since

Burke Holladay's connection with the

railroad

magnate things are getting lively on the "Heights"; grading has begun, making the family residence more approachand one

of the absentee daughters will soon be here
her family, when a series of entertainments
be given, it is said, at the old homestead on the hill.

able,

on a
will

visit to

* * *

what rumor is saying, there is one afloat
that Mrs. Hager is meditating an al fresco entertainment
Apropos

of

at delightful Del Monte, which is to eclipse all previous
efforts on this hospitable lady's part for originality and elegance. It goes without saying that it will be a grand
affair.

* * #

A

somewhat sensational report has been started in London that H. R. H. of Wales is very bent on making a trip
to California
Think what a convulsion of nature human

—

!

—

nature would result from such an event as a
coast by the Prince

visit

to the

!

* # *

summer

resorts has a big handicap in the
presence at the hotel of the garrulous old dowager who
dilates so freely on everyone's family skeleton except her
own. But she got a dose of her own medicine the other
evening after dinner, when she was enlivening a group of
listeners with details of the broken engagements of this
and that girl.
At length a blonde matron sitting near
chipped in with the remark "Did any of the men commit
suicide as the surest way to avoid marriage ? "
They say
the old lady was rendered speechless and simply glared
of

20, 1896.

The weather is just delightful down at Del Monte, and
Never
the hotel is nearly full from basement to attic.
since the hotel was first erected have there been so many
applications made for quarters by intending guests.
"Society" seems to be congregating there like bees about
a hive, and honey and money young girls and old ones
divide the attention of numberless swagger drones.

News Letter,

legion, at home and abroad, knows that
to note the evil of the times in society as
in
outside
circles,
and they will confess that one of
well as
the most striking faults of the day is the license allowed
young people in their conversation (?) in what is termed
"our best society" meaning the wealthy and influential
members of the social world.
To borrow the phrase of

One

June

:

Gossip says that the moonlight has been a great factor
in the enjoyment of the girls over in San Rafael, and many
are prophesying a matrimonial announcement in the near
future between a season's bud and the son of a wealthy sire.

THE PRETTIEST PLACE

IN

MILL VALLEY.

A LARGE,

well-furnished house to rent in Mill Valley
for four or six months, with stable accommodations if
desired.
Address, G. T. Marsh, 625 Market street.

!

* * *

What

some cases that no scientist has
as yet discovered a method of seeing as long a distance as
one can hear.
As for example, what a spectacle it would
be to see at one end of a wire a swagger wedding in some
European capital and at the other end a threatened foreclosure of the family home of one of the " high contracting
parties." Truly, "where ignorance is bliss," etc., applies
to

a blessing

it is in

bridegrooms sometimes,

it

would seem.

The Keystone Monogram Whiskey has

long been considered one

of the very finest brands on the market. It can be taken at all hours
of tbe day, and will have a marked tonic effect upon the system.
Tbe leading pbysicians endorse its qualities, and tbe oldest connoisseurs pronounce it perfect. So many wbiskies are sold to-day of inferior quality that recommendations like these will certainly have a
marked influence upon tbe sales.

Moore's Poison Oak Remedy
Cures Poison Oak and all Skin Diseases. Sold by all druggists.

* * *

B'lingamites are looking forward to a perfect blaze of
glory when the Crock ers and Scotts once set the ball rolling.
It would seem that the beautiful bride of Walter
Hobart is more partial to domestic pleasures than general
hilarity, and the house parties of this happy young couple
are spoken of as being small and confined to personal
friends and relatives, but thoroughly delightful all the
same.

Napa Soda

Jackson's

is

a tonic— builds

up the system.

Use Richardson & Robbins' canned and potted meats

THE
•

HOTEL RAFAEL,
SAN RAFAEL, CAL.

There

a good deal of quiet speculation being indulged
resorts of the swim as to who will be the
leading bud in next season's debutantes.
Some say Miss
Florence Breckenridge, Miss Susie Blanding and Miss Kate
Salisbury are booked for first place; others assign leading
honors to Miss Helen Wagner, but that the incoming crop
of belles is a promising one all agree.

in at the

for picnics.

Now Open.

is

summer

# * *

Shakespeare

the authority for the remark, "What's
in a name ? " but they say that stockbroker George T.
Marye can vouch for it that there is a good deal of annoyance in a name sometimes, as ever since his cousin's suicide
he has been the recipient of astonished looks from people
meeting him in the street and overhearing others saying:
" Marye has killed himself."
* # *
San Rafael's season of society folk is in full swing, and
from now on until after the tennis and ball on the Fourth
there will be fresh arrivals daily at the hotel and cottages.
Once the national holiday is over society will fly to other
places, chiefly to Del Monte, where a long array of fashionables are already in evidence.

For the season, under the management

CAPT.
Ssj'

Write now

for rates

and rooms.

is

*.

Strozunski's.

C.

B.

of

JOHNSON

•.

Popular prices, equal to others; no imitating.

All original styles, varied to suit the
Competent artists employed; no

features.

apprentices, "Bernhardt" wavers, to wave
hair without burning; " EauBroux," to restore
grey or bleached hair to natural color. Latest styles in modern Bangs,
particularly Louis de Lavelliere style. Open Sundays.

Leading Hair Dresser.

24 GEARY ST.

Gomel)

(Near Kearny.)

Telephone No., Main

5697.

OoIoiiq.
The

oldest and most reliable brand on the
market. Sold only in 1-3 pound papers at
20 cents per paper. All grocers keep it.
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EDITH —The

prevailing styles in sleeves are
prettier and more artistic and becoming than anything we have had iu years, for they are the happy medium
between the huge grotesque balloons just passed into
oblivion, and the long, straight, overtight sleeves whose
tortures still haunt us. The choice in shapes at present
is almost unlimited as to the style of arranging the upper
portion of the sleeve; frills, bell puffs, draperies, points,
caps, slashed effects, etc., all prevailing among models for

summer gowns.

Among

the dainty French novelties of the season are
Sabran vest fronts of bead-wrought or spangled mousseline
They are laid in
de soie, chiffon and cream-white net.
folds such as a Parisian hand alone can arrange, and some
have pretty girdle and yoke effects formed solely by the
manipulation of these folds and fine plaitings. These vests
are to be worn with the bolero jacket, which has taken
another lease of life, and is the rage abroad, as well as
many others of the very short styles that are called variously the Mess, the French Guard, the Eton, the Zouave,
and the Russian shape with square instead of rounded
The little Spanish model, however, is the leading
fronts.
favorite, and with it is worn a high ceintureor girdle, that
But
fashion decrees shall be made of black satin ribbon.
leaving this very popular accessory aside, the vest and
youthful
wearers
the bolero are especially charming for
over skirts of Pompadour silk, flowered organdie, accorand
flowered
taffeta
or
dion-plaited crepe de chine, shot
grass linen made up over silk that matches the lining of
the silk or velvet bolero in tint.
The rage for things purple increases daily. From purple hats we have gone to purple gowns and purple gloves;
we even see tints of purple in dainty parasols; all we have
As fetchleft are the shoes and lingerie not yet invaded.
ing and wholly alluring as the purple hats are, not every
one who will may wear them; it is an infinitely trying
color, horribly unbecoming to a pale face,- but making the
pink-cheeked girl bloom like a rose. The astute milliner
schemes to alleviate the sharpness of the tint next the face
by facing the hat with cream color, or some soft white
stuff, or even with yellow straw.

Crossed corsages and many pretty fichu effects appear
upon some of the dainty and most poetic creations of
French genius. Very many of the newest corsages for
slender matrons and young women are hooked up the back,
the front portion draped from side to side, trimmed with a
V-shaped plastron that is edged on each side with a
coquille of lace or is bordered with narrow ribbon or insertion, and has a large jabot of lace or some rich design
reaching from neck to belt.
To add to the general confusion of the modern and antique in present fashions, designers are at this moment
experimenting on double-skirted effects which the Empress
The fashion beEugenie introduced in her day of glory.
gan by a trimming placed on the skirt to simulate an overdress, then came the actual overdress, and this is what we
already see the overskirt
are now threatened with.
outlined by rows of narrow gimp or ribbon, gathered frills
of lace or of the dress material, but whether the genuine
double skirt be adopted is a matter now discussed along
with the question of the again threatened hoopskirt and its
first cousin, the wire bustle or French tournure.

We
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SACRIFICE
See

MURPHY

Daily

Papers for Particulars.

BUILDING, Market and Jones

203 to 207 N Spring St. bet. Temple and

CITY INDEX

Sts.,

San Francisco,

First St.,

Los Angeles, Cal.

AND PURCHASER'S GUIDE
RESTAURANTS.

Academy Building, 332-334 Fine street. Rooms for
ladies and families, private entrance. John Bergez, Proprietor.

Bergez's Restaurant,

Bay State Oyster House. 15 Stockton* 109 O'Farrell. N. M. Adler, Prop.
Montgomery-St. Coffee and Lunch House. Good coffee and fresh eggs
a speoialty. Cream waffles. 426 Montgomery St. H. H. HJUL, Prop.
Malson Tortoni, French Rotisserie, 111 O'Farrell street. Private dining
rooms and banquet hall. S. Constantini, Proprietor.
Nevada Restaurant, 417 Pine St. Private rooms; meals 50c. LOTJPY BROS
Poodle Dog Restaurant, S. E. cor. Grant ave. and Bush st. Private
dining and banquet rooms.
Tel. 429.
A. B. Blanco & B. Brtjn.
Dr.

DENTISTS.
Thomas L. Hill,
OFFICE: Odd Fellows' Building, southwest

hours 9 A. M. to
Dr. R. Cutlar, 818 Sutter street.
streets.

Office

:

5 P.

cor.

Seventh and Market

Consultation Hours

M.

:

4 to

5.

MEDICAL.
Dr. Hall, 14 McAllister St., near Jones.

Diseases of

women and

children.

POSTAGE STAMP DEALERS.
Hawaiian Stamps a specialty. MAKINS & CO 506 Market street.
Selections on approval: any place in world. W. F. GREANY, 827 Brannan
The W.

H. Hollls

Stamp

Co., (Incorporated),

105 O'Farrell St., S. F.

PRINTING AND RUBBER STAMPS.
Koch & Harney, (Jas. H. Harney, Geo. T. Koch), Job Printers, 648 Sacramento St. Fine printing and embossing, seals, rubber stamps, stencils, etc.

MERCHANT TAILORS.
Neuhaus

&

Co., 115 Kearny, up-stairs.
Suits to order 812 50.
coats, $10. Pants $4 and upwards. Samples by mail.
**"A perfect fit guaranteed.

Over-

VOCAL CULTURE.
Miss Caroline Shlndler, Soprano. Vocal Culture.

Hours,

1

to 3, 2416

Clay

CANDIES.

CANDIES.— Don't

leave the city without a Doz of

SMW'S GLYCERINE

ROBERTS' Best.

LOTION.
LUXURY

to the TOURJST.
SEASHORE.
It will PROTECT the COMPLEXION.
It removes PIMPLES and ROUGHNESS.

It is essential at the

It

Drink Jackson's Napa Soda with your

tfe

5&

It is a real

"Beavey's" have an immense stock of hats, flowers, feathers, ribbons, etc., and are selling everything in millinery lower than any
other house in this city, 1382 Market street.

*

CLEARANCE SALE

Among

Children
is prevalent at all seasons of the year, but can be avoided largely
when they are properly cared for. Infant Health is the title of a
valuable pamphlet accessible to all who will send address to the
N. Y. Condensed Milk Co., N. Y. City.

Sickness

if

makes

50c. per bottle. For sale by

the

SKIN FAIR and BEAUTIFUL.

all druggists.

——

;
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BANKING.
BANK OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.
Incorporated by Royal Charter,

Capital Paid Up,

" The difference," said Asbury Peppers, though do one
had asked him, "the difference between a bicycle pump
and an anti-prize fight law is that one is used to blow up
the tires and the other is used to tie up the blowers."
Whereupon the serious boarder told him that he ought to
go on the stage, or, if the stage was not available, to go
on the next train. Cincinnati Enquirer.

—

" don't think I want a cyclopedia," said the woman of
the house, " but if you have got any nice books for chil
dren " "Great Scott, madam!" exclaimed the unblush" We use this cyclopedia for a children's
ing book agent.
book at our house altogether. They sit on it at the table."
Chicago Tribune.
I

—

Southeast Cor. Bush and Sansome

HEAD OFFICE

" How can you treat me
she asked, with intensity.
"Soaked
In a sudden burst of confidence he explained.
my ring," said he. For a moment she seemed to be conSighing, she took another plate of vanilla.
sidering.
Cincinnati Enquirer.
Mrs.

Gadd

— How

is

your

girl,

Mrs. Gabb?

Mrs.

Gabb —

Well, she's abominably dirty.
She spoils everything she
cooks, and she's lazy and impudent; but she has one good
"Indeed, what is that?"
quality rarely met with."
"She stays." Ex.

—

"My family," said Miss Antique, "came over with the
Pilgrims on the Mayflower." "Did they really?" exclaimed Hicks.
"How very interesting! And were you
seasick ?" Harper's Bazar.

;

—

BANK OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital
$3,000,000 00
Surplus and Undivided Profits (October 1, 1894)
3,158,139 70
WILLIAM ALVORD
President CHARLES R. BISHOP. .Vice-Pres't
ALLEN M. CLAY
Secretary THOMAS
Cashier
S.Prentiss Smith.... Ass't Cashier 1. F. Moulton
2d Ass't Cashier
.

I

Philadelphia?" "Yes."
"And how did they kill time there?" " They don't kill
it.
They just sit down and wait for it to die a natural

— Washington Star.
Aunt — Why did you stare at that gentleman so rudely,
Ethel? Little Ethel — Oh, he's a drefful man; he never
goes to church or nothing.
heard father say he was an
acrostic. — Sketch.
Mr. May — What character will you assume at our
masquerade ball? Mrs. Maud — I think I shall impersonate
my maid.
would so like to have my husband enjoy himyou know. — Truth.
Clint Onstreet — What on earth made Biker get such a
loud suit of clothes? " Kohlspring — As a matter of econI

—

;

Letters of Credit issued available in all parts of the world.
Draws Direct on New York, Boston, Chicago, St. Louis, Salt Lake
Denver, Kansas City, New Orleans. Portland, Or., Los Angeles, and on
London, Paris, Berlin, Bremen, Hamburg, Frankfort-on-Main, Copenhagen,
Stockholm, Christiania, Melbourne, Sydney. Auckland, Hongkong, Shanghai, Yokohama, Genoa, and all cities in Italy.

SAN FRANCISCO SAVINGS UNION,
Corner California and Webb Streets.
Deposits, Dec. 31, 1895
Guarantee Capital and Surplus

omy

purely.
They will save him
Buffalo Times.

buying a bicycle

bell."

editor

was

ings, 6:30 to

cruel.

never yet," said he, "have let
Subscribers pay with fuel."

— Washington Star.
Customer (reading bill of fare) Oysters! H'm, oysters
are not considered good this month.
Waiter Quite
right, sir, but ours were left over from last month.
Odds
and Ends.

— Look

—
—

have brought me
foot.
Maid— How strange! This
other pair are both for the same foot, too. Sketch.
" Did he look like a bicyclist ? " "Oh, dear, no; not m
the least. Why, he cou!d stand up straight with no perceptible effort."
Chicago Record.
Mistress

two shoes

for the

here, Jeanette; you

same

—

" think bicycles ought to have a patron saint."
"Yes,
and Old Nick would do for you fellows who want to scorch
all the time."
Chicago Record.
'

—

Storage For Valuables.
Daring the summer months the CALIFORNIA SAFE DEPOSIT
AND TRUST COMPANY receives on storage at low rates in its fire
and burglar-proof vaults silverware, furs and valuable property of
every description. It also rents steel boxes at from $5 to $150 per
annum. Conveniences for its patrons are unsurpassed. Office
hours, 8 to 6 daily. Corner Montgomery and California Streets.
After a night with the boys, for a clear head, drink

8.

THE SATHER BANKING COMPANY.
Capital

81,000,000

Successor to Sather

James K. Wilson

&

Co.,

Established

1851,

T

-n

Francisco.

Albert Miller, Vice-President
L. I. Cowgill. Cashier.
Allen Knight, Secretary.
Directors— C. S. Benedict, E. A. Bruguiere. F. W. Sumner, Albert Mil
President.

Wm. P. Johnson,

James K. Wilson.

V. H. Metealf.

LONDON, PARIS AND AMERICAN BANK, LIMITED.
N.

Napa Soda.

W. Cor. Sansome and Sutter

Subscribed Capital
Reserve Fund

$2,500,000

|

Paid

Sts.

Up Capital

$2,000,000

8850,000

Head Office

Old Broad Street, London
AGENTS— New York— Agency of the London, Paris, and American
Bank Limited, No. 10 Wall Street, N. Y. Paris— Messrs. Lazard, Freres
& Cie, 17 Boulevard Poissoniere. Draw direct on the principal cities of the
world. Commercial and Travelers' Credits issued.
SIG.GREENEBAUM) Mftnft
_. rs
Managers.
C. ALTSCHUL
58

J

CROCKER-WOOLWORTH NATIONAL BANK of san francisco.

—

I

|

Agents: New York—J. P. Morgan & Co. Boston— National Bankof the
Commonwealth. Philadelphia— Drexel & Co. Chicago—Continental National Bank. St. Louis— The Mechanics" Bank. Kansas City— First National Bank. London— Brown, Shipley & Co. Paris— Morgan, Harjes & Co

"We

—

1,575,631

President E. B. POND, Vice-President
Directors— Thomas Magee, G. W. Beaver, Philip Barth, Daniel E. Martin, W. C. B. De Fremery, George C. Boardman, Robert Watt; Lovell
White, Cashier.
Receives Deposits, and Loans only on real estate security. Country
remittances may be sent by Wells, Fargo & Co., or by check of reliable
parties, payable in San Francisco, but the responsibility of this Savings
Bank commences only with the actual receipt of the money. The signature
of the depositor should accompany the first deposit. No charge is made for
pass-book or entrance fee. Office hours— 9. a. m. to 3 p. m. Saturday even-

ler,

"I have some burning thoughts," said he.

Tbe

$24,202,327

ALBERT MILLER,

I

self,

CORRESPONDENTS.

Laidlaw & Co.; the Bank of New York, N. B. A.
Boston— Tremont National Bank; London— Messrs. N. M. Rothschild &
Sons; Paris— Messrs. de Rothschild Freres; Virginia City (Nev.)—
Agency of The Bank of California; Chicago— Union National Bank, and
Illinois Trust and Savings Bank; Australia and New Zealand Bank of
New Zealand China, Japan, and India— Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China; St. Louis—Boatman's Bank.

in

death."

.

BROWN

1

New York— Messrs.

—

"Did you go into society

£500,000.

Sts.

LOMBARD Street, London
New Westminster, Kamloops, Nan
60

Branches — Victoria, Vancouver,
iamo, and Nelson, British Columbia; Portland, Oregon; Seattle and Ta
coma, Washington.
This Bank transac ts a General Banking Business. Accounts opened subject to Check, and Special Deposits received. Commercial Credits granted
available in all parts of the world. Approved Bills discounted and advances made on good collateral security. Draws direct at current rates
upon its Head Office and Branches, and upon its Agents, as follows:
New York— Merchants' Bank of Canada Chicago— First Na tional Bank
Liverpool— North and South Wales Bank; Scotland— British Linen
Company; Ireland— Bank of Ireland; Mexico— London Bank of Mexico;
South America— London Bank of Mexico and South America; China and
Japan — Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China; Australia and
New Zealand Bank of Australasia and Commercial Banking Company of
Sydney, Ld; Demerara and Trinidad (West Indies)—Colonial Bank.

—

so? "

1862.

Reserve Fund,

$3,000,000.

Cor. Market, Montgomery, and Post Sts.
Paid-Up Capital
(1,000,000.

WM.

H.

CROCKER

W. E. BROWN
GEO. W. KLINE
Directors— Chas.

President
Vice-President
Cashier
F. Crocker, E. B. Pond, Hy. J.Crocker, Geo. W. Scott

THE ANGLO-CAUFORNIAN BANK, LIMITED.
N. E. Cor. Pine and Sansome Sts.
$6,000,000 Paid Up
81,500,000
3,000,000 Reserve Fund
700,000
Head Office— 18 Austin Friars, London, E. 0.
Agents at New York— J. & W. Seligman & Co., 21 Broad street.
The Bank transacts a General Banking Business, sells drafts, makes
telegraphic transfers, and issues letters of credit available throughout the
worM. Sends bill^ 'or collection, loans money, buys and sells exchange
IGN. STEINHART \ „...„..
and bullion.
Mana « ers
P. N. LILIENTHAL f

Capital authorized

Subscribed

I

f

———
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BEHIND THE

BARS.-hu/m/ kc mil scott

in "lotos.'

ever Bkj BO blue, or field so gay
To bird or poet, who may roam at will.
&S in the caged thing whose heart must
Anil drain itself a thousand times ;i day—
With memories that it cannot sing nor say
But if it. live at all, must utter still?
Is

«N

Exact Pendulum. —Observations made on the
pendulum of the Paris Observatory, whicli is kept 90
feet underground, with a temperature that varies l-100th
part of a degree at most during the j'ear. show that it is

Oh! vanished hours; when on the pine-set hill
In halm, and sun, and Mowers. I lightly lay,
Not knowing I was happy. Gad it seems
To measure all our blessedness by grief,
And yet, to me, the memory of such dreams
The very tears that bring their own relief
Thrill with a tenderness more keen and dear
Than all I felt when I was happy there.
I

not quite proof against the variations of atmospheric
pressure.
It makes an error of one-tbird of an oscillation
in 12,000,000,

A

and

it is

proposed to remedy

this error.

Deadly Weapon. — Italy has

a new magazine riHe,
which holds only six cartridges, but can be filled and discharged in fifteen seconds. The bullet has an outside
covering of German silver with a case of lead, hardened
by antimony, and will go through a brick wall three feet
The bore is
thick at a range of a quarter of a mile.
0.256 inches and the trajectory is so flat that the rifle can
range
without
using
the foldof 650 yards
be fired up to a
ing sight, which is set for as long a range as 2,200 yards.
Aboi't Roentgen Rays. Roentgen has published some
new facts about his rays. He finds that all solid bodies
can generate them, the only difference being in the intensity, the greatest intensity being produced by platinum.
He finds that the insertion of a Tesla coil between the
Ruhmkorff coil and the ray-producing apparatus is very
rays and the air traversed
advantageous, and that the
by them can discharge electric bodies.
Patent Statistics. During the last 25 years the entire
number of patents granted in the world has been 1,213,388, of which 759,346 were granted outside of the United
States and 454,042 within the United States. No other
country reports even half so many patents registered as
Next to us comes Great Britain,
the United States.
which during this quarter of a century has granted 171,746 patents.
Distemper in Dogs. Distemper is a highly infectious
fever, and if your dog is valuable you should consult a
mild laxative may be necessary;
veterinary if possible.
strengthening food, such as beef tea, broth, bread and
Quinine in some form
milk, may be given in alternation.
in a little wine is beneficial, and good nursingis important.
Keep the affected dog or dogs away from other dogs and

—

A

visitors.

—

Reading Old Coins. To read an inscription on a silver
coin which, by much wear, has become wholly obliterated,
put the poker in the fire; when red hot place the coin upand the inscription will plainly appear of a greenish
This method
hue, but will disappear as the coin cools.
was formerly practiced at the mint to discover the genuine

on

it,

coin

when

silver

was

called

Thb Press Clipping Bureau,

510

Montgomery

street, S. P. reads all
all topics, business

papers on the Pacific Coast, and supplies clippings on

and personal.
Jackson's Napa Soda

an antidote

is

Heartburn.

to

BANKING.
MUTUAL SAVINGS BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO.
33

Post Street, below Kearny, Mechanics' Institute Building.
Guaranteed Capital,

$1,000,000.

Paid-TJp Capital, $300,000.

officers

JAMES

D.

PHELAN, President. IS. G. MURPHY,
JOHN A. HOOPER, Viee-President.

Vice-President.

Directors— James D. Phelan, L. P. Drexler, John A. Hooper, C. G.
Hooker, James Mofflt, S. G. Murphy, Prank J. Sullivan, Robert McElroy,
and Joseph D. Gram,
Interest paid on Term and Ordinary Deposits. Loans on approved securities.
GEO. A. STORY, Cashier.
Deposits

may he sent by postal order,
When opening accounts

on City Banks.

WELLS FARGO &
N. E. Corner Sansome

Well, Fargo, &
send signature.

Co., or

Exchange

CO.'S BANK.
& Sutter Streets.

Cash Capital and Surplus
John J. "Valentine
H. Wadsworth

$6,250,000

President Homer S. King
Cashier! F. L. Lipman

Manager

I

'

Assistant Cashier

BRANCHES.

N. Y. City, H. B. Parsons, Cashier. Salt Lake City, J. E. Dooly, Cashier
Directors—John J. Valentine, Benj. P. Cheney, Oliver Eldridge, Henry
E. Huntington, Homer S. King, George E. Gray, John J. McCook, Charles
F. Crocker, Dudley Evans.
|

THE GERMAN SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.

in.

A Clever Device. —A New Haven

BAY.

Sl^OST

—

A

VIEW OF THE

FINE

desirable eight-room residence, handsomely
furnished, and with all modern improvements, is for
rent by Baldwin & Hammond, 10 Montgomery street. The
house is surrounded by a lovely garden, and the location is
choice in every respect.
Rent low to responsible parties.

X

—

fill

man

No. 526 California St., S. F.

has invented a

device which will show to the motorman of an electric car,
at a glance, the speed at which bis car is running. The
object of this invention is to protect street railroad companies from violations of ordinances regulating speed.
When the car attains the maximum speed for which the
device is set, an alarm bell is rung.
Blotting-Paper Suit. The most curious use to which
paper is to be put is that suggested by the recent patenting of a blotting-paper towel. It is a new style of bath
A
towel, consisting of a full suit of heavy blotting paper.
person upon stepping out of his morning tub has only to
array himself in one of these suits, and in a second he will

Reserve Fund
Capital actually paid up in Cash, $1,000,000.
$ 715,000
Guaranteed Capital.. $1,200,000
Deposits, Dec. 31, 1895,
$30,727,586 59.
OFFICERS—President, B. A. Becker; Vice-President, Edward Kruse;
Second Vice-President, A. C. Heineken; Cashier, A. H. R. Schmidt; As
sistant Cashier, Wm. Herrmann; Secretary, George Tourny Assistant
Secretary, A. H. Muller.
Board or Directors— Edward Kruse, George H. Eggers, O. Shoemann,
A. C. Heineken, H. Horstmann, B. A. Becker, H. L. Simon, Ign. Steinhart,
Daniel Meyer, Nic. Van Bergen, Emil Rohte. Attorney, W. S. Goodfellow.

be as dry as a bone.
Cleansing the Air. The air, after a heavy snowfall, is
usually very clear, because the snow, in falling, brings
down with it most of the dust and impurities, and leaves
the atmosphere exceedingly clear.

Wm. Alvord
Wm. Babcock

—

—

of

Instead of a trip to Japan, go and see Geo. T. Marsh's collection
Japanese art goods at 625 Market street.

Mothers, be sure and use '-Mrs. Winslow's Soothing
children while teething

For 36 years Jarrkson's Napa Soda has led

all

Syrup"

for your

mineral waters.

SECURITY SAVINGS BANK.
Montgomery St.. Mills Building.
INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS. LOANS MADE.
222

DIRECTORS.

Adam Grant

Robbinsl'

canned and potted meats for picnics.

W.

L. Abbot. Jr.
S.

Jones

H. H. Hewlett
E, J. McCutchen.
J. B. Lincoln.

NEVADA WAREHOUSE AND DOCK COMPANY.
PORT COSTA, -California.
WAREHOUSES AND DOCKS
Storage Capaoity, 100,000 tons. Regular warehouse for San Francisco
Produce Exchange Call Board.
These warehouses are the largest on the Pacific Coast, and are furnished
with the latest improvements for the rapid handling and storing of Grain
A mill attached, supplied with the best and newest machinery for cleaning
foul and smutty wheat.
Money advanced at lowest rates of interest on grain stored in warehouses.
Insurance effected at lowest rates in first-class companies, or grain sold,
if

Use Richardson &

S.

O.D.Baldwin

desired, at current rates.

OFFICE—202 Sansome St., over the Anglo-California Bank.

—

;

;

—

:

!
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CO.,

SHIPPING AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS
and

Fire

309 and 311 Sansome

PAINT ME A PICTURE
OH. WILLIAM

COLBY COOPER, IN THE

IN

Marine Insurance Agents,
San Francisco, Cal

St.

MUSIC.

CORRESPONDENTS

HEW BOHEMIAN.

PINDLAY, DURHAM & BRODIE
SIMPSON, MAOKIRDY & CO

a picture in music, my sweet,
deft, inspirational skill
To limn, at thy pleasure, in echo, the fleet,
Evanishing shades of a blush or a thrill.

PAINT me

43

and

Threadneedle St., London
South Castle St., Liverpool

46

29

For thou hast the

INSURANCE.

have a remote of reverberant gloom,
Toned hitherward with an indefinite haze
Of sighs, melting out toward a desolute tomb
In colors the saddest thy minor can phrase.
I'd

AND INLAND INSURANCE.

FIRE, MARINE,

Paint a vision of beauty to dazzle the soul,
For once it was real, and shone but for me—
A woman, whose charms in magnificent whole

Compelled

all

Fireman's Fund

own destiny.
couch with her warm, eager arms
things else, else her

Let her be on a
Enfolding her first-born— do this with thine art;
Then paint, in sound's tenderest, touchingest charms,
Her first mother-smile, with her babe next her heart.

INSURANCE COMPANY, OF SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Capital, $1,000,000.

Assets,

Too sacredly subtle " for thy grand art, even?
Canst give me the moaning, and fever, and pain
Of a saint falling back to her Father in Heaven
Try that, oh, my darling, and try it again?

•

picture the sob, left in her last kiss
velvety cheek, if thou canst. Ah,
In some other world, maybe— never in this,
Will such music-mast'ry be given to thee.

On thy

PALATINE
INSURANCE COMPANY

Then

me

1

$3,000,000.

(Limited),

OVER

SOLID SECURITY.
CHAS.

LATON,

A.

OF MANCHESTER, ENGLAND.

RESOURCES

$9,000,000.00

Manager.

439 California St., S. P.

My

picture must float from the soul of a saint,
In the beautiful, dreamful and mystic Above,
For never the skill that is human can paint
The measureless depth of a mother's sweet love!

LULLABY.—

GRACE MITCHELL; in midland monthly.

Birds in their nests are softly calling,
The dew is falling, the day is done.
Over the hill come night winds creeping,
To lull thy sleeping, my little one.
Far in the sky gleams the golden crescent,
With motion incessant she swings on high—
A golden hammock for angels' swinging,
While softly singing a lullaby.
11

Then swing

Fire Insurance.
Founded A.

Insurance

Droop, little head, in thy slumber deep
Breathe low, breezes blow
Zephyrs that bring on drowsy wing
Sweet sleep."

Company,

America

North

of

OF PHILADELPHIA, PENN.
Paid-up Capital
Surplus to Policy Holders

JAMES

$3,000,000
5,022,016

BAILEY, General

D.

CONNECTICUT
Capital Paid

slow, sing low,

D. 1792.

FIRE

Agent, 412 California

St., S.

INSURANCE CO. OF HARTFORD.

Up

»1,000,000
3,192,001 69
1,506,409 .41

Assets
Surplus to Policy Holders

.

ROBERT DICKSON,

BOYD & DICKSON,

F.

Manager

501

Montgomery

Agents, 501 Montgomery

S. F.

St.

St.

Down

in the grass, the folded clover,
With mother-leaf over, lies warm and deep.
Stars in the blue that lightly hover
Shine brightly over, to guard thy sleep.
Come, happy dreams, from your home in heaven

This

midsummer

even, and hover nigh,
our hammock are swinging
softly singing a lullaby.

While baby and

And

I in

" Then swing slow, sing low,
Droop, little head, in thy slumber deep;
Breathe low, breezes blow
Zephyrs that bring on downy wing

AACHEN AND MUNICH

1

INSURANCE COMPANY

UNITED STATE

Established

Total Assets,

Capital. J2.250.0X

NSURANCE
BUTLER & HALDAN,

PROVIDENCE-WASHINGTON

this is freedom !" cried the serf. "At last
tread free soil, the free air blows on me."
And, wild to learn the sweets of liberty,
With eager hope his bosom founded fast.
But not for naught had the long years amassed
Habit of slavery among the free
He still was servile, and disheartened, he
Crept back to the old bondage of the past.
Long did I hear a hard and heavy chain
Wreathed with amaranth and asphodel,
But through the flower-breaths stole the weary pain.
I cast it off and fled, but 'twas in vain

BRITISH

CO.

n

incorporated

m

General Agents,

AND FOREIGN MARINE INSURANCE

I

passed by where

it

on again.

CO.,

LIMITED,

OF LIVERPOOL.
Capital

18,700,000

BALFOUR, GUTHRIE &

CO., Agents.

No. 316 California

;

For when once more
it up and bound

Established

413 California St., S. F.

I

took

Managers.

innsley.

And

I

1825

(6,854,653 65

EPARTMRNT: 204 Sansome St., S. F.
VOSS, CONRAD & CO., General

PHOENIX ASSURANCE CO. OF LONDON

Sweet sleep."

BONDAGE.— omen

FIRE

OF AIX LA CHAPELLE, GERMANY.

C.

A. HOWLAKD.

(Established

1875.)

st.,

S.

F

Geo. M. Lonergan.

Imperial Photoorapnic Studio,
and 728 MARKET ST. (1st Floor),
Bet Kearny street and Grant ave., S. F.
Lightning plates for taking Children.
724, 728

it fell,

Carbon Plates a Specialty.

June
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AN

INTERESTING

THE

OF LOCAL HISTORY.

PIECE

you take the ears and ride out
IFthe
Cliff House, you will pass on

along the bay towards
the way a little green

spot surrounded by thick

known

hedges,

as

the

Italian

cemetery.

The cemetery is well kept, the graves are tastefully
decorated with flowers, and the paths scrupulously clean.
In 1878 the city authorities decided to lay apart a large
tract of land for the use of private societies who might
wish a place wherein to inter their dead.
They decided upon donating this site, which, at the time, seemed
far remote from the city, and never likely to be called into
The first societies to benefit by the gift were the
Improved Order of Red Men the Slavonic Mutual Benefit
Society; the Christian Chinese Scandinavian, and French
Benevolent Societies, and the Congregation Shereth Israel.
In 1ST9 the Italian Benevolent Society took up a claim, as
did many others during 1SS0.
In 1881 the St. Andrew's
Society and Caledonian Club received a beautiful site, and
numerous Chinese benevolent associations, to the number
of a dozen or so, also took up land. The " Potter's Field,"
containing some twenty-four hundred graves, mostly unmarked save with a rotting board, is trodden under foot
by the heathen as they scramble, like so many monkeys, to
use.

;

;

own strange looking burial grounds.
In 1890 the Italian cemetery first spoken of was started,
and in 1894, the last we have heard of, the Japanese colony
also entered their dead in the race, and have now a little
lot adjoining that of the sons of bonnie Scotland.
Ideal as
the location is, it remains little better than a dreary
wilderness, dependent upon Nature for whatever beauty
may fall to its share. Although nearly twenty years have
elapsed since these societies, many of them composed of
wealthy and influential men, took up the land, absolutely
nothing has been done to any portion of it save to surround
the resoective lots with rotten and ugly little white palings.
Exception must be made in the case of the Italian,
the German Benevolent, and the Hebrew cemeteries; but
the others are a disgrace. The St. Andrew's and Caledonian Societies, for instance, are powerful organizations,
and have enough money in their treasuries to hold outings
and give many entertainments. Their lot, however, is a
wretched mass of weeds and thistles, the graves are
marred by the ugly and cheap boards around them, the
ground is not even broken, and one almost expects that if
the dead could rise they would even prefer returning to
life sooner than to stay amid such poverty stricken surroundings.
Much charity is dispensed by these Scotch
societies to their countrymen in distress, but they should
also think occasionally of their dead.
suggest that
the next man who applies to them for relief be furnished with spade and shovel and a handful of seeds, and
be told to labor for his alms.
The lot used by the Coast Seamen is as bad as the others.
But in extenuation we can say that this body of men has
not a large sum of money in its treasury to draw upon.
Nevertheless, we think that, by clubbing in with the other
Orders, a man might be hired for a very nominal sum who
would gradually beautify the whole spot and make it
worthy an occasional visit by others than dead men.
The Board of Supervisors has refused to close these
cemeteries, although their presence is certainly very
detrimental to the growth of the city. We would suggest,
then, that the respective owners of lots be compelled to
their

PETER DONAHUE BEQUEST.

Angelotti deserves much praise for the stand be
JUDGE
has taken on

the Donahue bequest matter.
The late
millionaire's will provides that $25,000 should be devoted to
erecting a fountain in this city to the memory of his father,

but his widow, who has certainly iuherited enough to satany ordinary person, demurred over the charitable
bequest, and wished the sum cut down.
The Judge
made the following pertinent remarks anent the bequest, with all of which we agree: "I regret very
much that those who are benefiting by this estate cannot see fit to agree upon the erection of this fountain.
It is the only thing that is designed by the testator
to perpetuate the memory of Peter Donahue, and it does
seem to me rather hard that people who are profiting
by the bounty of this testator should see fit to oppose
this legacy. I cannot, I really cannot understand it, gentlemen." It seems strange that the heirs, who will receive
over $1,000,000, should object to allowing so small an item as
$25,000 to be expended on a memorial, useful as well as
ornamental, in memory of their benefactor. Such conduct
is miserly in the extreme, and as such should te denounced.
For over six years Mr. Charles F. Hanlon, the attorney for
the estate, has been seeking to have the testator's wishes
fulfilled, and his tireless efforts in that behalf are praiseworthy in the extreme.
isfy

If Turkey should go to
direct her forces would be Gazi

war the man who would
Osman Pasha, the famous

defender of Plevna, now fifty-eight years old.
He has
fought in any number of engagements and is covered with
glory and medals.
Jackson's Napa Soda

Lemonade

is

up to the queen's

WALTER BAKER &

CO,,

Established Dorchester, Mass.,

taste.

^M

1780.

Breakfast Cocoa;
It

bears their

Trade Mark
"

La Belle

Chocolatiere"

on every can.

Eg-

We

put them

in

order and keep them

so.

There are only two survivors in France of Napoleon's
Grand Army, and one of them, M. Baillod, was recently
decorated by President Faurc with the cross of the Legion
of Honor.
Baillod is 103 years old, and still reasonably
active, though after Waterloo he was discharged from the
as a consumptive.

Pure.

BEWARE OF
IMITATIONS,
Always ask for

Walter Baker

&

Co.'-s

Breakfast Ooooet,
Made

j|

at

DORCHESTER, MASS.

Proper hedges

should be erected around the entire area, roadways and
paths should be laid out and flowers planted everywhere.
The land should really be taken up by the Government or
converted by the city into a boulevard for the people; but
seeing that this cannot apparently be done, it remains for
the wealthier societies who utilize it to improve it, and so
make some slight return for the gift that cost them
nothing.

army

Absolutely

No Chemicals.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
San Francisco Savings Union.
For tne half year ending with the 30th of June, 1896, a dividend has
been declared at the rate per annum of four and thirty-two one-hundredtns
(4 32-100) per cent on term deposits and three and sixty one-hundredths
(3 tJu-lOOi per cent on ordinary deposits, free of taxes, payable on and after
Wednesditv, tbe 1st -f July. ift»6.

Webb
LOVELL WHITE, Cashier.
DIVIDEND NOTICE.

Office—532 California street, cor.

Hutchinson Sugar Plantation Company.
32, of 25 cents per share, of the Hutchinson Sugar PlantaCompany, will be payable at the office of the company, 327 Market St.,
on and after Saturday, June 20, 1896. Transfer books will close on SaturE. H. SHELDON, Secretary
day. June 13. 1896. at 12 o'clock M.
Dividend No.

tion

Should use DAMIANA BITTERS, the great Mexican remedy; it gives health and strength to the Sexual Organs. Depot at 323 Market street, San Francisco. (Send for circular.)

Weak

flen

and

Women
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Lohengrin Chorus they headed the bridal cortege as it
entered the church soon after half-past eight. After them

came the

doings
GAY
days go

in

the city are becoming beautifully less as

and people realize that the summer is
Departures from town are increasactually here at last.
ing in number every week, and our residence streets are
wearing that desolate look that indicates the absence of
Still,
there
fashion until " after the Fourth," at least.
are a goodly number yet within our gates, and those who
are in town must do something to make life enjoyable, so,
as a consequence, both the California and the Columbia
fairly bristled with theatre parties on Monday night, society
still in town turning out in large numbers to welcome the
new comers, as well as to admire those only comparatively
so, and suppers were, of course, as numerous, some of them
both elaborate and large. An entertainment was given on
Monday night, also, at Odd Fellows' Hall, in honor of the
graduating class of the Polytechnic High School, at which
there was music, recitations, etc., followed by dancing; and
on Wednesday evening the social event of the week was the
golden wedding anniversary celebration of Mr. and Mrs.
C. V. S. Gibbs, at their home on Post street.
" An Afternoon in the Greenwood " is the title which the
lady managers have bestowed upon the garden party
which will be given in Sleepy Hollow, at Belvedere, to day.
It is to be for the benefit of the Church Building Fund, and
the entertainment will include music by the military band,
refreshments, etc. Another alfresco fete will be held this
afternoon in the grounds of St. Matthew's Church, at San
Mateo, which promises to be a very fashionable affair;
there will be a dramatic and musical programme by Mrs.
Bdgerton, Miss Connell, and others, music by the San
Mateo band, refreshments, and dancing in the evening,
when the grounds will be lighted by electricity.
on,

Society suffered a disappointment this week in that St.
Luke's Church was not the scene, as anticipated, of Miss
Claire Tucker's and Philip William's wedding.
Although
a home ceremony on Monday evening, it was an extremely
pretty one; the entire house was charmingly decorated by
Miss Mary Bates, pink and white being the dominating
tints. Palms, white satin, St. Joseph lilies, and pink sweet
pea blossoms were the component parts of the little altar
where the marriage vows were exchanged, the Rev. Mr.
Moreland officiating, and a stringed orchestra furnishing
melody during the ceremony and afterwards.
The bride,
who was given away by her mother, wore a handsome robe
of heavy white satin trimmed with Duchesse lace, a spray
of orange blossoms in her hair holding her fleecy tulle vail
in place, and for ornaments a string of pearls around her
throat, from which depended a lovely pearl cross.
It was
an old engagement that Miss Bessie Younger should be
maid of honor to Miss Tucker, but she is at present in
Europe, and her father did not deem it best that she
should take the long trip hither by herself.
So, in her
stead, that duty was performed by Miss Maie Tucker, her
gown being of white silk and organdie, with a hand bouquet
of sweet pea blossoms.
Emmanuel Heller was the groom's
After the ceremony an elaborate supper was
best man.
served, and the happy pair are speeding towards the
Sandwich Islands to pass their honeymoon, having sailed
thence on Tuesday last.

There have recently been several departures from the
pink and white wedding fad of the season, and another one
was the yellow and white wedding of Miss Alice Russ and
George Habenicht, which was solemnized on Tuesday
evening at St. Paul's Lutheran Church. Miss Bates had
charge of the decorations, which were of date palms, ferns,
Bermuda lilies, roses, and cereopsis. Yellow satin ribbons
and wax tapers, and the large, white satin kneeling
cushion was embroidered in old gold.

The ushers, Messrs. Thierbacht, Von Rhein, Dodge and
Nichols, had no easy task finding seats for the crowd of
guests who filled the church, and to the strains of the

four pretty bridesmaids, the Misses Bessie
Roden, Eva Herold, Ermie Habenicht and Evelyn Bendel,
gowned alike in white organdie over yellow silk, with yellow satin trimmings; then Miss Lulu Habenicht, as maidof-honor, in white organdie over white silk, and white
satin ribbons, and finally the brunette bride and her father.
Her costume was of white satin trimmed with point lace
and embroidered with pearls, a diamond crescent confined
her tulle veil to her coiffeur and she carried a bouquet of
The groom and his best man, A. J.
lilies of the valley.
Lang, awaited the party at the altar where the Rev. Dr.
Beuhler made the twain one flesh. The reception which
There was an
followed was held at the Hotel Savoy.
elaborate supper and dancing until a late hour.
One of the pretty weddings of last week had Miss Jennie
Wheaton and George Childs for bride and groom. The
Rev. Dr. Chapman tied the nuptial knot at the home of
the bride's family in Oakland, Miss Millie Wheaton officiating as maid-of-honor and Dr. E. C. Love as best man.
There were two interesting announcements of engagements made at the close of last week; those of Mrs. Minnie
Mansfield Wood and Lieutenant W. H. Coffin, U. S. A.,
with the 25th of July named as the date for the marriage;
and of Miss Adele Perrin and William Park, of Mobile,
which means that the bride is to be lost to San Francisco
society in future, as was her sister, Mrs. Robinson, now of
Kentucky. The wedding will, however, take place here
some time in the autumn.
Suspense is at an end as to which of our lovely maidens
are to officiate as bridesmaids at the weddings of the near
future.
Miss Hobart has selected Miss Tessie Hobart,
Miss Mary Eyre and Miss Florence Mills as her attendant
maids, with Miss Juliet Williams as maid-of-honor. Miss
Williams also appears in the list of those chosen by Miss
Belle McKenna, the others being Misses May Hoffman,
Romie Wallace, Cora Smedburg, Mamie Thomas, May
Belle Gwin, and the fair bride-elect's sisters, the Misses

McKenna.
Mr. and Mrs. Adolph Kronberg celebrated their silver
wedding at their residence, Kil4 Fink street, last Sunday,
and were the recipients of many tasteful gifts from their
numerous friends.
The season has opened in earnest at Burliugame, and
dinners, luncheons at the club house, as well as coaching
The report that Talbot
parties, are of daily occurrence.
Clifton meditates a return to the delights of that suburban
retreat has been received with conflicting emotions by
dwellers thereabouts; though to the majority of the club
the news is no doubt welcome, for he certainly managed
to keep himself very much in evidence while there, and
made things lively wherever he happened to be. The Will
Crockers and Poniatowskis are looked for ere long, and
the Frank Carolans, he having departed for Chicago to
escort his wife home; and the Henry Scotts will soon be
enlivening that little settlement.

Santa Cruz is en/ite this week with its water carnival
and other attractions, of which the Philadelphia and the
Mouadnock form no inconsiderable items. The crowd in
attendance has been very large, and all have pronounced

Next in line of festivities
the spectacle a beautiful one.
comes the fete at Monterey on the 7th of July, until which
time the men-of-war will remain thereabouts so as to take
part in it, and it goes withoutsaying that at that particular period Del Monte will not only be a delightful place to
be at to take it all in, but that it will be crowded.
great form this summer. The regular
Many cottages
occupying their homes
have been taken for the entire season, and the Hotel
Rafael is already more than well filled. Mrs. Dick Carroll
and Miss Lizzie leave for San Rafael to-day and Miss Romie
Wallace next week.
The Thomas's will occupy the
Barber cottage; the Henry Bothins, the Dibblee cottage
in Ross Valley; the Millen Griffiths, the Kittles, and the Wm.
Babcocks are all in residence, and house parties are to be
a popular form of entertaining and more generally the
rule than ever before.
Among others are the Elliott McAllisters, John F. Bigelows, Sidney M. Smiths, Mrs. Curry
and Miss Francis, etc.

San Rafael

residents are

is in

all

:

June
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Del Monte 's t"iests include the Haters, Perry K
erwood. Daisy Van NeSB, Mrs. .Tas. Carolan and Mis- Carolan, the Walter Deans, Geo. Howards.

Russ Wilsoi
.vsscrleys, etc.
At Santa Cruz
are the Jim Keeneys, Paul Jarboes, and Mrs. Willie Ashe.
The R. P. Schwerioes are faithful to San Mateo, where
they always spend their summer: Mrs. George Lent. Mrs.
Shreve and Miss Bessie, the H. J. Woods and the Hookers,
are

among

the guests at the

Vendomc

The W. F. Goads are spending the summer at Sausalito.
where they have taken a cottage, and there also are Mr.
aud Mrs. W. H. Ellicott, Mrs. Clark Crocker is at Castle
Crags for the summer. Miss Jennie Blair and her brother
have been enjoying life at Bartlett Springs this week.
Mrs. Henry Crocker is occupying her villa at Cloverdale.
Mrs. Will Tevis and family have taken the Jones cottage
at Santa Monica, and have already arrived there from
Bakersfield.
Mr. and Mrs. John F. Boyd will pass the
summer at their farm in Contra Costa County. Mr. and
Mrs. Colin M. Boyd are at Casa Boyd, San Leandro. The
Martells are at their ranch near Mountain View. Robert
Coleman and family at Burlingame; also Mrs. Newhall
and her son George. Mr. and Mrs. Charles Eells are
settled for the summer in Ross Valley; the Eldridge Burbrows in Mill V alley; Mrs. H. E. Huntington and family
go to Lake Tahoe; Mrs. E. Martin is paying a brief visit
to Washington, D. C.
Mrs. Flood and Miss Jennie will
leave

New York

for

home
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GREAT

A

BRIC-A-BRAC

creditors
the
THE
evidently
need

Oriental Trading Company are
At all events they' have
placed in the hands of Charles Eastman, the Auctioneer,
the immense stock of this company at 41!) Kearny street,
aud commencing next Monday at half past ten o'clock, and
again at 2 p. >t., and continuing at these hours daily, the
largest sale of Japanese High Art Goods ever held in this
city will take place, on the
premises. The Oriental
Ococo Rugs, Elegant Screens. Bronzes, Canton Curios,
Old Satsuma Ware, Kaga, Kochi, Cloisonne^, Awata,
Bishu, Ivory and Wood Carvings, Ancient Musical Instruments, in the agregate amount to $25,000. Such an opportunity for ladies to obtain choice Bric-a-brac is seldom
offered in any city, and as the highest bidder will get each
article offered there is no doubt that there will be many
delightful bargains.
of

of funds.

in

'

BUILT LIKE A WATCH

When
Buy

THE STERLING
'96

of

guarantee otjr TiRER for the same period. Replacements made at our
office in San Francisco. The STERLING costs 8?U0. If you want to
know more about it, send for our art catalogue, mailed free to any address,
and you will buy the

milk in

its

Wm.

natural state, so that

it

Board

Health.

of

.

ryj.

indefinite period,

This is what he says
San Francisco, February 17, 189S.
Point Reyes Creamery Company— Gentlemen: The sample of bottled cream left me by your representative for examination, with the
statement that it had been subjected to a patent process intended to
cause the same to remain perfectly pure in ics hermetically sealed
jar indefinitely, shows the following results The cream is absolutely
germ free; it contains absolutely do admixture of chemical ingredients as preservatives it conforms to all the standards required of
pure and wholesome cream.
After being repeatedly opened and exposed during three days it
remained perfectly sweet, aud wholesome, and palatable.
Yours very truly,
John C. Sperceb, M. D.
the State

:

:

*..•>'>'>..

...

NOW

1
%

ISA

this

is

what Mr. Dockery has

Health Department, City and County

of

to say

San Francisco,

tor

CHANGE

Ramblers

Reduced to $59. New
and guaranteed for one

1

be tested
respectfully,

office to

Yours

T

Thos. H. B. Varneu'Rambler Biclorama,
& Stevenson Sts., S. F.

Market, TeDth,

Park Agency:

The " Wheelery," corner Page and Stanyan

swish

Suits.-

Samuel Meyer,

b. J. Burr.

The Most

— they have hundreds at their
413 Pine street— prove conclusively that
absolutely pure, and they have a most

Sunburn and Freckles removed by "Cream otOrarge Blossoms."
Pacific Perfumer y Co.

Cooper &

Styiish

BURR & CO.

and Elegant Suits

...*.,.

made by

.

Successors to

Burr

)

&

Fink.

TAILORS,

MER6flflNT

find pure.

James P. Dockery, Milk Inspector.

their product is
valuable and usef ul discovery.
jars, 60c.

are

g
©

Sts. Sp

Cal.

Such indorsements as these
headquarters,

THE TWO
R1D1NQ ACADEMIES,

year.

San Francisco, February 27. 189U.
— Gents: The sample of cream

my

Cal.

$59.

m
8

S. F.,

'::

Point Reyes Creamery Company
left in

St.,

TO BUY THE BEST
BICYCLE MADE X

B. J.

:

Post

V. Bryan, Manager Pacific Coast Branch.

;

And

AWATChH

"BUILT LIKE

STERLING CYCLE WORKS, 314

MILK.

would seem to be
an impossibility. This is what the Point Reyes Creamery
Company, under the Russell process, is now doing, however.
We tasted milk this week that had been bottled for
twenty-one days, and was as sweet as fresh milk, while
the cream was richer than that usually obtained from your
milkman. The Point Reyes Company has been supplying
its bottled milk in such quantities to residents of Oakland,
Alameda, and San Francisco that it has caused quite a
stir among the dairymen, whose trade it has materially cut
into, and every endeavor has been made across the bay,
The company, knowing this,
for this reason, to injure it.
gave a sample to Dr. John C. Spencer, Bacteriologist to
for

has

been on the market five
years
We guarantee it
for one year, and also

STERLING ROADSTER.

Address

preservation
THE
would keep
an

a Wheel

ten miles from home.
Don't lean to "fads";
they are not substantial.

,

PURE

uou

Buy one with a reputation— one that won't
break down when you're

to-day.

Miss Adie's School, 2117 California street, opens up
again on August 3rd, and extensive preparations are being
made for the receptiou of the new and old students. Miss
Adie is a principal who believes in teaching children by being kind to them, and thus interesting them in their lessons, and the efficiency and deportment of her pupils
speak well for her methods.
Mrs. George D. Strickland (daughter of Arpad Harasztby), was apprised on the 17th inst. of her husband's sudden and dangerous illness at Medea, Pa. and left for that
city on the same date.

SALE.

In

San Francisco.

Co., Art Stationers and Heraldic Engravers, 746

At 224 Sutter Street, North Side,

West

of Kearny.

The modern oxygen cure

Watson
Pacific Coast
134

Market

St.

Send

&

for

Co.

Agents

MARKET

for circulars.

ST.

T
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A RONDEAU OF LOVE.-a

(Pacific Systkm.)
Trains Leave and are Due to Arrive at
Jttnr

;. ISSfo".

IMA
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mail,
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Express.
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Marvsville. Redding, Portland,
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Puget Sound and East
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.

.

.

J7:45A SantaCruz Excursion. San
and principal wav stations
S:15a Newark, Centerville. San Jose,
Felton, HoulderCreek, Santa Crui
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»?'15P Newark, Centerville, San Jose,
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way stations
H:15P New ark. San Jose, Los Gatos. ... *1:50a

division Third and Townsend streets).
a San Jose and way stations (New
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17:3) A Sunday Excursion for Sin Jose.
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Grove
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Pacific Grove, Paso Robles, San
Luis Obispo, Guadalupe and principal way stations
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J9:47 A
10:40 a
11:30 a
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Palo Alto and Way Stations
San Jose and way stations
Palo Alto and way stations
San Mateo. Menlo Park. San Jose,
Gilroy. Tres Pinos. Santa Cruz.
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A
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CREEK ROUTE FERRY.
From San Francisco— Foot
(Slip

ot

FROM

BUBBLES

a m;

1:30

3:30, 5:00,

Saturdays— Extra trips

pm.
and6:35P M.

3:40.5:10

9:36. 11:10

Leave

s. F.

AM;

Market street

^—

Nothing so resembles the divine love
as hopeless

——

It is

human

"7:15.9:00. and 11:00 A. M., J1:00, «8:00, WOO,
•4:00. 15:00 and "6:00 P. M.
From Oakland— Foot of Broadway.
•6:00,8:00. 10:00 A. M.: J12O0, *1:00, JSttl,

;

The Pacipic Transfer Coxcpant will call for
and check baggage from hotels and residences.
Enquire of Ticket Agents for Time Cards and

woman
is

to get

a disease,—

sometimes several diseases.

men whom

Saooeaa rejuvenates

suc-

—

cessive struggles have kept alive.

Love, after giving more than it has,
ends by giving less than it receives.
The human feeling of the courtesan
who loves has a greatness in it which brings
her back among the angels.

I

CO.,
Bookbinder. Paper-Ruler, Printer
and Blank Book Manufacturer.

516

COlOfERClAL

at 1:55

1:40,3:40.5:00,

2,

1396

|

|

AM

AM

7:30

Novate

3:30pm! 9:30am
5:10 pm .5:00pm

Petaluma,
Santa Rosa.

!

Arrive in
—

^

S" 1"1
10:40

k

S"s

M 10:10am
7:S0PM 6:15pm
6-05 p

Fulton,

7:30am

Windsor,

AM

7:30
3:30

pm

7:30

AM

'

PM
7:30a m
s:)tm 7:30AM
3

.11

Geyservlllel
Cloverdale.

7:30PM
'

Pieta. Hopland, TJUiah,

Guernevllle

SAMOA,
NEW ZEALAND,

HAWAII.

#S.S. AUSTRALIA.

AUSTRALIA.

"Alameda."

sails via

Honolulu and Auck-

land, for Sydney. Thursday, .Tune 35th, at 8 P m.
S. S. "Australia, for Honolulu only, Saturday.
July 11th. at 10 a. m.
Line to Coolgardie. Australia, and Capetown,
South Africa. J. D SPRECKELS & BR< 114

Montgomery

St.

ilarketSt.. Sac Francisco.

Freight

office, 337

':15PM

10:10am
6: 15PM
10

7:S0pm

10am

6:15pm

7:S0AMI 7:30am

10:40am 3:40am
Sonoma,
5:10pm S :00 P M Glen Ellen. 6:05pm 6:15PM
7:3.1AM 7:30AM
10:40am 10:10AM
S:30pm :lVi p M Sebastopol. B :J5 p M 6:15pm
Stapes connect at Santa Rosa for Mark West
s; at Geyserville for Skaggs" Springs: at
ft

Cloverdale for the Geysers: at Pieta tor Highlaud Springs. Kelseyville. Soda Hay and Lakeport; at Hopland tor Lakeport and Bart let
Springs; at Ukiah, for Vichy Springs, Saratoga
Springs. Blue Lakes. Laurel Del Lake. Upper
Lake, Porno Potter Valley, John Day's, Lierley's. Gravelly Valley. Booneville, Greenwood,
Orr's Hot Springs. Mendocino Citv. Fort Bragg,
Westport. Usal. Willltts, Canto. Covelo. Lavtonville. Harris. Scotia, and Eureka,
Saturday-to-Monday Round Trip Tickets ai ret

.

duced rates.
On Sundays. Round Trip Tickets
beyond San Rafael at half rates.

TICKET OFFICE—650 Market

to all points

St.,

Chronicle

Building.

H.C. WHITING,
Gen. Manager.

R. X. RYAN.
Gen. Passenger Agent.

STEAMSHIP CO.

Dispatch steamers from San Francisco for
ports in Alaska. 9 a.m.. June

ForB.

3,

13, is,

38;

Julv

and Puget Sound ports, June 3, 8,
U and every 5th day thereafter.
For Eureka (Humboldt Bay), Steamer "Pomona," at 3 P.M. June 3. B, 10, 14, IS. 88, 96, 30, and
every fourth day thereafter.
For Newport. Los Angeles and all way ports*
at
a. m.; June 4. s. \z, 16, 90, M, SB, and every
fourth day thereafter.
For San Diego, stopping only at Port Harford
Santa Barbara. Port Los Angeles. Redondo, (Los
Angeles) and Newport. June 3. 6, 10, 14. 18. 29, 36,
30, and every fourth day thereafter, at 11 a. m.
ForEnsenada, San Jose del Cabo, Mazatlan,
La Paz. Altata, and Guaymas (Mexico), steamer
"Orizaba. " 10 A. M June 3-37. and 3Mh o
C.

i»

.

month thereafter.
Ticket Office— Palace Hotel, No.
Montgomery street.

4

New

GOODALL. PERKINS & CO., Gen'l Agents,
10

Market

street.

San Francisco

OCCIDENTAL AND ORIENTAL

S. S.

CO

Fob Japan and China.
Steamers leave wharf at FIRST and

DAYS TO

HONOLULU

S. F.

am 8M0AM

St.. S. F.

CEANICS.S. CO.

S. S.

April

Da"* S^^^ESTI-t",^:
7:30

No.

BUSWELL

•3:00,14:00 S.'OOp. M.

p for Afternoon.
a for Morning.
tSaturdays only.
•Sundays excepted.
ISundays only.
ft Monday. Thursday, and Saturday nights only.
Saturdays and Sundays for San:,
\ Sundays' and Mondays from Santa C

love.

always wise with a

some good out of a mystery.
To many persons Paris

In Effect

I

PACIFIC COAST

BALZAC.

the chrism of genius.
Happiness is the god of fools.
Women who get over their follies are
getting over their love.

81.

other information.

9:30, 11:00

:30,

pm
SAN RAFAEL TO SAN FRANCISCO.
WEEK DAYS—6:15, 7:50, 9:10, 11:10 AM; 12:45,

Between San Francisco and Schuetzen Park,
same schedule as above.

——Death is

p San

San

9:00, 11:00 A m; 13:35,8:50
P m. Thursdays— Extra trip at
11:30 p m. Saturdays— Extra trips at 1:50
and 11:30 pm.

6:10, 6:30

SUNDAYS— 7:35,

to love.

It is frequently stated, says London PubOpinion, that burial is an act fraught
with danger to the living, and especially is
this thought to be the case when the bodies
are those of persons who have died of infectious diseases, a common belief being that
disease microbes may becarriedfrom graves
downwards into wells, and thus affect living
persons.
There are, however, no grounds
for this view, as observations have proved
conclusively that soil is au excellent filter
for microbes, and that water which has
passed through a stratum full of disease
genus is quite free trom taint if it afterwards passes tbrough a few feet of garden
l>r. Losener has lately conducted a
soil.
number of experiments, the results of which
go to support the view that earth burial is
quite safe. He has buried carcasses infected
with the microbes of varions diseases, and
has determined how long these germs lived
under such circumstances. The microbes of
typhoid fever lived ninety days, while those
of cholera survived only twenty-eight days.
Similar results were obtained with other
disease germs, and in every case the earth
close beneath the bottom of the hole containing the infected carcass was found to be
free from microbes. The gist of the whole
matter is, therefore, that disease germs do
not survive ordinary interment for very
long periods, and that they are not carried
to our water wells and springs if the burial
is properly conducted.

tl:30 p
5:00 p
3:30 p

Salinas, Monterey. PaciflcGrove *10:40A
Jose, Pacific Grove and way
9:47 a
stations
*8:08 A
•4:30p San Jose and Way Stations
5:S0pSan Jose and principal way
«S:4Sa
stations
6 :35 A
6 :30 p San Jose and way stations
t7:45P
tll:45PSan Jose and way stations

•3:30

SAN FRANCISCO TO SAN RAFAEL.

WEEK DAYS—7:30,

lic

(lor

Y^railel and Fresno

Street.

6:20

SAFETY OF EARTH BURIALS.

Knight's Landing, Marysville,
10:4oA
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In rainbow splendors round them lay,
For each the universal plan
Held Eden iu its magic span,
And heaven came down to earth when they
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Until* one strange, sweet, solemn day,
(Expound the mystery who
A swift thrill thro' their pulses ran.
look like lightning in its play
Flamed thro' their souls with vivid ray,
And God descended in their way.
When sue, a woman, he, a man,
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ALLOON
ling,

ascensions are merely another form
and should be prohibited by law.

of

freedom
the press must be upheld.
THE
Free Speech Defense Association be

Let the

of

and our judges reminded

gamb-

called together,
that they are but public servants.

NOW

that the Republicans have pronounced for protection and fight, let Democrats go in for prosperity and
peace. With such a platform McKinley will quickly retire
into bis barrel.

Ohio, asserts
Senator Sherman,
WHEN
ihe McKinley
the three years

that during
the revenue
decreased from a surplus of $180,000,000 to a deficit of
$16,000,000, it seems very strange that the people should
be led to such an extreme of enthusiasm for McKinley and
his high protective tariff.
of

of

tariff bill

tone
San Francisco has been considerably lowTHE
prize-fighting at
ered by the disgraceful exhibitions
of

of

27, 1896.

Number 26.

THE

jingo spirit displayed in the Republican platform
do much to keep foreign investors from sinking
their money in this country.
And then we complain about
hard tunes!
will

have
WEJudge

occasionally found it necessary to censure
Wallace and to question his knowledge of the
law he propounds so dramatically. As a friend of nervous
citizens, however, and a foe to the misguided footpad, he
is without an equal.
In this respect we wish there, were

more

like him.

is

very peculiar that
Angeles

ITState, Los
Democratic

Whether

it

of
is

the four largest cities of the
the only one in which a daily

newspaper is published and sustained.
is because Democrats will not support them,

or whether they are not properly conducted, is the question.
San Francisco, Oakland and Sacramento should
each support one at least, but every effort in that line has
ended in failures. Will some one please explain why this
is so?

JAPANESE

manufacturing capacity, of which we hear
much just now, is of a purely imitative sort. Some
time ago a dynamo was sent to Japan from the Union Iron
Works in this city. The machine was taken apart and
used as a model for the construction of others of the same
sort.
All the Japanese imitations reproduced the name of
so

the Mechanics' Pavilion. In the name of decency, and for
the sake of the city's good name, we demand that they be
prohibited entirely. This is a civilized community, and the
wishes of decent men and women should be respected.

the Union Iron Works. The same fidelity of reproduction,
even to the maker's name, has been observed in the case
of a Baldwin locomotive, used as a pattern in a Japanese
machine shop. Surely American originality and inventiveness have nothing to fear in competition with the labor of

policemen who parade the Oakland ferry boats
THE
The roughs, knowa Sunday are worse than

Japan.

of

useless.
ing that their disorderly conduct will be

winked

at,

appar-

ently take pleasure in making themselves obnoxious, and
Unless the officers
insult the passengers with impunity.
can protect them, we suggest that Chief Crowley order his
men to remain on shore. Their presence on the boats is a
farce.

many years of
AFTER
policy of protection.

trial

The

Canada has repudiated the
week through-

elections this

out the Dominion have resulted in the complete overthrow
of the Conservative Party, and the incoming Liberal administration will have a clear working majority of at least
sixty-eight votes in the House of Commons at Ottawa. The
Manitoba School question figured to some extent in the
campaign, but the main issue was the tariff.

EX-Secretary Whitney

takes a highly favorable view of
the prospects for an international bimetallic agreement, under which the commercial nations of Europe could
unite with this country in the remonetization of silver. But
he points out that the free coinage of silver, by the United
States alone, would have the effect of preventing such an
agreement, because the foreign powers would be relieved
to see us bearing the whole burden, which now rests partly
upon them.

SLATE
much

dispatch from Buenos Ayres declares that
has been excited there by the reciprocity plank in the Republican platform adopted at St.
Louis.
The message declares that the threat of discrimination will cause this country a loss of trade with all South
American republics, and that no one of them will have anything to do with such an arrangement. This is the natural
effect of a policy that treats foreign trade as though it
were a thing to be guarded against rather than invited.
ill-feeling

great
THE
which the logicians refer
vice

of political discussion is the fallacy
to as post hoc ergo propter hoc.

— that because one thing antedates another the relation

of

cause and effect must exist between them. Thus the stock
argument of our protectionists is that the United States
have prospered under a high tariff, and that, therefore,
protection is the cause of our prosperity. It is now argued
with about as much reason, because Mexico is prosperous
with free silver, that free coinage is the source of that
prosperity. It would be quite as logical to urge the adoption of tamales, frijoles. or tortillas by the United States, on
the ground that Mexico has thriven under their benign influence.

an attorney has succeeded
WHEN
tate from bankruptcy, and has

saving a large esdevoted all his time
and energies for many years to the interests thereof, he is
most certainly entitled to proper compensation therefor.
For over six years Attorney Charles F. Hanlon has labored
for the Donahue estate, in New York, in San Francisco,
and in British Columbia. He was the means of saving $1,000,000 to it in one fight alone, and has successfully coped
against some of the leading lawyers of this country. Such
services should most certainly be adequately rewarded, and
the attempt on the part of the heirs, who owe their wealth
to his untiring efforts, to cut his fees down, is a sign of ingratitude and stinginess pure and simple. Considering the
enormous amount of work done, which was more than that
done by all the different administrators and attorneys in
the Blythe matter, and the fact that Mr. Hanlon's private
practice netted him $20,000 a year before he took up this
case, it would appear that his demand for $25,000 for each
of the first three years and $5,000 for each of the last three
Good service demands good reis in no way excessive.
muneration.
in

"
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IS

THERE ANYTHING

IN

SIGHT TO BEAT

McKINLEY

?

what a large number of people, probably a
THAT
They like a real contest,
majority, are now asking.
is

A dead sure
and a fighting chance on both sides to win.
thing is nobody's game, except, perhaps, that a few not
very reputable gamblers are rather given to "sport" of
that sort. With that kind of people the general public are
" not in it." The question for the moment is: Have Mark
Hanna and the other "dead sure" men of the combine
made things so secure for the campaign that nobody in
sight can beat McKinley ? The American people can do a
four and a half months.
They are
which is generally a sober
That sober, second thought
one, and invariably stuck to.
has not been reached yet. Some advance toward it will be
made within a month after the adjournment of the Chicago
Convention, but the final goal will not even be in sight until
That the McKinley men
the ides of November are here.
are not as sure as they pretend to be will presently apHalls and music will be hired in every city, town,
pear.
township, and village throughout the length and breadth
from Chauncey
of the land, and orators of every degree
Depew and W. H. L. Barnes to King McManus and Long
John Wilkins will be employed to make the welkin ring
with plaudits of the great, the glorious, and the tremendous " Bill " McKinley, who for more years than we can

mighty

lot of

much given

thinking

in

to a second thought,

—

—

remember trained

as sub-lieutenant under old John Sherwhich accounts for their being as
alike as two peas in their manner of playing fast and loose
with the silver question. Sherman has become a millionaire
on a Congressional salary, and, doubtless, will keep his
pupil posted as to " how to do it."
Then hundreds of thousands of dollars will have to be
spent in illuminating the great American sky from Maine
to San Diego, and from the Yukon to the Gulf, and even
more hundreds of thousands of dollars will be paid by
somebody or other for the painting of all the aforesaid
(high license ones and all) cities, towns, townships, and
villages Red.
Why the need of all these halls, bands, fireworks, orators, and other cxhilarants, if the day of coaxing and wheedling the popular vote is over, and nobody in
sight can beat McKinley ? Ah! For ways that are dark
and tricks that are vain, the politicians are peculiar, but
not always past finding out by people who take the trouble
to read between the lines, or to look below the surface of
things.
One hard fact is worth a whole column of bragging.
As for instance there is more import in the way
in which the Protected Trusts are pouring out money like
water, than there is in anybody's boast that the fight is all
over.
" On what meats hath this our Cassar fed" that he

man

Ohio

in

politics,

—

hath become so strong and invincible ? Nowhere and in no
capacity has Bill McKinley exhibited brain power, strength
of character, or force of will entitling him to take rank on
anything like equal terms with the leaders of his party.
He has all along been to them in public life what he was in

war

— a mere

major to their generalship. "Old
Rozey used to say that McKinley came near buying a
substitute, and that, if he had succeeded, the country would
time of

"

have been served. Garfield said in well-known company
that " if McKinley had been endowed with as much judgment as loyalty he would have made a soldier."
Old' and
cold John Sherman, when Secretary of the Treasury,
trusted McKinley with a delicate bit of diplomacy with the
House Finance Committee, which he so bungled that the
reserved old Senator "cussed " for at least once in his life,
and blurted out that " his colored porter would have managed the thing better." These things are, or were, as well
known around Washington as any fact in life.
"Our next President, sure, "is known at home. and
abroad as "Bill." We know but one sense in which the
word has any meaning. As a piece of paper on which the
drawer or indorser promises at a given date to pay a certain amount of money, it is as meaningful, and as forceful
a word as there is in the language. It is probable that
the sobriquet "Bill" was given to our hero at first as a
mere boyish nickname, but that it was finally made to
"stick" because it became known that he had indorsed
more bills with less ability to pay them than any man in
the United States.
He gave out that it was a friend who
had beguiled him into signing "accommodation paper."
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that were true, it should not weigh much with a people
about to elect the treasurer and head financier of the
nation.
In that office he will be much tempted to sigh
many papers that will be quite accotnmodatory. But as a
matter of fact, McKinley was a sleeping partner lo the
firm whose state Of insolvency he well knew, and he indorsed the bills to delude the bank, and without having a
cent to make good the promises on their backs that he had
signed.
Yet upon that record we are told that "Bill's
election is dead sure!"
Perhaps it may be, and perhaps
it will be surer still, if that were possible, when all that is
known is published in regard to why and how those bills
were taken up and paid by the very Protected Trusts
that have caused their Bill's nomination already, with "a
dead sure" election to follow.
Mr. McKinley's one success is in attaching his name,
purely by accident, to a monstrously high tariff, that during its year of existence did not bring in the required
revenue, and which, if re-enacted to-morrow, would not
nearly meet the requirements of the Government. But
times have been hard, and would, to a demonstration, have
been harder had Harrison and his policy governed four
years longer. But a hastily judging people always blame
the existing administration for existing ills. History generally sets these things right, and as sure as that the day
follows the night, and as certainly as public truth in the
end conquers falsehood, so certainly will history do justice
If

in the premises.
It will set the stamp of nobility to the
name and fame of Grover Cleveland, and will demonstrate

a succession of most trying situations he was as
and as able as Abraham Lincoln was in others.
Strange to say, this journal predicted at the time of his
second inauguration that Mr. Cleveland "would leave the
White House under a load of calumny, yet have been right
all the time, and be recognized everywhere within six
months as the most popular man in the United States.
At that same time we predicted "that a half-hearted, purposeless Congress would ruin his administration," and certainly it did its best in that way.
Yet withal, Mr. Cleveland could now be elected for a third term, and he icill be
Meanwhile the man of many Bills can
four years hence.
be defeated, and we should say will be, if only we had as
much confidence in the men who will go to Chicago as we
would like to have. Silver cannot win even in several of
the so-called silver States. Cleveland could carry New
York and most of New England, and Pattison or Russell

that

in

faithful

would make a close

fight.

means the conversion of
at the Government
into coin
mints, for all comers, without charge.
In other words, the owner of a given quantity of silver
bullion could take or send it to the nearest mint, and
receive in exchange therefor as many silver dollars as
Free Coinage
Explained.

Free

coinage

bullion

made out of it, of the standard weight and fineTo illustrate: Bar silver is now quoted at 69 cents

could be
ness.

an ounce, troy, and at that price one hundred ounces may
be bought for $69. This is pure silver, and the so-called
standard silver dollar contains 371.25 grains of pure silver,
which, with 41.25 grains of alloy, makes up the total
weight of 412.5 grains, nine-tenths fine. So that, with 480
grains to the ounce, there is silver enough in one hundred
ounces to make 129 silver dollars, and a fraction more.
Discarding the fraction, this exchange would net a profit
of $60 to the operator, for, in the place of $69 with which
he purchased the bullion, he would have $129. On a
million ounces of silver, bought at the same rate, or for
$690,000, the net gain would be $600,000, in round numbers.
Very naturally, the silver miners are anxious to bring
about free coinage. So long as the bullion price of silver
remained below $1.2929 an ounce, which is its par value
with gold, at the ratio of 16 to 1, silver could be converted
into more dollars at the mint than it would bring in the
open market as bullion. In fact, with so easy a way of
making money at their disposal, it can scarcely be supposed that the mine owners would sell any silver as bullion
until the price should rise to par, or $1.2929 an ounce.
Having a good thing, it would be no more than human in
them should they make the best of it.
But the advocates of free coinage of silver, at 16 to 1,
declare that the speedy effect of this would be the rise of
And they insist that
silver to par, or something near it.

June
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silver would be worth 11.2929 an ounce to-day. were it not
for its demonetization by this country in 1873.
That demonetization, so called, consisted in dropping the silver
dollar from the list of coins in an Act of Congress relative to
the mints.
They argue that as fast as silver has fallen in
price the purchasing power of gold has increased to an
equal degree. And it is at least a coincidence that the
prices of wheat, corn, cotton, and other commodities have
greatly fallen since 1873: generally, though not always,
keeping pace with the decline in silver. To explain this
branch of the subject, however, would be to open up a
wide range of facts and argument. It may be said, in
passing, that good authorities generally confess to some
degree of appreciation in the purchasing power of gold,
due to the demonetization of silver by the United States
and all the nations of continental Europe, not to mention
India, which closed her mints to the free coinage of silver

only a few years ago.

At

we believe, Mexico is the only country in
free coinage of silver.
In all other civilized
nations silver is used as money, but nowhere else is it coined
on private account. And, though the Mexican dollar contains more silver than our own, it is worth in this country
and abroad no more than its bullion value, which is now
about fifty-five cents. The reason why our own silver dollars continue to circulate at par with gold is because it is
the declared policy of our Government to maintain this
parity of value between our gold and silver coins and every
other form of legal tender. The silver dollar is legal tender to any amount, the same as gold.
It is supposed to be generally understood that the ratio
of 16 to 1 means that sixteen ounces of silver shall be
equal in value to one ounce of gold. That is the present
this time,

which there

is

proportion, by weight, between the gold and the silver
dollar of the United States.
The free and unrestricted
coinage of both metals, and their equality as legal tender
money, without limit, in payment of all debts, public and
private, constitutes what is known as bimetallism or, less
properly, the double standard.
The single standard of
gold, or gold monometallism, has been practically in operation in this country since 1873, for the reason that there
has been no free coinage of silver, on private account, since
that time.
The purchase of silver bullion by the Government, either to be coined or stored away in vaults as a
basis for the issue of silver certificates, did not constitute
bimetallism.
There is, in fact, no actual bimetallism in the
world to-day, though for seventy years, between 1803 and
1873, it was maintained in France, at the ratio of 15 to 1.
The question now before the American people is not simply that of a choice between the gold standard, on the one
hand, and bimetallism on the other. It may be assumed
that there is a majority in favor of bimetallism by international agreement.
That would mean the opening of the
mints of Europe and of India to the free coinage of silver,
as well as those of this country, upon an agreed ratio. In
that event, there would be no inducement to dump foreign
silver upon us.
And it can scarcely be denied that silver
would rise in value to the parity established by international agreement.
The issue that has been forced upon
this nation is whether her mints shall be thrown open to
free coinage of silver, at 16 to 1, while the commercial or
bullion ratio is about 30 to 1 throughout the world.
It
would appear to be inevitable that the immediate effect of
this policy would be the retirement of gold from our circulation.
Gold would, naturally, go abroad, or be hoarded,
and the result to be apprehended would be a swift descent
from the gold to the silver standard. The cheaper money
would surely drive out the dearer, in accordance with a wellknown financial law deduced by long observation and experience.
This is a consequence not to be regarded without alarm. The withdrawal of five hundred or six hundred
j>

millions of dollars, in gold, from circulation, would cause a
dangerous contraction of the currency, so that a panic
would be apt to follow.
And, in view of the fact that
nearly all existing debts, in the form of notes and mortgages, are by special contract payable in gold, it is not
clear how the " debtor class " can be benefited by a change
to the cheaper money.
Still less is it to be supposed that
men who work for wages or salary will be helped by a
change that would not be likely to increase their earnings,
however much it might tend to raise prices, and so enhance
the cost of living.

Is

this not

(

contemporary,

lur eccentric

the

Exam-

hardly responsible for what it says
from day to day, so that nobody expects it
to be consistent for twenty-four hours together. Yet, considering its birth and parentage, it is something more than
passing strange to find it openly arguing for financial repudiation.
But then, the friends on the money side of the
concern always draw their bills receivable payable in
United States gold coin, just as Senator Stewart does,
who further provides that his bills payable are to be liquidated in United States coin. Of course, there is a differ" Buy 'em when
ence of fifty per cent, between the two.
they are low. boys, and sell 'em when they are high," used
to be the Pine street advice of James R. Keene.
The reverse of that is now urged on our foreign creditors by the
capitalists controlling the Examiner, which quotes the
London Times as saying the other day that "speculators
in the railroad stock market yesterday were disappointed
that the public did not come in, as had been hoped, on the
mere announcement that a gold plank had been included in
the national Republican platform.
definite declaration,
expressed in a vote of the people of the United States,
followed by appropriate legislation, we are sure would result in a great change in the attitude of European capitalists."
That is to say, if the aforesaid capitalists were
assured of receiving back one hundred cents on the dollar
they would be ready to make more liberal loans at cheaper
rates.
That is natural enough.
Yet our contemporary
favors repudiation in these terms: "The question with
Americans is whether it is to their interest to perpetuate
a system which enables European holders to prosper at
their expense." That is to say that it is a question with
our people whether they will pay their debts or repudiate
one half of them. That this is plainly the meaning intended
this further sentence shows
European capitalists have
no right to complain of any policy on our part which might
have a direct or indirect effect on the market value of our
corporation securities." That is to say that in our financial transactions with them they have no right to complain
of our repealing the moral law in our own interests.
It is
to be hoped, and, we think, may well be believed, that the
masses of our people are more honest than certain preRepudiation

I

inci-, is

A

'

:

tended exponents

Patriotism
vs.

'

of their opinions.

The Republican party has made its usual appeal to the gallery by clamoring about the

rights of this country over those of other
nations, and by waving the Monroe Doctrine
The average citizen, inflag in the face of Great Britain.
capable of understanding international issues except in a
very superficial manner, is readily gulled by the expresJingoism is, to him, another
sion of such sentiments.
word for patriotism; and the assertion that we alone have
any right to the earth, being by the grace of God, the
great American People, is something which appeals to his
It is certainly
vanity if not to his better judgment.
humiliating to think that so many of our citizens are just
emerging from the stage of short dresses, and that with
their first knickerbockers they are manifesting the desire
for trouble which is so prominent an evil in the average
small boy. People of this order would willingly plunge
this country into war, and then find some way of blaming the Democratic party if the results happened to be
It is satisfactory, however, to know that
disastrous.
there are also millions of people who are not bereft of
reason and who can still be patriots without a necessary
accompaniment of political bombast and rhetorical rot.
Such people are aware of the fact that we have enough to
do to keep our own affairs in order without meddling in
those of other nations. Should our country ever be endangered, or should necessity ever demand it in any way,
they would spring to their guns at a moment's notice, and
fathers, husbands and sons would willingly face shot and
shell before permitting one foeman's foot to desecrate the
land or one insult to the Stars and Stripes to go unavenged.
That is true patriotism. But this other, this jingoism,
which consists of frothing at the mouth and shaking empty
hands at an invisible enemy, will only bring contempt upon
Jingoism,

For that reason it should be frowned upon by every
us.
intelligent man and woman who loves peace and prosperity
and whose first thought is the Nation's honor.
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Corruption and

The present Board

of

Supervisors of

city is earning the reputation of
general inefficiency and mismanagement.
charitable to say that nothing worse than

Inefficiency.

this

would be
recklessness and folly have characterized its expenditures
But if there are any citiof the money of the taxpayers.
zens who admire the Board for its honesty, or for its freedom from all suspicion of corruption, they have failed to
parade their faith in the public prints. Yet there are a
few good men in the Board, whose conduct has been in
marked contrast to that of the working majority, otherwise known as the "combine." As a body this Board of
Supervisors will be chiefly distinguished in local history for
the financiering which has imposed upon the city two
weeks of darkness, in order that some paring might be
temporarily effected in the gas bills. Meanwhile waste
and extravagance have been the rule in all departments of
Only the footpad and the burglar
the city government.
There are whispers of miscall the city fathers blessed.
doings that the Grand Jury would do well to investigate.
hint of the way in which city business is done for the
benefit of a favored few, with incidental ''commissions" for
those in a position to exact it, was given in the legal proceedings begun the other day to prevent the payment of
$20,000 to a certain Improvement Company, on account of
work alleged to have been done on the Folsom-street
It is plainly charged, in connection with this
boulevard.
matter, that the Board acted not only illegally but also in
open discrimination against another paving company not
favored by the majority of the Board. This is but one instance of many that might be named. No wonder taxpayers are eager for a new charter, or for any sort of
radical change that may possibly afford relief from the
boodling and incompetency which have for so many years
characterized the affairs of the municipality. Now that
the period of the usual final "clean-up" is approaching, if,
indeed, it is not already upon us, the public may well
wonder what fresh exasperations are in store. Perhaps
they should be thankful that the lights have not been put
out for the entire summer, instead of for a fortnight only.
From this point of view the Supervisors may deserve
Meanwhile the Grand
praise on the score of moderation.
Jury may direct a few X-rays of investigation upon the
dark places in the records of the Board's proceedings.
shadowgraph of its inner financial framework would doubtless interest, if not edify, the long-suffering taxpayers.
Even the reign of the Silurian and the Dollar Limit is felt
to be preferable to that of the Boodler and the Tax-eater,
with the attendant evils of high taxes, bad pavements and
dirty streets; extravagance and waste everywhere, and
It

A

A

efficiency

nowhere.

There is something almost ludicrous in
the alarm affected by our Republican
Foreign Trade, newspapers over the prospect of increased trade with Japau.
The able
editors of these publications are so steeped in protection
doctrine that they see in a cargo from a foreign port nothApprehensions
of

ing but a

menace

to

American

industries.

A trading

ship,

in their eyes, is a dangerous invader if it come laden with
products of foreign labor, all of which is, of course, "pauper
labor."
It would please these gentlemen, however, to see
ships sail out of this port, bearing away to distant lands
the products of our orchards and vineyards, of our fertile
fields, our mines, and our workshops.
An export trade
from San Francisco, with money coming back in payment
for shipments, would fill their idea of a long-felt want. But
as for return shipments of merchandise, that is something
not to be tolerated.
And yet it is a very old law of trade
that commerce cannot be wholly one-sided. No nation, if
it can do better elsewhere, will buy much from any country
that takes little or nothing in return.
Exchange of commodities, in fact, is the very life of foreign trade.
The
chief reason why San Francisco does not grow rapidly is
because our absurd tariff system is a barrier to traffic
with the outer world. It even imposes tribute on imports
of coal, for the benefit of a few mine owuers, though everybody knows that cheap fuel is one of the most crying needs
of our manufacturing industries. The present Wilson tariff
is repressive of foreign trade, being only a little less onerous than the McRinley tariff of odious memory. Our local
Republican statesmen, however, are too much concerned
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for the protection of the
England calico mills, against
possibilities of competition from Japan, to see for this seaport any opportunity for trade and development from the
new life that is stirring in the Orient. The greatest of
oceans is at our doors, but the enterprise of our merchants
is paralyzed by the dogma of so-called protection. Despite
all the shouting over the pretended need of protection for
our raisins, prunes, oranges, lemons, and some other pro-

ducts, the fact remains that not one man out of twenty, or
one industry out of twenty, in the State of California, receives any benefit whatever from the tariff, either directly
or indirectly.
It operates merely to keep us in perpetual
bondage to Eastern manufacturers and producers, to the
hindrance of the foreign trade that should be San Francisco's by right of her unsurpassed maritime position.

The daily papers have long contained
the advertisement of a certain "Doctor" Sweany, who is chiefly interested

Quack! Quack!
Quack!

A short time ago, a
Pleasanton was induced to visit this
practitioner, mainly, as he states, owing to the fact that
his advertisement showed him to be a man of "frank and
open countenance," with "luxuriant whiskers depicted
on the face." Upon arriving at "Doctor " Sweany's office
he was met by a certain, or uncertain, "Doctor" Cook,
rigged up so as to look like the aforesaid picture, and
who represented himself as being Sweany. For the cure
of his disease, a fee of $100 was demanded of the patient
in advance, and he was then sent to the American Drugstore with a prescription for which a further sum of $183.50
was asked that being the amount considered necessary
in

curing

(?)

the diseases of men.

gentleman residing

in

—

for the medicine.

Upon

the patient's refusing to pay this

exorbitant sum, the druggist pocketed the prescription
and could not be induced to return it.
Application was
then made to "Doctor" Sweany, alias Cook, for the $100
paid him in advance. This was also refused, and now the
gentleman from Pleasanton will take the matter into the
courts and seek to bring the offending parties to justice.
Such is a summary of the case as it stands at present. It
is the
conviction of many people that this "Doctor"
Sweany, or whoever may represent him, is a "quack" of
the vilest and lowest description a man who gloats over
the misfortunes of others and bleeds them of their ultimate
dollar without doing anything for them in return, and that
his advertisement, which appears in many parts of the
country at the same time, is merely a lure for the gullible.
Farmers and the like should remember that appearances
are deceptive and that Providence doubtless had reasons for
hiding the "Doctor's" face behind such luxuriant foliage.
There are laws enough in effect to bring a " quack " to
justice, but the pig-headedness of the average juryman is a
factor in his favor, and he usually gets off without the punishment he so richly merits.
He can still, however, be
flayed by the press.

—

Nobody's Fault,
As Usual.

On account

of somebody's gross neglia house collapsed in this city
last Monday, and several people were

gence,

either killed or maimed for life. Whoever was responsible
for such careless work should be made to pay indemnity
to the families of the deceased, or else should be sent to
jail for life.
The Fire Wardens are also to be severely
censured for their negligence in not properly informing
underthemselves of the condition of the building.
stand it to be one of their duties (for which they are well
enough paid, God knows) to thoroughly inspect every
structure being moved or undergoing extensive alterations in this city.
They should watch this work until it is

We

completed. Houses are being moved along our thoroughfares every day, and all sorts of crazy attempts are made
to remodel others.
All of this is fraught with danger to
people on the streets and in the adjoining buildings, yet
the entire responsibility is left to an ignorant contractor,
whose only concern is that he make money on the job.
When too late, and human life has been unnecessarily sacrificed, a great cry goes up to heaven for a few hours, and
Better would it be for us
then the tragedy is forgotten.
to appoint an efficient and industrious inspector, whose
sole duty it would be to prevent like accidents from
occurring in the future.

.
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Richard Brinsley Sheridan was a great
dramatist, a fairly good poet, a member of
The Week.* the House of Commons, and a "wit." He
had no profession, no means, and no status
beyond the doubtful position of an M. P. For nearly
the whole of his life he lived by his wits and the stage.
His father was a disappointed actor, and the lives of both
father and son were ear-marked with squabbles, impecuniLord Dufferin, who is
osity, and reckless extravagance.
one of the great diplomats of the day, is the great-grandson of Sheridan, and it was, of course, to be expected that
he would defend the character of bis ancestor. He is not,
indeed, the author of the two volumes of the "Life of Sheridan." now before us, but he has written a preface to the
book, and there is evidence in its pages to prove that he
read the proofs before the work was given to the world.
And in the preface of this book Lord Dufferin tells us that
Thomas Moore's "Life of Sheridan" is not accepted by the
descendant of the great dramatist as just or accurate.
Here are his words:
"Moore, who professed to be Sheridan's friend and admirer, and
to whom his papers were entrusted, committed the fatal fault of
planning his Memoirs on too large a scale. Having got half way

A Book
of

through his boot he allowed six years to elapse before finishing it.
By this time it had become an unwelcome burden, as he notes in his
diary, and this is too evident from the somewhat ungenerous and
sub-acid tone in which he continued it."
,

It is, no doubt, very proper for Lord Dufferin to thus
take up the cudgels for his forbear, but when he undertakes to convince us, as he does on another occasion, that
Sheridan did not win respect and recognition because he
was poor and improvident, then we challenge the statement and venture to believe that this is only true in part.
Men with no more at stake in England than Sheridan had,
and that was none at all, succeeded in forcing their way to
the highest positions in the land. This is true of Lord
Mansfield, Lord Shelbourne, an Irishman like Sheridan,
Lord Brougham, and Lord Campbell, all of whom were
contemporaneous with the great-grandfather of Lord
Dufferin.
But they succeeded because they had professions and were successful in their work, while Sheridan
failed because he had no profession, and only his "wits" to
depend on for a living. Nor must we forget that Sheridan
arrived in London after having made a run-away match,
about which there were many questions at the time, and it
was hardly likely that he would be well received under
such circumstances. True, his debts were inconsiderable,
It was not much for an
all things taken into account.
M. P., and the manager of Drury Lane Theatre, to owe
£5,000 when he died.
"Though owiDg little," Lord Dufferin says, "he owed that little to

many people, who were themselves needy, and who filled
heaven and earth with their complaints. Had Sheridan, like Fox,
Pitt, Burke, and many a contemporary, owed vast sums of money
to persons of his own degree, we should have heard little of these
a great

obligations."

This is a fair defense and a true one. Pitt, Pox, Burke,
and even Canning squandered money with wilful extrav-

was

reckless in the profusion of his giving
Fox spent thousands on gambling and its attendant evils; Burke speculated; and Canning bribed at elections and spent money in sacks-full in
electoral contests.
Yes; but they did not owe their servants, or their work people, or the small tradesmen, while
Sheridan's debts came within the scope of the bailiff's
work, arid herein the sins of the great dramatist overwhelmed him in the eyes of the world, while the sins of the
But if we accept
others are passed almost unnoticed.
this defense of Sheridan, we cannot accept the "Life" of
the great dramatist as given by the author, Mr. FraserRae. To our mind the work seems feeble; there is an evidence of literary ability, and the author goes off into all
sorts of subjects, which have little or no bearing on the
work he undertook to give us. The book is an attempt; to
make Sheridan appear better than he was, and that is not

agance.

what

Pitt

did not belong to him;

the only mistake the author makes in the volumes before
What, for instance, does he mean by attempting to
impose the customary nonsense about Mrs. Fitzherbert'S
marriage with the Prince of Wales?
Has not that affair
been exposed to the satisfaction of the world before this,
and is it not a fact that she was old enough to know, and
that as a matter of fact that she did know, that that marriage was illegal and fictitious, and that it is nonsense to
talk about her having been "deceived?"
Mr. FraserRae's sentimental outpourings about her is so much rubbish.
But, as for Sheridan, this book will be interesting
because it puts his character, and his career, in the best
light.
And, in this respect, it is different from anything
that has been hitherto published.
It is not a question of
the genius of Sheridan that is at issue, but a question as to
his character, and we have read so much that was unfavorable about him, that this book is welcome as a champion
of the other side.
* "Life of Sheridan."
By Mr. Frasei-Rae. Henry Holt & Company.
US.

New York

"McKinley's Masterpieces " is the name of a little volume
speeches made by the Major, and the author says that
"William McKinley stands high among America's greatest
orators." In a review of the book the Nation says that
McKinley's oratory is "wooden," and characterized
It
by a "dead level of monotony."
ridicules
the
statement that McKinley is a great speaker, and after
nearly three columns of a review of McKinley's speeches,
it pronounces him a quoter of phrases and a miserable
failure in all things that go to make a great speaker. His
one strong point, the Nation says, is that he is brilliant at
"cramming down the throat of the people some fact they
already know," and one that the world acknowledges and
of

accepts.

Last week we said that we believed Swinburne to be the
only great poet living. At that time we had not read his
last poem, " The Tale of Balen, " but, now that we have
struggled through that production, we are obliged to say
that we are disappointed.
Compared with his earlier
works, "The Tale of Balen" is like water after wine,
ashes after flame, or indifference after love.
The tale itself is abundant in strife and gore, and it retains its metrical facility to the end, but where is the bounding, untameable, irresistible spontaneity of youth, or the Grecian joyousness that once marked Swinburne's lines ?
Gone, all
gone, but let us hope not for ever.

We have

just received one of the most charming books
It is entitled "Talofa, Samoa.
Summer Sail to an Enchanted Isle," and the many delightful
colored illustrations throughout prove that the title is not
a misnomer. Charles S. Greene, the author, is well up in
his subject, and writes in such an enchanting manner that
we would gladly lay the pen aside and make a trip to see

A

ever issued on Samoa.

the beauties he tells us of. For a summer vacation Samoa
just the right place, as the facilities for getting there
are most convenient.

is

Godey's Magazine keeps improving as the months roll
away, and, considering the price, ten cents a copy, Godey's
In the number
is one of our most interesting exchanges.
for July the article on " The Land of the Shah " is timely
and interesting; while "Stage Thrills Up To Date " is a
well-deserved rebuke to "lurid" melodramatists, who exhaust the category of horrors in their efforts to present
startling occurrences in their stage pictures.
The Dial says that Mark Twain's "Maid of Orleans" is
" a gorgeous failure." It quotes several pages in which it
points out Twain's use of modern Americanisms by the author, and this was one of our chief objections when we gave
These blemishes are too evia short review of the book.
dent to be overlooked.
If you wish to prolong your life indulge in a glass of first-class
whiskey regularly before meals. It heightens the appetite and fixes

up the system.

Of all the brands the celebrated J. F. Cutter
B. Martin & Co.. 411 Market St. are the sole
agents for this Coast and supply everybody with it.

brand is the leader.

,

W.

Carmany, 25 Kearny Street,
John
est things in gents' furnishing goods.
Jackson's Napa Soda
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THE SILVER

QUESTION

AND

HARD

TIMES.

EDITOR NEWS

LETTER:—*)-: Recurring to the
"Hard Times" articles,
which "A Layman" discusses from a purely historical
and economical standpoint, Mr. Scott says: "Prom 1687
Silver

Question and the

—

our country
to 1873— one hundred and eighty-six years
employed both the silver and the gold dollar, equal one to
the other as a standard of value and redemption money."
Where did the gold dollars come from previous to 1785?
Pounds, shillings, and pence were our money of account up
to that date, two years after the independence of the
United States was acknowledged. And it is estimated
that at the time of the Revolutionary War there was not
As to the
$1 per capita of gold and silver in the country.
circulation of gold and silver in Europe at a parity, if Mr.
Scott were familiar with his subject he would know that
in the larger commerce of Europe and the world the two
metals passed by weight and not by tale.
That is, they
were subject to the mercantile value of money as they are

now

international commerce.

in

Mr. Scott,

with all the naivete of Coin's Financial
School, says
"During a period of 186 years the commercial ratio of silver to gold was never below 14.14, nor above
16.25."
This is a variation of 14 per cent. Inconsiderable
it was not.
It was always easily sufficient to exclude from
current circulation one or the other metal in the United
States, as well as in Prance and elsewhere.
But no matter what the ratios were, the metals would not, never have,
and never will, circulate freely, concurrently, and indiscriminately as legal tender coins under unrestricted coinage, except momentarily when crossing each other in their
:

Why

Because always and everywhere
commercial ratios have governed the coinage ratios in the purchasing power of coins,
and the undervalued coin always goes to the melting pot,
is hoarded or exported, while the over-valued is forced into
circulation.
Again why ? Because there is a margin of
oscillations.

since the

dawn

?

of civilization

—

profit in such disposition brokerage. This is the Gresham
law.
To quote the Duke de Noailles on the "Future of

Bimetallism
" Who would not revolt at the idea of decreeing the obligatory
equivalence of two constant quantities of wheat and oats, of cotton
and wool, or iron and lead ? Under such conditions no honest
transaction would be possible, each of these several products being
affected, respectively, by dissimilar and variable rises and falls. The
force of solidarity of the products would cause inevitable injustice in
exchanges. Why should an obligatory equivalence between two determinate weights of gold and silver be more practicable or more
legitimate 1 "

" Value knows its own laws and follows them despite
kingly decrees or legal enactments." This was the reason
why Great Britain followed the Petty theory in her legal
action in 1815, subordinating silver, and why the United
States in 1853 and 1873, did the same. This reason for our
legislation in 1853 was publicly stated in Congress by Dunham of Indiana because the only feasible bimetallism is
gold as standard silver as subsidiary or auxiliary.
(But
the latter is justifiable and efficient only to such an extent
as the people will actually use it beyond this it is a waste
of capital.)
Alexander Hamilton said
"There can hardly be abetter rule in any country for the legal
than the market proportion. The presumption in such case is that

—

—

—

each metal finds its true level according to
general system of money operation."

its

intrinsic utility in the

Hamilton also declared that if the two metals at any
time were separated the more valuable one must be the
standard, for the reason that the fluctuations would be
more likely to attach to the inferior, and he endeavored to
adopt as the legal ratio the then commercial ratio between
the two in the market of the world. To use his exact lan-

guage

:

"As long

as gold, either from its intrinsic superiority as a metal,
its rarity, or from the prejudices of mankind, retains so considerable a pre-eminence in value over silver as it has hitherto had,
a natural consequence of this seems to be that its condition will be
more stationary. The revolutions, therefore, which may take place
iui the comparative value of gold and silver will be changes in the
state of the latter rather than in that of the former."

from

In discussing monetary matters Thomas Jefferson said,
as all the world's statesmen have said before and since,
that the question of the difference between the value of
gold and silver as money was purely a commercial ques-
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It did not depend on legislation, or the fancy and
taste of men, but on commerce, which regulates the price
of commoaities, and that "the whole art of Government
consists in the art of being honest."
Some of the national steps for adopting gold as the
standard of value, so far as expert or scientific consideration is concerned, have approximately been as follows
Prior to the year 1871 the countries that used the gold
standard were Great Britain and her colonies. Portugal,
Turkey, Brazil, and the Argentine Republic
Great
Britain in 1816 (resumption of specie payments 1821)
though gold, because of its efficiency had by choice been
the money of commerce for a century previously.
Of
twenty powers represented at the International Monetary
Convention at Paris, 1867, all (including the United States)
favored the gold standard, except Holland.
France's
movement really began in 1853-57, when she advantageously exchanged a large volume of silver, $300,000,000, for
gold.
The subject was discussed by Bosredon, Chevalier,
Levasseur, and other French economists, Levasseur declaring that gold had made itself the standard, and that
France should make the law conform to the fact. In 1868
and 1869 two committees declared the superior efficiency
tion.

—

of gold.
The Imperial
1869, says

Commission

of

France, appointed

in

" On the general market tilver tends to depreciate, while gold is
asked for. More than 500 millions in silver five-franc pieces are already accumulated at the bank of FraDce, and the public is no
longer willing to receive these heavy pieces. Thus silver appears to
be falling into disfavor and we must hasten to demonetize it if we do
not wish to be left the last to be encumbered with the inconvenient
metal."

The German economist, Dr. Soetbeer, began to discuss
the question in 1863 and reported to a congress of German
economists in 1868, upon which Germany one year later
decided in favor of gold. The United Statts of America
omitted the silver dollar from coinage in 1873, though it
had not been in use for forty years. Denmark, Sweden
and Norway entered a gold standard union in 1876; Holland in 1875; Finland in 1877. In 1873 Belgium suspended
free coinage of silver; the other states of the Latin Union
France, Switzerland, Italy, etc. following in January,
"It is a
1874; whereupon the Economist Francaise said:
stt'p toward the abolition of a
law which after seventy years

—

—

hud been found to be effete in theory and prejudicial
Russia discontinued free coinage of silver in
The report of the special commission of the upper

experience

inaction."
1876.

house of Austro-Hungary said, 1879, that it became clear
as long ago as the decade 1860-1870, when Europe was becoming saturated with gold, that this was the only metal
fitted to be the standard of nations of advanced civiliza" Gold was dominant and the standard of value in all
tion.
trade on a great scale as early as the fourteenth and fifteenth
centuries, even though silver was then the standard in all domestic exchanges.
In every age there is some metal dominant in
tin industry of the world, which forces its way with elemental
strength in the face of any public regulation, and in our day
gold is that metal." Italy limited silver coinage in 1883;
Persia, Roumania, and other countries later on, say 1887;
later still, Chili. All this, too, despite the various monetary
the U. S. Commission of 1876; the Internaconventions,
tional (Paris) Conventions of 1878 and 1881; the independent Paris Convention in 1887; the Royal Commission
(London) 1887; and the International Convention (Brussels)
1892.
Here, then, notwithstanding these six monetary
congresses within thirty years after France's conclusion
gold
was the best standard of value because of its
that
greater stability, utility, and efficiency, we see all the important western powers, including the United States of
America, Canada and Australia, on the gold standard
basis; that is to say, those peoples that transact more than
70 per cent of the commerce of the world and whose
Governments control 70 per cent of the world's population.
This cannot be regarded as caprice, nor as the result of
conspiracy, but is a natural gravitation toward greater
efficiency in money.
Says one of the best economic writers
of today: "The gold standard has made its way in the
world not only without design on the part of individuals
but in spite of the strenuous resistance of almost all the
men who busied themselves with the subject." So far as
I have read, the changes have all been from silver to gold
and there is no case on record of a change from gold to

—

"
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Whether these changes were wise or unwise, they
were made and the United States, alone and unaided, cannot undo them.
"It is a condition and not a theory thai
confronts us.'
If silver as staudard money, is now going
out of use in a natural way we cannot stop it and the attempt to do so can only involve us in trouble. Moreover
this change is only a part and parcel of the vast
incalculable economic change that modern invention and productivity have wrought within thirty years.
"The productive appliances of modern invention have put in operation forces the magnitude of which we have not yet learned
how to estimate, which we are not yet able to control, and
the drift and final outcome of which we are unable to forecast.
The expansion of productive force and mechanism
has been so gigantic as to carry our capacity of output
beyond our capacity of appropriation. The effects of these
new conditions have been unforseen; and we have sought to
silver.

—

—

protect ourselves against their consequences, when t/tcy kaveappeared, by extemporized expedients, regardless of fundamental

mie principles and of tin- maxims which experience has
Of
tcise and safe under mni and all conditions."
this more anon.
l;
Layman " said in substance that the independent, unlimited free coinage of silver by the United States would
be especially disastrous to wage earners and depositors in
savings banks. Mr. Scott remarks "Layman seems to
conjure up a fallacy and then cries out against the creature of his own imagination" and Mr. Scott asserts that
"the country demands the remonetization of silver." The
State Conventions favoring silver including the California
Republicans and Democrats have named the ratio of 16
to 1.
At this ratio it would be silver monometallism, with
a 50 cent dollar and as to the status under such conditions,
"Layman," being a gold standard Democrat, of the
straightest sect of Jefferson, Jackson, Tilden and Cleveland

shown to be

—

—

will offer

Republican testimony:

Said Senator Sherman of

Ohio, in the United States Senate,

February 27th:

" I believe in the use of both metals to as great an extent as is posthe same time maintaining their parity. In this country
to-day the laboring man receives a dollar equal to gold worth 100
But with free silver dollars the laboring man would be
cents.
cheated of one-half of his dollar. The people are beginning to understand this. They are beginning to learn that free silver coinage
means cheating the creditors out of one-half their dues. The maintaining of both metals as money should be such that each would be
equal to the other. That would be true bimetallism. The adoption
of free silver means silver monometallism, with half depreciated
sible, at

silver coin."

Mr. Andrew Carnegie,
the Iron

Age

for

May as

of Pennsylvania,
follows:

is

ment like ours must go through from time to time, that we are coming to our senses.
" On the other hand the Democratic party in this great State of
Illinois appears to be dominated bj men who want to pay their obligations with .Wcent dollars."
In March the Secretary of the National Transportation
Association of America spoke at Chicago as follows:
" Anything less than sound money, good everywhere on earth for
as the basis of our promise to pay, is either a fraud, a subterfuge, a financial cowardice, or a deliberate attempt to conceal the
truth, or to stifle the financial conscience of the nation by shouts and
appeals of demagogues, whose constituents pretend to fancy that
fifty cents worth of something will buy a hundred cents worth of
its face,

anything."

Says Mr. Murat Halstead:
"

The silver controversy is unworthy the intelligence and the integrity of the American people. This free coinage of silver policy is a
poor, shabby half-way proposition. It is a 50 cent repudiating dodge,
or it is sheer craziness. If it does not mean to settle at 50 cents, on
the dollar, what is it fit for? Outside of this country, in the gold
countries no one advocates what we call free coinage. Such madness of misinformation is not conceived of elsewhere.
In consonance with the foregoing views the Republican
party, in National Convention assembled at St. Louis,
June 17th, declared as follows:
We are unalterably opposed to every measure calculated to de'•

base our currency or impair the credit of our country. We are,
therefore, opposed to the free coinage of silver except by international agreement with the leading commercial nations of the world,
which we pledge ourselves to promote, and until such agreement can
be obtained the existing gold standard must be preserved.
" All our silver and paper currency must be maintained at parity
with gold, and we favor all measures designed to maintain inviolably
the obligations of the United States and all our money, either coin
or paper, at the present standard, the standard of the most en.
lightened nations of the earth."

What is the present or existing gold standard? Although the revised statutes and statutes at large direct
the issue, and prescribe the uses, more or less limited, of
several kinds of currency, to but one do they assign the
office of a standard.
To but one dollar do they assign the
function of a unit of value. The function of a gold dollar
as the unit of value, is, therefore, unqualified and unquestionable. Its value is the unit of value. Its measure
is made the only measure.
To that measure every other
dollar must conform, while other dollars exist, and this
law of Congress stands.
San Francisco, June 22, 1896.
Layman.

A

{To be continued).

reported in

" Q. Do you attribute the great depression and panics that have
occurred iu the last few years to the agitation for a reduction in the
standard of value?
" A. I do. All other causes combined have not affected the country to the extent that this has. It is fundamental nothing is settled
unless this is settled, and no genuine prosperity is possible. Capital
at home, equally with capital abroad, has become alarmed. It has
run into its hole, and will not come forth to embark in enterprises
which create prosperity until it is settled that the American people
borrowing $1 in gold will return $1 and not seek to defraud their
creditors by returning a dollar worth only fifty cents."

Japanese bronzes and vases are the best mementos of San
Francisco a tourist can take away with him. Geo. T. Marsh, 625
Market St., has the best.

;

Said ex-Senator Piatt of

May

New

York,

in the

Sun

If

of

" The people of this country have had enough of the attempt to
force fifty cents worth of silver into circulation as a dollar. They
have suffered incalculable losses as the result of twenty years of that
policy. Every business man knows that the line has got to be drawn
sharply and distinctly against every public man whose words
threaten the country and its business interests with any further debasement of the currency or with any more of those losses and
sacrifices which have followed every effort to force silver upon the
country.

Mr. Marvin Hughitt

of Illinois,

said,

at Chicago,

May

30th:
" There can be no broad business development while the outlook
of business men cannot go further than the gold reserve of the
United States Treasury.
" Until we can look beyond that there is no need of expecting any
widespread improvement in general business. The indications in
some ways seem to be most encouraging to those who are looking
for an early settlement of the currency question.
" When such States as North Dakota and South Dakota declare
emphatically for a gold staudard, there is reason to believe that
we are getting through the process which a country with a govern-
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TROCADERO WILL SURPRISE YOU.

UNIQUE.

Eat. Drink and be Merry at "THE TROCADERO.
A little Paradise: "THE TROCADERO." 200 yards from the
Ingleside, Corbett Road, near tbe new race track.
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Agents for Paul Masson Champagne, Ben Lomond Mountain
Wines. Schramsberger Wines, Vino del Key Sweet Wines and
Brandies, California Olives, also selected brands of imported
Wines and Brandies, have moved to

623 Market
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Obev No Wand but Pleasure's."— Tom Moore.

f\ONAN Doyle's Sherlock
\j my ideal of the dilettante

Holmes was
detective un-

saw John Drew's Mr. Kilroy. Elegantly
He is surspeaking, Holmes is not in it.
passed by the bland Kilroy in each phase of

symptom reading and deductive reasoning.
He inConan Doyle's hero lacked the prophetic instinct.
variably arrived in time to view the remains, inspect the
empty jewel casket, and scent the clew. Mr. Kilroy, on
His
His sniff is a forecast.
the contrary, comes early.
presence precludes all possibility of crime or disaster,
enforces
villainy,
and
averts the anticipated, disarranges
Moreover, Kilroy is the true dilettante, since
innocence.
he works for pleasure rather than for profit. He is a teaWhere else, forcup Hawkshaw who abides in swelldom.

Drew and Mrs. Drew's smart
raiment, and Mr. Drew's smart company ?
* * *
sooth, would you find Mr.

The Squire af Dames is really a brilliant comedy. After
The Home Secretary I wonder how Carton came to have his
patronymic under the title, even in the capacity of adapter.
Perhaps he affects versatility, and singled out Dumas for
I thank God for that little difference.
a little difference.
But unbelievable as it seems, Carton has Anglicized Dumas
exquisitely (I wish some one had done as much for that
That the comedy is full of
drearv piece of last week).
action, dramatic situations, and deft climaxes, is of course,
no fault of Mr. Carton's. But he is responsible for the
English that makes incisive epigrams of Dumas's cunningly
Also for the old English conception
inverted aphorisms.
a caricature of the firecracker sort
of the American girl
which was very popular in London until the influx of new
blood made in hard to scratch an American heiress withHowever exaggerated
out finding an English duchess.
Miss Zoe Nuggetson may be, my pride and patriotism are
more than mollified by the Gibsonesque swing and beauty
Besides,
that Miss Barrymore personally lends the role.
Carton squared himself by the American farce-comedy conception of the British peer: Lord Eustace Chetland totters on the brink of song and dance.

—

* * *

In this snug little comedy John Drew makes of Mr. Kilroy a rational Quixote, with all womankind for his Dulcinea.
He is a self-appointed guardian of the chastity of
women the women of his world. The episode of the play
is Sir Douglas Thorburn's infatuation for Mrs. Dennant.
This is rapidly verging toward an affair, when Mr. Kilroy
scents danger, espouses the fair lady's virtue (much
against her will) and returns her to the arms of Colonel

—

Dennant. from whom, by way of explanation and justice,
she had separated herself upon discovering a drab stain on
his past.
The piratical Lothario will hardly applaud Kilroy's zeal as befitting a man of the world; but the larger
community of the securely wed and contentedly virtuous
will highly approve.
I do myself.
* * *

John

Drew has

the responsibility of being the most
fashionable actor in the country. As Mr. Kilroy he lives
up to it. Better still, he lives up to the bright, clean art
that has given him his thoroughbred individuality among
our comedians. He is at his usual excellence. It is Maude
Adams who surpasses herself. I have laughed at her
graceful humor, sorrowed at her small woes, and even
sympathized with her cameo jag in The Masked Bull. Now
I thrill to her emotional acting of Mrs. Dennant.
I do not
like Mrs. Dennant's character, not theatrically speaking,
of course, but from the standpoint of pure and jealous
man. She is too eager to fill her heart with masculinity
while grieving over the Colonel's tinted past.
But I am
thoroughly in sympathy with the heartsick recklessness,
the blind abandon with which a woman of Mrs. Dennant's
temperament would meet such a crisis. And it is thin
praise to say that Miss Adams realizes every shade of the
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emotions which racked poor, weak little Mrs. Dennant's
heart and head. Only one thought worries me: Nat Goodwin (may the waters be oiled for his safe journey) has
turned serious and eclipsed his comedian self; now Miss
Adams develops feelings, nerves, and a life-sized heart that
bewilders me. I want to know how far this transmogrification is to extend.
I do not want to live if Billy Crane
and Papa Mansfield stop the comic and make me weep my
young life away.
* # *

til I

Hi

June

I

did not

weep

at the California Theatre.

I

only laughed

and had a thoroughly happy evening over The Gray Mare,
as clever a bit of farcical comedy as has happened
in England in many a day.
British solidity is not such a
heavyweight after all, if it is only applied discreetly. In
the present instance a comedy is made live and plausible
by confining it to the characters, incidents, and dialogue
strictly vital to the story.
Every man or woman in the
Every line in the book is necessary to
cast belongs there.
the smooth progress of the story.
An American farce

comedist would have interpolated a wooden leg, a brass
band, a quire of popular songs, and sixty-seven climaxes.
Messrs. Sims and Raleigh were not associated with an
actorial intelligence office when they wrote The Gray Mare.
I have but one fault to find with Stockwell's production,
and that does not include any animate portion of the company. It is the stage setting. There is no excuse for the
arch of a painted door looming above a property mantel
and fireplace. Such misfits make fun for an audience that
was never intended by the playwrights.
However, this
did not seem to jar the players to any visible extent. They
were in happy accord, and gave a very fluent performance, glad, I have no doubt, for a chance to atone for last
week's unfortunate bill.
Even Beach, in the comfortable
garb of middle-aged eccentricity, was a potent figure in
the picture.
* * *

There are several lines ol parts which are particularly
adaptable to Herbert Kelcey, and no one knows better than
he which these are. Kelcey is one of the few actors who do
they could run the
dramatic gamut from Sir Toby to Macbeth, from Romeo to
Lear. Kelcey is invaluable in drawing-room pieces; he has
an air, a fine sense of the subdued, and his voice can be
tuned to an artificiality that is inseparable from the modern epigram. Also, he can affect the urbane stupidity of
the man impervious to humor, dead to his own comicality.
And in such a part as Sir Richard, in Rebellious Susan,
the man of the world in his finer aspect, a squire of dames,
if need be, such as Carton,
with all of France at his disposal, could never draw in such a part as this Kelcey is
the bright particular over the heads of Drew, Barrymore,
and all the impressive society gentlemen of our stage.
John Maxwell, who did not ride the gray mare, but said
that he did, is of the urbanely stupid. He makes an entire
comedy out of the complications arising from a badly told
lie.
And never for a moment is he conscious of anything
but his personal inconvenience. He even looks grieved when
the audience applauds. The comedy was upon Kelcey's
shoulders, and he bore it without a smile.
not think that, with a fair chance,

—

* * #

down the cast (particularly to
Winona Shannon's French maid, who was more than deI

should like to go farther

but the life of a dramatic critic is not all music,
sunshine, love and flowers.
The Columbia has troubles of
its own this week which I am forced to diagnose.

licious)

* * *

Frank Worthing, besides being a student

He

is

Jackson's Napa Soda

is

of

his

art,

is

a disciple of the true, and I feel
confident that he will play an important part in the
dramatic chronicles of the next decade. This week he has
been luxuriating in one of the experiences inevitable to
stock work. Chumley is not a role to be grasped in a week's
rehearsals.
There is a deal of tricky ingenuity necessary
to make him the irresponsible cotton brain that Sothern
gave us. And Lord Chumley, as a play, is not worth a
sitting without Sothern in the cast.
At least that is the
impression I gathered from the performance at the Columbia.
If I were big Tyrone Power I would hunt out the
man who cast me for a French villain and give him a touch

an actor born.

a tonic— builds up the system.

.
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Power
muscle-reading and shillelagh massage.
can be Dutch when occasion demands, and even Scandinavian, Hebrew, and Populist.
But French nevare

I.KTTER.
PICTURESQUE

of Celtic

—

Trip

'"

the

week consists of a delightful view
where our country's defenders pass
their time in drills, dances, and other innocent and useful
pastimes. This is one of the most beautiful localities in
San Francisco. The wind-tossed wastes in the foreground
are safe from the desecrating hands of the builder and
reeds, trees, and wild-flowers grow everywhere in profusion and lure the soft caresses of the sea mists.
In the
centre of the bay is Angel Island, and towards the right
of our picture will be seen Fort Mason, or Black Point,
where more soldiers meekly await the trumpet's longillustration this

;

Moon, with Offenbach's haunting music,

— to say nothing of the entire Tivoli company
— as pleasant a three hours' journey as one

Varcellessi
the cast

FRANCISCO.

of

George Lask's rin dt tiich version of the book, Fest's
extravagant scenery, and the ballet headed by Adele
in

SAN

OUR the Presidio,

!

delicately given.
Worthing is
eloquent in pantomime, and Miss Elliott finds her own in
comedy. I never saw Miss Elliott more stunningly handsome. I can foresee her pathway strewn with kangaroo
hearts.
# * #

The curtain-raiser was

.1

;

.

deferred call to battle.

is

can take these biting nights. The spectacle has been
staged sumptuously throughout its mauy scenes, and if the
moon is as bizarre a place as Fest insinuates, there is no
need of all good Americans going to Paris when they
die.
Miss Millard, Miss Royce, Hartman, West, Raffael,
and all the favorites are in the presentation. The ballet
is in splendid form.
Lots of it, too.
* * *

At the Orpheum it is the same old tale of an exceptional
variety programme and houses crowded to the doors.
great bill is underscored for next week; the chief attraction is the return of the Rossow Brothers, the midgets
who were such a sensation when the Hopkins combination
was at the Orpheum.

If there is

one beverage more popular than any other

For sickness
•

of

stomach drink Jackson's Napa Soda.

WATCH

BTJILT„LIKE A

When
Buy

you

a Wheel

Buy one with a reputation—one that won't
break down when you're
ten miles from home.
Don't lean to "lads";
they are not substantial.

THE STERLING has
been on the market five
We guarantee it
for one year, and also
guarantee our tires for the same period. Replacements made at our
office in San Francisco. The STERLING costs $300. If you want to
know more about it, send for our art catalogue, mailed free to any address,
and you will buy the
'96

A novel entertainment, consisting of Spanish dances,
music and songs, by leading artists, will be given at Native
Sons' Hall next Thursday evening, under the management
of Professor Lombardero.
Frank Coffin will be one of the

good

Refreshing, without being intoxicating, it is
always looked forward to at all seasons of the year, and especially
during the summer months. The finest brand of this liquid is doubtless the J. W. Monroe Apple Cider, which is absolutely pure and
made from the best apples California can produce. John Butler,
7 Sutter street, is the general agent for this brand.

something,

Columbia.

is

old fashioned cider.

A

Anthony Hope says the ideal title is one which tells you
and, at the same time, stimulates a desire to
know something more. Martha Morton hit off beautifully
in Sis Wife's Father, which she wrote for Crane.
The
Frawleys play this father-in-law piece next week at the

it

|

ROADSTER.

STERLIJSIQ

years.

singers.

Sydney Grundy's

A

Bunch of

Violets,

a great feature of

Beerbohm Tree's repertory, will be given at the California
next week by Stockwell's players. Kelcey will play Tree's
Marchant.
The Baldwin Theatre will be closed for a month after
John Drew's performance to-night.
It re-opens with the
Empire Theatre Company.

"built
Wm.

PLEASURE

scenery along the
THE
North Pacific Railway

THE FRAWLEY COMA delightful comedy,

HIS WIFE'S

of the

The most successful play

New

Moore's Poison Oak Remedy
Cures Poison Oak and all Skin Diseases. Sold by all druggists.
goods to be had

Then mix Jackson's Napa Soda with your

New

GI'JT
alitornia

A

whole year's run in
company. New scen-

costumes.

July 6th—THE
*

FATHER

of the year.
of the superb

Every member

York.

ery.

WIFE.

T*l
I

J

heatre.

Al.

Ha yman&

Co., (Incorporated)

proprietors

Next Monday, June 29th, continuing for one week only.
inee Saturday. The success of New York and London,

Mat-

A BUNGH OF VIOLETS.

A drama of sterling merit, intense interest and brilliant
logue, by Sydney Grundy, author of 'Sowing the Wind."
a great cast Beautiful stage mountings. A complete
worthy production.
July 6th— THE IDLER.
1

rp R6 U

m

.

strong

dia-

and

O'Farrell
San Francisco's Greatest Music Hall.
between Stockton and Powell streets.

street,

Week commencing Monday, June 29th. Note

the additions to a

bill,

Carl — ROSSOW BROS— Franz
Comedians and

athletes:
The most interesting midgets alive.
The Fredericks Troupe, the 5 demon athletes; The Marimba
Players, from Guatemala; The Four Maisanos, eccentrique
musicians; Watson & Dupree, in comedy sketch; Billy "Van,

Stewart Sisters, Lillian Western, and others.
Matinee Prices Parquet, any seat, 25c. balcony, any seat, 10c.
children, 10c, any part
Reserved Seats, 25c; Balcony. 10c; Opera chairs and box
Matinees Wedn esdays, Saturdays and Sundays.
seats, 50c.
;

:
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I

drink?

S. F., Cal.

of the great success of
June 29th.
in four acts, entitled

State.

Do you

St.,

and Managers

week

PANY, Commencing Monday,

is

The very latest things in ladies' and gents' spring
ot John W. Carrnany, furnisher at 25 Kearny St.

Post

The " Gem " Theatre of the Coast.
Friedlander,Gottlob&Co., Lessees

J_

I

BENT.

San Francisco and
very beautiful at this
season of the year, and well repays the slight expense
of a pleasure trip.
In fact, the country in that neighborhood is as charming as any in California, and is at present,
owing to the lovely weather, especially attractive. Some
of the finest and most famous mineral springs are along
the line of this road, and hunting, fishing, and camping
parties invariably turn their faces in that direction whenStages conever they wish fine sport or enjoyment.
nect from all the different stations with the interior,
resorts
goes via
and the heavy travel to all the Lake County
this route. More impressive scenery cannot be seen anywhere
than in the counties of Marin, Sonoma, and Mendocino,
Through beautiful vinethrough which this line passes.
yards, laden in due season with luscious grapes, larger
then those of Hungary or Southern France, through miles
and miles of chicken ranches, hop fields, or mighty forests,
the train dashes until the eye wonders how it is that CaliPresident
fornia has been blessed with so many charms.
A. W. Foster travels up and down the line regularly and
gives his attention to the smallest details. All of this has
made the line popular with tourists and pleasure-seekers,
and makes it one of the most extensively patronized in the
line

a watch-

V. Bryan, Manager Pacific Coast Branch.
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role of Sir Phillip
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Crowds at each performance

Mrs. Ernestine Kreling.
Proprietor and Manager
summer spectacle,

to see our

A TRIP TO

THE MOON.

Great cast; grand ballet; magnificent costumes.
Monday evening, July 6th: Opening of the Grand Opera Season,
Repertoire
under the direction of Mr. Gustav Hinrichs.
ROMEO & JULIET, RIGOLETTO. Entire Eastern company.
Enlarged orchestra; augmented chorus.
25c and50o
Popular Prices
:

tipple.

—
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Walter Mansfield, the Board of Trade attorney, and a
were trout fishing up on the Big Sulphur in Sonoma
County a few days ago.
They had been whipping the
stream nearly all day with indifferent success, when they

friend

reached a particularly promising

riffle. Mansfield's friend,
at the art of fly casting, whipped his
line out behind him, preparatory to dropping his fly in the

who was a mere tyro

" JiT my

first appearance on the stage," said Ferris
Ji. Hartman, the comedian, "I brought down the
house.
I was captain of the supers in apiece which called
for a desperate hand-to-hand conflict between French and
English armies.
I was the General in command of the
French army, and, after making a most desperate defense
against overwhelming odds, it was my fate to meet de-

mortal wound, fall over, and die with the
defiant shout,
Vive la France
" Every employee in the theatre, from the call boy up,
cordially hated the stage manager, but the concentrated
hatred of the whole company was nothing to the bitter,
feat, receive a

!

'

uncompromising enmity of the property man. He never
lost an opportunity of annoying the stage manager, and
more than once a rough-and-tumble fight was narrowly
averted.
We had never rehearsed in uniform, and not one
of us could tell an English grenadier from a French zouave,
so the first night the property man gave the French army
the English uniforms, and the English the French toggery.
" I took the uniform with the most gilt on it, and dashed

We fought all over the center of the stage,
surging backward and forward, stabbing and thumping
the air for all we were worth.
The stage manager was
jumping around in the wings shouting excitedly:
" 'Soak it to 'em, boys!
Fight like the devil!
Keep it
up! Bully! Get in there.'
"Suddenly every English soldier dropped dead.
'Great God!' shouted the frantic stage manager.
You've killed the wrong army. Get up and fight it over!
into the fray.

;

'

'

"

Up

sprang the dead, and the

conflict was resumed
a brief struggle the right

with increased ferocity.

army was

all

killed

uniform, shouting,

After
and I fell back dying
Vive la France! "

off,
'

in

my

English

'

* * *

riffle, when he felt it catch on something, and then he
heard a yell from Mansfield.
" Hold on there " shouted the attorney, as he tried to
pull the hook out of his right ear.
"I'm not taking a
!

brown hackle to-day."
* * *

A

committee from the Grand Jury called on a city official
the other day and asked to see his books and accounts.
"Don't keep any," he replied.
" You don't keep any accounts ? " repeated the amazed

Grand Jurors

in chorus.

" No don't know how."
" Don't you know, sir, that it is a misdemeanor not to
keep accounts of your official transactions ? "
" Yes and I know it is a felony to keep accounts and
keep them wrong."
;

;

* * #

The Apollo Sausalito, Counselor Reed, and the Apollo
Belvedere, Mr. H. W. Newhall, are now entered into a
friendly contest for the apple of manly beauty. The Apollo
San Rafael, Harry Wise, is anxious to be classed in the
race, but Harr}' is too slight in the legs to sustain the
large head with its vast deposit of brain matter, so he is
not a favorite by any means.
The laurel crown will be
awarded by the Arabian Gipsy who peddles glass beads
and tin jewelry along the Sausalito bund.

* * *

"What, banished back

to Ravenswood, to cultivate the vine!
line,
No, thank you, no," said Christopher, "that is not in
The juicy grapes I love the best are in San Francisc6,
Within its bounds I hope to reap the harvest that I sow.
This may be a poor year for crops, the weather's somewhat cold,
Those Junta wolves have made a dash and got into the fold;
They may boast of the Convention, and having caught the town,
But on our walls the legend bangs, 'Chris Buckley will not down.' "

my

A

decidedly pretty young woman entered the office of
the Board of Supervisors, and in an agitated voice said:
"I want to see the Mayor, please."
"He is not here. You will probably find him down stairs
in his office," explained a clerk.
"No, sir, I've just been there. Are any of the Supervisors here?"
"No, not one."
"Oh, dear, what shall I do?" She was on the point of
bursting into tears.
"Is there anything I can do for you?" inquired theclerk,

sympathetically.
"I want Love

"

"Very

sorry, Miss, but I'm awfully busy
Excuse me," said the clerk, hastily.
"Love is my dog. I must have him."
"Oh um I see. I don't think he is here."

just

now.

— —

"No, I know he
poor little dear."

is

He

not.

is

in

the horrid

Pound

"How

long has he been in the Pound?"
"Three days. How much does it cost to get him out the

* # #

Two sedate and well-dressed gentlemen visited the Brazilian camp at Waldo Point this week and moved observamong the Gipsies. The fortune tellers found them
generous in the matter of crossing their palms with silver,
and they posed without objection before the camera which
Those distinguished strangers
one of the party carried.
were Albert Gerberding and Vanderlyn Stowe taking
notes for the Gipsy part of the Bohemian Club's midsumingly

mer

* * *

The Bohemian Club has paid its last assessment to Mr.
Simeon Wenban for the new club house, the misfit club
house which was built to order, but never occupied, and is
now out of debt. The social room has been very handsomely renovated and decorated by Bruce, Porter, and is
Under
now one of the swellest club apartments in' town.
the

club affairs are in a flourishing con* * *

What, a lady to spar with Jim Corbettl
A new star come into the orbit

day?"
"Just $2. CO."
will it

new directorate

dition.

first

"And what

jinks.

Of bag punching, sweating, hard training and petting,

be

the.

And

second?"

"Twenty cents more."
"And what will poor little Love be the third day?"
"Soap no dog."
They carried her tenderly out into the cold air.

putting up coin as a

for kissing and hugging,
better to stay, far away from the fray,
undergo smashing and lugging.

But only

—

Much
Than

to

* * *

* # *

Two

enterprising exploring parties have left the city
this week
Father Bolton and Mr. Laing to invade the
fastnesses of Vancouver Island, and Hugo Toland and
Edgar Mizner to camp on the Berkeley hills and make a
collection of the fauna and flora of that region. The latter
expedition has secured the services of an experienced
guide, and will prospect that wild and rocky country that
lies

—

between Piedmont and

armed

Mills'

Seminary. They will be
bands of savage

to protect themselves against the

Oaklanders which pow-wow on the Sabbath among the
squirrel-infested mountains.

forfeit.

You're not made, dear, for slapping and slugging,

Mr. Charles Josselyn has returned from the East with a
of startling attractions for his Redwood City theagame of golf on the stage by a band
tre, the Alhambra.
Mr.
of trained monkeys will be one of the curtain raisers.
Josselyn intends to show the people of Redwood City that

number

he

is, if

A

anything, a real wide-awake stage manager.

After dinner try Adams' Pepsin Tutti-Frutti Chewing Gum.
admirable. Indigestion fades before it.

You

will find it

you are selecting a wedding present, go to S. & G. Gump's,
Geary street. They have a magnificent variety to choose from.

When
113
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A

few days a^'o an evening paper published the splenetic ravings of an irresponsible stranger, sojourning in
this city, who sought to besmirch the character of General
Barillas

— a gentleman

Good Appetite^

whose name has passed into the

pages of history for his gallant actions in the cause
Guatemalan freedom.
Certainly the name and fame

Is restored and the disordered
Liver invigorated by taking a
small wineglassful, before meals, of the celebrated

of

Stomach and

of

the General should entitle him to protection from attach
by an unknown individual who has been arraigned before
the bar of Justice, and we must condemn the journalism
that permits such vituperation to reach the ears of the
public.
Some weeks ago we had occasion to review the
career of our distinguished visitor, and knowing full well
the many qualities that go to make him a soldier and a
gentleman, we cannot let this slanderous attack go by unnoticed.
This Zenon Posadas is, we are reliably informed,
a social outcast in bis own country, and has, according to
bis own statement, been behind the bars of a prison. This
fact should be enough to show his irresponsibility.
With
much braggadocio he states that he would like to "meet"
the General. With what we know of the General's conduct on the 6eld of battle, we are assured that the largemouthed Zenon Posadas could get all the satisfaction he desires by a walk of a couple of blocks in the direction of the
Palace Hotel. In fact, it is very strange that this Posadas,
who is so anxious, according to his own utterances, to
meet General Barillas, and upon whom he is so desirous of
reeking vengeance, should hold bis mighty temper in
check, and not go after the object of his hatred. It is
easy to see that he lacks the spirit of a true Hidalgo of
Spanish blood and the strength of character of a soldier.

Peruvian
Bitters
XX5SO :'-
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Are You
Fond of

FIREWORKS?
We

put up assorted boxes for children, including Fire Crackers, Torpedoes,

etc.. for $1, $2,

and

$3.

We make a specialty

of

Lawn

displays; assortments for

$5,

$12, $20,

;

and upwards.

made to order.
and you can save money by buying

Special designs, portraits, and suggestive effects in fireworks

We are the only makers on the coast,

direct from us. Descriptive catalogues and prices furnished on application.

THE

YALE

EIGHT

AT

HENLEY.

eight entered
the Grand Challenge Cup
THE Yale
eight oars at the Henley-on-Thames regatta has

.

for

for

already begun to practice, and is being watched with
great interest by all lovers of aquatic sport. They are a
very heavy set of men, and row what is known as "the
Bob Cook stroke." This is modelled on the stroke in use
at the colleges of Oxford and Cambridge, and in the United
States is considered a very long stroke. But Mr. W. B.
Woodgate, one of the best British amateur oarsmen and
scullers of his day, and one of the greatest authorities on
rowing in England, has been carefully observing the work
of the Yale crew, and says that their stroke is only long by
comparison with that of other American colleges; it is
shorter than that of Eton, the London Rowing Club, and the
colleges of the two great English universities.
He thinks
that the Yale crew is not yet perfectly together, but that
the men use their slides very well.
The Grand Challenge
Cup course is one mile and 550 yards, and the quickest time
in which it has been covered is 6 minutes 51 seconds, the
average time since the introduction of keelless boats and
sliding seats being about 7J minutes.
The Yale eight is
supposed to have adopted the British tactics of practicing
openly and of taking no pains to conceal times; it is said
This
to have covered the course in 1 minutes 35 seconds.
is by no means bad time, and need not at all discourage
the well-wishers of the American college; especially when
it is remembered that in no sport are time tests so deceptive ard untrustworthy as in rowing; for wind and
stream are factors that cannot be allowed for with
exactitude.
There is a generally entertained idea
(partly due,
perhaps, to Richard Harding Davis's
cheerfully erroneous statements on the subject) that the
Henley course is a very one-sided one, and that, while a
boat which gets the Berks station has great advantages,
the boat which gets the Bucks station labors under several
disadvantages. This was soformerly, but since the course
has been rearranged, is true no longer.
Now only two
boats start in a heat, instead of three as formerly; and,
the course being staked out, neither boat can stick close
in shore to get shelter from a wind blowing across the

Salesroom, 219

Galitornia Fireworks
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Bet. Sacramento

ST., Upstairs.
and California St,

Notice to Shipowners.

Telephone No.
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FROM AND AFTER JULY

weight lately,
but are still ten or twelve pounds heavier per man than
the Eeander crew,' which is considered their most dangerous competitor. The average weight of the Leander men
is not quite 160 pounds, while the Yale men average 171 or
172 pounds.
Arthur Inkersley.
Jackson's
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AUSTRALIAN SALT BUSH,
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Plant for Alkali Soils.

The tens of thousands of acres of alkali lands in California
productive and profitable by planting Salt Bush.
For further information, address
__..,.._...
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TRUMBULL & BEEBE,
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Seedsmen and Nurserymen.
419 and 421 Sansome street,
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the Spring Valley Water Works proposes to undertake the delivery of
water at such wharves in this oity as are supplied with its hydrants.
Written applications for water are to be made at the water office, which
the Harbor Commissioners propose io erect on the sea wall, between Howard and Mission streets. Ships lying in the stream will be informed at the
above office, at the time of making such applications, from what hydrants
their water-boats will be supplied. Reasonable notice must be given in all
cases, and applications will be filled at the earliest convenience, between
the hours or 7 a. m. and 5 p. m. daily. Sundays and holidays excepted, unless specially contracted otherwise. Bv order of the Board of Directors.
"W. AMES, Secretary.
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The Yale men have gone down a
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The mining promoter is having a
hard time of it in California just
now.
The owners of properties
have these itinerant carpet-baggers
sized up pretty well, and instances are on record now of
the wily promoter having been caught in his own trap,
meaning some dollars out of his pocket. A short bond is
only granted now, and even then some assurance must be
is money available to carry on the proposed arrangements. The proposition most favored is a
working bond with the privilege of purchasing at a certain
figure, governed by the prospects in the mine.
This is a
fair deal for everybody, provided the agreement is lived
up to by all parties. There are no end of inquiries for
"going concerns," and the gentlemen with millions at their
back still tumble over one another in the hotel corridors in
a vain search for anything that can be scraped up under
this head.
The "going concerns" of to-day are, however,
owned by men who prefer to mine for the money than to
live on promises which have rarely yet been realized in the
past twenty years of mining history in California. The
carpet-baggers will soon, it will be hoped, be forced to
leave for some other profitable camping ground.

given that there

On

the other hand local experts of
prominence are kept busy in followTrades Going On. ing up the investigations of agents
now on the lookout for suitable investments for English and French capital.
This is another
sign that the bitter experience in the past has done good
in the way of convincing foreign capitalists that the most
prudent course in the long run is to have one of the leading
experts in this city pass upon anything which the traveling agents may approve. The men coming in here now
from those quarters seem a better class of people than the
double-dealing and ignorant scamps who formerly posed as

Some Genuine

representatives of outside investors. Some fair-sized transactions are pending in Calaveras and Amador counties,
and an inspection is now being made of a promising gravel
property in Plumas for some British people.
There is
every reason to believe the sale of the old Crown Point
mine, of Grass Valley, is a go, and the price paid, some $50,000, shows how ideas have changed of late in view of the
figure asked the last time the property was offered abroad.
It takes a great deal of haggling now to put a deal of any
kind through, and prices are cut to the lowest notch by
the careful buyer. Money can also now be had here to
work properties in the interest of owners for an interest
in their mine, work being carried on under the supervision
of the person putting up the money, with the right to call
a halt at any time when appearances were considered unfavorable for the development of ore.
This is a scheme
which can be highly recommended for fairness and efficiency
in guarding against any serious mistakes.
On the whole
the mining industry is prospering on a safer business basis

than ever before.
If

Golden Feather
River Mines.

any one deserves success

it

is

the

company now operating the mines on
the Feather river above Oroville. Year

in and year out they patiently labor on,
hoping that fortune may at last reward them. Of course,
considerable gold has already been taken out since the
enterprise was inaugurated, but not in the quantities
which might have been expected had the working situation
been more favorable. Last year's financial returns ran
behind any of the previous annual exhibits, the deficit being in the neighborhood of $11,000.
This was under the
new management. It is said, however, by way of explanation, that the poor returns were in consequence of the
company having worked that portion of the river-bed
worked thirty years ago by the Cape Union people. That
was the report made at the annual meeting held in London
last month. It was stated at the same time that the prospects were good for the early resumption of work in the
river-bed this year in a quarter which it is hoped will
prove highly remunerative.
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Dealers in mining stocks whose accounts were not well protected were in
On Pine Street, jeopardy during the week, if they managed to escape being swept out of existence altogether.
There was not a genuine bear movement in the market. Two or three stocks affected by
local causes sent the ball rolling on the down grade, and
weak margin accounts did the rest. Savage was one of
the most severely depressed stocks. A threatened fight
for control led a good many people to invest in the shares
with the expectation that they would he bought up at
higher prices by one or other of the contestants. The
affair was settled and a rush to get out began, and instead
of the investors milking the inside they got milked themselves.
Of course they are very mad at this, but if they
look at the matter from a philosophical standpoint they
will recognize the triteness of the old saying, that what is
"sauce for the goose is sauce for the gander." Possibly,
if they had pulled the other fellow's leg, he would have enjoyed a season of blasphemy on their account. And so it
goes.
It takes two sides to make a market, and everybody cannot make money in the game. Con. Virginia took
a tumble, although outside of the old yarn about gas, there
was no reason to assign for the break. As usual, as the
kingpin led, the other North End shares followed, margins
were uncovered, and the innocents played in hard luck
again.
Had it not been for the stability of old Chollar,
which steadied in the neighborhood of $2.70, it is just possible that the entire line would have sold down in the
cents.
This would have suited a great many people, who
are getting tired waiting for some cheap Brunswick
shares.
They are likely to keep waiting, too, for some
time to come. Gould & Curry suffered, too, but not
nearly as much as Occidental, which went to pieces at one
time under heavy sales of dealers, who were forced to sacrifice their holdings to protect their accounts.
The approaching holidays had much to do with the decline, as at
the first sign of a set back old-time dealers immediately
dumped out everything on the principle that "no one ever
beard of a market 'round the Fourth of July." Some interesting work is now commencing on the Brunswick, and it
may be that signs will fail this year. In any event the
man with a few shares of such a stock as Chollar in his
pocket paid for, is apt to be in a more comfortable fix
some of these fine mornings than the chap that has none.
Little is said at present about the insurThere is always hope
Fire Insurance
ance combine.
Matters Quiet, that the one now in existence may yet be
Lively

Improved System of
Mine Promotion.

June

Times

knocked into practical working shape for
Something of the kind is
the benefit of all concerned.
badly wanted on the street just now, and the big companies
must recognize this fact better than any one else. The
struggle for business is growing fiercer daily, and the expenses run along in face of the profits, which are light in
any event.
The managers are honest enough in the belief
they express that only under a combine can business be
made to pay, and still not a few are content to remain
aloof for the reason they assign that it is impossible to hold
a number of the fraternity down to any agreement, even if
If such is the case, it is
it is signed in black and white.
apparently useless to expect any settlement on a permanent basis. The whole affair looks very much like biting
off one's nose to spite the face.
Outside of the fire lines,
a branch of the business which insures against burglars is
doing a large business. The idea, which is quite new here,
seems to have " caught on " with merchants and others. In
England, where it has long been in existence, it is quite a
success, and, owing to the large number of burglaries here,
and the inefficiency of the police to capture the thieves, it
will doubtless become very popular in time.
It is highly probable that before very
A Welcome
long Mr. John Hays Hammond may reVisitor Expected,
turn here on a visit, during which he
will pass upon a scheme now suggested
to prominent London capitalists.
Outside of the professional engagements, there are many personal friends of
Mr. Hammond who will be glad of an opportunity to congratulate him upon his safe delivery from his South African
troubles.
It would be still more pleasing news to learn
that the talented engineer had returned to make his permanent home on the Pacific Coast, where a wide field
exists for his valuable services.

"
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" Hoar tbe Crier:" -What tbe detil an thou!"
will play tbe devil, sir. wltbyou."

"One that

his red right hand. Judge Campbell
WITH
the doughty O'Brien, and the man who

knocked out

calls his

Honor

'3

A \ is processional animal and delishtethin vain shows.
1 V Mark llunna. being aware of this weakness, has ordered that all good (?) Republicans shall adopt pampas
plumes as the MoKinley Bower and shall parade as often
as possible. The sight of numerous citizens thus decorated
marching about our streets, and howling for Protection
that protects from Prosperity, may not be edifying, but it
is at least very human.
;i

Town Ciukh polished
teeth
Sunday
THE
and went to hear Dr.
Overman Brown treat
last

his

eve

a fakir now had better put his props up quick or the Judge
will land on his smeller. This is really the best way to preserve the dignity of the police courts.
It is difficult to
conceive the awful state of affairs that would exist if the
clerk of a police court were more muscular than the magistrate.
The scales of Justice would not be worth the balance of a junk shop. The clerk's frown would have more
weight than the evidence of the prominent citizen, and the
exemption from corporal punishment would be considered
ample reward for the Judge's clemency. But with men of
Judge Campbell's stripe all things are different.
He can
thump his clerk at will, and when satiated with gore, knock
the wind out of the bailiff as a digestive.

watching the proceedings in our police courts. When Judge Conlan, foaming at tbe mouth, shrieks loudly for a gun, and Judge
Campbell plants his mighty left on Colonel O'Brien's optic,
the imaginative hoodlum may hopefully expect to witness
a battle royal with knives at no very remote date. Prob-

S HOUSE

New Woman was properly rebuked by Manager
THE
Groom
wishing
witness the Corbett-Sharkey

down machine, Californian Justice.
Wise is going to the Chicago convention from
Marin County. Mr. Wise found the voters of the hilly
region across the bay more plastic than those of this side,
and therefore moved with papa, and is now a Marinier.
That Mr. Wise will be a power in the councils of the Democracy goes without saying. This young gentleman made a
record for wise saws and modern instances at the Sacramento convention, which will last as long as the foundations of the Capitol.
To make a gentle pun, Harry is a
wise child, and the Collector rates him next to Henry Clay,
and a peg or two below Daniel Webster.

HARRY

-

!

NO

wonder the rabble delights

for per-

forming his ablutions at this season of the year, but they
were doubtless good ones, and he ought to be encouraged
in overcoming old-fashioned prejudices.

GAVIGAN, the prominent local politician,
DR.abandoned
the practice of medicine and intends

has
re-

"DR." James McLean, who studied botany in Australia, and thereupon set up as a physician, has been
sued by a dupe for obtaining money under false pretences.
This city is full of such quacks, and the airing of their
affairs will afford interesting reading some day.

S

of this high-class family journal
last Wednesday for offering him a

twenty- verse Fourth of July poem.
plication to the Business Manager.

SPECIAL

inducements offered to suicides in Golden
Grassy lawns, shady trees and moonand no interference from the Park Police.
Eastern papers please copy.
when has Registrar Hinton been appointed night
watchman out at the City Hall ? It is rumored that
he has been seen in one of the corridors at the hour of 4
A. M.
asleep, presumably.

Gate Park.

SINCE

—

to see
men who
THE
with the women who go
flock

and the Rev. Colburn.
should be suppressed.

a prize-fight are on a level
to see the Rev. C. O. Brown
Both exhibitions are indecent and

EIGHTY doctors from tbe

•

"DEWARE

keep away from him

tion

!

nearly
white rhinoceros
THE
phy,
the First National Bank,
is

of

with
TUT

extinct. President
is,

Mur-

however,

still

us.

UCH

Mentioned Estee is again looking for a job.
he gets it, we fear it will only be a put-up one.

J'l

»

J'l Brown." Disgraceful!
Vim tire is so rotten

been charged with beating his wife.
it.
A fellow with so much energy in
him could never get on the force.

East have descended upon

carrion upon desirable food. The health returns have not yet been made out, but they can be anticipated.
"
of the Dog," says the Rev. Dr. Case. And
£P then he wonders why the members of his congregaus, like

turning to his old profession of the law. In other words,
he will devote the balance of his life to studying out a defense for the many fatal mistakes he may have had the
misfortune to commit.

POLICEMAN has
We don't believe

Body can be had by ap-

light effects,

Town Crier

what motives the Teuton had

heart.

Religious Editor
THE
assassinated a man

applied
the famous relic of St. Anthony to his enlarged head,
which, as readers may remember, was caused by the
bursting of the wretched Vim tire on his bicycle. The
swelling is much decreased, and he now adds his endorsement to that of Father Slattery and the other holy fathers
who spoke so eloquently about the little bone last week.

We do not know

to

Such spectacles are all right for men,
but the home is the proper sphere for the Rev. Anna,
Susan B., and their disciples. Domestic troubles, interesting and numerous as they are, should satisfy the female
prize-right.

is said that bats are in great demand in the South Sea
ITIslands.
The Tenderloin District is full of them, and a
small fortune, besides the thanks of the community, awaits
the man who will ship them down there.

again.

last

office.

pation.

—

young married lady who horse- whipped a German
THE
week should be severely censured.
at the baths

for

are elected to

arrested by an active (?) member of
the force for stealing milk the other day. There appears
to be some truth in the old saw that only a thief can catch
a thief, after all. The man deserves arrest for his dissi-

and consoling hope pervades the comft munity that the religious controversialists have laid
down their arms, and that the rattle of dogmatic musketry
will be heard no more.
Merciful heavens, what a siege we
have had of it! The Pope, the Jesuits, the convents, the
A. P. A., and even old Martin Luther himself all dragged
into the fray.
Fostered by the cunning dailies for the
sake of the nickel, the thunder of quotation, assertion and
refutation became deafening. May the pitchfork of Jack
Satan penetrate the cuticle of the next disturber that
would attempt to set that unsavory kettle upon the fire
the

whv such men

is

in

«N ex-policeman was

PROFOUND

to be behind the times,

the

goats of his flock to spiritual pap. He left as the plate
was being passed around, and met a thin, shadowy-looking
individual also making for the door.
A feeling of comradeship inspired the Crier to ask this refugee his name. "If"
said the poor thing, wearily, 'I am the Holy Ghost

ably that

and crushes the life out of a few unforAnd, of course, no one is to blame. The
contractor puts it on the architect, and the architect puts
it on the laborers, and the laborers transfer it to the jackscrews. There it will rest. Really, the only people we
seem to take real good care of here are our murderers.
By the way, talking of murderers, was there not a young
fellow named Theodore Durrant convicted long, long ago
of ravishment and slaughter?
Lives he yet, and is
he fat?
It sounds like ancient history
to take a
turn at that lumbering and rusty crank of the broken
falls

tunates.

NOT

C.

If

BENEATH this slab Boss Buckley lies;
God

closed his hands but ope'd his eyes.

MATTIE OVERMAN'S

THEto
it

pieces.

trunks were marked " C. O.
that a blade of grass wil

cut
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properly

Psychology has an expsychological phenomenon.
The power
planation of its process, but that is all.
producing it still awaits definition and analysis by any human knowledge. The will of a person seems to possess
the action of the mind, causing one part to direct and control the movements of the body in an intelligent though
mechanical manner, while another part of the mind is
wholly absorbed with the consideration of something not
Like a certain professional
apparent to observation.
student of science, who, while obliviously pursuing his
profound investigations, walked into his bedroom in midday, pulled down the shades, carefully locked the door,
took off his clothing, and went to bed, before he became
conscious of what he had done.
The adventure I am about to relate, though perhaps a
more ordinary illustration of the phenomenon, is quite
unique in the ludicrous consequences that followed.
In the summer of 1890, while in command of the American ship Starlight, I made the port of Marseilles, where
Immediately on my arrival
I was detained several weeks.
I became the guest of an old friend, who, with his family,
had been living in that pretty French seaport for several
years.
His residence was one of the many attractive
villas that fringe the banks of the bay, from which the
picturesque city rises in pleasing eminences. The pleasure
of my sojourn was greatly enhanced by the presence of
two other shipmasters, who were also the guests of my
friend at the time of my arrival.
One of them, a Captain
Morrow, was like myself, enjoying the full swing of a life
of single blessedness.
I was invited to share with him
his sleeping apartment.
The remaining guests were a
Captain Harrison and his wife. Our host's family consisted of a wife, a daughter still in her teens, and an un-*-

married sister-in-law whose spring and summer of life had
Ions since given place to decidedly autumnal shades. We
were a merry party, and the respite from the duties and
responsibilities of navigation for a few weeks only was
keenly enjoyed by the sea-faring portion of the household.
Abandonment to pleasure occupied the hours and days.

The resources

of such a town for amusement were
numerous, and we went the rounds of them repeatedly,
without a thought of their pailiug on our hilarious tastes.
Our companionship ripened quickly, and was characterized
by a jovial free handed familiarity peculiar to people of
our calling. My room-mate, Captain Morrow, occasionally
indulged in an evening stroll about town alone, invariably
returning late and decidedly mellow. Our apartment was
a front room on the second floor.
The maiden sister-inlaw of our host and his daughter occupied a room together
on the third floor directly above us, and, as it subsequently
appeared, their bed-chamber, and that which was assigned to us, were furnished precisely alike, and were of the
same size and general appearance. Captain Harrison and
his wife were located in a room adjoining our ownj and,
fortunately for us, as will appear, connected with ours with
a folding door.
The second and third floors of the house
were reached by spiral stairs with similar and convenient
landings.
One evening I had gone to my room earlier than
usual.
The moonlight was streaming in, and I prepared
for sleep without the aid of any other light.
Captain
Harrison and his wife had also retired to their apartment,
and my room-mate had gone out pleasure-seeking early in
the evening.
I had settled myself for sleep on the side of
the bed nearest the wall, and was dropping off into slum-

Cb&uneey
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ber when the door opposite the landing quietly opened,
and in walked, not my room-mate, but, mirabile dictu,
the ancient maiden lady of the family, our host's sister-inlaw, without a light! A genuine ghostly apparition could
not have proved a greater surprise to me. My first
thought was that she had come to our room on some
errand believing that its occupants were absent, spending
But what a delusion! She imthe evening together.
mediately proceeded to disrobe.
Imagine the spectral
would
moonlight
produce while enveloping the
ghastliness
sinewy form of such a creature.
Comprehending the
situation I was paralyzed by the thought of its probable
crisis, for I saw that in a very few moments she would innocently become my bed-fellow, despite anything I could
prudently do to prevent such a catastrophe.

Some natures are so largely imbued with a detective
sense of the ludicrous, that the most appalling scenes, occasions of the most solemn gravity and painful dilemma
The droll, the comic,
fail to render this sense inoperative.
the humorous, will invariably be discerned and appreciated
no matter how somber or exciting the circumstances. Although I was profoundly anxious to maintain an almost
breathless quiet, that my identity should not be discovered,
and although I perceived myself approaching that awful
extremity of being imprisoned in my own bed by this
superanuated spinster, with no possible chance of escape
until she was sound asleep, still I had forgotten for a moment the torture of these experiences as I beheld the
thoughtless intruder, while in the act of disrobing,
deliberately remove a wig from her bald head, take out of
her mouth a double set of artificial teeth, pluck from its
socket an artificial eye, and place these three adjuncts of
her "makeup" on the toilet table. The effect of these
removals on her appearance beggars description. The
restraint it imposed on my risibilities was misery in the extreme. The reader can better imagine than I can describe,
how this dismantled would-be room-mate literally took herself apart piece by piece, and garment by garment, before
she finally stretched her shadowy proportions by my side.
Of course, the causeof her thus appearing in our room was
easily apprehended.
In a fit of abstraction, or absentmindedness, rather, she had stopped at the first landing of
the spiral stairway instead of the second, and as she was
without a light, save that of the moon, and as her own
room was a duplicate of ours in location and furnishing,
her delusion was not disturbed by the mistake she had
made.
Partially hidden by the bed-curtains, she had
mistaken me for her neice. I saw that my only chance of
escape, was to patiently wait until she was asleep. At
last when I heard her snoring at the rate of ten knots an
hour, I knew that my time had come, and that I must put
forth every effort to get out of the room without awakening her! With extreme caution I slowly crawled from my
position, and with great difficulty stepped clear of my unconscious companion to the floor.
Woe to me had I
awakened her. The possibility of such a danger occurring
forced the prespiration from every pore of my body. Her
screams would have aroused the entire household, and the
most horrifying difficulties and perplexities would have
confronted me. After I had reached the floor in safety,
and had hastily but noiselessly slipped into my clothes, I
could not resist the temptation to take a rapid survey of
the sleeping beauty before I took my departure from the
room. There she iay, fully six feet of her prone on her
back, her bony arms stretched across the snow-white
couch, her hairless pate sunken in the pillow, her under
jaw hanging hungrily, her thin bloodless lips wide asunder,
her cheeks showing deep cavities, caused in part by the removal of her teeth, and her respiration operating through
her nasal organ with labored, soniferous effect. The palor
I took
of the moonlight rendered the spectacle appalling.
it all in briefly and retreated from its weird fascination,
fearing that I might become spellbound if I lingered too long.
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the door behind me, it Bashed into my
mind to enlarge the joke and make ray rightful room-mate
a participant.
knew that he would return after an
1
evening of generous indulgence, and the kind of reception
he would give the new occupant of bis room and bed. promised results that would render my experience tame in
the comparison. The anticipation of the part my chum,
Captain Morrow, was to be made to take in this thrilling
encounter from which, thank heaven, I had just safely
emerged, could not be enjoyed alone. I must let others into the secret in time to witness with me the finale. Knocking at the door of the room occupied by Captain Harrison
and his wife. I found they had not yet gone to bed, and
was invited to enter. I described to them what had just
befallen ine, and how I proposed to continue the escapade
of the maiden lady, who had most innocently caused me to
beat a hasty retreat from my own apartment. So convulsed were they with mirth, that I had great difficulty in
restraining them from betraying my purpose by their almost uncontrollable explosions of laughter. They entered,
with great zest into the plan to get Captain Morrow into
the scrape also. Accordingly we unlocked the door connecting their room with ours, and placed it ajar, so that
we could observe without discovery my room-mate's encounter with his sleeping intruder whenever he should
arrive.
Softly closing

Fully an hour and a half passed before we heard his
heavy tread upon the stairs. As soon as be entered his
room, we saw that his condition was ripe for fun. He had
evidently been imbibing quite freely.
His face was
wreathed in smiles and his manner was comic. The moon
was now high in the heavens and its light shone full and
bright across the carpet and on portions of the wall, making everything within sufficiently distinct for the eager
eyes that were watching intently from Captain Harrison's
room. Hiccoughing occasionally, my room-mate began to
divest himself of his clothing and throw it across a chair.
After taking off his coat and vest, he happened to glance
carelessly towards the bed.
Something there arrested
his attention.
The sleeper had changed her position a
little, since I had left her, so that now her head was more
concealed by the bed-clothes.
Captain Morrow did not
suspect that anybody other than his chum was there, but he
thought I had deliberately gone to sleep occupying his
side of the bed, instead of my own place.
This apparent
liberty that I had taken seemed to arouse the humorous
in him, and he proposed to punish my supposed assurance
in his own way, and by what he conceived to be a sort of
practical joke.
Walking up to the side of what he supposed was the form of his slumbering room-mate, and being, for obvious reasons, too oblivious of detail to discover
his mistake, he took firm hold of the shoulders of the un-

fortunate female, and jerked her by main strength from
the bed to the floor, shouting with laughter at the same
time and exclaiming, "you old rascal you would turn in on
my side of the bed, would you? " Human language is entirely inadequate to describe the scene that followed.
The baldheaded, toothless woman, lay sprawled upon
the floor, aroused ruthlessly from her sleep as if by an
earthquake or explosion, her solitary eye glaring like
a tiger at bay on her presumable foe. He, meanwhile,
with hair erect and
eyes dilating, and a countenance pallid with dismay and horror, stood before her
thoroughly sobered and too paralyzed to move.
The
tableau was superlatively unique and comic. After the
poor woman bad sufficiently recovered from the shock
such summary treatment had given her, she poured forth
such a broadside of volcanic invectives into the intruder's
ears as to cause him to tremble and shake in his shoes.
He came into thorough possession of all his faculties under
the terrific fire his own apparent blunder had drawn upon
his head.
But he did not yet comprehend the situation. Of
course, he surmised that an awful mistake had been made
and quite naturally, too, he thought that he was the perpetrator of it. He supposed that he had with unpardonable carelessness and stupidity entered the apartment of
the aunt and her neice, rather than his own. Accordingly
he lost no time in attempted apology or explanation, but
snatched his clothes from the chair and rushed up the
stairs into what he most certainly believed to be his own
room.
But alas, for the discomforted mariner
He was in a
;

!
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worse predicament than if at sea without chart or comHi' had certainly lost all of his bearings and was
pass,
rushing iuto the jaws of another catastrophe.
In hot
haste ho bounced into the unconscious presence of our
host's daughter, where the astounded maiden lady below
should have been. The young girl was quietly sleeping on
the inner side ol the bed, and thinking that she was his
room-mate, with a fooling of great relief thathehad finally
reached the place where he belonged, he thankfully took off
the remainder of his clothing and jumped into the bed.
But this last act of what I may call the serio-comic drama
nearly destroyed Captain Morrow's sanity. Having experienced this indescribable climax of his plight, he thought
his reason had deserted him.
For instead of finding himself safe at last beside his legitimate bedfellow, he was
again in some other person's apartment and had awakened
to ten-or and mortal fear another unprotected female.
The girl, aroused by the Captain's impetuous flight, and
finding not ber aunt, but a man in her bed began to
scream at the top of her voice. How the now thoroughly
affrighted Morrow ever found sufficient strength to escape
from this final dilemma was indeed a wonder. The only
thing that saved him from lunacy was the sudden recognition of the fact that the woman, number one, was the
cause of the trouble and not he. With cold prespiration
standing in drops on his forehead, my room-mate started
on his second flight. Suspecting that any attempt to
again ascend the stairs might precipitate another, and,
perchance, a worse feminine horror, he wisely concluded
to retrace his steps.
On his way down he passed an apparition that disappeared up the stairs like a flash.
His
first thought was that another mystery had been let
loose upon him.
But as the object passed him, he thought
he saw a sinister glance from a blanched face.
He
thought he recognized it, and when he had reached his
own quarters, he was positive for after cautiously peering in, he found that his first victim had vacated the
apartment, and that it was she he had met on the stairs
hurrying to her own room.
My companions and I had
laughed so violently and so continuously at the success of
my plot, that we were actually sore from head to foot.
When it is remembered that we were obliged to repress
our mirth, the reader can imagine what an immense task
we had to accomplish. To have let my room-mate know,
or even suspect, the part that I had taken in the ordeal
he had just encountered, would, I believe, have cancelled
our friendship, and perhaps have jeopardized my personal
safety.
I was therefore obliged to wait quietly in Captain Harrison's room until my friend was asleep.
Then,
procuring a light, I went noiselessly to the outer door of the
room and entered. While preparing to sleep, my chum
partially awoke and drowsily said:
"Is that you, Frank,
where in thunder have you been ? " To this significant inquiry I carelessly replied that I had been out and just returned.
He turned over and was soon lost again in deep
slumber. The next morning I awoke rather late.
But
when I opened my eyes, the first object I saw was Captain Morrow seated on the floor partly dressed.
In front
of him was placed the water pitcher, on the top of which
he had arranged the wig of the absent-minded invader of
our sanctum. Just below the wig he had placed her teeth,
and between them he had carefully poised an orange and her
eye. And there Morrow sat, shaking with laughter at the
sight.
In reply to my amused inquiry he gave me a
graphic account of the night's adventure, never suspecting the hand I had taken in the incident.
As we were
about to leave the room and join the family at the breakfast table, a gentle knock was beard at the door.
It
proved to be our host's daughter, who blushingly asked,
with a roguish smile, "if there was anything in the room
that did not belong there?" Bursting with laughter my
companion pointed to the picture in front of him, with its
various adornments. The girl made a dive for them, and
then scampered from our presence as fast as possible.
We saw nothing more of her that day, and as for her aunt
she never made her appearance again during the remainder
of our visit.
;

The Maison Riche has

the best equipped banquet hall in this
All the large functions are held there and the accommodations
for guests are perfect in every respect.

city.

Use Richardson & Bobbins' canned and potted meats

for picnics.
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considered by charming Miss

May

Belle

G win's

girl friends that a certain big house now in the
course of erection would be a fit setting for so lovely a
jewel; and they go on to say that, while there are lots of
nice fellows in society life, the one credited with being her
devoted swain is wittier than most.

\EL,

MONTE,

* * #

dear, de-

lightful Del Monte,
will seem like old times this year, so many of its original
leading lights will re-light the hotel.
Miss Emily Hager

and Miss Flora Low, Miss Daisy Casserley aud Miss Fanny
Loughborough will all be there.
Surely no place in California is better calculated to repay one for the outlay of
wardrobes and the expense of one's holiday than this lovely
place.
Every moment of the time spent there is full of
pleasure.
Among the agreeable people one meets are distinguished tourists from all over the world, as nobody considers a visit to California complete without a trip to Del
Monte. Why has not some poet immortalized the hotel in
rhyme ? It is known from Paris to Milpitas, and people
who have once stopped there are never satisfied until they
go again.
As I write these words, I long to lay down the
pen and hie to the groves where beaux and belles abound,
and the quiet crash of the surf lulls one to sleep.

a startling rumor afloat regarding the matrimonial idea of a leading member of the Cotillion Club. It
would be a sensation, sure enough.

There

is

All this talk about the ' Money Question" or Protection vs. Free
Trade, is nothing compared to the question of your own constitution. Such questions invariably settle themselves, but your constitution, unless attended to in time, will settle you. The only way to
fix it up after a hard day's brain work and make it able to appreciate
an evening of recreation and a night of "cool, sweet sleep," is to take
some Keystone Monogram Whiskey when work is done. Settle that
question first.

For

35 years Jackson's

St. Denis

Ever since the Goad-Mclntosh engagement was made
public, society dames have been prone to consider little
hilly Sausalito as a good field for marriageable daughters.
f/enr

Rooms

is

which

potted meats for picnics.

$1 .00 per

NEW

is

EUROPEAN PLAN,

Day and Upwards.

ji

WILLIAfl TAYLOR
THE

&

^
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SON.
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•
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HOTEL RnFnEL,
SAN RAFAEL, CAL.

Now Open.

* * *

Wilcox and Joyce were the only soldier beaux who
thought the "Sleepy Hollow" at Belvedere worth a visit
apparently, as they alone showed up from the neighboring
military post, much to the disappointment of the ladies in
charge, who had calculated upon an influx of bright buttons.
Some one suggests that at future affairs of the kind
there should be a tent for juggling, and the festive
'Willie," as the buds call him, be requested to do coin
tricks and card ditt o for the enlightenment of the crowd.
—

YORK.

Opposite Grace Church

modest and unobtrusive way there are few better
conducted hotels in the metropolis than tbe St. Denis.
The great popularity it has acquired can readily
be traced to its unique location, its home-like atmosphere, the peculiar excellence of its cuisine and service,
and its very moderate prices.
In

there

is less ceremonial in the life there, a
very alluring, and then the girls look so
fetching in their natty shirt waists and sailor hats, which
is good enough attire for all day long.
Then the rambles
up the glen, the boat rides by moonlight, either in a
launch or pulling an oar, all make a fellow sentimental
whether he will or no. The hammock under a shady tree
is so much more simple and is less alarming than dress
parade on the veranda of a leading out-of-town hotel
where beauty and fashion congregate, that a man is captured before he knows it. It takes a seasoned old bachelor
like Claude Terry Hamilton to withstand all these temptations to commit matrimony.

sans

led all mineral waters.

Broadway & 11th St.,

* * *

The truth

Napa Soda has

Use Richardson & Robbins' canned and

For the season, under the management

:*-,

CAPT.

-:

>|

Write now
•

for rates

•

C. B.

of

JOHNSON.

and rooms
•

•

-

"What

a shame it is for Tom Bergin to be so selfish as
keep that big house on Jackson street without a wife to
preside there," said a matron of the Irish set the other
day.
But Tom is no worse than Jim Phelan, Dick Tobin
or Joe Grant, all of whom (if rumor speaks aright) are
to

Gomel Oolong.
The

oldest and most reliable brand on the
market. Sold only in 1-3 pound papers at
20 cents per paper. All grocers keep it.

averse to Hymen's chains.
* # *

Our

girls

have had a real

of Tarn
thing that this young
of years.
On dit, a
she would be willing

loss in the

McGrew for Corea, as it is a possible
beau may remain there for a period

departure

ERNST

H.

LUDWIG X

American

well-known pretty belle was asked if
to share his exile! She replied in the negative.
* * *

Caterers.
1206 Sutter

almost a foregone conclusion that another of the
Catherwood family will join the Army; and every one

CO..

The Model

Telephone 2388

St., S. F.

It is

unites in the opinion that, if the daughter is as happy in
her choice as the mother has been, a most delightful result
will be attained.
* * *

what rumor says is but half true, it would seem that
money covers a multitude of sins when a man wants to
wed a pretty girl in society; and, no matter what defects
If

there

may

be

in his

moral character, gold

will

fill

in the

deficiency.

Imperial Hair Regenerator
If

you value your hair, use only the Imperial Hair

and cleanliness.
No. 1, Black; 2, Dark Brown; 3, Medium
Brown; 4. Chestnut; 5, Light Chestnut;
6, Gold Blonde 7, Drab or B londe Cendree.
;

PRICE, $1.50 and $3.
* # *

People are wondering if the honeymoon of a happy
couple of the near future will be spent at the cottage at
Santa Monica; or if the previous occupant still being in
residence there would preclude such a thing.

Re

generator, to make GRAY HAIR its natural color, or
BLEACHED HAIR any color desired. Baths do not
Incomaffect it. Neither does curling or orimptng.
parable for the BEARD on account of its durability

Imperial Chemical Mfg. Co. J
292

For sale by

Fifth Ave.,

all

New

York.

druggists and hairdressers.

/
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EDITH — Odd shapes
DKAR
great demand, leading the

and odd garnitures are
milliner

to

show her

in

in-

genuity in producing striking models. The Tyrolean shape
is a favored one for weddings.
A white chip has the Tyrolean crown wound round the top with white ribbon with a
high bow on the side and a branch of cherries.
The most
unique bridesmaids' hats lately worn were of white panama
straw, laden with white ostrich feathers and draped with
white tulle, while beneath the back rim was arranged a
branch of yellow oranges and foliage. Shirred white muslin
hats, trimmed with ribbon bows, are quaint and appropriate.
Effective hats have the high crowns of blue or
pink satin, embroidered with silver sequins.
Anything,
everything to give the idea of great novelty; this seems to
constitute the picturesque in millinery just at present.
AmoDg the new designs in waists one finds that three
out of every five have distinct and prominent points of resemblance to the Louis
and the Louis XVI styles. One
to wear with a skirt of royal purple grosgrain was of a
delicate chine design in lilac and green tints. It was open
in front over a white armure vest with tiny pockets and
pearl buttons. There was a kerchief of white mull tied in
a knot on the breast. The revers were faced back with
white armure and embroidered in elegant pompadour design in faint-colored tints.
The fronts of the basque were
sharply pointed and the rest fluted very full.
The gigot
s'eeves had neat upturned cuffs of white, embroidered to
match the revers.
Roman striped silk waists are other fancy waist novelties
recently noted in a day's tour among new fashions. These
are bright and gay. The colors stand out clear and sharp
in distinction from the blurred chine silks, which are also
popular.
There has always been a fascination in the
mingling of the clear reds and blues, known as Roman
stripes, and these silks certainly make very charming
waists to wear with black skirts.
Dressy effects are sought after in carriage costumes.
Fine light colored alpacas, beautifully made with lace and
The spot
velvet, are most prominent for this purpose.
alpacas are most desirable, as they allow of such charming
Thus, a blue gray alpaca, shot with
color combinations.
rose, is trimmed with water cress green velvet and a deep
ecru lace.
Black and white striped silk dresses were
popular last summer for driving purposes and will be this.
The most effective are made up with black chiffon and
Honiton applique. Canvas gowns now take precedence in
A very charming model is ecru colored,
all the stores.
made up over rose silk and trimmed with ecru lace and

XV

olive

ends of very handsome lace, and when tied in bows are
nearly as long as the ends.
Dress skirts are cut slightly shorter than those of last
season, but they are quite as full from the knees down, and
fit the figure closely on the front and sides below the waist.
Panama hats trimmed with morning glories, daisies,
hawthorn blossoms, and lilacs, are among the useful things
in millinery this season, and they are very pretty with

NOW

IS

I

IN

Young Mothers
should early learn the necessity of keeping on hand a supply of Gail
Borden Eagle Brand Condensed Milk for nursing babies as well as
for general cooking. It has stood the test for 30 years, and its value
recognized.

of hats, flowers, feathers, ribbons, etc., and are selling everything ia millinery lower than any
Market
street.
1382
in
this
city,
other house

Drink Jackson's Napa Soda with your
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Papers for Particulars.

Dailu

BUILDING, Market and Jones

203 to 207 N Spring St. bet.

Sts.,

Temple and

San Francisco.

First St.,

Los Angeles, Cal.

AND PURCHASER'S GUIDE

CITY INDEX

RESTAURANTS.
Academy Building, 333-334 Pine street. Rooms for
ladies and families, private entrance. John Bergez, Proprietor.

Bergez's Restaurant,

Bay State Oyster House. 15 Stockton* 109 O'Farrell. N. M. Adler, Prop.
Montgomery-St. Coffee and Lunch House. Good coffee and fresh eggs
a specialty. Cream waffles. 426 Montgomery St. H. H. HJUL, Prop.
Maison Tortoni, French Rotisserie, 111 O'Farrell street. Private dining
rooms and banquet hall. S. Constantini, Proprietor.
Nevada Restaurant, 417 Pine St. Private rooms; meals 50c. Loopy Bbos
Poodle Dog Restaurant, S. E. cor. Grant ave. and Bush st. Private
dining and banquet rooms.
Tel. 429.
A. B. Blanco & B. Brpn.

DENTISTS.
Thomas L. Hill,
OFFICE: Odd Fellows' Building, southwest
streets.

Office

hours

:

cor.

Seventh and Market

Consultation Hours

9 a. m. to 5 p. M.

:

4 to

5.

Dr. R. Cutlar, 818 Sutter street.

MEDICAL.
Dr. Hall, 14 McAllister St., near Jones.

Diseases of

women and children.

POSTAGE STAMP DEALERS.
Hawaiian Stamps a specialty. MAKINS & CO 506 Market street.
Selections on approval: any place in world. W. F. GREANY, 827 Brannan
The W.

H. Hollls

Stamp

Co., (Incorporated),

O'Farrell St., S. F.

105

PRINTING AND RUBBER STAMPS.
Koch & Harney, (Jas. H.Harney, Geo. T. Koch), Job Printers, 648 Sacramento St. Fine printing and embossing, seals, rubber stamps, stencils, etc.

VOCAL CULTURE.
Miss Caroline Shlndler, Soprano. Vocal Culture.

Hours,

1

to

3,

2416

Clay

CANDIES.

CANDIES.— Don't
if

you

leave the city without a dox of

When You Go
Call

and

No.

3

to

ROBERTS' Best.

the Seaside.

atSHMS

MONTGOMERY

ST.,

and

get

a

BOTTLE OF

Freckle
claret.

ife

bHUKIMUt

Tan

"Seavey's" have an immense stock

SALE

TREMENDOUS

Belinda.

thin gowns.

fjp

EVERYTHING AT A

J
j
&

Dr.

green velvet ribbon.

New neck-scarfs to be tied in soft bows at the throat,
separately, or completing large Vandyke collarettes or
collars, are variously named the Incroyable, the Alsatian,
and the Sans Gene. They are made of very sheer India
mull, tulle, silk, net, plain and fancy chiffon, in delicate
The scarfs are finished with
tints, and of point d'esprit.
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For the Complexion.

Shaw's Glucerine Lotion
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BANKING.
BANK OF BRITISH COLUMBIA,
Incorporated by Royal Charter,
Capital Paid Up,

" I do not want you to
is so sudden," said Eve.
think me mercenary, but what are your financial prospects ? " Adam drew himself up a little and said with the
quietness of true greatness, "I own the earth." The rest
Cincinnati Enquirer.
is history.
" Before they build any more skyscrapers in this town,"
observed Uncle Allen Sparks, picking his way gingerly
across the muddy street, "my opinion is that they ought
to pay a little more attention to scraping the earth."
Chicago Tribune.
" The codfish," said the professor, "lays considerably
more than a million eggs. " " It is mighty lucky for the
codfish that she doesn't have to cackle over every egg,"
Indianapolis
said the student who came from the farm.
" This

—

—

Journal.

—

—

—

Me-Up.
Wraggles

— Well,

Adam was

what particular way

Barker — In

a lucky man.

Wraggles— He

have to
prance around the garden like a blamed idiot holding Eve
on a hundred-dollar bike. Cleveland Plain Dealer.
His SecSpanish General We must fire a fresh volley.
retary But, sir, we've already exhausted all the expleThe General
tives contained in the Spanish dictionary.
Then begin on the foreign languages. Truth.
A judge, in sentencing a prisoner, said: "Do you know
that for these repeated breaches of the law it is in my
power to sentence you for a term of penal servitude far
exceeding your natural life ? " Sketch.
Miss Anteek Do you suppose Eve had any desire to
vote ? Mr. Slimmer But she couldn't, you know. Miss
Anteek Why not? Mr. Slimmer She was paired with
'!

didn't

—

—

—

Southeast Cor. Bush and Sansome

HEAD OFFICE

—

—

—

—

Adam. — Philadelphia

my

—

Press.

" said the love-struck feline to
life for you
"I'd give
" That wouldn't be much of a sacrifice," replied
his mate.
his companion, " you'd hardly miss one life out of nine."

coma, Washington.
This Bank transacts a General Banking Business. Accounts opened sub*
ject to Check, and Special Deposits received. Commercial Credits granted
available in all parts of the world. Approved Bills discounted and advances made on good collateral seourity. Draws direct at current rates
upon its Head Office and Branches, and upon its Agents, as follows:
New York— Merchants' Bank of Canada Chicago— Firs t Na tional Bank
Liverpool— North and South Wales Bank; Scotland British Linen
Company; Ireland— Bank of Ireland; Mexico— London Bank of Mexico;
South America— London Bank of Mexico and South America; China and
Japan— Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China; Australia and
New Zealand— Bank of Australasia and Commercial Banking Company of
Sydney, Ld; Demerara and Trinidad (West Indies)—Colonial Bank.
;

!

continuing your efforts in literature,
— You are
they
me. Writer — Yes. Lyter — What are the returns
Writer — Unanimous
Everything send out
returned. — Ex.
Aunt Susan — He was a bad man, and I'm afraid he has
gone to the hot place. Nephew George — Oh, well, aunt,
he won't mind
he's used to scorching, you know. — Ex.
still

tell

?

I

!

is

it;

" Mrs. Beverly always does her hair up in such a beauti" Yes, but it reminds me of the rumor that
her father once kept a pretzel bakery." Chicago Record.
ful twist."

—This being
Topfloor — Indeed

—

so poor

terrible,

is

isn't

it ?

Mrs.
it is.
If we could only afford it, I
would have nervous prostration to-morrow. Truth.
" Don't you think that 'Charity is a queer title for your
new book'/" "Not at all.
Charity begins a tome, you
know." Philadelphia North American.
He Even the undertaker was overcome with grief.
She Was he a relative? He No, but the deceased was
the only doctor in the town.
Ex.
" My," said the freckled boarder who came late to breakfast, " I wish I had my wheel kit here
I'd pump up these
muffins." Chicago Record.

—

'

—
—

—

BANK OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital
$3,000,000 00
Surplus and Undivided Profits {October 1, 1894).. 3.158,129 70
WILLIAM ALVORD
President CHARLES R. BISHOP. Vice-Pres't
ALLEN M. CLAY
Secretary THOMAS
Cashier
S.Prentiss Smith
Ass't Cashier 1. F. Moulton
2d Ass't Cashier

—

—

—

;

—

.

BROWN

1

CORRESPONDENTS.

New York— Messrs. Laidlaw & Co.; the Bank of New York, N. B. A.
Boston— Tremont National Bank; London— Messrs. N. M. Rothschild &
Sons; Paris— Messrs. de Rothschild Freres; Virginia City (Nev.)
Agency of The Bank of California; Chicago—Union National Bank, and
Illinois Trust and Savings Bank; Australia and New Zealand— Bank of
New

Zealand China, Japan, and India— Chartered Bank of India, Austraand China; St. Louis— Boatman's Bank.
Letters of Credit issued available in all parts of the world.
York, Boston, Chicago, St. Louis, Salt Lake
Orleans. Portland, Or., Los Angeles, and on
London, Paris, Berlin, Bremen, Hamburg, Frankfort-on-Main, Copenhagen,
Stockholm, Christiania, Melbourne, Sydney, Auckland, Hongkong, Shanghai, Yokohama, Genoa, and all cities in Italy.
;

lia

Draws Direct on New
Denver, Kansas City, New

SAN FRANCISCO SAVINGS UNION.
Corner California and Webb Streets.
Deposits, Dec. 31, 1895
$24,202,327
Guarantee Capital and Surplus
1,575,631
ALBERT MILLER, President E. B. POND, Vioe-Presldent
Directors— Thomas Magee, G. W. Beaver, Philip Barth, Daniel E. Martin, W. C. B. De Fremery, George C. Boardman, Robert Watt; Lovell
|

White-Cashier.
Receives Deposits, and Loans only on real estate security. Country
remittances may be sent by Wells, Fargo & Co., or by check of reliable
parties, payable in San Francisco, but the responsibility of this Savings
Bank commences only with the actual receipt of the money. The signature
of the depositor should accompany the first deposit. No charge is made for
fiass-book or entrance fee. Office hours—9. a. m. to 3 p. m. Saturday evenngs,6:30to8.

THE SATHER BANKING COMPANY.

Yonkers Statesman.

Mrs. Foreflat

Lombard Street, London

—

—

—

Lyter

60

$500,000.

Sts.

Branches Victoria, Vancouver, New Westminster, Kamloops, Nan
iamo, and Nelson, British Columbia; Portland, Oregon; Seattle and Ta

I

Country Patient I didn't expect that you would call again
Doctor Well, you see, I had
before to-morrow, doctor.
to visit another patient in the neighborhood, and I thought
" kill two birds with one stone."
PickI might as well

1862.

Reserve Fund,

$3,000,000.

Capital

.11,000,000

Successor to Sather & Co., Established 1851, r .a Francisco.
Albert Miller, Vice-President
James K. Wilson President.
L. I. Cowgill. Cashier.
Allen Knight, Secretary.
Directors— C. S. Benedict, E. A. Bruguiere, F. W.Sumner, Albert Mil
ler,
P. Johnson, V. H. Metcalf, James K. Wilson.
Agents: New York— J. P. Morgan & Co. Boston— National Bank of the
Commonwealth. Philadelphia—Drexel & Co. Chicago Continental National Bank. St. Louis— The Mechanics' Bank. Kansas City— First National Bank. London— Brown, Shipley & Co. Paris— Morgan, Harjes & Co

Wm

—

LONDON, PARIS AND AMERICAN BANK, LIMITED.
N.

W. Cor. Sansome and Sutter

Subscribed Capital
Reserve Fund

12,500,000

|

Paid

Sts.

Up Capital

$2,000,000

1850,000

Head Office

Old Broad Street, London
AGENTS New York— Agency of the London, Paris, and American
Bank Limited, No. 10 Wall Street, N. Y. Paris— Messrs. Lazard, Freres
& Cie, 17 Boulevard Poissoniere. Draw direct on the principal oities of the
world. Commercial and Travelers' Credits Issued.
SIG. GREENEBAUM
V Managers.
C. ALTSCHUL
58

CROCKER-WOOLWORTH NATIONAL BANK °p san francisco.
Cob. Market, Montgomery, and Post Sts.
Paid-Dp Capital
»1,000,000.

WM. H.CROCKER
W. E. BROWN
GEO. W. KLINE

Directors— Chas.

F. Crocker, E. B. Pond, Hy. J.

Prestdent
Vice-President
Cashier
Crocker, Geo. W. Soott

The Overland

Limited,
ONLY 3^ DAYS TO CHICAGO. i% DAYS TO NEW YORK.
The Union Pacific is the only line running vestibaled Pullman
Double Drawing-room Sleepers and Dining Cars daily. San Francisco to Chicago without change.
Vestibuled buffet smoking and
library cars between Ogden and Chicago.
Upholstered Pullman
Sleepers, San Francisco to Chicago, without change, daily.
Steamship tickets on sale to and from all points in Europe.
For tickets
and sleeping car reservations apply to D. W. Hitchcock, General
Agent, No. 1 Montgomery street, San Francisco.

THE ANGLO-CALIFORNIAN BANK, LIMITED.
N. E. Cor. Pine and Sansomb Sts.
11,600,000
16,000,000 Paid Up
700,000
3,000,000 Reserve Fund
Head Office— 18 Austin Friars, London, E. C.
Agents at New York— J. & W. Seligman & Co., 21 Broad street.
The Bank transacts a General Banking Business, sells drafts, makes
telegraphic transfers, and issues letters of credit available throughout the
world. Sends bills f«r collection, loans money, buys and sells exchange
IGN. STEINHART \ Mana
and bullion.
MftTlftfffirq
ers

Capital authorized

Subscribed

J

f

P. N.

LILIENTHAL

S
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Here's the Peddler,
with washing-powder.
for

to

SINCE

the Shatter Howard-Hunter wedNewport, which was the culmination of a courtship of long standing, no wedding has
occurred in New York for some time of such interest to
Californians as the marriage to-day of Miss Augusta
Brown and Hugh Neelev Fleming. The bride is a daughter of the late William Brown, formerly a promiuent broker
in San Francisco, and one of the most popular club and
society men of your city. His beautiful wife is remembered
in San Francisco not only for her charm as a hostess but
also for her lovely voice, and, above all, for her gracious
Jliss Brown, or rather Mrs. Fleming, repersonality.
sembles her father's family, and is a tall and aristocratic
Her husband is dark and very distinguished in
blonde.
appearance. The wedding was celebrated in the presence
of only intimate friends at the family home, 1315 Madison
avenue, at noon yesterda}', the seventeenth of June, the
ceremony being performed by the Rev. Dr. Kittredge.
Miss Grace Wetherbee, in a lovely gown of cream brocade,
was maid-of-bonor, and Ward Chamberlin best man. The
bride wore heavy white satin absolutely covered with magNo jewels adorned her,
nificent lace, her mother's gift.
and her tulle vail was caught with natural orange blossoms. Her bouquet was of white sweet peas and lilies of
the valley, and pendant from it were at least fifty streamers of narrow white satin ribbon caught in lovers' knots
with clusters of lilies of the valley. There was a wedding
breakfast, a feature of which was the "loving cup"
drunk from a beautiful specimen of Lobmeier glass. An
orchestra enlivened the occasion. Among the guests were
Mrs. Haff and Miss Edna Haff, Mrs. James Lake, Mrs.
Bella Thomas Nichols, Mrs. Stewart (nee May Fargo) with
her husband, Dr. Stewart, and her lovely little daughter
Natalie, Mr. and Mrs. Gove (Mrs. Gove will be remembered
as Miss Minnie Webster), Ned Beuling, Harry Hall, Mr.
The
and Mrs. Wetherbee, Paul Loiseaux, and others.
bride and groom departed this afternoon for Atlantic City,
and will return to New York before making their final
Mrs. Brown looked
move for Erie, their future home.
exceptionally handsome as she gave her daughter away,
but many of the guests were sympathizing with her as she
enacted the role of both father and mother to her daughter.
Mrs. Haff, by the way, as well as Harry Hall and his
wife, have taken a cottage at Pelham Manor for the summer. Mr. and Mrs. Gove are living in Brooklyn, Mr. Gove
being attached to the "Cincinnati." Mrs. Stewart, who
was such a belle as May Fargo in San Francisco several
years ago, is absolutely unchanged, and it is hard to realize that it is nine years since she married.
News from Paris announces the arrival of Paul Waterhouse and the departure of Mrs. Kate Jungen for Berlin
to visit the family of her husband, Lieutenant Carl Jungen.
She will not return to America for several months.
Senator Stewart (and his whiskers) are at the Holland
House. Stanley Dexter and family have gone to Oyster
Bay for the summer. There are many rumors afloat anent
the Belvin menage. I can only say that I have seen them
together within ten days, apparently beatifically happy,
Harry Gillig is on his way
as they have always been.
across the broad Atlantic, and will be followed in a week
or ten days by " Mrs. Amy," his very attractive wife.
The hunting set here is very much agitated by the report
of a divorce between Luis d'Onatinia and his wife, formerly Miss Cooley, daughter of Colonel Cooley of the Westchester County Club. Young Onatinia was supposed to
be the successor in the dude line of Berry Wall, but he is
really a very good chap.
I believe that incompatibility is
the cause, or assumed cause, of their separation.
Miss Kittle, Hugh Tevis, and W. Littauer are among
recent arrivals at Toronto.
Passe-Partout.
New York, June IS, 1896.

a truer word for her, when

ding- at

Instead of making a trip to Japan, visit Geo. T. Marsh's store at
Market street. He has the finest assortment of art goods in the

62S

city.

Ladies cannot do better, when through with their shopping, than
Maison Biche for luncheon.

to step into the

"Prices," too,

woman brave enough
use it. Reckless— thai .

an)-

you think of

harm

the

all

that cheap, inferior washing-

powders can

When

do.

you

consider the ruined clothes,
paint, etc., that you're risking,

wouldn't

it

buy

to

seem cheaper
these

"prizes,"

trifling

yourself,

for

if

you want them ? Pearline
isn't peddled, doesn't give any prizes.
It is a
prize in itself. Pearline is manufactured only
by James Pyle, New York.
m

BANKING.
MUTUAL SAVINGS BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO,
33

Post Street, below Kearny, Mechanics Institute Building.
1

Guaranteed Capital,

JAMES

Paid-Up Capital,
OFFICERS

$1,000,000.

PHELAN, President. S. G. MURPHY,
JOHN A. HOOPEE, Vice-President.

D.

|

Directors—James
Hooker, James Momt,

$300,000.

Vice-President.

D. Phelan, L. P. Drexler, John A. Hooper, C. G.
S. G. Murphy, Frank J. Sullivan, Robert McElroy,

and Joseph D. Granc.
Interest paid on Term and Ordinary Deposits.
curities.

Deposits

may he sent by postal order,
When opening accounts

on City Banks.

WELLS FARGO &

Loans on approved seGEO. A. STORY, Cashier.
Well, Fargo, & Co., or Exchange
send signature.

CO.'S BANK.

N. E. Corner Sansome & Sutter Streets.

Cash Capital and Surplus
John J. Valentine
President Homer S. King
H. Wadsworth
Cashier F. L. Lipman

96,350,000

Manager

I

Assistant Cashier

1

BRANCHES.
N. Y. City, H. B. Parsons, Cashier. Salt Lake City, J. E. Dooly, Cashier
Directors— John J. Valentine, Benj. P. Cheney, Oliver Eldridge, Henry
E. Huntington, Homer S. King, George E. Gray, John J. MoCook, Charles
F, Crocker, Dudley Evans.
|

THE GERMAN SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.
No. 526 California St., S. F.
Reserve Fund
$ 715,000
Guaranteed Capital. .$1,200,000
OFFICERS—President, B. A. Becker; Vice-President, Edward Kruse;
Second Vice-President, A. C. Heineken; Cashier, A. H. R. Schmidt; As
sistant Cashier, Wm. Herrmann; Secretary, George Tourny Assistant
Secretary, A. H. Muller.
Board of Directors— Edward Kruse, George H. Eggers,0. Shoemann,
A. C. Heineken, H. Horstmann, B. A. Becker, H. L. Simon, Ign. Steinhart,
Daniel Meyer, Nic. Van Bergen, Emil Rohte. Attorney, W. S. Goodfellow.
Capital actually paid up in Cash, $1,000,000.
Deposits, Dec. 31, 1895,
$30,727,586 59.

SECURITY SAVINGS BANK.
222

MONTGOMERY

ST..

MILLS BUILDING.

INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS. LOANS MADE.
DIRECTORS.

Wm. Alvord
Wm. Babcock
Adam Grant

H. H. Hewlett
E. J. McCutchen.
Lincoln.

S. L. Abbot. Jr.
O. D. Baldwin
W. S. Jones

J. B.

HUMBOLDT SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.
No.
Incorporated

18

GHABT Stbeet.
November

24, 1869.

ADOLPH C. WEBER
ERNST BRAND

President
Secretary

NEVADA WAREHOUSE AND DOCK COMPANY.
PORT COSTA, California.
WAREHOUSES AND DOCKS
Storage Capacity, 100,000 tons. Regular warehouse (or San Francisco
Produoe Exchange Call Board.
These warehouses are the largest on the Pacific Coast, and are furnished
with the latest improvements for the rapid handling and storing of Grain
A mill attached, supplied with the best and newest machinery for cleaning
foul and smutty wheat.
Money advanoed at lowest rates ol interest on grain stored in warehouses.
Insurance effected at lowest rates in first-class companies, or grain sold,
if

desired, at current rates,

OFFICE—202 Sansome St., over the Anglo-California Bank.
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NEWHALL & CO.
SHIPPING AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS
and

Fire

309 and 311 Sansome

PHANTOMS.—J£AN

INGL£SIO£, IN

BOSTON TRANSCRIPT.

where oar dead
THEY come from the land
vanished years;

selves sleep

In the dust of the
Their faces bring back life's summer time,
When the days flowed on in a low, sweet rhyme,
And the eyes were undimmed by tears.

There's a beautiful strain of a sweet refrain
Floats out on the tremulous air;
There's a kiss on my brow— the sign and the seal
Of a love and a trust unbetrayed and I feel
Their shadowy hands on my hair.

Marine Insurance Agents,
San Francisco, Cal

St.

CORRESPONDENTS
FINDLAY, DURHAM & BRODIE
SIMPSON, MACK1RDY &CO

London

43 and 48 Threadneedle St.,
29

South Castle

Liverpool

St.,

INSURANCE.
AND INLAND INSURANCE.

FIRE, MARINE,

;

Fireman's Fund

And our face glows with a sweeter grace,
And the lips have a smile more rare;
For the light that glows in her starry eyes
caught from the sunlight of Paradise
That threaded the gold in her hair.

INSURANCE COMPANY, OF SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Was

Capital, $1,000,000.

Their faces are pages whereon I read
What passed in those olden times;
A chapter of joys and a chapter of tears,
An episode haunting the weary years,
And the mockery of wedding chimes.
of youth that were never iulfilled;
a mother gave
prayer of faith and a whispered vow
ring, and a kiss on a stainless brow
tear, and an ivy-grown grave.

Good counsel

INSURANCE COMPANY

vision is fading the angel stands
With his hand on Memory's door;
arms for a last caress
I stretch out
I fold to
breast but the emptiness
;

(Limited),

SOLID SECURITY.

A

But the

$3,000,000.

PALATINE

Sweet day-dreams

A
A

Assets,

CHAS.

OF MANCHESTER, ENGLAND.

OVER $9,000,000.00 RESOURCES

LATON, Manager

A.

439 California St., S. F.

Fire Insurance.

my

my

Of shadows that

fall

on the

Founded A.

Company

Insurance

WE HAD THE

IF

had the time

If 1

And

sit

me down

TIME.-«cimim> burton.

to find a place
full face to face

I

North

of

America

OF PHILADELPHIA, PENN.
Paid-up Capital
Surplus to Policy Holders

my better self, that cannot show
In my daily life that rushes so
It might be then I would see my soul
With

Was

D. 1792.

floor.

JAMES

stumbling still toward the shining goal,
might be nerved by the thought sublime
If 1 had the time
1

had the time to let my heart
Speak out and take in my life a part,
To look about and to stretch a hand
To a comrade quartered in no-luck land
Ah, God If I might but just sit still
If I

13,000,000
5,023,016

BAILEY, General

D.

CONNECTICUT

FIRE

Agent, 412 California

St., S.

INSURANCE CO. OF HARTFORD.

Capital Paid Up
Assets
Surplus to Policy Holders

11,000,000
3,192,001 .89
1 ,506,409 .41

ROBERT DICKSON, Manager

BOYD & DICKSON,

F.

501

Montgomery

Agents, 501 Montgomery

S. F.

St.

St.

!

And

hear the note of the whip-poor-will,
I think that my wish with God's would rhymeIf I had the time

AACHEN AND MUNICH

FIRE

INSURANCE COMPANY
Established

1825

had the time

to learn from you
for comfort
word could do
And I told you then of
sudden will
To kiss your feet when I did you ill!
If the tears aback of the coldness feigned
Could flow, and the wrong be quite explained
Brothers, the souls of us all would chime,
If I

'

OF ATX LA CHAPELLE, GERMANY.

How much

my

If

Capital.

my

UNITED STATE

J2.250.0Ol.

Total Assets, 16,854,653 65

EPARTMBNT: 204 Sansome St., S. F.
VOSS, CONRAD & CO., General

PHOENIX ASSURANCE CO. OF LONDON

Managers.

Established

».

we had the time!
incorporate*™

GROWING
I

looked in the

OLD.-lov£r's

tell-tale

PROVIDENCE-WASHINGTON NSURANCE CO.
BUTLER & HALDAN, General

r£AR book.

Agents,

413 California St., S. F.

mirror,

And saw

The

My
1

the marks of care.
crow's-feet and the wrinkles,
And the gray in the dark brown hair.
wife looked o'er my shoulder;
Most beautiful was she;

Thou
11

'

wilt

never grow old,

my Love,"

she

BRITISH

CO.,

LIMITED,

OF LIVERPOOL.
Capital

»6,7OO,0OO

BALFOUR, GUTHRIE &

said,

CO., Agents.

Never grow old to me."

For age

No. 816 California

the chilling of heart;
thine, as mine can tell,
Is as young and warm as when first
The sound of our bridal bell "
I turned and kissed her ripe red lips

St., S.

F

is

And

!

" Let time do
If

AND FOREIGN MARINE INSURANCE

worst on me,
in my soul, my Love, my Faith,
I never seem old to thee "
its

!

we heard

C. A.

HOWLAND.

(Established

1875.)

Geo. M. Lonsrgan.

Imperial Photographic Studio,
and 728 MARKET ST. (1st Floor),
Bet Kearny street and Grant ave., S. F.
Lightning
plates for taking Children.
Carbon Plates a Specialty.
724. 726
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AFTERMATH

THE

OF

l.l-TTI R.

CONVENTION.

shepherd may now return
TH K hydra-headed
grape and
RaveoSWOOd

to the culture of the
lip in his
vineyard.
Yet no pirate that ever sailed the Spanish Main showed
more cunning and desperation to again assume the control
of the Democracy than this blind man of destiny. Divested
of the Buckley delegation, the convention at once became
decent and harmonious. The wasp's nest was removed,
and the harmless bees got to work building combs to be
filled in the future with delicious political honey for good

Democrats who may deserve

m
A PIPE

it.

invincible armor.
Jere Lynch just reveled in the

t-AllXTURE

after a long run on the
wheel is moat refresh

The blend

inq.

=4^"

\s

delightful.
>120Z TRIAL PACKAGE
POSTPAID FOR 25 CTS.
J^ARB/JRq 6R05 issRBssi
HE

AMfirUdAfi

T0&ACCO COMPAri* iUtfESSOR..

ANNUAL MEETING.
smothering

Paraffine Paint

of his ancient

enemy, Buckley, and whistled "His Lodging is on the
Cold, Cold Ground," as he strode back to the Golden Eagle
after the victory.

The

QF„

YALE

The tall, spare fisjure of Collector Wise, accompanied by
the small, spare figure of his son Harry, was a noticeable
feature in the crowd.
Mr. Wise. Mr. Pond, aud Mr. Phelan formed a select junta to keep the silver plank out of
the platform.
But they might as well, with the exception
of Mr. Phelan, who is a delegate, have remained at home,
for the plauk with the 16 to 1 business went slap into the
very bowels of the Democratic platform.
Superintendent Daggett of the Mint was a sorely disappointed man. He had led the Federal push to defeat in
his attempts to knife Judge Maguire for delegate-at-large
to the national convention.
But the blade was not keen
enough, and broke off the moment it touched the Judge's

James V. Coleman as a delegate-at-large
to the Chicago convention gave universal satisfaction. The
old war horse, " Billy" Foote, who was himself elected,
was warm in his congratulations. Mr. Coleman presents
election of

the rare character of a capitalist being opposed to the encroachments of capital, and an advocate of silver remonetization.
One of the oddest incidents of the convention was the
nomination of Mr. Foote, the son of a slave owner, and
himself an ex-officer of the Confederate army, by a colored
man whose ancestors had worked in the cotton fields, and
been bought and sold down in Mississippi.

Company.

The regular annual meeting

of the stockholders of the Parafflne Paint
the office of the company, No. 116 Battery street,

Company will be held at
San Francisco, Cal., on

WEDNESDAY, the 15th DAY OF JULY, 1896,
at the hour of 1:30 o'clock p.m., for the election of a Board of Directors to
serve for the ensuing year and the transaction of such other business as
may come before the meeting. Transfer books will close on Saturday,
July 11, 1896, at 1 o'clock p. m.
R. S. SHATNWALD, Secretary.
Office— No. Battery street, San Francisco, Cal.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
The German Savings and Loan Society.
For the half year ending with June 30th, 1896, a dividend has been declared at the rate of four and twenty-six one hundredths (4 26-100) per cent
per annum on Term Deposits, and three and fifty-flve one hundredths
(3 55-100)

per cent, per

annum on Ordinary

on and after Wednesday, July

1,

1896.

Deposits, free of taxes, payable
GEO. TOURNY, Secretary.

Office—526 California street.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.

Governor Budd's enforced absence in Stockton was a
matter of much regret to the united Democracy in convention assembled. The Governor is suffering from a sprained
knee, and was forbidden by his physician to move.
The hungry maw of Sacramento was opened wide to
gobble the dimes, dollars, and nickels of the delegates.
Even the gamins caught the infection, and during the hot
spell made a palm leaf fan trust, and sent prices up.
The absurdity of permitting women to present their
claims to suffrage before any body of men who have political business to transact was exemplified on Wednesday
evening when the Rev. Anna Shaw and Susan B. Anthony
were granted the privilege of addressing the delegates.
Chaos reigned foi a full hour afterwards, and the business
of the convention was most unpleasantly delayed.
Sam Rainey, sleek and perspiring, was "doing politics"
all the week, but what for, or who for, was not apparent.

Savings and Loan Society.
For the half year ending June 30, 1896. a dividend has been declared at the
rate of four and thirty-two one-hundredths (4 32-100) per cent, per annum on
term deposits and three and sixty one hundredths (3 60-100) per cent, per
annum on ordinary deposits, free of taxes, payable on and afte* Wednesday. July 1, 1896
Dividends not called for are added to and bear the
same rate of dividend as the principal, from and after July 1, 1896

Frank S. Johnson, of the Johnson-Locke Mercantile
MR.Company,
has returned from his trip East, bringing

Wertnesdtiv. tbe 1st -.f July. 1896.
Office— 532 California street, cor.

with him several new and valuable agencies.
This company now represents some of the largest Eastern firms,
and, with his indefatigable energy, Mr. Johnson will, doubtless, be enabled to materially increase his already large

GEORGE GOODMAN

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Mutual Savings Bank of San Francisco.
For the half year ending with June 30, 1896, a dividend has been declared
at the rate of four (4) per cent, per annum on term deposits, and three and

one-third {SH) per cent, per annum on ordinary deposits, free of taxes,
payable on and after Wednesday, July 1, 1896.
Office— 33 Post street. San Francisco, Cal.
GEO. A. STORY, Cashier.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
San Francisco Savings Union.
For tne half year ending with the 30th of June, 1896, a dividend has
been declared at the rate per annum of four and thirty-two one-hundredths
(4 32-lLHi) per cent on term deposits and three and sixty one-hundredths
(3 6)-IOUi per cent on ordinary deposits, free of taxes, payable on and after

LOVELL WHITE, Cashier.

Webb

Patentee and
Manufacturer

of

Artificial

business.

Schilllnger's Patent

LOVERS

baseball will have the pleasure of seeing
Jim Corbett show what he can do in that line at the
Presidio to-morrow.
of

Storage For Valuables.
During the summer months the CALIFORNIA SAFE DEPOSIT
AND TRUST COMPANY receives on storage at low rates in its fire
and burglar-proof vaults silverware, furs and valuable property of
every description. It also rents steel boxes at from J5 to $150 per

annum.

CYRUS W. CARMANY, Cashier.
Office— 101 Montgomery street, corner Sutter, San Francisco. Cal.

Conveniences for its patrons are unsurpassed. Office
Corner Montgomery and California Streets.

hours, 8 to 6 daily.

Side

Walk

Office:

510

Montgomery

street, S. F. reads all
all topics, business

and personal.

a specialty.
street,

(Nevada block) San Francisco

RESTORATIVE PILLS.—Buy none but the gennine— A specific for Exhausted Vitality, Physical

Debility, Wasted Forces. Approved by the Academy of Medicine, Paris,
and the medical celebrities. Agents for California and the Pacific States.
J. G. STEELE & CO., 635 Market street (Palace Hotel), San Francisco.
Sent by mail or express anywhere.
Box of 50 pills, 81 25; of 100 pills. 82; of200 pills,
PRICES
$3 50; of 400 pills, $6; Preparatory Pills. $2. Send for circular.

REDUCED—

United States Laundry.,
Market

St.,

near Baldwin.

Weak Hen and Women

Telephone, South

;

4-2-0.

SS^^SfSSSiinSS:

it gives health and strength to the Sexual Organs.
ket street, San Francisco.
(Send for circular.)

edy

Jackson's Napa Soda gives a refined complexion.

Walk

Montgomery

HD
niwnu O
Ur\. RIPORn'Q

Office: 1004

The Press Clipping Bureau,

papers on the Pacific Coast, and supplies clippings on

307

Stone

In all its branches

]

and Garden

Depot at 323 Mar-
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James Burling gave the bride away, and the
Reverend John Hemphill tied the nuptial knot.
A handsome supper followed the ceremony, and on Thursday Mr.
and Mrs. Wallace departed for the southern part of the
State to pass the honeymoon period.
as best man,

SCHOOL

days are ended for the time being, and now
hurrah! for the country is the cry all over the city.
The exodus from town is later this year than usual, but

now

it

seems to have begun

in

earnest, and as a result

social affairs in the city have been reduced to a very low
As yet, however, one does not hear of any remarkebb.
able activity at any of the resorts with the exception of
Santa Cruzj which was one continual whirl of gay doings

Del Monte and San Rafael are the places
all last week.
most patronized by the swim, and from both pleasant
items will doubtless soon be numerous. The absence of
Mrs. Martin in the East, and the illuess of Mrs. Peter
Donahue has prevented those most hospitable ladies from
being first on the list of Mrs. Field's entertainers, as has
hitherto been their fad. It has therefore fallen to Mrs.
Willie Gwin to claim that distinction this summer, and on
Saturday last she gave a charming euchre party, at which
Mrs. Field and her sister, Mrs. Condit Smith, were the
chief guests, to meet whom nine other ladies were bidden,
thus making, with the hostess, a company of twelve. Several other ladies, including Mrs. Tevis and Mrs. E. J. Coleman, have entertained the strangers in a quiet way since
their arrival from Washington.
Monday evening, as seems to have been usual of late,
had the lion's share of the gatherings of the week. All
the theatres produced new attractions, and parties were
observed at all of them. Minerva Parlor, of the Native
Daughters of the Golden West, gave a grand banquet in
the Native Sons' Hall, at which one hundred ladies were
seated, their guest of honor being Mrs. Mary E. Tillmau,
Grand President, and toasts and speeches were plentiful
and, in the main, interesting.
Yesterday the residence of Mrs. Mills, on Broadway,
was the scene of a bazaar and tea given by the Orinda
Parlor of the Native Daughters, in aid of their flag fund.
There were a variety of attractions in the afternoon, and
in the evening a good musical programme was rendered.

The Delmas-Kenny wedding took place in Londou last
Saturday, and, according to latest accounts, San Francisco is to welcome the young couple in the course of a few
weeks.
It is also said that Mrs. Delmas purposes accompanying them on their honeymoon trip around the world.
Mr. and Mrs. George Crocker and Miss Rutherford arrived in Sacramento from the East in time for the UpsonHanchette wedding, which took place at the Upson residence, in that city, on Wednesday last.
The spring of 18il6 has been a remarkable one in our
social world, inasmuch that hardly a week has passed
without the announcement of one or more engagements of
greater or less importance; and the present week has supplied its quota iu the announcement of Miss Amy Requa's
engagement to Captain Long, of the Army.
The recent
appointment of the groom-elect as Quartermaster at the
Presidio gives assurance to the friends of the bride-elect
that marriage will not necessarily rob them of her (as has
been the case so often when our belles have wedded A rmy
men), for some time to come at least, and, therefore, it is
doubly a source of congratulation.
One of the surprises of the week came in the announcement of Miss Janette Harper's engagement to Richard
Wallace, which became public property only the day before
their wedding.
It, was a surprise,
because the groom had
been regarded as such a confirmed bachelor, and quite impervious to the charms of the fair sex. The wedding took
place at the home of the bride's aunt, Mrs. S. Greer, on
Hyde street, on Wednesday evening, in the presence of a
limited number of guests, mainly relatives of the high vontracting parlies.
The wedding may be termed a pink anil
white ceremonial, the house decorations, which were very
elaborate, being in those tints.
The maid of honor. .Miss
Sarah Harper, was gowned

in

pint

satin,

trimmed with

white, and the brunette bride looked charmingly in a robe
of brocaded white satin, trimmed with point lace and
pearls.
Little Carrie Purcell, Mildred Nelson, and Ruby
Canham in white, blue, and pink respectively, acted as
flower-bearers.
Judge James Coffey supported the groom

The pretty weddiug of Miss Clara Stowbridge and
William Kingsbury, of the John SwettGrammarSchool, was
quite a romantic one, being the happy climax to a love
affair extending from the period of the brides schooldays.
The ceremony took place Oil Tuesday evening at the Central
M. E. Church on Mission street, the Rev. Dr. Dille officiating.
The church decorations were confined to the reading
desk, platform and organ; in front of the pulpit was erected
a bower of smilax, the top of which was a floral umbrella
with ribs of white ribbon. The effect was novel and
artistic, and here the bridal party stood while their vows
were being exchanged. To the strains of the Lohengrin
Chorus the bridal cortege entered the church at half-past
eight o'clock, the ushers, Dr. A. M. Flood, C. T. Bolts,
Dr. F. G. Canby and J. A. Percey, leading; then followed
the maid-of-honor, Miss Jessie Stowbridge, and then the
bride and her father.
The groom and his best man, Henry
L. Hachl, were already at the bower, and it did not take
long to make the happy pair man and wife.
The bridal
robe was of white brocaded satin, trimmed with pearls
and lace, the veil fastened with a brooch of pearls, the
gift of the groom.
The maid-of-honor wore cream-white
nun's veiling trimmed with ribbon.
A bridal reception
followed at the Stowbridge residence, on Bartlett street,
where the decorations were profuse and beautiful; and a
delicious supper was served later.
The wedding presents
were very numerous and costly. Mr. and Mrs. Kingsbury
are making a bridal trip through the southern counties.
Mrs. Ketchuro, of

New York,

who, as Miss Nellie Little,
society on both sides of the bay, is
visiting her parents. Colonel and Mrs. W. C. Little, at
their home in Oakland.
The Will Crockers and the Poniatowski's have returned from their visit to Gotham, as will
as Mrs. Flood and Miss Jennie.

was such a favorite

iu

General Forsytbe took quite a party with him on his trip
among the ladies being Miss Cora Smedburg,
Miss Jennie Catherwood, and Miss Marjorie Young, of the
Presidio.
Mrs. and Miss Foreman have gone to Alaska
for a month's visit.
Ed. Grecnway is expected back from
Portland next week.
Tarn McGrew sailed for the Orient
last week, with an indefinite period named for his absence.
R. P. Schwerin is in New York on railroad business.
to Yosemite,

Deer Park is to be a muchly sought locale next month,
and, 'tis said, accommodation thereat will soon be difficult
to obtain, so many are bespeaking it.
Among those at
Castle Crags arc the Willie Howards, from San Mateo, the
Clarke Crockers, Fred Tallants, Goeweys, Homer Kings.
Clinton Wordens, Mrs. Towne, etc.
The Irving Scotts and
the Gwins are expected there next week.
Paso Robles is
to be the headquarters of Judge and Mrs. Field, where are
already so many of San Francisco's swim.
The Popes
have taken a cottage at Menlo Park for the summer; the
Merrills one at Lake Tahoe.
Mrs. Frank Pixley is domiciled at her pretty cottage in Marin County for the summer, as was formerly her custom, but omitted for several
years past.

Among the San Francisco folk benefiting by the soda
and magnesia springs at Duncan's Springs are: Mrs. John
Butler and Miss Butler, Mr. and Mrs. K. Meussdorfer,
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. W. McKean, Mr. and Mrs. F. W. M.
Lange, and Mrs. W. D. Scurlock and daughter. The
charming valley and the grand mountain scenery, as seen
from the hotel, is one of the most inspiring of sights, and
the delightful weather being enjoyed there at present will
doubtless

draw numerous other people

to the

Springs.

A

big benefit will be tendered little "Bob" Mitchell, the
funny negro comedian, at Native Sons' Hall next Wednesday night. Young Mitchell broke his spine a few weeks ago,
and his many friends have decided upon this method of
showing their sympathy for him.
large attendance is

A

promised.

Miss Aida Logan and Mrs. H. A. Waldron have gone to
Santa Cruz.

Napa Soda

cures sick Headache.

Napa Soda counteracts Malaria

:

June
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Fineness in tea depends upon three

have been promising myself
the pleasure of a chat with you from the different resorts which I shall "take in" m my outing, and begin with
a screed from San Rafael, (as so many BOoiety peop
The most conservative person must confess that, for the
fun-loving eirls. life at this sleepy burg is deadly dull. The
I

of fashionable people, but the difficulty
lack of beaux: in default of others, the married men
have to take upon themselves the task of amusing the
girls, and. were it not for Huron von Schroeder, I don't
know what the dear creatures would do. He gives them
drives in his coach, goes out cycling, is ready to dance,
chat, or bowl, while his agreeable wife looks on complacently, and joins the merry groups whenever so inDuring the day time the women sleep, read, and
clined.
idle around; after luncheon they exchange visits with the
cottagers, and it was quite a pretty sight the other evening to see a bevy of charming girls, all gaily attired, chatting together on the broad veranda as carts and buggies
drove up with fresh additions to the crowd.
The arrival of sprightly Miss Ethel Cohn and practical
Miss Lizzie Carroll was hailed with delight by the Kip sisters, already domiciled at the Rafael. Miss Mamie Thomas
had come over from their cottage, and Mrs. Henry Bothin
drove a party of friends from Ross Valley at the time.
The arrival of the evening train is always eagerly watched
for by the women, and is the event of the day, especially
on Saturday, when man)' go over to town in the morning
for the trip back with an agreeable escort.
Ed. Greenway's departure has been mourned over by the

hotel

23

tilings:

who hoped he would have managed evening dances
them; but he is said to have expressed himself as to its
being " ghastly " tryiDg to bring conviviality to life there.
Even the daylight card parties for old ladies do not flourish as of yore, the chief factors in them, Mesdames Hort
and McCoppin, being both invalids and absent from the
parlor. All are looking forward hopefully to the festivities
promised for the National holiday, and house parties are
already being formed by those who have taken residences
A large contingent will go over to town for
in the valley.
the special train to bear them to the Hobart-Baldwin wedding on the 7th, on which auspicious occasion it is whispered
an announcement will be made that will astonish society.
It takes a good deal to do that nowadays, however.
The stroll over to the Club House is greatly enjoyed b}'
the girls who love to play bowls, whether with a ball or by
means of a stick from a bowl. This latter form is much in
favor, and, after the game is over, one sits on the balcony
with a congenial companion to chat with between, not exOf an evening, after dinner, it is
actly drinks, but sips.
quite the thing for those who have traps to go driving,
and, for those who are not so fortunate, to accept invitations from the lucky ones.
At present there is too limited
an amount of gossip afloat to warrant my sending it; but,
when the glorious Fourth dawns, it will no doubt bring
Till then, adios,
Julia.
many items in its wake.
Sa7i Rafael, June 25th, 1896.
has been next to impossible to keep the crowds from
before the windows of the well-known
Black Goods House at No. 22 Geary street. Within the
last few days a new consignment of the finest dress goods
and black silk brocade has been received, and is being disposed of at extraordinarily low prices.

ITcongregating

it

was
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where
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Very low special rates
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H. C. WHITING,

Stylish

Suits.-

Samuel Meyer.
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R. X. RYAN,
General Passenger Agent.
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Fink.

MER6rMNT TAILORS,
At 224 Sutter Street, North Side,
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of Kearny.
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is

conceded to be the finest table water

ever imported.

Dr.

F. G.

PAGUE,
Dentist.

Booms

4

and
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Academy

Market

819

of Sciences Building,

street

ANNUAL MEETING
The many patrons

of Swain's Restaurant,

213 Sutter street,
will be glad to hear that the proprietors have concluded to establish
a regular " Table D' Hote " dinner between the hours of 5 and 8 p.m.,
This innovation has been runfor which the charge will be $1.00.
ning for the last few days, and is meeting with great success.
The
excellence of the cooking, the perfect attendance, and general feehng
of homelike comfort pervading this fashionable restaurant are
features known to everybody.
at

Mothers, be sure and use "Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup " for your
children while teething
After a night with the boys, for a clear head, drink

Napa Soda.

Sunburn and Freckles removed by "Cream of Orar ge Blossoms
jars, 60c. Pacific Perfumery Co. San Francisco.

Cooper &

Co.,

.*

Art Stationers and Heraldic Engravers, 746 Market St.

Silver Mining Company.
of the Overman Silver
The reeuiar annual meeting of the stockholders
company, 414 California
Mining Company will beheld at the office of the
street, San Francisco. CaL, on
THURSDAY, THE 0th DAY OF JULY, 1896,
a Board of Directors
at tho hour of 1 o'clock p.m., for the purpose of electing
transaction of such other business
to sei ve for the ensuing year, and for the
'^meeting. Transfer.books jUl <=lose °n Tuesday.

Overman

as

mkyVome

June

11, 189 6,

before
at 3 o'clock p. u.

GEO.

D.

EDWARDS, secretary.

The modern oxygen cure

for

disease.

Watson
Pacific Coast
134

Send

&

Co.

Agents

MARKET

for circulars.

ST.

7
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A well-known Londoner bas been giving
tbe St. James Gazette an account of the
fashions tbat will prevail among well-dressed
men during the coming year. He bases his
information on an interview with the tailor
who makes coats and trowsers for the Prince
of Wales and bis august son, the Puke of
York, tempering the ideas of the knight of
the goose and shears with the wisdom of his
own experience. Tbe cutaway coat, it
seems, will be much more worn by Englishmen than it bas been heretofore, and both
it and the frock coat will be worn open, with
Beyond this there will be no
silk facings.
notable change in men's fashions.

SAN FRANCISCO:
From Jane

7.

1896.
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Arrive
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A Niles, San Jose, and way stations 8:45 A
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7-OOA Atlantic Express, Ogden and Bast 8.45
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9:00a Los Angeles Express,
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9:00a Vallejo
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Vallejo,
4:00 P Martinez, San Ramon,
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•

A

P Niles, San Jose, Llvermore and
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Stockton
4:30p Merced, Berenda, Raymond (tor
11:45A
Yosemite) and Fresno
6:00p New Orleans Express, Fresno,
Bakersfleld, Santa Barbara, Los
Angeles, Deming, El Paso, New

way

gt 15
:

stations

I8:0o P

5 :50

P

*11:20A

p Newark, San Jose, Los Gatos

Tl

1 :.t0

a

Co ast division (Third and Townsend streets).
6 :45 a San Jose and way stations (New
*1:3D p
Almaden Wednesdays only
17 :30 a Sunday Excursion for San Jose.
Santa Cruz. Paciflc Grove
Principal
8:16

Way

and

t8:35P

Stations

A San Jose, Tres Plnos, Santa Cruz,
Paciflc Grove, Paso Robles, San
Luis Obispo, Guadalupe and prin-

way

cipal
t9 :47 A
10 :40 A
11:30 A
*2:30 P

7 :05
tl :30
5 :00
3:30

stations

Palo Alto and

A

melancholy into all our day.
Time so complained of,
Who to no one man

Shows

Way

Stations

San Jose and way s tations

San Jose and Way Stations
San Jose and principal

Dogs
to the
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A

A
A

A
A

t7:45P

9:00
10:00
ill. 00

A

3:00
3:00
4:00
5:00
5:30
7:00
8:00
9:00
ttll:15

P

San Leandro,

P

and

Melrose,

A

Seminary Park,

A

FlTCHBURG,

HAYWARDS-

P
P
P

P
P
P
P

7:15

f

i

Runs through

t

From Niles

to Niles.

.

in

London.— Of the

home

at Battersea,

Lightning and Thunder.— The reflection
from a flash of lightning travels nearly
1 .090,000 times faster than the sound of tbe
report. That is the reason that the thunder
is generally heard several moments after the
Hash is seen.

DAYBREAK.— the
Ye

P
p
p
P
P
P
10:50 p
Lt+I2:00 p
4:45
5:45
6:15
7:45
8:45
9:45

street

8).

•7:15.9:00, and 11:00 A. M., J1:00, *2:00, t3:00,
•4 :00, 15 :00 and *6 :00 P. M.
From Oakland Foot of Broadway.
•6:00,8:00, 10:00 A. M.; J12.00, •1:00, 12:00,
•3:00,14:00 'SiOOp. m.

for

Morning.

p for Alternoon.
tSaturdays only.

•Sundays excepted.
tSundays only.
ft Monday, Thursday, and Saturday nights only.
3 Saturdays and Sundays for Santa Cruz.
\ Sundays' and Mondays from Santa Cru z

The Pacific Transfer Company will call for
and check baggage from hotels and residences.
Enquire of Ticket Agents for Time Cards and
other information.

1:50

3:30, 5:00,

1:30

PH.

6:20

SAN RAFAEL TO SAN FRANCISCO.
WEEK DAYS—6:15, 7:50, 9:10, 11:10 A H; 12:45,
Saturdays— Extra

3 :40, 5 10 p M.
and 6:35 PM.
:

SUNDAYS—7:35,

9:35, 11:10

AM;

trips at

1

:55

1:40,3:40,5:00,

P M.

Between San Francisco and Schuetzen Park,
same schedule as above.

Leave

S. F.

Arrive

In Effect

1

in S. F.

"Week Sundays,
Week
Days.
DEST rTiON. Sundays. Days.

AM

7:30am

pm
pm

9:30

Novato,
Petaluina,

10:40
6:05

Santa Rosa.

7:30

AM

pM

.5 :00

AM
pm
pm

8:40 am

10:10am
6:15PM

Windsor,
Healdsburg,
3:30

7:30AM

pm

7:30 AMI

S :30

pm

Geyserville,
Cloverdale.
I

[

7:30

pm
6:15pm

Pieta, Hopland, TJklah.l

110:10am

I

I

It is

I

Morrow &

Clay St. ajid 28 Commercial St., S. F.
Branches at Bay District, Ingleside. and Third
Telephone No 35.
St. Hay Wharf.

39

S.S.

CO

SAMOA,

HAWAII.

,

i

DAYS TO

HONOLULU

NEW ZEALAND,
AUSTRALIA.

*PS.S. AUSTRALIA.

I

Sebastopol,

110:40AM 110:10am
6:05PM |6:15pm
|

Stages connect at Santa Rosa for Mark West
Springs; at Geyserville for Skaggs' Springs; at
Cloverdale for the Geysers; at Pieta for Highland Springs, Kelseyville, Soda Bay and Lakeat Hopland for Lakeport and Bartlett
Springs; at Ukiah, for Vichy Springs, Saratoga
Springs. Blue Lakes, Laurel Del Lake, Upper
Lake, Pomo, Potter Valley, John Day's, Lierley's, Gravelly Valley. Booneville, Greenwood,
Orr's Hot Springs, Mendocino City. Fort Bragg,
Westport, Usal, Willltts, Canto, Covelo, Laytonville. Harris, Scotia, and Eureka.
Saturday-to-Monday Round Trip Tickets at report;

duced rates.
On Sundays, Round TripTickets
beyond San Rafael at half rates.

TICKET OFFICE—650 Market

to all points

St.,

Chronicle

Building.

H.C. WHITING,
Gen. Manager.

R. X. RYAN,
Gen. Passenger Agent.

COAST STEAMSHIP CO.
3,

13, 18,

J.

D SPRECKELS &BROS.

Agents, 114 Montgomery St.
MarketSt., San Francisco.

for

July

38:

For B. C. and Puget Sound ports, June 3, 8,
28 and every 5th day thereafter.
For Eureka (Humboldt Bay), Steamer "Pomona," at 2 p.m. June 2, 6, 10, 14, 18, 22, 26, 30, and
every fourth day thereafter.
For Newport, Los Angeles and all way ports*
at 9 a. m. June 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28, and every
fourth day thereafter.
For San Diego, stopping only at Port Harford
Santa Barbara, Port Los Angeles, Redondo, (Los
Angeles) and Newport, June 2. 6, 10, 14. 18, 22, 26,
30, and every fourth day thereafter, at 11 a. m.
For Ensenada, San Jose del Cabo, Mazatlan,
La Paz, Altata.and Guaymas (Mexico), steamei
"Orizaba," 10 A. m, June 2-27, and 25th of each
;

New

4

GOODALL, PERKINS & CO., Gen'l Agents,
No.

10

Market

street,

San Francisco

OCCIDENTAL AND ORIENTAL

CO

S. S.

For Japan and China.
Steamers leave wharf at FIRST and BRANSTREETS,
at 3 P M, for YOKOHAMA and
NAN

HONGKONG,
steamers for

connecting at

Yokohama with

SHANGHAI.

—

Thursday, July 2,
Gaelic
Tuesday, July 21
Doric
Belgic (via Honolulu). Saturday, August 8.
Goptic (via Honolulu), Wednesday, Aug. 26,
(via Honolulu)

,

S. S. "Australia, for Honolulu only, Saturday,
July lUh, at 10 a.
S. S. "Mariposa" sails via Honolulu and Auckland, for Sydney. Thursday, July 23th, at 2 P. M.
Line to Coolgardie, Australia, and Capetown,

South Africa.

pm

Sonoma, 110:40AM |8:40aa
Glen Ellen. 6:05pm (6:15 P

month thereafter.
Ticket Office— Palace Hotel, No.
Montgomery street.

6o.,

1854.)

HflY AND GRftIN
Commission Merchants.

CEANIC

7:30AM
5:00pm
7:30AM
5:O0PM

[6:15

13, 18, 23,

The wounds of self-love become inrcwhen the oxide of silver gets into them.

(Established

7:30AM|
5:10pm|
7:30AM|
3:30pm|

6:15pm
10am

110

7:30pm

Guerneville

3, 13, 18, 28.

daybreak everywhere.

George

Oam

PM

PACIFIC

When a woman comes to repent of
her weakness, she passes, as it were, a
sponge over her life and effaces everything.

able

7 :30a Ml
3:30

Dispatch steamers from San Francisco

—

A

A M;

ports in Alaska, 9 A.M.. June

Out of the shadows of night
The world rolls into light;

A
A

(9:45
10:45 A
11:45 A
13:45 p
(1:46 p

From San Francisco—Foot of Market

11:00

bells of san blas.

In vain
call back the Past again,
The Past is deaf to your prayer

CREEK ROUTE FERRY.

(Slip

9074 dogs taken

London, since the

muzzling order came into operation, 8501
were completely abandoned by their owners.
Of this number 7538 were intrinsically so
worthless that they were first of all deprived
of life by confinement in the lethal chamber,
and then cremated; and of the remainder
only 557 managed to find purchasers, at
prices varying from $2 40 to $25.

p

San~Leandbo aniThaywards Local.
i*6:00
8:00

SUNDAYS—7:30, 9:30,

Fulton,

p

9 :47

*8 :48
6:35

stations

6:30p San Jose and way stations
San Jose and way stations

9:00, 11:00 A M; 12:35,3:30
Thursdays— Extra .trip at

11:30 p M. Saturdays— Extra trips at
and 11:30 ph.

!

way

tll:45p

P M.

5:10, 6:30

men

all

Matthew Arnold.

p
p

*8:06

stations
•4:30 P
5:30 p

Street.

SAN FRANCISCO TO SAN RAFAEL.

WEEK DAYS—7:30,

7:30
3:30
5:10

Some undermined hours.
'Resolve to be thyself; and know»
that he
Who finds himself, loses his misery "

Palo Alto and way
San Mateo, MenloPark. San Jose,
Gllroy, Tres Plnos. Santa Cruz,
Salinas, Monterey. Paciflc Grove *10:40 A
•8:30 P San Jose. Paciflc Grove and way
stations

Tiboron Ferry—Foot of Market

partiality,

Brings round to

10:15A

6:00p SantaFeRoute.AtlanttcExpress,
10 :15 A.
tor Mojave and East
11 :45 A
6 '00 p Vallejo ....
6:00p European mail, Ogden and East.. 9:45a
A
6:00 p Havwards, Niles and San Jose... 7:45
•• t7:45P
••
I7:0OP Vallejo
Sacramento,
7 -OOP Oregon
Express,
Marysville, Redding, Portland,
10:45 A
Puget Sound and East
S anta Crpz Division (Narrow Gauge).
J7:45A SantaCruzExcursion,SantaCruz
and principal way stations
8:15a Newark, Centerville, San Jose,
Felton, HoulderCreek, Santa Cruz
and way stations
•3:15 P Newark, Centerville, San Jose,
New Almaden, Felton, Boulder
Creek, Santa Cruz, and principal

PACIFIC

forlorn,

4:30

Orleans, and East

from time to time, vague and

From the soul's subterranean depth upborne
As from an infinitely distant land,
Come airs, and floating echoes, and convey

„-±vy

and Sacramento

still,
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RAILWAY CO.

6:25

Yet

.

Oroville,

June

SAN FRANCISCO AND NORTH

FASHIONS FOR MEN.

COMPANY.

PACIFIC

(Pacific System.)
Trains Leave and are Due to Arrive at

Leave.

&

:

.

Freight

CO..

office, 327

1896
1896
1896
1896

Round Trip Tickets at Reduced Rates.
For freight or passage apply at Company's
No. 421 Market street, corner First.

Office,

D. D.

STUBBS, Secretary.

